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THE BOW

COLBY HERE

ON SATURDAY

VOL. LXIV.

Asserts
Socialism Is Sole Remedy
For Present Social Evils

»

VyiTH

both Norman Thomas and
John Strachey, Socialist and

"

Communist

respectively,

warning Bow-

doin audiences of the ever increasing
threat of Fascism, it would seem that
the doctrine preached by Hitler, Mussolini and Dolfue throughout Central
Europe is the most dangerous of all
the "lams".
Yet after Mr. Thomas had explained
the essential characteristics of this
form of government one could not help
but be impressed with the similarity

between

it

and certain fundamental

Other Alternatives, Fascism

"MURRAY

or War, Will Increase

Economic

Ills

FUTURE WONT SEE
REPETITION OF PAST
An Economy

of Abundance Play

point.

Upon

constant nourishing of
depends the progress of
country, according to Norman
the

this interest,

the

Thomas.

FIRST overt sign of any
THEorganisation
accomplished

such

its first

move

week. Under the sponsorship of a student anti-war society,
last

groups from many of the leading colleges in the East (including Harvard
and Amherst) went on a general
strike to demonstrate their opposition
to war.

The

strike

was not alone

Showing that change

limited to

colleges but was even apparent in
high schools where pupils
walked from their classes to let their
voices join in the general protest. Sad
to say few Bowdoin undergraduates
had any knowledge of such a strike:
conservatism still holdB sway where
Longfellow and Hawthorne walked.

many

is

Fraternity

Smokers Planned
With acceptances coming

in stead-

the Class of '69 and

body tc m by interrA squabbles was averted when
Bowdoin and Colby combined to uphold the present constitution
against an amendment supported by Bates and Maine.
The amendment, defeated last Monday morningat the AssociaReceives Art Obternoon, the varsity's first encounter College
meeting at the Augusta House, was to permit athletes reSills Reviews Trustee's Life tion's
of the season, should provide plenty of
Keep
turning
to college after a prolonged absence to compete in the
Money
to
Books,
jects,
interest.
and Praises Spirit of
Maine State Meet.
Smokers are also planned at most
Budget Balanced
Loyal Alumnus
of the fraternities Friday night after

LEAVE

the play. In addition to the play and
other features, the sub-freshmen will
attend the various classes on Saturday
morning, and will be addressed in Saturday chapel by the Dean.
Neale £. Howard '37 and Elizabeth
Merriman are playing the leads in
"Murray Hill", to be given in Memorial Hall on Friday evening at 8
o'clock. They are supported by an experienced cast composed of Edwin G.
Walker '36, Philip G. Parker '35, Edwin B. Benjamin '37, Nella Barbour,
Emily Holmes and Elizabeth Riley.

many
heirs.

Barbour and Elizabeth Riley) about to
attend the memorial service for a
great-aunt.
They are awaiting a
nephew (Edwin Walker) who is a
beneficiary of the will, and of whom
they
have
heard
bad reports, via the
Appearing for the seventy ninth
tabloids. When the nephew finally arconsecutive year since its founding rives, with
a breath and a stagger, he
the 1935 Bowdoin Bugle will be pub- is met by the family lawyer (Philip
lished next month, and will be dis- Parker) who refuses to let him meet
Ivy
tributed as usual just before
his aunts. A handy assistant mortician
house party, on the 22nd of May. (Neale Howard) is presented to the
The dedication of this issue, naturally aunts in place of the nephew. From
known only to the board, represents this point the plot becomes more coma popular consensus of votes. Charles plicated, involving the attractive but
Garcelon, '35, present editor-in-chief, shy Amelia "(Elizabeth Merriman),
promises new features in the awaited whose male acquaintances have been
publication.
restricted to bishops and professors,
The forthcoming issue will be the and includes a wild escapade with one
result of a banner year from the
f tne aun t s and the drunken nephewstandpoint of work and co-operation, whose one great sorrow is the uselessaccording to the editor. The compiling ness of maiden ladies. The scene of
of the year-book has been character- action is laid in one of the old musty
ized by smooth precision. All the de- town houses which are still to be
partments have worked together and found among the New York skyeach aspirant with such energy that scrapers.
the selection of men to continue work
Xs there will be no reserved seats
for next year will be difficult. The there is no advance ticket sale other
work of the freshmen, especially, has than the group plan of admission,
for
well
Tickets will be sold at the door, and
been excellent, which bodes

just returned in excellent spirits to
renew his duties after a five weeks'
cruise
through the Mediterranean
Sea.
Leaving New York on the Aquitania President and Mrs. Sills sailed
direct for the Mediterranean, stopping a day on Madeira Island for a
general view of the usual sights ol
this isolated little harbor. Continuing

|

'

I

j

England's
reached
they
further
strongest fortress which impressively guards the entrance of the Sea,
Gibraltar. A landing was attempted
at Algiers on the African side of the
sea further on, but rough water prevented even getting dose to the harbor, and the President had to be content with but a fleeting glance at the
ancient stronghold.
Being thus thwarted the ship
crossed over into Europe and put in
at Monte Carlo Harbor from which
several excursions were made to
points worthy of note. In the morning
the Sills traversed the very beautiful
Comici Drive along the Riviera Coast
which overlooks the deep blue expanse of the Mediterranean.
They continued on to Grasse after
lunch to see the famous flowers there
which were just bursting forth in
their glory at that time. Monte Carlo
and its famed games of chance proved
the Waterloo of the President for
here he managed to throw away a few
precious pennies a cruel treatment
for adventuresome tourists. "Beware
Monte Carlo!" is his watchword
henceforth.

35 cents.
1

Students Pow- Wow With Thomas
As U's Throw Informal Smoker

D

|

I

]

1

I

J

never-

theless is true.
In order to have a sufficient number
of property men to arrange the scenery for the nine one act plays which
participated in the interscholastic play
contest, the College found it necessary
workmen
to divert some of the
from their diversified jobs at the Library. Union and Pickard Field to beHall.
Memorial
hind the scenes in

FERA

SENIORS HEAR LARY
ON FINDING OF JOBS
Stanley Lary, head of the vocational bureau sponsored by the University Club of Boston, interviewed Bow;

i

Socialistic

government?,

American colleges were commended
by Mr. Thomas. If American undergraduates presented a united pacifist

government would think
twice before entering a war to preserve a few pennies for tall-silk-hatThe possibilities for
ted capitalists.
the church to aid socialism were
enumerated by the speaker commending "courageous young preachers"
who * fearlessly uphold the Socialist
front, the

cause.

GOVERNMENT

Criticizes Roosevelt

That Roosevelt made a mistake in
Thomas advocating National Recovery before
|

"As long as people act like sheep co-operation in the World Economic
Conference was an opinion expressed
they will be treated like mutton".
democracy, the by the speaker. "Much useful work
In dealing with
prominent Socialist asserted that could have been done, before America
worth-while
eleliterally broke the meeting up", he
democracy has many
ments, and that even if we consider said.
Visit Prof. Means
Ramsey MacDonald was described
it a failure, we should' attempt to preTaking up the journey by boat
serve its best features in new forms as a man obsessed with the idea that
Government by the welfare of his country depended again they proceeded to Athens, the
governments.
of
center of ancient Greek civilization,
counting rather than breaking heads on hig staving in office.
Thomas brought laughs when he where they spent a very, interesting
should not be cast aside in favor of
stated that "America goes in for day with Bowdoin's visiting professor
a domineering type of government.
Proshirts in a big way". He mentioned |«t the American School there,
Unions Support Socialism
"Has the Socialistic party got the the Brown shirts, Black shirts, and "mot Thomas Means Under his able
guidance they visited the Acropolis
support and friendship of the Labor the Silver shirts, which are, according
Athens College of which PresiUnions?" asked one. "Yes", replied to him, potentially dangerous, since and
dent Sills is a trustee.
the speaker, "but not enough". An in- they combine the worst features of
The college is one of the Near East
teresting fact mentioned was that the Ku Klux Klan with weird spiritColleges
for Greeks which uses Amerualism.
72% of the Socialists are laborers.
In concluding, Norman Thomas ican methods. The President stated
Socialization of one strong nation
that this is a fine example of how the
after another will not necessarily en- jsaid that he would be very glad if a
Europeans look to us just as much as
sure peace, according to Thomas, but branch of the League for Industrial
we to them. Among the* other schools
it will end the existence of the pri- {Democracy were organized here. This
th« district is the Spanos School
vate exploiter who drags the nation (league has many branches in educa-' *
into war after him. Munition firms |lional institutions, and if there is a
Jl< e.™_GJ!!^under, "• J^l*"!6
of Professor Spanos, a Bowdoin gradare of the type of evil which would be Idesire here for it, there would he a
uate in *26. Unfortunately, lack of
'fine opportunity for a group to disended.
The action .of an Oxford University \c\ut the developments in labor and time prevented the Sills from seeing
'!
with the| Pll«fe8»or . S Pano8:
,
group in signing a declaration to the politics. Literature dealir
Gre»* changes have taken place in
that they would not fight for purpose of the organization was|
said

—

j

doin seniors on Monday, Tuesday, and
Wednesday of this week.
During these days members of the
senior class had an opportunity to
discuss vocations with this expert.
This bureau of the University Club
is subsidized by small New England
Colleges including Bowdoin, and one
of its important phases of work is to
secure positions for graduating stu- effect
king or country and similar actions of handed out.
dents.

j

«

^

(Continued an paar S)
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Magee Opposes Change

A

This argument is the third of its
type in recent years. Several years
ago. Bates tried to have the ruling
against special students changed in
order to permit two stars to compete.
A crisis at this time was averted
when Bates announced that these men
were students of good standing in the
college.

Maine was under fire recently for
permitting one of the famous Black
brothers to remain on the field during
a state meet. The student, a transfer
from Syracuse, had no business on
the field, and his presence was a distttset Wlthj if to - tne ruins : S#t%aV
years ago Maine withdrew from the
league during an argument as to
representation on the board.
Coach Jack Magee, in speaking of
the present situation, stated, "I would
have no objection to having the rule
changed next year, but I will not allow the rule to be changed now to allow Meagher to compete."
The ruling under discussion is the
one which keeps Tom Uniacke of the
juniors from entering competition.

gW

President Rides Camels
And Takes In Monte Carlo

I

is

years, is again enrolled in that institution. The general feeling was that
Bates was attempting to change the
ruling for its own purposes on the ere
of the battle.

-

'

,

the admission price

Meagher, who has been absent
from Bates for two and one half

Brown, Sills, Gillett, Allen
Address 100 Grads and

|

Being singled out as an opium carrier in Egypt by suspicious officials
and riding camels as well as visiting
all points of interest seemed to be a
fine tonic for President Sills, who has

War

Brown Speaks
Herbert Brown

spoke

Alumni Favor Withdrawal
The current agitation made it seem

next, explaining the life and the character of the college. Finding the pres-

quite possible that Bowdoin woula
withdraw from the Maine Association

Professor

Baker Wins By Kayo
To End. Melody

ruling

stellar pole-

Bates, to participate in

vaulter

Throughout President Hyde's ad- held by the Bowdoin Club of Portland
ministration Judge Hale was his con- last Monday in the Moulton Union.
stant supporter and served on his
The visitors began to arrive in the
At afternoon, and informally inspected
planning board from 1905 on.
President Sills' inauguration, he pre- the campus. At 6.30 a banquet which
sented the former with the keys of taxed the seating capacity of the
the college.
Uaipn was held, with music by the
After preparing at Norway Acad- orchestra, under the direction of Proemy, he was graduated here, a mem- fessor Wass. After the meal the enber of Phi Beta Kappa. He studied tire assemblage gathered in the
and practiced law, becoming U. S. lounge.
Four selections were sung by the
Pullu wing Sh ssx Mi s S» s
ehtth
gram of Speeches was started by LuDean
ther Dana, who presented
Presiding with
assignments
.from
the
Chief
as
toastmaster.
casional
Nixon
will
attractive,
and
particularly
customary aptness the Dean first inJustice of the U. S. Supreme Court.
greatly help to maintain a balanced
troduced President Sllld, who wel(Continued on pace 2)
budget for the college.
comed the visitors not only officially,
but also as a member of the Bowdoin Club of Portland and as a graduate of Portland High school. The
President spoke on the use and need
of a liberal education.

YEAR'S PREPARATION

to

fact

that many graduates have for the college as a home where they seek cheer,
Sub-Frosh
help, and encouragement in their
work, the President acclaimed Judge
conHale as one who for 30 years
gathering of well over one huntinued his service and for sixty years dred alumni
and prospective subhad retained his loyalty to Bowdoin. freshmen attended "Bowdoin Night",

This is to be grlsn
Boston Museum of Fine Arts, Bowdoin College, and Colby College. The
money is to be used by these instituValuable Art Objects
tions in any way that they see fit.
Bowdoin is to Receive such books,
engravings, paintings, bronzes, and
ancient silver as the college cares to
divide between the library and the
art museum, and 160,000, the income
from which will bo used for free tuition and books for needy worthy students of Colonial o* Revolutionary an-

Has Capable Cast

spring,

Urging the students now here at
college to be mindful of the reverence

dollars.
equally to the

"Murray Hill" is a comedy by Leslie
Howard, who formerly played the lead
with Genevieve Tobin, and although il

would

have
great promiwas brought
ALUMNI ATTEND
that such a
nence by the
would permit Meagher,
the
BOWDOIN NIGHT forthcoming
of
meet.

spirit of his character.

public institutions, and several
The residuary of the property

amounts to about a million

proposed amendment, which
gone into effect this

This

Under the term* of the will of
In a memorial address for the late
Charles P. Kling (fled on April 10 in
Augusta Bowdoin received $50,000 Judge Clarence Hale '69, President
and a large collection of books and Sills in chapel Sunday spoke to the
student body of Mr. Hale's life of
art objects.
The estate, valued at almost a mil- service to the College and praised the
and the Christian
lion and a half, is divided between noble qualities

i

it

solution of that

LATE JUDGE PROVED
$50,000 VIRTUE OF FINE LIFE
4

IVY BUGLE CLIMAXES

this

Phi Beta Kappa

KLBSG BEQUEST

Sub-Freshman Week End
will be a sizeable success.
"Murray
Hill", to be produced by the Masque
and Gown, .promises to be one of their
most successful, and the BowdoinColby baseball game on Saturday afdicate that

That Bowdoin may in the near future withdraw from the
new Intercollegiate League,
in Maine Athletic Conference and join a
of Swarthmore, Haverford, Amherst, Williams, Union, Hamilton,
a
and Bowdoin, recent developments within the Maine Intercollegiate Track and Field Association indicate. The immediate dis-

has not previously been presented to
the College, it was one of the more
popular plays in the repertoire of the
College Players last summer. Three
of the members of the Masque and
Gown cast. Walker, Parker and Mrs.
Holmes, were in the play last summer.
The play is directed by Philip S. cestry.
Mr. Kling, apparently has only a
Wilder, and staged by Robert S. Sherdistant connection with Bowdoin Colman '35.
The play is a light farce based upon lege and is not an alumnus. The reaa mistaken identity, and exhibits very son for the unexpected legacy was a
inevitable,
mystery to College members, other

seeris to be one for
future years.
general reorganization of old
clubs and finding of new ones. John
Holdcn succeeded in giving sufficient
impetus to the new Bowdoin Outing
Club to insure it a successful season
next year; L'Ours Blanc has taken on
a new lease of life; Ibis, the senior
honorary society, has been revived and
Before a select group of students
there are rumors that Deutscher and faculty gathered in the living
Verein is to suffer a rebirth.
room of the Delta Upsilon House afFinally three enterprising students, ter the lecture in Memorial Hall, NorFavour and Lord of '36 and Bradford man Thomas was subjected to a bar'87, on Thursday last called a meetrage of queries and questions. His
ing of all those interested in forming
wit and wide range of information
a rifle club. Plans have already been
to the task and made poscompleted for the construction of a was equal
sible a lively and interesting session
rifle range in the basement of Adams
Replying to the question, if the for
Hall.
gotten man is disappointed when the
man whom he has voted dictator sudis
rPHE FEDERAL
forgets him, why should we not
A subsidizing amateur dramatics at denly
may think the same way about instituting

Bowdoin College. Although
sound somewhat astounding

Was Bowdoin Graduate

March.

!

rpHIS YEAR

MAY JOIN NEW INTERCOLLEGIATE
HAIE IS LAUDED BOWDOIN
LEAGUE AS RESULT OF RECEN T ARGUMENTS
to Reinstate Meagher on Bobcat Track
BY PRESIDENT IN Amendment
Team is Defeated to Avert Immediate Dissolution
of Conference
CHAPEL ADDRESS

ily from the 300 invitations sent out
to possible sub-freshmen, the signs in-

A

f

Sub-Frosh

Features

Week End;

WEEK

.

HUT

1

THREA TENS BREAK-UP
OF STA1E CONFERENCE

C

day. He expressed his regret at
arriving two days after the college had reopened but assured
that
the
the undergraduates
Dean had allowed him traveling
time, so that net even double cuts
could put him en pro.
The President extended bis
greetings to Bowdoin as a whole
and his thartks {• those members
of the faculty! particularly the
Dean and the Alumni Secretary,
who had assumed extra duties
during his abaefce. A sincere and
successful attempt he professed
to have made to adhere to the admonition offered* him by Mustard
and Cress on his departure in

FRIDAY NIGHT

concepts of the NRA program. His
Has' Superseded That
statement that the capitalists of today
would choose % Fascist regime if they
of Scarcity
were convinced that there was no going back to pre-1929 days was significant and must have been a surprise to
Declaring that "drifting along" will
many. In other words modern indus- bring the United States into another
trial magnates ;vould prefer a reverworld conflict, Norman Thomas, in a
sion to mercantilism rather than a lecture to
a capacity audience in Mestride ahead into Socialism.
morial Hall last Thursday night, deEven as William Butler Yeats was clared that present college men will
the forerunner of last year's Institute in their lifetime see this country
of Literature so might Norman adopting one of three policies. War,
Thomas be called the first speaker of Fascism, or a "sane form of Socialnext year's Institute, which will deal ism" will be the three choices before
with the political sciences.
governmental heads.
The lecture, entitled "Socialism or
has gone for anoth- Fascism", was sponsored by the Delta
RISING
er year and, except for a notable Upsilon fraternity, which first inskirmish on the Beta lawn, was re- augurated this lectureship in 1927.
markable for its lack of violence. Even Thomas, an eminent Socialist who has
twice been candidate for the Presithe activities of last year which were
considered remarkably tame dwarfed dency, has addressed a Bowdoin audience once before. He was the guest of
this year in actual fighting.
Dean Paul Nixon during his brief stay
This, of course, may be due in part in Brunswick.
to the rather rigid regulations placed
Dean' Nixon introduced the speaker
•upon the Freshman and Sophomore of the evening as a man who, though
classes by the Student Council, but can
"not-elected twice", was nevertheless
be attributed chiefly to the increasing a person whom every one present
tendency towards conservatism in re- would be happy to see in the Presigard to certain practices connected dency. He also expressed the college's
with initiation and inter-class rivalry. indebtedness to the D. U. fraternity
In a recent issue of the New York- for both Thomas lectures.
note of
er, in an article entitled "This Was humor was introduced when the Dean
the College Life", this sophistication explained that the speaker was not
of the modern student was noted and clad in ordinary day clothes on acin some measure bemoaned. The arti- count of political or social views, but
cle went on in some length to describe had been obliged to hurry from a pre
the "good old days" of the early vious talk in Portland.
'eighties when practically anything
Capitalism Dying
but gun-play was tolerated.
Mr. Thomas first stated that he
The article told of two instances of would naturally rather "be right than
Bowdoin's rascality. Back in 1846 a be President," but that "he wouldn't
student became so embroiled with a mind being both!" However, he would
professor that he threw sulphuric acid not desire to be elected President as a
in his face.
On another occasion in kind of "isolated miracle", he said,
1839 a group from the student body, since full an'd continued support is
as means of protest, set President Al- needed to deal with the imperative
Needless to say, necessity for new forms of social orlen's home on fire.
times seem to have changed!
ganization.

MIGHT be x*ih*r bold to.st s
IT that
the gradual extinction of "collegiatism" was accompanied by the
simultaneous growth of Campus liberalism; i.e., an increasing interest in
national affairs from a social stand-

Gets Travelling Time
Returned from his five weeks'
tour through the Mediterranean,
M. Sills resumed
President K.
his college duties by addressing
the chapel attendance last Thurs-

WILL BE GIVEN

NO.

18, 1934.

ELIGIBILITY SQUABBLE

Casey Return* Late,

Norman Thomas

The Sun

WEDNESDAY, APRIL

BRUNSWICK, ME.

(64th Year)

" Rises

ORIENT

"MURRAY
ON FRIDAY NIG

*

ence of the sub-freshmen symbolical
of the fact that they wanted to be
shown, he called this quality the reeducation. He
quisite in acquiring an education^
also found the layout of the college
symbolical of its nature, with its general balance, the chapel at the center,
and athletic fields bordering it on

The mortal struggle of the two
Polar Bear bands reached its last
stages a few days ago; and, as
the last saxophones wailed in both
Odd Fellows Hall and Kicker Gardens, the genuine Bowdoin Polar
Bears, led by John Baker '35, re"Dapper
mained .triumphant.
Dan" Hayden, who for several
competing
weeks
been
has
against the Baker organization
for the favor of the student body,
did not even attend the performance of his troupe last Saturday.
The 'Hayden- men have taken
the count, and the fourth round of
a scheduled fifteen-round bout

to join a

Following

;

;

.

•

(Continued on page 3)

!

which

is

now

standing, and eligibility.
The projected list contains Swarth-

more, Haverford, Amherst, Wesleyan,
Williams, Union, Hamilton, and Bow-

Brown was
who spoke of the

doin. These colleges would meet
football, basketball and track.
(Continued on page 4)

Professor

Gillett '34,

Intercollegiate

being formed by ex-President Frank
Day of Union College, would comcolleges of equal size, scholastic
j prise
.

three sides.

Gordon

new Eastern

invited. This association,
,

j

various college activities, and explained their usefulness and purposes,
with advice on
pursuing
them.
'34
Charles Allen
was the next
speaker. Speaking of Athletics he explained the nature 'of both major and
minor sports, and praised Coaches
Bowser, Magee, Miller and Wells.

in

POPULAR MUSICIANS
GIVE SONATA RECITAL
Frederic Tillotson,
pianist,
and
Yves Chardon, cellist, presented a
sonata program Monday evening,
April 16, in Memorial Hall. The music
was selected from the works of
Rachmaninow and Brahms.

Frosh-Soph Clash At Beta House
Features Brawls Of Rising Week

Mr. Chardon, a native of France,
Sophomores, and were refused admit- was trained in the Paris Conservatory
He has played in many
tance to several fraternity houses on of Music.
the strength of the Phi Chi rules pro- French and Italian cities, and has
been professor of Music at the Conhibiting, fighting there.
Finally, in
desperate need of some Sophomores servatory in Athens. In recent years
who seemed safely hidden in the va- Mr. Chardon ha? been connected with
rious fraternity
houses, they laid the Boston Symphony Orchestra. As
siege to the Beta House, where about a soloist he ha*s been received moat
warmly in this country.
fifteen Sophs were intrenched.
Mr. Tillotson is well known to BowThe Freshmen, forty strong, surrounded the house and issued a num- doin audiences and to Maine in gen*
ber of invitations for the Sophs to eral as a concert pianist.
come out, all of which however were
unaccepted. After a half hour of endless bickering and parleying, the upperciassmen in the house were final-

Five days of more or less intermittent struggle, which was climaxed
by the Freshman banquet at Marblehead, Mass., last Saturday, constituted the annual Freshman Rising
Week. Carried out under the strict
rules laid down by the Student Council, the whole thing was a rather mild
affair, with the highlight coining in a
pitched battle between the Sophs and
the Frosh in front of the Beta House

Thursday night.
,_
The Freshmen started rising rather
slowly, the running of a "37" flag up
the Memorial flagpole being the total
amount of their efforts on Tuesday,
the opening day of the spring term. ly convinced of the unfairness of the
On Wednesday night a group of forty situation and agreed to throw the
Competition in the pool, billiards,
Freshmen ruled the campus, but few Sophs out.
and ping pong tournaments held in
Sophomores were to newfound. There
At the appointed moment the fifwas little or no actualnghting, and teen unfortunate Sophs, herded to- and by the Moulton Union have althe only incident of note was the first gether in a group, came stumbling out ready begun, and the finals will be
fight between Freshman Latty and of the front door and attempted to played a week from the coming Friday, on the 27th. A duplicate eonSenior "Hank" Richardson, who sucr scatter.
Pounced upon by an overcessfully maintained the honor of the whelming group of first year men, tract bridge tournament will be the
Sophomore class by rescuing Sopho- they put up a heroic struggle, and for innovation of this year. Winners of
pool,
billiards,
the
and ping-pong
more Dana from the iasolent .Fresh- full fifteen minutes the spirited battle
tournaments will receive appropriate
man who had dragged him- out onto
There
good

UNION CONTESTANTS
START TOURNAMENTS

j

raged.
was a
deal of ripthe T.D. porch.
ping, and tearing of clothing on both
On Thursday night came the real gi<|eg The Freshmen
climax of the annual struggle. The troubled with mistaking the identity
Frosh seized four Sophs as thay were of
eir own warriors, and in one incoming out of MenwHal Hall after) stance approximately fifteen of them
hearing "Norman TMmas' bVillian s jumped on their fellow classmate,
lecture, and proceedetl to take *hem Fred Gwynn,
and had him half
over to a room in Maine hall where a stripped before the mistake was recti
regular Phi Chi razzoo and much hair fied. In the end the Sophs were
cutting took place.
|P
worsted, but the Frosh did not desist
until they had ascertained that every
, Beta House Besieged
The Freshmen then banded togeth-4° n* °^ Lthej r ***••? fitter enemies
er, Grouped through the four dormi- was without a shred of clothing.
tories which proved to be destitute of
(Continued on inure 3)

cups, as will the best contract teams.

The drawings have been made and
are posted in the billiard room. Don
Lancaster wishes all players to complete their matches at earliest convenience in order to get all the contesta into final rounds as soon as possible.
He advised houses to pick their
best pairs for the bridge, who will be
partners in the matches held in the
Lounge on the night of the 27th. Although contestants themselves are
judges, in the finals of the ping-pong
(lie players may have their own um-

^

j

I

pire.

BM.

:

wmmmmmmm
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
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Established

graduate can only hope that it will.
The currieulnm and government of the College: Often have the
CDnstard and Cress
entrance requirements for Bowdoin been characterised aa "too
easy". It is extremely doubtful, however, whether this n the case.
Getting back early from vacation
True, some freshmen who have found themselves refused by col- revealed a lot of things to us. They
sort of let things slide around tie
leges with more stringent rules of admission have turned to Bow- College when they don't have any apdoin, but the exacting curricular requirements of the first year pearances to keep op. We may be
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Four Problems
"Launching an editorial policy" is a grandiloquent way of saying that a new staff has taken over the task of producing THE
ORIENT. At best it is a mere t^isference of authority, since each
succeeding board finds that, in the final analysis, it has identically
the same problems with which to deal as did the one before it.
Its editorial life consists in facing these problems from new angles
and creeping toward that improbable millennium: solution of
them.
The issues are constant; it is seldom that the columns of a
student organ are given over to any other topics. They embrace
(not necessarily in the order of importance) : 1) undergraduate
politics and activities; 2) collegiate-national views; 3) the curriculum and government of the College and 4) athletics. All four
of these problems lie painfully near the surface and cry for some
positive settlement. At least two of them are reaching entirely
new, critical stages at this time.
A "first editorial" is of necessity an ambiguous, tentative idea.
With three years of apprenticeship and discussion behind it, Volume LXIV speaks not as a vital, unimpressed entity, but rather as
an enthroned subject who, after reaching his ascendency, finds
himself unconsciously echoing the words of his gubernatorial
predecessors. Perhaps it is well to do this. Certainly the preceding board handled the four major problems with authority, tact
and decision, yet this staff will, both now and in the future, attempt to break free of previous influences and present its own
No doubt it will be
ideas, in tune with the present moment.
accused of "Radicalism". If so, it will shout with joy. "Youth"
and "Radicalism" have become almost synonymous terms, and a
better method of making the world think than radicalism has not
yet been found.
For a more serious consideration, The Orient submits the following definite subjects for 'perusal ; in later issues they will be
expanded upon and viewed more comprehensively
Undergraduate polities and activities: It is gratifying to note the
rejuvenation of several supposedly defunct Bowdoin clubs during
the past few months. Ibis has suddenly sprung into life, the Outing
Club is once more formulating plans for a winter season, and a
new venture, the Rifle Club, is making headway toward a definite
organization. It is very evident, however, that these need be only
starters. A real gap was left when the Liberal Club expired. If
sufficient support could be obtained, and attendance at recent liberal lectures given by the College seems to prove that this is a true
possibility, it should be revived. Ibis itself could do far worse than
foster the comeback of such an organization, for its tenets include
the discussion of modern matters.
The need for the reappearance of the White Key Society was
extremely manifest during the Interscholastic week end this winter. The prep school athletes were allowed to wander unattended
about the campus, unless some fraternity man, with a pledge button in his pocket, shepherded them for a time. An official welcoming organization would do much toward making official visitors
to the College enjoy their stay and look favorably upon Bowdoin.
The Orient urges the Student Council to reconsider their decision
to do away with the White Key.
Undergraduate elections, even though they are chiefly honorary,
still suffer outrageously from the Tammany tinge.
There have
been very few elections during the present college generation that
have not been "fixed", days ahead of time, by the fraternities.
Although the Student Council representatives have done their best
to uproot this evil, they find themselves practically powerless, for
they are vested with no infallible means to prevent such an occurrence. A complete reorganization of the election system seems to
be the only cure for such an ill.
;

CoUegiate-National views: At the present time, the student of
is only beginning to realize the important part he can
play in political and social problems. Anti-War conferences which
are even now taking place at four New England colleges are the
weathervanes that show whither the collegiate mind is blowing.
The Youth Movement is slowly but surely gathering momentum,

America

and the time
force.

It

is

not far off when it promises to be ah irresistible
not a coherent movement ; it has its occasional

is

A

flounderings as it goes beyond its depth. But it is a sure one.
survey of the steady moves since only last year shows how it has

increased in potency and importance.

—

all year
his texts give him all that he may learn
Attending classes in such courses is a manifest waste
of time. That the conference system is rapidly growing in favor
among the faculty is a sign that earnest attempts are being made
in the right direction.
Too often the student who wishes not
merely to listen, but to ask, is silenced by the conventions of the
formal lecture system. The more complete use of conferences is
urged as a defense against this major evil.
At the present time the College is sorely in need of a publicity
bureau. It is one of the few small, liberal colleges which does not
have such a function. Although the Alumni office handles its
minor direction of publicity well, it can scarcely be said that Bowdoin is well "covered" by any newspaper. To attract the right
type of freshman to the College, its publicity must be wider and
more extensive; it cannot be relegated to small notes at bottoms of
columns. Few alumni know what is going on within the college,
unless they subscribe to one of the publications produced by it. As
competition between the colleges for the most likely candidates
grows, a publicity bureau becomes a vital necessity. The Orient
suggests and urges that such a bureau be seriously considered.
Athletics: At this time the athletic situation in the state of
Maine colleges is verging on the critical. The state track association is in definite danger of splitting up completely, while the

take a lecture note

'35
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you'll

e.

and hour examination systems will continue to be
a sore spot until some alterations are introduced in each of them.
There are admittedly some courses in which the student need not

Benjamin W. Norton

•

Bates and Colby on equal terms is a serious question. The current
issue of the Maine Campus goes on record urging that the alumni
found athletic scholarships, "to aid in attracting better athletes
to Maine." It is with like situations that Bowdoin must contend

is

almost laughable.

A tenth

at

Bowdoin at the present time

of the student body, the alert, wide-

expects to hold up its head in intra-state competition. The
recently proposed athletic conference composed of Swarthmore,
if it

Hamilton, Union, Haverford, Williams, Wesleyan, Amherst and
Bowdoin seems to be the ready solution for such a case.
The Orient favors the withdrawal of Bowdoin from athletic
competition in Maine.
The step may seem to be a serious one at first, and is certain to
stir up some opposition, but it is without a doubt the only sane one.
Bowdoin should not be asked to compete with the other Maine colvastly different in scholastic standing, eligibility
and situation that its present status is almost intolerable.
competent coach and a long standing reputation have allowed it to
leges

;

it

is so-

It

has rallied only feebly to three religious conferences

else."

"Oh, do yon go to Bowdoin?"
asked the traveller. "Say. do you
knew Professor Andrews up
there?"

•

schools which participated in the third
annual One Act Play Contest last
Friday and Saturday.
"The Giant's Stair", by Wilbur
Daniel Steele, presented by the Garrett Schenck High school of East Mil-

Cony
place,
first
linocket received
High school of Augusta presetting
Percival Wilde's "The Finger of God"
and Stephens High school of Rumford
presenting John Wekley.'s "The Last
Mile" received second and third reBoth Cony and East Milspectively.
ilinocket will be entered in the New
England One Act Play Contest to be
held at South Portland High school

May

11 and 12.
Other schools participating in the
school,
contest were Deering High
free presenting "Tickless Time"; Rockland

c

High school giving "Grandma Pulls
the String"; Buckfield High school
"The Interview"; Hebron
offering

Academy playing "A Message from
Khufu"; Maine Central Institute presenting "Elmer"; and Guilford High

students.
They were real, live robbers, and they spirited the car away
to do their foul deeds in.

The

men who

are interested in a career
in this field of work may obtain a prospectus oi
the educational requirement! by
addressing

Howabd M. MuunaBovt, D. M. D,
Tmilt CMif D—tS Sck—i

SM

Huntington Are.

Philgas for Fraternity

House Cooking
Brunswick Hardware Co.
Prompt Serrioa • Fair
TeL 136—87 Maine Stv-TeL

Ice

Cream

THE OLD FASHIONED KIND
TeL 350

Guilford.

Saturday evening the College entertained the entire group of over a

hundred
j

!

i

i

!

actors,

directors,

Well and at Favorable

and

coaches at a dinner given in their
honor at the Moulton Union. Dean
Nixon and Professor Mitchell addressed the group on behalf of the
college and were followed by Mrs.
Arthur F. Brown who spoke for the
judges. Since three more teams than
competed, the Brunswick
last year
High Dramatic Club helped the committee solve the housing problem by
offering the homes of its members to'
the visiting teams.

Prices at

THE RECORD OFFICE
75 Maine St.
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(Continued from par* 1)

Lauds His

Spirit

President Sills attributed this long
activeness and continued good health
in mind and body to the fine spirit
which carried Judge Hale abreast of
his times until the end. This spirit,
reflected in his speech of a year ago
at the February Phi Beta Kappa- dinner, accompanied his last years and
kept them from falling short of his
younger days.
The love and esteem for Judge Halein the State of Maine the President
attributed not so much to personal
charm and manner as to character.
He was natural and simple and
friendly. He had the manners of the
born gentleman, and the considerations that come from Christian training and practice. His highest praise
simplicity of the
is offered in the
scripture: "He was a man greatly be-

ple and very fitting
President.

words

of

Between fifty and sixty candidates
from secondary schools all over the
take examinations next
23, in competition for
Maine Scholarship
the
State
of
awards, Professor Stanley Barney
Smith recently announced.

state will

Monday, April

These

scholarships,

amounting to

hundred dollars- each, have been
given for the past four years and
have been eight in number. It has
been necessary this year to reduce
the number to four. For the distribution of the awards the State has
been divided into four districts of

five

counties:

A

ducted in the following eight places:
Brunswick, Farmington, Waterville^
Bangor, Fryeburg, Rockland, Presque
Isle and East Machias, The subjects
of the examinations will cover algebra and plane geometry, English, and
an informational test. In judging the
winners various kinds of excellence
as determined by the high school record will also be taken into consideration. It is planned if possible to announce the results before May 15.
Only one scholarship will usually
be awarded in each district, but if
any district fails to furnish a candidate who passes with a sufficiently
high grade no award will be made ftn
that district, and an extra award may
be made in another district. Candidates must be residents of Maine,
must apply as from districts in which
they are attending school at the time
of application, and must be in need

Cumberland and York; An- of

New! High

in

financial assistance.
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Europ
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"Again and again we are shown
that the real happiness comes out ol

we

forget these simple truths, and
then someone leaves this busy world,
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"WHEN A FELLER
NEEDS A FRIEND"

reaching the entire undergraduate body and many alumni,
Eight Exam Cities
should be a factor in influencing their solution. Some definite
The examinations will be under
stand must be taken on these issues. A clear-eyed, foresighted the supervision of members of the
alumni and will be confaculty
or
policy will lead down the road toward progress.

HALE
SIXTY TO TRY FOR
SUNDAY CHAPEL
STATE AWARDS

CT

WISEMAN FARMS

ters,

SILLS PRAISES

r

BOWDOIN MEN

inside the

Chapef the next morning," he said
interviewed.
But they weren't

when

:

College

Have Their Printing Done

Lyman

e

I

training.

and Stephens gave theirs, followed on
Saturday evening by Hebron Academy, Maine Central Institute and

Mr. Hartman's car
right out from under his nose the other night, they did. While he waa in
playing bridge at Uncle Dan's, three
of then leaped into his car and drove
madly away with it. Mr. Hartman
it

law

an
has drrefajBwa into a*
branch of health acme*. In eariar to
its obligatioa to aaiwa n ity. it needs men
of the highest intellect, backed

and women

by superior

school producing "The Drum's Oude".
The nine plays were given in MemoHall in groups of threes, Deering,
Rockland and Cony presenting their
productions Friday evening. Saturday
afternoon Buckfield, East Millinoeket

snaffled

didn't suspect anything.
"I fully expected to see

TUFTS COLLEGE

rial

c

"Uncanny," he muttered.
-

$1.95

-

DENTAL SCHOOL
D

Through the College Preparatory
School Committee . headed by Asst.
Professor Herbert R. Brown, Bowdoin acted as host .to the casts of nine

Another amateur magician appeared in the Union the other
day, Mr. Herbert Rosa Brown. He
waa contentedly smoking in the
lounge the other day, when his
cigarette suddenly disappeared.
"Aha," said Mr. Brown, "My
cigarette has disappeared." He
rubbed his hands together but it
did net reappear. He leaked under the chair, and it waaat there.
He leaned hack and ruminated on
the wonders of the world, when
there arose an odor of burning
clothes. Mr. Brown leaped to his
feet, tore off his coat, unbuttoned
his vest, did a short war-dance,
and the cigarette dropped to the

They

Wahl Pen

W. CHANDLER & SON

MAINE SCHOOLS
PRESENT PLAYS

Finally the law caught up with
them, however, and they were jailed,
and the car returned to our Herbert.
A warning, however! If anyone discovers that most of his gasoline is
only to create ill feeling and insecurity.
mysteriously missing one of these
The sooner that Bowdoin stops competition with other Maine fine mornings, let it be known
colleges in sportswhere such dissension is rife, the better. Ill will that when Mr. Hartman retrieved his
car, it was equipped with a modern
is not the spirit of sportsmanship, and there is little but ill will
gas siphon. He still has it.
existent in the state now.
droscoggin, Kennebec, Lincoln, Ox*
•
•
•
ford and Sagadahoc; Hancock, Knox,
Bowdoin must face all these problems ; dodging them will result Penobscot, Waldo and Washington;
only in continued insecurity.
Orient's stand on such mat- Aroostook, Franklin, Piscataquis and
Somerset.

and that ever present tenth carried those conferences to success. someone who has lived a friendly,
and good life, and we are reUntil the trance-like nine-tenths can be stirred from the inertia in useful
minded once again that a good name
which it is steeped, no such Youth Movement can ever be expected is more to be desired than great
or hoped for at Bowdoin. The coming Institute on Government riches and that the memory of a good
rife is eternal; and that the virtuous
and Politics may turn the trick; at least the progressive under- life is after all the only happy life".

aMattMMiMM

friend lost patience.
"I've got to get to Brunswick,
Maine, tonight," he said, "and I
think I could do it considerably
quicker if you'd go somewhere

A

maintain its track prowess, but in other major sports it has not
won a state title for six years, Its last wholly succfesf ul football
season was in 1921.
The conference spoken of above would be completely in Bowdoin's class. While the monetary problem for the present is not
clear, it would meet with almost universal alumni approval, and
the evils that have racked the Maine colleges would be nonexistent. Only yesterday, the Bates athletic department hurled an
epithet of "unsportsmanlike" at Bowdoin for upholding the state
track constitution and not permitting ah ineligible Bates athlete
to compete. Bates has threatened to withdraw from the meet for
this same reason. Such teapot tempests are absurd; they serve

awake tenth, would welcome such an idea above any other, but the goodness. Yet so frail and fickle is
great mass of the undergraduates would greet it with accustomed human nature that in ordinary living
lethargy.

have to take it at
freshman was hitch-hik-

m

Filler

ISO Maine Street

The professors have pretty
rein in the library, being allowed to
take books out for as long a time as
they see fit. They usually get them
back in a year or so, but there aw
some notable exceptions. Dr. Wastf,
He
it seems, is the greatest sinner.
has had a book out sinee 1917. One
would think that it wag some weighty
so-called "state series" in football and baseball are the only sports tome which took years of reading and
rereading to comprehend, but Dr.
which rest upon relatively stable grounds.
Wass evidently had his mind on someWhether Bowdoin can, in future years, compete with Maine, thing else at the time.
It's "How to Play Checkers."

Although the colleges as a whole do not tend to be definitely
loved."
pacifistic, they display strong anti-war tendencies which are undeIn conclusion Judge Hale was deniable.
Brown, Northwestern, New York University, Amherst, scribed as a shining example of that
old adage, as true today as ever, that
Williams, Harvard, and many others have already staged demon- "the virtuous life is the happy life".
"He was a good man", were the simstrations against war.

The thought of Such a movement

F.

A

-

39c

Films (6 exposures) 10c

New Vacuum

ing his way back to college from
down around New York, and having very good luck at it, too.
Finally, however, near Hartford
he struck a snag. He waited and
waited by the side of the road,
but no one came by with a Samaritan license plate. Finally a
knight of the road walked along
beside him, stopped, and began to
engage in conversation. The gentleman of leisure had evidently
been imbibing, for he was extremely voluble. He talked of
this and that, and how h« had
ridden in a box car from Oklahoma to North Dakota, when out

m

BOOK STORE

GET A CAMERA FOR
___

adequately test the worth of the student. The number of men letting eats out clock rang seventeen
Science Building
dropped from College before they have become sophomores dem- times at midnight, the witching hour
onstrates how the chaff is automatically separated. No inferior of midnight, on April 9.
Dm - c
student ever becomes an upperctassman at Bowdoin. As long as
This one comes to as via East
but
our informant
Hartford,
the standard of work throughout the four years is maintained,
made us swear to secrec y, so
there is no need for making the entrance requirements more
face val-

William F. Gross "87
William C. Klaber t7 stringent.
Richard E. Mathewson "37
The lecture
"87

"37
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but the
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Associate Editor
Paul E. Sullivan '35
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When you're handed the raspberry be- r^>
fore your honey . . . puff away your«PC~
grouch with genial briggs. Its sa- J*)X
vory prime tobaccos are tempered and
seasoned for years in the wood, 'til
they're mellow and mild and minus
all bite . . . The truly biteleas Mend
• • • the friend a feller needs.
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
BANQUET CLIMAXES

TAME

Week Of 1920
With' Fire Dept

PRESIDENT RETURNS
IN EXCELLENT SHAPE

Fourteen years ago the traditional
Seeing the way in which the battle
freshman bonfire becamed outlawed Was turning, one of the freshmen abfrom rising week activities. Back in sented himself from the fight long
1920 the Frosh last rallied 'round the enough to snatch an axe off one of
fire and tossed their caps into the the trucks. With this he quickly cut
the hose and saved the fire. For the

the city since the Sills were there last
ten years ago. The refugees f rota the]
World War's disasters have been^eW
sorted into the life there, and the

Spectacular Rising

WEEK

RISING

Marked By Scrap

'

wu

The victory
properly celebrated when several of the first year men.
broke into the chapel and rung the
bell for a long period of time. They
alto placed a coach on the altar and
hung a banner high up oa the pipes of
the organ, but both of these articles
had disappeared by chapel time the
following morning.
Thursday's festivities were terminated by a Sophomore counter attack,
Freshmen got stuck in the mod on a
country road seven miles out of town,
and while he got out and walked
home, they spent half the night
trying to extricate the car and finally
were forced to give up the struggle

ever,

and a

first year men
showers with hardly

a fight wag

struggle. Most of the Frosh, relying
confidently
on their hard earned

were

laurels,

caught

napping,

and

their only consolation is the fact that
the Sophs are to be charged with seven new doors at $10.50 a piece which
were broken during the course of the

istence.

fight started.

Chapel Rash Gone

on.

Freeh Cut Hose

With a rush, the freshmen attacked
men who were holding the hose.

the

Being unable to force the firemen
away, the boys turned their attention
to .the hose. A tug of war followed
during which % the stream of water
action.
Friday night the campus was sin- sprayed everywhere. But the firemen
gularly destitute of Sophs and Frosh held their ground and still threatened
alike.
First year men about evened the fire.
things up, however, when several of
their members who happened to be in
Portland recognized an automobile belonging to a Sophomore who was
calling on one of the girl friends.
TITLE BR)
They proceeded to move the car a
couple of blocks, hiding it in an alley,
and after the police had been notified
With five of last year's state chamhad hunted in vain all night, the

NETMEN WILL MAKE

,

i

The Chapel Rush is another of the
Rising Week traditions that has gone.
It has been the custom for the Sophs
to try to prevtnt the Frosh from getting out of the chapel some morning.
The result was always a general melee in which the Frosh always got
jammed in the, small ante-chamber
and had to fight their way out. This
event came to an untimely end when
a member of the faculty got caught
in the rush and was slightly injured.
The abolition of these events as
well as many others might indicate
that Rising Week was quieting down.
Such old-timers as the janitors will
state emphatically that the present
Rising Week is tame compared to its
predecessors.

Wealth ef Material

1

unfortunate Sophomore who was incidentally on pro had to bum back to
college next
morning, arriving too
late for classes.
Frosh Feast Peaceful
The banquet at Adam's House in
Marblehead, Mass., on Saturday night
was somewhat of an anti-climax as
far as color was concerned although
it wad a complete vindication of Frosh
or
Seventy-five men
independence.
three-fifths of the class participated
in the feasting and singing. Eight
Sophs who mysteriously broke in just
as the banquet was getting started
were rudely thrown out, and it was
these same eight augmented by three
others that complained later of the
three policemen stationed at the door.
The hostess of the Inn upon questioning later stated that these were summoned by her for her own protection,
so that they reflect in no way upon
the honor of the Freshman class.
An hour before the banquet was
scheduled to start Tom Bassett, freshman class president, arrived on the
The
scene without bis credentials.
who had been carefully
hostess,
warned about Sophomore attackers,
was a bit skeptical and would only
reply that there was a dinner of some
Sunday School in South Boston scheduled that night. Everything was set
right when the chairman of the banquet committee arrived; the banquet
went off with great success except
for the one early interruption; and
when the Freshmen poured out of
the Inn prepared for the worst, not
one of the eleven Sophs who bad managed to reach Marblehead put in his
appearance.
They then departed
peacefully for any of several points
between Boston and Brunswick, complete masters of all Phi Chi rules.

According to the fall rating, the
varsity should line up as follows:
Ashley, Loth, Bates, Thoits, Monell,
Brown; and the junior varsity: Fisher, Woodger, Thomas, Palmer, Bechtpionship outfit eligible for competi- el, Dana. This list is tentative and
tion, the Bowdoin tennis team bids very likely will be changed after acfair to cop
title
again tual practice has gotten underway.
the state
this year and, despite a harder sched- Any one of the eligible jayvees is
ule, to make as creditable a showing likely to break into the varsity group.
as last spring.
The freshman class Ib more or less
By graduation the White racketeers an unknown tennis quantity. Frank
lost only Captain Win Frost. Unfortu- Kibbe, former Loomis player, may
nately, transfer rules and loss of class provide* some fireworks. If Charlie
standing will make unavailable Joe Smith, Maine Interscholastic Champ,
Fisher and Jim Woodger, considened decides to forsake baseball for tennis,
the two best players in college.
To he is practically assured of a varsity
partially, offset this the varsity will berth. Jack Goldman is not eligible
have the services of Ned Brown, who for the varsity but might make the
was ineligible last spring.
jayvee grade.

ef the p s i ado Polar
Bears. They are aew saddled with
a large qaantity ef newly bought
sheet music, seat for when it'
was discovered that after the
"parting of the ways". Baker had
The
appropriated the scores.
Polar Bears are dead! Long live
the Polar Bears!
,

in.

the

BEARS GO AFIELD

was the first time a ship the size of
the Aquitania had ever penetrated as
far as the Golden Horn. On the way
they observed GallipoH with its sad
World War tombs, the windsweptplains of Troy, and the Hellespont

In playing at the Bicker Gardens, the Baker Bears last Satafield
ventured farther
urday
than ever before. Beraie Williams and his shew -boat orchestra were the other attraction at
the Portland dance-hall, and the

with all its historical memories.
been'
has
itself
Constantinople
greatly transformed under the present Turkish rule there which hgs
abolished ancient costumes and social
conditions for more modern ones.
Istanboul now faces the west instead
of the east as formerly.. There the
-

Bears were in a sense competing
with an excellent band direct
front Boston.

Many Bowdoin undergraduates
•pn«idds pus 'aauvp our, popuoH*
ed enthusiastically after every
number as instructed by Leader
"Cannonbalt" Baker. "Thurstie"

Woman's College and
Robert College. The latter was founded by another Bowdoin graduate, CySills

visited

Sumner, star Bear drummer,
emerged as a singer in the catchy
Casa Loms arrangement of "The
Lady from St. Paul", and thus
joined the ranks ef the vocalists,
Rancourt and Mack. He will make
his Bowdoin debut in the Union

rus Hamlin, 1804, who, as the President pointed out in his chapel talk,
first as a missionary and
then started the school.

went forth

Sees Caseon Excavations
Also ot special interest were the
excavations which were done by Professor Casson, at present the visiting
professor here at Bowdoin.' They consist of a large hypodrome and several

Varsity veterans are Co-captains
As soon aa the clay courts
Eric Loth and Don Bates, Bob Ashley, playable some system of play-offs
9th ranking junior singles player of will be arranged by which every conNew England, Stu Thoits, and George testant for the two teams will be givMonell. The 1933 junior varsity re- en a fair chance to show his ability.
mains intact: Ned Brown, Ross Palm- Until then the varsity and junior varer, Win Thomas, Howie Dana, Dick sity players will be given preference
Bechtel, and Phil Burnham.
ion the cement court.

Men

find in

it

the 24th the Polar
again travel to Portland, where they will provide the
music for the grand opening of
the Jack-o-Lantern. Constant imstriving
for
provement, and
"smoothness" has given the college talent a chance to display its
wares to city crowds.

training.

Then the trip took them to Palestine just before the Easter celebraLanding in Haifa they motored

Visit

American Colony

An interesting evening was spent
with John A. Densmore '83, a member of the American colony and an
authority on the botany in Palestine.
It is interesting to see

how Bowdoin

Wednesday

Sally Eilers

•

Cartoon

-

TONDREAU BROS.

Luckies are

Lee Tracy

with

to

SIX

also

-

Luckies are always in oil-ways kind to your throat.

Sound Act

-

i April

2tth

OF A KIND
-

your throat

-

For every Lucky
Friday

is

made

of the choicest of ripe,

New*

-

Msry Boland

so round, so firm, so fully

ends. That's

why

Luckies-

.

in

condition"

—do

the clean center leaves— they taste better.Then/lt's

dry out, an important point

loosted"— for throat protection. And every Lucky is

Luckies are always in all-ways kind to your throat.

not have that objectionable tendency to
to

every smoker.

"It's toasted"

April 21st

Walter Huston - Frances Dee
• is.

V

KEEP 'EM ROLLING

Luckies are all-ways kind

to

your throat

* also -

Pictorial

-

NOT the top leaves

&

tm 'n under*
developed— they are karskl

^Comedy

Only the Center Leaves — these are the Mildest Leaves

Mon. and Tues. - April 23 and 24
Bring 'Em Back Alive

FRANK BUCK'S

WILD CARGO

D.

ZL
They

Comedy

taste better

cswinM.im.1

NOT the
News

packed— no loose

"keep

Sound Act

Saturday

-

made

mellow Turkish and domestic tobaccos— and only

with-

Charlie Buggies

Cartoon

ways kind

Gloria Stuart

-

Snapshots

all-

Comedy

-

April 18th

-

FIX TELL THE WORLD
•

ever shrinks

>

also

Thursday

if one

shirt

\

Cairo, the scene of his embarrassment, proved to be the next place of
interest in the tour, and they spent
three days taking in all the well- leg of the journey the ship put out
CO.
known relics of Egyptian civilization. from Port Said, went down the Nile,
However President Sills expressed across to Naples where Easter was Wo carry the largest assortment ef
deep regret over not being able to observed, and finally out onto the Imported Goods, Fruit, Fresh Vegetaplay the famous golf course around broad Atlantic once more and home
the Pyramids, but at least he did not on April 10th bringing a trail of bles, Olives, Pickles, Domestic and Immiss his camel ride during his night memories never to be forgotten and
ported Cheeses and Biscuits of all
on the desert
souvenirs symbolizing their roads of
kinds east of Portland.
At length setting out on the last adventure.

April 18th

-

SHE MADE HER BED
News

SANFORIZED SHRUNK

+A new

FULLY PACKED

D*u

SUM.
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•

4RROIY SHIRTS
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CUMBERLAND
Richard Aries
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cat alt eve
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is universally abroad, and one can
not help feeling a sort of greatness
to her when he sees her sons bringing her honor, as President Sills said
in his recent chapel address.

ssssssssssssss!

A" School

"Class
*.

I

Follows the lines of your body— drapes in
at the waist conforms to the shoulders
Now
tapers with the arms.

will

tion.

tfJMsH-'

profession.

Write for

—a full-fashioned shirt shaped to fit.

On Tuesday

Bears

MM

University Dental
School offers a competent course
of preparation for the dental

A

major operation you will bo proud to
show your friends—the new Arrow MITOG

Union feature.

In one place there is a fine classical
for the smaller of these
things while buildings also remain
from the Roman times. President and
Mrs. Sills had their morning tea in
the very school where Cicero, Julius
Caesar, and Tiberius received their

museum

unusual

opportunities for • career

D»»t. J,

•A

O ROUND and

The Harvard

uray M.

"But you ought to see the swell job
Arrow dot* on thirls"

lounge next Saturday night. Baker, head man of the jazz specialists, expects large numbers of
sub-freshmen to augment the
usual good attendance at the

Pkast •/ Preventive Medicine

College

L

excavations are those

I

htt—rt

Among

through Nazareth, by the Sea of Galilee, and through Samaria to Jerusalem. It being Holy Week there were
great crowds, and the Sills went to
Palm Sunday service in the English
cathedral there. In the afternoon they
visited
the Church of the Holy
Sepulchre, Bethlehem, and the Mount
of Olives. Another interesting thing
at the time was the pilgrimage from
are Bethany to Jerusalem.

THE NEW
DENTISTRY
A

new

j

1)

has proved to be the las*. Fear
attendance at the town dancehall has been the cause of the dis-

cisterns.

VIGOROUS

and

the

normal and • modern,

\

A

trial was held and a fine was imposed upon the culprit. After this the
that it
college authorities decided
would be best to dispense with the
bonfire, so it has now passed out of ex-

At first the chemical truck attacked
the blaze, but the wood had been so
soaked with gasoline that the fire
persisted.
Therefore, a hose was
brought upon the scene. Up to this
time the Frosh had not shown any
real opposition. With the sacred fire
individual- in danger, they organized and the

treating the
ly to cold

city is

(CooUnosd from

sis

night, the battle waa over.
Agora near the. Tower of the Winds.
The police now appeared on the
Observes War Tombs
scene. It turned out that the state
the
fire
deopposition
to
frowned on
Departing from Greece the boat
partment. It was a criminal offense turned toward
or
Constantinople
to touch the hose let, alone cat it.
Istanboul as it is now called. This

Before the 1020 melee was over, it
fire department, the
The whole
courts.
trouble started when some misguided
person saw the blaze and set off the
fire alarm. The department responded
to the call and found a very pretty
fire burning in front of the gym. For
reasons of public safety, the firemen
deemed it necessary to stop the fire.
The Frosh thought differently, how-

had involved the
police, and the

and head for home also.
On Thursday night also, Garcelon,
Phi Chi secretary, was taken for a
ride, but in the end he got the better
of the argument. The over zealous
as they roamed through the dormitories,
breaking door panels, and
.

—
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(ConUiiiMd from pm> 1)
Soph Counter-Attack

Baker Wins By Kayo
To End Melody War
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bottom
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MEAGHER FIGHT
Third And Field Positions
Undecided For Bates Game STARTS TROUBLE!
(Continued from page 1)

a of only averthere is lots of work

"This year's team

i

age strength and
to be done this week before meeting
Bates on Thursday and Colby on Saturday", stated Coach Linn Wells, af-

men in action
ter watching; hi*
against the Brunswick Town Team
last Saturday. This year the annual
pushing of the lid off the baseball
season in an exhibition game against
Bates, is to be held at Pickard field
tomorrow afternoon.
Because of weather conditions and
Freshman-Sophomore rising week the
1984 diamond outfit

has had only two

THOMAS DISCUSSES
MODERNJOCIALISM
(Continued from

put

1)

the speaker said that we are at a
turning point in history, when greater
facilities for destruction provide a
of the student body, did not even atlatent menace, and economic crises are
ever harder to bear. The epoch of
capitalism, he stated, has but a
negligible number of years of life left.
But he saw no return to the crazy era
of the 1920's "what is to come next
cannot be a repetition or a return to
what has been."

—

Much pressure has been brought

to

bear by the alumni for such an alliance.. The theory is that there would
be much faireT competition in a
league of this kind. Bowdoin, instead
of being handicapped by unequal size
and different scholastic requirements,
would find itself in harmony with its
opponents.
Immediate Break Impossible
It is most improbable that a sudden break could be made. Aside from
the fact that Bowdoin has no basketball team, the financial reasons would
make such an action impossible. The
absence of a traditional rival in this
league would lower gate-receipts materially, while the wide dispersion of

BOWDOIN GOLFSTERS
COMMENCE PRACTICE
With the golf season close at hand
the prospects for a winning team this
spring look brighter than in any of
the past few years. All of last year's
lettermen are available and there are
at least three eligible freshmen of
varsity calibre. Johnny Boyd, undoubtedly the best golfer in college,
has been ruled .out because of ineligibility, and Ellis Gates, a fine freshman prospect, is in the same predicament.
aqi jo auo oq ,pmoqs aq 'aDuajaadxa
j» sjtoA 0/&i my*, pua 'ipraui &oao ui
suxaas oqM uwajaA
8ux£sid jo
-saipnsui
/Ciucvatrj paaia kjatoj sjq.1
auioq ui /i\\xo a^Bdprjjed osi/aa^i

real practice games. Accordingly only
a tentative line up is available for
At present third
the Bates game.
"We have come to a time when we the colleges would make transportabase is wide open for all comers and
one, possibly two outfield positions, can live in an age of abundance. The tion costs rise. Until such a rivalry
are still undecided. On the strength last few years 'and months have could be established, it would be hazof their performances to date the proved this true even commonplace". ardous to enter the league completeAll the existing social, economic, and lystarting line up will, probably include
Bennett, 2nd; H. Shaw, rf; Stone, cf; political ideas are based on the "econAs the list of the proposed league
Hem pel, ss; Kent, 1st; Hildreth, c; omy of scarcity" which has hitherto stands today, Bowdoin has had athW. Shaw, 3rd; Johnson, If; and It is held subject the world. All the old letic relations with only three of the
philosophies
were
based
on
it,
typical
still a toss up among Manter, Walker,
Wesleyan, Williams, and
colleges:

—

umJ»

HIA' 'UISO) S /JB8A' }SBl" UO Xl3Ap»dS
-ii pain* pun puoaas pajjusi 'omjbo
pu« jjtupoo^ •uisxa Jof«pi stq jo
)uno3os uo Xnpj ui Xjjbo du} piragua
*a>j oq; uo o3 o% aiqsun oq III* ?nq
'saq^sui ibdoi ire aoj pireq uo aq \\ul
•jaaeuBui dub ureridBa 'Xbjxbo x,3Bf
mainstays of the team. Practice has
already begun, but soft ground has
somewhat held up play to date.
Three freshman, besides Gates,

which are the sound, frugal maxims
Franklin
in
"Poor Richard's
Almanac".
"All predatory society has had its

Karakaahian and Perkins as to who of
of
shall receive the pitching assignment.

Smith May Play

With the possible substitution of
Smith in the outfield and Gentry or
Thibodeau at 3rd, the preceding line
up will be the one to take the field
tomorrow against Millett and Co.
from Lewiston. To date Charlie
Smith has been improving rapidly
and if his batting eye measures up to
his fielding in the next few practice
sessions, he is slated for a regular
fielding birth. Other diamonds in the
rough, Gentry and Thibodeau, are unfortunately ineligible for regular collegiate competition.

Since Coach Wells.' pitchers
catchers
have been working
steadily since the first of March,
batteries are much farther along

and

Williams
Amherst. Wesleyan and
are present football opponents, and
Amherst will very likely be returned
to the schedule in the near future. Beroots in the inevitability of scarcity".
Sports, Bowdoin has met
But now there is the opportunity for sides'these
tennis, golf, and
abundance, and here is the starting these institutions in
point for a new line of thought and baseball.
The present plan of the new league
reconstruction. "Even the Republicans
closely
the recent
follow
quite
would
have commented on that", quipped the
speaker.
But the fact that we can suggestions of the Carnegie 'FoundaA report after considerable
enjoy an "economy of abundance" has tion.
not yet been recognized in political study of athletics by that group adpolicies.
Thomas rapped the New vocated colleges playing in their own
Deal's agricultural plans, as "water- class exclusively. Another suggestion
ing weeds" and subsidizing return to by tnis committee, the endowment of
athletics, would solUe the financial
scarcity.
now face Bowdoin,
difficulties that
Abundance vs. Want
should any change be made.
By keeping to the economy of
scarcity in an age of plenty, we have
the picture of "bread-lines knee-deep
in wheat".
"But is the abolition of

out
the
the
the

wheat the solution?" queried the Socialist leader.
"There is no excuse to
securtail the cotton crop when workers

road to mid-season form than is
infield. In fact the whole team is
riously in need of extensive batting
practice as shown by their performances in the practice game hist Saturday. Notable iimong those whose
work with the stick needs polishing
up are Stone and Kent, who were supposed to be among Bowdoin's heav-

are miserably clad". All is sacrificed
to the great god of personal profit
Thomas predicted three choices beYet in an age of abundance, without
the blind acceptance of paucity, there
would be gain for everybody, and
profit in terms of human demand, and
not human need.
The speaker employed the popular steam-engine illustration, which he said "will exist as
long as steam-engines do, but is an
apt example" to show that with machinery, everyone can have enough.
He said that the New Deal has shirked
abundance, how to get it, and how to
fore this country, as solutions to present problems. The first is "catastrophic destruction". Permanent peace is
less likely if we adopt a drifting policy, avoiding issues.
War is a "complete failure socially", and 17 years
later we can see the utter tragic failure of it. Nationalism is practically
the religion ,of the world except in Socialistic or Communistic countries.
Nationalism a Menace
Trade wars, currency struggles, and
tariff wars, besides the fact that more
money is now spent the whole world
over on armaments than ever- before,
are manifestations of the dangerous
The peoples themstate of affairs.
selves must refuse to be puppets in the
race for national profit, and ought to

iest hitters.

Mound Men Impressive
However weak Bowdoin's batting
seems,

its pitching staff is starting
with flying colors. In the seven
inning contest with the town team
both Walker and Perkins looked well,
Perkins allowing 8 hits in four innings, Walker giving but 1 in three

off

inningi. Backed up by Karakashian
and Manter these two hurlers ought
to go places.
The Crimson nine is
greatly
strengthened by the returning veterans, Sherman, ss;
Toomey, 3rd;
Gallagher, '{; Scolnick, f
and Dillon, c.
Verdell Clark, a. sophomore
and javelin ace for the Bates cinder
;

men

last year, has dropped track in
order to bolster up Bates' apparent
lack at first base material. Millett and
Darling head the list of Crimson hurlers at present, but several less exerienced men are available for serv!

any time.

Being anxious to try out all his
mound men under fire Coach1 Wells
hopes to give his whole pitching staff
a chance to show their wares tomorrow. Karakashian, whose stiff arm has
been keeping him out of active work,
will be ready to go in time to gat in
the game. Their performances on
the rubber tomorrow will probably be
the determining factor in choosing

have shown np well in
These, Noyes, Mitchell and
are

next week.
The competition will be carried on
in accordance with the Athletic Council's rules as usual, and eligibility for
participation will be open only to students not out for major college teams.
Opportuhity for baseball competitors
to get their required attendance is al-

all

experienced

Form

Rifle Club

Ten men answered the call for
members to join a Bowdoin Rifle
meeting in
the BCA room of the Union last
Hartley Lord,
Thursday evening.
acting as temporary chairman, outlined the plans for this year and next.
The college has offered the use of the
Club and held their

SHOES

first

Adams Hall for the building
of a Standard 50 foot small bore
range. Next year, providing the club
membership increases enough to warrant intercollegiate competition, the
Bowdoin Rifle Club will join the National Rifle Association and arrange
a definite schedule of matches.
For the balance of the year the

^V-~

Shoes for Spring, in the

cellar in

styles

most

feature price

will use their own rifles in
target' practice but plans are already

members

for the purchasing of two
regular Winchester target rifles which
As soon
are to belong to the club.
as the range is completed target practice will start and by the end of the
spring the club hopes to have several
matches with the local teams. Practise will be held twice a week and it
is hoped that Professor Bartlett will
act as range officer and instructor.
Financial assistance from the college can be expected only if a good
sized group turns out for the meetings

way

under

Black and white saddle straps

Brown and white saddle straps
All white plain toe
All white

wing

tip

Black and white wing

tip

Brown and white wing

and practice sessions.
The next meeting of

tip

all those interested in trying out for the team
room of the
will be held in the
April
28
Union, Monday,
at 7.16 p.m.

BCA

All those who have any experience or
would like to try their hand at target
Kellogg, shooting are cordially invited.

golfers,

demand

in

by college men, at a

$c:.oo

practice.

and at

least two appear certain of varsity
positions. Try-outs for the team will

by comparative scores
which will be made up within a week
be decided

BEARS GAIN VICTORY
IN

PRACTICE TUSSLE

or two.

game with the Brunsso to be provided for by having three wick Town Team Saturday on Pickregular practice sessions a week in ard Field, the White nine emerged
addition to the regular games.
victorious by a score of 15-8.
Tennis attendance will be conducted
With Perkins in the box for the
in the usual way of three hours a
first three innings, the town team was
tennis
the
to
week.
In regard
kept well at bay except for their three
league standing, the points will be runs in the first canto.
With Doug
Request received from the Univerdoubles
scheduled
recorded
on
Walker on the mound after the third sity of Kentucky zoo department askmatches to be played at the players' period until the end of the seven ining for snakes. Wonder what kind
convenience. The ten teams have been ning game the Brunswick nine was
they
want, parlor, lounge, or just
winners
divided into two leagues the
easily shut out.
plain garter?
of which will compete for the college
The college team garnered a total
championship. Beta Theta Pi and
of twelve hits and fifteen runs. HemDKE will not compete.
pel, Bill Shaw and Capt. Bennett each
League A
chalked up two bingles. In the third
Kappa Sigma
inning Hempel smashed out a home
Psi U
run with two men on. Later Bill Shaw
Zeta Psi
put a long one into center field for a
In a practise

INTRAMURAL TEAMS
PREPARE FOR ACTION
While varsity teams ara, preparing
to carry the Bowdoin banner into intercollegiate competitions, the spring
Interfraternity contestants are also
loosening up their muscles in antic*own approaching
their
pation of
struggles when the intramural baseball and tennis team s go into action

Ten Undergrads

Review

Quill

to lack of space in this
issue we are unable to print the
review of the March Quill which
Professor Newton P. Stallkneeht
kindly consented to write for the
Orient.
It will appear in the
April 25 issue.

Doe

j

|
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FIRST NATIONAL

Non
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triple.
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Mr. Thomas
the hurler for Saturday's battle with so is racial harmony.
criticized Americans for treating the
Colby here in Brunswick.
negro often in less decent manner
than the Germans have persecuted the
Jews.
Need vs. Supply
Another cnaracteristic of Fascism,
according to the speaker, is the prole-

LAX MODERN ETHICS
SCORED BY DAGGETT

tarian

state

— "The

individual

'

M

for

the state, not the state for the indiAttacking the laxity of modern vidual." Finally, power is in the hands
ethics, Dr. Athern Daggett in chapel
of the dictator.
Fascism keeps the
last Saturday pointed out the corruppeople quiet, as all regard the nation

tion which has crept into business and
politics, where public property is being
squandered for private gain.
He mentioned Redman's Prize
Speaking oration as bearing directly
on this subject. Redman had much to
say about the high ideals which students formod during their college career and which they are forced to discard when they get out into a materialistic world where greed for profit
runs rampant.

as "God's chosen people, a pure and
holy nation."
Sane Socialism would constitute the
two forms. Possibilities would be Communism or a
more democratic version. "Socialism",
said its American leader, "is not a
scheme for dividing up the pie". It
does not plan to limit wealth, nor to
end private property. It encourages
private property of the right sort, and
aims for more conveniences for everyone in other words, complete abunthird choice, and has

asRsw

—

MORTON'S NEWSSTAND

BOWDOIN SEAL aad
FRATERNITY PAPER
KAYWOODIE PIPES

-A QUICK LUNCH
—A COMPLETE DINNER

—at any time, at any price

Spa
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dance.

Socialism Only Hope
Many people believe, stated Thomas,
that Socialism is the road to a better,
fuller, happier and more free life, but
are afraid of the road to paradise.
"Few rush to go through Hell to get
to Heaven". But problems can only be
solved by action, and any one of several plans would be better than the
"drifting"
mentioned
previously
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Perhaps you don't bite your nails
but if you aren't the stolid,
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have other nervous habits.
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policy.

In conclusion he said the challenge
of the problems of this century must
be met. He enumerated some of them,
stating that "Machinery looms as a
Frankenstein, a slave to clear away
subjection to poverty." The new generation must show the capacity to organize which its fathers have lacked.
shall drift ta> Fascism or war, unThe issue
less Socialism is adopted.
is, wholesale destruction on the one
hand, or the "economy of abundance"
upon the other.

We

College
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but would find the country under a dictator. Fascism is against capital, but
must disguise its purpose. It purports
to be the friend of the little, man, but
soon forgets him once power has been
attained.
It implies ultra-passionate
nationalism. Culture is sacrificed, and

-

for all occasions

work together.
The second choice would avoid war,
j
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Bowdoin Issues Challenge
COOMBS ESTATE
VIEW NEW PLAN
Meeting Bates' Withdrawal GIVES $200,000
WITBDISFAVOR

article in the

ROBERT

P.

TRISTRAM COFFIN

DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH HERE
New Member
Gray

PRESIDENT ANGELL

ballyhoo under which

many

are mis-

led.

considering this phase of the
problem is it not true that many nottoo-badly-informed individuals are accustomed to rate colleges in terms of
Is it not also
their football teams?
true that this is one of the chief features which a prospective college candidate considers before choosing his
future alma mater?
In

BOWDOIN is by no means above the
criticisms of President Angell.
Besides the publicity it receives on the
sporting page (which in comparison
to that received by other institutions

Bowdoin has
an excellent publicity department in
is practically negligible)

the fraternities.
During the recent sub-freshman
week end they have put everything
else aside in an effort not only to sell
their particular Greek letters to their
guests, but also, in many cases, to sell
the College itself. There is scarcely
of describing the method of

any need

Maine Intercollegiate Track and Field Assoc:
to amend the
Finances Believed Endan- constitution. The amendment in question was ne which would Sister, Donor Bowdoinham
gered by Formation of
High School, Had Estate
allow men registering after October 15 to com! te in the meet.
New Athletic Group
Such a ruling would permit Louis Meagher and Claytop Hall, stel
Till Recent Death
lar performers of Coach Ray Thompson, to enBowdoin College is soon to receive
Disfavor was shown toward the
Following this refusal, the Bates track team
preanimously
Intercollegiate
of 8200,000, the principal'
Eastern
bequest
proposed
a
meeting of the of the estate of John Colby Coombs,
League in a meeting of the presidents sented a petition to withdraw from the meet. I

..

There are no
1869.
Faculty Athletic Council last Monday, the su
ions of the team of the class of
restrictions or qualifications whatsowere accepted.
ever in connection with the use of the
for emsuitable
will
money,
it
be
and
ton last Thursday, was attended by all
Will Meet Maine Colleges
ployment for the general purposes of
presidents concerned in this league.
Speaking of this action, President Clifton
Gray of Bates the college.
The opposition to such a league
was two-fold. It was felt that it would stated, "The committee has no intention at the. present time of
Although Mr. Coombs, a Bowdoinham man who received an LL.B. at
be financially impractical to embark
withdrawing from track and field sports with Maine colleges, Harvard after leaving Bowdoin, and
in such an organization. The absence
of traditional rivals among the group although it definitely feels that the regulation! , covering, these later became a successful Boston lawwould tend to lower gate receipts and
on the 7th of January, 1905,
sports need to be brought into line with the
ngland and the yer, died
the cost of transportation would init is not until now, nearly thirty years
*
IC4A meets. In other sports, for example,
ball, baseball, later, that the college receives his
crease.
The other objection was on the hockey, and tennis, there have never been any
His sister. Miss Viola V.
rious difficulties bequest.
grounds that much more travelling
Coombs, who died in Portland last
titutions. There Sunday, was in possession of the intime would have to be given in order in arranging for competition with other Maine i
money up to the time of
to allow the teams to go greater dis- has always been cooperation, mutual unders
come
the
of
ding, and good
tances. This, it was thought, would
her death, when it automatically went
be a serious setback to the scholastic sportsmanship
to Bowdoin.
standings of the athletes.
The exact size of the estate is not
"On the other hand, for a number of years the M.I.T.F.A. has
The league under question is the
but college officials believe it
The Bates known,
plan of Dr. Frank Day of Union Col- been characterized by a wholly different atmosphere.
will total 8200,000 in round figures,
lege.
It is designed to permit small Faculty Committee is convinced that the situation is due to the although it may exceed that amount.
colleges of high standing to compete
sister of
organization itself and they believed that competition in track with Friends of the deceased
with each other. The consensus of
Coombs have prognosticated the figopinion was that the ideal for which other institutions of the state should be upon exactly the same ure to be any amount up to half a
this plan strove was a worthy one,
million. The college knew of the bebasis as the other sports."
but that it could not be embarked upquest when it was incorporated in the
Bowdoin Issues Answer
on at present.
will filed in 1905, and had all details
The list of colleges invited to join
Bowdoin College is willing to meet the four Maine colleges in a of trustees and amount in their files.
the league consists of Swarthmore,
At present they are uncertain as to
constituexactly
same
track
and
field
meet
this
spring
under
the
Haverford, Amherst, Williams, Wesjust when the sum will be available.
leyan, Union, Hamilton, and Bowdoin. tion, by-laws and rules of competition that prevailed last year Certain formalities and business concerned
the matter may make it
when Maine was victorious over Bates, Colby arid Bowdoin, and a year with
or two before the college has
the year before when Bowdoin won the meet. These rules and the money in its possession, although
regulations have been in effect since 1930, when the constitution the expectation is that it will be a
matter of two or more months.
was revised, and unanimously adopted by the four colleges.
Owned James Bowdoin Land
.

Ne

"MURRAY HILL"
RECEIVED WELL

salesmanship employed. It would be
to say that sub-freshmen
are more susceptible to the sporting
page ballyhoo than to any other line
of attack. A sofa full of lettermen,
JWdAft-Wti*, more convincing than an
Masque and
Plays to
intellectual defense of the College.
The fault here does not lie in any,
Capacity Crowd; Actors
single cause, but rather in the general'
attitude which has arisen since the
Perform Excellently
birth of "big time" athletics.
With
the growing popularity of professional
Masque and Gown achieved another
football its college foster parent may
suffer a gradual deflation until it has noteworthy dramatic success last Friassumed more respectable proportions. day in the presentation of the threeact play, "Murray Hill* which proand
PERTINENT to the subject of over- vided an evening of delightful
emphasis of sports is discussion amusing entertainment to a capacity
of the proposed new athletic confer- crowd, including many sub-freshmen.
Coming as a feature of Sub-Freshence which would include Swarthmore,
Hamilton, Union, Haverford, Wil- man Week End, the play, a light comliams, Wesleyan, Amherst and Bow- edy by Leslie Howard which was one
of
the most popular presentations of
that
doin.
It Is interesting to note
among these are the highest ranking the College Players last summer, was
Sail colleges in the country; in fact characterized by the excellent interford University has designated pretation of parts. Neale Howard '37,
Haverford as occupying the top notch "handy assistant mortician", and Elizposition. Oddly enough Haverford is abeth Merriman as the shy Amelia
one college in the country which has played the leads.
almost
completely
succeeded
in
Walker Excellent
subordinating intercollegiate athletics.
Especially deserving of mention for
dramatic portrayal was the perform"POR THE FIRST TIME in the his- ance of Edwin G. Walker '36. His
* tory of Masque and Gown a play characterization
of
Worthington
has been presented to a capacity audi- Smythe, the inebriated nephew, was
ence consisting of a surprisingly large nothing short of superb in its realnumber of undergraduates and their istic appearance. Almost equally
guests. The reason for this, undoubt- noteworthy was the interpretation of
edly, is the six dollar assessment
the spinster aunt, Elizabeth Tweedle,
which each fraternity paid to the dra- by Nella
Barber. These two characmatic society in turn for which every
ters cooperated to furnish the greatmember of each house, including the er
part of the many hilarious situasub-freshmsn guests, were granted
tions that arose.
v
free admission. In reality each fraPhilip Parker '85, as Mr. Appleway
ternity man was charged about 15c.
The Masque and Gown society is at the attorney, performed as creditably
as
in
the
somewhat
similar
role of
present the only organization on
Campus the services of which necessi- "Grumpy" last fall. Elizabeth Riley and
tate a financial expenditure which is Emily Holmes gave pleasing performnot included on the Blanket Tax. The ances as the other two spinsters of the
recent assessment seems a step in that play, and Edwin Benjamin '97 presented
an adequate characterization as the
direction.
Because its function is entirely of a stony-faced butler. Much of the credit
social nature it would seem that a for success is due to the efficient dihouse membership scheme would be rection of Mr. Philip S. Wilder and
more appropriate than its inclusion on to the services of Francis Benjamin
the Blanket Tax. If the former plan '36 behind the scenes. The set was
were adopted provision would probably unusually good, giving the real atbe made whereby not only the mem- mosphere of a musty old town house
bers of the houses themselves but also in New York.
their guests would be included under
The ballots handed in by the audithe membership fee.
Continued on pas* 2)
With a known financial return guaranteed, the Masque and Gown could
proceed without the risk of a gate reTravel South
turn insufficient to pay the royalty on
Penn Relays Saturday
the play, let alone the other expenses.
sufficient

Gown

.

(

Mageemen
To

MERRILL ELECTED
HEAD OF MASQUERS
At a meeting of the Masque and

Gown

Society yesterday afternoon,
Stephen E. Merrill *85 was elected
president for the ensuing year. The
other officers chosen are as follows:
Robert S. Sherman *S5, secretary;
Asa B. Kimball "36, business man-

ager; and Charles M. Redding *36,
stage manager. The executive committee consists of the above officers
and Philip G. Parker '35, Edwin G.
Walker *36, and William A. Frost '35.
Merrill, a member of Zeta Psi, has
been active in drama ever since entering college. He is well known as a
skilled magician.
Work is soon to be started on the
commencement play which la to be
directed by Professor Stanley P.
Chase.

This Saturday Coach
Magee
and a picked squad of men will
travel to Philadelphia to compete
in the Penn Relays, This meet
will bring together the track

men

from the foremost American

col-

leges,

...

Besides taking a relay team.
Coach Magee will take with him
a few specialty men. Johnny
Adams wHI probaMy compete in
She high jampv Howie .Niblock
will eater the shot event; and
both Phil Good, and Charley Allen
will moot probably ma in
the
hurdles.

It is uncertain as yet who will
represent Bowdoin in the relay
event. A potential line-up would
include Johnny Baker. Vale Marvin and Dick Hatchfietd.
It
la
quite probable that these mew
with a fourth selected from the
remainder of the squad will
prise the team.

Moreover, Bowdoin College stands ready to meet Bates in a
dual field and track meet this spring undgrji^^
tffe statement of the Bates'a^letlc'au^oritie^'or'-tinder the N. E.
or I.C.4A. rules, the choice of rules to be left to Bates College, was
announced this morning by the Bowdoin athletic department
Meet Not Discontinued

While the money is yet to come, and
college authorities are those who will

Well

Coach Jack Magee says, "We will be there at the starting line
ready to meet all comers."
It has not been announced as yet what meet Bates will participate in on the date of the scheduled competition. Rumors indicate that the Garnet may emulate the example of Colby and enter
the Eastern Intercollegiates which are being held fit Springfield
that day.

donor of the Coombs High school to
that town. She owned a large estate
at Bowdoinham and a farm near the
town of Bowdoin, both of which were
at one time owned by James Bowdoin,
son of the founder of the College. She
will be interred in a private cemetery
in the town of Bowdoin, and to pre-

wnd

wished for edifices as a covered hockey rink, and a little theatre have had
their hopes renewed.
The library
ought to be able to be lifted out of
financial
depression so
its present
The withdrawal of Bates in no ways means that^there will be that new books can again be bought.
Miss Coombs, who was in her 94th
no State Mi jet. In spite of the fact that neither the Bobcats nor
year when she died, was a life-long
Colby will be entered, the affair is still scheduled to take place. resident of Bowdoinham. She was the

BRIDGE TOURNEY TO

SUB-FR0SH GREETED
.

BY

NKWUN

Measurement

Urges Self
Choosing Future Lines of

in

Occurjatioh

vent the possibility of toe out-of-theway cemetery reverting, to wild land
several years ago entered into an
agreement with the Directors of Bowdoin College, securing perpetual care
of the cemetery after her death.

CLIMAX ONION CARD

CHAPEL

This Friday evening will see the
finals of the annual Moulton Union
pool, billiards, ping-pong and bridge
tournaments, with what promise to

MUSICAL CLUBS

close

:

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

TRYOUTS HELD FOR
GRADUATION DRAMA

He mentioned, in concluding, some
suggestions offered to M. I. T. seniors.
"First, determine one of your
qualifications and seek a job suited
to that qualification. Decide what interests you, and make a list of businesses in which this interest would
be continued. Hake a list of people
who are in contact with that firm,
learn about them, and how they are
related to the firm. Then carry out
your plans for contact and applica-

Trials for the annual commencement play, Richard II, were held at
seven o'clock last evening in the Barn
Chamber. Results have not yet been
announced. It is hoped that Mrs. Arthur Brown will .be secured to help
coach this early Shakespearean tragedy.
The large number of speaking
parts have necessitated an unusually

tion."

large cast.

That Robert P. T. Coffin, now a professor at Wells College, will next .fall
be one of the English Department of
the Bowdoin Faculty, was announced
last Friday In chapel by the President.
The speech of announcement read as
follows:
|
"I am glad to confirm what has for
some time been an open secret, that

R. P. TRISTRAM COFFIN
Professor Robert Peter Tristram Coffin has been called to the Pierce Prowill assume s professorship in the fessorship
at Bowdoin, and has been
English department of Bowdoin next nominated for that chair to the Govfall.
erning Boards at their meeting in
June. It is expected that he will begin
his duties at Bowdoin in September,
and the department of English will
shortly announce the courses that he
will give.
Dr. Coffin is a native of
Brunswick, a graduate in the class of
1915, summit cum laude, Longfellow
Scholarship, Rhodes Scholar, Bachelor
of Arts, Bachelor of Letters at Oxford
Stars Perform with the honorary degree of Doctor of
Track,
Letters at Bowdoin.
Lectures and Tours
"The last dozen years he has been on
the faculty at Wells College, a most
Feature
successful teacher with sound and interesting educational ideas. Of all our
Over two hundred boys invaded the Bowdoin graduates he is the moot accampus Friday as guests of the Col- tive with his pen, being an essayist
and poet whose work is well known
lege for the annual Sub-Freshman
the country. It would be
Week End, and were immediately ab- throughout
an additional resource of strength to
sorbed by the various fraternity
the faculty to have one who is so much
groups.
concerned with the creative side of litThe program started off with reg- erature, and such an excellent existration Friday and the Masque and ample himself of the creative spirit."
Gown production of "Murray Hill" in
Asked what courses the new profesthe evening at 8 o'clock. Following sor will give, Professor Stanley P.
the play, smokers were held at the Chase, head of the English Departvarious fraternity houses for the en- ment, said that "the announcement of
tertainment of the prospective fresh- Professor Coffin's courses will be made
men.
At Saturday Chapel, Dean in the course of a week or two, as
Paul Nixon conducted special exer- matters of schedule are at present inAt any rate, students will
cises for the guests of the college. At volved.
^Wf waqraf ire ujnwa hviaenfyoftaps
v 9wtmmmytt*m. »Mi>H,L
ysics Department conducted a dem- for.' election. Commenting oil the fuonstration in the Physics Lecture ture member of the faculty, Prof.
Room, at the conclusion of which a Chase stated that "the choice is a
happy one. Professor Coffin combines
tour of the laboratory was made.
his person the creative writer and
From 9.30-10.00 sub-freshmen had in
the scholar in English Literature."
the opportunity of visiting the chemProminent College Man
istry laboratories under the guidance
Robert Peter Tristram Coffin was
of James A. Willey, teaching fellow
in Chemistry. At 10.00 Howard Nib- born in Brunswick, and attended the
here, continuing into the
high
school
John
champion,
and
lock, shot put
Adams, college high-jump champion, college, from which he graduated
1915.
As a
gave* an exhibition in the cage. Fol- Summa Cum Laude in
won the Hawthorne
lowing this Henry Franklin, holder of sophomore Coffin
Prize, and was already distinguishing
six Bowdoin Pool records, gave an exhimself in college affairs. In fact, he
hibition of swimming. At 11.30 Prohas quite an array of activities and
fessor Gross of the department of
prizes to his name in the Bowdoin
Biology delivered a lecture, "The
Bugle put out by his class. He won
Birds of Grenfelland", supplemented the David Sewall Premium for Excelby motion pictures taken by Professor lence in English Composition in his
Gross last summer on the coast of freshman year, was secretary of the
Labrador.
Classical Club and Assistant in Latin,
Those interested also had the op- a member of the Deutscher Verein, of
portunity of visiting classes in Fresh- the Freshman Class football team, and
man English in the morning. The the Sophomore relay team a year
features of the afternoon were the later. He won the Sewall Latin Prise
varsity baseball game with Colby and when but a sophomore, aad in both
(Continued on p««e 8)
the J.V.-Hebron track meet.
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line for all contributions for the
last issue of the Bowdoin Quill.

Sheet stories and verse are particularly solicited for this issue.

"We

haven't

very

received

much material so
John Schaffner,

fas,"

editor

states

of

the

magasiae. "More will lie necessary if we are te hate a good
number."
The projected edition will he
published before Ivy house-parties, probably about May 20.

;

in the past indicate that they

Rarin to go northward, the schooner "Bowdoin*' will go into drydock
May 5th for a thorough overhauling
in preparation for an eventful summer. Bowdoin students who signed the
ship's papers this month are Robert
Waite '34, William Esson '34, Laurence Flint '34, Braley Gray '34, Luther Holbrook "34, Henry Hubbard
'84, and Howard Vogel '36. Dr. David
Potter of Clark University, William

migrate

across the Atlantic to Europe and
thence southward to the Antarctic.
Luther S. Holbrook will be in direct
charge of this work.
It is a well accepted fact among
the Eskimos that the liver of the
polar bear is poisonous. They refuse
polar bear skeleton was
'to eat it.
found near the bodies of men of AnI

i

i

!

I

A

!

Although
dre's ill-fsted expedition.
Brierly of Clark, and George Crosby there seems to be no reason for a
of Colby along with Dr. Gross and polar bear's liver being poisonous,
Commander MacMillan will make up MacMillan hopes to at least settle this

A

liver
question once and for all.
will be provisioned of a bear will therefore be packed in
Boston, and will leave Wiscasset ice for analysis when the expedition
back.
gets
June 16 where a gala send-off is bePolar Bean. Diet
ing planned. The vessel will return
to the United States during the first
After the work on the Buttons and
week of September.
in the Torngat Mountain region is
completed, the party will proceed to
Explore Unknown Islands
reconnaissance will
The main object of the expedition Baffin Island.
will be a comprehensive survey of the be made of the interior in contemplaButton Islands lying off the north- tion of an expedition to this region
ern tip of Labrador. Pack ice sur- the following summer.
rounds this unexplored archipelago j The men will live off the fat of the
which has for half a century defied land to a large extent. There will be
all attempts by white men to land on salmon and trout, along the Labrador
them. If the expedition is successful coast. Further north the polar bear
in this venture, a great wealth of will become a part of their diet (the
Canned foods have
archaeological and ornithological se- liver excluded).
eliminated the dangers of scurvy
crets will be forthcoming.
Commander MacMillan, Dt. Gross, which old-time explorers faced, but a
limes
of
will be taken
large
stock
and three students will try to reach
the islands in a large life boat. In this along as an extra safeguard. Shortone boat they must carry all of their wave radio stations in this country
scientific instruments, movie cameras, will provide entertainment, news, and
and provisions for a month. The Bow- time signals for the explorers.
While the collection -of specimen* is
doin will then sail south and leave Dr.
Potter and two assistants in the perhaps of paramount importance to
Torngat Mountain region where they Bowdoin College,' the scientists hope
to make .some important researches
will study preglacial plants.
The United States biological survey in the fields of anthropology, ornithhas provided the expedition with 8000 ology, and tootany. An intensive cinenumbered aluminum bands to be used matic record entailings some 10,000
in marking the birds on the island feet of 35mm film and thousands of
colonies along the Labrador coast, the stills will be made.
All Play Definite Part
Buttons, and Baffin Land. In this
Robert Waite, who is an assistant
work the ,Arctk Terns .are of special
(Continued cm pas* I)
interest, since the recovery of a few

the rest of the party.
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War

GO TO CONCORD Eager Explorer-students Await
9
Expedition 8 Sailing Next Month

and interesting battles in
Over three 'hundred alumni and
each. Pool and billiards are already friends of Bowdoin packed the Parish
Addressing the student body and in the semi-finals, with ping-pong well House of the St. Paul's Episcopal
a underway. Perhaps the greatest up- church in Concord, New Hampshire
guests in
sub-freshman
their
crowded chapel hall last Saturday, set to date has been the elimination last Thursday evening when the
Griffin, last year's champion, in the Bowdoin
presented
Musical Clubs
Dean Paul Nixon expressed the wel- of
semi-finals of the billiards, by Kahili. their first concert in two years.
come of the college to the visitors and
Ping-pong has proved the most
The concert, which was given unto the undergraduates a hope that popular, with eighteen entrants, al- der the auspices of the Caroline Club
their reputation for hospitality would though pool is close behind with six- of the St. Paul's church, was a sucteen.
The billiards cup has called cess in every way. An hour and a
continue. Before beginning his talk
forth eight candidates. Since the
on "Before You Sell—See the Em- bridge tournament will take place en- half of classical music by the Instrumental and Glee Clubs was accorded
ployment Manager", he reminded his tirely on the evening of the finals, encore after encore by the large
listeners that the interest of Bow- candidates are not as yet completely group of music enthusiasts present.
registered.
Nearly a hundred more people came in
doin College In her undergraduates
The scores to date are as follows: for the two hours of dancing which
does not cease after graduation but
Pool—first round—Griffin 75, For- followed with music by the Bowdoin
follows them into life and business. tier 49; Levin 76, Williams 13; Long
Polar Bear orchestra who were reThe Dean then recommended that 75, Pendexter 33; Pope 75, Kominsky ceived very well.
each undergraduate make a self- 49; Kent 75. Kahili 51; Belinkoff 75,
The concert was featured by R. V.
Brewster 31; McCann's solo, "Skipper of St Ives",
measurement of his own character in Hayes 54; Robbins 75,
Dickinson over Ingalls by default.
accompanied by the glee club. Paul
order to determine for what business
Griffin
Second round
76, Levin 41; Ivory's 'cello solo and the orchestra's
he is suited. He demonstrated the Pope 76, Long 63; Robbins 76, Dick- presentation of the modernistic "The
.
apathy of Bowdoin students in their son 66.
Cat and the Fiddle" were also espeBilliards first round Griffin
50, cially well liked by an appreciative
absence of desire to learn how they
Uniacke 39; Long audience. The concert ended in old
are best fitted for business by telling Kent 38; Kahili 50,
Watson
Dickson
Hayes
81. time style with the singing of Bow31;
60,
50.
of their lack of interest in a vocaSemi-finals Kahili 75, Griffin 62; doin Beata and Phi Chi.
tional test given here, which,was simLong 75, Watson 61.
Fifty-two members of the Musical
ilar to that used at Columbia UniverPing-pong first
round Bechtol Clubs made the trip and were received
sity.
Out of the senior class, 38 men
most cordially into Concord homes.
applied and only 11 presented them- (seeded) over Quint.
round
Palmer
Second
(seeded)
Scott C. W. Simpson '03, member of
selves at the exam.
As a second recommendation, he over Abramovitz; Brewster over Be- Board of Governors of the College
stressed the importance of knowing linkoff; Kent over Williams; Barnes
(Continued on paga 3)
something of the work which the em- (seeded) over Long; Bechtol (seeded)
ployment manager represents, and he over Kahili; Kominsky over Hayes. More Material Necessary
named Kelley's Directory and StandFor Quill;
ard Statistics as a convenient source
1 Deadline
of information about large companies.
May 1 has been set as the deadbe

College,

Records to Credit

.

''W seiT'such- long-

desire

Replace

Known Poet • Essayist

Has Fine

'

aoro

to

'Creative Writer

and English Scholar*

teurs, is the training in it to be given
to educated men who will conduct the
port "as an important 'disciplinary
accessory to the educational aims of
the university, or by men whose preponderant interest is in holding their of the various small colleges of the
lucrative jobs by producing winning East which President Sills attended.
teams at whatever cost?"
This meeting, which was held in Bos-

indicted especially the press which he believes to be "one of the most disruptive single elements in the whole football situation." To it can be attributed
a considerable part of the hysteria and

is

ARRIVES NEXT FALL

NOW QUOTED

must be answered, which are
(1) Is football to be kept a
or to be run as a business proposition? (2) Is it to be played by amateurs or hired men? (3) If by amations

IS

SECURED AS PROFESSOR IN THE

T0THEC0LLEGE

MONEY MAY EXCEED

briefly:

CHAPEL SUNDAY

NO. 2

Replying to the ultimatum put forth by Batas yesterday that
they had withdrawn from the State Track meet indefinitely, the
attacking the
over-emphasis and abuse of college League for Scholastic Parity Bowdoin College Athletic Council this morning issued a statement
Class of '69 Man Bequeaths
athletics. President Angell of Yale
challenging the Bobcat cinder team to a dual meat under its own
University has singled out the fundaScored on Two Points
Unrestricted Sum for
mental evils present in college footconditions, namely, New England or I.C4A. nil
by Presidents
ball which are not only ruining the
General Purposes
At a meeting held Monday, the Bates Facul Athletic Council
game itself but are also endangering
the "paramount worth of collegiate
voted to withdraw the college from the annual late Track Meet
OPPOSE EXCESSIVE
and university education."
scheduled for May 12 on WhitAiar Field.
He believes that in dealing with colTRAVELLING TIMES Bates' dropping out came as a climax to
FIGURE
refusal of the
lege football in the future three ques-

IN A CONVINCING
* May Vanity Fair

STEARNS TO SPEAK
IN

25, 1934.

COLLEGE HEADS
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

TWO

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
(Brunswick, Maine

Established

WAKOTHI) SPEAKS
Professor StaUknecht Reviews
Recent Issue of Quill Favorably ON IIS. AND CHINESE
HEALTOjP»niONS
Professor

ttri

The Orient has asked
Newton P. Stattknecht to review
the March issae sf the QuM. Proitosar fltsHknecht is a mimhir of

Editor-in-Chief
p.
Amdatc Editor

iwii

Paul E. Sulavan
Robert P. Ashley

-36

John P. Chapman

*86

m

the Philosophy department pf the
Collect, and has always sho w s a
marked Merest in the esBeae

"8$

Weston Lewis

'36

-

Sab-Editors

Benjamin W. Norton

waiUm Klaber
William. A. Gross
Richard E. Mathewson

*S7

Stanley Williams,

'37
'37
'37
'37

Jr., '37

BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY
Business Manager

Baker '35
Assistant Managers
Owen H. Melaugh •*
John

Willis Hay, Jr., 36

S.

Puba»had arary Wadnaaaaa- Farias th» CoBagw ter to
All coatrtbotioaii and eotffnntnieations nhovU be
alajrt pracadhur tb> data of patdication. Tbe Bditar la Cansf la
aateaia ; tea Maaaaaoc BdHor fat- aanta and aiaka-ta*. AS
tioaa aaaold b« termed to tho Ba at aaai Manasac sf
SuWrfetlona. tSJS par yaar (hMaodiac Atamnoa)
Tatjrad a* aaaand elau matter at tha MlmaTlw at

Wednesday, April

VoL LXIV.

publication*.

Pumne

Evils

Which Now Depopulate
Oriental Peoples

m

Declaring In Sunday -Chapel that
"We don't know what poverty is".
Dr. Fans' WsswisU, Superintendent of
the Central Maine Baa lteiia iii at
Fairfield, drew a graphic description of
public health in China as compared
with that of the United States. Discussing tiie wretehed existoaot of the
poor of the Oriental nation, the
speaker mentioned the seemingly incredible fact that a family of ive
Uvea a whole yoar on the equivalent
of one hundred dollars? Yet they eke
oat an eSMeasa, net a hit sf their
wasted, and every
pt ppity being
member ot the family being as useful
as possible.
Dr. WakaSeW took aa the theme of
his talk aa obi Chinese proverb, "U
he chu shui bo' ch5 shui hao", which
means, translated freely, "A fish does
not know what water is until he is
taken from it" He described many
of his own personal experiences in the
course of his talc, which was based
on tho observations of twenty-two
years spent in the Orient.

'

more

successful.

Welsh Excellent
Mr. Welsh's "Portrait of aa Artist"
an excellent sketch. It it firm in
outline and filled oat with a happy selection of incident.
The narrative,
matter of fact style carries the realism
and the humor remarkably wall, persuading the reader that this is not just
the undergra<*uate attempt to envisage
is

to exist.

IM4.

2*.

Malaria and

6

After rattan* and pondering; tha recent issae of the ©will, the rsMewer
is at once encouraged and saddened:
The contributions are as a' whole excellent. Evan those which are marred
by imitation of contemporary nonsense are competent, and nearly all
reveal the uboughtfelness as well as
the skin of their authors. And it is
not by any yearning for. the conventions, literary or social, of another age
But the
that tha critic is aaansnwd
question is inescapable: How is it that
such real and even mature soil it; and
such originality are so rarely displayed in the ssore academic exerThat such excises of college life?
cellence appears rarely in the classroom is probably net the student's
Bat surely the professor canfault.
not completely diagnose the cUfffcxAty;
in that case it would certainly cease

'36

Maxwell A. Eaton o7
William S. Burton *37
Charles F. Brewster "87

Nathan Dane

author has ac cept e d the challenge of
an exclusive state of miuuhaiinaai
aad has tried to bring subtle and distant feeling into concrete expression.
Annost he has succeeded. 1 say simost", being fully aware that the
moad in question
aae better known
to tbe poet than to the ac ademic critic,
who has not even pretended to be
reraatiee" aince he translated Virgil's
sixth IfeoJAarue late rhymed couplets.
Certainly J. V. S. would be nearer his
goal, if he would refrain from talking
"Half-aoud
of
*inuf-daadV'.
Conulyn" nothing. What -under the
sun is a cloud-unit?
On the whole, the OjuiH is this
onth to be congratulated upon its
prose rather than upon its versa. To
be sure the authors of the former
hare usually attempted less than the
poets but they are almost everywhere

PLEASING RECEPTION
A 'crisis

arose in the Psychology
Department the other day. Mr. Verfor the choice of a play far lay
non Miller rushed to the Union teledecided by a rafter close uate in faphone, called furiously and anally unvor of "Candlelight". This play is by
earthed his dentist. To him he fasTerence Motor aad to translated by
loaded the frightful information that
P. G. Wodehouse who were likewise
he had broken a, tooth while eating at
author and traeaeeter I'spniHmly of
the Hotel Eagle, and things were in
"The Play's the Thing" which was
a pretty had state.
presented by Masajue smi Gown last
The dentist kept cool, and told him
year.
to buy a package of gum and have a
tryst the next morning, at hie

office.
whether or not it works. It sudd enly
of the Psychology De- pops ap, about this time ewery yam*
in Octopartment did not become known until
a day later, however.
ata
The dining room of the Hotel Eagle
is that it ought to he am
wag. not open the following day.
but no ose suite kwwi a

The true power

at

to pass to the

—

t

'

^

|

'

Pickard Field

moved

automatically ineligible because of a elause in the association's
constitution which rules that a man must have been in college
since October 15 to be eligible. The Bates authorities, declaring
.

men were not the "tramp athletes"

rightly that these

for

whom

the

was prepared, asked that it be withdrawn. Mr. Thompson's
statement came as a result of the league's refusal. He, however,
neglected to ascertain before he spoke, whether or not any other
Maine. colleges have men who come under the ruling. Bowdoin
has, in the person of the college record holder in the mile run, a
man who is directly under the same ban, and who would undoubtedly be as valuable to Bowdoin as Meagher to Bates. That the
Bowdoin delegates to the meeting did not seek to rescind the ruling
so that one of their own men might compete seems scarcely "un-

clause

sportsmanlike".

The second statement which seems unfair to Bowdoin

\a

the

quotation attributed to Robert Kramer, captain of the Bates track
team, wherein he characterized the speech of Charles W. Allen '34,
captain of the Bowdoin track team, at a Portland Alumni meeting as . . "just what we expected". The Bowdoin leader talked
in general terms of the proposed eight-team conference of which
.

Bowdoin might be a member.. The Orient fails to see what connection Allen's words have with the present track situation in
Maine. He spoke of an entirely nebulous idea of the future, and
spoke of it as merely a possibility, as did The ORIENT in its editorial

columns

last

At the present

week.

time, then, track athletics have reached

a

stale-

make the

—

State Meet a dual affair
between Bowdoin and Maine, a situation that will be equally un"Being is the which is life" is persatisfactoiy to all four colleges. It is unlikely that track will ever
haps a printer's error. The saddest
find itself in the farcical condition into which cross-country has
comment we have to make upon Mr.
fallen, but at present it seems to be headed definitely in that Stratton's recent work is simply that
Bates' withdrawal will

mate.

—

sure.
A "w" followed
a weariness of the flesh,

we cannot be

direction.

by an "1"

The Bowdoin

is

department is showing its sincerity in the hence Mr." Stratton has evoked the
word "wlatsow" from the limbo of the
morning, offering to meet Bates under the unpronounceable. He seems to have

athletic

statement issued this
conditions the latter college

is itself fighting for.
By this the de- wandered after Mr. Eliot into a
sacrosanct jungle of subjective capartment shows self-evidently that it is attempting to uphold the price, whose noisome vapors would
M.I.T. and F. A. constitution and nothing more. If Bates is equally deaden the imagination of Lewis Carol
himself.
But Mr. Stratton has slain
sincere, it will accept a meet with Bowdoin
it can do nothing-else. no Jabberwock; he gyres feebly in a
The Orient believes that if this "challenge" is accepted, it will be telgy wabe.
J. V. S. Bowdoin 's Best
the first step in preventing the State Meet from becoming nothing
Por all that, our poet is the clever-

of these superficial relations

than the

a decision, and it must be said to the
credit of. the Bowdoin athletic department that they came to that
decision. However strained affairs may have become, this seems
to be the one definite way out. If the suggestion materialises, a
round-robin will determine tbe state track champions as well as a
single triangular meet perhaps even better. The learn with a
few single stars will not be able to prove itself so well in dual
competition as in a larger meet Balance will tdL
situation called for

—

At a future time it is entirely possible that a conciliation will be
reached, and a standard reset whereby there will be no cause for
such radical moves as have been made within the last few days.
If it is impossible to reach this standard, the dual

meets must
^

serve the purpose of one single competition.

competent than

the first place, Bowdoin
rooters dent like him. He always
talks too much, aad he's situated
nicely so anyone can hear what
he has to say. And along about
the fourth inning, he invariably

—

its

Field Association cannot stagger about

lame legs any longer.
Laurence B. Flint, J&, win handle

MACMILLAN'S GROUP
TO GO NORTH SOON
•as I)

in the ecology department, will ha in
charge of the collection of inverteHenry Hubbard will collect
brates.
mammals and help out in the navigation.

-

-—

'

'
'

»«

«

„

Cleaning and Pressing

R

To
Tipping and Mitchell
Giro

m

& GERVAIS

do the work

I

CO.

The Sport Store of

Henry Vogel,

a sophomore,
and moths.

Jr.,

will collect butterflies

j

the greater part of the still photography. William B. Eason, who has
sailing experience, will stay oa the
boat as a seaman. Braley Gray, the
only student on the expedition that
from a Maine town, will make
ornithological specimens.
The Clark and Colby man will study
botany under the aapei ytoioa of Dr.
Potter, a well known expert in this

hunt

-tons.

slight bit tote

seme bad break which
causes him to take a definite ride
until the eighth inning, when the
stands forget about him aad

comes around.

m»

that

.

/

c

The phantom drinking fountain is
once more situated in mid-campus for
the edification of all. Some day it
aaay have had a purpose, hut now it
just exists.
No one has ever beea
seen to quaff a drink from it as a
matter of fact, no one even knows]

—

and as they came oat

te the eheeriag at Pickard field, and
trotted slowly down thane, thtoking

He's very obnox-

ious.

Soma of tha team was «

Varsity.

makes

start to ride the pitcher.
The trouble is, he's always a
darned good player, who keeps oa
making beautiful plays from heginning to end, and he usually
hits triples when at hat, so he
can bow to the stands aa he

It is genuine experience
transmuted into poetic imagery. The

The COLLEGE

Brunswick

BOOK STORE

New Book Has Arrived
PEARY REACHED THE POLE - $3.00

Donald B. MacMillan's

HOW

Ask

it

must be a darned good meet

rived at the field, aad started to warm
grass.
It wasn't until tha sixth
inarfng
that someone broke the news te them
that the asset .eras ea Whittier.
SB - C

up on the

Mr. Berhert W
•on of Hi, wa
aVoekea aaaarijatoa of
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HOLLAND-AMERICA
LINE"

Providence St,

he

read.

im*

MIXED ENSEMBLE
—

Tattersall Vests

$5.0*

Gabardine Shorts

$256

Harris Tweed-Flannel-Gabardine Suits $29.50-$3t>.00
Ptob Shirts

$14w4L5§

Corduroy Bi-Swing Jackets

Tennis Shoes

UNIVERSITY"
S

sua

the
-Tea,-

There are so many combinations that make a smart
looking ensemble
that to begin suggesting them
would be a task, impossible to accomplish in this
space. Let it suffice to say that, the proper apparel
ingredients for a dozen or more authentically correct
spring and summer wardrobe ideas are at Benoit's
awaiting your approval.

Arrow and Hathaway
McGregor Sweaters

W. CHANDLER & SON

garni hi I

vard and Yale, to ate poetry
recently.

"»"1

Sport Shoes

to See It

bit

of the gym, attired
green uniforms, they

distinction.

one another and to the whole.

The Maine Track and

a

—

-

*

teat

its editorial introduc-

In fact it
tion leads one to suspect.
needs but a bit of polishing—and that
only hare and there to stand oat as
aa undergraduate triumph. But cerTall and
tain sentences must go.
burned and blond he was, with blue
eyes and long, firm lips ..." In the
same paragraph a woman is described,
not altogether ineptly, but with a
sentence which is esthetically a ver"Erna, I
itable omnibus of crime.
noticed with some relief, except for a
faintly perceptible drawn look about
the mouth was again poised and calm
as a deep, dark-watered river, smooth
on its surface and writhing in eddies
It would
in the depths of its bed."
be unfair to dwell too long upon such
narrative
The
has
weaknesses.

EATON HARDWARE

not the immediate aim of The ORIENT to urge either the
death or new life of the State Meet It merely suggests that some
change be made in the makeup of the track association, and made
quickly, so that the undergraduates of Bates, Colby, Maine and
Bowdoin will know exactly what'the status of each college is, in

on

-

Hebron's

In

writer too often shuns. This is unfortunate, since even- a genuine lover of
literature rarely has a real opinion
antil he has brought himself to express it in some detail. Indeed, Mr.
Mitchell's article would ho strengthened, if only ho would dwell a hit more
explicitly upon tbe esthetic weaknesses of propaganda, radical or otherwise.
The March Quill contains a novel,
"complete in this issue". The reviewer turned to it with trepidation. He
was agreeably surprised. "All Fleeting" by Lawrence S. Hall is far more

to "sit still"!
The latter art J. V.

It is

relation to

be anything hat a happy

one.

Cultivate Criticism

LECLAIR

S. seems to
have mastered. Thus he has written a
poem which comes very close to real

the poor old third

fleas.

Bowdoin literati and
a speedy recovery. Perhaps Mr. Eliot in his recent reincarnation will act as an esthetic physician.
If he could only teach Mr. Stratton
est at present

we wish him

The

the au- sacrifice, tha point of which is not toe
obviously forced upon the reader. The
scenes between the tw women reveal
the author's considerable skill.
We are told in an editorial that the
Quill has had to turn away several excellent manuscripts, which it cannot
afford to print. If we judge of them
by the standard of what is actually
published, we must surmise that the
loss to Bowdoin readers is a real one.

-«

the day to

Mr. Mitchell's critical comment
upon contemporary radical literature
It
is surely a welcome contribution.
is itself a sober and informative review, for which most of us will he
grateful. Furthermore, this essay indicates a rich field which undergraduate
authors would do well to exploit.
Criticism is an ait which the young

—

but a laughing-stock.

is

We

cannot deny that
thor's intention.
such an intention is quite legitimate.
"The Smallest Show in the World"
reads a bit too much as if the author
really wanted his money hock. The
Professor's speel goes well enough,
but Mr. Clark seems over-anxious to
burst tbe bubhle hi what followe. If
he wants to And material for n story
or a sketch in a flea circus, he would
do betttr to study more closely the
people who seem to enjoy it. After
all, they are more to be wondered at

is

to the first base line, his

1st will

•

a poet.
On a rock the Titan lay
Chained at his ankles
And above his head his arms.
The hard flesh and the belly
All exposed to tbe vulture
(In the flame of his body lay
the torture.)
Here is a clear and a lively image.
The whole poem is genuine, nursery
jingles and all. (But see here, young
man. hadn't yoa better leave Miss
Boyle out of this?) If Homer nods,
surely T. S. Eliot doses now and then,
and one need not imitate him hi everything. To pat Miss Boyle and a Titan
into one poem is net-—the second or
profound or
third time you do it
That sort of thing
subtle contrast.
has no enduring appeal. Like a joki
of the second class it soon loses its
freshness, and then it is as grotesque
as suburban architecture that has
passed out of date. Surely the* meter
of the first two stanzas in "Elegy
Between*' deserves praiBe.The accented
syllables at the end of the lines distinguish themselves in a surprising
manner and Mr. Stratton has made
much of the result.
Stratton's Work Varies
But what is to be said about "Babn
Baboon in babouches" and its Actee
associates? Even the most generous
and amiable reviewer must here exercise restraint or pass from the judicial
aggressive.
This all too
the
to
memorable jargon, with its mouthfilling mucilage of utter insignificance
is affected and decadent, a veritable
gaudy-verse. Indeed we are soon convinced that th ere is no speculation in
those eves, although the voeal organs
situated beneath are obviously unimpaired. Gentlemen, this will never do
hut I forget myself: it has been
done too often already.

to

Today

baseman has taken it in the neck,
and until the Bowdoin stands are

'.

is

c

baseman on any opposing team.
Ever since Packard Field became

*

the constitution of that organization to be changed so that Louis
Meagher and Clayton Hall, ineligible pole vaulter and middledistance runner, could compete, he neglected an important point
from the Bowdoin side of the controversy. Meagher andtHall were

-

Most athletes from opposing
colleges Had Oast they have a
pretty fair time when they come
to Brunswick. There is sue fellow
who never does quite enjoy himself, though.
He is tho. third

more tangible "life". The paragraph on Markheim
The reviewer's trst duty is in some ^^
^jocks is splendid. Thar* is.
or would be if a however, one unhappy slip of the pen.
i e sparto painful
Staleftmte
did not It is pointless to speak of a work of
idealism
*>
spark of literary
sentiment. art as "vitally alive4
Yesterday the Faculty Committee on Athletics of Bates College grouse his more sggressive
even this
MKr. Stratton's verses, entitled "ParenWhereas Mr. Welsh is interested in throughout an energy which
announced that that institution's track team would not compete in theses", belong to that class of writ- character and in perfecting a rigorous debacle cannot destroy.
Haifa Women Unreal
the State meet this year. Previous to and during this move, Bates ing which makes the amateur critic style, Mr. Hagy attempts the pyroin developHall
has
succeeded
Mr.
Edinthe
of
courage
smart
at
once
for
the
technics
-of
conversation,
long
has made two unfortunate statements which, if they did not actual- burgh Review and the ability to and a trifle roughneck. "In A n other ing a twiphiA and a JlSmijitt theme.
story
ly strain official athletic relations among the Maine Colleges, did manipulate a literary machine-gun. Country" is a bright piece of work. Always the motivation, in this
These lines seem for the mas* part As an incident in a novel it would be absolutely essential, seems, at least
which
bodies
nothing to foster the friendliness Among tbe student
he
to he consciously aad eonarieatiouftly excellent. As it stands, we may fori while we are actually reading, to
has for years been the chief attribute of the Maine college con- perverse. They are written in a that it is lacking in substance, that it quite natural and convincing. This is
sophomoric veia, and aimed directly is almost trivial. We hardly become something of aa achievement, for a
ference.
infatuation
and
characters;
her
son's
with
tells
of
acquainted
the
mother
reader*.
of
at shocking a majority
their author then- relations to one another seem aad love for her girlhood friend; her
When Cosrh Raymond Thompson criticised the Bowdoin and Even so they have merit;
superficial.
Still, to judge from the sympathetic attitude is all but imposis a talented student and, though ,he
Colby delegates to the special meeting of the Maine Intercollegiate tries shamelessly to tease his audi- Marlowe -T. S. Eliot title, we may sible.
The other woman passes
Track and Field Association as "unsportsmanlike" in not allowing ence, at times he forgets himself and suspect that to portray the triviality through an amazing metamorphosis or
But

'MURRAY HILL" HAS

(Dustard and Cress
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Shirts
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

WAHHHJ) TELLS OF
2)

Judging trow the sneakerVdescripit health conditions in China,
there is little or no bars for cpnnarisan between that ceuntry end the
United States in respect to public
tion

Aided by undernourishment
and extreme neglect of sanitation
malaria take their
si ai sal las and
yearly toll ef thousands, la this connhealth.

try,

"ITknow, Conrad,
of

the most exciting

my tijt wd* when I found a

• What a

mentioned Chinese proverb, "We have
no idea of the vatee and meaning at
our Christian civilisation since we
have always lived ia it"

whale of a difference between or-

•

dinary shirts and Arrow shirts. We'll match
the Arrow TRUMP against any shirt in its
pries class confident that Arrow value will
top them alL Baa your Arrow

Year Eyes" is the
song ea the University

"Smoke Gets

—

in

Wichita canapes, according to a repoll ef student orchestra leaders.
OM Golds, or Luckies,
or is this a revision of the old blind-

famous $1.96 shirt.

this

|

Dr. Wakefield cenehseed his address
with his ewe variation ef the above

shirt

thai wouldn't shrink."

IBBOIV SHIRTS
me
I ^
1

Mi
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MILLER PLANS

tas
a*

NEW SWJM EVENTS
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that Heaven must he something like
Seattle!"

moment

SECURED

teat?

Since 1921 lYofessor Coffin
Men
at Weils College, Aurora, N. Y. From
the post of instructor he rose to be a
full fledged college professor, which
position he reached in 1926, two years
later becoming the Anna Adams Piytti
Professor in English. He was largely
responsible at Wells College for the
founding and carrying en of the Oxford system of honor work in English
Literature, and took chief responsibility for the operation of their major
program in English, one ranch similar
to Bowdoin's.
Professor Coffin's war record is of

\

a

breast strnker,
tea atoeady

some experimental sheta.
N«
Coach Miser stetel
will be a pioneer
toff seat yei
j
;

I

sehsed out Dr. Wakefield, the

average expectation of life has Increased by eighteen years since the
date ef bis birth, while in China
eighty per cent of the children never
hve to the age ef tea. The simple
whitewashed huts of the Chinese arc
made Hack by flies, which breed in
refuse-covered streets. Water taken
from a weR in the back garden, is contaminated by a green scum which is
cultivated hi it for ate as fertiliser.
Saperetittea, which attributes existence te many types of spirits, fa
ese ef the factors which has prevented improvement, according te the
speaker.
In direct contrast to such
an uve i populated and unhealthy locality was Seattle, the drat American
city visited by Dr. Wakefield as be
M-UMwad to America. "Here was a
tend whet* p eopl e en the street are
well nsriehnd well dressed, and happy. When we sailed into the beautiful
harbor of S eatt le, it seemed to me

IS

AS PR0HSS0R HERE

HEALTMIWfflfnONS
(ConUnoad Iron put*

THEEB

TWO

began when be was in the
Student &0.T.C. at Oxford ia 1917,
and in the same year he returned to
America and was ia the 2nd O.T.C. at
Piattsburg, N. Y., and at Fort Monroe,
(Contlascd from pane 1)
Though the swimming season fe
Virginia. He was also a 2nd Lieutensophomore end junior years, led the ant in the C.A.C., U.S.A., a member long since pant, work ia the seel is)
field is the Bradbury Prize Debate. of both the 72nd Artillery regiment,
still going en in the form ef ltfe-savHe was on several Bowdoin 'Debating and of the A.E.F. in 1918-19, and was
Bob Miller,
teams, in the Choir, on (he Quill Board honorably 'discharged in January, ing instruction and tests.
for two years,' an art editor of the 1919, soon returning to Oxford to re- the coach, has had smeh experieace
Bugle, one of the Board of Directors sume bis studies. —
in teaching students modern methods
ef the Bowdoin Publishing Company,
Essays About Bowdoin
and determining
of
life
saving
sad in all literary activities was alHe is a member at Zeta Psi frater- whether they deserve the Red Cress
ready demonstrating the ability which
was later te distinguish him in this nity, and also is a Phi Beta Kappa. badges for Senior er Examiner ratHe
is at present a member of the Modcountry.
ing, and has made this course aa anThe character sketch which nuesi ern Language Association of 'America.
About thirty students in
panied the list of his activities in the His first literary efforts to be put in nual fixture.
Bugle described him as "a tempera- print appeared in 1924, and since he all are attending the classes, which
mental dreanur, and yet so interested ha* added volumes of poetry and es- are held for an hour three times a
says to the list. In the last two years
in material things as to reap a golden
he has devoted himself to biographical week. Many who attained the Senior
harvest at Learning's classic shrine.
work. His poetical works include: Life Sever rating' last year are try'Absorb and dream' is his motto."
"Christchurch". "Dew and Bronze", ing for the rank of Examiner this
That the college and town 'made a lastand "Golden Falcon".
ing impression upon him is shown by
newcomers try for the
Among .the volumes of essays are year, while
the fact that both are mentioned in
the "Book of Crowns and Cottages", leas advanced disti ncti on.
some of his essays.
approaches, breaks for
Carries,
"An Attic Room" (containing essays
Was Rhodes Scholar
After graduating from the institu- about Brunswick and Bowdoin), aaV grips, and methods of artificial retion which little probably thought that the more recent "Portrait of an Amer- suscitation art- now being taken up,
This book is founded upon hisj white those desiring to be Examiners
fifteen years later it would be award- ican".
ing him the degree of Doctor of Let- father's life, although it is not entirely have reviewed the elemental* and are
Neverthe- soon to practice teaching work, analyters, Coffin, « Henry W. Longfellow and strictly biographical.
Scholar, went to Princeton. He there less, much of the matter, the charac- sis of performance, and marking tests
received his Master of Arts degree in terization, and the scene of it is true. so that they may be qualified to be
1916.
The next year found ban in Professor Coffin also wrote "A Book instructors. Coach Miner expects to
England at Trinity College, Oxford of Seventeenth Century Prose" (with, have his class graduated by the firs:
University, having been elected a A. M. Wkherspoon), which was pub- of June.
Rhodes Scholar from Maine. Though lished in 1929. In 1930 appeared, A few varsity swimmers not doing
his term was interrupted by the war, "Laud, storm center of Stuart Eng- other athletic activities are having
he took a B.A. there in 1920, and his land", and a year later "The Dukes light practice twice a week, practicing
of Buckingham; Playboys of the
B.Litt. in 1921.
f
Stuart World". Two recent collections starts and turns. An interesting sidehas

COFFIN

j

|

.

fat

two new events which seem to us to
have a proper place is the swimming
program," he said, "and these are the
as> yard baefcatesk* assay with a
flying start and the 408 yssfl breast
According to Maaa,
stroke relay."
the present programs St assets sss
overwheinungty sshswss is fsisr ef"
the free-Syrian. Fear gaed ansa ansae
win a meet by vhesastesn, by taking
the relay and irst and seconds is fear
1

i

of the fi ne sly is evuate. Oast of a possible 77 paints path a qnafrtet aught
amass 40 point*.

More emphasis should he placed upon the breast and back screens, sad
these new events, if nchssed at meete
wftlisapiwve what fa "Peer Balance".

The relays ass
against Dowdesa.
count the nasal eight potete is ss
sway meet against Wilhasns, whale
will he
relay
the breast stroke
against Springfield in a I
Coach Miller recently
ins, of college
upon the occa sion of the.

ma

Ohio, and there pr o p osed L
of both new events. He declared was
Eiphuth, Olympic and Yale cos
will follow "Our experiments wrth
oi his poetry are "Ballad of Square- light of this is the research work greatest interest, with the prtoed Americans" and "Yoke of Thun- which is being done to discover the
of using them later if they
der". Professor Coffin is a con t r ibut or best methods of judging relay starts.
the first,
of articles, verse, and illustrations to There are two methods :
Before 1934 is
psblkatiuus of such worth as the Sat- holding a finger on a man's foot so
4
urday Review and Harper's Magazine. that he cannot dive before his team- have swum both new events hi
He is married, and has four children. mate has touched the side of the pool, petition, and will set what wfll be
and the other, judging it from the records—world records, ia fact,
set yet been
A Keel "Sana College"
side. The preference has been a mat- the events have
Probably the smallest college in ex- ter of opinion, but Miller and his tempted. Movies will he taken ef
istence today is Huron College near proteges are to take moving pictures asiffiiiimnia, and the
London. Ontario. It has a total en- 'of many starts. Ten men will judge the National Guide,
rollment at 20 students and 5 faculty each start, some from the side and two be swum between two Bowdoin
by the foot method, and their deci- er with aa outside foe.
members.
i

SANFORIZED SHRUNK

new shut

ever shrinks

if

COLLEGE CLUBS GIVE
RECITAL AT CONCORD

Lyman

B. Ckipmam, kc.

PURE FOOD SHOP
Wholesale

Retail

-

(Continued from pare 1)

of the New Hampshire
Bowdoin Alumni Association, made arrangements for the concert, while the
Caroline Club served an excellent dinner for the clubs in the church vestry.

More Concerts Arranged

As

a result of the success of this
two more concerts tentatively
planned" on the* wp©*" for next
year, one in Laconia, New Hampshire,
and another in Concord. This Friday the Glee Club and the Polar
Bears go to Colby for the State Glee
Club contest. The only other concert
in sight for the Musical Clubs this
spring is one in Portland, for which
affair,

A

Specialty of Fraternity were

Trade
574 Congress Street

complete arrangements have not bean

Portland, Me.

made

as yet.

On this same evening, the second
annaat meeting and bansnet ef the

New Hampshire Alumni
Philgas for Fraternity

Association
held in Concord at the Eagle Howith an attendance of thirty -five.'
Judge Frank Marble '98 ef the New
Hampshire
Supreme
Court
was
toastmaster, while Prof. Herbert R.
Brown represented the College and

was
tel

House Cooking
Brunswick Hardware Co.
Prompt Service - Fair Prices
Tel. 136—87 Maine St.—TeL 1S7

WISEMAN FARMS

c oncert.

FIRST NATIONAL

Cream

Ice

delivered a short, address. Kemp '84,
who has his fiftieth commencement
this spring, was the oldest man present. After the banquet, the members
adjourned to the St. Paul's Parish
House to hear the Musical Clubs'

BANK

cf Brunswick, Maine

THE OLD FASHIONED KIND

Capital. $50,0M.

Surplus and Profits, SIOS.SS*

Tel. 350

STUDENT

PATRONAGE
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Varney's Jewelry Store

CUMBERLAND

for Gifts
Stationery
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•

nrrsaisss

all

Watch and Jewelry Repairing

are M-Wiys land to your throat
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expertly done
103 Maine Street
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-

Fountain Pens

•

for

April 25

-

Victor McLaglen
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April 26
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withSpencer Tracy - Pat Patterson
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Roland Young
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.

We

not dry
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at

Favorable Prices at

The
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"It's toasted"

RECORD OFFICE

7S Maine St.

when yon see
round and firm,

drink: you'd be impressed if you saw
Luckies being made. You'd see those clean,

that you'll be truly fascinated

leaves— and you really wouldn't
have to be a tobacco eapcat to know why
farmers get higher prices for them. They are

and fully packed with long golden strands
of choice tobaccos. That's why Lackies
"keep in condition"— why yon/l find that
Luckies do not dry oat— as imforUut feint
to every smoker. And you'll get the full
meaning of our statement that Lackies
are always in all -ways kind to yoor.

silky center

Done Well and

wita-

-

they taste better.

You'd be uupttascid by Lucky Strike's
famous process —."It's toasted "— designed
for your throat protection. And we know

how Luckies

are

rolled

Passe 3

Y

Brunswick

Luckies are

all-ways

kind to

throat

Comedy

Cartons
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

TOUR

Bears Take Hebron BATES BASEBALLMEN
GEER SPOILS WALKER'S WORK;
SWAT BOWDOIN, 10-7
GIVING COLBY 11 TO 10 TRIUMPH In J.V. Track Meet
Runs,
Errors Afield Offset Worthy
Effort of Bowdoin's Hard
Hitting Hurler

Wellsmen Earn More
Hits; But Lose on
Wild Playing

MINOR SPORTS SCHEDULE

—

Tends

—

SO—Middlebury

April

at Middle-

bury

May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May

Coming from

behind in three brilliant rallies was not quite enough to
offset costly errors last Saturday, and
the Bowdoin Polar Bears finally succumbed to Colby in a colorful twelve
inning slugfest to pry off the lid of
race on
the Maine Championship
Pickard Field, the White team being
nosed oat 11 to 10 h» the end by
Geer's triple followed by a long fly
to center.
Doug Walker pitched the full distance for the White, and in that
whole time allowed only one base on
Furthermore, his hitting was
balls.
one of the outstanding features of
the contest. His three hits figured in
each of the three rallies, and most
notable of them wag a three bagger in
the ninth inning climaxing a three
run splurge which by tying the score
forced the game into extra innings.
No less noteworthy was the petformance of Ralph Peabody of Colby
who pitched the first nine innings
during which time he struck out
twelve men and enjoyed a field day at
bat also, collecting two singles, a
doable, a triple and a sacrifice hit
On his retirement his brother Woody
took up the task, but he also had to

2— Amherst at Amherst
S—Trinity at Hartford
4—Wesleyaa at Middletown
S—Tufts at Medford
9—Colby at WaterviUe
14— Bate*

at Brunswick

17— Maine at Orono
21-23—State Tournament

Golf
April 25—Colby at Brunswick

1— MIT

Cambridge

at

—Amherst at Amherst
at Hartford
—Wealeyan Middletown
5— Tufts at Medford
9— Bates at Lewuvton
17 — Maine at Brunswick
2

S—Trinity

4

at

21—State Tournament

at

Orono
Three runs seemed almost unsurmountable, but the Bears' claws were
not dull yet,
off the most

and Herb Hempel

started
spectacular comeback of

hit. Kent
him as the result of a pass and
was soon followed by Bus Shaw who
reached on a Texas Leaguer. A long
fly advanced the runners, and finally
with two out Doug Walker cleared the

the

game with a two base

joined

triple
to knot the
An outfield fly put a stop to the
but Bowdoin was still in the
running.
The tenth had its th/ills also which

sacks with his
count.
rally,

be relieved by Sheehan who finally
saw the last chapters through 'although not without some difficulty.
Colby Gets Jump
Doug had a shaky start, hitting the
first man and letting the third and
fourth men get singles after he had
struck out the second man. These followed by Ralph Peabody \s three base
hit netted Colby a three run lead
which gave them something to work

began with Lemieux's single. He
reached second on a sacrifice and
found himself resting safely on the
hot corner when Charlie Harking hesitated too long with Sawyer's grounder to catch either runner or batter.
With men on first and third A. Peabody slashed out an infield grounder.
The play was at the plate, but Hildreth was unable to hold the ball, and

on.

In preparation for the spring trip

Scoring first in all bat three events
the Pour Bear Junior Varsity romped
over a leas experienced team from
down.
Hebron Academy to the tune of 74 2-8
Although outplayed from a standIt was one of the largest single day
to 24 1-8 in the inaugural outdoor
point of earned runs and hits, Bates
meet of the season held at Whittier managed to capitalize on a case of tournaments ever held in the State,
with 148 players teeing off during the
field last Saturday as a feature of the wildness by Manter in the third and day:
Arthur Johnson, youthful Aufourth innings and two errors in the burn star, won the tournament with a
annual sub-freshman week end.
out on the long end of 78, and Johnny Boyd, resident Main*
Since the Hebron tracksters had ninth to come
a 10 to 7 score, defeating Bowdoin
champion, Charlie Noyes, brother of
conditioning
week
of
had only one
the holiday exhibition gam e on Pick- Sid Noyes, Jr., and Sprague Mitchell,
before the meet, they were decidedly ard Field last Thursday.
were close behind, each of them cardunder par in the middle distance runs
Bowdoin, on the other hand, came ing an 84.
The 84 's of Boyd, Noyes, and Mitchand in the weight events. In fact in with bats swinging and raring to
and a single by ell with a pair of 88's turned in by
the Bowdoin men won all three places go, and onw double
Bill Shaw and Herb Hempel respec- R. C. Kellogg and Ellis Gates, gave
in the mile, half mile, hammer and
tively had broken into the scoring Bowdoin a five man total for the
Several events were cut column to get the jump on the Bob- Patriots' Cup that none of the other
shot put.
out of the meet when it became too cats.
club teams could even approach. Bow%
one-sided and several varsity men enBates retaliated with a run shortly doin also played unofficially a Colby
tered the races to gain experience in afterwards when Manter hit Galla- team made up of Abbott, Liscomb,
Envin,
and won
competition.
and
gher and let Marcus and Callahan Reynolds,
The Jayvees won the mile hands push him around with a bingle and a handily.
down, with Uniacke, Porter and Bond two bagger. Nevertheless the WellsManrun
copy
one
Darling
to
their
pacing the whole last lap three men still maintained
an attempt by
It was the Bates
abreast and finishing in the same for- lead when
Bus Shaw, emulating ter's example.
mation.
In the half mile Cowan brother Bill, dented the plate, be- pitcher's only moment of distress at
showed great promise of developing ing brought in from his double by which time he also issued three passes
and three hits netting three runs for
into a crack 880 man but iacted the Capt. Bennett's timely hit to right
push to sprint the last 20 yards and
the White.
Manter Weakens
was forced into second position by
With, the advent of the fifth insmoothness which had up to
The
Tom Uniacke. Johnny Shute, run- this time characterized the play be- ning more trouble arose for Karaning the race for a varsity time trial,
he
gan*to disappear%hen, with two gone kashian. Being as yet not warm
led the field the entire distance and
let
the invincible Mr. Callahan have
of
signs
showed
in the third, Manter
finished a good five yards ahead of
weakening under the strain. Having what he wanted which turned out to
Uniacke.
have
would
issued two passes to the next two bat- be a three bagger. All
line
Dash men Run 120 Yards
ters he grooved one which was much been well, for a strike out and a
misunderstanding to Gallagher's liking, and that worthy drive held the man on. However, a
Through
a

Then since Bowdoin's half of the Lemieux scored.
first stanza
was ineffective Colby
Once more it was the turn of the
again faced Walker ready to knock Bowdoin team to come back with hits,
him from the mound a thing they but it was not necessary with the
nearly did with three more hits, one pitcher's attack of wildness. Bill
of them another three bagger, this Shaw drew a pass, and with two gone
time by Geer. The result was that brother Bus and Hildreth followed
Colby was now riding along on the suit amid a frenzied uproar from the
top of a 5 to
score.
crowd. With the count three and two
Bowdoin came in determined to get on Johnson, the runners moved with
back those runs and started a rally the pitch. It was a ball, and hence
in which Al Kent got a life on an er- Bill was safe at home. However, Bus
ror by the shortstop to begin with. overran the bag and what would probThis was followed by Bus Shaw's two ably have been the winning run was
bagger, and then after Peabody had caught in a box between home and
struck out
Hildreth and Gentry, third.
Walker cleaned off the two runs with
The eleventh was a case of one,
a long bingle into center.
two, three for both teams, and play
Meanwhile the White bats were not continued into the twelfth. Then it
idle.
In the fifth Walker led off with was that Geer picked his ball with
a hit to center which turned into an- one out and rode it to the recesses of
other freak home run like that hit deep left. Sawyer followed with his
by Gallagher of Bates last Thursday fly, and the winning run was across.
when the center fielder let it roll Bowdoin came to bat, the under dog
through. This was followed by a run once more (and this time to stay)
by «H
and" manag ed to get Hempel ^©wit-*©
Kent's two bagger.
second on a sacrifice after his single,
In the next inning with two gone but it was for nothing as the next
Bennett drove a three base hit to the two batters were retired.
right field fence and scored directly
The summary:
after on Stone's single, at last tying
Colby (11)
N
the score for the first time.
ab r bh po a e sb sh
Colby Regains Lead
Lemieux, ss
Colby then changed her slugging Geer, 2b
1 1
6 4 8 3 3
tactics since Walker was by now holdSawyer, 3b
6 1 8 0* 8 1 1 1
ing her batters down, and when the
A. PVdy, lb 7
lead off man of the seventh got a hit
A. FVm, cf 4
2
a sacrifice was in order and was pret- Ayott, rf
1
tily executed.
An outfield fly put the R. P"body, p 5
1
4
runner on third and what was a poW. Pt>ody, p
tential run was becoming a reality.
Sheehan, p
The next batter drove a vicious hit R. F'm, rf. If 6 1 1. 3
1
into left and reached third when Bus
Ross, If, cf 6
Shaw let it go through. Two more Brown, c
6 1 2 16
singles followed scoring another run
Larry
before Doug struck out Ross to retire

—

of Charlie Smith, should
make a creditable showing.
In conjunction with Coach Bartlett,
Captains Loth and Bates have devised
a system of playoffs to weed out the
contestants. By virtue of their past
records, Loth, Bates and Ashley will
automatically make the team, while
the rest of the lettermen, jayvee vet*
erans, and other competitors will fight
for the remaining three positions.

the White. Unless Trinity is considerably stronger than last year, the
Bears should chalk up a victory at
Hartford.
Wesleyan is favored to triumph
over the Bowdoin team on May 4.

single resulted in the final score foi
the day.

H. Shaw,

addition

the officials the start for the
100 was confused with the starting
point of the high hurdles 20 yards behind the regular century mark. Considering the extra 20 yards, Read'3
time of 18 seconds flat was quite fast
for his first outdoor race. Instead of
the customary 220, the coaches agreed
to run a 150 yard race. This time Hebron's ace sprinter, Kershaw, nosed
out Read to win the event in 16 2-5

left center for
three bases. He struck out the next
man, but the damage had been done
and pointed toward a stormy fourth
which proved his undoing.
To begin with he passed the first
man to face him whom a single placed
Things began to look
on third.
brighter when he was held there while
the infield nipped one out on a field-

drove the ball into

er's choice.

Two

sharp singles

fol-

lowed, however, bringing in two runs
Johnny Baker surprised every one and placing men on second and third.
by turning in a 54 1-5 second quarter
It was then that by trying too hard
mile to lead Billington of- Hebron to to aim his pitches down the slot he
the worsted by four yards. Hatchfield was unable to find the plate and as a
came up strong in the home stretch result walked two men in a row handbut was forced to be content with ing the Cats one run and leaving the
this
hole Karathird. Johnny O'Donnell came through bags choked. Into
again in the shot put with a heave kashian stepped to relieve Manter
of 44 ft. 6 inches. Boyd and Curtis, and to take up the burden of hurlboth of Bowdoin placed second and ing. Even he had his troubles and
third respectively to score a shut out passed the first man before an outin the event. Crowell Hall had a bit of field fly to Art,Stone ended the detough luck in the broad jump when luge.
Kershaw of Hebron eked out a half
White Strikes Back
inch advantage over his leap of 20
That was only half of the inning,
ft. 6i inches to win with 20 ft. 7 however, for Bowdoin kept herself in
inches.
the running by taking advantage of
seconds.

Aldrich, lb

6

Toemey 8b

.4

1

1 11

Sherman, ss 8
Marcus, cf
4
Callahan, 2b 5

2

2

112
3 2

5

2

8

1

*Pignone

1

Atherton, p

1

e sb sh

Hempel, as

IS

Stone, cf
e sb sh Hildreth, c

a

Shaw,

4

If

1

1

Manter, p

8

2

c
Darling, p

Gillis,

a

82141100
40001000
rf5130<?000
50141200
1000
401
50210100
21044000
W.
10008000
KarVsh'n,p 32218000

10
1
10 10

DUnlevy, If 2
Gallagher, rf 8

8

7 11 27 12

4
012 410 002—10
110 802 000— 7

86

Totals
Bates

8
2

Bowdoin

1

Two

2

base

H. Shaw

hits,

2,

W. Shaw,

Callahan, Gillis. Three base hits, GalKarakashian.
lagher,
Callahan,
Struck out by Darling 5, Atherton 2,

1

2, Karak'n 8. Bases on balls,
Manter 6, Karak'n 1.
Umpires, Mcdonough and Gibson.

Manter
36 10 10 26 9
1
Totals
'Batted for Darling in seventh.

1 off Darling 6,

SUMMER
in

then until the ninth stanza

NEW YORK

student of cultural subjects who wishes to make
TOupthe
deficiencies or shorten his college work, the advan-

"Kara" was not to be touched except
for a double by Gillis in the seventh
which broughtt-forth nothing. Bowdoin came to life again and for the
last time in the sixth when Karakashian led off with a bingle and went
to second whe,n Bennett was hit by

summer study

in

The museums are

at

tages of
clear.

New York

—the

hand

are immediately

libraries, theatres,

And, within a stone's throw, axe the
famous resorts of Long Island, Connecticut and the New
Jersey shore. To all these, the Washington Square Col-

public buildings.

a pitched ball. Bill Shaw then crashed
through once more to push both tallies over.

New York

lege of

Atherton, who had relieved Darling
in the seventh, then closed up his gift
bag for the day save for Art Stone's
inconsequential single in the
setting the batters down in

ab r bh po

Kent, lb

Bates (10)
ab r bh po

bad hopping grounder went through
Hempel and what proved to be the
winning run was across.

From

Bowdoin (T)
Bennett, 2b
Gentry, Sb

The summary:

,

among

The substitution of Middlebury at
the last moment for Williams Increased the list of potential Bear victories,
but with Worcester, Tech
dropped, the racqueteers face a harder
schedule than did the IMS sextet.
Amherst, strengthened by the graduation into varsity ranks of an ex-

In the annual Patriots' Day tourna- beginning next Monday, the Bowdoin
ment at the Bowdoin Golf Club, three tennis team has been practicing daily.
Bowdoin students made a very good Despite the fact that their opponents
showing, tying for third place, while have the advantage of a longer prac- ceptionally powerful freshman team,
the Patriots' Cup, emblematic of team tice season and better .weather, the should experience little difficulty in
supremacy, went to Bowdoin hands White netmen, strengthened by the lepeating their one-sided win over

m

at

Brunswick

May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May

RACQUETMEN PRIMED
POLAR GOLFERS WIN
FOR SOUTHERN TRIP
THE PATRIOTS' CUP

University affords the student easy

access.
Courses with full college credit
Philosophy, Physics, Psychology,
are offered in Biology, ChemisPublic Speaking, Sociology and
try. Economics, English, French,
Spanish.
Geology, German, Government,
The term is from June 26 to
History, Italian, Mathematics,
September 14.
For detailed information '(residence facilities, fees, admissions, etc.)
address Director of the Summer Term, Washington Square College

ninth,
order.

Karakashian did not have such good
fortune, however. What should have
been a single proved to be a freak
kind of home run by Gallagher who
led off with a drive to center which
rolled through Stone's legs to the

NEW YORK

fence.

Then, as if the game were aot already given to Bates handily, an er-

UNIVERSITY
New

105 Washington Square East

York, N. Y.

ror by Hempel, a stolen base, and a

"

.

62113210

11910 110
10

igarettes

10 10
10

ooooooo
12

the side.

Totals
*Ran for

The Wellsmen

retrieved this tally
Hildreth, after being hit, scored

when

on Art Stone's

but found themselves still three runs behind going
into the last of the ninth as the result of another Colby score which
came when Hildreth dropped the ball
as Lemieux came in from third to
which bag he had been pushed by a
sacrifice.

TONDREAU BROS. CO.

52 11 18 36 13

Brown

Bennett, 2b
Stone, ct
H. Shaw, rf

I
6

1
1

14

S'w, If, 3b 5
Hildreth, c
5

1
.9

as

W.

Gentry, 3b

ported

Cheeses and Biscuits of

al

kinds east of Portland.
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EAYWOODIE PIPES

on
THIS

Q
3

10

paper
48 10 13 36 19 6
1
fBatted for Gentry in 9th.
Colby
320 000 211 101—11
Bowdoin
020 002 113 100—10
Two base hits R. Peabody, Kent,
Hempel, W. Shaw. Three base hit*
Geer 2, R. Peabody, Bennett, Walker.
Bases on balls—off Walker 1, off R.
Peabody 4, off W. Peabody 8, off Sheehan 1. Struck out by R. Peabody 12,

is

Cigarettes. It
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sufficient

to
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by Walker 8, by W. Peabody 1, by
Sheehan 1. Umpires Mcdonough and
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e sb sh
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The Sun

Six Houses Pick Ivy Bands

NIBLOCK WINS SHOT PUT EVENT

Larry Funk To Play Twice

AS WHITE RELAY TEAM SHINES

• •

With Ivy

appointment of Robert P. Tris-

STEARNS CITES
IMPORTANCE OF

tram Coffin to a profeasorahip in
the English department, although not
entirely a surprise, was a confirmation
of the fondest hopes of many in the
English Major group. For some weeks
the rumor that he was to join the
Faculty had been current about the
campus, hot the very fact that no official announcement had been made
caueed many to feel that some formidable obstacle was in the way of
his appointment.
Naturally enough there is tmrnUkrregarding
what
speculation
able
courses Professor Coffin will give. Undoubtedly among them will be a course
in creative writing. At present there
are two courses in English Composition, 7, 8

and

9,

10.

There

is

HARITSJN YOUTH
Former Head of Andover
States Afl Habits Formed
Before Age of 30
Taking as his theme the motto,
"Youth is the seed-time of life", Doctor Alfred E. Stearns, Headmaster
Emeritus of Phillips Andover Academy, discussed in Sunday Chapel the
habits of youth and their influence in

K«ping

some

thirty years as

Doctor
Academy,
Andover
Stearns declared that he had seen the
truth of the proverb, "As a man soweth, so shall he reap," revealed in the
lives of many men. After forty years
they were still following the standards set for themselves in the impressionable days of youth and school.
As a specific example the speaker
mentioned the success of General
Robert E. Lee in the Civil War. This
success the general himself attributed
to the fact that he knew the character of the generals on the other
side through his boyhood associations
with them. He used this knowledge to
his own advantage by playing on
their weaknesses when planning his
campaigns.
Habits Determine Character
Doctor Stearns quoted Professor
William James of Yale who stated
that personal habits were formed before twenty years of age and that
general habit* were acquired by the
age of thirty at the latest The idea
that we can yield to temptation while
in school and then change at a later
dangerous, the
is
period in life
speaker warned. We will' find ourselves so weakened that we can not
meet the great tests when they finally come. "The habits of youth will determine our character," he said.
To further illustrate his point, he
described an attempt to find a lost
cabin with tfus onto J»ojo*,e£ aid an
lips

"INTERESTING as evidence that Pro* feasor Coffin's appointment was
visualized as early as last Spring is
by an incident which occurred
ore the appearance of the Quill at
this time last year. As some will remember the Orient announced that its
literary contemporary had among its
contributions for the next issue a
by Robert P. Tristram Coffin

Spued

h}g the anniversary
litchell's

forty

yean

of
at

However, when the Quill
it was lacking this much anpoem of such peculiar interest! At the time no explanation was
offered, and, seen in modern light,

Bowdoin.
appeared
ticipated

could not have been without affording
a certain amount of embarrassment
After all
all parties concerned.
it be appropriate for a member
of the English department to write a
poem extolling one of his colleagues ?

to

would

cessful dean.

As

oil

the course of later life.
an experience of
headmaster at Phil-

Speaking from

foundation in believing that the former, Professor Hartman's course, will
be conducted as usual but that the latter, which when given, is under the
instruction of Professors Mitchell, Andrews, Means and Smith, will be converted into an advanced composition
course to be offered by Professor Coffin for a select group of student*.
It
is also probable, but by no means 'definite, that he will give English 15-16, a
in the Renaissance and Milton.

upon the troubled oHn»a*e'oF"spc*tea

many

trail"

expert woodsman was
waters Dean Nixon's conciliatory ut- years old. An
places the
in many
terances to members of the Student procured, for
completely obliterated
Council and to the student body soon trail had been
elements.
In the course
and
by
time
checked the growing hostility between
came to a
men
progress,
the
Bates and Bowdoin over the incident of their
big birch Ttree that was entirely
of the kidnapped mascot.
Dean Nixon felt sorry that Presi- smooth onf the outside The woodsdent Gray had interpreted the af- man chopped into it several inches
frontery »» » result of the recent split and an old blaze was revealed. "A
in relations between the track teams good tree," he remarked, "but when
at the two institutions. But what else it cracks it will be at that spot."
"It was a sound tree," Doctor
It certainly
could Bates' Proxy do?
Even Stearns pointed out, "but it had that
didn't look like a coincidence.
Bowdoinites were skeptical when they scar which would ever be its weak
heard the Dean's ingenious explana- spot. But like that tree, it is postion. Of course it is possible that the sible to build up clean around an old
two "Unidentified Undergraduates", weakness."
the assault upon
Bates' sacred honor, might have had
ulterior motives arising from an inci-

who

commuted

A.T.O. TOPSCfflPSI

dent which happened last FalL

IN
of the recently pro*\ posed college athletic conference!
suffered a keen disappointment last'
week when they learned that the presidents of the institutions concerned regarded the conference with disfavor.
Apparently the chief reason for their
objection centered around that old
"bugaboo": gate-receipts. In other

Words the alumni would probably not
be so inclined to view the new rivals
with that healthy state of hostility
that they had the old. Without this
exhilaration a kind of "Fall tonic"
few would be interested enough to follow the new course of travel of their
college teams.
In answer to this objection this column can again refer to President
Angell's article in the May "Vanity

—

Fair", especially to his question, "Is
football to be kept a' game or to be

run as a business proposition?"

BechteL* Long,
"'^r
7; R>
~

Win

'

Upon returning from Philadelphia
Sunday evening, Jack Magee stated,

The

relay team of Good, Baker. Marvin and Maxcy, that finished fourth
in the Penn Relays, ran the fastest
mile of any team I have ever had, and
I am highly pleased with their performance add that of the specialists,
Good and Niblock".
Phil Good's fourth in the 110 meter
high hurdles was exceptionally good
in view of the fact that he drew the
pole position for the final heat and
was forced to run the entire distance
in two and "three inches of mud. Until he hit the fourth hurdle, breaking

of Loo Hannon
Broadway Bellhops.

dies

in the

Marvin showed up especially well in
the third leg of the race in which he
climbed from fifth to fourth place and
turned in a beautiful 60 1-5 sec. quarter. The old jinx of drawing for positions worked against Bowdoin again
as our team drew the outside lane,
six lanes away from the pole.
Had the Polar Bear runners not
been forced to run wide to the sixth
lane in order to pass the baton and
then run back to the pole, they would
have no doubt cut down their unoffiThe
cial college record even more.
heat in which the Bowdoin team was
placed was the third fastest race in
the whole relay carnival.

and

FOR
JONES,

Ms

yet there Is nothing definite
as far as osfgerns the other
ym dance. Negotiation* are
carried en, but
still in the balthe final
anee. The G
dance eesamittee
under John
ker is carefully

working en

selection,

and

aereral trips
being made for
the purpose
his choice. The
final date for the hiring has been
set as May 7thtet which time the
decision is to he announced.

BOWDOIN ILEE CLUB
AND POLAlt BEARS IN
FESTIYiMLJJF MUSIC
Maine College

Musk

Clubs

Play Before Five Hundred
in Colby Gym

Maine colleges.
Bowdoin sent aa its representatives
the Glee Club and the Polar Bear
Dance Orchestra. . Bowdoin's was the
only men's jtfeejfeb present, and it

NAMED TO
COMPETEFOR PARTS

Committee Picks Six Seniors
to Enter. Trial for Parts
in

Commencement

of the htshlights of the concert, acquitting itself creditably with
such numbers as "Fight" (Finland
Student Song), "The Skipper of St.
Ives" (incidental solo by R. V. McCann '37), and several Bowdoin songs.
Bates contributed its Choral Society,
the Garnet Quartet, the Garnet Trio,
and a xylophone solo. Maine was represented by the University Orchestra,
and Colby by its Combined Glee Clubs.
After more than two hours of concert
.

music by these
for the four commencement speak- Bates Bobcats,
ers, held last Tuesday and Wednes- Bears, and the
day evenings in Professor Chase's each contributed
Barn Chamber, six seniors were chos- music.
en to enter the final elimination which
is to be held later this spring. Those

As a

result of a trial competition

various clubs, the
the Bowdoin Polar

Colby White Mules
a half -hour of dance

Outing Club Takes Trip

picked to continue in the competition
were Alexander P. Clark, William W.
Fearnside, Alfred S. Hayes, Walter
D. Hinkley, Herbert C. Lewis, and
:

M

May

COLE LECTURER
Rufus Jones to Meet

delivered by Prof. Rufus Jones of Haverford, one of the foremost philoso-

The

Polar Bears To

phers in America, who will speak on
Friday evening at 8 o'clock in Memorial Hall.

Play

Prof. Jones, who is one of the moot
popular college speakers in the East,
has been secured under the Annie Talbot Cole Lectureship fund, and will
be making his first appearance on the
Bowdoin campus. Prof. Kirkland is
chairman of the Cole Lectureship
committee this year, and is being assisted by Profs. Chase, Andrews, Mason and Associate Prof. Holmes.
For thirty years as Professor of
Philosophy at Haverford College, Mr.
Jones has been one of the leading exponents of Mysticism in this country.
His belief in an inner life which effects every external act has been set
forth in his leading books of such as
"Dynamic Faith". "The Inner Life",
and "New Studies in Mystic ReIs

Lawrence

Pelletier

and

Norman

BOBCAT

cess of

about the trophy
he looked up, blinked an amazed eye,
and noticed with horror that the
pedestal occupied by that most sacred
of Bates creatures, the famous Bobcat
(presented by the University of Vermont) was entirely vacant, and that
noble animal had, in vulgar parlance,
scrammed. Upon further investigation, he discovered that it had been
spirited away, for three windows leading into (a) the girls' locker room,
(b) a lavatory, and (c) the trophy
room, had been cut during the night,
by someone who had a sincere regard
for the peaceful sleep of the boys and
girls, since flypaper had been used to
prevent the panes drom shattering
with echoing noises on the campus.
Astute janitor Barnes immediately deduced that person or persons unknown, who knew very little about the
ramifications of the Bates gymnasium,
had walked in sometime during the

full Athletic

who saw

the finish of the

Maine

Athletics, last night delivered the full

statement of the Council after a
heated three-hour session when he
said: "The Athletic Council tonight
voted to ratify the agreement made
by the Athletic Director with Amherst College for a dual track and
field meet at Amherst on May 11,
1935 and at. Brunswick on May 10,
1936; and they voted further to hold
the first Saturday in May open tentatively for possible negotiations for a
future state meet."

ica.

Bowdoin Left Alone
Eight men will take the trip. They
Bowdoin's action came after a
are Paul Gilpatric and Dick Baker, alto
saxophones; Johnny Baker, the lead- heated two weeks of discussion and
saxophone; squabble, during, which time Bates
er, who plays the tenor
Tom Mack, trombone; Howie Milli- and Maine withdrew from active pari
ken, trumpet; Ditto Bond, piano; Bill ticipation in the Maine Intercollegiate
Kierstead, string-base; and Thursty Track and Field Association meet.
Sumner, drums.
Since Colby had withdrawn previousThe cruise will leave from New ly, Bowdoin* was left solus to claim
York on July 21 and will be gone un- the meet. Bates' grievance was the
til August 4. During that time they
ineligibility of two stars, while Maine
will cruise the West Indies, making [came out. because of "generally unsat-

Leading Quaker
is also one of the lead-

Prof. Jones

ing Quakers in America and has tremendously influenced the growth of
the Friends sect. As a public speaker,
he is forceful, at times eloquent, and

,

:

5**^,'!* *** ** '•"J"*?

lsftctory MhaTWohs."
afWys^routetTng^eVcooTftMltry te \****
Willemstat,
Curacao,
The scheduling of a meet with Amdemand by Eastern colleges as a lec- Venezuela,
turer, and Bowdoin is fortunate in Colon, Panama Canal Zone and Ha- herst definitely blocks Bowdoin's parvana.
ticipation in a
State Meet on the
«
securing his services at this time.
trf

rf

|

Mr. Jones is a native of Maine, born
in South China. He
receivedexceK
lent schooling, graduating from Haverford in 1885 and then pursuing
graduate work abroad at Oxford and
the University of Heidleburg and later at Harvard under such great
philosophers as Royce, Palmer, and
Savienna.
He came back to Maine
for several years and served as principal of Oak Grove Seminary at Vassalboro before going to Haverford
College in 1904 where he has been

In accepting this offer, the Polar usual date next year, but since at
'Bears have foregone the opportunity least two of the Maine Colleges have
«ke » trip to Europe. After an been campaigning to hold the com*°
audition last Sunday, a proposition petition a week earlier, the four col'or a tri P on axl V ot several transat- leges may be able to reach a reconcili|
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was made. However,

huttic lines
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P lan would only include

'

men

'

an<*.
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organization

^
should

was
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this

.

five of the
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&** »hole

,

ation.

The meet with Amherst will be the
time that Bowdoin has raced the

first

together. Sabrina team in modern track history,
The arrival of the Cunard offer de-, although it has met its representacided the band against the other plan. tives yearly in the New England InThis is the first summer that the tercollegiates.
Polar Bears have had such a job. Previous to this coming summer the
group has not held together.

ever since.

stick

TO TRY
FOR SPEAKING PRIZE

SIX JUNIQJIS

At one time, Prof. Jones was editor
of the Friends Review and in 1914*
served with distinction as College
preacher
at
Harvard. He
was
chairman of the Service Commission
for European Relief from 1917 to 1928,
and at present is a member of the
American Medieval Society and the

STUDENT COUNCIL
NAMES PROCTORS
FOR DORMITORIES
Proctors for the coming year,
chosen as a result of recent Student Council elections, were announced Monday morning as follows:

Howard Niblock, North Winthrop; Stanley H. Low, South
Winthrop; Albert W. Kent, North
Maine; Elmer Hutchinson, South
Maine;
Stanley
Sargent,
A.

students laughed heartily, and a few majority were herded together in the
slyly.
Upon more se- center of the gymnasium, and the
rious thought, they deduced that the throng promptly suggested lynching,
first thing Bates would do upon learn- decapitation, and tar and feathers. The
ing that their very best animal had immediate arrival of Chief "Eveready
been purloinM would be to descend Billy" Edwards of the local minions of
upon the Bowdoin campus and hook the the law prevented mayhem upon the
equally good Polar Bear. Thereupon small .group, however, and he called
they organized a guard of eight stal- the jeers of the two hundred down
wart football men, and commissioned upon his head by handcuffing every
them to guard the Bear that night with Bates invader and trotting them off to
their lives, to capture any wandering the local juggin in three shifts. After
men of Bates who happened to stray a short, heart-to-heart talk entitled
into Brunswick, and to ring the chapel "How to Play Slapjack", he freed
bell if they needed help.
them. Several were returned to Bates

North Appleton; Robert E. Hurley, South Appleton; Melville L.
Hughes, Jr., North Hyde, Roscoe

more snickered

Cat Visits Newspaper
Meanwhile, the Bobcat bobbed up in
Portland, still in the custody of those
persons unknown. It stopped in at the
Evening Express office, and left immediately. Bates was sure now that it
was Bowdoin in on the case, and the
Ice Editor at the Garnet college ceased
trembling in his boots and regretted

work of the

track war, and put an entirely new
view on the recent withdrawals.
Malcolm E. Morrell, Director of

chestra decided to accept the offer of
the Cunard Lines to perform aboard
the ship while it travels through the
West Indies and touches South Amer-

AGAIN SAFE AT BATES AFTER HAVING SPENT THE
THREE MOST HECTIC DAYS JN ITS CAREER AS GARNET MASCOT

He was brushing
cases when suddenly

those

Cruise

This summer the Bowdoin Polar
Bears will play aboard the S. S.
Mauretania during 'a two-week Sea
Breeze cruise. Last Sunday the or-

IS

lif elessness.

On

quick:

Council, called after only a day's notice, came as a distinct surprise to

Accept Cunard's Two-Week
Bid to Travel South with
S. S. Mauretania

Union Tourneys

Brock, A.T.O. bridgsters, carried off
the laurels in the bridge tournament
at the Union Friday evening. Out of a
possible 110 points they scored 75
As the chapel bell rang loud and
which gave them a 61 point margin,
over the Chi Psi players, Bowman andf long oh'-' the morning of Wednesday,
April 25> the students of Bates College
Ingalls.
The tournament was scored accord- (Lewiston, Maine) awoke from a
night of peaceful dreams to find that
ing to the Howell Match Point Scorsome vital spark was missing from the
ing System. The twelve teams played
two hands with each of the competing campus. It was impossible to ascertain just what kept their spirits down
teams. The results according to the
that sunny morn, but it was entirely
Howell Scoring System are as fol- too clear
that everything was not all
( Continued
on page 2)
that it should be in the halls of Bates.
Things went on passively for awhile,
until the janitor of the College gymnasium, one Tom Barnes, suddenly
stumbled upon the reason for that ex-

5 Left Open for Possible Reconciliation With Maine,
Bates, and Colby for 1935 Maine Meet
on Earlier Date

FiHing the dates in 1935 and 1936 on which the State Track
is usually contested, the Athletic Council last night voted to
Show Forceful Way to ratify the Athletic Department's agreement with Amherst College
for a home-and-home track series, to start at Amherst next year.
World Reconstruction
They did not, however, decide to withdraw from the State meet,
for the Council resolved that the first Saturday in May be left open
"Forces That Will Rebuild the
for such a meet.
World" is the title of the lecture to be

Professor

-

Individual

SCHEDULE

1935

FULL MEETING OF ATHLETIC COUNCIL VOTES
TO FILL 2-YEAR AGREEMENT WITH SABRINA

QUAKER

LEADER, TO BE

Over five hundfbd persons filled the
Colby Alumni gym last Friday night
Bowdoin mined forces with
Bates, Maine, and Colby to participate in the first Maine Intercollegiate
Music Festival. The concert, sponsored by the Colby Musical Clubs, was ligion".
featured by orchestras, glee clubs, and
dance orchestras worn all four of the

when

was one

FINALISTS

NO. 3

AMHERST REPLACES
STATE TRACK MEET

As

his stride. Good was neck and neck
with the winner G. Everett of the
University "of Virginia who won- the
event.
On Friday when the hurdle

was

in

ders te fill oagthe Ivy card; the
at the Sigma Nu
first night
House and the second night at
the T.D. Heoafc Lloyd Rafaell
and his Georgians will preside at
the Kappa Sigjaa party, and the
A.T.O.'s will dance to the melo-

season.

races were run, the track

weeks

The services: of Herb Whitney
have been obtained by the Chi
Psi's, while th« Psi U.'s have engaged the Alabama Aces who entertained for them at Christmas.
Larry Funk and his Band of a
Thousand Melodies has two or-

Outdistancing his nearest rival, F.
Davis of Hillsdale, by 6i inches,
Howie Niblock repeated his fine work
in the indoor I.C.4A*s, by winning the
16 pound shot put event in the Penn
However,
meet Saturday.
Relay
Howie's best heave of 48 feet 2 inches
does not measure up to his intercollegiate record set up earlier in the

TRACK TEAM AT
BOSTON COLLEGE SAT,

1934.

2,

The Outing Club climbed Tumbledown Mountain in Weld, Maine, last
Sunday. Seven men went on the trip
Chandler Redman.
which
lasted the entire day. The party
The college committee, composed of
Professors Wilmot B. Mitchell, Boyd consisted of May, Call, Waite, Ray,
and Griffin
.
American Philosophical Society. He
W. Bartlett, Thomas C. Van Cleve, Holden, Sharp, and Ellis.
This is the first outing that the has written many books concerning
Laurels in Henry E. Andrews, and Assistant
club has had this year.
religion, sociology and philosophy.
(Continued on page Z)

BRIDGE STRUGGLE

A DVOCATES

Although Fourth, Relaymen
Outdo All of Magee's
Previous Teams

worst condition it had ever been in, in
all the 40 years of the Penn Relays.
Relay Men Brilliant
The unofficial time for the speedy
Polar Bear quartet was S min. 27.9
sec, some four seconds faster than
they ran in the various indoor meets
held throughout the winter. Vale

stiR three

the offing the houses are already
at work in their preparations for
the house dsawii. At this publishing six ofjthe eleven houses
have made tie final arrangements in regasm to the orchestras
which are to provide the rhythm
for the parti

I
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BRUNSWICK, ME.

(64th Year)

~ Rises

-

G. Palmer, South Hyde.
be a combined Musical Clubs' Concert at the Town
Hall next Tuesday night. May 8,

There

will

at 8.30 o'clock. An hour and a
half concert by the Instrumental

and Glee Clubs

will be followed
by a dance, with music furnished

by the Bowdoin Polar Bears. Another similar concert will be presented in Portland on May 11.

Bowdoin cars, since their companions had escaped, and the evening ended in an era of good feeling.
in

j

|

With May 27 as a tentative date
for the finals six Juniors are ready
to compete for the Stanley Plummer
Prize, a sum of about $40 awarded
each year to a member of the Junior
Class "for excellence in original and
spoken
composition in the English
language".
They are: Donald F.
Barnes, John O. Parker, Harold C.
Tipping,
Sterling Nelson, Vincent
Nowlis, Arthur Stratton.
The prize is the interest of the annual income of a fund of $1,000 established by Stanley Plummer of the
Class of 1867. The definite date of
the contest will be announced later.

BOWDOIN 50 YEARS AGO
In the April 30, 1884 issue of the

Orient appeared the following item:
"There is now telegraphic communication between Maine and South Appleton.
Two freshmen are the authors
of this outrage on the unoffending
residents of these Halls. The writer
of this could tell-a-graphic tale of the
rest disturbed by the infernal clatter of that machine." -

Returned Safely
There was still that darned Bobcat
Dean Nixon was
reminded the next morning. He solved
the situation by issuing one of his
famed ultimatums: "The Bobcat WILL
the letter of denial of the theft that be returned within 24 hours." Shortly
he had sent to the Lewiston Sun, as afterward he received a 'phone call
those about him murmured "guilty from the flustered city editor of the!
to capture, however,

I

I

Portland Press-Herald, who declared'
Bowdoin footballers ar- that the disputed animal was sitting!
ranged themselves in neat rows on the patiently on his desk, and would he
gym floor and prepared to guard please come and take it off quick!!
ceaselessly throughout the night, un- After a short time, the Dean left with
der the towering roof of the Sargent Mai Morrell for Portland, and arrived
Gym. The Polar Bear above them just in time to remove the Bobcat;
snoozed cheerfully, and all was well. from the hands of two of its original
At 2.30 A. M. one of the windows of abductors, who had thought the better
the faculty locker room opened cau- of returning it, and had decided to retiously, two Bates men stepped over move it again.
However, the Dean!
the sill and, forgetting the distance to captured it, and was last seen leaving
the floor, fell with a cautious clatter Portland with the Cat in his lap as
night and collected the cat, treating it that would have waked the dead. It Mai Morrell drove through the town.
with, as much rudeness as a Sacred did.
The eight footballers poured
After a talk with President Clifton
{down the stairs to find every window Daggett Gray of Bates, the officials
Cod.
Immediately he gave the alarm, oozing Batesmen. One of the defend- decided to call a truce on all animal
sounded the tocsin and beat upon the ers ran over to the swimming pool, napping activities, and try to take life
gong. Bates students, still grumbling escaped through the window, and slowly once more Breathing a disabout the "poor sportsmanship" of clanged the chapel bell.
tinct sigh of relief, the Dean returned
Instantly the dormitories opened to Brunswick, proud and happy.
Bowdoin and Colby in not permitting
a rule to be changed so that two of and hordes of defenders began to
To date, the only loser is Joe Bowtheir track stars might compete in the pour out, and sprinted to the gym. doin, the Polar Bear. To prevent his (Courtety of Portland Praw Harmld)
*
all-important Maine meet, immediate- Two hundred of them descended in a capture, he was incarcerated, and now
Alien Hands
The Bowdoin Polar Bear, New Vacationing froi
ly blamed the catnapping on Bowdoin. horde, and 24 of the invaders were sleeps lazily in the vault of the Union
When the news of the theft reached trapped red-handed, with scarcely a National Bank of Brunswick. Undank
Sargent Gymnasium
the lair of the Polar Bear, most of the scuffle. A few more escaped, but the ist der Weld Lohn!
conscience".
The eight
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The Bates Bobcat, College Mascot, Whose Recent Journey

in
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Has Heightened His Prestige
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CDustard and Cress

Braswiek, Maine

Established

1OT1

of the. Bobcat, by
which title that thirty-six hours of
tormofl win probably go down in history, brought out but one interesting new fact, to the disinterested onlooker (if each there be, go mark him
weH he ha* not yet been found).
Last
Pall, at the Bate*-Boudoin
fastball frame, there was a small
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The' Aim of th* Collage
It is

uncommon occurrence that undergraduates, about to

not an

receive the coveted sheepskin for which they have worked four
and reflect concerning the real good that the College
has done them. They have the uneasy feeling that they know a
very little about a great many things; that there is nothing they
can truthfully point to and say "I have made a study of this and I
am qualified to take a position in the field". After more reflection,
they come upon the astounding decision that the College has
taught them little or nothing, other than, possibly, when to wear
white shoes and a black tie.
What the student utterly fails to see is that he has, through the
course of his undergraduate career, received something-far beyond
the accepted bounds of knowledge. Professor Cecil T. Holmes,
speaking in Chapel on Monday, April 30, attempted to point out
the path which the graduating student has already taken, and
which 450 others are treading now. His speech, brief as it was,
proved to be an admirable argument for a college education.
years, pause

He

what good

human

ers.

technicality."

"Six weeks on pro," murmured

seemed as

it

if

he

were a kit aad to see the battle,
that leag-drawn battle, so easily
Keville

left*

quickly,

a broken

murmuring "He got me an
a

Jast a technicalthink of it."

technicality.

ity.

To

m
It

'

is it?'

-

c

really surprised

men

entered the pool trials
and Griffin, Levin, Long, Kent, Belinkoff, Robbing and Dickson quali-

nature ef the parent (or guardian) before they are taken.
TaaVe already taken these."
Keville
sat
down, stunned.
"Yes, Dean,"- be said. "You've
get me. Bat only on a technical-

mere

Champions Value of Problems in College as Examples

We

for Future Life

F.

that

Sixteen

fied. In the. semi-finals Griffin patclassed Pope 100-36 while Dickson defeated
Belmkoff 108-91 in a hard

fought battle. Griffin then continued
his winning streak by subduing Dick*
son 150-7L
•

ber.
Billy Edwards didn't even stage
a machine-gun demonstration on the
Mall to. keep the rioters quieted down.
-

All in

all,

was

it

too peaceful to go

without comment. We asked the ringleader iof the Brunswick Communists why he did not march, and he
issued a statement:
"This Daylight Saving time has got
us. Down with capitalistic ideas!"

m

-

c

Worse luck, there wasuV evea
a Maypole dancer in towa.
- o
Today we are privileged to announce the First Annual Mustard and
Cress Open Ping-Pong Doubles Championship, open to anyone over fifteen
years, anywhere. The rules are few
and simple. Any pair of ardent pongists who wish to enter may do so by
dropping a letter to u$ at the Union,
or seeing us personally. Faculty mem
hers are invited, nay, urged, to enter,
and they may team with members of
the student body if they find no one
worthy of their calibre en the Administration.
Presidents and Deans are
the only eaes ineligible they like to
.

m

—

make their own rules too much.
The entries will close one week
from today, and the results of all

us
there
matches will appear- in this column.
in Brunsmatches
wick yesterday. We fully expected to The three official courts for
will be 1 ) the Union. 2) Mr. Herbert
see at least a hundred of them going
R. Brown, 3)
*
Mr. Sfanley P. Chase.
through the streets dn Red Sb*4,
3;
\
eluding that famed Joha B. pJedXlub^
played on one of these three courts.
of Brunswick and Bowdoin and TopsPrizes will be practically negligible,
ham, of which we ,are a proud membut
honor will be overwhelming.

were ao May Day marchers

£{

J

the

Have

the

MAY

13th

New

Mother's Day Stamps

W. CHANDLER & SON
in

Dr. Athero.. Daggett answered tho
charge, ef many' critics—that our col-

Campus Lakes Once Were

—

technicality
this time. All eats, to be properly excuse d, must have the. sig-

A

**
of ninetjMune.

IS

Don't Forget to Send Her a Card

'

I've get yon en a

ity.

ud f reai f»f<

MOTHER'S DAY

Butt of Yearly Occidents
Jthe lack ef enthusiasm Crown and rea ched the spot ia time
and to the negative vote of the edi- to glimpse the eieateu before it submerged."
torial staff no "Occident" was" pubReferring to the Union on March

Owing to

lished this spring, but some attribute
the absence of the well known sheet
to the dry spring in Brunswick. Ever
since the burlesque newspaper became
annual institution, the
virtually an
pools of water which made an appearance on campus each spring were a
constant source of inspiration. This
year that was not to be, and we have
been denied new versions of old campus jokes. It is interesting, nevertheless, to trace the water-and-board-

.

drama of stark huwas enacted in the

Urn Dean, and

—

BOOK STORE

The COLLEGE

DAGGETT RESPONDS
TO CRITICISM THAT
COLLEGEJS UNREAL

out of a total
*
Palmer, Brewster, Kent, Barnes, lege lffe is unreal, unrelated to the
Kibbe, Monell, Komiasky, and Bechtel problems of the world, and inattenIn the tive to the' fostering of those necessurvived the preliminaries.
semi-finals
Barnes defeated Palmer
sary qualities of tact, honesty, conwhile Bechtel withered Kibbe. In. the
-and judgment in his
final sets Bechtel laid Barnes low with scientiousness,
Saturday Chapel addre s s. His re6-0, 6-1, 6-1 scores.
The games were scored in tha ten- sponse rejected the suggestions of adserve
nis fashion and a doable bounce
vocates at student forums, socialist
was required. Professor Herbert dubs, aad social service, aad he conBrown refereed the matches.
cluded that the best possible preparaHard Fought Matches
tion for facing the problems of the
In. the semi-finals of. the billiard
world is facing our own problems.
tournament Kahili defeated Griffin.
After enumerating the challenges
and Long ousted Dickson. In the final
end suggestions of our critics. Dr.
match of the tournament Long, finalDaggett showed the folly of college
ly edged out Kahili by a 100-95 scone.
men in undertaking to solve world
In this event there were eight startproblems before they can work out

The Dean tapped a pencil reflectively on his desk. "Not so
fast, Mr. Kevjlle." he remarked.

"In all probability, similar questions arise in connection
with coarse* ia other departments, Despite the last that
physical science Is step-mother to such tangible Meanings
as the radio, the machine gun, and the vacuum cleaner, is it
not true .that s lamentable amount of good time is consumed in speculations winch promise no S««*r<* f return?
What possible difference can it make to as as practical
folks whether the 1934 model of the atom is s piece of .grit,
or a wave, or both, or neither?
Does the counting of
chromosomes really pay dividends? Why doesn't economics
really get down to brass tacks and tell us how to make
money? Is there very much in the"curriculum which will
get us an;rwhere in the business of making a Irving?
"It seems to me that the answer to these questions is,
briefly, this: the college does not try to teach one n collection
of tricks for his trade. The tricks of the trade ere a necessary part of one's education, but' they are net the part
which the college feds called upon to administer,
of a liberal education is, rather, to foster ia us certain
ties which are the distinctive attributes of man as
qualities which set him apart from the rest of the animal
kingdom, with which he has otherwise so many amiable
qualities in common.
To be specific, let me borrow what
seems s convenient classification of some of these distinctively

life

l

I**" 5 -

r

"Students of mathematics not infrequently lie in wait for
their instructors in order to say something like this: 'What
practical use. can be made of the highly abstract piece of
theory which you hare been trying so hard to teach to us
this afternoon?
We appreciate,' they any, the thoroughly
competent way in which you discussed it, and we really were
ever so ranch interested in the subject of your remarks, bat,
all,

Bobcat

Cout

lows: AJT.O. 76, Chi'Pai 68A.A-D.jft5,K.S. 63, Zeta Psi 55J. Sigma "Nn^r,
Non-Prat S21, Deke 513, TJX 48, psi
U. 44, D.U. 42, Bets 41
Bechtel Stars
Richard Bechtel outplayed a fleM of
sixteen ping pong players with an ace
serve, that completely bewitched I

Packet, aad flourished it in triaarph. fNo you haven't
he
cried.
"There are the cuts, properly excused.' You lose
again.

said:

after

Shi's

Dean's essce last week. It centered around the Dean and that
wayward undergraduate named
Keville.
After waiting in the
aatereesa far the usual hour. Keville was admitted to the sanctum
saacteram, and was greeted by a
broadly smiling Dean.
"KevBJe," he said, "I think Pre
flat yen this time."
Keville bravely retained
the
smile, whipped a paper out of his

No. 8

1884.

A

stirring

man

Is*

to the

(
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BRIDGE STRUGGLE
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28th, 1928, the "Occident" says "As
everyone knows, this valuable addition to our psychical equipment is
situated midway between the campus
pool and the Slough of Despond or
to be precise, 53° 45' 32* N. Lat. and
70* 16' 58" W. Long."
Another issue describes the suffocation ef Acting Bean Wflaet B.
TwiteheU ia the sand between the
Chapel aad Massachusetts Hall. Deaa
TwiteheU was walking in about two

—

their own. "It is not indifference to
problems of the world that we suffer
from, but just indifference to probHe showed how
lems", he stated.
each of the above qualities are required in our college problems.
Tact ia intercollegiate problems is
the same as that used in international walk situation from its dim and mys*
relations. The honesty needed in busi- tic origin.
ness is the same as that needed ia
the matter ia
First mention of
such questions as chapel attendance, made by the Occident of 1925. They
excuses, and library reserve books. say, pithily and in a curiously serious
The problems of the world require vein: "The campus is at present very
conscientiousness which we know is wet."
lacking in those who seek light schedIn the "Occident" of 10*6 ap.

feet of water, according to the "Occident", when suddenly the crust of ice
at the bottom fell oat and the terrible
accident occurred, but ten minutes after the morning service.

Juniors Lost

The last issue of the "Occident",
that of March 22nd, 1938, shows a
ules, neglect major work, aad break peared the following paragraph: "The photograph of Commander Donald
B
McHooUhaa's "motor-skeekle", ea
also
demands
world
The
training.
Eastern Steamship Company recently
that balance and judgment that is landed a carjro of worn out blotters at which 'he ased to cross the wastelands
needed in apportioning our time be- the Tee Dee House on. Maine Canal." from Mem. Hall to ChapeL Also is
tween bridge, baseball and books.
Next year we find: "Slam Stole re- mentioned the fact that twelve earloads of slush were ordered for use
jcently set a new swimming record
when he made the swim from the on the Bowdoin grounds between the
25
members
Main Canal to the Chapel in sixteen saase two buildings. Faculty
of
the committee, questioned, said
(16) minutes. He was forced to stop
There was a narrow escape, from for a rest at the Art Building on ac- that three feet of water and snow
Upsilon count of the swift and tr eache rous was not enough, according to aa "Octhe Delta
loss by fire of
cident'' reporter. "We plan to develop
House during the Easter vacation. current at that point.''
a lake, have a ferry service, and
Fire broke out in one of the sleeping
Loch Ness Sea Serpent?
in
time to
charge a nominal fee for passage
discovered
rooms, bat was
Later issues refer to "the waterbe pat under control with the chemthird article describes the illical extinguisher by the two students way between the Art Building and
staying there. The. loss was two beds the Library while in the "Occident" fated expedition of twelve members
and bedding and a badly smoked for March 27th, 1928, was entered the of the Junior Class, who rashly tried
across the campus, tad
to
article:
following
room.
"A strange undersea monster, near- were last seen heading for Mem. HalL
An important change in football
rules made by the Intercollegiate ly forty feet in length and resembling ''President Stills ordered the entire
Football Bales Committee was an- a Chinese dragon, was reported as North Sea Fleet to search for them.
aoaaced ia the current issue of the seen by Prof. O'Galligan and Mr. The twelve destroyers steamed oat
Orient The change was the reduc- Herbert Crown last Saturday night at over the placid waters ef Lake Camtion ef points for a goal from the field a late hour, off the coast of Memorial pas from the naval base at Searies,
from four to three points, the object Hall. The monster was gamboling but repairs forced them to tie up at
being to prevent two field goals from about merrily, rising once or twice the Art Museum". The fate of the
counting more than a hard-earned from the water to-fly about in a circle, adventurers is not mentioned.
before disappearing into the depths
touchdown and goaL
Coeds at the University of MisAn editorial in the April 16, 1909, of the ocean. The species of this ternot
issue strongly recommended that the rible fiend is unknown, but its resem- souri who have signed a pledge
payment, of -athletic dues, be made in blance to a Chinese Dragon was af- to eat more than fifteen cents worth
one aupi to overcome the" drMculty of firmed by Dr. 'SUnkum, the College ef food wfaep they are eat ea dates
popular—and
collecting the subscriptions from the lecturer on Chinese Narrati ve, who are finding themselves
was immediately summoned by Mr. rightly so, say the poor
students, x
j
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qualities:
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"A

sense for language, for expression in words
the
literary faculty; a sense for the past, for tha value of experience
the historical faculty; a sense for the future, for
prediction, for natural law
the scientific faculty; a
for fellowship, cooperation, and justice
the political faculty; a sense for the beautiful
the aesthetic faculty; a
sense for rigorous thinking
the mathematical faculty; a
sense for wisdom, harmony, and cosmic under standing
the philosophical faculty; a sense for the mystery of divinity
the religious faeult*-.
"With respect to each of these attributes, aad the
activities to which it gives rise, it at the fanetioa ef a
liberal education to present to the student certain ideals ef
excellence.
To illustrate by one exempts: the f acuity for
rigorous thought has for twenty centuries found its best
expression in the science a£ mathematics Aad mathematics
is moat useful to us, not for its applications to the artillery
and to insurance, but in its character as an Ideal of exact
thought One who sees mathematics in this light possesses
a great standard by which he can judge excellence in the
quality of thinking as thinking.
"Similarly, other subjects ia the curriculum
»
parts of those disciplines which are ai seriated with
another ef the distinctively human qualities which have
been eaumetated. A training which neglected tha
for the sevr.Tely practical would develop the craf tsmaa at
the expens* of the man.
"Bees the college aacreed in the enterprise the theory ef
which has been described here so hastily?
fa his autobiography, remarks that the
pretty largely abandoned his formerly
toward the college graduate, for the
learned that college does not unfit the
far anything
except an intellectual career!
"We hope that this exception is not wall taken; bet that,
ef coarse, is another story."

—

—

—

—

Columbia Stations Coast to Coast

—

,

—

we hope you'll enjoy it

We always try to make

—

good a cigarette
money can make

Chesterfields as

as Science arid

them— in

the hope that people

will enjoy

smoking them.

•^

—may we ask you to
try Chesterfield

—

The "tricks" of the college graduate's trade are barm ia him
after he sets 9V*. The College has set the foundation, and 'applied
the veneer. It is powerless to do more.

NAMED TO
MORTON'S NEWSSTAND
COMPETE FOR PARTS
BOWDOIN SEAL
Professor William W. Lockwood,
has not yet issued a definite date for
FRATERNITY
the next competition. Those eligible
FINALISTS

Jr.,

for the Anal elimination have been
asked to rewrite and improve if pos-

KATWOODLB

sible their parts delivered in the contest last week.
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

SERVICE FOR STUDENTS
Socony Gasoline and Motor Oils
Colonial
Golf
— Complete Lubrication —
-

-

HOUR SERVICE

24

Lynm B. ChipmtB, be.
PURE FOOD SHOP

New

Led by Charlie Smith and Joe FishMany aa andergradaate, looking at
who scored an impressive doubled
victory, Bowdoin 's powerful Junior the front page of a Dawduaa College
Varsity Tennis squad came through Bulletin, pasting a Bowdoin sticker on
to score a 5-4 victory over the Phillips s suitcase, windshield, or letter, or
Exeter Academy netmen last Wed- perhaps even looking curiously at the
nesday on the Exeter courts. This huge stone seal high on the wall of
victory is all the more impressive the .west end of Hubbard Ball, has
since it marks only the third time in wondered about the origin and mean-

Bridge

—A QUICK LUNCH
—A COMPLETE DINNER

four years of competition that the
Maroon and Gray team have been de-

own grounds.
The Preppers uncovered a

feated on their

player in D. Bart,

—at any

any price

time, at

cago
ability
in the

a

brilliant

16 year old Chi-

who fmowed remarkable
by downing Joe Fisher 6-1, 6-0

lad,

opening contest of the match.
the combined forces of Fish-

A

Specialty of Fraternity

Trade
574 Confreos Street
Portland, Me.

Philfae for Fraternity

Brunswick Hardware Co.

TONDRE AU

WISEMAN FARMS
THE OLD FASHIONED KIND
TeL

university

school of medicine
DURHAM, N. C.
Fear terms ef eleven week* ere given
each year. These may he takea consecutively OLD. in three years) or
three terms may be taken each year
(M.D. in fear years). The entrance
requirements are intelligence, character and at least two years of college
work, including the subjects specified
Medical Schools. Catafor Grade
logues and application forms may be

A

obtained from the Dean.

•

50c Jo $1.50

DRUG STORE

ALLEN'S

WALKER WlH PLAY

When Bowdoin was

founded,

it

was

realized that the college, like any other corporation, needed its own char-

cision.
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Take Part in Annual
Commencement Play

Competition for the Pray English
Prize for the "best essay in literary
interpretation and criticism" is
underway with many papers as
through the fact that all English
jors will be entered. This is to obviate
the' difficulty which arose last year
when few. essays were submitted.
The roles governing the contact art
as follows r
Competition is open to all undergraduates who have had or are now
taking a year's work in English literature, the sward being made by a committee of alumni. There will be no
special subject assigned for the essays,
but the prise will be awarded for the
best Major essay submitted by a student majoring in English or (if submitted by a student outside the English Major group) for a literary study
of comparable character in the field of
English Literature. The preliminary
selection of three or four essays to be
submitted to the iudges will be made
by the Department of English.

From a lsrge number of students
trying for parte in "Richard IP* the
Commencement play, a cast of 22 has
been chosen.' Work on scene cutting
has been finished, and questions of
eliminating minor characters have
been settled. The following will compose tiie cast:
E. G. Walker
Richard II
T. Basset*
Bolingbroke

York
Gaunt

West

J. R.

J. Bassett

,

Northumberland

Mowbray

Kahili

Redman
Gwynn

.

.

'.

Aumerle
Gardener
Scroop
Percy
Lord Marshall

F. Benjamin

)

Biuuliam

.-

Carlisle

.

Deane
Kibbe

dark

•

F. Gould

Green
Exton, Willoughby

Bushy

Uehlein

Denny

:

Bsrtter
Ross
Dorraaa
Groom, Berkeley
Tibbetts
Salisbury, keeper
To be considered in the competition
Servant (Act II). Fitzwater, Philoon
an essay should be st least two thouServant (Act III)
E. Benjamin sand
words in length exclusive of quoMcCoy tations; typewritten and signed sntfc a
First herald
Second herald
J. K. Graves
pseudon ym; and accompanied by aa
Among Shakespeare's historical envelope containing the writer's name.
plays, Richard II is one which is quite Whenever ideas or phrases arc used
consistently a poetic drama through- which are not the writer 's own, the
out With much interest in character- obligation should be indicated scruization and a number of tense dra- pulously. AU essays must be handed
matic situations.
The chief interest in to Professor Chase by May 24.
is in Richard II who belongs to that
early re presentation of poetic and inThe Brunswick Orchestral Society
trospective characters of which Shake- will give a puhnc concert in Town
speare was fond of playing. The best hall Sunday evening for the benefit ef
known of this type is Hamlet. Other the poor of the town. There will ha
vivid characters are Bolingbroke, lat- no admission charge, bat s collection
er Henry IV, Mowbray, Aumerle, and will be taken. The concert wiH start
the aged John of Gaunt.
at eight o'clock.
-

.

1

PRINTING

Mast Be Handed in
Chase Not
Later Than May 24

Cast of

•

The opinion of the alumni as s body
was st-'ight and two votes were taken

acteristic and appropriate seal. Since
the institution was st that time the
most eastern college in the country, a
full sun, represented as rising, was

COMPETITION UNDER

RICHARD H

LEAD

M

,

STUART & CLEMENT

CUMBERLAND
Wedaesday

KENT A
REMINGTON
PORTABLE

May 2nd
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f

Sound Act
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News

•

Edmund Lowe
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•

Done Well and

5th

Victor McLaclen

•

-in
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•
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NO MORE WOMEN
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Printing

Comedy

Cartoon

nmrrr

Have Their

Helen Twdvetrees

Saturday

W K»»tf l

Bowdoin Men

4th

Men Are Enemies

All

n

Chandler's

with Constance Caauaiags

-

very

3rd

GLAMOUR
Paul Inks*

at

Sound Act

75
-

RECORD OFFICE
Maine

Phone 3

St.

Comedy

YOUR NERVES

TEST

i

Monday-Tuesday
Clark Gable

May

.

7th-8th

Myraa Ley

-

PAUL
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MEN
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-

WHITE

Screen Seag
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Your parents are

intensely interested in the

and events here at your college. The
keep them well posted on both.

To have the name of

news

ORIENT

will

Dad

or Mother
out the attached

either your

put on the mailing list; merely fill
blank and with two dollars mail to The Bowdoin
Publishing Co., Moulton Union, Town.

'

Send the

—

—

to tost

FREE!

all illustrated.

ing ! Try them on your

probably why such people didn't
learn to control themselves.
But have you ever stopped to
think that you, too, may have
habits just as irritating to other
people as those of the key juggler
or coin jingler are to you?
And more important than that,

friends— see if yoa have

self... Mail order-blank

those habits are a sigrvof jangled
nerves. And jangled nerves are
the signal to stop and check up

on yourself.
Get enough sleep— fresh air
— recreation— and watch your
smoking. ftcme-ibfr, you can
smoke as many Camels as you

below with fronts from
2 packs of Camels. Free

book comes postpaid,

MAIL TODAY!
J. a.r—iwTi
Dvt.M-B.wlMt

a.

wan t. The ir

eosil ie r tobaccos
never jangle the nerves.

i-SaMi

fcN.C.

I

III

>•

book ef

Mm taaw pommJ*.

COSTLIER TOBACCOS
Camels are made from

TOBACCOS

finer,

MORE EXPENSIVE

than any other popular brand of cigarettes!

cue.

"o*-
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Stmt*
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ORIENT for one year to

Name
Street and

City or

ways

Instructive and amus-

signs of jangled nerves
You're noticed other people's
nervous habits— and wondered

SEND THE ORIENT HOME

20

nerves

for the

Print the Orient and

Alumnus
•

SMOKE AS MANY AS YOU WANT...
THEY NEVER GET ON YOUR NERVES I

No

Town

My name

lb.

Other Ideal Gifts each aa Perfume, Compacts,

j

NATIONAL BANK

Cream

Mag 13th

I

BATON HARDWARE

Prompt Servic - Fair
Tat MS—ST Mala* SU-TeL IS?

Duke

a

Mothers' Dag,

Whitman's, Durand's, Gobelin's

to imprint upon Uk hearts of
feeling akin to love". Although

by mail. The first vote received little
attention, and as only a few participated no consensus of opinion was obtained. Nevertheless, enthusiasm fosBROS.
tered by ardent devotees of the old
chosen as the basic part of the design. seal was transmitted to the alumni by
W«
It was encircled by the inscription, a group in Washington.
No action
Bowdoin Collegii Sigilhim 1794. Un- wss taken until a second vote had been
fortunately, the first "cut" made was made, which showed a large majority
ter 6-2. 6-4.
not characterised by greaf artistic against the change. At the Comteam and Biscuits ef aS
Other Bowdoin performers whose qualities.
The can was given a face mencement Dinner of that year Presiwork was imprewaive were Howard like the moon, and was surrounded
dads east of PorUaad.
by
applauded
Dana and Richard Bechtel in the sin- rather stilted small triangles which dent Hyde was greatly
when he announced that "The College
gles and Ned Brown and Ross Palm- represented
frames shooting forth Seal is still the old seal".
Cleaning: and Pressing
er in the doubles.
from its surface;
However, a new die was struck
Give It T.
Summary:
For more than a century there was which did include a few changes, ft
Singles: Burt (E) defeated Fiaher no change made in the seal. Finally, .kept the old sun, but had shaped the
Tipping; and Mitchell
defeated in 1896, the Boards decided that some sun's rays more like leaves than
(B) 6-1, 6-0; Bate (E)
Brown (B) 6-1. 6-4; Smith (B) de- revision ought to be made, and gave strictly Euclidian triangles. The
feated Taylor (E) 6-2, 6-4; Quoky the matter of redrawing and improv- slightly altered design, very similar to
(E) defeated Palmer (B) 6-1, 6-3; ing the seal to Professor Johnson. A the old seal, wss acknowledged by the
do the work
Dana (B) defeated Ryan (E) 6-4, 5-7, year later ex-President Chamberlain, Orient to have been able to "Beautify
6-4; Bechtel (B) defeated Appel 8-6, Professor Johnson, and Dr. Mitchell some of the ugly details". This step
were appointed a committee to report of improvement had been made, but
7-5, 7-5.
CO.
Doubles: Fisher and Smith (B) de- upon a new and better design. One there still existed a negligence in refeated Burt and Appel (E) 12-10, designed by a drawing teacher was producing and printing the seal. Ten
The Sport Store of
accepted
in 1896. The teacher, Mr. Al- years later the Faculty sppointed a
6-4; E. Brown and Palmer (B) de.
gernon V. Currier kept the central Biin committee "to prevent in the future
feated Taylor and F. Brown (E) 6-1,
as emblematic of Bowdoin. but he such representations of the college seal
Brunswick
6-3; Bate and Quoky (E) defeated
chose a slightly modified reproduction as have appeared on various programs
Bechtel and Dana (B) 6-3, 6-8, 6-2.
of a head of Helios (the Greek sun- and elsewhere", and to make it always
god), found at Ilium to stand stead appear at its best advantage.
FIRST
k
Professors of other colleges lack of the moon-faced sun then representef
the tolerance that Bowdoin students ing the emblem. The rays were meant
The "Loyolan" of Loyola Univerare accustomed to toward canine at- to typify the effulgence of the college,
Capital $50,00*.
Angeles has revived some
tendance in classrooms. When one of and in the lower corner were the de- jSity of Los
facts concerning student
"historical
lad rreftta, flM^Mv
this species walked into the classroom signer's initials.
Two of
professors.
treatment ef
of a Princeton professor he ordered,
New Seal Opposed
them, preserved in quotations are:
"Will one of you please take the aniTAt Hobart College one professor
The new design for the seal was
mal oat" When the command was
driven from the room with books
Varney's Jewelry Store
executed, he explained, "After all, we artistically a great improvement, but was
One President was
it ran contrary to the natural love for and spitoons.
have to draw the line somewhere."
tradition which many Bowdoin grad- forced from a lecture room by window
for Gifts
The University Hatchet".
uates possessed. The Orient said at and ladder in a barrage of snowballs
Stationery . Feaataia Pens « Cards
that time that to change the college and bottles".
The agricultural department of the seal was a serious matter. "The old
"At Hamilton College in 1823, a
Watch and Jewelry Rsanhlcg
U. of Wisconsin is attempting to dis- seal meant a deal of tradition
The cahnonball was fired through the door
cover whether an inebriated hen will fact that its dear, stwptd and round and room of a tutor, blowing his
lay more prelhVally than a
on a chair,
face smiled from the sheepskins of clothes, which were
its
—"The Loyolau" U. of Loyola
Bowdoin's men, great and small, all through the wall of a building/'

LECLAIR

House Cooking

Ice

Spa

College

Retail

-

er and Smith proved too much for
this youthful left hander and his
teammate, J. Appel, in the doubles
clash which the Bowdoin men cap12-10, 6-4.
CO. tured
Charlie Smith "17, transferred from
carry the largest assortment of baseball just two days before the
meet, showed up well in his singles
Goods, Pratt, Fresh Vegetacontest by downing D. Taylor of ExeOtivee, Pickles, Domestic and inv

all

Her On

Our fine Chocolates Will

Life

the college newspaper welcomed Mr.
Toikt Article*, etc
Helios, K tmowght that he would have
a difficult time making friends with
those who so well liked his predecessor;
This prophecy was fulfilled, as
alumni protested. -They especially opposed allowing Mr. Currier's initials foegCKgsaceogBacsceaBao^^
ing of the seal of the college. Sym- to be on the college seal, and thus be
bolic of Bowdoin, it has had aa inter- associated with it perpetually. The aresting career, and is as old as the col- tist announced that he had only acted
in accordance with a custom of those
lege itself. Little known, however, is
of his profession, and that he wss perIN
the fact that the origami seal came fectly willing to have his initials renear to being exchanged for a differ- moved. But this made bo difference,
and the Boards suspended their deently designed one.
Twenty-two Chosen Essays

However

Wholesale

Of College Has Long

And Once Precarious

er

TOPSHAM FILLING STATION
Jest Over

Racquetmen Seal
Overwhelm Exeter

J. V.

THItEE
tS^XXXttaOSSii^

State
Class

TUNE

CAMEL CARAVAN

IN!

Thursday at 9 P.

with Gas* Lorn* Orchemtra, Stoopnagla and Budd, Omnia
T.— 8 P. AT., C.S.T.—7 P. M., M.S.T.-S Pi M..PA.T., «

AT., E.S.

MMHM

MMI

Eoary Tumaday and

WABC-CaiumUm Natwmrh
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VARSITY WALLOPS LISBON 12-0

TO PRIME FOR SOUTHERN TRIP
Walker Takes Up Enemy
V.
Cause to Quell Nine Run J.

BOWDOIN G0LFSTERS
DEFEAT COLBY TEAM

HOUSE NINES
BEGINBASEBALL

SIX

TRACKIffiN

Freshmen Star in 7-2 Victory
on Home Links to Open
Four Scheduled Games Are
Current Season
Unplmyed When Rain and

Exams Delay

Start

capped by the ineligibility of Boyd
and Gates, Colby was conceded the
edge. However, the stellar performances of three Polar Bear Freshmen,
Kellogg, toMitchell, Noyes, and
gether with that of the veteran,
Woodruff, was more than enough to
subdue the defending champions five
individual matches to one.

BRUNSWICK COAL ft

BOWTO EXETER

Second

in

Batting Hill, the Lisbon pitcher, out
of the box in the second inning, the

champs. A barrage of eight hits
combined with the inability of the
pitcher to find the plate gave the
Polar Bears ten runs in the opening
two stanzas of the seven inning game.
The extreme coldness of the day and
the high wind that was blowing was

a

material cause to the high scoring.

The high wind made

it extremely difjudge a ball while the temperature caused a good deal of balljuggling and slow fielding.

ficult to

All in

all, five

pitchers

saw

inglorious start this

and the Zetes to the
Non-frats.
The Sigma Na-A.T.O. These two were also the
Despite the superiority of an Exegame, the Sigma Nu-Chi Psi, and the scorers. For the A.T.O.'s
ter team strong in both running and D.U.-A.T.O., all houses in League B,
pitched and Sinclair caught. Thyng,
J.V. track squad were the three which settled scores on
field events, the
Fenley; Hamlin and Sinclair all congained enough second and third places the Delta this week.
tributed to the 10 points which gave
In the game of the Sigma Nus vs them their second victory of the week.
to make an interesting meet on their
the Chi Psis which ended 17-6 in faopponents soil, last Satuiday.
SCHEDULE
Led by Capt. Jack Donovan, vor of the former team, Park and
despite such men as Snow who Hanson were the battery for the winLeague A
took tiie shot-put easily and Deane ners and Koempel was heavy hitter.
24
April
Kappa
Sig vs Non-frat
who took first place in the 120 high Copeland and Stott pitched for the
hurdles, second in the 220 low hurdles, Chi Psi nine with E. Ingalls catch- April 25— Zete v 8 Psi U
April 26 A.D. vs Kappa Sig
and a third in the high jump, the ing.
Fenley held the Sigma Nu stick- April 27— Non-frat vs Zete
stronger opponents garnered a 69 to
men and gave the A.T.O.'s an 18 to 8 April 80—Psi U vs A.D.
48 victory over the White cubs.
The meet was held in the Exeter win over the Sigma Nu team. Sinclair May 1 Kappa Sig vs Zete
stadium, where the track was fast, covered home plate for the victors May 2—Non-Frat vs Psi U
but a strong wind precluded all possi- while Parker and Koempel formed a May 4—A.D. v s Non-Frat

service

—
—

—

during the game. Cy Perkins, Bill
Manter, and Ara Karakashian all did bilities of record-breaking attempts.
some delivery work for the White, Robinson ran a fine race in the 880
and Bob Hill was replaced by Doug breaking the tape with a scant lead of
Porter and Bond, freshWalker of Bowdoin who pitched the two yards.
men long-distance men, produced
last five innings for the visitors.
their usual tie finish ahead of the
Bus Shaw led the Wellsmen in hit- pack. Dave Rideout, Bowdoin's hope
ting, smashing two triples and a sin- in the pole-vault, who put a winning
gle in four times at bat. Close be- jump against these same opponents
hind him came Bunny Johnson with last year, was unable to place.
two ringing doubles to his credit.
The summaries:
Hildreth also connected for two wal120 high hurdles won by Deane B,
lops, ending up on first base each second, Wilson E, third, Owen B, time

—

time.

16 4-6.
100 yard dash—Won by Coffin, E,
second, Kerr E. third Lions B. Time
10 2-5 sec.

Hill Yields Five

Only

in the first

Sprague Mitchell in Bowdoin's number one position played remarkably
steady ball for the condition of the
course to card a 78 and defeat Carroll
Abbott, Colby veteran, 8-2. Charlie
Noyes nosed out Roderick in a very
closely fought match one up, enabling
his team of Mitchell and himself to
principal
win best ball in the foursome from
Marshall
Abbott and Roderick, which immedi-

baseball

to the A.D.'s

Tree League

Falls, last year's Pine

Interfraternity

inning did Lis-

May —Kappa Sig vs
May 8—Zete vs A.D.

!

reversible
nents.

battery for

7

oppo-

their

Although the Zetes won a 7-6 game
over the Psi U.'s the latter team carried the day through the forfeit of
the Zetes who played a team with
several lettermen. Bassett,and Benson formed the battery for the Psi
U.'s and Merrill and Hunt for the

League

Psi

U

B

Sigma Nu vs A.T.O.

.

Zetes.
|

D.U. vs TJ).
Chi Psi vs Sigma
A.T.O. vs D.U.
T.D. vs Chi Psi
Sigma Nu vs DU

Nu

The A.T.O.'s were also successful A.T.O. vs T.D.
against the D.U. team to the extent jChi Psi vs A.T.O.
of 10-6. Harry Brown pitched the 'Sigma Nu v 9 TIT.
whole game to Griffin for the D.U.'s. D.U. vs Chi Psi
I

MORRELL *22,

of

AH

himself, his hitting

was

Hill.

—

—

age.

Niblock's recent

work

at the

Penn

points.

Relays coupled with his first in New
The golf team launched on its
Woodruff and Kellogg teamed up in York last winter marks him as the spring invasion of New England with
shot-putter
in
collegiate
outstanding
overwhelming majority of freshan
match
each
and
the second doubles
won decisively his individual match the East The two record-shattering men in its foursome. Sprague Mitchell, playing number one man, Charlie
with Williams and Linscombe respec- performances of Lyman and Torrance
Noyes playing two, and Roger Keltively by scores of 8-2 and 5-4. In the establish the supremacy of southern logg, three, are all freshmen. The
final foursome, although Breed beat and western athletes in that field, but fourth man is Jim Woodruff, a veterNiblock
remembered
it
must
that
be
an
from last year's team. Ineligibility
Reynolds decisively 5-4, McCleod lost
outdistanced competitors saved the team from being an allto Proglaski by the even bigger score has twice
freshman affair for Bus Gates would
and
smallbig
the
from
both
the
three
7-5
give
Colby's
double
team
of
to
undoubtedly have won one of the leadof Reynolds and Proglaski best ball er colleges in the East.
ing berths.
and her only two points.
After the first two games the ,The defunct Bowdoin polo team has
-The medal scores of 78, 85, 82, and
Wellsmen were led in hitting, surpris- sprung to life again. A group of four,
84 turned in by Mitchell, Noyes,
Nate Fuller, Bill Keville, Hugh Barningly enough, by Doug Walker. Pildollar and Jack Goldman have done
Woodruff, and Kellogg, were exceping up an average of 500 for the first considerable practicing in the field betionally good for the day and the concontests Doug shattered the ac- hind the Psi U House and may artwo
dition of the course. This quartet is
cepted tradition the pitchers are range for some matches in the future.
engaged this week in the annual MasA team was organised two years ago
usually merely a necessary evil at
sachusetts trip and should make a
but expired last year through lack of
much better showing than last year's bat. In the Colby game, where during interest. In the past the college has
some
innings he seemed to be play- always been able to arrange matches
team which broke even with two wins,
with a Portland team.
whole
game
by
practically
the
ing
losses,

and a

tie.

GOING OUT of BUSINESS

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

STARTS

TENNIS MEN OFF ON

MAY

SAT.,

5

FJCTENMDN.E.T0UR

16

.

.

81.12 14 21

Totals

6

•Batted for Manter in the sixth.
Lisbon Falls (0) ab r bh po a
2
Adams, 8b
2
2
Beganny, If
Reynolds. 2b
2
1,1 8
Kissonak, cf
8
1

10

8
3
2
2

Bichrest, ss
Elcik. lb
Karkos, c
Klinko, rf
Hill,

Bowdoin

8
6

1

1

1
1

1

I

1

.561001
0000000—0

Lisbon Falls ....

ing fine clothing and furnishings to the

liquidate their stock,

public in general

during this

where

Two base hits Johnson 2, Kent, H.
Shaw; three base hits, W. Shaw 2;
stolen bases, Perkins, Bennett, Klinko;
1 2-3 innings; off
Walker, 6 in 4 1-3 innings; off Perkins,
in 3 innings; off Manter, 2 in
3 innings; off Karakashian, 1 in 1 inning; bases on balls, off Hill 4, off

apparent.

i

1

1, off Perkins 1, off Manter
struck out, by Hill 1, by Walker 3,

Walker
1;

by Perkins

4,

by Manter

3,

;

!

Time, 1:42.

The University of

Of

course, during the

—so the smart buyer

be best

A Word

About the Clothing

few days

be here

of this spring's purchase.

Fabrics in-

day Friday

all

clude the choicest to be found in the
better

lines.

All

are

from famous

to

prepare

makers, in the finest of styleand quality.

| SELL OUT PRICES

assort-

early.

These combined

The dental and

is

connected with the clinks

institutions offer

The next regular

an unusually

session will open July 2nd, 1934.

For further information address
School of Dentistry, 25 Goodrich Street, Buffalo, N. T.

About tbe Funiishings

makers
Neckwear,

.*

.

from

are

furnishings

famous

the best in the land.

shirts,

robes, pajamas, etc.

socks,
.

.

.

underwear,

high above the

average in quality.

for this sale.

Dental students have two

helpful experience in clinical observation, diagnosis and treatment of

A Word
All

Clinical practice of dentistry in all its varied aspects,

supervised by the dental division and

dental conditions.

to the

public can purchase

first

will

Store closed

years of basic medical study under direction and supervision of the

is

means

—

Buffalo

three year course of instruction, quarter plan.

medical divisions are closely affiliated.

of several hospitals.

this

out—to

merchandise of the highest quality at prices
of no consideration. Everything is to be sold

School of Dentistry

medical faculty.

The

A substantial portion of our clothing is

i

A

What

sell

sale,

profit is

will

of Brunswick and

they have decided to

and turn the key.

is instantly

nothing excepted.

ments

Now

state.

men

hits, off Hill, 8 in

{

8

22

for nearly a decade have been sell-

—

e

by Karakashian 2; double plays, Karkos to
1
Elcik to Karkos; Reynolds to Elcik;
8 18 7 2 (hit by pitcher, by Perkins (Karkos,
x—12 Klinko) umpires, Plummer, Cole.

p

Walker, p
Totals

1

2

HARMON-WALSH, Inc.
throughout the

particularly

Doug has spent a lot of
time working on his hitting during
the bast year and may very possibly
continue to hold an impressive averoutstanding.

—

faced

|

Kinds

—

Mile run Tie for first between
After
walking Bennett to open the fray, he Porter B and Bond B, third MacCabbe
garnered two outs on Bill Shaw's sac- E. Time 5 m. 1 2-5 sec.
220 yard low hurdles won by Bliss
rifice and Stone's fly to right. HowEsterbrook
ever, Hill lost control at this point. E, second Deane B, third,
He filled the bases by walks and then B. Time 26 sec.
440
yard run -Von by Thompson E,
could
Shaw
where
Bus
one
right
put
Hatchfield
•second.
Cowan
B,
third,
reach it for a triple, knocking in
three runs. Johnson, following on B. Time 55 2-5 sec.
880 yard run won by Robinson B,
Shaw's heels, drove in another run en
a double; and was scored himself on second, Stannard E, third. Carter E.
Hildreth 's single. Bennett again was Time 2 m. 9 2-5 sec.
Pole vault triple tie between Betzwalked and the inning ended with
ner E, Herrick E, Campbell. Height
Shaw's strike-out.
The second inning again saw the 11 ft
Shot put won by Snow B, second,
Polar Bears start a vicious attack in
which ten batters came up. A bit of Blanchard E, third, Donovan E. Disloppy ball handling allowed Stone to tance 48 8i.
Broad jump won by Beltzner E,
reach first. After Hempel's fly-out,
Kent advanced Stone to second with second Faxon B, third Kerr E. Disa single. Bus Shaw drove in another tance 20 ft. 5 in.
Hammer throw won by Lane B,
run with a single, Bunny Johnson
cleared the bases with a double, and second, Breenen E, third, Lemke E.
Hildreth scored Johnson with a sin- Distance 189 ft. 1 in.
Discus throw won by Fortier B,
gle.
second, Fisher E, third, Downes E.
Walker Relieves Hill
Distance 111 ft.
At this point, Doug Walker came to
High jump won by Beltzner E, tie
After striking Perkins for second between Eisner E, and
Hill's rescue.
out. he yielded Bennett his third walk Deane B. Height 5 ft., 10 in.
of the day. Bill Shaw connected for
a double at this juncture and se^t
home the tenth run of the game. After this, Walker tightened down and
fanned Stone.
In the third inning the Wellsmen
again scored, this time on Kent's
For their second encounter on their
double and an error by Elcik which
Engallowed Bus Shaw two bases. After lengthy round robin trip of New
land, Bowdoin's Varsity Tennis team
this. Walker was able to hold the
White sccreless until the final stanza is meeting Amherst this afternoon at
where Shaw tripled and scored on Amherst. Lord Jeff's team this year
is reputed to be the best in their disGentry's infield blow.
trict and is conceded the edge over
The Bowdoin pitching shone at its the Polar Bear netmen.
best.
Perkins pitched three hitless
Trinity, Wesleyan, and Tufts are
innings, Manter allowed two blows in
playing host Thursday, Friday and
his three, and Karakashian permitted
Saturday, respectively, to the Bowanother single in the last round. The doin team
as it continues on its anfrequent changing was due to the nual southern
trip. To date the Bowtemperature and to the wish of Coach doin courts have been in good playWells that the men should get some
ing condition but three days and this
practice.
naturally placed our team at a great
The summaries:
disadvantage.
Bowdoin (12)
ab r bh po a e
Severely handicapped by this lack
1
Bennett, 2b
2 1 1
of practice and the temporary loss of
H. Shaw, lb
S
co-captain Don Bates whose major
Stone, cf
.....4 1 1 1
work prevented him from making the
1
8 1
Hempel, Sb
trip, nevertheless
the
Black and
1
Kent, ss
3 8 2
White courtmen ought to outplay both
W. Shaw, If
4 3 8 1
Trinity and Tufts. Last year Trinity
2
2 1
Johnson, rf
3 2
eked out a 5-4 victory over Bowdoin
Gentry, rf
1
1
only because one of our players was
Hildreth, c .
4 1 2 9
2
handicapped with a sprained ankle.
1
1
Perkins, p
2
The Tufts aggregation is built around
1
Manter, p
1
but three veterans and ought to prove
Karakashian, p .
.0
easy picking for the more experienced
1
•Marshall
1
Polar Bear group.

men

i

Mgr.

bon Falls advance a man to second.
220 yard dash won by Donovan E,
Here, however, he was cut down when
third, Fawcett E.
he started off the bag too soon on a second, Swan E,
fly ball.
In Bowdoin's first time at Time 23 sec.
bat. eleven

i

Fuel Oils

Sportsman's ^Pen

Bowdoin a lead of three

ately gave

two

>

A. E,

ii

Wood

Fireplace

Lumber and Building Materials

Starting off the season with an imColby, last
made an pressive victory over
Champions, Bowdoin's
week with only year's State
Golf Team came through with a T-2
Deane and Snow Star for four play-offs out of eight scheduled win
on* the Brunswick links last Wedvanity baseball team won a decisive
games. Four games were postponed
Cubs as White is
nesday.
12-0 shutout on Pfckard Field last
on Monday and Tuesday because of
being seriously handiBowdoin
69-48
Defeated
hour exams, the Kappa Sigs forfeited
Lisbon
over
Saturday afternoon

Surge

n

CO.

Hard and Soft Coals
Dry

i

I

N
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THE BO

TRACK MOVIES
IN UNION

VOL. LXIV.

Polar Bear Trackmen

The Sun

Boston College 79-56 With

• •

Tea

Niblock A nd

ACCORDING to the provisions of the
donor, the Cole lectureship is to
"aim at contributing to the ennoblement and enrichment of life by standing for that idea that life is a glad
opportunity ... It shall therefore endeavor to make attractive the highest
"
ideals of character

and conduct

.

.

ence".

io First

BY VARSITY NINE

BEARS SWEEP POLE
VAULT AND HAMMER
Rideout, Porter, Frosh Stars,

Capture Vault and
Mile Events

Two

seemed to be

in or-

der on the night of the lecture
at least one particular party of this
nature supplied Memorial Hall with
what might be termed a spectacle of
intellect.
Just as the audience was
wondering which couples would comprise the reception committee to the
eminent philosopher, down the aisle
promenaded a formidable procession
of tuxedo-clad gentlemen.
Among those present were two
philosophers, three linguists, an historian, and a mathematician: all selfstyled philosophers of high calibre.
1

The gentleman from Haverford must
met a vigorous battery of

have

repartee over the coffee cups, with
such a concentrated field of competition to cope with.

rtESPlTE

the general signs of tran-

*-' quility which appeared on the
Bate.- and Bowdoin campuses last
week, there still seem to be a few live
sparks aglow.
Sometime during the week some
"naughty" boys from
Brunswick
drove
to
Lewiston
where
they
promptly daubed several conspicuous
parts of the campus with yellow paint
.
The practice was repeated on a
following night without any return
visit intervening.
.

.

However, hat Friday eventftfTIM*?
Bowdoin
authorities
feared
Savely that a massed attack was beg prepared at Bates. Whittier field

eral

was

believed to be the object of the
Bobcat's defenders' stratagem. To
meet such a desperate situation the
FERA was summoned and volunteers
were requested. Thus, once again
thanks to Uncle Sam and his peace
time marines, the honor of Bowdoin
was defended and the beautiful
boards at Whittier field were saved
from being crudely decorated.

PEACE

and utmost quiet are the
by-words at the fraternity houses
and dormitories for this fateful week:
the class of 1934 meets the greatest of
"boogies" the Major Exams!
Some seniors prefer to migrate to
such places as the basement or stacks
in Hubbard Hall, others seek silence
at Gurnet and Mere Point, while still
others find that a week at home
profits them most. But wherever one
all

finds

them

it is

best to keep away, for

at this time of year the majority of
the '84 men are inclined to be pos"

of an irritable nature.

HARDLY

a year passes without
some organized comment, written
or spoken, being aired regarding the
possibility of a modified chapel program. Some would wish complete
abolishment of required attendance,
while practically everybody would like
to see a change.
The possibility of a permanent
chaplain seems to be rather remote,
although one occasionally hears serious talk of it.
If the College did
engage the services of such a gentle-

Completely outclassing their opponents in the field events, Bowdoin's
track squad won a decisive 79-56 victory over B.C. at Boston last Saturday.
The White team managed to
chalk up ten first places out of fifteen
events as well as to make a clean
sweep of both the pole vault and the
Phil Good, Howie Niblock, and
Johnny McManus tied for the individ-

A

Park Daggett.
This Institute will be the seventh in a aeries which was started
One has been held in
in 1923.
every odd numbered year since
then. Two have covered the field
of Science, two that of Literature, and one each that of Art
and History. Modern History
was the subject of the Institute
in 1923. The series continued with
Literature in '25, Art in '27, So'29,
Natural
in
Science
cial
Science in '31, and Literature in
'33. The rumor has been spread
that Music will be the subject for
the '37 Institute.

whereby the
chapel programs might be made
is through the medium
of music. For a while last year Dr.
offered several delightful Friday

those in attendance.

music

however, they were discontinued.
Again this year Friday morning
musicales were revived with a student
'cellist doing his bit to make chapel

more

enjoyable,

seems also to have

but

this

IVY DAY EDITION TO

BE GROWLER'S NEXT

In line with the recent statement historic occasion.

NIBLOCK TO HEAD

BCA NEXT YEAR

BAND TO PLAY AT '34
COMMENCEMENT BALL
Recording Band of Radio

PROPOSES THEORY
BASED ON INSTINCT

NO ANNOUNCEMENT
ON IVY ORCHESTRA

Address Filled

Chairman Baker Promises

with

Fame

Vivid Anecdotes
from Real Life

upset,

"moral breakdown".

but

Isham Jones and

THURSTON

of

m.

Says Students Spoil Chances
by Appearing in Shabby
Dress at Interview

mean this. Learn all you can
about the business. Form an articulate notion of what part of it you
most want and feel fitted to got into."
"Fit cheerfully into the scheme of
aha oaapUyms ny ^Weo ," ha- advised*
"and concentrate on showing the
manager that you deserve the offer of
a position."
Simplex Manditiis
Proper
dress
was particularly
stressed by Dean Nixon. He said that
despite the
obvious importance of
care in this respect students would
repeatedly go to important interviews
very shabbily clothed.
"I caught one Senior, on his way
to a very important interview, wearing about the most dissolute pair of
campus pants I've ever seen. One of
our New York Alumni this last fall
almost turned down an able man I had
highly recommended because he wore
sport shoes with a business suit. Be
neat but not gaudy, or as Horace
would say, be 'Simplex munditiis'
said the Dean.

the escape a two cent ($.02)

fine.

music

for

the

Commencement

cerning the orchestra for that dance,
by May 14 at the latest.
For ten years Isham Jones and his
have been the reigning faSpeaker orchestra
Sunday
Chapel
vorites among American dance bands,
Urges Religion as Con- playing to capacity crowds throughout the country. Last winter they
scious Part of Life
achieved one of their greatest successes in the Grill Room of the famous Hotel Commodore, in New York
Deploring the tendency of people
City, where they played a long en"you
to pass religion by as something
gagement.
need not worry about", Rev. John C.
First Trip to Maine
Schroeder, pastor of the State Street
Jones' trip to Bowdoin will mark
Congregational church of Portland the first time in several years that
and an honorary graduate of Bowdoin this popular maestro and his band
in 1933, made a strong plea in Sun- have been to upper New England. It
day Chapel to make religion a con- has been chiefly known to men of
scious part of our lives and to "come Bowdoin as a radio and recording orto
satisfactory intellectual conclu- chestra. Jones himself is a popular
sions" about it.
composer whose songs have been
"Whenever we think about religion, some of the hits during the past decwe think about it as something that ade. He publishes his own music.
exclusively concerns our minds," the
The Commencement dance, on
speaker said. In religious discussions Tuesday night of Commencement
there are always men who know what week, will be the culminating social
they believe and have arguments to event of the College year.
back it up. The arguments, however,
Sumner also announced that the
too often sound like the formula of programs for Commencement will be
"needless to worry''. If our intellec- a distinct departure from those given
tual approach to religion is of that or- out in the past. They will be on black
d«r, it may seem logically defensible leather, on which will be an etching
of the Walker "Art Buying.
This
«if^hon«
we honestly examine our re* etching will also appear on the comligion, we shall see how often we be- mencement invitations.
lieve religiously but act atheistically,"
Ivy Band Known Soon
he declared. "Actually religion whenIt was
announced yesterday by
ever it is authentic, affects life
through such a range of activities, it Chairman Baker of the Jvy Dance
integrates experience within limits Committee that, although* the comthat are so inclusive, that it is some- mittee has been having difficulties in
thing not only about which we must obtaining a suitable orchestra for the
make up our minds but something prom, one will definitely be signed
about which we must make up our this week, so the announcement will
be forthcoming soon.
lives."

Jones took as an example President
Eliot of Harvard. The latter he said
was noted for an "irresistible gentleness" of spirit.
Continuing, this speaker pointed out
that the whole history of man was
that of the triumph of man over
beast, and of gentle forces over violence. After telling a story of a Maine
teacher who came to his classroom
with two revolvers, he added that the
only weapon a professor needs now is
his mind.
"The most unique thing in human
nature," he said, "is its capability to

said. "I

his orchestra, in-

Dance on June 19, it was announced
this morning by Thurston B. Sumner
*34, chairman of the committee. John
S. Baker '35, chairman of the Ivy
dance committee, stated that he would
make a definite announcement con-

SCORES LAXITY

moral

also of the value of fear, Professor

"If it's a white collar job you're
looking for, look the part, fingernails
and all," the Dean advised the Seniors in his Saturday Chapel address
which stressed the importance of
making a good impression when applying for a position.
The Dean stated that it was better
to have one interview that you have
prepared for than a half-dosen you
haven't. "By preparation," the Dean

the

REV. SCHROEDER

as a

The speaker cited as the forces he
would have used, gentleness, love, and
truth.
He took as an example Mahatma Ghandi, whom he called "the
hardest man in the world to think of
a Christmas present for." Speaking

SEEKING ADVICE
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ternationally famous for their vending of smooth rhythms, will provide

SUMNER

Chairman of
Dance Committee

lives."

DEAN GIVES JOB-

B.

Commencement

It is his belief

"rebuilding

May

at Latest

that aid could come not through political or financial manoeuvres, but

the

by

Selection

Will Rebuild the World," characterizing the present critical period not
as an economical

Will Appear on

June 19

Rufus Jones, leading
Professor
Quaker and eminent American philosopher, spoke as the Annie Talbot
Cole Lecturer in Memorial Hall last
Friday on the subject, "Forces That

through

'

life in ideal directions." He
told a story of a carpenter who, working in a heavy fog, shingled a roof
out two feet beyond the edge; so in

expand

he,•**•*.we mast go out ^-^mnc&dtryia***^'
yond what is. "It is necessary for us
to organize and sublimate our instinct," he stated.

lifo.

,

Professor Jones continued with
other examples elucidating his arguments. He told of the experience of

Doctor Harvey Howard, who, when
captured by bandits in Manchuria,
showed them such kindness that their
leader became entirely changed. He
then recounted the work of himself

and others in the World War, by
which both French and German peoSin vs. Noble Deeds
ple were benefited. He added humorSin was defined as the "sort of
ously that his talk need not be taken
as propaganda, since it was probable thing which when we do we can find
that his listeners would need a jim- reasonably good excuses for having
my to pry their way into the Society done, while a noble deed is the kind
of Friends, so retirinir is its nature. of deed for which a man may find a
In concluding his address, Profes- perfectly good excuse for not doing".
Both the Committee on Honorary
speaker
sor Jones said, "If we can rebuild per- The greatest trouble, the
sonality, we can rebuild the world". pointed out, is that sin makes some Degrees and the Committee on Eduone else suffer. Other people are the cational Policy met here last Saturobject of our greed as .we exploit day morning. The decisions made at
them in order to make profits. They both gatherings will not be announced
are the object of our power as we until Commencement.
Those present to take up the busimake them the means by which our
ness of
Honorary Degrees were
vanity is fed.
"We have to bring something more Chairman Charles T. Hawes T6,
than our minds into play in order to President of Board of Overseers,
William W. Lawrence '98, Rev. Dan(Continued on page 2)
iel Evans "90, Ripley L. Dana "01, Edward N. Goding *91, and John w*.
Schoolboy Chugger, Engineered by Peary
Frost '04.
This committee recomSecond
of 100 Year Career
mends to the Governing Boards
what honorary degrees will be given
in Front of Library
by the college each year, and to whom

HONORARY DEGREES

COMMITTEE MEETS

Ancient Steam Engine To
Feature Commencement
Cyrus Hamlin's
in '74, Will

Make

DEBATING COUNCIL

Run

SELECTS OFFICERS

they will go.
The College

The first steam engine ever constructed in the State of Maine will chug up
and down the Library walk to feature this year's Commencement program.
This model road machine, which is being run for the second time in its long
existence, was built during his college days by Cyrus Hamlin, famed missionary and founder of Robert College in Turkey, and a graduate of Bowdoin just
a hundred years ago in the class of 1834.
The engine

is

are unique.

The little road machine has had a
long and varied career. After its conby Hamlin during his Sophomore year more as a hobby than
anything else, it was purchased by
the College for $175 and placed in
the Drawing room of the Engineering
Department in the west side of Winthrop Hall, It was still standing there
forty years later when two inquisitive
young students, including Robert
Peary of explorer fame, lighted up a
fire in the boiler and were much surprised when the thing actually started
to move, bowling over in its mad
journey sundry instruments scattered
about the room.
Derby Overhauls Relic

The enterprising pioneer was at- nudist undertook to deliver the Ec.
After this first disastrous experitractively clothed in a brown fedora Major's book clad in the raiment of ence, which as far as can be ascerhat and the night. Throughout the his clan. Hereafter the Ec. Major will tained is the only time the machine
impressive ceremony he consult the Astronomy Department has been run since the days of its inbrief but
maintained a discreet and dignified before making similar bets. It cost ventor, it was moved to the Cleaveland
himself to inter- him a quarter of a dollar ($.25) to Cabinet in Massachusetts Hall to be
silence, denying
after

ISHAM JONES AND HIS

Eminent Quaker Speaks on
Love and Kindness As
Only Way Out

Interesting

House.

struction

viewers both during and

NO. 4

MORAL UPSET

for the parties while Billy Murphy will be heard at the D.U.

'

Friends of the intrepid adventurer,
Librarian Gerald Wilder, a bare
market in books was inaugurated however, revealed that the project
Sunday evening. Amid the cheers of was undertaken as the result of a disapproximately twenty undergraduates cussion involving the exponent of
the first of the bares took advant- nudism and a member of the Ecoage of the seasonable weather to start nomics Major group. The
subject
Boyer Budget—or How
the current fad of nudism on its was "The
He carried a Much Is The Fine On An Overdue
course in Brunswick.
At their last meeting, the Bowdoin book from the Delta Upsilon house Book?" This interesting discussion
Christian Association elected the fol- to the Boyer Exchange, laying it rev- wandered rather far afield, and so,
third step, from which eventually, did the participants.
lowing officers for the coming year: erently on the
carried to the
place
it was later
His devotion
Howard Niblock, president, Allen charging desk by a more convention- bolstered by theto a Principle solidly
hope of winning a
Dungan, vice president and chairman ally attired brother.
twenty-five cent ($25)
wager, the
Maquoit, Norman Seagrave,
secretary-treasurer and chairman of
the discussion groups, Donald Woodaid, chairman of the forum committee, George Chisholm, editor of the
handbook.

houses have
announced their choices
for dance orchestras for Ivy
Houseparty. To date the Betas
and Zetes have made no definite
contracts while the A.D.'s have
made a tentative choice of Mickey Lowgher.
London and New York are represented by the orchestras of
Sam Wooding, Larry Funk, and
Herb Whitney. The former, who
will perform at the Deke House,
has just recently returned from
a three year sojourn at the KitKat Club in London and an extended tour of Europe. Larry
Funk, who will be heard Wednesday night at Sigma Nu and
Thursday night at T.D„ i« formerly of New York and now
plays at the Barclay Club ia
Boston. Herb Whitney, also of
New York, will render music for
the Chi Psi Lodge.
Repeating hie Christmas performance, Lloyd Raffnel and his
Georgians will eatertian at Kappa Sigma. Another orchestra that
is repeating this year is the Alabama Aces at Psi U. The A.T.O.
House has engaged the services
of Leo Hannon and his orchestra

HERE FRIDAY

1934.

fraternity

definitely

remarkable for its
intricate boiler system which was conceived by an inexperienced mechanic
with few plans and little advice to
go on. It stands about three feet
long and two feet high and has dual
cation.
steam boilers of eight inches in diThe "Growler" will again have its ameter which will develop about oneregular features including a faculty half horsepower. The wheels have no
profile, "Rushing the Growler", and flanges for a rail as it was built for
"Growler No's His News".
road work, although long before the
automobile had ever been thought of.
There is no steering wheel, and the
square shafts and hand-made bolts

of

of the

9,

(Continued on pane 3)
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the result of elections last Thursday.

-,

it

radio debates than did last year's. A Committee shall hold at least one
renewed and greatly increased inter- meeting at the College in each year
est promises a quite successful sea- at which any member of the Faculty

one undecided.

present his views."

bert G. Mallett

'91.

Bowdoin Trio Rescues Primo
Camera As Tire Blows Out

their reports to their respec-

Commencement,

generally expected that they
were favorably impressed by
it

may

son.

The activities of last year included
At the meeting of the latter Comtwo intercollegiate forums, at Bates mittee were Chairman William W.
and Maine, and eight dual debates, of Lawrence *98, Henry Smith Chapman
which three were won, four lost, and •91, Clement F. Robinson '03, and Wil-

to the College last

tive boards until

of instruction, requirements for admission and for degrees, and other

The season next year will start matters of policy relating to educamuch earlier and will include more tion, as it shall deem advisable. The

Thursday and Friday to visit
classes and examine the college
generally. While this committee
which represents the Boards of
Trustees and Overseers will not

make

'37,

in the future, with only decision debates to be held.'

With the exception of the late
Hon. Clarence Hale and Mr.
George R. Walker the entire Examining Committee made their
visit

education; confer with the Faculty;

'36, and Norman K and submit
to the President and
were also elected as Trustees and to the Overseen from
A new Policy, time to time such recommendations
was decided, would be followed out concerning courses of study, methods

Everett L. Swift

Assistant Managers.

Examining Committee
Here On Annual Visit

annual

By-Law regarding the

John O. Parker "35 and Harold C. educational policy, states that "The
Tipping '35 were named as President Committee on Educational
Policy
and Manager, respectively, of the De- shall inquire into developments and
bating Council for th<* coming year as trends in the theory and practice of
Seagrave

Shortly before Ivy day the "Growler" will make its next appearance.
Jack Morris, Dave Bryant, and Edward Walker will be the only new
contributors unless new material is
accepted before the magazine's publi-

And D U House Feature In
Forming Bowdoin Nudist Colony

Library

practice

died.

dazzled Bates outfit yesterday 4 to 1
to win their first State Series victory.
With Doug Walker pitching sensationally and the rest of the team
backing him up with timely fielding
and hitting the Wellsmen swept
through to victory with the outcome
never in doubt.
Walker was in his best form and
allowed only three scattered hits, fanning eight and passing only four batters. A single other Bates man reached
first and he on the only error of the
game, one by Al Kent, and of these
eight none reached third save Aldrich
who scored the lone tally for the Gar-

Committee

4NOTHER METHOD

organ

4 to 1 Victory
Playing practically airtight ball the

To Head

more enjoyable

favorably by
After a while,

Garnet Bats-

DYER AND BROWN
TO EDIT
BUGLE

he would be able to offer instruction in the study of the Bible and allied subjects, a department which
most colleges believe to be a necessary part of their curricula.

Wass

Baffles

men as Teammates Aid in

ual scoring honors, each totalling:
two first places for ten points. Good
came through to win in both hurdle net.
events, Niblock took the shot and disAlso noteworthy among the Bears
cus, and the B.C. captain ran away were Stone, Johnson and Hempel who
with both dashes.
each got two hits, the former also
The meet was very even through- adding four putouts to his credit.
out the first half of the events. At Doug continued his fine batting with
the conclusion of the first eight a double and a sacrifice to continue
events the Mageemen led the Eagles leading the Bowdoin hitters. To upby a paltry two points. However, from hold the honor of the Bobcat only the
this point on* Bowdoin never relin- performance of pitcher Millett was
quished the lead and quickly out- outstanding. He twirled well for the
distanced the B.C. men as the field first six innings, struck out seven,
events came into the scoring.
and collected one of the Garnet binGood Wins First Event
gles.
White Opens in First
Phil Good opened the meet with a
The White batten went right after
speedy 120 yard hurdle race, winning
handily in fifteen and two fifths sec- two runs in the first inning to give
onds. Captain Charley Allen came in Walker something to work on for the
Bill
Shaw
right at Good's heels, while Holland rest of the afternoon.
of B.C. finished third. However, this was walked as the second batter and
lead was tied in the second event, the was followed immediately by Stone
100 yard dash, when McManus and with a single. Al Kent then stepped
Joyce of Boston led Gardner Maxcy up and drove out a ringing double to
to the tape. This same trio finished score both runners.
The White proceeded to retire
in the same order during the 220 yard
eleven men in order starting with the
dash later in the afternoon.
The 440 yard run became the neme- last man in the first. Finally the
sis of Vale Marvin who lost by a sin- break for Bates came in the sixth
gle yard to Bill "Red" Parks of the when Aldrich opened up with a baseEagles. Throughout the entire race, hit. He readied second on a fielder's
Marvin held right on the heels of choice »nd then was Hifrftrt his
Parks, but he was never able to cotne ticket home when Hfldreth let two
abreast of his red-headed opponent. successive balls go through him. AfThe 880 run also came out adverse- ter that the White tightened their dely for Bowdoin when Smith of Bos(Continued on page 4)
ton beat Dick Gray to the tape, clocking a time of two minutes flat. Smith,
who had tallied third in the 440, won
by a last lap sprint.
In the long distance running, the
'36
tide turned in favor of the White.
(Continued on pmK« J)
In the elections to the staff for next
year's edition of the "Bugle" Isaac
Hormell Picked
Watson Dyer '36 was named as editorin-chief, Charles Garcelon '35, present
*35 Institute
editor, announced following a board
meeting held last Sunday. Edward K.
3rown '36 was appointed photoFaculty Committee of eleven
graphic editor and Richard C. Gaxlay
members for the 1935 Institute
'36 will be the Business Manager.
has been appointed by President
From the freshman group John B.
Sills and was announced to the
Chandler and John S. Crosby were
permanent Faculty at a recent
named Assistant Editors; J. H. Edmeeting. "Politics or Governwards and Richard W. Sears were
mental Change" ia the subject
elected Assistant Photographic Edifee this Institute which will be
tors; and Donald N. Cole and Eaton
held in the spring of 1935.
W. Tarbell became Assistant BusiProf. Orren Chalmer Hormell
ness Managers.
head the Committee as
will
As has been announced, the 1935
by
assisted
be
will
Chairman. He
Bowdoin
Bugle will be distributed
the following ten members: Prof.
just before Ivy house party, on the
Warren Benjamin Catlin, Prof.
22nd of May. At the present time,
Thomas Curtis Van Cleve, Prof.
Garcelon
states,
several
leading
Daniel Caldwell Stanwood.
photographers are being considered
Smith,
Prof. Stanley Barney
from whom the best one will be chosProf. Morgan Bicknell Cushing,
en
for
next
year's
work.
It
is
thought
Prof. Nathaniel Cooper Kendrick,
that by this method both the class
Mr. Philip Sawyer Wilder, Prof.
and the staff of the Bugle will be betErnst Christian Helmreich, Prof.
ter satisfied.
Elbridge Sibley, and Dr. Athern

man

morning recitals of
which were received

Walker

vanity baseball team turned back a

hammer.

STAG-PARTIES

Good Starring

BATES SUBDUED
TSSEJSZJS
pi.™

.

This year's Cole lecturer, Professor
Rufus Jones of Haverford College, by
imparting his deep convictions in the
philosophy of the Quakers, abundantly
filled the provisions ot this endowment. According to him the individual
who achieves a full life is the one supplied with a "meek" nature and
equipped only with the armour of
"invincible surmise".
Professor Jones, in order to leave
his audience with a more impressive
terminology of this quality, described
it in the words of Logan Pearsall
Smith, already a guide and friend of
Bowdoin students and faculty. According to Mr. Smith this conquering
force in the modern world should be
"imaginative dominion over experi-
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Ten Houses Set
JONES BLAMES
With Ivy Bands
DEPRESSION ON

Down
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their visit.

Eating potato chips and talking Jacobs, the students consented to take
Primo Camera was the the party to a garage for a new innerunforeseen pleasure of two Bowdoin tube.
But it was not until a huge
freshmen and an upperclassman last face, heavily bearded leaned out of
week when they overtook a disabled the car that they knew who they were
sedan bearing "Da Preem" and his obliging.
managers from his training camp at
On the way to the garage the
Moosehead Lake to New York for the World's Champion occupied the whole
signing of the contract to fight Max back seat in silence leaving the conBaer.
venation to his companions, but while
The car which carried the cham- waiting for the tire to be fixed he
pion waa stopped just outside of Ken- talked genially in his best English,
nebunk with a blow-out when James He began by asking about the boys in
Woodruff "34, Charles Noyes "37 and general and the College.
Then he
Bradford Greene "37 came rattling asked if they intended to come to
by.
New York for the fight, and in speakWhen hailed by one of the dis- ing of the coming battle he stated
tressed, who later proved to be Joe confidentially, "I leek heera O.K."
j

Headed by the Chairman, Rev.
Daniel Evans, D.D., '90, a member of the faculty of the NewtonAndover Theological Seminary,
the committee is comprised of the

jovially with

'

;

,

'

Hon. John A. Peters '85, United
States Judge at Portland, Mr.
Walter V. Wentworth '86, manufacturing chemist of Boston, Alfred E. Burton, former Dean of
the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, and Mr. John F. Dana

President of the
Alumni Association.
'98,

General
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Did you ever see a Theta Delt
caught short? In spite of the inspir-

fraternity brother, Commander Ronald B. ("Toes Dropping Off, MeA!")
MacMillan, that it would certaiiri/ be
a darn swell thing for the boys, Commandes, if you could drop in at the

house some time and autograph a
few of your volumes which the fellows have stored away among their
keepsakes. The Commander replied
that he
with his usual amiability

The argument for generalization suffers when the present
apathetic attitude of the American student toward war is considered. True, a few colleges have staged demonstrations against
but it can safely be estimated that not one percent of the
great American student body ever worried more than in passing

conflict,

in advance.

Entered a. «eeor>d elaat matter, at the postoitlce at Bnm«wlck, Mala*.

Managing Editor for This Issue

concerning that subject. It is difficult to imagine American underRobert P. Ashley
graduates following the example of their Spanish fellows, to lead
No. 4 a national political revolution. This may be traced directly to the
Wednesday, May 9, 1934
Vol. LXIV.
fact that in America the students are not brought into direct contact with economics and politics 6f government. They may know
To Limit or to Extend?
very little bit about a great many phases of government, but they
a
question
of
seriously
the
While the Faculty of today debates
do not know enough about any of it to be sufficientry stirred to
enlarging: the curriculum, so that the student "may obtain a
rise and attempt to alter the political order. Perhaps their courses
broader scope during the tremendous four years that he spends in
have taught them to be satisfied with it. To be satisfied with
College", the undergraduate pauses a moment to listen to the arguCongress in its present blundering state is laughable.
ment, then begins to wonder whether he really wishes to dabble a
Arguments on each side of the Specialization vs. Expansion
bit in extra courses and optional fields. If he seeks to delve deeply
are limitless. The American student must learn to- make
question
into his chosen subjects, he is quite content with the straitened
best for himself. Where one undergradcourse that he must now pursue, but if he looks about him and the choice he feels is the
might
profit by careful specialization, another might do
uate
discovers the many topics which his college curriculum does not
striding
through
equally
well
a broad course. In the end, the
only seem to miss entirely, but appears to neglect flagrantly, he
problem is constant: it must be left to the student himself to
inevitably believes that the addition of certain other courses
should be approved.
The question of correlation has harassed the manufacturers of
the curriculum ever since that institution was established. In
attempting to give the student knowledge, they lie between two
fires: they may spread his scope of learning thinly over so much
territory that by the time he graduates, he will know practically
nothing about almost everything. On the other hand, they may
pile course upon course in a single subject, so that, although the
student can truthfully say he knows that subject from the ground
up, he is entirely without that background which amounts to almost a foundation, of extra, correlated ideas.
Specialism, it seems, is an insidious device. When the student
specializes, he must be thorough in his specialization; he must
miss nothing, for a leak in his dyke of knowledge may bring the
entire, carefully reared structure down about his ears. If he is an
Economics major, he must discuss the new deal with a facile ease;
he cannot, after having explained the ramifications of the gold

decide.

We

ing placidity of thoee brethren, we
witnessed such an event, so devastating that it almost brought the house
down about our shoulders. Some time
ago, a hero-worshipping Tbejta Delt
murmured to his most distinguished

reflection on American education is the. pitiably
small percentage of our graduates who continue to lead
anything like an intellectual life. I do not ask for prigs or
highbrow; merely for people who read pood books and enjoy
them, who have opinions of their own that go deeper than
newHpaper headlines, who take a responsibility for the welfare of their community that goes farther than crabbing
about the baseball team and complaining of their taxes."

BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY

MAY

MOTHER'S DAY

The gravest

Jr., "37

BOOK STORE

The COLLEGE

CDustard and Cress

—

'85

Associate editor
Paul E. Sultan *85

Robot

stumble and falter because, not having taken Governmeat,
he is not conversant with the method of* Congress in turning over
much of its power to the President, tie may be able to discuss
the economic policy of the European nations with fluidity, but he
must not appear helpless because he does not know the basic philosophy of Hitlerism and Marxism. He must not concern himself
with wordy, abstract tomes which teach him generalities but forget the modern application of them
they may give him a start,
but they cannot carry him through to a finish.
The problem is well put by A. H. Upham, president of Miami
University, when he says
"Are we sending out into life, educated at public expense,
young men and women who use their brains and apply
their talents in matters of public concern ? If not, why not?
policy,

should like very much to do that.
Time passed. Last Saturday afternoon the brethren were lounging
about the house in usual week end
negligee, when the door opened and
the Commander strode -in. Til autograph those books now, if ypu have
them handy," he said. The fraternity
gulped as one man, and started a hurried search for a MacMillan book.
They searched the house high and
be found. At
low, but none could
length, irt an agony ,of despair, they
dispatched a speedy Freshman to
Chandler's, with the orders to for
gosh sakes collect all the MacMillan
books possible. Then they returned to
stall. After fifteen minutes of the
neatest stalling you ever saw, they
saw the frosh return with the
book, bearing it aloft like the banner
with the strange device.
They brought It out quickly, with a
neat flourish; the commander signed
{with an equally neat flourish, and left
quickly. The Theta Pelt house sat
back and mopped its perspiring brow.
The greatest crisis In the history of
the fraternity had been successfully
passed.
,
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said in the course of a
"Bismarck retired finally, and went to a watering place,
where he fell in with the King of

He had

lecture:

Bulgaria."
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When

the Examining Committee
reached th« College last week, most
of the boys tried to overwhelm them
with learning. They talked freely and
fluently in every class, delving deep
into their knowledge to bring up obscure points that would make the
committee marvel and say "These
boys know their stuff."
On the second day of the committee's research work, one of the men
stopped into the Drama course. Immediately the class girded its loins.
The Russian Theater was the topic
for the day, and did they ever get
going! They talked fluently, without
missing more than half the pronunciations,
on Strindberg, Boleslavsky,
Tchenko, Gorki and the others, finally settling on Tchekhoff and batting
"The Cherry Orchard" about like a
shuttlecock. Finally, when they decided they had the member of the
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committee in a satisfactory state of
they stopped, leaned
stupefaction,
back in their chairs and were satis-

Bowdoin Men

fied.

The committeeman, ready to leave,
stepped up to the prof. "I was wry
interested in the discussion," he said.

Have Their

an amateur theater in
and the last play I put on
Orchard',
by
Cherry
'The

Printing

Tchekhoff."

Done Well and

one.

- e
great men who receive
gifts from those who love them
Napoleon, Caesar, et al)
(cf.
President Sills last Sunday night
wan the recipient of a neat little
map of North Dakota. The presentation speech was simple and
to the point, and the President
received it graciously, glancing
ever it quickly before patting it

Like

is

RECORD OFFICE

The

75 Maine St.

Phone 3

Brunswick

PAUL

away.
If you expect to get any use
out of it, Mr. Sills, you'll have to
start travelling again. But don't
get mixed up with any of those
Dakotan farmers. Even Monte
Carlo

?

K.
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Print the Orient and

Alumnus
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It

isnt the heat. its
the humidity
.
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W

-TOTHERE THE RARE WINES come

annoys

from they know that the two
most important things in wine-making are the selection of the grapes
and the long years of ageing in the
wine cellars.

uass insulators Joof

Even

ITS VERY MUCH THE SAME in
making of a cigarette. You have

die

behave badly toward telephone currents when humidity is high. This has
been proved by experiments at Bell Telephone
glass insulators

to get the right tobaccos, then put

them away to age and mellow in
wooden casks.
You can't make a good cigarette

Laboratories.

When

it's

the glass.

— and

the

humid,

a film of moisture

The more humid,
more

forms

oil

the thicker the film

electrical current escapes 1

rare wines

and they do
something like
that to mellow
good tobaccos

/

like Chesterfield in

Im-

a day.

something to the

taste

takes

and makes

them milder.

developed more efficient types of glass insulators
and are seeking ways to make them still better.
Close attention to every detail of Bell System
equipment leads to constantly improving service.

—

Everything that modern Science

the cigarette that's

MILDER

really

make

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM

the cigarette that tastes better

knows about

e 19M. LlCCITT ft Mybu Toeacco Co,

mmmmm

i$

used to

Chesterfield the cigarette

that's milder, the cigarette that

tastes better.

WHY NOT TBLCrHONE HOME ONCE EACH VEStf
MVBMB THE CHARCU IF YOU* FOLKS AURfcE.

It

over two years to age the tobaccos
for your Chesterfields— but it adds

governing amount of leakage are
the chemical nature of the glass, its shape and age,
the amount and kind of dirt on its surface.
Through exhaustive studies, telephone men have
portant factors

1916

Manager

better than that.

tomah'e

at

Favorable Prices at

all

—they age good grapes
/

by

add rearing

How ABO

,

The boys collapsed as

hour with a sly smirk on his face.

.

in Stock

W. CHANDLER & SQN
15s Maine Stress)

was
'

the love of Truth that inspires the
of our civilization look as though
scientist, the doctor, the artist, and they had no real place on our planet"
men in all other realms of work to
If we watch the great religious per1)
make their discoveries and progress. sonalities, we will invariably see that
act at a human rather than at a
"The more you believe in human it is not simply a matter of coming
bestial level in that sphere of experi- personality, the mora you become to a conclusion after an argument,
ence", the Reverend Skhroeder stated. award of God," he continued.
"And but it is rather bringing the whole
Christianity, he declared, is a religion the other way, the more you become of life to a point,where we see that
of brotherhood, of service, as opposed aware of God, the more you believe what we do makes a difference. Like
to the theory that the only appeal in human personality. If you take re- the
Demosthenes that
of
statue
that can be made to men is that of ligion out of life, what you are say- seemed valueless until the name on it
profit, greed,
acquisitiveness.
The ing is that man is an ethical animal was seen, life hardly seems to have
best things come from motives other in a universe that has no concern for any value until you see the name that
than the love of profit. It is rather ethics. It makes the best elements is on it.

SCHROEDER SPEAKS
ON
ACTIVE RELIGION
(Continued from page

Books by Rufus Jones

F.

"I manage
California,

Thomas

Curtis Van Cleve, esq., for the
post of The Year's Most Outrageous Punster. It happened in a
History I class the other day, and
apologized
although
Tommy
quickly, he left the room that

13th
IS
Don't Forget to Send Her a Card
Day
Stamps
New
Mother's
Hare the

mmm
t

-
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SERVICE FOR
Socony Gasoline and
Gulf
— Complete Lubrication —

Colonial

Motor

-

Oils
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(Continued from pas* 1)

(Continued from pas* 1)
Johnny Shut* easily won the mile run,
placed among the philosophical ap- coming fat ahead of Power j of B.C. hi
paratus. But its primitive design was 4^7^. Ditto Bond, one of the three
not as much appreciated then as it is Bowdoin Freshmen to place in the
now, and it was soon removed to the meet« c?, * in ^""fL
.
, *.
the frosh,
Bob Porter, another of
o
o
v -1 ja**->_ ir£b
Searles Science building. After kick- ]tQQk
tWQ
hon(J nj of
ing around there for a number of,„ a result of one of his famous last

HOUR SERVICE

24

!

m

TOPSHAM FILLING STATION

l

1

Jut Over New

Bridge
Topsham, Me.

years very much, a bother, it was finally consigned a.s worthless u> a junk
heap in the Chapel basement.
... Tr .
./
Here it might have remained undiscovered forever and perhaps have
been carted off with the rest of the

May

Carl

Olsen and George Chisholm

new

contributors to
Carl Olsen's article
the magazine.
will be concerned with the aesthetics
of painting.
Burroughs Mitchell, Alexander P.
Clark, Robert Hagy, and John Schaffner will contribute the rest of the articles.

To comply with numerous

After running third to
lap sprints.
Dolear of B.C. and Hutchinson of
Bowdoin, Porter jumped into the lead
the sound of the last lap gun and
cro8sed
e Upe twenty-five yards in
front of Hutchinson,
Wjth the adrent of the
eventl)
helped Bowdoin took the upp:Br hand quite

Lyman

B. Chipman, Inc.

PURE FOOD SHOP
Wholesale

Retail

-

like to attend.

The

are

reel*

official

—

Neal

high spots of

tures include the

Specialty of Fraternity

the

Olympic pictures for 1932 and
are remarkable for their clearness
Besides
and selectivity.
Track and Field events the pic-

men and women's swimming,
boxing,

wrestling,

equestrian

events and the eight oared ahell

race between U. of California and

Trade

Italy.

574 Congress Street
Portland, Me.

Philgas for Fraternity

House Cooking
Brunswick Hardware Co.
Service
Tel.

Fair Prices

-

136—87 Maine St.—Tel. 1S7

seams that the president of an

It

Dow

Cream

Ice

basis for its opera-
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Aids Hamlin

Hamlin conceived the idea of building the engine after the students had
failed to understand a lecture on the
steam engine due to the fact that
most of them had never seen one. Cyrus got into more than he bargained
for, but was at times ably helped out
by Neal Dow of Prohibition fame. All
in all it took him three months to find
the brass for a cylinder, make the
the
pattern, do the castings, bore
cylinder, and get the thing together.
Several times he became discouraged and nearly gave up the work,
especially as he wrote later, "when

Eastern university once learned that
one of the students was drinking too
much.
Meeting the fellow on the
campus one morning, he stopped him
and said severely, "Young man, do my bills kept mounting up and up
you drink?" Rather embarrassed, the and reached $72 (a large sum in those
student hesitated a moment, "Why, er days)".
He was finally forced to
not so early in the day, thank you, tour the State lecturing to help pay
Doctor."
off his indebtedness, but after finishing his work, the College gave him
The Junior Prom Committee at $175 for the engine, which more than
Brooklyn Polytech has organized repaid the cost.
Hamlin states in his autobiography
dancing classes in an effort to instill
in "wallflowers" the idea of "the im- when commenting upon the workmanportant part dancing may play in ship of the thing, "I would not like
their future business and social life" to have any mechanic look at it withand, incidentally, to get more tick- out remembering that it is the first
steam engine ever made in the
ets sold for the prom.
State at Maine and that I made it
without proper tools or competent
Alyce: "I adore Keats."
Stewed Stude: "It's a relief to meet
a lady who still likes children."—
Tufts Weekly.

"Nothing

—

kind with the MunltM crotch.
Put an end to your squirming

and settle down in some now
Arrow Shorts. Racosnmended

They whittled up a bundle of

sticks,
in the

BC

;

third.

Maxey. B.

Tim*

:

see22.
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PERFECT FIT GUARANTEED

Made by the makers of Arrow

T

:

:
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—
roaring
boilers.
It wasn't long before they 10:11:1.
Shot put- Won by Niblock. B second. Zalts.
had gotten up a good amount of
third. Snow. B.
Distance: 49 ft. 3} In.
steam, and then suddenly the machine BC:
Javelin — Won by Avery. BC se cond. Dunstarted moving from its ancient rest- ton. B; third. Nelson. B. Distance: 165 ft.
ing place, much to the surprise of the 4 in.
High jump Won by Adams. B; second.
two boys. Before they could stop it, Hayes. BC third. Connor. BC. Height: C ft.
across the
its way
Broad jump Won by Soul*, B
it had crashed
second.
room, knocking over various and sun- Hayes. BC third. Connor. BC. Distance: 22
ft. 6, in.
dry survey instruments which were
Discus— Won by Niblock. B: second. Zalta,
scattered about the. room. Just at BC; third. Couhighn. BC. Distance: ISO ft.
this moment, Prof. Vose arrived and 6} in.
Hammer—Won by Harrison. B: second.
brought the exciting affair to an un- Lane. B; third. Hughes, B. Distance: 129 ft.
timely end by giving vent to his opin- I in.
Pole vault Won by Rideout. B second, tie
ion of a couple of "primary-school between
Crowell and Pope of Bowdoin. Height:
boys".
II ft. 8 in.
and soon had a

especially for Liberal Arts

dash— Won by McMsnus. BC:

low hurdle*— Won by Good. B: MCond.
Hare". BC: third. Allen. 8- Time: 24.
44» yard rn Woa by Parks, BC second.
Marvin. B; third. Smith. BC. Tim*: M:2.
830 yard
Won by Smith. BC: second.
Gray. B third af alone. BC. Time 2 minutes.
Mile run Won by Shut*. B; second. Powers. BC: third. Bond. B.
Tim*: 4:37:4.
Two mile run Won by Porter. B; second.
Hutchinson, B: third, Deiear, BC.
Time:
:

chine.

—

neconda.
120 hiirh hurdle*-- Won by Good. B: neond.
Allen. B; third. Holland. BC. Time: 15:2.

220 yard
ond. Joyce,
220

like

You know, the comfortable

;

in Winthrop Hall.
Prof. Vose
had the habit of going away and leaving the boys to themselves, and he
had had no trouble up to that time.
But on this particular morning, in the
absence of Prof. Vose, Peary and his
friend took it into their heads to do
a little experimenting with the ma-

my patience

• "3ittin' pretty" those bird* express the higher
tradition of Arrow underwear.

;

Room

tries

creeping underwear"

j

Shirts

;

:
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WISEMAN FARMS

During

ginning another project. In anticipation of increased winter sports' activities next winter, a small group
of members is putting in some work
every day cleaning out the ski track
definitely. Only in the javelin, did the on Bowdoinham Ridge. This ridge ofEagle warriors manage to get a first fers the only good opportunity in the
place.
With the exception of this vicinity of Brunswick for any real
event, Bowdoin piled up an increasing skiing.
lead over its rivals.
The Club has quite elaborate plans
Sweep Two Events
in formation for the development of
In both the hammer-throw and the its base region around Weld. This
pole-vault, the
White managed to spot is about 70 miles from Brunsshut out Boston completely. In the wick and except for the settlement in
'hammer, Harrison, Lane, and Hughes the town and around the lake is a
order Dave Rideout veritable wilderness. The region is alfinighed in
the bmr at ^even feet, three so quite mountainous, offering such
inches to win the vault^ while Jim climbs as Blue and Tumbledown, both
Gardner Pop* tied for
Crowell
(Continued on pace 4)
second honors at eleven feet.
Niblock came through in fine style,
winning both shot and discus events pable of hurling the sixteen pound ball
with feet to spare.
By his put of farther than any other Bowdoin man
has ever sent it. In the discus. Nibforty-nine feet six and a half inches,
Howie showed that he was still ca- lock won with ease with a heave of
130 feet 61 inches.
Johnny Adamg cleared the bar at
knowledge". And then he goes on to
say, "It cost me three months of the six feet to win the high jump, but
left the broad jumping honors to Bill
hardest work of my life."
Soule who leaped twenty-two feet six
Engine Runs From Peary
It was in the spring of "74 that and a half inches to win over Hayes
Peary and his fellow student hit upon and Connor of B.C.
The summaries:
the idea of trying the model out. It
100 ymrd dash— Won by McMsnus. BC hcstood at this time in the Engineering omi.
Joyce. BC; third. Mixcy B.
Time: 10

^

j

going to get it in
second trial run, thU

is

readiness for its
time on the cement walk in front of
the library. The boilers will be fired
and steam gotten up in old time form,
and back and forth the machine, will
chug, stopping only to be refueled and
turned around and all this for the
entertainment of the students and
alumni here for commencement

any members of the facor the student body who

to

ulty

Derby"

selected as the
tions.

I

m ^p,^

where

This coming Sunday the Bowdoin
Outing Club is planning another trip
to Weld, Maine, with the two-fold
purpose of climbing Mt Blus and
looking for a suitable camp site for
the cabin which the Club is hoping to
build this summer. This Weld country is the region which the club has

up

|

"74,

tained its whereabouts, sent a letter
to the Orient in which he told the
whole history, and in due time President Sills had it set up once more in
the Cleaveland Cabinet, where it has
remained for the past ten years an
object of historical interest.
For the present the engine has
been removed to the machine shop
the basement of the Science Building,

again show his Ave reel
series of 1932 Olympic Games
Thursday evening. May 10, in the
lounge of the Monlton Union.
The attendance at a. showing of
those pictures earlier in the year
large
and
gratifyingly
waa
Mr. Magee extends a cordial wel-

the

A

re-

will

would

back in

had not taken interest enough to look
He ascerit up a few years ago.

quest* from members of the student bedy, Coach Jack Magee

come

who

^ ^\

i

.at

will be the only

^

^
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ARTICLE BY OLSON
MAGEE TO DISPLAY
FEATURED IN QUILL
t^.H^^eomp*mon,
OLYMPIC PICTURES Peary start the machine
Seven short stories will be featured
in the next issue of the Quill which
21st.
will appear about

THREE

—

CINDERMEN WIN
WELD TO BE BASE
OLD ENGINE TO RUN
ANNUAL BC TILT
FOR OUTING CLUB
AT COMMENCEMENT

—

j

:

Representatives of the West Vh>
News reports
society has been ginia University student body recentformed on the campus of the Alabama ly visited 115 high schools in the state
College which has been appropriately in a good-will tour sponsored by the

The

that a

Northeastern

new

•

secret

named, Flunk, Demmit, Flunk.

.university.

THE OLD FASHIONED KIND
At Salem College in 1782 girls could
take baths only by special permission and at specified times.

TeL 350

Duke university
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
DURHAM.

N. C.

Four terms of eleven weeks are given
each year. These may be taken consecutively (M.D. in three years) or
three terms may be taken each year
(M.D. in four years). The entrance
requirements are intelligence, character and at least two years of college
work, including the subjects specified
for Grade A Medical Schools. Catalogues and application forms may be
obtained from the Dean.

CUMBERLAND
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make Camels your cigarette.
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For remember, jangled nerves
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FOUR

RACQUETEERS AND GOLRTERS MAKE EXCELLENT SHOWING ON ANNUAL SOUTHERN TOUR
WELD TO
NETMEN TURN IN BEST
DOUBLE DEFEAT
FOR
TRIP RECORD IN MANY YEARS
HITSWELLSMEN

1934

BE BASE
OUTING CLUB

BATES SUBDUED GOLF QUARTET ANNEXES TWO
WINS, TWO TIES, AND ONE LOSS
BY VARSITY NINE

(Continued from pas* t)

DAW m'n Ta

Net men Nose Out Jumboe
and Middleburv; Prepare

Claim State
Track Title

for State Series
the first time in recent years,

For
Bowdoin

the

ts-nnis

team returned

annual southern trip with
victories than defeats to its
By a vote of the Athletic Council
Losing only to Amherst, the
credit.
last Monday, it was decided that BowWhite racquetmen outpointed both
doin
should claim the annual state
Middlebury and Tufts. Two other
matches with Wesleyan and Trinity meet to be held here next Saturday
were rained out.
by default over Bates and Maine.
On Monday, April 30, the racquet- Stating that Bowdoin would be ready
men faced Middlebury- and came out to run, the council instructed the
victorious to the tune of 5-4. At the
end of the singles matches, the odds delegates to notify the MITFA that
were heavily against the White. The the absence of any competitors left
Vermonters had a four to two advant- the meet to Bowdoin.
age. However, the doubles teams
It is extremely doubtful that the
rallied to win the three necessary
actually be run off unless
points. This feat was especially not- meet will
able in view of the fact that Bow- one of the opposing colleges shows
doin's number three team of Loth up. It was deemed futile to employ
and Smith defeated the opposing the services of accredited officials for
number one team in straight sets, that afternoon when there was no

from
more

its

7-5, 6-4.

Defeat overtook the White at Amherst on Wednesday, May 2. Facing
a team that is conceded to be the
strongest in the smaller eastern colleges, Bowdoin was entirely unable to
cope with the opposition that was
offered. The singles matches all went
to Amherst in straight sets while the
'

doubles saw Bowdoin win two out of
three, giving the match to Amherst,
7-2. The reason for the Bowdoin victories in the doubles lies in the fact
Amherst substituted several
that
poorer players for these encounters.

Amherst Has Pour Sophs

i

An idea of the strength of the Amherst team may be gained through the
fact that last year's number one man,
Owen, has only attained a number
three ranking this year, while Merchant, ex-number two, has been releplaying.
This
doubles
gated to
strength would seem to be quite permanent due to the fact that four men
who are now on the team are sophomores with two more playing years
ahead of them.
After being rained out at Trinity
and Wesleyan, the team returned to
Massachusetts to defeat Tufts 5-4.
Here, after splitting the singles
matches, Bowdoin came through to
triumph by winning two of the
doubles tilts.
Strength In Doubles
Throughout the trip, the White
showed an overpowering strength in
all of the doubles events. Loth and
Smith as team three came through in
fine style without a single defeat to
their names. By doing this, they perpetuated a two year string of vicThe combinatories for team three.
tion of Ashley and Thoits dropped
their first match in the same period
of time to Amherst. The totals of
the doubles men were seven victories,
two defeats.

Ned Brown had the best singles
with two victories
record, starring
against a single loss. Ashley, Thomas and Smith each tallied one triumph
during the trip.
Win Thomas came along as the
dark horse of the squad. Not conceded
a berth on the varsity, Thomas battled his way through in the preliminary try outs. His performances during the trip would indicate that his

over 3000, and Abram, Saddleback,
(Continued from pas* 1)
and the Horn, all over 4000 feet in
fence, and as 'a result Bates was done
height.
A woods trail of forty or for the day.
fifty miles in length has been outlined
However, the Wellsmen chalked up
which would connect all these mouna run in the seventh and eighth to
tains as well as numerous lakes in complete their total.
The first of
the region and which would be dotted these tallies came when Walker contributed his two bagger and scored
at various intervals by camps.
The Club is homing to get enough from the keystone sack on Capt. BenThe Garnet
money to complete a fairly large nett's timely bingle.
with three
cabin near Weld this summer, which managed to retire the side
might have room for as many as men on.
scored
Rising
once
more
Bowdoin
a
now
has
twenty bunks. The Club
when
frame
next
final
in
the
its
run
representative membership of some
secthirty students, and at least ten fac- Kent drew a walk. On reaching
ulty have shown some interest. New ond on an infield grounder he raced
men are always welcome at meetings. home with the aid of Bunny JohnMany Bowdoin students think the son's hit. In the meantime in an efOuting Club is a Skiing Club and fail fort to stem the tide Bates staged a

Wesleyan Rained
Out as Jeffs and Jumbos

Trinity.

/1

prospect of any competition.
As a result of this move, the trophy
and all other
itself
of the meet
trophies will become the property of
the college for the coining year. At
present this prize rests at Maine
where it has been since the state meet
of 1933.

Bowdoin's Action Constitutional
is basing its claim on two
of the rules of expulsion in the bylaws of the MITFA. The first, Ar-

Bowdoin

that "refusal to be governed by the laws of
the constitution of this association
The
shall be cause for expulsion".
other law is covered by section 8 of
the same article which states, "Failure to start at least fifteen properly
qualified men at the annual championship track and field meeting of
this association shall be a cause for
the expulsion of the offending memticle VIII, section 2. states

Down

Bears

A

2-1 defeat by Amherst, an 11-0
shellacking by Tufts, and rain combined to put a wet blanket on the

Enbaseball team's southern trip.
counters with Wesleyan and Trinity
were postponed.
Doug Walker was on the mound for
the White at Amherst and once more
was edged out in a heartbreaking
squeeze after he had held the Amherst guns in check for six innings.
Doug kept up hie remarkable batting
average by once more leading the to realize that it is an Outing Club
White batsmen with a double and a the true sense of the word.

in

The other sluggers for the
Bears were Bennett who equaled Tufts by the route of seven errors
Doug's record and Kent who hung up and seven bases on balls combined
a couple of singles.
with a dearth of White hits, four to
Jeffs Score in Seventh
be exact.
Bowdoin drew first blood in this
Manter Shines
game when three hits by Bennett,
Karakashian started for Bowdoin
Bill Shaw, and Al Kent combined to and was battered with eight hits and
bring Benny for the lone tally in the seven bases on balls which resulted in
first frame. After that, however, the nine runs, four of which came in the
Bears failed to come through al- second frame. He finally gave way to
though sixteen men died on the sacks, Bill Manter who performed beautifulseveral of which were potential runs. ly for the rest of the game allowing
Meanwhile as Neilsen and Karelis no hits and no passes. Two runs came
put an end to Bowdoin scoring, the in as the result of errors.
waited for their chance to
Jeffs
The only other bright spot for the
capitalize on Walker's offerings. They White was Doug Walker's ninth incame to life in the seventh with three ning pinch hit which proved that
consecutive bingles for their first run Bowdoin's pitching ace means busiand repeated the feat in the next ness in a big way at the bat and that
stanza with two hits and a stolen he has more than luck. The Tufts
base which proved to be the undoing batters, on the other hand, were hitof the Wellsmen.
ting freely to begin with being led
Being then confined by the weather by
single,
Woodworth's
pitcher
the team finally journeyed to Med- double, and triple. Even so the game
ford and resumed operations with was a drab affair characterized by
Tufts. However, the lay-off had a bad ragged play on the part of Polar
effect on the team in general and the Bears which literally gave the game
result was the handing of the game to away.
single.

parade of pitchers after Millett retired in the sixth, using no less than
four hurlers, but nothing they could
do was sufficient to beat the rejuvenated Bowdoin team.
Bowdoin
ab r bh po a
1
4
Bennett, 2b
3
H. Shaw, lb
4 1 1 12
4
Stone, cf
i

12

W. Shaw.

If

6

Kent, ss .......\r.\.
Hempel, 3b
Johnson, rf
Walker, p

4
4
4

Hildreth,

2

c..

4

Totals
Bates
Aldrich, lb

..

31
ab
4

Toomey, 2b

3

Dunlevy, If
Darling, p
Atherton, p
Gallagher, rf

'.

'.>'

Sherman, ss
Marcus, cf

3
3

Millett, p, If
...;;.

Gordon, p

.

2
4

1111
22 2
2

v
.

—

:

3

..'.'.

;i

......

1

..

and the senior, Jim Woodruff, annexed two victories, two ties and one
defeat on their annual spring trip.
Amherst alone beat the bears, M.I.T.
and Trinity succumbed, while Tufts
and Wesleyan fought the White to

pair collected two points on Kellogg's
single and their best ball to tie the
match 3 to 3.

]

State Series Next v
Trekking to Medford the Bears
again halved a match S to 8, this time
with the Tufts cohorts. Mitchell broke
into the win column once nor* and

ties.

The first contest with M.I.T. fell Woodruff won his singles match afeasily to the lot of the Polar Bears ter overcoming a heart attack on the
seventeenth. The point which saved
5 to 1 with only Woodruff's singles
match going to the losers. Mitchell the match came when Noyes and
and Noyes playing in the first four- Mitchell combined beautifully on their
some swept everything while the oth- best ball. Noyes, while he lost 7 and 5,
by winning and tying the last five
er pair copped two of their three
holes to aid Mitchell made their best
points from the Engineers.
ball without equal.
However, the journey west to AmWith the trip over the team is now
herst proved disastrous and the result
championwhitewashing at the pointing toward the stats
was a 6 to
ship in which they already have one
hands of a what was considered supwin over Colby, last year's champe.
posedly inferior team. The only bid
who beat Maine 7 to 2 last week. This
that was made for points was Mitchseems to indicate a clean state slate
ell's singles match which he relinif the team can get by Bates this
quished on the nineteenth hole. This
week and then take Maine the followjinx dogged his next two matches
ing week. The final competition will
which he also dropped on the extra
be the state matches which are to be
hole.
held in Brunswick just before Ivy.
Trinity Falls
{

j

|

j

Trinity was the next victim and
2
8 succumbed in a 3 1-2 to 2 1-2 squeeze
played in a heavy rain. Kellogg and
4 10 27 12 Woodruff took both their singles
matches but lost their best ball, while
r bh po
Noyes and Mitchell added their best
1
1 12
ball to the White total. As Mitchell
nineteen
his
previous
duplicated
hole performance
Noyes and his
opponent were deadlocked for four
1

1

7

1

4

Callahan, 2b
Gillis, c
•Dillon

8

'

1

A quartet of White golfsters com- luck and the two leaders also dropped
posed of three freshmen, Sprague their best ball. Noyes was forced to
Mitchell, Charlie Noyes, and Kellogg, twenty holes to win while the second

4
10

THE NEW
DENTISTRY
Mea fad

Mtiicim*

—seal

ia it

The Harvard

University Dental
School offers a competent course
of preparation for the dental
profession.

A "Class

A" School

Writ* far ctttltfvt

Amherst.
was dogged by tough
one

•/ Prevrutivi

College

opportunities for • career

more holes. The final decision was a
draw on the 22nd when darkness completely shut down on the course.
Wesleyan who followed Trinity on
the schedule was reputed to be the
They had among
strongest team.
their victories
Again Mitchell

A Phut

over

\Z3

£A JBSbW&Mi

«

ber."

The possibility of any competition
next Saturday is extremely remote,
for neither Bates nor Maine seem to
be planning to stop the dual meets
that they are staging that afternoon.

The Polar Bear team

will

appear on Whittier

field,

undoubtedly
if only for

practice.

Magee Primes
Trackmen For

New Englands
Fbr the first time in 18 years the
Annual New England Track and
Field Meet will be held at Springfield, Mass., a week from Saturday,

May 19. Since the cancellation of the
State Meet is now certain, Coach Magee's proteges have been pointing for
the New Englands and they are set
to make a determined bid for the title.
"Our biggest rivals for the title
be Northeastern and Maine",
stated Jack Magee, "and both of these

will

teams have

already proved themof giving Bowdoin
good stiff competition". Largely on
account of Howie Niblock's illness
and various scholastic
ineligibles,
Bowdoin was forced to be content
with second place last year. This seachoice was justified.
S'a Thoits was taken along for his son, however, the ineligibility of Braability in doubles play. Although un- ley Gray is the only thorn in Magee's
able to gain a position in singles play, title hopes.
The White will be represented by a
he travelled with the team because of
his prowess in the other department. full squad of some 28 men led by the
rejrular headliners: Capt. Allen, NibHe replaced George Monell.
Bowdoin probably lost a chance to lock, Good, Adams and Larson. Acenhance its record due to the bad cording to the rules of the meet,
weather. Trinity, who was to be freshmen are not allowed to compete
played last Thursday, was considered so the frosh aces Rideout, Porter and
far below the standard of the White, Bond will not take part until next
while the Wesleyan racquetmen were year.
The following Saturday, May 26,
believed to be a shade inferior to
the White cindermen will send NibBowdoin.
lock, Good and Adams to the Annual
Title Prospects Bright
Bowdoin looks forward to the com- Outdoor I.C.4A. to be held this year
ing state series almost certain of win- at Philadelphia.
ning the title. Colby, which will be
6-3: lfeldrum (A) defeated Loth. 6-0. 6-0
met at Waterville today, presents but Owen
(A) defeated Smith. 6-2. 7-5: JHahony
little opposition. Only in Taylor, their
(A) defeated Thomas, (-1. 6-2 Hullck (A) denumber one man, has Colby got a real feated Brown. 6-1 M-6 Sundquist (A) deace. Some reliance can also be placed feated Monell. 6-3. 8-6.
Doublet Merchant and Bielat.kl *(A) defeated
on Ferguson and Holden.
Ashley and Thoits, 6-2, 3-6. 6-3 Brown and
Bates, who will come to Brunswick Thomas (B) defeated Hullck and Becker. 4-6.
6-3. 6-3; Loth and Smith (B) defeated Crjthnext Monday, has a score of two de- low
and Coleman, 2-6. 6-3. 6-1.
feats to their credit so far. The HarBOWDOIN S—TUFTS 4
selves capable

.

:>>.,

I

x

;

.

:

:

es are always

;

team and the Longwood
Club have already taken
their measure. Part of this weakness
may be assigned to the loss of "Red"
Simpson. The Garnet now have hopes
in the forms of Bragg, number one,
Captain Turner, Buzzle, and Secor.
Little is known a s yet about the
squad that will play for Maine this
vard

J.V.

Cricket

Having

year.

lost

their best

man,

Lampropoulous, by graduation,
Brown Bears seem weak.

4
def riled Ashley. S-l.
•-«: LaForce (Ml defeated Loth. S-6. 6-2. 6-6
Smith (B) defeated Rudd. 8-6. 7-S Tierney
(M) defeated Thomas, 4-6. 6-3. 10-8; Brown
<B> defeated Holme.. 6-2. 6-2: Brown (M) defeated Monell. 6-3. 6-S.
Double*: A.hley and Thoits (B) defeated
Rudd and Tierney. 4-6. 6-2. 6-2: Brown and
Thoma> (B) defeated Holme* and Brown. (-4.
•-1 : Loth and Smith (B) defeated Flags and
Flainr

<M)

:

LaForce.

7-S.

6-4.

AMHERST 7—BOWDOIN

Singles: Win.ton

Sheinberg and Pushard.

6-2.

throat

6-3.

And then we have another

clever

the fellow,
as the report goes, from Dartmouth, who wished to get home a
week early for vacation. He sent his

BOWDOIN S—MIDDLEBURY

Sinirles:

Sinelex: Ashley (B) defeated Kavanaugh.
10-8: Carey (T) defeated Loth. 6-7. 6-1.
6-2; Shetnberg (T) defeated Smith. 6-1. 7-9.
6-1: Thomas (B) defeated Claus, 3-6. 6-1. 6-2;
Brown (B) defeated Jacynow, 6-0, 6-1; Push'
ard (T) defeated Monell. 4-6. 6-2. 7-6.
Doubles Ashley and Thoits (B). defeated
Carey and Claus. 6-2. 6-4 ; Kavanaugh and
Jacynow (T) defeated Brown and Thomas.
6-3. 2-6. 7-5: Loth and Smith (B) defeated
7-S.

1

(A) defeated Ashley,

6-1,

so round, so firm, so fully

family a telegram asking whether he
should come home by way of Toronto
or straight home. The family wired
back tersely, "Come straight home".
With this in his possession the student visited the dean, who, upon seeing the message, agreed with the boy
that he should no longer linger at

that's

why

We like to tell about the finer tobaccos

are made. They're so

Luckies— the choicest Turkish and
domestic, and only the mild, clean center

free from loose ends. That's

better— then "It's
toasted" for throat protection. But
we're just as proud of the way Luckies

leaves— they

Mothers' Day,

May

Whitman'!, Durand's, Gobelin's

-

50c to $1.50

,

DRUG STORE

ends

round and firm, so

why Luckies

"keep in condition"— that's why you'll
find that Luckies do not dry out— an important point to every smoker. Luckies are
always— in all-ways !— kind to your throat.

"It's toasted"

13th

Other Ideal Gifts such as Perfume, Compacts,
Toilet Articles, etc

ALLEN'S

taste

—

LAST CALL FOR

loose

you'll find Luckies do not dry out

in

college.

packed— no

V Luckies are all- ways kind to your throat

lb.

n

Only the Center Leaves—these are the Mildest Leaves
»

n

'
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THE BOW

NEW ENGLAND TRACK
MEET ON SATURDAY

VOL

LXIV.

Th« Sun
" Rises

• •

WEDNESDAY, MAY

FOUR TO RECEIVE
Dorsey Brothers, Victor
Band, To Play At Ivy Ball STATE OF MAINE
SCHOLARSHIP AID

Recording; Orchestra Selected After Careful Canvass;
Charge Will be Same as Last Year; Gym to be
volumes in preparation for their maWinners Chosen Out of Field
Decorated with Blue, Grey
jor examinations this week, a few of
them, at least, must have come across
of Sixty-five Men from
Chosen from a score of name bands throughout the country, the famous
the appropriate and rather cruel uthas been selected to play for the Ivy Ball on
Throughout State
terance of Lord Illingworth in Oscar Dorsey Brothers Orchestra
of
the
dance
committee,
today.
Baker,
chairman
announced
May
25th,
John
S.
Wilde's "A Woman of no ImportIn obtaining this stellar attraction the Committee will have two of the
ance".
President
Sills today announced the
America, namely Tom Dorsey and Jim Dorsey. Tom
In philosophic tones this gentleman finest musicians in
irony of
THEmajors

it all!

As

^8

WELLSMEN I^AY

ORIENT

BRUNSWICK, ME.

(64th Year)

1

the English

COLBY TOMORROW

NO. 8

16, 1934.

BOWDOIN WILL BID FAIR
FOR N. E. TRACK CROWN

were perusing their many

award of four State of Maine Scholremarks, "Gerald, examinations are of Dorsey, noted trombonist, is one of the cleverest exponents 01 his instrument
services being in demand by both the National arships, each for |500. The four boys
no value whatsoever. If a man is a in the music profession, his
along with those of his brother Jim,
gentleman he knows quite enough. If and Columbia Broadcasting Companies
selected are Benjamin Hilton Cushwho
is equally proficient^t the saxophone.
whatever
he
gentleman,
he is not a
ing of Portland^High school; Edwa'ra
knows will hurt him."
Henry Owen, of Morse High of Bath;
Many of the outstanding broadcasts Masquers Postpone Ivy
Andrew Hood Cox, of Bangor High
Dr. Rufus Jones and James
from New York, such as Chase and
school; and James Alden Bishop, of
Truslow Adams have pointed to
Play to
Season
Sanborn. Rudy Vallee, Cities Service
the disruption of the moral fibre of
Presque Isle High school. They will
others feature the Dorsey Brothand
depresthe
cause
of
the world as the
enter Bowdoin next fall.
ers. Last Fall for a period of months,
Because of an unforeseen delay
sion rather than any financial collapse.
Orchestra was
Brothers
The
Dorsey
The four boys were chosen from
in obtaining scripts, the play
According to these two modern heard over
the Columbia Network on
more than 66 candidates who partici"Candlelight" will not be presentprophets the solution of our ills lies
the American Oil Program with Ethel
pated in competitive examinations in
ed during Ivy House Party. Too
far deeper than any legislation can
and
Waters, the popular blues singer,
various parts of the State, on April
late to make another selection, it
penetrate.
became an overnight sensation.
23.
The candidates, distributed very
was found that the scripts would
In his last Sunday's chapel address
Their style of music is individual,
evenly throughout the four districts
not be published in sufficient time
President Sills took as his subjecf'Are
their clever arrangements, noveland
into which the State has been diHowever,
play.
Breakthe
to rehearse
we in the Midst of a Moral
ties and delivery of hot but sweet
vided,
were given English, Math, and
since the selection had been
down?" By his reply he joined the
music met with instant favor, with
Informational exams. According to
greeted with so much interest,
distinguished company mentioned in
the result that Colleges all over the
the Faculty Committee, results were
it was decided that it would be
the preceding paragraph.
were bidding for their servmore satisfactory "than ever before.
given early next season.
According to the President some of country
ices.
When they played the Boston
Cushing represents the first disRehearsals have begun for the
the most disturbing conditions which
College Junior Prom this season at
comprising
Cumberland and
trict
Commencement play, "Richard
force him to place his answer in the
Sutler,
the Hotel Managethe
Hotel
York counties. Owen represents the
intensely
II",
will
and
continue
affirmative are the drift of the nations
ment
stated
"it was the best musical
which includes Androscoggin,
second
after the completion of Major
of the world away from international
outfit ever to play this Hotel" which
Lincoln,
Kennebec,
Oxford,
and SagExaminations. Professor Chase
cooperation for peace, the disregard
was a tribute in itself, inasmuch as
adahoc counties. Cox represents the
is coaching the play at present,
of law and order, the reaction to the
almost every name band in the counthird
district
of Hancock, Knox,
and will be assisted later by Prorepeal of the 18th Amendment and
try has played the Statler. With this
Penobscot, Waldo and Washington
fessor Childs.
other signs of moral disintegration.
fast aggregation of eleven men will
counties, while Bishop is a candidate
be featured a charming girl blue singfrom the fourth district comprising
of these attacks upon the preser and it is expected with this musical
Aroostook, Franklin, Piscataquis and
ent moral order, coupled with the
treat set for Ivy, social activities will
Somerset counties. The fathers of Cox
even more frequent broadsides that
exceed almost all previous years.
and Owen are Bowdoin graduates,
are being fired at the economic and
Attractive Color Scheme
the former being Dr. James F. Cox
social orders, would lead one to inThe assessment, it was announced
'04, and the latter Henry W. Owen,
quire exactly what type of individual
recently by John S. Baker "35, chairJr., '96.
the present situation was expected to
of the committee, will be eight
man
The Faculty Committee in charge
create.
dollars on each member of the Junior Repeal
the Awards is comprised of Proof
Increased
John Erskine, author, and Irwin Ed- Class. This amount is as low as it
fessors Stanley B. Smith, chairman,
man of Columbia have their own ideas has
last
in
the
past,
been any year
Temperance
Charles T. Burnett, Charles H. Livon how modern youth will meet the year's assessment having been the
ingston, Malcolm E. Morrell, James F.
Mr. same.
world in the decades to come.
Hypocrisy is Gone
White, and Dean Paul Nixon.
Erskine writing in the May "Esquire"
Blue and grey will be the predomiis
more concerned with predicting nating colors in what it is expected
General
of
"Are
the
Midst
We
in
a
what youth will be while Professor will be the prettiest Ivy Dance deco?"
theme
was the
Moral Breakdown
Edman describes the modern under- rations of recent years.
profusion taken by President Sills in his Sunday
graduate as he appears to him today.
of apple blossom clusters will cover
The former sees a more intellectual the walls between booths, set off by a Chapel address.
President Sills called attention to
being with a well developed consciousbackground of dark dranes which will the statements of such national figWith the presence here next fall of
ness of the arts, but lacking, neverentirely surround the floor. Vari-col- ures as George Wharton Pepper and
Professor Robert P. T. Coffin as a
theless, in the capacity of leadership.
ored floodlights will be so arranged as James Truslow Adams that since the member of the English Department
While Professor Edman does not visto throw subdued lights on the stage, war we have been suffering more practically assy/M and, d ay an ient onualise today's youth in tomorrow's
wiU ha dsnsiefoi kg hanging from a moral letdown than from so- ly upon the necessary confirmation by
iijriiili
environment to such an extent as does drapery of grey sateen.
cial or financial lapses.
the Governing Boards in June, Prohis contemporary, the author, he does
The entire hall will be surmounted
Without stating that he believed fessors Chase and Mitchell were able
find in the modern undergraduate
ceiling of sky blue, blending with that the moral forces of the country
to announce last Monday the courses
more intellectual prowess than was by a
the predominant colors of the whole. were actually breaking down he which the new professor will give. A
manifested a few years ago.
The booths will be individually dec- called attention to the prevalence of list of other changes in the English
orated, and will be supplemented by crime and
termed the ineffective Department's courses was included in
i"VNE of the most convincing factors
the apple blossoms and incidental ormurderers the announcement of the subjects
which leads Professor Edman to namentations. The effect of the en- methods of dealing with
a national disgrace.
which will be given by the Pierce Promake his assertion concerning the semble, it is expected, will be more and swindlers
Repeal Not A Moral Gain
fessor.
growing soberness of today's college striking than that of any scheme
"Up to this time, I fail to see any
Professor Coffin will take two full
students is the elimination of extrav- which has been used in the past. In
gain
moral
in repeal", said the presi- courses, and if the number of men
agant practises around fraternity life charge of the work is Vincent S.
dent. "We are doing comparatively who elect English
9-10 next fall
which went to make up the wide- Cobb, in conjunction with the Dance
little for
education in temperance. 'should justify it, he will take over
spread pre-depression collegiatism.
Committee.
The old evils that were so prevalent the work in verse which that course
To a considerable extent Bowdoin
in the days before prohibition are still includes.
by necessity has curtailed much of its
English majors have expressed
"Classical with us. Few seem to care very much
collegiate iavishness. Last year the Casson Speaks
or to concern themselves with the great interest and satisfaction at the
fraternities agreed to limit the houseproper regulation of the liquor traf- choices, while they and others are
Clubs
Art"
Before
to
what was
party
expenditure
fic."
now enabled to plan their next year's
thought a fairly conservative amount.
"Liquor should be separated entire- program so that it can include a
No doubt the various dance commitWith Professor Casson of Bowly from private profit, regulated and course by the coming professor.
tees are making even more drastic
doin as the main speaker, Art
managed from the standpoint of a
The announcement of changes in
reductions this year. On the whole
Day was celebrated on campus
question without elective courses in English for the
social and moral
though it is conceivable, that much
reference to private gain or revenue college year of 1934-35, given out by
today by the Maine State Federamore can be done along these lines,
from
taxation. Professor Chase, head of the departgovernment
to
the
tion of Women's Clubs. Mr. Caswhile still keeping the parties enjoyThere is apparently just as much ex- ment, follows:
able affairs.
son spoke this afternoon in Mecess under repeal as under prohibi1934 - 1935
morial Hall on "Classical Art".
tion.
We have got rid of hypocrisy, English 15-16 (Renaissance and
but we have not grappled with the Neo-Classical Writers), formerly givThe entire program, which was
question effectively and it is still a en by Professor Chase, will be given
under the direction of the Art
great moral issue."
Division of the federation, was
by Professor Coffin. Open to Juniors
No Disarmament Cooperation
and Seniors. Hoars changed to Tuesplanned by Miss Grace E. Allyn.
President Sills pointed out that the day, Thursday, Saturday, 9.30.
Mrs. K. C. M. Sills aided Miss
cause of peace and good will has sufEnglish 19-20 (Social Aims and
work.
Allyn in this
fered a very severe setback in the Forces in English Letters), given last
last five years. Like every other gov- year by Associate Professor Brown,
The program of the day was
ernment we are inclined to put the will be given by Professor Chase.
as follows:
State Track Title Gained by
blame on others rather than to ac- Open to Sophomores, Juniors, and
10.00-11.00 Registration.

^

BOTH

Coming

'.

ALL

PRESIDENT SEES

WEAKER MORALS
Has Not

Though

COFFIN TO GIVE TWO
ENGLISH ELECTTVES

A

"

On

Women's

Bowdoin Wins
Championship
Default as Others Fail
to Show Up

Bowdoin

officially

won

the Maine

Intercollegiate Track and Field championship for 1934 by default last Sat-

urday when.no other institutions appeared to give competition. The fact
that the Polar Bear outfit appeared
on the field automatically nullifies any
claims that might be made that Bowdoin was also not ready for competition and therefore should not be
awarded the championship.
A miniature try-out meet was
staged Friday afternoon with the different men on the squad competing
against each other. This meet could
not, however, be classed as official as
there were not the duly required referees on hand to judge the events.
During this meet, Howie Niblock

11.00-11.30

—
—

Informal

talk

by Professor Henry E. Andrews,
Art Department, Bowdoin.

— Inspection of the
Walker Art Museum.
1.00-2.30 — Luncheon at the
Moulton Union.
2.30-4.00— Lecture — "Classical
Art"—Professor Stanley Casson.
11.30-1.00

4.00-5.00—Tea

j

I

I

,

i

;

at

the

Presij

dent's house.
I

cept any responsibility ourselves.
"To our shame we are not yet a
member of the world court; we are
as effectively out of the league as
ever.
We answer all invitations for
disarmament cooperation by simply
building a bigger navy", he continued.
"The way out is very simple," the
President concluded.
"It is through
strengthening the moral centers of
the nation; the home, the school, the
college, and the church so that our
fibre
may be
weakened
moral
strengthened and restored."

Northeastern, B. C, Will
Give Opposition to Polar

NIXON ADVISES

"FIGHTING CHANCE"
SAYS COACH MAGEE

OF CODE AT IVY
Warns Th*t

Prtvilegfs

^Absence of State Mm, Loss
of Freshmen, Likely to

WiU

be Denied Unless Houses
Obey Regulations

Hamner Team

you undergraduates can't be
counted on to conduct your fraternities under the codes agreed upon

Ranked as one of the leading contestants, the Bowdoin track squad

"If

journeys to Springfield this Saturday
to engage in the annual New England
Intercollegiate Track and Field Meet.
Pre-meet dope would seem to indicate
that Northeastern University has a
slight edge on the meet with Boston
College and Bowdoin bidding fair to
beat them out.
"Bowdoin has a fighting chance",
states Coach Jack Magee. "The absence of a state meet has set us back
seriously. The team is sorely in need

for self-management, the College will
be obliged to go back to the early days
when women were practically debarred from the houses," were the

words that formed the theme of Dean
Nixon's warning which he addressed
student body last Saturday
morning in regard to the coming Ivy
PHIL GOOD
Week. He asserted also that although
of competition.
However, I believe
the Christmas house parties were "on
White track that the boys can pull through".
the whole very decent affairs", the Hurdle mainstay of the
Bowdoin's hopes in this meet have
laissez-faire policy on the part of the team, who is expected to corral two
met with a serious set-back due to the
college authorities is a trial policy. firsts in the New Englands.
absence of any competition Saturday.
The Dean recalled the origin of
With no-one filling the place of the
the fraternity codes framed by the
ill-fated State Meet, the team was
Student Council and fraternity presiforced to resort to time trials for
dents and accepted in toto by the adpractice. Another reverse to Bowdoin
He reministration of the College.
is that no freshmen are allowed to

to the

NINE ENTRIES IN

peated the condition of their acceptance and warned that the abuse of the
privilege
of self-government would
justify the authorities in denying continued liberalism. On the theory thav
"legislation does not end illegality",
Dean Nixon expressed his personal
reluctance to take drastic steps, but

enter the meet
This will prevent
Dave Rideout. Bob Porter, and Virgil

PRIZE SPEAKING

Bond

Fisher,

Hubbell

points.

Both Northeastern and B.C. are
likely to
show strong opposition.
Northeastern has as their stellar performer Captain Guy Millebrandt of
hammer-throwing fame. The Eagles,

Also Competitors in Annual

Plummer Speaking

sentences:
"But neither a college nor its officers
can afford to support such a
system as we have now unless it is
adequately supported by ycu, its
sponsors. Every breach in the* e codes
of yours is bound to be anothei nail in
if
1
incidentally,
their coffin and,
may change the metaphor, another
slap in the face for those of us who
have committed ourselves to the principle that you could be trusted to dp
the decent thing and the thing agreed
upon.
I hope that the rest of the
year, and Ivy, will pass pleasantly
and creditably."

Three new candidates Kenneth L. whom Bowdoin recently defeated in
Dorman, Joseph Fisher, and Allan F. dual meet, place many hopes on CapHubbell. in addition to those already tain Johnny McManus who runs away

entered, have entered the annual Stan- with the dash events.
Definite Squad Not Determined
ley Plummer
Speaking for
Prize
As yet, it is not definitely known
which Monday evening, May 21, has
been set as a tentative date. This con- who will comprise the entire squad
that
is to make the trip. This past
test is open to Juniors only and the
winner is to be chosen "for his excel- week has seen the team upon its toes
trying out for berths. Time trials and
lence in original and spoken composi'
race s' *re be hig need to determine' the
fldrt ft try^g1T9n-Ta rfgtftt
The prize amounting to about $40, final squad.
Among those who are certain to
is the annual interest on a fund of
go
are the following:
Maxcy and
Stanley
Plum31,000 established by
Soule in the sprints; Marvin, Grey,
mer of the Class of 1867.
and
Hatchfield in the 440; Cowan,
The nine competitors and the topics
of their addresses are as follows: Shute, Grey and Hatchfield in the 880;
Donald F. Barnes, will give "Left- Hutchinson and Shute in the mile;
ward Ho!", a presentation of the rad- Prouty and Hutchinson in the 2 mile;
Captain Allen and Good in the hurical trend in colleges of today. Kenneth L. Dorman has chosen "Educa- dles; Porter in the high- jump; Soule
tion for Leisure Time". Joseph Fish- in the broad-jump; Harrison in the
hammerthrow; Larson, Niblock, and
er is presenting "What College Men
(Continued on page 4)
Talk About". Al Hubbell will speak

>>

Professor Childs Buys

Champion Racing Yacht
Perhaps to become the fastest
boat on the Maine coast, the Inyacht
8-meter
ternational
"Egrette", light wind champion
of her class, has been purchased
Ralph
recently
by Professor
Childs, and will arrive here a
week from Sunday. It is a Marconi rig, measures 48 feet over
all, 28 on the water line, and has

on "Poetry and the Scientific Spirit".
John O. Parker will discourse on Quill
Promised For 22nd.
"John Hay and the Open Door policy
Nelson has
in the East". Sterling
To Have 3
Writers
chosen
"The Undergraduate and
War". Vincent Nowlis will present
A pre-ivy appearance of the
"The Social Responsibilities of ColQuill has been assured by Editor
lege". Arthur Stratton will speak "In
John V. Schaffner, 3d. DistribuDefense of Poetry", and Harold Tip
tion will probably be effected by
ping will give "Public Opinion".

New

j

j

an 8-foot beam.

|

"It will probably be the fastest
boat in Maine waters," ProfesDuring the
sor Childs declared.
summer it will be raced against
the present holder of the title,
and will probably also be entered
Marblehead. Although the
at
"Egrette" is his first enterprise of

May

22nd.
There will he eight contributors for this issue. Nelson Tib'34.
'34, Philip Burnham
betts
and Fred Gwynn '37 are the only new writers for the magazine.
The following articles and
poems have been selected by the
editorial
board: "Aesthetics in
Painting" by Carl Olsen, "Irene"
by Alexander Clark, "An Easter

Owl To Replace
Bear As Mascot

such an order, its new owner is
an experienced and enthusiastic
yachtsman, and hopes to achieve
much with it.

An Arctic Owl will be taken back
to the Arctic by the Bowdoin MacMilExpedition which sails
lan Arctic
from Portland on June 16.
The Massachusetts Audubon

MASQUERS TO HOLD
SUN. NIGHT SMOKER

Story" and "Harlem Episode" by

So-

"Waiting
by Robert Hagy,
Nelson Tibbetts,
"Shadows in Glass" by John
"Schaffner, and two book reviews
by Philip Burnham and Fred

Burroughs

ciety is sponsoring this unusual event.
The owl was picked up in January
during the winter migration of Snowy
owls to this country. Previous atMasque and Gown "stag-smoker" tempts to keep the owls in captivity
for all members proper of the dra- through the summer have failed bewill
held
at
the
be
cause of the warm climate.
matic organization

"Stanzas"

Gwynn.

ate

i

—

no doubt be quite surprised but back
Leon B. Strout,
in the 80*s when
Brunswick Photographer, was a boy,
such a sight was familiar. In fact he
bovine
surpassed all his previous marks in can recall the experience of a
possession of a certain one of the
the shot-put, sending the sixteen
elderly professors. The cow in quespound weight 50 feet. 1 inch. This is tion and its calf were allowed to wancampus, pasturing
the third time that the fifty-foot mark der about
the
has been broken in eastern collegiate where they pleased.
"The boys," recollects Mr. Strout,
circles.
"borrowed both cow ami calf, took
On Saturday, the team spent the them up the stairs of Appleton Hall
afternoon competing in time trials and put them up in the attic." There
and pointing toward the New England the creatures were bedded upon matmeet which will be held next Satur- tresses for some time. They would
day. These events, Coach
Mageo never have been found had not the
points out, were in no way connected cow broken a window through which
with the state meet and were merely the calf put its head to survey the
/\
practice bouts.
outer world, whereupon both were disAs yet, the trophies that are award- covered.
ed to the winner of the meet have not
A party of college authorities, led
been received from the University of by Booker, then janitor of the dorMaine which won them last year. It mitory, went up to got the cow, and
is exported that they will be forth- found that the abductors had clothe-l
coming shortly.
the cow in an enormous pair of
,

mm

which had been placed upon the calf.
Students Borrow China
On another memorable occasion certain of the undergraduates living in
Appleton hall arose early one morning and went through the ends, collecting from rooms in both North and
South Ends, certain universally indispensable pieces of personal crockeryThese Rabelaisian objects were strung
upon a clothesline, which was then
stretched from North Appleton to th<r
Chapel.
Instead of having a man
climb up to loosen the rope from its almost inaccessible fastenings, highly
atindignant
college authorities
tempted another plan. Anxious to get
rid of the unsightly decoration, they
ordered a man to shoot down the line
with a shot-gun.
Quite a mess of
broken crockery resulted, and the
"Temple", the sole telephone booth of
the college in those days, was besieged for some time after.
Albin Keith Paris Jordan, who be-

j
i

\

(

Continued on pas* 2)
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Will Tour Western
States During' '35 Sabbatical
————

Dean Nixon

!

;

Good

Of

New Mark

Low

mmammammma^tmmmMmMtmm

ATHLETICS REQUIRED
FOR JUNIORS IN 1935

i

,

some
stolen
from
If a Bowdoin student were to see a pantalettes
cow peacefully grazing upon the clothesline. The cow also had. a night
campus grass in these days he would cap on, but had eaten a similar article

by

A

May

20th, at nine o'clock. Some members
of the faculty will be present. Refreshments will be served, and also a

j
1

Photographer Strout Tells
Tales of Old College Capers

Mitchell,

for Spring"

polar bear would be an appropribut burdensome mascot for a'
Bowdoin expedition, and consequently
this stranded owl has been adopted,
goodly amount of the usual smoking
It will be placed in a small cage!
on deck until the schooner arrives in
supplies for all those present.
Professor Herbert R. Brown will be Baffin Land. With a numbered band
the guest speaker of the evening, on his foot he will be freed in the
and the actors and stagers may be hope that he may be picked up again
treated to a devastating display of in another owl migration.
Coffin.
Bowdoin students who are going on
Other elective courses in the De- Funs. Mr. Stephen E. Merrill, presiof the organization, will address the trip have been watching the overdent
partment will be given as announced
gathering, outlining a definite hauling of the vessel eagerly. The
the
in the Catalogue, namely:
English 5 (Argumentation and De- program for next year. This will in- "Bowdoin" left drydock today and
clude tentative plans for the plays to will be anchored at Boothbay Harbor
bating) Dr. Daggett
English 6 (Advanced Public Speak- be produced, but will also deal with until June 12 when it will proceed to
certain definite proposals in a plan to Portland. During loading operations
ing) Assistant Professor Childs
English 7, 8 (English Composition) make the organization more of a club at Portland, visitors will be allowed to
than it is now.
Assistant Professor Hartman
English 11-12 (Six English Novelists) Associate Professor Brown
English 13-14 (Shakespeare) Professor Chase
Copies of a bulletin containing a
fuller description
of the
elective
courses in the Department (including
Professor Coffin's announcements of
Inclbding a possible ten-day boat "possible but not probable" that they
English 15-16 and English 27-28) may trip to Alaska in his extensive may drive down to Mexico City.
About May 1 the Nixons will drive
be obtained at the Dean's Office.
itinerary, Dean Nixon will leave next
up the coast to Oregon and explore
fall
after the entering freshmen the wonders of the Pacific Northwest
Phil
Sets
"have been pretty well enrolled" for in that state and Washington.
extended tour of the Western
"It is very possible that we may
24 Sees. For
Hurdles an
States during his Sabbatical vacation. take a ten-day boat trip to Alaska,"
The Dean and his family will first Dean Nixon said while discussing his
Phil Good, stellar hurdler, was
go to Mrs. Nixon's home at Rockford, plans recently. From the Northwest,
accorded a new Bowdoin record
Illinois, just outside the city of Chi- they intend to drive back to Maine
of 24 seconds flat in the 220 yard
cago, where they plan to spend about a where they will spend the summer at
low-hurdles.
This mark, which
month's time. Then around the first their camp near Lakewood.
was made against Boston College
of November, they expect to leave
During the trip, Dean Nixon plans
a week ago last Saturday, is twofor a leisurely trip south with South- to continue, his work on the translafifths of a second better than any
em California as their ultimate desti- tion of the fifth volume of Plautus for
previous Bowdoin mark.
nation.
the Loeb Classical Library, and hopes
The oid record was established
The winter months will probably to complete it in that time. He also
last year by ex-captain Ray Mcbe spent in the vicinity of Los An- expects to do some writing on anLaughlin.
gcles, and the Dean states that it is other book which he has in mind.

sor Mitchell, will be given in 19341935 by Professor Coffin. Open to
Juniors and Seniors.
In English 9-10 (Literary Composition) should that course be elected by
a sufficient number of duly qualified
Juniors and Seniors, the work in
Verse will be in charge of Professor

from participating, and will
cut
out some possible

therefore

Dorman,

showed the necessity in his closing

Hours changed to Monday,
A
Wednesday, Friday, 1.30.
English 27-28 (Twentieth Century
Literature, English and American),
announced as to be given by Profes- Beta house next Sunday evening,
Seniors.

Bears Saturday

AGAINST ABUSE
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Commencing next year, members of
iiie Junior Class will be required to
athletics three days each week
during the period from the first of
December to the Easter vacation,

^^

Malcolm E. Morrell, Director of Athi eticSi
anno unced Saturday. Any of
ff ered during
the gport8 tnat are
tnat season m ay be elected by them,
ne

^j

«
It is en tirely from a health point
of v j ew » he stated while commenting on the reasons why the Athletic
Department has decided to take thi.s
step.
He pointed out the fact that
requirements are necessary in order to
get students to take a certain amount
of exercise in the winter time when
there is too great an inclination to
stay indoor. When physical training
of some kind is not compulsory, many
of the students do not get enough exercise to keep in good condition
"The theory is/* the Athletic Director declared, "that a man can do
better in his studies when he has a
normal amount of physical exercise
Until
than when he remains idle.
three years ago, members of all four
classes" were required to take athletics
during the winter months."
Bowdoin, he said, presented more
of a problem in this matter than most
other colleges in that the hard winten make some sports impossible
that are available where the weather
is warmer.
In the spring and fall
when the weather is mild, the wide
variety of sports offers plenty of opportunities for exercise.
*

(
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

STROM TELLS MANY
OLD COLLEGE TALES

Brunswick, Maine

1871

(Continued from paga 1>

came a photographer in Brunswick,
should be remembered as the man
who introduced the paper hag aa a
water holder when target practice
was indulged in, states present
photographer Strout. Freshman were

Editor-in-Chief

Donald F. Barnes

*8»

Associate Editor
Paad E. Sullivan '85
.tlanngiag Editors

Weston Lewis

'86

Burroughs Mitchell

'3«

Robert P. Ashley *34
Contributing Editors

John

:

P.

Chapman

'Sf

Sab-Editors

generally

targets, though

the

occa-

sionally a professor who committed
the error of wandering by at night
was docked In the well, or splashed

Benjamin W. Norton T7 with water from the windows.
"A
William Klaber *37
filled with about
Charles F. Brewster '37
William A. Gross '37 one pound paper bag
Richard E. Mafhewson '37 ten ounces of water made an accurate
Nathan Dane *37
Stanley WiHiamav Jr., *»7
handful, while when anyone needed
entire drenching a dour bag containBOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY
ing 15 pounds was used. The water
Business M
didn't splash them; it simply went
John S. Baker
Assistant Managers
right into them!"
Winthrop B. Walker "36
Willis Hay, Jr., 3d
Owaa H. Melaagh '3d
Barricade Prank

Maxwell A. Eaton *97
Wttttam S. Barton TJ

'

m
M

sai aln of Bowaaia Cottage.
PabHaaa* avarj Wcdnanday daring the CoUsaa Taar by tka
All eaatrftmflma and coannNmteatiofia xhoaU b* *tv«a to tho
tna Editor by Sunday
nlaht prwcdinv the data of publication. Tba «dit*r-ln-Chlef la i sass aai i ai for <ba adltorial
column th« Managins; Editor for ncwa and make-up. Ail auaninaiilaattom rewarding: mbacrlpUaaa aSo aM bo iiMuail to the Boaneaa Manager of tba Bow dot a PabMchiaic Company.
SaaarrtpUoaa, SS.M par yaar (Inetadiatr Atumnaa) la advance.
rlaaa matter- at the •oatafflca at Bnmawfek, Maine.
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Managing Editor far That Isaac
Weston Lew to *3«
sk-shs-h—
VoL LXIV.

Wednesday, May

16,

One night in the late 80's the frosh
and sophs combined against the upper classmen in- one of the ends, according to another Bowdoin story of
Mr. Strout, who though never a student here grew up as a lad in Brunswick, and was always closely associated with the students.
The upper

classmen happened to be away, and
the others decided to barricade them
out. They purloined the furniture of
No. 5
the departed, and heaped it up on the

1934.

m

3

CDustard and Cres»
Perhaps the Dean haa gone aatJAt any rate, he distinctly looked down on President SHI*
during the chapel service last Saturday. While he wai making Ma* preliminary announcements, he broadcast
the fact to the sleeping hundreds that
"President and Mrs. Sills win be At
Home on Sunday evening from eight
until ten o'clock". He paused a moment, as though thinking up a snappy
comeback. Then he said:
"Dean and Mrs. Nixon will be At
Home on Sunday evening from eight
administration.

until eleven o'clock."

We

m

were

c

-

loitering about the

deer of the gymnasium aa the
aajer exaam Were going along m
full awing Monday morning.
A
few of the groap were etHI buried
deep over their desks, nothing of
them being visible but a pair of
hunched shoulders and feet that
stretched out at enuseal angles
from underneath the seat. Aa we
watched, one struggled to hie
feet, yawned, picked up has papers and handed them to the professor.
he strode toward the
door by which we were statutes g,
digging to frnd a cigarette is Ha
pants pocket. Aa he came by, we
offered him a fight, ami tried a

Ham

feeble

effort

conversation.

at

"How wae the exam?" we asked.
The structure was
"Piper replied the major, and
covered with odds and ends. The first
swayed sHghtly. "Very easy, hi
Nevjs Vahie
upper classman to come in took the
fact." Then he walked acreea the
steps on the run, as was the custom.
floor and fell dawn stairs.
Owing to the
that the kerosene
m-c
As the number of men who plan to seek higher learning is lamp lighting fact
the landing had bean
When a 'group of prospective Bowdecimated each year, the value of the American college is con- dimmed, he was brought up unpleas- doin men arrive in town, whether de>
antly by
I

l

ll

'

l I

I

11

narrow stairways.

the

stantly being weighed
its

more on the

publicity

it

actual worth as a purveyor of education.

receives, than

upon

Although this situa-

pile.

With the aid of the other juniors
and seniors, work at tearing down
the barricade

A

began.

small flit
tion is anything but a happy one for the small institution with was started, so that light could be
thrown upon the subject, with certain
men
wateh
delegated
to
over
it with
liberal leanings but a reactionary background, it is a fact that
pails of water to prevent any serious
must be faced if the College wishes to continue to attract as high a conflagration. A merry blaze was
soon going, and it was some time begrade of incoming students as it has in the past.
important fore the odds and ends were
consumed
solution to this problem, as it stands, is thai Bowdoin must organ- and the upper classmen discovered
that they were burning their own
ise an independently-run publicity bureau, to handle the news that furniture. "They had a horrible time

An

emanates from the administration, and to keep pace with
news bureaus in other small New England institutions.

At the present
size in

efficient

Bowdoin runs far behind colleges of equal
column inches of news in metropolitan journals. Too many
time,

then".

Famous Stew

Kellegg'a

One of the

•

traditional stories con-

nected with Franklin B. Kellogg, who
has been noted for his enormous fund
of Bowdoin traditions and tales, was

terrained to trounce the Junior varsity in some sport, or just visftm', a
horde of fraternity men in always out
to greet them.
Last week a group

of upstanding looking boys dropped
in on the College, and went for a
swim in the pool. As they dunked
themselves, the word got around that
they had arrived, and a few fraternity men were about, ready to engage
them in conversation, when they
emerged. One by one they filed oat
of the pool and grabbed a towel, and
the fraternity men went into action.
"Do you play baseball?'* one at
them asked. He was rewarded with
a shake of the head. "Track?" asked
another. •Tennis?'* said a tMrd.
"Golf?" a fourth. Each question received a mild "No" for a reply. "Well,
then, what do you*, do?" queried one
of them, anxious to get the matter
.

R1RE ORGANIZATION
JOINS OWING CLUB

"WHEN A FELLER
NEEDS A FRIEND"

/

rn their third scheduled meeting of

the year held Thursday evening, May
If. in the Masque and Gown room of
the Waisav aWwdoia's newly formed
Rifle Club discussed with John Holden
who represented the Outing Club the
possibilities of combining the activities of the two organizations. Hartley Lord, acting president of the Rifle
Clae, presented the plsm to the meeting.
It was unanimously decided to

adept the Dartmouth system whan
the Rifle Club acts as an independent
This
section of the Outing Group.
policy of acting as organised unit of
the larger club is necessitated by the

of three

additional aneaabership fee

dollars for the Bit* Clew which itv
etedes membership in the National
Rifle Association and a year's sub-

scription to the "National Rifleman".
To data thane interested in the

Bowdoin Rifle Club have drawn ap
plans for their proposed range in the
'basement of Adams Halt and have
made arrangements to purchase all
With

the lieeeasaey materials.

and comfort in
Pipe Mixture ... the delightful
new tobacco that is winning smokers everywhere. Mellowed in the wood for years,
until it's biteless, mild, and rare in favor!
There's genial sunshine

BRIGGS

the

help of all those fat the college who
would like to enter intercollegiate
competition with the team next year
the Rifle Cmb hopes to complete the
co nstractioit of the range before reading period begins.
After the meeting last Thursday
night. Bob Whitasore V, Hartley Lord

Try • tlit of BRIGGS and let
your pipe Instead of in print.

gsrr rACToar

W

mad* a
to the Aubwrn (Boys') Gun Club
to inspect the construction ot their
range and their system of manage'3«,

aad Tarn Bradford

STl

visit

ment.
time,'' replied

the prof

mildly.

The student didn't try to argue,
hat has been wsrryiag ahead
where that member of the faculty
disappeared

to,

m

ever siace.

- e
We am proud to announce that the
Mustard and Cress Open Pmg-Pong
Doubles Championship to well under
way, with a stellar field of eight
teams dashing for the title. It has
not been decided yet whether to send
the winners down to go through the

a r. LariUara Ca., laa.

connected with the practice of chiekformality of captariag the national
it?" if en-catehing. Trails of corn were laid
championship.
across campus, leading under dormiamsaSJauaasBaamgaUBBga,!,!, i an
tory windows. There a few kernels settled.
the background is not known.
**!
The prepper scratched his head.
had strings attached to them (or even
Men who seek to find a suitable New England college in which fish-hooks), and once the fowl swal- don't know," he said. "I guess we're
lowed the morsels, they were assisted just boys."
to pursue their education are often influenced by the relative
m -e
inside, the journey culminating in a
A couple of students who took
prominence of the several institutions in the newspapers. If kettle,
a ride to New fork with one of
The original Kellogg stew was once
the faculty recently, found a disBowdoin becomes naaght but an unknown quantity to them, in full preparation, after a particulartinct problem rising against them
ly fine catch of neighbors' chickens,
vaguely heard of during Institutes and Commencement exercises, when
when they wished to return. They
a proctor in a second floor room
had planned very carefully he adcaught
whiff,
a
and
naturally
investithey are not favorably impressed by its activities. They may have
vance that they should meet
gated.
When he pounded upon the
at Hotel SheKoa, and the boys
a vague feeling that it is tucked away somewhere in the woods of* deer, the-stew-was aboet to bo starved.
had gone their various ways, the
In order, to deceive him,
clever stuMaine, but other than that they know little about it. They will, no dent tied the kettle to aa rope which
prof his. One of the undergraduate passengers, making sure not
doubt, turn to a college which is prominent in the news each day. in those days served as a bed spring,
to lose his ride back, dropped in
and the delicious stew was lowered
at the Hotel a day early, just to
Such prominence is brought about only by an active, alert pub- out of the window. All this occurred
cheek farther. He was greeted
in
an
instant,
and
the
proctor
when
licity bureau.
with a blank stare hy the clerk.
room,
entered the
one of the boys was
During the month of March, 1934, Bowdoin received in the five sitting on the end of the rope on the
"Sorry," he said, **we never heard
of anyone by that name."
leading Boston papers, exclusive of sports stories, exactly 28% window sill. While there was plenty
The undergraduate walked oat
of "nose-evidence", hunt as he would,
as much coverage as Amherst, 31% as much as Williams, and the senior could not find what he
of the She! ten, fiming. The prof
had given him the slip, and he
33% as much as Wesleyan. During April, when considerable smelt, and he left. The pail was had
aH New York to seek
m.
rained, and a cry wtnt up. During the
attention was paid to the Bobcat episode, Bowdoin failed to have proceedings the inmates
He finally decided to hope for the
of the room
best, and went oh* oa
snsfhar
even 50% as much coverage as any of the Little Three. This lack below had promptly removed the conround of pleasure or something.
tents of the kettle dangling outside
of news can be placed solely on the fact that the limited activities
At the appointed time ha siswtd
assure complete liquidation of our huge
their window to more secure and satup at the Hotel, and there was
of the Alumni office in issuing publicity, through ho fault of its isfactory quarters.
next few weeks,
have slashed prices still

are liable to regard this fact with a noncommittal

"What of

it talk in

Mm

Announcing

Further Amazing Reductions
In Our

Mm

Going Out of Business Sale

To

own, cannot provide adequate coverage. Similar figures are obtainable for any month during the past year.
Such a feeble sense of news value is not calculated to attract
prospective students to Bowdoin.
It is not, however, entirely for the sake of future students of
the College that The Orient urges the establishment of a publicity
bureau. A majority of the alumni likewise receive no news from
the College when it is not mentioned in the metropolitan
papers, other than at times in a two-inch article, tucked away
as "filler" at the bottom of an inside page. The constant strivmg3
of the administration to make the alumni "Bowdom-conscious" are
defeated at the outset if the graduate never reads of his college's
activities. The Orient, in its present circulation quota, does rtot

reach even a majority of the living alumni The Alumnus, at best
a stop-gap, has a circulation that is microscopic.
An active and alert publicity bureau could accomplish other
ends. It should be able to revive the flagging interest of the State
of Maine in the College, a situation that someday promises to become acute. However much the athletic policy seeks to meet outside rivals, Bowdoin is a Maine college, and a good portion of its
student body is drawn from Maine. But the tendency to swing
away from the hidebound intra-state-ism cannot be permitted to

the prof, big aa We.
Our friend was a hit taken
aback. "Where have you beea?"
he asked.
"Why, I've been here alt the
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$19.50

Here are a few suggestions of articles in stock.
Cheek your needs and save some money.
Neckwear

Woolen Jackets

Sweat Shirts

Pajamas

Rain Coats

Gloves

Underwear

Trench Coats

Silk Scarfs

Hosiery

Laundry Cases

Wool Scarfs

Golf Hose

Overshoes

Bathing Suits

Shirts

Rubber Boots

Collars

Heavy Sweaters

Berets

for Gift*
-

Laundry Cases

all

Watch and Jewelry Repairing
expertly done
1*3 Maine Street

Tipping and Mitchell

LECLAIR

HH.Oue

Varney's Jewelry Store
Stationery

now marked

Mateo

and Pressing

Give

19 Salts in short sizes from 33 sh. to 42 sh.
All Overcoats are

BANK

at

all

Abo

Optometry

Surplus and Preita,

is

—

Topcoats

j

Oe~

=

any price

in

danger is imminent.
Without a separately managed publicity bureau, Bowdoin cannot keep step with its competitors
for they are competitors. It
must seek out the better class of students as avidly as do any of
the other small New England Colleges. It cannot afford to be
outmoded.

of

Capital, tsaapHH.

ported

it is

off

FIRST NATIONAL

as true of the undergraduate body as a whole as kinds east
of Portland.
portion of it. Unless the College takes definite steps, this

This

'oil*-.,

re caul,* writ, RHMrsr. a*. & Ss*awr
Aw mm TaaHtt «., •MttSriaftla. Pa.
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regions."
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Pennsylvania State

-A QUICK LUNCH
—A COMPLETE DINNER

—at any

»
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coowKtr laborauxin and •qwlpawnt. w.tlaauwn faculty.
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Bowdoin athletics said reTONDREAU BROS. CO.
cently "Bowdoin is in danger of losing out two ways ; the firstWe carry the largest assortment of
rate athletes in the state will go to Maine, Bates and Colby. The
Imported
Goods, Fruit, Fresh Vegetafirst-rate athletes in Massachusetts will attend the little Three
bles, Olives, Pickles, Domestic and Imand Harvard. Bowdoin will get the second-raters from both
Cheeses
far.

rolkt*
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Tha PantuylvanU M.u<

There are

almost any man, and
Here's the scale of sizes on clothing

as tjKsaittrlral »y» ap«tann>!

profession.

stock within the

lower than origsizes in clothing to
furnishings of all types are plentiful.

tit

PROFESSIONAL
CAREER

unusual

opportunities for a career

M.

we

inal Drices at opening of sale.

PRINTING
STUART & CLEMENT

do the work

Beits

Saspenders

•

r tanecf Kooes

Lightweight Sweaters

Beer Caps

Ladies' Riding Boots

Athletic Supporters

Garters

Knickers

Leather Jackets

Slippers

Wake

Csrdaroy Jackets

Moccasins

White Flannels

1

Hate. Caps

Striped Flaaaeis

Kaywoodie Pipes

Decks

mm. Hat

Fancy Flannels

Gym

MmfHaWTal

Novelties

Liaea Salts

Ski Boats

Jewelry

Shoes

.

Sneakers

- ansa 7|

Pants

•S*

The COLLEGE

BOOK STORE

PAPER NAPKINS
Folded in Souares

-

$7.50 for 10,000 delivered

Paper Driakiag Caa«
Paper DafcNaa

Raasekata

Baking Can*

Paper Plates

BRUNSWICK COAL & LUMBER
Dry

Fireplace

CO.

FMXMk

Hard and Soft Coals

Wood

c

Harmon- Walsh,

TENNIS RACKETS RESTRUNG
Tennis Balls

F.

-

3 for $1.25

W. CHANDLER & SON
lit Maiaa

Lumber and Building Materials
A. E.

MORRELL '22,

of All
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Two decades and • ltsa* Mo this
week brought Bowdoin her first game
and first victory on the diamond for
the aeason of 1900. This game was a

1

"They had a coHege romance" Ann's President for Ms daughter's
writes Ensabeth B. Pee in an article hand. The good doctor was skeptical
wart being;
entitled "Hatf-Porgotten Romances of at first bat the romance was indeed
for trials arccadiag the FosrAmerican History PrankKn Pierce- a true one, and Jesse Appleton was
Msiae Intercollegiate Track,
[ Jane Appfeton." "9he was the daugh- convinced that it was a lasting rove
Of the thirteen meets ay (a
ter of the President of Bowdoin and and a good match. He consented,
that date Bowdoin had won ten and
had a whole collegeful of heroes to
The college friends whom Pierce's
Maine had won three. Bowdoin took
choose from.
She took Franklin amiability had made his steadfast
the M.I.A.A. cap offered te the col*
Pierce, a student, and father had to be comrades were the ushers at the wedlege that won the meat the most
convinced that it waant just a pass- ding in 1884, and a bevy of Hillsti mes in the first ten yean, as Bowborough girls were the bridesmaids in
doin had taken first place in nine ing fancy."
In those days of the early 1820's attendance to Jane. Fully ten years
years out of ten.
.had passed since he graduated from
Portland
was
literally
as
Boafar
as
In a short editorial, K. P. Tefff
|the college where he met his wife.
urged that the College support « ton is new. and sleigh-rides, nutting Already he was becoming a familiar
parties and old-fashioned dances took
band and spoke of U. of M. band which
figure in American politics.
the place of movies and modern clasd
Pierce had taken up the cause of
an* rannjnr rehearsals with required nop8
t], e j r up _to-date syncopaattendance. Among the shorter news tion. But beauty and charm were as {Andrew Jackson, who was at that
articles was an account of a debate important as ever, and winsome Jane time summoning all to become his followers
under the banner of the newer
between Edward Little High school Appleton. frail daughter of the secand the Portland High school on the ond president of the college, the Rev- democracy. He had his first political
•amnion, Resolved, "That granting erend Jesse Appleton, attracted the experience in the State Legislature,
for the last two years of his fourdie willingness at Coba, the annexa- attention of young Pierce.
He was and
year term was the speaker. At the
tion of that country would be far the

6-* victory over Colby
wick.
Arrangements

won

ai

1

Presidency. The people rallied te
elect him, on the wave of Ins popular-

j

j

,

-^

I

,

'

]

an alert and determined young lad,
best interests of the United States". who had since early youth been liv- (same time his law interests were inThe Saturday Chapel service was ing in an atmosphere of national af- creasing apace, and already he was a
well-liked and successful lawyer in
conducted by President Hyde whose fairs.
Ha had made it his life-am- his native town, Hillsborough. His
subject was "Loyalty".
bition to become first a lawyer, then
neighbors sent him first to the House
*
ofRepresentatives, and not much latoff
"Little man, what now!" Five
y
er he became a Senator,» the youngest
* .
v
T.age he entered ."Bowdoin College.
- ».^
dred
Temple University students in,
one oi the
group. D
- —.
His marriage took
,
it
*i_
signed a petition requesting an extra There he met Nathaniel Hawthorne, ,o«~
.,~,v,£-.«.»i.- *\> «.«»^L ;,««,
holiday.
At the bottom were .the
words: "We, the undersigned, are re- sh^pjastebe the result of^eir first
|Senate>
While d rf , promising
solved
h
the

l£F2iE£&2£St2£
gg*.—?»>*:# ?™

.

~

„

.

„

•

.

J

hl *
day in merryyoung politician who was headed in
making and leisure, and at the end' acheieacJeaRy, and at the same time the right direction and would go far,
of which time each one of us will de- was able to mix well with his fellow
little did he or his wife foresee the
capitate himself with extreme joy." students.
tragedy which was to shadow their

spend

!

'

I

President

Consents

life.

Here's
a most interesting and
Commencement for him, at the age
Mexican War Fame
amusing subject to work on, the next of twenty, was an important and
The war between the United States
time you want to experiment. Sta- thrilling
day.
As he receive)! his and Mexico first brought him fame in
tistics compiled by M. I. T. scientists
sheepskin on that warm June day in the land. He started as a private in
show that women require twenty-five 1824 be knew that Jane Appleton's the infantry and rose, showing the
per cent longer time to apply brakes face was beaming with pride and af- same tenacity which had characterwhen driving an automobile than fection for him. Nevertheless, it was ized his father, General Benjamin
men.
not until later, after he had gone into Pieree, from rank to rank; higher and
the world to do a man's part in na- higher. His father had been one of
tional politics, that he dared ask Bow- the bravest at Concord and Lexing,

j

and he was one of the few Senwho have ever become President.
'As his inauguration neared, so approached tiie tragedy which was to
rend his home. Jane Appleton had
built him a home, and had brought
but one up from three sons from inity,

ators

i

university

I

and later the governor of New
Hampshire, and the sow became
brigadier general in the array. Tkis
poet wa« but a stepping stone te the

j

Duke

I

ton,

at Bruns-

:

to

WMW^P

Bowdoin President Appleton's Daughter
Became The Wife of U. S. President Pierce

j

.

fancy to boyhood. This lad, Benjamin,

was fated

to live no longer, for a train
accident proved fatal to him, though
his parents, sitting in the same compartment on a train bearing them to
their Concord name from Boston, were
uninjured. Only a great love could
have helped them bear their great misfortune, and made the father's honor

PROF.

BARTUTT

GIVES INTERESTING FACTS

CUMBERLAND

THE FORMS OF THE INFINITE

tiA.rrkn

•

r
To skew the ^fw**T of the term
"mnntte", which "we are accustomed
te hear from the porpit in such
phrases as Infinite Deity', the msnrite
wisdom of God* and the infinite Universe'*, Professer Boyd W. Bartlett
of the Physics department gave same
very practical Braatratansi of ima
mensities of tine and space
chapel talk yesterday morning.
The speaker said that if we considered the earth and the sun as being
as far apart as his hand was from a
desk light beside him, the outermost
member of the sun's family of planets
would be as far away as the chapel
door. On suck a scale "the nearest star
would be somewhere the ether side

h

to the size of a golf ball. The nnaw
ber of such atoms in a five cent piece
would then be sufficient to cover the
part of the United
entire eastern

Wednesday
[

May

-

-win

Lyk Tamat

States.

eW is typified by the age
earth, for which there is evidence to prove to the geologist that
it is now at least 1,000 million years
old. "The 6,000 years of reco rded history is trnly but a watch in the
night". Yet, stated the speaker, the
The very

of

tile

News

Comedy

Tkarsday

Xevarre

is probably only a baby
compared with many of the hundreds

of Portland".

Professor Bartlett neat described a
very good example of the infinitely
The atom is "a particle of
small.
matter so small that in a five cent
piece there are approximately 10,000
million million million of them"! The
seem anything but empty. The whole meaning of seek a figure is realized
nation mourned with them, but Mrs. by imagining each atom magnified
Pierce, with health failing from constant nervous shocks, found almost insurmountable the -White House Life,
with its insistent social tasks. She
tried her best, and at every affair was
concealing suffering—laughing, talking, always punctual at every dinner
at which she was to preside as the
first lady in the land.
A contemand his famous band
porary writer praised her for her supfeaturing
pression of her inward grief, and her
heroism!
incomparable
Teddy Grace
the
She completed her White House
and beautiful
days, and was admired for bar perseverance, courage, and dignity bat
ef the Dixie Network
the end was te come bat a few years
Direct f rem their 3snthirn Tear where they were featured at Washlater.
She passed away at Andever,
ington ami Lee, University of Georgia, Uui>enky ef Maryland,
Mass., in 1869, and was buried beside
and Mary, V. T. I, and Swsnee.
her sons. Her death proved such a
from 8 until 1
great sorrow to Franklin Pieree, that
75 cents
he survived her but six years. Thus
ended a romance which had begun in
the shade of Bowdoin's historic pines,
where college belle and popular student were too timid to admit their
i
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Egyptian Ballroom, Lewiston,Me.
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the infinite, and thinks that it is a
good thing that we have aaraj thing
beyond our knowledge to strive for. if
we could fathom the infinite completely, there would be nothing beyond to explore.
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donotdiyout
-Luckies are All -Ways

KAYWOODIE PIPES

EATON HARDWARE

to your throat

CO.

The Sport Store of
Brunswick

WISEMAN FARMS

ITic xfr&trencc
j

Ice

Cream

TeL 350

/

between cigarettes

Ac difference between
then

THE OLD FASHIONED KIND

»

is

what goes into

and how thcysare put together.

Luckies

ttse

only dn: clean, center

leave*, for these arc the mildest leaves

Philgas for Fraternity

House Cooking

—they

taste better. 'Jl*at**

fa

And

Luckies get the benefit of the famous

Prompt Service • Fair Prices
TeL 13<V-87 Mains St.—TeL 117

pfOctju—^It's

toasted*'— lor your

protection.

An^^ety Lucky
B. Chipman, he.

PURE FOOD SHOP
Wholesale

is

round, firm and

fully pa&ejl. .That's

why Luckies

"keep in conditio*^ -that's why you'll
find that Luckies

do

Ttot dry

out-^/«

important point to every smoXex.
-

Retail
Yes,

A

why

paid higher prices for them.

Brunswick Hardware Co.

Lyman

Specialty of Fraternity

Luckies

are always in ajl-wj

kind to your throat

Trade

"It's toasted'*"
574 Congress Street

V\Luckies

Portland, Me,

are all-ways kind to your throat
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Bowdoin Men
Have Their

Printing
Done Well and at
Favorable Prices at

The

RECORD OFFICE

75 Maine St.

Phone

3

Brunswick

PAUL

K.

NIVEN,

1916

Manager

We

Print the Orient and

Alumnus

21 and 2X

Charles Parrel

hi.

A

MORTON'S NEWSSTAND
BOWDOIN SEAL and
FRATERNITY PAPER

19th

BROWN
-»-

E.

DURHAM,

requirements are intelligence, ci
ter and at least two years of
work, including the snbjecte s.
fsr Grade
Medical Schools.'
legaea and application forma i
obtained from the Dean,

Ceasedy

Very Honorable Guy,

Ann Graham

Thursday

17th

Lepc Ten*

LAUGHING BOY

Coming

MAL HALLETT

.

-SB.

earth itself

of millions of stars in the universe.
"Such journeyings in the realm of
space, time, and number leave us only
at the threshold of the incomprehensible infinite. Often they leave ens
with a vagae feebng of impotence,
almost of hopelessness. The earth is
such an insignificant little thing in
the vastness of space, and the span
of our lives but the tick of the deck
of the ages."
The speaker said we have done well
to have progressed so far in exploring

May

-

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
N. C.
Four terms of eleven weeks are five*
each year. These may be taken censecntively (M.D. in three years) er
three terms may be taken each year
(M.D. in four years). The entrance

16th

REGISTERED NURSE

Only the Center Leaves —these are the Mildest Leaves
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Colby Edges Bears 5 To 4
As 9th Inning Rally Fails
Failure to Bunch Chances to
Score Gives Pale Blue

Fourth Series

Win

A shaky fourth inning and failure
bunch scoring opportunities cost
the Varsity baseball team a 5 to 4 decision on Pickard Field last Friday in
SDite of a home run by Capt George
Bennett in the fifth. It was Colby's
fourth straight state series victory
two of which have been very close
contests at the expense of the Polar
Bears.
Bill Manter, left bander, toed the
slab for the White, and except for a
bad fourth stanza he did a good joo
holding the Colby sluggers down to
ten hits and at the same time fanning five batters. He allowed only
two walks in the eight innings he was
to

in there, and Doug Walker who relieved him in the ninth only passed
one man and that man intentionally.

Jim Peabody was on the mound for
the Muies and kept the Bears pretty
well in hand the whole way except
for the ninth, and furthermore he led
the Colby batters by enjoying a perfect day at bat including a double.
He and his brother once more combined to further the downfall of the
White.
Colby Gains Early Lead
After both teams had been set
down in order in the first inning Colby
opened her second with a single. The
next batter drove a short fly into
right, and what appeared to be an
easy out Bunny Johnson let drop
However, it
through his hands.
looked as though the White would
keep out of trouble when he caught
second
and the folthe first man at
lowing batter flied out to Al Kent at
short.

Luck was not with the Bears, however, for after the next batter had advanced the runner to third on a hit
the Mules staged a successful double
steal to bring in the first run. On the
next pitch Brown grounded out to
short, but the lead was established.
Nevertheless Bowdoin came back in
her half of the third to tie it up when
Hildreth led off with a single, was
sacrificed to second, and then scored

The Interfraternity Tennis League
got off to a delayed start this last
week, when eight of the Fraternities
played their first-round matches. The
Dekes, Chi Psi's, Beta's, and Kappa
Big's came out on top in their respective matches.
Grey and Brewster, DKE. took over
Finley and Head, ATO, in straight
By decisive 8-1 victories over Bates sets 6-8. 8-6. MacDonald and CopeChi Psi. were forced to three
land,
and Colby, the Bowdoin tennis team
sets to beat Waterhouse and Knight
title
practically clinched the state
of Sigma Nu 4-6, 13-11, 6-4 in a closeMonday on the Polar Bear courts. ly fought match.
The White netmen are conceded a win
Barndollar and Griffin, DU, bowed
over the Black Bear tomorrow, since to Rounds and Kierstead. Kappa Sig.
the Bobcat defeated Maine earlier in 6-2, 7-5, while in the fourth match of
the season.
the week, Gatlay and Gwynn, Beta,
The Bears swept through Bates easily took over Nazarro and Birch,
with the loss of only four sets, the Non-Frat, in straight sets 6-2, 6-1.
latter being greatly weakened by the This leaves the AD-Zete and TD-Psi
matches still to be
ineligibility of their number one playfirst round
er and favorite for the state single* played.
crown, Volney Bragg.
The Dekes and Kappa Sigs will
Bob Ashley, on his game once draw a second round bye, the D*-kes
again, dropped only three games in meeting in the semi-final of the updefeating the Bates number one man. per bracket the winner of the Chi PsiPlaying in place of Smith, George AD or Chi Psi-Zete match as the case
Monell wilted after dropping a 26- nr.ay be. The Kappa Sigs will take on
game first set to Capt. Horace Tur- in the semi-final of the lower bracket
ner.
Win Thomas and Ned Brown the winner of the Beta-TD or Betalengthened their singles streak to Psi U match as the case may be.
three in a row.

Racketeers Bid
For State Title

U

Howard Dana won his letter by defeating Buzzell in straight sets. Competing in his first varsity match, Dick
Bechtel dropped his first set only to
take the next two with the loss of
only two games.
After staving off four set-points,
Thoits and Ashley pulled out a
straight-set win.
Eric Loth and
Charlie Smith kept their slate clean.
Signalizing his return to competition
Co-capt. Don Bates teamed with Win
Thomas for the eighth Bowdoin victory.

The summary:
Singles

Ashley defeated Page 6-2, 6-1; Turner (Bates) defeated Monell 14-12,
6-3; Thomas defeated Hill 11-9, 6-4;
Brown defeated Kenseth 6-3, 6-1;
Dana defeated Buzzell 6-1, 6-4;
Bechtel defeated Stevens 6-8, 6-2, 6-0.
Doubles
Ashley and Thoits defeated Buzzell
and Kenseth 8-6, 6-2; Loth and Smith
defeated Stevens and Turner 8-6, 6-1;
Bates and Thomas defeated Page and
Hill 4-6, 6-2, 6-3.

Defeating Colby 8-1, the Bowdoin
tennis team auspiciously began its
by quest for the state title. Since Colby
swamped Bates and Bates beat Maine,
Brown
This was only a momentary ray for the Bears seem assured of winning

and
roller
at the plate.

on a slow

an

INTERFRAT TENNIS
LEAGUEJS STARTED

Outing Club
Four members of the Bowdoin Outing club enjoyed a trip to the scene
of their proposed camp last Sunday.
The party climbed Mount Blue, encountering snow on the ascent. Numerous suitable sites for a camp were
found including a ready built cabin
on Lake Webb that appealed to the
group.
John Holden, president of the club,
said that a final choice of the camping site will be made on a future trip
which will be taken on the Sunday
following Ivy.

By

9-0

bition at the bat, leading the

Sweeping every match with ease
and never once finding themselves in
trouble, the varsity golf team annexed their' second state series win

Wednesday when they overwhelmed Bates by a 9 to score. Not the
a Bowdoin man was pushed beyond
last

the sixteenth hole all afternoon while
most of the matches did not even go
that far.

Noyes,

Bowdoin,

Bates, 5 and

defeated

.

League
37

Totals

6 10 27 12

00102000
01080001

2

Team

1— Non Fraternity
<— PiiU

W

8
S
Colby
Two base hit— A. Peabody. Home Kappa Sig .... 2
1
run— Bennett. Stolen bases R. Pea- Zete

—

Farnhum, H. Shaw. Sacrifice
Hildreth,
hits
Manter.
Hempel.
Bases on balls oft* Manter 2, off
Walker 1. off Peabody 5. Struck out—
by Manter 5, by Peabody 4. Hit by
Eitcher bv Manter (Sawyer). Passed
alls— Hildreth 2. Wild pitch— WalkUmpires Gibson and TiltoiL,
er.
body

2.

—

—

—

—

sure point-winners. Howie Niblock is
favored to win the shot-put event
with ease and place in the discos
throw. Phil Good is certain to bring
back some scores in the hurdles and
Both
Charlie Allen may help him.
Gardner Maxcy and Bill Soule are
conceded chances in the sprints, and
it is within the realm of possibility
that Soule will place in the broadjump. Jim Crowell and Gardner Pope
have equal chances of gaining some
points in the pole-vault. In the distance running, Shut* and Hutchinson
are expected to place.
Meet Maine. Bates
The meet this Saturday will bring
together Maine, Bates, and Bowdoin
and is likely to settle the question of
Maine track superiority for the year.
Under the rules of this meet,
Meagher the much-debated vault star
of the Garnet will be allowed to participate. Bates, however, loses all the
gain they make by this ruling through
the non-freshman rule. This will prevent Tony Kishon from competing.
Kishon has proved to be invaluable
to the Lewiston college through his
weight throwing and hurdling prowess.

4.

Kellogg, Bowdoin, defeated Gilman,
Bates, 5 and 4.
Breed, Bowdoin, defeated Gross,
Bates, 3 and 2.
Macleod, Bowdoin, defeated Winston, Bates, 8 and 7.
Rolfe, Bowdoin, defeated Moulton,
Bates, 3 and 2.

1933-34
Orient
Subscriptions
Sales
Advertising
A. S. B. C

Alumnus
924.70
14.86

$741.55

1,477142

182.89

$
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475.00
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$925.24

EXPENSE
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Printing
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Engraving
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Mailing
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Stationery
Repairs
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'
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Submitted:

JAMES

Approved:

1, it>34.
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League

Team

W

T D

Sigma Nu

8
2
2

D U

1

ATO
Chi Psi

A

L

Pet
1.000

1
1

3
4

.760
.667
.250
.000

B
L

Pet

2
2
4

1.000
1.000
.500
.333
.000

Play

Dress Shirts, Tuxedos, Fall
Dress,

at this

time

Jackets,

this

Shoes for Formal and Sports
wear, Formal Dress Chains

and Studs, New Neckwear,
Palm Beach Suits.

We have at the present time a complete
''But you ought to see the swell collar

Harris Tweed, Gabardine and
Shetlands at moderate prices.

line of

on an Arrow Shirt."

•

What with two billion collars to their
credit, Arrow should know boat how to cut and stylo a
collar— and they do. Remember 90$> of
"Hero's how!"

the stylo in a shirt is duo to the correctsieea of the collar. Only Arrow shirts have
Arrow collars, and only Arrow dealers have
Arrow shirts.
Priced from $1.95 up.

EZ_1I
Lwuucuu,

ARROW SHIRTS
SANFORIZED SHRUNK

1

1

New Mess

Palm Beach Tuxedos.

Play
2

show

and inspect our new merchandise
coming week.

1

1

to

new items of formal and sports wear for
the Ivy parties .... why not drop in
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Bowdoin

in the shot-put and the discus;
Dunton in the javelin; and Crowell
and Pope in the pole-vault.
Of these men, several are almost

Eves,

A

.

o
that the victory fever over Bowdoin's imposing first
Meet has died down, it would be well to remark

on the outstanding achievement of that gratifying contest.
In shoving the shot 50 feet and one inch, Howie Niblock
The quartet which made the recent
hong op a new Bowdoin distance mark in that event. He is
south, minus Jim Woodruff who
the first Mageeman ever to break 50 feet and he now ranks
was studying for his exams, was indefinitely as the outstanding shot-putter of the East. His
creased to six by the services 01
chances in the New Englands are better than good.
Breed, Macleod, and Rolfe, all of
whom played right up to their freshman examples, Mitchell, Noyes and
It is gratifying to realize that on paper the White tracksters could have
Kellogg.
Macleod's victory was the taken the Maine-Bates meet last Saturday. The outstanding achievement of
most decisive of the nine matches,
taking his opponent, Winston, by 8 that contest was the 19 points which Kishon of Bates managed to annex. He
won the shot, discus, javelin, second in the hammer and placed in the hurdles.
and 7.
In every case the best ball naturally According to comparative distances Niblock would have taken the shot and
fell to the White defenders since they the discus.
In the hammer and the javelin, however, Bowdoin would have
very seldom were headed by a winlittle.
ning score on any hole. Mitchell and done
o
Noyes defeated Palmer and Eves,
In the Maine State Tennis tournament to be held here
5 and 4, while Kellogg and Breed
downed Gilman and Gross, 7 and 0.
this Saturday Bowdoin should manage to collect some
Finally to make it a clean sweep Maclaurels. Eric Loth and Charlie Smith will be the outstandleod and. Rolfe subdued Winston and
ing competitors for the doubles championship and Bob
Moulton, 5 and 4.
Ashley, number one White racquet man, should be a finalist
Summary of singles matches:
Mitchell, Bowdoin, defeated Palmin the singles.
er, Bates, 4 and 3.

U

.

Now

in the State

trip

SUNBERTHS HELD BY
NON-FRAT AND

rose, but just
A.T.0.
short of tying the score. Witn
one down Bus Shaw got a hit and was
With their season drawing to a
helped along on Johnson's walk. Hilhouse
teams
the
baseball
dreth then drove one at short, and close
Johnson was out at second, but Bus brought about only one major change
was on third. Walker then came by their two games last week. The Psi
team by its crushing 21 to 11 win
through on a fluke hit to bring in the
run, and then Peabody played safe, over the Kappa Sigs moved into a
passing Bennett to clog the base*. place from which they have a possiBut there the uprising failed as Bill bility of creating a triple tie in
depending entirely on the
Shaw grounded out to put the game league
game between the Kappa Sigs and the
into the Colby win column.
leading Non Frats which is the only
The summary:
ab r bh po a e unplayed contest in the league.
Bowdoin
The Psi U-Kappa Sig game was a
3
Bennett, 2b
slugfest 'from the start which was
12
6
H. Shaw, lb
led by Ellie Benson of the Psi U team
2
4
Stone, cf
who
clouted two homers and a triple.
5 8
3
Kent, ss
In the twelve run fourth Bus Gates
1
2
Hempel, 3b
also added a circuit blow with three
4 1 1
W. Shaw, If
3
1
2 1 1 men on to the Psi U total. Bussett did
Johnson, rf
the hurling for the victors, while Hill
3 1 1 4 1
Hildreth, c
and Powers did their best to stem
2
2 1 1
Manter, p
the tide for the Kappa Sigma outfit.
1
1
Walker, p
In league B the TD's annexed their
30 4 6 27 10 1 second win over the Sigma Nu's by
Totals .'.
Colby
ab r bh po a e a 18 to 8 score. The TD's are still two
games off schedule so the standing of
5
1
Lemieux, ss
2 4
this league may still be altered al
1 2 8
5
Geer, 2b
1 though the TD's and the ATO's are
4 1
Sawyer, 3b
the logical contenders. In the TD vic4
....
4
2
4
A. Peabody, p
tory Red Massey held the Sigma Nu's
5 2 1 2
R. Peabody, rf .
just behind while his mates were find1
2
3
Ross, cf
ing Tom Park and Koempel for time1
2
R. Farnhum, If ... 3
4
1
4 1 1 ly hits and breaks to win.
Brown, c
Standing of leagues:
13
4
Sheehan. lb

Once more Bowdoin

fell

ninth.

(Contlnacd from page 1)

Snow

games.

Ned Brown maintained his high
average easily, while Charlie Smith
came through in the pinches to take
his match.
.
Doubles victories came a little
harder to the White. Numbers one
and two turned in three set victories
by identical scores. After taking a
26 game first set, the newly-formed
and George had a circuit clout in his combine of Smith and Dana breezed
With that the rally ended, through the second set easily.
pocket.
but the two runs kept the Bears in
The summary:
the game.
Singles
Meanwhile, however, the Mules colTaylor (C) defeated Ashley 7-6,
when
eighth
the
run
another
in
lected
6-2; Smith
defeated Ferguson 6-4,
Jim Peabody led off with a double to 6-4; Thomas defeated H olden 6-0, 5-7,
complete bis hitting for the day. Af- 6-3; Brown defeated Rothblatt 6-2,
ter reaching third on a passed ball he 7-5; Monell defeated Brodie 6-2, 6-1;
scored on Ross' single to finish up Dana defeated Allen 6-2, 6-0.
Colby's scoring for the game. NeverDoubles
theless, they threatened again in thAshley and Thoits defeated Taylor
ninth when, with one out, two quick and Brodie 6-4, 3-6, 6-3; Brown and
hits put two men on, and Walker as- Thomas defeated Ferguson and Holsumed pitching duties. A fielder's den 6-4, 3-6, 6-3; Smith and Dana dechoice made it two out with Jim Pea- feated Rothblatt and Allen 14-12, 6-3.
body again at bat Doug intentionally
walked him, and finally the side was
retired on a grounder with three men
left on.

With considerable pride we call attention to the fact that a prediction of
column has been fulfilled. Doug Walker has continued his unusual exhiteam in his average to date. The Colby game
gave George Bennett a chance to produce some of the hitting which distinguished him last year. He knocked one homer and came dangerously near
whipping out a second. The whole game was curiously like the first encounter
with the Mulers. Colby took the lead, Bowdoin pulled up, and then the former
squeezed a heart-breaking victory. They even passed Bc.nett again in
this

REVENUE

A

While Colby was falling one, two,
three from then until the eighth, Bowdoin made one of her spectacular rallies of the game. With two gone in
the fifth Manter got to Peabody for
a nice hit into left. Bennett then
stepped to the platter and leaned into
« pitch to his liking. It sailed to the
regions of the fence in right field,

Bates

BOWDOIN TO BID FAIR
FOR TRACK DIADEM

REPORT OF BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY

error

the Bears, for there followed the fatal the championship.
Losing only three sets, the White
three-run fourth during which nine
men faced Manter. Sawyer started players swept through the Mules
the splurge by getting hit and was with little trouble. Bob Ashley playfollowed by the two Peabody broth- ing number one lost the only point
wild for Bowdoin to Norman Taylor, twice
ers who both singled sharply.
heave by Johnson resulted in one run runner-up in the Maine Intercollegiwhile the second of the two hits ate Tennis Tournament. After serving four doubles in the deciding game
brought in another tally.
Manter then proceeded to fill the of a hard fought first set, the Bowbags with his two passes. Brown, the doin player offered little opposition.
The other White singles players exnext man, rolled one out to Manter
and the White hurier fell as he perienced little difficulty with the exreached for the ball. Everyone was ception of Win Thomas who pulled
out
the only three set singles, match.
After
in.
third
run
was
a
safe, and
George Monell won his first match of
that the side was retired on a strikethe season with the loss of only three
out and two flies, but the damage was
games.
Playing his first varsity
done and Colby was resting easy.
match. Howdy Dana dropped only two
Bowdoin Rallies Twice
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Take
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ALLEN, GOOD, NIBLOCK LEAD SCORING ATTACK
AS WHITE EKES OUT WIN TO TAKE N.
Two Hundred and Fifty

CROWELL'S GRITTY POLE VAULT PROVIDES
H POINT MARGIN IN SENSATIONAL FINALE

Guests, Eleven

Bands Arrive for Twenty-Third Ivy Party

Two

House Dances Tonight Blow

Tomorrow
lid;
Features Picnics

By a spectacular 12 foot vault in the last event of the meet, Jim
Crowell put the New England track crown on ice for the Polar
Bear cindermen in the 48th Annual N.E.I.A.A. track meet. By
tying for second with five others at a height of six inches better
than he had ever done before, Crowell assured Bowdoin of a

IVY CEREMONIES TO

BE HELD ON FRIDAY

26-24 Vi lead over their closest rivals, Northeastern University.
Paced by the stellar performances of Phil Good, Captain Charlie
Allen, and Howie Niblock, who alone accounted for 22 of Bow-

Gym Dance to Climax Three
Day

Activities;

Dorsey

26 points, Coach Magee's stars copped their first New
England title in eleven years. Other White tracksters who figured
in the scoring were Vale .Marvin in the 440 and Bill Soule in the
broad jump.
doin's

Bros, to Play
Ushering in the major social event
oi the year with all the traditional
color and gaiety, eight fraternities will

*

inaugurate the annual Ivy Houseparties tonight with a full evening of
dining and dancing for two hundred
and fifty or more couples.
Following the banquets in the early
TOM DORSET
JIM DORSEY
part of the evening, eight different
whose expert tromboning will enter- bands will vie with each other for the who will add his clever sa
tain Ivy dancers at the Gym Friday honor of having attracted the great- to his brother's tromboning
est crowd.
From around ten o'clock
to the wee hoars of the morning,

Houses Finish Transactions
Completing Ivy Bands List
The Greek
ipleted

and their guests will make
the customary rounds of the various
houses. Thursday evening the other
three houses, strengthened by the addition of the second dance of the
Zetes. will continue the gaiety of the
escorts

houses have

letter

their negotiations far

Ivy bands and the

list

i»

holidays.

Zetes Dance Twice
In addition to the usual house
dances, many of the fraternities are
planning outings of various kinds during the week. The A.T.O.'s have arranged for a clam bake and lobster
bake Thursday at Pemaquid Beach to
be followed by a moonlight cruise.
e Zetes and their gue»ts will go to
Tensor Cushing's Island at Flying
t for a picnic the same day. Mig-

as fol-

'\

lows:

Wednesday Ni|
Simia Nn— Larry

Funk

and

his orchestra.

Tm

Alpha
Boa and

OsMf a— Leo Hanhis

Broadway

hope.

Bell-

%

Alpha

Phi—Uk

Delta

Beta Theta Pi—Joe Haymes.
Chi Psi—Herb Whitney.
Delta Upsilon Jimmy Cashman and his Georgia Bli»eNeville

Alabama Aces.
Zeta Psi—Vii» Gary.
his

—Dorsey

Brothers

Orchestra.

Ivy Dances, Twice Scored
Orient,

Appearing fee the 79th year
since its founding the "Bugle"
present editor-in-chief, has promised several new features for this

Awarded

—

By

Have Had Noted Bands

Not always has the Friday night

$5,000.

was

1926 that the donors decided to offer a prize of $5,000 for
international competition on the subject of "The Theory of Wages". No
placed upon the
restrictions were
scope, method, or character of the
studies submitted beyond the requirement that they make genuine contributions toward our understanding
of the problem.
Prominent in College
It

in

at Ivy in '26. It was also in this same
dance been the highlight of the Ivy spring ot *28 that Duke Ellington,
celebration.
Some sixty years ago, still an unknown, furnished entertainment for the Alpha Delta Phi house
dancing was only a minor part of the dance.
This was the same band that
festivities.
later was to come back to the BowThe dances of the "70s and 80's doin Campus for the Ivy gym dance
were even then referred to as Ivy of '32 to score a hit as the world's
Hops but were usually given in the foremost negro orchestra. Ted Lewis,
town hall. In 1875 the Orient rose in also, when still an unknown, played
The Committee to whom was asrighteous wrath against the evils of at one of the Bowdoin house dances, signed the decision upon the merits of
dancing, branding the after effects as before he became world famous in the essays presented included several
"leeches which have sucked out of musical shows, recording, and over prominent Professors, and awarded
the student all vigor, both of mind the radio.
Althe second prize three ways.
and body". It was not until '79 that
though Professor Douglas representBalcony Seats At Premium
this popular present-day form of enAt the peak of his popularity, Bert ed America in winning his nearest
tertainment became a regular feature Lown, famed New York orchestra competitors were of the following naof Ivy Day.
leader, appeared with his band at Ivy tionalities: Danish, Czecho-Slovakian
The modern "institution" of house- in 1929. Lown, who has lately lost and Dutch.
party was not begun until 1911 when much of his prestige, was then so
Professor Douglas entered Bowdoin
the ISi Upsilon Fraternity initiated the greatly in demand that he was forced in 1909, having received his schoolcustom. In 1013 Zeta Psi and Kappa to hurry to Portland immediately af- ing in Newport, where he was born.
Sigma followed and not many more ter the dance to fulfill a broadcasting Characterized as "a tall, lean but
years passed before all of the houses appointment. Fletcher Henderson and rugged country boy" he soon made
on campus had adopted the same idea. his enthusiastic colored artists were his mark at Bowdoin. He starred in
The first gym dance was held in brought to the Ivy Ball of 1930, and football, as the freshman captain and
1912 when the gymnasium was lo- in the following year Red Nichols* one a mainstay of the varsity in his
cated in Memorial Hall. The Orient, of the best white orchestras in the junior year, was president of his
still addicted to the Puritanical ideals country, came direct from the Broad- freshman class, and vice-president of
it had expressed back in '75, reported way musical show, "Girl Crazy".
his junior class.
in a shocked manner that there was
In 1932, Duke Ellington, Harlem's
Teaches At Chicago
dancing until daylight.
Since then aristocrat of jazz, and his celebrated
written
Professor Douglas
has
Ivy Day has become the greatest in- Cotton club orchestra, made history many works upon economics, and his
stitution at Bowdoin, the gym dances at Bowdoin Ivy.
The "hottest band eminent position in that field was
have been some of the most lavish on earth" is the greatest band ever foreseen at college, where he was
and entertaining dances in New Eng- to appear on the Bowdoin campus, ami radically socialistic in belief, but recland, and the orchestras have been the interest in this world-known jazz unit ognized as being intellectually alive.
most celebrated in the country.
ran so high that for the first time in
His most recent works include "The
Ellington Plays As Unknown
history, balcony seats for spectators ("Problem of the Unemployed" 1931;
long list of popular bands in re- were at a premium, and a one dollar "The Need for a New Party" 1932;
cent years have rendered Bowdoin Ivy admission was charged.
Theory of Wages", written
and
The
dances traditionally famous.
Last year Claude Hopkins with an- in the same year.
celebrated orchestra, the Ipana Trou- other first class colored band made a
Having taken his A.B. at Bowdoin,
badours, were the music makers at distinct hit, with his weird combina- he won his A.M. at Columbia two
Gym dance in 1927. Perley Breed's tions; unique and effective cross years later, then became an instrucorchestra of Boston was then at the rhythms, and counter melodies with tor of economics at the University of
height of its popularity and had one strange and broken tempos. Among Illinois. Later he was instructor' and
of the most renowned broadcasting others of Bowdoin 's Ivy entertainers assistant professor of economics at
orchestras in the country until it in the past two decades 'are found Reed College, Portland, Oregon, and
disbanded in 1931 to form the Ipana such orchestras as Morey Pearl, the associate professor at the University
Troubadours.
Barbery Coast Orchestra of Dart- of Washington in 1919-20. Then he
In 192$ Mai Hallett's orchestra was mouth, Ruby Newman and his Ritz- became assistant, associate and full
brought here for the second time in Carlton Orchestra, and the Cliquot professor for industrial relations at
three years, having previously played club Eskimos.
the University of Chicago.
i
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FROJKCANADA
Arctic Expedition

MASQUERS PLAN BIBLE MAY BE
FOR NEXT YEAR
TAUGHT IN

is to be
Granted Permits to Enter
New Lands

^ OTHER
SEEN

Play-Writing Contest to be

Continued; Fall Play to
be Presented

To be Given

if

Enough Men

Ask; Economics Professor
for Tallman Fund

cities is

nounced at the informal smoker last

Sunday evening.
The program for the year
a

calls for

be held about a week
before Thanksgiving, which shall be
chosen primarily .for its literary and
dramatic merit At Christmas Houseparty a play will be presented which
will be picked out for its proven popfall play, to

ularity

and drawing power among the

students and their guests.

Play Contest Continued

About the first of March the second undergraduate one-act play contest is to take place, and the best productions will
be shown publicly.
These plays will be entirely produced,
directed and managed by undergraduates. During Spring Vacation the
Club will take a show on* the road,
playing in various Maine towns, especially those where there are strong
alumni groups.

.

-_^_

these regions.

Months' Stay on
Kent's Island

Paul Favour '36 and William Gro38
permits from the
Canadian government
to
conduct
scientific researches on Kent's Island
in the Bay of Fundy. This Bowdoin
Expedition No. 2 will leave Brunswick
on June/20th.
They /will sail from Eastport by
steamer to Nova Scotia, and will fin"37 recently received
,

ally arrive at their destination on a
chartered fishing vessel. Kent's Island
where the studies of bird life will be
made is situated at the very mouth
of the Bay of Fundy about 100 miles
from the mainland.

Stay For

Two Months

After the boys are left on the island
they will see no other person until
September 1st when the boat will return to pick them up. Consequently a
great deal of care will be spent in
taking along sufficient supplies. There
is excellent deep sea fishing a hundred
yards off shore, and even porpoise
steaks can be had with patience.
Their stay will not be so desolate
as one might think. Extensive radio
equipment will be taken along, and a
small transmitter will keep them in
touch with a short wave station in
Brunswick.
Study Bird Life
The biology department which is
cooperating with the boys has selected various problems for them. Favour
will make an extensive survey of the
island bird life which already boasts
of eider ducks, guillemonts, puffins,
rare warblers, and 20,000 herring
gulls. Gross, who spent a month on
the island two years ago, will devote
his time to a study of the habits of
Leach's petrel.
The petrel, one of the most unusual
of all North American forms, makes
its nest at the end of underground
(Coatinucd on pas* 3)

Good Doable Winner

SprrngfieTd^aSd^jroj Sandler of^
Northeastern who hung up new meet
records in the broad jump and high

jump

respectively.
On the strength of bis spectacular
leap of 24 feet 5-8 inch, stocky Stuart
Parks broke the oldest record of the
meet by more than two inches. In addition to this record breaking leap
Parks also distinguished himself by
grabbing off a third in the 220 and a
fourth in the. century.

New High Jump Record
The other mark to go by the boards
was the high jump when three of this
year's competitors, Jim Sandler and
A. J. Komich, both of Northeastern,
and L. M. Smith of Springfield, bettered the existing record of 6 feet 1
1-4
however,
inches.
Sandler,
won
neatly
clearevent,
the
ing the bar at € feet 3 5-8 inches with
an inch or so to spare.
Another
Northeastern
headliner
was Guy Milbrandt who scored heavily in the field events taking second in
the shot, third in the discus and
fourth in the hammer. Close behind
Milbrandt in individual scoring came
Charlie Allen scoring second in the
highs and fourth in the lows.

The generous support that the Arctic

Expedition has received so far
and alumni of the

from members
college,

Two

121.

The other competitors ended up in
the following order: Springfield 11),

m

w

al I nl a
aiwMat
m.
\ Bfflttiwi tk Hlwnrfjp im
JHO- nounced today. These will authorize
next year, the plans for the members of the expedition to pena Biblical Literature course, and the etrate the unexplored regions of inVLafayette Hoax".
terior Baffin Island.
"Plans are being made to offer a
Considerable
difficulty
was encourse running throughout the two countered
in securing the Canadian
semesters in Biblical Literature, if Government's
permission, because the
enough interest is present to warrant Baffin Island
regions are not under
such a course being given," said Presi- the
immediate jurisdiction of Domdent Sills. He stated that students inion
officers.
Commander MacMillan
desirous of taking
such a course and Dr. Gross will
be held directly
should leave their names at the col- responsible
to Ottawa for their aclege office, with the Dean.
tivities on the Button Archipelago and
The course will be a regular liter- Baffin Island.
ature course, and would count under
New Areas Opened
the requirements for a minor in that
Vast areas of unexplored country
subject. It would supply a long felt
want, allowing any English majors are now open to the expedition. The
who wished to become better ac- western coast line of Baffin Island is
quainted with the world's perennially entirely unknown while the flora and
best seller. Most undergraduates of fauna of the interior remains a mystoday have surprisingly little knowl- tery.
edge of the holy book compared with
The permits also allow the expedithe youths of college age of past gen- tion to collect specimens of all types
erations.
of wild life. In this work the CanaIhe Tallman Fund visiting profes- dian National Museum and the U. S.
( Continued on page 2)
Biological Survey have lent their
hearty cooperation in the way of
equipment and information about the
,most important work to be done in
f essorship for

Junior Arctic Scientists To
Carry On Biological Studies
Will Study Bird Life During

eastern University which continually
threatened Polar Bear lead. Scoring
heavily in the field events, the Huskies finished only one and » half
points behind the White.
M.I.T. largely through the efforts
of its brilliant sprinter, Dick Bell,
was third with 171. Next in order
came Maine with 16, Rhode Island fifth
with 15, and Boston College, last
year's champions, came out sixth with

Brown 10, Holy Cross 9, Amherst 7,
Colby 5, New Hampshire 4, Williams
3, Bates 2, Tufts 1, and Mass State
Outdistancing the U. of M.
1.
by ten points and Colby and Bates by
even greater margins, the Bears deGenerous Support is Given cisively proved their claim to the
Maine track crown.
by College Members and
By virtue of his victories in both
hurdle races, Phil- Good shared high
Alumni
point honors with B.C's ace sprinter
Johnny McManus who ran away with
Explorers' permits will be granted both the dash events. Other individto the Bowdoin-MacMiilan Arctic Ex- ual stars who showed up well
their

Speaking informally in the chapel
Maine service Monday morning the Presian important in- dent, back from a busy week spent in
Southern New England during which
novation in the Masque and Gown
towns and

Throughout the entire meet, Bowdoin's nearest competitor was North-

TRIPS ALSO
AS POSSIBLE

'

A spring tour of a number of

cartoonists.

Now

Theta Delta Chi— Larry Funk
ami his orchestra.
Delta
Kappa Epeilon—Sam
Woodia.
Zeta Psi—Mickey Lowgher.
Kappa Sigma Lloyd Bafnell
and his Georgians.

Dance

J.

contributors,

and there are also several new

ESSAY CONTEST

Thursday—

Gym

who

signal ized hi* final appearance in a Bowdoia track uniform by winning an indispensable four points; and Jimmy
Crowell, whose courageous 1* feet vault ducked the meet for the White.

Raymond

David Bryant, and

Weat are the aew

ALUMNUS WINS

jackets.

Friday-

Joining the Quill which was
released yesterday, the Growler
will make their Ivy appearances next Friday.
The fourth issue of the "Growler" will appear under a black and
red cover designed by T. L.
O'Brien. P. Goddard Parker, M.

GET PERMITS
(Courtesy of Portland Sunday Telegram)

Captain Charley) Allen,

end Bugle

publication.
Saturday.
Also on Thursday, the Chi Psi's and
D.U.'s will gather at Sebasco Lodge
and the Mansion House at Poland
•
Spring respectively. The outing of
the T.D.'s will be held at Cathedral
Pines in Winthrop, and on the same
day Poland Spring will play host to
the guests of the Kappa Sigim
House.
P. Douglas,
Teaching at
Sehaffner To Read Poem
On Friday according to hallowed
University of Chicago,
custom, the traditional Ivy Day program will start at 1.30 o'clock direct$5,000
ly after the Seniors' Last Chapel. Except for the customary planting of the
A recent achievement of one of her
ivy at the library, the exercises will
all be held on the steps of the Walker graduates, Paul Howard Douglas '13,
in the field of economics brought pride
Art Building.
As in past years, the program will to the college when it was learned
start with the singing by the assem- that Professor Douglas, now at the
bled class of the Ode written by Ar- University of Chicago, has received
thur Stratton, following which will the first prize of the International
Prize Essay Contest sponsored by
(Continued on pas* t)
Hart, Sehaffner and Marx, men's
clothiers.
The prize-winning essay
was on the subject "The Theory of
Wages", and has netted its author

—

Psi Upsilon—Joe

Bugle, Growler To Release
Ivy Publications This Week

I

MacMLLANTO

x

!ne oT two Successive ofifings as me
Sigma Nu's hold festivities on Thursday followed by the Deke holiday on

towfWf.

Abo Aid in Polar Bears' Victory
Records Fail and a Third is Equalled
in Fast Competition

Marvin and Soule
as

Off

CROWN

E.

scientific

institutions,

Crowell Comes Through

With pole vault as the last event of
the meet and with Bowdoin leading
field by one and a half points it
was up to Jim Crowell to fight it out
with Ed Urban. Northeastern 's powerful vaulter.
Even though the outcome of the whole meet hinged on the
clearing
possibility of either man
12 feet 6 inches, both vaulters failed
to stay in the competition and Bow-

and the

Universities has been very gratifying.

Applications for positions on the trip
have surpassed any possible fulfillment.
Commander MacMillan said
that he believes that not one but many
"Bowdoin-MacMiilan Arctic Expedihave tions" can be made in succeeding sum-

PRESIDENT FAVORS
PEACE MOVEMENT

Though Bowdoin students
been apathetic and uninterested in the mers.
anti-war demonstrations and student
strikes which took place in many New
England Colleges several weeks ago,
President Kenneth C. M. Sills was one

(Continued on
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Bowdoin Holds Worthy Record
In Former New England Meets

of a hundred college and university
heads to sign a letter to President
Since 1923 Bowdoin trackmen have
Roosevelt, asking for anti-war acts.
The letter stated that another con- chalked up the enviable record of two
seconds, and
flict would be a "terrible disaster for firsts, a tie for first, five
tie for second at the Annual New
a
the United States", and urged imEngland Intercollegiate Meets. Almediate anti-war legislation.
"We believe that the outbreak of most without exception the Polar
war in Europe or Asia must sooner Bears have depended on the weight
or later involve the United States un- events and hurdles for the most of
less the government of this country their power and have displayed commiddle and
is willing to take extraordinary steps parative weakness in the
distance running.
to prevent it.
We believe the time long
In 1923 the Mageemen piled up
for action against war is the immeditheir most impressive score to win
ate present"
over their nearest competitor by betUrge League Membership
Leading the
ter than five points.
An embargo on munitions, and oth- White trackmen to their first victory
er materials necessary for the car- since 1899, Tootell took firsts in the
rying on of a war. is another step es- hammer throw and discus and » secsential to the prevention of a war, ond in the shotput for thirteen of the
assert the writers. War loans should counters.
be prohibited by the government,
The next year in a close battle Bowwhich should also be the sole maker doin tied with Williams for second
of munitions.
place while Boston College edged out
by
If not the only manufacturer of wa> a victory by 11
points. Firsts
materials, it should at least control Charles in the shotput and discus and
munition manufacturers by means of wins in the low hurdles, half mile,
licenses. The college presidents urged and pole vault contributed the maadherence to the world court, and jority of points, though none of the
complete and unreserved membership marks were exceptional.
BaC. Ties Bowdoin
in the League of Nations in the event
of any sign of hostility, otherwise
In 1925 Bowdoin again made a
with conditions.
great bid for title honors, but the best
President Sills, as well as many they could do was tie Boston Colothers,, could not agree with all the lege for initial place. Charles he'd his
provisions of the letter, which was supremacy in the shot and discus,
sent from Oberlin He cannot accept hearing the latter for a meet record
two of the paragraphs, but agrees of 148 feet, 11 inches. The Polar
with the rest in fuH.
Bears also took third and fourth
.

.
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places for practically a clean sweep
in this event.
Through strength in the weights,
Bowdoin was sble to add two more
second places to her laurels in the
next two successive years. The outstanding performance of either meet
was Kendall's leap of 6 feet 1 1-8
inches for a new meet record in the
high jump in 1927. From 1928 to 1930
there was decided weakness in track
material as the Mageemen failed to
garner more than a dozen points in
any of the meets.
Nineteen hundred and thirty-one
saw a return to traditional form as.
the Polar
Bears collected second
,

place, being

edged out by less than

two points by New Hampshire. McLaughlin and Stanwood in the hurdles, and the latter in the high jump
provided most of the White's counters.
The next year Boston College
nosed out the Mageemen by two
points in spite of exceptional strengtn
the hurdles. McLaughlin's mark of
24 2-5 seconds in the lows became a
record and the outstanding
performance of the meet.
Last year was almost a repetition
of 1932. Boston College and Bowdoin
placed first and second respectively.
McLaughlin and Allen placed in both
hurdle events and the, former's mark
of 15 seconds in highs was a new field
record. Places in the high jump by
Adams and Porter showed Bowdoin *s
strength in that event.
in

new meet

:
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GIVES LECTURE
Speaking on

Editor-

Donald P. Barnes

Robert P. Ashley

livered

an

illustrated lecture

Monday

was the effcial
of the Carnegie Museum expedition to the coast of HudBurroogha Mitchell '3* son Bay. The chief object of the trip
was4* to discover tha nest and eggs of
Benjamin W. Nsrtoa "37 Harris' Sparrow. The expedition left
^William KJaber -37 Winnipeg May 21, 1930 for Churchill
William A. Gross '37 by the newly built railroad.
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night
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John P. Ohtpansa

To

the Birds". Dr. Olin 8. Pettinerill, assistant in the Biology department, de-
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One of the boys who insists on being all tidied up for Ivy Day stopped
in at one of the downtown shoe-shinins/ parlors to have a wholesale poliahixjg spree the other day. Tha young
fellow who blacka the boots was in a
garrulous mood, and seamed quite
eager to know why such an unsjamal
thing should happen as a eollegs man
actually having his shoes shined. Suddenly he stopped putting on the paste,
and looked up with a glaum of understanding i n hi« eye.
"Oh. yes," he said, "You fellows
have Ivory Day next week, don'l
youT

'87

As the party progressed toward
Churchill they encountered winter
conditions. Dr. Pettingill gave a very
vivid description at the cosmopolitan
lift in this frontier town. Beautiful
colored slides were used to illustrate
Wlnthrop B. Walker *3« scenes of the region and the bird life.

BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY

Willis

"
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eowry Wadaeejmr taring tat Co) to* T**r by tha Staaeate of Boerdola Colks*-All contribution, and communication, nhould ha givea to tha Managing Editor by Sunday
ight preceding tht data of patBtatlaa. Tat Sdfrtt la Chief la laaaoaatblo for the editorial
eohrnia tha Managing Editor for aaam aad make ag
All eonwnunieation, regarding aubecripUoae *hoold ba atlwal to tha Baal mm* Manage c of tha antedate Pubaapiag Company.
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Locate Neat of Harris' 8psrrow
The neat and eggs of Harris' Sparrow, a bird well-known as a migrant,
have for years been sought by ornith-
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House Party Guests

enough, to reprint them.
Ne. t is a bit of lyric verse:
A toast to love that, triad sad

selfishly

Proxy Says Cooperation Will
Improve College life and
World Alike
"No-one has a right

to

keep

indivteV

minded in these days," stated
President Sills in chapel Sunday. Using Galatians VI, t-f as his text, tht
president spoke on whether a person
should eonsarn himself with his awn
burdens alone in the present situaually

trae-1-

A

'

Germany, and

sia,

Italy to

show how

in seme parts this ideal is becominj;
dominant,
The president did not advocate the
complete loss of personsl-mindedness.
He advised blending self-interest with
the interests of others. "A great many
of our ills," he said, "would be cured
by personal 'interest, but a great
many more would ba bettered by more
socially-minded people"
College Lacks Socislistic Spirit
Not only should this spiritjbe used
in the outside world, but also in college. Each student has not only himself to consider but the college at
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Marie Welch, Lawtaaee.

Btty MVKar. PeetlaaeV
Eata Plena. Partta nS.
Virginia •H.w.ra. Wall
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PARTY GUESTS
CELEBRATE TONIGHT

The

May

m

Brown

Assaults

Wild Week-Ends

rat*, ftaa,

*T,

'

Uele
tit Ceapcr. Borten, Maaa.
Nancy Have, Nakant. Meat.

KAPPA SIGMA
Lilliaa Daeta,

Martha Leetr. Jaaaaaca Plain.

Ma
Maaa.

Ge»ie.

Carawa Parry. Weymeath.

M

Mi telle. Bewee. Cambrtdre.
Bath MitehaU. Eaeten, Maae.
BaeaBa Pejlti a, Baamar.

Bn

.

Barbara Bayl. Bbtshaaa. Maaa.
Miriam Kaaaa. Peahedy. Maaa.
Nem-taarrBe. Maaa.
Derethy Eetee, Branewich.
gleaner Heary. PerUaad.

Mary Bam,

*a£hX»ri*tt.'!£a
Vlralnle Klcbela. Ncwteu Hlsafaaaa,
Wahea, Ma

President Sills
how the
related
slowly turning socially;
He cited the casta of Rus-

world is
minded.

A toast to lave that's Mad and
George Sutton, who lectured at Bowdoin last fall, was the
through—
A toast to lave that'* triad.
first one to locate its nest. Dr. Pettinlav* unchanged by Ivy's
gill found the second while the whole
Manaftaf Editor far This Issue
party secured nine sets of eggs in all.
Robert P. Ashley **
By
brothers, friends, or godly
'.
! IH I "II hi
SOSff !'
Dr. Pettingill graduated from Bowgrace,
Vol. LXtV.
Wednesday, May S3, 1934
No. 6 doin in 1930. He received his Ph.D.
Is worthy of a bride.
degree from Cornell last year. His
large.
thesis was a monograph on the AmerIt is the impression that the memTo the Ladie*!
No. 2 is a bit that we picked up
ican Woodcock which he started at
a bers make that creates the reputation
has
new
but
ourselves
somewhere,
Bowdoin
under
the
supervision
of the
If the upward swing continues during the coming week's festivof the college. Athletic teams on trips
after
week
a
yesr.
tail
attached.
Last
Biology department.
This work is
and other groups which make contact
ities as it has throughout the entire college during the past year, now being published
by the Boston Ivy, there appeared a small notice on with outsiders are representatives.
tht bulletin board: "Found, on the
Ivy should indeed be an amiable, interesting affair. For at least Society of Natural History.
The relation of our actions to the furoof of the Moulton Union a comture of the college is very great.
four years, Ivy has gone forward under a shadow; it has been
pact. Owner please call at the Union".
World Needs Cooperation
We should like to inform all young
constricted by lack of entertainment funds and, consequently, the
In the world at large the hopes af
ladies that, despite repeated ads, this
mankind rest- on the willingness of
beat facilities. It does, however, seem possible that Ivy this year
compact has remained unclai med. If
men to cooperate. This spirit will be
any of you wish to reclaim it, just
will fight clear of that shadow, and be the same gay, receptive
the one that will avert wars and all
stop right up and see Mr. Lancaster.
occasion that it was in 1929.
sorts of strife.
In summing up the situation, the
To the men of Bowdoin, and probably to moat of the guests, Ivy
A couple of bays, embryo
president stated, "This is the spirit of
started far
the New
•mists,
is the last bridge between the college year and that dread ogre,
'noblesse-oblige'—of those to whom
(Contiaaed from
1)
England track meet last week hi
much has been given, much is reexaminations. It is during this tin e that all that has to do with sor will be a professor of. Economics
a decrepit old Ford, with scarcequired; and to you, much has been
ly any wheetbase at all and even
or Public Finance, according to the
classrooms is forgotten ; it is the consistently welcome hiatus.
given."
less motor. They ware bowling
President. "Negotiations
are under
Sixty years ago Ivy was founded
Friday will be more than w«y, but it is not possible to give out
aleag well out in the country
when things suddenly went dead.
just another Ivy Day; it will be an anniversary, as Ivy becomes further details at this time." NeverThe car would not start, so they
theless students
now making selecthree-fifths of a century old. Yet Ivy becomes younger every year. tions for
telephoned to the nearest garage
their next year's program
to have themselves tewed la.
It is With the greatest of pleasure that we say to the guests, might do well, to leave room for one
When they reached the garage in
general course in case they should
(Continent freaa pate 1)
numbering almost three hundred : Welcome to Ivy!
a near b y town, they ware told
find that they would like to take the
come the Class Poem by John Schaffthat the car couldn't possibly be
course to be given by the visiting proT~mner. The presentation of the Wooden
made ready before the following
The Last Laugh
Spoon as a symbol of the honor of
morning, so they decided to put
The President's source for the story
Whatever
Orient might say concerning the late lamented
being most popular man will he made
up at the town's only hostelry
of Lafayette, and bow he was given
by Stanley- Sargent, CLmmb President,
State track meet was vary admirably said by tha editorial columns aa honorary degree by the college,
thai night- They towfafrad ojsteiste
to
plan
Ed Baravalle.
the hotel and conceived the
of the Colby Echo in its issue of
16, Its attitude was such that and the people of Brunswick were'
Gym Dance Climaxes Party
browbeating tht manager.
of
duped by a mock reception, is Hatch's
After this will come in order the
the editorial seems eminently worth reprinting in full
They would rush in and declare
history of Bowdoin College. Bowdoin
Presentations by Al Hubbali and the
flatly that they would pay no more
was one of the first institutions to
Last Saturday while the Colby track team was making an
Oration by John Parker. As the conthan $3.50 for a double room, and
Confer
an
honorary
degree,
was
and
excellent showing in the Eastern Intercollegiates at Worcluding ceremony, the traditional bit
then remain adamant.
also the only institution to make a
cester and Maine and Bates were fighting it oat at Orono,
of ivy will be planted near the walls
They did so. and their plan
usually
solemn occasion somewhat
of the library.
Bowdoin Collage was playing the, part of host at Brunswick.
worked to perfection. Tht manhumorous.
,
Climaxing the festivities of the
ager himself took their bags upThe fact that the other members of the Maine .IntercolDescribes Lafayette Hoax
•
week, the gym dance will be held in
stairs, and lingered outside the
It appears that Lafayette was givlegiate Track and Field Association were conspicuous bethe evening to the syncopation of the
door as they vest la.
en the honorary degree by the college,
causa of their absence did not seem to upset the Polar
famous Dorsey Brothers Orchestra.
"Yea know," ha said. "I ain't
but could not come aa far Bast ss
Bear in. the least
Featuring a charming girl blues singbeen paid so much far this room
Brunswick. He was therefore met by
er, this band is one. of the most popThe demise (temporarily, at least) of the track classic of
since Senator Moses stopped of
President Allen in Portland, where'
ular of New England, not only for sohere."
the French general received the degree
the Pine Tree State is indeed to be regretted. However,
- c
cial engagements but also much in deof LL.D. with appropriate solemnity.
insofar as only one of the competing colleges was present, it
The English department is some- mand over the radio. The most elabMeanwhile in Brunswick a mock reseems only just that to her should go whatever honor there
ception of Lafayette was held in what baffled aad entirely disappointed orate and colorful decorations that
may. be in being recognised as the winner of this annual
which John Cleaveland, then a sopho- to find that they received no ice-cream the Dance Committee can arrange
event.
more, played the part of the recipient after the oral exams were over this promise to make it the prettiest and
yegrs.
of the honor. There was a great deal year. They believed that it was a cus- gayest Ivy Dance in recent
For this reason, The Colby Echo goas on reeord as recogof excitement in the town, as can- tom for a major to ship up at least
nizing Bowdoin ss "State Champions" of the cinder and field.
nons were fired, bells rung, rumors a quart after he bad gone through
To bar, we believe, belongs this title, which for the past year
spread, the band played, and the his exam, and word has it that they
has been roosting at Orono, and with the title there should
townspeople
gathered
in
cheer- had their dishes and spoons all poling groups, enthusiastically welcom- ished up when the last student went
ba awarded the customary price Whatever this prise is,
out. Perhaps the undergraduates were
ing the distinguished visitor.
we of Colby are not in a position to know—never having
procession was formed and went discouraged by the rather broad hint
seen it The least that the other members of the associaThe alarming situation resulting
up and down Maine street, Cleaveland of Professor Hartman at the end of
from the increased popularity of
tion can do, however, is to recognise Bowdoin as the winner
being attired in an old military uni- the last major meeting:
"Our preference this year is choco- "week ends" was revealed in chapel
of the annual track and field meet of the M. I. T. and F. A.
form, and riding in a chaise. He aclast Saturday by Professor Herbert
It is gratifying to the College, to realise that while it was fight- tually got out at one gate to salute in late."
Brown who showed vividly the dis- e
very personal manner a group of fair
this
"conastrous
effect
which
ing a lone battle for what it considered the right thing in the young maidens, who were waving
However, we stood outside tht
mania for going places
temporary
window of the Barn Chamber and
Maine Track world, it had at least one supporter. Due thanks are handkerchiefs at him enthusiastically.
and
doing things" has upon the stugleaned some very interesting
The sophomore insisted on kissing
These
extended to The Echo.
to
studies.
bis
dent's devotion
facta, the night that that departeach one of them (and we are not
weekly setbacks which bring frenzy
ment was correcting the papers.
Last Saturday, on Pratt Field, Springfield, Mass,, the denoue- told whether it was on both cheeks or
and feverish haste to college life are
grand banquet wound up the
Their procedure was as follows:
ment of the entire controversy came about in the N.E.I.A.A. track not.)
decidedly fatal to any resolve to keep
amusing proceedings, and the funthere would be a long buss af
persistently at work.
sudden
meet. Of significance were the facts that Louis Meagher, around loving John Cleaveland had given
and
talk, then
loud
a
"We have exchanged the midnight
the
pushing back of chairs, and
the battle was waged, was eliminated at a ridiculously low rise to another college story, receivfor Soman candles'' was the sad
oil
smash of ping-pong balls could °*
ing the plaudits at the populace as
truth expressed to the student audimark in the pole vault, and that Clayton Hall, whose eligibility Lafayette himself went south.
heard plainly. After about fifteen
ence. Professor Brown began by exminutes the 'chairs would be
for the Bates track team was also questioned, faiied to qualify in
plaining the attitude of this large
shoved back to their places, and
number of pleasure-seeking underthe quarter mile. Quod erai demonstrandum.
there would be another buss af
graduates who can not resist this
talk.
Thtn, shortly, again the
The Bowdoin track team and Coach Jack Magee are to be
kind of oasis found in "a Sahara of.
chairs weuld squeak back and the
lectures and conferences". He then
heartily congratulated, not only on winning the
England Inping-pong hall would gat more
described ito effect on the continuity
exercise.
tercollegiate Track Meet, but also on showing without the least
of college work. "We are either recovThis went on far hours.
shadow of a doubt that the Maine State turmoil was ridiculous.
ering from the last week end or looking forward to the next", he stated.
They have proven themselves.
Majors Illustrate Evils
•f-Brunswick. Maine
The result of this spasmodic inconsistent application to one's work wss
Co-eds at tha U. of Minnesota are
Capital, IIMtfl.
during the recent
well illustrated
Sarnlas and Pronto, lift ,«•
liable to a fine of $10 or a jail sen- We carry the largest assortment
Senior major examinations. "Week
of
ends break the continuity of our work.
aoucrrsn
tence of six days if caught wearing a
Imported Goods, Fruit, Fresh VegetoNot only do we lose our stride, but
fraternity pin. Tufts Weekly,
blaj, Olives, Pkkle*, Domestic and Ira
only too often do we require precious
hours and days to regain it—and
Varney's Jewelry Stout
parted Cheeses and Biscuits of aV
when wa do we are ready for aukinds east of Portland.
o****"for Gifts
.
-. ..
Professor Brown showed the futilStationery .- Fountain Pens * Carat ity of substituting "bird-like pecks" at
%
fur all Dcrtainw
the fields at knowledge for long hours
Watch sad Jewelry Repairing
of intensive study which alone reap
Hundred, af call*** am aad «maaa
In conthe fruits from literature.
bar. foend * pkranat aad dlnlted uraar
at home or in Resort territory.
A Past* a/ Prus— Uat aftwiaias
cluding he urged that the undergradTh, Paamrl»«nia Hub (ouetc at 0ami
Collate Mae *ad ia k miiisil
for permanency, excellent pay during
uates profit by the errors of many
tanetry. a iliu "A" Kfcgol. aflbn a *wasting
their
seniors who regret
our best s aa eon far fall as part time
cutapltte Uborsbrtu and equipment. a*UTai Hsrvsrd Uaivcrtity Deatal
time only when the Commencement
kaowa faculty.
employment Write at
School off eri a competent course
is too near.
af prcyarttioe for tht dcatsl
Pennsylvania State
Perseverance Counts
ologists.

BIBLE

Gailfer*.

ink.

Hoion 4 'farr

tion.

c

seems to us that our prod
have said just about alt
ther* ia to say about Ivy, ia saw
way or another. We way* as
by tww hits of truth we
upon in those calajaae of
days gone by that we decided, unIt
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SPIRIT

at line,
raetlaeki.

S&'aCrfttMaTM.

Adelaide Caanea.^e Cahaea.
N. T.
a
J

-r
* an* a L a
I eta
BMBanpBBuuBUMaawo' B re.
BaABUawwvaMaa

afSSawea.
t*"aaraj

Barbara Belcher. Beaten.

Dark. Jahnaf n. PhUtdejahla. P<

DELTA l/PSILON

feX.

*

Relea' BaciM, Branewtck.
Trecaaewan. SffrincSeU,
Lillian Hill. Wereeeter.
Marian Dew.t. Beaten.

Marram

lUaaT^

as ite **£%*- T

^^

Matt.

Lm£rd

K

£$r*-

Shirley Stone. Ankara. Maaa.
Bmrveav Stera. Benningtan, Vt.
LaeiBe L earned. Everett, Maaa.
Hasd Newell. Bastard.

-

^saSte^eSca^
Hard
Betty
wick. BeeaUac,
Dot BeaMne. PerttarW.

PhrMe

Jeneen.' Walthaat.

Lata Schneider. Weetaary. L. I.
Grace Dunne. Winchester. Maaa.
Penn.

Deeae Jaaea. Eaeten.
Winifred La Prade. He«arMS.
Reaanund Prince. Beverly,

traaaoe Umnajr. Portland.

Oraee BeVerte. Weeaaoed. Maae.

B^rs^VaSrr^Jtr
Marcaret Hinlo, LewUten.

ZETAPSI
Derta MeLtera. Bahaaad. Maaa.
Jia mtte Peauyeia, Wakeae"

Aran

Merrill,

Skewhegaa.

Wafctr,

%

t * *—*

EUkrl Lexhr/,
il
.
Ethel Brewa. Andtrer, N. K.
VMet Batten. Part Pab-aeU.

DELTA KAPPA EP9ILON
ScwaB. Old Town-

Marie DeaaeUy. Weet Besaary. M«
Avyaa Beetwica. Oorchaater, Maae.

Aaetie. Ttaaa.

.

Jane* KeBer. Hamilton. Okie.
Carolyn Keller. Hamilton. Ohio.
Deborah Neajley Bearer.
Lilliaa McNett, Saa Aatamjo, Testa.

Maryerie WkUaee. Braratree. Mi

,

Janet McKruey, Waken, Maaa.
PkyOi.. Bicherene*. Brmuwich.
Florence Caret. Aasaata.
Bib*. Branewick.
Camilla St. Pierre. Brsaaa/ick.
Virginia Perry. Portland.

Jean CrowelL Bangor.
IM, Baaemoad, Brnwmrick
Ue Neleon. Angatta.
BeB. WeBtalty Parma,

tea ioo

BETA THBT A PI

Margaret Page, Shaw be gan.
Margaret Baae, Wilton.
Mildred Whitemore. Dexter.
FWreaae Match. Akrts. Ohae.
Aadrey Garnett, Leagmeedew,
aaelty Weatem. Bhaorhegan.
Katharine Banker, CaJaia.
aUfjaP KeTomCamte FmVt a*Wa4a~M.

ALPHA DELTA PHI

Km

France, Stanley. PerUaad.
Margaret Keep. Elizabeth, N. J.

ry Everett, Portland.

Angaria.

NeUa Barber, Br.io.w4rk.
MadoU no Tattle. Winckeeter,

PhyUie eager.

007

ALPHA TAU OMEGA
Arleao Bart. Beement.
Haire Cartfat, ifi aeaa i t.
Connie Grace,

Peggy p. IM»d. BeckriBo Ceater. N. T.
Fraacae Scaddar, FairSeai. Cobb.
BSsaheth CaatpheB. Newai
Carolyn Somere, NewtoaviUe. Maae.
KatklccB Srm», Mil wankoe. Wia.
Wia.
Aaata Vaawd. MBaraahaa.
1
Virgtaia
Gcrtrade

m

M*a»
—

at.

Maaa.

Ttaaa.

SaUie Sa
t^ttaaw Bavage. .
Let* geeeaa, Concord. N. H.
Cai eB ne Se nt. Paeaeia geen.

Pat

•ward. BrewnvUw

Jet.

Mary

Tafia, Newton Highlande. Mas*.
Betty Praara. Partlaent.

Prance, Porteeaa, Portiaad.

NU

SIGMA

Portland.

Bette Wiggia.

UPSILON

PSI

Kay Tangney.

W

aBaoi ea, Maaa.
Gcrtrade Hooka, Mgalewoed. N. J.
Pam Tferan. BronxviUe. N. T.
Gail Sharpe. New York City.

Barbara Baa*. Bath.

If

aSpOOSaOr, ulOawOOO* ID.

Mary PUMad. RockviU, Caater, H. T.
Mary Laaiee Foe., NewtonvUle. Maae.

!

Anna Paxtoa, taaifc
Lata Ckadbewrae, gaafera.
Loaiee AveriU, Old Town
Winifred Batea. M ee Ltama.
atalU Nkeheia. Wl a dhao
Hilda Taedrer. Waiertai . Maaa.
Aotainatu Bate*. NewcaaUe.
Marie Taylor. Kuea. Mm.
EBxaheth Merrlmaa. Toaeham.
Dorothy Patty raf. Pr
Dara Goad. Teaaham.
Core Haetay. Paleaeatl
Mmrial Parnaaa, WStoa.
Hehra Hatbera*. Banger.
Margaret Bate. Be*.
Grace Dilling. Winthrae). Maaa,

Priecilla Rhode,.

ft*.

Evelyn Kyea. Wilton.

UeiBcy. Portlomi.
Katharine
Lewie, Ma.
Helta CtSky, Wiarheeter
Marjerie Brewe, W!
Barbara fatting.' Waken. Matt.
Caroline Lamia.
Loia Kick. Portland.
er». N<
Teraer, kUtreee. Maaa,
Cfcrietrne Norton.

Davie. Denver, Cat.

^l^i^lJLT^

Eleanor Maaa, Maimee, Maaa,
Nancy Neleaa, Beaten.

Jane Stanley, Portland.
Pratt, Dedham. Maaa.

Glen Ridge, N. J.

Looiae
Paraoa, Portland.
lee Pa
Eliaabeth
a Dene,

Hope Wbitmaa. Taraav.

Perraelt, Blrtia
Jea
Lillian He
eakL Portland.
Prince. Beverly,
I
Kay' Bontwell. WiachceUr. Maaa.
Peg WUIIam a oa. Bridgeport, TJaam.

A

Pearl Staaeea, Bath.
Gertrnde Titcaenb, DexUr.

Dot Pkkau! Mriroee, Maae.
Hope Blatte. Aagaata.

Violet ColHOn, Gailford.

Janet Heekin*. Near Yaag Cajy.

'
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He said finally, "Four years pass
with incredible swiftness on a college
campus. Let us resolve not to break
needlessly the precious continuity of
our work. To lose one's self in generous enthusiasms is still a valid offer

BOOK STORE

"To one who knows the joys of this
experience, week ends coma at welcome opportunities to stretch out a
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WltiRMAN FARMS

HARTNAN OBTAINS
Outing Club To
SCHOLAR'S AWARD
Open Ski Trails

Cream

Ice

THE OLD FASHIONED KIND
T*S5t

MORTON'S NEWSSTAN0
BO WDOIN SEAL
FRATERNITY PAPER
KAYWOODK

1

EATON HARDWARE
Hie

Philgas for Fraternity

MEETINGS PLANNED
BY ALUMNI GROUPS

House Cooking

Through the efforts of ha president,
Paul SiWey '25, the Worcester Bow-

Brunswick Hardware Co*

doin Club will hold a dinner at the
Tatnuck Country Club Wednesday
evening May 23. Professor Daniel C.
Stanwood is to represent the college
and will address the meeting.
On Thursday, May 24, the Bowdoin Clab of Essex County Mass.,
under the leadership of Alfred B.
White '98, has .scheduled a meeting to
be held at the Putnam Lodge in Danvers. Professors Boyd W. Bartlett and
Alfred 0. Gross are to be the principal speakers of the evening. Professor Bartlett, speaking for the college,

Promnt Serrtae • Fair Prices
Teh U6-47 Maine St.—TeL 117

Lyman

B.

Chipman, he.

PURE FOOD SHOP

will explain the Bowdoin aide of the
Maine state athletic situation. Professor Gross is to speak on the coming
arctic expedition of Commander Donald B. MacMillan and of the part
Bowdoin is to play in the undertaking.
-

Wholesale

A

•

Retail

Specialty of Fraternity

in

BOWDOIN 56 YBARS AGO

BOWDOIN 25 YEARS AGO ART DAY ATTRACTS
FEDERATION WOMEN

A quarter of a century ago there
had been no track squabble with consequent withdrawals, and the' White
About two hundred members of the
track men were able *o take the
Maine State Federation, of Women's
Maine Intercollegiate, meet, with a
Clubs enjoyed a luncheon, a tea, an
total of 68 points and a string of five
Memorial
inspection

m -

—

—

»

Wednesday
•

Portland. Me.

Women Are

Such

A

iiimuiiimiiii
j

Bowdoin

Mm

Thursday
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„ Printing
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Victor Jery
Nigel Bruce
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Cartoon
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The results of a study made at the
University of Hawaii shows that 25
out of every 100 students will cheat
if there is little chance of detection.
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Collars really comfortable"

Luckies are
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ter leaves
tobaccos.

"It's toasted"
Luckies are
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DO NOT DRY OUT
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"Sorry, friends,
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Carole Lombard
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(Continued from page 1)

SANFORIZED SHRUNK

28th and 29th

i

1

**A turn shift if

Comedy

May

WE'RE NOT DRESSING

.

.

burrows.
During the daytime one
of the birds incubates the egg while
the other is at sea in quest of food.
At about midnight this bird returns
and changes places with its mate who
will spend the following day at sea,
Derby Designs. Camera
*"'
To make photographs of the nightly coming and going of these birds, an
elaborate camera has been designed
by Mr. Derby of the Physics workshop. This equipment will take pictures of the birds at a 350th of a second exposure in the dead of night.
By virtue of their permits the boys
will be allowed to collect birds and anrepresentaimals in this region.
tive collection of the island will be
made and placed in the Bowdoin Natural History Museum.

ARROW SHIRTS

2eth

MURDER IN TRINIDAD

JUNIOR EXPLORERS
TO STUDY BIRD LIFE

Dressing {or fennel occasions? need no
longer bo • "pain -in -the -neck." Slip into
Arrow'e now drees shirt— the KIRK (Mitooo).
It's • two-stud shirt of the convenient enter*
from-the-reer twos, eheped and tailored with
your oomfort in mind.

IT
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Edward Everett Hertoe
-also Comedy

-

-

I

thai

25tb
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BAKER RE-ELECTED
FALL BAND LEADER

I con'tjoin^^Jjust discovered
Arrow has made Dress Shirts and

Sally

-

Cartoon

picnic to be held Saturday, May 26.
Various news letters from the Alumni
Office are to be read at this meeting.

t
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1916

Manager

Dangereee

HALF A SINNER

The Rhode Island unit of the BowAlumni Association is to meet

»•-•»-

Have Their

Z3rd

Seaad Act

News

Under the leadership of president
Samuel T. Davis. '04 Ann Arbor's
Bowdoin Club has planned a family,

May

-

la.

Friday evening, May 25, at the Narragansett Hotel wjth Professor Bartlett
representing the college.

574 Congress Street
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WARNER BAXTER

so

doin

Trade
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CUMBERLAND
'

The feature editorial encouraged
the formation of a bicycle club, as
many of the vehicles were extant
upon campus. It urged mere frequent
bicycle races, as only one e year, on
Field day. was held. Brunswick we*
of the Walker
complimented in another note oe its
new records.
well balanced teem
Art Building, and a lecture by Prof. fine new Town Hidl, one of the beat
helped the Polar Bean to triumph at
in
the state.
Stanley Casson here last WednesOrono. While Maine had but 36 points
The student contributions included
day.
and Colby and Bates followed with
a poem entitled "Retrospection" and a
Early in the forenoon tiie group vivid and lengthy description of a
12 and 11 respectively. The mile. was
covered in 4m 32s, and the two-mile gathered in Memorial HallAnd after
^lB«n*sto' Sunset, by "wander"
in 10m 7 3-5s, and these two times registering, held a short meeting led graduate "fortunate enough to spend
were new records. Other records were by Mrs. Harry H. Bumham, Presi- a few weeks at Glen Station, New
Professor
of the federation.
in the high- jump at 5 ft 8 ins, the pole dent
Hampshire.*'
vault at 10 ft 7 in, and the broad Henry E. Andrews was then introThe college was then looking forduced, and gave a preliminary talk
jump at 21 ft 6 in.
The ladies ward to e chus crew race at Ivy, while
en the Art Collection.
In baseball the Bowdoin team also were
then conducted through the Art the university four was preparing xo
beat its traditional rivals, the Maine- Building in groups of thirty, guided go to Saratoga, there to meet Princemen, 4 to 3, but fell to Tufts t to 7.
by Mies Anna Smith, the curator. ton, University of Pennsylvania end
The tennis season was about to open
Cornell.
The baseball team went
Mrs. Sills, Mrs. Little, and others.
(as late as May 81st!) when the four
South and played two games with
At noon a luncheon was held at the Dartmouth, the Harvard game havman team would take on the Portland
the
which
Moulton
Union,
following
Athletic Club team at the Country
ing been cancelled by rain. The two
Club courts, and a day later meet groupreassembled to attend a lecture encounters result**! in a 9-Z victory
the Massachusetts Agricultural Col- by Professor Casson on "The Con for Dartmouth, and a 2-2 tie. Mean
tinuity of Western Art". The program while the Medics
lege at Brunswick.
had played the Bath
for the day then ended with tea at the High school nine and completely
It seems that not only the tennis
home of Mrs. Sills.
routed them 18 to 8.
season came much later in spring
This Art Day was the second held
than now since an article states that
grass fire raging in the pines beon May 22nd the Interscholastic Meet, by the federation, the first having hind the Delta occasioned some exwith eight large preparatory schools been held in 1932. Because of its suc- citement. Some of the old limbs and
entered, was to be held. Portland cess, it promises to become an annual small pines were^ already burning
At a recent meeting of the Bowdoin High school and Hebron Academy custom.
when aid was summoned by a wildly
gesticulating janitor, and had there
band John S. Baker was re-elected to were the heavy favorites, with a nipsongs.
and-tuck battle expected.
been sufficient wind the whole stulead that musical institution for the
Two
interesting excerpts from the dent body could not have saved "our
new
The
^discussed
the
editorials
coming year. Hi* work will consist
Notes
are:
noble
trees."
numerous
short
College
Quill and the Interscholastic meet,
particularly in leading the band dururging friendly entertainment of sub- Negotiations are being made for new
ing the gridron contests as in the past freshmen
and prospective college Hvmnals for the college chapel; and:
Approximately 300 Columbia Uniseason.
The band is scheduled to men. An editorial entitled "Let's Brewster '09 and Woodward '10,
make the trips with the team during Have Some Song/t" was a part of the started Tuesday morning to walk ta| versity students are now employed on
the football season as well as to pro- Orient's policy of attempting to re- Boston to see the New England Meet, 98 projects sponsored by the F.E.R.A.
vide extra .spirit to the pre-game ral- new enthusiasm in the college sinrs They planned to be about three or] on the campus of the New York Inlies.
j.stitution.
four days on the road!
and to end Bowdoin^ poverty

Professor Herbert Hartman of the
English
A tan mile mountain trail will be
department was recently
awarded a grant for research work built by the Bowdoin Outing club in
by the American Council of Learned June. The project will be carried out
Societies.
•
in the region around Lake Webb in
The grants totaling $20,000 are be- northwestern Maine.
stowed annually to fifty American
Six undergraduates will camp out
scholars.
1982
-Professor
LivingIn
for several weeks after commenceand
stone was chosen as one of the recipe ment and cut the path through mounients of the award.
tainous and wooded region. John S.
Professor Hartman will sail early HoWen to, president of the club, hss
in June for the British "Museum where laid down the plans for routing the
PIPES
he will mak« a study of the sis eaiat- trail.
.•ing editions of George Pettie's "PaJClub Includes Party
ace of Pleasure". This book is a colThe base camp at Lake Webb will
lection of tales written during the
16th century and' ig considered one of then he connected by a circular trail
CO. the best examples of early euphe- to all the mountains and lakes in the
mism- Professor Hartman will collate vicinity. In the winter members will
Sport Store of
these editions and publish a final edi- be abbs to ski through the wooded
areas with ease.
tion of the book.
Brunswick
Thews are now forty members in
the organization after the rifle team
joined die group. The latter will erect
a range at Lake Webb and do game
hunting in the fall.
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then, "It's toasted" for

throat protection. Every Lucky Strike is

round, firm, fully
ends. That's
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why

packed— no
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— dp not dry out.. Luckies are
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Bowdoin Racketeers Place
In Both Finals of Tourney
WHh the finals

doin retained the lead.

unplayed at the time

Phil Good was running in rare
form, turning in a record equalling
time of 24 seconds flat for the 220 low
hurdlsa and also a beautiful trip over
the high sticks in 16 seconds flat. In
the highs Good was closely followed
Lif ts Bears Out of across the Jine by Charlie Allen after
running almost the entire distance
Cellar; Karakashian
side by side. One of the closest finHurls Well
ishes of the meet came in Good's spectacular low hurdle race in which he
Scoring in every inning the varsity
nosed out Funston of New Hampshire
baseball team slugged its way to »n
Hakanson of Northeastern.
and
18 to 8 victory over a bewildered
NiUeek Wins
Bates outfit Monday afternoon on
Pickard Field and to a second place
Running true to form Howie Niblock
tie with Maine.
dominated the field in the 16 pound
Behind Karakashian's eight hit
pitching the team worked smoothly shot event with a heave of 48 feet
with only two infield errors. Of Bates' 11 inches. In the discus Howie was
three tallies only one, that of the forced to be content with second place
sixth which resulted from Tdomey's to R. W. Hadley of Northeastern
single followed by Aldrkh's triple,
1-8 inches
was earned. The other two runs came whose twirl of 188 feet 10
in the fifth when Bennett muffed two outdistanced Niblock's best by- some
two and a half feet
grounders.
Everybody Bats Well
After turning in a fast trial heat
While Karakashian was scattering for the quarter on Friday Vale Marthe Bates hits and allowing only one vin found the pace of Holy Cross'
walk, Cant. Bennett was leading the Tom Ring a bit too strenuous in the
rampant White batters on a spree in finals. The 440 was one of the best
which he, Johnson, Perkins, and races of the day with the lead changHempel garnered three hits apiece. ing back and fourth between Ring and
Their teammates meanwhile also were Ellis of Northeastern. Although Marbingles,
collecting
potential
and vin produced a powerful sprint comeveryone but Bill Shaw, who mora ing down tile home stretch, Ring's
than made up for himself with passes, lead was too great, and he crossed the

With the score deadlocked 10-10 between Bowdoin and Colby, the state
championship hinges upon the results
of today's matches. Either team, to
win, must take both finals.
split

mean a

A

tie.

Rothbtett Eliminates Nelson

The strength of the Mules was entirely unlooked for, since pre-tourns-

ment dope gave the Polar Bears an
even greater margin of victory than
last year.
But Rothblatfs t»y victory over Dick Nelson seeded third,
Holden's outlasting Turner of Bates,
seeded four, and Taylor and Ferguson's win over Loth and Smith let \he
stage for the Colby uprising.
Brown Plays Well
Ned Brown nearly spiked Colby's
Ess in the second round, when he led
ylor

7-6,

4-1

match point only

and
-to

later 6-3 with
lose finally 6-7,

After disposing of Brown,
Taylor reached the finals with the loss
of only one game to his teammate,

9-7, 8-0.

Rothblatt.

The first rounds were dismal ones
for seeded players and for Bates and
Maine in general. Following the exit
of Turner and Nelson, Win Thomas
eliminated Wadleigh of Maine, seeded
seventh, and Holden and RothbUtt defeated Buzsell and Turner, third seeded doubles team. Not a single Bates
or Maine player survived tho first
round.
At a meeting of the captains Sunday evening, a Maine Intercollegiate
Tennis Association was formed and a
new system of scoring the state tournament was decided upon. Under the
new system each college gets one
point for every match won except the
final, the winner of which gets two
standardised
addition
points.
In
prises were fixed.

brilliant
fielding,
and
added at least one hit to their totals.
The Wellsmen went right to work
in the first and opened with a pair
which they made into four by two
more in the second. Two consecutive
doubles in the third by Perkins and
Johnson increased the lead to five.
Bat Around In Fourth
However, not desiring to see the
game snatched from their clutches as
has been the case in former contests,
the White team kept hammering at
Atherton who had relieved Millett in
the third and proceeded to bat around

Although they outhit their opponents 10 to 7, the varsity baseball
team dropped their third state series
game last Wednesday to the UniverThe contest
sity of Maine 10 to 6.
was spotted by several costly White
errors as well as by Maine's taking
advantage of scoring opportunities in
the first and fourth innings in which
time they got eight runs.
Bill Manter faced the enemy batters
for the Polar Bears and had his diffiHis downculties from the outset.
fall came as a result of two triples
with the bases full in the first and
fourth! cantos respectively. After the
second of these blasts he was relieved
by Doug Walker, who held the Bruins
to three hits and two runs for the
rest of the game. Henderson, on the
mound for Maine, however, managed
to stave off the continuous rallies by
Bowdoin and wag never in trouble
save in the fifth when the Wellsmen
tallied four times.
Arty Stone led the White attack
with three hits, and also starred
afield.
In the third he singled with
Bennett on base to account for the
first run. The fifth proved to be the
only fruitful inning for the Polar
Bears.
At that time after Bennett
had again scored on two quick singles, Herb Hempel drove out a three
bagger to bring in Stoney and Bill
Shaw, and then he scored himself
with the aid of Al Kent who had a
single and a triple to his credit during
the game.
Colby Beats Bears
A combination of ertors, timely
hits, Jim Peabody, and lack of hitting
power once more proved the undoing
of the varsity baseball team when
they dropped another series tilt to
Colby 12 to 2. The victory clinched
the title for the Mules since they now
have an undefeated slate of seven
straight wins, and the other teams all

don, a southpaw, to the rescue of the
wilting Atherton. However, he too
had Ins troubles, and eight men faced
him in the succeeding inning before
he began to show any signs of stemming the White tide. Three runs were
added to make Gordon's position all
the more hopeless.

season.

Had

not been for Larson fouling
on his best discus throw of the day,
Bowdoin's lead over Northeastern
would no doubt have been a bit more
'

it

White Machine Continues

Phil

Good and

Parks

Stuart

At Portland

100-yard daah— Won by John Meafanus, Boston OoUese; second. Tom Uilligan. Holy
Ctom; third. Dick Ball. M. I. T. fourth.
Stuart Parka, Springfield. Time 10a.
234-yard dash— Won by John Meafanus. Boaton Cbuaaw; second. Dick Bell, af. I. Tfourth.
third.
Stuart Park*. Sprinirteld
:

—

:

'New

Cunning-ham.

Hampahire.

;

Time—

—

—

:

:

—

—

by alumnus, are members of the com
mittee for the selection of next year's
site.

Two Factors Favor Plan
Although both are reticent about
the matter, it is said that they favored
Portland
at a business meeting
(Courtesy of Portland Sunday Telegram)
Howie Nibteck, who continued his sen Rational title-snatching epidemic by of the committee last Sunday at Hotel
Clinton. It is known that Edward W.
winning the New England shot put
.
Cram made such a proposition to Ma
gee earlier in the week.
aachusett* State. Time 9m. 47 S-Ss.
There are two factors in favor of
120-yard high hurdle*— Won by Phil Good. Bowthe idea. The first is the success that
doin second. C. Allan. Bowdoin third. F. B.
attended the only two occasions on
Smead. Amherst ; fourth, Neal Holland, Boston Collese. Time— 15s.
which the meets were held in Maine,
220-yard low hurdles— Won by Phil Good. Bowonce at Bowdoin in 1927 and once at
second. Funston. New Hampshire
doin
Bates. The second is the distance that
Northeastern
fourth.
third,
Hakanson,
At a meeting of the track team
Allen, Bowdoin.
Time—24a. flat. (Equals
Maine colleges have to travel to get
association record.)
to the usual sites. It is argued that
held
yesterday. Howie Niblock,
Running broad jump— Won by Stuart Parks.
be only common courtesy
it would
Springfield: second. Stan Johnson, M. I. T.
star weight man was elected capthird. Keller. Bates fourth. Soule. Bowdoin.
for other colleges to return the trips.
tain for next year. The election
Distance— 24ft. |tn.
(New association recMass. Tech, the scene of the maord.)
came as no surprise, since NibRunning high jump— Won by Jamea T. Sandjority of the games, has proved to
lock's sensational title-capturing
second, tie between Smith.
ier, Northeastern
nave a smaller drawing power than
Northeastern
Komich.
Springfield.
and
and record •breaking achievements
sites outside Cambridge. About the
fourth, tie between Connor. Boston College,
only opposition to the plan would be
and Bay. H. I. T. Height— 6ft. 3jin. (New
stsmped him as the outstanding
association record.)
the fact that no college would be the
White trackster of the '33-'34
16-pojnd shot put — Won by Howard Niblock.
direct sponsor. If decided on and sucBowdoin; second. Guy Kllbrandt. Northseason.
might become a
eastern
third. Bill Lamberton. Williams
cessful, Portland
Disfourth. Dimmy ZaiU. Boston College.
regular site for the games every four
tance 48ft. Hin.
or five years.
Discus throw—Won by R. W. Hadley. NorthBowdoin
eastern second. Howard Niblock,
third. Guy Milbraadt. Northeastern: fourth.
W. B. Baurer, Williams. Pittance— 188ft.
chance to become acquainted with the
lOJin.
system.
Javelin throw— Won by J. Hunt. Rhode Island second. R. S. Hawkey. Amherst third,
The practice will concern itself
fourth. L. Brown.
S. N. Burgess. Brown
mostly with the fundamentals of the
Brown. Distance— 182ft. tin.
Beginning
last
Monday,
the foot- gjame. but will include some running
16- pound
hammer throw— Won by Henry
plays.
The possibilities for a new
second.
Favor,
Rhode
D.
E.
Dreyer,
Island
ball team has been holding a practhird.
M. Burrows. Amherst
Maine
J.
tice session each afternoon on Pick- shift will be tested, and it is planned
Disfourth, Guy Mllbrandt, Northeastern.
ard Field which will last until read- that a practice game will be played
tance 167ft. »in.
This pre-season training at the end of the training period.
Pole vault— Won by Joe Buonano. Brown sec- ing period.
ond, tie betwe en Edward Urban. North- is designed to acquaint Coach Bowser
All men who intend to come out
eastern, Farmer. Springfield. Capalbo. Rhode
with the material for next year's for the team next fall are asked to
Island, Donnan, Tech., Brown, Bowdoin. and
squad
and
to
give the players a appear for this practice.
MacLean. Tufts. Distance— 12ft. 6)in.

—

•

Trackmen Elect

;

:

Niblock Captain

;

:

;

;

;

.

—

Bowser Begins

;

Spring Session

:

:

:

;

:

—

;

who went

The Wellsmen displayed a much
improved field play. Combinations
and judgement was much better, and
the play was featured by Bill Shaw's
work around the initial sack and a
play by Bennett,
beautiful double
Kent, and Shaw. By this overwhelming defeat the Bears moved up into a
deadlock with Maine for second place,
and the newly displayed power seems
to point toward a good chance for the
runner-up berth.

Golfsters Split

Week's Matches
After sweeping Maine aside last
Thursday afternoon in a fifty-mile-

I

Saturday.

Males Secure Lead
In the fourth frame the Colby batters at last got onto Walker's slants

the third.

wild on the Bears' errors to get six in
the fourth and three in the fifth and
seventh to complete their total for the
day.
For the fourth time this year the
White infield had a spasm of errors.
This loss now places the three other
state contenders, Bowdoin, Bates, and
Maine oi; about an even par, and the
fight for the runner-up berth may be
watched with keen interest.

with Proglaski and Reynolds. Colby's
other point came when Woodruff
bowed to Reynolds 5 and 3. and Goldstein lost to Liscomb 5 and 4.

Noyea and Kellogg Win
Aside from the Abbott-Roderick
and Ervin turned
effectively, and after that disaster victory Liscomb
reigned in the White camps as the down Benjamin and Goldstein 5 and
champions peppered out hits and ran 4 while Kellogg and Woodruff split

Club Monday.
Bowdoin's total score for the 6 maa
team over the 36 holes in straight
medal play tournament was 1096, 49

strokes behind Colby's winning total
of 1047. Maine came in third with a
total of 1149 and Bates fourth with a
score of 1285. Noyes finished It
strokes behind Abbott's winning total
of 152 for the 36 holes of play.
Kellogg, another Bowdoin freshman,
finished fourth, going the rounds with
170 strokes with Jack Leddy, Maine
captain and last year's State champ,
edging him out by one stroke for
third place with his 169.
The six
Bowdoin competitors, five of whom
ber.
were freshmen, finished in the followAU four Maine colleges are said to ing order: Noyes, 88-81—152; Kellogg,
17fr
Mitchell,
88-92 --, 180:
favor the idea, and if it is adopted, 88-82
Woodruff, 93-90—183; Benjamin, 99-88
will serve as joint sponsors. Jack Ma1*7; and Goldstein, 104-108—412.
gee," Bowdoin's track mentor, and Ernest J. Theberge, graduate secretarytreasurer of the association and a Col-

into left field after leaving the mound, seemed to be
the hitter to cause any worry to the
White defense. He collected three
bingles to lead the Bobcat offense.
Millett,

Charlie Noyes, Bowdoin freshman
star, was runner-up to Carroll Abbott
of Colby in the individual intercollegiate golf championship of the State
held at the Penobscot VaHey Country

For the first time since its introduction in 1887, the New England Intercollegiate Track Meet may be held
According to
in a non-college city.
the Portland Press Herald, it is practically certain that Portland will act
as host to the 1935 games although
no definite announcement of the site
will be made until after the fall meeting of the N. E. I.* A. A. A. in Octo-

;

The summary:

:

'

were

tied with 17 votes apiece.

SB Ms,
pair of singles added two runs 440-yard
daah—Won by Thomas Ring. Holy
and one in the seventh,
aacond. Dick Kula. Kortheaatern
Croat
third. Vail Marvin. Bowdoin; fourth, M. E.
and it looked as though the scoring
Murphy, Holy Croaa. Time 49 3-5».
was through for the day with the first Mile
mn—Won by M. Jenkina, M. I. T. : secHoweighth.
in
the
two batters gone
ond, E. T. Black. Maine third. H. C. Saunders. Maim; fourth. R. Kelly. Rhode Ialand.
ever, Sawyer pinch hitting for Stone
Time 4m. 2aa.
joined Bill Shaw on the bags, and Two-mile mn— Won by B. C. Veyaey. Colby;
Herb Hempel blasted out a long triple
aacond, M. Cotter. Rhode Ialand third. B. X.
fourth. E. V. Murray. Maaaf. I. T.
to make the scoring complete without
any goose eggs for the day.

A

in the sixth

Playing on the enemy course they
Immediately following this play
had the tables turned on them by the
Herb Hempel sacrificed neatly, and Mules. Colby amassed her five points
Bill Shaw dented the plate with the
mostly
through the combinations on
second and last run for the Polar
their best balls. Led by Carrol Abbott
Bears. Hempel was the only batter
whose par golf not only turned back
to give Peabody any trouble during
Mitchell 5 and 3 but also was responthe game, for after the sacrifice Herb
sible for bis and Roderick's 2 and 1
managed to collect a single and a win
over Noyes and Mitchell, the Coldouble out of three official trips to the
byites took two best balls and split

plate.

Keller Edges Soule
Soule had a bit of hard luck
in the broad jump when he was kept
back in fourth place- by Keller of
Bates by the slim margin of half an
inch.
However, Soule's leap of 22
feet 8 1-4 inches compares very favorably with bis marks earlier in the
Bill

in the fourth for five runs to double decisive.
In a new feature of the New Engthe score.
Hits by Bennett, Stone, Hempel, lands instituted this year votes were
Kent, and Perkins were the high spots received for the outstanding athlete
of this picnic, and Bates rushed Gor- of the meet. In the first balloting

an-hour gale 7 to 2 the varsity golf
team hitherto unbeaten in state competition faltered Saturday to go down
have at least three losses.
to defeat 5i to 31 before Colby whom
After the first inning Jim Peabody they had previously overcome. Alheld the Bears in the palm of his though this has no bearing on the
hand, allowing only five scattered hits title, it did blemish the White slate.
and at the same time fanning fifteen
In the Maine match the only two
White batters. Meanwhile his mates pointfc the Brown Bears could take
were pounding out ten bingles and from the Polar Bears were Leddy's
were capitalising on every opportu- impressive 5 and 4 win over Mitchell
nity to amass their prodigious total of and Babbidge's 2 and 1 decision over
twelve tallies.
Rolfe.
Meanwhile Bowdoin captured
Doug Walker was on the mound for best ball in all three foursomes,
the Wellsmen and after the first three Mitchell and Noyes taking Leddy and
innings had troubles aplenty due to Emerson 2 and 1, Kellogg and Breed
hits, poor support, and three errors edging Hutchins
and Bentzen likeby himself. The relief work in the wise, and McLeod and Rolfe winning
Maine game three days before still from Russ and Babbidge 3 and 2.
showed its effect on the White hurler,
Colby Wins
and the strain proved to be too much
Four more points were added to
after three innings.
this total in singles matches when
Bowdoin Tallies First
trimmed Emerson 7
Charlie
Noyes
It looked like Bowdoin's day when
and 5. Kellogg outplayed Hutchins
they opened the game in the first with
Bentzen two
George Bennett led 6 and 5, Breed downed
their two runs.
up, and McLeod vanquished Russ by a
off the game with a single and was
similar margin. The victory made it
joined by Bill Shaw who drew one of
at least one win over all the state
day.
the
Peabody 's only two passes of
Stoney's teams, and made the Bears favored
hobbled
then
Lemieux
in the Tournament until the match
grounder, and as a result Bennett

tallied.

finish line in third position.

NE Meet

May Be Held

Win

sacrifices,

Polar Bear Nine
Defeated Twice

f

35'

BOWDOIN TRIMS
BATESBATSMEN

of going to press, the White iietmen
have placed men in both the Hingles
and doubles finale. Charlie South,
freshman sensation, meets Norman
Taylor of Colby, seeded number one;
while Bob Ashley and Stu Thoits, veteran doubles combination struggle
18-3
with Taylor and Ferguson.

will

White Team Second in Golf
Tournament as Colby Wins

WHITE TRACKSTERS
COP NEW ENGLANDS

THANK YOUI tjiank

you ever so itHich-~l?ut I couldn't

even think about smoking a

cigarette."

Well, i uitoe&stand,
but they are $o mild and taste so good
that I thought you might not mind trying

one while we are riding along out here/'

Meanwhile the two freshman stalwarts Kellogg and Noyes with a new
comer, Ed Benjamin, came through
in true style with three wins for the
Bears' title. Nojses took Roderick 2
and 1, Kellogg beat Proglaski 5 and
3; and Benjamin edged Ervin 2 and 1.

hi

Tennis Men
Beat Maine
By whitewashing Maine 9-0, the
Bowdoin tennis team kept its state
slate clean,
annexed the mythical
Maine dual meet championship, and
.

acquired

a record of

five

wins and

a record not equaled by any
other Bowdoin team this year.
Without the services of Ashley,
Loth,
Bates,
Brown, Thoits, and

one

loss,

Thomas, the Polar Bear reserves had
little difficulty
in making a clean
sweep of the matches. In only two
contests, one in singles and one in
doubles, was the issue forced to an
extra set. By winning two matches
Dick Bechtel and George Monell won
their letters.

Playing number one. Charlie Smith
defeated Lull with ease 6-2, 6-4. Dick
Nelson, competing for the first time
this season, won over Frost the most
one-sided match of the afternoon, 6-0,
6-2. To continue his unbroken string
of victories Howdy Dana outlasted

Wadleigh

7-5, 7-5.

In the only three set singles match
George Monell bested Lord of Maine
4-6. 6-0, 6-2. Bechtel defeated Hamil-

ton 6-1, 7 5. Ray Pach. in his first
varsity match, trimmed Nichols 6-2,
6-2.

The D. U. combine of Smith and
Nelson swept through Lull and Wadleigh 6-3, 6-3. Frost and Hamilton
before Dana and Monel] 6-3, 9-7.
In the second extra set match Pach
and Bechtel came out on the long end
fell

6-3, 6-8, 6-4.

m
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PRESIDENT ASSERTS
GRADUATING STUDENT

Rises

» *

back for Commencement, as well aa undergraduate*,
are wondering exactly what is to be
done with the recent bequests to

which Bowdoin has fallen heir.
Prom mere observation many sugFor ingestions might be made.
stance one has only to run his eye
along the Campus paths to realise
that several thousands of dollars
could be "employed on landscaping.
Futility marks the efforts of the
ground crew to encourage the grass
to grow out to the edging.
The Campus grounds are also
totally lacking in any kind of shrubbery. Especially bare is the ground
around the Union, Library, Gym in
fact the Art Building is the only
building with shrubbery of any description and that apparently grew
through its own efforts. And as for
those "ivy mantled walls" perhaps
the frosty winter blasts have stunted
the foliage's growth, for tradition assures us that for years past ivy has
been planted with all due ceremony

Lays Stress on Intellectual Stratton, Hubbell, and
Bravery in Sunday
Mitchell to Head Quill
Baccalaureate

Arthur M.

"TJICHARD
••choice

was a fortunate

II"

for

year's

this

annual

Commencement Play by the Masque,
and Gown. It was especially appropriate at this season as many of the audience, no doubt, had witnessed the
recent stage production, "Richard of

Bordeaux", with Dennis King playing
the role of King Richard. Although
there is a difference in the treatment
in the two versions, the modern play
shows a strong Shakespearean influence.
The audience probably noticed a
the
between
similarity
striking
facial makeups of several of the minThis of course could
or characters.

be explained by

a not too

critical

giaws > <»i pMwM M Put to Use too
mendous cast of characters needed in
.

the presentation, in all well over thirty would be required, it was necessary for several of the characters to
play a double, and in more than a few

a triple role.
Unless we have made some grave

cases,

error we believe that this represents
the first time that "Richard II" has
been presented in Maine.
-:-

-:-

-:-

AFTER

much pleading on the part
of the Orient and other sources
the' Athletic Department have decided that perhaps it would be a good
idea after all to keep the Curtis swimming pool open throughout the summer.
This should be welcome news to
those associated with the College and
other townspeople, who have in past
summers found the trek to the neighboring shores too long when the temperature soars towards the nineties.

pR

OM all signs next year points to
a large Freshman class, perhaps
even larger than the Class of '36. The
majority will still come from Massa-

remark
(some cynically
due to the Tufts victory of
last Fall. Let us hope it's Mr. Coffin's appointment)
Where last year the bursar had
difficulty in filling the dorms, next
year the demand will be greater than
chusetts
that this

is

the supply.
-:-

-:•

-:•

will there be a larger inNOTfluxonly
of new students, but also the

Democracy
That intellectual courage is the one
requisite which will enable the graduating student to weather the present parlous times, was the keynote of
the Baccalaureate sermon delivered
by President Kenneth C. M. Sills in
the College Church Sunday, to open

the
the

Chi

for
his poems which have appeared
in the Quill. He also wrote the
Junior class ode.
Hubbell, an AD, has been assistant business manager of the
Quill for the past year, was recently elected president of the
Classical Club, and has been on

BOWDOIN SETS
SAIL FOR NORTH

Courage Needed
The president said, in part:

We too often think of courage as
inseparably connected with the body;
that is indeed a fine example; the
value of the hero who risks life and
limb without regard to self cannot
be estimated, and in our civilization
there will always be honor for the
physically brave, for the person who
does not fear physical attack whether
of violence, or shipwreck', or fire, or
disease; of this we have a splendid
national example in the President of
the United States nor should there be
less praise for that type of high
courage in which so often woman is
superior to man, where there is patient endurance, of change of fortune,
of suffering, of grief, of bereavement
For such tynes of courage there cannot be too exalted praise.
Lesson of College
Yet there is also intellectual courage, courage of the mind, courage
that courts combat with ideas, that
does not fear change, that pursues
way of truth fearlessly. "If this
Cofl -ro tow i»i> toogtie hrt
to»l
courage to you, you have missed one
of her most important lessons.
To
interpret this thought along the line
of the Aristotelian mean, intellectual
courage avoids cowardly subserviance
to conventionalized thought on the
one hand, and on the other intellectual
arrogance. It is alas too often true
that the college graduate thinks of
himself as intellectually superior to
others; this is a sin against which
you should be constantly on guard.
Intellectual pride that scorns the
opinion and thoughts of the common
man is as far removed as the poles
from true intellectual courage. For
such courage faces facts as they are,
bases its conclusions on reason, not
on pride, and is more concerned with
preserving its own integrity than in
forcing its opinions on others. For
the College and for the college graduate such intellectual courage is indispensable; it is the breath on which
all true learning lives.
Many people have forgotten that
eternal vigilance is the price of liberty.
Many craven hearted people,

•:-

more spirited side of college
The fights around the goalposts
encounters,

particularly

TRUST, CAMPBELL

GIVEN

The appointment of five new members to the faculty of the College will
be announced this afternoon in the
Commencement Dinner, by President
Kenneth C. M.. Sills. Three sabbaticals
will be announced, three leaves of
absence, and three changes in ranking made.
The two chief changes will be the
already announced addition of Robert P. Tristram Coffin to the post of
Pierce Professorship of English, and
the addition of the Rev. John C.
Schroeder to the faculty of the college as lecture? in the new Biblical
Literature course. Dr. Schroeder received an honorary degree at Commencement last' year.
Robert Peter Tristram Coffin, a
graduate of Bowdoin in the class of

Program Well Carried Out
The Portland Yacht Club and the
Are
Senior
Bowdoin Club of Portland had an
Members
elaborate program prepared. At the
Yacht Club dock where the Bowdoin
was anchored, many prominent men
Three seniors and five juniors were
had gathered to pay homage to the yesterday elected to membership in
crew and officers of the Bowdoin. A Phi Beta Kappa, it was announced
band opened the radio program and yesterday in the annual meeting of
played between speakers. Gov. Louis that organization. The seniors are
J. Brann who had addressed the testi- Francis Choate Bailey of Brunswick,
monial dinner gathering on Friday James Carrington Freeman of Brain-

New

sent his aide Col. Benoit to bid the
travelers bon voyage.
President Sills, Professor Gross,
Dr. Potter, the Clark University representative, and Howard Vogel, spoke
over the microphone. Commander
MacMillan finished the ceremony with
an address.

List of Prizes

Lewis, Abramovitz

Awarded

Magna Cum Laude Merit,

Released Today

Sills

Announces

EIGHTEEN RECEIVE

Bowdoin

CUM LAUDE AWARD
Lewis' Earns

High Honors

in History; Ten Others

Get Honors
One

Alumni Receive
Five Degrees; Tilley is
Also Honored

Robert Campbell, Harry Trust,
Benjamin F. Kingsbury, Austin H.
MacCormick, Charles C. Torrey and
Leonard P. DeW. Tilley were given
honorary degrees today at die one
hundred and twenty-ninth commence-

ment

Austin H. MseCormick '15, former Alumni Secretary, who recently won
nation-wide fame in his activities as Commissioner of Correction of New
York City and today received the Doctor of Science degree; and Leonard
P. DeWolfe Tilley, (left) Premier of New Brunswick, who was awarded
a Doctor of Laws degree.

Masque and Gown Players Give
First Production of Richard II

nine

seniors

attended the aisle of the First Parish
rhurch late this morning in Bowdoin's
i2ftth

Commencement

Exercises.

Of

these, sixty-three received the degree
of Bachelor of Arts, forcy-six that of
Bachelor of Science.
The class is
• ">ie
of the largest to be Krr.d'.ated
ftom Bowdoin in rtcent years.

One degree was awarded posthumously, that to Ralph Alvah Kelley,
was

Hired in an automobile accident shortly before the
college year ended.

vl-.o

fatally

ir.

President Robert Devore Leigh '14,
head of Lennington C'>llege, Benning-

'34

of ton. Vermont, acted vi marshal.
President Leigh was selected by the committee on Public Exercises. Professor
Stanley Williams, Jr., "87 ot London,
Thomas
C. Van Cleve acted as faculty
Eng.
marshal, while Byron Stevens Davis
Noyes Political Economy Prise
Frank Harold Todd ^5 of Topsham of Petersham, Mass.. was the undergraduate marshal.
Class of 1875 Prise in American
President Sills announced "Honors
History
John Otis Parker "85 of Arlington, in Major Subjects" for the graduating
class as follows:

the Colby and Tufts games, the Bobcat episode, and at least one other
major undergraduate prank, which
has not yet come to the attention of
Mass.
the authorities, prove that there's life
Bradbury Debating Prises
in the old boy yet At the risk of being a recipient of the hated epithet William Ward Fearnskie *34 of Weilesley, Mass.
"rah-rah". The Orient dares to look
Chandler
Redman '34 of Bangor
with favor on these pranks. If there's
no harm done, the episodes may help John Otis Parker TO of Arlington,
Mass.
more than a hundred classes and lectures when the present undergraduate Harold Charles Tipping »S5 of Newj
looks back on his "good old college
(Continued on r*«» 3)
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Edwin Walker

Production
State of Maine; Kahili, Redman, West,
Miss Hines Perform, Well
Stars

Play's

in

in

*---

'

•

i

M

Chandler Redman '34 as Bolingbroke was an admirable choice. He
brought into his interpretation of his
role all of that

character which
master of men.

force

practical

of

made Bolingbroke a

Charles Fox Cahill
'84 gave a clear and forceful portrayal of Northumberland while Ray
West '36 as the Duke of York was
excellent.

Margaret Hines as Richard's queen
gave one of her usual finished and polished interpretations.

The

fact that

all parts from Richard to the least
important servant were handled by
experienced actors led to a smooth
and professional production.
Too much credit cannot be given to
Professors Stanley Perkins Chase and
Ralph deSomeri Childs of the English

side of Wellesley, Mass.

Hutchinson
Portland,
Vincent
of
Nowlis of Wilkes-Barre, Pa., John
Otis Parker of Arlington, Mass., and
Isadore Weiss of Portland.
These men are added to the group
of seniors already elected in 1933 and
at the mid-winter meeting of the society, held last February, consisting
of Samuel David Abramovitz of AUston, Mass., Edward Irving Albling
of Portland, James Elias Bassett, Jr..
of
Mamaroneck, N. Y.,
Alfred
Soroker Hayes of Booth bay Harbor,
Enoch Warren Hunt, 2nd, of South
Portland,
Chandler Redman of
Bangor, Bertram Horace Silverman
of Portland and Carl Frederick Al-

M

in

Before a large and appreciative audience, the Masque and Gown last night
presented Shakespeare's- "Richard II" as the annual Commencement play.
The Art Building steps proved an ideal place fqr presenting the formal court
scenes of the play. This is the first presentation of this tragedy in the State
of Maine.
Edwin G. Walker '36 added another role to his long list of triumphs which
stamp him as the most versatile actor in college today. As Richard, he was
able to bring out the contrast between .Bolingbroke, the man of action, and
Richard, the minor poet, the sentimentalist trying to rule by rhetoric His
best scenes? the final parting with bis queen and the renunciation of the
1
•—
--"•
j'
ii a r
i
r »
i

and William Ward FearnDepartment for their work in directThe juniors are Allan Forbes Hub- ing the drama. A performance calling
for such a large cast and scenes in
N. Y., Elmer

tree, Mass.,

bell of Rockville Center,

First

which the stage
effective

is

unless well

cannot be

filled

coached.

All

through the play there was a certain
feeling ot tenseness in the spectators
which proved that the cast had been
able from the very first to arouse
their listeners to a high pitch of interest.

— ——

CHEERING HALLS
ENDS GLASS DAY
Speaking-, Singing,

of Peace

Oak

and Pipe

MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Herbert Clay Lewis of Newton,
Mass.
Samuel David Abramovitz of
AUston, Mass.

CUM LAUDE
Carl Frederick Albert Weber of
South Portland
(Continued

days" in later years.
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the World War, and who as minister
of the First Presbyterian Church of
Troy, New York, has been in close
contact with college students; beloved
by his flock and respected by all who
know him,
Honoris Causa Doctor of Divinity
Harry Trust, of the Class of 1916;
honorary Doctor of Letters of the
University of Maine; graduate of the
Bangor Theological Seminary and
Institution with which three ot Bowdoin's presidents have been associated as teacher and student; called
to his present high office from an active ministry in Ohio where ho occupied
many important positions
among them the president of the Ohio
Pastors' Association; hard-working,
scholarly administrator,

Honoris Causa
Doctor of Divinity
Benjamin Freeman Kingsbury, Pro-

M

Junior Bowdoin Expedition To
Leave For Arctic on June 22

HEAD ^CLASSICISTS

Robert Campbell, of the Class of
1916; graduate, of Bangor Theological
Seminary; minister and pastor who
served his country well as Chaplain
in the 26th New England Division in

fessor of Histology and Embryology
at Cornell University; Bachelor
of
Undaunted by a cloudburst which Arts of Buchtel College; Doctor of
almost drowned Gordon E. Gillett's Philosophy of Cornell; son of a disClosing Address, Bowdoin's 107 sen- tinguished Bowdoin father in the
iors held their Class Day exercises well-known class of 1857, and father
underneath the Thorndike Oak and, of a Bowdoin son graduating today;
after the downpour, beneath a name- in his own right eminent scientist distinguished both for research
less tree near Massachusetts Hall.
and
President Charles A. Allen presided teaching, which has placed many stuand delivered the Opening Address. dents of biology and many students
Following this he introduced John of medicine in his debt,
Honoris Causa Doctor of Science
Morris who read the Class Poem. AfAustin Harbutt MacCormick. of the
ter a brief interlude of music
Redman delivered the Class of 1915; Commissioner of CorChandler
rection
of New York City; auMan's
College
"The
entitled
Oration,
thor
of important treatises in the field
Dilemma".
The Class Historian, Alexander P. of penology; logical successor of
Thomas
Mott Osborne; courageous,
Clark, read the Class History. Gillett was nearing the end of his ad- intelligent administrator; one of the
dress when the rain started. It fell most important members of the relightly enough to allow him to finish form city government of New York
his sr^ech. At its conclusion the tor- and a right haitd man to its able may< Continued on pajre
S)
rent oegan, the spectators scattered
in various directions, and the Class

Paul Laidley '36, lighting and
stage manager, was
assisted
by
Frank H. Swan *36. Property manager was Winthrop B. H. Walker "36,
assisted by George F. Chisholm "86. made an exodus to a broad-spreading
Many thanks are due to John Cooper tree beside Massachusetts Hail.
'29 and his wife, who rendered inUnder its shelter, the Pipe of Peace
valuable aid to the stage and prop- was kept lighted, passed around, and
erty managers.
the smoking of it enjoyed by all. Then
A complete list of the Dramatis the entire class rose to sing the Ode,
personae follows:
composed by the Class Odist, James
King Richard the Second,
In conclusion the halls
C. Freeman.
Edwin G. Walker '36 were cheered in succession as the
John of Gaunt, Duke of Lancaster,
class passed from Winthrop to Hyde.
James E. Bassett, Jr., '34
Redman discussed the modern-day
Edmund of Langley, Duke of York,
political situation, showing the trends
J. Raymond West '36 which make it difficult for the college
Henry, surnamed Bolingbroke, Duke man to pursue his way. Clark disof Hereford, son to John of Gaunt; cussed the fortunes of the class minafterwards King Henry IV,
utely, but compared his oration to

HUBBELL, THORNE

create.

Festivities

bert Weber of Portland.
Bailev, one of the newly elected
members, is a member of the Glee
He is non-fraternity. Freeman,
a member of Theta Delta Chi, is a
member of the track team, class odist,
ex-associate editor of The Orient, and
undergraduate editor of The Alumnus.
William Ward Fearnside is a
member of the debating team and the
Glee Club. He is Alpha Tau Omega.
Chandler Redman '34 "asking a four-year old child to write
Allan F. Hubbell is a member of
his autobiography".
(Continued on pas* 2)
the B.C.A., president of the Classical
Club, and assistant in English.
He
is a member of the Alpha Delta Phi
fraternity. Hutchinson is captain-elect
of the cross-country team, veteran
distance man on the track team, and a
member of Chi Psi. He has held class]
offices for two years. Nowlis, a ZeteJ
Sailing a week after the departure Whitman will make a survey of the
is likewise a distance man on the
track squad. John O. Parker, Alpha of the "Bowdoin", a junior Bowdoin life to be found on the island and
Delt, is a debater and public speak- expedition will be composed of four will also band 5,000 birds.
Favour will study the Black-backed
Bowdoin undergraduates: William A.
er of note.
Gull whose predatory habits have
Otto Gross *37, Paul G. Favour '3C, made it one of the most important
Frederick A. Fisher "35 and F. Bur- economic problems in ornithologyton Whitman '35.
Frederic Fisher is training himself in
This party sails from Eastport, the use of radio equipment and cliAllan F. Hubbell '35 was
Maine, on June 23,- for Kent's Island, matic instruments.
elected to head the Classical Club
a sanctuary owned by Sterling RockePorpoises Supply Meat
at the annual dinner held at the
feller. While on this island the exGross, who visited the island last
Hotel Eagle on Monday June 11.
plorers will be all alone.
They will sum.mer, is taking along elaborate
'35
Philip F. Thome
probably see no other person until equipment to make the first photowas chosen
vice-president, Jn an uncontested
September 5th when a boat will re- graphs ever taken of the nesting acelection G. Bofer Edwards tt
turn to pick them up.
tivities of the Petrel. He also hopes
and F. Seymour Benjamin '36 beCommunicate by Short Wave
to solve the mysterious life history of
came treasurer and secretary reWhile isolated from civilisation, this strange bird who builds its nest
spectively.
communication will be carried on with at the end of deep burrows.
George C. Birtter '34, the rewave
Brunswick short
stations. Should
The undergraduates plan to live as
tiring presidecn, then called on
an emergency arise from lack of food much as possible on deep sea fish and
Professor Thoias Means for a
or illness, help can be secured in this porpoise. For the rest of their profew words concerning his activity
manner.
visions they are taking a large supply
in Greece durijt the past year,
Working in cooperation with the of canned foods. This part of their
talk saying that
but he refused
Biological Survey and the Bowdoin supplies was determined by dividing
that was all he had done since he
biology department, the students will the amount taken by the MacMillan
arrived at the fleeting.
carry on individual research work. Expedition by six.
Club.

exercises.

Following the award of these six
degrees Charles T. Hawes, "76, President of the Board of Overseers, conferred
upon
President
Kenneth
Charles Morton Sills, '01, in reward
for fifteen years of devoted and persevering service to the College, the degree of Doctor of Laws. The full text
of Mr. Hawes's speech of award appears on page 2.
In awarding
honorary
degree*
President Sills spoke as follows: In
exercise of authority given me by
the two Governing Boards, I now

Mark Thorndike

M

and

hundred

DEGREES

D.D.

Bowdoin

Clark, Freeman, and Bailey

ties.

(Continued on pas* 4)
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of Science

Promoted;
Schroeder to Teach
Bible Coarse

Root

Daggett,

NEW PHI
BETES ELECTED

107 Seniors Receive Honors, Prizes
Degrees At Exercises This Morning

M

MacCormick 15 and Kingsbury are Awarded Doctor

THREE PROFESSORS
ABSENT ON LEAVE

EIGHT

Portland

in the

Added to Faculty

A

.

i

Pray English Prise
HTV1IS past year has shown that the
* undergraduate, contrary to the James Elias Bassett, Jr.,
Mamaroneck. N. Y.
usual thought is not blase and disGoodwin French Prise
illusioned, but still takes an Interest

Kamerling,

and Welch

Schroeder,

NO. 7

1934.

COLLEGE A WARDS 7
DEGREES; PRESIDENT
SILLS RECEIVES LL.D.

Man

'

-:•

Coffin, Johnson,

1915, Rhodes Scholar from Maine,
with the degree of Bachelor of Letters from Oxford and an honorary'
degree of Doctor of Letters from
Bowdoin, becomes Pierce Professor of
MacMillan to be First White English, filling the chair vacated a
year ago by the resignation of Proto Set Foot on
Dr.
fessor Charles Harold Gray.
Coffin, a native. of Brunswick, has for
Button Islands
some years served on the faculty of
Wells College and is well-known as a
A great day for Bowdoin was the poet and essayist.
departure of MacMillan's fifteenth exGeorge
Bate- Welch, Ph.D., of
pedition to the North from Portland the class of 192. who received his
last Saturday.
doctorate at Cornell, becomes AsThe "Bowdoin" bearing Command- sistant Professor of Physics.
Dr.
er MacMillan, Professor Gross, seven Welch has
taught at Williams College
Bowdoin undergraduates, and three and at Marshall College, and during
representatives from other institu- the past year has been teaching feltions moved out of Portland harbor low in Physics at Bowdoin.
with some fifty craft in its wake.
Samuel E. Kamerling, Ph.D., is
They were off for a three months named as Assistant Professor of
cruise in the polar regions. When they Chemistry.
graduate of New York
return they will have bared the University, with
a PhJ). from Princesecrets of the Button 1
have never be<>n l.iMM
men, as well as the interior of Baffin
Land.
The Bowdoin students on board
were Henry Hubbard '34, Luther Holbrook *34. Lawrence Flint '34, Robert Wait "34, Barley Gray '34, William Esson '35, and Howard Vogel '36.
All have been assigned individual du-

M

-:-

OF FIVE
TEACHERS

FROMPORTLAND

Prises and awards announced at the
College
Commencement
exercises today were as follows:
ment The Economics department Charles
Carroll Everett Scholarship
Professors
of
loss
will suffer the
Edward
Irving
'34 ot Portland
Albling
will
Abrahamson and Lockwood, but
Henry W. Longfellow Graduate
gain by the return of Professor CatScholarship
lin and the appointment of the new
Tallman professor. (Just who that Samuel David Abramovitx "34 of Allston, Mass.
will be has not yet been announced,
David Sewall Premium
but if Rumour has its way he will be
Stanley Williams, Jr., "37 of London,
quite a treat)
Eng.
Needless to say all will miss the
Class of 1868 Prise
Dean who intends to tour the country on his sabbatical. His absence in Gordon Edward Gillett "34 of Winchester, Mass.
the Classical department will be filled
Brown Composition Prises
by Professor Means, who returns
"from a year of teaching at the Uni- 1st James Elias Bassett, Jr., "34 of
Mamaroneck, N. Y.
versity of Athens.
Chandler Redman '84 of BanThe students of History 17, 18 will 2nd
gor
assuredly miss the bitter satire and
Sewall Greek Prise
entertaining lectures of Professor
Luther
Stephen Weare, Jr., "86 of
Kirkland in his dealings with AmeriOgunquit
can economic life, and can only hope
Sewall Latin Prise
that a substantial successor will be
William Frederick Carnes "36 of
appointed.

life.

Mitchell *36 was elected to
a recent meeting of
Quill board.
Stratton, a member of the
Psi fraternity, is well known

usual.

Professor Coffin's name, of course,
added to the English depart-

in football

Burroughs

and

the Bowdoin Forum Committee.
During his freshman year, he
held down a place on the cross
country team.
Mitchell, a Psi U, has been active in fencing, and a steady contributor to the Quill. He is a contributing editor of the Orient

continued. "It rather implies warfare,
aggressive, earnest warfare for all
those institutions, family, home, honor, on which the future of the race depends."

changes in the faculty ranks will be

more than

will be

SILLS RELEASES

21,

was

staff at

Cowardice Which
Has Given Up Faith in

Decries

Commencement week.
-:-:-:"It does not mean the upholding of
time dusk hag fallen on the a Sunday school weak and washy
week
pious Pollyanna kind of goodness," he
of the Commencement

exercises one can't help but wonder
In
exactly what he has witnessed.
fact what a heterogeneous mingling
of pageantry! At times the affair
seemed to assume the proportions of
a world's fair (as when the quiet
dignity of Hubbard Hall was disturbed by the spasmodic puffing of
Cyrus Hamlin's "choo-choo").
Yet relief could always be found at
one's seeking either in the traditional
Class Day exercises, in the meeting of
old friends or in the subdued excitement of Shakespeare's ageless time.

manager,

ness

and blessing.
the
BYlast

'35

Stratton

elected editor of the Quill, Allan
F. Hubbell '35 was chosen busi-

MENTAL ARROGANCE
IS NOT FORTITUDE

—

—

THURSDAY, JUNE

MUST HAVE COURAGES

GRADUATES

BRANN TO SPEAK
THIS NOON

ORIENT

BRUNSWICK, ME.

(64th Year)

The Sun
• v
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Sixty-Four Get
Unlimited Cuts
One of the largest Dean's Lists
in the history of the College
was
announced this morning, comprising sixty-four names. The recordbreaking number of seventy-two
in 1933 is the only one which
transcends this list of men who
will receive unlimited cut privileges. Twenty-one seniors, twentyfive juniors and eighteen sopl
mores were named on the list.
The Hst is as follows:
f*

J5*"-

G.

I.

S.

K.

A.

<;.

J. B.

-

IMS

»»*•

iTCMvkl

J.

Bewaian

Lm

W. M.

Davis
Dixon

NmK,

v.

J. o.

Hart

Parker

p. p. Tisane

E. Hutrkmaen

B. p.

WeaOer

I.

im

B, P. Aahlcr
R. C.
F. 8.

W.

R.

Bwatrl
Benjamin

P. (antes

W. Cave

N.

r» M

I_
K.

Pelletier

Pkilewn

C. K. Knlkerfard
B.

J.

J. L.
B. N. .
P. B.
enj . Jr.
P. B. Leenard
8.

B.

1-

V. Skate

MeCltarr

P. B. Seertkard. Jr.

M. Rosa
.

Steaaia

W. ~

Kn

C. p.
J. D. Dyer
L.
T.

B.

SraelleM

B. L. Swift
F. W. Tkrnt-. Jr.
H. H. Vasal. Jr.

L. 8. Weare. Jr.

The following men
of

"37 received all

in

A

have unlimited cuts:
B. B. Benjanvin
r.

P.

Brewster

M. w. Cass

thetClaos

marks and

D. K. CkrkrUe
B. C. Csaam
B. W. Nertan

The following men in the Claws
of '37 received half A and half B
marks sad are entitled to six
cuts:
B. K. Barkaaale
D. R. Bryant

W.

8.

H.
H.

W.

N.

<

.

Barte*

Bute*.
CesTia

Jr.

J.

D.
B.
a.

W. Praia. Jr.
W. PetteaxrUI
C.

Parter

WlBkma.

H. B. Wye*
P. Weknk

Jr.

—

^™

"
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
Brunswick, Maine
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Frederick L.

York,

"35

-

A s iaata Bdttur
Paul E. Sullivan '35
Manajm*
Robert P. Ashley

«3«

John P. Chapman

'30

Editors

Lord Berkeley, Arthur M. Stretton
Charles A. Denny
Bushy,
Maxwell M. Saudi
Bagot
Franklin F. Gould, Jr.,
Green,
Weston I>wi8 "jo Earl of Northumberland,
Charles F. Kahili
Burroaghs Mitchell "36 Henry Percy, surnamed Hotspur,
Stephen R. Deane
son,
Benjamin W. Norton 97 Lord Ross, Enoch
W. Hunt, 2nd,
'37
William Klaber
Lord WiUotghby,
William A. Gross 97
John P. Chapman
Richard E. Mathewson "37
Lord FRzwater,

Sab-Edkers

Maxwell A. Eaton

'37
William S. Burton '37
Charles F. Brewster »87 «
Nathan Dane '87

Stanley Williams,

Jr., '37

Thurman

BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY
Baker '35
Assistant Managers
Owen H. Melaugh "30

Bay, Jr„ 36

S.

Wfathrop B. Walker

'$»
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Tides of Change

is

really

an

entity,

14
his

14
14

16
1«>

Charles W. Carpenter 14
Sat Stephen Scroop,
Philip E. Barnham '34
Sir Pierce of Exton,

John P. Chapman
Gardeners,
Francis S. Benjamin,
First Herald,

won and lost columns of the metropolitan newspapers. Daring Commencement Week he receives his sole opportunity to witin the

.

Jr.,

'30

16

Edwin B. Benjamin '37
Samuel P. McCoy 16
.

Second HeraM, A. Perry Holt, Jr., '34
Keeper ,of Prison, Ashby Tibbetts 15
Arthur M. Stratton 15
Grass*,
Trumpeter,
Carl G. Olson 14

alumnus realises that Bowdoin Col- Queen
and something other than a line of type

If only for this week, the

lege

«
17

Alexander P. Clark 14
Abbot of Westminster,
Maxwell M. Small 16
Lord Marshal,

:

VeLLXlV.

E. Philoon

'35

17

Bishop of Carlisle,

Business Manager

John

.

.

Contributing Editors

Duke of
Gwynn, *S7 f

to the

Thomas Mowbray, Duke of Norfolk,
Neale E. Howard '37
Earl of Salisbury. Ashby Tibbetts TO

Editor-in-Chief

Donald F. Barnes

to Kins; Richard,

Margaret Hines

Dttchesg of York, Mildred Thalheimer
Duchess of Gloucester, Helen Smith
Ladies, attending on the Queen,

Agnes White
ness the machinations of the College in something other than
Mary Stackpole
He is probably surprised to find that the graduating Lords, Officers, Soldiers, Attendants.
athletics.
student is not, as he was, the gay, carefree lad going oat for a
friendly joust with the world, but a sober individual ready to
CDustard and Cress
fight to the very death for success.
Even in the formalities of Commencement week, the change
Before we bank the fires, shut up
can be noticed. Class Day and Commencement orations once shop, close
the books and exit gracedealt with "Friendship" and "Thoughts of College Years" they
;

fully for the year,

we

shall, of course,

look with critical eye on the administration in Washington, have to pull the customary swan-song.
or wage a debate on communism vs. capitalism. The College has Let the column this issue be dedicated
the fact that the Institute next year will to the alumni, or those of then who
accepted this attitude
can read.
be one of Politics and Government indicates that the College has

now

—

read the undergraduate mind aright.
True, the students this year have indulged in more than their
usual share of sensationalism. When Bowdoin has been in the
headlines, a fraternity fire brigade, a filched mascot, or a goal-post
fight has often been behind the story. But this is well in keeping
with the general restlessness of the student body. They have two
aides: they realise that soon they will be flung upon the world and
that they must be adequately prepared for their encounter with
it, but they also realize that if they are to have their final fling
before settling down to studied obscurity, now is the time to do it.
If the attitude is different and perhaps strange to you, Alumnus,
do not be too quick to condemn it. Perhaps it is because the
present college generation ia the product of a cy*rie*w four years
it
it has felt the pinch of the depression while trying to learn;
does not yet quite understand the rigors it has gone through. At

any

rate, its attitude is sincere, intensely sincere.

SOCIJUJIERITAGES

What could be more fitting then,
than to start out with a bit of doggerel by a man who is laughingly referred to as an alumnus
one of our
profane predecessors.
Although we
never expect to see it chanted by a
white-robed chorus on the summit of
Bald Mountain at dusk, we give it to
you for what it is worth:
m -c

Pre*.

SHU Given Honorary LL.D.

fbr afl ata—l. far and aaar.
To ge from there and come ta beta
Ta sing, and dint, aad daacc agent;
By data* aa act fsrth above
e awa displays his low.

-In January, 1918. the House of
Representatives was opened with the
following prayer, Thou knowest, O
Lord, that no nation so infamous vile,
greedy, sensuous, bloodthirsty ever
disgraced the pages of history. Make
bare Thy mighty arm. O Lord, and
smite the hungry, wolfish Hun, whose
fangs drip with blood, and we will
fashioned.
Thy
voices in
"Since 1900 this country has risen forever raise our
praise.'
The House" applauded."
to a position where it now dominates
Thus William Ward Fearnside 14
during
and
world economic problems,
speech
commencement
his
introduced
this same period the public has acChurch Crusade for War".
cepted a national mythology of ro- on "The
showing
mantic chauvinism ... In the large Mr. Fearnside continued, inevitably
Church has been
these social heritages can be rele- how the
active part in war
gated to the ash-heap, yet there is one forced to take an
propaganda. Each warring country's
national tradition that we cannot dismaintains with equal fervor
card that is the right of youth to a church
that its cause is in the name of the
free education.
is leagued
"We have been victims of a socio- Lord and that the enemy
Our economic society with the devil.
logical lag.
Rejects Nationalistic Church
as .it stood at the beginning of the
"Ministers will support war for the
present administration went out of
as do the people. They
date at the turn of the twentieth cen- same reason
equally to be moved by appeals
tury. A spirit of reform had crept in are
patriotism, national honor, democto
the presidential policy during the
other of the thousand
racy,
or
any
materially minded
nintiee
slogans which serve to buoy a nation
world swallowed up those men who
up with a lofty, Uioagb often errohad been trained to think and act
neous, idealism."
efficiently and consistently.
The speaker raised the question:
Follow European Example
Should the church support war, or
"Any student of foreign political af- should
it uphold pacifism, or should it
fairs has been quick to note the exdiscreetly silent? In answer
remain
tensive bureaucracy which stamps
to the first slternative Mr. Fearnside
European countries. Yet this bureaushould not be ex"Religion
said,
cracy has enabled our foreign conploited for the sake of the state. Howtemporaries to find in government a
ever necessary it may be, war is not
professional avenue equal in presa fit subject for religious inspiration.
tige to thatfaenjoyed by the lawyer
Is there not something incongruous in
or doctor. On the other hand, ir.
exhorting children in Sunday school
America, has keen the peculiar provto 'Save dimes to buy a battleship?'
ince of the ward-heeler and the party
Upholds Neutral Attitude
boss who together enjoy the disreIn discussing the second alternaspect of all classes."
tive, "We are living in an anarchy
He continued, "Interested college of national states. As long as we
graduates realize that the next two
and every other nation on earth reor three decades will furnish an ideal
main self-seeking and proudly indeopportunity for a bureaucratic career
pendent, we mast accept war. As long
to those who so desire."
as causes for war exist, no state
Redman Concludes
can be expected to abandon war as a
In conclusion. Mr. Redman admirmeans of self preservation."
ably summed up what he considers
In conclusion. "Doubtless the idea
the contemporary trends in govern- of demanding a neutral church apment, "After thirty yean the stage
But for
pears highly impractical.
is set for social reform. Experts in
those to whom war is the most tragic
government occupy today's spotlight. demonstration of the futility of ChrisTheir numbers can be replenished and tian ethics, and to whom pacifism
strengthened by recruiting from a appears impractical, a denationalized
college
intelligent
of
fertile field
Church is the only attitude that can
graduates. We young intellectuals be followed.
with our new degrees do not advocate
"By this attitude the Church is
any particular path of governmental placed in a plane above national conreform, and yet we are prepared to flicts, while war is stamped as a
most means below the realm of Christian
follow and cooperate in the
high-principled and consistent course idealism.
Even if w« must accept
of administration which this democ- war, let us at least end oar killing
racy affords.
the name of God."
"This is the ideal of the great American tradition that all men should lige. On the other hand we will dishave the right to free education, that card our backward political philall men should be expert citiaena. If okophy when we answer that queswe can but have this ideal fulfilled we tion: 'Can brains be trusted?' ia the
shall perpetuate our intellectual pres- only way that it can be answered."

M

—

... A

m

Known to he a scholar, an advocate and example of sound learning,
you have maintained and defended a great tradition, developed in the
old universities of Europe, and notably in those of England, from
seeds ripened in Athens and in Palestine, and accepted by the new
colleges of New England this side the sea.

fOnsntlwsOaMwV*

-c
Our final Absent Minded Professor
prize of the year goes without contest to the West Hartford Fixer, Orren C. HorraeU. Mr. Hormell, on the
Tuesday morning of the examination
period, called up the Moulton Union
and requested that the attendant go
over to the bulletin board, find out
when his Government 1-2 exam was,
and call him back so he would be sure
to be there on time.

He was
exam,

there,

and gave a tough

too.

m-c

We

rather amazed at
President Silk' arrant betrayal of
the College the other day when a
little girl from Gray, Sarah Wilson, won the National spelling
championship. The presidents of
all the Maine colleges seat their
congratulations by telegram, politely
giving their felicitations
snd a word or two of commendation.
Bat President Sills, as the
chapel spires shuddered and a
hollow mean rang through the art
building, seat the following tele-

were

I
spelling championship.
wish Bowdoin students could spell
as well as yen."
Well, President Sills, all we can
say is, we never expected that of

faWn on

days

bitter

proves in vain;
Lost is the lesson of its pain;
The Notions follow selfish ways.

Great God of Love, we turn to Thee,
Some few in faith but most in hope;
"Grant us but courage as we grope
Through troubled times": hoar this our plea.

From the first, you have recognized the practicable as well as the
ideal aad have exhibited ability to deal with material more or leas
refractory, not expecting perfection in either students, or alumni,
or Faculty, or Trustees, or even Overseers; and, withal, you have ea>
hibited a comprehending spirit of sympathy with the fears and the
hopes, the sorrows and the joys of men, the friendliness that makes

James Carrington freeman.

and keeps friends.
Sixteen years ago, when your administration was an unproved adventure, your inaugural address emphasised the permanence, even the
eternity, of the things of the spirit, and declared the real object of
education to be to make men intellectually and spiritually free;, and
that address was ended with the pledge that Bowdoin would continue
to give a liberal education.

That pledge has been kept, and that purpose holds. Today, as we
and the experience of the years since
faith and
it, we face the unfolding future with

recall the history of the College

we have known

—

without fear
for
"All experience

an arch where-thro'

is

Gleams that untravelled world, whose margin fades
"
Forever and forever

And now in this place of many memories, the scene of the inauguraBowdoin presidents and of the graduation of seventyeight Bowdoin classes, as one who exercises a high and unearned
privilege in the presence of a cloud of witnesses, the living and "those
other living whom we call the dead", by the authority given me by
the Governing Boards of the College, and as for the moment a herald
whose voice is their voice, in the name of the College I declare you
Doctor of Laws
Pre causa honoris et pro merite

tion of four

invested with all the rights, privileges and 'honors belonging to that
degree, and to one whom Bowdoin trusts and delights to honor.

Hawes

This degree was conferred by Mr.

in

accordance with a

special vote of the Boards conferring upon him the necessary authorIts award is virtually without precedent in the history of American colleges.

ity.

Joan William Lord of Pitts bu rgh,
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EMas

Baseett,

Edward Irving Albling

Jr,

Warren

Hunt,

South Portland
Horace

Bertram

la,

of

Silverman

of

Chandler Redman of Bangor
Francis Choate Bailey of Bruns-

Ward

U y, Mass.
Freeman af
Biai n ti ce, Mass.
Charles Oscar Goldberg of Mattapan, Mass.
Alexander Prescott
Clark
of
Stamford, Conn.
les

James Carrington

—

tory

George Francis Peabody of Haniton Honors
Government
in

—

M

Chandler Redman of BangerHonors in Economies
Blake Tewksbury of Cumberland

ter, N. H.
Neal Thembs Skillmgs of Port-

TONDREAU BROS. CO.

land

We

William Darsie Rounds of Rockland
Charles Williams Carpenter af
Washington, D. C.

John Bryant Hlekox of Now RoeheUe. N.
Y.. Julius Joseph Hoal of New Havea. Cena4_
Lather Gardner Holbrook of Walpoat, Maaa.,1
Eugene George Ingatta of Bath.
Guy Franklin Kelley of Lawrence,
Robert Freeman Kingsbary of Ithaca. N. Y.,
Thurman August Larson of Machtss. Erie
Charles Lath. Jr.. of Elisabeth, N. J.. Chariaa
Henry McKennay of Wcllealey Hills. Maaa.,
Joel York Marshall of Alfred. Brewer Jay
Merriam of Fvaaataerhaan. Maaa.. James Horace Norton of Detroit. Mich.. Carl Guataf Olson of Belmont. Maes.,
Henry Whitaker
Kchardaoa of Melrose HMs.. Maaa.. (aa at
.

196J).

Bradaord Rsbioaoa af Concord. Mass..
Tamer Ranwlett of Portland (as of

aUhrworth

n

193»f Harold Leonard Seigal of Portland.
John Mclnnes Sinclair of Romford. Arthur
Deane Stone of Danvera. Maaa.. Thurston

!

Bradford Sumner of Soraerville. Maaa., William Ryan Tench of Lakewood. Ohio. Edward
Carl Uehlein of Lawrence, Macs,. Robert
Brooks Wait of Reading. Man.. Robert
WeatberUl WiacheU of West Newton. Mass..
Blakeslec Dickson Wright of Newtonville,
Mats.

BATON HARDWARE

carry the largest sssortment of

Imported Goods, Fruit, Fresh Vegetables, Olives, Pickles, Domestic and li
ported Cheeses and Biscuits of all

Franklin Nelson
Squantum, '
of
Lawson Alexander Odde of Portland,
Frauds raa bada of Houlton, James
Perkins. Jr.. of Baothbay Harbor. VinPhiibrick
of
Klttery.
son Fernakl
Asa Osgood Pike, ad, of Fryeburg, Gardner Chase
Papa af East Ma raise. Robert Chamberlain
Porter
Philadelphia,
Raymond
of
Penau.
Francis Prince of Banaor. Elmore Kendall
awtunfy gAad to be in
Putnam at Claremont. N. H. (aa of IMS).
Chandler R wheal, of Bangor. Donald »b>
todsy, because 1
(nine; ta
warth Raid af D ur th eater
Maaa.. William wick
Darsie Rounds of Rockland. Bertram
diauner at the Brunnwiek Cafe.'*
SUverman of Portland. Neal Thoroba
af Pwrejand, Frederick rfefeon eneeatsfr of

Richard

Brunswick

BRUNSWICK CAFE

1

M

am

am

,

!

STEPPING STONES

Versoa,

PMUp Edward Burnham

of Rsmharat. N. T..

Bartholomew Haig Boantay of South Law.
Maaa.. (aa of 19M). Kenneth Gordon Cady af
Wahan. Haas.. Charles Williams Carpenter of
Washington. D.
Witriam WMtford Clay of
Hingtiam, Mass.. Richard Hawkins Dasls of
Wcllealey Hills. Mass.. Edward De ban* af
ement Lawrence Donahue of Presque
Bath,
k. Clei

C

Lobster

Southern Fried Chicken
Phone

11

.

Bath Road

THE COFFEE SHOP
$00 Maine Street

Home Cooking

"WHEN A FELLER
NEEDS A FRIEND"

kinds east of Portland.

PRINTING

FIRST NATIONAL

STUART & CLEMENT

BANK

Surplus and Pronta, $100,000

STUDENT

Cleaning and Pressing
Give

m-c
Professor Morgan B. Cushmg was
walking across the campus the morning after the Ivy Gym dance, when he
was accosted by a student who had
some brief remark to make to him.
The professor answered ia the hoarse,

Capital, $50,000.

Town Bu Being

for Gifts

Tipping and Mitchell

LECLAIR

& GER V AIS

Stationery

affliction.

"It was that darned 'Man on the
Flying Trapeze' song," answered the

Fountain Pens

mmTS.

10S

Hard and Soft Coals
Dry Fireplace Wood

The travail of a man who is directiag a commencement play has
no end. Professor Chase wss directing ens of the rehearsals of

Cards

Street

BRUNSWICK COAL & LUMBER

m-c

-

Wsteh and Jewelry BetMkiag

do the work

professor.

last

.

for all occasions

husky voice of a man who by rights
ought to have a piece of flannel
about his neck. The student, a little
surprised, asked him what caused the

PATROMAea

Varney'g Jewelry Store

To

Tt

CO.!

Fuel Oils

an adder calling to its young.
he achieved a slight
but one of the more
members of the co m pan y
told him that he would probably
split his lip if he kept that up.
So the erudite nrafeaaor gave up,
and blew retreat through his
fingers—like the Mills brothers.
like

Finally
squeak,
learned

m-c
And thus we have filled up the last
But never fear,
shag for this year.
tearful farewells are not with us. The
column will be back next year, and as

we Atropos

willing.

When

fata nanus heavy oyer your head,

retain a cheerful outlook with a pipe of

aenkU

BBIGGS.

Mead ... and
has a rare and opkjr earor that will
your taate. You
find BRIG GSthe

thrill

Isiimber aid Building Materials of
A. E.

MORRELL

The COLLEGE

*22,

AH

Kinds

Mgr.

BOOK STORE

Now Books by Bowdoin Man
How

Peary ReacOad the Pale—Donald B. MacMBtan
European CivUiaJiea aad Parities Since 1815—Erik A chore
Hyde of BowdoiajH?. T. BaraaU new
An Attic Room - Portrait of An American - The
The Yoke af fhundki . BeJUads of Square-toed Ant
by Robert P. Tristram Coffin

—

!

Down East— Wiiatrt Snow

F.

»r*0

WJCHANDLER & SON
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There's not a bite In a

bushel of this a«ed-ia-wood
It

week when he found

that a trumpet call was needed.
The trumpet was there all right,
but no trumpeter, so Professor
Chase derided ta take over the
trumpeting job himself.
He huffed and he puffed, bat
the best be could produce from
the trumpet was a slight hiss,

CO.

The Sport Store of

Mean

Kendall Parker Abbott of WakaneW, Mass.,
Carl Adolf Ackermann of Swampacott, Maaa.,
Frank Donald Bates af Winchester, Mass.
George Stephen Bennett of .'Quhscy. Mass.,
Concord, Mass., Blake Tewksbury of CumVer-

—

Herbert Clay Lewis af Newton,
Mass. High Honors in His-

Eugene Ellis Brown of Bangor
Walter Drew Hinkley of Lancas-

W

well of
a e st ar , asaaa.. Rosa* BlsnRi Hal
of HiuMaad MaMs. H. Y.. Russell Hall. jr..
of South Windham (aa of 1933). Joseph Gardiner Ham of Scarsdale. N. Y.. Charles Edward Hardies, Jr.. of Amsterdam. N. Y.. flbV
ert Whiting Harrington, Jr.. of West Newton. Mas*.. Alfred Soroker Hayes of Boothhay Harbor. Herbert Karl Hem pel of Essex,
Maaa.. Walter Draw Hinkley af Lancaster,
N. M., Albert Perry Holt. Jr., of Braintree,
Mass.. Enoch Warren Hunt. 2d. of Sooth
Portland. Charles Pox Kahili of Portland.
Ralph Afvah Kelley of Peabody. Maaa.. (died
May it. ISM). Mar hart Clay Lewis af Man*.
ton, Maaa.. John WeUiara Lord af Plttahasan
Detght Lowell of La*. Gordoa
of WoMaaton. Man*.. Sari Edward MsUar of Turner Fails. Maaa.. John
Morris of Newtonville,

Braintree,
Mass. Honors ia
English
Albert Soroker Hayes of Boothbay Harbor Honors ia Ger-

—

Fearnside of Wel-

W

Freeman af

Physics
Carrington

James

M

Richard Potter Emery of Dorchester.
Maaa.. WilMam Ward Faarnatde of WeResley.
Mass.. Laoreaee Bertram Flint. Jr.. of Milton.
Maaa.. ANJert Witttprte Frost of Belmont.
Mass.. (as of 19IJ). Carlton Henry Gerdsen
of Plainfield. N. J., (aa of I*S». Bartlett
Edgecomb Godfrey of Winchester. Maaa., John
Ulrie GrtCsa af PtttsneM. James Ernest Guptill of Fryeburg. James Wallace Hand, Jr., af
EHxabeth. N. J.
laic,

Henry NMsou Tibbetts of Mt.
Malcolm Swain Walker of Grand
Beach. Cart Frederick Albert Weber of South
Portland. James Graham Woodruff of Barm,
Vt.
Candidates for the degree of B ache l or of
Science were:

—

Portland

wick
William

—

—

land

Enoch

Edward Irving Albling of PottWashington, D. C. Honors tat
Hsstety
Alexander
Prescott
Clark af
Stamford,
Conn— Honors hi
English
Winiam Ward Fearnside af Wellesley, Mass.— Honors in Government
Btakestee
Dickson Wright af
Newtonville, Mass. Honors ia

af

-

Gaorge

land Honors in Mathematics
Charles Williams Carpenter of

of Port-

in Lathi

Candidate* for the degree at Bachelor of
Arte were;
Samuel Bavtd AbramovHz of Allstoa. Mass..
Edward Irving AlbHng of Portland. Charles
William Altea of Portland, James Putnam
Archibald of Houlton, John Lena Arnold of
Brookline. Mta. Richard Palmer Atwoad
Auburn. Francis Choate Barley of Brunswick.
Bassett. Jr.. af Maiaamnirk.
J ansos Eliaa
N. T.. Eugene Mills Brown of Bangor. Frederick Warren Barton of Autrarndale, Maaa.
Alexander Plencott Clark of Stamford.
Cobb.. Kennedy Crane, Jr.. of tt—llaiirt. Kneaell Waters Dakin of Jamaica Plain. Maaa.,
Byron Stevens Davis of Petersham. Mass.,
Stephen RuieeR Deane of Leeds. George Pierre
Deajardina of Brunswick. Robert Sturtevant
Fletcher of Portland. Robert Matthews Fester
of Metroee. Mass.. Jaraea Carrington Freeman
of Braintree. Maaa.. John Chester Gazlay, Jr..
of New RoeheUe. N. Y.. Gordon Edward GUlent
af Wiacheater.
Maaa.. Chart** Otear
GoWberg of MatUpan. Mass.. Richard Leake
GoMamfth 0t Show be gan. Robert Lloyd Haek-

Mass.,

Pa.

AT COMMENCEMENT

you.

—

is

And Armageddon

While retaining and strengthening the confidence that called and
that welcomed, you have won and kept that of those later groo ps
who, coming as boys, have gone, and are going, from Campus and
halls aad athletic fields, to prove themselves worthy to bear the name
of a college that has been ''from birth the nurterer of men".

tioaal

will

The World

•f Brunswick, Maine

"Bowdoin sends warm congratulations ea your winning the na-

opus

And

You have held that tradition not aa dead, unchanging and obstrucbut as a quickening spirit that changes its form and expression
meet changing conditions, opening men's minds to truth and their
eyes to beauty; rejoicing alike in the heritage of the past and the
discoveries of the present; but forever denying the crass materialism
that would have men live by bread alone.

gram c

his

this we stand in silence bowed
Yet scarce dare pause a moment here.
sullen murmurs reach our ear
distant warnings echo loud.

For

to

Maasaroaeck, N. Y.

MsawW ROW

For

tive,

bay Harbor

ra

Pleading for the elevation of governmental* office as a profession to a
status equaling that of the lawyer
Chandler Redman
and the doctor,
14 delivered a commencement adbe
Brains
"Can
entitled
dress
Trusted?" Redman criticized our soout-of-date and oldcial heritages

Alroady Death has token toll;
Tn holy peace our comrades sleep.
Their sonis a sweet communion keep;
They answer a celestial roft:

James

A

FEARNSIDE SCORES
CHURCH ATTTTUDE

By

Kenneth Ctmrtss Morten Sila> far fifteen yean
President of Bowdoin College:
Called to succeed a great President, in a day of questioning, when
Christianity was challenged, and civilisation threatened, and whan all
for which the College has stood seemed imperiled, you have justified
the faith that called and the hope that welcomed you.

(Continued from page 1)

I

sing today with heavy h eart;
We linger here by Her who pressed
Her foster children to Her breast,
Her who sees them soon depart.

Following the award of six kew>rary degrees by Prssisant SHa* a*
this morning, Charles T. Hawes 76, of Bangor, President of the Board of Overseers, rose in his place on the platform and'
addressed the PreaWent as follows:

comm encemen t

Albert Soroker Hayes of Booth-

earn af the* nuns scratch We
Ta aaar* haw hall cam Ma Bread.
And why aad what an earth 11a aunt

Ode

Class
We

—

Aad

Commencement Speeches
REDMAN DEPLORES

"*•!

(Continued from pas* 1)
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Commencement Speeches
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HINKLEY DISCUSSeS
LEWIS SEES FAITH
GROWTH OF CRIME
AS HOPBtf WORLD
Quoting the Bible, unearthing a
convincing:
of statistics, and
making several apt comparisons, Walter D. Hinkley, speaking on "Hamlet,
Revenge!", proposed that the first
step in the extermination of crime in
the United States should be the enforcement of the penalty of capital

man

—

"And

theoretical emotionalists and
shed tears for the
poor murderers. Kind hearts and soft

crlminal-coddlers

and

and Alumni

Dancing to the music of Isham
Jones and his nationally known
broadcasting and recording orchestra,
two hundred couples attended the annual Commencement Dance in the
makes possible such a faith", H. Clay Sargent Gymnasium Jast Tuesday
Lewis in his speech on "Faith" pro- evening. The dance marked the culmiposed to solve the problem of evil in nation of the social year.
The Gym was appropriately and
human relations through finding faith
ornately decorated by Vincent S.
and a sincere philosophy of life.
Cobb with his usual skill. The comIn opening, he stated, "I want to mittee in charge headed by Thurston
have no firm conviction that their
and the root
of this difficulty is that we have a©
generally acceptable philosophy which

.

.

field

human

of

that is a confidence,
an assurance in the purposeful neas of

B. Sumner consisted of Thomas
Barnes, R. Lloyd Hackwell, and, Robert C. Porter.

.

r

—

malignant growth, but to- finding a
way to save the patient and destroy
the cancer. Crime is a rotten lecherous growth on the body politic. Let
the ultimatum be pointed forcefully
with this assurance: 'Who so aheddeth
man's blood, by man shall his blood
be shed.'

things, on a solid faith in the valu«
of our efforts; and a solid faith depends on its intellectual acceptability."
Scientific

Philosophy InnaJsaTM ill
cannot have a great power of
accomplishment unless we have a firm
belief in the worthwhileness of what
we're doing. We do not always see
how fax-reaching is the dependence of
accomplishment on faith, and faith on
the presence of a generally accept
able philosophy which makes confi
dence in the value of our efforts pos

"We

tn answer to the question as to how
are to attain this faith and this
generally acceptable philosophy, Mr.
said, "In socking a new and
firmer intellectual basis for faith in
ideals of society, we must try to get a
philosophy which includes the values
with which ideals of human relationship are concerned. In other words, a
philosophy which is only a condensed
scientific view of the world appear*
inadequate, because it does not make
full inclusion of such values."
"And since oa the other hand, any
new philosophy must also take account of scientific viewpoints, if it's to
be intellectually acceptable, then it

must comprehend both fields. Our new
philosophy must include not only 'the
knowledge of science, but also experiences in the

field

of values of

We

awe
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GURNET HOUSE

GRADUATES!

Phone 55-11

Shore

Good Old Chocolate
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Steak
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GURNET

ALLEN'S DRUG STORE
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Motor Out

HOUR SERVICE

TOPSHAM FILLING STATION
Jest Over

Saco,
is

Walker

McCann

»S« of
"37

BM-

of Port-

"84 of

a
the

registration in the Librarqy. Mr. Litregistration in the Library

.

deadly fears.

life awaits the novice who forgets
His vaunted innocence; the test
Comes not within sequestered halls
And playing-fields; henceforward

The weaker far behind the

best.

Ia distant years the groping
I saaTuT

uTfialuat

FatiruBaaaBratsl

PflfsBs*

John Otis Parker *» of Arlington,

mont, N. Y.
John Otis Parker *85 of Arlington,
Mass.
Forbes Rickard Prise
John Valentine Schnffner, 3d, 36 of
Dover, Mass.

Laden Howe Prise
Charles William Allen '34 of Portland
Hannibal Hamlin Emery Latin Prize
George Roger Edwards '35 of Southington. Conn.

Nathan Gould Prize
Weber 'M

Carl Frederick Albert
Portland

Sumner

of

m em

ory
Will seek out solace ia this past,
Recolfing in bright imagery
Pictures beautiful to sea,
Illusions almost to the last.

The friends we found and cherished here ah" change
the marks of jealous
'

'

And show

Time.
For soma will all too early grey
With waiting for a better day

A

few
lime.

wifl

make

...

their lives sab-

Let none delay to seize Life now;

we perish
Long before the spreading vines
That flame in autumn on the walls
Of these long-venerated halls,
Long before the grey-green pines.

Kimball Prise
Wright "84 of
Blakeslee Dickson
ville Center, N. Y.
Newtonville, Mass.
Poetry Prise
Horace Lord Piper Prise
Benson Van Vranken Beneker '36 of John Valentine Schaff ner, 3d,
distinction that comes from fine traTruro, Mass.
Dover. Mass.
Bertram Louis Smith, Jr., Prise
dition, real culture, and able service,
Edgar O. Acborn Prize
Honoris Causa
Doctor of Laws
Allan Forbes Hubbell 35 of RoekI.

were judged

*33

juniors,

men spoke in the contest, held
Hubbard Hall debating room oa
28. Other than the two w inne rs,

Five
in

Opinion", a discussion of modern economic ills, Joseph C. Fisher spoke on
"What College Men Talk About", and
Kenneth G." Dot-man discussed "The
Sophistry of Modern Technology''.
Parker's speech was an oatana nf
the situation which confronted John
Hay daring the crux of the Far Bastera situation at the turn of the cenit,
and the
to
tury, his reactions
eventual solution of It by the famous
leader. Barnes gave a critique *of She
thoughts about
currant collegiate
war, the ballyhoo which surrounds
them, and the true attitude which the
"

Re
typical
undergraduates hold.
stressed the fact that most of it was
sensationalism'', and r ev be wad
the late moves which the colleges

"sham

have made concerning war.
The judges were Professors Newton P. Stallknecht. C. Vyner Brooke
and Ernst C. Helmreich.

Dan Edwin Christie '37 of Milo
Norman Parneir Seagrave *37 of Fall

.

-

Donald F. Barnes

the winners in 'the annual Plummer
Prise Speaking, oratorical contest let

Harold C. Tipping ddivened "Public

Houl-

toa
MauuuuaBBst

tie

May

falls

Sherman Bennett Prise

George Francis Peabody

Age test a
Asm a ioed of

May ami

Open Door Policy" and The Ceungiate Attitude", John O. Parker "85 and

'35

of

River, Mass.

Rhodes Scholar now

ia residence
*S0 ot Ma-

James Parker Pettegrove
chiasport

aa

BBSS

f

human

relationships, experiences which those
who have them feel deeply to be real
but which science cannot explain."
vmsBsammsmaBBBmaaeaBBiaBBBBeamamBBm

—

Serving the

of

alumnus ' returning for commencement week, according to the

oldest

Honoris Causa Doctor of Letters
Leonard
Percy deWolfe Tifl*y,
Premier of New Brunswick, son of a
famous Canadian statesman one of
the founders of the Dominion of Canada, and of a gracious Canadian
mother, both honored by their King
for their services to' Canada; graduate of the University of New Branswick and of the law school at Dalhousie; Doctor of Laws of the University of New Brunswick; Doetor of
Civil Laws of Toronto University;
gladly welcomed, here as the present
head of the government of a friendly
end neighborly Province separated
from us by the lovely St. Croix and
St. John rivers and by an unguarded
boundary line, giving to his office

cloistered

Lewis

\

Still

Litt'.efield

Gilpatrick

deford
Richard Vincent
Paite

these

patiently small praise
siege of hostil e days

sible."

Highlights from Baccalaureate

Ice Cretin

Daniel F.

graduate of the class of 1864,

S<*6ef

,

Alexander Prise

Edwin

spent

years

Hoarding

loyalty,

Honoris Causa Doctor of Science
Charles Cutler Torrcy, of the Class
of 1884; graduate of Andover Theological Seminary; Doctor of Philosophy from Strasburg University;
Master of Arts of Yale; Doctor of
Divinity
of
Bowdoin;
Professor
Emeritus of Semitic Languages of
Yale University; Overseer <d Bow
doin; one of the most distinguished

we

That

i)

ia pris-

we

Phrases from the President's Baccalaureate address delivered at
the College Church Sunday afternoon:
It is indeed appropriate that a college which pr es cribes ht its
by-laws that "The first college exercises at the beginning of each
semester shall be morning prayers" puts in first place on the Commencement program the baccalaureate address in the College Church.
These are symbols that the College believes ia the efficacy of religion and in trust in God as the sustainer of high and noble character
for which there can be no substitute.
Of the many phases of the Christiaa runffisn which would he appropriate for your thoughts d urine this beautiful service there hi one
which has an especial appeal ia these dark and uncertain and difficourage, "without which", as good old Samuel tehasuw
cult times
said, "man has no security for preserving any other virtue*.
Courage, as exemplified by the life and teachings of Christ and
based on faith in God end man at his best, ia the source of hope.
If this College has not taught intellect aai courage to yen, yen
have mimed one of her most important lessens*
It is mar nl sometimes hard to impress upon the American people
the n eternity of intellectual courage bu rsas t> as the President ef
Columbia University recently po inted out ia aa iamportai
Americans taken aa a whole prefer has eawtioaal to the
life; "they weuhl choose to follow Hassans rather thas Voltaire".
In other words, they hate to thiak.
To be interested in ideas and is ptlasipses, to he devoted Is tats
truth, and to pursue the truth retentleaaly, like the •and ef Heaves*
ia one of the aims that the College seta before its students.
Many people have forgotten that eternal vigilance is the price
of liberty.
We must realise that ae better form ef government has yet keen
devised than that which rests en the popular will wisely mnlruiUd
and fully ascertained.
Americana, if we have say ef the stuff ef ear ancestors kit
in our veias, will never submit to the domiaatioa of a regimented
state, to the tyranny of a Muaawhaj or a Hitler, or a Stalia.
It would as far
good to nark to get rid of the causes of
war than merely to ensmomse war.
We must look upon the Constitution as a Hvtag eeemneai that can
be adapted to chsngiag rsauHMua, ant at a snttaslaet tat el kwi
forever fixed and static.

WISEMAN FARMS

aa authority on education

Oriental scholars ia the werM, whose
recent publications on the Aramaic Cat Watts* Hoary Owen Premium
versions of the Gospels mark a new Herbert Clay Lewis *S4 of Newton,
and most important epoch ia New
Testament criticism; honored twice by
Stanley Plnmmer Prise
D. his Alma Mater, today,
Donald Frederic Barnes *35 of Larcb-

The chaperones were Mrs. Kenneth
heads! Every one of these murders life and the worth of ideals of nving, C. M. Sills, Mrs. Wilmot B. Mitchell,
saaans that an innocent man was faith in the light of a fundamental Mrs. Charles T. Bumiett, Mrs. Manproblem,
the problem of hear to re- ton Copeland, Mrs. Stanley B. Smith,
Murders make
robbed of his life.
duce evil in humaa relati— sh'ps The Mrs. Edward H. Wass. Mrs.
widows and orphans."
Morgan
reason we still have so much evil is B. Cashing. Mrs. Kenneth
Statistics Prove Pomtai
J. Boyer,
Thorn who would abolish this that moat of as have found no power Mrs, Philip S. Wilder, Mrs. Donovan
penalty say that the fear of death which will really effect the changes D. Lancaster, Mrs. James P. White,
does not prevent a man bent on mur- we desire ia our ways of living."
Mrs. Noel C. Little, Mrs. Herbert R.
"In this problem of finding a more Brown and Mrs. Edward C. K.irhland.
der from accomplishing his- purpose,
la England where the death penalty effective power than we have for
Jones's appearance at Bowdoin was
is strictly enforced, murder has al- changing lives, and attaining ideals part of a trip which was his first in
most disappeared. In 1923 there of human relations, power of accom- several years in upper New England.
were fortv more murders committed plishment depends, among
other
in Philadelphia—the City of Brotherly Love than in all of Canada the
previous year.
"Until 1911 Vermont used the
death penalty, and there were only
four or five murders a year there. In
that year capital punishment was
abolished. The next year there were
twenty murders in Vermont. In 192425, with the death penalty restored,
there were two murders in Vermont."
Crime vs Cancer
"The opponents of the death penalty say that 'life imprisonment is
worse than death anyway', and is
more of a deterrent to crime than the
sallows.
If this be true, can they
explain why every condemned murderer makes desperate efforts, until the
very moment of his execution, to have
his sentence commuted from death to
hfe imprisonment? And bear in mind
the fact that a few years ago the
average time spent in a Kansas prison under a sentence of life imprisonment was four years."
"When a person is suffering from
the gnawing ravages of cancer you
weald certainly not expect scientists
to devote their learning to discovering a method to save and improve the

PARKER CAPTURES
PLUMMER CONTEST

Poem

Class

Let now. the solemn truth be put

Speaking oa "John
or;

WeB

efforts are worthwhile;

relations, faith

»

filVES

York, N,_Y
Recei ved by ons; known affectionately by our
Large Throng of Seniors Bowdoin family for »»* wit, charm John Vi

Orchestra

Declaring that "a fundamental reason for oar present-day inability to
get very far is that moat individuals

punishment.
"in the last fifty years 300,000 persons have bean murdered in this coontry six times as many as those of
our soldiers who died on the battlefield in the World War; more than the
total number of American soldiers
who have died in battle in the century and a half of our national life." consider faith ia the

j-
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List of Prizes
HONORARY DEGREES
Released Today
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GOOD WINS NATIONAL TITLE-VARSITY EDGES GRADS BY
Wins High Hurdles With
Ease But is Nosed Oat
in Lows

THIRD HIGHEST
INDIVIDUAL SCORER

IS

NiWock TakeTilfth in Shot
as Bowdoin Places
Eighth
Leading a

of the world's fastPhil Good, see
trackman, captured the
field

est timber-toppers,

sophomore

hif h hurdles in the National IC4A
track meet in Philadelphia on May
SO, and, in a thrilling- finish, took
second place in the low barriers. Howard Niblock, shot-patting captainelect, brought Bowdoin's total to 10

team

points, eighth place in the 88

meet
By

!.

President Sills today announced the
following Bat of straight "A" men
for the second semester of 1988-84.
The list is an unusually large 'one.
Seniors: Alexander Prescott Clark
of Stamford, Conn., James Carrington Freeman of Braintree, Mass.,

events, Good was second highest
scorer in the meet, being outpointed
only by Princeton's great Bonny Bonthron and California's magnificent
sprinter,

Bob

Keisel.

Takes Highs Easily
In his first event, the high barriers, Good, racing in the middle lane,
was a foot ahead of Johnny Fatseas,
captain of the N.Y.U. team, at the
hurdle.

He

increased his lead at

every hurdle, and won, going away,
by two yards in the time of 15 seconds, good for the muddy track. Fat'-•"*§ outlasted Walter Merwin, indoor
I .'4A from Cornell, to take second
ace, followed by Dick Coe of Calii
fornia and Johnny Hayes of Harvard
to close the scoring.
The Bowdoin man's victory was a
distinct surprise to the 80,000 spectators at Franklin field, for, although
he had won his preliminary heat, he
was third in the semi-final, and was
forced to run another "fifth man"
heat. In the latter heat he trounced
8am Klopstock, the Stanford favorite, for the qualifying position in the

The low hurdles were another story,
however. Klopstock, the diminutive
but speedy Westerner, won his heat
in £4.1 seconds, while Good, in taking
the second semi-final, was clocked in
24.8 seconds. In the final heat the
Polar Bear athlete received the same
poor lane that spelled his defeat in
the
Penn Relays the pole lane,
chewed up into mud by the feet of
men in other events which circled the
track. Good was off his mark a bad
last, as Klopstock bounded into the
lead, but sprang a terrific lift in the
last fifty yards to go to the tape almost even with the Cardinal, in the
closest finish of the meet. The Judges
decided in favor of Klopstock, the
time being 24.1 seconds.
Edged oat for third place by three
inches. Howard Niblock,
Bowdoin's
indoor IC4A shot-put champion, collected a fifth in his specialty with a
toss of 48 feet 8i inches. In the preliminary he was third, close behind

—

was announced

this

morning.

Howard
ed to

fill

Athletic

G. Mostrom *28, was electthe alumni vacancy in the
Council, it was announced

this morning. Mostrom, captain of
the track team his senior year, is coholder of the college record in the
100 yard dash at 9 4-6 seconds.

Philgas for Fraternity

House Cooking
Brunswick Hardware Co.
Prompt Service - Fair Prices
TeL 1M—«7 Maine St—TeL 117

Lyman B. Chipman,

Inc.

PURE FOOD SHOP
Wholesale

A

-

Retail

Specialty of Fraternity

Trade
174 Congress Street
Portland, Me.

Athletic

ADDED TO FACULTY

j

S!

.

fully ascertained.

Student and War
There is no more inspiring challenge to youth than that which calls
for a vigorous and aggressive warfare in defense of liberty and of dem-

Science reveals
important new
Tacts for Smokers!

W*

American*,
ocratic institutions.
if we have any of the stuff of our ancestors left in our veins, will never
submit to the domination of a regimented state, to the tyranny of a
Mussolini, or a Hitler, or a Stalin,
To have proper* social responsibility

we must

cultivate,

not a rugged in-

What of it? Is the answer to be a
supine acceptance of the present laxity? Even if things were infinitely
worse than they are the problem before all decent minded men and women is not to submit but to resist. It
may not be popular to take a stand
against lax sexual habits and marital
infidelity,
against
indecent
movies,
against over-indulgence
in
drink, against lack of individual and
social financial integrity; but where
the fight is hardest there is the greatest need for patience and courage.
Everyone knows there are distinctions
between right and wrong;
everyone is
aware that certain
tendencies if allowed to run along unchecked will bring misery to countless thousands.
The interest of the American undergraduate in the war against war
has recently been termed one of the
most significant phenomena of our
day.
Sometimes that interest takes
an extreme form; sometimes it seems
to me more concerned with working
out impractical formulae rather than
with giving support to upbuild those
agencies already in existence for promoting international peace and goodwill.
It would do far more good to
work to get rid of the causes of war
than merely to denounce war. Nevertheless there is much cheer in the
thought that preponderant student
opinion is with those who would rid
the world of the curse of war. There
have been, to be sure, serious reverses in the past few months to
those who believe in the necessity of
international peace.
The adjournment of the Disarmament Conference, the failure of the League of Nations in some important matters, the
increasing budgets for armaments
both in this country and abroad, the
failure to come to any sensible agreement on the vexed problem of war
debts; all these things are potential
causes of friction and possibly strife.

en the
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verify these facts!

announces a

basic discover)' that throws new light On our past
knowledge of cigarettes. It embodies an "energizing
effect"... a quick restoration of the flow of natural
body energy... an experience well known to Camel

smokers.

When

you smoke a Camel you

feel

an

almost immediate relief from fatigue. You have released and made available the latent energy in your
body. You've helped your body to help itself. During
the day your energy curve hits certain low points.
Camels raise your flow of energy... quickly, conveniently, and without jangling your merits.

There's a "Lift" in

CAMELS

that drives

away

Fatigue and Irritability
Feel "ail in" ?

Then light a Camel.

cool and fragrant and delightful., .bat
more important than that, it brings your
flow of energy up from the depths!
It's

tar

You feel fatigue vanish. Irritability seems to
And you go back to work or play

—

slip away.

—with the energy

that is naturally yours.

This experience is no news to Camel smokers. But the explanation is news
and good

—

—to everyone.

news

The

•>

you get from smoking Camels

"lift"

is

simply a release of the natural latent energy

You have

in your body.

help

helped your body to

itself . . . easily, naturally.

Remember
ergy curve

this explanation

is

when your

en-

"down"... rimes when you're

and your brain just doesn't seem to
work and you feel too tired to move.
Camel fans smoke frequently—and they can

irritable

—as

often as they like. Camel's costlier to-

on the nerves.
Keep your flow of energy at a higher]

baccos never get

with Camels.

•

CAMELS
Costlier Tobaccos
never get en

EXPENSIVE

TOSACCOS-1

KNOW THIS

FEELING? The feeling of being too "all into respond to the gaiety of the crowd? No taste for the
pleasure and fun of the sort of social evening that you
would ordinarily look forward to? That's one of die many
times to light a Camel, enjoying its rich flavor while your
flow of natural, healthful energy is restored. You'll like
Camels

— a mttrhlrtt blend of

costlier tobaccos!

|

orita.

fifth

Camel Smokers can
A famous New York research laboratory

your Nerves
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new departure

:

dividualism but individual responsibility consecrated to work for the
common good.
.We need courage too in another
Johnny Lyman and Slinger Dunn,
field, the field of moral conflict. AlStanford's great weight-tossers, but
two men passed him as he failed to though it be true that human nature has ever been frail and weak and
improve his heaves in the finals. Dunn
that the question of moral standards
won the event with a 68 foot 8 inch has
always been a relative question,
heave, a new meet record.
there can be but little doubt that
there are many signs abroad today of
Ripley Lyman Dana *01, former something like a moral breakdown.
vice president of the Board of Overseers, was yesterday elected to the
Board of Trustees of the College, it

A

Walker Bests Gray In 4-Hit
Hurling Duel ; 16 Men Fan

In the best-played game seen on Pickard Field this year, the Varsity nine
Bowdoin Women, of which Mrs. Kenwhitewashed the Alumni 3-0 in six innings. Prom beginning to end it was a
neth C. M. Sills is honorary president, pitchers' duel between Doug Walker and Gray of the Alumni.
was the entertainment this comNeither pitcher allowed more than one hit in one inning. From the offermencement of mothers of the sen- ings of Gray, the Varsity could garner but four hits, two of which accounted
for two runs. The Alumni likewise touched Walker for four hits, one of
iors.
them
a double by Gray, the only extra base hit of the game. Walker fanned
Herbert Clay Lewis of Newton, Mass.
Although the fathers of seniors seven, as Gray struck out nine.
Juniors: Allan Forbes Hubbell of have always been the guests of the
Bennett Stan
Rock vi lie Centre, N. Y., John Otis
college at commencement banquets in
Parker. Arlington, Mass.
The Varsity played tight, heads-up,
Sophomores Joseph Lyman Fisher the gymnasium, never before has any
almost errorless ball, and seised upon
of Pawtucket, R. I., Bernard Nathan special effort been made to entertain
their only opportunities to score.
Freedman of Haverhill, Mass., Sid- the mothers.
Gray was victimised by poor support
ney Raymond McCleary of Maynard,
Last year buttons were given them
which indirectly accounted for all
Mass., Thurman Everett Philoon of
Niblock 'SS, Douglass three varsity runs. Only one alumnus
W.
Howard
Newton
Centre, Mass., Maurice Ross to distinguish them on campus, but
going
over
Final of the IC4A high hurdles won by Phil Good. The field,
of Biddeford. Everett Lewis Swift of this year they have received compli- W. Walker '35 and Sprague Mitchell reached third base in the six innings
right, Dick Hayes of Harvard,
the third barrier, reads from left to
Hollister mentary tickets to both the Wednes- "37 have been elected to captain the
Easton,
Maw., Howard
Phil Good of Bowdoin, first; Don
of play.
fearth; Dick Co« of California, fifth;
Vogel, Jr., of Woodmere, N. Y.
day and Thursday luncheons of the track, baseball, and golf teams durBennett of Cornell, third; and Johnnie Fatseas of N. Y. U N second.
Gray was easily the star of the
ing the 1936 season. Albert S. Allen
Freshmen: Edwin Bonette Benjamin
society.
The ^Society of Bowdoin "36 has been appointed manager of Grads, getting half of his team's hits,
(Courtesy of Boston Evening Trajgjriot^^^^^^
of Portland, Charles Foss Brewster
of Dexter. Malcolm Walter Cass of Women has the purpose of furnishing track, while Frank E. Southard '86 in addition to his twirling feats. la
his last game in a Bowdoin uniform.
Old Orchard, Dan Edwin Christie of headquarters for the women on cam- will manage the nine.
TFIVE
Milo. Richard Crowell Clapp of Wa- pus, and its membership requirements
Howie Niblock is perhaps the most Captain George Bennett starred offentertown, Mass., and Benjamin War- are an interest in Bowdoin and pay- outstanding man of his class. Shot sively, getting two hits and knocking
ment of dues. Many of the mothers put champion of the IC4A indoors, in two runs.
ren Norton of North Anson.
who come would be unable to continue University Club, and NEIAA and
The first Varsity run came in the
(Continued from pas* 1)
of the State, will come to the campus through later years a membership in holder of the college indoor and out- second when Hempel walked, stole
(Continued from pa*» 1)
ton, he has taught at both institutwice each week to conduct a course the organization, so it was decided to door marks he has a string of rec- second, went to third on a passed ball,
some of them in academic circles, are
He was for two years labora- in this field.
tions.
entertain them on the single time that ords and
credit and scored on a squeeze bunt by Pervictories
to
his
asserting roundly that democracy has
Three members of the faculty will they would attend commencement.
assistant to President Conant of
equaled by no other man in college. kins. This margin was increased in
We need a tory
failed and is done for.
The
luncheon
was
Wednesday
Harvard, and since 1982 has been as- be away on sabbatical leave during
next inning when
Allen, track manager-elect is a the
Hildreth
revival of courage to put to flight the sociated with the Rockefeller Institute the coming year. Dean Paul Nixon, followed by the society's usual busi- member of Psi Upsilon. Douglas M. walked, stole second, and came in on
New
York
only
in
September
ness
meeting,
was
open
Research
will
on
and.
whose
leave
begin
Sands of Delta Upsilon has been ap- Bennett's single. Not satisfied the
advocates of the easier way. Of all of Medical
1st, will spend his time in study on to members, the seniors' mothers, and pointed manager of cross country and Varsity
went after another in the
forms of government democracy is the City.
The freshman track. Assistant managers fifth. Manter reached on an error, adJoseph E. Johnson, a graduate of the Pacific Coast, Professor Boyd W. house guests of members.
most difficult as it is the most benef- Harvard in 1927, who received his Bartlett of
the Physics Department Thursday luncheon is not limited to are Bradford H. Greene, Zeta Psi, vanced to third on two successive
icent; it demands and requires inces- comes Instructor in History. He has will go abroad for work in the field members, mothers will be guests, and and John F. Barker, Alpha Delta Phi, passed balls, and was driven
in by
sant labor and time, constant interest, done graduate work at the Univer- of Atomic Physics, while Professor a luncheon for children will be served while Ledyard M. Hall, Delta Upsilon, Bennett's second single.
willingness to take part in public sity of Grenoble, the University of Edward C. Kirkland of the History at the same time. The first is in the will serve as alternate.
VARSITY
,J> r bhpo a e
service, sacrifice and attention. More Munich and at Harvard, and has spent Department will conduct research in Parish House of the First Parish
Of a veteran and highly touted Bennett. 2b
J • S S 4 •
than that, it insists on an interest in two years in foreign travel.
Church, and the second is at Moulton nine, Doug Walker alone delivered H. Shaw, lb
American History.
s
I 11
1
t
the common good and faith in the
»
i • • e
Rev. John Charles Schroeder, minAlso absent on leave will be As Union.
the goods and lived up to pre-season Stone, ef
3b
I
12
common man. In this field today in- ister of the State Street Congrega- sistant Professors Albert AbrahamThe Society of Bowdoin Women is a expectations. His hitting and twirl- Hempel,
Kent, u
t
• 1 •
tellectual courage is needed to drive tional church in Portland, who re- son. William W. Lockwood of the De- unique organization, lacking to many ing featured an otherwise drab and Perkim. rf
1
•
out the defeatists, the croakers, pessi- A.M. at that institution in 1932, De- partment of Economics, and Ralph men's colleges, and many ^uch col dismal season. A member of Psi Up- Smith, U
1
• • • •
o • • •
j
mists, who have shaken the belief of ceived the degree of Doctor of Divin- deS. Childs of the Department of leges are planning to form societies silon, he was manager of the hockey Manter, If
Walker, p
j
•
many in the security of democracy, ity at Bowdoin in 1933 and the degree English.
modelled on that here. The officers team this winter.
Hildreth, c
I
t 4 1 •
those who rush madly to shelter to of Doctor of Letters at the University
Sills,
are:
of
the
society,
besides
Mrs.
Dr. Athern Daggett of the class of
Frank E. Southard is a Zete and a
Total.
M S 4 1114 1
any new scheme provided it will save of Maine a week ago, becomes Lec- 1925 has been promoted to be As- president, Mrs. Frederick E. Drake perennial member of the Dean's list
them trouble and labor. It requires turer In Biblical Literature. Dr. sistant Professor of Government and of Bath; vice president, Mrs. Philip William B. Hanson of Sigma Nu will ALUMNI
>b r bhpo a •
courage to see and to work for a finer Schroeder, who is one of the out- English, and Dr. William C. Root to Dana; secretary, Mrs. E. Eugene serve as intramural sports manager. Crimmiim. 3b
• • t •
ci
o
• • • •
and better democracy in a land as full standing figures in the religious life be Assistant Professor of Chemistry. Holt, Jr.; treasurer. Mrs. Marguerite James S. Dusenbury of Zeta Psi and Mean*,
Shut*. If
s o • • t •
of promise as it ever was. To be sure,
During the absence of Dean Nixon, D. Little; House Committee chairman, Francis L. Cooper of Sigma Nu are Gray, p
J
1 • 4 •
we must in a world of change con- On the other hand, it is greatly to Professor Wilmot B. Mitchell will Mrs. William D. Ireland; Luncheon assistant managers. Harold L. Cross, Whittier. H
S • • 1 1 1
Miller, lb
o t S • t
l
stantly adjust old methods to new the credit of the present administra- serve as Acting Dean of the College, Committee chairman, Mrs. Philip S. Psi U is alternate.
Thompson. 2b
S t t t t t
needs.
We must, for example, look tion that we have taken steps to bring filling this position for the fourth Wilder.
Sprague Mitchell has the honor of Morrill, rf
I Jt I
t •
upon the Constitution as a living about a better relation in the Carib- time.
f • 1 • 1 •
being the only freshman elected to Denniton. e
document that can be adapted to bean and with our neighbors in CenSix members of the class of *35 lead a team next year. His election
Total.
21
4 18
S I
conditions,
not
changing
as
s tral and South America, and that we
Vanity
It was announced this morning that were last night elected to member- came as a result of the toss of a coin
1 1
1 • x—
Runs batted in. Perkins. Bennett 2. Two
sacrosanct set of laws forever fixed have passed legislation forbidding the Clement Franklin Robinson '89, of ship in Ibis, senior honorary society. between the three Psi U freshman
and static. We must realize that no exportation of arms to certain war- Portland, wa9 elected yesterday to They include Donald Frederic Barnes, golf stars, Mitchell, Roger Kellogg, baae hit. Gray. Stolen bases, Bennett. Hempel.
Hildreth.
Sacrifice bit. PerUna.
Baaw oa
better form of government has yet ring countries. There is more reason -the vice presidency of the Board of Allan Forbes Hubbell. Vincent Now- and Charlie Noyes, to see who would balls, off Walker S, oft Gray X. Struck
oat,
been devised than that which rests on for permanent discouragement but Overseers of the College, on which lis, John Otis Parker, Arthur Mills serve first. The tennis team has not by Walker T. by Gray ». Left oa baaea.
Alumni S. Vanity 2. Pawed bail*. Deaoiaoa
the popular will wisely instructed and good ground for hope.
board he has served for many years. Stratton and John Worcester.
yet elected their captain.
2. Hildreth 4.
Time, 1.25.
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virtue of his nine points in the

two
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EIGHTEEN RECEIVE
WOMEN'S SOCIETY
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TOHE year of our Lord nineteen ban* dred and thirty-eight may sound

Men Already
Work on 30 Projects Made
Up by Committee

64 Needy

Calk

—

Good Year

tars, their own fond hopes remain

still dreams and the most ambitious
plans are but plana.
The ultimate goal of every entering
class is realized in some far distant
-

June when it quits collegiate haunts
with, as it supposes, a license to walk
in the world of the wise and successNeedless to say this conception
ful.
Is severely modified before each class
rises to the summons, "Gentlemen of
."
the Claw of
Homespun ideals are crushed or
perhaps cramped out ef collegiate

room

being

made for needed substitutes. Individuality is more often destroyed than
created, and disappointed idealists
soon cry out against social injustice
with a thirst for revenge.

FUNDS WILL ALLOW
BEQUESTS IN PAST
$15 FOR EACH MAN
MONTH OF $700,000
College Departments, Muni-

Also Tells of
Value to Students of

President

cipal

With sixty-four men already assigned to approximately thirty projects on the campus, in the town of
Brunswick, and in nearby communities. FERA work for needy students
got under wsy with this week, according to the report of Philip S.
Wilder. Alumni Secretory and chairman of the Faculty Committee in
charge of the work.
It is expected that the full quota of
seventy men will be employed within
a week's time. They will work on a
variety of projects that have met the
approval of the Faculty Committee.
More than one hundred and twentyfive undergraduates applied for the

President Sills -gave a hearty welcome to the returning student body

and incoming Freshmen in his Chapel
address last Thursday morning when
be officially opened toe one hundred
and thirty-third academic year of the
College.

all

—

.

A

.

this

summer.

Doctor
MacMillan,
Commander
Gross and their colleagues sailing over
the Northern waters in the sturdy
schooner "Bowdoin" accomlittle
plished no more than the four under-

J.

i

summer on lonely Kent's Island.
These four. Favour, Gross, Whit-

all

Fisher, made many illuminating ornothological discoveries, and
succeeded in banding more birds than
had been anticipated. Since the
Rockefeller gift of the island to the
College, plans are being furthered for
the permanent adoption of this island
for regular scientific research to be
carried on each summer by Bowdoin's

man and

ornithology department.
The Bowdoin- MacMillan expedition
also intends to continue its work next
summer when the "Bowdoin" will
point her bow northward again with
several more Bowdoin students on her
decks.
t

ESTABLISHMENT

of the Associa-

tion of College Editors in New
York last month is doubtless the
greatest stride college journalism has
taken in many years. The presence
of editors on a common ground, to

discuss their problems, not in the mechanics of journalism, but in their
editorial efforts to stimulate thinking
the undergraduate body, will
perhaps revive the rapidly decreasing
popular interest in one of a college's
most significant institutions: its
newspaper. Too often an editorial
board becomes caught in the rut of

among

"College Spirit" and "Get Behind the
Team" editorials. If the A.C.E. merely prevents this, it will be judged a
success.

PRESS CONVENTIONS

sre usually accompanied by the fanfare of
"nationwide contests" and big name
The first meeting of the
ballyhoo.
A.C.E. had none of these things. John
H. Sorrel, executive editor at the
renewspapers,
Scripps-Howard
marked: "The thing that impresses
is that all these young men and

me

women seem agreed, they
where they want to go."
Perhaps there is a future

all

know

to college

journalism.

have available
$1,050 each month during the college
year, thus providing an average of
fifteen dollars for each of the seventy
men to be given jobs. No man may
earn more than twenty or less than
ten dollars per month. Further regulations provide that no man may work
over eight hours a day or more than
thirty hours a week. Men will be paid
every Tuesday from ten to twelve
o'clock at the Alumni Office in Massa-

I Tr-

t»

-*»
i

ir

J.

will

chusetts Hall.
Besides Mr. Wilder, the committee
Donovan D. Lancaster, in
charge of interviews held with the
applicants who were enrolled in the
college last January; Professor Hammond, who takes charge of those not
enrolled at that time; and Professor
Sibley, who has been in touch with
the faculty and various local organizations and has developed the project

se men earned
a total of $400 and more during the
fortnight of pick-and-shovel work.
The newer projects for student em-

prised of William A. O. Gross '37,
Paul G. Favour '36, Frederic A. Fisher
'35, and F. Burton Whitman '35.
The Kent's Island party devoted its
time to the study of bird life in relation to environment and during its
sojourn on the island the group band-

149

Phil Good, stellar hurdler, are Bowdoin's
representatives on the United States
Track and Field Team which is invad-

Arctic bird

—

tically impossible.
Seizing the first opportunity at an
extreme low tide Dr. Gross with four
of the students landed for their six

H

•

insects

instruments used by the ancient race
in its hunting expeditions on the
islands.

Leonard E. Bock. Bath.
(Continued on page J)

"Brain Trust" of the sophomore organization, and captain of the golf
team. The A. D.'s* furnished for
freshmen's discipline a trackman,
Gauthier Thibodeau. From the Kappa
Sigs comes a back-stroker from Coach
swimming team, Richard
Miller's
May. John Lawrence, D.K.E. member,
is a football, hockey, and baseball
star, while the T.D. member is another football man, George P. Clarkson.
Daniel Healy. still another varsity
footballer, is from the Zete house,

"NO REGRESSION"

EXHORTS

131

resumed their

home

for Portland

PAPERS JOIN

are

uted 18, while New York tags
with 16 men, Connecticut and
Pennsylvania sent six each, and

New Hampshire and Vermont

EIGHT

NEW MEN

FOR COLLEGE'S
1934FACULTY
Robert P. T.

New

Coffin,

Pierce Professor, Is to be
in English Dept.

Dept Will Have
Additions; Schroeder as
Bible Course Prof.

professors, two assistant professors,
a lecturer and three instructors have
been added to toe faculty of the college for toe current academic year.

P. T. Coffin, a native of Brunswick

Patience and Hope Should College Editors Meet in New
York to Organize and
be Students' Aid to Stop

Professor of English, to fill the vacancy caused two years ago by the
departure of Professor Charles HarAfter graduating from
old Gray.
Bowdoin, Professor Coffin attended
Princeton as winner of the Longfel-

i

»»

«"

»*

Issuing a challenge to the students
in general to forge ahead even when
the going is rough President Sills in
his Sunday chapel address used for an
example the story from the Bible
when the Israelites were stranded in
the desert with bitter water after

Begin

Bowdoin Has Edge Over

Mass. State In Series
Regardless of the outcome of
conflict
with
this
Saturday's
Mass State, the Polar Bears will
still hold the lead in victories for
the seven year old gridiron rivalry between the two colleges.
Bowdoin has won four times;
Mass State has won twice. The
year 1927 saw a scoreless tie between the two, although the Ag-

The folyear gave Bowdoin its
to 0.
In 1929, Mass
was again crushed by a

gies led in first downs.

lowing
first

win 13

State

This
White defensive.
victory was surpassed by the success of the following season when

strong

Bowdoin defeated her opponent
45 to 0. In 19S1, Mass State retaliated with the score Bowdoin
6- Mass State 32.
The Bowdoin

paddle-wielding dozen are Walter
Kearin, A.T.O.. another of Coach Miller's proteges, and from the non-fraternity group, John Crystal.
According to Treasurer Bond, the
three meetings already held by the
organization have been prompted by
the foresight of its members, who
realise that assemblies must start at
once and be frequent if all 180 of the
new class are to be disposed of.

and ended the game with
the score 20-0.
Last year Bowdoin attributed a
14-0 defeat to their opponents excellent passing attack and the
elusiveaess of Bush. In gaining
first downs, however, the Bears
were much superior, but the running attack bogged down at the
goal lines.

men again drove back
in 1932

their rival

Work

and a Bowdoin graduate in theclass
app eia*—

low Scholarship, receiving his A.M.
promotion of interna- in 1916. As a Rhodes Scholar he attional peace and security, a more in- tended Trinity college, Oxford, from
1916 to 1921. receiving his A.B. in
telligent and honest government, and
1920 and his B. Litt. in 1921. From
a sounder standard of living as the 1917-1919, he was absent from his
chief measures in its platform, the studies, serving with the heavy artilAssociation of College Editors, rep- lery of the A.E.F. In 1921 he became
at Wills colresenting papers in the East, West, a member of the faculty
lege, Aurora, N. Y„ where he was the
South, and Canada was formed in a
Anna Adams Puitti Professor of Engconference in New York City on Sepish until his resignation in 1934. He
tember 15.
received an honorary Litt.D. at BowThe Orient was one of thirty-one doin in 1930, and was chosen as Phi
papers which signed a Covenant statBeta Kappa poet at Harvard in 1932.
ing and explaining the program and
New Coffin Book In Fall
starting the machinery of the association, which was made possible
As sn author, Professor Coffin has
through the cooperation of The Lit- achieved considerable recognition for
erary Digest.
his many writings which include five
volumes of poetry, two of essays, and
Message From Roosevelt
three of biography as well as a book
In telegrams read at the convenof 17th Century prose and many con-

With

the

tion dinner, the A.C.E.

was commend-

ed by President Franklin D. Roosevelt

and the Hon. Fiorello H. LaGuardia,
the mayor of New York. President
Roosevelt, in a telegram sent to J. H.
Reagan McCrary, secretary of the organization, said:
"Will you please convey my greetings to the group of young college
editors who are meeting tomorrow.
The purpose of the conference as
stated by you seems to me to be particularly worthwhile, and I wish the
founders of "ACE" all success in
their

new undertaking."
To Bind College Editors

tributions to periodicals.

An

Latty Strengthens Weakness in

Forward Wall

are

with three apiece. From distant Minnesota and Nebraska
come two each, while four others
are from Rhode Island. Michigan, Ohio, and Colorado respectively. The cosmopolitan group
has one man from England also.
tied

ASSOCIATION

'

NEW TYPERUNNING
ATTACK GETS TEST

men

In toe English department, Robert

SILLS;
NEW
x
L,
w

football sophomore, is the Sigma Nu
choice.
Completing the list of the

and Norman MacPhee, a baseball and

then

First Test of Rejuvenated
White Squad at Whrttier
Field Saturday

Return of Nason, Smith.

its

Physics

parties

STATEGRIDMEN

more evenly

had had many narrow escapes when
caught in rip-tides in their small
Both

SET FOR MASS.

from

points

BECKERATH OF BONN
IS TALLMAN CHOICE

canoe.

AIR-MINDED 11'

distributed
throughout the country.
New Jersey jumps to third
place this yesr, hsving contrib-

group, and

Eight new members, including two

!

1

As in 1933, Massachusetts has
Bowdoin with more
provided
freshmen than any other state. A
ding-dong battle for numerical
honors has been waged in recent
years by the Bay and Pine Tree
States, but the former lesds with
09 men to Maine's 30 this fall.
nine
sent
Massachusetts has
more men than last year, to swell
a class of record-breaking proThe
portions— 176 in number.
Class of 1938 boasts sn increase
ef 10 members ever last year's

Weather made the expedition turn
aside from their plan of a trip to
Baffin Land, but the time was made
up by visiting bird colonies on the
homeward journey. On August 30th
the Kent's Island party was picked up.
They had had a comfortable stay, but

Disillusionment

FRESHMEN
ARE PLEDGED

69 Bay State Men Lead
Freshman Registration

and bird and animal parasites.

Duplicates of his collection have been
sent in to the United States Bureau of

i

j

mmmmmmm

In addition to the study of birds
Bob Wait carried on research in invertebrates while Vogel concentrated on

course and headed
days' stay while the Bowdoin went harbor.

Have

In view of the unusual numbers of
the entering class, fraternity sopohomore delegations decided that the
first night of the college year was
none too soon to elect members for
the ancient Bowdoin society, Phi Chi,
and accordingly chose twelve men to
carry on its tradition of keeping the
freshmen rules in existence. Thursday night was not only the date of
delegation election, one man being
selected from each fraternity, but also those of the or ranization's officers.
Meeting in a dormitory room, the
chosen twelve selected their President
Charles H. Smith, a member of Delta
Upsilon, and a hockey, baseball, and
football man. As vice president was
chosen the Beta's diminutive track
man, William Owen, who captained
last year's frosh cindermen. Virgil
Bond. Chi Psi, became secretary -treasurer of toe society. He is a miler and
cross-country star.
Mitchell From Psi U
Hailing from the Psi U group is
Sprague Mitchell, who is part of the

On

numerous examples of weapons and

life.

Go To "Dreaded Buttons"
While this work was going on, the
Bowdoin was pushing on into the
the
North toward her main goal
"Dreaded Buttons". The Button Islands, discovered in 1691 by Capt.
Button, had never been touched by
White men before on account of the
terrific ice-infested tide run which averaged around thirty feet. Polar currents and storms made landing prac-

ing Japan this month, engaging in a
series of eight contests with athletes
from that country.
their triumphant exit from Egypt.
Magee, as coach and manager of PsilL, A.D.,Deke,D.U.
applied
Moses'
Sills
President
the team, is carrying greetings from
Sixteen; Five of Sophs
sweetening of the water to our own
Gov. Brann of Maine, to the. Governorschool life and asserted that after the
General of the Hawaiian Islands and
Also
Join
Houses
glamour and enthusiasm of the first
also to the Emperor of Japan and the
few weeks of college have faded into
heads of the various provinces. The
honor is one of the greatest that has
From the entering class of 176, 149 the regular routine of college work the
ever been bestowed on a Maine ath- have been pledged to fraternities. student must realize that life in colletic coach.
There are also five sophomores who lege is much the same as life outside.
Good earned a position on the team joined houses on campus during the Just as the Israelites grumbled in the
as Amercia's representative in the 110 rushing season. Psi Upsilon, Theta hardship so is it inevitable for the
meter hurdle event by his remarkable Delta Phi. Delta Kappa Epsilon and people today to find things to be disrecord in National meets last year Delta Upsilon pledged the largest del- satisfied.
when he won the National 200 meter egations, sixteen men.
It is just such a thing that must be
Alalia Delta Phi
hurdling title at Milwaukee, Wis., and
avoided. "The repeal of prohibition
Duncan Arnold. Evanston. 111.
was runner-up to Percy Beard in the
wag at first thought to be a moral
Philip Chapman, Portland.
110 meter high hurdles, being nosed
but in the long run it proved
advance,
Edward Chase, Belmont. Mass.
George Davidson. Winchester, Mats.
out by inches.
to toe contrary to a great extent,"
Darid Fhts. Winchester. Mass.
declared the president. "The case of
Vaamer Flint. Milton, Mass.
Good Wins Tokyo Meet
the N.R.A. is similar also, but this
William Frost. Pleasantville, N. Y.
The team, composed of fourteen of
Robert Godfrey. Winchester, Mais.
does not mean that a return to formthe finest track and field men in the
John Harrison. Lewiston.
er conditions is necessary."
Donald Monell. Concord, N. H.
Country, is the strongest ever to leave
The President's explanation of
Robert D. Morss. Jr.. Berkhamsted. Herts,
the United States on a foreign inva- England.
these, conditions was that the right
sion outside of an Olympic team. This
Walter Parker. Cape Elisabeth.
solution has not yet been found. He
Carlton Smith, Waltham. Mass.
week it is in the midst of a series of
advocated going ahead in quest of
Geoffrey Stanwood. Wellesley Hills, Mass.
eight meets which have been schedCurtis Symondn. Marblehead. Mass.
added remedies instead of return.
uled—one in Honolulu, three in Japan
Randolph Wsterhoune. Deerfteld, Mass.
Naturally everything can not suit one,
Psi Upsilon
proper, two in Manchuria, one in
and the only way to overcome presJames
Dennis,
Morristown.
N.
J.
Korea, and one in the Philppine IsWilliam S. Manser. Providence, R. I.
ent difficulties is to forge ahead and
lands.
John E. Gildersleeve. Brooklyn, N. Y.
to be prepared for the shocks of disRobert L. Hook*. Maplewood. N. J.
Thus far the American and Japaillusionment. As Tacitus said, "EveryNorismn H. Field. Philadelphia, Pa.
nese outfits have one victory apiece,
Alexander Mailand. Jr., Thompson, Conn.
thing unknown is regarded as magnifithe former winning the first meet at
John L. Salter. 3rd. Glearidse. N. J.
Afterwards, however, comes
cent".
James P. Hepburn. Norwood. Mass.
Tokyo and the latter the second at
the truth and he urged the college not
Wells S. Wetherell. Omaha. Neb.
Nagoya. Good has shared the fortunes
Henry L. Nash, Omaha, Neb.
to turn back but to strive for the goal
of his team, taking the 110 meter!
Eton R. Brown. II, Sraradale. N. Y.
regardless of obstacles.
Edward H. Owen, Bath.
high hurdles event at Tokyo but losRichard C. Adams, Hartford. Conn.
ing to his Japanese rival at Nagoya.
Paul C. Hutchinson, Arlington.
At Tokyo the team was met by a; David C. Wilder, Milton. Mass.
(Continued on page 4)

Do Extensive Work
the Buttons, Gross carried on extensive work in regard. to bird life.
Kittiwakes and Fulmers were present
in large numbers, but still no trace of
their nesting ground could be found.
Tne source of their regeneration is as
yet an unsolved mystery. However, it
was found that numerous Turmigan
and Glaucus gulls breed on the rugged
'

Entomology.
Traces of the Arctic fox and Polar
ed some five thousand birds. The island which is at present in the hands bear were found during the exploraof John Sterling Rockefeller is an tion, and in one place the party came
ideal sanctuary, and it is rumored upon the burying ground of a tribe of
that it may be presented to the Col- Eskimoes which had evidently made
lege as such and as a place for stu- periodical visits to the Buttons. The
dents to further solve the habits of graves revealed several skeletons and

(Continued on pas* t)

Magee, track mentor, and

for fourPotter
the
accomplished a gigantic task of collecting specimens of twenty thousand
different kinds of plant life.
at

assistants
teen days.

cliffs, and many common Snow BuntTen Undergraduates Go
ing were observed.
Bowdoin men in the party were
In their short stay the party banded
William R. E*on '34, S. Braley Gray, about five hundred birds including
Jr., '34, Luther G. Holbrook '34, Henry several Arctic terns. In was also disB. Hubbard '34, Howard H. Vogel *36. covered that the migration of this
and Robert B. Wait '34. The second rarer specie took the bird from the
group which worked on Kent's Inland islands across to Europe, down by
100 miles off the mouth of the Bay of Africa, and thence into the Antarctic.
Fundy and which was picked up by A banded bird of 1920 was found
the Bowdoin on her return was com- among the specimens caught.
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MASQUEAND GOWN Phi Chi Organized To Handle
aid of George H. Quinby,
Incoming Freshman Delegation
English

A

still more of the Arcmysteries last summer.
With work in ornithology and
botany as their chief objectives the
group which included Prof. Alfred O.
Gross of Bowdoin and Dr. David Potter of Clark University set out last
June in the schooner Bowdoin under
the able leadership of Commander
Donald B. MacMillan '98 on the fifteenth trip into the Arctic.

tic's

During the last two weeks of September some thirty Upperclassmen

With the

newly added member of the
department, the Masque and Gown is
looking forward to a most successful
year. Mr. Quinby, who is a graduate
of the class of *2S, was active in the
Masque and Gown as an undergraduate, and is an able coach. He has had
much practical experience on the New
York stage, having been stage director of "Grand Hotel" and "Double
Doors" and author of "One More
Spring".
Plans for the coming season, although they are wholly tentative as
yet, include another one act playwriting contest, similar to the one that
proved so popular last year. Two
plays will probably be given before
Christmas vacation, one during November of the heavier type such as
'Outward Bound', and the other during Christmas Houseparty, a lighter
comedy, similar to 'Candlelight'.
call for candidates will be issued
soon, and freshmen as well as upper classmen are urged to try oat, either
in acting or for business manager.

re-

tions unraveled

list.

Bowdoin Coach and Hurdler
with U. S. Track Team in
Tour of Japan
lohn

college

consists of

MAGEE AND
GOOD ABROAD

Bowdoin man, a former football and

OUINBV TO DIRECT

Fifteen Dollar Average

The

(Continued on pas* 2)

of scientific data were the fruits
of Bowdoin's two expeditions to the

North

work.

.

GOOD TIME

Work Will Benefit by
Students' Help

Self-Discipline

"We open with high hope and high
courage, under happy auspices," toe
appearances the freshman President declared. "The entering
•a
class seems to be in a healthy class is satisfactory as to number
condition, both in 6ixe and in prospect. and, so far aa we can tell, satisfactory
As the number of legacies will testify, in quality. The physical property of
Bowdoin's alumni must have carried the College has been put in good order during the summer, and the camout to the word the ancient tune
"... well send our sons to Bowdoin pus is as fair as ever. Some changes
".
courses should serve to
Several fraternities in the
in the Fall
found the rushing season more com- strengthen the curriculum."
The President then plunged into a
plicated, or perhaps simplified, by the
presence of any where from twelve to discussion of the financial situation
fifteen legacies on their lists of pro- of the College, stating that although
they closed the year ending June 30,
spective brethren.
Although the problem of rushing is 1934, with a deficit of $17,000, they
by no means solved it seemed to run had paid this from the general or
undesignated fund, so that they have
Few
cutmore smoothly than usual.
throat practices were unearthed, in no debts and have not had to borrow.
fact the scorned "sweat session" The deficit, he said, was caused not
seems to have almost entirely dis- by expenditures in excess of appropriations, but by a drop during the
appeared.
Perhaps one of the most ingenious year in the income yield of invested
ef methods employed this year was funds from 4.3 to 3.8, thus breaking
This
an excellent record of the past three
the meeting of trains in Portland.
offered the brethren of this particular or four years when the College stayed
fraternity an opportunity to analyze in the black.
$700,000 in Past Month
their passenger en route.
"It is then all the more gratifying,"
and several volumes he continued, "to be able to report
TjTOOM

into

North and South, and penetratat ing into lands hitherto even untouched
by White man, two Bowdoin expedigions,

at

his

explora-

tion

as remote to the entering class as the
in Chapel Address,
mystical millenium, but time runs a Sills,
swift race and usually outstrides its
Frosh Satisfactory;
youthful rivals at the first turn their
fathers' prophecies become falling
Predicts

without

NO. 8

to Dr. Potter's botanical

al-

BALLT FRIDAY
ART BUILDING STEPS

1934.

Two Bowdoin Arctic Groups Have
FERA JOBS GIVE
Successful Trips To Far North
GREETINGS TO
WORK TO 70 OF Widening path Bowdoin's back
camp
two
where he with
UNDERGRADS
STUDENT BODY readywhich now extendsPolar both Cape Mugford
work
had been
had
On
Cape,
well established

surroundings

3,

PRES. EXTENDS

The Sun

F

ORIENT

BRUNSWICK,

(64th Year)

;

autobi-

ography, "Lost Paradise", is to be
published this fall.
Under the Tallman Foundation, Dr.
Herbert von Beckerath distinguished
German economist and professor on
leave from the University of Bonn,
will serve as Visiting Professor of
Economics. He is well known in this
(Continued on pas* 2)

POLAR BEAR DANCE
BAND PLANS YEAR

Although severely handicapped by
the loss of four letternun heavely
counted upon for this season, Coach
Bowser's 1934 edition of the fighting

Polar Bears is ready to go into action against Massachusetts State this
Saturday at Whittier Field. With the
White
backfield
considerably
strengthened by two of last year's
frosh luminaries, Sawyer and Johnson, and with the four veterans, Captain Kent, Low, Larcom and Drumrr.ond holding down their last year's
positions in the line, Bowdoin's gridsters are out to avenge 14-0 defeat
at the hands of the Statemen last fall.
In their hard but losing battle

against Williams last week Maas
State uncorked a remarkably powerful aerial attack in spite of the pour-

ing rain and the condition of the field.
Stewart, this year's quarterback and
principle ground gainer against Bowdoin last year, proved himself to be
a punter of no mean ability by averaging over 50 yards on his punts last
Saturday with a water soaked ball.

Line Subs Scarce
Up till now Coach Bowser's main
problem has been to fill the gap at
center left by the ineligibility of
Drake and Keville. However, now that
Stan Sargent has been transferred
from end and since there are four
promising sophomores in reserve, toe
position is now well guarded. At present there is a scarcity of reliable line
substitutes but frequent scrimmaging
sessions are doing much to remedy
this lack.
Dick Nason, who left college at the end of the first semester
last year and was believed lost to
Bowdoin football has just returned
and will take up his old position st
guard soon after r the _ Mass State

The Bay Staters are relying heavily
The

on their powerful forward wall.

Statement line boasts three veterans
in Adams and Davis, ends, and Mulhall at tackle. Another bulwark is

who though only a sophomore, beat out last year is varsity
center and won a regular berth on
Rossiter,

Red eleven. Although Louis Bush
has graduated, Consolati, his understudy, has very ably filled his shoes
is expected to prove quite a thorn

and

to the

Bowdoin

offense.

This year the Polar Bear offense
(Continued on page 4)

TWO OPPONENTS
WIN, ES. LOSES
Openers Taken by Bates and
Colby; Wesleyan, Maine,
Mass State Lose
Three of Bowdoin's gridrion opponents saw defeat last Saturday in
their first contests of the season,
while two, Bates and Colby, nosed out
their opponents. Mass State bowed to
Williams with a final score of 7 to 12.
The Williams offense lagged until the
third period.
Then a pass from
Holmes to Stanley netted a 20 yard
gain which was followed by three successful plays pushing the ball to the
goal line. A 35 yard pass gave the
State team its one touchdown. In the
last quarter, Holmes of the. Williams
eleven brought the ball to the State
2 yard line, and it was pushed across

The preamble to the Covenant
With the addition of one new memadopted by the Association amply exber, the Bowdoin Polar Bear dance or- after two plays.
plains its
broad purpose/ It was chestra
Wesleyan's veteran eleven also met
is rapidly rehearsing for the
season 'to come. At the first rehearsal defeat in its opening game with

formed "To stimulate the interest of
students throughout the world in
promoting international understanding and cooperation in the hope of ultimately achieving and ensuring international peace and security; to

on September 26. Bob Laffin, Deke Union College. The Union team was
"88, was sdded to the roster of the the aggressor throughout the game,
players as third trumpet. As all vet- gaining a total of 204 yards by rusherans from last year had returned, ing, against 40 by Wesleyan. A tenyard pass to Semerad and a thirtyBob was the only new man needed.
arouse the students in the several
As yet no definite schedule for ap- yard run gave final victory to Union
countries to seek to understand and
pearances has been divulged. It ap- in the last quarter.
obtain an honest, efficient and intelliAt Orono. Rhode Island State depears highly probable, however, that
gent government; to enlist the aid of the successful tea dances after foot- feated the U. of M., 0-0, After three
all students in securing a higher and
The scoreless quarters a spectacular pass
ball -games will be continued.
a sounder standard of living in the regular Saturday night dances in tne at the last minute put Rhode Island
spirit of the greatest good for the
Union also may be continued. If these State in the lead. Marshall of Maine
greatest number; to provide media
plans materialize, the college will be proved remarkable as a broken field
for public expression and direction of
furnished with dancing once a week runner.
the thoughts and energies of both
Bates showed itself th«> better team
on Saturday from the football season
undergraduate and graduate students throughout the year.
when it won a 13-6 victory over' Arinterested in realizing these aims; to
nold College. The Arnold touchdown
Feature Rumbas
promote progressive methods of eduwas its first score on Bates in four
cation."
The Polar Bears this year will have years. Because of a soggy field, Bates
Through two factors, a daily as an added attraction the rumba fumbled 13 times and Arnold twice.
column called Trend, written by and rhythm which they picked up during The Bates team scored twice in the
for the member editors, and a peace their Carribean Cruise aboard the first quarter.
After an exchange of
poll of the Amereican undergradu- Mauritania this summer.
kicks, the ball was pushed to Arates to be conducted in January with
Speaking ot> the band, leader Tom nold's 40 yard line, rushed to the 24
the cooperation of The Literary Di- Mack stated, "We hope to have a yard line, and then carried around
gest, the association hopes to estab- flashy band on hand this winter. We right end for a touchdown by Welllish itself in the colleges, and to are presenting a full brass section in man.
Arnold scored after recovering
mould and reflect undergraduate opin- order to give the college new. and a fumble in Bates territory and start'
ion.
better music."
ed the victors on their final march to
The Association was formed by a
The roster of the Polar Bears is as the Arnold goalposts.
group of young college graduates liv- follows: Brasses Les Rancour, first
In the Colby-Coast Guard game at
ing in New York, who, with the aid of trumpet;
Howie Milliken, second New London, the latter team lost
several of the editors, drew up s trumpet; Bob Laffin third trumpet; 19-13 as a result of careless ball
rough outline of the aims of such sn and Tom Mack, trombone.
handling. After the Coast Guard
organization. In the fall meeting this
Saxophones Paul Gilpatric, first fumbled to their opponents on their
was amplified by the member editors Johnny Baker (manager), tenor; Dick nine yard line, the ball was taken to
into the present platform.
Baker, third.
the goal by Colby in three downs. This
Donald F. Barnes '35, editor-inRhythm—Ditto Bond, piano; Bill same fumbling occurred three times to
chief of The Orient, was the Bowdoin Klerstead, string base; and Vin Hen- the advantage of Colby, all in vital
representative at the convention.
spots.
derson, drums.
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"LIFE

Everything in Tynewriters and Fountain Pens

(Coatiaaad from pa** 1)

Speaking on "College tafe and the
that during the past month Bowdoin country for his lectures at the Instiof ftie College", Professor Herhoe re—food through paid in legacies tute of Politics of Williamstown and life
Brown addressed the college frn
nearly 8700,000— about 8326,000 from for his book on industrial relations. bert
chapel last Saturday. In his speech
the John Hubbard estate, aiout 846,Consul's Assistant to Teach
Brown shewed how the two
000 from the Pillsbury estate, about
Samuel Edward Hamerling, Assist- Professor
8t7S,000 from the Kiing estate for the ant Professor of Physics, is a gradu- are likely to conflict -with each other.
general purposes of the College, and ate of New York University with The text of the speech follows:
850,008 from the Kling estate for teaching experience at Princeton,
"Despite the fact that much sentischolarships. To be sure we shall not where he received his Ph.D. in 1S>32.
mental dribble has been written about
receive the full benefit of the income For two years he was at Harvard first
from these munificent additions to our
private laboratory, assistant t< the Joys of college life, there are few.
funds for some months. In some in- President Conant and later as head of pleasures so fondly cherished aa those
stances, however, there is much more the chemistry department From 1982 shared in the genial fellowship of an
to come and we are saved some im- to 1984 he was engaged aa assistant dergraduate living.
"You will be rare alumni indeed, if
mediate anxiety and deeply grateful in the department of General Physito donors, executors, and their law- ology at the Rockefeller Institute for in the roaring vortex of the larger
world outside the college gates, your
yers who have helped us so abundant- Medical Research in New York.
George Baker Welch. Assistant memories are not made richer by
Declaring that the "very real con- Professor of Physics, is a Bowdoin recollections of these bright, fleeting
nection" between moral and intellect- graduate of 1922.
After graduate years. The crimson glory of the auual discipline often is forgotten in study at Yale he acted as instructor tumn campus, the' generous give-andacademic circles, President Sills went in Physics at Williams college from take of the dormitory and fraternity
on to aay that the student who goes 1923 to 1935. The following three life, the November sun on a wind
through college without learning self- years were spent in teaching and swept gridiron, the intense joys of *
discipline is missing one of the most graduate work at Cornell where he campus recognition for achievements
bealthtful lessons college can teach. was awarded his Ph.D. in 1928. Af- on and off the playing fields, the be"The kind of discipline to which 1 ter serving as Associate Professor at ginnings of loyal friendships which not
refer", he declared, "is as far re- Marshall college for the next three infrequently extend through a lifemoved as the poles from the military years, he was engaged in research time— these are rightly and justly
discipline of the goose
step, the work at .Cornell from 1981 to 19S3, the heritage of many college men.
tyranny of the knout or the restric- at the same time acting as Assistant
Com,, .D College"
tion of the fases. It is the discipline Professor at Wells college. Last year
,
of th« 're* man who as a free agent he was a teaching fellow in Physics at
TT** pageantry of college
indeed so glamorous and so attractive
deeps himself in hand and trains him- Bowdoin
that it has become in the popular
self for the emergency of life."
Schroeder Bible Lecturer
mj nc| synonymous with the college to
"We Americans are in some reJohn Charles Schroeder, who is to the average schoolboy and he will
spects a singularly undisciplined people," the President charged. "It is be a lecturer in Biblical Literature, think at once of varsity letters, beCongreStreet
State
of
the
is
pastor
true that- in adversity, often we disPortland and is ^Savannah, Georgia; from 1980 to
played admirable qualities of endur- jgauonal church
ance and patience. But as often we familiar to Bowdoin through his 1932 he was stage manager of the
lack steadiness; we do not always dis- chapel addresses. He received an hon- New York and road companie , <rf
play moral stamina. We sometimes orary D.D. from Bowdoin and an hon- tKirsuld Hote ,-, and during the past
j
are not willing to bear the burdens of orary L-H.D. from the University of
manager in New
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Every college loves to hear itself spoken of, in song and story, as
"maker of men". The vision of thousands of college meat, eager,
bright-eyed, with brains whetted sharp by four years of educational stropping, descending upon a waiting world each June, is
indeed one to swell the heart of any college president
or, for
that matter, any college janitor. That is the aspect of college life
almost every freshman sees before he enters, and during the first
weeks of his four-year stay. What he does not knew is that the government
protection

•
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a "breaker of men" as it is a ''maker of
batting average is even a little better on the

|

m

«

I

te

though eager to receive Maine.

merit."

men"; perhaps its
breaking side.
A goodly percentage of the undergraduate bodies might just as
well not have come to college for all the improvements they make
in their culture and their education. True, they may learn a new
way to take the cap off a beer bottle without using an opener, and
some of the more gifted ones may evolve a sure-fire sales argument for screwing a pledge pin on a freshman's lapel. But outside
that they are no more talented or experienced than when they left
prep school. An experiment conducted by the Carnegie Foundation has proven that seniors in high school have more general
knowledge than most seniors in college.
It is not the college itself which causes this general breakdown,
but rather the attitude of the undergraduate towards the college.
Some of them believe that they can develop their minds by mere
proximity to knowledge, but most of them have never given that
vast word, "knowledge", even a first thought. They came to collego because their parents "wanted them to get an education".
Irony of ironies!

America is Youthful Nation
"We are in many ways still a
youthful nation," he declared, "that is
somewhat irritated by the necessity
of assuming obligations for the' sake
of others. Witness our reluctance to
join the World Court or the League
of Nations and our insistence on high
tariff waits.
We have yet to learn
apparently that the policy of selfish
nationalism is not the mark of an enlightened and well trained people but
often an exhibition of an immature
inferiority complex."
President Sills concluded his stirring address by placing the chief burden of a college education not on the
faculty but on the student himself.
"We intend to make you all work
hard and to resist those tendencies
too frequent in college life that make
for the softening of the moral fibre
and the softening of the intellect. But
we know that however good in these
respects mayOte the intentions of the
faculty, these all will come to little

sU ^

We Have a Few First Editions of Mary Ellen Cttaae.
Mary Peters
Get One Before They Are Gene

F.

W. CHANDLER & SON
158 Maine Street

is

hsh and public speaking and is to
Brown In Economies
have direction of the activities of
Gown for which he
Philip Meader Brown, a graduate
After two years
f Brown University in 1922, will be
a 8 an instructor, in English at Laf ay- Instructor in Economics. He received
I ette following his graduation at Bowhis Master's degree from Stanford in
doin. he has been actively engaged in 1925, after two years as assistant in
dramatic work.
He attended the Economics at that institution. Prom
Graduate School of Fine Arts at Yale 1925 to 1928 and from 1981 to 1982
and served as assistant to Professor he was instructor at Brown and was
George P. Baker and Karl K. Young at Middlebury last year in the same
in the department of the Drama. For capacity.
He received his doctorate
four summers
he acted as stage from Harvard in 1981 Where he was
manager of the Hampton Players on Thayer Scholar. University Fellow
Long. Island, and for two seasons in and Austin Fellow. He is Associate
the same capacity for the Barnstorm- Director of Camp Wildemere at Harers at Tamworth. N. H.
From 1928 rison, Maine.
to 1930 he directed the Town theatre
Joseph Esrey Johnson, A.B\, Harvard 1927. and an A.M. from the
unless each and every one of you re- same place in 1932, has
solves to practice the art of self dis- to the History department as Instruccipline.
You are here to learn from tor. He was University Scholar at
books and to learn from men that Harvard where he studied last year,
trained intelligence
combined with has studied at the Universities of
moral enthusiasm is both a valuable Grenoble and Munich and has travacquisition for you personally and. in elled extensively in Europe and the
days to come, a national asset."
East.

:

the Masque and

jewelled fraternity pins, Oasis Nel- year it is not inappropriate to emphanster* of the
a**1" *e
son and his mask, winter carnival and
life of Bowdoin. It is far
v^„ a «^o^„ „,„»..„.
house-party
read
queens t*
If k«
he uc
has „.j'i[enHine
-toh
a
the college novels, he may also in- Henry in one of his characteristic*
elude in the gaHery a lean Phi Beta similes, described a place as "s i s—t
scholar
midnight
burning the
Kappa
as the campus of a correspondence
oil to add academic flavor and sober school at midnight." Me one, of coarse,
dramatic contrast to the picture.
wants a college atmosphe re quite like
"This is not only true of the aver- that,

^»

«»

^^ ^

-^ ^

,

.

age schoolboy.

equally true of
Fellowship Important
many so-called hard headed business
"What we do want, however, is a
men who are willing to invest in this
thing called college-life with its quick frank and ready reoogrutioa of esjr
pnmary
purpose aa a fellows
returns of poise and prestige. This
vary month a new periodical has been students. First things snast
founded to devote its pages to what College life must never
the college man will wear, what he thing apart frost the hfe of the
will do after 8.40, where he will go lege. Our extra auricular mc^
week ends— with intimate and en- should be a true and natural
paging glimpses of the Foibles of the tion of our more fundamental MtorSometimes these ests. When they become anything
campus big men
people pay members of the faculty eb»e they are nothing mere than an
the exquisite compliment of calling intriguing round of time wasters, a
them good fellows—outside of the futile treadmill into which go hot
energy and .time of those who are
classroom!
missing the unique challenge the mod«;
. .r, ..
The Paradox of College
„„ college offers. Do not be misled
"The moral of my brief homily is; by the Bogey of "practical oxporinot far to seek- It is sometimes pain- ence". The experience we an lancing
ful to point out that college life and most is that which comes from the
4
the life of the college are two differ- unflagging and steady pursuit of
ent things. More often than not they , truth. The occasional glimpses are
are hostile and opposed in their inter- well worth the price. College lift has
ests and tendencies. For the genuine its rewards at the end of four years.
life of the college is and always has The more abundant life of the eoibeen concerned with the spirit of .lege promises no scrolls or badges, it
It is a comparatively un- urges the moral responsibility to be
learning.
spectacular quest and its rewards intelligent.
It offers the finer joy
rarely cause rioting in the streets. It which comes with self-mastery. It
often fights a losing battle with the beckons to a strenuous ttfo which
less drab college life which threatens ends only with life Itself. Those who
to smother it Its advocates some- heed its imperious challenge are alone
worthy to inherit the great traditions
times are needlessly apologetic.
At the beginning of this college of Bowdoin life."
It is
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Allen's

Drug Store
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NEAREST CAMPUS
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May We be of Service to You?

,

;

j
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Drugs, Toilet Articles, Candies, Tobacco, etc

,
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fact that every year tyie college turns out a few men
precious few, to be sure
who have acquired an education, proves

—

that it can be done. The way to do it. seems to be not merely to
point toward a Phi Beta Kappa key from the moment the bell
rings for the first class, but to seek the inspiration of men who

can and will instill into the undergraduate a thirst for if not
knowledge, at least culture. There are such men, and they are the
salvation of the modem college. That they exist is one of the few
reasons for the presence of schools of "higher learning" today.
Those men are higher learning.

Freshman, if you wish to extract even the merest dram of benefrom the institution you have chosen, you must release yourselves from the bromidism your stay at Bowdoin can doubtless
become. You can make college what you will, but if you choose
to make it what a great many of those before you have chosen,
you will be merely throwing away some $4,000 that you might
fit

well use to profit elsewhere.

Look about you, freshman!

(Dustard and Cress
As we officially open the college
we And that if the money holds

year

time (regular Nosey Parkers, they call
us). The English majors ware driving along at fall speed in the midst of
their exam when Herbie Hartman,
who was doing the proctoring, looted
vaguely out the window and suddenly
stiffened.
He looked again and then
turned to the class.
"You may now write freely,'' he
said. "The college manure wagon has
just backed up outside the window."
Somebody peeked.
It had, too.

band will again go on its annual tour: starting in Brunswick,
touching on Topshara. Freeport and
winding up in Brunswick. We are
firm believers in this latitude given
- e
the band; we believe that provincialfreshman dashed into Don Lanism is to be frowned upon, and the
broadening influence will be good for caster's office in the Moulton Union.
"Furrah!"
he said. Don looked at
the boys, particularly Leader Baker.
The Masque and Gown has a slightly him quizzically and inquired what he
"You know," said the freshdifferent schedule this year: starting meant.
in Brunswick, touching on Freeport, man. "Furrah work. Isn't this where
Topsham, and winding down off the you apuly ? It said so on the bulletin
board. It said 'see Mr. Lancaster in
Topsham Bridge.
the Union for F-E-R-A work.' Got
- e
!"
We reach far hack to major exams any furrah work krft
• c
to tell this one, particularly because
we haven't been able to sandwich it
The movers who came to the colin before; we really lrnew it all the lege in mid-summer made a big mistake They forgot Adams Hall and
jtook away the Dean.
m • t
One of the boys who makes frequent ventures into the hinterland
Ice
was driving his ear along the Bath
road the other day, when a lone
THE OLD FASHIONED KIND figure, in the uniform of a Bowdoin
trackman, appeared beside the road
TeL 3SS
out, the

A

WISEMAN FARMS
Cream

and flagged him to a stop. It was a
freshman, and he poked his head in

the window and said:

Lyman

B. Chipman, Inc.

PURE FOOD SHOP

"Can you tell me how to get to
Bowdoin college? I'm ent for crosscountry, and I got so far behind that
I lost

my

way.

Philgaa for

WholeaaJe

A

-

ReUfl

Specialty of Fraternity

7ty%4&

Brunswick Hardware Co,
TW. UaV-tT

St-TsL

PRINTING
Ccagnm

Luckies are made of only the clean cenleaves— these are the mildest leaves

Street

Portland, Me.

8TUABT a CLEMENT
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So round, so firm, so fully packed—
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Trade
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York and road director of "Double
j^,.,,
He wag co. author of the dra .
n)atization of « ne More Spring",

cowH«»^n <fcj»b>\ Bowj ?*^.
doin 1928,
to be instructor in Eng-

and help from the govern*

college is just as facile

The

BOOK STORE

The COLLEGE

OF COLLEGE"

|
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BROWN SPEAKS ON

I

data of paaHtilnti.
EdKor-in-Chl»f la isapoaslala for Um adltoriml
far nawe and make-up. All commaolcatioM rssardln* •obaerip-

Um Managing EdHar

Vet LXIV.
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Maxwell A. Kates 17
& Barton *r

Willi.**

Nathan Dane

«

ADDEDJTO FACULTY

DISCUSSED BY SILLS
Brunswick, Maine

•

NEW MEN ARE

ter

toasted"
arrtaaJBis

sgomal saOj*

— they

cost

more — they

taste better.
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THREB
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FRESHMEN ARE
FERA TO GIVE JOBS
SUCCESSFUL YEAR
PLEDGED BY HOUSES
FOR 70 NEEDY MEN
FOUSEENFOR BAND

149

(CaaUnani

t*m

nw 1)

'Continued fron pa*e 1)

ployment will station a

Walter D.

James T. Mo *a*tl. Woburn
rratman D. c£rk. Mite.
Arises) B. Flecker. WestSaU.
Joha
Frye. Jr.. We#*eid,

.

Alumni

N

IVaeartek G. Lewis. Spriajrfleld.
Robert B. Hurt aw. Lran. Man.

WUItem H. Bin.

Jr..

Quia**

as payroll clerk, an-

H. William. Jr.. Worcester,
Bobert Oeesv. Bath.
Sean Marshall. Porttead.
Robert D-nriar. Needham. Man.
Harry liiaeh. Needham. Ma»».
Bobert V- lUIHch Fhiadetphltf. Pa.
Delta Kaasa Kpattea
Bobart W. UBin. S>rta**eld. Vt.
Lasaanl! Pierre. Portland.
William Mun>h> Lynn. Maea.
Beware Pnana. Niattara Palla. N. T.

scheme developed by Professor Hor-

HteU. Sbowhawaa.

Robert Hawiey. Minneapolis Minn.
John Dtfkr. Lamlwlowfl, Pa.
William B. Webb. Jr.. Waba.h*. Minn.
Brnaat W. Luane. Jr.. Presnue Isle.

mell.

John Teller. Melroac. Man.

Andrew H. Cos. Baaicor.
Stanley Alter.. Bethel.
Pater Warren. Portkind.
Carrara' L. Cuiran. Bangor.
Streeter Ba»». Wilton.
Tbeta Delta Chi
Arnold. Jr.. New York City, N.T.
Warren
William Blade*. Larchmont. N. Y.

.

David Brown. Swampsrott. Man.
Jama* H. Card, Somarville. Maaa.
Thomas J. Craven. Jr., Portland,
L. O'Neill. Jr.. Portland.
Frederic 8. Newman. Bangor.
Brawater Rui*ll<*t. Portland.
Francis B. Skilline:.. Fryebure;.
Vlneent P Welch. Portland.
Ralph M-Vynn. Hopedale,
Delta I'pelM
Donald P. Allen. Seeo.

Bdw.rd

Professor Sibley will also have several student workers in a sociological
nirvey which is being planned for this
fall

and winter.

In the library another man will do
Keneral work, and several men will
serve the athletic department in various capacities. Another small group
will be employed in the Moulton
Union. The outdoor project which
provides for the enlargement of the
playing area at Pickard Field will
continue.

Men who

will

work

off

campus

will

be assigned to the Town Cierkjs; office,
the School Department as playground
supervisors, and in connection with a
survey program of fire prevention heinjf planned by the Fire Department.
night' school proposed for Brunswick may claim the effort of other
men, and a student will be employed
at the Public Library. These men, all
undergraduates, will have
among
their number two who will be working with Town Clerks in nearby
towns, probably at Freeport and Bow-

Kdwnrd I. Brown. Swamnscott. Man.
William Flak. Newtonville. Mam.
Daniel M. E- Fox. Cranberry lute*.
Ctandi PrMler. Newtonville. Mas*.
JakaP. Green. Rum ford.
Walter Jahmeoa. AneVr-er. Hut.
Carries B. Kennedy. Arlington. Mu<.

A

Walter M. Knie. New London. Conn.
Phillip* T. Need. Batberford. N. J.
dwsrd B. Newhall. Lynn. Maaa.
Jame* Poeock. Philadelphia. Pa.
Stanrt G. P. SmaU. 8oaradaie. N. Y.
Walter L. Slor-ura. Belmont. Man.

Denholm Smith. Worcester. Maes.

H. Allan Steevea. Cambridge. Man.

doinham.

Zeta Pel

John L. Bedman.
Elliott

Pa.

Jr.. Philadelphia.

John W.

Ellory. Danvere,
Chartes L. Richardson. Reading.

D. Buiritt, Waterbury. Conn.

SeUh W. Strong. Woodbr'ubre. N. J.
Howard B. Miller. Turner* FalU. Maaa.

William E. Tootell. Methoen. Ml
Eicharu J. Griffin. Jr.. Haverhill.
William R. Glims. Unity.
Percival R. Knauth 'ST. New York. N. Y.
Donald I. Patt. Jamaica, L. I.. N. Y.
William L. Frederick. Jr.. Jamaica. L.I. N.T.
Frank Lord. Auburn.
Charles Polllna. Brookllne. Maaa.
George Cadman. Pleaaantville. N. Y.
Charles Goodwin. Hamilton. N. Y.
Alpha Yaa Omega
Allyn K. Wadleigh. Peabody. Man.
Benjamin H. Cushing. Jr.. Portland.
George L. Cronley. Salem. Maaa.

David Socle. Aurneta.
Laniard C. Robin*on. Jr.. Concord. Man.
Jamee A. Bishop. Preeque I»le.
WlUiam D. Hyde. Northampton. Man.
Kenneth McDoucal. Bowdoinham.
Wlnslow Clark. Dedham. Mao*.
Norman Dupee. Newton. Man.
Dudley B. Tyson. Augusta.
John H. Halford. Jr.. Narriatown, Pa.
Daniel W. Boxwell. Paaboily. Man.
Stuart Brewer. Kew Garden*. N. Y.
Vernon G. Hailaa. Eaetbrook.
Mataon M. Lord. sHaakaport.
Stnart Oberi«t. Worceater. Man.
Malcolm S. Shannon. East Orange. N. J.
George C. Wilton. Newton Centre, Man.
Walter Perry. Maiden. Man.
Roland Halting*. Worceater. Man.
Sumner Blanchard. Stoneham. Mafia.
William T. Henry '87. Portland.
Donald Berman 'ST. Quinry. Maaa.
William Klaber 'ST. Montclair. N. J.
Sargent Jealoua 'ST. Warren.
BeU Theta Pi
John Thurlow. Fryebura.
Charle* Young:. Bebnont. Mas*.
Francis Bilideau. Wntbrook.
John Emery. Doreheater. Mas*.
Vincent Hull. Short Hill. N. J.
Ernest File*. Weatbrook.
Fergus Upham. Waban. Maaa.
Robert Gove. Melroae. Mate.
Robert Clarke. Matron. Maaa.
Robert Smith. Woburn. Men.
Fred Osborne. Paabody. Man.
Warren B. Sumner. Walpole. Mass.
Donald F. Bradford, Larchmont, N. J.
William Norton. Detroit. Mich.

Weldon Haire. Chelsford. Man.

I..

>

William Nickeraon. North Daaa.
William Hawkins. Wilmington. Vt.
Stuart W. Condon. Boslindaie, Mass.
Howard Ryan. Falmouth.
Ralph Gould. Medford. Man.
Frank Purinaton. Whitestone. N. Y.
Roland Boilerwell. Belmont,

hopes to hoast a membership of fortyfive and more this fall, has officially
begun its re-organization. The musicians are to be lad this year by
John S. Baker '35, who held the same
office last year and who has already
Bent out a call for freshman candidates for places in the band.
According to Leader Baker this
year's band will be one of the best in

With the

first

ORIENT COMPEWnON

issue of the <irowler,

Bowdoia's humorous magaxua. next
Saturday on the occasion of the M?.ss
State game, the magazine will begin
its third year of life with much the
same staff but a new policy. Seven issues are ulanned, four of which will
appear on the days of home football

sirable, is not necessary for the

The Orient will so
usual conduct instruction periods
applicant.

ly

newswriting for freshmen.
class of *88 are
invited to attend at this time.

in

Members of the

'68

SPEAKING TRIALS

that the tentative list of men who will
speak in the Class of '68 Prize Speaking Contest, which will take place in
Memorial Hall about the middle of
January, includes the following seniors.
Donald F. Barnes, Lawrence
Dana, R. G. Dunton. F. A. Fisher,
E. L. Fisher, John S. Holden, Allan F.
Hubbell. Elmer Hutchinson, John P.
McLeod, Howard N. NiWock, Vincent
Nowlis. John O. Parker and Arthur

M. Stratton.

j

1

-

from

1

The Orient was able to learn from
an authoritative source this morning

j

A

preliminary competition, which
narrow the field of orators down
to a final six, will be held in the near
future before a board of judges.
Men among the speakers whose
names have figured prominently in
recent speaking contests and in forensic activities at Bowdoin are John O.
Parker, a member of Alpha Delta Phi,
who won the Plummer Prize Speaking contest, held last spring, Vincent
Nowlis, who has 'been a member of
the Debating Council and is a Zete, faculty rule.
Donald Barnes, who is a Psi U and portant: Scholarship, certain "Qualwas runner up in the Plummer con- ities of Manhood", Moral Forces of
test, and W. H. Niblock who competed
Character, and Physical Vigor.
last year in the Alexander Prize
Donald P. McCormick "88 was a
will

i

Speaking contest.

C

colto its

Arthur Stratum "88 is to head the
to publish
requirements have been Quill board, which hopes
the College Literary magazine four
the freshman and times this coming year. Albert Hubsophomore classes to include Janfors bell '86 is running the business end
who will be required to participate in of the magazine, while on the Qnm
some sport from Thanksgiving to board are Robert Hagy VB, Burroughs Mitchell "36, Lawrence Hall
Easter, in order to provide sufficient •86 and John Schaffner "88. who will
exercise at a "time when there is too he senior member of the board
great an inclination to hang around through his past year aa editor-inchief.
stuffy, smoke-filled rooms."
The Quill has been considering a
This is not an innovation, Malcolm
E. Morrell. athletic director pointed change of format this year, and for
out, since until three years ago -all some time has planned changing to a
si**
tike that of Scnbners Magazine.
four classes were required to partici'»nal decision has not yet
pate throughout the academic year.
The exemption at that time of the though with the new dimensions the
two upper classes from required ath- literary magazine would be more in a
letics was thought to be consistent position to carry increased advertiswith the greater latitude for juniors ing matter. A new way of binding the
and seniors in choosing their courses. Quill may be used, while it is definite
The faculty considered that by that that the covers will be uniformly
time the habit of taking regular ex- granite grey, with a dull red Bowdoin
ercise .would have been acquired by Shield as decoration.
The first issue, which is scheduled
all the students, Mr. Morrell said.
to appear about the middle of NoIt is now evident that a large number of upperclassmen do not receive vember, will have poetry by Joan
enough exercise during the winter Schaffner, an article by Mitchell, and
months. During the fall and spring stories by Hagy and Hall. There are
when the weather is warm and per- one or two openings for freshmen in
mits outdoor sports, there is enough the Quill, and the latter should atvoluntary participation to provide ex- tempt to fill these positions through
ercise, and the college helps in pro- having manuscripts accepted for pubviding the opportunity by keeping lication. Any literary attempts of infields and tennis courts in condition terested upperclassmen, according to
and maintaining arrangement of the Stratton, wtll also be gladly received
golf course so students can make use and looked over.
of it free of charge. At those times
President and Mrs. Kenneth C. M.
also interfraternity sports are organized in touch football, baseball, and Sills held their annual reception for
tennis under a purely voluntary par- the new faculty members and their
wives last Friday evening at their
ticipation plan.
The additional requirement of ath- home on Federal street. The two govletics for juniors during the winter erning boards were represented in the
months is at present the faculty's receiving line by Henry Hill Pierce
"idea of the proper requirements for '96 of the Board of Trustees and Mr.
the present time" and has become a and Mrs. Harold Lee Berry "01 of the
Athletic

extended

Past experience, although de-

encounters, containing full programs
and starting line/-ups of the teams.
The other three issues will undoubted-

'

for-

JUNIORS TO HAVE
ARTHUR STRATTON
REQUIRED SPORTS
TO EOT MAGAZINE

Cemaetitioa for editorial positions oa The Orient for freshmen will begin at the Orient office, Moulton Union, at 7 p.m.
Friday, October 8. AH freshen*
iatereated in eatalaing posttioas
on the paper sheold report at that
time. wMheejt fail.

make their appearance at house-.
party times. In view of the poputo splendid bal- larity of last year's interfraternity
ance in all departments. The fact that track meet issue it is possible that
last year's freshman crop produced one issue may come out then.
several good woodwinds and that last
Room 207 of the Moulton Union
night's meeting showed that 1988 has been embellished to become the
numbers among its ranks many office of the campus magazine this
trumpeters of considerable prowess year, with J. H. McGill '36 occupying
promises a smooth-working outfit. the chair of Business Manager. DonProfessor Wass, Baker, and John A. aid F. Barnes '88 and Burroughs
Rodick "36, who is manager, were Mitchell '36 will be Editors.
very pleased with the results of the
Features of the first issue will be a
first rehearsal.
continuance of the "Growler No's his
The band is almost certain to go to News" department, a cover by a
the Bates and Colby games this fall, Brunswick artist, and a "Rushing the;
and if funds are forthcoming there is Growler* article, as well as two new
a possibility that they may attend the features by new members of the staff.
Wesleyan game, at Miadletown. A A larger issue than usual is expected
football season which includes a pre- for the Maine game, November 10th.
ponderance of home games will enAny bit of humorous writing or
sure a good many rallies at which the verse, and student jokes will be welband will play, and plenty of oppor- corned by the editors, who are also
tunity for students to see their own on the look-out for cartoonists among
musicians marching oa Whittier field. the student body. AH communicaThe customary uniform of black tions should be sent to the Growler
sweater*) and white trousers will be office in the Union. A contest which
used, while letter-forming marching gives undergraduates the chance to
practice has already begun and will sell a combined Growler and Life
be continued intensively in the next Magazine subscription at reduced
few weeks.
prices will end this Friday, when the
The following uprjerclassmen will winner will receive a prize of fifteen
play in the 1934 band:
dollars.
*35,
Editor George F. Chisholm '86!
D.
Trumpets: V. F. Philbrick
A. Barrell "85, I. G. Bowman '35. O. wishes to call to the attention of the
R. Lawry '35, R. H. Milliken '35, R. college to two minor errors in the
D. Peakes '36. E. R. Dalton w 7; Trom- 1934-35 edition of the Freshman
bones: R. C. Larcom "36, T. H. Mack handbook. Although listed as Assist"86, W. S. Shaw '36, W. B. H. Walker ant professor of English, Herbert R.
•86; Clarinets: A. G. Dixon '85, S. Brown has been promoted to AssociBelinkoff '36, A. Kern '36, R. W. Bak- ate Professor and should follow AsF. Brewster "37, H. C. Bux- sociate Professor Morgan B. Cushing
er "87.
ton *37, P. H. Gilpatric '37, C. L. Tut- in the faculty seniority list. The othtle "87; Alto Horns: J. C. Hayward er slip in the printing is the asterisk
•85. J. A. Rodick ^6; Piccolo: D. T. denoting the married members of the
Deane; Baritone: R. E. Read *36; faculty which has been omitted after
Bass: W. F. Crosby "85, W. F. Kier- Reverend John C. Schroeder's name.
stead '36; Saxophones: J. S. Baker
•88, J. O. Parker "85, D. Dickerman
John F. Presnell *36 was recently
•85, R. Hatch '86. J. L. Knight '36;
named the successful candidate for
Percussion: M. Rubinstein '37.
Mathematical
Smyth
last
year's

More than 60 co-eds at DePauw
University were routed from their
beds early one morning recently
lege ,on the Hudson, previous
absorption by Columbia University, when fire practically destroyed Manswill be the speaker at this Sundays field Hall, oldest women's dormitory
chapel service. The Reverend BeU, a on the campus. Some twenty of the
member of Kappa Sigma, is a popular girls lost all their belongings.
and colorful speaker who has talked
at Bowdoin before. He graduated
from the University of Chicago in
1907. has written several books, and
has spoken as college preacher at
The Reverend Bernard I. Bell,
mer president of St. Stephen's

tion last year but

Prise.

•

of the United
has completed at least

citizen

A

England competi-

concept at human life as elecenergy derived from solar radihas been developed by Dr.
George W. Crile, one of the country's
outstanding surgeons and research

was

physicists.

unsuccessful.

ation

SERVICE FOR STUDENTS
Socony Gasoline and Motor Oik
Gulf
— Complete Lubrication —

t

The prize amounting to about three
hundred dollars is awarded annually tricts.
to that member of the sophomore
Any male
class who has obtained the. highest States who
rank in the Mathematical .studies of two years of
Selection is
the first two years.
the first two

New

finalist in the

Professor Thomas Means, Bowdoin
representative for Rhodes Scholarships, announces that a faculty committee will meet ah >rtly to discut « the
selection of Bowdoin candio.ui.es for
the State Rhodes Scholarship candidacy,
400
offer
Rhodes
scholarships
pounds a year as a stipend for a gradUniversity.
uate course at Oxford
Competition is conducted each year in
all forty-eight states which have been
divided up into eight different dis-

Board of Overseers.

trical

Colonial

•

24

HOUR SERVICE

T0PSHAM FILLING STATION
Just Oyer

work may apply.
based upon four points,
are considered most imcollege

New

Bridge

Topsham, Me.

=

Princeton, Harvard, Amherst, Colum-

mana Na

Donald G. Dlllenbeck, Manhaaset. L.

Having held its first general meeting and rehearsal is Memorial Hail
last saght, the Bowdoin Band, which

ary, where he is to do clerical work.
The Chemistry department will have
two man as helpers, while two mere
will be in charge of the biology museum. One man will work with the
Mathematics department, and two
with the Government department for
purposes of mun icipal resMurah, • recent years, owing

"

HaB

8. Klrfcy

Office

at the

other as an assistant to the publicity
director, and another at the Infirm-

j.

N

man

Growler Staff
Changes Policy

N. Y.

bia,

Mount Holyoke, Smith, Wellesley

and Vassar.
•
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"The Daring Young Man on tht Flying frepere"
WALTER O'KEEFE— IN PERSON— the man who made
this

and other songs famous, brings his inimitable wit sad
to the Camel Caravan as Master of Ceremonies.

humor

And he promises, among other things, to introduce at least
one new song each week. Tune in on the Caravan and
see why he is one of the sir's most popular entertainers.

YOU ARE
TO TUNE IN

INVITED!
ON

THE

ALL-STAR CAMEL CARAVAN

we advertise
We advertise in order that the public may better
understand what the Bell System is doing, and why it

CASA LOMA ORCHESTRA
ANNETTE HANSHAW
WALTER O'KEEFE

does it. In this way we keep customers and prospective
customers informed of our aims, policies and pro gress .

We

advertise in order to aid the telephone customer

in making the best possible use of his service. As our
advertising influences one person after another to use
the telephone more effectively, the service rendered

every other user

We
sell

is

selling

AND OTHER

HEADLINERS

correspondingly improved.

we have a varied service
more of it we increase its value

advertise because

and by

NEW

TUESDAY

to
to

each user. Because of the nature of the telephone
business, it is our duty to inform the public continuously of the character and varied kind of service wo

ANNETTE HANSHAW— whose

thrilling, vibrsat
voice and sparkling personality have enthralled
radio audiences in the past, will be featured oa the
new Caravan in the popular hit tunes of today sad
yesterday. It's better than eves money she will

provide.

la line with this broad plan, we find real opportunity
in addressing messages to college and university people in their own publicati ons, just as wo also vary our
advertising for women's magaaines, farm papers anal
so on. 1934-35 is the fifteenth year during which the

soon be your

A number

TUNC
lUHL

Bell System has published advertisements which take
men behind the scenes ci* Sen! Tc&sphene

1 favorite

ILUI

H.

radio songstress.

GLEN GRAY— whose Cass Lome Orchestra is noted
for

its

service.

Due

so repeat this year! Always s favorite band ie

almost every college vote.

TUESDAY. OCTOBER
Tlmtiiby ev«m«g OYer

2, and

mry fok^mglm%d*j md

Mttt-toHe^

""S

THURSDAY
MM P.M.
StOO P. M. Central
•:30 P.M. Meenttei Time
•:30 P. M. Pacific 1

J.l

* *

Lit.!,

m

sod smooth rhythms,

has played fox over 200 important college dances.
Made radio history on the Camel Caravan last yaatf.

W
Gl
et a
ISS4.B

college

clever arrangements

10:00 P. M. Eastern
•tOO I*. M. Central Tame
8:O0 P. M. Mountain Time
7x00 P. M. Pacific Tlsne

#

1

with a
I

aeaasasi
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1

Camel
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

fTJTJR

JAYVEE ELEVEN
TIES OPPONENTS

RACKET TOURNEY

JAPANWnH TEAM
(Continued:

SANCTION AUTUMN

FR0SBGR1DMEN

MAGEE, GOOD TOUR

PRACTICE DAILY

from pas* 1)

Ryo Toyokoma, who was graduated in 1921.
Though there have been bat a few
Ryo, a native of Tokyo, is now an edipractices to date Coach Lancaster's
tor on the Tokyo Nichi-Nichi, one of
the leading daily newspapers in the fresh grid squad of 66 players is
Empire. Ryo cabled his former coach quickly shaping into a powerful maas soon as he heard hat Magee had chine, la the same manner as last

track athlete at Bowdoin,

Even Break With

Gains
Kent's

by Holding

Hfll, 0-0,

on Two- Yard Line

, %

fighting a hard battle throughout
the whole game, the .Bowdoin Jayvee
eleven gained a scoreless tie against
Kent's Hill last Friday. Throughout
the entire contest, the Bowdoin defense was severely taxed to withstand
-the attack of the Kent men, once being forced back as far as the two yard
line where they held for downs.
Kent's Hill proved to be a team
with a strong attack and water-tight
defence. All through the game the
Kent backs showed their ability to
plug holes in the line before the Bowdoin runner could make a considerable
gain. In both departments the visitors were led by Roach, a flashy
back. The line showed up well with
Doyle, Captain Pearl, Maguire, and

The probable line ups:
been named to head the team and followed up his cablegram with a letter,
assuring him that he would act as interpreter and secretary of the team.
"I promise that you will have as
pleasant a stay in my counter as I
had when I was a student at Bowdoin
College in the United States," wrote
Ryo. "I shall not forget the wonderful treatment I received there, and
will toy to repay you in full."

Favor Is Member
Other members of the team besides
Phil Good are Don Favor, University
of Maine's sellar hammer thrower,
Green,
Ralph
Mecalfe,
Howard
Frank Crowley,
Charlie
Parsons,
Charles Hornbostel, Dudley Wilkins,
Wirt Thompson, Bob Jones, Gordon

Cunningham, Walter
Bob Clark.
The United States team sailed from
San Francisco on the S.S. Taiyo Mara
Cummings starring. In the backfield on August 16th, reaching Yokohama
the trio of Groder, Kelly, and Dalzel on September 3, after a stop at Honolulu.
Then on successive Saturdays,
were stellar.
Dunn,

Glenn

Marty,

arid

Shaw and Euan
men of the backfield.

nor, Bill

Bowdoin Gets Chance
Right at the

of

start

Bowdoin gained the

enemy

20.
D. Allan, S. Allen. H. Aahkenaiy. W. BlaHop,
D. Brown, G. Cadman, J. H. Card. P. Chapman. X. Cfcaac, S. Condon. A. Cox. T. Craven,
O. T. Crawley (shifted), E. L. Curran. B. H.
Cuehlnjr, B. R. bearing, J. Dennla, C. N. Da
Suae, N. E. Dupee. W. H. Plah, D. W. Pitta.
C. R. Praaler. J. Prye. J. B. Gilderaleeve, W.
Otlnee, R. Godfrey. B. H. Gordon, S. Graham.
V. Haalam. R. Hawley. J. P. Hepburn, R.
Hooka. L. J. Hudon. V. Hull. 8. Jacob.. W.
Johnaon, C. Kennedy. W. Kale. H. Leach. P.
Lewis. M. Lord. D. Murphy. W. S. Muney. E.
Newman. B. O'Neil. P. W. Oaborn. W. B.
Parker, W.
Parry. C. PolUna. R. Bohr. J.
Salter. B. B. Savage. W. S. Sloewn. C. K.
Smith. R. Smith. B D. Soule. J. W. Taylor,
D. B. Tyaon. P. Upham. A. Wadbtgh, M. P.
Warren, V. Welch, W. Wetherell. P. H.

a

there were meets scheduled at Tokyo.
Nagoya in' Japan proper, Keijo in Wllaoa.
Korea, Osaka, Hsinching, and Dairen
On their return trip
in Manchuria.
the boat will leave Yokohama on OctoDavis were ber 11th, arriving in San Francisco on

Bowdoin showed a good deal of
strength especially in the line, where
Sargent. Clapp, and Harrison performed- exceptionally well. Carl Conthe big

Dave Merrill will be on hand to
coach the Freshman "B" team and
help Don Lancaster in the preliminary conditioning work.
To date Murphy, Curran, Fry, Tyson and D. Soule are showing up well
as backs while Gildersleeve. Savage,
Muney, Fitta look promising as linemen. This year the frosh team is
breaking all precedents by playing a
game away from home as. they are
scheduled to journey to Phillips Exeter Academy for a game on October
year,

territory

ball

'

the game,
deep in the

when Connor

recov-

To get a line on freshman tennis
prospects and to provide competition
for varsity and other tennis players,
the Department of Physical Education has sanctioned a fall tournament
and will provide a silver cup for the
winner and a medal for the runnerup.

When the entries closed Sunday
night upwards of fifty players had
Of those eight were favored
by seedings which ran as follows: 1,
Joe Fisher »S5, 2, Jim Woodger "36, 3,

entered.

Bob Ashley *86. 4, Win Thomas *86,
Ned Brown '36, 0. George Monell
TO, 7. Howard Dana "Sti, », Stu Thoits
'35.
Notably absent was Charlie
Smith, 1934 Maine Intercollegiate
Champ, whose football activities prevented him fom competing.
Hope To Complete Tourney
Play started Monday, and, though
rain and frost have ruined all pre5,

vious attempts to run a fall tournament here, it is hoped that the finals
will be played in about two weeks'
time.
Bearing in mind these past
failures, the tournament committee,
of Robert Ashley TO and Thurman
Philoon TO, has drawn up a list of
rules to speed up the matches.

Tournament players take
ence over

all

others

courts.

in

precedsecuring

HARRIERS ON ROADS
FOR FALL PRACTICE

White Eleven, With

New

System, Aims For State

In the absence of Coach Jack Magee who is still on his Japanese tour,
the track department has split forces
student
under
coaching.
Elmer
Hutchinson has been put in charge of
cross country running while Howie
Niblock has been -given the task of
coaching the other track men.
Since a week ago Tuesday the cross
country men have been trotting the
roads, getting in trim for the coming
season.
While there is little likelihood of having any varsity meets this

Pool By Gym Is Remedied;]
Union Steps Are Rebuilt
The slmost impassible morass
which has appeared in front of
the Sargent gymnasium regularly every spring in past years is
now a thing of the past, thanks
to
grading and road-building
during the summer. This spot,
once an eyesore, is now an attractive and well-planned drive.
The summer campaign of cam-

the training is stressed in order
to get the men in trim for winter and
spring distance runs. There will, however, be cross country meets for the

fall,

pus improvements hss also included the renovation of the
Union steps with cement sidings,
time during the season.
and the building up of the hollow
In track the men will be in constant
across the road from the steps.
recorded competition both against
The grass also has been edged
their own marks and against those
and cultivated, placing the camof others. It is hoped that this system
pus on the whole in much better
will stimulate the interest in the difcondition thsn the heavy rains of
ferent events and will tend to keep
last spring left it.
the team improving constantly.
In
this way there will also be accurate
Sun spots, the storms on the sun
record charts for Coach Magee on his
that wax and wane through elevenreturn in November.
year cycles, and three elements of
In Peru, Dr. Julio C. Tello, arche- weather on earth temperature, nonologist, has discovered a perfectly fat 1 and atmospheric pressure
seen
preserved portion of an Indian build- closely connected, according to studies
ing which he says belonged to the an- recently reported to the American
cient Chavin civilization.
Meteorological Society.

freshman and jayvee teams some-

—

—

(Continued from page

Staters.
In spite of this White strength, the
game will undoubtedly be one of the

most difficult of the season as the
Mass State gridsters have already
had one game's seasoning while the
Bears are as yet untried. It Will .be
interesting to see how Bowdoins
punters, Soule and Sawyer, will measure up with the booting of State's
"60 yard" Stewart.

BOWDOIN

Peaitien

Drammend
Lew

LB
LT
LG
C
B6
BT
BB
QB

Larceaa
Sargent

Lam
Hagfcca

Kent (c)
Sawyer
Johnaen

doin its scoring chance, with Dalzel
kicking well out of danger after four
downs.
From that point on the battle was
carried on evenly until Davis fumbled
on the Bowdoin 23, Groder recovering
for Kent. From here Kelly and Groder
managed to drive down toward the
goal line until they were stopped one
yarn short of first down on the two

yard line.
Throughout the third quarter and
well into the fourth the ball travelled
up and down the field with neither
side showing much advantage. In the
last period Kent lost their last scoring chance when they incurred a
twenty-five yard penalty for disrespect to the umpire just after having
gained the ball through a bad pass
by the Bowdoin center.

LH

Pat nam

PB

October 27.
In the meet at Tokyo, Good ran the
high hurdles in 14.5 seconds, shattering the Japanese record and creating

a new Bowdoin record.

The

lineups:

BawMa
Hurley.

Jarraa

Kent'* HUD

U. VIlea

I*

Aronaon (Ctarkaon), It
Craigcr (Fortier). lg
Sargent (Lawrence. Burton), e ..
Clapp, re;
Harriaon. it

Sampson,

e.

H,

Pawl

If,

Doyle

Cununingi
Tg

re

qb,

Bly

Maguire

re,

Shaw (Karakaahian).
Baad. lh
Cannon, rh
Davia (Barkadale). fb

,

O'Neill

rt,

,

Luby

(Koaakoaki)

Groder

]h.

rh. (Roach) Kelly

(Powers). Daltel
Referee. Chapman ; umpire. Aldrich
linaaman, Hanter. Time of game, four ten-minute
.

.

fb,

;

quarters,

HARD SCHEDULE FOR
WHITE SWIMMERS
With the resumption of swimming
practice, consisting mainly of land
drill, this Wednesday, Coach Robert

Miller faces with confidence and re-

newed hopes a season which will find
Bowdoin swimmers competing with
Wesleyan. Mass State. Trinity, Boston University, Williams and M. I. T.
Contrary to report and already printed schedules the New Englands will
not be held here, but at Wesleyan
University. Besides attending them, a
group of Bowdoin swimmers will also
Intercollegiate
the
participate
in
Association's Championselect group may
ships at C.C.N.Y.
also go to the Nationals about Easter
time.
This year's schedule is of no more
difficulty than that of last year, and
Coach Miller's chances are brighter
than ever because of well balanced
the fact that Henry
ability, and
Franklin *S5, who holds several college records will be eligible after MidYears. Owing to a transfer from
Worcester Tech this all-round swimmer, who will probably be used in
free-style events, was unable to compete in any but J.V. meets last win-

Swimming

A

Ohesterfields ate milder

airfields
Ripe

teste better

horiie-gfcowii tobaccos

ter.

Two Grads Lost
Lost by absence from college and
scholastic requirements are
Garcelon.
McGarry.
Gates,
and
Through graduation the squad has lost
Bob Foster, whose absence will be felt
department,
and
in the back-stroke
Bob Carson, an excellent diver. For
sprints Miller will have the services
of Johnny Boyd, a senior, and for
longer events Cotton, Seagrave, and
"weariness of popular cynicism Walker. Robert Sherman '35, after
and sophistication in university cir- two years' absence from the squad,
cles signals a definite turn in the tide will report for practice this fall, as
of spiritual affairs in American col- will Ellsworth Benson, who will fill
leges," according to Bishop Ira D. a gaping hole as a diver for the team.
Warner of the United Brethren Dick May will be on hand for the

Thursday Philip S. Wilder, Alumni
Secretary will attend the annual meeting of District I of the American
Alumni Council at Middlebury college,
where he will deliver a paper gn "Bequest Programs and Their Relation to
Alumni Funds." Professor Orren C.
Hormell is attending the October Educational Conference at Crawford
Notch. New Hampshire.

We

lack of

begin with the right

kinds of mild ripe Domestic

Then we age and
mellow them like rare wines
for flavor and taste.'
tobaccos.

A

church.

Dr.

noted
Herbert A.
sociologist who was ousted two years
ago from Ohio State University for
his advanced social theories, has been
appointed professor of political and
social economy, at Bryn Mawr College.
Miller,

Aromatic Turkish tobaccos

backstroke, and George Carey for
free style events. John Beale '35, this
year's captain, will head the breaststroke division, with Johnny Hooke,

Next we add

a sophomore, Ray Pach '36 and RobWhitmore '35 as henchmen.
All freshmen who plan to go out
for varsity and J.V. swimming should
report tomorrow afternoon at Coach

kinds and the right amounts

in the Curtis Pool.
office
Freshmen are eligible to compete only for varsity positions at this time,

Chesterfield the "seasoning"

of Turkish tobaccos to give

Miller's

Cleaning and Pressing
Give

It

To

that helps to

however.

Tipping and Mitchell

LECLAIR

& GERVAIS

TONDREAU BROS. CO.
carry the largest assortment of

Imported Goods, Fruit, Fresh Vegetables, Olives, Pickles, Domestic and Imported

Cheeses and Biscuits of

al)

kinds east of Portland.

FIRST NATIONAL
Capital, 150,000.

Surplus and Profits, 1100,000

PATRONAGE

taste

|

Declaring that children should be
made "music conscious" at an early
age. Miss Marion Flagg, music instructor at the Horace Mann School
of Teachers College. Columbia University,
asserts that every home
should be a mineature grand opera,
with all conversations between children and their parents taking place
in a sing-song, chanting manner.

Blended and cross-blended

A woolen mitten believed to have
been lost some 20 centuries ago and a
woolen cloak believed lost many centuries before that, were found recently in a peat bog in Southern Sweden.

Finally

BANK

ef Brunswick, Maine

STUDBHT

make them

better.

do the work

We

just the right

ert

SOLICTTRD

erfield

for Gifts
Stationery

•

Fountain Pens

for all

•

Cards

EATON HARDWARE

these

K

— different from
— to make Chester-

way

any other
field

KAYWOODIE PIPES

Varney's Jewelry Store

we "weld"

tobaccos together the Chest-

MORTON'S NEWSSTAND
BOWDOIN SEAL and
FRATERNITY PAPER

a milder better -tasting

cigarette.

CO.

orrsrinns

Watch and Jewelry Repairing

Hie Sport Store of

expertly done
106 Maine Street

Brunswick

(Qt
BRUNSWICK COAL & LUMBER
Hard and Soft Coals
Dry Fireplace Wood

CO.

Fuel Oils

ik&

MONDAY

WEDNESDAY

rosa
ponseixe

NINO
MARTINI

SATURDAY
CRETE
STUBCKCOLD
KOSTELANETZ ORCHESTRA AND CHORUS
9 P. M.

Lumber and Building Materials of
A. E.

MORRELL *22,

Mgr.

&*-

(e. S. T.)

— COLUMBIA NETWORK

Lt takes

make good

good things

things

substitute for

All Kinds
a Mm* Tnaarto Co.

Msssl

.

. .

to

there

RH

Soule

ered Grader's fumbled punt on the

Kent 14 yard line. A ten yard loss
on the first play following lost Bow-

1)

promises to be faster and less eonsplicated than that of last bob. The
White's aerial attack also appears to
be stronger and more effective with
Johnson and Sawyer doing most of
the passing. With nine capable lettermen available in Captain Al Kent,
Stan Low, Rod Larcom, Joe Drum-,
mond. Bill Soule, Al Putnam, Stan
Sargent, Bob Hurley and Ed Baravalle, Bowdoin grid fans may rest assured that Saturday's starting lineup will have plenty of power and experience with which to meet the Bay

is

mild rine tobacco

no

MASS STATB
Darla
(c)

I

Nliteaial
MeHkeJI

»
—
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Rises

PROBLEMS of a
der over

—

be remembered that way
back at the beginning of the depression many of the luxurious fraternity house* of mid-western universi-

were forced into solvency. It
seems that they had not anticipated

ties

in the proper vein.

streamer

headline,

"Economic and Local Conditions
Raise Problems for College Fraternities", a national newspaper brings
news of the depression's recent toll on
the Greek letter societies.
At Yale University two of the
country's oldest fraternities, Alpha
Delta Phi and Phi Upsilon. have elected no new members and intend to
close up their houses.
'-'

NEITHER

is

Yale alone in facing

this problem-

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER

Point

Now

SYSTEM NEEDS
CHANGE-SILLS

At

Cornel! the Interfratemity Council announces that
fraternities there have pledged sixtythree less men than they did last year,
while eleven houses have elected no
new members whatsover.
Out of a freshman class enrollment
of eighty-seven at Swarthmore only
twenty-seven have accepted fraternity
pledges.

Sawyer, Manter, Johnson, Coach Bowser Looks for President Ends Active SerSouk Star in First Game Tough Going with Veteran vice on Three State Boards
Wesleyan Outfit
with Radio Speech
of 1934 Grid Season

MORE TAXES TO GO
DRIVING RAIN CAUSES CARL CONNOR, BACK,
IS OUT FOR SEASON
TO PUBUC SCHOOLS
BAD CENTER PASSING

and Miss Jennet te Dew ling will
play "Kate".
The performance
which will be free to undergraduates, is to be held in Memorial

Johnson's Forty Yard Ron* Drummond's Return This School Commissioners AdvoWeek Will Strengthen
cate Higher Standards for
back of Intercepted Pass
Good Passing Attack
Rural Districts
Features Game

and

take the

Drummond, both

veterans, are

Climaxing a suram
mer of work on
three

Thu:

A

the facilities of

speech concerned
an of the Maine
Public School Fi ance
Commission,
stating the circumstances and conditions of the survey and setting forth
the tasks which will lie before the
Legislature when it meets in January.

.

defend against them.

Isaac

game.
"During the

r

the undergraduate body of Williams Collage should become so s a d
denly concerned about its discipline
in fact to such a degree that it should
agitate for sterner measures.
Perhaps, like Bowdoin, the students

have tired of the Council's functionless nature, and, unlike Bowdoin, have
decided to tolerate its supine impotency no longer.
This action should by no means be
interpreted as the death knell to all
forms of student government. At
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, for instance, the Student Council
has functioned in the full capacity
that the name suggests.
Little need be said concerning Bowdoin's council, except that its constitution is conspicuous for what it excludes in the nature of student gov-

ernment

fTHE APPOINTMENT

of Mr. Quinby
to the Faculty shoulfl prove an
auspicious event to the Masque and
Gown's cause. His experience in the
field of dramatics will undoubtedly
clear up many of the major details
that always arise in a society of amateur Thespians, provided that he has
the necessary materials at his com-

>

Dyer

*96 Gives

Rare

Mass State game,"
was well satisfied

states the coach, "I

with the defense which worked as
well as I expected. The offense did
not click quite so well, but I hope to
iron out the weak spots in the course
of the next few weeks. The passing

Mr. Dyer started collecting books
.

—

Frats Announce

W£S

Tea Dance Bands

FROSH TORN OUT
FOR ORIENT POSTS

A

j

—

Bowdoin- Wesleyan

White

Sills,

making arrangements:

"has had several meetings and
(Continued on p»ire 2)

(Continued on page 4)

Professor R. P. T. Coffin Tells
Tales Of Oxfordian Blue

Acting Dean Mitchell and Professor
Ham will be Bowdoin's delegates to
Non-Fraternity; the meeting of The Association of ColP. Knauth, Sigma Nu;
R. Laffin, leges in New England to be held this
Deke; L. Nash. Psi U.: W. Parker, week at Middlebury College, in MidPermission from the college authorities in order to pass through the town
A.D.; D. Pratt, Sigma Nu; B. Rund- dlebury. Vermont. The meeting will of
Oxford during the summer vacation was what Professor R. P. T. Coffin
lette. T.D.; H Ryan, AT.O.; G. Wil- be an informal discussion of topics of
had to get when he was a student at Oxford. A law enacted in ancient days
son, Kappa Sigma; R. Winn, T. D.
college interest.
and set upon the records still stands, and does not allow any student to come
The complete project list of FERA
back to the town of Oxford during vacation, whether for pleasure or advance
study, except with special permission. Since he had to pass through the town
work was released this morning by
several times during the summer months, and on one or two occasions reMr. Philip Wilder, chairman of the
main there overnight, Coffin, then a Rhodes Scholar, had to make a request
faculty committee.
which grants to college authorities a great deal of control, not only over one's
The list is as follows: two men will
college existence, but also over one's summer activities.
work in the Lee Biological Museum
With a huge bonfire lighting up the
Quite a number of college regulaFreshman Harry Foote was caught
classifying specimens; three will help
field of action the classes of 1937 and on the inside as the arm of the law, Carnegie Phonograph,
tions dating from medieval days can
the Town Clerk on cemetery records
1938 battled for supremacy last backed by five Student Council membe found in the Oxford records, where
reading tombstones; two will be en- Thursday night in one of the fiercest
Scores
Records
they may be consulted and "make
bers, closed the door. He did not regaged in fire protection work for the "proc" struggles in history.
aniusing reading".
One denies stumain for the "first show" but rejoined
TO Public dents,
TO
w
During the days directly preceding the yearlings who then proceeded to
even in 1934, the privilege of
town of Harpswell.
Nite" the rumor had been Pickard Field.
carrying a cross-bow! This was beAn attempt to ring
Four or five are to conduct evening "Proc
by
quietly handed abroad by the Phi Chi the chapel bell was thwarted
cause the carrying of such arms censchool classes at Brunswick High;
The phonograph, records, and
Brain Trust to unsuspecting frosh locked doors.
turies ago led to many a brawl, in
two will take schoolbook inventories that
scores which were presented last
the proceedings would begin
which students caused considerable
At the field the neophytes decided
for the school dept.; two have been aspersonal damage.
promptly at eight. Owing to this well- to build a bon-fire to offset the chill
to
college,
are
to
open
year
the
be
signed to the town library; two are to
timed
propaganda,
the
freshmen
were
Oxford Curfew Rules
themavailing
the
damp
night,
of
to the public according to a defido research work for Professor Orren touted
The Oxford curfew-laws are well
from the "ends" by some of selves of a half cord of wood on an
C. Hormell.
nite schedule. A monitor will be
known. Every undergraduate had to
the more anxious leaders at about adjoining house-lot. It was authenticThree are monitors watching the seven-thirty.
present in the music ream to aslarge column headed a u y rumored about the campus the
The
be within the walls of his college or
victrola in the music room; one will
in his boarding house room by nine
toward town, alternately singing next day that the owner of the wood
sist anyone desiring help every
be assistant to the publicity director; what they knew
o'clock. If not, a small fine was paid
of "Phi Chi" and p ii e threatened to send a bill to the
afternoon except Saturday from
one is to be shelf reader in the li- loudly proclaiming
by the undergraduates of Professor
that there was a college.
was
soon
blaze
roaring
A
the
to
1.30
be
assigned
Monday
to
5.30;
Friand
brary; twelve will
Coffin's day. They were sure to be in
Thirty-Eight.
going, but nevertheless a few mer.
athletic department for police and ofday nights from 7 to 9; Wednesby midnight, however. Getting "home"
filtered away
into the night, and
Frosh Stop Train
fice work; two will make a large scale
later
day
night,
to
than that meant dismissal.
8
10;
from
10.30
whole
vigil,
the
wearying of their
map for the highway and fire departBrunswick employees of the Maine
The bell of Christ's Church is still
a.m. to noon, and from 1.30 p.m.
ments; one will become special as- Central Railroad were considerably group marched back to the camfus,
tolled 101 times, to enable a student,
ensconcing themselves in the lower
to 3.30 on Sunday.
departsistant in the mathematics
nettled when the freshmen loitered en floors of Appleton Hall.
no matter where he is in the univerment.
masse on the tracks, actually forcing
This gift of the Carnegie Corsity town, to reach his lodgings beSophs Finally Come
One is in charge of FERA records the stopping of a train about to pull
fore the strokes cease. This custom
poration of New York, valued at
at the 'alumni office; two are assisting out of the station. Then, amid great
An abortive attempt to enter the
was
instituted after students had
$2,500 consists of 824
phonoin chemistry'; four or five will serve furor, they moved on down Maine Union was but the prelude to an eviccomplained that nine or twelve strokes
graph records contained in 136
as playground supervisors; one is street, effectively tying up traffic un- tion from the dormitory. Both procof the bell did not allow them enough
clerk in the infirmary; four will do til
albums, 251 scores. 129 books on
they reached the Cumberland tors and janitor persuaded the freshtime to get home.
sociological research on alumni for Theatre, whither they had
The college year at Oxford, 24
headed men to hurry back to Pickard. which
musical subjects, all catalogued
Professor Libby.
with speed and precision in hopes of (they did. Another long wait ensued,
weeks long, is a perioS of intense acin oak and steel cabinets. It is cne
In the meantime over a dozen stu- trapping members of "86 within. They punctuated by frequent and unfoundtivity.
When once in residence a stuof 23 similar donations which are
dents are doing work on Pickard made a
dent cannot for any reason leave Oxhalf-hearted
attempt to led cries of "Here they come",
Field, preparatory' to being given upe- force their way in but the manage*;
scattered throughout this counSoon after 10.30, sophomores who
ford itself, but must wait for the vacial assignments.
(CaatimMd on r*s* 2)
ment was much too quick for them.
(ConUnneii on pug* 3)
try and Canada.

WILDER RELEASES
PR0JECT_SCHEOULE

Sophs Win Proc Night Victory;
Frosh Stop Train, Enter Theater
|

:

j
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a practice begun a year ago when
five
young alumni with graduate
training were appointed to similar
positions at the college.

far behind the Nongroup.
Alpha Tau
the Student Council
Scholarship cup for fraternities.
When the June marks were averaged it was found that A.T.O.'s
had nosed out Theta Delta Chi,
the first semester's winner, by
twelve hundredths of a print.
1.
Non Fraternity
12.191
9.804
2.
Alpha Tau Omega
3.
Theta Delta Chi
9.680
9.347
4.
Zeta Psi
5.
9.00
Alpha Delta Phi
6.
8.979
Delta Upsilon
Delta Kappa Epsilon 8.704
7.
8.513
Chi Psi
8.
9.
Kappa Sigma
7.764
Beta Theta Pi
10.
7.454
Psi Upsilon
7.300
11.
12.
Sigma Nu
7.186

And

Be Open

.

.

consists of 600 volumes each of

this

Jacobs,

Wins Scholarship
Cup With T.D.'s Second

A.T.O.

Though

which, with one exception is a first
edition. The single exception is the
famous philosophical work, "Sartor
Resartus".
It was printed first in
magazine form, and later made into
a book, still with magazine type. This
Mr. Dyer was unable to obtain.
The collection was promised to the
college two years ago, and will be
brought up from Portland tomorrow
by the librarian. Mr. Gerald Wilder.
It will add appreciably to the excellent possessions of which the library'
'
already boasts.

Laws

be Assisted

In accordance with action taken by
the Executive Committee of the Governing Boards of the College at a
meeting held last week, President
JOSEPH M. ODIORNE '25
Sills announced the appointment of
who has come to Bowdoin from West- four teaching fellows to assist the
ern Reserve as a Biology Instructor.
faculty during the coming college
semester. This appointment continues

of the best of its kind in the
world, a collection of the works of
Thomas Carlyle will be donated tomorrow to the Bowdoin college library by Isaac Dyer '78, now a prominent lawyer in Portland.
This collection is rivalled in this
country only by a similar one at the
University of Michigan.
It

French Departments
will

Joseph M. Odiorne of Cooper's
a graduate in the class of 1925
and a former instructor at Western
Mills,

Omega won

many years ago, and has followed it
In addition to (being Chairman of as his hobby all during his life.
important committee, the Presiattack seems pretty good."
In looking forward to this week's dent also holds a Similar position on
(Contlnnfd £i Jjagx <)
game. Bowser believes that the go- the Quoddy Commission, which was
'
r-rij Jag-ssay he quite difflcult. Quite a few
^-rnui"
ifnum Bv «5
wre reques* %n^
rremuent
veterans are returning -to the line-up S2w?*^
of Wesleyan and may prove trouble- Roosevelt. Its function is to "examine
19
iiito
feasibility
of
erecting
dams
the
insome. Although he has not yet
spected the diagrams of the oppo- in Passamaquoddy Bay, near EastTea dances for the remaining
nents, he expects to encounter the port, to generate power".
home games this fall have been
third group of which President
Answering the call for freshman short kick formation used by Wesleyannounced by most of the fraterSills is a member, and which is also
candidates, nineteen embryonic news- an under the Michigan system.
nities, but as yet only a few have
to report to the State Legislature
writers gathered at the Orient office
definitely engaged bands. Alpha
when it convenes in Augusta, is the
in the Moulton Union last Friday
Delta Phi has engaged Ernie
State Commission on Tax Revision.
Grid
night. Seven of Bowdoin's Greek-letGeorge for all three date* the
This body was created by the legislater societies had representatives, the
Williams game October 20, the
History Favors
ture and appointed by the governor..
Zete, Kappa Sigs, Sigma Nus, and
Maine
game November 10, and
Commission Described
A.T.O.'s having three candidates each.
the Tufts game November 17.
At a meeting of the New England
With ten games won, seven
Freshman competition lasts until
The Polar Bears will play for
School Council at Poland Spring, on
Bowdoin
will
lest
and
twe
tied.
late March or Easter vacation when
Theta Delta Chi October 20 and
Saturday the 22nd of September, just
go into her twentieth football
the board will select from six to nine
November 17 and for Delta Kapa few days before the President's colcontest with Wesleyan an Saturof the new men to become sophomore
pa Epsilon November 10. Sigma
lege duties began, he addressed the
day with a substantial lead over
sub-editors.
At the end of the folNu will have its dances on Octoassembly along the same general
the Middletown team in the selowing year two will be chosen as
ber 20 and November 10 with
lines as used in his radio speech.
ries between the two colleges.
managing editors, and after both have
Nate Gold's Orchestra.
After thanking WCSH for granting
The first game, played in 1906,
had a year of service in that capacity,
Psi Upsilon plans to have two,
him the privilege of speaking, the
was a scoreless tie; from then on
alternating on issues, one will remain
October' 20 and November 17.
President went on to describe the Comuntil 1923 the Polar Bears led
as Editor-in-Chief.
D.K.E. will have its first dance
fifteen
which
consists
of
citmission,
with six games won, one tied in
Interest,
ability, the
amount of
after the Williams game. Both
of
different
parts
Maine,
izens
from
1116 and one lost in 1910. From
work done, and punctuality .and conDelta Upsilon and Zeta Psi are
including the five members of the
1924 until last year's game, Wessistence in handing in assigned mathaving theirs after the Tufts
Commission on the Revision of Tax
Bowdoin
leyan has won seven.
ter count -greatly in determining who
game; and Alpha Tau Omega is
Laws. It was appointed by the Govhaving taken the games in 1928,
of the group will survive. After the
having two, the dates being Noernor a year ago in accordance with
19S1 and 19S2. Last year the
sub-editors
are chosen they are
vember 10 and 17.
the joint order passed by the Maine
White took home one more victrained in the writing of headlines
The following committees are
Legislature. "The Commission", said
tory, with a score of 14-0.
and the make-up of pages and issues.

A.T.O.; S.

tory,

One

also

DEAN, HAM ATTEND
COLLEGIATE PARLEY

Biology, Mathematics, His-

Fraternity

first

The freshmen now enrolled as
mand.
The possibilities of the construction Freshman Reporters are: J. Bishop,
of a little theatre in the near future, Zeta Psi; S. Brewer, Kappa Sigma;
however, are about as remote as a W. Clark, Zeta Psi; G. Grossley,
board walk from the Chapel to Me- A.T.O.; N. Dupee, Zeta Psi; H. Foote,
morial Hall or an enclosed hockey Kappa Sigma; W. Frederick, Sigma
Nu; W. Frost, A.D.; W. Hawkins,
rink.

Will Assist Faculty

ODIORNE TAUGHT AT
WESTERN RESERVE

of Carlyle
to College

condition of the ball and the inexperience of Smith who was playing his

such as has not been seen on
undergraduates and place it in the
Whittier Field in recent years.
hands of college employes, where regKoenig Stars
ulations would be enforced wtih a
Bunny
Johnson had the faculty of
greater degree of efficiency.
always being where he should be. intercepting paases and making tackles
HARDLY seems conceivable that at crucial moments throughout the

Bowdoin Grads Holding
Harvard Graduate Degrees

Collection

work against Mass State last Saturday was a vital factor. The poor
passes which Smith made are easily
attributable to the wet and sodden

in
last

LOCAL ALUMNUS

,

fact with

trend

FOUR APPOINTMENTS
OF TEACHING FELLOWS

"Petruchio".

COLLECTION BY

WCSH

seems to

student governIt seemed that Bill Soule was the
week at Williams sparkplug of the Bears' running atCollege.
tack, for without him it failed to funcSupported by its new president, the tion with any
degree of consistency.
student body in a referendum disbandBuck Sawyer directed his team with
ed both the Student Council and the
coolness and skill, calling his plays
Intarfraternity Council. The action
well, passing with accuracy, and givwas taken in order to remove disci- ing an exhibition
of well-placed quick
plinary powers from the hands of the
kicks
usual

ment was made

of

LIBRARY GIVEN

iissions,
President
addressed the peo-

state

Sills last

pie of Maine th
station
his work aa ch

part

PRES. SILLS RELEASES

Hall.
Members of the Masque
Gown will assist in the staging.
Announcements concerning
tickets for those other than students will be made later.

Backs Work Smoothly
out of the lineup with pulled muscles.
The backfield quartet of Sawyer, Drummond is expected to resume his
Soule, Johnson, and Baravalle formed duties at end this week, but Putnam
freshman a smooth-functioning, headier
and will not be in at full in time for the
a propor- more versatile combination in White
game.
tionate increase in the number of men uniform
for some time.
The BowWesleyan Strong
pledged.
doin rooters were treated with the unIt is quite probable that Charlie
usual spectacle of a White backfield Smith will start at center again this
which could both throw passes and Saturday. His excellent defensive
RADICAL departure from the

"

fXti the whole Bowdoin
have suffered little. In
a substantial gain in the
ranks this year, there was

No. 9

On Thursday, November 1. the
caravan repertory players, sponsored by the English department, will present the popular
Shakespearean farce, "The Taming of the Shrew", it was announced recently by Professor
Stanley P. Chase. Thayer Roberta, capable masculine lead, will

Satisfied with the defense and the
Handicapped by a driving rain and
irregular ball passing from center, passing attack. Coach Charlie Bowser
Bowdoin's husky gridders blew the is concentrating on the running atlid off the 1934 season by holding the
tack and center passes in expectation
more experienced Maso State eleven
of a tough -game with Wesleyan Satto a scoreless tie last Saturday at
Whittier Field. Paced by the stellar urday.
performances of Sawyer, Johnson,
Injuries have already taken their
Manter and Soule, the Polar Bears
toll on the squad.
Carl Connor, who
showed promise of developing into a
broke an ankle during practice last
well rounded grid machine that Coach
week, is lost for the rest of the seaBowser might well be proud of.
son. Speaking of this accident, Coach
Wilbur Manter. recently shifted to
Bowser ays, "Connor is a pretty
left end, while Drummond is nursing
tough loss. Practically every reserve
a wrenched hip, and Charlie Smith,
at half-back is light, few exceeding
newly converted center, were the keys
160 pounds. His weight would have
to the Bowdoin defense as both men
been a great factor in a game such
consistently
smothered the
State
as last Saturday's."
plays even before they reached the
At present, Al Putnam and 'Joe
scrimmage line.

COME SOON
.

10, 1934.

Shakespearean
Players Coming

of the country's

will

the

Tie;

For Wesleyan Game Saturday

grave nature thun-

many

ecHoes.

[TNDER

To Scoreless

ME.,

PUBLIC SCHOOL

Polar Bears Hold Mass State

»

moat ancient campuses problems of
which Bowdoin has heard only the
It

BRUNSWICK,

(64th Year)

ORIENT

SHAKESPEARE PLAYERS

.

.

Reserve, is appointed to the Department of Biology. While at Bowdoin
he was a member of the Bugle Board,
the Biology Club, the Interfratemity
Council, and the Kappa Sigma Fraternity. He holds a Ph.D. from Harvard.

.

True Assists in History
Wallace H. True of Freeport, a
graduate in 1931, will assist in the
History Department.
While in college he was a member of the Quill
Board, the Debating Council, and won
Lock wood
the
Hi land
Fairbanks

.

.

holds an A.M. from

Har-

Laurier Q. Rousseau of Brunswick,
a member of the class of 1932 with a
Harvard Master's degree, is appointed
to the French Department. While at
college he participated in the activities
of the Gym Squad and the
French Club.
Richard N. Cobb of Portland, also
a 1932 graduate with a Harvard A.M.,
will divide his time between the De-.
Mathematics
partments
of
and
Physics. While at Bowdoin he was a
member of the Track Team, the
Mathematics Club, and the Kappa

WHITE OPPONENTS
WIN FOUR, LOSE TWO
Four of Bowdoin's gridiron opponents came through Saturday's games
while
two,
with
flying
colors,
Bates and Colby, met defeat in close
contests.

He

Prize.

vard.

Wesleyan, through fumbles

and a faulty passing attack by their
opponents, was abte to- edge out Connecticut State, by a score of 14 to 0.
Burton's kicking and passing, and
the running of Johnson and Huntress,
stood out for Wesleyan.
triWilliams
At Williamston.
umphed over Middlebury, 27 to 19, in
an exciting game which saw the outcome in doubt until the final whistle
had blown. Only by virtue of a great,
last period rally was Williams able
to snatch the game from their opponents, who had tied it up in the third
quarter. Two touchdowns were scored
by Williams in this comeback under
the leadership of Nick Holmes their

Sigma

Fraternity.,

Pickard Finance Scheme
This policy of employing graduates
of the college who have had graduate
work but who have been unable to get
satisfactory positions is one of the
gestures to help young
college's
scholars to get experience. These
Teaching Fellows are made members
of the departments but not of the
faculty and are assigned various tasks
in teaching.

This experiment which proved so
successful last year when it was instituted may well become a permanent fixture at Bowdoin. Appointment
flashy signal-caller.
of these fellows is in part made posstubborn Bates eleven threw a sible through a gift to the college
scare into the ranks of the Harvard made by Mr. Frederick W. Pickard
backers, when the Bobcats held the *94, who has for some years sponscore.
Cambridge team to a 12 to
sored a teaching fellowship in French.
In the second half Bates switched
their style of attack and completeduring
team
Harvard
outplayed
the
ly
the last twd period.

A

]
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MASQUE AND GOWN
PLANSJ5PRING TOUR

Bates Outplays Harvard
piled up a 46 to
score on Lowell Textile. The return
of Milt McBride, last year's star,
Rave the Pale Blue the inspiration to
attain greater heights on the gridiron. Higgins. a second string quarter
back, provided the best exhibition of
broken field running, when he caught
a punt at midfield and ran it back for
a touchdown. McBride, Butler, and
Higgins were the offensive stars for
Maine, while Doherty and Cobb were
stonewalls on the defense.
Splashing through a sea of mud,
Tufts managed to squeeze out a win
ever Colby, 7 to 0. The Jumbo outrushed the Mule, 155 yards to 13, and
made 8 first downs to Colby's 1. Colby
refused to be moved in the first half,
but in the second half, Tufts scored
the lone tally of the battle on an offtackle play by the veteran halfback,
Raymie MacLean. This play culminated a 50 yard drive by the Jumbo.
The punting of Ralph Peabody, Colby's offensive and defence ace, was c
stumbling block to Tufts, in fact, it
was only in the kicking department
that Colby had the advantage over

At Orono, Maine

A tour of several Maine towns during the spring vacation by Masque
and Gown promises to be one of the
most interesting innovations in the
organization's program for the comCoached by George H.
ing year.
Quinby, the players will touch at various towns throughout the state, particularly those having strong alumni
clubs.

The first production of the Masque
and Gown will be a play chosen from
recent Broadway successes, and given
sometime during November. A popular play will also be presented dur-

ing Christmas houseparty according
to custom. Both choices will be announced within a short time.
In the second semester an undergraduate one-act playwriting contest
will be held, similar to the one which
The
proved so popular last year.
play which is used on the spring tour
will be given freshman week end.
Whether or not an Ivy play will
be given has not as yet been definitely
decided.
In any event, a commenceTufts. Grinnell. Jumbo end, was the ment play of the customary type will

defensive star of the afternoon.

close the season.
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Way Here From

*

N. Y.
With Aid of Bowdoin Sign on Grip

Foote Foots

I

i

i
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A Bowdoin sticker plus one doliai
»nd forty-five cents brought freshman
Harry T. Foote frqm Buffalo, N. Y.,
Brunswick in two days.

to

A

succession of rather short rides
carried Foote from Buffalo to the east
end of the Finger Lakes, between
10.30 a.m. and 3.30 p.m. the first day.
At Skaneateles a member of the class
of 1938 of Harvard University, with
his parents, saw the Bowdoin sign and
stopped. It. developed that he had been
influenced to do so by the fact that a
close friend and schoolmate was entering Bowdoin this year. Foote rode
with them to Wept Lenox < Mass.,
about 190 miles, where he stayed
overnight.
Sticker Wins Rides
The next morning, after Foote had
waited slightly more than 15 minutes,
a Detroit business man whose son was

|

:

at college at Boston and had often
spoken of Bowdoin friends stopped

him.

—

a Chrysler Im-

buryport, Mass., with a man whose
is a student at Bowdoin, and a
short wait at Newburyport resulted
a ride to Freeport with a Boston
school teacher who was himself a
Bowdoin graduate. As it was dark
when they reached Freeport, Foote
came by train the few miles to Brunswick.
The trip cost Foote 10 cents for
carfare at Buffalo, 75 cents for a room
at Lenox. 10 cents for carfare at Boston, and about 21.50 for food en route.
And the 'Bowdoin" sign responsible
for most of the success, cost hardly

son

in

anything at

i

imaMMMMaaM

He was' driving

perial and made the 142 miles to Boston in short order.
From Boston Foote rode to New-

-

—

all.
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(Dustard and Cress

$m

Braaawkk, Maine

U7t

of The
Arnold*
Benedict
Growler can dish it out bat are they
vary adapt in taking it? We ware
surprised and yoa were probably
Editer.iaChlef
Donald F. Burnt* *86
pleased to learn that Mustard and
Cress is soon to go out of existence, as
faithfully sat down in the current isMseegia«
sue of Bowdoin's Little Tribute to
"3«
Lewia
Robert P. Ashley
Weston
*9t
Culture, bat We should like to hasten
Caatribatinf Miters .
John P. Chapman "Si
Burroughs MifcheR *S« to reply that their snooper was listening through the wrong keyhole.
Sab- Rattan
Charlas P. Brewster "37
A. Grass * Mustard ahd Crass will go on and on
William S. Barton »37
WUliam
and on and on, until it gets to CleveNathan Dane »37
Richard E. Mathewaon '8
Benjamin W. Norton "8' land, or some other mythical kingdom.
Maxwell A. Eaton 17
We will bat a little bet with Growler:
Stanley William*, Jr., 17
when he is gone and forgotten, MusBOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY
tard and Cress will still be puttering
Baslneaa
about the second page of The Orient.
John S. Baker 16
*
Assistant Managers
Are we taken dp ?
Willis Hay, Jr., 86
Wlnthrop B. Walter If
Owen H. Melange
sa • c
PublUhad #v«rT waaaawjay awria* tha Oiks* Yaa* hjr ite Smnrt a at swaaal s Collaca.
Incidentally, somebody or ether
All eauruaatom aad tonmcMMattoai (ho«M at iJtta t« tie afaaaatat sanar ay Bandar
slipped badly while the staff was
late p r .«.tt1n« the data at paallaalina. Tha aVtitsw-ia-CMaf i* iiajdtiansj far <aa ailtoriai
turnias opt the flrat ektra-spewi bbwb tka Huuiini Editor for new» aad maka-ap.
All aamroBB fa a ta iaa racararac aafcacripeial
combination
feotball-protJaaa akaaM aa aaaVaaaai to *• Sarin*** ttanaaar af tha tu aaala feakaitBe Company
t-ram-Growler. x Be
SbbmiIsHibi.
aar yaar (iaetadin* Alumna*) in ad»Mai.
supposed to be a verdant green

WOhm

WaWl

MMM*

K

;

UM

Botorad

^y^ WM

m

Meond

elali matter at tha poatoffa* at tnmrtrta*. Main*.

Managing Editor

sad s rich

far This Isaac

Robert P. Ashley

*!

aft*

Wednesday, October

LXIV.

No.

1
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"AC15?"

scarlet,

calculated to
ahatter the sales resistance of
anyone
even
half-heartedly
thinking of baying one. Bat when
the siaae reached Brunswick from
the printers, where was the red?
Somewhere in its long journey
from tka printers, it had been
misplaced.
frantic telephone
call failed to disclose its whereabouts, sa The Growler emerged
* tasteful green and * spotless
white. And the red ink is still
missing.

Soplu Triumph
In Proc Fight

SHIS URGES CHANGE
IN SCHOOL SYSTEM

The

pa«rsf%£S^s»

Vol.

mmmmm

The COLLEGE

(OMrUnnad fraai aasa 1)
of
of had spent the evening in quiet study
or at the Camberiend donned oM
clothes,
assembled at their various
intend to let the people of
Maine have the facts in regard to our houses, and convened upon the Delta
shortly before eleven. Battalion leadschools and then later on to communier Bond there goaded them to fighting
cate to them the conclusions aad recspent the evening in quiet study
ommendations of the Commissioin" had
The great interest displayed all over frenzy, as "proca" and molasses were
distributed.
the state by public-spirited citizens
freshman spy was perceived, but
was lauded by President Sills, who
eluded capture.
asserted that "All of us, indeed, take
The Sophs countered the enemy's
an interest in education". He stressed
identification system by taping their
tha close relationship between adequate support of public schools and a own noses, and armed with palls filled
healthy social state, emphasizing per- with a sticky brown fluid and with
sonal responsibility of each citizen in impresfsive-looking pieces of yellow
paper, they advanced down the Harpsthat matter.
ground, progreat many business men desire well road to the battle
ceeding via the tennis courts in comdrastic cuts in school appropriations,
parative silence and order.
yet the latter do not compare with
The Fight Begins
money expended for roads, and a cenThe great circle of spectators in autury ago Maine paid more for public
education than today.
And in 1915, tomobiles groaned around the huddled
herd
of
freshmen
were tie first to dis89 cents out of every dollar raised by
the state budget went to' education. cover the arrival of the attackers and
According immediately let oat a roar. The Frosh,
1931. only 16 cents
is

its

investigation

the

to

people

Handbook of Chemistry and Phrases •
loth Ed.
i8U.Ed.S2Jo •
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Maine".

-

19th Ed. SS.M
91.25
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Chemical Calculator
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;

Trigonograa*

50c

-
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The 50c Desk Pads Are Here
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In
did.
to 8ills, there are only eight states whose numbers had been diminished
which spend as little for education as by almost a third by deserters who
had left the field during the long wait,
does the State of Mai*;*.
Very low wages for school teachers, turned to face their enemy, aa an adthe fact that there are many schools vance guard fell upon sophs from one
in certain sections of the state where side of the courts.
]
i

!

|

i

In an. instant all was confusion, as
the molasses-carriers from the rear,
capturing several of the receptacles
and putting their bearers out of action.
By that time the fight was well
on, the ripping of clothes going on in
whole-sale manner, both sides sharing in the stripping. The first man to
be "procked" according to rumor, was
Dick May. Kappa Sig's Phi Chi repre«
child.
revision of the taxation of the sentative!
Undaunted by similar initial hitches
state which broadened the base of
taxation would lighten the burden ahd the sophomores proceeded to proc,

the children are without proper school
facilities and without properly trained
teachers, and the pathetic situation
of the
poorer schools where the
amount of "scandalously scanty money available" was cut 25V were
scored by President Sills, who pleaded
for "a certain minimum of educational opportunity" for each and every

!

j

Youth Movements in America have failed chiefly because their
A
on by the fierce flame of mistaken idealism, have he*
Elected to build them on the stable foundation of well defined facts
and platforms. Most of them have, been utter failures from the
very outset, ahd the others have died a -natural death caused by
A
m c
disorganisation and dissention. Early lit September, however, a
On of the local town lassies, who
small group of college students met in New York to establish what was inveigled into going out to Pick- provide an opportunity for larger ap- man by man, by molasses and paper
ard field last Thursday evening, propropriations for schools.
Relief to or the mere slap of a hand, as many
may become the nucleus of the first truly ambitious Youth Move- vided one of the
high spots of Proc
real estate under new tax laws would freshmen as they could, proceeding
Night. Her escort, who had planned
ment in the United States.
help, for "after all the only source of in well organised groups through the
the expedition with fiendish glee,
taxation is wealth, and wealth in its bewildered mob of fantastially and
The group, composed entirely of editors of Eastern, Southern quailed badly after
the fight started,
various
must bear the burden scantly clad figure. The freshmen, less
and Western college publications, met with a purpose. It sought to and occupied the time during some of and not forms
as at present leave one form closely organized and unable to disthe more revealing parts of the fracas
of property alone to pay more than its tinguish between friend and foe, were
stia the collegiate press from the intellectual doldrums, and, act- by pointing
out several constellations
the
leaders, urged

BOOK STORE

LABORATORY COATS and APRONS

(CMthma Ira* asas 1)
now at work carryinj? the results

1

1

,

'

ing as spearhead of the attack,
"To stimulate the interest of students throughout the world

which might been seen in the starry
northern sky. Toward the end of the
massacre, he ran put of constellations,
and his lady fair darted a glance toward the milling combatants She
looked again, and then she looked

in

promoting international understanding and cooperation in the
hope of ultimately achieving and ensuring international peace and
security; to arouse the students in tha several countries to seek to
closer.
understand and obtain an honest, intelligent and efficient govern"My," she said, "What funny unment; to enlist the aid of ail students in securing a higher and
derwear those boys have on."
sounder standard of living in the spirit of the greatest good for
m • e
the greatest number; to provide media for public expression and
We regret ta say that evidences
of feebie-mindednes* are being
direction for the thoughts and energies of both undergraduate
discovered
among
members af
and graduate students interested in realising these alms; to prothe faculty. The eminent Donomote progressive methods of education.**
van D. Lancaster, who. contrary
to
popular
the
editors
Whether
have mapped out too Utopian a course for
superstition, does not
think up all the French names
themselves, experience alone Will show.
no matter What refar food at the Moulton Union,
sults the Association of College Editors produces in the future, the
has forgotten how to spell his
name. Oh a letter he sent out
mere fact that it has been organized proves two things that the
the other day, he signed with a
collegiate press is at last attempting to bestir itself from the disflourish:
"D. D. Lacnaster."
organized mass it always has been, and that there

rW

:

are still students
m • c
in the United States who do feel that foreign ahd domestic affairs
"PROM THE LEES
outside the college are vital problems which will soon demand
OF OLD VIRGINIA
cones this exclusive tobacco informasolution from them.

The

college

newspaper has,

made

in the course of time,

tion.*

itself

—cigarette ad

in the

Boston Herald.
Sorry, but We get all our cigarette
the object of general ridicule.
Robert Galbraith, In a recent
information from the Dregs of South
anthology of modern prose, has described the college editor as Boston.

having "the lovely tart quality of the unripe'*, ahd his characterization seems not far wrong. The editor, with a new Juggernaut
in his hands, has revelled in iconoclastic cynicism and ridiculous
radicalism. Feeling power for the first time, he has overstepped
his bounds and laid himself open to taunts from adults who are
more level-headed, if not wiser, than he. He ha* offered panaceas
and cure-alls for most of the World's ills, with the abandon of a
tried economist. Or, if he takes no interest in world problems, he
contents himself with penning such inspirational messages
"Get
Behnd the Team", or "Sororities and their Place in a College".
No two editors have ever agreed on a set policy and attempted to
follow it out that, they claim, would restrict them, and there if no
word from which the college editor recoils with such horror as

M

;

"restriction".

A.C.E. succeeds not only in tempering the hasty words of
its editors, but also in moulding them into a compact group, working toward a common end, it Will have achieved more titan any
so-called "press association" in the history of the American
If the

college.

Heniy A. Wallace has Mid of Youth Movements, "There has
never been anything of this sort in the United States because our
youth have seen fit to disagree with their elders only on superficialities." That they have done this is eminently true more often
have they sought to place the blame of what their elders have done,
than to correct the wrongs themselves. The Covenant of the
A. C. E. does not seem to follow this plan. The three chief problems of today, to ensure world peace, to obtain honest, intelligent
and efficient government, and to raise the standard of living, are
attacked at their sources. No panaceas have been offered nO suggestions, evolved in haste, have been thrust forward. The organ*
zation has been formed merely to make the college man think on
the problems of today, not to tell him what to think.
Thus far the A. C. £. has proven itself to be the "ACE" thai
President Roosevelt dubbed it. If it can continue, and spread its
field of action from the editor to all undergraduates, it may become
a power to be reckoned with in the future. If it can start the student thinking, even though it does not seek to direct his thoughts,
it will be a success.
;
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credit for steering tha recant Pros night down to Pickard
Seld goes rightfully to just one

man i Robert Edmund Hurley, the
Grand Old Man of Appleten Hall.
Who- engineered the whole thing.
At about 6 o'clock or the fateful
evening. Old Man Hurley was
sleeping peacefully in the proctor's room in South App, when
suddenly the door opened sad the
entire freshman class trooped into
his domain. They rested on the
stairs, which bent
dangerously.
They aat on the floor, and hung
from the rafters. Old Man Hurler came to the door and asked
whafl the trouble wan, but the
class el '38 disdained to answer
him. All they wanted to do, after
traveling about in the cold hours,
was to get warm. Hurley task a
look at tka creaking stairs, and
saw that action was vital before
the fight wa« carried Into his domain. He swarmed out his window, shinnied down the fire
escape, and ran panting fat tha

door.

"Freshmen!" he shouted. "If
yea want to get the sophs, they're
congregating down at Pickard
Go get 'em before they're
ready!" The freshmen swarmed
through the doer, almost breaking it down in th%ir eagerness te
get oat. la a moment the dorm
was empty, sad the freshmen
could be heard la the distance.
When they arrived at Pickard
tkey spent two mere cold hours
before the men of '37 arrived.
But- Hurley
want bask te

sumed

didn't caret
his room and
his sleep.

m
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We advertise in order that the public may' better
understand what the Bell System is doing, and why it
does it. In this way we keep customers and prospective
customers informed of our aims, policies and progress.

Committee, aided by the best profes- ously as others the yearlings' numbers
sional advice from outside the state soon diminished.
and consultations with leading citiCurran Breaks Nose
zens, that the standards of educate
It was about this time that one emin the poorer and more sparsely set- bittered freshman, Curran by name,
tled districts of the state should be and a veritable giant in stature, made
brought up to a decent and reasonable a bull-like charge in the midst of an
minimum, was mentioned as one of overwhelming number of adversaries.
the tasks which will face the Legis- After bowling over three or four this
lature. "Poor schools delay the re- irresistible force met an unresisting
turn of a reasonable prosperity and knee, and he fell to the sod with nothjeopardize the oncoming generation". ing less than a broken nose.
President Sills said that the ComAt last the men of H7 were masmission would not advocate any wild- ters of the battle ground, though as
cat scheme or extravagant program far as clothing went there was little
for the betterment of education in to distinguish them from the departMaine, but would seek a sane, slow, ing freshmen. Some thirty minutesensible advance to take ten or fifteen after hostilities had begun the sophs
years, in which the improvement of assembled in the center of the field
schools would not be thwarted by the strewn with tattered clothing, dented
selfish interest of narrow-minded peo- buckets,
paper, and
bits of yellow
ple. It is to be hoped that such a pro- triumphantly raised
the sttrains of
gram will win the hearty approval' of "Phi Chi" to the winds to whick had
the men and women of Maine, and be been scattered their modesty.
Conembodied in laws enacted by the next queror and conquered alike returned
legislature.
hoarse- voiced and panting, and in
comfortable nudity, to the campus.
Professor Coffin described the method of teaching literary composition
The following miner corrections in
used at Oxford as "the best training the Freshman Bible should be noted.
for a young man going into writing Prof. Robert P. T. Coffin has bought
as a profession". K 3,000 word paper the house at 44 Harpswell street. Viswritten week in and week out, with iting Prof. Herbert von Beckerath is
no week ends to {intervene or other living at 28 School street. R. L. Kordistractions to interrupt one's muse, gen, Instructor in Mathematics, has
rapidly exercises the mind so that it changed his residence to 38 College
can turn out good written material in street.
the face of difficulty, sickness, or anything else tending to spoil concentraMessrs. Holmes. Helmreieh, Sibly,
tion.
and Daggett have been appointed advisors to non-fraternity freshmen.
1
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the fifteenth year during which the
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TRIPLETS BORN TO

WIFE OF MAYOR
Council Meets to
Discuss Zoning
Wiscasset Chronicle.
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"The pressure of population is one
of the first factors to change radically
the coarse of modern governments."
.

CoprrUlu. ISM.

Rev. John Charles Schroeder, Lecturer in Biblical Literature at Bokdoin this year, will give his first talk
"Biblical Literature" in this coming Sunday Chapel. Oct. 14.

te

provide.

He

President Sills is a delegate this
week to the General National Convention of the Episcopal Church being
heM in Atlantic City. Mrs. Sills is
accompanying him.
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fair share." The state would not have distinctly at a disadvantage. On
two
to raise more revenue than at present, side-lines members of the upper
but by. employing different methods classes urged departing frosh to re
turn for another "procking", while the
of taxation.
sophomores, often forcibly, demanded
Standards Must Be Raised
the opposite. Although some aid not
In conclusion, the realization of the take the Sophomores' advice as seri-
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

Bowdoin Art Gallery Boasts Of

COFFIN DESCRIBES

OXFORDJLUE LAWS

Fine Gilbert Stuart Collection
YEARS AGO

BOWDOIN

Seven original portraits by Gilbert
50
who it ranked as one of the
Vary greatest of American portraitFifty years ago the Orient was
painters, make up a limited but very
already well into its fourteenth volvaluable collection in the Bowdoin
ume, and was "published every alterGallery of the Walker Art Building.
nate Wednesday during the collegiTwo of these are likenesses of Presate year by the students of Bowdoin
idents Jefferson and Madison, which
College". The terms, as they were
are not only of great historic value
then called., were two dollars for a
and interest, but also are admirable
year's subscription, and fifteen cents
specimens of Stuart's work.
The paper was
for a single copy.
The College has had many requests
office in
to borrow the Jefferson, and two years then printed at the Journal
Stuart,

ago

it

was loaned

Lewiston.
In the sports column an autumnal
baseball game with Portland was dis-

to the Exhibition of

Colonial Portraiture at Richmond, Va.

by Lawrence Park as
mentioned in
the most attractive of the several cussed. The score is not
the article, but only in the box-score.
Stuart paintings of Jefferson.
It appears that a hastily scraped toPainted Jssaes Bowdion
The portrait of Ambassador James gether Bowdoin team lost to the Port-

It is regarded

Bowdoin, the benefactor of the Col- land Club, whose constant practice
was cleaned tw«. years ago, and and high class enabled it to triumph,
since its renovation, appears as a bet- 18-1.
ter specimen of Stuart's art. The othInteresting and amusing excerpts
er four paintings in the collection are
likenesses of Sarah, James Bowdoin's from the general news column are the
wife; Mrs. Thomas Upturn; General folic wing: "The laying of the cornerB. A. S. Dearborn; and Mrs. Dearborn. stone of the new gymnasium has been
The secret to Stuart's art was his delayed for a short time that is,
ability to catch the animated likeness
of his subject, in which he was more short as compared with eternity."
interested than in the attire or stiff, "The customary 'game of football, beformal pose. This is shown in a fre- tween the Sophomore and the Freshquent slighting of the clothes and a man classes, was won by the Sophoconsequent shabbiness of their detail. mores, after an unexciting contest of
He was a brilliant and witty conver- half and hour. The rope-pull occurred
on the following morning, and was
sationalist, and by engaging them in
talk made* them forget their posing, won by the freshmen. The garnet of
which is the reason his heads appear baseball, on the same afternoon, was
stopped by the rain at the end of the
so vital and living.
fourth inning, the score at that time
being 21 to
in favor of the Sopholege,

—

mores!"

BOWDOIN 25 YEARS AGO

Four and six-oared shell races were
being planned for October, while the
college had met in a body and elected
to send a crew to the inter-collegiate

issue of the Orient which aptwenty-five
approximately
peared
years ago today sold for a dime a
copy, and featured, in contrast to the
Orients of the 19th century, sports

The

championships.

The following note provides an interesting contrast to present day enrollment figures:
"The
freshman
class at Colby numbers 33, that at
Bates, 87."

upon its front page. Bowdoin had
Just played Harvad at football, the
Crimson having downed the Polar
Bears 17-0. About 9,000 spectators atAn editorial entitled "College Spirit
tended the somewhat one-sided game. as Manifested in Service" shared honTha Orient proudly headlined "Bow- ors with one on Cross Country, which
had just begun with a turnout of sixdoin Makes First Down."
The Sophomore defeated the class teen men.
of 1913 by a scant margin of two runs
Also noted was the fact that upper
in the interclass baseball encounter. classmen were extremely amused by
The Frosh led at the beginnrg of the the ridiculousness of freshman caps,
game, but an eight run rally in the an innovation at that day. The amuseseventh brought a 14-12 victory to the ment, said the Orient wisely, would
men of 1912.
soon wear off.
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CELLAR
Sparkling entertainment and dance music
by Russian Artists direct from Maisonette
Russe, Paris. Dancing 6 p.m. until closing.

CINEMA FEATURES
FRENCH CLUB PLANS

NEW MEMBERS

OF THE FACULTY

meeting of the season of
L'Ours Blanc, conducted by Acting

The

first

(Continued from pat*) 1)
cations which are each six weeks long President Raymond Pach, was held in
at Christmas and Easter. Week ends the BCA room in the Moulton Union
last Friday. Although the plans for
are a thing unknown to Oxonians, and
the season have not yet been definiteeven vacations are expected to be used ly announced, it is promised that
for reading, since the student is con- many amusing innovations are in the
The play and motion picsidered to have little time for it dur- offering.
Holidays are ture presented annually under the
ing, the actual term.
taken very seriously indeed by Eng- aegis of the society will be continued
as well as the informal monthly meetlish university students.
Professor Coffin knew Oxford un- ings at the various fraternities.
der strained conditions, as he attended
in the years 1916-17 and 20-21, when has been held several times by Amerthe World War had cut the enrollment icans. The Debating Union actually
scant eight students was prompted by the success of two
to almost nil.
were in his particular college. Ear- Princeton Societies, of Revolutionary
nest young men training for military day origin.
Discusses Wells College
positions filled the town, however, disWells College, at which Professor
playing extraordinary light-heartedness and typical British cheer under Coffin recently held a chair in English, is a women's college situated in
stress and in face of difficulties.
Aurora, New York. Asked what difPost-War Effects
The group which poured back into f rencts he found in the atmosphere
the cloistered colleges after the and mentality of Wells and Bowdoin,
Armistice were strangely old for their Professor Coffin stated that girl stuages some being colonels and ma- dents were more apt to become enjors!
They set a stamp of serious- thusiastic over plans and ideas.
"Their emotions are more easily
ness upon the college which fostered
an interest in politics and current aroused, and their reactions are more
events which has lasted to the present evident", while men restrain their
day. "A thousand clubs sprang up, feelings. The girls' unrestrained hopes
all holding immense interest in the and enthusiasm, while sincere, rarely
They are more shadow than
last.
events of the day."
great deal more concern over na- substance.
Women undergraduates, on the othtional affairs exists there than in
er
hand,
show little retice|:e at tryEnglish
poAmerican colleges, as the
English poli- ing to express themselves in writing
litical system fosters it.
Men are shyer, and
ticians are directly responsible to the and in classes.
smallest hamlet, and each man is af- think more of the consequences of
fected with his district politics. Local their words and actions. But there is
problems go straight to Parliament, the same keenness of perception
and every man has common knowledge among- men and women, according to
Professor Coffin.
of them.
Athletics for AH
Student newspapers at Oxford, of
At Wells, intercollegiate competiwhich there are four or five, including
the "Isis" and the "Oxford magazine", tion was barred, while intramural
take "views upon the new?', and do sports held sway, the even-yeared
not publish news for its own value. classes playing against the odd. The
They seethe with opinions and discus- same spirit shown at men's colleges
sions, paying little attention to local are evidenced in cheers, cheer leaders,
affairs.
Faculty control over student rallies, and a great deal of cuss loynewspapers is more pronounced than alty. The activities cszTcerned are
basketball and hockey, in which absois the case here in America.
lute "rah-rah" spirit is discouraged
Great Literary Interest
The Oxford of 1920, and of the pres- for the more popular motto of "spoits
Personal competition, seent day, has more literary interest for all".
than any college or university in riously undertaken, is preferred to sitAmerica, according to Professor Cof- ting in the stands watching a few well
fin.
There is a wide-spread interest trained heroines perform.
Such was the interest shown in the
in both classical and present-day authors. Reading and writing habits are game of field hockey at Wells that a
fostered in the home, and there is faculty team was organized. Profes"more good criticism to the square sor Coffin held down the position of
inch 'than one could possibly find in wing, and the team has not yet been
an Amercain university". Thirty or defeated by the girls. "Hard tussles
more literary societies exist in an in- occurred' in this game of indiscrimistitution which has three .thousand nate running, the men benefiting by
rleetness", said Coffin.
students.
Oxonian Influence
One of the most interesting feaThe influence of Oxford institutions
tures of student activity is the Union
Debating Society, of which nearly and traditions is felt at Wells as well
every student is a member, and which as at many other American colleges.
is organized along the same lines as Professor Coffin was the man to introHere stu- duce th£ Oxford system of few lecthe English Parliament.
dents debate and vote upon current tures, much time for reading, and pergovernmental questions, and the Gov- sonal responsibility for work devolvernment itself takes tremendous in- ing upon the individual student. In
that way many hours a day can be
terest in their views and ideas.
Accounts of the debates are pub- given to theses and reading, as the
student has no classes to attend. He
lished in London's first newspaper
The "Times". The presidency of the is smiply checked by examinations, set
Union is the most distinguished post by outside professors, which act in
for a student to have at Oxford. It themselves as a precautionary meas-
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SAMUEL

E.

KAMERLING

JOSEPH

B.

JOHNSON

GEORGE

B.

QUINBY

newly added Chemistry Professor who has recently become a member new Professor of English and Masque
from Rockefeller Institute
of the faculty as History Professor
and Gown coach

A

<

i

!

JOHN

C.

PHILIP M.

SCHROEDER

who has

Instructor of the Biblical Literature
course recently added to curriculum

ure in keeping tabs upon the rantor.g
own teaching staff.
Incidentally, Professor Coffin would
not be adverse to seeing this Oxonion
system tried at Bowdoin. It has proved
highly successful in many experiments
carried on at Weils. Swarthmore beat
the latter college by a year in introducing the 8yst«n>, being .the first college to do so in this country. Since,
many institutions have adopted this
method of teaching, which is the highest form of the honor system.
In laboratory courses it is naturally
not applicable, but curiously enough

abilities of Wells'

BROWN

.

..

ROBERT

recently joined the Economics

recently

Department

worked well in Mathematics at Wells.
There a girl, working undei; this sysItem, has but two regular courses her
junior year, and perhaps only one her
{'senior year, since she is occupied with
her own work along lines in which she

doin since 1915, when Professor Coffin graduated.
This is another proof
that "Amercian colleges are absorbing
the best institutions of the English

'.

I

j

'

'universities".

1

has an interest.
Bowdoin's Intramural Sports
The- "Athletics for aM" theory has
also come to us from Oxford, where
sports are carried on by the "house"
system. This pits the roomers of one
dormitory against those of another, in
[all games and athletic activities.
Intramural sports have come to Bow-

'

;'

i

i

P. T. COFFIN
appointed to Pierce
Professorship

'

At Oxford a man

specializes in one

subject, being assigned a professor as

a "totor'1 There are no actual classes,
and many tutors discourage attendance at public or college lectures. The
student devotes himself and all his
reading and study time to one subject,
for instance: English literature, classical lierature, or French.
!
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Qu ick Reference Boo/t

of Information on All Subjects

Webster'sColIegiate
Hhe BestAbridged Dictionary

The

"The volume Is convenient for quick reference
work, and altogether the beat dictionary for
desk work of which I know. '-Poet*// Stewart.
I*re*>d>nt«.

these

and Department Heads of leading

Universities atree

Taw Imtpnt of

clean Qftiter JDeaves—
a

Dept. of Suoiiih, Vniveruty o/ Texas.

are- the

i»»

Mm

I

why

sm sTiest sr

AmriJtmrmti
tOtjtOfi entries, including; hundreds of new
words with deanitions. spellings, and correct

ua»;aGouerh'er;aSi©7ro«*«^!I>irfie*ieo*»,-
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l.ttM pages. l.Tot

Must rat ions.

At Tour Coaletre Bookstore
or Write for Information to the
NsaaaaaWa
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"It's toasted'

Co.

seeeeeeeeaefJseema
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Luckies use only clean center leaves—

leaves— they cost

It

C.

counts— that's

for the clean center leaves are the mildest

rortifn Words aa. ftramn;
tumm: PmnrtuatUm. Cte of Capital*.
Many other feature* of prni-tical value,

See

It's the taste that

ihiHest leaves

with this opinion.

V

aaTataaaaal

Y—r

tknat prvttOnu

— atai** irritation — *tti*st cvaf*
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more— they

taste better.
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Council And Polar Bear*

FraU Announce

Undaunted by the wet weather over
thirty couples attended the tea dance
given
laat

by

Saturday at

sor and Mrs.
*i*tp-

DoWdott

tike

Am

Pofch*

Bedrs

Union. Profes-

Meant and Profft*** and

AJDmujif wfra

cnspvronBs.

Untfl Ae end of fa* football a*ason, the student council WIS eyttajfor

the Union Tea Dances fW aW Koine
Fames. When the JfMrafftias necessitates ft, the gyrnnaafom wtl be utilised.
After the season the PoUr
Bears wffl agate undertake the management of (egeSaT Saturday sdght
danees for the reet of the year., K is

MS* 1)
Alpha Delta Phi—Chairman
Homer alley, Andrew Rolfe, Edward Campbell and CroweH Hall
Pai Upailea—Chairman
Jack
MeLeed,
MeGill
and
Jack

Secretary

Spragee Mitchell
CM Pai Chairman Gordon
Stewart and Virgil Bond
Delta Kappa Epsilon—Chairmari Robert Breed*. Joe Drummend. and John Crosby
Theta
Delu Chi—Chairman
Wiathron Walker. Howard MilKken, William Fletcher and Panl

—

—

,

Horaman

Kappa
Shrma,
Chairman
Tbaasaa Mack, Oram Lawry, and

—

man

—

Alpha Tan Omega Chairman
Daniel Barren, Frankhn Hamlin,
Cyler Hawkes and Walter Kearp806oaaocfleeeeoeeao8sg8QSOWBOigeoB»itecceofct

laat

week

an-

school.

Baer was diachargad after a hearing on formal charges preferred
against him. The chief of these involved what Ickes termed hfs "one-

Sigma Nb Chairman H. Wyaunt Holmes. Hartley Ford and
Herman Creiger

CfcA^F^aafaleak*^

Ickes

nounced the appUfnmwMft of George
S. Robinson of Whin, Maine', a Government attorney for tha Yhrgin
Islands. Robinson Wftt leave Within
a few daya to take over (ha post,
which was vacated recently elk Ickes'
removal of Eli Bam* of Baltimore.
Robinson has been for eonW time
with the legaf division of aha Public Work* AdmrniatratJon .and formerly was with the prohibition unit
of the Department of Justice. Prior
to that he engaged in law practice in
Providence, R. I. He hi a graduate
of Bowdoin college and tnW Harvard

Law

Theta
Pi—Chairman
Harry Clark and Fred Gwynn
Beta

COM-AKY

into

inquisition''

Works
Baer waa

Sterling Fessenden D6, during
the past five years director-general of
lege,

Shanghai. China. In this country on
a vacation trip from his official doties,
Be spent a short time visiting his
mother in Aroostook, made a short
visit to tha college, on Monday, and is
already on his way back.

Coming here
after preparing

from Fort

Fairfield

Fryeburg;

Fessenden found his chief interest in the
study of law under Professor MacDonald. After his graduation he was
employed by the American trading
at

company in New York. While there
ha studied at the New York Law
School and waa admitted to the Bar
in 1902.

Public

projects in the islands.
said to have held up tha islands Public Works program for six weeks by
taking possession of all records files.

m

Prominent among the prominent hi
tha Hats of Bowdoin graduate* is the
name of a recent visitor of the col-

NATURE0F MAN

Eaters

Law

Partnership

DAGGETT DECLARES
EOTHUSlASMAMERlT

OUR MAJOR SUBJECT
IS-CORRECT APPAREL

Quoting from Dr. William Marshall
in his chapel address Sunday,

Urban

Reverend Bernard
dence, R.

m

him

to d<V=ide to

However, the

fan about 19
doin Men, With

y**Ts, Beiiott's have been serving the apparel needs ot fcow-

thte experience it's not unreasonable to suppose that we
have a fairly definite idea of the kind of clothes
furnishings
hats, and
shoes you Kite. So it is with a feeBng of confidence that we invite yon to OUr
start*, to review the new, the correct, and the comfortable wearable* fot the

—

—

present season.

council, hearing- of his
intended action, and desiring to keep
him, promptly offered him the Gov-

ernor-Generalship, which he accepted,
and has held most capably ever since.
Three; yeara ago he returned to the
states to receive the honorary degree
of LL.D. from his alma mater.
Hia duties as Director-General conaiat ot jurisdiction over international
affairs, and the protection of foreign

the athlete

who

AT ANNUAL SMOKER

button, op the Sports idea in a suit—you'll find

it

threw

Correct in

here.

cut and (fesS|rn--rand moderately priced--$28£0-$35.00, and tailored
by Hfekey-Freeman at |56.00.

in

headwear

Amherst, Columbia, Mount Holyoke,
Smith, Wellesley, and Vassar.
In pursuing his theme of self conAdence^f or the man of today he stated,
"Never let anyone persuade* you that
you are of little importance, merely
because your body ia a tiny thing fn a
great universe.
Size is not every-

gives time, thought,

thing.

'

skill and energy to his cause; who
knows that quick thinking is helpful

Scores Rousseau

on Whittier Field as well aa in Adams
Hall; and who foregoes perhaps many
at the pleasures Oat make collage Hfe
so agreeable. ©ceaaionally he taste*
LAURIER G. ROUSSEAU '32
the joys of victory; but all too often
hia reward ia only in the knowledge a Brunswick man who takes his posiof hia fellows that he is a good com- tion in the French Department.
petitor.

who per severes

in spite of adverse
decisions, and, all too often, empty au-

ditoriums.

The English major whose interest
waa not limited by the
In an informal mixer at the Moul- requirements of his schedule, or even
ton Union laat Friday evening, fresh- by the broader confines of hia major
work, who read not only the plays aa?
men and faculty met and discussed
signed, and the plays suggested, but
college and class-room topics of in- also all tha plays mentioned as well
terest.
and who, after all grades were recordacheme which waa inaugurated ed and ail honors were in tha office,
but year, proved very helpful to all. rewrote hia hut major essay because
The president, acting* dean, and some he had thought of a better way at
of the professors stood in Ifhe in front doing it.
All of these have realized that part
of the fireplace, and upperclassmen
RICHARD N. COBB *31
introduced each boy as he arrived. of the offer of tha college is the
Meanwhile, other professors walked chance, to use Pre sident Hydes' who will teach Mathematics
around, introducing themselves to phrase, to loaa ourselves in generous Physics.
enthusiasm."
their nearest neighbors.

"The very fact that we can love, ami
must; the very "fact that no matter
try to atop our
search for meaning, it muat and wis!
go on the search Tor the Truth and
the Beauty and the Goodness back of
the facts these things make us of
necessity a peculiar people, urrfqu*
and to be honored.
Reverend Bell severely scored Rousseau as ''that silly eighteenth century
simpleton" for his naturalistic tendencies in advocating the theory that man
is only a beast and that he should follow his natural impulses freely. It ia
they (the naturalistic moralists) who
have cuf our thniEng off not merely
from its Christian traditions, but atfO
from the thought of all the whole
At this point
sane, ancient world".
Mr. Bell urges acceptance of the mora
sound and time honored philosophy of
Plato, Aristotle, Thomas Aqujnaa, flat
Buddha and Christ, that man for a9
his wondliness "is more than beaat

how hard we may

—

—

in fact
in

and destiny".

Continuing hi the same vein* later
Mr. Bell adds,
his message,
•

"Whether we be scientists or priest or
grocerymen or kings, we cry out with
a new insistence new for as, hut aa

—

as the race itself— that w* are
And again in hia closing State"When next you look Intd your
mirror, say and say it with a! sense)
of awe "I am a man".
old

men".
and ment,

— —

The Ties: Wool still seems to be
the preference of many eoflege

—$3.50 to the Dobbs

men. This year you'll find new
and interesting designs. Silks of
course from $1.00.

at $7.00.

—

—

The

Tattersall vest
an indispensable third party to the odd
combination.
A perjacket-slacks
fect touch to informal

wear

The

Shirt: Bold is the word. In
our new presentations you'll
seem to find one as bold as you
want—or if you want something
subtle, we have it from $1.95.

—

$5.00.

—

—

they rate
Gray Flannel slacks
number one, and they are too

yours are
gone—or you forgot to bring

useful to pass by.
all

If

a pair—we have them at

$6.00.

that are kind to the feet

HEADQtT ARTERS FOR -

Colorful Socks

— Wools

gyles, just arrived

—and the

in

Ar-

from England

expensive ^'string"
socks at 35c—Wool from 75e and
less

up.

,and pocketbook—$6

•

eye

-

FRESHMAN CAPS

-

common *s€jam
package—lOe

way &e could pet
\o

W$IS$%^

Bssnuaasssntftuli

BsaBsall

sssaaaal

ita faith in

which Reverend Bernard I. Bell had
delivered during the summer while In
London. "Mr. Bell, long accustomed
with college students ana their problems, has spoken at various times for

——————_^^—^—

The snap brim in Deep Brown or
Medium Gray, crown slightly
tapered. The correct new ideas

recover

it

Sunday's sermon was the Hret of
four texts on "The Nature of Man**

A

new

before

God's most perfect creation.

'

soft roB, the

first

can possibly recover Ha
In answering hia own
question of "what do you
in your shaving mirror every
ing?" Rev. Bell brought out man's inWALLACE H. TRUE '31
finite superiority over bestial intellect
A.M., from Harvard, who joins the
and deplored the growing tendency of
History Department this fall.
today to allow ourselves to be treated
as unreasoning animals instead of

man

in hia subject

The week-end suit^-whether you prefer the

I. Betl.of Proviadvised that "The modern

faith in God".

The band of those who like to write
and who in the face of lassitude, good
interests.
As an undergraduate he natured raillery, end what ia harder to
bear,
condescension, have kept the
waa an active Psi U.. .and is now an
Quill going, and who. once at least,
honored member of that fraternity.
have made the campus see red.
The debater who gives hours that
would make hia class -work easy, and

FR0SH MEET PROFS

I.,

world must

,

Soon after he waa sent to Shanghai as a clerk. Three years later he
entered into partnership with T. R. distinguish what is real and what
Jemigun, former American Counsel- merely seems so.
Qenaraf, and leading American lawWe should not mistake caauabieas
yer in the colony. In 1919 he was for poise; or confuse what is *ellry an
elected to the International Council of unwillingness to take a genua* inthe city which looks after the inter
terest in anything with honest selfeats of
foreigners except the possession and reserve. These are
all
French who have their own organiza- greater merits than tha wiTlingnesa to
tion. He served as chairman for sev- light a Murad
no matter what haperal years unitl his law buainesa, pens.
which he had kept up after his partWe think, perhaps, moat readily of
ner's death, forced
resign.

Urges Man to Recognition
of His Own Snperfortty of
Snirit and Mind

'

"College men are probably afraid of
nothing an much aa of enthesiasm. We
are an wary of giving oa raettea away.
We ahrink from having oar interests in front of those who may not
understand, who may openly acoff or,
worst of aft. who may merely smile a
rather indulgent and inferior smile.
For that reason we place a high value
on poiae, the man who ie able to move
swiftly
and
surely
through
the
crises of college Rfe, who never seems
to be caught off balance, who seems to
move swiftly and" wisely through the
crises of college life, who never sto a
to be caught off bal ance, Who seem to
have expected, it not actually to have
foretold, what happens^a our ideal.
But we should he careful. We must

1

ftft

BELL TALKS ON

Visit* College

(Continued from

leery
Delta Upaifam Chairman Willard Marshall, Douglas Sands,
and Maxwell Small
Zeta
Psi—Chairman
Lionel

expected that the priee of admission
win fhen bo reduced.

Bowdoin Alumnus,

TO POST

ROBTNSOfl

TEACHING FELLOWS

Governor-General of Shanghai,

DELEGATES

ICKES

Ten Dunce Band

Sponser Union Dmnce*

smokes apipe

wmmm

.

—

"
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FIVE

THE BOWpOTN ORIENT
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Students Like Cheese,
Mutltns,

VMm
r

749 A. M.

Wmm

12.S0 mid-

till

fof a bite or a meal.
at the canteen is
natifillt heavier at some hours
•f the day than at others. Were
a person to stay there all day, he
until
would tod that from
10 in the morning men would be
coming in for breakfast. Some of
these men have risen too late to

The business

'

|

1M

houses
while others are steady customers.
On Sunday the breskf asi period is
likely to last almost all day.
Rush at Six
The next great influx of business comas at 1240 when everyone somes in for lunch. This period is' probably the shortest rush
of the day.. Most of the men are
in a rash to get some work done
go
before
130 classes and
through their meals as quickly as
possible. The afternoon is likely
in bo listless, with students ambling in for a bite now and then,
ban 1m steady business.
When the Science Building clock
tolls six o'clock, the rush starts
again. The students are back for
This meal is likely to
supper.
last longer than the others as the
haws want to take a little time
at

oat

fraternity

their

oat before starting their assignments. Sow*, however, this business slacks off until it is like the
afternoon.
Thus it remains until about 1.00

,

i

,

Wins for the Theta Delta over the
Betas in League A, and for the A. T.
O.'s over the A. D.'s in League B,
opened the interfratemJty touch-foot ball season last Monday. The T. D.'s
swamped their opponents by a score
of 19-0, while the A. T. O.'s eked out
a 6-0 victory.
With apparently aa strong a team
as they had last year when they won
the championship, the T. D.'s will be
hard to beat.
HTSwevef, since the
championship carrion with it a point
toward the Ives Trophy , some good
competition will doubtless be pre-

Niblock To

Take Track

game were

pleased to see the White
eleven pick up where it left off last fall ai the Tufts Oval. In other words
Enthusiasm struck a high note last they were pleased to see a Bowdoin eleven display a deceptive and successful
Friday night when the chapel bell passing attack, and, what is more rare,
an impenetrable aerial defense for
railed the student body to the steps of Mass State gained zero yards via
the air.
the Art Building for the first rally of
the football season. The band reenimpartial
the
To
spectator it was obvfous that the center
forced by freshman recruits, and diposition is still Charley Bowser's chief oroblem.
Poor passes,
rected by John Baker, played in a flood
partly excused by the wet weather and Charlie Smith's inexpeof light seen by automobile headlights
rience, were responsible for a great deal of lost yardage both in
on either side of the rostrum.
punts and the running attack. Smith played a whale of a defenAs master of ceremonies. John Fay
sive game; and, if he can improve his passes, the center probspoke briefly, then called upon Caplem wiU be settled.
tain Al Kent who spoke to the undergraduates.
He explained that the
team alone would not beat Mass
Whether by coincidence or not the Bowdoin running attack ceased to funcState, but the cooperative spirit of tion as soon as Bill Soule Withdrew with a torn leg muscle. When the fleet
the team, the band, and a grandstand halfback was in the game the whole backfield gained yardage fairly consisfull of Bowdoin rooters.
tently, but without him Baravalle was the only back to pick up many yards.
After a cheer for Captain Kent led

the men knock off work and
go to 'et a bite to eat. The dining
room Becomes inhabited with hoth
students and faculty who sit
around eating and smoking for a
while. Some few will still be sitting there when
the canteen
Even then the customers
closes.
eome in usually three or four
men who grope through ti« darkened IvMa to nnif o«C u they can
gut anything to e£t. They can't.

1

j

!

1

.

I

'

i

n

i

i

in

i

The faculty find that thug prefer toasted English mufitea. When
moat of the students are ordering cheese, they stick to this type
of food. Even at that, there are
some few students who emulate
their
teachers,
alttagn this
group is not large.
Eskimo Pie Liked
All typea of lee cream are popular, and sundaee go well at
night, but the favorite in that department seems to be the eskimo

One out of every ten eats
an eskimo pie seme time during
pie.

the dav.

OP Mondays

the sale of aspirin

and bromo seltzer are the heaviest and coffee is more Iikety to
be taken black at that time. Union
dances and other activities in the
building will huilu up the sales to

somebody

an aspirin?

like

—

by Sawyer
i

|

Dana

'86,

'36.

Fay

Lang

"36.

and Howard

i

i

i

i

i

}

i

i

i

but at night
sales.
At the
time of the midnight meal, this
sandwich leads all others. Tomato
and lettuce, egg, and ham ar» all
sold, but the cheese remains Bowdoin's favorite dish.

.12

Handkerchiefs
Socks

.64

M

Representative

Student
»

<

I

i

i»m

ii

,

:

!

.

'
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With

Slacks

Pajamas

25
10

Sheets

06

Howard Lyons,

D.

1>~*-
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HOWARD NIBLOCK

four Maine colleges -concurring, either officially or
unofficially, in the cry for basketball, it seems that the death
knell of the state hockey league is about to be rung. True, each
college has its staunch devotees of hockey, and the brand played
in Maine is not equalled anywhere in the United States where
the teams have no access to covered rinks, but the facilities for
basketball are so far superior that it seems inevitable that intercollegiate Maine basketball will soon be a reality.
all

intensely interested in the

To have
put on the
blank and
Publishing
Send the

the

name

The

of either your

Dad

City or

Last winter was a freak, and as a result the hockeymen had excellent ice
almost all season. But for several winters there may not be another such
freak, and hockey will again enter the doldrums. Perhaps if the cry for a
covered hockey rink were discontinued for more adaptable basketball facilities, the cry would be more pertinent.

K.E.

D«»t I J

at

49™ and Lexington NEW YORK

news
will

or Mother

State

Cleaning and Pressing

n

To

Tipping and Mitchell
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& GERVAIS

DOUGLAS

do the work

carry the largest assortment of

Chooses and

Biscuits

of

ali

House Cooking

BANK

ef Brunswick, Maine
Capital, 150,0*0.

Sarnias and Profits, $100,000
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Fountain Peas
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Cards
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"Even the

EATON HARDWARE

greatest writers are supposed

to find writing a hard task, and

just

CO.

The Sport Store of

expertly done
Street
1M

Brunswick

you

if

do any writing you know

how hard a time the rest

of us,

who

give

me a real snapback

are so mild that I can

thrilling

You,

never flat or "sweetish"

I

put as

played out

I

much

man would

in heavy physical labor.

When

They
want

too, will like Camel's matchless

ing ourselves," says Douglas E. Jones, '36.

up

all I

without upsetting my nerves."

blend of

ergy into writing as a

in energy.

smoke

don't aspire to genius, have in express-

"Majoring in English,

fee all occasions

Watch and Jewelry Repairing

- ENGLISH.

response in your flow of energy!
ever have to

KATWOODIS PIPBS

Varhsy's Jewelry Store
for Gifts

'36

YOU'LL ENJOY this

Brunswick Hardware Co.

kinds east of Portland.

FIRST NATIONAL

JONES

hard work! "Doug" says:
played out, Camels give me

is

Philgas for Fraternity

Imported Goods, Fruit, Fresh Vegetables, Olives, Pickles, Domestic and Imported

I feel

s real tnapback in energy."

TONDREAU BROS. CO.
We

E.

Composition

"When

Mild — but
—never tiresome

costlier tobaccos.

en-

in taste. You'll feel like

use

and you need not hesitate about it! For
with Camels, you will find that steady

I feel

smoke a Camel. Camels

smoking more...

smoking does not jangle the nerves.

SHSBH

CAMEL CARAVAN with Olon .ray's Casa Loma Orchestra, Walter O'Keofo,

BRUNSWICK COAL & LUMBER

CO.

Ann.tt. Han.haw, and other Hoodlinora-ovor WABC-Columbi- Network.
Tuesday, 10 p.m. E.S.T. — • p.m. Thursday, 9 p.m. E.S.T.- 8 p.m. C.S.T.
C.S.T.-8 p.m. M.S.T.-7 p.m, P.S.T. | -SJ0 p.m. M.S.T.-&30 p.m. P.S.T.
j

Hard and Soft Coals

Fuel Oik

e»

MIDGE EXPERT

Shcpard.Wel.y-y.: "Bridge
smoke a Cmel frequentand mentally alert again!

calls for concentration. I
ljr,

and

feel refreshed

Dry Fireplace Wood

Lumber and

Bui'.ding Materials of All
A. K.

MORRELL It,

Mgr.

Kinds

CAMEL'S COSTLIER TOBACCO
NEVER GET ON YOUR NERVES!

University Dental

an

this

unsurpassed

field

of

health

emphasis on med.

correlations.

A

"Class

A"

thrift for catalog.

a

Lw*r

Class ......

Give

offer*
in

school,

No

My name

School
course
ical

for one year to

Town

DENTISTRY
service, with

Name
Street and

the

Have you thought of making

The Harvard

mailing list, merely fill out the, attached
with two dollars mail to The Bowdoin
Co., Moulton Union, Town.

ORIENT

Ih

YOUR LIFE WORK?

I

ORIENT

mile.

-:-4:
'35

managing track team during
Coach Magee's absence

SEND THE ORIENT HOME
Your parents are

quarter

Burrit,

are three others capable of turning in
a pole vault of eleven feet or better.
Burritt has done the quarter mile in
52 seconds. Strong has hurled a javelin 165 feet, and Stanwood has leaped
5 feet 2 and 3-4 inches.

255

and events here at your college.
keep them well posted on both.

ter;

freshman squad besides Raleigh there

Red Clark, one-time prominent frosh footballer of this institution, was the
man to play the entire Fordham- Westminster game. He was playing
incidentally for Westminster, defeated 57-0.

Snectal Attention Given to Shirts

ii

this

only

—Clothes mended, buttons sewed on, collars

Shirts

Robert C. Porter in the high jump.
expected to star for the varsity
year mciude: Philip G. Good,
hurdles; David T. Deane. hurdles; Andrew W. Lane, Melville L. Hughes,
Gilbert D. Harrison, weights and hammer throw; Gardner Maxcey, William
H. Soule, dashes. Vale Marvin, quarter mile; Robert M. Porter, Virgil
Bond. Elmer Hutchinson, mile.
Several freshmen of promise have
been noted among whom are: Selah
Strong, javelin; F. Skillings, J. Stanwood, hurdles and high jump; Raleigh, a pole vaulter from Penn Char-

Men

Phil Good continues to snag firsts in Japan, his latest being a
14:7 victory last Saturday. In connection with J. Magee's goodwill tour of the Orient we would call your attention to a picture
in last Sunday's Times which depicts the Bowdoin mentor leading his troupe of athletes and looking particularly festive.

turned, tocks darned free of charge.
A PARTIAL PRICE LIST

in,

Charles

*

i—Work of the highest quality,
I—Prompt and efficient service,
i—AH goods insured,
i

The team was fortunate in losing
members this year:
W. Allen, hurdles and relay
Larson, weight,
(man; Thurman H.
high and broad jump performer; and
only three stellar

j

|

points
i

javelin,

jumps. Captain Howie Niblock.

j

It will be interesting to see what success Howie Niblock and Elmer Hutchinson have running track and cross country in the absence of Jack Magee.
Regardless of their success or failure it will be good training for both
After two verses of Phi Chi had captains.
been sung. Toastmaster Fay then
poke in admiration of Coach Bowser.
The weather man is smiling on the ambitious attempt to ran
The student body then joined with the
a fail tennis tournament. With only one day of rain thus far
band to give the freshmen their first
the 1934 tournament may not suffer the fate of its predecessors
Bowdoin".
try at "Rise, Sons of
and die of drowning and frost bite.
Incited through the megaphones oi
"~ ~~* ""~~
^~ "~~ ——
~~ ~~~
*
the cheering squad, the supporters of
One of the purposes of the tournament has already been realised as several
the White gave individual cheers foi
the team.
The rally was climaxed of the freshmen have shown potentialities for the spring season. Purington
nearly provided the first upset of a seeded player when he took the first set
with. the lurking of "Bowdoin Beata"
from Howdie Dana. Green, another freshman, won notice by eliminating Nate
led by Robert Breed '35. chairman of
Dane of last year's freshman team in straight sets. Lat Hyde, number one
the rally committee. Robert Sherman
player for Wilbraham Academy last year, and Kennedy, ex-Hebron racketeer,
"86 and John Worcester '35 comprise
will also beat watching.
the rest of the committee.

Portland's

charge of

in

are:

events

Robert C. Dunton; quarter mile,
Gardner
dashes,
Marvin;
Vale
hurdles. David T. Deahe;
half mile, mile, and cross country, Elmer Hutchinson; and weights f*nd

Fay Praises Bowser

Best and Largest » "The College Laundry"
i—A direct saving of from 25^V to W>.

members

Maxcey;

bard.

GREELY LAUNDRY.

for natronteing

Toasted Cheese Preferred
As an extra service, the canteen
ends men through the dorms
each night to supply food to those
who are too busy to go over to
These men go out
the union.
about ten, bellowing their cry of
"Food" through the buildings.
By far the most popular dish
to be served at the union is a
toasted cheese sandwich on white.
Throughout the day orders for

Howie

track

of

supervision

eral

Niblock. The
ithe
various

j

of them.
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During the absence of Coach Magee the outstanding performers of the
track squad are taking charge of the
various departments under the gen-

j

Two other features which pleased the supporters of the White
were the accuracy of Buck Sawyer's quick kicks and the fine
showing of Wilbur Manrer, substitute end. Sawyer's field generalship excelled that of any Bowdoin quarterback of the past
two or three years. Manter's playing proved that whatever
weaknesses the Bears may have, lack of capable ends Is not one

praised the loyai sup-

port of Heine H. Hubbard '84, who
has been working with the team. Hobbard expresses his regret at Bowdoin'8 losing so many letter men. but
praised the spirit of the team. "This
spirit can only be maintained if the
students' moral support is prominently present in the stands", said Hub-
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Supervision

'

sented.
i

high figures.
So it goes throughout the fay.
Big crowds and individuals, toasted cheese or English muffins, or
possibly an eskimo pie. Or would

when

Hug delicacy come
eome the biggest

Polar Bear rooters at the Mass State

1

4M and 600 individaala each day manage to find
for stopping in at the

Might,

SPORT SIDELIGHTS

THETA DELTS AND
PRE-SEASON RALLY
A.T.O. WIN IN TOUCH
DRAWS BIG CROWD

Eskimo Pies
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

SIX

Cross Country Men Open
Cinder Season Saturday

Bowdoin Team In Action Against Mass. State

WHITE ELEVEN

ANDES.CHE
WITHOUT SCORE

New

game. Baravalle played his usual invaluable game, plunging and backing
up the line.
For Mass State Koenig was easily
the offensive star, with Stewart and
Filipkowski not far behind. Captain
Rosaiter.
and Mulhall
Schaffner,
starred. in the line.
Statistically Bowdoin held a slight
edge in first downs, rushing, passing,
and punting; but it was Mass State
which made the most serious scoring
threats. Both came in the last quarter, which had a distinctly red tinge.
One of Stewart's exasperating kicks
went out of bounds on Bowdoin 's
three yard stripe. A bad pass from
center hurried Soule's kick so that it
went offside on the twenty.

PUNTS AND PASSES!
B
Yards gained rushing

.

Penalties

98

.

tion

Fumbles
Los* by fumbles
Gain after int. pass
Kick blocked by

downs

.

.

Regulations

tramural sports: touch football, bas- this year, and

those holding managerial
position*
are ineligible for Ives Trophy competition.
Any men who have been active in sports having competition outside the college during the current
season are barred with the following
exceptions: C -group swimmers, winter
and spring football men, and the
members of the Gym team which has
a small schedule this year.
For first interfraternity competifootball,
the fraternities
tion, tag
have been divided into the following
leagues:

League
Theta Delta Chi
Beta Theta Pi

2

1

17

5

Kappa Sigma

1

Zet a Psi
Chi Psi
Psi Upsilon

.35

5

in

A

is

to

compete in two
2t> and at the

meets, at Harvard Oct.

New

England

Intercollegiate

Delta Kappa Epsilon
Delta Upsilon

Sigma Nu
Non- Fraternity

8—T.D.

Oct.

vs

Beta;

A.D.

vs

A.T.O.

Ot. 10— Kappa Sig vs
Action in the gsme last Saturday 'when Bowdoin and Mass State deadlocked 0-0. This picture shows Koenig, a State back, attempting to smash
through right tackle in the first quarter. Charlie Smith, center, and Bunny Johnson, left half, are combining their efforts to bring him down after
a four yard gain. The picture clearly shows the major line stars of the game. Captain Al Kent and Mel Hughes are seen in the foreground.
Stan Low is standing to the right, having rushed the play, while Wilbur Manter, in top center, is about to add his weight to bring down Koenip.

Zete; D.K.E.

vs D.U.
Oct. 12-^Chi Psi vs Psi; Non-F. vs

(Courtesy of Portland Press Herald)

carrying the ball to the Bears' nineHere Sturtevant
teen yard stripe.
elected to pass, but Johnson was
After jujgling
johnny-on-the spot.
the ball uncertainly for a few seconds
he finally captured it and tore down
the sidelines. Attempting to evade the
Requiied athletics for the fall seaMass State safety man. the only figfull swing, with tennis
ure between him and the goal, Bunny son are now in
and touch-football among the most
slipped and fell, jvfct over the midfield
marker. It was the longest run of the popular of optional sports. The complete rules governing athletics, as isgame.
by Malcolm E: Morrell, are as
The first Bowdoin threat came at sued
follows.
the opening of the second period.
Read the bulletin board daily.
1.
From the enemy thirty-seven yard
held responsible for carrying
You
are
pass
Johnson
Sawyer to
stripe a
out instructions posted from time to
netted nine yards to which Baravalle
time.
added three more. Another forward,
2.
You are held responsible for all
this time to Manter, just missed coninformation contained on this sheet.
nections and the State took the ball.
4.
Each man must sign the daily
Poor Passes Hinder Bears
attendance sheet provided by the monAlmost a replica of the first was itor* of the sport selected. He must
the second White menace. The Saw- be in uniform of some kind when he
yer-Manter pass was good for eleven signs and must sign during the first
yards to put the pigskin on the twen- ten minutes of the period. Monitors
ty-nine yard marker, but another will check those present at the end of
the Period. Do not print your name.
grounded pass spoiled this attempt.
Any man signing another's
5.
Throughout the entire game, the
White attack was greatly hampered name will be reported to the Dean for
probation and may fail for the year.
which
center
from
passes
by poor
Any
man
signing his name for attendslowed up the running attack, forced
ance and leaving before the class is
Soule and Sawyer to make hurried
over will be reported to the Dean for
and often very short punts, and some- probation.
times resulted in downright loss of
Credit will be given for attend6.
ground by fumbles. It was on[y Saw- ance only if
the signature is legible.
year's skill in getting off accurate
Under no conditions will credit be
quick kicks which prevented more se- given to a man who has not signed the
rious results.
sheet.
Each man is responsible for
Mm. State his own attendance. If you want your
Bowdoin
Manter. le ...-re.- (Bonsriolettl. Adams) Lehr
attendance, look up the monitor and
rt. (Peterson) Mulhall
low. H
Lane (Naton), Ik
rg. (Bernstein) Nietupski sign your name.
c. Rosaiter
Smith, c
Four enexcused cuts are allowed
7.
Laroom, ra;
Is. (Leavitt ) Sehaffner
each semester. No notice of the numIt. Gnxowski
Hushes, rt
le. (Lapham) Davis
Kent, re
ber of cuts recorded against ygu will
qb. Sturtevant
Sawyer (Shaw), qb
be sent to you until you have at
rhb, (Consolati) Filipkowiki
Johnson, lhb
least five but you can obtain this inlhb. Stewart
Soule (Reed), rhb
fb. Koenig formation at any time by applying 'to
Baravalle. fb
Referee. J. A. McDonough, Maine. Umpire. Miss Davie in the Director's Office.
Head linesman. W. H.
Paul Fraaer. Colby.
Penalty -for over cutting. Men
8.
Field Judse. R. N. Good.
Daly. Jr.. Maine.
who over cut will be reported to the
Colby. Time. 4 15-minute periods.
Dean for probation and when this happens all cuts taken have to be made
up. Continued cutting will cause failure for the semester in which case the
requirement must be passed off in the
Junior or Senior year.
9.
Men excused by the Dean or
Doctor must have excuses in the DiWhile Bowdoin college does not rec- rector's office within one week. These
ognize basketball as a sport, it has excused cuts do not have to be made
approved plans for organizing an up.
10.
Change of sport. .Changes in
independent basketball team, to be
sport can only be made upon applicaknown as the Polar Bears. Plans are tion to Mr. Morrell. No attendance
now underway to schedule games will be given in the new sport until
and this request for change has been
State
with colleges in this
throughout New* England for this granted and your transfer card signed.
Freshmen and sophomores are
winter. If it proves to be a money
required to attend classes in Physical
making proposition, the boys who are Education three days a week from
sponsoring it, hope to establish a fund OctobeT 1st until one week before final
which will eventually help bring about exams in June; Juniors are required to
attend classes in Physical Education
recognition of the sport.
three times a week from December
There appears to be plenty of ma- first until the Easter vacation. They
terial for a good team at the college. may select from any of the activities
Interest in the game, has always run in season which are listed below.
Participation for at least one season
high, because of the Interfraternity
of one year (a year is divided into
basketball leagues which function each three seasons, fall, winter
and spring)
winter. Coaches of other sports frown in some sport from Group A or B is
on the idea of adding basketball to required of men in these two classes.
excused
by
the College
Exception
men
an already crowded winter schedule
Physician on account of physical conwhich includes track,' swimming and dition.
Each man must demonstrate
available
hockey. It would cut into the
a playing knowledge of some sport in
material they claim.
Group C some time during his four
Students interested in bringing years in College. (This may be done
about recognition of the sport point during Junior or Senior year.)
All the above activities will be ofout, however, that hockey is fast los- fered if possible for all classes, and
ing its popularity, due largely to lack Juniors and Seniors will be encouraged
of a covered rink, which would not to participate. An effort will be made
only .assure ice for all games but would to nave all sports supervised by members of the staff.
offer protection to fans. They point
A .'Supervised Varsity Sports:
out that it would cost less to intro- Track, Football, Baseball, Hockey,
duce basketball than to build a rink Swimming (Varsity).
B Other Vigorous Sports: Touch
for hockey.
Football, Class Football, Gym Team.
Among the outstanding basketball
Cam- Over Value: Golf (not
players in college who would be avail- open to freshmen' in fall). Tennis,
(not open to freshmen),
able, are Al Kent. Ross Palmer, Wil- Handball
bur Manter. Joe Drummond, Bus; Swimming B and C.
D Other Activities; FeTJcing, BasShaw, Al Putnam, of the foot- ketball (not open to freshmen), Body
ball team; Carter, Label, Kominsky
Building, Riding (not open to freshmen).
Woodger, Fisher, Kibbe and Lyons.

Sigma Nu
Oct.

15— Kappa

Sig v 8 Beta; D.K.E.

vs A.T.O.
1

Oct.

17—Psi

U. vs T.D.; Sigma

Nu

vs A.D.
that the tournament will be completed

FALL ATHLETICS
Bechtel Stars
HAVE GOOD START

FRESHMAN ELEVEN
TO PLAY FRYEBURG

by the middle of next week.
The seeded players are: 1. J. Fisher,
2. J. Woodger, 3. R. Ashley, 4. W.
Thomas, 5. E. Brown, 6. G. Monell,
With an abundance of material,
Donovan D. Lancaster is grooming the
As the fall tennis tournament en- 7. H. Dana, 8. S. Thoits.
J. Crowell defeated C Bryant. »-7, S-6, 6-S
frosh squad of 65 candidates for the
tered its third round, Dick Bechtel
C. Noyes defeated R. Cleaves by default
R. first game of the season next Friday
provided the major upset of the fall Baker defeated E. Head. sV
r. Ashley w jt n
Fryeburg Academy. Fryeburg
season by outlasting George Monell defeated A. Goodman. 6-2. 6-4 P. Favour de- has an undefeated and unscored on
sixth seeded player, by the scores of feated H. Black by default N. Quint defeated team coached by a former Bowdoin
s. Marshall defeated F. Pen- all-Maine
J. Hall 11-9. S-i
guard, Ronald G. Torrey
6-3, 4-6, 9-7.

In Fall Tennis

:

j

;

|

Oct.

19—Chi

Non-F.

—Bete

Oct. 22

Psi vs Zete; D.U. vs

vs Zete;

Sigma Nu

vs A.D.
Oct. 24— Psi U. vs Kappa Sig; NonF. vs A.D.
Oct. 26 Chi Psi vs T.D.; D.U. vs

—

•33.

:

j

:

:

;

:

:

6-3.

Barring rain and

cold, it is expected

.

.

.

6-4: G. Monell defeated S. Mansfield. 6-1. 6-0;
and R. Ashley defeated N. Quint. 6-1, 6-4.

and

—
—
Nov. 5— Higgins at home
Nov. 24— Sophomores at home

Practice for the varsity and junior
varsity started at the opening of
school, and the men are now about
ready to begin time trials. Freshman
practice commences the first of last
week. The first tim« trial for the
freshmen, a week ago today over the
three-mile course, was won by B.
Thomas, with A. Fisher second and
C. L. Young third.

Lost to this year's varsity are Fred
Burton, 1933 captain, Dave Morris
and Nelson Tibbetts, who we're graduated, and Bob Prouty, who did not
return to school. The lettermen who
are back are Hutchinson, Vincent
N owl is and Ned Behr, '36; and John
Shute. '35.
Other members of the varsity squad
are J. 8. Baker, G. Barter. Ditto Bond,
Bob Porter, C. F. Cowan, JL Dickerman, A. E. Fenley, R. Hatchfield, O.
R. Lawry, F. S. Mann, H. M. Trask
and J. Worcester.
Freshmen out for cross country are
W. Frost, J. H. Halford, J. S. King,
R. C. Raleigh. Arthur Fischer, G. Wilson, R. E. Wrggin, W. H. Rice, R.
Laffin, B. Thomas, P. R. Knauth, E.
Bowen. P. Wilson, H. Ryan, Goodwin,
C. L. Young. L. C. Robinson, W. Henry, Tom Phelps, D. Boxwell, H. Hawkins, E. Burritt, and. J. Shoukimas.
Oct.

31— Bete

vs Psi U.; A.T.O. vs

Sigma Nu

Nov. 2— Chi Psi vs Kappa Sig;
Oct. 29— Zete vs T.D.; D.U. vs A.D. D.K.E. vs Non-F.
Nov. 5—T.D. vs Kappa Sig; D.K.E.
vs A.D.
Nov. 7— Bete vs Chi Psi; A.T.O. vs

JAYVEE FOOTBALL

'

dexter. 7-5. 6-4: F. Lewis defeated H. Fenley

had their hand in the by default; D. Walker defeated B. HatcKett.
At this time the line material seems
upsets when J. Green trounced N. »-7, t-9 V. W«Jeh defeated C. Tuttle. 7-S. 6-1
to be stronger than the backfield.
Dane 6-4, 6-4, and E. Purington, an- E. Broun defeated W. Lackey. 6-0. 6-0: J. At center and guard positions espeFisher defeated S. Williams. 6-1. 6-1
J. Mc- cially well taken care of. Dave Soule,
other frosh, was conquered by seeded Leod defeated
J. Knight. 6-4. 6-4
R. Sherman Bill Murphy, Claude
Frazier, Dave
player number seven, H. Dana, only defeated F. O'Neill. 6r3. 6-S: P. Pacli defeated Fitts and Dud Tyson are showing up
after a hard struggle. The score was D. Bradford by default J. Rogers defeated H. well.
ik-fault
W.
Thomas
Ashkenazy
by
defeated
J
Tre Freshman schedule:
4-6, 6-3, 6-1. A minor upset occurred
McKeen. 6-1. 6-S: H. Miller defeated J. HepOct. 12 Fryeburg at home
when R. Baker banged out a victory burn by default C. Kennedv defeated J.
Holden. 6-1. 6-0: E. Benson defeated C. MacOct. 20 Exeter away
over C. Noyes. The result: 3-6, 6-3, donald. 7-5. 6-1 H. Niblock defeated W. Butty.
Oct. 26— Hebron at Home
6-1. 6-3: W. Thomas defeated H. Niblock. 6-1.
also

coached this year by Elmer Hutchinson '35. varsity captain and a star of
last year's team.

A.T.O.

:

Freshmen

Hutchinson Coaches
In the absence of Jack Magee, the
cross country squads are all being

Two

with Bangor
19, and
the second with Bridgton at Bridgton
on October 26, remain on the Junior
With the experiVarsity schedule.
ence of their recent hard-fought battle against Kent's Hill behind them,
the Jayvee footballers feel confident

games, the

Commerce

at

first

home on October

of victory in the final encounters, exadvantage of home
pecting
the
grounds to count for much. The results of the Bridgton game, however, are harder to prophesy, with

anything at

all

possible.

Non-F.
Nov.

9—Psi

U. vs Zete; Sigma

For the fifth consecutive year, Bowdoin will end its football season one
week later than the other teams in
of Maine. The Bowdoin-

the state

Tufts game, on November 17, will be
the only college game in Maine that
Saturday, and the final football activity of any Pine Tree college this
Bowdoin, however, starts one
year.
week later than Bates, Colby and
Maine, each year.

while we're

BASKETBALL TEAM
SEEN AS POSSIBLE

talking about cigarettes
l don't suppose you were ever
in

a warehouse where

they were

storing hogsheads of tobacco.

way

here's

Liggett

make

Any-

something interesting:

& Myers, thepeople who

Chesterfields,

have about

4Yz miles of storage warehouses

where they age the tobacco.

Down South where they
grow tobacco folks say
It's no wonder so many
people smoke Chesterfields.
The tobaccos are mild and
.

.

to start with, and then

:

a yowl e^aket/t
'

G1A/&0

—

—

C—

the cigarette that's

MILDER

the cigarette that TASTES better

—

© 19M. Uccrrr & Mras Tobacco Co.

MONDAY

WEDNESDAY.

SATL'BDAT

NINO
CRETE
MARTINI
STVECKCOLO
KOSTELAXETZ ORCHESTRA AND CHOKI S
9 P. M. (B. S. T.)— COLUMBIA NETWOBK.
OS A

'ON SELL*

Nu

vs D.U.

.

m—m

at

Lose Four Lettermen

League B
Alpha Delta Phi
Alpha Tau Omega

i

Red Threatens Again
Keonig and Stewart alternated

day, while 23 men, an unusually large

Franklin Park, Boston, Nov. 12. Bowming mee,ts are excluded.
doin was second at Harvard and
Major or minor letter men, except fourth at the New Englands, last year.

1

drive.

Monday.

ketball, baseball and tennis. The result of the annual track and swim-

37
32

yards
four
advanced
Stewart
through tackle and Keonig added two
more, but two passes, one of which
seemed to go right through a redawry, and the
jersied horde went
Bears took the ball on downs. Johnson
gained nine yards off tackle and Barry made it first down. But here the
White attack bosrjred down and Soule
punted to midfield. At this point the
Red team put on its most sustained

competiApproximately 10 men will be availthe interfrater- able for the junior varsity team Fri-

interfraternity

was drawn up by

The trophy Will be awarded to the squad, are out for freshman cross
fraternity
group that scores the country. The 1934 varsity team will
greatest number of points in four in- include four of last year's lettermen

5
S
2

6

Bowdoin's 1934 junior varsity and
freshman cross-country team will
open the college's running season Friday afternoon when they meet the
Gorham Normal school's first and sec-

set of rules governing the ond teams, respectively, here.

nity athletic board last

MS

.

new

Ives trophy

84

S
Loss by penalties
6
of forwards
3
Passes Completed
Yards gained by passes 18
2
Passes intercepted by
12
Number of punts
39
Average distance
20
Punt runbacks

First

A

1

Number

Has

Ives Trophy

(Continued from pace 1)
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FRIDAY NIGHT

VOL, LXIV.

Rises

» *

free.

CWESHMAN

RIDING is one vestige
of the past of collegiate traditions
is perpetuated from one year to
the next without its sanctity ever being questioned. Most upperclassmen
labor under the impression that some-

*

or rather the freshmen reap on-

tokf benefits from the "ruthless subordination'' to which they are subjected.
la most cases, however, such an as-

sumption is an unpardonable falls vFor more often than not the indiscriminate policy of riding does more harm
than good. If the freshman in question is possessed of an inferiority complex it seems very doubtful that,
'through making a fool of himself, he
be aided in getting to the root of
psychological problem. On the
other hand a freshman of entirely different temperament may delight in the
chance of gratifying his exhibitionistk
will

his

tendencies.

QTUDENTS at Rutgers College seem
£j

to have realised the futility of
class distinction, and through the action of the student council and the
interfraternity council have abolished
all remnants of inter-class warfareand freshman riding.
Oddly enough, and perhaps in deference to a minority, the two councils
agreed to enforce the wearing of the
freshman hat.

another consideration of
rERE
the riding problem, which usually

ers of digestion.
Nothing can be more offensive than
to sip slyly at a cup of coffee or sneak
a piece of steak into one's mouth, with
the guilty realisation that one's duty
is not eating but rather joining in the
blatant symphony of guffaws, shouts

and cymbals.
is

not rec

ognised by Bowdoin as a major
sport, plans are nevertheless being

made by an

interested group to accept

Amherst College's invitation to play
its team this fall.
Basketball at Bowdoin is perhaps
the most unfortunate of all sports.
Serving as an overflow for all who
are talented along the lines of neither

hockey nor swimming, it has sunk into
an ignominious position on easnpva.

AKheasjfc

the fact

is

hoopsters"

m

its

"brilliant

midst.

a departure from
of conducting

has

custo-

its

major
group. Besides the monthly meetings
in the Barn Chamber it has adopted an

mary method

its

experimental tutorial system.

^^^,^__

BROWN DEBATES

IBIS

ELECTS SIX

NEW MEMBERS

FRATERNITIES

Bowdoin Escaping Troubles Lone Senior Honorary SoBesetting Houses at
ciety Now Has Complete
Larger Colleges
Quota of 12
Filling the quota from the class of
1985, six undergraduates were elected
to Ibis, senior class honor society, at a
meeting last Thursday night. Joseph
L. Fisher, John S. Holden. David Merrill, Andrew T. Rolfe, Stanley A. Sargent and John V. Schaffner ware
named, to complete the membership.
The six seniors who were elected at
Commencement by the class of *84 are

The apparent decline of American
Fraternities was the theme of Professor
Herbert Brown's Saturday
morning chapel address, "College
Fraternities on the Defensive?" Professor Brown cited tile generally deplorable conditions of Greek letter societies throughout the country pointing out in particular Swarthmore college whose fraternities this yeai
pledged only thirty-one percent of the
freshman class. In addition he spoke!
of the ironical

£«»*« F. Barnes, Allen F. Hubbell
Vtaeant NowUs, John 0. P*rker,Arthur M. Stratton and John Worcester.

most venerable

meet once a month during the college

fraternities.

rpHE PROJECTED TRIP

of

the

•I
Masque and Gown during Spring
Vacation should prove to be one, of
the most important accomplishments

of this group in years. Not only will
it afford the players and general crew
of the college with experience, but it
will also create a fine impression of
the college in the various towns in
which the play will be produced. The
more that the functions of the college
are displayed to the outside world, the
greater will be its reputation.

Donald F. Barnes Was named
chairman of the organization, having
ship.

the duties of planning the meeting*
and directing the discussions.)
Four members of the faculty, named
as honorary members, will be chosen
later in the year, while the first election of candidates from the class oi
'36 will be held in March. The organ
ization, revived last year after a
lapse of several years, plans to expand considerably in scope this year,

—

the freshman class. \Last band. Dane
was much encouraged by
year more than twice as many bids the ability of some of the applicants,
were extended to the new men.
and he has already given out the
Perhaps the most spectacular re- names of some of his recruits.
cent development in the situation is
"We feel sure that after we are orthe passing of two of the oldest and ganized we will be able to offer better
most conservative of Yale's fraterni- music at a lower cost for college functies. The Yale Literary Magazine in tions", said Dane in expressing the
a heavily draped funeral number com- attitude of the new orchestra. The
mented editorially: "The fraternities following men have been accepted:
have been a part of Yale social life
James Hepburn '38, piano; Dudley
for so long. They were so exuberant, Tyson *88, trumpet;
William Clark
so childish for their age, only a few '38, drums; William Rice "38, tenoi
years ago. when they erected their sax; Mahlon Dane '37. alto sax; and
gaudy homes in what must now be David Allen *38, mandolin.
called Rotten Row."
"The Bowdoin Collegians" will take
The New York Times of October 9th the place of Hayden's Polar Bears of
quoted Professor Sherman Kent of last year in the Friday night dances
(Continaed on paye t)
at Odd Fellows Hall.
of

during President
enforced absence from college, various professors are lecturing
in his Literature I course. The lectures, not only of President Sills but
also of the other members of the faculty, make this one of the most interesting and valuable course* given at
Bowdoin. To receive tne varied points
of view of some ten members of the
faculty as well as the official conductor of the course is a benefit which few
undergraduates receive. The members
of the course meet instructors with
whom they would not normally come
In contact, and are able to profit exceedingly from this experience.

v/

Sills'

"PORGING AHEAD with the enthusi* asm that has been characteristic
of it in the last few years, the Bowdoin Christian Association opens the
season with plans for a fuller program
than ever. Classes in the Maquoit
section will he held as usual this year,
and may be carried on as an FERA
project. The work the Association has
done in this district alone makes it a
praiseworthy organization.

Com-

Polar Bear
Completely baffled by Wesleyan 's
powerful aerial attack and deceptive
offense, the Polar Bear gridmen experienced their first defeat last Saturto the tune of 13-0 at the Cardi-

day

New Masque And Gown Mentor
Had Many Theater Connections

Had

Stage manager, author, dramatic only did he study production, but he
and teacher Mr. George H. also assisted Baker and Professor
Quinby has followed all of these pro- Carl Young in teaching dramatic?.
Another summer was spent at Southfessions since his graduation from ampton,
but after that Baker sent him
Bowdoin in 1928. Now he returns to south to direct the Savannah, Georhis Alma Mater to be an instructor in gia, theatre.
English and adviser to the Masque
Upon arriving at Savannah, Mr.
Quinby found that he not only had to
and Gown.
When Mr. Quinby left Bowdoin he start the group, but he also had U.
assumed a position as an instructor at create a theatre, there being no stage
Lafayette College. Here he directed in the town. A cotton warehouse down
many of the dramatic productions, in- near the wharfs was acquired and the
eluding several Shakespearean plays. transformation began. A stage was
However, Mr. Quinby did not linger constructed and a switchboard installhere for long. After a year he went «i- The first season saw seven shows

—

I

1

|

i

produced.

to sea,

Enlarges Savannah Group
Upon coming back to dry land, Mr.
That summer he returned to SouthQuinby joined George Pierce Baker in
his newly established theatre at Yale. ampton and found that Potter and
Quin
Mr.
Height
had changed the policy. InIt was during this time that
by first decided to go into producing stead of running old shows, the manplays. With a group of friends, he de- agers decided to make Southampton a
dded to establish a summer theatre at tryout theatre. Throughout the sumSouthampton, Long Island. This was mer this group spent its time presentestablished in 1927 and was so success- ing shows that were about to open on
Broadway.
ful that it has been continued.
Assisted at Yak?
Upon returning to Savannah that
During the following winter. Mr.jfa u # i| r Quinby decided to enlarge
Quinby again stayed at Yale. Not
(Continue.: oa pan* 3)
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lar pass combination

—

—

closer battle. Even though Reed and
Johnson consistently got loose, Bowdoin's offense was greatly hampered
by ineffectual blocking of the Wesleyan tackles and ends, and the magnifi-

(Courtesy of Portland Sunday Telegram)

Above are pictured two of Bowdoin's hopes in the coming Williams contest.
by virture of his exceptional punting and fine running, has already cent Cardinal defense work.
proved himself to be the spark plug of the team. Al Putnam has also disWesleyan Scores
tinguished himself by his defensive work and successful line plunging.
On the opening kick off Jack Reed,
Bill Soule,

newly discovered sophomore back,
ripped off a 86 yard sprint behind effectual blocking but almost at once
the Bears seemed to lose their drive.
After rapid exchanges of punts with
the wind favoring the Cardinals, the
big Red team finally gained possession of the ball on Bowdoin's 30. On
the next play Huntress, burly Cardinal halfback, took the ball on a delayed spinner, crashed through center

Veteran Williams Outfit
Meets Bowdoin Saturday
Purple Strong Favorite After Showing Against Princeton
Last Week; Bowser Expects Deceptive
Aerial Attack

and swept through the secondary 30
yards for a touchdown. Burton's try
for the point went wide.
Throughout the quarter Bowdoin's
Bears
Bowdoin
Polar
the
Saturday,
last
Wesleyan
by
peg
Taken down a
offense was singularly handicapped by
will be decidedly the underdogs in the game Saturday with a powerful, vet- the failure of the Polar Bear line to
eran aggregation from Williams, which last Saturday was able to score a block the Cardinal line sufficiently to
touchdown against Princeton and complete five forward passes out of seven open holes. Another drawback was the
attempted.
ineffectual White interference.
Williams will come to Brunswick with the strongest and huskiest team in
Bowdoin Threatens
years, with an eleven man outfit ..only two of which are under six feet, and
The Polar Bears' big opening came
with a line that averages almost a hundred and ninety pounds. In Holmes
they can boast a triple threat back who is rated amonpr the best m small in the second period. After returning
defeat
13-0
suffered
who
a
invaders,
white
Burton's punt 8 yards to his 30, Reed
cuss will include Socialism, State So- college football. The purole and
favorites to turn the dashed off tackle from a double wing
cialism, Fascism, the New Deal, and at the hands of Bowdoin last year, will be clearly the
Appoints Program Committee
For the first four weeks, McCleary
has appointed T. "Chester Baxter,
Lawrence Pelletier, Percival Knauth,
and himself to serve as program com
mittee. This group will plan the meetings concerning Hitlerism and Germany. At the end of a month's time,
another group will be chosen to takej
charge of the second topic under consHeration, probably Russia.
Other
subjects that the group plans to dis,

1

.

i

1

|

formation for 25 more yards. Then
Johnson hit the line for six. £>n the
next play a 15 yard pass Sawyer to
.Sent advanced the leather Jo, Wealey-

tables this year.
Pacifism.
As a special item of interest, the

tojhajs^weekly

re-

Smith at Tackle
gnPEg^MnwyVuwwrtff*
port will be delivered in the meeting
to pit an outfit which is adby some member of the Forum. In will have
in experience. Three
lacking
imittedly
this way, the club hopes to keep in
sophomores, Sawyer, Johnson, and
(Continued on paga 4)
Reed were in the starting backfield
last Saturday, and with Soule still or.

BIBLE LECTURER

_

an's 21.

Here the Cardinals called time out
and reorganized their defense. Next
Al Putnam bored through Chiler for
four, followed by no gam on an off
tackle smash. Now with tne White in
scoring position for the first and only
time, a mixup of signals in the Bowdoin backfield resulted in a fumble
and O'Leary, giant Wesleyan end, re-

SCORES MODERN
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same thing may
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being
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UU IT rUlt/O with Derby Lawrence up
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Schroeder in Sunday Chapel
Says Religion No Longer
Taken for Granted

The
air

at present having a slight advantage over Stan Sar-

2^

Dept Speaks lg£
^JS.'urtf^d
should serve to strengthen this de
Undergraduates Ml
partment.
tackling,
with the
Friday Chapel
Dissatisfied

•Chief of Fire

tO

to*?%£^«*S^
»**»
***»

Secretary Philip

what Bowdoin
fire

is

prevention.

the

Bowser is concentrating this week on
fundamentals and a straight running

He says that deceptive plays
work until the standard rundegree
ning
»»« attack works with)j'_ some clearly
was
""'"nd th
C
attack.

will not
I

-jt°he

"££
cZ TasrSaUrdaJVa^^wS

'

le

,A

covered for the home team. At this
point both teams opened up with
passes but the ball remained generally
in midfield until the end of the half.
Shaw Punts 75 Yards
In the third period Wesleyan uncorked an even more deceptive offense
featuring delayed bucks, combination
reverse laterals, and running bucks.
Despite this complicated offense, the
Bowdoin team, led by the stellar defensive performance of Stan Low,
showed signs of pulling together.
Late in the third period with the wind
at his back Bill Shaw, playing for
Sawyer stood on his own 25 and booted the leather well across the Wesleyan goal in one of the most spectacular
\
plays of the day.
The Cardinals' second touchdown
came in the final quarter. Starting
with a brilliant reverse and lateral
which netted a first down, and a pass,
Burton to Johnson, which accounted

"These are days when religion is
no longer itaken for granted", Reverand John C. Schroeder, Lecturer in
Biblical Literature, declared in Sunday Chapel, while discussing the
present day conflict between paganism
and religion.
There are pagans all around us, he
pointed out, people with non-spiritual
points of view. Their philosophy is
that life is to be enjoyed, while that
of religion is to enjoy God. The pagan
seeks to find the proper balance between work and play following the
theory that all work makes Jack a

blocking, and charging. Coach Charlie

Speaking in Chapel last Friday
morning. Chief William B. Edwards,
of the local fire and police departments, stressed the value of fire prevention.
\enuon. from
irom both
ootn me
the numane
humane ana
and
OUt

fif*^' *??5l Bes'ide. Soule, Putnam and DrumS. Wilder, told \of
5cf
on
doing in the way kf J" ™1 •*• ft11
ftaSSSL**
Two watchmen arej *»t any of them or all three may see
\

Saturday. ££"£<*»*.""
employed, one making the rounds of}"™*
"They play to forget the
to h \*
re » d y dull boy.
the college buildings and the f rater- ankle sprain *•** J™*
*l
world", the speaker said.
knee, while Drummond's hip is
nity houies three times each night,
Paganism, however, is not to be
*™">le.
him
*"*
and the other going around once.
scorned, Mr. Schroeder continued. It
(Continued on patfe 5)
\ Non-Scouting Agreement
Fire Prevention Better Than Cure
makes people vain, charming, delightBecause of a non-scouting agree- ful, but it breaks down when they
Chief Edwards first explained howl
an ounce of fire prevention is worth ment with Williams, Bowser has n> reach a point where they can no longer
far more than the proverbial pound of way of inspecting the diagrams of see a real reason for living. It has no
cure. Seventy five percent of the fires their plays, but he is anticipating fre- real belief in life and cannot, thesjethat occur annually in the United quent use of the strong passing attack fore, survive the crucial test.
States are preventable. If a very which worked so well against PrincePhilosophy Breaks Down
small amount of the great losses from ton, and he will be ready to meet any
The speaker quoted a woman whe
these fires were spent for prevention, type of offense.
had become a "deliberate pagan" sayt
they would all be eliminated, he said.!. Reports from Williams seem to in- ing "My philosophy
breaks down only
Cooper '37, Freedman *36
Education of the public and the in- dicate that the Purple is once again when I meet people who
are genuspection of buildings would be the on its way to Little Three football inely good." They
are the only ones
Receive Philip Morris;
most effective way of accomplishing heights, to which it clung so tentiei- to^fincTthe realf deep "'fV-reachinc
ously during the first four years of meaning of
Renewed Next Sat
*.
The personality of
The best of bmldings are not fire- Coach Charlie Caldwell s reign. It JesuSr comino into an unsp r jtua1
proof, said Edwards.
In the inspec- slipped to the bottom in 1932. but be- world broke down ihe pa g an sm j t
Frank L. -Cooper Jr., "37, memtion of buildings, particular attention gan its climb back last fall.
fOU nd there by its true goodness
Sophomore additions to the back
is paid to the contents, he explained.
The object "of Tro^sUn^nTwa/i to ber °f„'? * ma .Nu an2 Bernanl Freed
Fires almost invariably start from the field this fall have given Williams one produce successful people, to rnak*- man 36 of tne non-fraternity group,
contents and not the buildings them- of the best collections of ball-carriers prac ti C al men who did not let their are tne two winnere in the Philip
Forecast-Bowdoin-Footballever had. Most promising ideals give them too much trouble Morris
selves. Rubbish should not be allowed it has
to accumulate. Ashes should be taken among these is Dan Lewis, who was Those who have reached the highest Scores contest held last week, each reoutside as soon as possible. Burning captain and center of Andover two points, w ho have the best background, ceiving 1,000 Philip Morris cigarettes
cigarettes should be carefully dis- years ago, but a convert to the back- are no j always those we trust the as P r zes
(Continued on pane 5)
posed of, he warned the students, and
P*u l *•• Sullivan "35 had the next
(Continoad on pas* »)
—
rare should be taken that they do not
nearest guess for the scores of two
fall through some crack in the floor.
recent gridiron games in which White
•
•
T\*lJA
-J
r»
TT
T
Advises Attention to Fixtures
Attention should also be paid to
fixtures that might cause a fire. Edwards advised. Smoke pipes should
be cleaned and inspected regularly.
and the Frosh-Fryeburg encounter
At the Topsham fairgrounds last!
Short circuits and overloaded circuits
.^ vr**t»A t kJ which resulted in a 0-0 tie. Very few
t
t
must be avoided. Putting pennies in Wednesday there took place what
of the foremasts submitted gave Wesf
hfs C
onuonent
confident
°
nfident °PP°
nent
at
fuse sockets and similar pWices are may in_ the future be referred to as the
"V leyan the long end of the score.
last second.
of the greatest danger. Care should one of Bowdoin's major battles of the
The Contest is till open. Students
Robert Hagy 36. and Weston Lew- can c&8t vot
me>
be taken not to overload circuits by ages, when representatives of the riv
f&r each week g
connecting too many lights or other al houses, Psi Upsilon and Alpha Del is 36 representing A.D and Psi L. wriUna down the facts and fijpire8 on
electrical appliances to one source.
ta Phi, defended the honor of them respectively, also ran. But theirs was'
Philip Morris package wrapper. The
Fires may also be started from the and theirs in as spectacular a mule " ot mule-racing of the winner calibre.
conte8t have been posted
of
outside, particularly at this time of race as has ever been staged in these However let it be said that both put jn all the fraternity houses and dorDisplaying a superior brand U P courageous battles against their mitorj tS( and ^i^, n the Moulton
the year. Burning leaves are often parts.
blown onto roofs, setting fireg in the of mule- jockeying. George Monell m °re expert competitors, and the hon-, ij nion Cafeteria where one of the
•
"36, running for the A.D.'s, crossed «r of no one was sullied.
gutters.
)„„, ia located.
As one of the four crossed the tape,
In concluding, Chief Edwards men- the tape first, and brought the bacon
The winners should call at the Caf ehumane interests force us to with- teria for their rewards. The sponsors
tioned the value of self control dur- proudly to his fraternal home. But it
ing fires. Humans are the most ex- was a. hotly contested race, and im- hold the name ,a ribald spectator f the contest wish to make it clear
citable of all animals under such con- partial onlookers were loud in their shouted, "Which is the mule ?" The that exact score forecasts are not necannouncer of the proceedings, caught essary to win the nearest prophecies
ditions. One should know the location praises of both parties.
of the nearest fire escape. an<i in the
Burroughs Mitchell '36. the Psi U.'s napping, stood pondering a minute, suffice as the contest winners are
event of a fire try to wake as many leading mule pacer, placed second af- and then tallied. "Your guess is as judged on actual scores, near scores,
ter a dramatic dash from behind, and; good as mine!"
others in the building as possible.
and for neat ballots.
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director,

Stadium

in Middletown.
not been for the Red's stelBurton to Johnson Bowdoin's defense might well
have held the home team to a much

nal's
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f|NCE AGAIN

REED, FAIL TO GAIN
Cardinal Passing Combination Completely Baffles

I

year, holding discussions both with
the faculty and among the member-

text of Professor Brown's
speech is as follows:
Even the most casual observer of
what has been going on in the colleges must have become increasingly
aware in the last twelve months of
the serious plight of many of the national Greek-letter fraternities.

RESURRECTION

have power to grow from lustreless
organizations into powerful units. Interest in public affairs has long been
dormant at the College, and if the reorganization of these clubs is any
criterion of a reawakening, they
should be welcomed with open arms.

RUNS BY JOHNSON,

The Forum has been planned to run
along the style of a free discussion
group. One general topic will be debated each month with club members
conducting the meetings in most of
the cases. The plan which is being
followed is to start each month with
a speech by some member of the faculty and to continue the discussion on
allied subjects for the three succeeding Monday evenings.

club has decided

BOWDOIN COLLEGIAN
BANDJSORGANIZED

organisations have unlimited potentialities.
If their leaders seek to derive the full benefit from them, they

Newly
Forum;

One
Each Month

Reports from state colleges and
universities in the West and the Middle West tell of empty chapter houses,
unpaid interest on building mortgages, lack of alumni support, few
freshmen pledges, and, in more than in an attempt to become more repregroup.
a few instances forced sales of prop- sentative of the class. Organised in
This step can hardly be classed as a erty and furniture by the sheriff.
1908, it has survived the collapse of
radical departure for Bowdoin. In fact
the three other class societies.
Two Yale Failures
it seems more the inevitable progresIn the East a few months ago an
sion towards the Oxonian system.
Ever since the conference was initiat- inquiry was begun at Cornell into
ed, the tendency has been more and charges of profiteering on the part of
more in favor of something which, at certain fraternity jewelry firms and
least in intention, somewhere approx- into the needless extravagances of
costly central headquarters. Last year
imates the tutorial system.
Through the efforts of M. A. Dane,
at Swarthmore college the sororities Jr., '37.
a second Bowdoin undergradsurrendered their charters. This au- uate orchestra called
"The Bowdoin
of the Bowdoin tumn
Swarthmore fraternities pledged Collegians" has been organized. At
Forum and Ibis is a true indica- but thirty-one per-cent, less than onethe tryouts for positions in the new
tion that once more the Liberals of third,

Both these

BY WESLEYAN
Powerful Aerial Assault
with Deceptive Attack
Causes Downfall

KNAUTH W TO TALK
ON HITLER INFLUENCE

The major group is divided into sections of four students each, which will
meet with one member of the department once a week for informal discussion, and then, of course, there will be
the monthly meeting of the entire

Bowdoin are awakening.

BEATEN, 134)

stu-

McCleary
Founded

The

ENGLISH DEPARTMENT
rlmade

WHITE ELEVEN

school
to coltheir choice
IKsfrs
lege of what to do, when to do it,
^-*
Tallman Foundation professor of Eco- how to do it. There was exceedingly
nomics, when interviewed last Sun- little faculty supervision. There were
'36 fcPres.
day. "Although I have not been here certain seminars that the student;
long enough to 'compare the Gorman were supposed to attend, but with
Political
and American systems, I should say that their requirements ended. Pupil.Hormell is Advisor
that the former is more nearly ap- were free to attend lectures if they
proaching the latter than ever be- would, but no one cared whether oi
fore."
not a student learned his subject from
Professor/ von Beckerath has come the professors or merely from books.
to Bowdoin for a year from the Uni- For myself, I hardly ever attended
served
at
versity of Bonn. He
has
classes, doing most of my work outthis institution since 1926 as full pro- side. I only went to the lectures oi
fessor of economics. Before this, he those professors who interested me.' Will Discuss
General
had been a full professor at the UniAided Better Students
Wurtemburg
versity of Tulingen in
Topic
as
where he had assumed his teaching
Professor von Beckerath points out
mittee Selects Subjects
role in 1921. Throughout the last few that this system was designed tc
years he has been prominent in re- help the better students. It allowed
search on industrial economics, for- them free choice along which lines
At a meeting held last Thursday
eign trade, and monetary problems. and by what methods they would de- night, the newly organized Bowdoin
More recently he has directed hi* velop their talents. Thus, every one Liberal Political Forum elected Sydwork toward the solving of sociologic- could follow his own method of prep- ney McCleary '86 president, Lawrence
al problems concerning interactions aration which he needed .to pass the Pelletier "36 vice-president, and Proof political and economic forces.
This exam was fessor Hormell faculty adviser. This
final examination.
Visited U. S. Before
taken on the subjects covered in the Monday the group plans to inaugurate
As a result of those investigations, entire college course, and had to be the season with at discussion of GerProfessor von Beckerath came to this passed in order to get a doctor's de- many conducted by Percival Knauth
country in 1926. For several months gree. This doctor's degree is neces- '38, stressing Hitler's effect upon the
he traveled throughout the country sary for anyone who wishes to do schools and colleges of that nation.
Again in any teaching. In some departments
Investigating conditions.
"The purpose of this club," states
19S1 and 1932 the Professor came to especially the law, a whole series of President McCleary., "is to stimulate
this country to serve on the staff of state and college examinations may student thinking an subjects of na
•
Williams college.
be taken before the student is duly tional "and 'mteraa^MaT' importance.!
In speaking of the German univer- qualified to practice.
It is designed to aid in the study of
von
Beckerath
Professor
sities.
Since the war, however, the situa- current events, and help in the formastated. "The old system of German
^Coartlnoed«nDaaaI)^^^^^ tion of student opinions."

not generally fJaW

known, Bowdoin has several

No. 10

17, 1984.

states

is

neglected but which to the sensitive
upperclassmen is of tremendous imCrt. Anyone, who might fit into thip
will admit, in an off
it category,
guarded moment, that the whole business grossly interferes with his powis

BASKETBALL

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER

GRIDMSN SATURDAY

Von Beckerath Discusses
LIBERAL FORUM
Change In German Universities ORGANIZED
FOR
The
education was very
are un- dents who graduated from high
"The German
dergoing a
change,"
POLITICS
TALKS
upon coming
had
Professor
U von Beckerath,
and
universities
radical

which
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office* are kind enough to let the student use thdr
phoning from the immediate region of the dormitories

phone-equipped
facilities,

Brunswick, Maine

Established

BROWN SEES WANE
FOR

FRATERNITIES
the offices are closed to undergraduates, the nearest phone' is located in a distant fraternity house.
Families or
(Continued front nose 1)
friends of undergraduates are offered no adequate means of com- the Yale faculty, ae expressing his joy
that the faculty's "long frght to make
munication except by telegraph, which is in many cases unsatis- undergraduates
read a few books during the fall tern is about won, and
factory.
is possible,

W!

but

if

The COLLEGE

§Oe

!

BOOK STORE

DESK PADS

'

Editor-in-Chief
Donald F. Barnes "36
Asssriate Editor
Paul K. 8allivan IB
Msnafing Editors

Robert P. Aahley

*3«

John P. Chapman

'36

see fit to install telephone service in all the dormithe expense of installation would be met in time by the
Weston Lewis
lolls. There is adequate space in the hall outside the proctor's room
Burroughs Mitchell *i for the installation of a wall phone, which could be placed under

Ceatributing Editors

Sab-Editors

William A. Gross
William Kiaher
Richard E. Mathewson

Nathan Dane '37
Maxwell A. Eaton VI

'87

torie*.

goings-on i a about to be shorn of one

^satirfSioSwa! not SStaed to the
t*ea^y-. Mr> Max F Milliksn, son of
the California scientist, and a member
of the junior class was quoted by The
Times as experiencing "a great relief"
that "the bulletins from the bedside
of that chronic invalid, the fraternity
system indicate "that rigor mortis is
apparently setting in."

j

the supervision of the proctor.

'87

Again, Basketball

Jr., *37

F.

W. CHANDLER & SON
150 Maine Street

-

J

T7

Benjamin W. Norton t7
Stanley Williams,

j^^^^e^lS ^rSernuJ

IT the College authorities in conjunction with the telephone

company would

•»«

Charles F. Brewster T7
William S. Barton '37

Rave Arrived

i

<

Ih the present hot discussion concerning the possibility of a

Problem Old One
It is true, of course, that the probteam at Bowdoin, several of the principal issues seem
B
radiwhose
of
a
been
those
opinions
been
clouded
by
have
to Rave
Sum\R.ve fo? some SgELfSIn the first place, it is obviously an euliarly inhospitable places for nacal and revolutionary sort.
Willis Hay, Jr., 36
Winthrop B. Walker "86
PuUahad •vtry Wadntaday durtag the Collejw Ymt W tkt tteMlU Of lisllls CM—. utter impossibility that basketball could or would be instituted this
AJ1 enntrfbiruona and aommnnSnnUona afcoald be sHm to tna Hn—tow MHav by
year. The entire discussion was fermented by a Portland column- ing plans the situation has been made
la-bt preccdlnc Um data of publication. Thai EdftoMn-CMef >•
colleges have on £ ™?'? aflte". „»,i j ,«a,
ist whose views favoring
° that sport in the Maine
cotama Um M anaslnr Editor for now* and make-up. All eoannr
Bowdoin is singularly free «~
^z
.
from
tanaa ahoold bo add r aami to tko Bna>n«aa Manager of the
PubUabloc
been aired so often and so monotonously that they have ceased to most of the conditions which have
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news value.
be Of any particular
w^
The present fight has narrowed itself down to a hand-to-hand
Vol. LXIV.
Wednesday. October 17. 1984
No: 16 combat of hockey vs. basketball. Why hockey should automatically
'-saaaaaaaaaaanaaanaaaaeaWaeSBg^^
SSMaagSBBC ll
H
disappear from the picture as soon as basketball is recognized is a
Peace and the Press
phenomenon not yet explained by the adherents of either side. The
,
•_
it.
l m —it
With the signature of a prominent "thinker" attached to an
abohtion of swimming, winter track or gym has not been put forth
article, the metropolitan press seems to feel privileged to foist
as an argument Why must any other sport suffer by the introduc.
,__
,
,
upon its readers any amount of unwanted drivel about peace and
tion of a new one? When swimming was introduced seven years
the methods of securing peace. Last Sunday's New York Heraldago, no other activity was abandoned to make way for it.
Tribune contained an article by Gilbert K. Chesterton on "Pacifism
That there is any secret cabal which is attempting to prevent
and the Next War" the same issue of the New York Times a con*
Bowdoin from having a basketball team is equally nonsensical.
tribution by Andre Maurois, entitled "Taming Man's Instinct For
Today, ff a man wishes to play basketball, he competes in the InWar." Neither of these articles exhibits an understanding of the
terfraternity league. There has been no objection to that, and
fundamental problem of peace; they depart from known territhere would plainly be no objetcion to inter-collegiate competition.
tories, to wander aimlessly over a considerable amount of unBowdoin has not yet reached the state when a man is compelled
charted land.
to compete in any sport he does not like.
In particular, Mr. Chesterton has apparently found an opportuBasketball will come to Bowdoin when the college is ready for it.
nity to enjoy a catharsis of all his unused paradoxes, and conseThe Orient sinquently his article is little more than a blur of mixed phrases. The PrdbaubTy this will be within the next few years;
hopes so. But with the financial horizon so beclouded as it
cerely
renowned English distributist declares that mere pacifism does
...
,
.,...
.
it ..
1
is now, with the facilities for winter sports even now taxed, it is
little but attack all war without inquiring into its causes, thereby
promoting war. He furthermore states that "pacifists, like pro- an unwise move to try to thrust basketball past the college authorhibitionists, neglect all the world's other ills by concentrating their 'ties,
mmmmmtm*immmmmi—m—r*f—
fire on one particular evil." This will doubtless be new to such organizations as the Socialist Party, the Fellowship of Reconciliation, the Foreign Policy Association and the League for Industrial

threatened elsewhere the prestige of
our fraternities. None of our chapters
has a house too opulent for its needs
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Democracy,

all

of

PRO

which have fought for years to modify and
which are the

sible systems.
We are still faced
every June with the sad fact that
chapters rarely are able to keep their
delegations intact through four years,
or to graduate some reasonable number of the men pledged. Scholarship
mortality is too high. Much remains
to be done to make the fraternity
nouse a hospitable place for men with
serious scholarly interests.
Our fraternities were founded for
the most part by young men fired
with the ideals of good fellowship
and high characters. They wore dedicated to foster a more genial manhood and a more friendly atmosphere
for the work of the college. Their in-

>

>

t

>

CON

and

terests must always be in harmony
with their work. Much has been said
about the fraternity under-fire. Strong
leadership is sadly needed to set the
the high
fire with
fraternities on
ideals and the burning enthusiasms
of their founders.

(A section devoted to correspondence en matters academic and otherwise. The editors are not responsible for opinions expressed in these

obliterate the features in our economic system

causes of war. It is scarcely possible to think of a single pacifist,
with the possible exception of Mr. Albert Einstein, who is not also
a trenchant critic of those economic policies and tendencies which

Our comparative well-being, howmust not lead us into a smug
complacency about the best of pos-

ever,

.

•

columns.)

Dear

Sir:

|

which are general knowledge on cam-

The possibility that an independent pus. Even if both teams could be supare at the root of international controversy. The obvious conclu- and ultimately a varsity basketball ported, a good many men who are now
supporting the hockey team would
sion is that Mr. Gilbert K. Chesterton just doesn't know his team may be organised here at Bow- give
their time to the other,
doin in the near future has been very
pacifism.
I 'eel sure that under the circum
favorably received by the great mastances the formation of a basketball
have
talked
students
jority
of
that
I'
Continuing, he appears to say (as far as it is intelligible to the
would be inadvisable. Moreover,
team
of
your
columns
with, and through the
reader who has the key to Mr. Chesterton's own particular style of paper, I. want to express my utmost I am convinced that a majority of the
students agree Vith me ir.- declaring
expression) that men should concentrate not so much on opposing sympathies with the project.
At the present time, the opportun- that a hockey team of the present
war as on setting up in the world some ethical principle by which Hies
for basketball at Bowdoin are quality should not be sacrificed for a
controversy may be judged. In other, and simpler, words: find out most favorable. Student interest has basketball team, the calibre of which
been fostered for a number of winters iB doubtful at best,
who is wrong and punish him. "Justice" is Mr. Chesterton's basic by the Interfraternity basketball
Sincerely,
principle, and, like Nanki-Poo in The Mikado, he pleads to "make leagues, but because of the eligibility
An Undergraduate.
are altogether too rethe punishment fit the crime". He leads us to the brink, and then rules which
stricting, these leagues have proved Deer Sir:
says, in effect, "the next chapter will be shown at this theatre the entirely inadequate and unsatisfacIn the October 3 issue of The
have ORIENT you state editorially that "An
same day next eon." Since Mr. Chesterton is a Roman Catholic tory. Few of the fraternitieseligible
experiment conducted by the Carnegie
been able to scare up Ave
and a Hfstributist, we may presume perhaps mistakenly that men who could play an anywhere near Foundation has proven that seniors
be- m high school have more general
games,
brand
of
ball.
The
decent
the ethical principle on which we are to judge nations is their
cause of the'poor basketball displayed, knowledge than most seniors in col
adherence to Catholicism and their opposition to industrialism. have been rather uninteresting from lege.' f this is true, there are many
i
While we may not agree with this theory, at least it is a consistent a spectators point of view except to /Who would like to know more
members of the two fraternities im- details. Can you furnish them
one if Mr. Chesterton had ever stated it Instead, however, he mediately concerned, and I feel the
1936
The Carnegie Foundation for the
says that England must become a Gallic nation opposed to student body in general is demanding
some kind of a varsity team, as evi- Advancement of Teaching, in a six
Nordicism, or vice versa in other words, ally herself with either denced by the recently organised in- year study of the educational instituGermany or France. But seemingly Mr. Chesterton forgets all dependents to be known aa the Polar tions of Pennsylvania, arrived at that
conclusion. It found that 41 percent
about the "Justice" he had spoken so touchingly of before. Does Bears.
The time is ripe for quick action. of the seniors in six colleges received
he mean simply to imply that all justice in the Franco-German Colby, with a new and liberal coach an average lower mark than incoming
leading the way, only recently docid freshmen in a general culture test.
controversy is on one side, or that there is much justice on either
ed to put a freshman team on the CoUege sophomores knew the meanside?
Meanwhile, as he and his fellow Tories are discussing boards this winter. Maine has bad ing at 65 out of 100 commonly used
few" words, while after two more years of
"Justice", the Messrs. DuPont and Zaharoff are still plying their wonderful success in the past
years with its freshman team, both college, the same students recognized
murderous trade, keeping the nations of the world armed to the from a financial point of view and 62. The average of intelligence of sen
from a standpoint of games won and lore in four representative preparateeth.
lost, and has repeatedly stated it was tory schools was seven percent above
Still another windbag is blown up by Andre Maurois.
After only waiting for the other three that of college sophomores. The net
restating a few polite platitudes about "the hearts of men", he Maine colleges to act before support- result of college seems to be the ading a varsity team. Basketball Is gain- dition of seven words to the student's
comes to the astounding conclusion that what we need is a pax ing in popularity all over the East, vocabulary. However, this does not. of
Britannia et Franca. Under which, it is to be presumed, the en- although the Mid-West is admittedly
include specialized knowledge.

J^JJ* Nor ^he'r^ur

run strongly to
type*. thus exerting an unfortunate
pressure upon their members to conto a given standard. 80 far as I
for
k.n»
"° one house has a corner on
either poets or pole-vaulters, divers or
debaters, actors or editors. Our fraternity life has made for a wholesome
divergence of interests within each
un it and has allowed for the free
play of differences and opinions, without wHch groun life would be sterile.
Large Scholarship Losses
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drastic re-organisation in which the
old club was abolished and a new
membership roll and set of regulations were drawn up.
It has been decided that meetings
will be held at least once every three
weeks, at fraternity houses &nd in

|

—

Bowdoin

the

^_ow?

for an
French Club,

Monday night

last

member's dormitory rooms. Refreshments will be served, and while there
may be occasional talks by enthuI

speak into the telephone. Your voice, your

you is projected far and wide.
you are in two places and times at onceevening in New York, afternoon in San Francisco.
Or you're in Washington today and in Sydney,
Australia tomorrow
at one and the same time!
The telephone's power to put a person where he
In

effect

—

—

wants to be
at the psychological
tremendously valuable.
In domestic and foreign
business, in national

momen l

— proves

and

international affairs, in
tnniqht-

friendly social contacts,

permits a quick inter*
change of ideas and im-

—

hv feleohorif
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mediate understanding.
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h proceedings will consist of convens ation in French, in so far as is
The first official meeting of
new organizat j on wi u uke place
on Sunday night October 28th at 9
o'clock, probably at the Sigma Nu

,
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personality, part of
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Meeting
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possible.
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at the last
meeting, the new president twin?
pach .36 and the secretary
carles A . r^nny *37. a member of
gi
Nu The office of vice-presiOfficers
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dent he , d fa th<, former dub by DonWoodward , has been discontinued,
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lightened guardians of peace on earth will be Winston Churchill

and Pertinax, with a

little

gentle guidance

from the Comite des

Forges.
After consuming an inordinately large number of lines of type,
neither of these "thinkers" has touched upon the central cause of
war the inequitable distribution of income under the present economic system, which forces each nation to seek desperately for
foreign markets in which to dump its unconsumed surplus. Failure in this causes depression, and creates a psychological background for assumption of national control by jingoes and munitions interests, either under fascism or democracy. This is, of
course, an over-simplification of the problem, but it does touch the
:

far ahead of us in the develop- —Ed.
ment of this sport.
The rumor that it would cost the
still

Town

=

College $6,000 to organise basketball
have a coach in
is preposterous.

We

Lin Wells who knows most at the fine
points of the game. Bleachers could
easily be installed in the gym which
would hold anywhere from a thousand
to fifteen hundred persons. The cost
of equipment for a season (i.e., suits
and balls) would amount to no more
than six hundred dollars. And the
fact that admittance could be charged,
whereas in hockey this is impossible
at present without a covered rink,
means that basketball can be made a
paying proposition.

Building

&&o*>i>&ei>o<i<>c<>&^^
•T IS.

AND h)ATUCAH5T5 LOW6
IN WHICH- ETC

HOWEVER, P055lBLE.TH(XKiH

FAR FROM PROBABLE THAT THE
ARL^f
PR06ENITOR5 OF MAX
"
r-5" YHAVE DIVE RGED ETC.. ETC

THE AMPHIBIANS AND FI5HE5 ARE
CLOa£L>f UNITED BV THE LEP1D051REN

.

l

DISPUTED

.

With all circumstances as well as
student opinion favorable, I should

central core.

Neither Mr. Chesterton nor Mr. Maurois, nor most of the innum- like to see the college authorities seerable other "thinkers", does touch the central core. Until the riously considering basketball, if not
in the beginning as a varsity sport, at
public can be made to read outspoken comments by men who are
least as a freshman activity
Signed,
striking at the center of the problem, they will have to listen to the
An Undergrad,
aimless putterings such as the Time* and Herald-Tribune east into
type last Sunday. They are not only valueless; they are detri- Editor
Orient
Bowdoin
mental.
.

Dear

Number, Please
The undergraduates of Brown University last weak were greatly
pleased by an official announcement that pay telephones are to be
on campus. Continuous service
day and night by three operators working in
at a central university switchboard. Calls from one cam-

installed in every dormitory entry
will be given both

shifts

pus building to another will be free, while off-campus conversations will be subject to normal toll charges.
Brown's plan of telephones was in answer to "a sore need", a
need which is equally prevalent at Bowdoin. At present, the only
public phone on campus is located in the basement of the Moulton
Union. If the various college officials about campus who have

iMMMMMMHIi

mmMmmmi

Sir:
In the last issue of the Orient an
article appeared which discussed the
of a basketball team
possibilities
representing the college. The article
stated that an unofficial team had already been planned, and that those in-

terested hoped that it would he the
foundation of a varsity team.
The opinion seems to be that a basketball team, with the expense involved, would nake it necessary to disband the present hockey team. If this
ia true, and I believe it is, I th>nk that
a basketball team should not even be
considered. The hockey team at present has the best calibre of players,
competition
and presents the best
against other colleges in the State.
There are several other objections
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THE HIGHEST STAGE IN THE*
evolution of 5moking Tobacco
J* -PlflNCF ALBERT/

AFTER EVERY CLASS
IT RINGS THE BELL!
UN ILL you have smoked Prince Albert, you
just

will never know
how good jour pipe can taste. Prince Albert has mildness.
And aa exclusive process removes all the " bite."

It hat iavor.

Give your pipe a nur chance — get s big, red tin of Prince
Albert and see for yourself just what pipe smoking can mean I

Fringe
Albert
~THB NATIONAL JOY SMOKE
J
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

NAT! GUARD OFFERS

CDustard and Cress

GOODJEMPLOYMENT

On« of the profeuora who owns a
car was careening toward Portland
the other day at do mean speed when
he heard the wail of a siren behind his
car,
and a motorcycle policeman
pulled np beside him. Realizing that
in this case meekness was the better
part of valor, the prof pulled over to
the aide of the road, and waited for
the cop to dismount. He knew that he
had been hitting it up a trifle, and he
trove mightly to think of a non-collapsible alibi that might see him
through the situation. No inspiration
came, however, as the knight of the
road strode up, leaned against the
fender and said:
"Lemme see your license."
The prof' handed it over, and the
cop gaxed at it for a moment. It was

A

j

j

'

j

(

out-of-state licence, which seemed
to baffle him. Finally he asked:
"What're you doing in Maine at this

an

time of year?"
"I come from

Bowdoin",

new opportunity for undergraduates of small means to obtain a small
but steady form of employment during their college career was recently
outlined to the Orient by John F. Presnell *36, who believes that all men
desiring such income should take the
advantage of the opportunity offered
for enlistment by the Brunswick Division of the Maine National Guard.
This training group meets every
Monday night at the Brunswick Armory behind the Town Hall, when a
regular infantry drill is held for an
hour or and hour and a half. Men
desirous of entering the ranks are required to enlist for a three year period,

Freshman Delegations Of Six
Houses See Cumberland County
Freshmen delegations from six from Bowdoinham and others from
houses, including the A.D.'s, Psi U.'s, various pdlnts along the Harpswell
and shore.
Sigs.
Dekes; D.U.'s, Kappa
At one o'clock the whole Deke deleA/T.O.'s, went for rides Wednesday
evening, and straggled into Bruns- gation was dumped at a place in the
wick from all points of the compass woods near Lisbon Falls. They also
and in varying conditions of mind and were to get barrels, but there were
only two for the whole sixteen to carbody during the rest of the night

which confines eligibility almost
freshmen and sophomores.

entirely to

according to

Nevertheless,

Presnell,

arrangements can be made by which
a student could transfer for his
last year or two of training to some
other division of the Guard.

replied

Anti-Aircraft Guns
the professor.
The Brunswick Division trains in
The cop gave him a long lingerthe use of an anti-aircraft battery,
ing glance.
winter classes are held
"Hell," he said, "You ain't no col- and during the
in air-craft spotting work and rangelege boy."

m

young instructor who
was teaching and writing his
Ph.D. thesis on the side was early
to class one day; and had just
laid his hat and coat down on the
desk when he remembered that
he had forgotten to bring a book
from the library, so he went out
there,

be expected,
considerably
delayed

and meanwhile

his

class

POLAR BEARS SIGN
WITH TJVS. DEKES

assembled, waited the customary
tve minutes, and .then trooped out
an masse.
At the next session the instructor angrily informed the students that he was going to hand
in a cut apiece for these who had
not waited. His hat and coat on
the desk had been enough to indicate his being present, he said,
and they had had no right to
leave the room.
The following day the professor walked into the classroom at
the regular hour and found it
completely empty except for a
coat and hat on each chair.
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THE MUSTARD HOUSE
234 Maine St.

Board by the Week

Home Cooking
Reasonable Price

Call

and Make Arrangements as Number

is

Limited

i

ood Taste /

to explain the dative
picked up a piece of
handed it to one of the

me

the chalk," he com-

The student handed the chalk
to Herr Kolln, but Fritz turned
his back. He attemptd to force it
into the prof's hand, but Frits retreated behind his desk. The student stood up, cornered Frits
grabbed his arm and wrestled
him across the room. Still he refused to take the chalk. Finally
the student gave up in despair.
Fritz,

heavily,

askew and panting
and
grinned broadly,

tie

"You sec in the dative case
don't have to take it."

from

I
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Bowdoin Men
Have Their

Printing

j

|

own powers.

Done Well and at
Favorable Prices at
The

RECORD OFFICE

75 Maine St.

Phone 3

Brunswick
Paul K. Niven, 1916, Manager

-

believes

in

We

—A QUICK LUNCH
—A COMPLETE DINNER
time, at

""^J

,

in the front row.

"Give

1

—at any

>

said,

a few, he suddenly stopped,

Herr Fritz

!

He

considers him-

c
Kolln

j

manded.

"Gosh," he said, "I'm a regular
Oscar Wilde."
Suddenly Mr. Vyner Brooke appeared from nowhere. He took in the
situation with a glance.
"Where's your lily, Oscar?" he

m

|

years. Probably his greatest fame,
however, is that he was probably one
of the greatest punters that Bowdoin
ever put on the gridiron.

demonstrating German in action
as well as word. The other day in
an elementary German class he

self quite a wit was testing out epigrams in the Union cafeteria the other day. After he had managed to roll

asked.

'

j

the wedding presents, and
stole oat again.

his

^^ ^^

Cites Own Experience
"I will cite niy own experience in
the economics department," says Professor von Beckerath. "We have been
forced to set up a definite plan of
courses to be pursued for the first six
or ei»ht semesters. This plan contains intermediate examinations so
that we may check on the work of the
individual
first six or eieht
"- After the n

[

among

off quite

r™

i

5-6
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President Sills refrom a local
wedding recently that he forgot
his hat, and left it perched nonchalantly
on the mantlepiece.
When the tumult and the shouting had died, he stealthily sidled

amazed at

j

|

:

who

YEARS AGO

j

when Ken

it

trouble rests in the fact that many
students now enroll who do not belong there. Some believe that the degree they obtain will enable them to
get jobs while others simply come to
gain character and social prestige. As
a result, the universities have been
forced to change their policies.

/

m

disengaged

system as did in the former, there
would have been no proolem. The

^

Of 75 U.

Prize

^

;

tired in such haste

of the boys

!

SCHAFFNER POEMS

.

an enrollment of 200,000. Were the
same proportion of students in the
latter figure able to work under the

om
encycIop k dejrre€ ig awarded .
then on, a student can go into more
specialized work in order to get a
.
doctor's degree. I. personally, do not
know whether this system is good or
bad."
i
Professor von Beckerath comes out
strongly against the men who come to
i
college in order to get a job.
He
points out that men who are highly
trained are not willing to take lower
positions. There are a great many
types of work which do not require
an advanced education. As the masses
go to the college, the people who are
willing to take such positions grow
trophy.
less in number. The conception that a
college degree will guarantee a posiProfessor Morgan B. Cushing and tion is entirely erroneous. Only in" cerCharles W. Bowser recently won the tain types of work is this true.
doubles in the Brunswick Record an<rhe pro f ess0 r also objects to those
nual tennis tournament when they de- wbo think that college is a character
feated Professor Herbert R. Brown builder. Only is this true for a cerDaggett
4-6,
7-6, tain type of character. The men who
and Dr. Athern P.
6-1. 6-4.
are unfitted for college only hamper
the students and professors.
the leader is bothered because his
much and took so
comfort cost
Dr. Schroeder, who is giving the
much from otherg Th ethical ^ulity
course in Biblical Literature,
coll
of christianity< the Ke nuine goodness, college
through seeking the real, mean- is in
the B.C.A. room in the Moulton
|
real
is
the
ing life by seeking God. It
Union from 10 3 o to 11.30 on Mondays
strength, he concluded, that comes .
,
,.
frnm something more than lavincr
laying f °r student conferences upon religious
from
questions.
waste our fellowmen.

;

!

different angle.

One

«

;

.

many than ever before. Instead of
having 80,000 students enrolled in a
year, the universities have jumped to

'
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(Continued from pas* 1)

tion has entirely changed. Education
has become more universal in Ger-

Professor Hormell, chairman of
the committee, stated that the
best authorities obtainable would
give their views on the N.R.A.,
Nasi Germany. Fascism, Soviet
Russia, and certain phases of in-

trees

|

r

And then we got sore
wouldn't renew the book.

movements of

week following Easter va-

for the
cation.

;

.

back

political

IN

GERMAN COLLEGES

Institute of Political Science. The
Institute is tentatively scheduled

i

(perhaps all too seriously) cornered
us the other day behind a table in
the catacombs beneath the Library.
"It is impossible," he whispered mysteriously "ton tke hlHrrrii mind to
IhiruFoFnothing at all/*
We put down our books and began
to try. At our first attempt we saw
Nothing ag a concrete identity, certainly something. That was no good
so we tried again, and Nothing became a gigantic vacuum rotating
through space. That didn't seem to fit
either, so we closed our eyes and tried
to imagine all-enveloping darkness. It
didn't work.
Under our breath, for it was the
Library, we cursed the experimental
psychologist but we shoved our book
a little further down the table and
began to try the whole thing from a

Special note

They broke down some

CHANGE SEEN

the current era will be discussed
by the speakers of the Bowdoin

1)

]

-

who takes Psychology

friend

Great

pan

Preparing for the first issue of the
A prize consisting of the income of
year. Editor Arthur M. Stratton '35, $3,000 is awarded each year to the
(Continued tmm p.jre 1)
declared that great efforts are being student who writes the best essay on most. They argue that they are, as a
The Bowdoin Polar Bears, John made to make the Quill a distinctive
whole decent people so why do they
American
subject
in
some
assigned
Baker's melody group, will play at
need a sense of sin ? They are living
piece of printing. The size n-ill not be
was established out their lives comfortably in a world
History. This prize
several of the houses directly after
football games at tea dances and at altered, however.
by William J. C«/tis, LL.D., of the of misery, trouble and even pen!.
The Quill will feature several class of 1875, in 1901. It is one of the Men are exploited and sent to war
the Union or gymn in the evening.
So far, the Theta Delts have engaged poems by John Schaffner '35; a criti- most valuable prizes if not the most and death by these leadens.
the orchestra for the Williams and cal article by Burroughs Mitchell '36;
Leadership Doubted
valuable one that the college offers.
Tufts game dances, the D.K.E.'s for short stories by Robert Hagy '36,
But now leadership is being doubtthe one after the Maine game.
and Lawrence Hall '36; a one act play
The contest is open to freshmen, ed, Mr. Schroeder declared. It is not
Last year's drummer, Thurston B. by Arthur Stratton '35; book reviews sophomores, juniors and seniors and i because they are not capable of leadSumner *34 has returned to the troupe by Frederick Gwynn "36; and possibly all papers must be in by May 8.
ing but rather that they are not ethicand hopes to play at the future en- a satire by Edwin G. Walker *36.
ally suited to lead. "Those who have
Last year the prize was won by J.
gagements. The return of the drumThe board of the Quill urges all
the most advantage in life are not
of the class of 1935 and a
Parker
O.
always those who are ethically sensimer makes last year's orchestra com- freshmen and upperclassmen who at
pletely intact.
any time have stories or poems to see member of the Alpha Delta Phi fra- tive", he said.
ternity.
The sense of sin is evident when
The uniform of the band will be Arthur Stratton at 17 Hyde Hall.
plain suits in the afternoon, and mess
jacVet evening suits at night performances.
In addition to playing in and around
the college the Polar Bears will tour
throughout New England playing at
various high and preparatory schools.

—
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/Continued from

the functions of the group. Besides
producing seven plays, he started
courses in playwriting and production. He did not know when he came
back to Southampton that summer he
would not return in the fall.

lashed the barrels between them with

QUILL TO FEATURE

As might

it.

was

h*ld the

HAD

CAREER ON STAGE

In Southampton that summer he
and found that the policy of tryouts was
still in full sway. Doctor X, Up Pops
productions
their belts. With this arrangement the Devil, and many other
they were able to proceed quite easily, which gained note on Broadway were
ternational politics.
played that summer. It was at this
and got home at five-thirty.
The identity of the lecturers
joined by
was
Quinby
time
that
Mr.
D.U.'s Get Varied Collection
will be made known as soon as
Ecke Van Dekker, "27, with whom he
lecture arrangements have been
The D.U. frosh were taken out in has worked very often.
various
souvenirs.
assigned
completed.
pairs and
of returning to Savannah in
Two of them rolled back a grindstone theInstead
Mr. Quinby accepted the
fall,
and a wagon wheel. Another made his
50
starve managership of Grand Hotel in
appearance with a manhole cover,
its famous Broadway run. Van Dekker
which he claimed to have carried back
joined him here after the seventh
Hajf a century ago student governin a wheelbarrow. Still another was
month when he assumed a role in the ment was new at Bowdoin. There was
assigned as his object a whiffletree.
some doubt in the college as to whethWhen he got back he found out what production.
er tb,e students could keep law and orJoint; Barnstormers
a whiffletree Was. and set out again
campus.
to find one. Other articles were horse
Two summers ago Mr. Quinby came der on the Blaine,
man from
"the
James
shoes, horse hairs, barbed wire, clajn up to join the Barnstormers, a travelcandidate in the presishells, etc.
ing stock company under the direc- Maine", was a
was
The Kappa Sigs escaped the dili- tion of Francis Grover Cleveland. dential campaign of 1884. There
with a
oacx in. a Blaine Club in the college
gent search of their upperclassmen Potter
mm back
called him
naignt cauea
rotter and Haight
mpmhershin
Blaine was dodu1
,
D
P
with four dollars in cash. As a re- the fall to be stage director of Double J41*? "?
K,
.„,„,!? a colJ!* towards
£i
gift
for
his
of
$100
north
nine
miles
drooped
Hampshire
sult, when
Door. Then, back to New
of Freeport, they easily got a ride to the Barnstormers for this past »we <™t*ouse.
and
back. They then spent the rest of the summer.
football,
as
rew
popular
were
as
C
morning looking for their required
In the midst of this hectic life, Mr.
decisively
substances. It is rumored that Thur- Quinby has also turned his hand to Bowdoin defeated Colby
scores of 11 to 8 and 10
man Philoon '36, the freshman's friend playwriting. A year ago he collator- th t
tQ 4 b tWQ ba8eball gameg
went out on a searching party. After
A in ca2, Production o
competitions was interRowi
hunting about for several hours he fftL^J^
Robert Nathan's One More Spring. At clagg The seniors won that
bul
the
found his plight to be as bad as
present he is collaborating on the were d j 8ap ointed by the "entire abp
He too was lost. How- translation of a German play.
freshmen's.
ga lery " to witsence of , adies in
ever he got back at five o'clock in
college Mr. Quinby was active ne88 their glory. A certain Professor
In
time to find out how the freshmen had
in many activities. He averaged two foss « was a t the bridge to take the
fared.
productions a year for the Masque creWs a t the start." Cameras atIt was the ill luck of the A.T.O.
and Gown and one a year for the tracted notice in those days.
frosh to be marooned in the Lisbon
Classical Club and the now defunct
A church near the college burned.
Styx. After a series of difficulties.
Brunswick Dramatic Club. He was a
and without the aid of any rides, they member of the Orient staff for three Certain seniors gained much notoriety
_
by carrying off the church clock as a
finally arrived back much the worse

ry.

Delt

experienced there,
as the gunners spot and fire at targets towed by planes.
The uniforms and arms are provided, and the pay is one dollar per praco'clock.
tice session. Checks are payable five
Psi U.'s Get Barrels
times a year. Extra pay is given if
the guards are called out upon strike
The Psi U.'s went out at twelve
duty or fire-fighting maneuvers. Pa- o'clock in small groups and were left
rade drills are gone through at the an- near widely distributed pork barrels,
nual camp, but there is no participa- which they had been exhorted to bring
tion in holiday parades.
back. Having been put on their honThose interested, especially fresh- or, they had no money with them,
men and sophomores, can obtain more Nevertheless, they all landed back in
explicit information about the mat- town about six, one pair coming in for wear.
ter by consulting any of the following: John F. Presnell, 2 Winthrop
Hall; Randall W. Snow. A.T.O. House;
Class
and Albert L. Ingalls, Chi Psi Lodge.
practice

firing

testy

to get

summer camp

two weeks in July at Fort Williams on Cape Elizabeth, Maine, is a
feature of the yearly program. Actual
first

they like to take off their coats,
prep their feet up on the desks
and spin yarns. Moat of the yarns
about "when I went to college"
ess be consigned to the limbo
very quickly, but one alumnus
who came back last week told a
tale which leads us to believe that
perhaps they did do something
besides play football in these
days.

he

virtually compulsory at-

tendance at a

Old grads come back every now
and then, and when they arrive,

A

A

finding.

c

-

neophytes were
wanned with paddles, searched
herded into a truck, and at a quarter
to twelve, were driven off. For a score
of miles they sat blindfolded in the
truck until they were finally let out
and lead to a wharf, where another
razzoo was held. A boat took them
across a stretch of water, and they
were then told that they were on an
However, they knew that
island.
they were on a certain point near
Phippsburg, where Alpha Delts have
been taken for many years. Setting
out courageously, they spent about an
hour climbing over a small mountain,
and finally arrived at a road.
Opinion was divided as to which
direction was the right one, but the
majority prevailed, and it appeared
later that they had been right. After
checking up on their direction at sevand walking to
eral farmhouses,
Phippsburg Center they were able to
Thus encouraged, thej
get food.
started out toward Brunswick again,
and soon got a ride. The truck whose
driver had taken pity on them took
them all the way to Brunswick, where
they arrived without mishap at seven

The Alpha
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Current Political Issues
Will Feature Institute

Print the Orient and

Alumnus

Student Representative
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any price

4 Cleaveland
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538-R
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Alpha Delta Phi House
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*7ne Quick Reference BooA^$
of Information on All Subjects

Webster's Collegiate

Tty-mZet&t

Hhe Best Abridged Dictionary
&7}}£>vuam.-ZCc6sM,
"The volume is convenient for quick reference
ark. and altogether the best dictionary for
desk work of which I know."-P»me'/ Stewart,
Drpt. of English, Vnntrmtf of Trxa*.
Presidents and Department Heads of leading
I'Qirerartte*

agree with this opinion.

—
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hundred! of new
words with definitioa*. spellings, and cornet
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lou get in Luckies the finest Turkish and
Domestic tobaccos that money can buy — only
the clean center leaves— for these are the mildest leaves— they cost more— they taste better.
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

Twelve Percent Of All
480 STUDENTS
Students Aided By FERA
TAKING SPORTS
Nov. 17 As Fathers' Day .Football Has Most Aspirants
with Various Track
Will Bring Large Group
Eventg Second

FERA

appropriations aimed to increaae college enrollment this year
have boon apportioned to approximately 12 percent of the students now
registered throuhgout the country. In
every case application* for job*
available were double the number possible to

Saturday, November 17th, has
been designated as Fathers' Day.
this year, for which occasion the
College will Issue invitations to
the fathers of all the freshmen to
come to a luncheon and general
re-union with their aons in the
Moulton Union.
After the luncheon, at which
there will be speeches, the »»Jority of the visitors will attend
Bowdoin-Tufta
game at
the
Whittier Field, as the guests of

fill.

Financial

need,

record

scholastic

and priority of application were the
factors considered in allotting positions. And because of overflow requests the work has in many cases

been divided between two students
who will execute the job during alternate months.

Under

FERA

their offspring.

Owing to the unusually large
size of this year's entering class,
the parental delegation is expected to be one of the largest in the

ruling,

at least 50
percent of the appropriations most be
earned by students who were not enrolled a year ago, and each coeducational college has divided funds proportionately between men and wo-

history of this recently-instituted
feature of the college autumnal

program.

men.
Such varied occupations as checking traffic and parking violations, re-

PRES. SILLS, PROFS.

pairing;

furnitdVe.
tending children,
testing water and milk, tree surgery,
T. A.
construction
of
campus improvements, research, library, stenographic
With the opening of the Thirty-Secand clerical work are included in the
ond ^Annual Meeting of the Maine
lists of jobs filled.
There has recently been consider- Teachers' Association at Portland on
able criticism of the type of work October 25 and 26, President Sills and
these students are currently engaged
several members of the Bowdoin facin.
From many quarters comes the
ulty will commence an active program
reflection that the spirit in which the
appropriations were made has been of speeches before the assembled
violated in that undergraduates are teachers. The President will address
being employed in place of older peo- the Maine Association of Superintendple,
given work that unemployed ents of Schools
at their dinner on
could accomplish.
October 24th, dealing with the subIn devising this plan to increase col- ject recently treated in his address
lege enrollment, the educational de- over the radio. Discussion of school
partment of
voiced the hope problems will follow this speech.
that jobs allotted would be new ones,
Professor Stanley B. Smith is chairthat work in the fields of education, man of the -Classics Department of the
government and social service at M.T A., which will meet Thursday afpresent left entirely undone should be ternoon the 25th and will be addressed
devised for students benefitting from by Prof. Thomas B. Means, head of
the appropriations. Surveys of hous- the Classical department, on
ing conditions, election registration Oedipus Legend in Classical Tragchecks, investigations of social needs, edy". On the same afternoon Profesapprenticeships to government offi- sor Stanley P. Chase, head of the Bowcials, posts in literary classes are a doin English department, will speak
few of the possibilities which the to the M.T.A. English group on "Goloriginators of the plan had in mind. den (and other) Lads and Girls, and

TO ADDRESS M.

FERA

The

Shakespeare". The annual meeting of
Grows
the Bowdoin Teachers Club will be
encouraging average-enrollment
increase of at least ten percent over held that same evening, when faculty
members will speak.
last year is evident from informal reThe President of the Association is
ports by student government officials.
Western colleges showing the most Philip H. Kimball '11. of Machias, and
marked increase attribute this condi- another Bowdoin man prominent in
tion to hi-gher farm prices and in oth- committees within the organization is
'16 of South Portland.
er parts of the country improved gen- George E. Beal
eral business conditions are credited.
The federal relief funds are responsiCollegiate Population

An

MATHEMATICS (MB
TO MEET ON FRIDAY

ble for at least 50,000 new students'
registration, about 6 percent of the
total collegiate population. Lower tuition in a great many institutions may
account for the registration of some
The Bowdoin Mathematics Club
who otherwise would not be able to will hold its first regular meeting of
afford attendance.
the '84- '35 year at the Moulton Union
Freshmen are more numerous In Friday evening.
Frank Todd '35
almost every college in the country. president of the club, is to speak on
The class of 1938 at Columbia is the "The Fourth Dimension". The meetlargest since 1930, at Vassar the larg- ing is for members only.
est since 1929, and at Wellesley the
Officers of the club besides Todd
largest in
ten years.
Universities are Isadora Weiss "35. vice president,
such as Harvard, Brown and Colgate and D. Stanley Thomas '35, secretarywhich have definite freshman limita- treasurer. Membership is restricted to
tions report a 35 percent increase in students of advanced
mathematics.
applications. In the Middle West and Members of the mathematics departon the West Coast there is a definite ment of the faculty are members of
indication that final figures will prove the club and members of the physics
an upswing higher than the national department are honorary members.
average.— ( N.S.FA.
The Mathematics club meets once a

month.

The

Alumni

Committee

Counejl

B.C.A. CONTINUES
MAOUOIT MISSION
earlier

October 17th

-

365 Nights In Hollywood
with

-

also

•

Large Group Expected to Masquers' Meeting at D. U.
Vie for Alexander Prize
House to Hear Quinby;
in Hubbard Hall
Frosh Invited

'

OF GROWLER
AT WflJJAMS GAME

—

'

BAND MAKES
TO WESLEYAN

-

OUTING CLUB ADD TO
APPALACHIAN

'

BOWDOIN

..

YEARS AGO

College

Laundry

ORGANIZE

GROUP

current

the library for

limit its membership to twenty-five.
As yet, no definite list has been drawn
up. the plan being to invite those men
interested to visit the meetings at
seven o'clock each Monday night. After a short while, those really showing
interest in the organization will be

guilt, and each points an 'accusing
another
finger at neophytes from
house. However, suspicion seems to
One of the more intelligent of our
upperclassmen. Evidently with time
to spare on his fiands, has been advocating the forming of a chess club.
enough men
It doesn't seem t'ihat
would have sufficient idle hours to
swell the enrollment to more than one.
However, the n|pae of the student
wanting eortrpefjnon will be supplied on request^

chosen as members.
Plans are under way to get in touch
with similar liberal forums in nearby
colleges. The group hopes by this. to
get into closer contact; with other
views and men, and so form a strong-

An antique hayrick appearing suddenly on the MaS near College street
on the morning, after six freshman
delegations went on their rides has
given rise to another insolable mys-

magazines and books will be. scrutinized in order to keep the subjects up
to date.

Membership Limited
In ozder to keep a lively discussion
group going, the club has voted to

tery.

Knight.

men, are cordially welcomed.

Reply cards are to be mailed on October 20th to 5,000 Bowdoin men requesting correct addresses and occupations, to be used in the preparation of an Alumni address list which
will be printed as soon as possible,
probably in early December. No address list has been published by the

fered to the College will be the ap- Handkerchiefs '.
pearance of Miss Ethelynde Smith, Socks (pair)
soprano, in Memorial Hall at 8.45 p.m.
•on Tuesday October 23rd. She will be Night Shirts
accompanied by Mr. Frederick Lin- Pajamas (2 pc or suit)
coln Hill. The public is cordially inSlacks
vited to attend.

College since the spring of 1930. This
will be the first volume in which the
occupations of alumni are listed. The
mailing list included approximately
3,000 graduates of Bowdoin, 500 graduates of the former medical school
here, and 1,500 former students of the
college who did not receive degrees.
In addition the cards will be sent to
some 50 bearers of honorary degrees.

rfte.next musical

I

Thursday

DUNN

in recent years.

with

•

Ice

win do the Harpswell

Young

Comedy

Friday

October 19th

•

Down to Their
•

Lyman

B. Chipman,

I live in

#2
,

a country

where a dime

is

money

-and where I can get
good pipe tobacco

THE tobacco which we
believe

-

Retail

A

Specialty

of Fraternity

• • • lit
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Trade

October 22nd

574 Congress Street

MAE WEST
-in-

We

Portland. Me,

Beile of the Nineties
October

is

is

best

suited

used in making

Granger Rough Cut.
It is made by the Wellman
Process, and we believe that
it will compare favorably
with higher priced tobaccos.

a

common*sense
package
10c

Cartoon

-

fire

I'm glad

he

Comedy

.in-

Tuesday
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Hand

1"

October 20th

GEORGE O'BRIEN

•
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M

workers
data survey Towels, Turkish

for pipes

The Dude Ranger
Monday

Towels,

FERA

wish, in some way, urn

couldget every man who smokes

-i

a pipe

Mrd

to just try Granger.

ADDED ATTRACTION

RAJAH SIGMUND
Montana*

—

On

the Screen

MAE WEST

—

ia

BELLE OF THE NINETIES
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the pipe tobacco that's

Allen's Drugstore
Pipes
All Sizes, Shapes, Prices

UGGaTT * MYS&S TOBACCO Ctt

MILD
COOL

the pipe tobacco that's
• MK I mi iaAMrmToaiccoCft
i

a.

—folks seem

to like

04

10

If

4

Cream

Wholesale
-

,

* *fX

PURE FOOD SHOP

Last Yacht

with Sidney Blackmtr

News

02

ranger Rough Cut

Mary Bound
Sidney Fox • Polly Moraa
Ned Sparks

Saturday

tc

'.'.

TeL 350

Jean Parker
Cartoon

04

are Richard H. Charles *36 of Fram- Blankets, by the lb
ingham, Mass., and Frederick B.
Dry Cleaning Standard Prices
Thomas *38 of Bradford, Vt

THE OLD FASHIONED KIND

-

Loretta

-

.'.

Uhderdrawinr'-rrTTTr^; i . i T i » . . .

Slips

The students who as

WISEMAN FARMS

•

Caravan
Charles Boyer

Undershirts

to be of-

Miss Smith is giving her first song- Knickers
Bowdoin, but she has sung
Sheets
at over 150 colleges and universities

Club, and John Stafford Cripps, Chair
man of the University Labor Club,
will represent Oxford.
Subjects chosen for discussion during the tours concern international re'
lations and American recovery.

October 18th

-

program

recital at

Dumbbell Letters

4

List

-

ALICE FAYE - JAMES
News

i

FERA

.

Wednesday

Approximately forty students have
registered
fat
the Night
already
School which is to be contacted fa
classrooms st Brunswick High school
by a faculty consisting of students ef
Bowdoin college working in this eduThe
cational project of the FERA.
pupils enrolled are all r esi d en ts ef the
town of Brunswick, aad will

cial

It

Interesting facts recently given out There will be conferences held among
With a large number of contestInaugurating its program for the
which started
ss.
swiriyn last
Classen wnicn
by the Athletic Department disclosed the students and twelve ministers who ants expected to compete, trials for year, the Masque and Gown will hoMt classes
evening •chooWlassa.
will stay at the different houses for a
first smoker at the Delta UpsUon '2»
that more than 480 of the 580 students
the annual Alexander Prize Speaking its
period of two or three days.
House on Monday, October, 22 at Monday and Thursday evenings,
now enrolled at Bowdoin are particisessions lasting from seven-thirty to
The B.C-A. is making every attempt contest will be held Monday, October eight-thirty p.m.
pating regularly in some form of or- to secure
more speakers than before 22. in the debating room of Hubbard
Mr. George H. Quinby, the newly nine-thirty o'clock.
Kanised athletic activity. Participation who will deliver talks at various times
The faculty of the evening school is
Hall. All but one of last year's final- appointed director and coach will be
in athletics is required of only the throughout the
Typewriting: Walter M.
year.
the
guest speaker, and will deliver as follows:
fall
the
during
ists
are
eligible;
and both of last
two lower classes
'85;
Bookkeeping:
Edward
It is believed" that the presence of
an informal talk to the assembly. Luce
term.
Dr. Schroeder, professor in Biblical spring's winners, Richard V. McCann Not only members, but any non-mem- O'Neill "38; Arithmetic: Ralph C.
Of the freshman class of approxi- literature, will add to the influence '37 and Edwin G. Walker -86, plan to
'37; English: Paul Welsh, speGould
bers, including Freshmen, who are
mately 170 some 66 are out every and interest of BCA work.
Thomas
cial;
French:
Mack
and
H.
compete.
interested in any branch of the theaafternoon on Pickard Field in football
"36.
This prize speaking contest was tre, are urged by Stephen B. Merrill,
uniform, while another 60 are enThis project was organised under
'Other faculty
established by -the Hon. De Alva S. president, to .attend.
gaged in various phases of track ISSUE
the direction of Professor Sibley of
Alexander, LL.D., of the class of members expected to be present are
work, either trotting over the country
the Bowdoin Sociology Department,
1870 for excellence in select declama- Prof. Stanley P. Chase. Prof. Herbert with the cooperation of the Superinroads near Brunswick or practicing
tion. It is open to all freshmen, sopho- Brown, Prof. Frederick Brown, and
field events at Whittier Field, Other
tendent of Schools i n Brunswick. The
Hartman.
Prof.
Herbert
W.
mores and juniors and offers two
freshmen work out three times a week
faculty
are paid by FERA funds, and
In addition to providing an excelGrowler, Bowdoin's humorous mag- awards one of f 46 for first place and
on the tennis courts, while a few are
evening llaiSM
lent opportunity for non-members to it is expected that the
taking the swimming squad's daily azine, will bring forth the second of another for $80 for second place.
will be continued throughout the winIn accordance with a faculty ruling learn something about possibilities of ter.
calisthenics, in preparation for work its seven issues this Saturday at the
participation in the year's activities,
in the Curtis pool Some are in touch Bowdoin-Williams game. It will con- the finals will be held during the fall
meeting will be the
football, getting regular attendance tain the official program of the game this year, the date being Monday, a feature of the
(NSFA)—At Haverford College a
the Dark",
at daily frames or in Ives Cup com- as well as pictures of both Williams November 26. Nine speakers will be discussion of "Whistling in
chosen from the trials of October 27 the tentatively selection for a Thanks- century back "when a student obtains
remainder of the class and Bowdoin players.
petition. The
The staff announces that it is pre- to compete in the November finals. giving production. Mr. Quinby is to liberty to extend fas walk beyond the
have been excused from athletic represcribed limits, it is to be distinctquirements or are enrolled in body paring a special issue for alumni day Anyone interested should see Mr. read parts of the play, and the casting ly
understood that he is not to enter
committee will welcome volunteers
with the program of the Maine game; Athcrn P. Daggett, debating coach.
building classes.
or even go to any house whatever, unfor parts in the production.
Some 60 upperclassmen are en- and Growler will appear for the
less he should have obtained permisof
smokseries
This
is
first
a
the
of
varseaand
Junior
the
football
fourth time during
rolled in the varsity
sion
for that purpose."
held
events
to
other
be
ers
and
social
sity football squads, and approxi- son on the afternoon cf the Tufts fraTRIP
Undergraduates were forbidden to
by the Masque k Gown this year. Remately fifty more are engaged in cas.
freshments will be served, and it is enter the kitchen because of ice-box
Prominent in the forth-coming issue
track work, awaiting the return of
SAT.
hoped that a larire number of Fresh- trouble experienced by the adminisJack Magee, track coach, from his will be a New York letter to the
tration. They were also asked net to
men will attend.
trip to the Far East with an Ameri- Growler, and also several other new
Featuring letter formations and
engage in "unnecessary conversation
can track team. He will be back the features. Contributing for the first
with each other." Smoking and chewfirst week in November, together with time this year, among others: Arthur drills, the (Bowdoin band took the
ing were definitely banned.
"3r,
'36,
stellar
Bowdoin's
field between the halves at the BowPhilip G. Good
M. Stratton 'SS, Robert R. Hagy
hurdler, who is on the American team. and Robert E. Faxon '36 will add doin- Wesleyan football game in MidNSFA)—$1,786,000 was spent last
TRAIL
Upperclassmen enrolled for tennis their talents to Saturday's Growler dletown, Conn., last Saturday
afteryear by Iowa State undergraduates.
number more than forty, with about
noon.
A plan to extend the Appalachian 2245 men spent only $144,000 on
fifty men reporting regularly at the
25
During their parade at the half, the trail into Maine was approved at a clothes while co-eds numbering 880
Brunswick Golf links for attendance
band formed into a large 'W bef.ore meeting of the Outing Club last squandered 3111,000 on fine feathers.
in the ancient Scottish game. Touch
the direc- Tobacco companies collected $20,000
football, which is primarily an upperDartmouth defeated Bowdoin 15 to the Wesleyan stands and played the Thursday evening. Under
Wesleyan Alma Mater. They then tion at John H olden '36, a ten mile while only $5000 was spent for sewing
class activity, brings eighty men into
in football at Hanover. The ganv
marched across the field to the Bow- trail will be surveyed and cleared materials, which just goeg to show;
the intra-mural league of games was the first for a period of eigh
among the Greek-letter societies and years between Bowdoin and Dart doin stands and formed a 'B' in front from the Andover- Upton road at Frye
of the Bowdoin stands to play Bow- Brook to Grafton Notch. This will
the non-fraternity group.
mouth.
join the northern end of the estabSince the senior class is absolved
Commander Peary, much to the doin Beata.
The band left Brunswick on Friday lished trail, and will form a continuof all athletic requirements, and jun- honor of Bowdoin, had just reached
iors need not report for attendance the North Pole. The expectation that afternoon before the game and spent ous hiking route from Maine to GeorHolden has already begun the
until the winter season starts in De- Peary would be in the stands at the the night at the Hotel Arrigoni in gia.
cember, there is every indication that next football game caused much ex- Middletown. On the afternoon of the survey, and this Sunday, weather pergame a brief rehearsal was held in mitting, a group will drive to Andover
the theory of "Athletics for all" is citement.
HOWARn LYONS
to proceed with the work.
being followed particularly enthusiPresident Hyde in a short letter to the cage just before they marched onIt was also agreed that a sheet
Agent
astically
and comprehensively at the alumni emphasized the necessity to the field. After the game they rerange should be built if there are
Bowdoin this autumn.
of a new gvmnasium. The building at turned to Boston and passed the night
DKE
HOUSE
TELEPHONE $821
those
desiring
it.
enough
students
AH
that time was not large enough for at the Hotel Westminster there, regive
sport
should
this
interested
in
the freshman class to do its gym work turning to Brunswick Sunday aftertheir names to Richard Woods *37 at
LIBERAL
Complete Machine Ironed Bundle
as a unit. The Orient suggested the noon.
A
The following members of the band the Zete house.
Gymnasium Fund.
ete.
During the week, members wjil
made the trip to Middletown, SaturDISCUSSION
on a ski run under construction
Many of the rumors abroad as to day: Mack, Walker. Wiggen, Rue, work
Rodick,
Milliken, Peakes, Laffin, Dal- in the vicinity of Bowdoin Center.
Shirts, dress
(Continued from pa*a 1)
25
the why and wherefore of the antique
meetings
notice,
will
Until
further
active touch with the changes going hayrick which appeared mysteriously ton. Brown, Young, Bowman, Crosby,
'..
04
nights at 6.45 in the CoUsrs
on the mall near College street the Cadman, Rubenstein Card, Craven, be held Tuesday
on throughout the world.
at the Moulton Union. Union Suits
08
The Forum also will endeavor to day after six freshman delegations Kierstead, Davidson, Kiev, R. Baker, B.CA. room dollar
per year and new
Each of the J. Baker, Wilson, Loane, Tuttle, Dues are one
keep research material on hand at went on their rides.
Union
Suite,
Heavy
la
members, especially among the freshmembers. All
suspects vigorously denies his own Deane, Bishop, Hatch, Dickerman, and

planning the' program of Alumni Day
(NSFA)—Two English debate
met last evening at the home of Dr. teams will arrive October 23 in New er organization.
Frank A. Smith '12 of Westbrook. York and will be entertained the next
The latter was present st the meeting evening at a dinner given in their
as chairman of the Committee, while honor by the Young Republican Club
also in attendance were John F. Dana in New York City.
•98 of Portland. President of the GenBoth teams are brought here by the
eral Alumni Association and repre- National Student Federation and will
sentative of the Governing Boards of "each engage in about thirty debates
the Alumni Council; Stanley P. Chase during their six-week stay in this
'05, Faculty
representative on the country. One team from Oxford will
Council; and Alumni Secretary Philip tour in the East and the other repreS. Wilder '23. Alumni Day will be on senting the English National Union of
Saturday November 10th and it' is ex- Students will debate against Midpected that there will be some Western Colleges.
changes from the routine program of
David W. Scholos of London School
former years. These will be announced of Economics and J. Hirschfield of
soon. The Maine -game will naturally University College, Debate Champion
be the feature event of the program.
of London in his Freshman year, will
defend N.U.S. honor. Michael Foot,
President of the University Liberal

CUMBERLAND

DRAMATIC CLUB
TRIAL MONDAY TO GIVESMOKER

By the enlarging

of the Maquoit soa
plan
work the
B.C.A.
program than ever this year.
s possible that this work will be
an
project enabling it to be
carried on on a larger scale.
In February the "Religious Forum"
will begin its fourth year at Bowdoin.

FERA NIGHT
HAS STUDENT PROFS

HOLD SPEAKING

H

a«i
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FIVE

TWO NEXT

By

Eleven Beaten

Wesleyan Aerial Attack

WVAIeVDO WELL

13-0 Before Baffling Offeine at MMdWtown
Saturday; Runs by Johnson, Reed, Fail to
Score for Polar Bear

Williams Sevres on Princeton; Maine $dws to Green;

Bowi

(Continued from oaa*. 1)

Aa

For the past tw* years Bowdoin has defeated Wllhams whom
they meet at Watttier laid neat

from Burton on a

Saturday. The Polar Bears tri-.
umphed last year II to 6. The

game was marked by

score 18-4.

8TATI8TICS
Yards gained
from scrinaef e
by Passes
Pases* attempted
Passes completed

M

the defeat ef
Williams 7.6. Between INI and
1928 Bowdoin tost te Wikliama
with
exception
the
.of
s

47
16

S

Paaaes intercepted
2
Penalties (yds loot) ... 2*
Lateral*—at te m pted
and completed
•
Peats Mocked
1
Average yardage run
back of punts
9

5

punts

Fumbles

3

46
2

Own

2

1

31

fumbles recovered

1)

Williams.

field at

The

tar, sparkled in the line.

perform be-

ball carriers will

hind a .heavy, veteran line built
around Captain Walt Noehren at center. Lamberton, a 200-pounder, will be
playing left tackle, but there is still
some doubt as to whether Stanton and
Lahr, varsity -tackle and end respectively, will be able to play. Bath were
Wi l i ars*
Bewwein injured against Middlebury, and sew
only brief service against Princeton
OUery. Ie
re. Kent
rt. Hutch**
J. Bart. It ...
last week.
Kaatoeaa. Row*. Is
m. Lareom (Clapp)
Scoring- honors so far this season
Eyerly. a
c. Smith (Sargent. Lawrence)

Even though the defensive work of
Bowdoin's backs was ragged at times,
Johnson and Reed deserve mention
for their aggressive offensive work. In
the line Stan Low and Al Kent were
Bowdoin'8 headliners by virtue of
their defensive performances.

w

.. Ik. Lane (Naaon)
rest with Holmes and Salsich. two
rt
It. Low
fast backs around whom the Purple
Drummond (Manter)
attack pivots. A Salsichqb. Sawyer (Shaw) passing
rhb. Reed
Holmes pass accounted for tin •WilIhb. Johnson liams score
against Princeton last
Baravallt (Putnam)
week, the second time the- Nassau
«
7—
eleven has had its goal line crossed

Overton (Cranatea. Ovartoa).
lanes, re

la.

J lhBasa. qk>
Burtoa. Ihb
Huntress (glliiger), rhb
Coultss
Hunt ret.) fb.
Score by periods:
i

,

'

1

I

^A

|

-

;

made weak kicks which put Dar',
will comprise a pair of hard -driving backs . mouth in position to score.
In a surprising upset,a lighter New
Saturday. Sawyer, who is ulayiaz his first seawon **. quarterback, is
Hampshire
Bates, forced to stand on their goal line as
team' outplayed
much te be feared for his ability to pass, run, and kick. His ability as a field
holding them to a 7-7 tie. New Hampgeneral is »lso marked. Baravalle, i> veteran, has gained his berth on the shire found the Bates line too solid to a result of. a blocked punt and a JM
yard pass.
Exeter scored six first
squad by virtue of his fine, pile-<?riving li"e-!>'unges.
break; and resorted to the air, making downs to Harvard's five.
their touchdown on a 35 yard pass.
The probable line-ups for the game:
Bates' score came in the first period Bswsjefa
Exeter
yard stripe, and aped 56 yards down as the result of a blocked punt
Godfrey, la
Ie. Walker
_.
It Downing
the left sideline to score. All attempts
Colby easily defeated Lowell Tex- Taylor, It
V. Is, Edmonstone
to make points after touchdown were tile at Waterville by a count of 13-0. Smith, Ig
Dearing, e
e. Mudue
unsuccessful.
Throughout the entire game the D.- Allen, rt (
rg. Feely
rt, Stokes
_.
,»
The whole squad was given a work White Mules displayed precision and Ashkenasy. rt
^ ; "Freshman team
Don Lancaster's
re. Palmer
QUt by Coach r^ncagter in the final power, making their way down the Curran. re
Fry*, ub
ob. Barniekle
p ' cka
period of play, as fresh men replaced
Murphy. Ih
i?"
when it tired line men and backs. Tootell '38 field with great regularity.
Field last Monday afternoon
rh "Bekxner
Fltts, rb
defeated a fighting but lighter Morse and brother of Bowdoin's renowned
rb. Miller
Soul*, fb
High school outfit, 18-0. -The game weight man, played a capable .jarae at
was filled with intercepted passes, left tackle, while Muncy and Murphy
iwith the exception of the pawn, which
good punting by iiowdoin's Johnson, starred in the line for their team by
loses the optional two space jump
and several fairly long runs. Aided by holding dowr the center position well,
in its first move. Another difference is
a dry field th» Frosh were able to un- especially upon defense.
Not content., with the ordinary haz- that all the queens are placed on
leash a pass.njr attack which func- Boweesn (18)
ards of the classroom, four members white squares at the opening .of the
(»>. Mors*
"
Allan. Greene, re
H. Footer. Braav of Bowdoin's faculty have taken up game.
tioned well en the whole.
The second quarter saw the first Lord. G lesson, Crowley,Jt. rtHawk,.
"
The objective of the «rame is to
Harrington l» aew gajiu^four ^anded chess. For
score made for the Frosh, as they Bishop, Gildei sleeve. GUnea, r*
several weeks the Messrs. Miller, Ac- checkmate both
kings of a team,
is. Cooper
..«. gaum
hammered unsuccessfully at the Muncy. Savage. Parker, e
horn, Stallknecht.' and Kolln have When a king is checkmated, the playI«
.... rg. Earbaek vanvakias
Morse line on the edge of the goal- Hepburn.
been engaging
battles ia the Union er cannot move, being forced to wait
MacDougaU. Tootell. Hawley. it
successfully comline, and
finally
and at the home of Mr. Achorn.
rt. Hallowell
until his partner can rescue him. The
pleted a 20 yard pass from Johnson to Cox. Croaslejr. Wrthcnril. Welch, ie
The four-handed game is played possibilities of team work in the game
re Me
Mh ".n
Pollina. The latter played a splendid Johnaon
with two complete sets of men on are infinite, each player being able to
EH
qb
game, entering early in the second •Fraxier. Graham. Rohr, rhb
Ihb. Bougoln
a board with' four times as- many expect the support of his ally to help
Upham. Pollina. Flint, lab
period, shortly before the score.
two in the attack or defense of a point.
squares. The man pair oif,
rhb. Thayer. Sealing
Fraxier went around left end later Smith. Craven, fb
against two. Then, playing in rotaThe games, so far, have lasted
fb. Gallant. McNeil
ea in the afternoon, covering fifteen
Bowdoin
tion, the players move.
0« C «— IR
about four and a half hours. PoasiTouchdowns.. Pollina (pass from Jojhnaoe).
yards to score a touchdown. In the
fundamentally the hjy, aa the players get more experigame
The
'is
Fraxier, Smith. Referee. Chapman .(Bowdoin). -„_.
final minute of play Pete Smith interChess.
tWO-mhn
All
as
regular
enced, the. length of time will be inField Judge. Barnes.
Headlineeman. AWred Same
cepted a Morse pass upon his own 45 (Bowdoin). Time. 4 io' s.
the pieces move in the same manner creased-

|

placed his shots well in this match
taking advantage of the fact
that Lever's backhand was far from
its usual form.
also,

1

The summary:

Craia? (Howe. B. Burt),

nament last Monday afternoon. The
was 6-3, 6-1, 6-2.
Although originally scheduled for
Saturday afternoon, the match waa
washed out and had to be postponed
over the week end. Spectators at the
match recalled last year's finals, in
which Brown emerged victor after a
gruelling five-set match. But this time
Kendrick played an aggressive game,

score

rushing the net on many rallies and
stowing away points' by well-placed
volleys to the side-lines. Both men'*
Already the Exeter men have hum- services functioned well', and the iabled the y»le Frosh and tied Harvard sue waa decided by the ability of Kan'38. In both contests. Exeter showed n
to volley the low spinning shots
deeiaive -advantage, overcoming Yale unreeled from Brown's racket.
The
16-0, and tying the Crimson 0-0.
match was played at Pickard field.
Against Harvard. Exeter rhowed up and wa* umpired bv Harry Blackman.
especially well. Although they werc^
Professor Kendrick had gained the
outweighed fifteen pounds to the man, finals by defeating Jack Lavers, of
the Academy managed to dominate Brunswick, last Tuesday afternoon in
the play. Twice the Crimson waj straight sets, 7-5, 6-2, 6-1. Kendrick

this

STRONG TEAM

Average yardage of

Straight Sets
Reversing the result of the finals of
last year's tournament, Professor Nathaniel C. Kendrick defeated Professor Herbert R. Brown in the finals of
the Brunswick Record's tennis tour-

son.

Buck Sawyer and Ed Baravalle

WILLIAMS HAS

t

Forcing Net Play Aids in
Taking Record Title in

winning

Journeying to Exeter this Friday,
the Bowdoin Freeh will engage an undefeated and unacored upon Exeter

(Courtesy of Portland Sunday Telegram)

4-3

16,

FROSH. TO FACE
.EXETER FRIDAY

little trouble in defeating Maine, 27-0,
Bear showed quite
.but the Brown
some offensive -power at times. Poor
punting was one of -the major factors
which helped Dartmouth along. Twice
gbaj, ... Maine
in the shadow oV the

Purple in 1931.

I
36

Japan ea October

the 116 meter high hardle race hi
li.6 seconds. The American team
triumphed under the leadership
of Johnny Ma gee, Bowdoin track
coach, taking eleven out of fourteen fret places from the Eastern
Japan University ia the final
meet ef the trip.

Dartmouth Downs Maine
The strong Dartmouth team had

7 to 7 tie in 1936.
Their moat
crushing defeat waa the 25-u leas
they took at the hands of the

164
67
19
T

TENNIS TOURNEY

eleven. With tremendous
power at
and will most probably prove to be their command the Academy team
quite some trouble to die Polar Bear bids fair to be the hardest squad that
this Saturday.
the freshmen will encounter this sen

dawaa 1*32 saw

W

B

ia

one-eided score of 35-6. Outci
the Williams team showed detei
resistenee at all time*, holding the
perfectly clicking Princeton eleven
scoreless in the first quarter. Salsich
played outstandingly for the Purple,

the brilliant

around play of 8tan Law and
the line plunging of Pataam
which recited hi both touchall

For the horn* team Bob Johnson,
and Kemper Burton were the outstanding- baeka while O'Leary and
Jones, both ends, and Eyerly at een-

KENDRICK WINS

PKil Good. Bowdoin's ace hardier, who is touring Japan with a
team of American athletes, made
hie last competition appearance

Colby; Wins Easily

mmmmmmm^mmi

spectacular a* ever, (ding-

a substitute back, received the hall
lateral and akirted
Ida own left end for the score. This
tine Burton's place kick sailed neatly
between th« cross bars to make the
er,

Americans Win 11 To 3 In
Japan Meet; Good Stars

Last Saturday the future opponents
of Bowdoin'8 gridiron squad met with
varying success. Two defeats, one tie,
and one victory was the total achievement of those teams which are soon
to face the White.
Williams managed to push across
the second touchdown scored against
Princeton since 1982, but lost bjft'the

White Victor* In Last
Two Williams Conflict*

for ten more yard*, the Red team
made a rapid advance on the White
goal.

GRID

Wesleyan
Bowdoin
0—0
Points afToochdowas. Huntress. Klinaer
Referee.
ter touchdown. Burton (placement).
Linesman. MacUmpire. Keating.
Mann.

Three members of The Orient board
arg at present acting in the capacity
of Acting Managing Editor. Followleeignation of Weston Lewis *86, one
of original managing editors, William
Klaber "87, Richard C. Mathewson '37
and Stanley Williams *37 were temporarilv appointed to the posts. They
will collaborate every other week to
produce The Orient, while Robert
Ashley *86, present managing editor,
will continue his duties.

™

u

.

FACULTY TACKLES
QUADRUPLE CHESS

'

COME

.

.

,.

!

i

1

!

____———

The number of freshman competfor editorial positions on The
Orient has been increased to 26. by
the addition of five new men. This is
the largest number of competitorsin
the sixty-seven year history of The
itors

|

^

.

^'3S

bracket by 7-5, 6-3, 4-6, 3A 6-0.
Brown started off well, but slumped
badly in the third and fourth sets as
Daggett took advantage of every mistake made by his opponent. The former came back with a vengeance to
score a love set and with it. the match.
Charles W. Bowser and Rufus
Tuttle officiated at the Kendnek-Lavers match, while Gerald York 37 umpired the Brown-DagRett contest.

U

|

I

,

Donald F. Barnes «6 and William
Drake *86 will collaborate on announcing home vanity football games
this year from the microphone at
Whittier Field. A new announcing
booth has been erected which will permit a clearer view at the playing-field
and consequently more accurate reports of the game.
P.

P. Daggett. This match went to five
sets. Brown rallying decisively in the
last to take the place in the final

.

Lu1!^

^

since 1932.

Cormlek.

Professor Brown had won his semimatch by defeating Dr. Athero

finals

TEAM B FRESHMEN
OVERCOME MORSE

i

Orient,

'

'

|

j

Because of the illness of Professor Holmes, Mr. Philip Wilder led this
morning's chapel. Mr. Wilder used as
his text Bacon's essay on Age and
Youth. Mr. Holmes is suffering from
a slight cold.

to-

Company
$klEquipmc«t
will saaa face the lasss a"
af
- Wbat Neat T- BeTTa
we lave*

NOW
Have yeu U mu ght

of

shier the eapertaastSss tat the
Betel. Clab ao« lastttatUaal
SeU. Exc.ll.at starting salaries.
Kapia
aavaa aaas sat.
Bretr rear cones* men and wosaen
Kit a Bnal, prscucsl touch to
a saOss* background by taklna
our special training in Hotel.
Club and Institutional saaaagsaient.
Plan now to spend four
months with as bete In Washington and learn thlslnUresting.

making

DENTISTRY
YOUR LIFE WORK?
Ths Harvard

sn

service,

with emphasis on med-

offer*
this

correlations.

ical

school.
Lsrer

.

of

field

A

health

"Class

helps

DUD.. no.,

i

ISS

Ass..

Sisf

numerous
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It

crested
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sell

FREE BOOH
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MA-ae
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eajhsfi

B^naSpa^w^lS
trdaed men «M

eatad. rjronerB

To

Tipping and Mitchell

LECLAIR

additional

and Worsen. Starting
$1 .SOS and op.
Chances
Tsocement exeeasJonaL

Dees.

Cleaning and Pressing
Give

pot »ou In contact with

positions. ..Bear has

Writt for catalog.
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Usees

e'erj phase of opersUorTof hotels.

University Dental

School
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RICHARD VOIGTLANDER

'38, says: "Studying electrical engineering takes as much out of
as the hardest physical effort you'd put into

I

me

1

.Wiiliaito.-

an active outdoor sport I'm a Camel .smoker.
I

do the work

Col-8

Dept.

I

11

NAalX

'•••eat>w«ee«ee«aeaee«e*eeeee...s

AODBBSB.

esae.ee.ae.ee. •.ee.seaae.ee.se •ease* 'I

The harder I work the more I like to smoke, because Camels help me to keep alert and full of
'pep.' I enjoy Camel's milder flavor, and they
never frazzle my nerves."

'"'ii

cmr

HTArt...

TONDREAU BROS. CO.
We

carry the largest assortment of

Philgas for Fraternity

Imported Goods, Fruit, Fresh Vegetables, Olives, Pickles, Domestic and Iraported

Cheeses and Biscuits of

al>

House Cooking
Brunswick Hardware Co.

kinds east of Portland.

Orchestra, Walter CKeefe, Annette Hanshaw, and other
Headliners
over
Columbia Network.

—

TUESDAY

.

FIRST NATIONAL

BANK

asm Prof ta, $166,666

PATBONAUI

BOUCtTBB

136—87 Maine St*-Tat Iff

Tel.

MORTON'S NEWSSTAND
BOWDOIN SEAL aad
FRATERNITY PAPER

>

for

Fountain Peaa
all

Cards

good

made from

spirits.

finer,

Smoke Camels all you

EATON HARDWARE

occasions

The Sport Store

Watch aad Jewelry Repairing
expertly done
16. Maine Street

.

10 p.m.

7p.m.P.S.T.

.

.

MEN KNOW:
Camels are made from

9pja.EAT.

CSX—9 :30 p.m. MAT.

More Expensive
Tobaccos --Turkish and

finer,

8:30pjn.P.f.T.

and

never interfere with healthy nerves.

Domestic

-

than any*

other popular brand.

"

WORTS WRiriR^Le-^PstRobstwoa says : "Ive been smoking Camels
ever since they were put on the
market. I and they erase that 'done
in* reeling quickly and restore my
'pep.' I smoke at least two packs of
Camels a day and I find that they
never interfere with my nerves."

CO.

of

Brunswick

.

WABCE.S.T. THURSDAY

9 pjn. CS.T.— 8 pjn. M.S.T. 8 pan.

wish. Camels

MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS

lATWOODOB PIPES

Varney'8 Jewelry Store
for Gifts

energy...and in

are

ALL TOBACCO

TUNS INI CAMEL CARAVAN with Glen Gray's Casa _

You will like this delightful way of "turning on" your flow
of energy. Whenever you fed "played out," try this convenient
way of ironing out fatigue and increasing your energy: Light a
Camel. Soon you will enjoy a definite "lift,, . . an upturn in

eew!

_
Xa

-

m

ffi
Ve7/s£

IS

PK
IXIHORIR. (»**/; Capt.R.Stuart

1

Murray, F JLG.S., says "l t $ great to
be hack! I was in Honduras— Mosqui-

.

tia Territory- 10 months.

BRUNSWICK COAL & LUMBER
Hard and Soft Coals
Dry Fireplace Wood

Lumber and BuHdins; Materials of
A. hv

MOBSKLL ft,

Jfg*.

—

Fortunately
I bad plenty of Camels. They always give me s 'pick-up' in energy

CO.

when I need it. I prefer Camel's
sfavon they never upset say nerves."

Fuel Oils

NfffJ

ikJ
All

Kinds

H

CAMEL'S COS1LIER TOBACCOS
NEVER GET ON YOUR NERVES!

90
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AUTUMN TENNIS
Fryeburg Tie Frosh 0-0
As Fumbles Hamper Offense HASWRISES
'

T

—

'—

"
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Men Have Latent Power, But Cold Wind Dick Bechtep36 Puts Out
Brings Fumbles and Incomplete Passes; Frye, Soule,
Win Thomas; Fisher and
Taylor, Ashkenazy Hay Well
Ashley Remain

Lancaster's

With seeded players dropping by the
wayside before the rackets of comparative unknowns or former J.V.

potential
Displaying plenty
of
strength, but lacking in the coordination that is needed for the final thrust,
the Bowdoin freshman team was held
to a scoreless tie by Fryeburg Academy on Pickard Field last Friday. The
frosh outplayed the visitors throughout the game, carrying the ball within
ten yard stripe six times.
Fumbles were the chief cause of
the failure of the Frosh. Hamprede as
the frosh were by the cold weather,
they were unable to hold the ball. This
same cold temperature was the cause
of the many incompleted passes which
occurred during the game.
Fry, Soule Staar
By far the most outstanding feature of the game was the brilliant
punting of John Frye, the frosh quarter, and the stellar defense work of
Dave Soule who held down the fullback position for *38. Ashkenazy and
Taylor showed up well in the line.

IwMi

«
D. Allan. r*
.

•

trieving

r*.

Manna

rt.

rt

Currmn, re

r«.

qb.

B«bu«

Farnum
McGann

William.
rh. Barn.*

In.

'

Ih

Fltta. rh

tb. Ratcliffe
Sonic, fb
umpire. HilReferee, A. Morrell. Bowdoin
dreth. Bowdoin ; head linesman. Gibbona. Bow:

;

Held

Barnes. Bowdoin.

judire.

his fraternity

Americans Take

Far East Tour
Fourteen Track

Magee

Visit

COACH JOHN

MAGEE

in Japan with United
Track and Field Team.

States

Japanese;
hama and Tokyo were

also present at

formal gathering. The
address welcomed the American team,
with the assurance of all present that
the medium of athletic combat would
cement the bond.?, of friendship between the people, and especially the
students, of the United States and
Japan. Several hundred persons were
present at this gathering.
this particular

As Phil Good "36 sat at track training table last winter little did he
think that some eight months later
he would be squatted at a small foot
high Japanese dinner table, seated up
on a straw mat with his legs crossed,
and a pair of eight inch long ivory
chop-sticks in his hand!
In Japan one must take one's shoes
off before entering a home, even track
shoes. The food is a little different
from that served at the training tables
in the Moulton Union, comprising
mostly rice, vegetables, and fish of

Coach Magee had to have an interpreter to translate his speech from
English to Japanese at every oratorical occasion, not the least of the latter being his speech when the team
left Osaka where the Japanese Amateur Athletic Association 'gave the
Americans a splendid farewell. Magee
then advocated more diplomacy and
understanding between the peoples of
the two nations by more contact in
athletic competition as opposed to
agreements on paper.

The rice is
varied sorts, all tasty.
shoveled down by the aid of the diner's fingers, while the chop-sticks,
tricky tnings to handle, are used to
select tidbits

J.

now

Men Under

Good Goes

Phil

game

to

perfection, return-

ing the hardest shots sent from his
D. U. opponent's racket, and in a short
time was victorious.
Fisher, seeded
number one. beat
Kennedy, a promising freshman player, 6-3, 6-1, Tuesday* afternoon, and
will soon meet Bechtel, who has disposed of two seeded players, in the
semi-finals. Ashley neared the finals
"f the upper bracket by conquering
Marshall 6-2, 6-0, meeting Lewis next.
Famed for his pole vaulting but not
for his tennis, Jim Crowell picked up
where Bechtel left off and eliminated

I*. Clark
e. Martin

DHriu,

Aahkenuy

slaughter of favored players.
Dick Bechtel, the junior giantkiller, started all the trouble in the
third
round when he eliminated
George Monell after a tight three Bet
struggle Since Bechtel is a tennis
letterman this upset was not as astonishing as the one which occurred yesterday afternoon, when the slight
player cor.r aered Win Thomas, seeded
fourth, in s raight seta. The score was
10-8, 9-7. Thomas was on form, but
Bechtel played his usual steady re-

Munch

It.

Smith. Is

stages.

Robert Ashley, seeded

W. Poore

Godfrey. I*
Taylor, It ...;

Fry*, qb
Murphy.

tournament is moving into
Only Joe Fisher and
first and third
survived
the
respectively,
have
its final

Frrtbar*

(•)

<•)

players like grain before a scythe, the
fall tennis

Poore

For Fryeburg, Ratcliffe and
were the outstanding figures.
The line-ups:

doin

from a side

plate.
representatives in

the
Bowdoin's
Far East, Jack Magee, leader of the
troubles with street-crossings as well
Compete at Tokyo
as eating in the delicate and skilled
Japanese style. Bicycles are as thick
The first track meet, at Tokyo, was
as flies on Japanese streets.
on a heavy humid day. The Americans were slightly at a disadvantage,
Enioy Parks
A familiar sight on the streets is totalling fourteen of America's betthe mothers of Japan, who carry their ter track men against thirty fullchampions. Also the
children wrapped and held by a sash fledged Japanese
^scoring system was by the 4-3-2-1
to their backs, walking along in their
system, in which team numbers had
getas, or native wooden shoes which
influence,
because
the Japanese had
click in rhythm with their steps.
Magee and Good have found the fresher men for second performances.
The Americans managed to win,
buildings, parks, and playgrounds of
however,
since Metcalfe set a new
the Nipponese Empire very numerworld record in the 200 meter dash,
ous and beautiful to American eyes.
The true native houses have very thin covering the distance in 20 and 2-lOths
Good beat the best Japanese
screens which can seconds.
walls, with many
*
*1 —
_
1 i
C llUlt- «a\jaa
aiot aa
can be moved at random to change hurdler in 14 6-10ths sees, to set a
new Japanese record and the fastest
the sise of the rooms, but the Eurofor
track.
The U. S. margin was
the
pean influence is marked in many
points.
9
cases.
At Osaka the Americans lost, havWhile visiting Tokyo for a meet,
and doing plenty of sight-seeing on ing won previously at Nagoya. Then
they set
forth for Dairen in Manthe side, the two Bowdoin men were
After a meet there they
entertained by Rio Toyokana of thejehuria.
He is an important Planned to proceed to one in Hsinking
class of 1921.
™*
r
the
Russian border, passing
official on the board of the "Tokyo
Manichich", the third leading paper through bandit infested country on
their way. The weight men 'were to
in the world in circulation. While in
hurl their hammers at any marauding
the Nipponese capital the team had
the interesting and somewhat uneasy bandits who might attempt to hold up
the train, according to Jokester Maexperience of feeling their first earthgee! After this encounter the team
considerwrought
quake, one which
was scheduled to start on the long
able damage in the islands, and was
one of the worst recorded since 1923's trip home, Magee and Good expecting to reach Bowdoin early next
catastrophe.
month after a trip of several thousand
Team Well Received

Stu

brother,

Thoits,

SPORT SIDELIGHTS

.

*

i

ami

at the football records of the past two weak ends reveals a rather
dismal prospect from a Bowdoin point of view. It reveals that in four grid
contests Bowdoin team, freshman, jayvee, and varsity, have failed to break
into the scoring column.
It ie veals that on the basis of past records the
White vanity eleven can be granted an even chance to win only one game
that with Colby, to be played on that Bowdoin bugaboo, Seaverns Field in
Waterville.

HARRIERS

Cross Country

Men

SWIMMERS ARE
GOOD MATERIAL
Hopes to Develop
Winners from Big Squad;
Movies Will Aid

Lose to Coach

Gorham Normal by
Several Points

Williams will enter next Saturday's game a distinct favorite

In the face of a cold wind, the Bow"To date we have a strong undedoin Junior Varsity Cross Country veloped team. With a lot of hard work
team met defeat at the hands of Gor- we should develop into something
ham
Normal's
first squad last Friday good." These are the opinions of Bob
not invincible.
afternoon 25-31. Running the three Miller, swimming coach, for the prosand a half mile McKeen street course, pects of this year's season. With
Maine did rather well at Hanover, and may be expected to put on the field Morton and Twitchell, two Gorham many of the old members gone, but
its usual powerful aggregation.
But the loss of Littlehale, probably for the men crossed the line ahead of the with the largest number ever out for
remainder of the season, will hurt. Tufts, with every bit as strong a team field.
swimming this prediction appears to
as last year's, is about due for a win over the White. That leaves Colby. The
Cowan, captain of the Bowdoin be accurate.
Mules gained the astonishing number of 13 yards against Tufts and looked team finished third, fifteen seconds
Captain Beale heads the team as a
somewhat ragged against teams such as the Coast Guard and Lowell Textile. behind the winners.
powerful breaststroker. Other letter
But for the Bears to gain a victory over the Pale Blue on the letter's home
The runners crossed the line in the men left in this event are Whitmore
grounds will be quite an accomplishment.
following order: tie for first, Morton and Pach, while Hook and Ray are
and Twitchell, Gorham; third, Cowan, among the promising material. May,
Practically the only bright spots in the Wesleyan encounter
Bowdoin; fourth, Bond, Bowdoin; Seagrave and McKeen support the
were Bill Shaw's punt and the running of Jack Reed. Despite
fifth. Gardner, Gorham; sixth, Mann
backstroke event.
Seed's excellence last Saturday the mending Bill Scale's leg
Bowdoin; seventh, Bean, Gorham;
Divers, Free-Stylers Lost
muscle woald aid the team. Incidentally Charlie Smith's passing
eighth, Traslc, Bowdoin; ninth, HamAll the old divers graduated, but
from center showed a decided improvement over the week before.
blin,
Gorham; tenth, Fenley, Bow- they probably will be replaced by Bendoin.
son, Iwanowicz, or Sampson. Likewise
Unseeded players have been cutting a wide swath in Bowdoin's rain soaked
Hawkins Stars For Freshmen
the loss of the free styiers brings infall tennis tournament. Bob Ashley is the only seeded player left in the upper
Hawkins led the Freshmen cross to the foreground .as good possibilities
half of the draw. Jim Woodger, seeded second, found water on the knee and country team over a three mile course for the 100 yard dash and distance
Lat Hyde's racket too much for him. An abscessed tooth put Ned Brown, to victory. Setting a fast pace against events to Boyd, Cary, Smith, Brown,
seeded fifth, out Iff the running.
Gorham Normal's second team, Haw- and Cotton. Henry Franklin, ineligikins crossed the line in 18:55 minutes ble this semester due to his transferBowdoin's pole vaulting ace, Jim Crowell. unexpectedly elimijust six seconds in front of his team- ing from Worcester Tech, will be valnated Stu Thoits, eighth seeded player. In the lower bracket
mate. Fischer. Two other Bowdoin uable in the future. He comes to BowHowdie Dana went down before Kennedy in a long and. hard
men, Shouktmas and W. Allen follow- doin with a record which marks him
battle.
Just to prove that some seedings were justified, Joe
ed taking third and .fourth places.
as one of the best all around swimFisher and Win Thomas have managed to remain in the lower
Next crossing the line hand in hand, mers in New England.
half.
were four Gorham teammates, Tracy,
The team is working out S days a
Edwards, Ellis, and Chapman. Robin week. Practice includes calisthenics
The victory of the Freshman B team over Morse High last Monday was son of Bowdoin came close on then in the gym for body building besides
followed
Gorham.
heels
by
Clifford
of
the regular work in the pool. Followauspicious in the fact that the 19-0 score constituted the first points that a
The Bowdoin team won by the score ing the last football game practice
Bowdoin team has made this year. Before that, two scoreless ties and a 13-0
of 19 to 36.
shutout was the Polar Bear record.
will be held every day, and the team
will eat at training table.
Professor Kendrick pulled a surprise play last Monday when
Movies Helpful in Judging
he defeated "Herby" Brown in straight sets in the town tournaMovies, which were taken .but
ment. The 6-3, 6-1, 6-2 score that he made was much more
spring by Coach Miller, have proved
one-sided than the five set final between these two last year.
helpful in determining the best position for a relay judge to stand when
With victories for the D.U. team determining touches ofra close relay
Touch football seems to be rapidly falling from an active to an inactive
game. As a matter of fact, all the games that have yet been won in the inter- over the D.K.E.'s and the Kappa Sig- start. Also pictures of various men
over the Zetes, the interfraternity swimming have proved helpful to
fraternity league have been taken by default. Should this policy continue, ma
touch
football series continued last them for correcting their form.
it is very probable that the league will be won entirely default with the indiWednesday. Both games were won b>
vidual leaders tossing
see
winner.

eighth seeded player and runner-up in
the Maine Intercollegiate Doubles last
spring. The fact that Thoits had not
played all summer contributed largely to his downfall, 6-3, 2-6, 6-3.
The second round elimination of
by the. biggest upset of all when Lat
Thoits was followed in the same round
Hyde, ex-number one man from Wilbraham Academy, got the better of
who will be named
a coin to
Or maybe
Jim Woodger, 1933 Maine Intercollethey'll decide it by a chess game.
giate Singles Champion seeded second to Fisher. Handicapped by water
Bates seems to be going out of its way to get into trouble
on the knee which prevented his covnext footbal! season. Not content with tackling Harvard, the
ering court, Woodger was forced to
wildcats have added N. Y. U. and Holy Cross to the list of their
default at 3-4 in the second set after
opponents.
If they keep this up, it's likely that they'll soon be
Hyde had taken the first 6-2.
taking Notre Dame on as a breather.
The injury bugaboo went from
Woodger to Ned Brown, seeded fifth.
The Frosh team travels to Exeter this Friday, and is likely to hit their
Because of an accessed tooth Brown toughest opponent
of the year. Exeter has shown power and deception in
was forced to default to Welch of the their play so far, and will have more playing ability than the Fryeburg team
freshman class.
which held '38 to a scoreless tie. The Yale Frosh have already been downed
Freshmen continued to dominate by the academy, and Harvard '38 was tied.
the play as Sonny Kennedy, who
played for Hebron last year, put out
Gorham Normal surprised the college by coming up with a
Howdie Dana after a thrilling three
fast cross-country squarl. Le4 by Mortor. and Twichell, the fusett match 1-6, 6-8, 6-4. Dana reeled
ture teachers covered the course in remarkably quick time conoff five games in a row in the first set
sidering the fact that it was the first meet of the year. Captain
before Kennedy took a game. After
Cowan and Ditto Bond of the White were only able to come in
losing the second set and running up
third and fourth over the McKeen Street stretch.
a substantial lead in the deciding set,
Dana had difficulty with his serve,
The Frosh showed up to better advantage against the Gorham seconds and
and Kennedy pulled the match out of came in on the short end of a 19-36 score. Bill Hawkins led his mates over
the fire.
a three mile course, coming in ahead of his mate, Fischer. Shoukimas and
A minor upset occurred when Dick W. Allen came in next. Gorham, also running, took fifth place.
Baker, former Norwood High player,
outlaster Charlie Noyes of the golf
ished this week. ,As the players enter upper half, Bob Ashley ought to reach
team.
good the finals with little difficulty. His opseveral
quarter-finals
Considerably slowed up by the rain the
which prevented play for several matches are in the offing.
ponent in the semi-finals should be
days, the tournament should be finThe only seeded player left in the. Lat Hyde.

DEFAULTS FEATURE
IN TOUCIT LEAGUES

'

default, however.

It was erroneously stated in the
Friday saw a continuation of this first issue of the Orient that Roland
when the Non-fraternity team Hastings had pledged Kappa Sigma.
defaulted to Sigma Nu. The Chi Psi- Mr. Hastings, who did not enter colPsi U game was postponed.
lege this fall, is pledged to no house.
On Monday the Kappa Sigs defaulted to the Beta Theta Pi team,
and the A.T.O. victory over the
MISS THE
D.K.E.'s was also due to a default.
Whether or not the series will be won
on defaults remains to be seen. The
T.D.'s are still favorites; next week
may see some real competition how-

policy

DONT

WRESTLING SHOW

ever.

Brunswick Town Hall

PROFESSIONAL

CAREER
Hundred*

of" colore

men

Wednesday Evening, Oct 17
8.30 P.

known

Chick Montana

Eddie

Jack Spencer
of Boston

f acu!f v.

aUki wrila

vs.
vs.

Eddie Parquette
of Canada
Yankee. Ball
of Montreal
Marcil Livernois
of France

and

A

BIG BATTLE

ROYAL

with 4 Other Wrestlers
Admission
•
49 cents
Reserved Seats 75c

«

R.iittrar.
C. Batatar
PKilaotlphia. Pa.

Twelfth St..

Adams

of Detroit

College of Optometry
Far

vs.

of Detroit

Pennsylvania State
An. aaa

M.

.

anrl

hat* found a pleasant and 'HenMrd career
as optnmttrlral ftp spetlaliitf
The Pf.iniylvanla Stat- OoOe»S of Optometry, a class "A" ctVaol, off its a d»Rttonslre cllnfeal farUltles.
Sra* course.
complete laborttnr.fi and e<iulpnwnt, well-

air enou
time to time wc tell you
about Chesterfield Cigarettes.

FEtOM

!

.

We say that Chesterfields
from other

cigarettes

are different

is different,

and

made is different.
Everything that modern Science knows

the

they are

about or that money can buy

making

— that the tobaccos

are different, the paper

way

facts

is

used in

Chesterfield a milder, better-tast-

ing cigarette

— a cigarette that

Satisfies.

You can prove what we
tell you about Chesterfield,'
May we ask you to try them
—that would seem to be fair enough.

miles.

JThe team was well received, and
royally entertained,

J.V.

by virtue of a win over Mass State and its creditable exhibition
against Princeton. Bates by distinctly outplaying an extremely
lucky Harvard team has shown an early season strength not
equalled by any other of Bowdoin's opponents.
Its showing
against New Hampshire proves, however, that the Bobcat is

r*

i

GORHAM BEATS

A glance

I

*

was

'

Magee and

they attending a banquet at the American Embassy, where the track mentor responded to the toast of the Ambassador in. behalf of the team. The
American Ambassador is a Harvard
man, a member of Roosevelt's class,
and from Boston. Magee averaged
two speeches a day at various functions.
An important feature of the
Tokyo visit was the coach's meeting
with Prince Chichiou and the Minister
of Education. The Mayor of Yoko-

.HfCfi

I

at
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SEND THE ORIENT HOME
Your parents are intensely interested in the news
and events here at your college. The ORIENT will
keep them well posted on both.
To have the name of either your Dad or Mother
Eut on the mailing list, merely fill out the attached
lank and with two dollars mail to The Bowdoin
Publishing Co., Moulton Union, Town.
Send the
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Rises

• •

pOLLEGIATE

» *

May Beat

observant
In general, Alma Mater, fraternity
and class monopolize most of the

undergraduate's

The manner

are distributed

is

in

purely

Bates, Maine for Title

collegiate

INJURIES

these three loyalties may
to possess distinctive qualities

While

during one's undergraduate days,
they mingle more and more together
as the years advance, radiating from
• general nucleus of memories.

WEAKEN

Commends

White

the fight
"If the team puts up
against Colby Saturday that it did in
the third quarter of the Williams
game, we have a good chance to win",
said Coach Charlie Bowser to an
Orient representative Monday morning. 'Their playing during the last
half was the best they have shown
up
this year.
If they had kept it
throughout the game, the score would
have been much evener."
Upon being questioned as to the
probable winner of the State Series,
Coach Bowser declared, 'Vlt seems
probable that Bates or Maine will
take the series. Of course, Maine has
been badly crippled. Whether or not
their injured players will be available
for the Series games I don't know.
Cotton. Littlehale and Reese, who are
three of Maine's best players, haven't
played for two or three weeks. If
they get back in, Maine should be the
Bowser added, however,
less tie to its credit, the team is no favorite."
longer instrumental in producing an that the strong Bates team that had
such a creditable showing
inflation of collegiatism, and conse- made
quently college spirit is on the wane. against Harvard could not be disreBut why should cynicism necessarily garded.
Colby Has Good Backs
follow? Why should the outcome of
Colby will present a fairly strong
a football game determine in such
large measure the collegiate attitude team at Waterville next Saturday.
They have two early season wins to
for the remainder of the year?
their credit, against Coast Guard and
Textile, but have been beaten
IpMPHASIS on extra auricular ac- Lowell
recently
by Tufts and Northeastern
J tivity has been advancing at a
University.
The Mule defense, led
steady rate for so long that it has
by Captain Dow at Tackle, is far from
reached a position where it holds a
Peabody,
in
set up. They have
commanding postoin over scholastic aYadwinski
and Sheehan three high
endeavors.
Peabody
backs.
running
The source of this difficulty la quality
It
hasm
wstrbing.
especially
win
found in the competition which operPrac- primarily his running ami passing
ates among the fraternities.
score
only
Mule's
to
the
that
led
tically every freshman on becoming
last
University
against Northeastern
pledged is encouraged, and in some
Saturday.
instances, obliged to devote himBelf
When asked as to the possibility of
to some branches of extra-curricular
has followed the
the "Jinx" that
activity.
in
Probably in the majority of cases White at Seavern field encounters
past taking effect again, Bowser
more can be said for than against the
has
looked
that way in the
replied,
"it
system. Undoubtedly it may
this
field
field
is
bad
Colby
a
past.
The
to
abilities
latent
cause certain
emerge which otherwise would never in rainy Weather. If it isn't well dried
out before the week end it will make
be revealed.
On the other hand, if a person the playing considerably more diffiwhose main interests are of a scholar- cult. However, we aren't goin to be-'
lieve in jinxes this year".
of
type
some
into
forced
is
ly nature,
White Backfield Inexperienced
work to which he is not particularly
adapted, he may never discover his
"The backfield, with two sophotrue abilities, and consequently suffer mores in it, hasn't had quite enough
from a case of maladjustment.
experience to work altogether smoothly", Coach Bowser continued. "I exAT HARVARD and at Bow- pect their co-ordination to improve,
doin it has been discovered that although they are quite capable deentering college directly fensively at present. The whole team
students
from public schools often achieve showed an improvement in the last
higher scholastic attainments than half of Saturday's game".
"The center position is still a probtheir classmates who have been prepared at high standing private acad- lem. If we can straighten that out
we will be in better condition," the
emies.
relafreshman's
the
coach concluded. Jack Lawrence, who
This is due to
public played the whole Williams game at
tive degree of adaptability.
graduate, who during his the pivot position, has a bad shoulder,
school
school days has had to plan his sched- Charlie Smith is still handicapped by
ule of study himself, adjusts himself an injured hand, although he saw
better to the novelty of college life some action at tackle last Saturday.
than the graduate of a private school

according to many acute
observers, is on the crest of another wave. This time it happens to
be a "return to cynicism".
The members of the present Senior
Class will remember the prevalence
of this "intellectual indulgence" durAt that
ing their freshman year.
time a large proportion of the student
body refused even to attend a footIndifference was the reball game.
ply to anything approximating a display of college spirit.
In 1932 through the combined efforts of the Administration, alumni,
rally leaders, etc., the student body
once more seemed imbued with some
good-old-fashioned-college-spirit. Behind all this was the one driving force
which really mattered the promise
of a victorious football team.
With two defeats and one score-

leaders burst into the public eye

when he was syncopating

-

CHARLES W.
Whose proteges seek

BOWSER
their first state

series victory against Colby Saturday.

NEW CLUB HAS
FIRSTSPEAKER
Forum Makes

Political

Professors

Plans,

Fall

to

Talk Soon
Inaugurating

Bowdoin

Forum on "Was

radio

news programs and magazines

as sources, of contemporary news. The
meeting was then turned over to the
speaker of the evening, Percival
Knauth.
Reviews Facts
After stating his topic for discussion, "Was Harvard's Refusal of the
Hanfstaengel Scholarship Justified or
was the faculty misinformed as to the
the German univerKnauth declined to express
an opinion but proposed to reveal the
truth about the universities by telling of his own experience as a schoolboy and student in Germany.
He then reviewed the facts of tht
refusal of the Hanfstaengel offer
the close connections between Hitler
and Hanfstaengel, the latter's associations with Harvard University, his
alma mater, and finally the letters exchanged between the two parties in
the course of the incident. Here
Knauth spoke of the numerous events
which showed anti-Hitler sentiment
toward the German visitor, and of
the precautions taken to avoid violent demonstrations.
Knauth began his discourse on the
condition of the German universities
by declaring that internal unrest in
German schools dates back to 1918.
(Continued on pas* 4)
conditions

in

sities?",

In August, 1840, a small shrewd,
smoothly shaven stranger came to
Brunswick and 'Bowdoin, where he
became what one would call in mod"card".
ern* parlance, a campus
"Diogenes" for such was his name,
was a college figure whose name and
life have become a familiar legend to
many Bowdoin men. The strange and
romantic personality of "Diogenes"
may be considered with interest by
those

who

tions
doin.

and reminiscences of old BowHenry L. Chapman '66 has in a

find pleasure in the tradi-

entertaining

story

preserved

this interesting character for the curiosity of many a delver into Bowdoin's
past while Minot and Snow in their

"Tales of Old Bowdoin" have spun a
tale about him.
His name was somewhat vague, and
it did not imply a knowledge of philosophy or living in barrels. This was
no philosopher of the tub, but a campus institution! His arrival was in the
month when seniors were preparing

—

visitors establishment a
crude and rudelyvictory painted sign announced that clothes
In the second quarter the were promptly mended and cleaned
New Hampshire team scored seven- within. His clients were mainly, but
teen points. Maine rallied in the last not exclusively, from the college, and
period, but her one touchdown was in- such was the care that he took of
sufficient to offset their opponents' their garments that his own became
lead.
worn and sloppy, neglected entirely.

New Freshman Eligibility Rule
MORRELL
WILLIAMS AIR

ATTACK BEATS
WHITE ELEVEN

Cotton Club in Harlem. Since be
has remained there as the conductor of the world's foremost
black orchestra and as the composer of "Mood Indigo" and
"Sophisticated Lady" not to mention several others. That the Cotton Club still aia a glamor sec-

ond to none is due to the fact
that he once played there. Featured in the recent "Cotton Club
Revues", his star singer is Miss
Ivie Anderson, whom he discovered in Chicago.
When he is not on tour,

El-

New York City
with his wife and sixteen year old
Modestly he attributes a
good measure at his success to
his partner and manager, Irving
*

son.

Mills.

la conclusion the Duke sent
his best wishes to Bowdoin and
spoke highly of his Ivy engagement here three years. Incidentally he expressed a desire to have
sent to him a copy of the Orient.

Will

CHIEF PROPONENT
Make Freshmen

Ineligible for

Bowdoin Coaches Look
with Favor on Proposal

All Varsity Athletics;

In its regular December meeting, the Athletic Council will definitely vote
on the proposed amendment to make freshmen ineligible for all Varsity
If the rule is passed, and there is at present every indication
Athletics.
that it will be, it will become elective in the fall of 1935. It will do away
with the present regulation which permits freshmen to compete after midyears in Varsity sports such as hockey, baseball, and track.

Polar Bears Overcome, 20-0,
by Smooth Passing of
Invading Eleven

SALSICH,

IS

New Amendment

HOLMES

Malcolm E. Morrell. director of ath-

STAR FOR PURPLE

letics,

is

the chief proponent of the

new amendment. During

his associa-

tion every year with the

Soule and Sawyer Shine for
Polar Bears in Running

New Eng-

land College Conferences he has found

that more and more of the small colleges are abandoning the one semester
in favor of the one year ruling. Bates
and Colby are now about the only
other small New England colleges besides Bowdoin which still maintain
the old semester regulation.
Many

and Passing
With a display of_ smooth, welltimed and powerful' passing that
caught the Polar Bear totally unprepared, a veteran Williams team took
home a 20-0 victory over the White
gridmen last Saturday. Salsich and
Holmes, two versatile Williams backs,

colleges with whom we have athletic
relations don't like to have meets with
freshmen competing. All the Bowdoin
coaches favor the proposed amendment, and with no opposition likely
MALCOLM E. MORRELL
from any other source, it seems alDirector of Athletics and sponsor of most certain of passage.
The new ruling will have several
the proposed amendment to freshman
direct advantages. The IC4A has a
eligibility rules.
rule that a man can compete in college track only three years.
If a
freshman takes part in a State Meet
bis first year, he is not eligible for

starred as the Purple scored twice in
the second quarter and once in the
third.

Bowdoin's defense, led by Stan Low
and Captain Kent, seemed to have improved, and the Williams running attack was stopped effectively. Soule's
running and Sawyer's passing starred
for the White, but Williams' 190pound line stiffened when the Polar
Bears threatened, and the latter
lacked scoring punch.

CARAVAN GROUP

Williams Attacks
The first quarter was uneventful,
with an exchange of punts giving little advantage to either team. Jack
Lawrence, who played the whole

ARRIVES NOV.

IC4A competition

game at center, intercepted a pass, "Taming of the Shrew" to be
and gave the White momentary hope,
Given
\t Thursday in
s
but a succession of line plays was
stopped effectively, and after another
Memorial Hall
exchange of punts, the quarter ended,
possession
gridmen
in
with the Purple
In the first dramatic presentation
of the ball on their own 48-yard line.
Williams' displaying for the first of the year at Bowdoin the Caravan
time the strength of its aerial attack, Players will present "The Taming of
opened the second quarter with a the Shrew" in Memorial Hall Thurspass, Salsich to Kroll, right end, who day evening, November 4.
s otaa n
Will jeat aafiue ho was. tmnhjeV ls*arala» fr-flaa fieaavaa PUyare
to Holmes.
Holmes then earned the lied by Thayer Roberts and Jennette
be 'Whistling in the Dark'; ball
to Bowdoin's 17-yard line. After Dowling. who played on the Bowdoin
Players
durJitney
Campus
with
the
two plunges without gain, Holmes
Tryouts Friday
company
passed to Welles on the goal line for ing the summer of 1929. The
the first score of the game. Lambert- has adopted a policy of presenting
At the Masque and Gown Smoker son converted easily by place kick.
classics before towns removed from
last Monday evening, it was finally
The second touchdown for the Pur- the regular run• of Broadway producdecided that the Thanksgiving productions.
Continued on page 6)
tion would be "Whistling in the Dark",
"The Taming of the Shrew" has for
the successful play, movie, and novel.
three centuries headed the list of
There was a large gathering presfarcial comedy and should prove very
ent, including Prof. Herbert Brown,
popular with a Bowdoin audience.
John Cooper, the well-known author
The players will present it with all of
of detective fiction here and in Engits traditional background in a modland, Prof. Stanley Chase, who spoke
It is
ern, speedy, colorful manner.
to the meeting on the coming Shaketheir policy to produce the play as
spearian play, "Taming of th e Shrew",
Shakespeare would hav e presented it.
and Mr. Quinby, the Masque and
The company turns to the classics,
Gown director, who read from the Intellect Without Character for their repertoire. Besides Shakeplay chosen. Stephen Merrill, presispeare's immortal farce of Petruchio
Scored by Chicago D.D.
dent of the Masque and Gown spoke
and mad Kate, they have played
briefly, outlining the policy for the
Moliere's satire, "Le Bourgeois GenIn Sunday Chapel
season, and greeting the guests.
tilhomme"; and "Paola and Francesca" by Stephen Phillip.
Tryouts Friday
to place
Bowdoin
students
plea
to
A.
Blanket Tax Admits
It is expected that the play "WhistlThe cast is one of wide experience.
ing in the Dark" will be produced on the building of a good character beof
the
fore
everything
else
theme
was
Mr. Roberts has a Shakespearian
the twenty-sixth of November in Memorial Hall, at new and popular the Sunday chapel address of Rev. R. background which comes from three
Chicago. Char- years with Frits Leiber. He has
prices. Careful plans are already be- W. Gammon, D.D., of
ing laid for new and novel stage ef- acter, he said, is the basis of right- played for several years at the Boston
eous living. Intellect alone will not be Repertory Theatre. Miss Dowling perfects.
sufficient.
formed with Mrs. Fiske on that star's
Tryouts for the play will be held at
As proof of this, he pointed out Na- last tour through America.
seven-thirty, Friday evening in the
The remainder of the company is a
Masque and Gown room at the Moul- poleon. Surely a man with a greater
For
conceived.
well trained group, representative of
ton Union. It is not necessary that intelect could not be
lay many different theatres throughout
aspirants for parts were at the meet- years the entire civilized world
ing; but any new applicants should under the spell of his will, but his was the East and the middle West: Fredfive million eric Cornell, whose Grumio has excitgive their names as soon as possible a destructive intellect, as
ed splendid comment; John Dawson of
to Robert Sherman, at the Beta House. dead will testify.
Cites World War
the Civic Theatre in Pittsburgh;
Rehearsals will start early next
words
highly
colored
he told of Francis
In
Town
Durham,
Marion
week. Any men interested in assisting
intellectual forces directing- the Theatre,
the
Columbia, S. C; Oliver
in the staging of this production are
World War. Shells, guided by the Wendell Holmes of the Goodman
urged to apply at once.
brains of the world's greatest scient- Theatre. Chicago; Peggy Leland, who
ist, flying fifty miles to strike a cathe- hails from the Cleveland Playhouse;
puvi'nZ
dral full of worshippers. Destructive Marjone Donaway, formerly wUh the
forces inconceivable in their ingen- Sewell Players of Atlanta, Ga.; and
iousness and brutality, unleashed by
N

wi

senior

year,

Laughlin, Allen, Niblock, and Good
have been and will be ineligible for
major track meets their senior year, a
difficulty which the new amendment
will automatically
remove. Another
favorable argument for the change

Ne

MASQUE-GOWN
HOLDS SMOKER

his

even though he may not have entered
the IC4A as a freshman.
Rule Helps Scholarship
Bowdoin track stars such as Mc-

1

is the fact that the varsity baseball
schedule includes fifteen games, while
the J. V. team has only six. Thus the
new ruling would give the first year
men more time for their studies.
taMaa^aa»<snj» n »at >' M
ble fo
or varsity competition immediately upon entering college. About 1924
the one semester rule was instituted.
The chief drawback to repealing it before this was the matter of expense.
The freshmen out for varsity baas
ball or track would have had to do

j

i

i

I

M

something else.
Freshmen teams
would have been expensive to support,

(

but the organizing of Junior Varsity
teams in the past two years will now
take care of them. There is also a
Freshman track
possibility that a
team will have an outdoor dual meet
with South Portland next spring.

GAMMON LAUDS

RIGHTEOUS LIFE

HAM AND MITCHELL
GO TO MTODLERIRY
Acting Dean W. B. Mitchell and
Prof. R. J. Ham represented Bowdoin
college in the 76th annual conferer.ee
of the Association ot New England
colleges at Middlebury, Conn., Friday

and Saturday. Educational problems
of many types were subjected to the
consideration of college presidents
and leaders in a series of three infor-

mal

discussions.

Pres. K. C. M. Sills of Bowdoin was
unable to be present at the meeting,
which was attended by the presidents
of most of the 12 collegs in the assoAmherst, Boston University,
ciation
Bowdoin. Brown, Harvard, Middlebury. Trinity, Tufts, University of
Vermont, Wesleyan, Williams and

—

Yale.

77' ^'>?*W ^:L

FAMOUS SOPRANO
RENDERS RECITAL
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WON BYTTBBETTS

Kamerling Assisted Conant At
Harvard With Research Work

—

A

On

The association's conferences are
unique in that there are no officers, no
no reporters
resolutions, no papers,
F
f N1ew England's colj
informa , digcU8 .
,
meet
£ Subjec{ s considered at this year's
!confereni included student finances,
Q?.I«
men for the destruction of men.
lu^TJ^hi
H,
requirements.
entrance
curriculum,
This, he said, is intellect alone, preTh^
Sffflanket
Blanket Tax
The last ticket in the
The Bowdoin College department of
d fraternity hoU8e „,,„. A Urge
dominant, not guided by conscience,
music presented last night in MeBeautiful
character.
morial Hall, a recital by the noted the voice of
poetry leads one to assume that the
soprano, Miss Ethel ynde Smith, accharacter.
companied by Fred Lincoln Hill. poet most have a beautiful
poetry may come from u
These two have appeared in all parts But even
of the Bo wdoin faculty.
source.
presenting Blanket Tax books at thei
of the country and have everywhere purely intellectual
for example, though Bursar's office.
Robert
Burns,
been received with the same favor
beautiFour English majors will be chosen gmf f ga
with which they were received here his poetry is among the most
ful in the English language, had a to aid the cast as supers. These have
last night.
[fll IK
lTlUaTlllU
**JM1
weak character. That he realized this not been named as yet.
The stage *
Her program follows:
Old songs: Come and Trip It, may be assumed, however, from the department of the Masque and Gown
(Continued on p»kp 4)
production.
the
will
also
aid
in
Handel;
Ancient
Buddhist
Chant
(Chinese), anonymous; Spinnliedchen
wearing always a silk hat which fair- (German Folk Song), arr. by Reiman.
ly shone with decay and decreptitude German Leider: Ruhe, Meine Seele
Philip Morris Contest on
he was to be seen on campus at Richard Strauss: Vergebliches Standalmost any hour going in and out of chen, Johannes Brahms.
Exeter, Williams Games;
French Aria: Je dis que rien ne
the college halls. A favorite occupam'espouvante
(Micaela's
Aria
from
tion of his was to study the daily
Renewed Next Sat.
With teaching experience at Prince- food in plants,.
newspapers in the reading room, with Carmen), Bizet.
and
ton,
two
year's
work
Harvard
Rockefeller
institute
Hai
at
at
the
French songs:
While
Luli, Coquard;
the aid of a home-made magnifying
Conseils
One thousand Phillip Morris ciga Nina
(Waltz
Song), two years of research at the Rocke- for Medical Research, Dr. Kamerling
glass.
feller Institute, Professor Samuel E. worked with Dr. W. J. V. Osterhout in arettes will go to Ashby Tibbetts "35
But he was to be seen at his wierd- Wekerlin.
Kamerling of the chemistry depart- the division of general physiology. winner of last week's forecast BowAmerican Songs
est and best in that twilight period
A Maid Sings Light, Edward A. ment comes to Bowdoin with no mea- Dr. Osterhout is one of the leading doin /Football Scores Contest.
before dawn, going from hall to hall
MacDowell; White Clouds (dedicated ger background in scientific study. physiologists in the country.
The
Norman Quint *36 and Benjamin
with a burning candle, or if it was
to Miss Smith), Kathleen Manning; After he was graduated from New work was concerned with the penetra- Daniels "37 were scecond place winwindy, a lantern which perhaps gave
Mornin' on ze Bayou (song of <the York University, he taught at Prince- tion of salts through living cells.
ners. Their prize is 200 cigarettes
him his name of "Diogenes".
His
Louisiana Cajuns), lily Stricklan.
At
ton where he received his Ph.D.
Dr. Osterhout has been working on each. The two games were the Bowtasks at dawn were to light the fires
American Aria: The Spring Song Harvard he worked as assistant to this problem for a long time, and now, doin-Williams game which the latter
in the rooms of a few early risen
of the Robin Woman (from. Shane- Prof. Conant who is now president of since the introduction of a model this won
20-0
and the Frosh-Exeter
and studiers among the students, and
wis), Charles W. Cadman.
study of the passage of salts can be struggle which Exeter won 26-0.
that college.
to heat the recitation rooms for the
Songs of Youth: Little Brother's
Then Conant was head of the chem- made much more simple. The object
Competition is still open, students
early classes before breakfast.
Lullaby (Flemish Folk Song), arr. by istry department, and his field of of this work is to make physico-chem- may cast their votes on Phillip Morris
"Diogenes' was a diligent reader.
Broecky; The Icicle (American), work was in the structure of Chloro- ical study of these cell models. The wrappers at the Union. The rules of
Making allowances for his scanty leis- Jan
Karolyn Wells Bassett; The Vespers phyll which is the green coloring Blat- object of general physiology is the in- the contest are posted in fraternity
ure, it can be said that he might have
(English), H. Fraser-Simson; Mandy ter in plants. Chlorophyll is the agent terpretation of biological phenominx houses and the Union.
claimed the title of book-worm. He
and the Spiders (American), Lor- which, with sunlight and carbon di- in terms of the laws of physics and
Winners will receive their rewards
(Continued on pane *)
raine Tombo.
oxide accomplishes the oxidation of chemistry.
at the Union Cafeteria.

This business was interrupted by
the Portland and Kennebec railway
who forced him to yield to the right
of way when they built a line through
Brunswick. "Diogenes" retired to a
small boarding-house where he carried on his business for a short time.
Already he was on the dark side of
forty, with a considerable knowledge
for books and no less avid a liking
for liquid stimulants.
Gradually he
was drawn from his seclusion to perform various small duties about the
college.
Some of these small jobs
were for students, others for the College itself.
25 Years on Campus
For twenty-five years, at least, he
was most familiar to the Bowdoin
campus.
short-grave, sturdy little
man in rusty ill-fitting clothes,

Tufts was the only college of Bowdoin's future opponents to celebrate
victory last Saturday. The three colleges in the Maine league all met defeat.
At Lewiston. Bates failed to threaten Boston University until the end for the Commencement exercises, for
of the third quarter when Marcus the closing ceremonies came in midopened up against the Massachusetts summer in the college program ot
eleven.
With nine minutes to play, that era. For more than a quarter
B.U. broke loose and made the touch- of a century this little man remained
down which decided the game, mak- upon the scene, an interesting and
ing the final score 8 to 6.
unique character.
Colby fought a losing battle with
Wandering Peddler
Northeastern University to the tune
He first came to Brunswick as a
of IS to 6. The Mule broke loose once wandering peddler, but suddenly tired
in the final period when Kivi caught of the itinerant life he had led, decida pass from Yadwinski.
ing to establish himself in a small
At Durham, the University of New shop on Maine street. Outside of thy

of 24 to

Political

"Diogenes" and His Lamp Familiar
Figure in The "Ends" for 25 Years

very

Hampshire walked over her
the U. of M. chalking up a

weekl>

Harvard's Rejection of the Hanfstaengel Scholarship Justified?"
Knauth, who has begun his studies
here at Bowdoin as a sophomore, has
spent much of his school life in Germany where his family is situated.
Sidney Mcleary '36, chairman of
the discussion ^group opened the meeting by bringing questions of future
policy, to the attention of the members. After a brief survey of current
news, national and foreign, by William F. Leach VI, Professors Cushlttg «nd
Hormell, advisers to the
Forum, d1sc\lsseu tile value of various

A

TUFTS WINS, MAINE
COLLEGES DEFEATED

of

discussions to last through December,
Percival Knauth "37, addressed the

BOTH

Thursday. November 1, is the
deadline for scholarship applications. Those planning to apply
should get their applications from
the bursar's office at once and return them to the same place before the aforementioned date.
Soon after members of the faculty, will hold individual interviews with the applicants. Finsl
awards are to be announced
shortly after the opening of the
second semester.

a series

at the

lington lives in

,

1

a musical history of the

The Nineties".
Wrote "Mood Indigo"
The greatest of all Negro band

—

Scholarship Applicants
Must Report By Nov.

Athletic Council Will Vote

picture, "Belles of

Play Against Williams in
Last Half

BOWDOIN,

is

times. It is something which has
never been attempted before.
The Duke plans to tour the
country this coming winter, and
also to make « few short pictares. His latest appearance in
films was in Mae West's current

ORONO GRIDSTERS
Coach

Duke

NO. 11

24, 1934

with his

the trip en slave ships to Araertea and coating up to modem

arbitrary,

value of these three, for, after all,
must be decided by the in-

Suite,

American Negri* starting with

Peabody Stars

this also
dividual.

Negro

who appeared

famous band at Bkker Gardens in
Portland mat Wednesday, talked
with an Orient reporter ea man ic,
bands, and "nit names". The
Suite

Colby Will Offer Powerful
Line, Shifty Backs;

which they

depending upon the individual. No
attempt will be made to estimate the

seem

Ida five part

in the simplest

of definitions, consists of a system built largely on loyalties. This,
of coarse, is true in general, but at
college the various loyalties are less
subtle, and are evident to the least

loyalties.

Speaking enthusiastically about

Mule; Favors

Ellington,
life,

^- /

average

Orient Reporter
Interviews Duke

Bowser Predicts Bears

The Sun
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Burroughs Mitchell

-36

William A. Green
William Klaber
Richard E. Mathewson
Benjamin W. Norton
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FINDINGS of the Senate committee now engaged in investigating the
fHE
A
driven home in
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'36

Weston Lewi* '84
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monition* industry "ought to be
every quarter and by
every possible force" in the opinion of Senator Gerald P. Nye, chairman of
the committee.
Informed of the A.C.E.'s intention to give more space In this column to
the work of the Nye Committee in connection with ft* interest in international jbeece, Mr. Nye said he w»* "greatly encouraged'* by the objective of
the A.C.E. and was "most happy to note th* plan' to give vide study to the
fact* being brought out" by hi* committee.
The future and welfare of our Nation," he wrote, "are very largely dependent upon the intelligence being developed by the college youth of today.
It is assured that there will be no ignoring by youth of the part which war
and peace play in any comprehensive study of existing world problems. Congratulation* upon your splendid purpose to this end."

'

.

sammm
No. 11

94, 1014

mmmma,
Objective Garnet

The State
athletics,

Maine
swing into action Saturday with Bowdoin a

football series, the largest four-ring circus in

will

—

- —
o
MUNITIONS INVESTIGATION, which has just completed its first
phase—the Inquiry will be resumed in November—ha* already uncovered
plenty of "hot stun*" but Senator Nye call* its finding* to date "only a
surface-acrateher" with the real exposure* to come during the coming Winter
and early next Spring. The later phases, it is reliably reported, will involve
prominent bankers and their colleagues, not to mention some of our most
righteous "pillar* of society."
In case your attention ha* been weaned away from the munition* inquiry
by such stories as th* Monro Castle disaster, the textile strike, the Lindbergh
case, or by local stories that affect only your own campus, a partial summary
of the committee's significant finding* to date ia appended herewith.
The committee, whose findings to date have done much to confirm virtually
all the charges brought against the private armament industry in the pas t,
ch
has demonstrated that: The armament industry has fomented war scare* wnicl
resulted in placing* of heavy armament orders (no one seriously believes
that the lecent assassination in Marseille* of King Alexander I of Jugoclavai, French Foreign Minister Louis Barthou and two general* was not
viewed with mixed feeling* by those "merchant* of death" who always profit
by -such events) sold munition* to both sides in civil wars, and international
war* (they sold to both aides in the Bolivia-Paraguay dispute until President
Roosevelt signed the arms embargo); bribed government officials at home
and abroad; blocked armament embargoes and then circumvented them
through their foreign factories; disregarded treaties of peace; interfered
with disarmament conferences; lobbied for armament programs; employed
spies in foreign armies; used army and navy officer* as sales- promotion
agent*; profiteered at the expense of governments; participated in secret
international agreements for splitting profits, dividing world markets; and
sold patent* and secret designs to foreign countries.
.....
O O'
INFORMATION on the munitions racket has been known for years
and has been revealed in magatine articles and recently in two authoritative hooks. But nothing was done about it until Fortune Magazine printed
large extiacts from the book. "Merchants of Death" (Dood, Mead) early this
year.
Mrs. Estelle M. Sternberger, executive director of World Peaceways,
Inc. (an organization designed to achieve peace through practical methods,
La* elimination of war profit*) ie generally considered the worosn behind the
Nye investigation. She placed her many documents at the disposal of the
committee and has done much to arouse public opinion against the munitions
'
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laat place. Thua far this anion the Bowdoin
eleven has displayed a brand of amaaingly good football, mingled
with shoddineas that would bring reprimands to a third rate high'

prime favorite

school team.
Failure of the

If the Freshman stories didnt eentinue to pour in, long after Freshmen
had ceased to be naive, or at least
have the reputation of being naive,

CON

and

section devoted to correspondence on matt e rs academic and*
The editors are not responsible for opinion* expr es sed in t

(A

)

Dear

Sir:

This may interest you:
I
column would probably throw up
hands In despair and Go Away sticker doeant work so hot in Maine.
From It All. Freshman stories art Gees* it's known too well! Takes
the college columnist's very Ufa
Bowdoin atodent six hour* to get to
blood.
30 miles.
This one harks back to the days Augusta
An Undergrad.
when the class of '38 was just arriving.
One of the freshies' doting Hear Sir:
mothers had come ap to make sure
It is tee, food: Williamstown to
that he was tucked snugly away In a
six hours
pleasant comfortable room, and had Framingham, Ma**.
decided to make it just as homelike as Sent. 12. One hop was Pittsfield to
possible.
She was rather startled at Framingham.
the mustiness of Winthrop, with the
Another Undergrad.
ghosts of Longfellow and Hawthorne
whisking about the corridors, but she
To the Editor of the Bowdoin Orient:
made up her mind to do a good job.
While she was putting the curtains Dear Sir:
In a Mustard and Cress column
up and getting ta« room la order, one

this
it*

—

—

The Travelling Salesman of Destruction.
Oar Real "Internationalists"

mattor »t tbt pqstoflle? •* BnMmrie*. Maine.

mmg-=i!

The Orient inaugurates a new feature— Horizon,

the syndicated eeJumn of the AsaecUtiea of College Editor*. It is
entirely written hjr college men, ant not locally. It oxnraeaoa *tudeata' thoughts on the chief problems of today, and attempts to
interpret these problems in sach a way that their true •igaucaae*
may he recognised. If wUI at times include eemmanieationo from
undergraduate* and alamni throaghoat the country, and will he an
accurate graph of what the college max thinks about.
Horizon will be printed at intervals throughout the college year.

Managing Editor
Robert P. Ashley *8«
Contributing Editor*
John P. Chapman

this tune.

PRO

CDustard and Crest

•

Syndicated Feature of
The Association of College Editor*

Editor-in-Chief
Donald F. Barnes TO
Aeaociet* Editor

Willi*

mmmmm

wmmmm

of those early birds who sells pennants wandered in. avidly snaking his
worm. Seeing no freahssaa about, he
began his sales talk on the mother.
She asked to see his pennants, and he
unrolled a hug* watt* triangle with a

To the Editor of the Bowdoin Orient
Dear Sir:
The FERA has detailed men to several varied types of jobs of varying

—

last spring it waa stated that very
few students take advantage of the

drinking fountain situated on one of
the campus paths. I disagree, having
seen many men using the temporary
fountain, which make* an appearance
black "BOWDOIN" in thsTatttue. The each spring. A notable Masque and
freshman's mother gased at it for a Gown member once informed me that
time, held it up againat the waif, took he would be heart-broken without it.
Anent such fountains, why cant
it to the window, and then turned
back to the salesmen, who waited the one near the en-tout-ca* tennis
It
with bated breath. She examined it court at Pickard field be fixed?
never, or rarely, seems to be in workcritically once more, then said:
"I dont Uke the colors at all. ing order.
"
Respectfully,
Havent yon something in a bine
• e
Ponce de Leon.
department i In
Horse-laugh
1937,
the current lanne of Vanity Fair,
Dr. Ernest Grunting was nominated for the Hall of Fame. One
50
of the reasons given for his nomination waa: "Because ho founded
the Portland Evening News."
Bowdoin's newly instituted student
- e
government plan wa* arousing na
We have always wondered jnst turn-wide interest in educational cir
their
what the Brain Trusters did in
cms.
Many progressive educators
had vague idea* thought that it was the beginning of
odd moments.
that they buried themselves beneath the breakdown of the "parental" syspiles of books in th* Congressional tem in many colleges. Illinois IndusLibrary, or attended important off- trial University, Amherst, and Bowthe-record conferences at which the doin ware the first three colleges to
fate of the nation hung in the bal- try the democratic system of governance.
All those illusions have been ment. Of the two somewhat similar
blasted for us, however, by th* be- trial* at Amherst and Bowdoin the
havior of a young Bowdoin professor system of the latter waa found "at
who is on a leave of absence this once mora elaborate and narrower".
year, brain trusting at full speed in It was forecasted that it would fail
Washington.
and be forgotten.
Last week he was lost for three
fought
.

BOWDOIN

about campus in the past
Bat thua far I have nopatrolling with a
pointed stick with which he collects
all waste papers and pieces of tin foil
from cigarette packages, sticks of
difficulty

few weeks.

YEARS AGO

ticed

no

student

chewing gum, and candy bars.
Job

still

on the

FERA

Is this

roils? It

was

seems to me to have
been one of the moot needful and

last spring.

It

helpful of the assigned dutie*.
Perhaps a few well-located tin reeeptoblea for Utter would solve th*

problem. Undoubtedly, attached to
trees, they would at least offer some
incentive to deposit paper* in sn inconspicuous place offensive to the
aesthetic eye as they may be. However, painted a dark green with no
white lettering, they would be relatively unnoticed and vastly preferable
to scattered scraps of paper and cellophane.
Those who inhabit the East side of
Hyde Hall are particularly flagrant in
the matter of strewing our campus
with massy papers. The lawn between
the building and the campus .road is
constantly a trash-heap of newspapers, old shoes, torn envelopes, and
what not. Other dormitory inhabitants ore alto prone to dropping unwanted article* out of a convenient
window rather than in a waste basket,
but they cant compete with East

Hyde!
Sincerely,

.

m

n-Litter-At*.

Bowdoin squad to bestir itself when the occasion
'84, agreeably surprised the college
demands cannot be blamed on poor support The word "defeatWe
with its fine showing.
The Bowdoin Bicycle Club wa* petiism" cannot be harped on aa it waa four years ago. At the rally
tioned to treat the students to the
last Friday night over four hundred students were present, ample
spectacle of a bicycle drill. The twoproof that the undergraduate body ia aolidly backing the team.
mile bicycle race was a feature of intercollegiate track meets in those
Nor can it be blamed on the coach. Charlie Bowser has develdays.
oped an eleven that knows how to play football they showed good
An interesting colle^'ate note
which might have been considered as
form in the game against Massachusetts State. He ha* done everyMustard and Cress material had the
thing a coach can do to bring home a winner.
alert column existed in those days was
SUCH
the following: "One of the most exThe entire blame for the past, as well as responsibility for the
The *o5 crew won a hard
citing cane rushes ever seen at Amhours in Oak Creak Park, one of race from the crews of the othei herst occurred on the green last weak.
it has
It can play football
futhre, rents with the team itself.
Washington's larger parka, with a classes on ta* Androscoggin. Aa the
The sophomores had been having
played* football. But it has also played a game that resembles
young tody. He waa only recently whale freshman class had joined the their claa* elections, and on coming
found.
football only in that the players wore ahoulderpada and cleated
boating club, and there was some out war* met by a number of freshSB • «
splendid crew material in It* ranks, men bearing a cane. The struggle imshoes. The ORIENT does not necessarily believe that it should
And the other yamg araft
it was proposed that it buy a shell. It mediately commenced, and the pushwho was given a leave
have beaten Williams, nor Wesleyan. But it does certainly believe
had been the custom of the freshmen ing, excited, crowd had gone nearly
maker*.
to putter about Washington fat
to buy the boat of the out-going sen- the whole length of the common, with
that in both games the squad could have shown a more decisive
The investigation Inevitably ha* led to possibilities of government coneverybody
rrowd
denhl*
year
a
ior class but according to the Orient the advantage now on one side, now
legislation would probably cause
attitude.
They lacked the will to come through ta the pinches. trol of munition*. Can it work? Such
by appearing su ddenly in Pott*
"it* purchase is out of the question a* on the other, when suddenly President
American munitions makers to utilise their foreign plant* as many of them
land and Brunswick last week.
parties ia Portland already own It
They tackled only when form seemed to demand it they blocked do today. Talk of a curb on raw materials is equally impractical. The muniSeelye appeared upon the scene and
His reason was quite bidden until
public
Bowdoin beat Colby In two baseball forcing hi* way into the midst of the
unenlightened
an
profits
because
their
reap
to
makers
continue
tions
with sll the precision and directness of a man slipping on a
the column* of the Preas-HeraM
games. 11-8 and 10-4. in a short series struggling mass, he possessed himopinion supports them. The United States, the du Pont claim, wpuld cripple
announced yesterday that he had
banana peel; they ran the ball aa though they were attempting to its own wartime defense if it established a government arm monopoly. This.
in the fall. The White nine, self of the cane and calmly walked
arranged
wedded a young Portland miss.
depleted by the loss of members of off with it"
of course, is the munitions makers' stock argument. That the du Ponts have
set a new field record for getting to the sidelines.
m-e
helped to arm potential enemies of this country has been shown. The chairWhich makes the score, at the end
Perhaps it waa a tactical error for the team to play good foot- man of the board of Vickers-Aimatrong admitted this year that hi* company
The 'Flag Scrap". Wesleyan tradiThe Freshman rules at Boston Uniof the first inning, Bowdoin: two hits,
'
baJl against Mass State. Their showing in that game gave prom- waa helping to re-arm Germany.
„
battle, versity require* that Freshmen mast
on* run, two errors; Washington: so tional Sophomore- Freshman
These super-patriot* have become the most internationally minded men
was won by the Claa* of '38.
wear brilliant red and white ties!
ise of an extraordinary season, but since then they have flashed in the world. It i* their business, they say. If they didnt get the business, hits, no runs, one error.
SI • C
SI
only momentarily. They wilted badly against Wesleyan, and other Arms would, so why, in the words of one of them, all the fuss?
Futility-Of-It-All ltemt ana af
—
—
o—
the moat popular play* in New
were beaten before they stepped on the field against Williams.
FIRST HOSTILE to the Senate inquiry, other countries are demanding
York at the present tisae ia "MerThis attitude ia difficult to analyse. If there are any "defeatIt ia likely we shall. see thorn under way in
•imilar investigations.
In accae S,
rily We Ball Along."
and in South America before ldng. Whether these
four member* of the east are deists" about the college, they are the members of the football squad. Prance, Great Britain
investigations will do anything to further the cause of peace remains to
picted at a bridge table, lanGET A COPY OF
Those on the first team seem to feel there is no need for further
guidly going through a rubber.
But impractical a* an arms monopoly established by this country alone
At a performance laat week, af"LOST PARADISE"
work, since they art on the first team. The seconds seem totally
investigation i* a *ound beginnin| after years of im;

;

;

,

;

.

,
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.
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The COLLEGE

BOOK STORE

1

might seem, the Nye
ter the card* had been dealt,
by
disinterested about advancing their standing. Laat Saturday the practical and hysterical prattling by the profession! pacifist*.
Kenneth MacKwma, one of the
If great bodies of puWie opinion here and abroad can be shown the ecomembers of th* east, picked up
ROBERT P. TRISTRAM COFFIN
attitude appeared to be that Williams, having scored on Princenomic menace and potential disaster involved in the hook-up among the munihi* cards and found that he acid
While
W* Have First Editions
ton, wad the better team, and the only thing to do waa to keep the tions merchants (French and German arms manufacturers bad an agreement
eleven sp a de* to the aeojMn g*
during the war not to bomb each other's plants, according to "Merchants of
and the ace-king of hearts. Acscore as low as possible. No wonder they lost!
Death") we might get somewhere. Even Senator Nye's plan to tax incomes
cording to the script, the only
Next Saturday the series of objective games starts. No one exceeding $10,000, 9S% in time of war might do the trick. In this way, all
thing be could say waa:
"Pass."
lit Maine Street
now in college has ever seen Bowdoin win s State series game. profits might be taken out of war. has done the spade-work. Collbge stuIn any event, the Nye committee
m•*
An3 IT the squad continues to play as it played against Wesleyan dents
should be Impressed by its findings if not only out of concern for their
We might have called the followown future welfare, providing, of course, they are not planning to take up ing item, clipped from the Hudson,
and Williams, no one ever will.
arms manufacturing as a career.
New Jersey, Dispatch, "Guttenber- BttctattttnrennrfrarfnKeaBtaa*^^
The maddening thing about the situation ia that the team has SB
Siana" or even "The Last Stand of
the potentialities. Aa one member of the squad said during the
ugged Individualism in America'',
In the opinion of the Class of 1934
25
only neither of them seemed to nt.
Williams game: 'There are eleven men playing on the field out
at Vermont University, the recogniIn fact, nothing seems to nt. Band it:
outstandmost
of Russia was the
there, but there is no team". This is eminently true. Individual
June 2,1*34,
A quarter of a century ago after an tion
Guttenberg, N. J.
Colonial - Gulf * Socony Gasoline and
performers would sometimes give the crowd a thrill, but on few eight-year truce the White and the ing event of the year.
Editor Hudson Dispatch:
field, the
Complete Lubrication
plays did all the men carry out their assignments as they were Big Green met on a football Bowdoin
Dartmouth team defeating
I wish to congraulate Mayor Paul
supposed to. The Obxent does not expect the millenium ; it hss 15-0 at Hanover in a spectacular conSchnyder of Guttenberg on his eour24 HOUR SERVICE
ageoua determination on th* execubarkened to the late Knute Rockne's statement that "If every man teat. "The heat affected both team* to
tion of the pet dog of School Trustee
a considerable extent, the man being
did exactly as he waa supposed to do all the time, there would be again and again obliged to remain
Victor Marchata's family.
Hi* descretion in this matter surely
ground after the whistle
a touchdown every play." But it does expect that every man will lying on the
will enliven the people of Guttenberg.
bndbtown. ,#
Jaat Over New Btidg*
at least try to do his job.
It shows we have the proper man at
A "fast prep school eleven" from
Topaham, lie.
the head of our town when conditions
are not criticising the football squad for the pure joy of Hebron Academy defeated the Bowlawn Bsjflelag

F.

YEARS AGO

BOWDOIN

W. CHANDLER & SON

SERVICE FOR STUDENTS

—

—

PRINTING

Motor

Oils

TOPSHAM FILLING STATION

STUART & CLEMENT

We

doin

second

team

11-0,

not

It is

of this kind arise.

"being

merely that after a game, the general tendency is able to roll up so large a acore a* it
and aay 'Tough luck, old man. You ha* don* in previous years". Whitney
of Hebron sustained a broken leg.
played a good game." Well, the plain fscts are, "you" didn't play
The college band was already well
a good game. You didn't play anything like the game you are organised, and was to appear at a
"Mass Meeting", which is known tocriticism.

A GUTTENBERG RESIDENT.

to pat the player on the back

able to play.

The team can block

day aa a football

rally.

The musicians

wants to it can open holes in the line were also to play marches and BowExeter
march through abreast It can tackle doin songs st the forthcoming
if it wants to it can bring a man down on the line of scrimmage
The sophs beat the froah 12-5 in a
second baseball tilt, while an interinstead of ten yards past it And it can run the ball if it wants to
thoa* two lower claaatf
if it

;

that sh entire backfield could

ADVAfKED ORGANIC CHEMIofRy
'(ETWrRfc ARE DERIVED KftOM^V
ALCOHOLS IN VdMICM THE H OF
TWH BOM 15 REPLACED

R GROUP.

;

—

passing attack ia deadly when all eleven men arc trying to
the pass complete.
But only once this season hss it shown these possibilities. It
has failed miserably in its lsat two games.
The Colby game is naturally the crux of the situation. If the
team can revert to the game it used to play, and discard its lackadasical attitude, it can still salvage the season. It hss the latent
power to go onto Seaverns Field an even choice to win. Whether
it will do this or not depends on the team, and the team alone.
its

make

<

The Extra Day

elssa

meet for

waa being schednled

for October S3rd.

An

interesting not* from the gennew* column, which was featured
by dosens of short paragraphs: "Adjourn* ware granted Thursday af tornoon so that the students aught ateral

tend the Topaham fair."
" Jud the barber wishes to give notice that if the football team wins
the state championship he will give

man who makes his B a shaving
with hi* nam* and claa* upon it."
Bath the Deutaehar Verein and the
Bowdoin Guitar and Mandolin Club
had had preliminary meetings, and
were looking forward to successful

each

mug

This year, as last, the college catalogue has announced that the
One of the editorials contained the
Christmas receaa ends at 8.30 a. m. on Wednesday, January 2. fallowing clipping from a colleg. pathe Tech"; "If anything
And this year, as last, The Oiiint brings to the attention of the per named
be offered as justifiable excuse

could
a
authorities the inconvenience to the students of thai ruling. The for ducking a freshman ia the boneit 1* the practice af wearing
opening of college on the second day of January makes it necesschool pins, sweeter*, cap*, and
sary for every student to leave homo the afternoon of New Year's otner emblems from preparatory
Aside from being a pnraieious
Day at the latest Those living in New York must spend all of schools.
habit, it stomp* a man a* being mere
the holiday in travel. And undergraduates who live further away proud of his post record than he is
loyal to his new chosen Alma Mater."
must start for Brunswick on New Year's Eve.
Thd Orient hopes that the administration will extend the
Plans are being considered far aa
Christmas recess for at least a day in order to overcome this in- ezchang* of stu dents between Wilconvenience, even though the extra day must be deducted from liam* and Bennington. The Williams
Record call* this a -faint hint of coanother vacation.
edueetion."
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
LOGWOOD'S BRIDE

Special Student Takes Charge
CHASE PRAISES
Of Bowdoin 98 Arctic Collection

;

PORTLAND GIRL

IS

UNION COLLEGE

To the care of special student John
Ripley Forbes, a skilled taxidermist,
has bean entrusted the results of the
Bowdoin Arctic Expedition.
Forbes has held assistant museum

As

curatorships at the University of
Iowa and the Bruce Museum of Greenwich, Connectiout. At Bowdoin he is
pursuing natural science courses and

making

At

ornithological studies.

present he

taxonomic
Biological

working up the

is

The

collections.

museum

is

entire

being reclassi-

Because of inadequate assistance, the collection of the Lee Labrador Expedition of 1891 has until the
present been stowed in boxes in the
Basement.
fied.

Mounts Rare Bird
of the specimens obtained in
the North were preserved in salt,
Lack of proper drying facilities prevented these skins being made up in a
final museum form. Field preserved
specimens present a difficult problem

To

^

j

i

|

;

£

SALE
GROUP

A SMALL

of $33.50 and $35

TOPCOATS

^

™™«

,

Many

——

Professor William Wirt Lockwood,
Jr., and Miss Virginia Chapman were
to the museum taxidermist An elabmarried last evening, by the. Rev.
orate cleaning and mopnting procedJohn C. Schroeder, at the home of thfe
ure is used in finishing such speci- Describes
Junior Colleges bride's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Philip
mens.
The ceremony which
F. Chapman.
One of the most important ornitholReal Challenge
took place on the 25th wedding anniogical discoveries of the past expediversary of the bride's parents, was
Four Year Course
tion was the finding of a European
informal
reception.
by
followed
an
Gull in Labrador. An Eskimo had
Edward T. Lockwood was the' bast
seen the strange bird, shot, and
skinned it. Forbes has reconditioned
Describing his recent visit to Union man and Miss Marion C, Chapman
the crudely preserved bird and made College in Schenectady, N. Y., to at- was the attendant of the bride. Mr.
Philip F. Chapman, Jr., and Dr. John
it into a beautiful museum specimen.
tend the inauguration of Dr. Dixon Lockwood were the ushers.
Unearths Tropical Butterflies
Last Thursday evening. Dr. and
Few people are aware that the mu- Ryan Fox, new president of Union,
1
erkin8
ha8
1
»' Mrs. Charles T. Burnett gave a din
seum is the possessor of an excellent i**
^
l» P ?****
n &l">n E
literature at Bowdoin, spoke ner party in the honor of the bride
collection of tropical butterflies.
It f
<*«Pel Saturday and groom. The guests were Prof
ranks among the best in the East.i to *« sft» den t»
and Mrs. Thomas Means, Prof, and
Several of the specimens have a wing; m<
mon College, though perhaps we Mrs. Morgan B. Cushing, Prof, and
spread of over eight inches and are
vividly colored. It is planned to put j? Mam?
**? *bJ>u«,-,t ***** 7* Mrs! Stanley P. Chase, Prof, and Mrs.
do
*
boal
Amhe
d
Williams
for
Sibley, Mrs. Henry L. JohnElbridge
t
some of the more
lore notable specimens
."£ *P
of this group on exhibit along with a 'the reason that it lies outside New son, Miss Isabel Forsaith. Prof. Athern
England, has much in common with P. Daggett, Mr. and Mrs. Philip F.
collection of local insects.
Bowdoin,"
declared
Professor
Chase.
Chapman, Prof. Warren B. Catlin,
Forbes is planning on going direct- *
Holdin S a charter granted
795, Prof. C. Vynes Brooke, Prof. Philip
ly into museum work after his year at ,
tne year a ter Bowdom's, the college W. Meserve, Prof. Thomas C. Van
Bowdoin
f
was actually in operation some years Cleve, Prof. Charles Livingstone,
1—
earlier than that date."
Prof. Reinhart L. Korgen, Prof. Newton P. Stallknackt.
Fraternities' Birthplace
Professor Lockwood is on a leave
He described fhe especial regard in
which Union is held by many men as of absence from the Economics Dethe place of origin of many Greek partment. He and his wife will live in
letter fraternities,
Psi Up- Washington, D. C, during the winter
Ten Bowdoin men. eight seniors and silon, Chi Psi, and including
Theta Delta Chi. months.
two juniors, have filed applications for Union, according
to Professor Chase,
selection as the college's representahas a long and unbroken tradition of
tives for
appointment as Rhoades the maintenance of the point of view
Scholars from the New England dis- of liberal
culture in education and has
trict, it was revealed today by Prof.
been especially influential through
Thomas Means, chairman of the fac- its graduates who have been founders
With twenty freshmen candidates
ulty committee in charge.
and first presidents of similar institu- out, the Bugle, staff has already
The ten are Allen F. Hubbell, A.D.; tions in different parts of the country.
started work on the 1986 edition. For
Elmer L. Hutchinson, Chf Psi; Sterl"The college is different from Bow- a number of years the Bugle board
ing D. Nelson, non-fraternity; W. H. doin, nevertheless, in many ways", he
toward more uniNiblock, Zete; Vincent Nowlis, Zete; averred. "With the growth of Sche- has been working
with respect to
John 0. Parker, A.D.; Arthur M. nectady from a mere village, some form illustrations
clearness. This year
Stratton. Chi Psi; S. B. Thomas, non- forty years ago, to a city of approxi- background and
war
k. Brown, the photographic
Ed
d
frat; John V. Shute, Deke; and How- mately 100,000, it has been tral
to have been able to
editor,
seems
ard H. Vogel, Jr., non-frat.
formed from a country into a city achieve this end with the cooperation
Faculty Review Applications
college.
Its campus, which is in the
class.
None or all of the ten, as the col- center of the city, is, nevertheless, of the junior
One excellent photographer, Warlege sees fit, may be recommended spacious and a place of real beauty.
ren K. Vantine, has the contract for
for selection. The applications are beJunior CoUege a Menace
all campus photos as well as group
ing considered this week by the facProfessor Chase described one in- and formal individual pictures. This
ulty committee, of which the member:
means .a large saving of money for
besides Prof. Means are Professors R. teresting innovation in the administration'
of
curriculum.
dethe board and the class and will make
the
The
P. T. Coffin, R. J. Ham, C. H. Livingpartments (History, Chemistry, Psy- more certain a uniform Bugle.
ston and D. C. Stanwood. The report
Dyer Editor-in-Chief
chology, etc.) have Men abolished and
of this committee will be reviewed by
The staff of the Bugle this year
the curriculum has been divided into
the faculty as a whole Monday eveconsists of Isaac Watson Dyer, 2nd,
four major divisions instead.
ning, the result to be known only to
"In his inaugural address, Dr. Fox editor-in-chief, Gardiner J. Maxcy,
the president of the college.
detailed the challenge that comes business manager, Edward K. Brown,
Applications of the men
recomfrom the Junior colleges which dot photographic editor, John L. .Crosby
mended by Bowdoin will be sent to the national map.
He declared that and John B. Chandler, assistant literProf. S. R. Ashby. U. of Maine, Secthe results had not been sufficiently ary editors, Eaton W. Tarbell, assistretary of an as yet unchosen com- impressive
to lead any well estab- ant business manager, and Richard
mittee representing the four Maine
photographic
assistant
institution
to
relinquish its W.
lished
Sears,
colleges. From Maine two representaregular tour year program for this editors.
tives will be
chosen to enter the status.
A more serious challenge The freshmen out for the editorial
"finals", the competition among six
comes from the great Universities staff are: Vasmer Flint. William
New England states. Four of this final which are
split up into small colleges. Hyde, Duncan Arnold, Charles Goodgroup are awarded scholarships.
"Thia is a real threat to the small win, D. U. Parker; for the business
$2,000 Grant
Vincent Hull,
college, but as long as it can meet staff: Ernest
Files,
Rhodes scholarships, established by the challenge of the large university Donald Bradford, W. H. Arnold, John
the will of Cecil Rhodes, great Brit- in strength of faculty, it should never Harrison. M. F. Shannon, Frank Lord,
ish empire-builder, provide for two be called an intellectual graveyard. Donald Dillenbeck, Paul Wilson; Vinyears of study at tk« University of Tha small college finds impulse in the cent Welch, C. S. Hight; for the photoOxford, England, with an annual, lopg roll »f its benefactors if there graphic staff:* RoberOforeo, Robert
grant about $2,000. Literary and were no other to maintain and in- Gove, Randolph Watertiouse and Lyscholastic ability, character, leader- crease its high service to mankind." man Richardson.
ship and physical vigor are the qual-
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DIOGENES FAMILIAR
BOWDOIN MEN TRY
FIGURE AT BOWDOIN
FOR RHODES HONOR
(Continued from pas* 1)

had

collected a library of several hundred volumes in the cheerless and
dingy hovel which served as a home
to him. The tomes were packed away

in large boxes, but so familiar was the
man with his treasures that he was
rarely at a moment's loss to know in
which of the half score of boxes any
particular volume was to be found.
He was alleged to have made additions to his library by enforcing a
tax upon the freshmen, using a system of "forced benevolences" of which
successive classes were the victims,
each member paying a quarter or
The money often went into
more.
books, but sometimes into a more
soluble substance. In the later years
of his life his necessities forced him
to dispose of some of his treasured

books, and the auctions were always
held in the open space between the

Chapel and Maine Hall.
Had Good Library
His death occurred on the 30th of
April, 1868, and he was said to have
attained an age of ninety odd years.
The funeral service was conducted
by President Harris, and he was
buried in comformity with his expressed wish in the town of Weld, because that was the burial place of the
family of his landlady who had always been kind to him and in whose
house he had died.
•It was impossible to find any kinsfolk to inherit his meagre belongings,
either by inquiry or advertisement.
After two or three years of fruitless
effort his administrator transferred

the books he had left in his hut to
the college library, where they are
They bear the label:
atill to be found.
"From- -the- Library of Thomas A. Cartis."
The law and the library knew
him as Thomas A. Curtis but his contemporaries among the students re-

membered him more

familiarly

and

kindly as "Diogenes".

NEW BUGLE STAFF

HAS EARLY START

i

!

These are the always correct straight4ine coats with
You won't find a whole lot of them at this
ridiculously low price but then again you may find exand what a saving! if you do.
actly what you want

set-in sleeves.

—
—

BEM)IT OVJERCOATS ...
BENOIT SUITS V...7
BOSTONIAN SHOES $6.50
-

$22.50-$29.50-$45

...$22.5Q-$25.50-$55

DOBB'S HATS - $7

ities considered.

James P. Pettegrove '30, was the
last Bowdoin man granted a Rhodes
scholarship.

BOWDOIN TEACHERS
MEET IN PORTLAND SELECTIONS MADE
The Bowdoin Teachers' Club will
FOR QUILL EDITION
hold
annual dinner Thursday night

BRUNSWICK COAL & LUMBER
Hard and Soft Coals
Dry

CO.

Fuel Oils

Fireplace

Wood

its

at 6.80 at the Columbia Hotel in Portland during the convention of the
Maine Teachers' Association. The club
includes all Bowdoin men now teaching in the state of Maine.
Herbert Ross Brown, Assistant professor of English will talk at the dinner. Members of the Executive committee of the club are Herbert Prescott '30, of Bangor. Chairman; William E. Wing '02. principal of Deering
High school in Portland; and Philip
Wilder, Bowdoin alumni secretary.

Be
Beady For Maine Game

Special Growler To

The

third issue of the Growler

be presented at the Maine
in the form of a special
number for Alumni Day, November tenth. This issue will be bigger than either of the last two.
The program for the game, with
line-ups and pictures, will be inWill

game,

The

thirty-eighth issue of the Bowdoin Quill is being carefully compiled
under the direction of Editor Arthur
M. Stratton. The committee is attempting to choose selections which
seem to best represent the thought of
the students.
Various branches of literature are
to be
included.
Among them are
'

new attempt was

and

it

that date.
Any students desiring to submit
stories or poems to the Quill staff
should see Arthur Stratton at 17

ous bits and articles will round
out an unusual edition.

Hyde

Varney'g Jewelry Store
for Gifts
Stationery

•

for

Fountain Pens

Cards

-

occasions

all

expertly done
IPS Maine Street

TONDREAU BROS. CO.
carry the largest assortment of

Kimiinuitfiiiiiimu

Bowdoin Men

egel
Imported Goods, Fruit, Fresh Vegetaid ImI
Domestic and
ported Cheeses and Biscuits of all

Printing

kinds east of Portland.

Done Well and

BANK

of Brunswick, Main*
Capital. $50,000.

PATftONAGB

MUOTD

LUNCH

—A COMPLETE DINNER
—at any

time, at

any price

.

RECORD OFFICE

75 Maine St.

Phone 3

Brunswick
Paul K. Xiven, 1916, Manager

We

r-A QUICK

at

Favorable Prices at

The

Burplas and Profits, $100,000

t-TODSKT

who has

Print the Orient aad

Alumnus

long time said this:
"A package of Granger gives
me and my old pipe about 9 hours

DAVID

N.
-

wammm

in

a

package

—10c

means that I get about 21 good
pipeloads from every package,

"Was
ment for

there ever so
so small

HILL
Tel.

.

and smoking it leisurely as I like
to do, a pipeload of Granger lasts
me about 25 minutes, and that

538-R

a

much

cost?"

enjoy-

pipe tobacco

that's

pipe tobacco

that's

—jolks seem

or

Spa

. .

common -sense

Student Representative
4 Cleaveland St.

College

been

smoking Granger for a

of enjoyment,
"My pipe is about average size,

Have Their

bles, Olives, Pickles,

FIRST NATIONAL

A man

Watch and Jewelry Repairing

do the work

We

better received,

Hall.

To

& GERVAIS

All Kinds

Mgr.

has appeared each year since

Tipping and Mitchell

LECLAIR

'22,

Quill Began 1897
In 1826 there appeared at Bowdoin College the first literary periodical ever issued by undergraduates.
This pioneer publication was issued
for about six months, and then was
seen no more. The reason for its disappearance was stated in the last issue as "want of patronage".
Seventy years later, in 1897, the
first Quill was
published.
Happily
this

R

MORRELL

erick Gwynn '36; short stories by
Robert Hagy '36, and Lawrence Hall
*36; and drama by Arthur Stratton
"36, and Edwin Walker "36.

The most interesting feature of
this number will be a specially
prepared sketch of some members
of the faculty. The usual humor-

Give

A. E.

poems by John Schaffner *35; articles
by Burroughs Mitchell '36, and Fred-

cluded.

Cleaning and Pressing

Lumber and Building Materials of

MILD
COOL
to lite it

Alpha Delta Phi House

mni
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

FOUR

Polar Bears Scheduled To

'26, Three Letter Man,
STUDENTS GAIN
Gov't Attorney In Virgin hies

Robinson

TEACHING JOBS

a far cry from Bowdoin ColBrunswick, Maine, to the dtjr
«f St. Thomas, capital of the Virgin
Islands in the Caribbean Sea, but that
Is where George 8. Robinson, of the
elaas of IBM, finds himaeif, leas than
a decade after his graduation, in the

Increase
Enrollment
Town Night School Brings
New FERA Jobs

responsible position of Government
Attorney. Secretary Ickcs announced
the appointment three weeks ago. The
post having been vacated recently upon his removel of Eli Baer of Baltimore.
George Stanley Robinson, Jr.. is a
of

Kappa Sigma

Brunswick High
School, two more Bowdoin students
have been added to the faculty. Bernard Freedman '36 ts n'ow conducting an advance English class at 8.30
and Richard S. Henry '35 will assist
Principal Walter M. Luce in a type-

fraternity-

He

is from
Lewiston, and entered
Bowdoin from the Jordan High school.
In college he was well-known about
campus through his athletic activity,
gaining his letter in three sports,

and baseball. He played on both the football and baseball
teams of his class his freshman year,
and also sped over the cinders for the
football, track,

yearlings.

Varsity Football Man
Making the varsity football squad
his first year here, he played on the

team

his sophomore and junior years,
in regard to baseball.
In the latter sport he did not play a
third year, while in track he made the
varsity squad as a frees man highJumper, and was on the first team the

doing the same

next year.
Robinson was also a member of the
Owls, a society which regulated

Sophomore- Freshman

contests,
the
continuation of the Abraxis cup, and
other duties which it saw fit to undertake. He was a member of the Government Club, a very active organisation at that time.

Columbus Discovered Islands
The Virgin Islands were discovered
by no less a personage than Christopher Columbus, but were not held
long by Spain. After see-sawing between the possession of England and
Denmark they were bought from the
latter country by the United States
In 1917

.

A sum

of 125,000,000

was

paid for the islands.

They comprise a

group

small

of

about a hundred islets, situated in
the West Indies east of Porto Rico,
another United States possession, and
are mostly uninhabited.
Their total area, rocky, sandy, and
barren as it is, amount to 465 square
miles, the three largest and most important islands being St. Thomas, St
Croix, and St John.

PWA

Worked For

The total population at present is
26,000. over 90% of it being colored
people. They were made dtisena ot
the United States in 1917. and many
have emigrated to this land. Some
agriculture is carried on in the
islands, while one of the main exports
is that of bay-rum.
Robinson has been in recent years
connected with the legal division of
the Public Works Administration. He
.was also formerly with the prohibition unit of the Department of Justice. After leaving Bowdoin he had
attended the Harvard Lay school,
then practiced law at Providence, R.
L, before proceeding to his positions
in Washington. D. C.

GAMMON LAUDS
RIGHTEOUS LIFE

substantial increase in

enrollment at

ATHEISTIC TREND

John Baker and his Polar Bears
provided rhythm for a group of
about 175 at a dance following
the Williams game last Saturday
in the gym which was sponsored
by the Student Council. Thursty
Sumner '34, who hoped to play
on Bowdoin's syncopation squad
during the year, was not present
having found a job.
The Polar Bears have already

in

To meet a

LITTLE ATTACKS

Appear At Several Dances

It is

lege,

member

j'.

the

in

of engagements
for future dances. They will play
for the Deke's Tea Dance following the Maine game, and for the
T. D.'s after the Tufts game.
They will be at the gym dances te
be held in the evenings after
these games.
They are also to play at a number of functions outside the college,
Dartmouth
including
a

SOPH-FROSH DEBATE
SCHEDULED NOV.

-

rTFTEENjRESHMEN

TEN MEN SELECTED
FOR PREE_ SPEAKING

German

universities,

God

Maine has given

book. Lost

j

|

made a number

GLEE CLUB ADMITS

Hailed by the critics as being one! al in nature, depicts but two
the greatest contributions that in the life of a boy, Peter, Separated
to literature, a new from his farm home, the boy
Paradise, by Professor! through two weeks ot
Robert P. Tristram Coffin, has been and faces his first ordeal
published. In a review written in last Brought up from the hardy
Sunday's New York Herald Tribune, who have braved adversity for years,
Lincoln Colcord has classed this novel Peter manages to stand on Ms own
as a worthy successor to Portrait of feet and return to the farm, which he
an American, which won much ac- had left as a child, a young man.
claim for Mr. Coffin three years ago.
Mr. Colcord praises Mr. Coffin highIn his review, titled, Virile Tang; ly for his depiction in a thorough and
of s Maine Salt Water Farm. Mr. Col- true knowledge of the country and its
cord has been unstinting in his praise. people is displayed. The methods of
He writes, "Out of Maine at last, it farm economy, the outdoor nature of
seems to me, has come a really great Maine, and the inherent strength of
and true book, grounded on the home the farmers are all shown to advantscene a book about life with . real age in this novel about the son of
people in it, a book snrunft from con- William, who was the central charactinuing and enduring traditions, a ter of Portrait of an American.
book in which strength and delicacy,
Summing up his remarks, Mr. Colcoarseness snd refinement, hsrshness cord states. "Mr. Coffin has mainand sensitiveness, all go together and tained his standard, all right; his adare recognized as the chief compo- mirers need not worry. He has given
nents of heroic and universal living." us, here a book like a loving
Tells Own Life
br'ance, a book to think about
The novel, -which is autobiographic- thought about his farm."
of

Only One-Third of Voters in
Recent Poll Affirm Belief

writing class at 9.30. The registration at this school conducted by from
forty to fifty Bowdoin students and
paid by FERA. funds has risen.
house party and a dance at the
GEORGE S. ROBINSON '26
The chemistry department of the
Wassookeag school in Dexter.
Recently appointed to a government college has also been given the services of an FERA worker who will
position in the Virgin Islands.
take charge of the chemistry laboratories for three hours, two ovenings
a week so that students who wish to
16
work in the evening may do so.
Seven student playground supervisors have been assigned to the
The freshman and the sophomores
Brunswick School Department, two to clash again in their annual debate on
the high school and one to each of November 16th in Hubbard Hall. The
fCoatlnMd from p»e» 1)
in
Because of the liberal organization of five grade schools. They will be
question to be debated is: Resolved,
charge of. all playground activities at that this house approves the prothe universities, they are more assothese schools.
visions of the A. A. A. for the limita
ciated with politics, and in post war
tion of production. The teams are as
years they were hot-beds of political
follows: for the sophomores, Bryant
opinions.
and
Sea-grave for the freshmen, Cox
Coming to the fundamental quesand Nead.
tion as to the actual condition of the
Seagrave represented the freshmen
universities under the Hitler regime,
in last year's debate, which the freshKnauth talked in detail about the
men won, and earned for himself the
changes which the Nazi Party has
With only six men lost by graduaprize for the best individual speaker.
The
brought about in the system.
from
college, prospects
absence
or
tion
He is also a formidable contendent
dismissal of many non-Arian profesGlee
for
bright
the
exceedingly
in the Alexander prize speaking consors has been very detrimental to the are
test this year.
system because many Club.
educational
other professors left out of sympathy
Its manager. John V. Shute "36, is
for their colleagues.
arranging for several competitions
Nazis Change Schools
and concerts. The one big objective
Also the characteristic freedom of
of this year's organization is the New
the individual student has been deEngland Intercollegiate Glee Club
nied through obligatory attendance at
A large number of contestants
contest to be held in Portland on
classes, strict entrance exams, and a
turned out for the Alexander prize
March first.
compulsory six-month service in labor
Clubs may be entered to take part sneaking trials, held in Hubbard hall
camps. The examination system has
in the contest or the jubilee, but it is on the evening of October 22nd and
also been changed in keeping with
expected that Professor Wass will en- out of these ten finalists were sethe attempt to unify the whole system
ter his singers, led by Robert W. lected. Those chosen to compete are:
under central control. The exams Breed, '35. the president, in the com- Ashkenazy. EL Benjamin. F. Gould
themselves have a strong Nazi flavor. petition. This is an important event Hagar, McCann, Pach, N. Seagrave,
Another example of the influence of and many of the New England col- Steeves, Walker and Jealous (alterthe Nazi Party on the schools is the leges, large as well as small, will be nate). McCann and Walker were
custom of the students to greet their entered.
winners last spring.
professors with "Heil Hitler". Knauth
has already acquired fifteen
The prise speaking contest was
It
remarked upon the sensation of get- freshman vocalists, and has begun re- established by the Hon. De Alva S.
ting on a trolley car, addressing the hearsals.
The following Freshmen Alexander for the class of 1870 for
motorman with the usual greeting have been admitted to the club at this excellence in select declamation. All
and having all the occupants of the year: S. Bass, J. Bishop, D. Bradford, undergraduates but seniors may comear respond with "Heil Hitler".
E. Brown. L. H. Card, D. Fitts, R. pete. There ane two prizes given; one
Profs To Lead Discussions
Hawley, L. Hepburn, R. Laffin. F. of S45 for first place and one of $30
Aa for the spirit in which the gift Mann, S. Marshall, W. Murphy. J. for the second place. The date of the
finals will be November 26th.
was given. Knauth scoffed at the Pocock, W. Rice, and G. Stanwood.
possibility that it was Nazi propaganda, and argued that Hanfstaento his
alma mater
gel's devotion
proved that his action was a move of
good-will. In connection with Harvard's disapproval of the trend in the

KNAUTH GIVES TALK
ON NAH_H)UCATI0N

Professor Coffin's New Novel
"Lost Paradise" Well Received

Following a theme 'which he had
used in a chapel talk last spring. Professor Noel C. Little last Monday began his chapel address with the
startling question "Do you believe in
God ?" and went on to review the pros
and cons of religious beliefs and
agnosticism. The age-old controversy
of science versus religion, in which
the latter is accused of refuting the
tenets of the former, came into the
discussion.

"Do you

believe in

God?

Do you

expect to live again after death T Asking questions such as these. Professor
Leuba, a psychologist at Bryn Mawr,
hss made a statistical study of the

i

j

—

i

i

religious beliefs of a typical sample
of American scientists. He also has
extended his research to include a sees. His conclusions are based upon standards of scientific
somewhat less typical group of Amer- objective experience, the common ever been found.
ican undergraduates.

Atheists Increase
"His results, published in the August Harpers, may be roughly summed
up by stating that less than one-third,
whether scientists or students, would
answer either question in the affirmative.
Over one-half classify themselves definitely as disbelievers.
A
smaller fraction is in doubt. Further
it is shown that the percentage of
believers has appreciably decreased in
the last twenty years, that the more
eminent scientists are less likely to
be believers, and that seniors have

than freshmen .
"The vote seems to have been fairand the count carefully
made. God is repealed. The majority
rules that death ends all. But do these
figures really mean that there is a
definite trend toward atheism, that
less faith

ly taken

men are beginning to believe their
lives without ultimate purpose, that
they are but the football of an earthly environment, to be abruptly deflated
when the final whistle blows?
Let us analyze more carefully the
Quotes Leuba Again
manner in which the questions were
put and inquire more deeply into the
basis upon which /those questioned
must have been answered.
"Curiosity as to the beliefs of
scientific men is justified,' says Professor Leuba, for they enjoy great
influence in the modern world, even in
matters religious'. Now the scientist
owes his prestige to the success of
the scientific method, and the essence
of the scientific method is experimentation. The scientist tries it and

property of all who
peat his experiment.

Experimental
"Is, then, the

may

nature called for in Professor Leubajs
God
The questions is definite. Within the narrow confines of that part of the unir.

subject to experimental proof?

I

statement which Professor Leuba
asks the believer to accept is I believe
in a God to whom one may pray in
the expectation of receiving an answer".
The experimental test is obvious.
We merely keep a note-book
record of our supplications and check
those that are answered.
"The percentage of successful attempts, an expectancy quotient measures the probability of the existence
of a God who hears, sympathizes, and
answers our prayers. Of course, there
is no objective evidence that God is
moved to action by our desires and

i

!

:
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verse which can be reached by experiment there can be no such God, no
such future life. I feel that many, of
those who answered these questions
were forced to interpret them upon
this limited purely scientific basis.
"But is it necessary to limit our raligious beliefs to the world of science?
Can we not with reason conceive of a
God and an immortality which shall

be based upon a much broader field
of reality. Science gives but a partial
knowledge of reality. While supremo
within its realm and able to place a
veto upon too materialistic conceptions, it has no right to extend its in-

.

feelings.

Cites Ben Franklin
"Let us now consider the question
of immortality. Here an affirmation
of the statement, 'I believe in the continuation of the person after death,
in another world', was ssked for.
Again an experimental test suggests
itself.
Benjamin Franklin tells of an
argument with an intimate friend,
that which ever should die first, that
one would do his best to communicate
with the other.
"Times, places, and methods of signalling were prearranged. The experimental result was negative. And,
whenever experimental tests have'
been, tried no objective evidence,
which would meet even the lowest.

;

fluence to fields outside experiments!
control. Spinoza has said 'By the help
of God I mean the fixed and unchsng-

ing order of Nature.'
»
"Newton felt the need of a divine
Planner for his universe. Similar
by
liefs have been expressed
modern scientists as Einstein and
Millikan. But such a God is not subject to our petty whims and f a nci er
"His hand cannot be made to show
The laws of
itself at our command.
nature are His thoughts and rstsjf>
ence for Him is only deepened as w«
try to unfold His plans in the laboraBut His e^s^ence is not subtory.
ject to proof; we can only have faith

and believe."

Knauth showed

that these seats of learning are too
deeply rooted
an institution to be
affected permanently and seriously by
the Hitler regime.
At the next meeting of the Forum
on Monday. October 29. Professor
Ernst C. Helmreich will lead a discussion on "The Nazi Church". Three
more discussions have been planned
with the dates as yet unset Professor Roscoe J. Ham will take the sub-

ffflffi
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ject "Hitler's Autobiography".. "Comparison of the Aims and Policies of
German and Italian Fascism" is to be

(Continued from Das* 1)

Professor Nathaniel Kendrick's topic.
epitaph which he caused to be writ- The club's faculty advisor. Professor
Orren C. Hormell plans to discuss
ten on his tombstone.
"Control of Industry under Italian
Byron Illustrates Point
Fascism."
As a further example the speaker
cited Lord Byron, who, at the age
of thirty-one, considered his life pracAppointed
tically over.
This is in contrast to
Bible characters, who lived for over
Student Council
a hundred years. The secret of living
long is to live right
Weekly gatherings at the various
One must learn to make peace with
houses were approved at the Council's
oneself, to do nothing that one may
meeting on Monday of every
be ashamed of. As the highest exam- recent
other week. Pres. Howard Niblock
ple of moral courage and righteous
also announces the selection of the
character,
the
speaker mentioned
following committees.
Helen Keller, who though severely
Union Committee: Harry Snow,
handicapped as she was, had the courSenior member; Paul Favour, Junior

Committees
By The

age and conviction

make

to

herself

the high intellectual force she

is.

CUMBERLAND
Wednesday

October 24th

-

MIRIAM HOPKINS
in

The Richest Girl
World
News

in the

Comedy
TW"

Thursday

•

October 25th

Straight Is The

Way

member; Charles Smith, Sophomore
member.
Fall Dance Committee: John Baker, Chairman;
Douglas Walker, Joe

Drummond.
Rally Committee, 'Albert Hubbell,
Chairman; Robert
Breed,
Robert
Sherman, John Worcester.
Cheer Leaders: James Doak. Chair-

-

The Dance Committe has already
sponsored one very successful Gym
Dance after the Williams game, and
has two more planned after the Maine
and the Tufts games. The Rally Committee is also actively at work, with
St least one rally scheduled each week,
throughout the current football season.

But I already knew from my own personal experience that Camels lift up my energy
snd enable me to tackle the next assignment with
renewed vigor. It has been definitely established,

WITH A CAMEL!

effect.'

too, that

Camels are a milder

cigarette."

s^'S^SSSS

Throw

off that tired feeling this quick

Pull out s Camel

Before

—

light

many minutes have

up

— enjoy

and enjoyable way

its rich,

pleasing

Ice

Cream

October 26th

.

-

with

MacMahea

THE OLD FASHIONED KIND
Tel. 350

lightful renewal of your energy. Join those

who

taste.

axe finding a
!"

Orchestra, Walter O'Keefe, Annette Hanshaw, and other
Headliners
over WABC- Columbia Network.

—

TUESDAY
9 p.m.

new pleasure in smoking ss they "get a lift with a Camel
Smoke steadily? Of course! Camels are made from finer, MORE

.

.

10pjn.E^.T.

CSX— 8 p.m. MAT.
7pjn.P.S.T.

THURSDAY
8 p.m.

.

.

9p.m.E.S.T.

CS.T.—9 :30 p.m. MAT.
8:30pon.P.S.T.

TOBACCO MEN
ALL KNOW:
Camels are made from
finer,

More Expensive

Tobaccos -Turkish and

Domestic

not get on the nerves!

—

GIRL EXPLORER.
says:

Mrs. William

"Any time I'm

tired

and smoke a Camel. It
energy in no time.
And here's an important point.
Smoking Camels steadily, J find,

I just stop

my

;*yi

affect one's nerves."

Gay Kibbee

•

- ala

News

Comedy

Saturday

Lyman

October 27th

.

-

with

Robert Young
•

.

Madge Brans

-

Nat Pendleton

B. Chipman, Inc.

PURE FOOD SHOP

Death On The Diamond
Ted Healy

-

Wholesale

also .

Cartoon

-

Retail

Cesaedy

Men. and Tea. - Oct 29 and St
Norma Shearer • Frederic March

A

Specialty of Fraternity

Cha rles Laaghton

The Barretts

of

Street

S74 Congress Street

-alaa-

Newa

mmm

.

Cesaedy

iiiii

CiT
HOCKEY PLAYER.

Bill Cook.
Captain of the famous New York
Rangers, says: The way I guard my

erves aad yet smoke all I warn is
to smoke only Camels. They have a
taste that sure bits the spot I smoke
a lot and I find that Camels never
get on my nerves or tire ay taste."

Trade

WimpoU
Portland, Me.

mm

than any

other popular brand.

does not

.

TUNC INI CAMEL CARAVAN with Glen Gray's Cam Loma

passed you feel a harmless snd de-

wakes up

Big Hearted Herbert
Aline

GETaIAH

He

LaVane

•

Short Subjects

Friday

asm

says: "I've followed the recent scientific investigations which confirm Camel's 'energizing

CHARLES STEPHENS, J R. '35 - 1

EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS, and do

WISEMAN FARMS

Gladys George

•

m

and Bickford Lang.

May Robaoa
also

hwhg

man; William Sawyer, Howard Dana

with

-

Franchot Tone
Karem Morley

m

f

CAMEL'S COSTLIER TOBACCOS
NEVER GET ON YOUR NERVES!
bsbbsbi
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Future Life?
"The answer of science to the existence of a God or an after life of the

Record

existence of

inquiry,' .has

No

wisrTto re-

«

mm
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JUNIOR VARSITY DEFEATS
BANGOR COMMERCIAL

—

- .

are W€ going to get some new
K "Wlien
the Minds of Polar Bear rooters
m

plays?" was the thought uppermost
both daring and af tar Um Psrpie
Deluge last Saturday. They had been treated with the all-too-fretwent specoffensive
remarkable
tacle af a Bowdoin taam armed with straight rushing and passing flay*
Displaying
waging a gallant but hopeless struggle against a varied and deceptive at- strength in various marches down the
tack such as Williams produced.
field, Bowdoin's Junior Varsity eleven

i

.

Tim* and time again power has carried the White te the
•bedew ef caemy goal peat*. Kit then the Bear attack has
bogged dawn; the opposition has by this time « simple making
and passing attack pretty well doped out and la, furthermore,
in no meed to be overcome by power alone. And unfortunate!*
the White has had no bag of tricks from which it could draw

a

scoring alay.

8everal facta ware brought out in scarlet letters Saturday, soma af which
war*: (1) The Bowdoin attack bad little variety and leas deception; even the
unskilled spectator in the stands could frequently call the play as soon as the
White lined up after huddle. (2) The blocking and interference was practically non-existent, the ball carrier having to force his way unaided through
a whole purple horde. (S) Straight running plays were leas effective than
doable rev erses. <4) Williams gained immeasurably by exchange of kicks,
simply because she dropped back a player to protect the safety man. enabling
him to run back punts for considerable yardage, whereas the Bowdoin backs
ware downed in their tracks by the ends. (5) The tackling was, for the most
part, feeble.

On* af the heat executed of deceptive plays seen an Whittier
Field la many a battle was the Williams early second period
aerial maneuver.
Salslch. who did not harry a single pass all
afternoon, faded back and waited interminably before forwarding te the lankv K-ol>. The latter accented the ball and lateraled
it ta the speeding Holmes with bat s single motion.

With rules as they now stand, and no penalty on incompleted passes, the
Bowdoin eleven can surely count on facing a disconcerting assortment of air
.

play in every battle to come.

The accurate passing of Sawyer and the satisfactory punting
of Soul* largely made up for the rather obvious poor tackling on
the part of the team as a whole. Low, however,, did succeed in
many instances ia bringing down the runner unassisted, an accomplishment not frequently seen on the home side In Saturday's encounter.
T*o Soule goes the credit for~the~ most crucial punt of the game. He forced
the ball to roll on the ground within the enemy five yard line, where Law*
ranee carefully waited and watch while it came to rest within inches of the
goal line. On the whole, the game seemed to bo not so much the inferiority
of the White outfit as the unusual superiority of the Purple*

All of which presents a hardly optimistic prospect an the
Bears enter the crux of the football season, the State series.
Saturday the White eleven Journeys to Wsterville to tackle the

supposedly weakest of our opponents, Colby. The Mules can
hardly be expected to produce the powerful, coordinated, deceptive, and varied offense which Williams showed, hut the Pale
Bine has always proved a stumbling block for Bowdoin. On the
Other hand. Coach Bowser csn be expected to throw into the
fray every bit of power and craft in an effort to start the State
series on the right foot.

the

same afternoon the Jayvoe

harriers

came through with
whore he

The summary:
Bowdoin (13)

left off

Sampson, Black, re

giving recess.

I

Cormier

le,

j

Having met the heir to the throne of Nipea, as welt as the
mayors of Tokio and Yokohama, and incidentally having lad a
victorious Yankee contingent throughout the Island, Coach
Magee has at. last turned homeward. Ha Js
duties witfcut two weeks.

-0

t

-

j
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The miracle of miracles has happened. For the first time in
attempts the Bowdoin racketeers have won their race
against frost and rain and have completed a fall tennis touraament. Just to prove that one seeding at least was justified Joe
Fisher, the favorite, oatstroked Bob Ashley, seeded third, after
a hard two. and a half hoar straggle. To the tatter goes the
credit far having taken the only sat Fisher lost during the

to win.

'

j

I
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Again in the last sat. Ashley found
himself in trouble as die result of a
4-0 lead by Fisher. The score went
to 4-2 when Ashley took hi* own
serve and broke through Fisher's. a vital factor as he was able to catch
smashing Ashley flat-footed at the baseline on
try
Fisher
retaliated
through Ashley's service to make the many occasions.
count 5-2.
In both the second and third seta,
Fisher allowed the score to reach 3-8
Ashley Rallies
Ashley took the next three games before opening up. In each case, he
to even the score before Fisher again then won three games in succession
went, on the offensive. Both men to clinch the set. In the third, neithbroke through each other's "serve to er man seemed able to control his
serve.
' The score went
tie the count at
Three times, each broke
to 7-7 befon Fisher took two games through the other's service to tie the
count at three all.
to.finish at 9-7.
Ftsber reached the final by elimiBoth men seemed to have quite a
1
bit of trouble with their service. nating the bane of seeded play en,
an
ter, Behr, Bond, Cowan, Dickerman, Double fault* wen exceedingly nu- Dick Bechtel.
The latter, who never
Fenley, Hutchinson, Mann, Nowlis merous. Ashley, especially, had trou- plays a brief match, put up a gallant
hie, twice losing games on fotir, dou- battle, fighting off match point at
Porter, Shute and Trash of the var- \ ble,
although in better 40-0 in the last set only to lose 6-4,
Fisher,
sity plus five capable freshmen, Fish- bles,
er, Young, Schoukamis, Robinson and command of his serve, still was prone fr-4, 12-10. .The other unseeded semito lose points by doubles faults.
finalist, Jim Crowell, was eliminated
Bowen.
Baeeftue Play Dominates
by Ashley, £ -2, 0-3, 8-6. Crowell led
The game waa.'for the most part, 5t3 in the, hut set and had match
Seldom did point, but did not have the final
played in back court.
forced
unless
net
the
rush
either man
punch.
This was
to do so by placements.
'The summaries of the tournament:
due to the fact that both were making
Second round E. Benson defeated
good passing shots down- either side C. MacDonald, 7-5, 0-0; J. Crowell deThe Math club, holding its first of the court.
feated S. Thoits, 6-3, 2-6, 0-3; L.
meeting in the Union last Friday eveFisher's victory may be largely at- Hyde defeated J. Woodger, 6-2, 4-3
ning, started its year off wall with a tributed to his placements.
Contindefault by Woodger due to injury);
record attendance of twenty students ually during the game he was able to II. Baker defeated
Noyea, 3-6, 8-3,
and five faculty members. Thirteen send Ashley running from one side to 8-3; S. Marshall defeated P. Favour
new members, twelve from the class the other in order to return his drives. by default; J. Lewis defeated D.
of '35, were initiated. As usual, the Bis short-court) drop shots also were Walker by default; V. Welch defeatclub's initiation ritual consisted of a
ed E. Brown by default.
long oath of fidelity and secrecy, mathematieal topics
Third round: L. Hyde defeated E.
t on for an
couched
jargon, hour or two.
in
mathematical
Benson by default: J. Crowell defeatwhich had to be repeated phrase after
ed R. Baker by default; R. Ashley deThe men initiated wen:
phrase by the neophytes.
Richard C- Bechtel "86, William F. feated S. Marshall, 6-2, 6-0; J. Lewis
When the initiation ceremony had Carnea "86. Josiah H. Drummond "86, defeatea V. Welch, 0-2, 0-2; J. Fisher
been concluded. President Frank HE. Hamlin '88. Cuyler J. defeated R. Pach, 0-3, 0-8; C. KenTodd '35 gave a talk on the fourth Sark
awkea "SO, Joseph MeKeen, Jr.. '86, nedy defeated H. Dana 1-6, 0-3, 0-4;
dimension. Quoting Sir James Jeans, Wilbur B. Manter 96, Erwin E. Morse W. Thomas defeated H. Millar, 0-2,
the distinguished scientist, Mr. Todd •36, John F. Presnell, Jr., '36. Maurice *>&
prefaced his remarks with some eom- Boss "36, John V. Shute *36, Randall
Quarter finals: J. Fisher defeated
ments on the possibility of the exiat- W. Snow "86. Harry W. Snow "J*.
C. Kennedy, 6-3, 8-1; R. Bechtel deence of a fourth dimension. He then
Membership in the Math club is feated W. Thomas, 10-8, 0-7; J.
outlined several of the more fuada open to all students who have taken Crowell defeated
Hyue, 0-4, 8-0,
mental theorems of fourth dimension- Math 8-4. It is planned to hold
6-0; R. Ashley defeated J. Lewis,
al geo etry with
ings approximately ease a
Refreshments Served
Semi-finals: R. Ashley defeated J.
throughout the school year. Ia the fuAfter Mr. Todd's speech the club ture, talk* given in the club will not Crowell, 6-2, 6-3, 8-6; J. Fisher deadjourned to the cafeteria of the be limited to the serious aide of math- feated R. Bechtel, 6-4, 6-4, 8-6.
Union
when ref reaumente were ematics but will include material Finals: J. Fisher defeated A. Ashserved and an informal discussion of amusing aa well a informative.
ley, 5-7, 6-8, 6-3, 9-7.

The summary:

.

.

Bond, Bowdoin, 16.28 4-5; Cowan,
Bowdoin. 16:38 4-5; Pritehard, Bridgton, 16:48 8-5; Dickerman, Bowdoin,
17:28 4-5; Mann, Bowdoin; Salminen,
Bare*!,
Bridgton ? Young, Bowdoin
Bowdoin; Fenley, Bowdoin; Webber,
Bowdoin.

:

W.

j"

WILDER

<

:

L

'

;

I

W

'

Fisher from winning 6-7, 6-8, 6-3, 9-7.
In both the nrat and hut sets Ashlay made strong bids against extreme
odds. Ia the ant, when trailing 5-8,
Ashley took the offensive, and won
four straight games. At 5-4 the score
reached set point at 40-15, while Ashlay was behind 0-40 at 8-5. Both
times, however, Ashley drove through

m

7 »il H

ouchdowns, Davis, Gentry. Point
after, Davis (rush).
Fifteen minutes of calisthenics before each day's practice ia being meted
Referee, Gibbons. Bowdoin. Umpire,
out by Coach Miller as conditioning for his swimming squad. As yat no Hildreth,
Bowdoin. Head linesman.
divisions have been made, the grind beginning; in earnest shortly after Manter, Bowdoin. Time, four 10's.
Thanksgiving.

after the Iocs of the
first set, 7-5, Joe Fisher, D. U., overcame Bob Ashley, late, in the finals
of the tennis tournament on Pickard
Field last Friday. Two strong rallies
by Ashley were not enough to prevent

C

It

qb, Lauder, Jameson
Flagg, qb
Gentry. Bryant, lhb rhb, McEaehern
lhb, Burnett
Barksdale. rhb
.... fb. Ford, Jenkins
Davis, fb

Game

Coming back

;

Creiger, lg

Fencing at Bowdoin has been given new life with the advent on the faculty
of Gtorge Quinby, who has had considerable experience in the realm of the
parrv and thrust both here and elsewhere. He is to assume the duties of
coach of the squad, whose season will begin immediately after the Thanks-

Ashley's TwdlPtashy Rallies
Fail to Break Fitter's

Powerful

The Bowdoin Junior Vanity cross
country team coached by Captain Umer Hutchinson scored a decisive 1843 victory over th e Bridgton harrien
Continuing hi* excellent
last Friday.
"Skiing may become an organised
work of last year, "Ditto" Bead cause
•port tali winter", said John Holden
through to place first aa£ brake the
President ot the Outing Club, to an
existing record for the three mile
Orient reporter last week. As soon* as course by almost a minute, being
the football season is over, exercises clocked at 16 minutes 28 4-6 second*
Pritehard, Bridgton'* ace distance
running
with
and
poles will begin and
will last until the snow has fallen. man led for the Ant half mile setting
One does not have te be a member of a fast pace. In the last 50 yards Cop
the Club to take up this new sport Cowan broke loose with a beautiful
A new hill and trail between Tope- sprint to nose out Pritehard for secham and Bowdoin Centex, now being end place. Two other Bridgton endeared, will afford opportunities for tries, Salminen and Webber toured
hegUmare and those experienced ones i» the scoring by. placing sixth and
in preparation for the winter compe- tenth respectively,
In order to give the freshman eroa*
tition. Either a state meet or a tilt
with Bates may develop. Thig year, country squad a tryout in competition
Bowdoin hopes to sand repre«enta- Coach Hutchinson included hi* yeertives to Dartmouth and Lake Placid lings in the three mile grind. Young,
Promising prospects for the winter the most promising of the Freeh haran Bob Laffin "88. Ganthier Thibo- riers to date, farther distinguished
himself by placing seventh.
deau '37 and Dick Beck '87.

Will Make Debut

LARGE GROUP JOINS
MATHEMATICS CLUB

Pag»

rt, Hitchings, Stromback
rg, Randall
Burton, Drake, Cross, c
c, Lane, Hitchings
lg, Clukey
Roberta, rg
Aronaon, Bass, Peakes, rt
Regis
It, Stromback

Beats Bridgton

'
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STAR OF

Alumni Secretary Phil Wilder,

'

j

i

j

ber of the faculty left in Brunswick,
and as such offered the support df
that body to the team in their coming
battle with Williams.
His remark*
were greeted with much apnlaooc
and at the conclusion of hi* talk, he
was rewarded with a "Bowdoin, Bah,
Phil;

The

speaker
Coach
Bowser who spoke of the
Black and White

next

Charley

possibilities of the

team. He attributed last week's defeat partly to inexperience and partly
to lack of proper spirit. Once find
this needed enthusiasm, he pointed
out, the Bowdoin eleven would begin
to function properly, and he asked the
cooperation of the entire college in

by

developing a winning attitude. Support of the team must be evident all
through the week, he insisted, aa well
aa on Saturday.
As an attempt was made to bring
the meeting to a close, a cry of "We
want Kent" became so insistent that
Al mounted the steps and calmed the
throng with a few well-chosen words.

few

selection* and the el
their trade before a very
The rally
sponsive gathering.
well attended and seemed to dispel
some of the anxiety fait concerning
the as yet unsuccessful White team.
plied

'

'

.

any

Good

tournament.
1

Taste /

A

tournament more studded with upsets, surprises, and defaults due to
injuries can hardly be imagined. Both the finalists had the stiangt expert,
ence of reaching the finals without meeting a seeded player on the way.
Without a doubt the sensation of the fall season was diminutive Dick Bechtel,
steady as the Rock of Gibralter, who eliminated two seeded players and lost
Jim
to Fisher only after carrying him to a 12-10 set in the semi-finals.
Crowell was the other unseeded semi-finalist.

One of the purposes of the tournament wan realised whan sev.
erat freshmen convincingly demonstrated that they are ta ha
considered when the varsity team is chosen next spring. Foremoot among these is Brick Kennedy, who polished off Howdie
Dana, a varsity letter man. Not far behind are Lat Hyde, a
quarter-finalist, and Purlngton who lost to Dana after a three
set matan*
With probably the greatest wealth of tennis material

in the history of the

college, the netmon can look forward hopefully to one of the hardest tennis
schedules in the history of the college. Nine lettermen including the 1038
Maine Intercollegiate Champion, Jim Woodger, and the 1084 Champ, Charlie
Smith plus the probable 1935 Maine singles winner, Joe Fisher, and the freshmen already mentioned, not to speak of jayvee players, should continue to

form a powerful aggregatoln.

vary year about this time a great deal of breath ia wasted
about basketball's becoming a major sport. Arguments for narrow dawn to the facts that the college has several fine basketball
players, that interf rater nit y basketball proves an interest .in
the apart, that basketball could be made a paying proposition,
and that weather conditions ere making hockey unfeasible without
the prohibitive expense of a covered rink. Arguments against
may bo ballad down to the following: we should not give up a
sport in which there is obviously strong interest both from players and spectators and in which we have produced creditable
teams for one In which both preceding factors are dubious; and
the number of boys able to use the gym would be greatly reduced If the apart were recognised.
object to hockey's being without fail mentioned as that sport which
have to go if basketball comes in. But we do not see how it could be
With an excellent swimming pool, the college would hardly drop
swimming. To eliminate winter track, which has always been Bowdoin's njost
successful wntar sport, would be nothing less than folly. The dropping of
gym, fencing, bad handball would not release a sufficient number of men to
make an appreciable effect. And there is no doubt that increasingly warm
winters are making it harder and harder to get through a hockey season
But what's the difference? The era,
without numerous games unplayed.
of basketball at Bowdoin is too remote.

Many

will

otherwise.

to the freshman eligibility requirements catting for the substitution of a year rating far the
semester ruling has our full approval. Bowdoin is one of the
few colleges still hanging on to the eld rule allowing freshmen
New that the
to Compete hi varsity sports after midyears.
State track meet has passed into he great beyond evert peeelbie
excuse for its contnulance has disappeared. The 1C4A ban from
competed
have
athletes
who
track
year
competition their senior
on vanity teams aa freshmen. It has bean Bewdew's custom
in the past te threw all available strength!lata the Mate meet.

The proposed amendment

'

"

CfcarHaJteuweud, Bfiy
Consequently such stellar performers
McLaughlin, Charlie Allen, Howie Nlbtoeb, and phi Good at the
height of their careers have and do find themselves unable te
yean.
senior
meets
their
compete in major
>
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1 he world's finest tobaccos are used in Luckies
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"Cream of the Crop" only the clean cenleaves— for the clean center leaves are the

•—the
ter

Limited
,Tri*>i

It's

mildest leaves—they cost

dis-

flashy brand of extemwit
enthusiasm,
and
walked away with the honor* at the
Williams rally held last Friday evening.
He proved by a process of
elimination that he was the only mem-

playing a
poraneous

'

„i-

IS

SUCCESSFUL RALLY

'

(0) Bangor
re,

Team

!

showed up well for the visitors.
the backfield men Gentry,
Barksdale and Davis sparkled for the
Junior Varsity with Burnett and Jenkins shining for Bangor.
Dusenbury, Burton, le
Hoaley, Wingate, Morse,

V.

|

Among

In Friday's Jayvoe gridiron struggle with the Bangor School of Commerce
eleven, the running of Gentry stood out as a highlight. It also appeared evident that the Bowdoin unit was competent in practically every department.

On

18-0 last Friday at Pickard field. Con"The team is in good condition as
sidering that the JV starting lineup
far aa training goes, and except for
gad practiced together aa a unit but accident* w« shall mage a food show.
once before the game, Coach "Heinie" ing at Harvard this Friday1', stated
Hubbard's proteges save a creditable temporary
coach-athlete
Elmer
account of themselves.
Hutchinson in reference to the Annual
Bowdoin'd ispoedy little halfback, Harvard Cross Country meet. At the
individBob Gentry, carried away the
5
present writing It vanity and
ual playing honors by virtue* of his freshman harriers are scheduled to
remarkable 70 yard scamper through make the trip representing Bowdoin.
In recent practice sessions Johnny
the whole Bangor team for the Junior Shute and Cap Cowan have been imSnaring proving
score.
Vanity's second
rapidly and should, barring;
Jameson's punt' on the Bowdoin 30 mishaps, place wall up in lists on FriGentry cut diagonally across the field day. The White ia heavily dinting
outguessing four lunging tacklers as on Porter, Bond, Hutchinson. Shute
he did so. By this tim e the other and Cowan to make a good showing.
Bears had begun to block the remainFollow Magee s System
ing Bangor men and Gentry went
"Of course w« miss not having
across the line standing up. On the Jack
here to coach us personally but
try for extra point Davis plunged we're following the same routine he
through center successfully.
always prescribes for fall training",
The other touchdown was made by continued Hutchinson. Proof that the
Davis early in the first period after team has been under careful superthe Jay Vees had marched straight vision is given by the comparison of
down the field upon receiving thf last Wednesday's time trial with that
opening kickoff. In this determined of the previous week. Both trials wen
drive the home team piled up four run over the same three and a half
first downs through substantial off
mile course but last Wednesday's
tackle gains by Barksdale and Gentry. time bettered the earlier trial" by almost two minutes.
Bangor Paasea Effective
On the whole this year's squad is
After the first touchdown Bangor
stronger and more evenly balanced
tightened up their defense and kept
than last year's aggregation which
first
of
the
midfield
most
bell
in
the
brought
home a third from last year's
this
from
At various intervals
half.
Harvard meet. Those probably makpoint on the visitors opened up with
ing the trip for Friday race
Barof passes, Burnett and Mc-

a series
Eachern, which caught the Jay Vee
secondary flatfooted. For a while in
the third period it looked as though the
big Green team was off on a scoring
threat but a 15 yard penalty for holding ended the drive.
Through a coaches agreement, both
teams were allowed unlimited substitution of players, and as a result, the
game was repeatedly slowed up b>
numerous replacements. In the Bowdoin line Drake, Burton and Roberts
Clukey
while
outstanding,
were

i.

RAQUET DIADEM Organized Skiing
I

,

flying colors. Bond exhibited well, continuing
last fall on the Freshman road team.

ASBliit 10 WIN

—i

ir

HARRIERS POINTING
FOR HARVARD MEET

downed Bangor School of Commerce

Bond Breaks Record As

FISHER DOWNS
13-0

more— they taste

better.
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

At 7

o'clock, Monday, October 22,
the Bowdoin Rifle Club held its second meeting in the B.C.A. room, six-

To Purple

ans to renew their membership.
Work is being started on the range
in the basement of Adams, and it is
expected the first dry shooting prac-

ling football

tice will be held the latter part of this
The range will have four firing
positions. Thereafter practice will be

(Continued from pas* 1)

came only a few minutes before

pie

After an exchange of punts
favored Williams, the latter
took the ball on about the Polar Bear
40-yard line. Two line plays brought
a first down for the invaders, with
Salsich
ball.
salsich carrying the
passed on the next play to Holmes,
bringing the ball to Bowdoin's 19-yard
Then, after a four-yard gain by
line.
Mosely, the versatile Salsich carried
the ball through the center of the

which

Coaches

With the approval of Pres. Sills
and Dean Mitchell, it is probable that

on the Bowdoin 7 yard stripe where
the Freshmen held for downs.

financial aid can be obtained. If this
is accomplished it will mean a decided
increase in membership.
It is being seriously considered to
try to obtain the services of Professor
Little as range officer. If this can be
done, the prospects of this year's
team will be nothing but the best. line and across the goal. Lamberton
R. A. Wagg of Auburn will be the again converted.
Williams third opportunity came
team's first coach. He has shot on
secMaine State Civilian teams for sev- soon after the beginning of the
back
years as anchor man, and last ond half. The Polar Bears ran
eral
kick to their own 82-yard line,
the
year was elected captain.
unThen
an
forty.
the
to
and passed
Schedule Spring Trips
The team will this year become fortunate fumble by Soul e gave Wilwith the N.R.A. Postal liams the ball on the White 35-yard
affiliated

Wardley Scores
However,' early in the second pethe home team began a determined march from the Bowdoin 38,

riod,

and after six smashing plays, Jay
quarter,
flashy
Exeter
Wardley.
scored on a spinner off tackle. Later
in the quarter, Dale Miller pushed
over two more touchdowns after a
brilliant series of forwards and laterals had brought Exeter into scoring
position.

In the second

when the Freshmen carried
the leather down to the Exeter 22
but were held for downs.
,
Frosh Fumble Costly

The last score of the game came as
the result of a Frosh fumble on their

own

five yard
Exeter fullback,

,

Sigma; Reading
Beta; Frye. Chi Psi; McFarland,
A.T.O.; Whitmore, D.K.E.; Morrow,
Chi Pai; Scott, Chi Psi; Leach, Chi
Psi; Henderson, Chi Psi; Rogers. Chi

ma;

Hill,

Kappa

Psi; Wilson, Chi Psi;

Durham, Kappa

Sigma; Gibb, A.T.O.

|

I

j

was given the

ball

on Williams' L>-

yard line by an interference ruling.
Three line plays and a pass, Johnson
to Kent, advanced the^baM six yards.

Sawyer then passed over the goal
but Holmes again intercepted,
and downed the ball for a touchback.
line,

Williams threatened again in the
last quarter. After passing and running to the White's 15-yard line, the
invaders were penalized thirty yards
for unnecessary roughing. The next
play resembled touch football more
than it did the standard brand. A
pass from Gordon to Kroll started the
play, followed by two laterals, Kroll
to Salsich to Holmes, for a net gain
However, a pass soon
of 25 yards.
after was grounded in the end zone
eliminating the danger.

Mule

Conflicts

Date From 1892
The opening game ol the Maine
State series will be a struggle for
supremacy in a 42 year old series
between Bowdoin and Colby. Both
teams have twenty victories to their
credit, but Bowdoin leads in having
the longest succession of wins and the
greatest number of points scored.
The rivalry began in 1892 and for
seven games Bowdoin won by large
margins. Back in the nineties two
games a season were held, and the
second game of 1896 resulted in a
scoreless tie. The next year Colby
won her first game and from that
time the supremacy has interchanged
several times.
Large scores were characterized of
the early games, the White winning
her first game 56-0. This was surpassed only once, when she defeated
Colby in 1900 with a score of 68-0.

although improved
over the previous weeks, was badly
outplayed by its heavier opponents.
Nearly all of the Poljyr Bear punts
were hurried. Lawrence, filling in at
center, played the whole game, and
except for a few ragged passes gave
a creditable performance. Whether or
not he is the answer to the center
problem remains to be seen. Smith is
still handicapped by an injured hand,
and saw only a few minutes play at

The White

line,

tackle.

Captain Noehren of the
shone defensively. Salsich was

seconded by his
One of the White's chief handicaps
seemed to be a lack of effective plays.
Williams (20)
(0) Bowdoin
re. Kent
Welles (Ostrander), le
rt, (Smith) Hughes
Lamberton, It,
Gandar, (Brown, Woodrow) lg
.

stars,

FRESHMAN HARRIERS
FAVORED IN
FOOTBALL LEAGUE DOWNED BY LINCOLN

The Bowdoin freshman cross counContinuing last week's policy of
winning by default, the two touch try team was defeated for the first
time this season by the score of 1750 in a home contest with a lighter
and faster Lincoln Academy team yes-

football leagues finished the first half
of the schedule with nine out of the
twelve games defaulted.
In League -A, the T.D.'s, favored to
clinch the league title, won its second
game by the default of the Psi U.

terday afternoon when three Lincolv
men with arms interlocked crossed
team on Wednesday. Previously, they the finishing line between the chapel
had beaten the Beta Theta Pi repre- and Maine Hall.
sentatives 19- tf. On the same day,
The course over McKeen street and
Signu Nu of League B defeated the
back which totaled three miles was
Alpha Delt's, 13-12.
Friday the 19th. Chi Psi won by de- run in seventeen minutes twenty-two
fault over the Zete's, while the D.U. and three fifths seconds by Arthur
team also won by default over Non- Jones, Winfield Allen, (captain), and
Fraternity. As it stands now, the

ard Robinson in thirteenth, and Bryce
Thomas in fourteenth totaled the

Bowdoin

final

score.

Hutchinson Coaches
Elmer Hutchinson '35, captain of
the Bowdoin Varsity Cross Country
squad has been coaching the freshman
team in the absence of Coach Jack
Magee. The men who ran in yesterday's race were the winners in the
time trials which were held on several
days preceding the Lincoln contest.

Polar Bears Have

in

League

Games Since

5 Series

The summary:
Arthur Jones (L), Winfield Allen
(L). Lawrence Simmons (L), tie for
fourth.
Charles Young (B);
Charles Dodge (L); sixth, Arthur Bates (L); seventh, Lafayette
Metcaff (L); eighth. William Allen
(B); ninth, Russell Racliffe (L);
tenth, Arthur Fisher (B); eleventh,
Donald Dunn (L); twelfth, Glidden

first;

fifth,

Bears won the entire six
of the season.

A

B

C
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933

Cates
Morrell
Morrell
Morrell

Bowser
Bowser
Bowser
Bowser

1925

W W

W

Perc

L

.667
.333
.333
.000
.333
.000
.000
.000

T L

L

W

L

L
L
L
L
L

L

L

L

W

L

L

T L
T L

line-ups:

Downey, fb.
Bowdoin Freshmei
Ashkenazy, rt; A!

Miller,
re;

i

:

Curran, Cox,
MacDougall,

len,

Muncv, c; Hepburn,
rg; Dearing,
Brown, lg; Taylor. It; Fitts, le; Frye,
ob; Frazier, rhb; Murphy, lhb; Soule,
fb.

Score by periods:

Exeter

]9

rg,
c

12m

periods.

The Seniors at Connecticut College
are the only members of the student
body who may chew gum, roll their
sweater sleeves above their elbows, or
paint their finger nails.

(Clapp), Larcom

Noehren (Mnir),

c,

Lawrence

O'Reilly, (Cantwell), rg
lg, (Latty, Nason),

Lane

. .

.

.

I smoKe
lv(
a

his fine ball carrying.

Philgas for Fraternity

staff

great

House Cooking

many

Chesterfields.

Brunswick Hardware Co.
Prompt Service
Tel.

•

morning, noon and night

Fair Pricea

136—87 Maine St.—Tel. 1ST

MORTON'S NEWSSTAND
BOWDOIN SEAL and EATON HARDWARE CO.
FRATERNITY PAPER
The Sport Store of
KAYWOODIE PIPES

..

they aw always- the same

gt'-«j»

Brunswick

SEND THE ORIENT HOME
Your parents are intensely interested in the news
and events here at your college. The ORIENT will
keep them well posted on both.
To have the name of either your Dad or Mother
Eut on the mailing list, merely fill out the attached
lank and with two dollars mail to The Bowdoin
Publishing Co., Moulton Union, Town.
Send the

—because we

other year

MONDAY
ROSA
PONSELLE

Street and

No

Town

My name

WEDNESDAY
NINO.

MARTI

al-

ways buy the right tobaccos
—uniformly ripe and mild.
SATURDAY
CRETE
STl

ECKCOLD

KOSTELAXETZ ORCHESTRA AND CHORUS
9 P. M. (b. s. t.)—Columbia network.

State

Chesterfields you're

smoking now are just like
they were last year or any

ORIENT for one year to

Name

City or

The

Chesterfields

are milder

,

.

7—26

Touchdowns, Wardley, Miller 2,
Downey. Points by gpal after touchdown, Clark, Downey. Referee, Jack
MacDonald (H. C). Umpire, W. J.
Dempsey (B. C). Linesman, H. I.
Leavitt (N H.). Time, two 10 and two

games

M

Wardley and Merritt.

Exeter Academy: Walker. CordingEdmon
ly, le; Downing, Craig, It;
stone, Schae-fifer, Anderson, lg; Mudge,
Suman, Gifford, Haggerty, c; Feeley,
Chase, Kidder, rg; Stokes, Rumely,
rt; Jameson, Palmer, -Wood, re; Wardley, Merritt. Leith, qb; Clark. Savage,
lhb; Trautman, Hodges, Roache, rhb;

.

It. Low
Jones, (H. R. Stanton), rt
le. Manter
Kroll, re
Colby Dominates Recent Games
qb, Sawyer
Colby has also had a large share in Holmes, (C. Wood), qb
decisive victories, the greatest being Stanley, (Gordon, Colman. P. Wood),
rhb, Soule. Karakashian
lhb
48-0 in 1914. However several of the
games were much closer, there hav- Salsich, (H. T. Stanton), rhb
Lewis, (Mosely, Gorson), fb
ing been six ties.
fb. (Shaw), Baravalle
Bowdoin 's last win in this ancient
Score by periods:
rivalry was in 1927. Although Colby
0—20
14
6
has dominated since then, the White Williams
Touchdowns, Salsich 2. Welles.
still has the highest score, the total,
number of points being 538-409. Last Points after touchdowns, Lamberton
SwafN.
Referee,
P.
kicks).
year's tying game in the series was ,2 (place
a 6-0 victory for Colby. Showing out- field (Maine). Umpire, E. R. Drumstanding ability at blocking punts, mond, (Colby). Linesman, W. H.
she was able to carry the ball over in Daley, Jr., (Maine). Field judge. J. J.
the last quarter. Captain Hubbard Butler. (Catholic University). Time
performed excellently for Bowdoin by 4 15-minute periods.

In the current issue of Growler, the
wishes to correct an error in the
advertisement of Students' Outlines
and Translations, Inc. The Brunswick
store mentioned in the ad is The
Reading Lamp, located on Maine
street opposite the mall.

The
"

Since 1925 Bowdoin has won
only five games in the Maine
State football series, has lost
sixteen and tied three.
It has defeated Bates and Colby only twice in the last eight
years and Maine once, in 1930,
which was Bowdoin's last State
Series victory. three ties with
Bates is the best the Bears can
boast of in this period.
1921 was the last year that
Bowdoin won the State Series.
Under Coach Ostergren the Polar

Lawrence Simmons, who finished to- Hussey (L); thirteenth. Leonard Robhave two victories
gether giving the Acedemy the first inson (B); fourteenth, Bryce Thomas
three places in the race. Charles (B); fifteenth, Robert Laffin (B); and
Dodge and Arthur Bates who placed sixteenth William Frost (L).
fifth and sixth respectively, completed
the scoring runners for the visiting
The Massachusetts Coilegian reAll speeches delivered by students team.
Charles Young finishing in cently published fourteen rules outat the University of the Philippines fourth place, gave the Bowdoin team lining the procedure to be followed
must be censored by the authorities its first tally. William Allen in eighth by the two lower classes on "Razoo
before they may be given.
place, Arthur Fisher in tenth, Leon- Night".

TJX's

Won But

i

to their credit, while in the B League
Purple the A.T.O.'s. D.U.'s, and Sigma Nu's
easily
have each triumphed twice.

was ably
running mate Holmes.

the star of the game, and

(Courtesy of Portland Sunday Telegram)

The picture above shows Palmer, Bowdoin back, on a play that advanced the ball only one yard for the White. The powerful Williams line is seen
here in action, aa it breaks through the defense cf the Polar Bear linemen. Lewis made the tackle for Williams. Bowdoin's running attack was
hampered all during the game by the brilliant defense of the heavy Purple forward line.

T. D.*S

Frank Downey,

line.

finally made the tally
after three unsuccessful drives from
the one foot stripe.
Throughout the game Curran, Taylor, and Ashkenazy performed well
in the Frosh line with Walker, Feeley
and Jameson outstanding for the
Preppers. In the backfield, Murphy,
Frye, and Soule played their usual
reliable game, in spite of Exeter's

:

I

Bowdoin

quarter

•

Lord Chairman

the

half

to function more smoothly with the pass combination, Murphy
to Curran, clicking consistently. Bowdoin's only threat came in the third

team seemed

fell
matches are held every two week* line. On the next play Mosely
line,
with college teams of similar rating back and passed over the goal
Salsich
throughout the country. One import- where the redoubtable Mr.
ball
the
gathered
and
appeared
again
ant match is with both Frosh and
An
in for the Purple's third tally.
Varsity teams of the U. of M.
In the spring there will be short attempted drop-kick was blocked.
Bowdoin Threatens
trips for shoulder to shoulder matches.
Bowdoin's best chance to score
The most important spring event is
Jack Lawrence
after.
in May, when Bowdoin will shoot at came soon
punt by Bill
the State Rifle Range in Auburn. The downed a beautiful
almost on the Purple's goal line.
Soule
competition at 50, 100. and 200 yards,
to his
immediately
punted
out
Salsich
A 22 calibre is used, and
is outdoors.
was
shooting is both by individuals and own 35. Sawyer's pass to Kent
intercepted by Holmes, but the Wh'^e
teams.

Up to now Hartley Lord has been
acting chairman, the election of officers taking place at the next meeting.
The veterans returning are: Barker,
Beta; Bradford, A.D.; Ellis, Chi Psi;
Favour, Beta; Karakashian, non frat;
Lord, Sigma Nu.
New members are: Wyer, T.D.;
MacDonald, Chi Psi; Crystal, nou
frat; Healey. Zete; Tuttle, Kappa Sig-

out-

Outclassed from the beginning,
Don Lancaster's scrappy outfit did
well to hold the Preppers scoreless
throughout the first period. Largely
through the excellent defensive work
of Frye, Soule, and Murphy the Red
and Grey scoring threat was halted

the half.

held once or twice weekly.

team has played an

of state game.

Horde 20-0

week.

Wagg

Fighting a game but losing battle
Bowdoin's Frosh gridsters bowed before Philip Exeter Academy 26-0 last
Saturday at Exeter. This trip of the
Freshman team marked the first time
in the history of Bowdoin that a year-

Bow

Bears

teen men being present. The purpose
of the meeting was to give new men
an opportunity to join, and for veter-

EXETER GRIDSTERS
DEFEAT YEARUNGS

ACTION IN THE BOWDOIN-WILLIAMS GAME

Reoganized Rifle Club
Enlists Talented Coach

they taste better
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ORIENT'S POLL SHOWS
47 PERCENT

OF PROFS
ENDORSE ^EW DEAL

morn-

ing's Chapel, pointed out the
general dearth in intellectual activity
on the college campus. He would
blame the 'course credit' system /or
creating much of this situation.
Undoubtedly the majority of students are inclined to calculate such an
abstraction as a college education on
• mathematical basis. To them the
sum total of credits gained plus four
years of attending classes equals a
bachelors degree. With such an attitude the expression "accumulation fit
knowledge" degenerates into the more
tangible "accumulation of points".

One-Third

Committee Names Allan
HnbbeU, Elmer Hutchinson
and Vincent Nowlig

ALL ARE MEMBERS
OP PHI BETA KAPPA
New Eng-

land Selection

TEAM TO COMPETE
IN TWELVE DEBATES

Three seniors, Allan Forbes Hubrecent writer has observed
Nowlis. and Elmer
that the American people possess bell, Vincent
the incongruous combination of know- Longley Hutchinson were named as
ing something about everything, but candidates for the Rhodes Scholarship at a meeting of Bowdoin College
little about anything.
hut
>
According to him our composite in- Rhodes Scholarship Committee
Monday night, it was announced retellect is opened along many lines,
cently. The names of those three will
but thoroughly developed along none.
put before the state committee for (Courtesy of Portland Sunday Telegram)
In general we hsWe a conglomerate be
The photograph shows the play en which Bowdoin scored at Seaverns Field at Colby for the first time in
mass of knowledge, embracing the consideration for the Scholarship eight years. Bill Shaw (No. 40) is receiving a lateral pass from Bunny Johnson, who is directly behind him
chosen
science, from New England. They were
literature,
framework of
Lan« ami Low lead the interference on Shaw's 18 yard dash to the White's first touchdown
in the picture.
candidates.
twelve
from
list
of
a
politics and the fine arts, without any
season. Two scores by Tadwin i>ki of Colby nullified the results of the flashy Polar Bear offensive, however,
All three of the candidates are of the
conception of the inner mysteries of
the extra point.
prominent on campus. Hubbell, be- after Sawyer had kicked
these fields.
The college can do no more than sides being a member of Phi Beta
President of the Classical
to open the avenues of learning: in- Kappa, is
Alpha Dslta Phi
dividual initiative must do the rest. Club, President of
The college can inspire culture but it fraternity, and a member of 'the senior honorary society. Ibis.
can not teach it.
He is Business Manager of the

Other Members of League
Will Present Finest of

Competition

,

A RECENT meeting of the NaATtional
Council,
Inter-Fraternity
measures were taken to assure colleges, educators and the American
public, that fraternities were a vital
feature of undergraduate life and an
important constructive force.
To quote the "American Campus",

The

new platform declares that the
fraternity is under obligation to encourage the most complete development of its members, intellectually,
physically and socially."
One article of the Council's platform is particularly interesting, to
quote "That the fraternity shoald
create an atmosphere which will stimulate substantial intellectual progintellectual
superior
and
ress

—

achievement".
At present fraternities at Bowdoin
create an atmosphere, more intended
to give bold relief to anything intellectual, than to "stimulate substantial
intellectual progress,"

— A PPUCANTS-

for stud*** a id. trw
deceived
by the term
often
"scholarship". For true enough, at
Bowdoin. student aid and scholarship
awards are so confused that their

.

•**•

Yadwinski Gallops 53 Yards
to Win for Outplayed
White Mule Eleven

He was

also the winner of last year's
Phi Beta Kappa Prise. During the
present year he has been acting as
assistant in the Shakespeare Course.
Nowlis is also a member of Phi
Beta Kappa He is a Biology major,
end a member of Zeta Psi fraternity.
He was named as a member of Ibis at
the 1936 elections, and has contributed
many articles to the Quill, of which
he is- a member. During his sophomore year he was president of the
Bowdoin Christian Association. As a
freshman he took part in debating,

POLAR BEARS SHOW
DECEPTIVE ATTACK

.

of

I

RELIGION

Taking as a preliminary question
and title one of the most widely distoday.

President Sills asked in his Sunday
Chapel address, "Is interest in re-

(^

holds

good.

'

One

hastily thrown forward pass,
intercepted and run 53 yards for a

COLLEGE GAIN.

touchdown by Tom Yadwinski with
than three minutes left to play,
a vastly superior Bowdoin eleven
down to 12-7 defeat at the bands of
less

CALLED SMALL

sent

Ijttsftg^vBi

i

uuL shoving the
band,

_

port on Higher Education

muddy

greensward

Mule

about

I

'

-,

1

5

the goal line.
Bears' Play Sparkling

the

^ Sy

^
have himse

as nearl y J^ossiDlein
which Shakespeare
would
**

^

players, are not new to the Bowdoin
campus, having played here with the
Jitney Players in the summer of 1929.
Both are
widely
experienced
in
Shakespearean presentations.
Mr.
Roberts has played three years with
Fritz Lieber, who is called one of the
greatest Shakespearean players of all
time, being especially renowed for his
ingenious interpretation of Hamlet.
Miss Dowling acted with Mrs. Fiske
on her recent tour of the United

'

ligion waning?" He said that the lack
may
A red-painted Ford, of 1918 vint-. their pay under the FERA,making
of attendance in many of our churches
age and with a fire truck body, paper, choose their own times for
and the lack of religious instruction pencil, and two rods
^i with
_^n. a fifty
«#*„ foot|
#~m their forays. They must spend a toonth on
hours a
of &t
end religious interest in many homes, length or rope between them—these
oraer to earn the $15
y,^
would lead US to believe that religion are the materials with which Richard wages allowed by the FERA. Philip
is on the wane.
F. Charles '36 and F. B. Thomas '38 S. Wilder, Bowdoin Alumni Secretary
He continued that one can read in are working on the Brunswick Fire and Brunswick Fire Commissioner
surveying the originated the plan for the survey,
newspapers and magazine articles of Protection Service,
country and town of Harpswell. They the completed statistics of which are
the suppression of religion in Gerwill proceed on their project to Tops- expected to prove of great value in
there
many and Mexico. But although
ham after the Harpswell region has the prevention of isolated farm and
is much evidence of paganism about been well examined for water supplies forest fires.
us, "man is incurably religious".
The d>?*£ in
h*" rdsSurveyal Procedure
Winch they are now at work « provThe youth of today, he said, has *!L*
Tfte Ha
^, territorv ig aivided
not as yet become intensely interested mg sn "extensive job said Charles, ta
t
;
f
the purposes of
in organised religi< Jts problems but but an exceedingly informative and the survey. The mainland road witl
they are becoming more prominent in interesting one. "The work is prog- the terrain comprised by the Potts
his mind as time goes on. He cited the ressing well", he said.
and Basin points, and Ash Cov e is
great interest with which the meet"She's hard to start, and the radi- ©ne. The other rung from the Gurnet
ings of the Eucharistic Congress in ator will drain in exactly fifteen min bridge along the mainland until it
Beunos Aires had been followed utes; but she has a fine motor
leaches
Orr's
Island,
and finally
throughout the world and the great corker" said the two fire protection Bailey's Island. The students always
strength being shown by the religious surveyers concerning their sixteen
R0 out to the end of the points, and
leaders of Germany in their opposi- > ear old vehicle. As they bounce along then work in toward the mainland
tion to Hitler's move to dominate the rutted country roads they must stop and the town of Harpswell.
churches of the country. These, he every eight miles or so to fill up their
The procedure of the work of the
said, were examples of the continued radiator tank, and this often leads to students is to go up to the various
interest and the value of religion.
a little search for water on the side,; farm houses, and after describing the
In conclusion he said, "In religion yet akin to the regular project, which survey and its purposes, to interview
and religious action will be found the is of a very serious and practical na- and question the tenants as to what
solution to many problems of individ- to**.
wells and water supplies they have in
ual, social, and national fields, today."
The student worker?, who receive!
(Continued on pec* s)
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power of the gangster Dillon (TibIn order to obtain their freedom, they are forced to plan the murder of a prominent government offibetts).

cial.

Miss Barber is the only one of the
three leads ever to have starred for
the Masque and Gown before. Last
year she took the role of one of the

maiden aunts

in "Murray Hill".
The Masque and Gown this year has

inaugurated the policy of having personnel blanks. These blanks contain
the preferences of members and aspirants as to the type of work they wish
to try.

10, as their part in the entertain-

ment for Alumni Day. Three
more dances are projected by
houses to follow the Tufts game

on November

17.

Ernie George's orchestra will
be heard at the A.D. house this
week end. At the Chi Psi house
Stan Blanchard will play, while
Nate Gold and his band will per-

form

Sigma Nu.

at

The Bow-

doin Polar Bears have been engaged to play at the Deke house.
A.T.O., Beta, Kappa Sigma and
Psi
are planning dances, but
have not as yet engaged the services of sn orchestra.
After the Tuft s " game, Nate
Gold and his orchestra will play

U

another engagement at the Zete
house.
A. D. will have Ernie
George again, and T. D. will fea.

ture the Polar Bears. No other
houses have as yet signified their
intention to hold a dance at this
time.

The fact that 33 percent of the faculty established themselves as definitely anti-Rooseveltian came as a surprise to many who had thought that

Bowdoin was overwhelmingly a New
Deal college. While few of those who
voted against Roosevelt's ideas expressed themselves as completely unfavorable to them, the large majority
of them said that in the main most
of his policies were for the worse.
The Orient asked each member of
the faculty the same question: "Do
you, in the main, approve of the policies of the present administration ui

Washington?"

A

majority of the faculty seem to
agree with one member, who said:
years ago we had three men to

"Two
vote

for:

Hoover and
deny that if
two had been

Roosevelt.

Thomas. No one

will
latter

either of the

elected, social war and general chaos
would have resulted. Of course this
is

a purely negative view of the mat-

Anyone who

is

interested in

Featuring a review of Professor Coffin's latest book, the Bowdoin Quill is planning to make its
first appearance in the near future. The book, "Lost Paradise",
is being reviewed by John Schaffner '35, last year's editor of the
literary magazine.
Among the other contributions
to this first issue will be "Pound

Era", an
Mitchell

Robert

article by Burroughs
'36; a short story by
Hsgy '36; s short play,

"The Serpent's Teeth", and an
"Ode to Woe", both by Editor Arthur Stratton; and a poem by
Manning Hawthorne '30.

feft.

.

photographic
this

editor,

will

season

after

.

BOWDOIN CLUB OF
BOSTON CONVENES

more uniform and attractive

illustraAt the first meeting for the year of
photog- the Bowdoin Club of Boston, held Ocraphy have been assigned to Warren tober fourth in Boston, several new
K. Vantine, while the Bugle staff wfll committees were adopted and plans
handle the remainder of the art work. were made for the year. There were
45 Bowdoin alumni present at -the
Economy Stressed

tions. All the details of the

An innovation to be stressed this
season will be a lowering of price
consistent with present economic conditions. It is expected that through letting contract for photographs to one
individual as well as by other budget
economies, the cost of producing the
Bugle for this year will be so materially lessened that a material reduction in price will be possible.
With twenty freshmen out for the

meeting.

On the report of previously formed
committee, a governing committee for
the organization was appointed.
A
sub-committee was also appointed to
stir up the interest of all Bowdoin
alumni in the greater Boston district.
Another meeting will be held on November

first, it was decided, at which
Commander MacMillan will speak.

Graduate school alumni in the
greater Boston area also plan
meetand an unusually com- ing soon with Sears Crowell a
"3o as
petent general administration,
the chairman of
the Executive committee1936 edition of The Bugle looks forward to the most successful season
it has yet enjoyed.
editorial staff

Show Higher Marks

Gained During Last Semester
Three
hundred
or
twenty-one
•twelve and nine tenths percent of all
course grades were A's as the result
of four months' studying during the
final semester last year, according to
final statistics recently issued by the
College Office. This represents an improvement of one and five tenths per-

side was expressed by a
professor who answered the question
as follows: "I was pleased with the
New Deal at first, but at present I
see no definite plan which will extend
into the future.
Several contradictions which the Administration has
made through their first years of tenure have also seemed unnecessary. Of

The other

The statistical result of the poll
were as follows:
PC.
No.
-.
For
47%
25
Against
38%
17
That this year's Bugle will surpass
Undrrided
6
nv;
all its predecessors both in form and
Not Voting
9%
6
subject matter was promised by Isaac
The total of the active faculty now
Watson Dyer II, editor-in-chief, early in Brunswick is 53. Those on sabthis week. The Bugle board, including batical or other leaves of absence
Dyer. Gardner J. Maxcy, business were not canvassed in the poll.
manager; Edward K. Brown, photographic editor; John L. Crosby and
John B. Chandler, literary editors;
Eaton W. Tarbell, assistant business
manager; and Richard W. Sears, asstrive especially

Forthcoming Quill Will
Review Coffin's Book

ter."

DYER AIMS TOWARD
BETTER YEAR BOOK

doing any work at all in connection
with the 'Masque and Gown is asked to
fill out one of these blanks if he has
not already done so. Blanks may be
obtained from Robert Sherman at the
L ta House. Anyone wishing to make
any change in his blank is also requested to see Mr. Sherman.
sistant

Dances For Maine Game Statistics
Eight houses on campus are
planning tea dances after the
Maine game Saturday, November

voting.

has tried unsuccessfully to debate for lief, but this is merely one part of
the past several years.
his larger policy."
The admittance* of Bowdoin to the
The majority of both yes and no
Eastern
Intercollegiate
Debating
votes appeared to favor a greater
League has made the prospects of a part of
the theoretical ideas of Roosesatisfactory schedule more sure. Forvelt, but were disappointed in the
merly the Council was forced to freemanner in which he out these ideas
lance to get opponents. Now they are
into practice. "The high-handed methprovided with plenty of competition
ods of the NRA" as one faculty memwithin the league.
ber termed it, also were subject to
general criticism.

Eight Houses Planning
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The Bowdoin team was by far the
flashiest organization ever to represent the college under the Bowser retriple-laterals,
and
gime. Double
shovel passes, reverses and power
drives were employed to run up 168
yards from scrimmage, while the defense granted Colby exactly 79. It was
hard to pick stars from the magnificently functioning Bowdoin machine
States.
as it rolled through the Dark Blue
Large Supporting Cast
fortifications. Rod Larcom, at guard
The supporting cast is also of the
probably did the most notable service,
while Wilbur Manter, Charlie ^".nith, highest grade. It includes Frederick
Captain Al Kent and Stan Low were Cornell, who gives a clever presentaalmost equally effective in the for- tion of the part of Grumio; John
ward wall. In the/ backfield, Bill Dawson of the Civic Theater in PittsShaw, who tallied tWe Bowdoin touch- burgh; Francis Marion Durham, of
down, Bill Soule, Buck Sawyer and the Town Theater, Columbia, South
Bunny Johnson presented a magnifi- Carolina; Oliver Wendell Holmes,
cent unit, until Sjsule was aided from Goodman theater, Chicago; Peggy Leland, recently of the Cleveland Playmeant 'diverting'. These were stu- the field with a /head injury.
After the first/ minute of play, when house; Marjorie Donaway, former of
dents about to receive an A.B. degree!
According to Professor Holmes, a fumbled lateral pushed the Polar the Sewall Players of Atlanta, Georfour years in college has done little Bears back to the shadow of their gia; and Clara West Butler, of the
Boston Stagers.
(Continued on page 6)
(Continued on page 4)
The repertoire of the company is
drawn entirely from the classics. Besides the Shakespearean farce they
play Moliere's "Le Bourgeois GentleHomme," and "Paola and Franceses",

Charle* '36, Thomas '38 Make
Local Fire Protection Survey

,

,

but one unfortunate pay swept
, f 8ta
it
iL. lead
nA J _
.«,-«. >~nr4
inn and
*%r\A n
a
line
the
an inspired
Blanket Tax Acceptable
had built up in 57
It is expected that a large audience
minutes of play.
will be present.
The price of admisYadwinski, a Colby sophomore halfsion for non-students will be seventyback, playing his first State Series
five cents, with tickets available at
game, twice seized opportunities to the
Bursar's
office. Students wanting
score, and twice tricked the Bowdoin
reserved seats may exchange blanket
defense to race across the doubletax stub number twelve for them at
Btripe and provide the White Mules'
the Bursar's office tomorrow between
margin of victory- With exactly eight the
hours of nine and twelve and two
seconds left to play in the first half,
and five.
the Frank Merriwell from Waterville
Mr. Roberts and Miss Dowling, who
leaped high in the air and collected a
organized
the
Caravan repertory
yard pass from Lemieux right on

away

'

.

j

the| 8t
of the Watemlle the

field
sld.

Chapel Speech
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Forty-seven percent of the faculty
members of Bowdoin College expressed their
general
satisfaction
with President Roosevelt's New Deal
policies in a poll conducted by The
Orient during the past week. A surprisingly high number of 33 percent
voted against the present administration's policies, while 11 percent had
formulated no definite opinion either
for or against. Nine percent either refused to vote or were not available for

.

m

still

brilliant backfield

PRESIDENT DENIES

colleges

.

Bowsermen

The Seaverns Field jinx

"A meager gain in general culture,
In the final reckoning need dominates over scholastic achievement. a slight increase in knowledge of
This is in marked contrast with the general science', traces of foreign litsystem that is employed at Harvard erature and the fine arts is all the
typical college senior has to his credit
University.
Harvard places the emphasis on ac- for four years of time and several
thousand dollars of money," said Protual scholarship, while insisting, nevHolmes in chapel today.
fessor
Bowdoin. on
ertheless, upon need.
Giving the results of the Carnegie
the other hand, while requiring a cerAdvancement of
tain scholastic standing, awards ac- Foundation for the
of
cording to the need of the applicant. Teaching's "Study of the Relation
Secondary and Higher Education" for
Because there are more cases of
evidence of intellectual dearth in
poverty than of intellectual wealth, it
colleges, Professor
American
many
would necessarily follow that, accord- Holmes brought out startling facts
ing to such a system, Bowdoin would about our educational system.
have to award more and smaller
"In certain colleges, alleged to be
scholarships than Harvard.
representative, there was registered
Interestingly enough, when Har- an actual decrease in knowledge of
insists
vard awards a scholarship it
such matters as spelling, grammar,
that the receiver must accept no re- English Literature, mathematics, hismunerative employment which would tory, and the social sciences. Perhaps,
interfere with his scholarship while most significant of all was a loss in
attending classes. In other words it vocabulary. 'The average senior in six
seeks to assure itself that its invest- colleges recognized only 61 words out
ment will bring interest.
of 100 words in familar use by educated people,' reported the FoundarpHE UNIVERSITY of Pennsylvania tion."
Seniors Lack Good Vocabulary
-I
an
efis
planning
club
dramatic
One senior was ignorant of as comantifective and enjoyable piece of
war propaganda. Instead of the cus- mon words as inert, lenient, baffle,
average
tomary poll and student protest par- and immerse. A man with an
word 'benightades, it has decided to present a sa- score thought that the
that 'spurious'
'weary',
tire modeled upon 'Of Thee I Sing'. ed' meant
meant 'foamy', and that 'recreant'

in

Passes
Drives

1

meanings become synonomous.

cussed subjects

Reverses,

Feature Flashy

'

in

CARAVAN TROOP
HERE TOMORROW
Tomorrow

Laterals,

(Continued on pas* 4)

.__..

Achieving the. goal for which it
has been aiming for the past several
years, the Debating Club has been admitted to the Eastern Intercollegiate
Debating League, after a great deal
of effort, manager Harold C. Tipping
announced yesterday. Bowdoin competed against Dartmouth, Colgate,
Tufts, Hamilton, and Pembroke for
the lone vacancy, and has earned the
right to debate against such teams
as Bates, Brown, Wesleyan, William.?,
McCann, Tibbetts, and Miss Smith, Mount Holyoke, Amherst and
Lafayette in league competition.
Barber Accept Leads in
The Debating Council is undertaking a heavy schedule of twelve deProduction
bates and two forums. The prospects
are good, with more men available
Richard McCann "37, Ashby Tib- than in past years. J. O. Parker is
'35. and Miss Nella Barber have the president, and H. C. Tipping is
"Taming of the Shrew" to betts
been selected by the Masque and manager; and three varsity men are
Gown for the leads in the forthcom- available from last year's team. It is
be Presented
ing Thanksgiving play, "Whistling in hoped that the membership will mean
in Memorial Hall
the Dark".
More than twenty men a new era in Bowdoin forensics.
tried out for positions in the cast in
Six Double Contests Scheduled
the tryouts held in the Masque and
Each season, every member of the
"The Taming of the Shrew', most
room Friday night
league meets six of the other league
popular of Shakesperean farces, will
Seven other part positions have members. Bowdoin will participate in
be presented
Memorial Hall tomor
row night by the Caravan Players,,,been issued. They are: Charlie. Wil- three triangular debates. One team
Rice ^8; Herman. Howard Vo will uphold the affirmative of the
with TK»v»r
„„/i Jennette
i«„„„*» J ham,„-.
inayer BaK.^.
Hooerts and
-,«,. T ~,
»/^„. *88;
cl
c „„.
gel '36; Slim,
McCoy
Samuel
Joe, question at home, while another deDowling.
Since the production is
"'"
ossack John
Thui
Cossack,
L
io
Th
y *35;
bates the negative away on the same
sponsored by the English department, John Fay
« ™' James
T
H
Hepburn -88; night. The league championship is deadmission will be free to under-rad- low I88 ',
uates upon presentation of Blanket "* ^P**" 0'Ro»rke, Raymond Pach cided on the percentage of debates
won and lost.
Tax Books.
This membership will give Bowdoin
*»*\ Tho'puTt
an opportunity of meeting Bates, thr

Colby Downs White, 12-7, On CAST SELECTED
Intercepted Last Period Pass FOR FIRST PLAY

Bowdoin Quill. He is undertaking two
majors, German and English, and he
won the Bertram Louis Smith. Jr.,
Prize in English Literature last year.

Hefawg- OWUf

Against

League Selects Bowdoin for Some Against Methods Now
in Use Although They
Membership Over Five
Approte Principle
Other Colleges

State Committee to Consider

Candidates for

Vote

DEBATERS WILL
New Deal Policies; 11%
Not Yet Decided
ENTER EASTERN
VOTE AND COMMENTS
COLLEGE GROUP SHOW PROFS' TREND

SOME

WANEJN

TOMORROW NIGHtS

1934.

31,

BOWDOIN SCORES TOUCHDOWN

THREE SENIORS
TO COMPETE IN
RHODES TRIALS

SHAKESPEARE PLACERS

PHILIP MORRIS'

WON BY COOPER

course,
and the Wins 1,000 Cigarettes for
honors for severity went last year tc
Second Time in Grid
the freshman's bane, Mathematics 2.
It was a Waterloo for a third of all
Forecast Contest
those who took the course. Mathematics 1 was no "Snap" as those who
failed it the first term and repeated
Frank L. Cooper "37, was awarded
it the second
semester comprise a 1,000 Philip Morris cigarettes thU
cent over last year's record of A's. class of 16 men.
To add failure to week for successfully predicting the
There were 660 or 26.6% B's, 802 or failure, 25% of these men failed for Bowdoin College football scores for
32.2% C's. 514 or 20.7'tf D's, and 190 the second time, thereby awarding last Friday and Saturday. This is the
or 7.3% E's distributed among the the palm for second
place
in
the second time that Cooper has won this
undergraduates.
group of difficult subjects to Math R. contest this fall.
On the whole there seems to be a
Variations, which were general,
This week, the contest will be condistinct improvement over the figures showed some reputedly easy courses tinued with the score of the Bowdoinof last year, not only in the column becoming harder, while the opposite Bates game and that of the Freshof A's but in every one. This 26.6% was true in the cases of others. French man A-Higgins game to be
propheof B's has a lead of 1.1% over last C instructors must have tightened the sied. All forecasts should be written
year's figure. There were 1.5% more course, or else the group taking it on the back of
a Philip Morris wrapC's for the college year 1933-34 than were less brainy than usual, for this per and deposited in the ballot box at
in '32- "33. On the other hand D's were course which had
won the "Pipe" the Union before noon, Friday.
less numerous, a reduction of 3.4'; honors with 22% A's the year before
Cooper's
successful
predictions
having been effected. Last but not recorded but 12.5% honors this last were on the scores of the Bowdoinleast comes the list of E's, where year. 10.7 05
received
E's
in
this Colby game which the White Mules
there is a reduction of .9'
course.
In German 16, Latin 4, and won 12-7 and of the Freshman-Hebron
History 7-8, held by campus opinion Zoology 8 every man taking the sub- contest in which the yearlings pushed
tc be the hardest course in college is
(Coatiaiwd on page 4)
over a 20-12 victor)-.

an alternate-year
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O'CASEY CROSSES OUR SKY-LINE

Editer-iu-Chief

Donald P. Barnes
Paul «.

By Robert French

'35

SEAN

Mlhn »

Managing Editor
Robert

John P. Chapman

I».

lahleg

W*ston Lewis
Burton

*37

*S7

__

Stanley Williams,

gerroughs Mitchell

*3«

Wilhnsn A. Grose
William Klaber
ehsrd E. Msthewsoe
Senjesnsn W. Norton

'37
*87
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Nathan Dane -37
Maxwell A. Eaton
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'84

Charles F. Brewster
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BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY
Bnainean Manager
S. Baker ^86

O'CASEY's "Within The Gates," called by George Jean Nathan the
finest play he has read in the last twenty years, is New York's theatrical
treat of the year. Last winter London audiences were not too sympathetic
toward the latest drama of Ireland's expatriate, but O'Caaey is not accustomed to imug indulgence from an audience.
About five years ago his play, "The Silver Tassie," nearly caused a civil
war in Dublin. Hoots of disapproval and shouts of applause followed a aeane
showing th* Bfna Pent tricolor boldly displayed in a saloon. The vaaarabta
Yeats aad rejected the flay on behalf of the Abbey Theatre and received s
Stent, hew sat, hard-hittin* retort from O'Caaey.
Unsparing in his criticism
ef Yeats' analysis of bis play a man whom he likes and admires—O'Caaey
was determined to uphold the drama he was introducing to Ireland.
Taasi*"
was
a far cry from the romantic mystiThe realism in "Th* Silver
cmui feend in Irish poets such as George <"AE") Russell. To O'Caaey, who
baa fought, struck, toiled and suffered with them, the Irish are realists with a
And his plays "are about what I know, just aa any
s ti oah of mysticism.
man's should he."

—

'

John

Barrie and

Galsworthy—the three leading English dramatists of

cussionn.

has a qusUty of sdsritting that he is wrong and making
Hades, He borrwwed a split-tail coat from a minister
pants and top hat free* the betel manager, and releedsing for his former informality of dress,
Huey has re
bis hold ea the state first because he is a master politidan. He knows
people and ha fighta—at least presumably—for the underdog. He la. the
Huey can go to the most humble shack in
pins' puL
the state, sleep under\irty blankets on the floor, and eat corn pone and drink
pot-liquor with Us hosW. That sort 'of thing gets results— and votes. He has
given the people visis*. improvements. One doesn't have to argue about
highwaya. There, they \e.

NIBLOCK ANNOUNCES
PLANS OF COUNCIL

o

postponed as it is expected that there
will be a dinner at th* home of President Sills in the near future to discuss the problems and plans of the

up for

But

his fan

friend, a pair
turned the anil,
<

EVERY

—

DAILY NEWSPAPER and

eighty per cent of the weekly newshave bean bitterly opposed to Huey. This has been
capitalised by Huey uutiifne people don't believe what they read m the
papers any mere. Busy uses the fUUlo. And anyone who doesn't believe the
radio has sunalsnted the hSUiissh in the South as an instrument for disseminating public o pini on skeeM promptly put an ear to the ground.
The aJngnah has built ep I trssnendously powerful political machine. He
makes no banes sheet Mtrastane. He will do anything for his friends and
he hates Me swemwa, Whit* I* New Orleans I talked at length with Colonel
8 rm^"r
sna^ au ifjatute "front" for Huey, and Weiss does not
S?
*
attempt
to
hide the Issue nf patronage. Wets* was a shoe salesman a few
years ago. Then he
on Huey's bandwagon. He covers up Huey's
mistakes, directs sie
, and is grooming him for bigger days
ahead.
And here is
net found in the newspapers. Huey began talking
about his "Share Our
*i*jsrefTam several years ago. He promoted it
through his
*Twe American Progress" (which he moved to
M i ssissippi whan he remised through the newspaper tax not long ago), and
today there are literally thsussnds ef "Share Our Wealth" Societies scattered
all ov«r the fort y ight states. Huey would limit a man's income to two and
a ball milli»-» dollars, *r aawnthlng like that. He is against concentration of
wealth, and this sett at* Batter has found an amazing reception. Little is known
generally about the potantJal strength of this movement, but it is a safe bet

papers

m I— leieae

Wte&!

facts concerning the future

Some

plans of the Student Council have
bean revealed from an interview of
Pres. William Howard Niblock, by an
Orient re po rt er. The m eeting scheduled for Monday. October 29, was

council for the coming year. The
liquor problem is to receive the attention of this group.

The next gym dance

j
I

is

to be held

the evening of the Maine game b»
part of the Alumni Day festivities.
fj£ dancT'commi'ttee *for the "winter
pro bably be selectfcouae partieB
ed at the next meeting.

^n

There will be a rally this coming
Managers
w to soma critics O'Caaey dismisses with scorn. O'Neill and the AmeriFriday to get spirit running high for
Willis Hay, Jr, 8f
Owen H. Melaugh 1*
WhXhrop B. Walker "S* can theatre, far healthier to O'Caaey than the English, he admires. And unthe Bates game. The point of awardy saiWrtisel awry w esawaar earwa tW CaUase fear to Ike Staemu et Ha tile Collate. like many of his contemporaries, literary or otherwise, he has a sincere ading cheer leader's letters to all those
AH contribution! and mw m ali laa Heaa hoaU b* eivan to tha Maaasinr Editor »j Sua4a» miration for George Bernard Shaw, who always attends an O'Casey premier,
promoters of enthusiasm will be disBickt preceding tka est* of pabilcatioa. Taa £ditor-ln-Chi*f U rawas libit for tb* editorial though net a "first nighter" by any means.
cussed at the next meeting of the
Batter far aeos aed an sa ay. All imninaln.lsai reearela,
o o o
council.
to the Beahaam Jfaaasar ef the Sawaa lo PaeSaMea
THE TURMOIL in Irish political life in 1916, O'Casey waa an imDURING
Help Interfraternity Relations
S»barrw*ion«.
ear mar <laaha*n* Alamaai) la s+raaee.
poverished laborer among the active organizers of the Irish Citizen
Entered a* aisjnd claw matter at tha poatofftee at lusielil. kjslaa.
Another topic that will be brought
Army. In tha 101S rebellion bis home was searched, and the insurrection led
up is the practice of exchanging delto the dentil of James Connelly, leader of the Citizen Army. Out of this
»
ggggggJ«gegswHBnnnnnnnnn»nknaani
will
capitalize
Huey
en
It.
that
egations
among the different houses.
work,
published
O'Casey'? first
Vol. LXIV.
Wednesday. October Si, 1134
No. 12 economic and poltical struggle in Ireland came
Huey is smart. Be has now n smooth Colonel House, a Cardinal Richelieu. This will take place at meal times,
a 100-page pamphlet, "The Story of The Irish Citizen Army," signed P. O.
"'i Jmm
snsssnnsmUi Bas-MBrasasmasnai
He is strong in kie own state. He is tremendously ambitious. He is a poor and will lead to a more congenial fraCathaaaigh— Irish for O'Caaey.
The Firat Objective
Barn in the squalid poverty of city slums, where wretchedness mingled countt y boy that made good. He wont keep quiet. Meanwhile his state is ternity relationship.
with past glories of Georgian Dublin, O'Casey was self-taught in the realism saddled by aa extraordinary graft and heavy appropriations. In 1928 the
It is probable that the Council will
Football teams who lose by close scores often wish that the sad cynicism of the poor. As a child, he had no education, earned his own state debt was IlLOeO^Oi. New it is $153,000,000. It has been demonstrated this year, as in the past, become affilHving
and taught himself to read by the time he was twelve. He was in turn before that it takes a tang time far a politician to spend his way OUT of iated with the N.S.F.A. Their provictor in a game could be selected by referee's decision, much like
nowspapei dispatcher, hodcarrier, railway worker, stonebreaker, and dock- office. It should be evident that Senator Long— like the poor— "is always gram and research are extremely
a boxing match. Few Bowdoin teams have ever reached a point hand. He bought cheap books with his few odd pennies from browsings on with us."
valuable, according to Niblock, as the
labor
Association's opinions on forums, and
so near victory in a State Series game that they could dare ex- the carts along the Dublin quays. From industrialism and the Irish was
movement O'Casey went into literature. His first play, written in 1913,
Twelve upper-classmen who are en- Professor Wilder. The visits to the Fraternity relationships, as well as
press such a hope. But last Saturday at Waterville a Bowdoin for the amusement of strikers.
s P«* k «™ * « *reai
green
are
being
Education S
tf which there is at fc^
Hi|fh
The Abbey Theatre was his tutor in dramatic technique, but eight attempts rolled is
eleven that should have won and could have won waa beaten by a
at playwriting for this group failed. In April, 1923, "The Shadow of A Gun- the opportunity of observing actual one a week geRerally teke Ae plaee
In closing Niblock said the Counpure and simple fluke that would have warmed the heart of man," written on stolen paper, was accepted and produced by the Abbey classroom conditions in the Brunswick
-,
, *.
of *• Wednesday meeting of the cil welcomes any suggestions from
Theatre. In the spring of 1924 "June and The Paycock" established the rep- High school.
Horatio Alger.
the student body. Every student
utation of this Irishman. And in 1926 the world had another great dramatist
The course meets three times s course. This plan is to be eonthrued should feel it his duty to fully cooperBowdoin defeated Colby last Saturday. There waa "no possible when "The Plough and The Stars" took Dublin by storm. Honest and fearthroughout the first semester.
ate with the Student Council.
Assistant
of
direction
under
the
week
less, his plays are "the first dramatic expression in Irish literature of the
doubt, no probable, possible shadow of a doubt" that Bowdoin
Dublin proletariat."
had the better football machine. Not a person in the stands could
o o o
deny that Colby's twelve points resulted from two plays that occur PFTY-ONE YEARS OLD, the blue eyes of this lean Irishman look out,
piercing and direct, from behind thick-lensed, gold-rimmed glasses, a
once in a lifetime. The Bowdoin undergraduate body ean beHeve
tell-tale insight into the gentle yet pugnacious character of the man. As the
firmly that, although the team may not show aa high a percentage "social lion" of London drawing-rooms following his early successes with the
Abbey
Theatre, the rudy-faced O'Casey was too comfortable in his homerating as its opponents, it can and did play better football than
spun tweeds and turtle-neck sweater to don formal dinner clothes.
one of them.
For his present themes O'Casey has left the poverty-stricken Dublin slums
turned to the broad social and economic problems facing the post-war
and
There was no disgrace in losing to Colby last Saturday. The generations. Like the Shaw of ''Candida" and "Major Barbara," he is using
team proved that it could hoist itself by Ha bootstraps and be- the theatre but the living, refreshing theatre of the Elizabethans to arouse
sentiment against political hypocrisy and social cant. As the press
come an entirely new unit, capable of doing amazing things with public
seems gradually to be losing its place as the most effective moulder of public
a football. The Obient heartily congratulate* every man who •pinion, th* theatre gathers impetus under the vigorous hand of O'Casey.
"The Silver Tassie" as predecessor, the sixty-five characters of
With
played. It can utter nothing but praise for their actions.
"Within The Gates," the prostitute and bishop, dreamer and 'orator, lovers
With Colby nothing but an item of the past, however, atten- and "down and outs," drift across a background set against Hyde Park in
London. In this poetico-reaiistic drama, "in four seasons," O'Casey paints
tion must be shifted to the problem at hand: Bates. Only once in the pattern of bewildered humans in a post-war society wh'le the song of the
the last three years has the Polar Bear bowed to the Bobcat, and "down and outs" lingers on a note of despair and surrender.
For many years now O'Casey has been living in England with his wife and
there is no reason why it should this year. The Obient hopes "fine young son." His first visit to America is something of an adventure,
that the team will go on the field with the same attitude aa it did but he was disappointed before he even set foot on land as the Britannic
college shop
the opening of their
slowly made its way up the bay, a misty rain prevented his being introduced
against Colby. The College is still behind the squad. If the team to this "Western World" by New York's skyscraper sky-line. But already
Street,
in Brunswick located at 212C
can, for the second week in a row, rouse itself from the lethargy he approves of sky-line and drug stores.
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which characterised

it through the early season, it will rate an
even chance to win. We hope the resuscitation last Saturday at
Waterville was permanent.
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Under the Roosevelt Bonner

The

Bowdoin

a group of
New Dealers in the poll conducted by The Obient last weak. The
opposition group, however, waa surprisingly strong in view of the
fact that Bowdoin is in a definitely Democratic town in a state
that elected a Democratic governor by an overwhelming majority.
Bowdoin faculty members figure prominently on state and town
Democratic committees, while the President of the College is one
of the most outstanding and influential Democrats to Maine.
Objections to the New Deal made by Bowdoin faculty members
were substantially the same as those which have of late been
echoing throughout the country. "I approve ef the past, but not
of Che future"
"The principle seems sound, but the method is
not accomplishing the desired result"
"The Roosevelt attitude
toward the money problem cancels whatever other good he may
have done"
"Heavier taxation is the only immediate result in
view." A great number seem to regard the current politics as a
panacea, a cure-all for the world's ills.
faculty of

.

.

definitely expressed itself as

.

.

.

.

the former location of Harmon's Men's Shop.

DER KINGFISH— DELTA DICTATOR

By Wayne W. Parrish
IS FORTY. He has held every office the State of Louisiana
can give him. He has been Governor and now he is "United States Senator.
He is stronger politically in his own state than ever before in his
public career. What of the future?
That was the question that constantly recurred to me on a recent visit to
the Pelican State at the mouth of the Mississippi. Here is a demagogue without parallel, a shrewd politician, a man whose audacity has shocked the meek
and entertained the hill billies. IT he were sixty, the question would not be so
important. But Huey is young, and he is the most publicized public official
in the entire nation outside of the President himself.
Huey has provided the wise-crackers with a deluge of material. The columnists have run riot telling about his escapades. It is all good fun. Huey
Political prognosticators thought Huey was
likes it and so do the readers.
on the decline a few months ago, thought that he was on the way out. The
last primary in Louisiana showed the opposite. Huey is something to reckon
with, no matter which way the political wind blows.
The Kingfish has given his vanity full play. He has likened himself to
Caesar, Napoleon, Stonewall Jackson, and Mussolini. "There may be smarter
men than me," he has said, "b«t they ain't in Louisiana."
In Louisiana he has ridden rough-shod over laws, precedents and tradiOn one occasion, when handed as Governor a copy of the state Contions.
At other times he
stitution, he declared: "I am the Constitution just now."
has openly boasted of his control over patronage and said he "played the
legislature like a deck of cards." Another time he said he bought legislators
"like sacks of potatoes."

H\JEY LONG

1

o

Our new shop

will

carry a complete stock of

Meal's Clothing, Furnishings, Hats, Shoes

We invite you to visit with

Sportswear.

our opening

Thursday, Nov. 1st
and see our many

——
o

unusual

r|F COURSE THHRE is a credit side of the ledger. There were sixty miles
neP of paved roads when he became Governor. There are now 3,000, and
they are excellent highways. He has built numerous free bridges, he has
reduced taxes on the lower income groups (perhaps a dubious credit in the
long run), he solved the entangled school book problem, h:? has established
The faculty of the College has looked with a none too favorable night
schools in rural areas, he has defeated a political machine as corrupt as
eye upon the sharply contrasting statements of President Roose- any in the nation, and he has written some excellent laws. His legal mind is
sharp. He is not a pussyfooter. And he has successfully attacked some of
velt and his chairman of the National Democratic Committee,
the "big interests".
m
James A. Farley. The recent "Jim-Bob" letters, a correspondence
He is magnificent newspaper copy. There was the time when the German
Emden paid him a formal state visit.
between Farley and Robert Moses, Republican candidate for the commander of the German cruiser
dressed in green silk pajamas. It
.

.

offerings.

.

Huey opened the door of his hotel suite
governorship of New York State, have served to belie Roose- was an embarrassing situation which threatened to cause international repervelt's innocent statements that he "did not know to what party
a single office-holder in Washington belonged." The reaction seems
to have been: "Perhaps Roosevelt didn't, but Farley knew only
B. Chipman, he.
5TAR5 AND NEBULAE.
too well." The "Jim-Bob" letters stated in ne uncertain terms that
INCANDESCENT BODIES
.5TARS ARE GfcNERALLV
Farley never gave a Republican candidate a second thought when
a Democrat was eligible for a governmental position. The recent
experience of Professor Thorpe of Amherst, who waa denied, an
Wholesale - Retail
important position on the Brain Trust because of Republican affiliations, was not overlooked by the Bowdoin faculty.

PURE FOOD SHOP

The

results of the poll were, hi the main, surprising. However,
ihterestng to note that the faculty is more pro-New Deal than

Literary Digest poll has shown the rank and
be, "and far more so than the entire country.
life
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574 Congress Street

ta>

Portland, Me.

PIPF-OK40MY
Philg-as for Fraternity

House Cooking
Brunswick Hardware Co.

AFTER EVERY CLASS
IT RINGS THE BELL!
X> YOCTt HfSunfcindlybisas your tongue, change to Prince
Albert.
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MS—17
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MORTON'S NEWSSTAND
BOWDOIN SEAL aad
FRATERNITY PAPER
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POSITION AT

FPEREhrr EPOCHS

nam

Medicine is still the moat popular behind. Art, mask, dramatics, end
vocational preference among college naval aiehrtecture were else included
freshmen. At least so the class of in the list af professions.
1938 decided when they took the anPerhaps ens of the moot s»gnineant
nual Psychological Toot upon enter- things wee the fact that insurance
ing Bowdoin this fall.
appealed to only two freshmen as a
Out of a total of one hundred fifty- biery setrrity. A decade or two ago
nine taking the Teat, one hundred Insurance wenld undoubtedly have
thirty-four gave aaase answer to the been ene ef the most popular choices
question, "What field of activity 4* asaeng cetkena students la general.
you intend to make your life work!"
Que snleeurteing young student,
One hundred six ot these answers aaL^BBBsWAk SB** aaaaasSk^aHA^ W— & ^vaseasafba) ueaal ansa—
were favorable to one ef the prsfes*
skins, while only twenty-eight were Chemistry- ss Ms preferred uoceti en.
indicative of tome buetaase actlvHy Another seeused to think the "Sailing
aa the sladouti eholoa
of Iraas and Capper" weuM bast ftt
vtewai neras
Acids his type ef pertouelity. These tests,
Medicine lad the indiridnal
with thirty-four vet se, but teariMnf sew given saury year in meet ef the
with twenty-one, eaten i with ate*, celleuue throughout the eeentry, are
rentean. end useful in skewing the trend of the
teen, the law with
journalism with eleven followed
Freshman', thought* and desires.
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Specialty of Fraternity

of Maine to

Medicine Attracts Most Frosh
According To Preference Lists

.

PHILIP EUASON, Mgr.

ASTRONOMY
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We find it inadvisable t<^et the
Mela wrong about Mr. Trit% K8Bn
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Whether Sills Tells of

m

- c
stands at Seavare divided into several
aectieas one for the men .students, one for the coeds, and a*
an. At last Saturday's game, the
coed cheering section was indeed

a

Colby

field

—

colorful place; brightly

plumed

hats and coats gave it much colThere was, however, almost

or.

Bowdoin's
eminent
advanced
French instructor, sitting all by

able.

The report of the Treasurer
Bowdoin College which appeared

of
in

ROCK

MT.

ment of about 5%, or approximately
$322,000. in the investments of the

College over

FLEECE

figures for June
the latter date, the

the

thirtieth, 1933.

On

market value of the College's invested
amounted to $4,695,279.40.
capital
At present the market value is approximately $4,998,764.67. Although
the College endowments have suffered

Goes into

severely since the collapse of 1929,
to

j

money which has been endowed

I

Bowdoin from time

!

m

• e
not the only incongruous

I

j

game immensely.
To his right was an Associated Press
correapondent, who was as mystified
at Professor Chase's presence as anyone else. However, believing him to be
the coach of ping-pong, or perhaps
chess, at Bowdoin, he entered into
friendly conversation with Professor
Chase. He told him the scores, direct from the telegraph key, and he
chatted with him concerning the com
parative merits of the football teams
of America. Professor Chase showed
merely tepid interest, being wrapped
up with the situation at hand. Finally
the Associated Press man looked him
over carefully and said:
"Say! Aren't you interested in any•

in

the October 1984 issue of the Bowdcin
College Bulletin showed an improve-'

1

figure in the Colby stands, however.
In the exact middle of the press box
aat Bowdoin's
erudite
Chaucerian
and Shakespearian scholar. Professor
Stanley P. Chase. How he arrived
there is a problem few have been able
to solve, but there he was, in the
bast seat in the house, enjoying the

m

Increase

Investments

I

himself in the coed cheering secand looking quite comfort-

tion,

thing?"

With a meeting of the Bowdoin
If
the house * in' question
is Teachers' Association as one of its
near enough to the ocean the two features, the annual convention of the
is hear eiuxtgX to the ocean the two
Maine Teachers' Association was held
students measure, by the aid of their in Portland last Wednesday, Thursday
fifty, foot rope, the distance from the
end Friday. This association, which
sea to the house, determining wheth-jis headed by Philip H. Kimball '11,
er an engine-pumpa* could work on of Machias, is composed of teachers
the shore at the water's edge. They From all points of the state who meet
have thus far found >ery few places to discusg problems in connection with
where a pumper could be so used, and teaching.
then generally only at high tide. The
Brown Speaks
tide goes out twenty or thirty feet,
Professor Herbert Ross Brown,
while the particularly rock Maine chairman of the Faculty Committee
coast makes it difficult for the truck on Preparatory Schools, spoke at the
to reach the sea at low tide.
meeting. He stressed the importance
In the case of investigation of of the relation between the college
ponds or wells the distance is meas- and the schools of Maine and urged
ured to determine the length of hose Bowdoin men in the teaching field to
needed to "cover" the
buildings. work toward strengthening that relaThey also have to know the nature tionship. The arrangements for the
of the supply and what is its quantity banquet were in the hands of William
in summer, and^ must report on the E. Wing *02, of Deering High school,
condition of roads. Bad ones are
Portland, and of Byron L. Mitchell
considerable obstacle to the two en "26. Singing was led by Harrison C.
gine-pumpers owned by the
Lyseth, "21, State Agent for Secondwick fire department, one be:
ary Education.
large and heavy truck and the o
President Sills addressed a dinner
a Ford, lighter and easier to
meeting of the Maine Association of
The nature of the ground near the Superintendents of Schools at the
sources of water is important, de- Eastland Hotel, Wednesday evening.
pending on whether it offers access Tha president spoke on the work of
for the fire engines.
The ground tlte Maine School Finance Commiswhere the trucks may be stationed sion of which he is chairman.
must be firm at all times of the year,
Smith Heads Conference
and this is another matter which the
On Thursday Dr. Stanley B. Smith,
two researchers must report.
teacher of Latin and Greek, headed
Compile Helpful Data
the Classics conference held in City
The statistics will come in event- Hall. In this conference, Professor
ually to the Brunswick fire depart- Thomas Means spoke on "The Oedimenc A man connected with the lo- pus Legend in Classical Tragedy"
cal FERA will help the students or
end Professor Herbert L. Hartmann
ganize their material into an exact spoke on "The Accident of English
report which will present all the Blank Verse— Surrey's Aeneid IV."
measurements and data in convenient
Dr. Stanley B. Chase '05, Professor
form. The fire department will then of English Literature, addressed the
be able to examine the survey chart, college and normal school section of
with its given locations of ponds, English on Thursday afternoon. His
wells, useful swamps, brooks, etc., and topic was "Golden (and other) Lads
the lengths of hose needed at various' and Girls, and Shakespeare." Principoints, before speeding off to the fire. pal W. G. Mallett '91, of Farmington
Knowing what the exact situation is, State Normal school was conducting a
and what they are running into, will conference on Mental Hygiene at the
aid them immeasurably and increase same time.

Definite

!

ia the middle of that section, a
dark, somber black spat. It mystified us for a while antil w« discovered that the black spat was
Monsieur Raoul Andre I*eimasH,

He was

Maine School Treasurer's Report Shows

Finance Commission in
Talk to Assembly

^ |&ts«*™

The

FINANCIAL GAIN

of their dwelling,

explaining the dativ a *age «* n <* lhasa water sources dry op in
in German, he spent an entire hoft in ! *** «trmiMor months is of especial inclass showing us where w e were vary, tarest »io the surveyors,
for it is in
wry^wrong. You see, it was the
that the worst conflagra-

eras

REPORT SHOWS

ADDRESS GROUP

(Continued frotn pas* 1)

tha nenhborhood
for *>«^'"

BROWN

THREE

i

c

Jack Moran, sports columnist
of the Bangor Daily News, who
coaches football at Bangor Commercial Institute during his spare
time, was speaking of the ignorance of his squad the first time
they went oat for football, after
the Commercial lads had been
trounced by the Polar Bear junior

efficiency in fiehting fires.

they are fortunate enough to be situated near the shore. There are a few
electric pumps with pressure tank.to be found, and these are a great aid
to the fire department. Swamps have
bee* located, which are of great use
varsity.
,
if they are existent in the summer.
They're great basketball playThe fact that the sources have to be
ers", he said, "but they didn't
within a certain distance of a farm
know a thing about football when
house rules out many.
they first tried. Why, one of the
ered that his pet tooth was missing.
Make Interesting Contests
men picked up the ball and said,
For a moment pendemonium reigned
In the plan organized by Fire Mar'How in tarnation can you bounce
as Kent had the team searching the shall Wilder, the money provided by
a thing like that?"
niuddy stretches of Seavenis Field for the government for town FERA work
• c
[that tooth.
The saddest part, how- mrppHes the track and the plans and
ot ever, k that it never did turn up. Cap- wages, while tha town getting the
One ot the dramatic moments of
survey anpplios the ran.
Saturday's game came when Captain tain Kent suspects theft, since the benefit of the survey
i Proc eeding through the neavily woodAlbert Wilkie Kent suddenly discov- tooth had a gold inlay.
'

i

'

Protection is at present generally
not too good, according to the two
Bowdoin students. On the mainland
ridges the wells are better and more
frequent, but at the edges and the
ends of points the wells are few, shallow, and dry most of the year. Houses
must rely upon water from the sea
for fire prevention and extinction if

a

I
I

.

I

.

|

i

I
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to keep the value from dropping too
low.
It will be interesting to note that
a little more than one-third of the
College's yearly income is from the
various student fees among which
tuition, amounting in 1934 to $142,050.00, is the most important.
In
contrast to this figure is the expenditure for instruction which amounted
in this same period to $223,731.67.
The total expenditures for the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1934 amounts to
$520,711.20, a decrease of approximately $38,000.00 over the previous
year,

188

!

Men

its

ninth year as

America's longest wearing

to time has helped

and

richest looking Fleece.

OVERCOAT

Receive Scholarships

Scholarships, which are of outstanding importance to a large group of
students, share yearly a fairly large
part of the College's expenditures. In
1933-34. General Scholarships to the
value of $19,321.00 were distributed
among 188 men who were in need of
financial
aid.
Six students were
awarded the State of Maine Scholarships which were worth the combined
sum of $3,000.00.
Added to these to complete the most
important figures in this group, are

$

45

the 33 Medical Scholarships which are

awarded to men at graduate schools.
The total amount which includes all
other general prizes given by the college equals $38,319.46.

ed sections to the South .of Brunswick, the men have found people only
too ready to help and cooperate. They
have made the acquaintance with
many a picturesque and typically
Yankee Maine farmer in the course
of their work, and according to
Charles "find the fall scenery very
beautiful, and the open air part of the
work healthful if sometimes chilly."
Greatly pleased with their employment, these students are so interested
in their work that in their leisure
they Often take the p roverbial
f'Bua-driver'a holiday" as they ««*

isn't a smart store for men in the country but what
wouldn't give a great deal to be the agency for Mt. Rock Fleece
Overcoats. In the nine years of its existence the Mt. Rock coat
has been imitated often—but never equalled. The smartest college shops feature it. The country's largest and finest stores for
men vie for the privilege of selling them. In Brunswick you'll
of these remarkable coats at Benpit's

There

\

—

Man

only.

Wrth' from dormitory rooms to see
fires in and near Brunswick.

OTHER BENOIT COATS
BURBERRY OVERCOATS
fflCKEY FREEMAN COATS

.$22.50

$55 to $100

v

TWEED SHETLAND and
WORSTED SUITS

DOBBS - BERG •
BENOIT HATS

-

and

$5

-

$7

BENOIJ QUALITY SHOES

-

$6.50

$22.50 to $65

and

$35

-

$55 to $85

-

BOSTONIAN

$29.50

-

$3.50

-

makes the

..it

tobacco milder
'

In

BOWDOIN 50 Yl3&RS AGO

Stackpole were chosen delegates to a
Y. M.
A. Convention to be held at
Biddeford. supposedly on October
The Bowdoin Orient issue of October 29. 1884, had an editorial which 13, 14, 15 and 16. Arrived at that place
Literary Association, on the above date, they found, much
praised the
which gave under its management to their surprise, no convention. They
musicals and lectures. The Orient withdrew in good order."
urged that the students, especially
"The value of the Orient as an adfreshmen, pay attention to the organization, whose programs served to re- vertising medium is getting to be ap-

In the manufacture
of Granger Rough Cut Pipe
Tobacco the Wellman Process
is

used.

The Wellman

Process

is dif-

from any other process or
method and we believe it gives
more enjoyment to pipe smokers.
ferent

-. . . /'/

gives the tobacco

tra flavor

an

and aroma

tedium of the long winter
The club had its treasury in
good condition but an increase in
numbers was desirable. A lengthycommunication also mentioned and
lieve the

months.

lauded this organization.

ex-

Another editorial urged the town
selectmen to have a wooden boardwalk crossing put in at the north entrance to the campus. "For generastudents have been
tions past the

•

makes the tobacco act
burn
in a pipe
slower and smoke cooler

...it

—

right

seasons of the
obliged, at certain
Brunswick year, to effect an egress
from the college grounds by wading.
have no desire to follow in the

We

...it makes the tobacco milder
...it leaves

a

in the pipe bowl

& MYERS TOBACCO CO.
.

.

.

in

a

common -seme
package ~20c

Wemskmsomemty z^
every

footsteps of a Hawthorne or a Longfellow when
those footsteps lead
across an atrocious mud-puddle."
Here is a dignified "short" from the
issue: "Of eight $200 scholarships recently awarded at Cornell, four went
to lady students" and another: "Bowdoin, not disheartened by her ill luck
of last year, will send another crew
regatta this
to the inter-collegiate
year. Give Bowdoin a new boat in
place of her antediluvian craft and
Pennsylvania and Cornell will have
to look out".
At the Sagadahoc Fair a Bowdoin
freshman entered the bicycle race,
held in an unusually early fall snowstorm, and won from Portland riders,
teaching them a thing or three about
the art He was debarred from the
prise however.
According to the Orient, "Hack and

—

clean dry ash

— no soggy residue or heel
LIGGETT

the fidelity building

man who smokes apipe

Since winning its first game against
Arnold College of New Haven, Bates
has either tied or lost every other
encounter of the year, losing to Harvard, Maine and Boston University,
and tying New Hampshire.

tojust try CtranPer
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Cleaning and Pressing
Give

R

To

Tipping and Mitchell

LECLAIR

& GERVAIS

do the work

preciated.
A certain firm in New
York on receipt of a copy of our paper with their "ad" inserted, to send
Varney's Jewelry Store
us a pair of their patent, self-acting,
for Gifts
etc., corsets. It is needless to say our
business editor didnt give himself Stationery • Fountain Pens • Cards
away by accepting the offer. The firm
far all occasions
Watch and Jewelry Repairing
is respectfully referred to Colby or
Bates".
expertly don*
ItS Maine Street

TONDREAU BROS. CO.
We

Bowdoin Men

Imported Goods, Fruit, Fresh Vegetables, Olives, Pickles, Domestic and Imported

Cheeses and

Biscuits

of

Have Their

Printing

al)

kinds east of Portland.

FIRST NATIONAL

Done Well and at
Favorable Prices at

BANK

cf Brunswick, Maine

The

Capital, |5«,Mt.
Scrolus and Profits, HOO.tfM

aramrr

patbonagb

so:

RECORD OFFICE

75 Maine St.

—at any

time, at

Phone S

Brunswick
Paul K. Niven, 1916, Manager

We

—A QUICK LUNCH
—A COMPLETE DINNER

«
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carry the largest assortment of

Print the Orient and

Alumnus

Student Representative

DAVID

any price
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FOR STUDENT

GAINJ^RANKINGS

All)

WRUM

Applications for student aid which

m*

(CmUmw

HELMRE1CH

mj,

j)

ject

received an A. Jto* formes,
course had but one student, while the
combined two others inctnded but six
men. It was not as hird for some
men to get A's in Ecdnomks ft last

Bast l* filed at the College office ha*
fore tomorrow night may be obtained

THREE TO COMPETE
FOR RH0MS AWARD

IS

LEADER

(CNtliad tram

mi

1)

at the bursar"-- office and shall ha filled
Nazi Church in Liberal
out and returned immediately. These
•wards am primarily grants fcr
PtastlCal Group
«» «Mne. thwmgh needy studenu and thip 1t should he
",?
££5 such
with
marks.
Monday evening. Professor Harvard Open Intercollegiate run.
Cooraea without any A'* whatsoev- thoroughly taken into
er were Chemistry ^French 12,
Istmrsifli as guest spea
year he was a member of the
Mink before application is made
Political Forum discussed* 'th*
6. Economics 14, French 14. Hiaiarv
Day committee; as a Freshman
The committee on si _
M-M"r*
and results of affairs fth he we* Claas Treasurer. His' frater10. and MathetneticfjE
*
wishes to bring to the attendee
in regard to the church and nity is Chi Psi.
Mathematics 4 showed an utoeno- parents that there has besa
r
mg mortality rata, as' 8L8% went dency in the past for several a*.
dfce nmstions between the. church and
Professor Thomas Means is the
government.
down with the tank of E. However, ply who were not absolutely in ,
The meetof the Bowdoin Committee
need
the course included fart 22 man.
Sidney McCleary
ao of financial assistance. It is esnnha- inc. eoadueted by
of selection of candidates.
that this u no juiitincatibn to
eased that this aid is not an swardfer te. is the second in s series of achedtJmit
of the committee are
the college's hardest •nuns.
night discussions which
ea- student honors, and shank* net be apT. Coffin, JL J. rfgnt,
ter title is a mythical apdTonieeterel plied for vlhless
r dub well iets * the faaV
it is
and D. C. Stanhonor, hard to pin on any subject.
tain that assitsnce
R. Aehby of the
BoUny 1 did hot resume lts^ris- from no other source
the dsfrnsssep began, que* University, of Maine, is the chaimian
tine reputation, lost temporarily
Forum
in
petAef
ore
the
last
t>f the
An expanse account
state committee, the other
be kept
year, with about 20 percent
h» lie tiaueemji of meetings aaembers of which are not yet named.
faffing. which is due on or before
Astronomy 2 also lowered iU num- 6th.
mfpsr el membership. The
Nowlis prepared at Wyosnmg SemMembers of the conn
ber, oi failurm, oafrf Q*ef
that the meetings be held inary. Hutchinson is an ammnua of
fam- ssmlent and will hold individual
inins;.
h *
w ash was approved. At the Deering, and. Hubbell attended
Jfw* •i!*n*** ee *ts terviews with the applicants
way rejecting 2C7&
to be held on December Jamaica High.
etf rts
,
part of January.
while German 2
**f.5| fi*«T
wih talk otf HitwiU
he awarded according to
141 tsking- the course, and
y, and al that timei ./£*
mutpcht need,

"V*
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excellence of
•nd successful application ta
studies.
An average of hajf Cs *
retrained in order to be eligible.

una.

J

Courses with Ism than tan
would seem to be the 113
Only three of them
urea, or 1.9% of ti
subjects. Greek 4 had
nevertheless.
On the

talk will be of parties
i he is ^he only
of
available ieet
who has need the liin
between $1*^00
dictator, wfaMIr'
8,060 and have increased skis
ited into English yet
over |SO,O0O. There were
the ledger we And 8
After a summary ^>f the weeks'
•weeds ranging from 880 to 888* last
which leaves Ttnrpri
Mtta> national and international, by
!*• «oinmittee op stadeM aid Chaiftt MacDonald
ten man in tha eta
Lif*
Chairman
"Sfi,
* Is as follows:
The President, eheir- MeCleary called upon Professor Helm1
A
and
-^*
S-t*
P*#*n
faih
L
'fNevertheless
twenty of these better man; Acting Dean; Professors Her- reieh who talked informally, on the
mail. Andrews, Chase and Hammond;
c
Nasi church. As a means of clarifyThe College Physician; AtrAftetr ing the situation in the German
Professors Holmes and Brown; Mr. church eft pr es en t, Heimreich stressed
Lancaster, Secretary.
the necessity of an understanding of

^
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lie funds
gsmounted to
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GRADES IN COURSE* SECOND SEMESTER
Cserees with ten

1933-34 >sr less

men

sswatnl facts in the
in Germany.

English 8
English 24
English 12
French' 14

.

German 8
German Id

.

.

Grease

*

B

:

.

14/4

2

28.(5

1

26.0

1*

*' 164
8 384
4 44.4
6 66.0

i

.

.

5-

...

. .

44.4

. .

.

...

-1

Government 8
,..
Government 12
Greek 2
Greek 4
,-.
Greek 8
•••••••i

10

.

8*0

8

. .
.

.

vt
10.O

1

8

%

Is).

8

1

•

History 22
Italian 4

#B C

<*C

D 9D E %1

5 160.0

.

•«-#•••

3

424

1

144

3

50.0
22.2

1

16.6

224

3

2
2
2

aext incident in German

33.3

20.0

1

28.0

4

46.0

5

4

50.0

2

25.0

1

8*0

1

MM)
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20.0

4
1

164

1

26.0

1 ftftsf

I *OA
1
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Latin 4
Latin 8

284

a

h.i

j
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"The Glee
f.-om pas* 1)
upon the education derived efet and possibilities -Uu>
m secondary eehools. "One fourth of baa for a nersnsr 4s^
Cesser jroroV' P*efese©r "Wses when
the collage
thwi 30% of the high school- seniors oently. WMh b
four years younger. In science and five oocaKett who shew «r>
fine arts, similar scores were reg- h». -the professor to udki
chorus is gotihr (o nsvi

flte

his-

Heimreich mentioned the calling of

an assembly of all churchmen hi
which the Nasi measures including
the introduction of an oath to Miller

as high bishop wss railroaded through
in spite af much protest.
Another
Nazi measure which aroused opposition among churchmen was the oppression of the Jews. In spite of much
feeling between the church and the
government Hitler's attitude in general is one of aloofness from arousing
religious factions against him. But on
the other hand it is quite impossible
for the church to stand off as en indeBap* Ptefass or Heimreich enum- pendent faction in a government
erated the various sects which corn- where there is such centralization.
I

blame

4

20.0

6

60.0

*e
Festering addr esses by PresMstat
Hauck of Maine end Charles F. Staawood *82, plans for Ahssnei Oar. Nov.
have been an^Kmnead issautli by

is.

for

this

by

on the course credit system in vogue in most American colleges.
The. system entitles the Axu(in the
Shnt to s handsome pwm
form of a bachelor's degree) as soon
as he has saved up the requisite numform
credit*
(in
ber af coupons
the

hm

—

»

.
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fellows engaged
enterprise is a valu-

r

William Murphy '88. Malcolm
But it is youjwbo must »7, Edward Campbell '36,
arte of your own train- Lang "36. James Pocock *38,
Breed '85, Gilbert Harrison
to gajslnke shout that."
Holden '88. Howard Nibloc]
James B eld en *86. Lawrence
.lahn Shute '88, Freak Ki
SILLS
Thorns* Bradford 17. James Card

mon

TALKS
ON STATE PtiUCIES

'

these '-heroes of other years ete^
pected-to be present, starting »rn»
the captain of the 1880 squad.
There wHl also be special
given to the sons of Bewfioia
ates. If enough interest is
special, section will be *

'38

at the Maine game played in the
don of taxes to the Woman's Club at afternoon.
Luncheon for ladies will be served
Colby in WaterviUe.
Discussing state tes o ass taxes,
at the same time as the banquet in
President the Moulton Union.
morning
Wednesday
taxes, end edecatieeel opportunities,
SHU ba* SfKs «aH to the ssevantlon of eho
President Kenneth
spoken -several times during the past Maine Municipal Oncers and Asses- tendents of schools at the Portland
weak before conventions in and sround sors' Association in Augusta, "Soon- Teachers' convention, advising Minieducational opportunities kg au
Maine. He is at present in New York er or later Maine is going to come to
This c omm i ssi SI of
assisting in the arrangements of the sales tax to relieve still farther the state pupils
which Pres. Sills is a member, W^l
College Entrance Examination Board, burden now carried by real estate.
favored
a
he
tfcat
went
on
say
to
pnbfipbT a report early sea* sienth.
"Las^ la^ndayne spoke to thcjJum-lHe
r colleges. Tues- Stste income tax. Those statements,
ui of seven women s
p n th© 27th Pres. Sills gaua an adday, Education Pay. he reeoimwendeji were pert of e report ef a special leg- dres» to the Young People's^PaBow»
a state income tax, a sales tax, and. a islature appointed by Gov. Louis J. shj p at the TrinHy church ie Perttend,
to study the condition of taxes, on the 29th he save another aadgesa
reapportionment of the State Aid
^he Portland Country Club.
Schools to spread more evenly the bur- (That evening he spoke to the supenn-
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Archaeology ft .....
Alt 2, ••••••••••••
Art <
Astronomy 2 .......
Botany 1
,
Chemistry 2
Chemistry 4 .......
Chemistry 8
Economics 2 ........
Economics. 4 .......
Economics 8
«
Economics 14- v . . ;-; v
Education 2
£,..English 2
English 6
?;..

on Progrvm tor
Alumni Day-

rs
that

H

'

Physics v
.„
Physics IS
Psychology S
Zoology 8
Zoology 12 ......,.,

The group

Fiimor Football CaptaiM to

vestigation,

i

Music 6
Philosophy 8

stated

unpleasant tkrpetion of the N
-England Jnterto be held 10.
the in- collegiate Glee -CI
CSaoain Portland on Man* 1
the cpmjmittee of the Aimmd
The membership of the crab now cil,. Fmak A. Smith, MJ>^ 'Ti. Weststands as follows: first tenors; Lem- brook,, chairman, Joha F. Dana tS,
uel Emery '351fEusWorth Head *35,
Fortnsed, and Prof. Stanley Cheee 16.
Walter Betty ft, George Butters '37,
as follows:
Horace BuxtaB "37, George Oarkson The pijpgram is
At 4iQifcr« wil ' °e *n exhibition
•37, John Twaddle '87, Geoffrey Stanunder the direetion
wood '38, Elm Brown "38; first
for courses). In the struggle to smass Robert Cleaves "36. Felix Verity
at the pool. At J8 JSO
the necessary quantity of credits, the Paul GUnatric '37, Ledgatd Hall
^ill be served ta the
enm
student loses sight of the hnpposed Richard MeCann »7, David Fitts menu this
object of his endeavors the acquir- John Rfce ?*, WUliam Murphy »S8, Sargent gymnasium The
ing of an education.** *
Paul Irery '37, Scott Marshafi '38, year includes lobster stew and apple
Professor Holmes pointed out that Jonathan^ French "37; second tenors: pie with ice cream. The price wIS be
the. report of the Carnegie foundation Frederic Mann -38, Edward Campbell eighty-five cents rather + then the
does not include all American col *36. Harold Lang '36. WUliam Sawdollar.
Leffin "38, William usual
*88, Robert Laffin
bumfR,
leges. The 'State of Pennsylvania was bum
Stanwood to Speak
chosen as a.laboratoit 'for the tests: Owen ^..Babert Hjarley '38 second
HepJan
After lunch. Harrison Atwood *••,
This geograpfihsal limitation nete*^ jer*^, James PsoscV^S, James
*35, (president),
(pn
Breed "35,
Robert Bread
ally affects the investigation. Even
EepL.in Jsnsaest'BelSart
president of the Alumni Council isJU
Howard
"35,
Neale
n
Pennsylvania
there
are
sevesJtl
introduce President Sills, who will in
'36, Lawrence Hall
bright spots.
A few instntitianw
A.
Shute '86, (manager), Frank turn present President Arthur
notably Lehigh and Haverford—offer
Thomas Bradford '37, Hauck of the University of Maine.
T,
real education.
•38, Streetsr Bass '38.
The banquet address will be given by
In conclusion, the Professor
g men are members of Charles F. Stanwood "82, nee? an in"No system, or lack of system.
the'ehoir: Lemuel Emery '35. Ells
ever educate you without your ad .,_
structor at Choate School, who won
and consent. The only education .Is worth Head -88, Walter Batty "85,
three-place sr inner fee
self -education.
The college simply Horace Buxton 87, George Clarksoa fame as- a
provides a aery convenient piece in •87. John Twadiile 17, Robert Laffin Cambridge against Oxford. The stagwhich to carry on this process of aeoV '38; Geoffrey Stanwood '38. Eton- ing will be led by Lswrence Pegtamen
education.
The faculty and the U- 'Brown "88, FeUx Verity "86, Heno
'11 at Fslmouth Foreside.
-'37,
hsarv ere here te,add to the effective- Erppiecott "ho, Paul Gilpatric
Special recognition will -he given Ao
noes of your ejsalsaprta; tbo>jeee- Ledgasd Hall US, Richard McGsnn
'"The

state of affairs is placed

Mathematics I .....
Mathematics Id ....

Musk

it

istered."

Blame Course Credit System

BEFORE ALUMNI

tal-

to improve

^

tory which brought the church and the
state fasjethii occurred in 1817 in the
eiga «< Fnedrich William III who ai~
ter a vstigioe« controversy united the
Lutheran church with the reform
church. Ussier the Imperialists the
two institutions were held together
with the Kaiser as a head of both.
After the revolution which followed
the World. War, the church and state
separated and as a result there
opposition. In 1919 all the
prstastant churches were formed into
,e loose league.

(

1

of

made a bid for the support of the
church and the control of church government. The premises of the Hitler
party regarding the suppression of
Communism and Socialism appealed
strongly to the church which was
eelrinsT a source of spiritual stimuthe lation. As soon as the national soj

^SSlAH^J^
^ ^
JW! teeetTr^-uni^

T<#st

Course
Chemistry 6
Chemistry 10
Chemistry 12

history

the entire pi iiissspss^iprcftas in

Germany. He mentioned that the mormons are a very well organised faction.
With the advent of the Nasi
party, at their coming into power

He then recalled cialists were in power the illusions of
of the peace of Augsburg the churches hoping for spiritual
reTt t
^ n t ^l *eeera*ion were .broken bv Hater's
1
at
party
rssptom of union of the chui
h he»d
end state and was really contrary to]
to brinjrV
the heuefs of Luther.
wer of the pftrty
Church Headypie t»f Minsk's- high-banded methods.

JUNE ISM

HAUCRTOTALR

(GoothuMd

and was on the cross country team.
Hutchinson is e Chemistry major,
and another member of Phi Beta Kappa, He ie active
the Student Council, and is Captain of the cross country team, having recently won the

Professor Discusses
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22 .........
26
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French 4
French 6 ...............
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French 8
French 16
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aeronautic*. It takes

History
History
History
History
History
History
Latin 2
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He

ssys: "I'm in-

— msjoring

in

lot of mental concentra-

Three or tour hours of intense study is
enough to eke anyone. I light up a Camel fre-

tion.

«

Government 6
Government *fi

'35.

terested in every phase of flying

German 4
•• >e>4
German 6
Geremm 2S ....•••..
German 14
Government 2 ......
.
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1 4j0
10 10.8
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6
10
12
16
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Literature 2
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Mathematics 4
Mathematics 6
Music 2
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healthful— delightful— enjoyable. Smoke
famsli as often as you went them. Their finer, MORE EXPEN-

.

.

l0

P ja.EAT.

pa CSX— 8 pja. M.S.T.

It's

TOBACCOS never get on

TOBACCO EXPERTS

CAMEL CARAVAN with Glen

Orchestra,

of combating low energy and low spirits mentioned by Feddcrn.
When their energy sags down they smoke a Camel and get a

SIVE

ft
dS

TWfMC IN!

to get back your energy quickly when you feel
weary! Thousands of smokers have adopted the way

way

delightful "lift!"

CAMtlA

VnttH

15.4

4 12.1
2 4.1

I

queotly. Csairli always give me a 'lift* that
spurirly cheats away any tired feeling. Aad what
!"
a flavor Camels have—so rich and mild

7pja.P.8.T.

THURSDAY

.
.
9 p.m. E^.T.
8 pan. C.S.T.—9 30 p jji. M.S.T.
8:30 pan. P.S.T.
:

Camels are made from

More Expensive
Tobaccos — Turkish and

finer.

Domestic

the nerval!

—

than any
'

other popular brand.

se

UN,
lines:

Physics 4
«
* n yeses e .**.«.«•..
Psychology 2
Phychology 4
Sociology 2

"When

I'm otf duty,
to light a Camel.
relieves any feeli

and how good

Sociology 4 ........
Spanish 8 ..........
Zoology 2

bL.

Says Miss Marian
of she American
the ran is over

am move is
Camel quickly
tire dness -

my
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it

so delightfully mil
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Zoology 6
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Freak
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38.1

488

215

82.2

514

20.7

Buck

1.8

says: "It takes healthy

1

It's a job
back air
ement aad
packed win) tnrills, c
' smoker.
real danger. I am a I
I like to smoke Camels, tor I can.
safely smoke all I want without

to bring

8.0
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.

upsetting

my

nerves."
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NEVER GET ON YOUR NERVES!
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

FIVE

WHITER CHANCES INCREASE FOR VICTORY OVER BATES
FROSH RALLY TWICE
TO CONQUER HEBRON
IN 20-12 WIN FRIDAY
Frailer Rung 60 Yards After
Forward, Lateral Passes
to Secure Victory

FENCING COACH

"Lack of equipment, of a room,
and of available time will prevent the
fencing team from starting practice
before the last of November," stated
Coach George Quinby to an Orient re-

T^^

D^utels

*l*-r
Superiority
Margin of ^L
Over Invading Team

^ ^

the old

i

|

the Jayvees

I

back

their

to

own

completely occupied with the duties

10.

position.
He
to start work with
downs, pushing the Preppers* back to the fencers as soon as possible. Althe 15. On the next play Desautels, though no definite decision has been
took tha ball on a reverse around the made, practice will probably begin imJunior Varsity right flank for the mediately following the Thanksgiving
recess.
score.

new

Here the Bowdoin team reorganised attached to his
their defense
and held for three hopes, however,

^t

^^

',

Owning from behind twice, the sity gridders met their first defeat fencing room which has recently been
Bowdoin Freshmen outplayed and outof the season 26-0, at the hands of put to some other use. Difficulty is
lasted a stubborn Hebron team last
anticipated in securing another.
Friday at Pickard Field, Anally tri- Jackie Fisher's well coached eleven
Whether the College will furnish
last Friday at Bridgton. The Flapumphing 20 to 12.
funds with which to purchase equipThe outstanding man in- Bowdoin's pers quarterback. Desautels, wan the ment, or whether the students who
was:
attack
offensive
sueoeeafal
outstanding performer of the after- are out for the team will buy their
Johnny Fry*, who pa ssed , ran, and noon by virtue of his two touchdowns own, is a question which must be ankicked his team to victory. For He- and brilliant defensive work.
swered before the training program
bran. Davis starred, offensively and;
The Black and Grey eleven opened can be begun. It is hoped that Bowdefensively. Both teams played heads- up with
their deceptive offense early doin will help the men in this respect
up football, especially in the last in the first period and soon forced
Mr. Quinby's time is at present
three quarters.
Tha first period was mainly a puritjag duel between McCullough and
Hebron gained a slight adFrye.
vantage in this department, keeping
the hall in Bowdoin's territory most
of the time. Just before the end of
tha quarter. Maitland broke through
tha right side of the Bowdoin line to
run II yards for a score. A placement kick want wide on the try for
tha extra point.

K

|

of

loss

Victory Over Bobcats Sat.

Sport Sidelights were
a greatly improved Whit* eleven display a bewildering array of reverses,
spinners, laterals, and forward passes which baffled him as completely as they
With a rebirth of spirit that caused
apparently did the Colby team. It was not lack of versatility and deception the White eleven to outplay a strong
that defeated Bowdoin Saturday, it was Dame Fortune plus a flaw in field Colby team at every turn last week,
6-0
generalship.
Bowdoin's chances for victory in tht
Bates encounter are decidedly on the
Achieving the distinction of scoring
upswing. A line that charges, s in the last minute of play, tha GarSeaveru Field is too much with as, if a sport columnist may
smooth-working backfield. and a team diner Higft
hool eleven eked etrt a
be pardoned for paraphrasing Shakespeare. The last time the
that tackles, together with a new set a_
victory over the, Bowdoin Pienti
Bears wan an athletic contest there is so remote as to be almost
of plays that need only a little prac
Monday afternoon
men Team B
prehistoric Colby chose her mascot wisely, for all four horsetice to make them unstoppable, all at pick ard Field. The game was la a
shoes with which their mythical mule must be shod exert all
bring a new spirit of optimism to the senae a ^pHc, f the varsity game
their magic power as soon as s Bowdoin team steps oa tha field
Polar Bears.
w ith Colby at Watarville last Saturagainst the Roundymea. It seems to make no difference by
Contrary to reports, both Captain
Goggin, right end of the G»rY
hew great a margin the White outplays the Blue. The Moles
Al Kent and BiU Soule will be avail- diner Uanit pulled what should be
seem to have an uncanny faculty of turning every Bowdoin
able for Saturday's game. The White termed 8 "Yadwinski", intereea>t»g a
error and weakness to their advantage. In 1933 Captain Heinie
will present almost its full power in fl^
p,,, ventured deep in their
Hubbard gained more yards by rushing than the entire Colby
the starting line-up.
own territory by the White team aad
backfield, yet the Blue garnered the only score of the game by
The Bobcats lost a costly game last making an unhampered dash of 25
Mocking punts and hammering at the Bears' weak pass defense.
Saturday, as the powerful Maine yards for a score.
Last Saturday with a one point lead, the final period over half
eleven romped over them in the. last
The standard of play was fairly
through, and the ball at midfield, Bowdoin elected to try a flat
half. However, they were without the good, as both teams hammered away
pass. Colby seised upon the opportunity, and the game was won.
services of Bill Stone and Ted Well- at each other, neither being able to
man, two stellar gridmen, whose pres- stage a continued and powerful
ence might have strengthened the touchdown drive. The freshmen hr.d
Both ' fa e
The calibre of play which the Bowsermen showed against the Mules was Bates defense considerably.
to win but not enough predrather encouraging as contrasted with their exhibitions against Wesley an Stone and Wellman are expected Xr> s j on to change the score caused by a
and Williams. Yet last week's scores show what type of opposition the enter the game against the White.
piece of luck and a bit of questionLa rcora and Manter Star
Bears can expect to run into during the remainder of the season. Maine,
They made a detera ble strategy.
scoring as many points against Bates as did Harvard, looms like a football
The playing of Rod Larcom in the
j n ed sally after receiving the kiek*giant and is favored to retain its perennial hold on the state title. Tufts Colby fray last week marks him ss a orr # ^jj, on] y seconds to play, getthough outplayed, scored a lone touchdown sufficient to beat Williams, and strong point in the Polar Bear dc- tmg a man jn the clear with a page,
It was he and Manter who Dut
remains undefeated. All we can say about the Bates game is that we've fense.
j interference nullified this
waited three years fot a Bobcat-Polar Bear struggle which results in some- were responsible for a great part of g^ the Bowdoin last second rally was
thing other than a tie.
the grief that the Colby running at- stopped.
>
tack had to face. Manter's crashing
Ellis, as Bowdoin quarterback did
defense showed him to be the second we n w hjia Gildersleev e and Teotell
Last weekend was a brighter than usual one for Bowdoin footof a pair of ends that should be high- jj, t he right guard and left tackle
ball, "in addition to the varsity's taking a new lease on life, the
ly effective against the Garnet this positions, respectively, tamed in betfreshmen staged a thrilling finish against Hebron. It was a treat
Saturday.
ter than average jobs. The edge,
to watch the frosh come from behind to dazzle the academy
improved s ii gri t as it was, was with the visitors.
has
Smith's
passing
boys with a tricky lateral for one touchdown and plow through
greatly, without a single error being
-rfce summary follows:
superior
physical condition of the
the line for another. The
chalked up against him on Seavern Gardiner (6)
(t) Bswdajn
yearlings was manifest as the green team called time out after
Field last weak end. By fulfilling the Fuller, le
re, -Bishop, Green, Curran
time out.
center position. Smith answers one of Johnson, Holt, It
rt, Lord, Hawley
Coach Charlie Bowser's chief proh- j arne»on, lg
rg. Gildersleeve
Mane.
c. Savage, Muncy
Kelly, c
A distinct and thoroughly pleasant surprise was Elmer Hutchinson's vieBill Shaw Improved
lg, Tyson, Smith
Fossett, rg
tory at the annual invitation cross country meet at Harvard. We expected
Another hope for the White eleven Gatchell, rt
It, Tootell
that Hutch would finish well up in the field but never expected he would lead j„ tj, e coming contest is the improve- Donovan, re
le. Cox
the entire pack across the finish line. As usual for the past faw years the ment a h wn by Bill Shaw. His shifty Goggin, Hawkins, qb
team placed among the topnotchers this time second to New Hampshire ronning and smooth cooperation in
qb, Ellis, Johnson
which has a habit of winning the meet. If Bob Prouty had some back to DasaW p ia y3 against the Colby- Smith, lhb .. rhb. Kennedy. PolUna
school and Bond and Porter been in better condition, the White might have Mules indicate that he will be another
lhb, gtoeum
Merrill, Goggin, rhb
nosed out the winners.
appreciable factor in future games. Curtis, fb
fb, O'Neill, Vpha>m
Except for their showing against Gardiner
6—6
Harvard in the latter's season opener, Bowdoin
0—0
9
Bowdoin's representatives on the good-will tour of American
tha Bobcats have not shown great
track athletes to Japan are back again. A goodly crowd was on
power. At that time they held the of Verde Chirk, capable right end. His
hand to welcome Phil Good and Jack Magee when their tram
Crimson to two touchdowns. Since accurate and long-distance locking in
pulled in, Phil returned with the best time he has ever done in
then they have been beaten decisive- the Maine game last Saturday was
the 120 yard high hurdles, a lot of Japanese trinkets, kimonos,
ly by Boston University and Maine, one of the best hopes of the Garnet,
silk shirts, etc., and about eight trophies. Coach Hagee's homeand have tied New Hampshire. Their Marcus, half-back, and Manning,
coming was dampened somewhat by his being excluded from his
sole victory came In an early-season quarter, have been consistent ground
home because of a scarlet fever quarantine. Everyone will he
gainers for the Lewiston team njthc
game with Arnold college.
glad to see him with his megaphone coaching his tracksters In
The Bates eleven will benefit much past, and will bear watching neat Satthe cage every afternoon.
in the coming contest by the punting urday.
j

Need Equipment. Room
the

And New Spirit Of
May Bring Home

j

had considerable experience.

He lamented

Plays

Polar. Bears

:

Mr. Quinby, Bowdoin '23. and the
to the English Department, is well fitted for the coaching job he has undertaken, having

Staggered by Brid.rton's machine
like offense the Bowdoin Junior Var-

New

to get some new plays?" These words in last week's
flung right back in their writer's face as he watched

;

latest addition

Stars

we going

|

porter Friday.

.

are

GARDINER HIGH BEATS
FROSH TEAM B

November; Equipment,
Room Needed

JAYVEES LOSE
TO BRIDGETON

nt

"When

Practice Will Start Last of

JOHN PRYJE STARS
FOR POLAR BEARS Systematic Offense Brings
«
=r
\. 26-0 Defeat for White;
n
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SPORT SIDELIGHTS

QUINBY WILL BE
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Desautels Runs 70 Yard*
The home team's second touchdown
came in the second quarter when Desautels again broke loose, returning
Flagg's punt 70 yards in a spectacular burst of
broken field running.
Through the Bowdoin team's brilliant
defensive work in the remainder of
the period, the ball was kept in midfield with neither team threatening to

and Konevitch as the backfield headlines.

The summary:
Bridgton Academy

Frosh Take Lead
Bowdoin took the lead just before
tha and of the half when Frye's
raaaod to Murphy and Frazier placed
tha ball on Hebron's 22 yard line.
Frye cut inside his opponent's left end
gad broke Into the clear to register
Bowdoin's first score. He also drop- score.
,

kicked the point.
During the last half the Bowdoin
team outplayed Hebron in every department of the game. Passes from
Frye to Fraaier brought the ball to
Hebron's 8 yard line mid-way in the
third quarter. Here the home team
was held for downs.
Early in the final period a 20-yard
pass to Davis, who ran 40 more, was
good for a touchdown for Hebron. The
try tat point was bad. On the first
play after the kick-off, Frye threw a
short pass to Murphy who flipped a
lateral to Fraaier. The play completely fooled the whole Hebron team and
Frazier galloped 60 yards behind perfect interference to place Bowdoin in
the lead once more. Frye's drop-kick
was good.
March 75 Yards
Tha final score came on a 75 yard
march, with passes, laterals, and lineplays bringing the ball to Hebron's
five yard line, Frye carried it over in
three plays. The kick was blocked.
McCullough's punting helped the
Hebron team considerably and the
canter of the line worked well. The
whole Bowdoin team gave a fine ex-

.

Bowdoin

Kibbe
It. Healey
Toomey (McKinnon). lg lg, Roberts
Sheehan (capt), c. c, Burton (Cross)
Bozzella (Hohmann), rg rg, Creiger
rt, Aronson
Wills (Wiseman), rt
re, Sampson (Dusenbury)
Foley, re
Desautels (Gilroy, Urbanski), qb
qb, Flagg
Kelleher (Konevitch) lh
lb. Gentry (Bryant)
Karsoka (Donoghue) rh rh, Barksdale
Romano (Mallett). fb .... fb, Davis
Score by periods:
6—26
6
Bridgton
7
7
Allen (Godfrey), le
Gondolfo (Lovett), It

le.

.

.

.

In the second half the Jay Vees
opened up with passes but to no avail.

With the tightening up of the Bowdoin offense plus the steady punting
of Flagg in the pinches, it looked as
though the Junior Varsity might even
up the score a bit. However, Bridgton
cut this rally short on their own 25
and on a series of off tackle smashes
and line bucks pushed the leather
down to the Bowdoin 30. Here Allen
snagged a 30 yard pass from Donoghue and ran the remaining eight
yards across the line.
J. V.'s

Strong on Defease

1

Bowdoin J.V.
Touchdowns:

.

.

0—0

.

[

Desautels

2,

Kone-

Allen. Point after touchdown,
Donoghue (placements).
Desautels.
Referee, Davis. Umpire, Good. Time.
12 minute quarters.
vitch,

j

.

,

.

;

j

j

—

,

!

|

'.

,

,

;

|

Bridgton's final touchdown came in
the last period as Bill Konevitch
scampered through the Bowdoin secondary 35 yards for another six
points.
Despite the score, the Ja;
Vees. led by C
Davis on the
with stress laid upon blocking and
timing of plays they have possibilities.
In the backfield all four men,
Davis, Barksdale, Gentry and Flarg,
worked hard but failed to make impressive gains. For the home team
Captain Sheehan and Bozzella were
outstanding in Che line with Desautels

hihMea.
The Hebron band entertained beof
tween the halves.

The lineups:
Hebron (12)
Davis,

this week, another dry shooting
practice drill will be held in the baseHall.

(20) Bowdoin

ment of Adams

le

re, (Green, Curran), Godfrey
Sawicki, (Led ward), It
rt,

(Tootell),

CUMBERLAND

Ashkenazy

Dyer, (Urban), lg
rg, (MacDougall), Allen
c, (Muncy), Dearing
Chase, c
Freitas, (Powell, Ledward), rg
lg. (Tyson), Hepburn
It, Taylor
Wyman. rt
le, Fitts
Maitland, (Holmes), re
Elliott, (Tardiff),

Morrow, (Wing,

Wednesday

October 31st

r with Claude Rains

qb

Whitney Bourne- Margo

qb. (Johnson), Frye
Riley, Prescott), lhb
rhb, Murphy

also

-

-

News

lhb, Frazier
fb, Smith

McCullough, rhb
Dunley, (Morrow), fb
Score by periods:

-

Crime Without Passion

Comedy

Thursday

November

•

1st

.

BARBARA STANWYCK

Hebron
6
7
Bowdoin
Touchdowns, Maitland.

6j-12
13^-20

Frye

in

-

A

2,

Lost Lady
also

-

Fraaier. Davis. Points after, Frye 2
(dropkicks). Referee, Morrell (Bowdoin). Umpire, Chapman (Bowdoin)..

-

•

Comedy

Carton

Linesman. Aldred (Bowdoin).

Friday

November 2nd

-

Marie Galente

RIFLE RANGE WILL
BE FINISHED SOON

- with Spencer Tracy • Ketti Gallian

also

-

News

The

recently organised Rifle Club
ready to proceed with definite plana
The
for a rifle range on campus.
club has the consent of the Dean, and
the Buildings and Grounds Department, for putting up a rifle range in
Adania Hall. Thomas Bradford, Gilman Elba, John Crystal, aad Hartley
Lord have been working on it
and expect It to he ready by the last
of this weak.
Mr. Ralph Wagg of Lewiston will
start neat week coaching the members
in the art of shooting.

Comedy

is

Saturday

JACKIE COOPER

w

-

Nov. 5th and 6th

Mrs. Wigffg of the

Cabbage Patch
- With •
- Pauline Lord
Zasu Pitts - Evelyn Vena We
Kent Taylor

W.

Pourtoen or fifteen undergraduates wore present to take part in
this drill.
Mr. A. B. Holmes, a resident of Brunswick, and a range officer,
gave soeae instructions.
At the next meeting the latter part
i

-

gonad Act

Mob. and Toes.

At IhaJW/Bhl "ilil I*" Thursday
seam eSV«hooting practice was

,

also

•

Cartoon

held.

,

Bad Boy

Peck's

night,

ggmaapgggsea

November 3rd

•

C. Fields

•

also

News

•

Comedy
"r

.

t
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SERVICE FOR STUDENTS
Socony Gasoline and Motor Oils
Gulf
— Complete Lubrication —

ColooJel

-

-

24

HOUR SERVICE

T0PSHAM FILLING STATION
Jast Over

New

Bridge

Topaaam, Me.

^

CX*VttlX$M&»Wm

:

JLhe world's finest tobaccos are used in

—

Luckies the "Cream of the Crop"—
only the clean center leaves— for the
clean center leaves are the mildest leaves

—they cost more --they taste better.

aanantn

"It's toasted"
V Your

mk

throat protection— against irritation— against cough
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENl

SIX

SEAVERN FIELD JINX
SHOWS UP TO BEAT
FLAS HY POLAR BEARS
Bowdoin Pass Intercepted

POLAR BEAR DEFENCE HOLDS

HUTCHINSON

HARVARD MEET
VICTOR FRIDAY
First Time Bowdom
Man Has Taken Annual

Marks

Last Quarter Permits
Yadwinski of Colby to Travel Across
Goal for Winning Score

(Continued from

nue

I)

White shoved Colby ail
over the field. The Bowdoin line was
outcharging the Blue forward wall,
and the backs were hitting harder.
Only in the department of punting did

•goal posts, the

the Mule flash the steam it had shown
earlier in the seat-on. Ralph Peabody
and Bob Lemieux pushed the Bowdoin
drives back with long spirals which
carried 70 and 80 yards with the wind.
Five Injuries Mar Game

Colby and Bowdoin had more than
their share of injuries. Ralph Peabody, the only back who could gain
at all through the Bowdoin line, was
carried from the game in the second
period with a concussion. Paganucci
also forced to leave the game because of injuries. For Bowdoin Jack
Reed, sophomore halfback, was most
seriously hurt, suffering a bad concussion after a hard tackle. Bill Soulc
also suffered a concussion in the sec-

was

in

Race; N. H. Wins

BOWDOIN HARRIERS
TALLY AS SECOND

TOUCH FOOTBALL
INTEREST WANING

Irving of New Hampshire
Loses by a Second as Last
Minute Sprint Fails

A

decided lack of interest so far bv
the fraternities in the touch-football
leagues has resulted in only 3 out of
17 scheduled games being played.
With touch-football apparently one of
the leading intramural sports of the
undergraduates, William V. Hanson
'SB, Soma Nu and manager of the
leagues, sees no reason for the poor

Led by Elmer Hutchinson

The T.D.'s lead in league A, and the
Sigma Nu are ahead in league B. The
list of
the fraternities and their
standings is as follows:

League

Lost

3
2

Kappa Sigma

ond period, and Al Kent was banged Beta Theta Pi
Psi Upsilon
about the head in the Anal stanza.
At the very outset of the game, Chi Psi
Colby was provided with a golden op- Zeta Psi
League
recovered
MacDonald
portunity as
a
fumbled lateral on the Polar Bear IS
yard line. But the Bears proved they Sigma Nu
^were in a fighting mood and the Alpha Tau Omega
Mules gained a sum total of one yard Delta Upsilon
Alpha Delta Phi
with three bucks and a pass.

New Hampshire

2

1

1
1

2

2
S

hat

Lot!

.

Trick Play Finally Score
Bill Shaw intercepted a long
Blue aerial on his 35 yard stripe and
swivel-hipped it back to the Colby
47. Bowdoin again became an unstopable cannonball, and Colby was far
from the immovable post. Sawyer
faded far back and whipped a bullet
pass to Kent, who was dragged down
by the secondary on the Mule 29 yard
Sawyer pulled still another
line.
mystifier out of his bag of tricks, and
a double lateral carried the ball to a
first down on the 18 yard line.
Then came the perfectly executed
play. Sawyer took the ball from center, faked to Soule and passed to
Johnson, who split the line of scrimmage wide at left tackle, leaped high
in the air as the Colby secondary
came up fast, and tossed a lateral to
Shaw, running at full speed down the
right sideline. Kivi. Colby safety man,
tried to drag him down, but he twisted
away and went over the goal line
standing up, the first Polar Bear score
at Seaverns in eight years.
As the Bowdoin stands went wild,
Sawyer calmly place-kicked the seventh point.

t

Bears Slacken Play
After the touchdown, the Bowdoin
eleven made its first mistake of the
game. It started to play for the half.
It used none of its legerdemain on the
offense, and ceased to pull off the brilliant Defensive play which had thus
far characterized it. On e of Sawyer's
punts was semi-blocked, and the ball
went to Colby on its 44 yard line.
Four smashes split the Polar Bear
wall and carried the oval to the 27
yard line. Then, with less than half
a minute of the second period left to
play, Lemieux faded back almost to
midfield and tossed a despairing, lastditch pass to Yadwinski, who caught
the ball in coffin corner and just managed to trek across the final stripe.
The officials debated for over a minute on whether he had been shoved
outside before going over thp line,
but they finally decided that he had
scored. Huard's place-kick was wide,
in an attempt for the extra point, and

Bowdoin

led as the half ended.
At the start of the second half Bowdoin began to drive once more like a
well-oiled machine, and took the ball
far into Mule territory before a penalty set them back and the ball went
to the home team on downs. Colby

;

i

pass; it carried ten yards over the
line of scrimmage. But Yadwinski was
there and the Bowdoin receivers were
not. Yadwinski took the ball, hesitated a moment and began to run. Before he had progressed ten yards, it
was apparent that he was off for a
flat

touchdown. No Bowdoin man came
near him as he raced down the sidelines.

Young '38.
The meet was sponsored by Dennis
O'Connell, former Star Harvard track
captain. The trophy will be kept on

year by New Hampshire. To keep it
permanently it is necessary to win it
three years in succession. The first
ten to place were given individual
medals.
(Courtesy of Portland Sunday Telegram)

Above are pictured two of the defensive highlights of the Colby game last Saturday. The top picture shows Peabody cf the White Mules being held
for bo gain on the one yard line early in the first quarter. At this time, the Polar Bears, with their backs to the wall, staved off an almost certain score by holding for downs.

The lower picture shows Yadwinski, the new Sophomore star of Colby, be ing caught behind the
back six yards by the Bowdoin line.
fleet back was overwhelmed and set

line in the first

quarter. Attempting an end run, the
*

FRENCH CLUB TO
MEETAT SMOKER

The COLLEGE

L'Ours Blanc, the Bowdoin French
Club, will hold the first of a series of

failed to score, also registered its first touchdown of the year.

BRUNSWICK COAL & LUMBER

"LOST PARADISE" by

Professor Robert P. Tristram Coffin has
already gone into a Second Edition, This means that oar next order
will bring 2nd Editions.

informal smokers this Sunday ni„-ht.
The tentative place for the meeting is
the Sigma Nu house.
This smoker will inaugurate the,
new policy of the reorganized club. It
is planned to hold one smoker every
two or three weeks. Anyone really in-

After that it was all over, Colby terested in becoming an active memmerely had to hold the ball to collect ber of L'Ours Blanc is asked (o comthe victory, and a tripping penalty municate with Raymond Pach '36, or
against the Bears made this task Charles A. Denny "37, Sigma Nu.

BOOK STORE

WE

STILL

HAVE FIRST EDITIONS

H»re~ar-CMrm*»tvetrBeroTe

F.

Is

It

Hard and

Soft Coals

Dry

Fireplace

Wood

Lumber and Building Materials

150 Maine Street

A. E.

CO.

Fuel Oils

IN STOCK
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Too Late

W. CHANDLER & SON
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When Bowdoin crossed the Colby
goal line last Saturday, Swarthmore
College was left as the only eastern
football team which had not scored a
point. Rensselaer Polytechnic, which
had likewise

salted away.

Then it happened.
Sawyer came out of the huddle, fell
back, and whipped a pass to the right
side of the Bowdoin line. It was not a

order.

Hutchinson's finish was a thrilling

utes and fifty seconds.
Other White harriers to finish were:
30, C. E. Behr "36; 40, H. Dickerman
'33; 48. F S. Mann *36; 63. G. Bartter
"35; 55. V. Bond *37; 87. H. M. Trask
'37; 93, L. C. Robinson "38 109, C. L.

As

When

in the

neck with Irving down the final
straightaway, he crossed the line four
yards ahead of his competitors. The
time for the run was twenty-two min-

2

1

Bowdoin

one, as he raced practically neck and

3
2
2

8
Delta Kappa Epsilon
Shovel Pas* Gains
3
Non- Fraternity
"
' "
the White took over the ball on —
r
downs, the offense began to roll. Shaw started an offense of its own, and used
and Soule swept the tackles for a first a lateral and a forward to carry the
outside
quick-kicked
down, and Soule
two
on the home team's 19-yard line. Pea- ball into Bowdoin territory, but
body got away a magnificent punt passes batted down by an alert White
which bounded over the goal line, but secondary stalled the invading forces.
the Bears immediately moved upfield Resting on the defense, Bowdoin
again when a deft shovel pass, Soule
kicked frequently, and held Colby well
to Johnson, split the Mule line wide
open and let the White halfback back in its own territory as the minsprint to his 48 yard line. Johnson utes of the fourth period ticked away.
was almost away for a touchdown on
Karakashian intercepted a misdithe play, but Peabody came up like a rected Colby forward to run the ball
racehorse and nailed him from beto his own 43, and again Bowdoin aphind.
Again the Bears punted down, and peared to be going places. Johnson,
Colby was shoved back deep in its Sawyer and Shaw plowed through the
own territory. They unfurled a pass- line for gains and two first downs.
ing attack, but Kent and Manter broke
The ball was in Colby territory, and
through time and again to nail the
the Bears were having no trouble
passer for losses as the first period
with the Mule line. The game was
ended.

led

scoring by twelve points, 40-62.
Northeastern came in third with 63
Maine. Rhode Island, Springpoints.
College finished In
field and Boston

final

B
Won

who

Cowan "36, and Vincent Nowlis "86,
ran twenty-third t and twenty-fifth to
complete the scoring for the White.

A

Won

'35,

crossed the line in first position, the
Bowdoin cross-country team took second place in the Harvard open intercollegiate cross country meet "at Cambridge last Friday. It marked the first
time a Bowdoin man has won the
event. John Shute "36 and Bob Porter '37 were also among the leaders,
placing fourth and seventh. Caspar

showing.

Theta Delta Chi

IS

MORRELL

'22,

of All Kinds

Mgr.

easy.

Bowdoin made ten first downs to
eight for the Mule, and gained 163
yards from scrimmage to Colby's 79.

Two out of seven Bowdoin passes
were good for 28 yards, and one
Colby
intercepted.
one was
passed 21 times, but only five were
completed, and three were interceptBowdoin lost 15 yards on penaled.
ties, while Colby was set back 40. The
Mule punts averaged an amazing 41.8
yards from the line of scrimmage,
while Bowdoin was not far behind,
averaging 38.6. The Bears lost exactly nine yards from scrimmage, while
the Mules were set back 41.
The line ups:
Bowdoin (7)
(12) Colby
Manter. e
le, (Huard) Paganucci
It, Russell
Low, It
Lane (Nason) lg
Ig (Jakeman) Thompson
Smith, c
c, (Saliem) MacDonald

just

—

l

.

Turkish tobacco
On

Larcom. rg
rg (Young, Goodrich) Harold
Hughes, rt
rt (Down) Stone

so important

cigarette

.

.

.

in the fertile

ofMacedonia. along
the shores of the Black Sea

fields

Soule (Reed, Karakashian) rh
rh (Rancourt) Sutherland
Johnson, lh
lh (Kivi) Yadwinski
Shaw (Baravalle) fb
fb (Sheehan) Peabody
Score by periods:
7
Bowdoin
7
6—12
6
IColby

. .

...grows
that

—

(2),

is

why

the sunny slopes of

Smyrna

re Wright
qb, Lemieux

Touchdowns: Yadwinski

good

to a

.

Kent (Drummond) re
Sawyer, qb

find out

JLjet's

is

a kind of tobacco

different

from any

other tobacco in the world.

THESE

Shaw.

Sawyer
touchdown:
Point
after
(placement). Referee: A. J. MacDonough, Maine; Umpire: A. R. Dorman,
Donahue,
F. T.
Tufts; Linesman:
Judge: W. L. Daley,
Bates; Field
Harvard. Time of periods: 15 minutes.

Turkish

tobaccos

are the only tobaccos of

foreign

cultivation

that

are

used to any great extent in

making American

cigarettes.

Turkish tobaccos are famous
for their spicy aroma, and a
blend of the right kinds of
Turkish tobacco with our own

SEND THE ORIENT HOME

home-grown tobaccos is better
intensely interested in the news
and events here at your college. The ORIENT will
keep them well posted on both.
To have the name of either your Dad or Mother
put on the mailing list, merely fill out the attached
blank and with two dollars mail to The Bowdoin
Publishing Co., Moulton Union, Town.

Your parents are

Send the

ORIENT for

than any one kind used alone.
In Chesterfield

balance

grown

in this country with just the
right

amounts of the right

kinds of Turkish.

one year to
Natht

Name

ttlltng

%

Street

we

mild, ripe tobaccos

and No

ists

tobacco

grower

America*

bow Turkish

tour-

It is by blending and crossblending these different tobac-

cos that

we make

Chesterfield

tobac-

the cigarette that's milder, the

co is curtd.

cigarette that tastes better.

City or

Town

My name

.....

State

MONDAY

WEDNESDAY

rosa

ni.no

SATURDAY
cirri

PONSF.LLE

MARTINI

STl'ECKCOLD

KOSTELANETZ OKCHESTEA AND CHORUS

Class

© 1934,

Liccxtt

a Mrut

9 P. M.

Tosacco Co.

-'

(E. 5. T.)

— COLUMBIA NETWORK
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Frats Initiate
Week of Hell

BATES SCORES
2-0 VICTORY ON

HeH Week

WHITE GRIDMEN
the Portland Sunday TeleWHEN
gram's "poor scribe" oversteps
hit mark and tries to interpret academic problems in the light of his
sports column, the result is bound to
thorough observa-

Flashy White Attack Fails
to Click at Lewiston on

Muddy

reflect the lack of

Field

bodies and initiative to become great

LOW, REED, LARCOM

PROVE 0\miANDING

Still frowned upon by lady luck, a
hard-fighting Bowdoin eleven lost to
Bates at Lewiston last Saturday by
the close score of 2-0, aa a kick
blocked in the middle of the second
period by Mendall, Bates end, resulted automatically in a safety. With
both passing and running attacks
hampered
by a slippery field, the
knowledge.
resolved into a stubborn defenIn another instance this correspon- frame
dent bewails the fact that Bowdoin sive battle, with only a few spectacular
plays.
has passed up many opportunities by
The Garnet's opportunity came
not allowing any leeway for athletes
who have failed to meet scholastic re- when the Polar Bears took the ball on
quirements, and yet this same corre- their own 18-yard line, after three
spondent would shudder with horror runs and an attempted pass by the
Bates eleven resulted in no gain. Bill
if Bowdoin should suddenly announce
that henceforth it would buy athletes. Shaw, playing at quarter in place of
What a difference the word "scholar- Buck Sawyer, who had just been taken out because at an injury to an arm,
ship" makes!
We also feel that he should define took the ball on an end run for a loss,
what he means by "favorable pub- and then decided to kick.
Mendall Blocks Kick
licity".
If his definition should be
The pass came back high from cenwhat so obviously appears throughout
his article, he should be reminded that ter to Shaw who juggled the ball an
difference
between
instant
as two or three of the Bates
there is a world of
At the mohis "favorable publicity" and the Col- line bore down on him.
ment he kicked Mendall, leaped into
lege's "academic prestige".
the air and blocked the ball with his

Caravan Repertory chest

The

ball

rebounded

high

PRES.

The program includes
chapel service, an alumni
luncheon, alumni meetings, a swimming meet, and the outstanding football game of the Bowdoin season,
with the University of Maine.
Charles F. Stanwood, Bowdoin '32,
is to be the principal speaker at the
alumni luncheon at noon Saturday.
Stanwood, son of Prof, and Mrs. Daniel C. Stanwood, was captain of the
varsity track team and an outstanding member of the student body in
his undergraduate days at Bowdoin.
Since then he has won international
fame aa a hurdler and high- jumper at
Oxford University, England, having
twice led the Oaaford team to victory
special

Mall Tuesday noon. The whole
delegation was sent to the Deke

house Tuesday morning to make
a burnt offering to King Goat.
The Psi U's have also taken
their freshmen in hand, with the
big "rasoo" taking place Tuesday night. More pranks are forecast for the next two days.
Chapel-goers T uesday morning

word

cious

play.
-:-

*•;-

-:-

ADMISSION of Bowdoin to the
THEEastern
Intercollegiate Debating
League may be the first step in the
eventual opening of more favorable
channels of intercollegiate competition, not only in debating but in other
fields.

This League, which is composed of
Bates, Brown, Wesleyan, Williams,
Smith, Mount Holypke, Amherst, and
Lafayette, somewhere approaches the

Eastern Intercollegiate League which
was proposed last year by the president of Swarthmore. At least it contains Wesleyan, Bowdoin, Williams,
and Amherst, which were four of the
eight colleges represented in the EastThe other four were
ern League.
Hamilton, Union, Swarthmore, and
Haverford.

will

,

CHASE CONDUCTS DEBATEMENTO
BOOK REVIEWS
COMPETE SOON

be led by Lawrence P. Parkman
of Falmouth Fereside.
Football Captains to Attend
Invitations have been Bent out to all
living Bowdoin football captains requesting their special presence at the
alumni luncheon, when they are to be
introduced by Pres. Atwood. They are
(CoaUaaed

«

Next Alumnus Features Re- Brown, Wesleyan, Williams,
views of M'Millan, Achorn
Smith, Lafayette, and
fi i t s)i m I kit
tiii Primrr final* i
>

M(M SCORES

i

A

problems of providing economic security for workers, crime, child weland changing
health,
fare, public
family institutions.
A native of Worcester, Mass., Dr.
Sibley was graduated from Amherst
College and was awarded the degree
of Doctor of Philosophy at Columbia
University. He was a member of the
commission which made a survey of
American philanthropic agencies in
the Near East, which resulted in the
establishment of the Near East FounRecently called to Washingdation.
ton to work with the Federal Emergency Relief Administration he was
unable to accept. Dr. Sibley has been
at

Bowdoin since

1932.
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land which included such colleges as cipline, a substitution of quantity for
Colby (last Friday), Smith, Wellesley, quality in the whole educational procRadcliffe, and Harvard, the players ess.
"Confronted with the problem of
will trek southward to Georgia and
Virginia! This last state, is the most preparing students to face an amazresponsive of all, letters from Vir- ingly complex civilization, our high
ginians literally swamping the troupe schools have widened their curricula
A journey through the West ending and increased their electives. Science
is important in everyday life, thereat Detroit will complete the season.
fore, the high schools have invited
May Attempt Hamlet
study Physics,
In all her experience Miss Dowling their students to
has never played at cities more un- Chemistry and Biology. South Amerreceptive than Portland, Providence, ica is a promising market for our
is
these
worst
of
Therefore
the
the
high schools
But
businesses.
and Boston.
Portland. Playing in New York City have often placed Spanish on the
is prohibitively expensive because of same level with French and German.
Variety vs. Completeness
stage hand union rules regarding
"The importance of municipal probSpeaking of receptiveness Mis
lems press upon us. Therefore the!
Dowling mentioned the importance of high school must offer courses in citsizing up an audience. No two audi- ixenship, civics, economics, and sociolences laugh at the same jokes, and it OKy
The well read man must be at
Tour Opened
actors home j n his own as well as British!
Tn rArrvinff*nuTthu*nlan\wo major is by varying their mood that
audience i iter ature. The high school immeditl
First was the [attempt to discover what an
difficulties were met
Miss Dowling, "Becauee ately ^ponds by covering in the glial
a most universal prejudice against likes. Said
why we fMnion of literary history the ae-i
Shakeaoeare Second was the riduct- this is so difficult explains
time such poor count ot our n»t iv e letters from the
ance of nouns to engage traveling are moat of the '
.Puritans to the Present; in English
olavers after having once been disap- actora."
turneu lit erature, from Beowulf to Virginia
point
at
tius
Convention
pointed by one of the numerous mediCaravan
Mte troupes. It was hard going; no to the P««T««^ eUpatack of the Woolf
"Too often the bewildered student,
engagements were secured for six (version of "The Taming tiresome
It becomes quite
fearful of being thought narrow or
weeks after arriving at their first des- Shrew
chasing each other around the -stage. old-fashioned, solves his problem by
tination, Detroit
we a slight exposure to every thing that
Averaging KKX) miles per week, the That is why the two plays which
to our repertoire this is offered him. If he is alert he may
players become heartily sick at the have added
Bourgeois Gentilhomme" be graduated with a fairly impressive
sight of travel. By far the greatest year, "L*
such vocabulary, but without the sobering
expense is transportation. "The driver and "Paola and Francesca", are
Their tone is so differ- discipiine which can come only from
us.
to
gets paHJ more than the acton he's a relief
ent Some time we hope to add to the la intensive and consecutive study of
more skilled."
(Continued en pas* 4)
(Cputunwd on pag* s)
In planning this year's tour, the

—
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England, a

countless

j

j

premiere of which was the presentation of the "Shrew" in Memorial Hall
last Thursday, the troupe decided to
After a swing about

i

j

Players Relates Experiences

its'

j

month's issue
Dr. Paul Palmer will discuss Paul
Dougiass's book "Wages", and Eric
Pleading for liberal arts colleges to Achorn's "European Civilization and
resist the demands of a materialistic Politics Since 1815" will be reviewed
world trying to force its standards on by Professor Ernst Christian Helm
educational
institutions,
Professor! reich.
Herbert R. Brown spoke in chapel
The recent controversy over the dislast Saturday.
His complete speech covery of the North Pole has fired infollows:
teres t
in
Commander MacMillan's
"In March, 1845. Ralph Waldo book. One of the most renowned of
Emerson confided to his Journal the Bowdoin alumni, he has blazed Arcfollowing observation 'The Puny race tic trails on fifteen successive expeof Scholars in this country have no ditions. On the dash to the North
counsel to give, and are not felt. Pole, he was one of the last to leave
Every wretched partisan, every vil- Admiral Peary. "How Peary Reached
lage brawler, every man with talents the Pole" skillfully proves that Peary
for contention, every- clamorous place- deserves the honor of discovery.
hunter makes known what he calls his
Writers Are Bowdoin Alumni
opinion ... as loud as he can scream
pauj Douglass '13 is one of the
But the voice of the intelligent leading economists in America. His
and the honest
the voice of truth "Wages" was
awarded the Hart
and equity, is supposed.'
Schaff ner 5000 dollar prize. The book
"Since Emerson's day the business is a very learned treatise on American
of education has become increasingly economics. Professor Douglass is concomplex. Our schools and colleges nected with the economics department
have been subjected to the terrific of the University of Chicago.
pressure of every-day life and have, in
"European Civilization and Politics
some measure, been strongly influ- since 1815" deals with the evolution
enced by it. In a democracy it is in- of Europe since the Congress of
evitable that our schools should be Vienna. It is unique in that it stresses
considered as the servants of the peo- social development rather than politple and should, therefore, serve the ical movements that have no permapeople's varied interests.
Dr. Achorn graduated
nent affect.
Materialism Invades Schools
from Bowdoin in 1917 has published
"There is. however, a grave danger several volumes on historical subjects,
in this responsiveness to the demands He has also held professorships in
of common life. It has too often re- several universities.

Leading Lady Of The Caravan

leges.

I

[

nut ii irnmni in rijigj
Last week agiafnst the Colby Mules the Bricemen made good use
of their flanking plays but it must be
remembered that Colby had no Manters

|

,

Fears That Materialism May
Supplant Liberal Arts
College Courses

(Continued on p*K« 5)

New

The whole Maine team is as big as
ever this year and their running ati

i

,

12.30 Saturday, Dec. 22nd. In spite of
the wholehearted backing of the Student Council, the petition to extend
the vacation to Jan. 3rd. was found
impossible to grant. According to a
college ruling the moving of any
fixed date on the college calendar is
forbidden, until passed by the governing board of the college. The next
meeting of the board will be held in sop.
Mr. Roberts appeared to be enjoyJune.
ing himself immensely as he gave
Appoint Dance Committee
The following will be admitted free Kate the curst a little of her own
her ears, taking her
to the remaining football dances: the medicine, boxing
tossing her around
entire foothball squad, the football over his knee, and
confidenmanager, the four cheer leaders, like a bag of potatoes. His
expense and his
Kate's
at
winks
tial
Student
entire
the
Coach Bowser, and
made him seem an
"yoo-hoo"
whistled
Council.
.
audience.
the
to
friend
According to the new college ruling old
As Grumio Mr. Cornell was an exrecently received from the President,
minute,
be allowed in the houses cellent clown, never still for a

in

,

^ordinary.

PRACTICAliSM

successful presentation of "The Taming of the Shrew" before a capacity
audience in Memorial Hall last Thursday. It was the troupe's 1934-35 premiere.
A well-rounded and capable cast
played this most popular of Shakespearean farces with relish and gusto.
Highest honors went Thayer Roberts
as the shrew-taming Petrucrio. Frederic Cornell as his servant, and John
Dawson as the jam-besmeared Sugar-

open
with

i

Inaugurating a 1934 innovation
For their ftfst competition in the
Debating
Professor Stanley P. Chase will con- Eastern
Intercollegiate
duct a department of book reviews in League Bowdoin's forensic artists are
this month's Alumnus and in each sue- scheduled to speak in a triangle deceeding issue.
Donald Baxter Mac- bate with Brown and Wesleyan NoMillan's "How Peary Reached the vember 16th. The question to be conNorth Pole" will be reviewed by." der«? is *•' ° f "State legislation
Marie "Ahnighito" Peary in this providing for the socialization of
:

girls will
(Continued on pas* *)

who will bear close
watching throughout the game. Mc-

perienced senior?

Bride. however, is the Statement
greatest threat and great things are
expected of him by Coach Brice in
Saturday's struggle.

.

P»«e 4)
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A

AT JUNIOR COLLEGE

Wilbur Manter, who has shown a consistently improved game
season, will be one of the Polar Bear's sharpest claws next

all

Saturday.

'11,

Chasing each other madly around
the stage, pummeling each other
under
scrambling
whole-heartedly,
tables and behind chairs the Caravan
Repertory Players gave a spirited but

This class is always inclined
trend.
to view such a result among the inStumbling over props, squeezing
tellectual minority of the nation as
dodging stage
property,
an indication of the reaction of the between
managers, actors, and actresses, an
majority.
future's
reporter managed accidentally
Whatever its prophetic nature may Orient
into Miss Jenbump
to
purpose
on
be, the important fact is that 4TA of
nette Dowling, general manager and
the Faculty endorsed the New Deal,
lady of the Caravan Troupe,
while 33% disapproved of its meas- leading
of "The Tampresentation
after their
ures.
half hour of
ing of the Shrew".
stage anecdotes, comment on plays
and actors, and a biography of the
troupe was the result
It was in 1929 that Miss Dowling
and Mr. Thayer Roberts, director,
conceived the idea which brought the
Caravan Troupe into being. Closing
two-hour credit course in con- with Mrs. Fiske and Fritz Leiber
temporary social problems will be with whom they were respectively
ColJunior
Westbrook
conducted at
playing, Miss Dowling and Mr. Roblege, starting Nov. 15. by Dr. Elbnd^e
erts proceeded to put it into effect.
Sibley of Bowdoin College as a new Somewhat stimulated by the incident
policy and which will bring prominent known as the depression, this idea
professors of New England colleges was to present in places off the beaten
to Portland is inaugurated.
theatrical track, before schools, colThe course will be an introduction leges, and women's club Shakespearto the study of oririns and present ean plays in a simple intelligible
labor
classes,
development of social
manner.
movements, unemployment relief, the
Here

SIBLEY TO LECTURE

Courtesy of Portland Press Herall)

also

will

inpoll

terpretation of the Orient's
of the Faculty regarding the New
Deal.
The politically astute among
the Republicans and Socialists may
regard it as prophetic of the national

who

president of the University of Maine.
Pres. K. C. M. Sills will extend the
greetings of the college, and singing

fixed for

no

IT WOULD be folly to attempt an

Council,

Reed Clicking offensively, Bowdoin
be a hard team to stop.
Veteran Bruin Team
Having lost but two ends and a
tackle from their line of last year's
state champion eleven, the Pale Blue
boasts a rugged forward wall whose
strength has been clearly shown in
the Bruins' victories over Bates and
Colby.
Cobb at center with Bessom
and Reese are a trio of aggressive, exwill

(

charge of the program and
Arthur W. Hanck, recently chosen

WELLRECEIVED

Christmas House Party dates were
December 20 and 21 the Student Council decided at its meeting
Monday night at the Alpha Delta
By unanimous vote it
Phi House.
was decided that Freshmen will be
permitted to bring town girle to the
Saturday night dances with no punishment from Phi Chi.
Christmas Recess will begin at

Statistically
speaking, the
Polar
Dears are not conceded the slightest
chance of nosing out the rampant
Bruins, but in a state series game
"anything can happen."
In 1930, with Maine as the undisputed favorite and Bowdoin defeated
by both Colby and Bates, the big
White team dug in and trounced the
over confident Black Bears 14-7 gaining over 500 yards from scrimmage
during the game. A decisive victory is
rot predicted this year but with
Low, Larcom, Kent and Manter in
there mixing up the Maine running
attack and with Sawyer, Johnson and

take

YULETDOE DANCE CARAVAN TROOP

Thayer Roberts and Miss Dowling
should be congratulated on the comUndoubtably
performance.
pany's
Shakespeare intended that the Shrew
should be tamed in such a manner and
amid such scenes of hilarity. We were
pleased that the company took advantage of the farcical possibility of
the comedy, as it was at the expense
of some of Shakespeare's most atro-

Alumni

the

Win Saturday

Coach Bowser concerning Saturday's
game with Maine here in Brunswick.

over Cambridge. He is now a member of the faculty of the Choate
School, Wallingford, Conn.
Other speakers at the luncheon will
be Harrison Atwood '09, president of

were treated to the spectacle of a
Zete freshman procession, led by
a drum, and comprising a group
of outlandishly d ress ed freshmen
complete with ash bawls and
goldfish. The costumes were so
Rabelaisian and mirth-provoking
that Professor Mitchell said that
he would refuse entrance in to his
classes to any student thus garbed in the future.

Revised "The Taming of the
Shrew" Presented
in Mem. Hall

to

"If the line can play offensive ball
equal to the type of defensive work
they have shown for the past two
weeks, we still have a chance of taking Maine",
optimistically
stated

Alumni Day.

Mitchell Bars Zetes
The A.D.'s hare already pat
paddle* into play, and sent freshmen out to get a goose. The latter wee paraded ap and dawn the

Girls

Bear Offense Must
Keep Pace with Defense

Polar

Alumni of Bowdoin College will return to the campus in large numbers
Saturday for the college's annual

COUNCIL DATES

Town

BLACK BEARS ALL
SET FOR VICTORY

and Introduced

.

Freshmen May

State Series

HAUCK WILL

Former Football Captains to
be Present in a Body

steal the Deke's goat.

in

Bowdoin's Cripples Back in
Condition for Closing of

ALSO GIVE SPEECH

their

iously covered with a mlaoeat
which strangely enough did not
tempt his appetite. From 8 to 8
over Thursday night wall be the
open hsmthug season far other
frosh delegations to attempt to

the air and landed behind the goal
Players had completed their presline for a safety which proved to be
entation of Shakespeare's "The Tamonly score of the contest.
ing of the Shrew", the critical among the
(Continued on pass •)
the faculty and the undergraduate
body sat down upon the bench of
criticism to consider its merits.
were
comments
the
whole
On the
Most of the objections
favorable.
came from the more pedantically inclined members of the College. Several students expressed the belief that
the dramatist who wrote "Hamlet"
>
and "Macbeth" couldn't have been the
author ot such a farce aa this. That Student Council Rules That
^
ha could have been and that ha was is
Escort
Shakespeare's
for
chief
reason
the
universal appeal.

Powerful Pale Blue Gridsters

Luncheon in Gym

goat tethered on their front lawn,
saluted frequently by the osculations and kow-towisW of freshmen. On Sunday sight the 8. P.
C. A. called up the manager of
the committee asm protested that
the goat "looked cold" in the
driving rain. He was ceremon-

accusation, of course, is
obviously incorrect. If an applicant measures up to the necessary
scholastic requirements, the committee will award him the scholarship
in spite of hi» athletic prowess. After
all the College is an institution dedicated primarily to the perpetuation of

NO. 13

1934.

Charles F. Stan wood '32 Will
be Main Speaker at

butterfly net.

The Dekes agaia have

Polar Team Stops Opponents with Best Defensive
Action of Year

7,

Bowser Primes Bears To Meet

ALUMNI

DAY SCHEDULED
THISSATURDAY

under weigh:

dressed aa a Mack
"mammy" crooned and washed
clothes in the basin near the Congregational church, while yet another future D.U. made a Red
propaganda s pee ch in front of
the town hall.

athletes."

AFTER THE

APUAL

Another,

SUCH AN

„

is

D.U. has so far handed oat the
daylight "errands", as aae
neophyte dad hi half pajamas,
half tuxedo and a tall silk hat
c h as ed doves en Maine street with

a

tion as well as gross misinformation.

In a few paragraphs, based upon
"heresay" evidence which he has accumulated from belligerents about the
gymnasium and from the more vociferous of the alumni, he has concluded
that Bowdoin's Maine State Scholarship Committee has turned down
many brilliant students "simply because they are also blessed with the

ORIENT
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(64th Year)

BLACK BEARS VS. WHITE
THIS SATURDAY

|

liams at Williamstown.

The

third

triangle

will

give

the

Bowdoin negative trio their long
hoped for chance to meet Bates, last
year's league champion, in a forensic
contest, next spring on March 45.
The question, though not yet definite,
will concern the guaranteeing by law
of the right of collective bargaining
through non-company unions. This
time Bowdoin's affirmative are to
travel to Easton, Pa., and there meet
the Lafayette team. In the mean time
Bates will encounter Lafayette's affirmative group at Lewiston.
Since the league champions will
be decided from the percentage of
contests won and lost, each of the
six debates in which Bowdoin participates will be equal importance.

To Secure Lost

on graveReading inscriptions
stones is no longer a pastime for fraFor the past
ternity pledges alone.
few weeks, three Bowdoin men have
been going through the graveyards in
town. reading the stones, and receiving pay for it.
The reason is not as difficult to comprehend as one might imagine. In 18ir2
a law was passed which required the
doctor and the undertaker to report
all deaths which occurred. Prior toi
this date, no such reports had been
made,
Trace Town History
Recently, when checking on his records, Mr. Riley, the town clerk, discovered that there were no records of,
|

j

j

1

1

!

i

i

deaths before 1892. In order to get
his records complete, Mr. Riley has
commissioned several Bowdoin men to
check over the cemeteries as an FERA
At pre9ent. this survey is
being conducted bv Fred Osborne '38,
and John Diller "38. Richard Henry,
who now is teaching at Brunswick
High school, was employed as a reader until three weeks asro.
Much information about the different epochs in the history of Brunswick has been gleaned from these toFrom the time when
scriptions.
Brunswick jras a settlement belong-

|

j^

•^sMsaaa

aaasaai

l
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White Offense Weak
In reference to the' Maine defense
Coach Bowser stated, "We will certainly have to rise to greater heights
than we have this season in order to
medicine.
stop Maine but it is not impossible.
The Polar Bear affirmative conting- This week Coach Bowser is concenent »» to Journey to Wesleyan, whi e trating on the Bowdoin offense for if
travels
group
affirmative
the Brown
ever the team pointed for* a game it is
to Brunswick to meet Bowdoin s neg- this week's.
Perfection is the word
and and the Polar Bears are out to attain
Meanwhile Wesleyan
ative.
Brown complete the schedule with a it. There will probably be slight
meeting in Providence.
changes in the plays used to date in
Compete Dec. 14
order to deal more effectively with the
Maine's forward wall.
i n the second triangle, to be held strength of
December 14, Bowdoin will argue The Bowsermen are especially hoping
against Smith and Williams on "The for favorable weather in which to
prohibition of international trade in launch their revamped aerial attack,
munitions." The Bowdoin affirmative which was held in check in the Colby
and Bates games because of the slopj s again scheduled to travel, this time
to Smith in Northampton, Mass. Wil- py condition of the playing fields.
(Continued on pass 5)
Hams affirmative group will invade
Brunswick while Smith debates Wil-

Two Students Read Gravestones
•

j

Vital Statistics

ing to the Commonwealth of Massachusetts to its present day status,
mute testimony to the happenings in
the town appear on the stones,
The oldest grave yet to be discovered is that of Elizabeth Simpson, an
immigrant from Scotland who died in
1720\ While this date is almost one
hundred years after the founding of
Brunswick, it can be taken to represent the time when a real community
was established on this site. From
that time on, frequent inscriptions tell
of the struggle with the Indians, the
struggle with the elements, and the
different wars in which inhabitants of
the town have participated
One of the most startling facts
which this study has brodght forth
was the high infant mortality that aceompamed the townsmen down to the
beginning of the twentieth century.
Fully thirty percent of all the grave-,
recorded are those of children under
Any people who survived this
ten.
age were fairly sure of living until
they reached maturity, and a large
number of these people had strong

]

—

Professor Ham To Talk
Before Political Forum
Because of a conflicting Government major meeting, the date
for the next meeting of the Liberal

Political

changed from

Forum has been
November 13 to

19.
Professor Ham
speak on Hitler's autobiography at this time.
At this meeting, an official
vote will be made on the mem-

November
will

bership of the club. All men who
are present at this time will be
enrolled.
Any non-members are
invited to attend the meetings,

however, and may become members if they show an active interest in the organization,

i

Norman Seagrave

'37 has been
chairman of the
program committee for December.
At present, he is working
on a plan for student discussions
on di -nestic problems which are
facing the American people to-

appointed the

day.

It is

probable that this plan
discussion of Pa-

will include a
cifism.

COFFIN TALKS AT

AUTHORS' EVENING
life
member of
Authors' Club. Professor Robert P. T.

As an honorary

Coffin traveled to New York last
to speak at one of the organizations
"Authors'
Evenings".
The club is conducting a series of
six programs to which the public is
invited to hear reviews and readings
given by contemporary authors. The
purpose of these evening talks are to
encourage public interest in the books
and authors.
Professor Coffin has been to New
York several times before to attend
these meetings of the club to which
he was elected a member after the
publication of his "Poetry of Amerenough constitutions to live to ripe ica". In his talk he illustrated hi*
old age.
theory that prose is given more imMany present inhabitants of Bruns- pact, pattern, and depth when put
wick can find records of their ances- into poetry. He did this with reference
(Ccntlnnrd oa pare 4)

Wednesday

to his

own

verse.

—
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ments and be guided by each circumstance as it arises, was the
general method pursued before the War. Although America had
no League Commitments in 1914 and men up to the last, William

Establish**

1S71

Ranked With Country's
At the beginning

"35

"7.
If he thinks America's entrance was a mistake, would he
have regarded the victory of the Germanic powers, the creation,
thai Is, of an hegemony so preponderant that America couJU not
Robert P. Ashley *S«
have resisted any demands that it cared to make upon Americans,
"For my own satisfaction," he said,
Contributing Editor*
John P. Chapman '36
Burroughs Mitchell *» as a matter of indifference-? If so, why trouble about armaments "I'd like very much to know how it
would be to address an attentive, deWeston Lewis '36
at all ... if it is a matter of indifference that combinations, much cently dressed class.
So when the
Sub-Editors
class next meets, I should appreciate
Charles F. Brewster *87
William A. Gross 37 stronger than America, should arise?
it if you would all wear shirts, neckWilliam S. Burton '37
William Klaber '37
"8.
If, on grounds of national security, America cannot accept ties and coats."
Nathan Dane '37
Richard E. Mathewson '37
m -c
Maxwell A. Eaton '37
Benjamin W. Norton "37 the preponderance of a foreign combination, why should AmeriIf someone doesn't put a stop
Stanley Williams, Jr., '37
cans expect foreigners to accept theirs, especially as their preponto this man Vyner Brooke, it will
BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY
be
hard
to
say
where he will end
derance (the Allies) resulted in imposing upon their rivals a
Business Manager
up. The other day he walked into
treaty which A#r. Hearst himself refers to as the 'utter injustice
John S. Baker '35
a classroom in Adams Hall just
Associate Editor

'36

Paul E. Sullivan

Managing Editor

A

Assistant Managers

Hay,

Jr.,

Owen

36

H. Melaugh

Winthrop B. Walker

'36

"86

preceding the date of publication. The Editor-in-Chief

nigb*.

column

b

reapoasiMe far the aditartal

the Managing Editor for news and make-up. All communications regarding rubacrlptions shoald be addressed to the Business Manager of the nVimioU INMI nb lsa Company.
Subscriptions. M.50 per year (including Alumnus) in advance.
:

Entered a* second class matter at the postofflce at

"May I have the attendance
book?" said prankster Brooke.
"The Dean would like to see you.

:
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munity of Power behind the law. On what grounds does William
Randolph Hearst differ from that view?"
*

To Mr. Hearst
To Mr. William Randolph Hearst, America'* most arrant Nation'

*

SPEAKING CONTEST
DATE IS POSTPONED

Lord Beaverbrook replied to Beverly Nichols
prankster Brooke.
the Association of College Editors addresses the fallowing
"Thank you for your letter, and the enclosures from Sir Norman
"Haven't you heard that old
open letter, questioning his facts and theories. This letter will Angell.
*
one?" he asked.
m-c
appear in some 650 college newspapers in America, on the occaidea
"When I said that I would answer his questions, I had no
Professor Herbert Ross Brown,
sion of Armistice Day.
leader of the Bowdoin speech-making
If Hearst answers the questions pro- that I would be confronted with such an immense catechism.
corps, was doing a little lecturing in
pounded by the A.C.E., his reply will appear in these columns.
'It would take a great deal of labor and time to answer the
one of his courses for a change last
copy of the letter, signed by the several college editors, has been questions as they should be answered. In the busy life I lead, I week. He spoke at the poet laureates
England, and described them in
sent to Hearst personally.
do not have the opportunity to do so. It is too big a proposition of
glowing terms until he came to Colley
This Utter is significant not only in that it represents one of the for me."
Cibber, who had the job in the middle
*
•
•
of the eighteenth century. He hesifirst real challenges of Youth in America, but that it represents
tated, and tried to think of a term
the flrsi time the college news-organs have banded together for
The significance, the importance of those questions is increased powerful enough to tell how poor a
a tin purpose that has not had pecuniary profit as its ultimate goal. because there are two powerful men in two powerful countries to poet Cibber was.
Finally he hit upon a description.
Can Mr. Hearst answer?
whom those questions may be put as to one man. Particularly for "Why," he said, "Some of Cibber's
*
•
«
not for the readers of work was so poor 'it wouldn't even
that reason, they must have an answer
have been accepted by the Bowdoin
My dear Mr. Hearst
the newspapers of either Lord Beaverbrook or William Randolph Quill."

'

Americans
sense and balance of
judgment entirely, they will stop following sweet singers and
smooth talkers some day and settle down calmly and reason out a
lew things for themselves."
all

The Association
is

of College Editors, as stated in its Covenant,
dedicated "to stimulate the interest of students throughout the
in promoting international understanding and cooperation

world

hope of ultimately achieving and ensuring international
peace and security ..."
A number of us are settling down calmly to reason a few things
out for ourselves. It struck us that one of the moat pressing of
today 'a. .poabUroa ia the. controversy between "nationalists", one}

in the

,

**

'

"internationalists."

Bingham

ill

all,

the SpIrlTTJrthe "Leaftte of Nations, to

—

brook.
It strikes

a great

many American

college editors as

a singular

and significant fact, that in the wording of those questions, the
word America may be substituted for the word Britain; the name
Wdliam. Randolph Hearst may be substituted for the name Jjord
Beaverbrook, without altering the spirit of the questions, without
lessening the tremendous importance to our generation of having
an answer to those questions from, the most intelligent champions
of nationalism.

Through the courtesy of Doubleday, Doran and Company, publishers of Cry Havoc, we reprint here the questions which Sir
Norman Angell drew up (the italicized words, the substitutions

are mine, the questions of
*

my
-

generation)
*

e

"1.
Does William Randolph Hearst agree that if we pile on our
already shaken and disordered enonomic system the further dislocations, unpayable debts, revolutions, which we now know are the
necessary legacy of war and which so shook the relatively sound

system in 1914, then it will probably finish off the present order
in chaos?
"2.
Is it William Randolph Hearsfs general view that the best
way to prevent that recurrence is to continue the old armament
competition and decline to discuss international agreement or
organization? If so, on what grounds does he believe that the old
method will not produce the old result?
"3.
for a nation to be secure under the competitive principle
it must be stronger than any possible rival.
What becomes of the
rival? Is he to go without defence? How shall defence of each
be managed under this plan since the security of one means the
insecurity of the other? Does William Randolph Hearst think that
there is some system by which each can be stronger than the
other?
"1.
If. in order to be secure, America must make herself
stronger than a rival, does William Randolph Hearst suggest that
the rival will accept the situation and not resort to alliance mak-

And if that rival makes alliances, is America to refrain from
resorting to the seme weapon? An alliance is an arm, like a
Are
battleship, or a submarine, adding to a nation's power.
Americans to leave this arm entirely in the hands of prospective

services

Lyman

A

for

A

-

Retail

Some Hot

damn

"It's

these

m

for the

- e
professor in English Litera-

"Why
couldn't.

Bowdoin-Maine Game
Wool Sweaters
Wool Hose
Wool Plaid Mufflers
Wool lined Gloves
All Wool Slacks
Tweed Suits
All

no", said the student, "I
I never listen to your

lectures anyhow."

(Continued from pace 1)

m

after 11.00, except at the time of the
House Parties. Note should be made
of the change in time from 12 to 11.00

•

c

"George M. Cohan brought his 'Ah!
Wilderness' company to his home
town, East Brookfield, Mass.. for a
stand yesterday.
The
voted to join the National Student Boston Herald.
Federation for another year.
The
You might as well sit down, Mr.
federation supplies accurate and de- Cohan.
tailed information on student educa-s—n—
o'clock.

—

The Student Council unanimously none-night
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the pictures of the Junior class this

meet-

Thursday and Friday, and the early
part of next week. Edward K. Brown,
The Council has elected to the photographic editor of the Bugle anChristmas Dance committee: John nounced Monday. The cooperation of
I

.;.,

sat

"GOOD LUCK CHARLIE"

HOGAN

i

1.

will address these

.

up
up

And Many Other Accessories
i

and public affaire, for college
presidents and student editors. News Vantine, Boston, Engaged
is released weekly* and an article apAs '35 Bugle Photographer
pears from the paper in each Orient.
Several Bowdoin men will attend the
convention of the body to be held in
Warren Kay Vantine* Boston phoBoston at the Parker House, from tographer, has been signed to take
Dec. 28 to Jan.

$2.95
... .50c

Overcoats

tion

known men

Tips

re-

his face.

tea-

ings.

BROS.

Formerly Harmon's,

I

Inc.

i

BRUNSWICK, ME.

Baker, chairman, Stanley A. Sargent, the entire Junior class is requested so
Douglass Walker and Josiah M. [that the photographer may complete
Druramond.
his work within the desired time.

B. Chipman, Inc.

Wholesale

erudite,

ture who gives very complete
and satisfactory lectures began to
suspect that a few of the members of hia course were swiping
material from hia lectures on
which to base their themes. He
decided to test out the theory, and
asked one of the course members
point-blank if he hadn't been
throwing his words right back in

YULETIDE DANCE

PURE FOOD SHOP

i

,

SOCIAL

SCIENCE

SOCIOLOGY 15 THE 5CIENCE OF
PLATO AND ARISTOTLE
SOCIETY
THE FATHERS
—"^ WERE
^^PARTICULARLY.
OF THIS SCIENCE^TC

—

THE CONTENTS OF THE HUMAN

SOCIETY

MIND HAVE ULTIMATE RELATIONS
TO THE GOVERNING PRINCIPLES
Of ™E JSS SCIENCE OF 500AL!
evolution/^i and so forth

TOWARDS A MORE ORGANIC
TYPE WHICH IS CALLED THE
SOCIAL PROCESS. ETC., AD

AHEM-

—

IS

5LOWLY RISING

F1NITUM.ET CETERA, BGOSI

#

Specialty of Fraternity

Trade
574 Congress Street
Portland, Me.

Philgas for Fraternity

House Cooking

PIPE SCIENCE
THERE IS A DEFINITE TREND IN
50CIETY, TOWARD A BETTER
*U SMOKING TOBACCO
/*% AND THE REASON IS
v

Brunswick Hardware Co.

rivals?

.

orchestras

tained Nate Gold, who will also
he heard at the Zete house after
the Tofts game. The Polar Bears
will play for D.K.&, while Ernie
George and hia boys will hold
forth for the Alpha Delta. The
couples at the A.T.O. house will
dance to the music of Broggi's
Palm Beaehers, and Art Wallace
will furnish the musk at the Beta
House. The Chi Psi's have engaged the services of Stan
Blsnchard and hia boys.
The week end of the Tufts
game will see dances at the Zete
house, with Nate Gold, at T.D.'s
with the Polar Bears, and at the
A.D. house with Ernie George.
D.U. is planning a dance, but has
not yet engaged an orchestra.
nsumuumuummmsmsmmnnaamasmaaansBSBi

ing".'

"5.
From the time of Columbus to Lindbergh there has not
been a single century in which America has not been drawn into
the affairs of Europe. Does William Randolph Hearst believe
that, if isolationism was not possible . * • even in ancient timet, a
great Power, a creditor nation such as America, in the days of the
aeroplane can continue to pursue isolationism?
"6.
To keep America free of general or permanent commit-

of

dsaces after the Maine raise
next Saturday. As it ia Alumni
Day, a large gathering ia expected by each house.
The Sigma Nus have again ob-

Percy Hammond, said:

fine stuff!"

COUNCIL DATES

Eight houses have engaged the

Portland Press-Herald
half-way measures ia Bing-

Surprisingly
viewers.

nationalism.
:

- e
Girl Shot

After reading the New York papers
for a few weeks, we begin to wonder
if the dramatic critics have not all
suddenly gone insane. Of "The Farmer Takes a Wife", Mr. Marc Connelly's new play, Mr. Brookes Atkinson of The Times breaks forth with
the praise: "Jeepers Cripers, what a
play!" On the occasion of the opening of Sean O'Casey's magnificent
"Within the Gates'* the dean of them

.

Lord Beaverbrook wrote to Mr. Nichols "If you will get Angell
to ask me qu "sstions, I will answer them."
Sir Norman Angell drew up a set of questions, a cross-examination of nationalism. Nichols sent those questions to Lord Beaver-

Brunswick

—

No

This whole letter of mine is being sent to the editors of 644 college newspapers in America, and to the editors of the college
papers in Canada, for simultaneous publication as an open letter
on or as near as possible the day of November 11, Armistice Day.
Yours is a tremendous influence in America. More than any
other man you represent the "Power of the Press", What you
believe, you have the power to lead millions of other Americans to
believe. That is why it is so tremendously important that you explain and defend "nationalism" as opposed to the spirit of "internaHohalisrri" embodied

month

While Searching
For A Lost Button

serve peace.

recall that

projects for this

be a tutorial assistant in the Gerdepartment. A chime ringer will
be employed to play the chimes for
a short time each afternoon. A statistical assistant is to be appointed to
serve Professor Helmreich who is engaged in a study of expenditures on
highways in Brunswick.
Federal funds have supplied helpera for the athletic department, the
.Union, the library, the music department, and for various members of
the faculty In phases of their work.

m

Hearst, but for us, the generation of young Americans who might
have to fight another war if Lord Beaverbrook and William Randolph Hearst happen to be wrong, if "preparedness" does not pre-

Beverly Nichols recently Wrote a book those of my generation who are about to believe one way or the
called Cry Havoc. Determined to delve to the bottom of the con- other.
troversy between "internationalists" and "nationalists", Beverly
Yours very sincerely,
Nichols hit upon the idea of bringing together an organized
The Association of College Editors,
spokesman for each side.
Francis G. Smith, Jr., President,
Sir Norman Angell, probable winner of the Nobel Peace Prire
Editor, the Daily Princetonian.
for this year, was selected and consented to brief the ease for
internationalism. Lord Beaverbrook, owner of the London Daily Eight Fraternities To
Express and associated papers, was asked to state the case for
Hold Dances Saturday

You may

Among new
man

Portland

—

common

Nine hundred and fifty-eight dollars
and ninety-one cents were earned during the month of October by seventy
Bowdoin college men.
Emergency
Federal
the
On
monthly
Relief
average
payroll
wage for each worker was $18.69.

Because of a conflict with a Masque
and Gown production the Alexander
Prize Speaking has been postponed
from November 26 to December 6.
Those who have been selected and
pre rehearsing at present are: H.
Ashkenaty '38, E. B. Benjamin '37,
F. F. Gould W. W. Hagar *36, R. Mc- College men are working for the town
Cann '37, R. Pach '86. N. P. Seagrave library, town clerk, and on a local
The field of work will be
•ST, A. Steeves '38. E. G. Walker '36, fire survey.
and S. Jealous '38 (alternate).
even wider this month.

A

In a recent interview, you challenged

111

«

will

alist,

"If Americans have not lost their

sMjEJi

NEW FERA PAYROLL

J

he walked disconsolately through
the door, he heard a wild guffaw
from within the room. It was

*

_________^
kOV CFI7\T IhJ

|

observations. Most impoitant was his This figure is slightly below the govwork on lunar radiation. In this field ernment maximum of $15, but in Nohe was able to upset the whole vember the wages will be increased
theory regarding moonlight which to nearly the latter figure per perwas current at that time.
son. For November the payroll will
A six .inch reflector is the only ob> ibe one* thousand dollars and the numservatoin instrument mounted in the J ber of employees sixty-nine.

take the class."
Assistant Rousseau's heart fell.
It waa ease to see, he thought,
that this was the end. His sword
broken across the commander-inchief's knee, he would be again
sent out into the cold world. As
Ill

the observance of a common rule of international life, like arbitration of all disputes To build up what Asquith called the com-

!

field of vision. To move it cost $6,000,
twice as much as it cost to buy it.
Observe Total Eclipse
Professor Hutchins gsve the college
a twelve inch reflecting telescope
which he had designed himself. With
aiqvjou Xubui apuui aq juamruisui stir)

class.

by which the precarious defence of one was achieved by depriving
the other of all defence, was for both to pool their power to secure

-

j

as Assistant Rousseau waa about
to begin an elementary French

of the Versailles treaty'?
"9.
On the eve of the War, Sir Edward Gray declared that the
only possible alternative to the see-saw of the Balance of Power,

.

Finest

observatory at the present time. Most
of the class work in Astronomy is
now concentrated on the platform
over the Science building.
The 1982 eclipse received a great
deal of attention in Brunswick. Profeasor Little and Professor Hutchins
made a g^e. of highly interesting
photographs of the eclipse. A aciestific paper was published concerning
thi B work,"

Southeastern corner of Pickard Field i\mDT?
was the result. It was first erected IilLl\LA»3l}
near the present site of the swimming
pool.
Several years ago the building
was removed to the athletic field because the new buildings disturbed its

,

Published every Wednesday durinjt the College Year by the OfJliU of BlOiols CaHeee.
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j

telescope was purchased in London,
and many unique observations were
• w th
m thi8l£c*1 ' t y ,. L
»
.o
r!
In 1885 Professor-Emeritus Hutchins solicited funds for an observatory.
The structure which now graces the
.

>

.

Willis

of the 19th cen-

tury Bowdoin astronomical apparatus
ranked with the best in the country.
Under Parker Cleaveland, astron
omy made rapid strides at the college.
remarkably fine retracfcng

over the various student feet propped
up against the other side of his desk,
and rooked long and hard at the specimens of humanity in his room. Two
were asleep; others were doing crossword puzzles and cryptograms. The
President spoke:

mistake?

Editor-in-Chief

Donald F. Barnes

Bowdoin Observatory Formerly

CDustard and Cress

Randolph Hearst among them, proclaimed how free their hands
The President doeant seem to think
were, America was drawn in. Does William Randolph Hearst very much of his Literature class. At
think that America could have kept out, that her entrance was a any rate, last Monday he cast an eye
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"NO -BITE"
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r\\ PRINCE ALBERT/

AFTER EVERY CLASS
IT RINGS THE BELL!
IT

18 not only topicality tobaccos
that make Prince Albert the anest smoking tobacco yon
hare ever tried in add ition, these choice tobaccos an
secret
bisoaa d by a
method and then treated by a special
process which absolutely removal alt the "bite." You'll
enjoy this mellow smoke
full of rich, smooth flavor/
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

-HORIZON-

Students Annoy Policemen At
Extemporaneous Rally Friday

Syndicated Feature of

RELIGIOUS ZEAL

The Association of College Editors
"Great rallies from little Sigma;
Nu's grow", if one were to judge by
the origin of the spontaneous football
rally which grew from small to great]
dimensions and culminated in a midnight march upon the town hall last
Friday night.
Five members of Sigma Nu were
discussing politics at about eleven
o'clock that evening, and one, in a
burst of get- behind- the- team spirit,
proposed a rally, not political, but'
football, a team which has thus far
had an unfortunate season. Before
the hour was up about two hundred
other Bowdoin men were imbued with
the

same

building
with thunderous
cheers,
much to the insomnia of the townspopeople. By this time extra-duty
lice officers were rapidly assembling,
as the cheering rally group, swelled
with many recruits of both sexes from
the dance, marched back to the traffic

dummy.
Enthusiasm reached its peak when
the students rallied round the haranguing figure pf Norman "Soapbox"
Seagrave '37, cheering loudly at his
every sentence as only a football rally
audience will. John Lewis Knight
*86, one, of the perpetrators of the
rally, then mounted the rostrum and
was promptly hauled down by the arm
For a moment things
of the law.
looked ugly. Trumpet blowers blared
at the officer in close proximity, while
a much dented wastepaper basket
sailed toward his head. A night-stick
then swung in vicious circles, but
somehow things were quieted down
and once more weaving back and
forth across the street in snake-dance
formation the parade migrated back
.

idea.

Max Eaton

Leads
The original fearless five comprised
one drum-major, Maxwell Eaton '37,
who led, waving his broomstick baton
in inimitable clumsiness, the tremendous mob of two men with wastepaper
basket drums, one drummer armed
with exactly one half of a base drum.
Partly convinced by the saneness of
the

roucous fanatics,

men toward campus.

several

from the ends joined the diminutive
but noisy procession as it marched by,
and by the time the Zete House was
reached a clarinet and sousaphone
had joined the "informal hubbub".
Parading down fraternity row in a
company front, the troop attacked the

The impromptu band being out

of

breath, many students being very
hoarse, and football men all over
campus being very desirous of slumber, it was decided to adjourn so that
the energy might be saved for the
next day. A last cheer rent the stillness of the night, and the most successful rally of recent years disband-

exhorting their inhabitants
one and all to "fall in and follow the
band."
ed.
Gradually the little group grew, and
had reached the number of fifty when
a brass section came sweeping out of
the Theta Delta Chi house, and another drummer joined the party to
bring the impromptu band up to reasonable and efficient size. Two of the
cheer-leading squad added themselves
to the marchers, William Sawyer and
Howard Dana, both of '36. The rally

houses,

SMOKE SCREEN OVER CALIFORNIA

nounced his candidacy for Governor -of California on the Democratic
he spoke before a student body assembly at Stanford University on his
in California" program.
Although he has told his audience that standardized education had rendered
them incapable of understanding him, its more alert members did not permit
his exposition to go unchallenged. Among the things they wanted to know
was what would be Sinclair's solution for the hordes of unemployed who
would flock to California once his Utopian scheme was under way.
That question, repeated during the fiery campaign, and its indiscreet
answer have risen to plague Sinclair as the election approaches. "Let them
come", he has said in effect. "What is going to happen to your job?" screaming billboards elected by the opposition demand of the passing voter.
This simple but fundamental question and its unsatisfactory answer becomes more important as lie* rumors, innuendo and emotional propaganda
obscure the basic economic issues at stake in California. With the state
flooded with pamphlets accusing Sinclair of Communism and atheism, with
stories circulating about Frank Merriam which are not exactly confined to
the tealm of statesmanship, with feeling running high and hitting below the
belt condoned, many good Calif ornians are preparing to "hold their noses
and vote."
;

"End Poverty

advice" and a
an inviting one.
-*-

literate

——

o o
a reactionary Republican

Messiah whose

who

will

Longfellow.
Birch Canoe Prominent
The largest object in the room is a
fourteen foot birch hark canoe which
hangs from the balcony rail on the
east side directly over the entrance.

has an interesting history. It was
formerly used by James W. Sewall
'77 who bought it from the Passamaquoddy Indians for use on surveying
work which he did in Maine in the

scattered
but
collections,
church to create a better social and. ferent
glass cases housing them
friendly order on earth. "It is aiming among the
also some rarer and more interat society to create a better world", were
esting objects.
he said.
First, however, just what does the
He offered the result of a student term
Cleaveland Cabinet designate
poll at the
University of Oregon
In brief, it
located.
which showed that an overwhelming and where is it
applied to the large room
majority of the students believed in is the name
the upper two stories of
covering
God. He pointed out that this nineHall. The remodeling
Massachusetts
ty-three
percentage
contrasted
interior of the Hall took place
strongly with the current opinion that of the
the express purpose of
the average college man scorns re- in 1873 with
"
housing

ticket,

HPHE CHOICE BETWEEN

ident ever wrote and the sonnet to his
memory by his one-time student,

Stones, stones and more stones
were the. chief discoveries of an init were not for the Church and
reporter who rumwhat it stands for, my life would not cuisitive Orient two hours one day
nearly
be worth living", said Reverend Gib- maged for
every nook and
bons of the Westbrook Congregation- last week through
cranny of the Cleaveland Cabinet.
al Church in his chapel address of last
There were stones of every size, color,
Sunday.
dozen difHe asserted the purpose of the and shape comprised in a
"If

,

"End Poverty in California"
"What Is Going to Happen to Your Jab?"
•They Hold Their Nose and V«te? w
AFTER Upton Sinclair deserted the Socialist standard and an-

SOON

Orient Reporter Takes Duster
To Nooks In Cleaveland Cabinet

GIBBONS LAUDS

a

ligion.

political ability is doubtful is not

Raymond Haight, the Progressive candidate upon whom "middle-of-theroad" hopes were placed, seems not to be making great headway.
It is becoming increasingly difficult to get at the truth behind the $500,000
anti-Sinclair fund and attempt any accurate prophecy. Califoraians resigned
to Sinclair's election are wondering what the crusading author will be able
to do. They feel that he will be balked at every turn by antagonistic legislators and the monied poweis he has fought so long. They expect to see him
on the front pages for some time to come, but they fear that his official acts
may not get far beyond the pardoning of Thomas Mooney. They have heard
that there is in Washington a disposition to give him a chance, aid him where
possible and discourage the more fantastic of his projects.

BROWN SCORES
o—o—
DMITTING THE WORTHINESS
PRACTICAIM **\

sent to the College by his son, James
W. Sewall '06 of Old Town.
The Muscovite brand of stones
seems to be the most numerous, although the Orient representative by
no means took the pains to count each
one of the many hundreds and group
them, which would seem rather a fi
task for another F.E.R.A. project.
Among the more peculiar stones are
three shaped in every respect like
doughnuts, a stone idol from New
Mexico shaped like a turtle, three perfectly rounded granite pebbles three
inches in diameter picked up here in
Brunswick, as well as one granite Ball
more than a foot thick. In the large
collection of shells lying brightly
polished in their glass case, one, a
perfect eg-? in shape, size and color
stands out.
Headgear Provides Interest
In the southwest corner of the gallery is displayed the Cyrus Hamlin
Steam Engine, .built in 1832, which
was exhibited last spring on the centennial of his graduation from BowA nearby case holds an interdoin.
esting old hat which was worn by
Prof. Parker Cleaveland about 1854.
It is shaped about like the conventional tall silk topper of today, but
the material of this peculiar hat, perhaps designed for warmth, resembles
rather the inside lining of a sheep
™"***T "

needed

and specimens which had
been given to the college. The two
original upper stories of the building
were thrown into a single hall without changing in the least bit the outside appearance of the building, and a
gallery reached by spiral staircases
was built around the room.
Contains Many Collections
Fourteen alcoves and many large
cases on the main floor contain the
President
minerals
of
collections
Cleaveland made. Numerous other
collections of various kinds have been
a
including
time,
to
time
from
added
collection of shells bequeathed by Dr.
George Shattuck of Boston, which enabled Pres. Cleaveland to give a
course in conchology; a herbarium
collected by Rev. Joseph Blake of the
class of 1835; and a collection of birds
made by W. S. B. Cushman of Wislections

religion.

Reverend Gibbons quoted a passage from Theodore Parker urging
that we concern ourselves with the
future of the church, the beauty and
the truth of life, and our own souls.
He continued that. "the church stands
for the Divinity of Human Life."
"According to Evolution we came
from animals. We have to prove that
our character is more important than
the past and that we are plastic
enough for the Christ-like life of
Godliness." The Reverend concluded
that "God is reaching down to the
church to create peace and happiness
on the earth."

After being used for pleasure purposes until about 1905 it was

eighties.

place for the various scientific col-

Quotes Theodore Parker
Nearly sixty per cent of this group
favored the ceremony of the church
as being a necessary characteristic of

"listen to

much

It

I

j

!

of his ideals, many who are deeply inDean Louis H. Dirks of Depauw U.
Indiana)
terested in social justice are apprehensive lest the likely failure of his (Greencastle,
says, "The casset.
hybrid attempt to superimpose one system upon another will discredit all function of the liberal college is to
A projection of the east side of the
plans for reform and result in a throwback to" Toryism that will negate the give young people the enrich mentsof Hall provides a spacious entrance and
(Continued from p>g* 1)
gains made in recent years. They emphasize that it may be well to keep in life out of which comes success. Be- staircase to the Cabinet room. On
years.
was officially recognized when they
"The American college and univer- mind, when and if the machinery of EPIC is set in motion, that it takes more cause of the over-emphasis of the ascending the visitor first notes on
sent for their megaphones. Picking up
"End (Phoney Panaceas profit motive, students get the money the right hand wall two interesting
sity has not always been successful in than sincerity and idealism to effect real reforms.
more men at every step, the under- resisting these demands of the out- in California" is their motto.
perspective and are dissatisfied.'*
K. N. S.
autographs—the last letter the Presgraduates once more went through
side world.
It is quite possible in
the- ends, beating upon every door,
El ROPE TODAY
CAN
MAKE ANY
some institutions to earn the degree
immediate future of Europe. Mussolini had just about decided to promulgate
much to the annoyance of football of Bachelor* of Arts
TOWARD PEACE UNDER OUR PRESENT LEADERS?
without either
a new Franco-Italian pact, the first since the war. Barthou had hoped to
men trying to get plenty of sleep for Latin or Greek, to become a Bachelor
bring about an Italo- Yugoslavian agreement to stave off possible trouble
By Charles Parker Hammond
the, morrow's fray.
of
without entering the
Science
THE HEIGHT of the college football season, it's a brave and brazen from Hitler.
Ring Chapel Bell
Science building.
Brought up upon **• commentator who attempts a weekly survey of foreign affairs for the
Even if the Barthou plan is carried through, competent critics
VerThe chapel bell tolled wildly, while a point and credit system the college undergraduate press. Let's begin with an old-fashioned attack on the press sailles Treaty will be skeptical of the ability of the new alignmentofofthe
powers
"Pish" Baker '35 excelled himself on undergraduate not infrequently thinks of our elders and betters the commercial press, which made plenty of money One lulling Great Britain on the side of France) to keep the
peace
They
the chimes pealing out the strains of of his degree in terms of courses rath- out of the
recent royal assassination in Marseilles.
How
many
additional P rfcdict war in Europe By 1935.
the "Bowdoin Y.M.C.A.", "Phi Chi", er than subjects.
papers the publishers sold by dressing up their extras with war-scare-in- «„ I °' ^hich brings us back to the munitions piece in the last issue of
and other Polar Bear ditties. Some
"The function of the scholar is to Europe streamers would be difficult to figure. But any competent newspaper Horizon". There are some who believe the arms manufacturers are at the
hundred or more strong the group! lead, not to follow. The liberal arts man will vouch for the soundness of the theory that wars are the best circula- "otto ™ °',5^ w ars. With apologies to this school of political scientists, we
moved toward the center of the town, college may at times serve best the tion-grabbers. Old and doddering as this commentator is, he can remember !l ay .'Bunk '. Mr. Frank Simonds, the noted journalist and commentator on
chanting "Go get Bates" with increas- world outside her walls by steadfast- wondering during the World War what the devil the newspapers would print f° rei «n affairs, writing in the Saturday Review of Literature, declared
he had
ing fervor, while the band brought ly refusing to succumb to all of the after fighting was over.
never attended a Disarmament Conference and he has attended all those in
up the rear with sundry tunes. Every world's demands. In the present ecoBut at 'this writing there is no war in Europe only a seroius and menacing "! e post-war period which he believed had failed because of the "machinanow and then proceedings would halt nomic crisis, scholars and experts economic war that succeded the 1914-18 disaster. Still, the possibilities are' * lons °f the "merchants of death". Woodrow Wilson and not Sir Basil
while one cheer or another was given. have not shown themselves to be a there, although the situation is not as imminent as the yellow press would Zaharoff, created the Polish Corridor, he pointed out. Nor were the muni
tions makers responsible for applying the principle of self-determination
A snake-dance began, as more and puny race. They have been brave have one believe.
to
more enthusiasts joined the proces- enough to run counter to popular
In the first place, it wasn't an Italian who shot King Alexander I and the Danubian area.
•ion, some clad in pajamas, slippers, prejudice, to resist strong public Barthou. If the assassination had occurred on Italian soil notoriously hosand bathrobes. Upon reaching the pressure.
Yugoslavia
tile to
we might have had another Sarajevo. In the second place, 1>0INCARE, LLOYD GEORGE, Wilson, Clemenceau these were the men
traffic dummy at the corner of Pleas"In these days when old values are Yugoslavia is France's strongest ally in the Balkans. Marseilles, where the a
who recast the map of Europe which is such a mess today. "It is what
ant street the chain of students circled being questioned, the champions of shooting took place, is happily within the borders of La Patrie.
the people en masse accept as tnerr rights, as the ri ghts oi ihair nmintriaa
about it, and the merriment was atj the fine discipline, of the college of . Since the assassin obviously was a Balkan nationalist, whether a Hun- gpverejxn andi mgrs—i ^tm «, .watlMfl> ep»ll UHJ l f Ie*fKre rs to m aintain uncom
its 'height when the M*; stepped ifcj liberal arts' mu%t hoi be derelict in garian, a Macedonian or a Croat, the shooting merely reflected anti- Alexander 7 promisingly, that make war", said Mr. Simonds.
'Wiseman Farms Ice Cream side- their duties. They must at times pro- feeling" within the borders of the late dictator-king's own country. When a
Clemenceau couldn't have been* such a power at Versailles had he not been
walk sign was going across the street claim their faith against the popular dictator makes no provision for a "minority report", that report all too often backed to the limit at home. Mussolini could not wield the power he does
with one of the undergraduates was! clamor which would strive to impose expresses itself as the report of a pistol. To draw a journalistic analogy be- today had he not built up a powerful public opinion that, perforce, backs his
intercepted by a night-duty police- its own standards upon those of the tween the Marseilles tragedy and the Sarajevo murder, then, is hardly war- every move on the surface at any rate. And on the other hand, Wilson
man. An ominous group of students college. One of the peculiar glories of ranted. Our elders and betters are hereby severely reprimanded for their failed to bring the United States into the League of Nations because he was
gathered round the arguing couple,! this college has been its unwillingness crass commercialism. Apparently they crave circulation rather than accu- not supported at home. .Stresemann in Germany and Briand in France could
rallying to the aid of an apprehended to take the common standards as her racy which is hardly excusable considering the heavy news weeks we have make little effective headway toward disarmament because their respective
sophomore and loudly demanding a own. The college should be dedicated had: What with the textile strike, the Lindbergh story, the Stoll kidnapping, peoples were not solidly behind them. Roosevelt will succeed in Washington
speech from the officer.
to an enrichment of the common life. the drought, the Morro Castle fire, to mention but a few of the stories that just as long as he compels a popular support, a support that will end should
Crash Dance
another public figure challenge it successfully.
Such enrichment can be achieved only, have shot the news market higher than it has been in many months.
•
o
o^-o
In the munitions piece it was pointed out that the Senate investigation of
"Several "Bowdoin— Rah—COP's!" in Alexander Meiklejohn's phrase, by
were shouted out. and with the escape a recognition of the necessary dif- THIS IS NOT to underestimate the seriousness of the European line-dp, the arms industry is only incidental to the job of getting at the causes of
the
excitement
the
from
culprit
in
which
every
scholar
has
of the
ference
however. Jean-Louis Barthou, one of France's most effective statesmen war. If it can influence public opinion against war and the sources of war
crowd moved on to the town hall, every other man who is not a schol- since the war, at seventy-two was about to realize his dream of an Eastern an rather vhopeless objective in the present order of society, we have to conwhere a dance was taking place. Pro- ar."
Locarno a series of interlocking pacts that would strengthen France's afli- fess if we are not to be dismissed as ridiculous romantics it will begin to
ceeding in a solid phalanx the stuances in Eastern Europe and further bottle up Nazi Germany within the get at the root of the matter.
This would seem to boil the thing down to eradication of blind and stupid
Thirty years ago, Columbian Uni- limits of the Versailles Treaty. Whether his successor in the cabinet, Pierre
dents went straight up the broad
To do this requires a satisfactory and convincingly popular
stairs and directed by the mega- versity of Washington, D. C, changed Laval, will continue to pursue Barthou's policy of no disarmament without nationalism.
hones of the cheerleaders shook the its name to George Washington Uni- security, and rigid maintenance of the status quo in Europe, remains- to be substitute for our present policies. This takes leaders intelligent, powerful
and
enlightened. Will they be forthcoming ?
with
the
freshmen.
seen.
The
policies
of
the
French
foreign
will
much
to
do
office
have
all
versity.
the
Jouse sees
j
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of headgear, in one
displayed a weird collection of
Polynesian masks depicting
imaginable.
gruesomest faces
These were once worn by South Sea

And speaking

case

HEADWAY

the
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Island natives in their tribal dances.
In another of the alcoves of the
gallery are exhibited a number of
pieces of parchmenf paper from SingQn these are rudely
apore, India.
pictured in black- water color or chardrawing#7 various types of
coal
clothes. The parchments are entitled
"Papers for the Dead", and "when
burnt it is supposed the clothes, rudely pictured on them are scent to the
dead for their use in the other world,
being transformed into real gar-
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ments."
After finally uncovering in one
dusty corner a ball of hair, two inches
in diameter, which was taken from
the stomach of an ox. your reporter
gave up his diligent searching into
yotowes of Uie CteefWSTSH
the

—

net.

BOWDOIN 25 YEARS AGO
ago

Twenty-five years

Bowdoin

this

fall

celebrated her return to
after several away

home grounds

games, by a well-earned victory, nine
points to six, over Exeter. She was
unable to roll up a larger score
against the fast prep school eleven.
At one point in the game Exeter "after reeling off a seventeen yard end
run was penalized 15 yards because a
forward pass was allowed to drop on
the ground untouched".

Dartmouth had just conferred the
honorary degree of LL.D. in PresiHe had formerly redent Hyde.
ceived the degrees of D.D. from Bowdoin and from Harvard in 1886, and
of LL.D. from Syracuse University in
1897.

track
The Sophomore-Freshman
meet had to be called off, as so many
of the proposed participants were on
various football squads.
Five men were to take the Rhodes
the
examinations
in
Scholarship
ft
competition to elect Maine's representative in the nationwide contest.
Town Building
funcThe editorial discussed the
tion of the college, including the
thoughts and sayings of several noted
college presidents upon that subject.
Professor Robinson of Bowdoin had
Van-ley's Jewelry Store
said "the function of the American
college is the develooment of the all
for Gifts
around man." Among the other quoStationery - Fountain Pens - Cards tations was that of President Lowell
of Harvard: "Surely the college can
for all occasions
give the freedom of thought, a
Watch and Jewelry Repairing
breadth of outlook, a training for citexpertly done
izenship which neither the secondary
103 Maine Street
nor the professional schools can
President Tucker of Dartequal."
mouth remarked that: "the college is
in the educational system to repreCleaning
Pressing
sent the spirit of amateur scholarGive It To
College students are amateurs,
ship.
not professionals. As President HadTipping
Mitchell
ley -put it "the ideal college education
seems to me to be the one in which
the student learns things he is not goto? to use in after life by methods
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cf Brunswick, Main*
Capital, 150,000.
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clean dry ash
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Done Well and at
Favorable Prices at
The
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75 Maine St.

Paul K.

We
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—at any time, at any price
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which he is going to use. The former
element gives the breadth, the latter
the training." There followed President Hyde's famous criterion.
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Charlie Stanwood '32 Earned

Fine Track Record At

Maine Has Won 21; Bowdoin 11;
In Half A Century Of Football

ALUMNI WILL HEAR
CHARLES STANWOOD
Oxford
(Ooatiaaad tttm pas* 1)

SJUDENTS

inAS

quite to fast as those is
but they afforded footing faat anon
enough
for Charlie Stanwood
stauar
hurdler and jumper for Jack Magee,
continued
to
excel in theee events
he
during hia two years at Oxford.
Entering; Bowdoin from Promfret
School Stanwood made the freshman
track team, and graduated to the
varsity after his first mid-years. He
was a consistent point-winner on the
vanity for the next three years, being elected catpain his last year here.
Twice he was high scorer in the

IN

Eleven wins for Bowdoin, twentyone for Maine, and four ties tells the
story of the half century rivalry between the White Bear and the Black.
The state series which comes to a
close with Saturday's game is one of
the oldest organized football conferences in America. It was in 1890 that

to be seated at a special table.
The desirability of initiating

a midwinter home-coming for alumni of the
college is one of a number of things
Other speakers at the luncheon will
tors among the names on the stones.
By far the most common name listed to be discussed at the alumni council's
ton among the names on the stones, fall meeting to be -held in the faculty the first State
Series game was batMinott,
PotVamey,
was Skolfield.
room at Massachusetts Hall at 10 tled out on the gridiron. Bowdoin
ter. Stetson,
and Coombs ran
literally romped away with the title
dose seconds, however. Other fre- a.m. Also scheduled for Saturday that first
year,
chapel
servhanging up a record
quent names were Cobb, Toothaker, morning are the special
ice at 8.10 when Prof. Stanley P. that has never been equaled in modand Lincoln.
to ern Maine football. As touchdowns
No trace, however, can be found of Chase '05, faculty representative
many of the original inhabitants of the alumni council, will discuss "The counted but five points, the scores are
Maine Intercollegiates, and twke in
this territory.
The family of Thom- Work of the Alumni Council": a swim- even more impressive.
the New Englands. In his senior year
as Purchase, the original settler who ming meet at 10.30 in the pool between
1921 Team Undefeated
his time of 14.8 in the high hurdles
came in 1632, has entirely disappear- teams picked from the varsity squad
The Pour Bean started out that
Rave him a place on the all- American
direction of Coach R.
ed. Few of the eight proprietors of and under the
year with a point-a-minute policy in
the colony in the latter part of the B. MUler.
trouncing
the Bobcat of Bates, 62 to
Marks Were Good
President to Entertain
seventeenth century have left de0. Never in the history of the conferStanwood was on the Athletic
scendants. A complete change in popAfter the Bowdoin-Maine game, ence has any team been so completely
Council his sophomore and senior
ulation seems to have occurred around Pres. and Mn. Sills will be at home outclassed
as was the Garnet that
years, and was vice-president of the
the year 1700.
to tile alumni and friends of the col- day. Colby was the next stepping
student council his senior year. He
Reveals Trade Trends
lege and in the evening they Will en- stone in that initial year, and the
made both the White Key pud the
A definite: epoch in the history of tertain the members of the alumni White stepped on them with almost
Ivy Dance Committee his Junior year,
wives at dinner.
the same score, rolling up a 56 to
and was made Chairman of the Com- Brunswick occurred about the year council and their
At the alumni luncheon, lobster count on the Mule. Maine proved to
mencement Committee in 1932. Major- I860. Evidently at this time the town
stew, with. apple pie and ice cream, be an almost
insurmountable obing in English he kept his marks was making an effort to become a seaSix ship-captains died at this will be served. Tickets, which are 85 stacle, but in a fiercely fought enwell up and was a popular student on port.
cents, may. be purchased at the door. counter Bowdoin
pulled its first State
campus. He was a member of Delta time, four of them in the successive
yean 1763-1756. The extent of trade At the same hour, a luncheon for title out of the bag with a 12 to 14
Kappa Epsilon fraternity.
ladies will be served in the Moulton victory.
In October 1982 Stanwood entered may be shown by. the fact that these
general supervision
Bowdoin had to wait a long time
Oxford, becoming a member of Uni- deaths occurred everywhere from Cal- Union under the
of wives of members of the alumni before
versity College there. Largely due to lao, Peru, to the Irish Channel.
another
team like
that.
committee on Alumni Day.
council's
the
Gold
The
trial
to
California
in
Although
his feats Oxford scored its first victhe
eked
out
White
to
Whittier
Field
will
The
parade
three titles it was not until 1921 that
tory in eight years over Cambridge Rush of 1848 evidently was followed
Oxford-Cambridge meat of by Brunswickites. Two deaths were start aa soon as the luncheons are they managed to turn out another
in the
1933.
Stanwood took three firsts, in reported from California during this ended.
wonder team.
Fred Ostergren, now
Smith Heads Committee
the high and low hurdles and the high time, while a third person was killed
coach at Arlington, Mass., was the
jump, being the first Oxford man 'to in a ship disaster in the Columbia
Plans for this year's Alumni Day mentor who guided the Polar Bear
have accomplished the feat and the River. Oregon.
program have been made by the fol- through that season.
Bowdoin
Presidents
Found
Frank
second man to do so in the history «f
lowing committee:
Smith,
Take State Crown
Among the other graves, several M.D., 12, of Westbrook, chairman;
the meet.
The first game of the season was
with Bowdoin connotations have been John F. Dana "98, of Portland, repreWins Triple Again
Oxford won that meet, the 66th an- found. President Appleton and Pres- sentative of the governing hoards to against Williams, and the White
nual contest between the two educa- ident Pack both wen buried in the the Alumni Council and president of started out inauspiciously enough,
to 0. Tufts
tional institutions, by eight events to First Parish Cemetery, while Presi- the general alumni association; and deadlocking their rivals
came to town the second week and
three. The next year, Stanwood again dent Cleaveland was placed in River- Prof. S. P. Chase '05, faculty reprewent back after a 20 to
drubbing.
took three firsts, proving the deciding side Cemetery. One memorial which sentative to the council.
Bowdoin
command
of
complete
had
factor in Oxford's victory of 7-4. He was found erected to the memory
The first Alumni Day was held 10
raced over the high sticks in 15 .8 sec- of Lydia Blake who was a servant in yean ago Nov. 1, also on the occasion the situation all the way through, and
onds, and won the high jump at 5 ft. the homes of President Appleton and of the Bowdoin-Maine game. It was was never threatened.
Then along came the State Series.!
President Pack for 35 years.
10 inches.
arranged by two committees, as folMany items of a humorous nature lows: for the alumni council, Leonard The firet game with Colby was hard
Stanwood shattered several records
in these various meets in which he were also uncovered by the FERA A. Pierce '05. chairman, Luther Dana fought and well played, as the Polar
Bears
drove through to an 18-6 vicparticipated in England.
He made searchers. About the year 1880, a cer- '03. and William D. Ireland '16; for
new Oxford records in both hurdles, tain stone-carver decided to do a bit the faculty, Austin H. MacCormick, tory. Bates came next and went down
doing; the low hurdles in 24 flat in of advertising while he was working. chairman, Paul
Nixon, Marshall P. 14-0. Then in the final battle of unearly 1933 and the high in 14.8 sec- At the base of the back of each stone Cram, Herbert C. Bell, and M. Phillips defeated teams, the White subdued
Maine 14-7. before a raving crowd of
onds when he beat D. O. Finley, Brit- the engraver wrote, "Hello", and Mason.
10,000 who crammed every nook of
ish Champion and third in the 1932 signed his name. Whether or not his
Whittier Feild.
Olympics. The latter time equalled the greeting brought in any mone trade
delegation of 350 representatives
A
British high hurdles record.
is a matter of conjecture.
Beat Maine in itaft
of American universities and colleges
Dog Haa Grave
He was in America in the summer
In the final game of the season,
will visit Rome, Italy, next year to
of 1933 running for the combined
Another stone found in Riverside aid in the inauguration of New Uni- more or less of an anti-climax, the
Oxford-Cambridge team against the Cemetery Was simply inscribed, "Our
coasted
over Trinity, 7 to 0.
Bears
vereity City there.
Yale-Harvard aggregation, and also dog, Don Stetson". As far as is
This left them undefeated! Bowdoin
the Princeton-Cornell group. In the known, this is the only non-human
The 1934 biennial convention of at once became the center of the press
Yale-Harvard meet he won two first, grave in the Brunswick cemeteries.
Scabbard and Blade, national honor- spotlight. A dearth of undefeated
and was second in the high jump.
According to one stone, a family
military fraternity, will be held teams that year made their record
Later against Princeton-Cornell he reunion must have been held at the ary
even more noticeable, and the eleven
15-17.
won first in the low hurdles and high burial of Mn. Lois Cook Bartlett in in Cincinnati, Ohio, Nov.
jump and was second in the high hur- 1857. This 89 year old woman was
dles.
attended to her grave by her daughDefeat Princeton-Cornell
ter, her grand-daughter, her greatThis year the Princeton-Cornell grand-daughter, and her great-gnatteam met its English rivals at White grand-daughter.
but
fell
by
City Stadium in London,
Peculiar Names Listed
5 events to 7. Stanwood won both
great many peculiar names have
hurdles, but failed to place in the high
jump. At this meet he set a new Brit- also been gleaned from the stones.
One child was christened Anniverish Empire low hurdles record at 24.4
seconds. It was at this meet that the sary, although what she commemomuch-touted contest over a mile of rated was not mentioned. One woman
was
called Experience.
A girl .by
took
Lovelock
Bonthron
and
Bill
the name of Oscarette and a boy by
place, the British star winning handthe name of Eliphalet were also burily.
in
ied
Brunswick.
The former Bowdoin star also parmystery surrounds one of the
ticipated in many meets on the Constatements found. According to a
tinent, both in Belgium and in France.
stone, George Cobb, born in 1796, fell
Last July in Antwerp he heat the
champion of Holland, Kaan, in the asleep in 1843, but lived until 1882.
Whether the man was a victim of
hurdles, setting a new Belgian record.
sleeping sickness, or some similar
In Paris Stanwood was a member of
disease, has not been discovered.
the British team which competed in
Survey Not Completed
one of the most novel races of recent
The favorite epitaphs of the towntrack history. Then wan fifty men
on a team, and the event was a 16 folk varied according to the cemetery.
of
streets
around
relay
race
Pin«
the
Grove
Cemetery seemed partial
mile
Paris. The contest, run more or less to tiie words "At rest", and "Gone to
for fun, was won by the English, by Jesus". On the other hand, Varney's
the scant margin, considering the had many more "Gone, but not for*
length of the course, of four seconds gotten's".
At present, the survey is far from
complete. Only three of the seven
cemeteries located in or near Branswick have been covered. It is probable
that the searchers will be at this job
Mffll
ijIlfcrS
for several more months to come.

GRAVEYARD SURVEY
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earned national reputations.
Since that very successful year of
1921, Bowdoin has been a minus
quantity, as far as State Series
encounters an concerned. For eight
long years they failed to register a
single win' over their bitterest rival,
Maine, Then in 1930, although still
very much the underdog, they upset
the dopesters and came through with
a 13 to 7 victory.
But that victory was the last the
Polar Bean have been able to garner from any Maine college. In the
final series game of the 1932 season
they outrushed, outfought, and outplayed their heavier opponents, but

Wni^ASSPIBLV
The

regular meeting for the!
year of L'Oure Blanc, Bowdoin French
Club, was held at the Sigma Nu house
Monday evening at nine. The feature
of the' evening was a talk by M. Pelfirst

mont who described

"

:

his recent trip to

France.

'

College expenses at Bowdoin in
1884 were reasonable. Tuition was
seventy-five dollara,
weekly beard
three dollars, room rent twenty-rite
dollara,
and "incidentals", ay the
Orient put it. ten dollars.
Handwriting on the wall: The
board of professors at Amherst College had decided to make Sunday afternoon "church service"' attendance
optional. The bwing against ccaipnlsory chapel services was. just beginning.
By the first of October, the fraternities had drawn their rushing seasons to a conclusion. Zetav Jt*ai held

The program was followed by a
short business meeting.
The entire
membership of the club was pnsent,
including Ray Pach '36. president,
Charles Denny *37, secretary, Bion
Cram '37, Euan Davis '37, Norman
Dupee '38, Walter Luce '35. Stanley
Williams *37, Harry Romberger '35,
pledged six, Delta Kappa Bpsilon two,
and Weston Lewis '36.
Theta Delt< Chi twelve. Pal UpnUoa
three, and Alpha Delta Phi five,
finally lost after Charlie Burdell had
A new feature of the fall season
Growler Issue Includes
narrowly missed two field goals.
and highly commended by the Orient
A complete list of Bowdoin-Maine
Program Of Maine Game was a series of baseball gaaea with
games follows:
"Colby and other nines": In those) days
1896 Bowdoin
12
Maine
team used to practice on the DelA special Issue of the Growler will the
1898 Bowdoin
29
8
Maine
ta.
Fear was rampant, however, that
appear for the Maine game next Sat- in spite of the shortness of this
1899 Bowdoin
14
Maine
urday. The Bowdoin humorous mag1900 Bowdoin
38
Maine
fall baseball season, it would absorb
1901 Maine
Bowdoin 5 azine will contain besides the regular much of the interest in tennis and
22
line-up and pictures of players of
1902 Maine
10
Bowdoin
football.
both teams, several special features.
1908 Maine
16
Bowdoin
Five American colleges.
1904 Bowdoin
22
Maine
5 These include the write-up of a facColumbia,
ulty member, a cartoon chart of an Harvard, Yale,
1906 Maine
18
Bowdoin
imaginary football game, and a hu- Michigan, had over one thousand
1906 Bowdoin
6
Maine
Massachusetts Institate if
morous short story by Frederick dents.
1907 Bowdoin
34
Maine
fi
Technology stood next 'with fire hsjsr
Gwynn.
1908 Bowdoin
10
Maine
Preparations for an issue at the dred seventy nine. Even in those days
1909 Bowdoin
22
Maine
Q
Tufts game November 17 are already Bowdoin was a relatively small col1910 Bowdoin
Maine
, t
lege.
under way:
1911 Maine
Bowdoin
15
1912 Maine
19
Bowdoin
1918 Maine
9
Bowdoin
Union College of Schenectady, New dred years old. The tree, famous***
1914 Maine
27
Bowdoin
1915 Maine
23
Bowdoin 13 York, boasts of an ancient elm tree the institution, is given aeventy-flyfe
1916 Bowdoin
7
Maine
7 which is estimated at being five hun- more years to live.
1917 Maine
14
Bowdoin
i

,

I

,

*

'

1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933

S.A.T.C.

t

Game

Maine
Bowdoin
Bowdoin
Maine
Maine
Maine
Maine
Maine
Maine
Maine
Maine
Bowdoin
Maine
Maine
Maine

18

7
14

7
28
28
21

27
26
25
13
20
7
12

Bowdoin
Maine
Maine
Bowdoin
Bowdoin
Bowdoin
Bowdoin
Bowdoin
Bowdoin
Bowdoin
Bowdoin
Maine
Bowdoin
Bowdoin
Bowdoin

THE MUSTARD HOUSE

7

234 Maine St.
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6
6

Home Cooking

Board by the Week
Reasonable Price
Call

14

and Make Arrangements ss Number

Limited

Q
6
7

When
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AT THE HOTEL BRUNSWICK

CELLAR

College football games are not subject to tax when played in Missouri,
according to a recent ruling of the
attorney-general of that state.

'

Sparkling entertainment and dance music
by Russian Artists direct from Maisonette
Rune, Paris. Dancing 6 p.m. until closing.

The University

of Mississippi has
received one-quarter of a million dollars for building improvements during the past four months.

or to the

ROOM

EGYPTIAN

always • bvoritt with lo*onla*t

HOTEL BRUNS WICK

Lest snobbery or cliquishness raise
head, Wellesley charges the same
all dormitory rooms, assigns them
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REPORTER MEETS
CARAVAN ACTRESS
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minor parts almost completely. "Mrs.
cast and try Hamlet"
Fiske
no attention to the rest of
No exception to the universal fate us. Itpaid
is foolish because there is no
of all those who try to come to Brunswick from Boston by auto an the
Caravan playen. The 'exotic red
ITOA taxicab which was seen cavorting around Brunswick was commandeered by them when their own ear
was completely smashed in Boston. "I
always have trouble getting to Brunswick," Miss Dowling confessed.
Caravan car troubles date back to
the day when the troupe purchased a
temperamental 1924 Dodge, in which

warning they* were asked to
Their search for a

new

place

formance

hen

that caught on fin and

then hasn't been a performance here
So the Caravan Troupe took
possession gratis for the day.
recent production in small New England towns of
Charles Helm, field and soil expert
"Twelfth Night", in which she played
University of Missouri, saved
the hitherto minor part of Maria, In at the
institution's grid-iron from the
so doing, said Miss Dowling, she re- the
drought by keeping
vised the play and centered it about ravages of the
native
blue grass watered to the
Maria, making her a lovable and the
saturation point all summer.
charming character.
The general disappointment In
Students of the Chicago Art Insti"The Merchant of Venice" in which
Miss Adams was co-starred with Otis tute will be awarded bachelor of fine
Skinner, Miss Dowling ascribed to arts and bachelor of dramatic arts dearrangements just
through
grees
their poor supporting cast. The star
tradition, in which elder acton were completed with the University of Chibrought up, was to disregard the cago authorities. This the first year
that these degrees have been awarded.
since".
Talk turned from Dahlia Dodge to

Maude Adams and her

Declaring that children should be
conscious" at an early
age. Miss Marion Fiagg, music instructor at the Horace Mean School
of Teachers College, Columbia Uni-

made "music

versity, recently urged that all con-

versations between children end their

parents in their hoaea be nrried en
in » sing-song, chanting manner.

mmmmmtmmmm
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'35 -PSYCHOLOGY.

"I think there's a great field for psy-

chology
so 1 try to hit the books for all I'm
worth. When I'm listless or "low," smoking a
Camel gives me a quick upturn in energy. Physical and mental fatigue drop away! The enjoyment one gets from Camel's fine flavor is an important psychological factor in maintaining poise."

WITH

,UI

leave.

rehearsing

was at first unsuccessful but
finally led them to the aforementioned
players, scenery, and all traveled from
theatre.
ftlace to place. Ever since, Miss BowIts sole sign of life was an old
ing has nourished a desire "to meet
watchman, and signs of life in him
Mr. Dodge and ask him just what it
were rather few. A query as to who
was he invented in 1924. Fortunately was manager
of the theatre brought
it was winter when we ftnt used it.
a buy and barely audible answer, "I
It had a habit of periodically and ofdont know". "Who can we see about
ten bunting into flames, which flames
hiring it for the day?"
"I dont
we extinguished by throwing en snow. know".
"Who pays you your salary?"
It was responsible for my losing sevdont know. You see that curtain
eral hats, because they seemed to be "I
Last time there was a perthere.
available
at times the only material
to smother then fires."
Discusses Msnde Adams

JAMES

joy in playing with a poor supporting cast."
Tells Theatrical Story
An interesting anecdote concerning
an old forgotten theatre in New York
closed the interview with Miss Dowling.
The troupe was rehearsing in a
New York theatre when without

How

to get back vim and energy when "played out": Thousands of smokers can verify from their own experience the popular suggestion "get a

will

make you

lift

with a Camel."

feel refreshed

—

as

good

as

TOM!

LEAF-TOBACCO

CAMEL CARAVAN

IN I
with Glen Gray's Casa Loma
Orchestra, Walter O'Keefe, Annette Hanshaw, and other

When tired, Camels
And science adds

Headlines

TUESDAY

new.

confirmation of this "energizing effect." Camels aren't flat or
"sweetish," either. You can smoke Camels steadily. Their finer,

MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS

9 p-m.

.

EXPERTS AGREE:

— over WABC- Columbia Network.

10 pjn. EAT. THURSDAY
9 p.m. EAT.
CS.T.— 8 pjn. M.S.T. 8 pjn. CS.T.—9:30 pjn. MAT.
.

.

7PJB.P.S.T.

'

Camels ore mode from

.

«:30pjB.P.S.T.

never g^t on the nerves!

finer,

More Expensive

Tobaccos —Turkish and

Domestic

— than any

other popular brand.

MOUNTAIN CLIMBER.

'

Miss

Georgia Engelhard says: "Plenty of
times I have thought 'I can't go another step.' Then I call a halt and
smoke a Camel. It has been proved
true over and over that a Camel
picks me up in just a few minutes
and gives me the energy to push on."

SRVt

PRO FOOTBALL

ACI.

"Cliff"

£*^

Montgomery of the Brooklyn
Dodgers says: "After s tiring game,
or any time when I feel like it, I
light up a Camel and get a swell
lift'—soon feel 100% again. lam seldom without a Camel they don't

—

interfere with healthy nerves.'*

WISEMAN FARMS
Ice

Cream

OLD FASHIONED KIND
TeL 566

1
I

bowdoin so 1*ahs ago

I/OURS BLANC HAS

CAMEL'S COSTLIER TOBACCOS
NEVER GET ON YOUR NERVES!
bsssTbsTbIbTbsssTbsTbssssssssssTbI
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THB BOWDOIN ORIENT

FIVE

SPORT SIDELIGHTS

Miller Primes Aquatic

Team For Hard Season
Building upon the remnant* of a
strong jayvse team which last year
baaJt the varsity. Coach Bob Miller
looks forward to the 1935 swimming
season with more optimism than the
PMt two years. Ineligibility has removed some of the jayvee stars, hut
enough remain to form the nucleus of
a potentially powerful aggregation
A sterling group of breaststrokers
should be the backbone of the team
Captain Johnnie Beale is one of the
.best

in

New

BOWDOIN READY
FOR PALE BLUE
(Continued from pact 1)

With the possible exception of Bill
whose injuries received in the

ranks and will be ably supported b\
Bob Whitmore, Ray Pach, Joh!
Hooka, and Dick May. Henry Frank
holder of numerous college records, will immeasurably strengthei
the team when he joins it after midyears. Coach Miller hopes to bring
the breaststroke back to its fornix:
prominence, and has arranged for

tise

The bruised shoulder

sessions.

which forced Buck Sawyer out of the
Bates game in the second quarter has
responded to treatment nicely. Now
that Al Putnam, Joe Drummond and
Jack Reed have recovered from their
OHMtstroke and backstroke relays respective injuries, the Polar Bears at
last are able to have all their experiwith Springfield and Williams.
enced players available for service.
Free-Stylers Weak
Littlehale May Play
Ineligibility riddled the ranks of
Along the line of injuries, Littlethe free-stylers, but the gap will be
hale, ace Bruin quarterback who sefilled by Nad
Brown, Don Smith riously
injured his ankle early in the
Winkie Walker, George Cary, John season,
may be back in the game SatBoyd, and Bob Cotton. In Dick May
urday. To date Littlehale's position
Coach Miller considers he has a promhas been ably filled by a flashy sophising prospect. Strong, fast, and veromore. Wendall Brewster, who incisatile he should develop rapidly.
dentally
The greatest loss by graduation downs scored two of Maine's touchagainst Colby last week.
was that at Bob Carson, diver Jake
With Saturday's game as the last
Iwanowicx. Ellsworth Benson ami
state

Tom Sampson

(Courted of Portland Preja Herald)

series game of his intercollegiate
football days. Stan Low, All-Maine
tackle for two years now, is expected
to come through with flying colors
against Maine to retain his title.
Other seniors to be playing in their
final battle for the White are Captain

are his likely succes-

sors.

In making out the schedule thisyear, a particular effort was made to
sign only those colleges of Bowdoin's
site.

Includes

'

Colby game are still bothering him,
all of Bowdoin's temporary cripples
will be ready for action Saturday,
barring any mishaps during the prac-

lin,

Mas* State

tackle who has been out most
Clayton Totman, Maine
of the season but will see ac tion against the White Sat-

urday

"BLANKET TAX COMMITTEE,
column for the current year.

Summary
Estimated

]

opponents

will

Springfield. Williams,

the

Hughes
Kent
Sawyer

include
Olneyville

re

qb

Boys' Club from Providence and Wesleyan. The schedule will start on DeJohnson
cember 8 against the Olneyville Club,
Reed
which is bringing up an all-star team
Putnam
including Johnny Higgins, the best
breaststroker

in

country, and
free-styler

the

Dow

lh

McBride

fb

Butler

(Continued from page

jumping

PH

around the stage, grimacing, teasing, poking fun at all the
characters. But Sugarsop, his mouth,
cheeks, and chin drenched in what
looked like strawberry jam, his hair
tousled, his mouth disfigured by a set
all

of irregular teeth, provided the supremely comic moment of the play
merely by being called "a fair lovely
maid" by Petruchio. Besides playing
this gangling grinning oaf, Mr. Dawson proved his versatility by portraying a somewhat bewildered and highly
disconcerted Hortensio.
Misa Dow ling Plays Kate
Miss Jennet te Dowling made the
most of Kate, letting out a few realistic
yells, scowling shrewishly at
every one on the stage, and providing
a capable punching bag for Petruchio
to manhandle vigorously. Marjorie
Dunaway made herself thoroughly
disliked as the flirt Bianca. Lawrence
Adams as Gremio, Frank Durham as
Baptista, Oliver Wendall Holmes as
Lucentio, Elizabeth Langille as Curtis, and Margaret Leland as a Page
completed the cast.
Textually the play «as hardly recognisable as Shakespeare's, but the
spirit of the original was preserved
to the letter.
Shakespeare's five acts
were shaved down to four by the removal of the Induction, some of the
more risque parts of the wooing scene,
and several extraneous characters
such as Vincentio, Tranio, and the
Widow. Numerous speeches were altered or transferred from one character's

sighting and trigger squeeze. With a
week the club will have joined the
National Rifle association and will
then arrange matches with other college riflemen. Several town teams ere
already trying to schedule meets with
the Bowdoin gunners.
Men interested in the rifle club
must come out now to gain admission.

$11,787.80
43.55

Total for Appropriation

$11,584.65

$11,708.13

$11,744.25

$

5,740.00
5,480.00

A

$

Musical Clubs
Publishing Co

Debating
Quill

Cheer Leaders

190.00
460.00
475.00
475.00
288.00
460.00
20.00

Expended
$

190.00
459.50
137.56
475.00
198.27
460.00
20.00

TUFTS AND MAINE
DEFEAT OPPONENTS

Appropriations
275.00
$

Total Non-Athletics
Athletics

$ 2,378.00
9,200.00

$ 1,940.33
9,200.00

$ 2,435.00

Totals
'Balance Forward

$11,578.00

$H,140.33

$11,635.00

appropriations

amounting

9,200.00

567.80*
$11,708.13
last year's

unexpended

unappropriated

collections

"The Balance Forward of $567.80 consists of
-

475.00
376.00
475.00
350.00
460.00
25.00

totalling

$437.67,

plus

to- -frSO.ifc"

Respectfully submitted by the Committee,

1

.

Van Cleve, E. S. Hammond, J. F. White,
E. C. Helmreich, M. B. Cushing.

T. C.

Good

.

j

.

,

Taste/

j

I

{

CUMBERLAND

!

Wednesday

November 7th

-

IRENE DUNNE

JOHN BOLES

-

.in

-

The Age of Innocence
also

•

-

News

Cartoon

Thursday

November 8th

-

HAVE A HEART
with

-

Jean Parker
Use Merkle

•

James Dunn

-

Stuart Erwin

-

also

-

to another's. The spirit
was purposely burlesqued

mouth

of the play

$11,730.63
22.50

Y. M. C.

tised in the Armnro
jfl ftfrjfrdjfr'ff
tion' andttie results were a"s good as
could be expected. Some of the targets were exceptionally well done on
Tuesday. Mr. R. A. Wagg, president
of the Maine Rifle and Pistol Association came down from Auburn to work
with the squad. He gave instruction
in safe rifle handling, position slirrg,

1

Receipts
567.80

$11,607.15
22.50

$

Recommended

will
probably
represent
the
U.S.A. in the next Olympics. Among
other things he was second in the Np
tional A.A.U. medley swim over J00
Having ordered ammunition and
and 220 yards, and holds practically
all the New England A.A.U. cham- targets and with the rifle range improved by lighting, the Bowdoin Colpionships.
lege Rifle Club will seek intercollegiate competition just as soon as arrangements for joining the National
Rifle Association are msde. The range
in the basement of Adams Hail is
ready except for a few minor details.
Last Monday night ten men prac-

CARAVAN TROOP
WELL RECEIVED

Estimated

Total Funds Available
Less Printing Ticket Books

Appropriations

RIFLEMEN PREPARE
TO MEET COLLEGES

who

1934-1935

5,760.00
5,450.00

Brewster
(Littlehale)

rh

1933-1934
Actual
Receipts
397.15
5,760.00
5,573.48

Band

Matthew Crowstowski, a

Receipts
397.15
$

Balance Forward
First Semester Collections
Second Semester Collections

Totman
Hamlin

rt

1934-1935"

The Blanket Tax Committee submits the following report for the
year 1933-1934, and recommends the appropriations shown in the last

Al Kent, Mel Hughes, Dick Nason,
While it was a great experience to Ed
Baravalle and Ross Palmer.
swim against such teams as Harvard,
The probable lineups:
Brown and Dartmouth, there was lit- Bowdoin
position
Maine
tle sense in getting out of our-cHss.
Manter
e
Doherty
This year will see one new competitor
L« w
It
Sidelinger
in, Massachusetts State, and relations
Lane
Ig
Bessom
will also be
resumed with Trinity, Smith
c
Cobb
whom Bowdoin has not met for two Larcom
rg
Reese
years.

Other

V. Gridsters
Hold Ricker 0-0

1

Soule,

England Intercollegiate

J.

Last week we expressed a desire to see a Bates-Bowdoin football game
ending in something other than a tie. Well, we got our wish, but not in the
way we wanted it. Bowdoin still has never beaten a Morey-coached Bobcat
Showing great improvement over
eleven; in fact last year's touchdown represents the only Bear score against
his teams.
1930 saw the White's last state series victory, and it doesn't look their performance against Bridgton
as if 1984 1s going to see the next.
last week, the Polar Bear Jayvee eleven climaxed their season by holding
But the memory of that 1930 victory over Maine should dis* the powerful Ricker Junior College
courage any extreme pessimism regarding the outcome of next
aggregation to a scoreless tie last
Saturday's conflict. Oldsters, not so old at that, still remember
how a highly touted jubilant Black Bear came down from Orono
Friday on Pickard Field. Although
to clinch the state title by trimming the Polsr Besr, hut rethe visitors continually drove deep
turned in s quite different frame of mind. That may happen
into the Bowdoin. territory, stellar
Saturday, who knows?
defensive work on the part of the JunColby beat Bowdoin 12-7, Maine best Colby 20-7, New Hampshire beat ior Varsity forward wall permitted
Maine 24-7, and Tufts beat New Hampshire 26-0. Therefore, unless the Purple from scoring.
figures lie, Tufts should beat Bowdoin 61-0. But a somewhat similar situaIn the second period, Jsck ODontion existed last fall when the Jumbo was the so-called small college champion of New England and -the Polar Bear was just another football team and a nell. last year's shot put artist of the
not-too-good one at that. Needless to say the White eleven spotted Tufts a Bowdoin freshman track team, this
touchdown on the sixth play of the game, then unleashed its mo^t furious and season playing right half back for
deceptive attack of the season to topple the Medford team from its throne
Ricker, broke loose for s 60 yard
26-17. And in 1932 a stubborn Polar Bear battled a favored Tufts eleven to
sprint across the Bowdoin goal linea scoreless tie. Perhaps the Bear has the Indian sign on the Jumbo.
However, since the referee ruled that
s Ricker player had clipped
Ben
To get back to the Bates fiasco. A wet field plus the lack .of
Flagg on the 15 yard stripe, the ball
that indefinable something which makes a team click took all
went back to the Bowdoin 30 by virthe punch out of the White attack. Gone was the flashy and
of
the
tue
15
penalty
from
yard
a
varied offensive which went places against Colby. Bowdoin was
point of the clipping.
completely outplayed eight first downs to three and, by rushing,
209 ysrds to 82. Only sturdy defensive work and a few timely
Bowdoin Fumbles Costly
penalties kept Bates from rolling up a larger score. Play was
After this brilliant display, the
almost continually in Bowdoin territory, and the Bears never got
Ricker team never again reached the
beyond the Bobcat 24 yard stripe.
Bowdoin 10 on any of their threatening marches into the Jayvee's territo
almost
Interest in the interfraternity touch football league has vanished
tory. For the remainder of the second
the disappearing point. Only an almost inappreciable percentage of schedquarter the ball traveled back and
uled games are played. In contiast to the lack of enthusiasm for the sport
forth in an ineffectual punting duel
here, touch football is rapidly increasing in favor at other Maine colleges.
between Flagg of Bowdoin and Ryder
At Maine interfraternity leagues have been formed and games are played
Ricker punter.
under a set of rules somewhat different from those used here. For instance, th»
In the second half the visitors made
the runner must be tagged with both hands rather than one.
good use of their tricky spread formation
and several times their ajar
eligibilstringent
The apathy toward touch is due in part to the
halfback, Dobbins, ripped off 15 yards
ity rules which make it imoossible for many houses to get toor more through the Bowdoin tackles
gether an eligible team. There's not much incentive to play
At various intervals the Junior Varwhen a team knows that regardlesa of the outcome it will have
sity backs, Gentry
especially, also
to forfeit the game. Perhaps a few changes in the regulations
broke loose for considerable gains on
would effect an increase in the number of games played.
sweeping end runs. However, each
Bowdoin
time
team
showed signs
Quinby
the
George
Mr.
when
fencers
Bowdoin
It was s happy moment for
accepted an instructorship heTe. In him they have found their first regular of starting a determined touchdown
coach in two or three years. At present the rapiermen are handicapped by drive, a costly fumble would cut the
lack of room and funds. If the college decides to alleviate either of these rally short.
The same
difficulties, fencing will face its brightest season for some time.
J. V. Line Sparkles
applies to gym in case Professor Means should consent to reassume his
Throughout the game the Junior
coaching duties in that sport.
Varsity was hampered by ineffectual
blocking and solely through their unthe final touchdown with a plunge usually strong defensive were they
able to keep the Purple horde in
through center.
check. Bob Gentry, speedy J. V. quarEarly in the fourth quarter the ter led the Bowdoin offense with the
White Mules took advantage of an other backfieldmen, Davis, Flagg and
Maine team Barksdale giving him able support In
new
completely
almost
Bowdoin's remaining football opthe Bowdoin line Drake, Boss and
ponents. Tufts and Maine, scored one- and started a long drive down the Creiger flashed consistently. For the
sided victories on the gridiron last field. Yadwinski then climaxed a well visitors. Dobbins and Ryder held the
Saturday.
played game by scoring on a surprise spotlight in the backfield and Howard,
Maine ran roughshod over Colby
»
formerly of M.C.I, showing up well
double reverse.
20-6»
as Tufts whitewashed New
Tufts victory established the Jum- at center.
Hampshire 26-0.
The summary:
Maine made its first score in the bos as the only unbeaten, untied and Ricker (0)
(0) Bowdoin J. V.
second period when Brewster carried unscored on team in the East. Tufts Chaney, le
le, Burton
the ball over the goal line after ad- guiding genius was Johnny Grinnell, Goodrich. It
It, (Creiger) Healy
vancing from midneld by a series of
Ig (Bass) Creiger
right end, whose faultless field gener- Howard, Ig
end sweeps.
c, Drake
Rouix, c
<
Starting from the Colby 20 yard alship led to three touchdowns and
rg, Roberts
L. Hall, rg
line, the Bruins netted their second cleared the way for the fourth. Quick
rt, Aronson
Forgie, rt
touchdown by a successful lateral A kicks, which caught New Hampshire P. Bubar, re
re, Dusenbury
few minutes later another lateral*qb, Gentry
off guard, and well executed passing Freme. qb
pass Dow to Brewster ganed 25 yards'
rhb, Flagg
two E. Hall (ODonnell) rhb
their' first
for Maine bringing the ball to Colby's gave the Jumbos
lhb. Barksdale
Dobbins, lhb
five yard line. Brewster then scored scores.
fb, Davis
Ryder (H. Bubar) fb

•

Sound Act

Sportlight

and

slapsticked.
Make Justifiable Changes
Most of these changes were necessary to Make "The Taming of the

Shrew" both

Friday

November 9th

•

GEORGE

-

GAMBLING
also

-

-

News
Saturday

'

JOE

Comedy
November

•

-

in

-

10th

BROWN

E.

troupe.

What has already been described as
the funniest scene of the evening, the
comparwBttSogarsop to a fair gentlewoman|«Htaat appear in the original.
much leas comical comparison
in which the minor character Vincentio figured was the source of the

COHAN

M.
in

-

and enjoyable for
high school eapaumpti on. In all justice to the tiwlpe it must be said that
their alterations as a general rule
were justified. Some of the most effective
business
such
as
stage
Petruchio'a whiatliirg wooing of Kate
was entirely an invention of the
fit

Day Bike Rider

Six

•

•

else

Comedy

Review

A

Caravan Inspiration.

—S————

I

Mon. and Tues.

!

More than 90<% of the students attending Loyola University come from
Chicago and its suburbs. One-third of
them are sons of American born parents, while a quarter of them claim

-

Nov. 12 sad IS

FRED AST AIRE
GINGER ROGERS
in

-

-

THE GAY DIVORCEE
•

News

also

•

Sound Act

Jajfc TBzflfo

Irish descent.
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SERVICE FOR STUDENT S
Gulf
Socony Gasoline and Motor Oils
— Complete Lubrication —

Colonial

-

24

Ihe clean center leaves are the mildest
leaves they cost more — they taste

TheG

—
—so of course, Luckies use only
the clean center leaves — the choicest

HOUR SERVICE

better

TOPSHAM FILLING STATION
Just Over

New

Bridge

Topahsm, Me.

woworaicywpwwa^^

"It's toasted"

/ Fser tknm$ pntot***— at*

Hrnt**

imst irr

Turkish and Domestic tobaccos.
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THE BOWDOIN

SIX

Yearling Gridders Nose
Out Higgins Eleven 7-0

Two

ORIENT!

Harriers

Action Shots of the Bowdoin-Bates Struggle

Bowdoin

With bat . three minutes to go,
Johnny Frye lifted the Bowdoin
Frosh gridders out of what threaten-

team made three

downs

first

The White's greatest scoring threat
on their own 45-yard line, the
in the fourth period. Taking the
Polar Bears worked one of the plays
ball

Bowdoin varsity team will leave
Sunday for Boston. Runners making
the trip are Hutchinson, Captain;
Shute. Bond, Cowan, Porter, Dickinson and Mann.

that had gained yardage against Colby the week before, a lateral, Palmer
to Putnam, for a gain of twenty yards.

Two

penalties against the Bobcats
brought the ball to the 24-yard line.
Then, after two running plays rebefore played a whole season for
suited in little gain, Buck Sawyer,
Bowdoin quarterback who two years
Thornton Academy without missing a
place-kick, attempted a field goal. The
kick, however, failed to reach the end
zone and the Polar Bears best chance
for a score was lost.
White Defense. Strong
White gridmen
Defensively
the
played one of their best games of the
Three times the Bobcats caryear.
ried the ball to Bowdoin's 20-yard
line, and each time the Polar Bear
line held them without gain.
The first quarter was uneventful,
consisting mainly of a punting battle
between Sawyer of Bowdoin and
Clark of Bates. The Bobcats threatened first early in the second period.

The second half was a thriller.
Bowdoin filled the air with passes and
threatened constantly. Bowdoin kept
the ball in Higgins territory for the
whole third quarter but did not advance further than the 30 yard line.
One long pass Frye to Fitts threw a
scare into the Higgins followers but
the quarter ended with Bowdoin in
possession of the ball on their opponents 49.
The last period saw Frazier, left
half back for the Freshmen, cross
the Higgins goal line three times,
but only the last time counted. Tht
first time he picked up a Higgins
fumble on his own 40 and ran 60
yards untouched to a touchdown. However the officials called it back and
the ball was given to Bowdoin on their
40 yard line.
A little later the same back scooped
up another Higgins fumble, this time
running 25 yards to score. This was
recalled, again and a second supposed
touchdown disallowed. Then, with
three and one half minutes of pla>
left, Frazier caught a 15 yard pass
from Frye and ran 10 yards for a
genuine touchdown. Frye drop-kicked
the point.
Counter Thrice
Bowdoin kicked and Higgins threw
passes with some success for the re-

DEFAULTS HAMPER
FRATERNITY TOUCH
Theta Delta Chi and Sigma Nu lead
Leagues A and B interfratemity touch
football as play swings into its Anal
stages. As usual thus far this fall,
competition was marred by an excessive number of defaults, only five
games out of 24 having been actually

played.

On Monday the T.D.'s won over the
Zetes by default. Wednesday Psi Upsilon defaulted to. Beta Theta Pi and
on Friday the Chi Psi's forfeited their
game to Kappa Sigma.
In League B, D.U. won from AD.
on default and the Dekes forfeited to
the Non-Fraternity group.

Sigma Nu Wins

On Wednesday Sigma Nu defeated
A.T.O. 19 to
displaying the finest
brand of ball in the leagues this year
and scoring in the first, second and
fourth quarters. Frank Ford and Elmer Fortin were the outstanding
players on the winning team.
Delta Upsilon tied A.T.O. in a game
postponed from the week before. The
game may be played over depending
on the decision of the interfraternity

Clark, receiving the ball from center
as if for a kick, waited an instant
and then suddenly started out around
left end on a run that caught the
Polar Bears by surprise and put the
ball on their 24-yard line.

Penalty Halts Bobcat
plays then gave the
another first down on the
Bowdoin 12-yard line. Before the
next play a Bates substitute halfback,
few
Keller, dashed onto the field.
seconds later a Bobcat assistant manager followed him out and ordered
him back. The upshot was a fifteen
yard penalty, and the Garnet's scoring chance was lost for the time.
A few minutes later Bates threat maining moments. One pass, Ouillete
£.1 a
re 1 n
t i
r
he.
the!*!""
to Webb, on a play which made the
f?i
V_ f_
!
f.

Two running

Garnet

athletic council
5th.

A

j

.
,

™

^v^ ^

^

The standing

Po >« Bears brou *ht the attempt to
covered a Higgins fumble.
For the Frosh, Frye, Frazier, and nothing.
Outstanding performers
Murphy were good on the offense, and
White gridmen were Charlie Smith,
Ashkenazy
played
Soule, Dearing and
well on the defense. Webb, Morgage, Stan Low, all-state tackle for two
Jack Reed,
L. Ouillet, and Walker showed up well years, and Rod Larcom.
who suffered a bad concussion of the
for the visitors.
brain in the Colby encounter, recovThe lineups:
Bowdoin (7)
(0) Higgins ered, enough to turn in a fast game
Mendall, Wellman, and
le, Boddy at halfback.
Godfrey, re
Ashkenazy. rt
It, Webb McCluskey starred for the Garnet
The summary:
Allen, (MacDougall. R. Smith), rg
Bowdoin Bates
lg, (Noddy), Carter
c. Tracy
209
Yards gained by running 82
Dearing, c
rg, Rideout First Downs
8
Hepburn, (Tyson), lg
8
rt, Morgage Passes attempted
11
Tootell, It
7
re. MacMillan Passes completed
Fitts, le
2
qb, L. Ouillet Passes intercepted
1
Frye, qb
1
lhb. Walker Yards gained by passing 6
Murphy, rhb
Frazier, lhb rhb, (Carter). C. Ouillet Kicks blocked
1
fb, Rancourt Bates (2)
Soule (P. Smith), fb
(0) Bowdoin
Mendell, le
re, Kent
Score by periods:
Bowdoin
7—7 Gautier. It
rt, Hughes
0— Ani<*etti (Taylor), lg .. rg, Larcom
Higgins
ToucRdown. Frazier. Point after Drobosky, c
c, Smith
touchdown, Frye (drop kick). Ref- Fuller (Robinson), rg
lg. Lane
eree, Morrell. Umpire, Hildreth. Head Stone, rt
It, Low
Linesman, Gibbons. Time, two 10's Clark (Dinsmore), re
'

.

two leagues are

A

W
4

Theta Delta Chi
Beta Theta Pi

8

Kappa Sigma

(OourtMjr of Portland Sunday Telegram)

2

Chi Psi
Psi Upsilon
Zeta Psi

picture shows the play which beat the White team Saturday. Mendail No. 5. star Bates end has just blocked Bill Shaw's (No. 40) punt.
pictures shows Ted Wellman, Bates offensive star, being brought to the ground after a short gain around end. Captain A| Kent (No. 19) made

2

League B

W

L

4
8
2

1

1

8

.1

8

.

4

the tackle.

Sigma Nu
Delta Upsilon

The students of Colgate University
A certain person from New York
Manning
Sawyer (Shaw) Bpwdoin
have an interesting entertainment has offered his services to Princeton
program ahead of them this year
Safety: Shaw.
Marcus (Wellman), lhb
undeivrraduatee far writing themes
Daley (Boston College^ with such famous personalities as
Referee
rhb, Reed (Karakashian)
Heau Gladys Swarthout, William Beebe, or other required work. Dean Gauss
(Colby);
Frasier
Umpire
Paige, rhb
;
Linesman, Drummond (Colby); Field William Lyon Phelps, and Albert has warned the students that the Unilhb. Johnson (Palmer, Gentry
Time— Four Spaulding on the schedule of the Con- versity does not countenance such
(Colby).
McCluskey, fb fb, Putnam (Baravalle) Judge Good
practices.
cert and Lecture series.
,
15's.
i,
Score by periods:
(Valicenti).
qb,

qb

2

Bates

—

t

i

0—2
0—0

—

i

'

—

i

.

2

•.

Alpha Tau Omega
Alpha Delta Phi
Non-Fraternity
Delta Kappa Epsilon

.

<

12's.

le,

— and the boys smoked them

Hard and Soft Coals

Dry

Fireplace

MORRELL

The COLLEGE

CO.

Fuel Oils

Wood

Lumber and Building Materials
A. L.

—and the girls raked in the nickels and the dimes
—and they sang ^a hot time in the old toivn"

Manter (Drummond)

BRUNSWICK COAL & LUMBER

'22,

of All Kinds

Mgr.

BOOK STORE

Lot of Bowdoin Stationery

10 cents for 20 Sheets Printed Paper
10 cents for 20 Envelopes Printed
Christmas Cards, Printed • 2 cents each

ADDING MACHINE TO RENT

F.

$3.00

PER MONTH

W. CHANDLER & SON
15* Maiue Street

I

SEND THE ORIENT HOME
intensely interested in the news
and events here at your college. The ORIENT will
keep them well posted on both.
To have the name of either your Dad or Mother
put on the mailing list, merely fill out the attached
blank and with two dollars mail to The Bowdoin
Publishing Co., Moulton Union, Town.

Your parents are

Send the

ORIENT for

one year to

Name
Street

and No

City or

Town

My name

«\

the cigarette that's
State

MILDER

the cigarette that TASTES BETTER
Class

T
1
1

Bill Hanson of the Sigma Nu fraternity wishes to see all men interested in officiating in the play offs,
November 14 and 16.

.

!

New

in the

League

.

1

and two

on Monday, November

as follows:

Upper
Lower

.

the

cross

with the Black brothers is the favorite, but New Hampshire has still a
good chance and Bowdoin is also expected to make a good showing. Last
year Bowdoin placed third in the
same meet.

came

in this

in

England colleges will compete in the
meet. The University of Maine team

(Continund from pas* 1)

Bowdoin Passes Successful

Intercollegiate

country championship meet over the
Franklin Park coarse in Boston. Monday, according to Coach Jack Magee.
Teams from twelve to fifteen New

OVERBEARS

half.

team

will enter its

New England

BATES TAKES
2-0 VICTORY

ed to be a 0-0 deadlock with Higgins
Classical Institute by a beautiful 20
yard paw to Frasier for the winning
touchdown. The yearling's score came
only after two previous touchdowns
had been disqualified by the officials.
The first half was fairly even with
only two or three spectacular plays to
bring spectators to their feet. One of
theae came on the Anal play of the
first period, when Higgins sprang a
triple reverse, with Walker carrying,
that netted 20 yards.
Bowdoin's threat came in the middle of the second quarter, when Frye
passed 11 yards to Fitts who ran 86
more to the Higgins ,14 yard line.
Frye attempted to drop kickafield
goal immediately after this but the
try was blocked. The first half ended
with the ball on the Higgins 43, in
the visiting team's possession. Each

To Run

At Boston Meet

9 >»X. Uemvt a Mvm Tonreo Co.

mi

mmm

wmmmm

THE BOW

FRESHMEN'S FATHERS

ON CAMPUS SATURDAY

VOL. LXIV.

The Sun

"

BRUNSWICK,

(64th Year)

Rises

* *

EX GRID CHIEFS
ATTEND ALUMNI

students are of the opinion
that, with the repeal of the Maine
State Prohibition Law. the College
will necessarily modify its own regulations regarding liquor. Some of the
more rabidly inclined suspect that
Bowdoin may seek to imitate Harvard

By George

which sells even hard liquors to its
undergraduate body.
Frequently in the past, when repeal
was imminent, the Administration
hinted that its policy would be "dry"
no matter what action the State
adopted, and there is no reason to believe that this attitude will be altered

because of the recent legislation at
Augusta.
It is inevitable, however, that "repeal will create a graver situation,

President

A.
Hauck of
Maine Addresses Gathering: in

Gymnasium

STANWOOD SPEAKS
ON ENGLISH SPORT
At wood

'09 is

Toast master;

President Sills Welcomes
Visiting:

Grads

football captains,

attendance, the
annual Alumni Luncheon held in the
in

whole Sargent Gymnasium last Saturday
was one of the most successful gatha - r
erings in recent years. Harrison AtIjUVE fraternities culminated their wood '09, of New York, presided at
* Hell Week activities last Friday the luncheon, at which Arthur A.
evening when they initiated their re- Hauck, new president of the Universpective freshman delegations with sity of Maine, President Sills of Bowdoin. and Charles F.
all due ceremony.
Stanwood ^2
Faculty members, upperclassmen spoke.
The proceedings were begun as the
and the freshmen themselves were
doubtlessly pleased that the whole assembled alumni group, whose numbusiness of riding was at last over, bers compared favorably with those
the

_—

finally all could proceed normally in their variou.3 pursuits.
It always seems rather inconsistent
that fraternities, while insisting that
their freshmen maintain satisfactory
scholastic standing, knowingly divert
them from such a purpose.
This was especially noticeable during Hell Week which has recently
passed. On the evening preceding an
important hour examination several
houses were holding "razoos" for
their freshmen.

and that
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IBIS, the senior honorary society, is
well on its way for a successful
season. Although it has not as yet accomplished any startling business, it
has, nevertheless, provided an enjoyable social occasion for its members,
which in the long run may be just as
fruitful.

Another society. L'Ours Blanc, has
undergone a rejuvenation when it
seemed almost on the point of stagnation. If this club could also be kept
on a purely social basis, without endeavoring to accomplish anything in
the Hne of btrsrnesB, H might enjer Jfr
assured continuous existence.
s - r
the Dean's List may be regarded bv students as a 'blessed
institution' which relieves them from
the bother of attending classes, certain members of the faculty find that
instrumental in making their
it is
classes uninterestinK affairs.
It usually happens, they complain.
that students, who would naturally
join in the discussion, cut, and thus
turn the conferences into lectures.

WSILE

MRS. HOLMES HAS

PART

EN

PLAY CAST

Mrs. A. B. Holmes of Brunswick
has been added to the cast of "Whistling in the Dark". Thanksgiving play
of the Masque and Gown, scheduled
for Monday evening, November 26,
will play the part of Hilda. Mrs.
Holmes has appeared with the

and

Masque and Gown in other seasons,
and played the part of Mrs. Cass in
"Murray Hill", last spring.
"The cast for the play is an exper-

of the last home Maine game Alumni
luncheon, two years ago, sang lustily
Bowdoin's sophomore and victory
song "Phi Chi", with Richard V. McCann '37 at the piano. Other songs on
the program sung at various times
during the meal and led by Lawrence
P.
Parkman '11 were "Smiles",
"Sweet Adeline" and "Rise, Sons of
Bowdoin". There was also an accordion solo by McCann, who played the
"Blue
Danube" waltz
and
the
"Carioca".
Season Presents Gift
Before the after-luncheon speeches
George B. Season of the class of 1880,
Bowdoin's first football team captain
and one of the two men who brought
the game to the college back in the
late '80's, presented present Captain
Albert W. Kent "35 with a token of, the
appreciation of the alumni, saying
that the captains present knew what
it was like to be "out there on the
field" and exhorting the team to keep
up their courage.
The roll-call of past football captains showed fifteen of them to be at
Wjwoern tot Ate " Maine gU Hie, although but thirteen were at the banquet. Toastmaster Atwood called out
their names one by one, the former
football men rising to receive the
plaudits of the crowd. Those present
were the following: George B. Season,
of Salem, class of '80;
Elmer H.
Carleton, M.D., '93; Dr. Alfred Mitchell '95. of Portland; Emery O. Bean
'93, of Augusta; William P. Newman
'10, of Bangor; Frank A. Smith '12
(season of 1910); Guy W. Leadbetter '16. of Washington; Malcolm E.
Morrell '24; Charles L. Hildreth "25,
of Portland; Frank A. Farrington *27,
of Augusta; Bradley P. Howes '27,
of West Medford. Mass.; Winslow R.
Howland '29. of Auburndale, Mass.;
and Philip Chapman "30, of Portland.
At the banquet but not called upon
to rise was Daniel C. Munro, M.D.,
of the class of 1903 and living at
present at Lake Placid, N. Y. Allen
E. Morrell *22, whose team was the
last
Bowdoin one to win a State
(Continued on page S)
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Four houses.. Delta Upsilon,
Theta Delta Chi, Alpha Delta
Phi, and Zeti Psi, will give tea
dance* after the Tufts game this
Saturday.
The Student Council
will again hold a Gym Dance in
the evening, with music by the
Polar Bears. - Nate Gold has been
selected to play for the Zeta Psi
dance, and Ernie George will play
The
again at the A. I), house.
Polar Bears will furnish music in
the afternoon for the Theta
Delts. An orchestra has not aa
yet been chosen for the D. I
dance.

Seven fraternities held afternoon dances last Saturday, with
Nate
the following orchestras:
Sigma Nu House; Ernie
Gold.
George, Alpha Delt; Art Wallis.
Beta; Stan Blanchard. Chi Psi;
Floyd Raffnel. Kappa Sigma: and
Brogie's Palm Beachers, A. T. O.
The Polar Bears performed at the

the

-in-Chief,

The Tufts Weekly

successful in the history of Lew
of three years' experience and the
Manly»a tutelage at the Medford institution.
The record, so far, is one way in which they have watched their
of envy all along the Atlantic sea- respective positions shows that in
board and everyone connected with Oliver and Grinnell we have two most
the team is wondering just how long versatile and able players. The line is
the pace is to be maintained. At this 'built around three capable individuals,
time there are two more bumps in the Carlyn, the pivotman, and two manroad and whether or not the Jumbo mountains, Fox and Woodworth. With
machine will pass over them can only their leadership they form a good
be answered by time.
backbone for the efforts of Rendall,
Last
Saturday
the
Middlebury Kyrios, Acerra, Nattie, Smith, and
(Panthers romped into the Oval at "Maynard. The backfield reserves are
Medford and spoiled one side of the fairly strong when Keith, Dick Hingsrecord when Billy Hoxie applied his ton, Raymie MacLean, Ollie Borden,
educated toe to the pigskin and sent Charlie Foberg, and Tony Spath start
it high over the cross bar for the cavorting over the stripes.
three points which marred the clean
There are many who believe that
slate.
this year's Tufts-Bowdoin game will
The sore of the Middlebury game, be a pushover for the Medford boys,
and the other games too, is apt to lead but any real student of the game will
one to beh.«ve that tfte Medford outfit realize that this is not the case. It
is able to score at will.
This is not is evident that Bowdoin has not as
so.
Every victory this fail has been vet hit her real scoring clip and just
the result of sixty minutes qf hard why she should postpone this for the
play by eleven men.
Tufts game has always been a mysThis year the -'earn is captained by tery in the past. History does somea most inspirational man in Walt times repeat itself and it is hoped, in
Froehlich. The first step towards any these parts, that the Polar Bears will
success that the team will be able to not be able to so rudely embarrass
realize was taken aknost a year ago the Elephant as she has done in the
when the coveted title of captain was past.
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SPECIAL

Sixth Annual Fathers' Day
Will Bring Acquaintance
with Old Bowdoin

TUFTS ELEVEN
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munition was taken away from

profi-

From 9.80 to 11.30 the fathers will
be granted time to tour the college.
They are invited to visit classes of
their sons. The freshmen themselves,
as well as other guides, are to show
their parents around the different
buildings of the campus.
At 11.30, the fathers are to return
to the Union for an informal reception by the President. Dean Wilmot
B. Mitchell and members of, the faculty will also be in the main lounge
of the Union at this time.
At 12.30 luncheon will be served in
the cafeteria of the Union. AH men
who have registered at the office will
dine at the expense of the college.
Tufts Game Is Feature
At 2.00 the fathers will adjourn to
Whittier Field to see the football
game. Tickets may be purchased in

Middletown.
Joseph L. Fisher '35 and John O.
Parker *35 will represent the negative
against Brown, while Harold C. Tipthe
ping *35 and Edwin G. Walker '36 will advance at Mai Morrell's office in
speak for the positive team. Fisher gym.
-Enaahma* expecting .fathers Satur'was the- wiwfh i f -dw- Uttwia LMfcwood Fairbanks Prize Speaking con- day should leave word at Mr. Lantest last year. Parker is president of caster's office, Moulton Union, as to
the debating council, and was twice where their fathers may be directed
winner of the Bradbury Debating to find them after registering. Son?
Prize.
Tipping is manager of the may attend the informal reception at
council, and has taken part in many the Union with their fathers and also
college debates in the past.
Walker may take luncheon with them at 12.30
is also an experienced debater, and a if they so desite.
prominent actor of the Masque and
'
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would be to the abolition of war. Certain steps and agitation have already

been instigated in this direction.
"Nine times out of ten" said the Gown.
President, "there is no reason of exMeet Williams, Smith
cuse for war, and in the tenth case,
The second varsity debate will
The take place on December 14, with Wilthe war is cruel and unjust."
Bowdoin men who went into the con- liams and Smith, on the Question.
flict were convinced that they were do- "Resolved, That International
Traffic
ing the right in fighting to preserve in Munitions Should Be Limited."
the peace of the world. Every student
The debates on November 23 will
should pursue that aim in times of mark the first competition that the
peace, not breaking faith with the Polar Bear debaters will undertake
dead.
since joining the Eastern IntercollegiThe last generation fought a great ate Debating League. This league is
war to make "The world safe for de- comprised of Bates, Brown, Wesleyan,
mocracy" and for peace, and it is up Williams, Smith,
Mount Holyoke,
to this generation to prove 'that peace Amherst, and
Lafayette.
.cannot be obtained in that manner,
During. the course of the year six
according to the speaker.
triangle debates will be held.
The
(Continued en pace 3)
championship is awarded to the team
which scores the greatest number of
I

|
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hurdler went on. "The crowds on the
continent are far larger than those in
either England or America."
These crowds, according to Stanwood, are far less rabid than most
Probably
Americans picture them.
due to international tennis competitions, the American
has an idea
that the European crowd is easily excited and will boo and hiss anything
which does not please them. The contrary is true. The crowds are generous winners and losers, taking the
results of the different events philosophically.
The only booing that
Stanwood heard from a crowd in all
his European experience came from a
British group in a case where the
track man deserved it.

Former Records Poor
The great improvement in Euro-

many European

rollment in French athletic associations increased by fifty per cent.
"The smaller countries of Europe
are also developing their track men,"
continued Stanwood.
"Belgium and
Holland have both created interest in
track by paying foreigners to run in
meets. The big business men of the
countries are aiding by paying the expenses of these men and by establishing clubs for boys. Thus, the youth
of these nations is able to get athletic
training without the expense that
many Americans have to meet by paying large club membership fees."
Track Excites Emotions

of the college. Besides this, luncheon
The proceedings
will be furnished.
will be climaxed by the Tufts game.
The official program, which is under the direction of Donovan D. Lanmanager of the Moulton
caster,
Union, will commence at 9.00 when
all fathers are to register at the ofAt this time they
fice in the Union.
will receive tickets to the luncheon.

The Bowdoin

teering and often unscrupulous private companies, the nearer the world

mater.

The program for the day will give
the fathers ample time to make tours

their country, either in

cited the recent race in

Paris in which

ma

field

of names of the students who
gave their lives for their country, and
after the customary silence of two
minutes, the President said that
whole-hearted support should be given by all in the war to. aid war.
Discusses Munitions
He pointed out that the sooner the
right to manufacture arms and am-

They

are. however, no good in
certain
the technical field events.
element is lacking in the English tem-

men.

A

victories in this series.

Siren Blares, Bonfire
Flares At Maine Rally
Fire sirens, whistles, the chapel bell, and the band put forth
their combined efforts to create
noise at the rally held for the

Maine game last Friday night.
.Over on the delta a bonfire lit up
the scene of a crowd of 300 Bowdoin students who gathered to
tell the team that Bowdoin was
supporting them.
An old flat
wagon which was used as a
speakers' platform completed the
picture.

Chief

Billy

he announced
terms.

"I think another reason for the new super-nationalistic attitude for sports
and the ideas of many other nations
as well have good results, I predict
peoples seem to be pleased by the ex- that America will have more trouble
the
ex-P.owdoin
track,"
citement of
in the future."

interest in track is that the emotional reactions of the different European
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Aroused to
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ALUMNI FOLLOW

NEW YORK PLAN
of the Alumni Counon Prospective Stucil Committee
dents held last Saturday morning, it

At a meeting

was voted to adopt the practice of the
New York sub-committee in making
contacts with the freshmen
from New York. This plan to secure
more students for the college ha*
been copied and a form has been sent
to the heads of the 19 regional comdirect

CALLED "A SHINING
MARK FOR CENSOR"

HERE SATURDAY

A

BOWSER GROOMING
BOWDOIN DEFENSE

scathing satire on the munitions
racket. "Spread Eagle" by George S.
Brookes and Walter B. Lister, will be
the Christmas House party play, it

was announced

--^certain

the

body

final

game

of

a

and

hard

political interests.

Few plays of the twentith century
have attracted so much comment aa
"Spread Eagle" did when it opened at
the Martin Beck theater on April
13. 1927. It was immediately made
the butt of attacks by militarists, and
protests were made by the Veterans
of Foreign Wars to President Coolidge and district-attorney Joab H.
Banton of New York City, charging
"sedition."

"Tailor-made" Revolution

TELLSOFGRAD

COUNCIL SET-UP

Alumni Board

BURNETT ADVOCATES
RED CROSS DRIVE
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"Ten years ago Bowdoin

led all col-

leges in the percentage of students
enrolled in the Red Cross," he stated
to the Orient. "The trophy, a banner,
is in our possession. Why can't we
repeat this record this year?"

Men can become members upon
payment of one dollar, or renew their
membership by payment of the same
i

.

'

display in the library.

Week

Acting as Head of the Brunswick
Chapter of the National Red Cross
organization, Professor Charles T.
Burnett wishes to make an appeal to
students to support the nation's greatest charity agent, and "the nation's
first line of defence in sudden dis-

j

fee.
Half of this dollar goes to the
national organization, while the other
half is used for local relief.
"From the fund thus obtained last
year nearly one half went to diaaster relief", according to Professor
Burnett," and most of the remainder
went to health activities, nursing
service, home hygiene, first aid and
life-saving, and also to the care of

soldiers and sailors both in and out
of service."
The other half of the dollar, which
is given to the Brunswick Chapter, is
used to maintain its health activities
and care of soldiers and sailors. Bowdoin men can make a generous appreciation of their relation in the community in which they live at present
by sending in their dollar, either In
person or in the fraternity donations.

Battles

en it in turn from them. The second
hostage admitted that the peculiar
smell in the back scat of his touring
car was certainly that of a goat, but
that he had loaned his car to some
Psi U freshmen and knew nothing of
the robberv further than that.
Psi r Holds Silence ,
The Psi U freshman, however, was
a tougher nut to crack. He absolutely
refused to talk during his ride to
Bath. The Dekes then established

HOLD FROSHSOPH

DEBATEON FRIDAY

Hubbard Hail will be the scene of
For many years the Dekes have bor- telephone connections with the Psi L'
rowed Billie from a Harpswell farm- house back in Brunswick. After a hur- the annual Freshman-Sophomore debut this year when he refused to
loan the goat to them, they bought
outright. Hence great was their
consternation when they discovered
last Wednesday morning that their
precious mascot had been mysterious-

snake-danced down town behind
the band and the fire-engine,
holding up everything including
the United States Mail in the

him

process. The newly elected fraternity men. still in the tuxedos
they had borrowed for initiation,
did not hold back but cavorted
down the street with the rest. After waking the town with rousing cheers and songs, the group
started back.

ly stolen.

The rally was staged by Bob
Sherman, Beta *S5. To him goes
the credit for the bonfire and the
loan of the fire-engine.

the

In a preface to the play John Anderson, dramatic critic for the New
York Sun says, "It recognizes that
there are forces at large in a commercial world before which emporers arc
powerless, and to which boundaries
are merely convenient tight-ropes for
generals to fall over." The play showa
the career of one of those commercial
forces,
and
takes
the
audience
through a "tailor-made" revolution in
Mexico and the murder of the son of
a president of the United States. Martin Henderson, the protagonist, has
been claimed to be any one of a dozen
(Oontinned on p*g» 4)
men high in the political and commercial traffic of the United States.
The original production of "Spread
Eagle" was the first starring vehicle
for Osgood Perkins, who has since
been prominent both on the broadway
stage and- the Hollywood screen.
Aline MacMahon of "Once in a LifeChase Explains Functions of time" fame, played opposite him. Replete with action, the production has
in Chapel
no dull moments, and provides excellent entertainment.
The dialogue 'is
Speech Saturday
well-written, fast and clever.
The
Speaking as the faculty represen- list of characters calls for a large
tative of the Alumni Council, Profes- male cast, as well as several feminine
sor Stanley P. Chase described the parts.
function of that body and its departTryouts on November 20
ments in chapel last Saturday. BeTry-outs for "Spread Eagle" will be
fore turning to his subject, Professor
held Tuesday evening, November 20,
Chase extended the welcome of the at
7.30 in the Masque and Gown room
college to its guests from the Univerof the Moulton Union. A copy of the
sity of Maine.
play
be on the closed reserve
At the outset of his talk he ex- shelf will
of the library from the 14th
is
a
Alumni
Council
plained how the
to the 20th.
Those planning to try
general committee of the Alumni Asout
may
the play there.
read
sociation composed of fifteen memFour men are elected every
bers.
In
year to serve three-year terms.
addition to these is the Alumni Secretary who serves on the council automatically.

Scalpings In Hell

shoes.

by

pressure brought to bear by business

With the

fought but unvictorious season facing
them Saturday /Bowdoin's plucky Polar
Bears can not afford to be too optimistic.
Doubly anxious to reduce the
White to submission because of their
26-12 defeat at the hands of Bowdoin
a year ago, and also because of their
enviable achievements of this season,
the fighting Tufts eleven is coming
to Whittier Field this week primed for
another victory.
By virtue of their undefeated, untied, and until last week unscored upon record, the big Blue and Brown
machine is considered an even greater favorite over the White than Maine
was in last week's thrilling encounter.
However, the splendid improvement
the Bowsermen have shown in the
three successive state series games
may turn the tide. History also cites
last year's complete upset of Tufts'
"most powerful small college team in
all New England."
White Offense Improving
In speaking of the Polar Bear's bril-

Deke\Goat Causes Kidnappings,
The activities of fraternity "Hell
Week" centered this year about the
mysterious disappearance of the Deke
Billy Goat.
During the negotiations
for his return to his usual tethering
place on the Deke House lawn, two
Freshmen lost the greater part of
their hair, and a third spent an uncomfortable three hours in an abandoned shack in the vicinity of Bath
without the warmth of his pants and

yesterday

Expects to See White Show Masque and Gown. Called "a shining
mark for any censor", the play was
Fast, Deceptive Attack
abruptly closed during an eminently
successful Broadway run, because of
Against Jumbo

Analyses Institution
In further analysis of the instituThe New York plan consists of tion, founded in 1914, he justified its
sending a form letter to each fresh- being called "the school for boards"
This letter by showing how the whole board
man from the district.
greets them to Bowdoin and enlists operates
sub-corn mitiees.
through
their aid as men who know the pre- These are the Committee of Nominaparatory school situation in their tions, the Committee on Alumni assohome district. The freshmen are ciations, the Committee on Underasked to cooperate in securing pros- graduates, the Committee on Placepective students.
ment, and the Committee on Student
Discuss Winter Homecoming .
The last mentioned has
Inspection.
Later in the morning a meeting of charge of communicating with prothe Alumni Council itself discussed spective freshmen. The Committee on
estabCollege-Alumni relations. It
Placement engages speakers on vocalished a committee for a mid-winter tional guidance, and the Committee of
home coming of the graduate body. nominations is in charge of nominaE. Baldwin Smith '11 has been elected tion and membership to the Associato the chairmanship of the committee. tion.
In closing Professor Chase invited
The Alumni Council consists of
twelve alumni elected for a term of the undergraduates to attend the certhree years in groups of four, the emonies of the alumni dinner. He also
Alumni Secretary, a representative of announced that the Carlisle Collecthe Governing Boards, and a repre- tion, presented by Isaac Dyer is on

er,

action,

Houseparties

PICKED TO WIN

mittees.

sentative from the faculty.

Professor Herby Brown played
the part of the toastmaster and
introduced Mai Morrell, the first
speaker of the evening. Pres.
Sills followed in short order, only
to be dethroned by Jack Magee
who refused to make his speech
in Japanese. However. Jack in
plain English expressed the sentiments of the gathering when

perament that would make them wish

Satire on Munitions Racket
to be Presented at

of

the
Brunswick fire department (the
local pooh-bah was in this capacity at the time) aided the
cause of the Polar Bear by the
loan of one of the fire-engines of
the town. With this machine's
siren working at full blast, the
students assembled at the chapel,
made the rounds of the houses,
and ended up at the delta.

to practice to master the finer technique of these events. The situation is
so bad that the English universities
are importing coaches from the continent to teach this type of work. The
English compete for fun and will not
work at such events."

America Still Supreme
"The Americans are still supreme
in the field," Stanwood declared. "As
yet no nation has been able to dislodge the firm hold that they have in
However, if Japan'?
these events.

Edwards

NO. 14

"SPREAD EAGLE*' TO
BE MASQUERS NEXT
HOUSEPARTY DRAMA

Celebrating the sixth annual Fathers' Day, the college will play host
to the dads of the class of 1938 this
Saturday. This day is planned to acquaint the fathers with their sons' al-

Supports War Against War Council Will Face Wesleyan,
in Impressive Armistice
Brown in Opening of
Day Service
Season Schedule

list

SAT.

Tufts-Bowdoin Grid Contest Unbeaten, Untied Team Will Ousted From New York
Stage in *27 Because of
Will Climax Saturday's
Try to Revenge Last
"Sedition"
Informal Program
Year's Defeat

HAS MEET SOON

men who died for
In the opening meet of the year, the
camp or on the Bowdoin debating teams, affirmative
of action, during the Great War and negative, will compete with Wesleyan and Brown respectively on Nowere remembered in a brief but im- vember twenty-third,
on the question,
pressive chapel service on Armistice "Resolved,
That State Legislation
Day. Sunday November 11th, sixteen Should Provide for the Socialization
of
Medicine."
The
negative
team will
years after the end of the War.
compete at home, and the positive at
In his address after having read the

GAME

DADS WILL BE
HERE SATURDAY
TO SEECOLLEGE

Tour of Campus

CHAPE

IN FINAL

1934.

LUNCHEON ARRANGED
AT MOULTON UNION

DEBATING TEAM

SILLS CONDUCTS

pean records is attributable to the
fact that the existing records in many
na- countries were exceedingly poor. An
participated. This
race was instance of this was the fact that the
tions
staged in Paris itself.
A fifty-man high-hurdle record was standing in
sixteen miles Belgium at 15.4 until Stanwood broke
relay team dashed
through the streets of the French cap- it. This mark is poor even in Amerital. Interested by numerous articles ican high schools. Now that interest is
marks are being imin the Parisian papers, no less than around, these
400,000 spectators turned out to wit- proved.
"The English," says Stanwood,
ness the meet. The result was seen
immediately afterwards whtjn the en- "have many good middle-distance

Stanwood

in

Auer— Editor

The 1934 edition of the Tufts Var- bestowed on this hard hitting but cool
Jumbos has been one of the most headed back. The wingmen are men

Cites Paris Meet

served rows at sixty-five cents.

Student Council dance held
evening.

Student Body

Stanwood Discusses Renewal
Of Track Interest In Europe

ienced one, and rehearsals are going
National pride, according to Charles
off very well," says William Frost "35, Stanwood '32 is the main factor in
the recent improvement of European
Publicity Manager of Masque and
track competition. Speaking to an
Gown. "The play promises to be suc- Orient reporter at the Maine game
cessful from the staging point of view, Saturday, Stanwood. who represented
new proscenium covering, Oxford in many European meets this
also.
used by the Caravan Players in "The year, gave a picture of many nations
striving to best each other in the
Taming of the Shrew" will improve realm
of track.
the appearance of the hall and stage.
"After taking so many defeats from
new ceiling for the set is now under the United States at recent Olympic
construction, and the possibility for Games," Stanwood stated, "the matmore novel and effective lighting will ter of improvement in track was made
increase by the purchase of additional a problem to be dealt with by each
nation. In order to get better teams,
equipment."
the different countries in Europe have
The publicity manager has an- started a wide campaign through the
nounced the price of tickets for newspapers. Many meets are being
"Whistling in the Dark" at thirty staged, and people are constantly
cents. There will also be a few re-' hearing about track."

Four Fraternities To
Hold Dances Saturday

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER

sity

With more than two hundred and
especially since the Administration's forty
former Bowdoin undergradupromise of stricter enforcement. The ates including fifteen one-time White
fraternities, too, will undoubtedly be
forced to abandon their more or less

J.

TEAM MEETS TU

ORIENT

To Game, Confident of Victory

MEALSATURDAY

MANY

passive attitude towards
problem.

Tufts, Bringing

ME.,

wmmmm

Order Recovery of Goat
Immediate steps were taken to effect a recovery, and the Deke Freshman delegation were ordered to find
him at any cost. Accusing fingers
were pointed at the D.U., A.D., and
Psi U fraternities which were all holding initiations last week.
In rapid succession a D.U., an A.D.,
and a Psi U freshman were taken "for
a ride". The first confessed that hi.*
delegation had originally stolen the
goat, but that somebody else had tak-

ried conference, an ultimatum went
ringing back over die wires that the
Psi U fraternity refused to swap a
goat for a freshman, and that the
Dekes could keep their hostage.
The Dekes retaliated by taking
their prisoner to a secluded shark
about five miles beyond Bath where
they stripped him of his pants and
his shoes and left to enjoy the realities of nature. Immediate negotiations were entered into between the
two houses, but after a deadlock between the Freshman delegations, the
upperclassmen took the matter in
hand and the heads of the two houses
finally
reached an agreement late
Wednesday night. The goat and the
Freshman were returned and both ad-

bate which will take place this Friday at eight o'clock. The question to
be debated is: "Resolved that this
house approves the provisions of the
A.A.A. for the limitations of production."

Andrew H. Cox, Deke, and Phillips
D.l\. will represent th«
freshmen in the debate. They will
take the negative argument.
Norman Seagrave. Theta Delt, and
Donald Briant. D.U.. will uphold the
affirmative side for the sophomores.
Both of these men have had quite a
bit of practice in debating.
The judges of the contest will be
Professor Ernst Helmreich, Bursar
Glenn Mclntire, and Mr. Charles
Viner Brook.
T. Nead,
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I wish I could say the press, but the
did they get their opinions?
truth is that the southern worker, has gained in the course of the past Ave
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Test of Liberalism

decision of Bowdoin's dramatic society to present Spread

Houseparty play is an interesting one.
a test of Bowdoin's vaunted "liberal attitude".
Spread Eagle has, since its premiere on April 13, 1927, been one
of the most widely discussed plays of the twentieth century, and
because of its indictment of the methods of war and the American
attitude toward war, has been almost universally banned.
The play is, in brief, a chronicle of the events leading up to an
imaginary American invasion of Mexico. An unscrupulous American capitalist, seeking to protect his mine-holdings in Mexico, subsidizes a revolution, causing American intervention. Jingo patriotism is stirred up by the reported murder of the son of the President of the United States, likewise engineered by the capitalist,
and the play reaches a crescendo with a screeching denunciation
of war in any form.
From the first the two authors, George S. Brookes, onetime
editor of MeClure's magazine, and Walter B. Lister, city editor of
the Brooklyn Times, found opposition to the play. Although the
critics, interested purely in the mechanics of the production, found
it exceptional, the Veterans of Foreign Wars and the American
Legion immediately denounced it.
On the one hand, a reviewer said "It is more indictment than
melodrama. If this is the way nations are tricked into war, no
one will deny that It is a striking picture of the war spirit
malignant, monstrous, bitter".'
On the other hand, the military spirits of America rose in
horror at the presentation. Most significant to the present plan
for producing it is the statement made by Herman R. Latourette,
chairman of the Veterans' Department of Patriotic Instruction,
in a letter of protest to Joab H. Banton, then district-attorney of
New York City. Said Mr. Latourette
"We feel that the show is positively un-American and unwholeEagle, as the Christmas
It

is,

paintings of Biblical scenes,
dislike to be disillusioned by

nificent

and we
having

—

"cartoon"
epithet
the
attached to them. Every morning now
as we walk into Chapel we half expect to see a cartoon of Popeye the
Sailor occupying one of the panels, or
of Casin those mill towns.
The radio has replaced the press as their connection perhaps the flowing moustache curly
par Milquetoast replacing the
with the nation.
locks of Goliath's head, carried from
the field of battle by David.
Isn't there a better name for them,
LOUISIANA PRESENTS a different story, but there too, the radio plays
the same vital role. Every daily newspaper and eighty per cent of the President Sills?
- e
weeklies are opposed to Huey Long. This is not surprising, and probably is
for the best interests of the public. But are the newspapers fighting Huey
There is a bright side to everyfor vote-power with the same effectiveness that Huey is holding the voters?
thing, it seems, even to the presToday, Huey doesn't need the newspapers. He can reach them by radio. And
Coment* situation in football.
the Louisianians do listen to those radio talks. Huey has out-smarted the
pared to Knox College, the home
newspapers. The press wooed the public and lost; Huey wooed and won.
of George Fitch's "Old Siwash"
The voters think the newspapers are inaccurate. They insist the papers color
Bowdoin
stories, the
team has an
news reports. They believe the newspapers are fighting for their own selfish
impressive record. Knox has been
interests and not for the public's.
defeated in twenty-five straight
In a brief discussion of this sort, it is not easy to present all sides of the
games extending over four seaquestion. But essentially the daily newspaper ia up against two problems:
sons of play. The record set by
One is to regain its editorial prestige and the other is to revise its standards
Hcbart 'a few years ago of ,
of news treatment. The radio has stepped into the Aeld of spot news. The
losses
twenty-four
straight
movie news-reels have captured the dramatic pictorial interest. There reseemed to be good for all time,
mains a legitimate field for the press
but the.v have yet to discover it.
as all records do when they are
The power of the written word is, still potentially greater than that of the
decreated, bnt Si wash's 19 to
spoken idea for the very practical reason that a man can read a word twice,
feat at the hands of Beloit Isst
ten times, until he understands it. The spoken word is gone in a flash. AlSaturday gave them the edge,
ready faced with stiff competition, and with monthly magazines running
Bowdoin's record of five straight
years ahead on the significant news stories of the times, the daily press will
defeats is a mere drop in the
nave to resume its time-honoied task of moulding public opinion. It will have
bucket compared to the mighty
to relinquish its exclusive role as reporter and really become

Sub- Editors
Charles F. Brewster *87

—

thinking

—

an interpreter
an interpreter that will maintain respect no matter what the editorial stand.

in effect,

Knox

roles that exist today, the press has forced the radio to
* play the role of commentator and interpreter, whereas radio's chief job
should be that of reporter. The newspaper, apparently unaware of the vast
transformation in news dissemination within the past five years, is still trying
to compete with radio on the old horse
hair-trigger, unintelligible, lastminute editions. The radio today provides a more intelligent, convincing and

!

!

did in

such

With losses even at one shaved head
each, a peace treaty was signed between the two houses and further
eight-thirty the T.D., D.U.. hostilities and kidnapings ceased.
freshmen delegations at-

About

and Psi U
tacked almost simultaneously and a
Wesleyan students use six bicycles,
pitched battle watched by about half
the campus immediately ensued. The thirty-five cars for transportation.

vulgar

she spoke.
"I see," she said, "you are a fraternity brother of mine."
The prof started but retained his

—

composure.
"Oh. yes," she continued, flipping
open her purse and displaying a small
emblem. "I made Phi Bete at Radcliffe

in '29."

All of which reminds us of the
by
remark made on Alumni
•n old grad who had received his
Phi Beta Kappa key his junior

Du

year."
well-groomed man of forty-four, Gorman is
"You can say all you want
not an inspired leader, but he is an effective, shrewd, visionary, director.
about the uselessnesa of a Phi
Strikes are not
to him; he has directed four in the last five years. The
Bete Key." he philosophized, "but
Marion, N. C, strike in 1929 and the Danville, Mass., strike in 1931 were
"I've found out, after getting out
failures.
Leading the Lawrence, Mass., strike in 1982 workers' wage cuts
in the world of business that it
were blocked after a six-months struggle. The strike at Pawtucket, R. I., in
has a real, definite value.
aspects of this play and bar its appearance. There will probably 1933 Won increased wages and a reduction of the machine load per employee
"Ycssir, there's nothing like s
for silk workers.
Phi Bete key for cleaning your
be those who will ask the College to do this. The path of pacifism
Pleasant, sure of himself, he speaks with gusto and finality. He seems alfingernails."
never has been rose-strewn, and at the present moment it is such a ways on the alert, sees, hears and knows everything. Gorman arrived in this
- c
country from Bradford, in Yokshire, when thirteen. His father owned a
Arthur Stratton is probably the
vital problem that propaganda either for or against it will be republic house in Bradford, the meeting place for labor leaders, and here Gorman listened to the apparently inevitable struggle between labor and capital. most changed man in % college this
ceived derisively by some.
new nose that
In Providence where the family settled, Gorman got a job as sweeper in a year, having s brand
Orient hopes that the administration will fulfill its promise woolen
new person. We would
mill and joined his first union at twenty.
In 1928 he became vice- has made him a
never have said anything about it,
of liberalism in the case of Spread Eagle.
It
indeed be president of the United Textile Workers of America, stepping into Thomas
others, were
when
we
with
several
F. MacMahon's position as president when MacMahon was raised to NRA's but
pacifistic propaganda, but if the youth of America has of late
tr»?
conversation with Arthur
in
Labor Advisory Board.
other day, a remark about it seemed
shown its true colors, any arguments for peace will be warmly
apropos that we asked his permisLABOR ORGANIZER Gorman has shown a technique unlike the so
welcomed.
sion to use it. which he nobly granted.
blundering, short-sighted methods of predecessors. He suddenly called
Alex Chirk, the hey-nonny-nonny
The day of the flag-waving Veteran of Foreign Wars is going off the textile strike, but there was reason in his orders: The
strikers, hungn
ooy from the class of '34, was back
out.
rant at the present trend toward peace, and call and with money and militia against them, might be forced back to the m...«. at the College over Alumni Pay, reFearing open rebellion, Gorman wisely ordered the strikers to return to work. making old friends and finding new
propaganda such as Spread Eagte "positively un-American and Tactically Gorman's move was sound, for it is hardly possible that the strikones. Finally he came upon Arthur
unwholesome for American youth," but his
flag-waving, ers would have won.
and noticed the difference In his proBut to the strikers, Gorman's methods may be so clever that they cannot file.
He charged the editor of the
bayonet-brandishing tactics seem to be even more "seditious".
see through them
and labor all too often distrusts that which it cannot
deliberately
having
Quill
was born in the spirit of War, and cannot conceive that modern understand. After all, strikers are motivated by singleness of purpose; the changed with
his contour to baffle people,
background of strike maneuvers may be lost to them. German has shown
youth is doing its utmost to outlaw the leech that drains the blood himself to be a brilliant strike manipulator;
and became intensely interested. Afhis danger lies in the fact that
moment of inspection from vahe might be too brilliant. Textile workers may distrust or misunderstand hia ter a
of the' world but effects no cure.
angles, he asked curiously:
strategy, but they can hardly find a leader with more imagination or ability. rious
?'*
Orient,

A SLIGHT, CLEAN-SHAVEN,
new

Two radio broadcasts, planned by stations WEAF and
WGL, New York, were banned. It was finally withdrawn from
the New York stage, and has appeared but occasionally since.
If the College wishes, it may point to the so-called "seditious"
play.

settled

places, and tramped up the long flight
of stairs into the dance hall.
Immediately he was seen by several of the beautiful 50, and they converged upon him from all angles.
"Ah," he thought, "These are truly
Women of the Street." He selected
one, and went to a table with her. As
they sat, she seemed to be curiously
interested in hia watch chain. Finally

—

to President Coolidge, calling attention to "seditious" portions of the

and

vigil.

Concerted Attack

scores.

lower stratum
one.

the first practical use of the automobile in picketing, piling
strikers into cars to be driven from one strategic point to the other. Whenever militia intervened, the workers left for other fields
Gorman did not
care to have his men made targets for machine guns.
He used the press as no other leader has done. By adroit publicity
publicity which makes the front page - Gorman continually outwitted George
Sloan, president of the Cotton Textile Institute.
He had reporters in his
office when the strike got under way.
The journals may have damned him
on the editorial page, but because Johnson was "news" his attack on the
General, after Johnson had publicly grieved for his friend George Sloan, made
the front page. He offered the Winant investigating board arbitration with
a forty-eight hour ultimatum, and that was copy. For the first time the
strikers' side of the story was put before the public by radio a/id press.

some for American youth."
Other members of the Veterans of Foreign Wars wrote

watchman near Billie
down for an all night

ace, advertising "50 Beautiful Hostesses 50". The prof, feeling a mite
frisky, decided to find out what the

He organized

—

while the Deke Fresh were cleaning
some blue ink off their mascot's hide
and getting him ready for -the open
hunting season Thursday night. Dithey placed a
rectly after dinner

York. As he was walking down
Broadway, his eye was caught by the
blaring sign of a Dime-A-Dance Pal-

Now he emerges as a progressive union labor leader with an idea that
might Tielp capital. As vice-president of the United Textile Workers of
America, he has proposed that the Cotton Textile Institute, the. manufacturers' organization, cooperate with the union group in an attempt to revive
the domestic and foreign markets for American textile goods.
Unprecedented as this overture from a union organized may seem, Gorman's leadership during the textile strike of last September served notice
that much could be expected from this English-bom laborite. As the leader
of 500,000 textile workers, Gorman introduced tactics long used by the industrialists.
With the failure of the San Francisco longshoreman's strike as a
guide, he went into the textile strike with the solid backing of union officials.

—

over and watched their Freshman
King being fed on a customary goat
diet of bread and water but made no
forcible attempt to release him. The
D.U. goat with his head closely shaven was finally ftleased shortly after
chapel and Billie took up his old
stamping ground again.
All went well Thursday afternoon

New

,—

:

in

cut old Biliie's chain.
The fighting was fast and furious,
but the T)eke initiates managed to
successfully repel every mass attack
of the visitors as well as fight them to
a draw in individual encounters. Old
Billie took the affair calmly enough
and although he stood in the middle
of knots of struggling combatants,
hardly an enemy hand was laid on
him.
D.U.'s Scalp Deke
The ring of upperclassmen with
loud cries urged their delegations to
attack again and again but finally decided it was useless and drew off their
wa»
battleground
warriors. % The
soon deserted. When the Dekes took
however,
they
stock,
account
of
found one of their members had been
kidnapped during the fray. They soon
{learned the D.U.'s were responsible
for this second mishap, but after an
hour's negotiations they got him hack
minus the greater part of his hair.

against Tufts i its own five game
losing streak,
and Tufts' six
goal-line-unwinning,
game
cressed streak.
m • e
There came to our ears the other
day a strange tale, which we have
since verified as absolutely true, of a
Bowdoin professor who was out to
Having a
taste the Dregs of Life.
week off duty, he decided to repair to

—

GORMAN — LABOR LEADER WITH MORE THAN ONE IDEA
FRANCIS J. GORMAN has long been a labor organizer and an able

campus Thursday morning when

place of old Billie they beheld a human goat chained and padlocked by
his feet to a tree on the Deke lawn
and closely guarded by the Froah delegation. The humiliated D. U.'s came

which the attackers could not hope to

At any rate, the team will
have the extreme pleasure of
shattering two records Saturday

IN THE JUGGLED

profound presentation than the newspaper columns.
Recent years have brought an unlimited enlargement of interests to the
average reader. Concrete highways, the movies and the radio have done that.
The "New Deal on the Air", starring Roosevelt and brilliant supporting cast,
has accentuated this national consciousness to a startling degree. There is
more need than ever for editorial interpretation of bewildering issues, for
complete and intelligent coverage of the shuttling speed of news. The daily
press is fighting vainly against a competitor when a whole field long overlooked and all the more fertile for having lain fallow so long, is waiting.
They have been fighting for "fieedom of the press" without taking full advantage of what freedom they have.

advantage of being the defenders, and
WEEK——SCRIMMAGES!
were better organized. They seised at
—
once a pair of wire clippers without

(Continued from case 1)
We are somewhat disturbed every
Friday morning to note the Presi- mitted they were in error as there
dent's continued references to the "car- was supposedly » closed season on
toons" on the walls of the Chapel. the goat when it was stoles.
Through four years of college we have
D.U. King is Gum
always been impressed by those magGreat was the surprise of the whole

The industrial development of the south is comparatively recent, within the
two decades. The textile workers came from small tenant farms and the
mountain fastnesses, 200.000 of them. They jumped from a life of 1815 into
an industrial world of the 1920's, and the social impact of this change cannot

last

Editor-in-Chief

neophytes, although outnumbered almost three to one, had the

Deke
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in behalf of

many

students at Bowdoin

who

deeply interested in securing peace, asks that any formal objecSpread Eagle be disregarded, and the Masque and Gown
be allowed to produce the play unhampered by outside intertions to

i

Lyman

B. Chipman, Inc.

"Can you blow
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THE POWER THAT WAS THE PRESS
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Retail

Specialty of Fraternity

Trade

By Wayne Parrish
believe that the daily newspaper
IS MORE than one reason
rERE
slipping as a powerful instrument for forming public opinion. In wide
to

BELL TELEPHONE

;

are

is

lost respect and prestige among the reading
it. has
No longer is it the primary source of information.
Only a few years ago the press pompously held fast to a virtual monopoly
news and information. The editorial pages
were battle-grounds of opinion. Today, more often than I would like to admit,
the most vital news stories of the times are to be found in the monthly magaEditorial pages, for the most part, slumber innocuously in the atzines.
mosphere of yesterday's glory. Mechanically, the daily newspaper is better
equipped than ever before. In coverage facilities it excells. But its editorial page has become excess baggage.
1 found more than mere circumstantial evidence to support this view during a recent 5,000 mile tour through nine southern states. Traveling through
two "h^t spots" in the south
the textile strike sone and Huey Long's private
I was impressed by the disrepute of the newscame preserve of Louisiana
liapers in the minds of the reading public, a situation that was aggrevated by
the great inroads the radio has made in bringing a national consciousness to

and important areas

574 Congress Street

public.

Portland, Me.

in the field of dissemination of
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strike zone, as might be expected, the great majority of
newspapers were editorially opposed to the strike and were favorable to
i he mill owners.
That is their editorial right, and the effectiveness of the
press has nothing to do with the side the newspaper takes, no more than the
editorial effectiveness of the newspaper can be judged on circulation figures,
business office profits or advertising lineage. The question hinges on the reliability, the accuracy and the fairness, presentation and interpretation of

IN'

CaenUhV ISM.

THE SMOKER'S TALE

news.

On what
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did the textile strikers, for example, rely for their information?

MORTON'S NEWSSTAND
BOWDOIN SEAL and
FRATERNITY PAPER
EAYWOODIE PIPES

AFTER EVERY CLASS
IT RINGS THE BELL!
THERE

The

are two reasons why Prince Albert it called
it ii a
National Joy Smoke" by pipe smokers. The first
secret blend of choice, top-quality tobaccos. The second—
this excellent blend is treated by a special process which
absolutely resnoves all "bite." Get a big ted tin of "P. A."
yourself aad and out bow food your pipe can really lasts.
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Magee Give* Reasons For Japs

9

GRID CAPTAINS

Prowess In Track Field Events
The lack of chairs in Japanese
home* has been one of the deciding
factors in developing the Nipponese
the field events of track,
prowess
according to Bowdoin's track coach
and "ambassador extraordinary of

Talk about possible war between
the United States and Japan is not
founded upon fact according to Jack
Magee, who in a speech before the
Brunswick Rotary Crab last week asserted that "the Japanese are a peaceHe furthermore exloving people".
pressed himself as entirely in favor
of their action in taking over Manchuria, having benefited the country
enormously through their foresight
and efficiency.
Sills Speaks
"The sooner we Americans get
President Sills was the first speak- away from the propaganda that the
er, thanking all present for their en- Japanese are preparing for an invathusiasm and presence In a short sion of the United States, the better
speech, in which he introduced the it will be for both countries" said Manew President of Maine, whose inaug- gee. Having recently returned from
uration he had attended in Orono^but hig tour to the Orient w hich took him
week. The President introduced^-*. through Japan andawnto Korea and
Hauck as "a very friendly man who Manchuria, visiting many cities and
knows a great deal about Bowdoin" meeting many state officials and am-

the flatter-kick of the crawl.
According to Magee the Japanese
are "crystallising national spirit in Stanwood, President
amateur athletics". Sports of every
of Maine, and Prea, Sills
kind are growing increasingly popular, and Magee saw proof of this earAddress Gathering:
ly one morning at six o'clock as hundreds of small boys waited outside a
(Ooatiatwd from pas* t)
public play ground until the gates
were opened and they could play base- Championship was one of the Whittier field "rain-observers" and waa
ball.
not present to be called on.
Outclassed ia Baseball

U

the

homes of the

people.

sports. All

must play for the

love of
They simply sit cross-legged, or squat the game, and professional baseball
on their heels, getting up without the is one of the sports Aikiwd there.
use of their hands. Magee is fully con- Yet they have received The game with
vinced that their muscular strength tremendous enthusiasm, and scores of and as President of a "neighborly,
country.
Magee and we hope this afternoon to-bein their legs has come from this ex- diamonds stud the
ercise, which has continued through found them especially quick on their beaten institution!" He expressed his
the ages. The wide-spread use of bi- feet, good players who rush In on pleasure at having been able to atmade
tend the inauguration ceremony at
grounders without the least fear.
cycles in the country has also
Coach Margee is at present nego- Orono.
for strong legs, as the population proHarrison Atwood, presiding at the
ceeds to its work and play by it* own Yoshioka to come to this country, Matiating for a Japanese sprinter named meeting, was praised by Sills as a
power.
gee believes him to be the greatest man who has been doing much for the
Run Long Distances
college,
and he spoke of Charles Stanshort
sprinter
in
the
distance
jinrickshaw
Magee mentioned the
men as capable of astounding feats in world today. As a rule the Japanese wood, whose "athletic an dscholastic
long-distance running. These men pull have toe short legs to excel at run- record at Oxford fully justified his
their human passengers about in lit- ning events, but this man was one record here at Bowdoin". Duscussing
tle carriages, holding on to two long meter ahead of Metcalfe at the half- the table of football captains. Presishafts which project in front of the way mark when the negro sprinter dent Sills asked the alumni if, having
in

<

two wheeled vehicle, about two feel made a new Japanese mark in the
apart. These human horses can go on 200 meters, being just nosed out at
at a good pace for miles with no slack- the end as Metcalfe turned in a time
ening or apparent fatigue. Notwith- of 20 and 2-10ths seconds.
Japan Pays Expenses
standing this they are known to die
Most of the meets in which the
relatively early in life, completely
American team participated were of
worn out.
two
days
duration, while the crowds
Bowdoin
The special exercises for
track and field men which Coach Ma- were five times as large as those at
gee brought back with him incorpor- such meets here. People came from
ate the squating theory. They will be miles to see their be'st men compete
used when winter track . practice against the Americans.
All expenses were paid by Japan's
starts, while others to strengthen the
legs of swimmers are now being used National Athletic Association, which
has invited many teams in various
by the Millermen.
realms
of sport to visit their country,
"The Japs excel in all events which
trying
have to do with jumping", said V*- at Japan's expense. They are
to give foreigners a chance to obtain
gee. At present they hold the world's
first hand
information about their
records for the broad jump and the
relahop-skip-and jump. Their strong legs country, and to cement friendly
tions above all between the U.S.A.
aid them in getting up on* the ground,
and the same is true of their swim- and Japan.
Olympics
will see Japan
The
next
ming. They get tremendous power in
a great threat to American supremacy, said Magee, who asserts they are
well night invincible in certain events,
such as the broad jump, high jump,
hop-step-and-jump, high jump, pole
IBIS;
vault and shot put.
Their jumpers
ranked well against George Spits, one
Professor Robert P. Tristram Coffin reaching 6 feet 6 and 3-4 inches.
was host to Ibis, the Senior honorary
Hold Broad Jump Record
Society, at his Pennellville residence
In the broad jump Nambu leads the
last
Sunday afternoon. Professor world, while their best hammer
poems,
several of his
Coffin read
throwers have defeated Favor of
among which "First Flight", as yet Maine, the best in the country. Two
unpublished was outstanding.
of their pole vaulters have well exAt Sunday's meeting members in- ceeded 13 feet. Although not a mencluded Stanley A. Sargent, John Holace in the running events, other comden, Arthur Stratton, John Schaffner, Deting nation's
plans for winning the
Allen F. Hubbell, David D. Merrill, Berlin Olympics will have to take in
Vincent N'owlis. John O. Parker, Don- account Japan's present supremacy in
aid F. Barnes, and Joseph Fisher.
the field events.
The next meeting of the society
Coach Magee, Phil Good, and Don
will take place soon after the ThanksFavor recently returned to America,
giving recess.
,
leaving the rest of the team to complete its tour with two meets in Manof the Philippine
ila, the
capital
They are by now on their
Islands.
way home, said Magee.

COFFIN ENTERTAINS

READS POEMS

j

j

ARMISTICE CHAPEL
SERVICE PROGRAM

The complete program of tb# servwas as follows:
Organ Prelude; "Star Spangled

ice

COUNCIL SPONSORS
SUCCESSFUL DANCE

taken mathematics under Professor
"Buck" Moody, at preesnt Emeritus,
they could figure out how many football captains
equalled one college
president, or for that matter, how
many college presidents equalled one
football captain.

Hauck Well Received
Great applause greeted the mounting of Dr. Hauck to the speakers'
platform,
Hauck recalled great regard for Bowdoin during his undergraduate days at Reed College, where
five of his instructors had been Bowdoin men. He had been greatly influenced by them and acquired a great
deal of information about the college
from them.
"Maine doesn't come up to my expectations" said Dr. Hauck, speaking
of the Pine Tree State, "for the people here are not cold and austere as
sometimes painted but rather hospitable and friendly", j This, he said,
was proved by the fact that the relations between the two colleges, Maine
and Bowdoin, were so amiable. He
pointed out the friendship among all
four of Maine's colleges, rivals as
they were in athletics and in trying
"to provide the best possible advantages to the young people coming to
their institutions. In conclusion, he
hoped that "Win, lose, or draw," all
the alumni would enjoy the game.
Tells of

Oxford

Charles F. Stanwood '32 told of his
stay in England at Oxford, describing the system of athletics existent

He
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We

carry the largest assortment of

literature,
medieval
in
scholars
praised the work of Professor S. P.
Chase in editing the "Pearl".
English Play To Win
The average American idea of the
British attitude toward sport is cor,rect to a point, according to Stanwood, who asserted that the popular
credence that the English motto was
"Play the game for'the game's safe,
and may the best man win" was not
based upon fact. "They play to win,
"laysaid,
we
he
like
do,"
ing stress on fair play and if they

which had intimidated him. But he

Cheeses and Biscuits of

Bonthron.

penny d_> the golf course ;apounting
the rungs on the Topsham stand pipe;
of the
getting the
signature
toll
bridge attendant at Bath; counting
the boards in the Topsham foot
bridge, the boards in the fence of
Whittier Field, and the panes of glass
in the windows of Hubbard Hall; as

Italian

Ham.

.

now among

gave a show for the
brethren. Jim Pocock starred as Mae
West, Charlie Kennedy gave an imitation of a Bowdoin track meet, and
most of the delegation took part in
"Dangerous Dan McGrew".
Play "Guess Who"
The Alpha Delt festivities began on
Friday with a P addhn * fue**"**
game There were no activities on
Saturday and Sunday, but Monday
they gave an imitation of a gunboat.
One freshman consumed four cigarnight

the best in the world. In

comparison with America and European countries, they are as a modern
nation but eighty odd years old.
Invasion Helps Manchuria
The Japanese occupation of Manchuria lifted that part of Northern
China out of a rut, stated Magee. "It

;

\

|

is

my

sincere belief that the aggresJapan in going into Man-

and

have

cleanliness
sease.

they

the tracks to Bath, counting the sigwalked to Freeport, doing- the same; while a third went to
haunted house to dig up a bottle in the
wH others were sent in various d>
ration,, to bri ng back various inforRobinson, a cross country
mation
the nret one
JMn

:

i

j

ettes in four minutes, taking the part
of the stack. After that they went i«
out to get a goose and after a long
search borrowed one. The next day
the goose appeared on the Mall in!
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j
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front of the house. That night there
was another nautical entertainment,
On Wednesday there was a written
examination which was followed by a

brought

sanitation
and
in place of dirt and di-
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One hundred twenty-five attended
the women's luncheon held at the

Moulton Union dining hall at noon
boxing match. On Thursday afternoon Saturday in connection with the
the Frosh went run. _ng all over town Alumni Day program.
Mrs. Frank A. Smith, wife of the
on a number e_ different errands. One
"They are looking a hundred years came up to Phil Wilder and asked the chairman of the Alumni Council's
ahead in this construction work" said history, of the ancient relics that committee on Alunjni Day, presided
Magee, praising the beautiful and adorn the walls of the A.D. living as chairman of the committee in
simple architecture of the work. The room. Phil made up a story and sent charge of the luncheon. Other meraJapanese have extended the tracks of him back. That was the end of the bers of this committee were Mrs,
the South Manchurian railway, hav- fun.
On Friday the upperclassmen Stanley P. Chase. Mrs. John F. Dana,
ing penetrated rich fertile fields and would not allow themselves to speak and Mrs. Philip S. Wilder.
a country which is rich in minerals to the Frosh.
At the head table in addition to
also.
Psi U.'s Sleep in Cellar
Mrs. Smith were Mrs. Arthur W.
Con mead Japan
The Psi Upsilon delegation had Hauck, wife of the president of the
English-speaking people have only their first razoo on Monday, followed University of Maine, Mrs. Sills, Mrs.
commendation for Japan, and laud by another on Tuesday. On Wednes- Daniel C. Stanwood, Mrs. Fred K.
its future plans in Manchuria, stated
day night they were blindfolded, tied Drake, of Bath, president of the SoCoach Magee. They are industrious, together with a rope and led out into WWV
*#VTT—
WW-"-—, _»-_
and the
of
Bowdoin
W_. women
ciety V
*
courteous, and progressive as a race, the wilds and abandoned. On Thurs- house guests of Mrs. K. C. M. Sills.
and as an island people have a right day groups of two were sent out on
The dining hall was decorated unto build a large navy. The whole track the goat walk. They were given maps der the direction of Mrs. Stanley P.
team agreed in upholding Japan which with the farmhouses they were to vis- Chase.
has taken old cities like Dairen, a
free port, and brought in Western
ideas and improvement.
A stadium
has been built there, for instance,
which will hold 100,000 and has a 400
HsinKing, the new capital,

is

a mar-

vellous symmetrically laid out modern
city, with very up-to-date buildings.
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meter track enclosing a soccer field,
while around the track is a 600 meter
track to be flooded in winter for skat-

Hard and Soft Coals

*

CO.

Fuel Oils

ing races.
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Japanese hospitality was at times
excessive, as bankets were held »;
all times of the day, but Magee, while
having a hard time keeping his team
jn training, had only admiration and
gratitude for if. At every city where
there was a meet the team was feted
with a gala reception, including brass
bands and luxurious automobiles, aiyl
were given many souvenir presents.

you that Chesterfield
made of mild,
tobaccos. We've told you about
tell

Cigarettes are

ripe

right,

We
made

—

that it's pure and burns
without taste or odor.
have said that Chesterfields are
right.

Dry Fireplace Wood

Lumber and Building Material!
A. E.

MORRELL

'22,

of All Kinds

Mgr.

_

The tobaccos

are aged,

then blended and cross-blended, and

cut into shreds the right width and

length to

smoke

right.

These things are done to make
what people want— a cigarette that's
milder, a cigarette that tastes better

— a cigarette that

satisfies.

You can prove what we
tell you about Chesterfield.
May we ask you to try them

— that would seem to be fair enough.

The Daily Pennsylvanian, the UniPennsylvania's student
of
newspaper, runs a column called
"Candid Reporter". Each issue contains a question of student body interest and the answers gleaned from various scholars.
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initiation,

all

nals; another

.

sive act of

churia will be a vrreat boon and asset
to the people of that country" said the
speaker, telling of the progress and
expansion in modem ideas which had
been brought about in only two years.
Modern cities have been constructed
by the Japanese, who cleared away
the filthy hovels of the Manchurians

!

i

of

rns

opened the Japanese ports, which are

the

after

had good appetites.
Measure Gym Fl_*r
Hell week began on Sunday at the
Deke House with a razoo. They had
another on Monday. On Tuesday
night they went oJfcon their missions.
One freshman messmred the area covered by the gym in square frontright-fly-legs.
There are fifty-five
right-front-fly-legs in on foot.
On Monday morning, the Zete
pledges appeared with goldfish. Tuesday most of them were wearing costumeg and all were w#arln „ their
clothes backward. On Wednesday they
were all costumed, except when hi
chapel. This exception was by Presidential order. Thursday was a day of
silence. In the morning, they had to
run wherever they went. That night
they went out walking. One walked

they

Wednesday

information.

statistical

I

came

banquet

their projects; making a plan of the
college buildings at Bates; finding a

1

'

the night in the cellar and were made
to spend all their spare time there
during the next day. during which
they had nothing to eat. When the

eve-

Printing

FIRST NATIONAL

PATRONAGE

came Friday

versity

kinds east of Portland.

frTUDEMT

oT German and

Policies

which

During the week, the antics of
the neophytes provided entertainment
for the town as well as the college.
Late Monday afternoon, the D.U.'s
sent some of their delegation down to
perform in front of the Town Hall.
Tuesday night they were sent out on
ning.

air enou

tion.

Imported Goods, Fruit, Fresh Vegetables, Olives, Pickles, Domestic and Ira
ported

Md

initiations
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Many Bowdoin men axe well known
Stanwood. Bowdoin
and Swarthmore are probably the two
best known American Colleges in
England. Stanwood cited the instance
in which his tutor, one of the foremost

Likewise the date for the concert to
be given here by the Portland Symphony Orchestra is still tenative. A
meeting of the board of directors to
be held next week will set the date.
The orchestra, which includes 85 instruments necessitates a large addition to the stage in Memorial Hall.

Watch and Jewelry Repairing

,

in England, said

the paper

for Gifts

|

found only friendliness there, too,
while at Oxford the fact that he came
from Bowdoin gave him a good hackground. There were two things which
Bowdoin had given him, he said, one
the foundation of good scholarship,
and the other an intangible spirit and
confidence which he owed to Jack Magee. The English knew what a Magee-coached track man meant, according to Stanwood, who himself realized
what his training had meant only a
few days after beginning practice on
an Oxford track,

QUARTET POSTPONED
postponed indefinitely. This delay is
necessary because the first violinist
has undergone an appendicitis opera-

1

He is of the opinion that the inhabi
tants of Japan want no trouble with
the Americans. "The Japanese are a
non-aggressive, lovable people", he
stated. "They love and respect America and want to be friendly with us."
They are a people of fine sportsmanship and high morals, according to
Magee. They want foreigners to come
in and see what their country is like,
and people who criticize them from
afar should go there to see what conditions actually are before venting
their views.
Magee and Good flew 600 miles in
Japan, hurrying to catch the team after slight sickness had forced them to
remain at their hotel. They were
amazed at the efficiency of travel, and
the development of industry and electricity all over the country. Magee
pointed out that it was less than a
century ago that Commodore Perry

RECITAL OF CURTIS
The appearance at the college of
the Curtis String Quartet has been

i

|
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Varney _ Jewelry Store

i

j

j

PRINTING
Building

j
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Fascism", and Professor Hormell at
a later date will discuss "Control of
bassadors. the Bowdoin track coach Industry under Italian Fascism",
was able to make contacts and to get
At the next meeting on November
his information first-hand.
19, the topic will he "Hitler's AutobiWant No Trouble
ography" and the leader, Professor

Banner", one verse; Responsive Reading; Hymn. "The Son of God"; ReadThe gym dance given last Saturday
ing of Names; 11 A. M. Silence of two night
of
auspices
under
the
minutes; Scripture Lesson and brief the student council was by fax the
address; Hymn, "For All Thy Saints"; most
season.
successful
of
the
Benediction;
Organ Five hundred attended the dance and
Prayers
and
Postlude.
the music was furnished by the Polar
Bears. The patronesses of the dance
were Mrs. Sills, Mrs. Mitchell, Mrs.
Burnett, Mrs. Sibley, Mrs. Frederic
Brown, Mrs. Morrell, Mrs. Welsh, and
Mrs. Kamerling.
The council plans to hold anothei
dance in the gym the Saturday night
after the Tufts game.

Town

um

j

said that this visit to Bowdoin was hig first in two years, and
that he could fee! **that Bowdoin is
democratic and friendly," part of the
expression of which was the traditional Bowdoin "Hello". All the graduates
must feel that spirit, said Stanwood,
their presence proving it.
lose, all right." If their attitude was
Stanwood described his feelings up- that of being beaten before the start,
on leaving for England in the fall of we would not have the string of vie1932.
He had heard stories of Eng- tories which Jack Lovelock of New
lish traditions and hospitality, some of
Zealand set up over America's Bill
there.

been

The first of the Hell Weeks is over. it. One angered agrarian had
Five houses, the A.D.'s, the Psi U.'s, visited for the past two years and
the Dekes, the D.U.'s, and the Zetes wa« waiting with dogs and rock salt.
made lasting impressions on the The dogs gave Hepburn and Adams a
minds of their freshmen before the good chase. They spent the rest of

During December the Political Forholdin * ,ts »«*inK»- on Monda y
evenings in either the B. C. A. or leerure room of the Moulton Union will
attempt to vary ita procedure by havjn g
students as well as professors
8 peak on phases of current events and
Controversial
lead
the discussion.
topics will be chosen and it is planned
to have, if possible two speakers, each
with an opposite point of view, on
each subject'. After'the speeches open
forum discussions will take place.
Although detailed plans have not
ye t been formulated, one meeting will
probably be devoted to pacifism. At
another
will
Professor
Kendrick
_eak on "ConM»arison of the^ims

Hauck

good will". Jack Magee. The latter
has followed his recent return to
Brunswick with several speeches, before the Brunswick Rotary Club, the
Bath Colonial Club, and the banquet
in Portland to welcome Fred Ostergran, former Bowdoin football coach,
The reason that the Japanese teams
and in each he has emphasized the which have opposed big league Amermanner in which the Japanese have ican teams which have gone to the
developed fine leg muscles.
Orient have rarely won, is that they
It is the custom in Japan to sit on are outclassed. In the first place, they
the floor, there beina little or no fur- will not tolerate professionalism in
niture

A1TO LUNCH

Magee Speaks
Measuring The Gum With Fly
Political Forum
On Japan Trip
Legs Features Week Of Hell
Releases Plans

% jfM. Imutt _ M_M Toa_x» Co.

_________________

________

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
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To Black

SPORT SIDELIGHTS

Maine Annexes

Gridmen Lose

Series Tourney

Bears, 13-0
By

—

virtue of the 13-0 defeat admin-

Win

twelfth consecutive victory in
the aeries, their last defeat being administered to them by the White back
their

for the Black Bears, together with previous wins over Bates and Colby, gives
them the state title for the fourth consecutive year.
The White eleven, maintaining enthusiasm in spite of the bad luck that has
followed them thus far, won the honors in the first quarter with a running
attack that tore consistently through the heavy Maine line with little effort.
After off tackle plays by Reed and Johnson had carried the ball to the Maine
14-yard line, Reed tossed an intended lateml to Sawyer. However, officials
ruled it to be a forward pass, and the White's scoring chance was temporarily cancelled.
It was not until the third quarter that they threatened
again.

was

in 1930.

On Monday, Bates secured second
place by conquering Colby to the tune
of 18-0. In spite of the hard work
of Yadwinski, the Bobcats held the
upper hand in the conflict and kept
the White Mules from scoring.
Maine Shows Superiority
Maine's record this year was comprised of clear-cut victories, although
the Pale Blue never gained more than
a two-touchdown advantage over any

After the first quarter the efficiency
of the Maine running and passing attack increased, and the game ended
with the Black Bears having the edge.
On the whole the Polar Bears* defense

of her opponents. Against Colby, Mr.

4000 See Maine Play
Bowdoin At Whittier

good.

"About 4000 people attended the
Bowdoin-Maine football game here
White Near Touchdown
started with Bowdpin Saturday," Mr. Malcom Morrell, Director
of Athletics, told an Orient
kicking off. Doherty of Maine carried

The game

the ball back to his own 25-yard line.
A succession of successful passes and
line plays carried the ball to the Bowdoin 29-yard line, and the Maine
stands anticipated a scoring play. But
Bunny Johnson, tricky sophomore
halfback, intercepted a pass on the
next play, giving the ball to the
White on their own 22-yard line, and
eliminating the Pale Blue's hopes
temporarily.
Then, with Jack Reed and Bunny
Johnson carrying the ball on offtackle slants, the White offense got
under way, with the Pale Blue line
helpless to stop it In six plays Bowdoin advanced 42 yards to the Maine
Then luck turned
14-yard
line.
against the White. On the next play
Reed started around left end. Just as
he was about to go down, he tossed
the ball to Buck Sawyer, who traveled easily to the one-yard line. Officials ruled that the pass had been a
forward rather than a lateral, and the
Soon after
ball was brought back.
Johnson passed to Kent in the end

CUMBERLAND
November 14

-

with

•

Fred Astaire

Ginger Rogers

-

•

•

also

-

News

Comedy

Thursday

November 15

-

Ready For Love
with •
•
Richard Arlen

-

Ida Lupino
-

also

-

November 16

-

Comedy

Cartoon

'

—

'

first

came back from center

to
Butler. Brewster faked a plunge to
the left of center, drawing up Johnson. Butler handed the ball to MacBride, who stepped through a wide
hole at his own right tackle and raced
for the goal with only Reed to stop
him. Then in a beautiful exhibition of
blocking Doherty, Maine left end,
took Reed completely off his feet and
out of the play, and MacBride crossed
the goal line with no one near him.
Proctor, left guard, converted by
place kick.
Twice in the third period the Polar
Bears threatened to cross the goal
line, but each time a bit of adverse
fortune defeated their attempts. On
ball

2

1

1

2
3

i

— _
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—

follow:

achievement of Middlebury.

League

The showing of Brewster Rundlette in the exhibition swimming meet
staged for the benefit of alumni augurs well for the coming swim season.
The freshman star tied with Henry Franklin for high scoring honors, each
taking two firsts. In the coming meet with the Olneyville Club, the Bowdoin
team will require the services of three or four Rundlettes and Franklins in
order to win. Two 20 year old high school pupils, Higgins and Crostowski,
may between them score enough points to take the meet. The former is
X. A.A.U. breakstroke champion, while the latter, who was in Poland representing the United States this summer, placed second in the medley relay at
Columbus, Ohio, and is a consistent place-winner in the N.E.A.A.U. meets.
Since the Olneyville encounter is scheduled as a jayvee meet, Coach Bob
Miller will have a chance to see some of the newcomers in competition.
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be the last
this season.

Polar defense is
again led by Smith,»Larcom, and Kent
in the same manner as they have performed during the state series, Mr.
Certainly, if the
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will find the going exceedingly difncult this week. Charlie Bowser will
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Polar Bear's offensive strength lies
mainly in flanking plays and offtackle smashes. This week, with the
possible speeding up and systematiz-
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,

j
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ing of the interference
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these plays,

RUNDLETTE SHINES
IN SWIMMING MEET
Earning two first places apiece,
Brewster Rundlette and Henry Frankswimming meet
lin dominated the
held last Saturday morning in the
Curtis Pool before a large audience of
alumni. In a speech before the events
took place, Coach Bab Miller characterized Franklin as one of the best
swimmers ever to come to Bowdoin.
The events and contestants are as
follows: varsity "60"; Franklin, Cary,
Gates, Brown. Won by Franklin.
Gates, second. 25 yard dash; Hill,
Leach, Carnes, Morse. Won by Hill.
25 yard dash; Esson Goulde, Hunt,
Smith, Hooke. Tie between Hunt and
Smith. 150 yard free style; Cotton,
Walker, McKeen, Powers, Rundlette.
Won by Rundlette.
400 yard breast relay; Beale. Bradford.
Hooke, Franklin, Whitmore,
Holt, May. Pach. Won by team led
by Beale. Alumni"50"; Durham "32,
Trott '33. (Capt.), Roper *32, Locke
(Capt.) Won by Trott. Diving;
Raleigh. Iwanowicz, Bishop, Norton.
"50";
Fish,
Rundlette,
Young, Morse. Won by Rundlette. 60
yard backstroke; O. Seagrave, N. Sea*
grave, Belden, Ellis. Won by N. Seagrave. 75 yard backstroke; Franklin,
May .McKeen. Won by Franklin. 76
yard breast; Bradford, Holt, Sharp,
Chisholm. Vogel, Buxton.
Won by Locke. 75 vard breast;
Beale, Whitmore, Pach. Hooke. Tie
between Beale and Pach. 200 yard relay 1 (Leach, Morse Powors) 2 (Esson,
Young, Carnes. McKeen) S
(Goulde, Nelson, Walker,
Cotton) 4
(Hooke. Kearin, Hunt, Hill). Won by
team led by Gould. Second team led
by Leach. 200 yard relay; Gates, Seagrave, Fish, Boyd; Arnold, Brown,
Smith, Cary. Won by team led by
Gates.
•30

Freshman

HIGGINS OUTRUNS

FRQSJHkACKMEN
Coming in ten seconds ahead of hia
nearest rival, Early of Higgins Classical Institute garnered first place in
Freshmen-Hr^gins cross-country
the
meet last Saturday. Higgins annexed
the victory in this two and a half
mile run by a 23-31 score.
Charley Young upheld the cause of
Bowdoin, coming in second, but the
appearance of McCloud and Francis
of Higgins in third and fourth positions virtually clinched the victory
for the invaders.
Early completed the course in the
time of 13:19. The runners completed
the race in the following order: EarYoung, Bowdoin; Mcly, Higgins;
Cloud, Higgins; Francis, Higgins; Al-

Hingston and Company from Medford Bowdoin ought to use them to advantage against Tufts alsc.
The game this Saturday will feaconcentrate on the White pass defense ture the farewell appearance of many
this week to be prepared for Keith, Bowdoin
players in inter-collegiate
the most accurate of the Jumbo pass- football. Captain Al Kent, Stan Low,
ers.
Stan Sargent, Ed Baravalle, and Bob len. Bowdoin; Fischer, Bowdom; St.
Rely on Flank Plays
'Hurley all will play for the White Louis. Higgins; Purington, Bowdoin;
As shown in the Maine game, the for the last time.
Day Higgins; and Thomas, Bowdoin.
j

'
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Kappa Sigma

I

that the White would show Delta
Kappa Epsilon

TUFTS FAVORED TO
DEFEAT POLAR BEAR

!

A

Theta Delta Chi

I

66 2/3 liant game against the Pale Blue last
33 1/3
Saturday, Coach Bowser stated, "That
Bowdoin
00
march against Maine in the first quarfar to the side, and gave Maine the ter was the best offensive performance
the team ha* turned in this
baJLpn the Polar Bear's 23-yard line.
Then the two laterals gained fifteen year." Though not in so may words,
yards, and three consecutive plunges Mr. Bowser also inferred that this
powerful offensive spurt was not to
by Brewster carried the ball across.
Bates
Colby

i

—

title.

W

yards unmolested for the

ball 57

The

Gay Divorcee

"

A

week later Bates took
schedule.
the count by a 12-0 margin in what
was predicted to be their toughest
game of the year. The triumph over
Bowdoin last Saturday clinched the

Bates, with a record of two vicrepresentative Sunday. This does not tories and one defeat, came in second.
quite equal attendances at previous The 2-0 triumph over the Whi*« at
Bowdoin-Maine frames.
Lewiston two weeks ago plus MonThe figure 4000 is not indicative of day's victory over Colby gave them a
the paid attendance, since it includes clear decision over the other two
the faculty members present, the Maine colleges.

score of the game.

Wednesday

MacBride and company pushed over
a 20-6 triumph to open their state

Maine Band and Cross Country Team,
Colby Places Third
the non-paying students, and some
Colby succeeded the Bobcats with
men from the Bates and Colby foot- a count of one victory and two deball squads. Five or six high school feats.
The 12-7 triumph over Bowteams from the neighborhood of doin between the losses to Maine and
Brunswick were also invited to the Bates comprised the Waterville colgame.
lege's record of the year.
The attendance this year was less
Bowdoin, losing all three major
than at the Maine game here two contests, was the victim of several
it
what
years ago and is only half of
bad breaks. Although they did not
was two years before that.
win a game all season, they can not
be said to have been outplayed. In
zone, but the pass was well over his the Colby encounter an unlucky pass
head, and the scoring chance was lost. counteracted the
heads-up football
Perfect Play for Score
that the team had been playing and
In the second quarter the Polar sent them down to defeat before an
up
their
own
to
hold
Bears continued
The Bates
outplayed Mule eleven.
to the last few minutes, as their de- game was fought on even terms, but
fensive play, led by Charlie Smith was lost by a blocked punt which
and Al Kent, consistently kept the scored a safety. Against Maine the
Maine backs from gaining ground. White showed up to be a hard-fightThen, after the Black Bears had man- ing eleven which only yielded after
aged to carry the ball to their own showing tremendous power.
43-yard line, with three yards to go
The final standing of the te»*ns:
on third down, came an almost perL PC
fect play, with MacBride carrying the Maine
100
3

REACHES
TOUCH FINALS
Nu

last SatClose Decisions Ruin Polar Bear Chances to Score as istered to the Polar Bears
urday the University of Maine gained
the Maine State Series title for the
Pale Blue Gets First Touchdown on Perfect
fourth consecutive year. The victory
Play; Johnson and Reed Star
last Saturday gave the Brown Bears

Displaying in vain their best offensive game of the season, the Bowdoin
gridmen lost 13-0 last Saturday to a powerful Maine team, as a series of
close decisions called against the Polar Bears, together with a perfectly
executed line play by the Pale Blue put the visitors in the lead. This victory

T. D.

For playing the best game of football they've played on Whittier Field this
word of praise for the Bowdoin football team. It was a courageous
and capable fight they put up against the heavier, favored Maine team. We
have no doubt that the best team won
the statistics show that. But if it
hadn't been for the officials, the final result might have been vastly different
Beats D. U. to
Not that we imply that the officiating was biased or inefficient. But umpire Sigma
and co. had a disagreeable habit of calling penalties on the White Bear just
in League B; Finals
when it would benefit the Black Bear most. A successful lateral placing the
ball within the Maine five yard stripe was nullified, and Bowdoin lost the ball
Take Place Today
on downs. A five yard gain by Jack Reed was offset by a penalty for crawling, and another White threat was spiked.
There is no predicting what
might have been the outcome if neither of these penalties had been inflicted.
This afternoon on Pickard Field,
It all brings out more strongly the fact that the Polar Bear is the unluckiest
the touch football teams of Theta
of animals.
Delta Chi and Sigma Nu will clash to
decide the interfraternity championThe mention of a crawling penalty raises the question of why
such a penalty and others of a technical nature are included in
The loser of
ship of both leagues.
the rule books. Their sole effect seems to be to place the destiny
this game will meet the second highof a football game in the hands of the officials rather than the
opposing
league this
est
team
of
the
players and to complicate the game to an extent bewildering to
Friday in a playoff to decide second
the spectators. For the existence of such penalties as clipping
and roughing there is justification, for they are designed to
place.
make the game safer for those playing it. Whatever unfair
The season ended last Friday when
advantage ia gained by crawling is easily offset simply by reSigma Nu defeated Delta Upsilon 6-0,
turning the ball to the spot where the carrier was brought to
in by far the best game of the season.
the ground.
™'™
^^
'
This victory, which enabled Sigma Nu
To return to the Bowdoin-Maine game. For special mention on the defense to clinch the League B title, was nipCapt. Al Kent, Charlie Smith, and Rod Larcom should be singled out. The
battle the whole distance.
White's offensive star was beyond question Jack Reed, whose shifty running and-tuck
It is not known, as yet, how the
Saturday climaxed weeks of steady improvement. Bunny Johnson was invaluable in all departments
backing up the line, running, and intercepting second place playoffs will be run off.
passes.
Buck Sawyer's punting was excellent and his field generalship be- The tie for second in League A beyond criticism. The Blue supremacy was due in large part to forward passes tween
Kappa Sigma and Beta Theta
which were used with success throughout the latter part of the game. The
Pi will add a complication in event
Bears completed zero passes.
that Theta Delta Chi add a complication in event that Theta Delta Chi
There has been circulating about the campus during the past
overpowers Sigma Nu.
* eek a rumor that Bowdoin had not the worst football record in
The season has had very little actthe East, since Swarthmore hadn't even scored a point. But now
Only seven oat of
ual competition.
the White has undisputed title to the cellar, for Swarthmore
the scheduled thirty games in both
beat Amherst 7-6
and Amherst walloped Mass State! Speakleagues
were played. All others were
ing of scores, Tufts is no longer unscored upon, Middlebury
forfeited.
having garnered three points by a field goal. Let the Polar
The final standings of both leagues
Bear rooters garner what satisfaction they can from this
year, a

I

i

|

the first occasion Maine had the ball

Friday

deep in her

with

•

Lee Tracy
•

•

Helen Mack

-

also J

Comedy

News
Saturday

November 17

-

Gridiron Flash
• with Eddie Quillan - Betty Furness
-

also

•

Comedy

Sound Act
Mon. and Tues.

-

Nov. 19 and 20

Ice

with •
Josephine Hutchinson

-

•

also

territory.

MacBride,

WISEMAN FARMS

Happiness Ahead
Dick Powell

own

receiving a lateral, fumbled, and Kent
recovered for Bowdoin on the 11-yard
A few plays later Reed went
line.
around end for what was almost a
touchdown, but was penalized for
crawling. Two more line pla^j gained
only two yards, and a pass by Johnson was blocked.
Maine Scores Again
Maine's second touchdown came as
the result of some concentrated lineplunging following two successful laterals. A kick by Dow went offside on
the Bowdoin 'five-yard line. Sawyer's
hurried punt out of danger went too

Lemon Drop Kid

Cream

THE OLD FASHIONED KIND

-

News

Comedy

Tel. 350

—

BOOK STORE

The COLLEGE

We Have Procured 25 More Conies of First Editions
of

We

"LOST PARADISE"

By Robert P. Tristram Coffin
Have a Few Autographed
-

Captain Caution

$2.50

Kenneth Roberts - Autographed
• Kenneth Roberts - $1.00

-

-

$2.50

Lively Lady

F.

W. CHANDLER & SON
150 Maine Street

Thrifty Men
Sale Extraordinary
of
Gillette

-

Type

Razor

Blades

Allen's

Drug Store

C8SCK800£H?O<H>}O<*X>O^^

SERVICE FOR STUDENTS
Gulf
Socony Gasoline and Motor Oils
— Complete Lubrication —

Colonial

-

24

HOC* SERVICE

T0PSHAM FILLING STATION
Just Over

New

Bridge

Topsham, Me.

Owrricht. 1M4.
a. J. Btvnoldi Tofeacco

Camptar

I

CAMEL'S COSTLIER TOBACCOS
NEVER GET ON YOUR NERVES!

'

THE BO

MASQUERS OPEN
SEASON MONDAY

OL.

LXIV.

Bowser Selects All-Maine

The Sun
Rises

9 9
JOHN

TUNIS, writing

9 9

tember Scribner's Magazine under the heading "Human Wastes in
the Colleges", asserts that quite frequently Seniors know less than Freshmen in American Colleges. He bases
this startling charge on a forthcoming report of the- Carnegie Foundation
for the Advancement of Learning.
"If this study has done nothing
else," Mr. Tunis states, "it has shown
conclusively that the American College degree means almost nothing as
a standard of educational development" He believes that the source of
evil, which is responsible for such a
situation, is found in the course-credit
system, which according to him, "is
the automat of American education.
You put your coin, a certain number
of hours per week, into the slot, and
automatically out pops a credit for
the course."
In the line of exceptions to the general rule the Carnegie report states
the example of Haverford College, as
heading the list of colleges for sending out students who have made the
greatest improvement during their
four years spent there.

QUITE A SENSATION

was created
recently at Dartmouth when disciplinary control of the undergraduate
body was transfered from college
police to the student council.
This
new plan had its first real test during
the recent Fall houseparties, and its
functioning was declared a success.
Evidently this "revolutionary" plan
of Dartmouth's closely approximates
the Board of Proctors which has. been
in existence at Bowdoin for a number
of years. Dartmouth is also considering student disciplinary control of the
fraternity houses, which in a large
measure is nothing new for Bowdoin

Through

special

And

request from the ser chose Anicetti, Bates and Bessom,
Maine.
At center George Cobb was chosen,
even though injuries kept him out of
the Bowdoin game, on the strength of
his brilliant work in the other series
encounters and his remarkable record
of the previous two seasons. Lindholm, Bates, and Smith, Bowdoin, also
received mention as consistent play-

Orient Coach Charles W. Bowser has
selected an All-Maine team from the
performances of the four Maine colleges in the recent State Series. Three
Polar Bear linemen are included in
the selection which is completed by
four Bates men, three from Maine,
and one from Colby.
Captain Al Kent right end, Stan
Low left tackle and Rod Larcom, right

too

little
intercourse between the
alumni and members of the undergraduate body. For this reason there
have been frequent differences in the
past, of which the World War memorial flag pole is a classic example.
Last year a committee, made up of
alumni and undergraduates, was de-

hampered

ers though

by

slightly

in-

guard, the three Bowdoin all state se- juries and inexperience respectively.
lections, were in a great measure perPicks Opponent Team
sonally responsible' for the decfchd
The backfield represents a neatly
improvement shown by the White balanced quartet combining punting
team in their last four games.
and passing ability with clever quarALL STATE TEAM
terbacking
and brilliant running
Ends
strength. In speaking of Yadwinski,
Mendall
Bates
his choice for quarter. Coach Bowser
Bowdoin
Kent
stated. "If he had had the support
Tackles
of a strong line he would have unBates
Stone
doubtedly been the outstanding back
Bowdoin
Low
in the state."
Guards
In addition to choosing an AllBowdoin
Larcom
Maine eleven Coach Bowser combined
Bates
with Captain Al Kent to chose an all
Fuller
opponent team for the 1934 season.
Center
Maine
Cobb
Only four players from the Maine
colleges were chosen, three from
Quarterback
Colby
Yadwinski
Bates, and one from Maine, Tufts with
three, Williams and Mass State with
Halfbacks
Maine
two apiece divided honors for the reMcBride
maining seven places. At left tackle,
Bates
Marcus
the choice was so close that an alterFullback
Maine
nate selection was made.
Dow
In speaking of his choices for the
ALL OPPONENT TEAM
wing berths Mr. Bowser mentioned
Position
College
Player
considered Mendall and Kent

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—
—

—

that he
to have been "head

—

DEBATERS FACE
DIFFICULT

— Ends —

shoulders

and

above the ends in the state both offensively and defensively". As second
choices the Bowdoin coach mentioned
the fine work of Manter, Bowdoin,
and Hamlin, Maine.
Lauds Stone
In the choice of tackles one can not
disregard the fine record of Stan Low
and I feel that along with Stone of
Bates this pair of tackles represents
the best that the state colleges have
either.
In all its functioning the Dartmouth to offer. As for the guard candidates
Student Council is guided by the one Fuller fo Bates has been an outstandprinciple, "the observance of the rec- ing player for three seasons and Larognized standards of morality, good com, by virtue of his noteworthy perorder and gentlemanly behavior", formances in the Bates and Colby
which requirement differs little from games especially, are the two logical
the rule which proctors and house candidates. As next in line. Mr. Bowpresidents do their best to enforce at
Bowdoin.
is

ME.,

All-Opponent Football Teams

in the Sep-

UNDOUBTABLY THERE

ORIENT

BRUNSWICK,

(64th Year)

Bates
Tufts

Mendall
Grinnell

— Tackles —

Bates

Stone

Woodworth, Lamberton,
Tufts.

— Guards —

Williams

Mas*

Schaffner
Fuller

State

Bates
— Center —
Williams
— Quarterback —
Stewart
— State
— Halfbacks Mass

Noehren

t

Williams

Salsich

McBride

—

Fullback

—

Maine
Tufts

Froehlich

FIFTY FATHERS
VISIT

committee met only
once, and was successful only as an
this

introduction to further meetings.
Wnile there is nothing of major importance at the present moment which
might give rise to a difference between the two bodies, it would nevertheless be advisable to have such a
committee in existence should a differ-

ence arise.

LITERARY TASTES have evidently
deserted the sordid and degenerate novels of slum and city life to
seek refuse in the calm, cool atmosEhere of Maine. Literature born and
red in this state should be a good
pastoral tonic to the depression blues.
Significantly
enough
this
new
Maine School of Literature is headed
by two figures which are closely associated with Bowdofn.
Mary Ellen
Chase, author of "Mary Peters", had
'

an honorary degree conferred upon
her several years ago by Bowdoin.
She is also a close friend of Professor
Robert P. Tristram Coffin, the second
figure,
whose recent novel "Lost
Paradise", was recently received with
popular acclaim.

GLADYS HASTY

CARROLL,

the

author of "As The Earth Turns",
should also be mentioned as a conmember of this Maine
spicuous
School.
She, too, has her link with
Bowdoin.
Not many summers ago,
she was one of Professor Mitchell's
prize pupils at his summer school
class at Bates College.
Although it might be a difficult task
to establish Bowdoin as the center of
this hypothical "Maine School", and
consequently the "hub" of recent literary activity, we are almost tempted
to carry our case to a more convincing
conclusion.

Commencing a series of debates of
the Eastern Intercollegiate Debate
League, Bowdoin meets the arguers
from Brown, Friday, November 23, at
8 p. m., in Hubbard Hall. The question to be debated is: Resolved That
the Several States Should Provide for
the Socialization of Medicine.
Upholding the negative for Bowdoin will
be John O. Parker '35 and Joseph L.
Fisher '35.
Reopens Old Rivalry
The coming debate is called a triangle debate because while the affirmative from Bowdoin is debating at
Wesleyan, the affirmative of Wesleyan debates at Brown and Brown's
affirmative journeys to Bowdoin. This
is Bowdoin's first year in the league.
While the White has not contested
with any of the rest of the teams in
the league for some years, they have
met Bates, the league champions, in
recent years. This triangle will see
the reopening of an old forensic rivalry with Wesleyan.
In the Eastern Intercollegiate Debate League there are nine eastern
colleges.
They are as follows: Amherst, Bates, Bowdoin, Brown, Lafay(Continued on page 2)

In

Chapel

last

Saturday

Acting

Dean Mitchell opened the annual Fathers' Day activities by welcoming
some fifty fathers of Bowdoin freshmen. Visiting dads who came from

importance .of Maine
-»
in literature has also received
great impetus from the writings of
Kenneth Roberts. Though not a native
of Maine, Mr. Roberts has lived in

Jimmie Lunceford and
BOOK
Band Are Engaged To Play
BEFORE FORUM
At Christmas House Party

MARGIN, 7 TO 6

Third Period Counter Spoils Details History, Aims of
Nazis; Censures Style
Record of Undefeated
of Autobiography
Jumbo Eleven

Famed

EXPLAINS SYSTEM OF
WHITE SHOWS BEST
FOOTBALL OF YEAR TEACHING EMPLOYED

DANCE SCHEDULED
FOR DECEMBER

collapsed pressbox, dilapidated buses
worst post foot-

Try for Point Club Elects Members, Plans
Future Meetings During
Gives Win to Team OutGathering Monday
played Three Periods

man

Announce

,

.

to

Hitler's

ponent of "hot' music, 'will provide
the tunes for Christmas House Party
revellers
Council
at the Student
Dance on Friday, December 21, it was

announced today by John S. Baker,
chairman of the dance committee. The
negro band leader will bring a full or-

dictator.

Beginning with the history of the
Nazi party. Professor Ham told of

the three years of organization beJIMMIE
fore the Munich revolt in November,
1923.
He then traced the course of Whose "hot" rhythm band will enterHitler's life as it was reflected in his
tain Bowdoin men and their guests at
books.
i
the one-point defeat.
Although they
the Xmas Houseparty Gym Dance.
Book Poorly Constructed
equalled Tufts in every other depart"Hitler's writing," said Professor
ment of the game, the Polar Bears
were continually forced back by the Ham, "is confused. He has not got a
expert punting of Roger Keith, a new well trained mind, and cannot orsophomore find of the Medford team. ganize material. He will get started
on one subject and will go to another
Johnson Stars
To Bunny Johnson of the Polar with no apparent coherence/'
Professor Ham also stated that
Bears go the starring honors of the
day. Not only in the offense, but also much of the book, especially that part

chestra

of fifteen pieces, himself
handling one of the saxophones.
Lunceford's band is famed for its
fast rhythm, boasting a marvelous
brass section with perhaps the highest trumpets in the world. The saxophone section, too, is remarkable,
capable of very fast and intricate
work. This band is classed with Duke
Ellington and Cab Calloway, whom
they succeeded at the famous Cotton
Club in Harlem early this year.
Broadcasts Weekly
Colleges all over the country have
been bidding for the services of the
band, whose clever arrangements of
both fast and sweet music have made
them deservedly popular with undergraduate bodies.
In obtaining this

LUNCEFORD

To poor punting on the part of
in the crucial moments of
the game can be assigned the cause of
'

COLLEGE DRAMA

COMES MONDAY

which was concerned with his childback proved to be Tufts' nemesis. hood, was vague and inaccurate. He
Continually throughout the game, said that little was known about HitJohnson was the spear point of the ler before the war, but that he* had
White offensive, slashing off tackle, had an excellent war record, having
running around end, and plunging been wounded once and gassed once.
Cites School Plan
through the line for many yards, his
Hitler, in his book, advocates a spegreatest contribution being the placement of the pigskin on Tufts' one cial type of schooling for German
yard line just before the White touch- youth. Most important in the system
is to train the body. He works on the
down.
The Bowdoin score came at the be- principle that a good mind in a poor
ginning of the third quarter after the body is of no worth. Second comes
White had pushed Tufts all over the character training, which is designed
gridiron during the first half. After to turn out a living exponent of Hitleft half-

RED CROSS IS
SUNDAY THEME

'Whistling in the Dark' Will
Be Superlative Mystery

1

Comedy Farce

stellar attraction the

"Whistling in the Dark", Masque
first play of the year, will
be presented next Monday evening,
Nov. 26 at 8.00 p.m. in Memorial Hall.
The play is a mystery-comedy, first
presented at the Ethel Barrymore
Theatre in New York in 1932. With
lerism.
The ideals which are featured are Ernest Truex, well-known comedian
only the ideals of Nazism. This has heading the cast, the play ran for
gone so far that all prospective stu- several months in New York, drawing
dents and instructors in the German excellent criticisms from the press.
universities are forced to take a charJ. Brooks Atkinson, dramatic critic
aotw i e xamina ti on
of the aNew Vork Times* called the
Professor Ham stated, "Mental play "a cheerful evening of welltraining comes last and is the weak- planned fooling before the footlights"
est point of the system. This may and " an ingenious piece of comic
(Continued on page 3)
hocus pocus". It was called "one of
the jolliest melodramatic farces of
the winter" in the 1932 edition of
"Best Plays".
Employing
McCann Makes Debut
To Play Chimes
In this play the Masque and Gown
introduces several actors who have
Under FERA project No. 40
not acted with the club before. RichRichard McCann '37, of the Chi
ard V. McCann '37, playing the juvePsi House, has been commisnile lead, was prominent in dramatics
sioned to play the Chapel bells
at Deering High School in Portland,
every week day evening for fifhaving leading roles in such plays as
teen minutes. This is to be in adBooth Tarkington's "Clarence", and
dition to the regular
Sunday
Eugene O'Neill's "Where the Cross is
carillon concert played by John
William Rice "38 acted at
Made".
'35.
The project has been
S. Baker
Thayer Academy, and also played in
patterned after a similar one
the Luttringer Players group of Wolwhich has been in operation at
laston, Mass.
some
Middlebury College for
Charles M. Redding *36 is in charge
time. All requests adaptable to
of the staging of the play, and Paul
the bells will be played.
Laidley '36 is handling the lighting.
The setting of the play is important,
.
as the action occurs in an old house
with a past history important to the
plot. The house was built as a country place back when Spuyten Duyvil

that of the faster variety. Lunceford
has been heard twice weekly over the
waves via N.B.C. He has been on
the road this fall, and will come to
Brunswick direct from Richmond. Vir-

air

ginia.

Headed by Baker, the Christmas
Student Council Dance Committee
which was successful in securing this
much sought-after band through the
Schribman Agency of Boston, comprises Stanley A. Sargent *38, Douglas W. Walker '35. and Josiah H.
:

Drummond

—

|

j

j

Court Favors College
In Question Of Money
The Almira Hasty legacy donating money to the defunct
Bowdoin Medical School reverts
to the college, a mandate of the
Maine Law Court declared last
Tuesday. A curious situation and
confusion as to the disposition of
of the estate arose when the medical school closed
its
doors Tn
1921.
The residue of this estate
amounted to $29,000 but according to reports has shrunken
through depreciation of assets.
Mrs. Hasty who died in 1912
made several specific requests in
her will. The Medical School was
not to receive the estate residue
until after the death of the last
beneficiary.

Roger V. Snow and Philip G.
Clifford brought about the Court
action which
available for

made
the

Law Court mandate
serts!

thsjt

the

money

college.
The
definitely as-

the trustee* of the

fund, after paying a specific be-

quest of $500 to their heirs of aa
original beneficiary, shall pay the
balance of the fund over to the
president and trustees of Bowdoin College.

one selected.

Baker announced that the following
would probably be the patronesses of
the dance: Mrs. Stanley P. Chase,
Mrs. Robert P. T. Coffin, Mrs. Roscoe
J. Ham. Mrs. J. E. Johnson, Mrs. Nathanial
Kendrick, Mrs. Noel C.
Little. Mrs. Thomas Means and Mrs.

C

PHOTO PROOFS OR
JUNIORS ARE HERE

was a
editor of

the Bugle announced early this week
that all but twenty of the Juniors
pictures were taken by the official

photographer last week. To complete
the work, a representative of the Vantine studios will be here in the near
future, and a notice will be posted on
the bulletin board telling when and
where appointments may be made,

Most of the proofs of pictures already taken have arrived, and the remainder will be available by Wednesday or Thursday. Announcements
will be made as to where these maybe seen and a studio representative
will be present to assist men in seAt
lecting their cuts for the Bugle.
this time also, orders may be placed
for additional pictures. The Bugle
staff wishes to emphasize the fact

that no proofs should be destroyed as

they will be needed later.
Those Juniors who have not yet
paid the assessment of one dollar for
their Bugle cuts are urged to do so
as soon as possible. The money must
in by Thanksgiving as it ii.
all be
needed for current expenses. Men are
asked to cooperate by getting in
touch with Ned Brown at the A.D.
house or any member of the Bugle
staff.
Also all those who did not pay
the photographer at the time of their
sitting should do so immediately.

MacMILLAN SPEAKS
TO DETROIT ALUMNI
————
-

#

The ever-growing Detroit Alumni
Council met at the Wardell Hotel in
Detroit on Saturday. November the
twenty-fourth, enjoying one of the
most memorable reunions it has yet
Max B. MacKinnon,
experienced.
Convener of the Bowdoin Club of Detroit, called the meeting to order, and
the principal speaker of the evening
was Donald P. MacMillan '98.
The Boston Graduate Students met
Saturday the seventeenth for luncheon at Adams House of Harvard University.
After the luncheon numerous interesting topics were informally discussed.
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Undecided

decided upon, according to Baker, who
said that there had been offers from
several organizations for such work.
It is very likely that they will be
somewhat similar to those of last
year's Christmas dance.
A sophisticated design combined with clever
lighting effects will be striven for.
The programs will be unique in
that they will be made of metal, having upon their front covers a picture
of a campus scene. The view of Hubbard Hall from the steps of the Walker Art Building will probably be the

McCann

Ned Brown, photographic

"36.

Decorations

The decorations have not yet been

FERA Funds

Relief Services
Pleading for continued cooperation
with the Red Cross, the Rev. Lee
Hanchett, from the Red Cross Headquarters at Washington, conducted a
special chapel service last Sunday.
President Sills opened the service
and introduced Mr. John W. Riley of
the Brunswick Chapter of the Red
Cross. After thanking the college for
the support which the undergraduates
have always given to the movement,
Mr. Riley in turn introduced Mr. Han-

Committee has

provided the college the treat of hearing a fast musical aggregation, equally at home with slow soft musk as

and Gown's

.

Rev. Hanchett Stresses the
Need for Continuing

Chairman Baker

Jimmie Lunceford, ultra-modern ex-

Bowdoin

Bowdoin

21

of Decorations According

line this season.

in the defense, the

Band Here

Sophistication to be Keynote

autobiography as
his source book. Professor Ham of the
German department lectured to the
Political Forum at the Moulton Union
last Monday night on the history of
the Nazi movement and the domestic and foreign policies of the Ger-

Taking

Magnificent in defeat, a hardcharging, hard-tackling Bowdoin eleven went down before Tufts on Whittier Field last Saturday, 7-6, after
displaying by far the best football
year.
that they have shown this
Stowing alert work both on the offense and defense, the Polar Bears
gained the distinction of being the
first team to cross the Jumbo goal-

I

,

Piece

Successful

!

told the story of the

Negro Orchestra
Leader to Have Fifteen

I

Bitter Struggle Follows Tufts
Victory As Buses Are Damaged

ball game riot seen on Whittier Field
No sooner had the
in recent years.
final whistle blown to close the Bowdoin-Tufts encounter than the victori-

NO. 15

21, 1934.

HITLER'S

j

Uprooted goalposts, pilfered yard
markers, a shattered ticket booth, a

BROWN FRIDAY
.

HAM DISCUSSES

TUFTS DEFEATS
WHITE BY SLIM

every state in New England.
In the morning, the group, escorted
by their sons toured the campus and
visited freshmen classes. At noon the
majority of the faculty welcomed the
guests at the Moulton Union where
Before proluncheon was served.
ceeding to the Tufts game, the parents had an opportunity to discuss the
results of the midsemester pre-views
with their sons' instructors.
Dean Defends Parents
chett.
In the Dean's address he extended
Lists Activities
a cordial invitation to the guests to
Mr. Hanchett pointed out that ''the
inspect all the buildings and equippresent conditions of distress in our
ment of the college and to become ac- country are the
elements that instincquainted with the instructors. "This
tively challenge the Red Cross", and
mutual acquaintanceship between the that the
"Red Cross is proving itself
faculty and the parents will aid in today".
went on to show that the
making them better co-workers, and fact thatHe
this movement is not local
will remove any prejudices which
but national and even international in
might have grown up".
scope has prevented its being conThe fact that modern youth has fused by the depression.
been severely criticized for moral deNext he told of the work which the
linquency was then brought out. Some Red Cross is continually doing along
(Continued on p»ife 3)
the lines of adult education in such
subjects as home hygiene, first aid,
care of the sick, and food selection;
the services which it performs for
war veterans, and through the distribucion of food and clothing for the
needy everywhere.
Finally, as an example of its ability
to cope with all emergencies, he cited
then sped there, engaging in small
the work done by the New Jersey;
fights for Tufts band members' brown
chapters to relieve the victims in the
military caps. Several of these were
recent "Morro Castle" disaster. Mr.
noted being proudly won on campus
Hanchett concluded with an earnest
the following morning.
plea for our continued support of this
Bowdoin Attacks Buses
humanitarian movement.
Descending like a Cossack band up-

on two of the buses, the White men
ous overcoated students made a rush found, as they expected, two large
for the West goalposts, which were pieces of the uprights in process of
patched up from injuries suffered af- being loaded into the vehicles. One
of the hottest fights of the afternoon
ter the Maine game.
Bowdoin students were ready. They took place between the buses, as a
Kennebunkport and his historical
had expected the attack, and had milling crowd indulged in a pull-ofnovels, "Arundel" and "Rabble in
root- war, mixed in with sundry "slugArms", deal with the folk of that noted ominous groups of Tufts
ers gathering near the goal posts ging", with the boards. So-called
town and its vicinity.
during the closing minutes of the "townies" as well as college men were
mass
now participating, and the buses' tops
they
did
effectively
game. So
about the posts that the visitors de- groaned under a human load as many
Fraternities
cided to try the same ruse which Bow- tried to get "grandstand seats" for
Christmas Orchestras doin had served them the year before. the fight waged in between.
_
A considerable number kept the Having recovered these two pieces
Bowdoin students occupied at the of goalpost, some Polar Bears reAt this early date six fraterWest goal, while another group sped turned to guard the West goal posts,
nity houses have engaged orchesheadlong down the gridiron to top- while others attempted to make an
tras for their Christmas house
Some
ple the East posts in short order, as inspection of all three buses.
dances. Jimmie Lunceford's Orincapacitate
to
half the White student body came prankster decided
chestra, playing in the gym the
them, and soon the hiss of air escapthundering after them, too late.
following evening, will split into
ing from large balloon tires joined
Battle Over Posts
two sections to play at the Beta
was waged the mingled shouts of friend and foe.
Considerable battle
and Psi U Houses. The Green
over the pieces of the goalposts. The band bus, filled with brown suited
Dartmouth's dance
Serenaders,
Meanwhile the West goalposts were Tufts R.O.T.C. men (fortunately withorchestra, were scheduled to play
However, a out arms!) slowly moved off toward
again left unprotected.
for Kappa Sigma but have since
wise few gathered to loiter under the gate near the grandstand, folaccepted a winter cruise conprotecting
them effectively lowed by a large Bowdoin group.
them,
tract.
Break Bus Windows
from any marauding bands of JumboA.T.O. has signed up Link
Then began the serious part of the
men. Bowdoin managed to recover,
Porter. Billy Murphy will provide
by dint of much pushing, pulling, afternoon's proceedings. Vociferously
musk for the Chi Psi's. Vin Gary
grunting, and tearing of clothes, sev- claiming that the band bus was filled
and his Case Madrid Orchestra
broken posts, with goal post sections as well as sidepieces of the
eral
have been engaged by the D.U.'s.
which were carefully deposited in the line markers, the Polar Bear supportwhile Sigma Xu will again hear
ers gathered around the bus and stove
^
Jack Sullivan. Alpha Delta Phi.
field house.
Sigma.
Remembering the visitors' three in one of its rear windows. MeanTheta
D.K.K, Kappa
Delta Chi and Zeta Psi have not
buses stationed at the East end of the while others completed the job of de(Cootinuad on pat* 3)
as yet announced their choices.
field, a large number of Bowdoin men

rpHE RISING

NOVEMBER

COLLEGE

Debating With William* and Mitchell Greet*
Chapel; Parents Meet
Wcsleyan Revived; New
vised in order to create some medium
Faculty in Union
System is Used
for the exchange of ideas. As far as
we know

WEDNESDAY,

(Continacd on pare 4)

YEAR

DEBATERS MEET

Kenneth

The

C. M. Sills.
prices of tickets will

nounced

be an-

later.

rural section.

Admission Cheap
It had since been owned by an eccentric artist, and had then been
made over as a sanitarium for lunatics.
As a sanitarium the windows
Rehearsals for "Spread Eagle",
had been barred, and the house otherwise fortified, and it is thus that the Christmas Houseparty play of the
Masque and Gown will begin Thurshouse appears during the play.
Admission has been set at thirty day evening, November 22. in the
and Gown room in the Union.
cents, while there will be some re- Masque
will be fairly
served seats for sixty-five cents. Ren By this time the play
Thanksgiving
served seat tickets are on sale at Al- well blocked out. The
will give the men selected at
vacation
len's Drug store, and the thirty cent
learn their lines
tickets will be sold at the door on the try-outs time to
before continuous rehearsing begins.
the evening of the play.

HOUSEPARTY PLAY
REHEARSALS START

!

:

>

Philoon, "Freshmen's Friend",
Fails Former Frosh Friendship
Baker, who had listened with glee
asked
then
conversation,
to
the
that the
temporarily deserted his colors last "Coach Wells" if it was true
had an innovation in training
team
Saturday when he displayed prowess
Coach
Thurworthy of the Masque and Gown in scheduled for this fall.
deluding an unfortunate freshman man E. Wells admitted that he had
member of the Orient reportorial staiT scheduled practice on roller skates
until the ice (if any)
into believing that he was Linn Wells. for the team
As the news-seeking freshman ap- should appear on the rink, which he
peared in the gymnasium athletic of- added parenthetically, seemed to have
upon
the Delta this year.
erected
been
fice he was greeted by Philoon who inBaker and Philoon agreed that
quired his business Upon the query
"Are you Linn Wells?", the sopho- Bowdoin's best chance of the season
more intended to demur, but was de- was to take the hockey title from
White icemen's
terred by violent gesticulation from Maine, and that the
John "Fish" Baker of '35, who was traditional rivals would be soundly
standing behind the reporter, and saw beaten on the rink by the Polar Bears.
Prank
Discovered
possibilities of a practical joke.
After adding the team's schedule,
Philoon Given Interview
which was conveniently posted upon
"Why, yes. I am Linn Wells" said the wall before all three participants
Philoon, sensing Baker's idea, and the in the conversation, the coach sent
fun was on. It seemed that practice the reporter off with his information.
had just started, and that "Coach Thereupon all those isathe athletic
Wells" was very indefinite about the office laid upon the floor and -laughed
prospects for the Reason. He thought heartily for some ten minutes, inthat Dick Steer '37 would be in goal, cluding Mai Morrell and Don Lancasand that Pete Mills *36 onlv letter- ter, who were let in on the joke.
man available, would probably capIt was a harmless prank, however.
tain the team, but at that point Phil- The first sub-editor who read the aroon's knowledge of hockey ran out. ticle suspected its authenticity, and
He recalled that Bill Kierstead '36, it was not long before the dupe was
also a Kappa Sig, was out for a de- unearthed. Nevertheless a new "Frosh
fense position and told the reporter Fumbles Orient Joke" had been
that he was a sum starter.
to Orient folklore.

Thurman Philoon '36, known on
campus as the "Freshman's Friend",

^mmmmmmmm
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Syndicated Feature of
It has been said by some doubtless
The Association of College Editors
very erudite gentlemen that if you
look at things the right way, they're
always in your favor. By looking at
IN SEPTEMBER, 1933, Jesse Jones, Chairman of the R. F. C, told the
things the right way, we ean prove
very easily that the recent, lamented * bankers to "be smart for once". Several banks found it expedient to be
Bowdoin football season was by far "smart"'; others found in that same statement a direct challenge, the opening
the most successful in the history of of a breach between themselves and the government.
Then on September SOth, 1934, the President himself further chastened the
the college. Do you mind if we consume a small amount of space prov- bankers, saying: "And let it be recorded, my friends, that the British bankers
helped their government."
ing this? Witness:
The facts belie the Presidential inference. The bankers of the United States
nt . c
have helped their government. The banks have absorbed In excess of fifty
Tufts beat Bowdoin, 7 to 6,
per cent of the bonds issued by the government. The banks today hold apmaking Bowdoin one point worse
proximately sixteen billions of dollars of government issues, and have overthan Tufts. Tufts defeated New
subscribed every Treasury offering.
Hampshire. 26 to 0, making Bowdoin 25 points better than New
VyiTH THIS CHALLENGE atill unanswered, the bankers assembled in
Hampshire.
New
Hampshire
*" Washington for their sixtieth annual convention. With this challenge
trounced Maine, 21 to 7, making
still inadequately answered, the bankers effected an ostentatious reconciliaBowdoin 42 points better than
tion between themselves and the President.
Maine. Maine defeated Bates, 12
to 0, making; Bowdoin 54 points
With all this as a background the stage was set for a dramatic denouement.
better than Bates. Bates defeatPresident Roosevelt was cast in threading role. The bankers anticipated
some definite words of encouragement from him.
ed Colby, 13 to 0, making Bowdoin 62 points better than Colby.
Skillfully, diplomatically, innocuously the President touched upon banking
Tufts defeated Colby, 6 to 0, Makfetishes
a stable dollar and a balanced budget. He spoke in a civil way
ing Bowdoin 56 points better
to the men whom he had previously disciplined; but he did not state a defithan Tufts. Tufts defeated Wilnite policy. He exhorted them to become members of an All-American team,
liams, 7 to 0, making Bowdoin
along with business and industry, capital and labor; but he did not tell them
63 points better than Williams.
how or when the budget could be balanced. He urged them to resume their
Williams defeated Wesleyan, 39
responsibility and carry the burden assumed by the government credit
to 7, making Bowdoin 95 points
agencies; but he did not attempt to define a safe loan.
better than Weaieyan. Tufts defeated Connecticut State, 14 to 0,
SELECTING Jackson E. Reynolds to state their case the bankers thought
IN they
making Bowdoin 60 points better
had chosen wisely. As head of the First National Bank ot New York
than Conn State. Mass State dehe was considered the epitome of conservatism and orthodoxy; but his address
feated Conn State, 7 to 6, making
was sensational. His capitulations concerning the budget and monetary'
Bowdoin 59 points better than
stabilization left the bankers stunned.
In effecting the armistice, Mr. ReyMass State.
nolds said: "May we not be in error in expecting too early a date at which
m - e
tie oui hands ... by mak.
the budget may be balanced ?
would we
Thus the schedule should have read: ing a statement today that the very definite stabilization of the dollar effected
Bowdoin
Opponent
0. S.
last January
should stand for alr*time and under all cricumstances."
Mass State
59
So the bankers were wooed and won. The Armistice that was effected
Wesleyan
95
closely resembled unconditional surrender for many banters of the old conWilliams
63
servative school. With politics safely out of the way last week, many felt
62
Colby
that the time was at last ripe for action. They recalled <the words of Eugene
54
Bates
Black: "While the banking associations are passing resolutions, the Congress
Maine
42
ia passing laws."
<
56
Tufts
It would appear that the armistice between Government and Bank is as
shaky as is the truce that the President declared between Capital and Labor.
431
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"The Best of Student Opinion"
last Wednesday on the topic "Freedom of

Chapel

the College Press", President Sills devoted most of the period to

an outline of the

ideal editorial policy for

THE

ORIENT.

"The

stu-

dent paper," he concluded, "should reflect the best of student
opinion." It is amply evident to those who read these columns
that The Orient does not attempt to reflect student opinion at all,
but rather the opinion of the editorial board. Although the board
does make a conscious attempt to discover the ideas, if any, of
the undergraduate body on a particular problem, it finds that
opinion on major issues which come forth in the course of the college year is sporadic and inevitably belated.

Those who have contact with the students know quite well that
the only problems on which the vast majority of them have ideas
are such erudite questions as why the football team should have
won the games it lost, when the next Boston week-end will be, or
whose orchestra should be engaged for houseparties. And if the
undergraduates do have opinions on problems more complex than
these, the column Pro and Con is reserved particularly for their
use in airing those views.

No

Meeting in their annual clash, in
won't try.
Hubbard Hall, at 8 P. M.. November
m -c
16, the Sophomore debating team of
"Dick Chase and Charlie Mar Lean Bryant and Seagrave defeated the
attended the Bowdoin-Maine game Freshman team of Lix and Nead by
last Saturday."
personal item in the two votes to one.
The question deMaine "Campus".
bated was, "Resolved: that this house
What! Ali that way?
approves the provisions of the A.A.A.
. c
for the limitation of production."
One of our colleagues who has
Norman Seagrave was easily the
been hemmed in by the cloistered
most prominent debater of the evewalls of Bowdoin since Septemning, winning the prize for the outber, went to Portland last week
standing speaker. In the debate last
and was having his fling at a resyear which the Freshmen won, contaurant when he thought of some
testing against the Sophomores Sea'phone calls he ought to make. He
grave captured the prize for the best
found his number, and, after sayspeaker.
For the Freshmen Cox
ing it over to himself three or
starred and as the vote shows the defour times, lifted the receiver.
bate was by no means a one-sided
Four quarters dropped with a

rests

now.

The reason why The Orient does not even attempt

Iconoclasts on the

to interpret
:

there

is

no

/

Soap Box

In a recent book, The Conquest of the North Pole, J. D. Gordon
Hayes, an obscure English historian, has done his best to create

a loud-mouthed sensation by dramatically announcing that Rear
Admiral Robert E. Peary never discovered the North Pole never,
in fact, came within 50 miles of it. He bases his claims solely on
Peary's own statements, attempting to prove that his marches by
dog sledge were too fast for the rugged country he was forced
;

to traverse.

;

who flew by airplane over the Pole, checked his statements and measurements, and found them accurate. The United
States government, which quickly found flaws in Captain Cook's
claims, verified the Peary discovery, and honored him after his
death by burial in the cemetery where American heroes are laid
Bennett,

to rest.
J. D. Gordon Hayes, with only the hypothetical conditions of a
land he has never seen forming the basis of his statements, has
made a sweeping condemnation of Peary's entire expedition, winding up with a cry of "Fraud!" That he is only one of hundreds
of illusion-smashers who annually attempt to make reputations for
themselves by using the achievements of others as stepping stones,
is a deplorable situation.
Some are, of course, laughed out of

countenance before they have their campaigns well under way,
but this is the fate of a pitiably small number.

.

be held next Monday or
at the Theta Delt
Professor Von Beekerath will
address the club, speaking in French.
His subject has not yet been announced. After the talk, open discussion and a smoker will take place.

club will

Tuesday probably
house.

—

m

|

and again

it

affirmative

'

J

then

another
was on the

Cites Galileo
"Society," he continued, "tends to
its members conform to the ac-

cross-questioned by the negaThere are then 6
summaries by the second
speakers.
There are two judges in
the audience and, the vote of the entire audience counts as the third vote.
is

tive for 15 minutes.

minute

make

who uphold

cited as illustrations the institutions

of the law and asylums, as well as
the censorship of one who objects to
majority rulings as his conscience dictates.

GETS PARIS POST

—

•

"This tendency is, otv the whole,
good," he said. "But it needs to be
watched/' His proof ot this statement
lay in the condemning of Galileo,
Marco Polo, and Jesus Christ.
Professor Hammond asserted "The
few among us who are leaders are
dragged down by this inclination to
'follow the crowd'." In concluding he
exhorted "Let us watch for new movements; let us help them go forward
and give progress to society."

William P. Snow, former Bowdoin
student and a son of Donald Snow '01
of Bangor, former state representative, has been appointed American
vice consul at Paris, France, according to dispatches from Washington.
Snow studied at Bowdoin four
years with the class of 1029, but did
He was junior class
not graduate.
orator, a member of the varsity track
squad, and belonged to Delta Kappa
Epsilon.
He prepared at PhillipsExeter academy.
After leaving Bowdoin. Snow was
with the International Paper Co. at
Livermore Falls for a time, then went
to the Travellers' Insurance Co. .office
at Portland, and then entered a di-

FENCING MEN WILL
ORGANIZE SHORTLY
Candidates for fencing should report to Mr. Quinby at the fencing
room on the lower corridor of the
gymnasium at 5 o'clock Friday.

plomacy training school at WashingFor several months previous to
ton.
his recent advancement. Snow served
as a clerk in the district accounting
and disbursing office at Paris.

Fencing

Freshmen women at Adelphi college have a bald spot shaved on the
top of their heads which must be covered with a hat and three feet of purple ribbon.

was upheld by the

STUDENT TO TALK
AT MATH MEETING

December

regu-

1
1

is

holding

its

BOOK STORE
T,

L'arferwooH Portable
Dalton Adding Machine

Any

7.30 p.m. in the Union. The program
will include a talk on a special type
of arithmetical problems -by James
Following the meeting reCrowell.
freshments will be served. All those

may

of these

he 'phoned his parents

pay-off.

Sad

to relate,

it

F.

150 Maine Street

"ktrtXOS

came.

m

-

Joe*

c

"There was certainly a lack of femininity in the Bowdoin stands
Maybe the co-eds were on a strike."
Sports column in the Maine "Cam.

.

.

—

pus".

No. they're not on a strike; they
just don't like football.
- c

m

A member of the student body,
evidently speaks from the
fulness of his heart, dropped this
into our hat the other day.
It is,
~
of course, to be chanted :
- c

gives the
tobacco an extra
flavor and aroma
.. .it

m
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CHOHUS OP THE FACULTY
Then onward with Parity I
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*°y other
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Up with our banner, bay*!
Anthony ( oiastock is with as again, t
Ta aach immaturity
All the forbidden Joyi
Ne'er can he mentioned. Gad tare as,
amen.
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THE EDITOR
Adulterous transports are out.
As shockina to all the devout:
Axainst fornication,
And even flirtation.
The facalty raises a shout.
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Then onward with Parity, etc
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Gloom and despair enveloped
the youth, not because he had
joined the sucker battalion, but
because he was disturbed to think
that the depression had forced
even the telephone company into

.

NEW TYPEWRITERS SOLD ON EASY PAYMENT PLAN

Making the most of a sure
thing,

5th.

BARGAINS IN USED TYPEWRITERS THIS WEEK
Big Underwood, No. 5
2 Coronas, No. 4—each
1

monthly meeting next Friday at

The Math Club
lar

The COLLEGE

recently because of the

LflMOLMtti

will start

This year Mr. Quinby will coach
Professor Quinby took up
fencing at Bowdoin fourteen years
ago. In 1923 he was captain of the
Bowdoin team. He says that he does
not think that Bowdoin will enter into
intercollegiate fencing this year.
fencing.

house.

came so lumpy
Such men as Hayes are immune from challenges; they are quick dampness during the rainy season that
to point out that their writings are "merely hypotheses", which parts of the floor had to be roped oft"
at the last dance so that the students
they, in their infinite wisdom, have evolved. Their chief selling
and their partners would be less Ukepoint is the fact that such great achievements are never done in ly to fall.
full view of the multitude, and the multitude is always quick to
Philgas for Fraternity
accepf flaws in its heroes. They slink behind the skirts of the legal
"Possibility of Doubt", where they cannot be attacked.
House Cooking
To readers of Hayes' book it is obvious that he does not prove
Brunswick Hardware Co.
a tiling; he merely theorizes, and his theories hold no water. A
like premise could be formed against the pioneers who discovered
Prompt Serriee • Fair Prices
and colonized America for they never proved their discoveries,
Tel. 130—87 Maine St— TeL 117
leading to the ultimate conclusion that America was never discovered
because ne one ever proved it.
MORTON'S
Iconoclasts of a decent type aid the world to move forward by
SEAL and
constantly uncovering new fields for ideas, but Hayes and his
FRATERNITY PAPER
coiterie, who do nothing but smash, are of little use. They are a
]jotent drug on the market of human progress.
KAYWOODIE PIPES

—

and to penalize
the negative." He

tion of the majority

those

FORMER STUDENT

Sophomores. The final argument for
the affirmative was given by Sea- who have passed Math 3 and 4 are
grave who brought repeated applausp eligible and are cordially invited to
by his vigorous and forceful delivery. join the club.

He made

was was fun!
call,

affair.

The

beneficial to

.

I

•

who

This is a typical example of modern sensational istic methods,
used to create one celebrity at the expense of another. Never has
Admiral Peary's discovery been doubted Admiral Byrd and Floyd

.

Urging the students to think for
to walcome innovations
mankind rather than so
ette,' Mt. Holyoke, Smith, Wesleyan
mass does. Proand Williams. Each team debates six shy thorn because the
gave a
tiroes, having three debates at home fessor Edward S. Hammond
and three away. The negative al- brief Chapel address Friday.
ways debates at home and the affirmHe opened the talk by stating that
ative away.
Upholding the affirma- from time to time he received
[tfve in the coming debate at Wesleyan
are Harold Tipping '35 and Edwin "pamphlets relating to a change from
the present system at numbering,
Walker '35.
Oregon System lued
based on 10, to one based on 12 and
In the coming debates BJwdoin will asking
for my opinion on the subbe somewhat handicapped by the fact ject."
The Mathematics Professor
that the league employs the Oregon
said that his reaction, and probably
system of cross-questioning in the that
of 97'/r of the others to whom
debates, a system with which Bowdoin
similar documents were sent, was "to
is not familiar.
In this system the throw it
in the waste-basket".
affirmatvie speaks for 15 minutes and
themselves,

(Continued from page 1)

The next meeting of the French

we

headache, so

Boston and a young lady in Hartford with the same charming results.
Our friend even entertained thoughts of speaking to
Harlow in Hollywood, but not being a gambling man he abandoned
the idea in favor of a tete-a-tete
with relatives in Cleveland, Ohio.
At the operator's request he sank
$2.60 in the machine, thoroughly
enjoyed three minutes of conversation, and then waited for the

student opinion, President Sills, is ridiculously simple
student opinion worthy of the name.

.

.

FRENCH CLUB HOLDS
FRESHMEN BEATEN
WEEKLY GATHERING
IN ANNUAL DEBATE

with the discouraging necessity of publishing this space as a
complete blank.

Few undergraduates have written to The Orient, expressing
their views on any college problem. The board has played a lone
hand, and it will continue to play a lone hand as long as the present generation of students remains in the apathetic state in which

.

.

C

•

Somebody must have slipped
somewhere. Anyhow, we can tell
you how Bowdoin could go to the
Rose Bowl and defeat Stanford
by 77 to 0, but it would doubtless
give the linotype operator a

joyful tinkle out of the slot! Undisturbed, he dialed his number,
and when he had finished, his
nickel bounced merrily back. This

editorial in

.

'

any newspaper seeks merely to reflect. It is a
piece of criticism, preferably more often constructive than destructive, which endeavors to crystallize public opinion. The editorial board of The Orient has tried, through a planned course of
editorials, to manufacture thoughts, not to mirror them.
If this
were not the case, too many times would the board be confronted

it
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HAM SPEAKS FOR
FORUM

POLITICAL

(Continued f.-om page 1)

very well prove to be the downfall of
the entire plan."
Outline* Foreign Policy
The Nazi plan for foreran relations,
aa revealed in the autobiography, is
baaed on the need of obtaining sustenance for the 25 million people who
comprise Germany's excess population. Hitler points out that there are
four possibilities open to the German

The

FATHERS HEAR
DEAN MITCHELL
(Continued from page 1)

contend that parents are to blame for

due to lack of interest in their
children. However. Dean Mitchell disthis

He

agreed.

pointed out that during
years as a teacher, he has
failed to find a single parent who is
not interested in bringing up his son
his

many

in the bast possible

nation.

manner.

the limitation of popuControl,
which Hitler discards as being unworthy of such a great nation. The
land,
reclamation
of
second, that of
is too small in its results. Only a few
hundred thousand people could be accommodated if all available land were
to be reclaimed.
The third plan would be to support
the excess population on profits of
commerce. This was the plan used
by the old regime. Hitler, however,
has decided against this method for
reasons of his own.
first is

Explains Day'* Purpose
Again and again he has found parents who have beon willing to make
great sacrifices for their ton's sake.
This was further emphasized when he
recalled a report he had made to the
Boards of the college in which he had
noted that the home influence assisted
the students greatly.
In extreme casen where suspension
does not seem to help, he has discovered that sending the student home for
a few days for a talk with his parents aids more than anything else.
Plana German Expansion
Concluding he summarized that beThe method which Hitler advocates cause the parental influence is a powis the expansion of Germany in Eu- erful factor in developing a boy, Farope. Hitler has no use for colonies, thers' Day was established to let the
but feels that Germany has a right to fathers learn more about the college
much of the land lying somewhere to and to know better what their sons
the east of the country. Hitler's are doing.
theory is based on the belief that if
he can take and hold land, it will be
recognised as his.
Redesigned Quill Will
In planning this expansion. Hitler
Feature Coffin's
shows his ignorance of international
diplomacy and politics, according to
with the
Professor Ham.
Hitler,
A poem, "The Lustre Pitcher",
greatest naivety assures Germany
by. Robert P. Tristram Coffin will
that he will make treaties with Engappear in the November 27th island and Italy, thus isolating France.
sue of the Bowdoin Quill. The
The next step would be to annihilate
cover, printed in red and black
France, after which he would be able
vellum, has been completely redeto take control of what lands he
signed by Joseph Bradford of the
wished.
Bradford Press of Portland so as
to be more typical of Bowdoin
Vagae About Territory
tradition.
This territory to the east is someThere are three long and diswhat obscure. From Hitler's statetinctive prase pieces ami several
ments, it might be assumed to mean
poems. Manning Hawthorne has
anything from the North Sea to Concontributed "Autumn", a poem;
stantinople. On the other hand. ProJohn Schaffner, 'The Birthday
fessor Ham points out that it is more
Story", a short story; Burroughs
likely that Hitler means Russia. HitMitchell, "The Ezra Pound Peler feels that the Russian experiment
riod and It* Close".' a short story;
is just about through and that Gerand Arthur Stratton. "Serpent's
many will soon be in command in
Teeth", a play.
Eastern Europe.
In speaking of this plan, Professor
The Quill Board wishes stuHam stated, "It simply means that
dents to take the magazine home
when the time comes. Germany would
for their parents to read.
spread out over Europe. This only
were described at the meeting by
could be accomplished by war."
only contradicts
previous Norman Seagrave of the Program
This
statements of Hitler where the dicta- Committee. Four meetings have been
tor has announced that he is the most planned, two to be held in December
peaceful man in Europe, and that he and two in January. These gatherings
would never send the Germans into will be led by students and will take
the horrors of war after all the suf- the form of discussion and debate.
Meet Dec. 1
fering that h« himself endured.
The four meetings will deal with
Haa Tribal Philosophy
national problems. The first will conHitler's internal policy, according cern the
New Deal and its effect on
to Professor Ham, is based on a dissociety.
The second wil take up the
tinct tribal philosophy.
He believes effect of the New Deal on the individthat all blood Germans are brothers
ual.
At the third meeting, a discusand should work side by side for the sion of Pacifism will be held, while
common good of the nation.
the final gathering that has been
In speaking of this idea. Professor planned will be on the subject of MuHam pointed out that this is an old nitions.
philosophy, having its basis in the old
The next meeting of the Forum will
beliefs of the original German tribes.
be held on Monday, December 1. ProContinually in all his speeches, Hitler
fessor Kendrick will discuss a comemphasizes the blood relationship of parison
of aims and policies of Gerall Germans, and urges them to coman and Italian Fascism. The followoperate in his drive against outside
ing meeting will be led by Professor
races.
Hormell, adviser of the club, on a
Club Elects Members
subject yet to be announced.
As had been previously stated, the
Forum officially elected those present
at the meeting to membership.
The
roster includes Charles MacDonald,
*3«; Owen H. Melaugh, '36; Raymond
Pach. '36; William Klaber, '37; NorIce
man Seagrave. '87; Charles Hatch,
"35; Percival Kriauth, '37; Elmer ForTHE OLD FASHIONED KIND
tier, '36; Robert Hatch, '36; Percival
Black, "37; William Leach, '37; ThurTel. 350
man Philoon, '36; Sydney McCleary,
lation
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by means of Birth

PUTNAM OFF ON A

Stan Low Picked For
All- American Eleven

30

YARD JAUNT

BUSES DAMAGED ft
AFTER-GAME SCRAP
(Continued from pas* 1)

Stan Low. star Bowdoin tackle,
an unusual distinction
week when he was elected
right tackle on au All- American
team chosen by Jack Oakie,
Paramount screen star. Cobb,
Maine center, was chosen to fill
that position on Oakie '« team.
Oakie based his selection of
names upon their shortness and

was completely stopped at the gate.
A threatening band of town boys and
students gathered round

-

tirely

relative facility of pronunciation.

Dame line-UD of lengthy foreign
syllables such a team as Oakie's,
which follows, is appreciated.
Lea (Princeton)

l.e.

U.

Lee Villanova)
Cobb (Maine)
Lee (Saa Diego State)
Low (Bowdoin)
Fry (Penn State)

l.g.

r.t.

r.e.

Fox (Indiana)
Rex (Detroit Tech)

l.h.b.

r-h-b.

Key

q-b.

(V.M.I.)
(U.C.L.A.)

in

and window-breaking, the
men gradually dispersed,
taking a good look at the other
two buses, not without some few

Bowdoin
first

HAVE

SKIING WILL

fights.

DAILY _AJJENDANCE
At a meeting of the Outing Club
Thursday John Holden, President,

last

some fifteen men
outlined for the
present plans for the coming winter.

A man at each house was appointed
to collect one dollar from every member, member being defined as any
man who paid his dollar. Skiing, although not limited to Outing Club
members, is to be run as a major
sport with attendance five days a
week. On days when there is no snow,
skating or calisthenics will take its
place. There has been much discussion
about track men who want to ski also,
but as yet, nothing definite has been
arranged.

It was well after five o'clock as they
straggled from the field in the dark,and there a student nursing a bruise or carrying a piece of
recovered goal post. The buses were
left stranded, battered and with flat
tires. Thus ended one of the worst
fights seen on Whittier field in recent years.
Tufts Retaliates
The fight was over, but not the
damage. It is rumored thst the buses
(Courtesy of Portland Sunday Teleirrara)
were
not
able to leave until about
This action shot of _the Tufts game shows Al Putnam, Bowdoin fullback, making the longest gain from
seven o'clock. The Bowdoin coach and
scrimmage last Saturday. After starting from a spinner, Putnam is seen out in fhe open before Raymie Mcfootball managers who had been doLean, the Tufts player directly behind him, made the tackle. At the moment of the photograph every man of
ing everything possible to appease
both teams is op his feet.
the crowd and to stop the depredations upon the visitors' buses, granted
fine of $10, or a six day jail senSmith* College proms, though far
Amherst professors who delay more Tufts permission to break down pert
tence, is the sentence imposed on the less elaborate than formerly, are still than ten days in giving students their
of the fence to effect departure, as a
University of Minnesota co-ed caught ranked top by most Eastern, college marks are fined $1 for each additional crowd, now mostly of "towniee". still
wearing a fraternity pin.
men.
day.
blocked the road.
Before leaving, the visitors, extremely nettled and now
pos ses
sion of the field, proceeded to tear
down the undefended west goal posts,
to demolish that part of the press
stand which bore the worda "Let's
and Soft Coals
Fuel Oils
Beat Tufts", to smash side-line markers and posts, and to crush like a
match box one of the green ticket
Fireplace
,
booths at the entrance to the field.
M, 1.15 P. M, &35 P. M.
They finally left, with plenty of the
White Line - 3.40 P. M.
west goal post in their possession,
having had somewhat of a belated
Whittier field was left
"last laugh".
Building Materials of All Kinds
in the moonlight, much the worse for
wear, and with another memory to
A. B. MOBBELL '22, Mgr.
add to its interesting store of post

ness. here

.

A

m

To BOSTON

Hard

Etc.
Quaker Stages

Grey Line

•

-

12.30

2.15 A.

Noon

Allen's

Drug

BRUNSWICK COAL & LUMBER CO
Dry

Store

Wood

Lumber and

game

fights.

and Lawrence Pelletier, '36.
Membership is still open for those

'36;

interest in the orto obtain
invited to attend the

Anyone wishing
is

forthcoming

PRINTING

meetings

STUART & CLEMENT

Lyman

Town

B. Chipman, he.

Building

PURE FOOD SHOP
Varney's Jewelry Store

Wholesale

-

for Gifts

Retail
Stationery

-

Fountain Pens

-

Cards

for all occasions

A

Watch and Jewelry Repairing

Specialty of Fraternity

expertly done
103 Maine Street

Trade

Clothing

574 Congress Street

and

Portland, Me.

Gents' Furnishings

LECLAIR & GERVAIS
86 Maine St.

TONDREAU BROS. CO.
We

carry the largest assortment of

CUSTOM MADE CLOTHING

»»

ported

Cheeses and

Biscuits

of

nrw»»r»rw wwwss-

Have Their

ai)

kinds east of Portland

Printing

FIRST NATIONAL
•f Brunswick,

Done Well and at
Favorable Prices at

BANK

Mama

The

Capital $50,000.
Surplus and Profits, $100,000

STUD1WT

rn irm
»mm

Bowdoin Men

Imported Goods, Fruit, Fresh Vegetables, Olives, Pickles, Domestic and Im

PATBONAGB

SURVEYOR.

"When I'm
working hard, I find that
a great way to keep up my
energy is to smoke a Camel

RECORD OFFICE
Phone S

75 Maine St.

Brunswick

SOUCITBD

10.00 P.M.

Paul K. Niven, 1916, Manager

—at any time, at

9:00 P.M. B.S.T.
S :00 P.M. C.S.T.
9:30 P.M. M.S.T.
8 :S0 P.M. P.S.T.

every now and again." says
Prescott Halsey. "Camels
seem to bring back my natural energy and chase away
all feeling of tiredness."

W ABC-COLUMBIA

Student Representative

DAVID

any price

4 Cleaveland

N.
St

-

HILL
Tel.

538-R

or

Spa

THURSDAY

7:00 P.M. P.S.T.

COAST-TO-COAST

I

College

8:00P.M.M.S.T.

Prist the Orient and

Alumnus

—A QUICK LUNCH
-A COMPLETE DINNER

EST.

9:00 P.M. C.S.T.

t

We

Alpha Delta Phi House

almost enas a few

arguing

f.b.

men who show an
membership

it,

spirit,

in the bus be handed out. Some even
desired a few of the coveted caps be
handed over as part of the bargain.
Finally the policeman was allowed to
enter the bus. and to search it. Sure
enough! he emerged with a three foot
section of the goal posts. After more

c
r.g.

Law

Bowdoin

Tufts men stuck by their football
team's buses to protect them.
The gathering twilight was the
scene of more breaking in of windows, the stealing of the becalmed
bus's radiator cap, the stopping up of
pipe, and divers noseits exhaust
punchings. An officer of the law tried
in vain to intervene, but the students
were adamant, insisting that the pieoa
of goal post they felt sure was hidden

The acid test was that no radio
announcer should have the slightest
chance of mispronouncing
them. After announcing a Notre

Cox (Villanova)

tires.

Cream

meetings.
Plans for

progress

Bating the bus's

last

WISEMAN FARMS

ganization.

Its

received

.

Poem

THKEJ5
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CAMEL'S COSTLIER TOBACCOS
NEVER GET ON YOUR NERVES!
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Unofficial Basketball

Team Plans
Under the managership of Howard
L. Kominsky *85, Bowdoin's unofficial
basketball team ii getting under way,
with a schedule starting immediately
planned.

uary

holidays, already
The first game, on Janwith Farmington at Farm-

Christmas

after

4, ia

Schedule

contests

Young Men's

Bowdoin Icemen
Lack Experience
With but on* letter man left from
hockey team, Linn Wells
views the coming season with little
hope of a successful team. To offset
the loss of such men as Billings, Hildreth, Clark, Richardson. McKenney,
Keville. and Hayden, Coach Wells has
but Pete Mills. Colby has practically
the same team as last year and Bates
has lost only two men.
Since there are no seniors on the
squad. Coach Wells will probably concentrate his efforts on building up a
quintet for next season.
As the hockey season does not start
till after Thanksgiving, only a partial list of the squad can be given at
this time. The freshmen have no men
on the squad as yet. At present prospects are as follows: Forwards: Mills,
Noyes, Rutherford, Thomas, Dana,
Sampson. Cross, Dane and Harkins.
Defense: Lawrence, Smith, Redding,
last year's

TUFTS DEFEATS

WHITE BY SUN
MARGIN, 7 TO 6

ington.

Two

with the Portland
Christian Association

(Continued from pas* 1)

Johnson had run back the kickoff to
the Bowdoin 44 yard line, the White
the Sargent Gymnasium, on February resorted to a punt.
Borden received the ball on his own
Two games will also be played
9.
with the Portland Athletic Club, and 25 yard line, but fumbled it as he was
one with the Portland branch of tackled in his tracks by Charlie
Smith,
Al Kent recovering for the
although
Northeastern University,
After being stopped twice,
the dates are not as yet fixed. A game White.
with Amherst is also possible, pend- Buck Sawyer flipped a forward pass
to Johnson who carried tlte ball to
ing a reply from them.
the invaders 15 yard line. On the next
Wells To Coach
Linn Wells, who has coached bas- play, Johnson sliced off right tackle
ketball teams in preparatory schools, to the one yard line.
Two center plunges by Putnam failhas offered to give as much of his
time as is possible to the developing ed. Sensing the need for weight
of the team. Practice will start in Coach Bowser sent in Ed Baravalle,
earnest after Thanksgiving, at which Bowdoin's 200 pound battering ram,
time a notice will be posted for can- who scored standing on the next play.
didates on the bulletin board at the Buck Sawyer's placement for the conversion of the extra point went wide
gym.
*
The team is anxious to arrange for by a half a foot.
Tufts Starts Slowly
other games, and would particularly
During the entire first half, the
welcome contests with other Maine
colleges. There are many capable White held the upper hand. The complayers interested in competing, and bined efforts of Putnam, Soule, Reed,
Johnson, and Sawyer on the offense
it is believed that a team as good as
any in the state could be developed. gained 84 yards from the line of
Among those who will probably take scrimmage. Seven first downs were
part are Joseph L. Fisher '35, James scored, while Tufts was unable to
of
W. Woodger '36, Wilbur B. Manter gain ten yards until the last minute
*
•36, Ralph G. Johnson, Jr., "38, George the half.
Three times in the second quarter
H. Carter »35, Neil H. La Belle '35,
Albert W. Kent '36. Roscoe G. Palm- the Bears carried the pigskin to the
Brown and Blue 20 yard line, only to
er '35 and Howard L. Kominsky '35.
lose the ball on downs. Early in the
game a succession of bad passes by
the Bowdoin center enabled the Jumbos to reach the Bowdoin S3 where a
fumble stopped their drive. Not until
the last minute of the half when they
made two successive first downs, did
Tufts show any sign of offensive
Faced with the hardest schedule in strength.
Aroused by the Polar Bear touchIts history, the swimming team startdown, the Jumbos began to show mided regular daily practise last Monday.
way through the third period some of
The length of time between meets the play which had caused them to be
will follow, the first in Portland on
January 12, and the second here, in

White Swimmers
Face Hard Year

present he is looking for new material
to fill holes left by graduated lettermen. Seven lettermen, led by Capt.
Beale, who placed 4th in the N. E. I.
S. A. last year are available this year.
Breaststrokers Strong
The team's main strength lies in
the breaststroke. The four men swimming this event are: Beale, Whit more
and Pach. all fast lettermen; and
Hooke, a last year's Jayvee man with
plenty of speed.
Prospects in the backstroke are fair
ly good.
Franklin, perhaps the best
back stroker Bowdoin ever had, will
not be eligible until after mid-years.

Dick May, from last year's J.V. team
showing perfect form and is improving fast. McKeen, a letterman,
ia not to be overlooked, and Wright
and Belden, both of last year's squad
are shaping up well.
ia

Sprints Doubtful
Until after mid-years it looks dubious in the sprints, most at the candidates being ineligible. Four good
men. McGary, Gates, Beck and Garcelon have been lost, Boyd, a returning letterman, ia outstanding. Cary
and Smith, also lettermen, are strong
prospects.
Brown, Seagrave, Leach
and Hill are expected to show marked

gather yardage. Keith's accurate toe
propelled his punts for greater disCombining
tance than did Soule's.
rushing and punting, the invaders
gradually worked the ball down field,
until a punt by Keith went out of
bounds 'on the Bowdoin three yard
marker and put the White in a bad

Score on Lateral
Soule's kick carried no further than
the Bowdoin 19 yard lin.\ from where
the Jumbo backs plunged the ball
down to the five yard line as the period ended.
Here Grinnell, who had
been directing the attack from his
position at left end, showed fine judgment.
Deserting the running play
which had brought Tufts to scoring
position, he ordered a lateral from
Hingston to Keith who crossed the
goal standing up.
It developed from the same formation as the line plays which the Medford team had been consistently using
but instead went around an unsuspecting end. Keith climaxed his contribution by kicking the winning
point from placement.
Tufts held on to its lead by playing
heads-up, but extremely careful foot-

Not many distance men are

left.

Divers Weak
To find divers is one of Coach Miller's knottiest problems.
The three
prospects, Iwanowicz, Sampson and
Benson have not yet reported.
Freshmen report after ThanksgivSome of these men have been
ing.
swimming regularly all fall, and the
material, while not up to last year's,
Portland High sends
is promising.
Rundlette, a perfectly built distance
man. Fish is improving rapidly as a
sprinter, Raleigh has the maHngs of
a capable diver. Arnold, a sprinter,

With the annual post-season FroshSoph grid battle, scheduled for this
Saturday at Whittier Field Coaches

Bowser and Lancaster are anticipating a well matched contest. Earlier
in
the season
numerous campus
coaches were offering two to one odds
on the Freshmen by virtue of the
yearling's remarkable work against
the varsity in scrimmages. However,
with the swift improvement of the
sophomores varsity players. Sawyer,
Johnson, Reed,
the
and Smith,

To Keith's punts the Medford team can offer thanks that they
are still undefeated and to his place-kick thanks that they
are still untied. Long well-placed punts made possible by a
sturdy Jumbo line put the Polar Bear in a tough spot, and a
short punt due to the White line's affording the kicker inadequate protection led directly to the Tufts score.

chances of the second year
considerably brighter.

For Al Kent we cannot say too much in the way of praise.
Captain of a plucky, courageous, potentially great eleven persistently dogged by misfortune throughout the entire season, his
But he refused to become
position was not an enviable one.
discouraged, and his cheerfulness and friendliness set a fine
example to his teammates.

Jan.'

Feb.

ball MacLean at safety refused to
catch several punts in order to avoid
the fumbles, which had proved disastrous to bis team. By resorting to
punting and running, the Jumbos
managed to keep the ball well in the
White territory for the remainder of
the game.
Kent Shines
The entire Bowdoin team deserves
commendation for their play. Captain
Al Kent and Stan Low, both playing
their last game for the college, shone
on the right side of the line. Although
his passing from center was inclined
Charlie
erratic
at
times
to
be
brilliant
Smith
continued
his
defensive work and was remarkably
fast getting down underneath punts.
Hingston Stars

Joe Drummond,
Andy Lane, and Rod

Wilbur

—

Prospects for next year are fine
they always are. They were
year until Drake, Griffiths, Keville, and Burdell all left college for one reason or another. But until mid-year and final
their toll, on paper the Bears look pretty good. Of
regulars only Al Kent, Ed Baravalle, Stan Low, and Mel Hughes
graduate. The loss of Hughes and Low will be most serious, for
it leaves the tackle position without any. lettermen available to
fill it.
In Tootell and Ashkenazy of the frosh team Charlie
Bowser should find something to work with. If Bill Drake is
available he will add immeasurable strength to the center of the
last

exams take

Manter,

Al Kent's graduation will be felt, but Manter can capably fill his shoes.
Baravalle's loss will not be too great since Al Putnam has started at fullback
the latter part of the season. Manter and Drummond at the ends, Lane and
Larcom at the guard positions, Smith for center, and Soule, Sawyer, Reed,
Johnson, and Putnam in the backfield form a strong veteran nucleus for
next

8

2
18

.

Penalties

Yards lost by penalties
Fumbles
Opponents' fumbles recovered
Lateral passes

14

28
46
2
6

—

—

Proctor, and (Toilette in the line. From an undefeated frosh
Fred Brice ought to find material to fill the gaps.

team

Losing only four lettermen next June, the Mules are in a situation similar
Tufts to the Polar Bears. Two backs, Peabody and Sutherland, and two linemen,
102
Dow and Russell, will graduate. Paganucci, Harold, Thompson, MacDonald,
1 Stone, and Wright form an almost intact veteran line, while Lemieux, Kivi,
6 Yadwinski, and Sheehan do the same for the backfield. Freshman material is
1
rather dubious, since the frosh eleven had a poor season, losing to both
11
2
12

Hebron and Kent's

43
13
5
35
2

2
1

fall.

Hardest hit by graduation is undoubtedly Maine. Six regulars
Bessom, Reese, Cobb, Totman, Butler, and MacBride, the
last five of whom won All-Maine honors
have played their
last game for the Black Besr.
Returning next year are Littlehale, Dow in the backfield, and Hamlin, All-Maine end, Doherty,

Raymie MacLean, and Lou Kyrios.
Bowdoin
Yards rushed, net gain 98
First downs
9

Soph Ends Weak
Besides the four regulars, Johnson,
Sawyer, Reed, and Smith, the Soph
roster includes four now valuable men
in Gentry, Karakashian, Clapp and
Lawrence who have all seen varsity
experience during the past season.
The other players making up the
sophomore team have played together
on the Junior Varsity and with the
exception of the end positions the
second year men will be able to put a
thoroughly seasoned outfit on the
(Courtesy of Portland Press Herald)
field Saturday.
AL KENT
Since all three of the varsity cenFine captain and stellar end of the
1934 football team who played his ters are sophomores Coach Bowser is
last game for the White Saturday. considering moving Smith and Burton out to the ends where they played
on last year's Freshman team thus
leaving the pivot position to Jack
Lawrence. Other candidates for the

Rifle

1

Hill.

The yearlings are placing their
hopes for a good defense in Ashkenazy and Soule whose work in this department has been outstanding all
season.
For offensive strength the
Hartley Lord '36 was elected presi- Freshmen are relying largely on Bill
dent of the Bowdoin Rifle Club at its Murphy's ability as a running back
recent meeting. The other officers are and Johnny Frye as their 'punter and
as follows: Vice-president, Harold E. passer.
Wyer '37; executive officer, Gilman
Line-ups Doubtful
C. Ellis '35; secretary, Paul G. Favour
At present neither squad is serious'36; treasurer, Thomas M. Bradford ly hindered by injuries,
but the an"37.
nual mid-semester review now in
Lord states that this year the Bow- progress is proving a great hinderdoin Rifle Club, grouped with different ance to both squads as far as attendcollege rifle teams in this section, will ance at practice goes. The Freshman
be firing in the National Collegiate line-up will probably correspond in
Matches. At the close of these general to that of' their previous
matches a picked team from Bowdoin games but Coach Bowser is still in
will make a trip to Boston for the doubt
as to whom he will assign the
shoulder to shoulder contests with the
line positions.
same colleges. Several of these are
The probable line-ups:
held divisionally throughout the coun- Sophomores
Position
Freshmen
try and the team getting the highest Burton, Kibbe
le
Fitts
be
the

Graduation will wreak havoc with the Bobcat line but make
impression on its array of backs. Kramer, Toomey, Mendall (All-Maine end), Carlin, Gilman, Stone (All-Maine tackle),
Anicetti (All-Maine guard), Fuller, Lindholm will receive their
sheepskins in June. Valicenti, Paige, and Purinton leave the
backfield. Clark, Gautier, Taylor, Robinson, Drobosky Dinsmore
are the returning linemen while Wellman (All-Maine back),
Manning, Marcus, snd McCluskey mske up a formidable back-

college teams will
score of all
declared national champions, receiving
the National Rifle Association trophy
for one year.
All team members will receive troIndividual members of the
phies.
Club may enter at will in the National
Senior Championship matches which
are fired in prone, sitting, kneeling

field quartet.

and standing

little

Wednesday

England free
second

November

•

also

-

re

Sawyer

qb
rh

Godfrey
Frye

Johnson
Reed
Davis

Dearing
Alien

lh

fb

Wednesday's Child
with

.

Edward Arnold

•

Karen Morley

•

Frankie Thomas
also

•

Selected Short Subjects

Friday

November 23

-

Kansas City Princess
with

•

Joan Blondell

-

you might say

Hugh Herbert

-

also

•

News

Comedy

Saturday

there are

November 24

•

WARNER BAXTER
.

-

also

•

Nov. 26 and 27

MAURICE CHEVALIER
JEANETTE MacDONALD
-

in

-

The Merry Widow
•

News

also

-

Sound Act

-

HOUR SERVICE

T0PSHAM FILLING STATION
New

little

and give so much

•

Selected Short Subjects

Mon. and Tues.

few things

that cost so

-

in

The Heavens

Hell In

year.

Just Over

Smith

Hepburn

November 22

SERVICE FOR STUDENTS
Gulf
Socony Gasoline and Motor Oils
— Complete Lubrication —
24

Ashkenazy

Sound Act

Thursday

•

*ssaoa*Q»»«o»s^^

-

rt

-

News

—

Colonial

Clarkson

c

Outcast Lady

:-

—

rg

*1

21

-

in

-

style titles, and
in
the Medley

Dec. 14— Wesleyan at Brunswick
Jan. 9 Mass State at Amherst
Jan. 10—Trinity at Hartford
Feb. 8 B.U. at Boston
Feb. 9— Williams at Williamstown
Feb. 16—Springfield at Brunswick
March 2—M.I.T. at Brunswick
March 9-10—N.E.I.SJL at Wesley>an
March 15-16 I.S.A. at C.C.N.Y.
March 29-30— National Collegiates
at Harvard.

It

>g

Lawrence
Clapp

z,a#dfc

CONSTANCE BENNETT

This aggregation which
8.
beat Springfield last year is oringing
Higgins, a national champion breastatroker and Crostoski. who holds all
placed

positions.

Taylor, Lord

Healy

Latty, Creiger

f

December

New

wing positions are Jim Dusenbury
and Frank Kibbe who held down the
end births on the Junior Varsity.

Each Week

CUMBERLAND

Olneyville Boy's Club of Providence,

swim at the Internationals last
The schedule is as follows

Team

Will Shoot

line.

White's forward advances.
For Tufts, Dick Hingston. by virtue of line-plunges, and end-sweeps,
and brilliant defensive work, became
the mainstay. Little behind him in
importance come Walt Froelich. Bill
Grinnell. Roger Keith. Tony Spath.

Number of passes
Passes completed
Yards gained by passes
Passes intercepted by
Number of punts
Average yardage of
punts
Runback of punts

.

In not placing Kent on their All-Maine elevens, we feel that the Portland
papers made a serious mistake. There is no finer end in the State. It looks
as if you have to play on a championship team to receive consideration, for
not only was Kent overlooked, but also Yadwinski of Colby, whose backfield
exploits rivaled those of any back in Maine. This back did win recognition
on the Bates Student's team. Al Carlin, Bobcat lineman, awarded Stan Low
a position in his line-up. For the first time, Low has failed to win official
All-Maine recognition. His playing this year was a disappointment to Bowdoin rooters. Though capable and at times excellent it was far below his
1932-33 standard.

Bridge

Topsham, Me.

# l«H iMcrrr * Mms Toaacco Co.

look

but since they have played no scheduled games since November 5, Saturday's game will be quite a test of
their consistency. To date tile yearlings have relied heavily on their
aerial attack built
around Johnny
Frye and Dave Fitts, and providing
the weather is favorable, passing will
be the greatest threat. Although the
regular Frosh backfield of Frye.
Frazier, Murphy and Soule has shown
up well all season the Freshman are
singularly handicapped by the lack of
reserve backs.

—

—Open
—Bates at Lewiston
12—Colby at Brunswick
Jan. 14—Bates at Brunswick
Jan. 16—Colby at Waterville
Feb. 7—Northeastern at Brunswick
Feb. 9— Bates at Lewiston
Feb. 12—Colby at Brunswick
15—-Northeastern at Boston.

men

The Freshmen as a unit have a
more evenly balanced outfit this year

•

has good coordination, and is improving fast. After the football season it
is expected that Welch, Pierce, Fitts

and Savage will report.
Meet Olneyville Soon
The first J.V. meet is here with

Will Oppose

Strong Yearling Squad

improvement.
This group has one returning letterman, Walker, who swims the 220.
Bass and Kibbe are expected out after football. Cotton is a good prospect from last year's J.V.'s.
Hunt,
Powers, Carr.es and Nelson all have
had experience, and are expected to
develop more strength this season.

Men

Saturday was a bad day for football favorites and undefeated elevens,, and
the Medford Jumbos can thank their lucky stars and Keith's right foot that
they too did not suffer the fate of Princeton, Navy, and Syracuse. The Bowdoin Indian sign almost worked again, but not quite. The habitually unlucky
Polar Bears completely outplayed the favored Jumbos for all of three-fifths
of the game. Not until the last two minutes of the half did Tufts so much as
make, a first down. Until midway through the third period the White ruled
supreme, but from then on things had a decidedly brown and blue tinge.

Jan. 7
Jan. 9

BLACK AND BLUE

spot

1934

SPORT SIDELIGHTS

Of 120 college football teams whose scores appear in the Boston Herald on
Mondays, Bowdoin has undoubtedly the worst record. With Lowell Textile
the White shares the honor of being the only two unvictorious teams. But
even the Lowell school must yield to the Bears in lack of points scored.
Bowdoin's 13 points takes undisputed last place. Runner-up position was won
by the best team in the country in 1933, the University of Michigan, with 16
points. During the early part of the season Bowdoin, Swarthmore, and Connecticut State waged a bitter fight for low-scoring honors to which the forKierstead. Goalie: Steer.
mer gradually but surely won undisputed title. The latter with Lowell TexThe schedule is as follows:
points, as Swarthmore places fourth with 25.
Jan. 5 New Hampshire at Durham tile divides third place with 19

Larcom all
showed to good advantage in their
playing. The backfield ably supported
presents the chief difficulty to be called the best small college team in Johnson in his work. Buck Sawyer,
New England.
The running of Bill Soule, Al Putnam, Brick Reed, Ed
overcome.
Keith, Baravalle, and Bob Gentry all consubstitute
quarter,
Prospects for a successful season Spath,
tributed valuable yardage to the
are fair according to Coach Miller. At Froelich, and Dick Hingston began to

who

-

Murphy
Frazier
Soule

mmmm

/

THE BOW

DEBATEMEN TO MEET
WILLIAMS FRIDAY

TOL. LXIV.

BRUNSWICK,

(64th Year)

»-

Olneyville

The Sun
Rises

• *

fHE
-

abolition of Hell

* »
the

TheU Delta Chi Fraternity here
merely the initial step towards iu
complete discontinuance as an instituto

It is inevitable,
at Bowdoirt.
that the necessary impetus has
been given, that other houses will follow in rendering obsolete the traditional 'horseplay' which has previously accompanied the pre-initiation cer-

tion

ow

» This does not mean, however, that
there should no longer be any differentiation made between the few
days immediately preceding initiation

A

pledge
rest of the year.
Should be made to realise the seriousness of the approaching occasion
through sincere and mature instruction rather than through insincere
and ridiculous treatment.
-:-

-:-

P*RATERNITY
* rude shock

Swimming the second fastest > 800in the history of
the sport, shattering three New En-gland A.A.U. records and equalling
a fourth, the Olneyville Boys Club of
Providence, R. I., trounced the Bowdoin jayvee mermen in the Curtis
pool last Saturday afternoon, 59 to

-:-

world received a
Saturday morning

•hen the press brought it news of
scent happenings at Hanover. The

it the complete abolition of fraitias at Dartmouth would be pre»le to their continuance under the
At state of decadence. Such a

along with a similar recent scat Yale University, would lead
to believe that in general fraterdoomed in the larger instiare
Itiaa
tutions.
-:-

ATA

-:-

I

'

were

1

better."

Rather pertinent were the findings
one speaker who declared that
training in the history and policies of
of

fraternities

was replacing the

rigors

of Hell Week.
-j-

-:-

PRESIDENT

Sills

GRIDMEN ELECT
COUNCIL MEETS PUTNAM CAPTAIN

STUDENT-ALUMNI

-:-

was thoroughly

justified in critisizing the student

body for its disinterested attitude towards musicales, concerts, lectures

Named
Manage Team

Phil Christie

uate Organizations Confer
with Old Grads

Bowdoin

Instrumental

Club,

*S6,

,

'35,

S.

Rov Gunter

S5.

"38,

H. H. Milllken "Ho. M. Rubenstein 'ST.
S. M. Sapiro *37, and P. H. Wilson,
Jr., "38.

to

Changed

custoit

will

be impossible te print several of
the regular features in this
sue.

These

will be
iraual in next issue.

is-

resumed as

PRIZE SPEAKING

Talk E. G. Walker Chosen Second

Forum Which Now Has

to Duplicate Results of

Membershio of 20

Last Contest

Speaking at the last meeting of the
Bowdoin Political Forum held Monday
evening December 3rd, Professor OrHormell, head of the Governren
ment department, discussed "The
Control of Industry under Fascism".
Hormell based many of his statements
on experiences and observations on a
trip to Italy which he made two years
Although not able to meet II
ago.
Duce himself, Hormell did talk with
several important officials and heads
of bureaus and gave a competent re
view of the facts and tendencies of his

Presenting startlingly realistic impersonations of Sherlock Holmes, Dr.
Watson, and other familiar Conan
Doyle characters in "An Adventure of
Sherlock Holmes", Richard Vincent
McCann '37 received first prize for
the second successive year in the
finals of the Alexander Prize Speaking Contest held Thursday evening,
Decejnber 6, in Memorial Hall.

to popularise debating here.

C

.-hii,

I

'

Second prize went to Edwin Gilpatric

ond
I

of

„£

Walker

'36,

also for the sec

^ ut ve *«** for h

on8

*

is

""dUum

"The Bishop Orders THis Tomb at
.

^^ft
^^f-^^\^^
g-J-JJ ^waJ^ve'ho/oraWe

i

I

IMviieged in this way to
actual government supervision of the

SIS \wT

%L3*t

v

mention for "Furnace and I" by Ralph
°ll^Z'
1
Bergengren, a humoious dissertation.
which the government was assuming
Judges of the contest were Rev.
this influnce was through the banks,
of which they were becoming the Herbert M. Gesner, Jr., of Augusta,
owners. He related several anecdotes Donald A. Webber of Auburn, a forand gave statements from Emil Lud- mer prize winner in the contest, and
wig's recent work, "The Talks of Stanley W. Hyde, Principal of North
Yarmouth Academy, who announced
Mussolini"
Donald F. Barnes *35 will be the the d *?is{™ °J the Judjres. Dean Wil
speaker at the weekly meeting of the mot B. Mitchell presided and introBowdoin Political Forum, recently or- duced the speakers. The musical enganized student group for discussion tertainment during the intermissions
*37
of current politics, tonight at 7.30 in was presented by Paul S. Ivory
the Assembly room in the Moulton who played the cello, accompanied at
Union. "The Undergraduate Looks at ">e piano by Malcolm W. Cass 37.
Peace" will be the title of Barnes' . other finalists m the contest Thurstalk which will
be followed by a day were Harold David Ashkenazy
*8 who *ave
dramatlc PJ6
e
round table discussion.
*
o,j„„„ B
„.„„»);«„ to
Tk«
nU Burgomaster's Death' T>y Thomas P.
The ev~.~.
Forum, according
Sidney
WUford Warrcn Arnold H
McCleary, now has a membership of
who preaented "Reynard the Fox" by
s
+**.**&.:
*}! **
Edwin Bonette Benv John Masefield.
quently addressed and attended by
,„.
Steohen Letfaculty members. A recent vote was
h
e!«y "My Unknown
taken among the twenty active mem- P •„ j„ n „ m s"„j SL. , .o C „v„ w „
bers regarding the weekly synopsis .^"j UKf-?*. *** **L?** *»
of news of the world talk by selecteo.
JJfif *£**. j?'
students, and it was decided to abol^v.' ftL
speaking.
jsh this\ prelude
delude to the main sneakim,
i

j

,

ABLE CAST CHOSEN
FOR SPREAD EAGLE

to Fullback

This year Al changed his position
from quarterback to fullback where

j

he proved to be a line, plunger of real
At four-thirty in the afternoon of
worth. He was not only a consistent
ground gainer, but turned in some of December 21 the Masque and Gown
will produce "Spread Eagle" as its
the longest runs recorded by Bowdoin
annual
Christmas houseparty drama.
this year.
He is a member of the
Delta Kappa Epsilon fraternity and The proposal of the Masque and Gown
was a member of his house team to have the play between the fraternity banquets and the gym dance was
which won the Inter^aternity basrejected by the houses. The play has
ketball league his freshman year. His
been ,n_rehearsal
n ce. the week
_ t
popularity revived due recognition
lore
Thanksgiving. The following
last spring w.en
was elected head cast has
been chosen:
of the present junior class.
EUntetk Riler
£™c# •••Phil Christie, the new manager oi
Fr»nri« BcnjMin *»«
fk* «
Edwin G. W«lk«r •«
£*£**
the football team, is President of the
BUI D.vii
Hafcwt Shaw 'M
Sigma Nu fraternity for 1934-35. an
L«» Hcn4cnon .. Margaret Tracanawaa
General De Ca.tr.
honor which is rarely conferred on
R«y Pack tt
Mart Henderaan
Kay Weat tt
undergraduates in their Junior year.
Wyman
Holme. 15
;
Z!i!V^f
Phil is also a member of the InterEJ -""
Jaa^a Hepburn »J8
V?
.,
?T
K««
fraternity Athletic CounciL He played
Mra. A. B. Holme.
J****"*
Haward Vagel 'I*
5""""*i
on the junior varsity baseball team
Father E.tr.II.
Stanley Williams. Jr. 17
his freshman year and has competed
Caatain Rajaa
William Plan 18
Theatre Manager
in
the
Interfraternity
William Rice 18
Basketball
Badia Announcer
Arthur Stratton 18
League for the past two years. Phil
Brig. -Gen. Wagner .. Donald Berman IT
prepped at Presque Isle High school,
Sentry
Jrtn TmJ K
Mexican Officers. Soldiers. Peons
where he was President of the StuAmerican Officers and Soldiers
dent Council, manager of both footCast Experienced
ball and basketball, and winner of the
This
unusually large cast includes
Senior Prize speaking

|

!

—

V

^

•

.

.

.

contest.

(Continued on pajre 3)
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Pres. Sills Denies

Rumor;
Grad Council Votes to
Continue Hockey

REACH NO~DECISION
ON ELIGIBILITY RULE
Committees

Appointed

to

Look Into Rifle Club,
System of Managers

!

,

I

^"^

"^^"lu

.

gj-J"

^u™^

The sole comment on the pressomewhat crucial situation in
Bowdoin
athletic circles
was
made this morning by President

ent

Sills.

He

said:

"To correct misstatements in
the Press, the resignation of Mr.
Charles W. Bowser as coach of
football at Bowdoin has not been
demanded either by the Athletic
Council or by the College. The
College, with the cooperation of
the Athletic Council, is seeking
means to improve the athletic
situation, which has not been in all
respects satisfactory."
This statement fellows rumors
in the Portland and Boston newspapers to the effect that Coach
Bowser had refused to resign
when asked to do so by the Athletic Council in its meeting last
Saturday.
The report of the other matters
which the council discussed and
released for publication follows:
In an eleven hour session held by
the Alumni Athletic Council
last
Saturday, it was definitely decided
that basketball should not replace
hockey as the Bowdoin winter major
sport for the present. At the same
time the board considered the matter of freshman ineligibility from
major sports without reaching a final
conclusion.
In deciding against the replacement of hockey by basketball, the
board stated that they would not be
able to afford the shift at the moment. The board realized that a large
student element were in favor of sucn
a shift.
In their decision to table
the -m«rtbo*-~#er'- a wbHf. the board
wished it to be known that they did
not disfavor the plan, but could not
see their way clear to making such a
change in view of their limited resources.

Table Freshman Rule
Because of the lack of full information on the subject, the proposed
rule that freshmen would be ineligible
from major varsity competition for
their entire first year has bean tabled
by the board. The chairman, William
R. Crowley, has been authorized to
appoint a special committee of investigation into this subject.
This rule would be a distinct change
in the policy of the athletic department. In previous years, all freshmen in good standing have been permitted to participate in major sports
after the first semester. While this
rule permitted the track, hockey, and
baseball teams to get more material,
the gain had been offset by the fact
that the students would only be permitted to compete in most sports for
only three years. This meant that
many athletes would not be allowed
to compete in their senior year when
they were at their peak of their condition.
The change in the ruling

A^aTitzk^and"^The general feeling was that the time man Parnell Seagrave '31 who gave would remedy this.
Rifle Club Discussed
was better devoted to the main talk, "The Training of Intellect"
by WoodThe petition entered by the newly
and the ensuing- discussion.
row Wilson.
(Continued on nago 81
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DEBATERS TO MEET
WILLIAMS, AMHERST Pulsifer Reviews First Quill;

Noted Publisher Lauds Format

In their second triangular debate
members of the Eastern Intercollegiate Debate League, the Bowdoin
Negative team, which will consist of

as

By Harold Trowbridge Pulsifer
Once more the arrival of a new the story quite as interesting as one
"37 and Edwin G.
Quill has been followed by a tinkling or two in a similar genre which apcompete with Williams at eight o'clock Frida / eve- telephone bell and an editorial appeal peared last year in the Forum.
ning in Hubbard Hall; the question for a review. It is a task which I
Mr.
Burroughs Mitchell's "The
will be "Should the manufs-.ture ana always assume with reluctance, for it
Pound Era and its Close", is what one
sale of arms be placed und jr govern- generally means matching wits with
seldom finds in a college paper,
ment control. Joseph L Fisher *3&! youths fresh from books which I have
convincing bit of criticism based on
and John O. Parker *3f will uphold never read or long since forgotten,
primary sources and representing
the affirmative side of the question But I am always persuaded to accept
original thought.
It is one of the
at Amherst on the san.e evening.
the task by the memory of the
most
The Oregon System of debating, in thoughtful and patient critics who have mature bits of criticism which I
ever seen in a college paper. I
which one member of tie team, called used faithfully to review the Haram
not sure whether some of the
the witness, presents his case and is vard Advocate in which my own colpoets mentioned by Mr. Mitchell dethen cross-questioned oy the lawyer lege work appeared.
serve the serious attention which he
for the other team, and vice versa,
The handsome appearance of this gives them, but that opinion may be
will be used.
For the negative team issue of the Quill deserves heariy
based solely on less familiarity with
Tipping will act as wit ness and Walk- commendation; bttt I would rather
their work than Mr. Mitchell uner as lawyer.
For the affirmative ouote the words of a more competent
doubtedly possesses, personally, I ant
Fisher will be the witness and Park- student of typography than myself.
not very
enthusiastic
concerning
er the lawyer. The system was pre- It happened that the Quill arrived
movements in poetry. Many great
sented for the first time here recent- shortly before a friend of mine who
poems have evoked theories, but no
ly, and proved popular.
is one of the ablest ot our American
theories so far as I know -have eyer
publishers. When I went down stairs produced great poems, I think, for inI
found my guest with the Quill in stance, that some of Ezra Pound's
Start Institute Political
his hands.
His first question was. work done before he began to wear
Lectures After Easter "Who printed this ? Its a fine piece oi earrings and drink out of fingerbowls,
work. I especially like the type." Such or engage in a tug-of-war with Amy
from Duncan Phillips oi Lowell for the headship of a cult, will
praise
The faculty committee on the
Houghton Mifflin Co., is worth treas- be read and remembered when most
coming Institute of Politics at
uring by the editors of the Quill.
of his current cantos are forgotten.
the College, acting under the
chairmanship of Professor Orren
The first and only story in this is- The final word on the Pound era and
Hormell, announced recently
sue I saw in manuscript moon after i; its close, has, in my opinion, been
was written. It gains in impressive- said by a critic who caught it in mid
that the Institute will open on the
ness when seen in the new type dress flight. John Livingston Lowes' "Conevening of April 9th just after
of the December Quill. Mr. Schaffner's vention and Revolt in Poetry," written
the Easter vacation. It will conshows keen observation and in 1918, from the broad, tolerant and
tale
tinue through April 18th.
memory of both the sensuous impres- detached point of view of a man faSpeakers will discuss current
sions of childhood and its mental pro- miliar with all literature, is the bible
political changes
bcth in this
cesses The story moves forward with to which I turn for the resolution of
country and abroad, considering
cumulative force until the reader lays the value of all isms and movement*.
especially
the aspects of the
"New Deal", and the significance
it down with the thought "here is ar
I am sure
that Mr. Mitchell both
undergraduate story which I shall not knows and is sympathetic with the
of changing conditions in Euroeasily forget". The editorial
fore- opinion which Professor Lowes put in
pean affairs. Several of the counword to this tale takes in a lot of ter- these words:
try's outstanding political figures
ritory but it is better justified than
are expected to come to Bruns"Nor need we vex our souls parwick to take part in the program.
most blurbs. On the whole I founo
(Coailnurd on pass 2)
Richard V.

Walker

McCann

'36,

will

|

i

;

—
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Complete Carlyle Collection
Recen tly Installed In*Library
my collection, the now a man well advanced in life at
Mich)gan won't have seventy-nine years of age.
H s priIsaac WatAon vate library at his horn/ in
Portland

."When you get

|

Lniversity of

much on you" wrote
Dyer

'78 to

j

Mr

Wilder, the College contains will over
5,0^v5umes, in
Librarian several years ago
eluding a very good Tennyson co lecThe estimated seven hundred vol-'tion.
umes in the collection now on exhibirviWt. Fort
fc.i.
CoUects
J Y
tion in the Library, contain not only!
.
„
He b*came interested in Carlyle
every first edition except one of Car,
ye*r* ago and has since
lyle's work, but also every book in the 8ome io
English language published about ""^red most of his attention on that
him, even though the book may con- P^'culer writer. He has been able
tain only one chapter or perhaps only *°, secure every first edition but one,
one paragraph about Carlyle. "It is Sato r Resatus", which first appeared
one of the best Carlyle collections in in serial form in a magazine, although
the world," says Librarian Gerald G. he did get the first bound volume of
Wilder," and it has greatly added to the books as a whole.
He has also bought many other edithe prestige of the college in intellections, including the famous Centenary
tual and scholarly circles."
edition published in 1895 on the hunDyer Writes Biography
dredth anniversary of Carlyle's birth.
Some idea of the immense propor There are thirty volumes in this
Centions of the collection can be gathered tenary Edition which
includes every
from the fact that it occupies a space thing the author wrote,
twelve feet long and eight feet high
Michigan Collection Rivals His
on the Library-shelves and from the
Mr. Dyer is known all over the
fact that the bibliography of Carlyle world as a Carlyle collector
and has
prepared by Mr. Dyer himself is a visited the Carlyle home in
England
book almost an inch and a half thick, several times. The only collection
in
There are twenty-five different edi- the United States which rivals his is
tions of vsator Resartus alone which the one at the University
of Michicoyer nearly a yard of shelf space,
o^n. This one contains man v German
The collection of books has always biographies on Carlyle which Mr.
been the favorite hobby of Mr. Dyer,!
(Continued on page »)
j
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Because of the unusually large

amount of news and the
mary review of the Quill,

'35 to

McCANN WINS

R.

!

B. Merrill '35, R. B.

M. W.

P. H.
L. P. Horsman *35,
P. S. Ivory "37. W. L. Kierstead "36,
R. W. Laffin "38, R. C. Larcom "36,

A. Dickson

and was very papular with all
were present. This type of debate is
far more interesting from the standpoint of the audience and should do

in the state.

Allen I> Dungan 1J5 of the Christian Association spoke of the difficulty
of maintaining interest in discussion
groups, and John O. Parker '35 spoke
of the entrance of the College into
the Eastern Intercollegiate Debating
League, and of the strong revival in
debating interest.
The students present were: H. W.
Niblock "36, Albert W. Kent "35, John
S. Baker '35, A. B. Kimball '36, S. K.
McCleary 'ZB, A. G. Dungan "35, R. P.
Ashley TO, D. F. Barnes *35. E. W.

NOTICE

Baker

Donald F. Barnes
who

'

Hagy "36, S. A. Sargent '35, J. O.
rehearsals per week is the Parker "SS, A. M. Stratton '85, W. E.
present ssjbedule, according to Leader Sawyer IT, D. W. Fitts '38, I. A. Dyer
Walter P. Crosby "85. The following •36, J. V. Shute TO, V. G. Bond TO.
men have already been chosen as
members of this year's instrumental
club viroup:
J. S.

HORMELL TALKS
ON FASCIST AIM

in?, which is used in all League debates, made its first appearance here

j

Two

Cass "87, L.
Gilpatric '37,

'

j

tra.

of

NAVY

AN

AND
NONE

;

—

The

|

i

\

under the direction of Professor Edward H. Wass, is rapidly being organised for its winter program, having held tryouts and a preliminary rehearsal last Monday evening. Fourteen man have already been selected
as a nucleus for the student orches- Walker

the

questions represent the first
concerted effort that has ever been
made to discover the opinions of a
majority of the students of America.
The Literary Digest, long famed ftr
its accurate polls on questions of national import, will handle and publish
thoroughness
insuring
the results,
and accuracy in counting the tremendous number of ballots which will
be received from all parts of the
country. Subject to approval abroad,
it is also planned to poll the student*
of several Canadian and European

i

!

PRH

FIRST REHEARSAL

for

I

(a) If the borders of the United universities.
In conjunction with the peace poll,
States were invaded, would you bear
Edward Price Bell, for many years a
arms in defense of your country?
(b) Would you bear arms in the distinguished foreign correspondent,
invasion of the borders of another will "interview" European univershies, reporting upon the will tfor
country?
2.
Do you believe that a national peace in such foreign univerCambridge,
Oxford,
sities
AMERICAN
as
policy ot
AIR FORCE SECOND TO Heidelberg, St. Andrews,- the Sorand Bologna.
will insure us against the pos- bonne, Pavia, Padua
This will be the first attempt to
sibility of another Great War?
8.
Do you favor government con- present unified and nationwide opintrol of armament and munition indus- ion on the question of war and peace.
If the poll is the success which is extries?
4.
Do you approve of the conscrip- pected, the Association hopes to send
tion of capital in time of war, just as similar ballots to all Congressmen
has been our historic procedure in and Senators, newspaper publishers,
the Church, and college presidents.
drafting man-power in time of war?
5.
Do you think that, in the pur- These plans are, however, most insuit of stabilization of peace, it would definite at the present time.

j

A

MUSICAL CLUB HAS

I

War?

I

mi

policy
be
States to enter

|

universities in this tions ?

country, will
6 by the Association of College Editors in collaboration with The LitBowdoin has been
erary Digest.
named as one of the colleges which
will participate in this poll.
The ballots, bearing return postage, will be mailed directly to the students in each of the 150 selected colleges. The probable questions are as
follows, divided into five main groups
1. Do you believe that the United
States can stay out of another Great

The Bowdoin team was clearly suwon a unanimous victory.
The Oregon system of cross-question-

much

will
in

poll,

300,000

perior and

Lose Te Wesleyan
Harold C. Tipping TO and Edwin
At a meeting of the varsity foot- G. Walker TO traveled to Wesleyan
As a result of the general approval
Webber's
held
at
lettermen
of the first Student-Alumni Council ball
where they upheld the affirmative side
held a year ago, a second session was Studio last Thursday, Albert P. Put- of the same question. Although the
held in the Barn Chamber last Mon- nam '36, president of his class, was two judges, a local lawyer and a
day night attended by six represents further honored by his election as member of the Wesleyan faculty,
tives of the Alumni Council and nine- captain of the team for the 1935 sea- voted for the home team, the audience,
teen students representing ail under- son to succeed Albert W. Kent, re- consisting mainly of Wesleyan stutiring leader.
At the same time, dents, voted for Bowdoin. As the
graduate organizations.
Professor Chase, who is chairman Philip A. Christie *36, was chosen League standing is decided upon a
basis of total votes, Bowdoin 's initial
of the Alumni Council Committee on manager of the squad.
Al Putnam, who hails from, Houl- showing- was very creditable.
Undergraduate Activities, opened the
The negative, represented by Norconference by declaring that the policy ton, has been one of the outstandZahlkind aaA Benjamin Shulman,
of that body is "to be of all possible ing members of his class all through
aid to undergraduate iicti*it»es. but. bis. collaaav csixaer. - H* s t age d in *n-»,botfe -sowwfs^oTff^aHWrwrl^ wa£ not ~es
by
distinFreshman
year
fall
of
his
successful
in its cross-auestioning as
to refrain from taking the initiative
along these lines." Other alumni rep- guishing himself on the gridiron, and the Bowdoin team. Parker, who was
resentatives were Thomas C. White at the end of the season was elected lawyer for the Bowdoin team was able
•03, Philip S. Wilder '17, Stewart J. captain of the Freshman team. Las; to prove several points bv the admisMarsh '12 of Portland, Charles L. year he immediately won a varsity sions of Zahlkind, while Shulman wa9
Hildreth *25 of Portland, and Alden berth for himself and starred continu- unable to fluster Fisher, the Bowdoin
ally as a blocking back, displaying witness.
Sawyer *27,
The affirmative pointed out that soIn response to Donald F. Barnes' more ability in that department than
request for more alumni opinion for Bowdoin has seen for a number of cialization of medicine had been very
the Orient, the graduates declined to years. He was also phenominally successful in modern Russia, while
favor alumni participation in forming successful in the little ball carrying the negative stated that in other Euthe policy of the college newspaper. he did do as evidenced by the fact ropean countries even social insurance
They felt that The Orient is an un- that he scored two touchdowns in hi.* was not too efficient. They stressed
dergraduate paper which should have six attempts at line bucking, which the fact that under socialization perno particular regard for its alumni together with points after touchdown sonal contact between doctor and pamade him the second highest scorer tient would be lost.
readers.

which, incidentally, the College
them free of charge.
For some odd reason every time the
average student avails himself of an
Manager John S. Baker '35 then
opportunity to stimulate his intellect
spoke for the Bowdoin Publishing
he feels he must apologize for his rash Company, and Arthur M. Stratton '36
This does not only apply to
action.
of the Quill raised the perenial quesfie affairs which are given in Memo- tion of alumni support.
show of
Hall but also to debates, which
hands indicated that approximately
usually have no more than judges for
forty percent of students present had
ap audience.
read the current issue.
-:-:-:Discussion of the Bugle led by
APS the most eccentric of all Editor Dyer, tended to indicate an
Bowdoin oddities is the "dyed- interest in the publication of the anin-the-wool" intellectual. This strange nual "Campus Views" section, disconcreature is the most outcast of all the tinuation of which had been considHe is frequently seen in ered. In the course of the discussion
outcasts.
such places as the art building (the centered about the Growler the quesedifice between the science building tion was raised by Mr. Hildreth as
and the library, which, by the way, is to a possible injury to student activnot an observatory); he often makes ities through the presence of too
use of the Carnegie collection of rec- many of them.
ords in the music room of the Chapel
There was considerable discussion
he attends lectures and is often of the Student Council, represented
among those present at afternoon by President Howard Niblock *35,
teas.
And if it weren't for the fact particularly as to the present systen
that certain of the faculty require whereby it nominates the men to
reading from outside sources, the door whom its duties will pass the followat the entrance to the library would ing year. There was comment on stusqueak worse than it does now.
dent government and student assemThis whole attitude of dispraising blies at other institutions, and at
intellectual activity has probably deBowdoin in the past, and the desirveloped from the close link which the ability of a greater centralization of
average student believes to exist be- undergraduate interest was stressed.
collegeand
classroom
tween the
Compulsory Chapel
sponsored affairs. The remedy to
Robert Hagy "36 introduced the
such a situation is not to be found in question of compulsory chapel, and a
destroying such a relation but in stu- show of hands indicated some degree
dent opinion itself. If there were any of objection to the present system.
means of breaking down the student's Stephen B. Merrill '35 of the Masque
resistance to intellectual stimulation, and Gown expressed the appreciation
some able psychologist would have of his organization for the coming ot
announced It many years before this. Mr. Quinby, but stated that there was
Perhaps the remedy lies in the class need for further support by the Colroom and perhaps we had better lege in the way of labor and materevade a discussion of such a possibil- ials. He reported a membership of
ity for the moment at least.
about 45.
etc.,
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colleges

triumph Decisively
OVER BfcOWN TEAM

were Matthew Chrostowski, American

FINALS FRIDAY

College Students To Participate
RESIGNATION OF
DEBATERS GAIN
In Literary Digest Peace Poll
COACH BOWSER
WIN IN COLLEGE A nationwide peace which
United
a wise
Nathe League
undergraduates
reach over
and
150
LEAGIIOPENING
NOT DEMANDED
These
be conducted on January

Way

18.

Members of 19 Undergrad- Fullback to Succeed A Kent

-:-

recent meeting of the Na**• tional Interfraternity Council In
Mew York City, it was declared thai
itties were faced with one of
moat serious dangers that they
According to
yet encountered.
findings of the Council's scholarlip committee, there is a sad lack of
lous-minded students in college
fraternities, as indicated by recent
Scholarship records.
!
Dean Heckel of the University of
that
recognizing
Missouri,
while
there were many imperfections in the
present fraternity system, neverthecontheir
believed
less stated that he
tinuance was » necessary part of
American collegiate life. To quote:
TTto fraternity system as a whole f*
flood, not bad. It is so good we wish it

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER

Out Of

Dartmouth senior honsociety, has asked President
Hopkins to appoint a committee to Might Have Lowered World Mark
consider whether the present fraterExpert observers who saw the race
system in existence at Dartmouth believed that the Olneyville natators
Sty
fulfill- could have cracked the universal stanintributes or impairs the
ment of the purpose of the college. dard with something to spare had
In its recommendation it implied they been familiar with the Bowdoin
Palseopitus,

orary

ORIENT

Branch coasted into two turns,
and Higgins and Chrostowski both
took their time in coming about once.
The split figures on the race were:
Branch 1.04 2-5; Higgins, 1.05 2-6,
Score Four
Possible
Chrostowski, 52 3-5.
The two other New England recSix Points In Three
ords sent into the discard were the
200 yard breaststroke and the 201)
Encounter
yard freestyle relay. The 100 yard
freestyle mark was equalled. In going through the breaststroke in 2
minutes, 32 3-5 seconds, Johnny Higgins again advanced perilously close
to a world record, missing the universal standard by exactly two seconds. The 200 relay was again swum Lose to Wesleyan by Single
Bhrostowskiredoubtable
by the
Point After Securing
Branch-Higgins combination, aided by
Vote of' Audience
a teammate, Saltysiak, the new record, 1.37 2-5, smashed the old New
England standard by six full seconds.
Bowdoin marked its entrance into
Chrostowski's 53 1-5 hundred equalled
the Eastern Intercolleriate Debating
the record set by Walter Laufer of
League Friday November 28 by winihe Brooklyn A.C., a member of the
ning four out of a possible six points
team.
i ympic
192g tj s
in a triangle debate. The question wa*
Bowdoin Swimmers Show Form
"Resolved that socialized medicine
The Bowdoin men who showed good should be adopted in the United
form in the meet, although over- States".
Olneyville
whelmed by the superior
In the home debate the Bowdoin
performances, were Brewster Rund- team, consisting of Joseph L. Fisher
May, John Boyd, ami TO and John O. Parker TO, upheld
lette, Dick
George Cary, who edged in for second the negative side of the question
places. Henry Franklin, ace of the against a team from Brown UniverPolar Bear squad, who might have sity. The judges were Mr. Spinney,
pushed some of the Providence men Superintendent of Brunswick schools,
'Continued on page 4)
and Mr. Harold T. Pulsifer, former
editor of the •'Outlook". The consensus of the audience's opinion
counted as the third vote.

The Olneyville medley relay team,
admittedly one of the best in the
country, astounded even the most optimistic fans by racing through the
800 yard distance in the superlative
figures of three minutes, two and twofifth seconds, a bare second away
from the world mark established in
1982 by the New York Athletic Club
team of George Kojac and Leonard
and Walter Spence. The swimmers
record holder in the individual 300yard medley and schoolboy champion
in the 60, 100 and 200. who swam the
freestyle leg; John Higgins, national
champion and record-holder in the
220- yard breaststroke, who swam the
breaststroke leg; and Robert Branch,
New England champion in the 150
yard backstroke, who swam the backstroke leg.

Records

pool.

yard medley relay

Week by

and the

Mermen Smash 3

New England A.A.U.

ME.,

INTRAMURAL SWIMMING
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Francis G. Smith, Jr., is nothing more aor 1
than another Woe" are of diverse substance and di- but not necessary—of befoig preceded
verse merit. "Ode to Woe number by Mr. Stratton's slyly whimsical inharangue to th« "people who think".
The rhythmic structure
one" seems to me a trivial and unsat- troduction.
He does not even attempt to face a single one of the questions {•factory experiment in a mood it is of this introduction is as subtle a bit
to catch of word architecture as anything
asked him in the open letter. Rather he is content to talk in airy hardly .worth attempting
"Ode to Wo« number two,, "(save fori which Mr. Stratton has done, either in
generalities about "honor among thieves", "sacrificing the inter- an occasional passage in his long prose or verse. This introduction
ests of otrr own people", "promoting the public welfare", and poem which last year drew forth so probably should have appeared on the
much controversial comment) .seems theater program as a footnote, for, as
"loving my neighbor as myself", the same terms with which he to me the best thing which he has every Doctor knows, such notes are
has been titillating the minds of America's morons for twenty done since his memorable "Coffin the only footpaths to clarity and un-

ABLE CAST CHOSEN
FOR SPREAD EAGLE

i

\

1871

(Continued from pas* 1)

many actori who have had past experience on the Bowdoin stage. Walker, who has the character lead of
•bpread Eagle", playetf last spring ia
the Masque and Gown's presentation

;

.
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Published everr Wednesday during tlM College Ten fay the Student* of Bowdota Colh-**.
All contribution* and r a n *
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I

Street" of freshman year.

I

years.

I

per year (Incladiag Alumna*) in advance.

I

The Oribnt doe* not believe that Mr.
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of

derstanding. With such a preface
(reading time fiv« minutes if the lips
must be moved) the audience and the
judges might have been prewarned
that they were about to pass from
the realm of the conventional dramatic
emotions into that sophisticated realm
over which Broadway holds the sceptre.
The play is not only a satire on

don't at-

tempt to delve deeply in its signifiHearst's "reply" has any- cance.
For a first poem Mr. Jordan's son-!
thing to do with either the open letter or the A.C.E. That "reply" net flows smoothly. Its poorest line is
is printed solely because THE ORIENT stated in publishing the perhaps the last of the .octave.
I have saved for my last comment
letter, "If Hearst answers ... his reply will appear in these Mr.
Arthur Stratton's "Serpent's
Teeth", a play which certainly, on its
columns."
No. 16
presentation under the aegis of the
Neither Mr. Hearst nor Lord Beaverbrook, to whom the ques- Masque and Gown, made some observtions were originally put, made any attempt to manufacture a ers feel that he should have called it

;

Vol.

sophistication,

{

a

is
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'

why

evident that they were unable to answer them, for the logic spray of cold water. There was the
silence not of interest but of shock.
system those questions represent is indefensible.
And when ,the prize award was anjudges
an echo of that editorial. However, a canvass of the student body
THE ORIENT, feels, however, that both sides of the case for and nounced I discovered that theranking
did not consider it worthy of
seems to indicate that undergraduate opinion is well formulated against political nationalism have been recorded
the one by even among the first three of the
and close to unanimous on the football situation, and as such Angell, the other by Hearst.
p'.-> s presented. I left the theatre
with the flattering opinion of myself
should have voice.
which the Irish woman held toward
The students want a new football coach.
her son marching by in a parade.
Communication
.

.

.

the football team

It is

;

this letter appears to be in the

!

I

!

—

They have no quarrel with the present coach as a man or a

men they merely feel that he has failed to produce, and,
any man who has failed to produce in the field of business,

leader of

PULSIFER REVIEWS
YEAR'S FIRST QUILL

livion.
The essential point is that a
really analyze the situation.
residuum persists; a new inch of the
I am not an expert on gridiron afstrange has been made familiar; and
fairs nor am I a Sunday morning the frontiers
should be replaced.
of art have been so far
For after the pioneers
They feel that a new broom will sweep clean the
of quarter-back. I am just a down- advanced . .
there follow others, when strange has
several lean football years, or at least give new life to an extra- hearted Senior in whom there still re- become no longer strange, who transmains some of the "spirit for the Colmute what the adventurers have
curricular organization that is rapidly reaching a state of rigor lege"
Dean Nixon so often speaks of. brought within the circle into somenun
What I have to say is based on four thing that is enduringly
old and new
years of observation. In all
They believe that their so-called "apathy" is a result rather than doleful
in one. And in the fact that it makes
that time I have never experienced
ultimate transformation pouib
cause, and, given a new hope and some small victory
any that thrill of seeing Bowdoin defeat this
lies one of tie outstanding glories of
conclusions are
victory
to cheer about, they will prove that they have some a Maine college.
my own, but I honestly feel that they revolt."
Although I am of the opinion thai
measure of "spirit".
reflect the opinion of at least a part
an undergraduate journal should b-M
of
the
student
body
and
as such they reserved for the work of undergrade ond these simple facts student opinion as a concentrated
deserve to be heard.
uates it was a delight to find in this
force does not exist. Some, of course, offer elaborate theories for
The football team has lost games issue of the Quill Mr. Coffin's charac
the failure of the team. Still others believe it is not the fault because of "breaks", green material, teristically melodious and sensitive
injuries, lack of spirit in a few in"The Lustre Pitcher". The theme and
oi the mentor.
stances, and for numerous other rearhythm of this poem have been em
But by far the greater majority simply say: we want a new sons'. But they haven't had four ployed by Mr. Coffin elsewhere, but
years of bad "breaks", green material,
both the theme and the rhythm still
football coach.
lack of spirit, and injuries. Therefore
possess an impressive vividness and
it is necessary to look for a more
o
vitality. Perhaps this poem does not
fundamental a more constant factor. catch
the reader in the throat quite as
Mr. Hearst
f
And that, it seems to me, is the effectively as Mr. Coffin's "Crystal
Shortly before Armistice Day
ORIENT, in conjunction with coaching.
Moment", but nevertheless it is disBowdoin has never solicited ath- undergraduate work.
.
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The

several hundred other college newspapers throughout the country,

published an open letter to William Randolph Hearst questioning
his views on nationalism and asking for an explanation of several
of them.
Mr. Hearst has answered that open letter; there recently appeared on the front page of every Hearst newspaper,
under the heading "MR.
ON: Internationalism and Non-

HEARST

xeiise", the following reply

Acting as president of the Association of College Editors, Francis
G. Smith. Jr., editor of the Daily Princetonian, addressed to William
Randolph Hearst and gave out for general publication an open letter
containing nine complicated questions regarding internationalism
an<! disarmament.
The letter said that the questions had been prepared in England
by .Sir N'orman Angell, the pacifist author and "probable winner of
the Nobel Peace Prize for this year," to be answered by Lord Beaverbrook of the London Daily Express.
Because of the laborious nature of the questions, Lord Beaverbrook declined to answer them.
Following is Mr. Hearst's reply to Editor Smith concerning the
»
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Pf ace Prize winner," but

by actual prize-winners

I

be able
without
thinking
the past
into the

—

•

e

BELIEVE

New

*

in benefitting all the people of the earth,

OWN

whenever

WITHOUT SACRIFICING THE INTER-

PEOPLE.

believe in promoting the public welfare, but I do not believe it
necessary in doing so to be entirely indifferent to the needs of my
own family and associates.
I believe in loving my neighbor as myself, but I have not yet
reached the point where I am ready to sell all I rjave and give every
precious personal and national possession to covetous neighboring
nations who desire them but do not deserve them.
•
*
*
I

I BELIEVE in good faith and common honesty among individuals
and also among nations.
believe in honor among thieves.
I believe that honest debts should be paid and a word of honor
respected among peoples and politicians, even when dishonesty and
dishonor are momentarily profitable.
1

Pledges must not be given unless they are to be observed; obligations cannot be contracted unless they are to be discharged.
IJusiness cannot be conducted unless the names on notes and bonds
are valid and honored.
International relations can never be maintained on a friendly basis
or even on a business basis if all men are liars and all nations repudiators of debts and duty.
I believe in peace and in all sane measures to promote peace at

home and abroad and among nations— BUT
•

ion of College Editors

PARTICULARLY AT
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attempt to

debate coolly with William Randolph Hearst. He has obviously
used the A.C.E.'s questions as an excuse for restating the bromidic
platitudes which have been his stock-in-trade ever since he began
His answer, nominally addressed to
to publish newspapers.
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Days
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with a few uncompromising editorThen perhaps those responsible
will take heed.
Bowdoin cannot continue much
longer in her present ways. If Bowdoin is going to continue to play football, and I know no one wants to see
the sport dropped, there is only one
thing to be done since it is impossible
to improve the "breaks" of the game,
prevent injuries, or import profession-

3.40 P.

$4.95 round trip

CHRISTMAS CARDS

this

ials.

•

has failed miserably in

way

The COLLEGE

issue of the Quill confirms me in my
opinion that it was the best play presented last year by Bowdoin's dramatists and that it is a distinctly clever and amusing satire. In the Quiil
the play has the advantage an ad-

quite evident after reading the above letter that the Asso-

mmMmmmmmm

Good

Allen's

White Line

-

$2.75 one

j

their silent sanction.
How can we remedy the situation?
cannot oust the powers that bethat has been tried.
I
believe the
Orient should recognize the opinion of
the student body and then crystallize

WILLIAM RANDOLPH HEARST.
•

-

.

bomness.
Reading "Serpent's Teeth"

We

I

•

M.

12.30 P.

Boston

;

now bears

•

I BELIEVE that the best way to insure peace at home is to keep
out of wars abroad and out of unnecessary international complications which may lead to war.
I believe in disarmament when nations are willing to disarm.
1 believe in sustained efforts to persuade nations to disarm.
Put I do not believe that a rich and envied country like our own
should place itself in the position of a shortsighted and misguided
nation like China, and leave itself open to attack and exploitation by
other nations which are ambitious, unscrupulous, and ARMED.
believe in abandoning our military forces when our people can
be safely and surely protected without them.
btlieve in abolishing the police force when there are no longer
i
crimin..! elements to necessitate it.
I believe in disbanding the fire department when all the houses arc
built of noninflammable materials.
btlieve in closing the idiot asylums on the day when there is no
I
longer such an obvious and urgent need for them.
But oftentimes I am compelled to realize tfcat such a happy day
is far distant.
Sincerely yours,

wit

.

Grey Line

it

•
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Quaker Stages for Boston, Points West and South
2.15 A. M. - 1.15 P. M. - 6.35 P. M.

to

accustomed to this policy and

is

HOME.

It is

!
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If such a situation as ours existed
on some of our neighboring campuse*
the student body would have long ago
made itself heard. Such an unpleasant thing could not happen here, for
student opinion on college problems,
especially concerning athletics, is well
broken. Student opinion has been disregarded in the past and the undergraduates apparently feel that a new
cry would be equally futile.
It is generally known among the
students that all is not harmony in
the Athletic Department. Untoward
incidents have occurred there in the
past, of which the students have only
an inkling. The alumni who share in
the control of athletics as well at the
college administration me often governed by a policy of expediency rather
than a forward looking policy of innovation and change. The student body

I

I

will.

|

after these four years)
getting all excited.
I am
of the seasons to come. If
seasons are carried very far
future there will be none of
that spirit for the college that the
administration deems so necessary.
There will come a time when thert
will be no football team. How much
better would it not be to eliminate
varsity competition than to see Bowdoin the veritable "football" for all

is

Uecause of which (and irrespective of which), 1 do not feel obligated to answer categorically disingenuous, specious questions propounded on the recognized "Have you stopped beating your wife?
Answer yes or no" basis.
Nevertheless I have no objection to stating clearly and comprehensively my beliefs as to what constitutes visionary and what practical and patriotic internationalism.
personally believe in nationalism AND internationalism, each in
its proper place.

ESTS OF OUR

never

Howie Lyons, DKE, Agent.

"Your sensation as one in the audience in relation to the play played
before you your sensation I say your
emotion concerning that play is always
either behind or ahead of the playat
which you are looking and to which
you are listening. So your emotion as
a member of the audience is never
going on at the same time as the action of the play.
This thing the fact that your ernet'onal time as an audience is not the
same as the emotional time of the
play is what makes one endlessly
troubled about a play, because
enly is there a thing to know as to
why this is so but also there is a
thing to know why perhaps it doe?
"
not need to be so
Now when a critic finds himself In
to exan:
ought
minority
he
minute
a
ine the premises of his opinion w^th
exceeding care. If having examinea
those premises he still finds himself
in a minority of one he had better de*'
cide to set himself up as a literary
martyr and call it a day. The only
satisfaction he will get will be from:
pride in his opinion, or perhaps stub-

I am not advocating big time footI can see a Bowdoin team take
a licking now and then (I ought to

concerned.

and wherevei we can do so

hope

BITS

Wesleyan."

*

Norman Angell

I

2

ball.

a "probable Nobel
have not been overwhelmingly impressed
as far as their political sagacity is

to learn that Mr.

and

-

GREELY LAUNDRY

,

Sir:

happy

letes

she
She
"Autumn", the other poem by a
does, however, get as many good
Manning
Bowdoin -graduate, Mr.
husky boys of better than average inHawthorne, doesn't strike me as espetelligence as any college of her class.
cially memorable. I am judging it. of
In the course of several years the
course, by standards set at a highei
members of the football squad, pos- pitch than I would employ in judging
sessing the necessary prerequisites,
nudergraduate worlfc
should develop into something apMr. Arthur Stratton's metrical edproximating a good team. How then
itorial
to
comment and his
is it Bowdoin has invariably been on
the short end of* the score ? The point
I am driving at is very clearly explained by the remark of a New York
alumnus who, while watching the
carnage at Wesleyan, observed, "If

TUX SHIRTS

Bowdoin had spent as much time
learning fundamentals as they did to
learn that fancy shift they could lick

same questions:

My Dear

——

^———

|

in step."

what happened

;

memory

Christmas

and Gown.

|

"Lookit",

man

last

as Hope
( ContlBoad on page 3)
cent play presented by the Masque
I think she was able to do
one which demands professional subthis because she felt real substance tlety of manner and gesture. This I
to
credit
due
with
all
«ut
part.
i n her
(Continued on page S)
the actors and actresses the play Is

,

I

she said, "Jim's the only
I never knew exactly
to the audience within
the grey walls of Memorial Hall until
(Continued from pa«e 1)
I came across a complete and satisfyticularly over the vagaries of the ing explanation of the phenomenon in
football seasons I think it is high time voyagers.
The inevitable extremes one of the less opaque passages of
we stopped kidding ourselves and are merely insurgency's alms for ob- Gertrude Stein.

Perhaps they have not stopped to examine the inner workings
of the athletic department, nor to inquire into the intricacies of Dear Sir:
Xfter four years of fairly regular
the production of an athletic team, but they do feel a change is
alibis, apologies, and excuses for the
necessary.

and

Mr. Stratton's
commencement play, "Richard II".
by a cast »which gave it all the sopThe feminine character lead of
port that could be expected from ^
"Spread Eagle" is taken by Mrs.
group of amateurs. Miss Barber, for
Holmes, veteran of "Whistling in the
instance, gave a better performance
Dark"
and "Murray Hill". Mum TregNevill than she end in a re-

I

more erudite than
should have won the games it lost", and

opinions on questions

Hill"

the houseparty play "The Man
Changeo. His Name"; two summers ago, ne totrrea with the college
players, acting in "The Play's the
ihing", "The rerfect Alibi", and sevHolmes, who studied
eral dramas.
and acted last summer at the Gloucester school of the little theatre, will
take the juvenile lead; he played in
the Masque and Gown's prouuetion of
"The Play's the Thing".
Fay, ttepburn, Kice, Vogel, and
Pach played in "Whistling in the
Dark", the Masque and Gown's recent mystery thriller; Benjamin took
part in "The Man Who Changed His
Name"; and West was in last June's

Who

itself sophisticated.

it is

To some the word sophistication

"Murray

in

compliment, to others an insult. I use
it in neither sense but as a word decoherent answer.
! noting experience
which does not
The communication printed in another column of this page was Both these nationalists, giving utterly nonsensical excuses, have looked forward to its dramatic presen- necessarily imply maturity, and wit
obviously designed to force The Orient's hand on the athletic declined to answer questions which interested and fair-minded tation with a very lively faith in its which is not necessarily linked to unsuccess. When the curtain ro«e the derstanding.
situation.
It was stated last issue that students "seldom have people asked them in a spirit of honest inquiry and honest concern.
play was presented
Bowdoin audience received it like a

"Student Opinion" on Athletics

like

mm

Granger

—
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THE BOWDOtff ORIENT
Flint *38 Checks Up On
Pulse Of Winthrop Hall
"Wlntlnrcp's palae" is
carefully
estimated daily

Vasmer

"pr.*

fanny maa of

(Continu«! from pan* 2)

Rooming

ui

an

second prize in the one-act play contest
Elizabeth Ritey took *^
part in

the tap floor of the college's oldait dormitory, the student phyafttiat haa built an ingenious diatarbnnee-detector.
Flat haa rigged up two
asjriag-metal arms, one horizontal
and one vertical, before a graduate acalc, and haa fastened the
amal device to the mantel-piece
and wall of hia ream. When atreet
can ga by on the Hath line, or
when there is any other considerable Jarring in the vicinity of the
dormitory, the spring-metal arma
oaiT*r noticeably.

Tie designer has nope* of

MASQUERS GIVE
GANGSTER PLAY

anowan, the ingenue, appeared last
spring: in "As You Were*, which took
''Whistling

by

prime

Flint,

J.
'38.

ABLE CAST CHOSEN
FOR SPREAD EAGLE

"Murray

Dark"
Gives Snccessfnl Opening
in

the

Hill".

Dramatic Season
Three Sets far "Spread Eagle"
Asked his opinion en the probability
of success of the Masque and Gown's
Featured by the clever acting of
latest drama, Mr. George Quinby, who Richard Vincent McCann *87 as Walis coaching the play, stated that this lace, and the good work of Ashb>
would depend on several unusual ef- Tibbetts, '35, a well cast gangster,
fects to be attempted. An outstand- "Whistling in the Dark", the Masque
ing difficulty lies in the fact that and Gown's first presentation of the
three separate seta of scenery are season, waa successfully put on the
necessary tor the production. The boards before a large audience in Mefirst scene is in Henderson's office iiT morial Hall, Monday November 26th.
a New York skyscraper, the second in
The mystery comedy, with its susa shack in a mine p roperty in Mexico, pense and ingenuity, coupled with the
and the third in a private railread car support of a good cast, provided stuon a siding in hack of the Mexican dent theatre-goers with splendid fare,
front.
Work haa already started on the hilarious climax of the evening

sell-

ing replicas of his device to the
proctors.
He feels that they
would And it very useful in deter-

PREP DEBATE WON
BY EDWARD LITTLE
On

Little

Hubbard

Edward

Hall.

limitation of production."

Professor

Athern

Bow-

Daggett,

doin's debating coach, presided

with

Professor Herbert Brown, Instructor
Reinhardt Korgen and Dr. Louise
being the appearance in the last act
Helmrekh, wife of Professor Ernst
of State Management
of a Brunswick policeman as one of
Helmreich, as judges.
At a meeting of the Masque and tha "extras".
The contest waa won by Bangor
Gown last Thursday night a new sysCoached by George H. Quinby, the High last year.
tem of stage management was insti-

street ear.

tuted.

and

Gents' Furnishings

LECLAIR & GERVAIS
86 Maine St.

CUSTOM MADE CLOTHING

WISEMAN FARMS
Ice

Cream

Tel. 350

B. Chipman, he.

A

-

to be

Masque and Gown's new and active
a permanent mentor, the play was characterized by

BOWSER NOT ASKED

several pieces of extremely good acting. As the simple Joe, John Fay '35,
turned in a good job, while William
Wee *87 ably portrayed the Irish
gangster, Charlie. Miss Nella Barber
(Continued from pas* 1)
of Brunswick played the part of
organized Rifle Club that they be
Tabita Van Buren, Wallace's fiancee,
awarded letters by the college was
while humor was provided by Howalso tabled until more information
ard Vogel '36 as a chain drug-store was
available on the subject. This
owner. Mrs. Emily Holmes provided
club has asked that they be given
an eerie note as the silent and mysletters of the same type as
those
terious maid, Hilda.
which are awarded to the swimming
The lighting effects, handled by team.
These insignia would consist of
Paul Laidley "86 were excellent, and
the Bowdoin B with the letters R and
the staging was successfully executT inserted in the spaces.

TO RESIGN POSITION

ed by Charles M. Redding

'36.

is

engaged to play next far Westbrook Junior College at the Eastland Hotel, Portland, tin* ceasing
Friday aavht. Among various

away

engagements which are
adding to their local renown waa

musk-making
Farmington Normal

their

for
school

the
last

Saturday.
Earlier in the month the Polar
Bears provided music for a dance

Brunswick Town hall, following upon a aseceseful aeriea
of football Saturday dances at
the Gymnaaium. After the Xmas
vacation
the
band
will
he
playing every Saturday night at
the Moult on Union, hi a schedule
ef weekly dances similar to those
so well attended last spring.
hi the

The

cast:

Hilda
Joe
Slim

THETA DELTS BAN
FROSH HELL WEEK
Overthrowing an old but

(Continued f.-om page 1)

Dyer's lacks as he cannot read the

hotly debated

college

PRINTING

Retail

Trade
174 Congress Street
Portland, Me.

.The freshman ride and freshman
errand will still be observed, Baker
stated, although the latter may be
modified. The new plan also includes
are the Longfellow, which has been the creation of senior advisors for
built up by the Library itself, the each freshman, and with whom each
State of Maine, the German Dialects, freshman will hold regular meetings
and Huguenot, which was donated by throughout the year.
Although the question haa been
James Bowdoin, a Huguenot, for
brought up often in various fraterwhom the college was named.
nities during recent years, this is the
first definite movement to be made.
a favorite, has drawn the discus, It is rumored that the Chi Psi's may
broad jump, and 40, and his favorite, also take actions to abolish Hell- Week
activities.
Although the Alpha Delta
failure to place in the
Crowell C. Hall '37, Alpha Delta the 440, but
Phi initiation is already over, it la
Phi, stepped into an early lead in broad jump and 40 lowers his chances indicated that they too may introduce
Bowdoin's annual "Christmas Gam- considerably.
modifications.
run
bol" track
meet, which win
Upset Possible
throughout this week, by winning the
The FERA payroll for November
The pole vault and finals of the 440
broad jump and placing second in the
higher than for the previous
was
40-yard dash at Sargent gymnasium tomorrow, the mile and discus Friday month, $1020 having been paid to
Monday afternoon.
and the two mile Saturday end the needy students for various jobs
Hall went 19 feet seven and a half meet.
They leave plenty of chance around the campus and in Brunswick
inches to take the broad jump from a
for an upset of all present favoritea. as compared with $965 last month.
large field.
Halls' other two- events
are the 880, run yesterday, and the
do with the college
donation is both acci-

ject has nothing to

and hence

its

dental and extraordinary. Tha other
four special collections in the Library

Hall Takes Lead
In Track Gambol

'

Whitman's Chocolates and Nuts for House Party
Packages Mailed

ALLEN'S DRUG STORE

.

BRUNSWICK COAL

far all

ft

LUMBER

Hard and Soft Coals
Dry Fireplace Wood

Lumber and Building Materials
A. E.

MORRELL

'22,

of All Kinds

Mgr.

sec asanas

expertly dene
103 Maine Street

TONDREAU BROS. CO.
Wa

carry the largest assortment of

^

OUvas, Pickles, Domestic and Im

aaaEaatHiKigaaMimimBBK

Bowdoin Men

ported Goods, Fruit, Fresh Vegeta-

ported

Cheeses and

Biscuits

of

kinds east of Portland.

it Brunswick,

Done Well and

BANK

Main*

The

RECORD OFFICE

75 Maine St.

Profits, $100,000

Phone 3

Brunswick

SOUC1TKD

PATKONAGK

at

"

Favorable Prices at

Capital. $50,000.

•TUDBNT

Cr\M EV

\N^ H

Printing

FIRST NATIONAL
Surplus and

FEELING "BLUE"?

Have Their

al

Paul K. Niven, 1916, Manager

We

—A QUICK LUNCH
—A COMPLETE DINNER
—at any

time, at

Print the Orient anal

Alui

Student Representative

DAVID

any price

College

" Alpha

Spa

HILL

N.

4 Cleaveland St.

Tel.

•

538-R
BUSINESS QIKl. Eve Mil-

or

ler,

Delta Phi House

and

For Students

Ra

i

Faculty

m

Fares

I

"I

smoke Camels because I
appreciate mildness and
delicacy of flavor. And
Camels give me a 'UfP
when my energy is lowand never upset my nerves."

•-?••.

SPSiS^

New York department-

store executive, says:

mSm

ititiirmmmti.iHi.rt

sr^HHH

ill
Han

Reduced
LEAF-TOBACCO

V*
appreciate the enthusiastic responses of students
and faculty to the "College Special" fares which combine economy with the great advantages of rail travel— safety , speed, com-

Camels are modi' from
finer,

SS, ItM-Jan. IS. 1S3S
Mar. IS-Apr. 23. 1S3S

»

S£r

for the

He

says:

"You've

got to be a hustler in the newspaper game!
There's lots of 'leg work' and head work,
too
and both use up plenty of energy.
When I'm feeling hind of 'low* generally, I
smoke a Camel, and the right words come

—

Turkish and

than any

popular brand. "

*Mu

can dunk faster. When
I smoke steadily during long sessions at my
typewriter, Camels never jangle my nerves.'*

to

me more

easily. I

M

RETURNINC PROM SCHOOL
Rat urn portion of tickat may b* uaad to
lion durina any aoa of tha parte di namad baloari
I

Chri.t
1*34

Dae. 10-25

Dm.

Domestic
othf-r

ism student, well knows.

More Expensive

Tobaccos

and convenience.
If you bought one of the reduced fare round-trip tickets when
you came to school this Fall, the coupon is good returning home
between December 10 and 25. When coming back after the
Holiday, be sure to take advantage of this one and one-third fare
ticket, the purchase date for which has been extended to January
16. Diagram below shows going and return dates.
fort

GOING TO SCHOOL

'38 -Student of

active type of person with plenty of natural,
vibrant energy, as Manning Smith, journall

The rauroads

Round-trip tickat may *»•
pwrhaaad at Horn, Station during any on* of
tha pariods namad balowi

MANNING SMITH,

Journalism. Newspaper work calls

EXPERTS AGREE

You are

"Bis*

THE

May IS-JunaSO
May IS-Juna 30
May lf-Jurv.30

Mar. S-Apr. SS
Mar. t-Apr. 10

invited to tune in on

AMID FOOT! ALL If-t*ta.
Tom Thorp says: "The

NEW CAMEL CARAVAN

you get from a Camel
valuable to anybody
whose job requires fast
'lift*

WALTER O'KEEFE • ANNETTE HANSHAW
GLEN GRAYS CASA LOMA ORCHESTRA
TED HUSING

faatmrimg

Going trip must begin on date ticket is purchased— limited to
reach school station within ten days. Return trip must begin on
date of validation of ticket by railroad agent at school atat ionlimited to reach home station within ten days. Ticketa good over

P.M.
9:00 P.M.
8.00 P.M.
7:00 P.M.

10 .00

TUESDAY

same route both ways. Stop-overs will be allowed in each direction.
Tickets good in coaches, also in Pullman cars, upon pay meat of
regular Pullman chat K e«. Baggage will be checked under the usual
regulations. No certificate or other form of identification

I

E.S.T.
C.S.T.
M.S. T.
P.S.T.

OVER COAST TOCOAST

THURSDAY

W ABC-COLUMBIA

is

action.

9: JO

P.M. M.S.T.

And

I

know

make me

nervous.'*

WALTER O'KEEFE

NETWORK

i

CAMELS COSTLIER TOBACCOS
NEVER GET ON YOUR NERVES!
'-':.

TRAVEL BY TRAIN
Assuring your comfort with

.

your convenience with aa/efy.
ENGLAND P ASSENGM ASSOCIATION RABJtOAOS AND trgAMgHT UNO

B.

Cawrrlfht. 1SS4.
BflmoVH Tafew

1.

I

can

smoke Camels as much as
I like, and they will never

9:00 P.M. E.S.T.
8:00 P.M. C.S.T.
8:30 P.M. P.S.T.

CO.

Fuel Oils

Watch and Jewelry Repairing

£i-

the

everything in his collection about Car- mental discomfort will be discontinlyle and hence may well be called the ued," Baker declared. Instead will be
world's first authority on the great substituted Pre-ipitiation week, in
which the tim e formerly spent in tha
author.
This Carlyle collection is the first usual Hell-Week activities will be
one of its kind which has ever been given over to studying the history of
given outright to the college. Its sub- the fraternity and imbibing its ideals.

CLEMENT

STUART

Specialty of Fraternity

«,

tradition,

Eta Chapter of Theta Delta CU will
However, Mr. Dyer has secured abolish freshman hell-week, it waa
everything written in English about announced recently by John S. BakCarlyle. The remarkable thing about er 16. President of the Chapter. "Any
Mr. Dyer is the fact that he has read practices resulting in physical pain or

German language

QUILL REVIEW

PURE FOOD SHOP
Wholesale

is

Johnny

The chairman was empowered to
appoint a special committee to invesEmily Holmes tigate the managerial system
at Bow- two mile.
John Fay '35 doin. The council hopes to
In the 40, Hall was beaten out by
be able to
Samuel McCoy '36 make several revisions in the
System Robert N. Smith *38, Beta TheUi Pi,
Herman
Howa;-d Vogel '3o employed
in time which nearly cracked the colat present.
Charlie
William Rice "38
financial report of the fall ath- lege record.
The
Smith did the stretch in
Jake Dillon
Ashby Tibbetts '35 letic season was made and
accepted at 4 3-5 seconds; the record is 4 2-6, held
M
Wallace .... Richard V. McCann '37
sible.
by B. K. Connor "27.
the meeting.
Tabita Van Buren
Nella Barber
The third event Monday, the shot
The Cossack
John Thurlow '38
put, was won by H. W. Snow '35, at
Benny
James Hepburn *3S
39 feet nine and a half inches.
Captain O'Rooke
Raymond Pach '36
Favorites Miss Out
(Continued from pas* 2)
Philip G. Good '36, Zeta Psi, winThe annual meeting and dinner of think should be said in defense of ner last year, did not draw his fathe Bowdoin Club of Portland held on those who condemned the play without vorite event, the high hurdles.
He
December 6th at the Portland Country having had a chance to become fa- placed in all three events Monday but
ft
Club has nearly one hundred alumni miliar in advance with its type and its never above third. His fourth event,
approach. I hope that future issues the 440, will be decided tomorrow.
in attendance.
Town Building
After the business meeting Coach of the Quill will contain more plays
Howard Nibloek *35. Zeta Psi, anJack Magee and Philip G. Good '36 from Mr. Stratton's pen. The pitfall other favorite, also wag out of hi?
gave talks on their experiences in which he must avoid is the temptation favorite event, the shot pot. He Is
Japan last summer. Coach Miller to be clever at the expense of depth, competing in the 40, discus, high jump
spoke on swimming at Bowdoin.
and the delusion 'that a wise-crack is and high hurdles.
Van-ley's Jewelry Store
Dfew officers were elected at the the first cousin of wisdom. And if he
V. G. Marvin '36, also Zeta Psi and
meeting, the new president of the would tickle the ears of the godlings
for Gifts
Bowdoin Club of Portland being Ches- let him by all means print or read Parker's) in congenital juxtaposition
ter G. Abbott '13, and the new secre- his prefaces. But a dramatist whose must not expect to be loved by audiStationery • Fountain Pfcne - Cards
tary, Edward L. Dana *29.
nose and thumb are (like Dorothy ences caught between the two.

THB OLD FASHIONED KIND

Lyman

There

srhi ssaV,

Baker's Polar Beer or chestra

—

New System

production manager who will have
supervision over the prompting, lighting, and properties of all the plays
produced during the year. In addition each separate play will have 'a
stage manager, and it is hoped to
have a different stage manager for
every play.
This year's production
manager will be Paul Laidlcy '36, and
the
stage manager for "Spread
Eagle" is Charles Redding '36.
For "Spread Eagle" there will be
some reserved seats at 75 cents each,
tax included. The greater part of the
seats wiil be priced at 40 cents. While
these seats will be unreserved, members of any house who wish to sit together may reserve a block of not
less than 14 seats, and this block will
be reserved for them. The first houses
to order a block of seats will be given
the choice of the location of their
seats, and should notify Asa Kimball,
at the D. U. House, as soon as pos-

Christmas

Little

High, scoring 490 points out of a possible 600, was followed by Deering
High with 470 points, Bangor High
with 467, Portland High with 431, and
Lewiston High with 412.
The students argued on the following statement: "Resolved That this
House approves the provisions of the
Agricultural Adjustment Act for the

the building of these seta.

Clothing:

In the midst ef their busy pre-

December 9th, the
High school of Auburn

defeated four other schools to capture hrst prize in the annual Bowdoin
Interscholastic Debating contest held
in

RECEIVES

VALUHMmECTON

Saturday,

Edward

there is deviltry
afoot in their ends, on the baaia
that any general scuffle will record itaelf aa well as a passing

when

mining

Bean Wilt Play
LIBRARY
For Westbrook Dance

Polar

asss

BaasaaaStaM

few

|TOK

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
-

WINTER SPORTS
FRESHMEN BEAT Hoop feun Bows FOXISLEADER
To Window High
SOPH GRIDDERS
TEAM TO HAVE
IN FROSH MEET
a
Commencing
WIDE SCHEDULE Frye Stars as Favored Team from Ughgames withanda group teams Raleigh, Davidson Follow in
the

first

scheduled
of

of

series of

schools

of

Program Includes Probable
Dual Meet with Bates
'
Here in January

Upperclassmen

athletic clubs,

the Bowdoin Independents, the college'! unofficial basketball aggregation, dropped its initial fame to the
Winslow High school quintet by a

is

Humbled, 14-0

Annual Lowerclassman

I

I

5H»

i

a. h.

RENorr a company

CORRECT EVENING DRESS

Track Event

The game
slight margin, 24 to 21.
Climaxing a brilliant and success- was played last Saturday night at the
Bowdoin's annual indoor freshman
year as quarterback of the Polar Winslow eourt
track meet ended Saturday afternoon
Bear Freshman gridmen, Johnny Frya
Hard fought from the opening to for the class of *88 with Robert B.
led his spirited teammates to a 14-0
the final whistle, the contest was not
victory
over a distinctly favored
Fox, Delta Upsilon, holding 28.
decided until the very last, aa neithSophomore aggregation in the annual er team could
assert itself. At the points for first plate, Robert C. RaFrosh-Soph battle held November 24
end of the first and third periods leigh, Chi Psi, in second place with 19
on Whittier Field. Throughout the there was but one basket difference
points, and George T. Davidson, Jr.,
the yearling's spirited backfield
between the teams.
First Encounter to be Held game,
Alpha Delta Phi, third with 171.
of Murphy, Soule, Fraiier and Frye
Joseph L. Fisher *86 was the outconsistently worked on the weaknessFox demonstrated a remarkable
In Last of December at
standing player for the White quines of the Sophomore forward wall and
tet, holding down left forward posi- superiority in running events, taking
year-men's
Lake Placid
kept the ball in the second
tion. Kent, Palmer, and Fisher led In first in the 300-yard run, 600-yard
territory most of the game.
their team's scoring. The honors for
Even though Coach Bowser's Soph- high scorer were carried off by Arse- run, and three-quarter mile, third in
Winter sports enthusiasts at Bowomores boasted a total of four var- nauit of Winslow High, with eleven the 40 yard dash, and a tie for third :n
doin will participate in four meets
Reed, points to his credit.
sity regulars, three of them
the 45-yard low hurdles. Raleigh took
within the next few months, if the Sawyer and Johnson being backfield WINSLOW
HIOU (M)
o
FO PU first in the pole vault and 45-yard low
present plana of John S. Holden, '35, men, the Sophs were greatly ham- ArimiH, rf
11 hurdles and second in the high jump.
C. Savaaak. rf
coach, go through. Beginning in the pered by ineffectual blocking and PoirUr.
If
From the very
t
faulty interference.
Davidson Shews Promise
KorloTltah. If
last few days of December, the team
,.
start of the battle, Harry Ashkenazy, uwtMoity, c
Davidson's showing indicates that
will
various
meets stellar Freshman lineman, purposely Poalte. re
compete
in
he may develop into a real track
•
throughout New England and upper shifted from right to left tackle on Tardiff. re
F. S»u«k. ig
•••*•••
"find", as he has "sever had a track
the defense to meet the peculiar Maaon. 1* ..?..
New York.
formation, proved Ham. Is
shoe on in his life before." He took
The team will have its first test at Sophomore spread
himself to be the fifth man in the MuakawaU. lg
first in the broad jump, third in the
Lake Placid, N. Y., during the final Soph backfield, repeatedly smotherToUU
11
14 300, a tie for third in the 45-yard low
t
days of this month. They will coming reverses and laterals before they BOWDOIN (11)
O
FG PU hurdles, and fourth in the 40-yard
pete here with McGill.
Toronto.
chance to develop.
had
a
FM
i
a
dash.
rf
••-*•••••••*••
s
Dartmouth, Harvard, University of
rUhar. If
(
4
March for Score
William E. Tootell. Sigma Nu
Maine, Ontario University, and others
*^s**#iiej«i c •••••>••«••••»
s
Late in the second period the TMMbTj •••••••••••••••••• 1
pledge, gave indication by winning the
for the Foeh and Harding trophies.
1
Freshmen pushed over their first Carter, re
1
2 shot-put that he may follow in the
May Meet Bates
•
1
touchdown as the result of three con- Kotntaakl. r» .
footsteps
of his noted brother, Fred
Aankafiasy la.............. S
1
which
Soon after classes resume in Jan- secutive first downs
had S^rt. Is
s
4 D. Tootell '23, Olympic champion at
uary, Bowdoin will meet Bates in an brought the ball down to the SophParis in 1924 in the 16-pound hamTvtala ........•.••...• s
6
1
informal -duel meet here, it is expect- omores' seven yard stripe. After bemer,
and a record-breaker in oth'er
Bafcraa: Millet. Colby: umpire: Peabody,
ed by Coach Holden. Although this ing stopped twice at the line of scrim- Colby.
weight events.
Time: 4 10-mlnuta period*.
plan is still indefinite, both colleges mage, Johnny Frye broke off tackle
Other first place winners were as
are willing to compete. There will for the score. A pass to Fitts annexed
follows: Elliott D. Burritt, Zeta Psl,
competition at Montreal; Pinkham the extra point.
40-yard dash; Audfey D. Dickinson,
also be opportunities to enter the
The Yearlings' second touchdown
non-fraternity, 45-yard high hurdles;
Notch. Mt. Washington, Brattleboro, came in the fourth period resulting
and John L. Salter, Psi V, high jump.
Vt, Middlebury College, Salisbury. from a 35 yard sprint by Frye over
Finds Material Ordinary
Conn., Greenfield, Mass., and other right tackle, on which he broke
(OaaUnoad from paga 1)
Coach Jack Magee, commenting on
important winter sports centers.
through the whole Soph secondary to even better marks, was out bethe meet, said he believed that the
The number of meets to be entered single-handed. F rye's attempt to con- cause of illness.
week of competition had shown this
has been greatly restricted by finan- vert was successful. His brilliant perS»0 yard maelay r«lay— Won by Olneyville
ces.
The college has appropriated formance was greatly aided by the (Bnack, HigciM. Chroatowaki) Bowdoin year's freshman material to be "of
Pack. FUh). aacond.
Tim«: S m. the ordinary type of past freshman
only $50 for this new sport at Bow- accurate blocking of Bill Murphy In 2(WricM.
2-4 s. (Nnr lagtud AA.U. record.)
doin. This money will be needed to particular, and Dave Soule, his hard» rwd fret etyle—Won by Babula (O) classes."
Final standing follows.:
Boyd
Mcoad: Arnold (B). third. Time:
pay travelling expenses for the whole running fullback.
U B. (8).
R. B. Fox 28i, R. C. Raleigh 19, G.
team. Because of this, only a few of
Losers Lack Precision
224 yard free etyle—Won by Lamontaime T. Davidson 171, E. D'A. Burritt 14,
the aforementioned meets will be atOn the whole, barring occasional (O): Rndlette (B). eacond: Bik (O). third. P. R. Knauth 14, A. D. Dickson 13,
high lights such as Smith's spectacu- Tine: S a*. U44 a.
J. U. Salter 11, G. R. Stanwood 11, W.
440 rare free etyle—Won by Babula (O)
lar gains on end around plays and
Twelve Men Practice
Young 71, W. E.
DxenatewiM (O). eecomd; Walker (B). third. R. Murphy 8, C.
e.
Twelve men are now getting in con- Reed's work as safety man, die Soph- Tbne: • m.
Tootell 7, D. E. Soule 7, C. W. Sylacked precision. The
1M yard backstroke—Won by Branch (O) monds 8, J. W. Dfller 5, H. M. Burdition for skiing by daily workouts omore team
(B). atcoad: Btk (O). third. Time: 1 in.
consisting of special exercises and Soph line, roughly corresponding to May
Fischer
4. M. M. Lord
gess
A.
E.
4J„
4t 1-S l.
running. This training is going on the Junior Varsity forward wall,
I, C. PoQina 4, F..W. Bilodeau 8. J.
200 yard breejtatroke-Won by Higstai (O)
under Holden's direction. It is planned failed to work effectively enough to SaKyetak (O). aaeond: Whltmore (B). third. H. Halford 2, H. A>Steeves 2, B. H.
give
the
backfield
a
chance
to
show
Time: 2 a. It
(Mew England A.A.U. Cushing 1, F. G. Lewis 1, W. S_.
I.
to get the men into the open after
record.)
Muncy 1.
the first suitable snowfall. Of these their strength.
100 yard free atyla— Won by Chroatowski
In direct contrast to the Soph (O);
men, Holden himself is a former winCary (B). aeeond Brown (B). third.
ner of the Dartmouth Carnival Ski eleven. Don Lancaster's whole team Time: ill-U (BqnaU New England A.A.U.
On Friday and Saturday last week
Jump, and is outstanding in New seemed to carry out their offensive
President Sills, Professor Hammond,
KUmaaewtki
Dive— Won by Patrick (O)
England winter sports. Other experi- assignments with great accuracy. On (O).
aeeond; Sampaoa (B). third. Winner'! Professor Smith and Alumni Secrethe
defense,
Ashkenazy
displayed
his pointi 114.72.
enced men on the squad are Robert W.
tary Wilder attended a meeting of
Laffin *38. Willard S. Bass "S8, and customary skill to great advantage
SM yard relay—Won by Olneyville (Chroe- representatives from New England
with Dealing and Fitts also showing towaki. Branch. Saftyalak. Hicsln.). Bowdoin colleges and secondary schools at the
Gauthier Thibodeau '37.
(Seacrave. H1H, Arnold. Boyd), aeeond. Time:
up well.
(New England A.A.U. record.) Sutler hotel in Boston.
Will Make Excursions
1 m. 17 1-. fc
ful

FINANCES RESTRICT
NUMBER OF MEETS

—

—
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OLNEYVILLE SWAMPS

'

is

no halfway mark

or they're not.

wear—and

Benoit's

this reputation

we have complete and

in evening clothes, either they are correct
recognized as headquarters for formal
has been gained only because at all times

is

—

large stocks of the newest, correct dress cloth-

ing and furnishings.

TUXEDOS

TAILCOATS

$35

$40 and $45

WHITE TANK TEAM

Includes Trousers

Includes Trousers

and complete stocks of correct accessories

j

i

|

j

:

SHIRTS

TIES

BLACK HOSE

LINKS and STUDS

VESTS

PUMPS

U

MM

and

MUFFLERS
OXFORDS

M

:

:

:

"In

addition

competition

to

winter sports team plans
some week end excursions

to
to

the

make
Mount

Washington, Grafton Notch, and
Rumford," stated Holden.
There is also a possibility that some

member

of the faculty may be induced to attend the school of instruction to be conducted by Coach Otto
Schniebe of the Dartmouth winter
ports team at Mt. Moosilauke, the
first week in January. This would
produce a man capable of giving faculty coaching to the squad, it is
hoped.

CUMBERLAND
Wednesday

December 12th

-

STRANGE WIVES
with

•

June Clayton

-

Roger Pryor

-

also

-

News

Comedy

Thursday

December 13th

-

Binnie Barnes

Neil Hamilton

-

One Exciting Night
also

-

•

Comedy

Cartoon
Friday

December 14th

-

FRANCIS LEDERER
in

-

The Pursuit
•

Joan Bennett

•

of Happiness

with
-

•

Charlie Ruggles

Mary Boland
-

also

-

News

Comedy

Saturday

•

December 15th

I Sell Anything
-with'

PAT O'BRIEN - ANN DVORAK
•

also

•

Comedy

Cartoon

Monday

December 17th

•

with Veree Teaadale - Ricardo Cortex
Lionel Atwill • Anita Louise
•

-

also

-

News

Miller Staging

Swimming 'Dunk'
A

Christmas "dunk" modeled after
Xmas track "gambols"
instituted by Jack Magee, coach of
the track team, is being held in the
Curtis pool daily under the supervision of Coach Robert Miller, mentor
of the White mermen. It .involves
some thirty members of the various

the successful

swimming squads

Comedy

now engaged

Waait a minute—
smokes
what
hereto

in

daily practice.
According to Miller, who originated
the scheme in regard to swimming,
the affair is mainly for purposes of
amusement. At the same time the
squad is kept busy and in trim for
an intensive swimming season which
lies ahead of them. The "dunk" also
will possibly develop hidden talent.
The draw, made Monday afternoon,
was arranged so that every man participates in one event on one of three
groups: short distance races, long and
middle distance races, and special
'events.
The latter group includes
diving, the plunge, and the 75 and

150 yard medley races. The abort
races are the 50 yard and 100 yard
events in all three regular strokes,
breast, back, and freestyle. In the
middle distance group are the 440
and 220 yard freestyle events, and
the 200 yard breaststroke and 150
yard backstroke.
Henry H. Franklin '35, whose recent illness prevented him from swimming for the J.V. team in the spectacular Olneyville meet, is a distinct
favorite. He has drawn the 100 yard
backstroke, the 75 yard medley, and
the 200 yard breaststroke events.
Franklin has been fortunate in not
getting the diving, although all other
events are equally easy for him.
John M. Beale '35, captain of the
varsity, has been allotted the 50 yard
breaststroke. the 440 yard free-style,
and the dive. Brewster Rundlett,
promising middle distance swimmer
from the freshman ranks, and who
shared honors in high scoring with
Franklin in an exhibition meet, this
fall has the 50 yard freestyle, the 220

yard freestyle,

THE FIREBIRD

in

which he came In

second against Olneyville, and the 75
yard medley.

Three awards—gold,

sterling,

and

bronze medals suitably decorated and
inscribed will go to the winners of
the "dunk", stated Manager Chester
C. Baxter "36.

—
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the last few weeks the editorials of the Orient have made several inferences which implied the lack
Yorker's 'While
of any concerted opinion. This was
probably in reply to the President's
Barns'
request that the Editorial Board reflect more campus opinion than its
Best Seller
own particular point of view.
Granting therefore the absence ot
student
opinsuch an abstraction as
ion, is there any source which might
be tapped to supply this want of information? Obviously the answer is
no, for the Student Council or any
York's
other campus organization, due to its Considered
composition, is bound to represent a
Popular Writer
prejudiced point of view.
Last year it was suggested that the
Dramatic Critic
make up of the Student Council be
altered so that each campus organizaAlexander Woolcott, famous New
tion be represented in its member
York writer, has been secured as Anship.
This would hardly remedy the
nie Talbot Cole Lecturer for 1935. The
situation for even then it would replecture will be given early in May.
resent, not student opinion, so much
This will be Woolcott' s first public
as an assortment of particular interappearance in Maine. The subject of
ests.
his address has not been disclosed,
but it will probably include certain
fniE one conceivable remedy would re? dings from his own works.
be
an interfraternity council,
Woolcott has been considered the
elected by each fraternity and the non- best "man about town" writer in metfraternity group, which would meet ropolitan New York.
His "Shouts
regularly equipped with contempor- and Murmurs" column appears in the
ary opinion of the respective group New Yorker each week. It was from
each member represents.
the material in this column that he
Such a body could serve as an im- wrote "While Rome Burns". This book
portant supplement to the Student has been the Non Fiction best seller
recommendations for the last five months.
making
Council,
which would actually mirror the opin
Wrote Best Seller
One can
ion of the student body.
He broadcasts weekly over the NBC
think of many recent problems which network in his "Town Crier" prowould be treated inadequately by any gram. This broadcast features news
organization other than an interfra- comments, book reviews, and various
ternity council.
readings.
He first won fame as a
Metropolitan
dramatic
critic
for
our belief that fraternities newspapers. Several of his plays have^
should act together on many is- been Broadway hits. His most recent*
sues. For example, it would be mucn is The Dark Tower" in which he colconfusing for undergraduates, laborated with George Kaufman.
less
Woolcott graduated from Hamilton
especially the freshmen, for the faculty and for the alumni, if all houses College. He has been a prime mover
would initiate on the same day or dur- in the work of rehabilitation of the
blind.
One of his most notable acing the same week.
Such a matter as this could be dis- complishments was the securing ot
cussed by an interfraternity council dogs as guides.
until an agreement on a date could be
reached. Undoubtably an early Spring
initiation would be better, for by that
time the freshmen have become acclimated to their new surroundings, and
the confusion of initiation and pre-inkiation would not interfere too much
with their academic work.

Famed New
Rome

matter," declared President
an Orient reporter when
interviewed on the football coaching situation. The President's
statement
was thoroughly la
keeping with the policy of watchful waiting pursued ever since
the Athletic Council failed to
agree on the matter early this
Malcolm E. Morrell,
month.
Director of Athletics, declined to

WEEK OVER NBC

Later President

inferred
that definite action would probably be delayed until the middle
of January. In speaking of the
action of the Athletic Council as
a whole, the. president mentioned
that they would continue to maintain their attitude of "listening
and waiting".

and

Walker,

ik one of the furtherance of World
Peat*.- "trf J rrfrrg to Hre limttatioi.
of the discussion to the United States,
it is impossible
he continued, ".
.
for any one nation, through a plan
such as this, even if it were good, to
eliminate world wide faults and cor
ruption among the 'merchants of
death.' " Referring to the difficultiesthat McCann and himself had brought
up, he then summarized "the impossibility of determining the dividing line
between munitions and non-muni-

W

.

ANOTHER

plicants to be rejected.

Bowdoin Hasn't Lost A
Student Yet This Year
In spite of the depression, a
disastrous football season, and
the reputed high standards of list
College, net one of the 58« Bow.
doin undergraduates who enrolled
hi September has left the institution far aay reason. This i* a remarkable record, probably without precedent ia the past decade,

and would seem

to

indicate

aa

ghee ace of undergraduate us rest.

#T

tions."

Rockefeller Offers Station
For Gross, Whitman,
Fisher to Use

Program Includes Masquers'
Play. House Dances and
Gym Dance

During Commander Donald B. MacMillan's recent visit to Brunswick, it
to postpone the scheduled
1935 Arctic expedition. The need 01
sufficient time to publish results of
last summer was responsible for the

Once again staid old Bowdoin prepares to drop all decorum and welcome with open arms the ever-popular
institution of

hie lecture at

Sills

Announce
Thursday Orchestras

Fraternities

Plan Fundy Trip
At the same time plans for another
invasion of the Bay of Fundy were
Three members of last
outlined.

FERA Makes Survey Of Phi

L.

WRITES
Thomas

Bluejackets
A.T.O. House
Link Porter
Kappa Sig House, Stan Blanchard
Zete House
Jimmy Watson

Marble

*98,

completed by the was
i

that the A.T.O.
the number of men winning Phi Beta
Kappa keys in the period from 19171934, with the Deke and Psi U in a
tie for second place.
All the f raternities, however, are well represented
in Phi Betes and honor students.
total of one hundred and eighty-two
students have been awarded keys at
Bowdoin in the seventeen years covered by the survey. Of these, 20 were
ATO, 16 Deke, 16 PhI U, 16 DU, 14
Zete, IS TD, 12 Sigma Nu, 11 Chi
Psi. 10 AD, 10 Beta, 7 Kappa Sigma,
and 88 Non-Fraternity..

A

Deke Quartet

in 1917

In 1917, the first year included in
the survey, the Dekes placed four
men on the Phi Bete rolls. Three of
these also graduated with the honor
of Summa Cum Laude. Two B. W.
Bartlett and N. C. Little, together
with G. B. Welch who graduated Pht
Bete in 1926, compose the entire Bowdoin Physics Department at the present time. The other two of that 1917
Deke quartet, B. W. Philbrick and
C. H. Crosby have both been prominent members of the Maine State
Legislature.
The only other fraternities to get
four Phi Bete awards in a single year
are the DU's in 1927 and the ATO's
Half the DU quartet in 1927
in 1931.

i

1

The Non-Fraternity run the great Merlin

groups, however, placed four men in
and 1931 and came
1929,
1930,
in 1934 with 5 Phi Betes.
341 Honor Students
survey on Phi Beta
with
this
Along
Kappa awards, the FERA also made
a tabulation of honor students by iTa
ternities over the same period. Thero
was a total of 341 graduating with
honors during these years, of which
42 had Summa Cum. Laude, 42 Magna Cum Laude, and 257 Cum Laude.
The ATO (Phi Delta Psi up to
1929) and the Dekes again headed the
list with twenty-nine honor students
This number was divided
apiece.
each of the fraternities as follows:
five Summa, three Magna, and twen
ty-one Cum Laude.
70 Non-Frats
The rest of the fraternities followed
close behind in students: DU 28, Sigma Nu 28, Zete 27, Chi Psi 25, Beta

through

m

.

litical interests

stu-

fifty slides enliv-

Button Islands.
pictures showed the ship's
progress up the coast with glimpses
of Battle
Harbor,
Newfoundland,

Hopedale, and Nain where they wert
joyously greeted by the wretched
fishermen who recognized their friend
MacMillan. On July 10. Dr. Potter and
his assistants were
put -ashore on

A

Cape Mugford.
few weeks later
Prof. Gross and his men had set up
their headquarters on the hazardous
Button Islands, unexplored by man.
Dr. Potter collected over 20,000 unglaciated plants, and Prof. Gross returned with 300 birds and startling
news of their banding and migration
for the government.

Confronted with ice packs one Jay,
was obliged to seek shelter in what turned out to be one of
the best harbors in Labrador. MacMillan intends to have this port thai

the Bowdoin

he named Bowdoin Harbor officially Mike Riordan
put on the map as a convenient stop- Charles Parkman
Rosalie Kent
over.

Emanuel
Father Extrella
Captain Rojan
Theatre Manager
Radio Announcer

mills.

Week End Graduation
Considered By Boards

Writes Charming Romance
Since his graduation from Bowdoin,
Judge Marble has been assistant prlncipal and principal of Gorham High
school, Gorham, N. H., as well as supreme court justice. He is a graduate
of Harvard Law school.

"Product of the Mills" is not a
novel of great unsolved industrial
problems of lives frustrated in the
25, Kappa Sigma 22, Psi U 21, A.D. mill tenements. It is a charming ro19. TD 18, and the Non-Fraternity mance centering about one Peter Edgroup with seventy.
ward Grant who leaves college to aid
Five TD's, however, received Sum- his grandfather in the operation of
ma Cum Laude, and the AD, DU, and the mill. The tale is made lively by
Non-Frats had four each. 1933 was the red-headed daughter of the mill's
the only year in the eighteen when no exoeri mental chemist and other 'colSumma Cum Laude was awarded, ana orful' figures. Judge Marble makes a
1!»:{4 the only year when no Magna piece of litigation an important feaCum award was made.
ture of the plot.

i

ment of a week end commencement at Bowdcin. The committee
which includes Mr.
John
F.
Dana *98 and Hen. William M.
Ingraham '9"». from the Board of
Overseers and Messrs. Arthur H.
Ham '08 and Scott ('. M. Simpson '03 from the Alumni Council
is now engaged in securing expression of opinion from a selected group of alumni and faculty
members and from alumni executives of other institutions. It is
expected that the arguments for
and against the adoption of the
week end plan will be codified by
the committee following this investigation and that the general
alumni association will he supplied with the information ia order that an intelligent vote may
be taken by the full alumni mem-

bership.

Ham, Mrs. Stanley P. Cha^c, Mrs.
Robert Tristram Coffin, Mrs. Noel C.
Little, Mrs. Thomas Means, Mrs. Na-

dp'posed'it.

interest be-

thaniel C. Kondrick, Mrs. Joseph

James P. Hepburn '3*
H. Wyman Holmes '35
Mrs. A. B. Holmes

Howard

"SH
"37

'35
'35
'37

(Continued on page 3)

Jimmie Lunceford Won Fame
As Harlem Cotton Club Band
with the saxophone, clarinet, tromSone. and flute. His greatest extravagance is according to him, his orchestra.
Unmarried, he does not smoke,
drinks very seldom, and has no special aversion, prejudices or eccentricfamous Cotton Club in Harlem earl
ities.
He does admit however, that
in 1934.
his favorite author is Joseph Conrad,
He started out in his first profes- that he likes Fred Waring's and the
sional engagement at the Andrew Casa Loma orchestras, that he eat*
Jackson Hotel in Nashville, Tennessee chow mein at midnight.
by playing a piece all the way
That jazz is becoming too tame is
through in the wrong key. When still Jimmie's ardent belief.
He has his
a struggling young guitar player net definite ideas about good music. He
lost his way in a Colorado blizzard thinks that American composers seland almost froze to death.
dom offer real works of music ana
Likes Conrad's Writings
that the public is swayed by "big
Jimmie first learned to play the name*' attractions, rather than by an
guitar but he is now also proficient appreciation of music.

Varied and colorful has been

|

i

;

,

!

I

|

I

•

th<

career of Jimmie Lunceford, whos
famed band will play for Gym dancer
tomorrow night. National popularity
came to him and his orchestra wher
they succeeded Cab Calloway at th<

j

.

E.

Hughie Connor's NBC band featuring Joy Nelson, blues singer, will
syncopate for the enjoyment of the
Beta's.
Their dance will be chaperoned by Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Marling
and Mr. and Mrs. Richard Thayer. H.
chairman, and Freddy
Clark,
B.
Gwinn form the committee.
H. W. Holmes, Arthur Lord, Max

Voiiel "3«

Stanley Williams '37
William Fi-* "3*
Arthur Stratton '35

Thomas Graven
Donald Berman
BriK.-Gen. Wagner
John Kay
John M. Beale
1st Peon
Norman McPhex
2nd Peon
Mexican Officer*. Soldier*. Peons
American Officers and Soldiers

land, is considering the establish-

Patriot". Anoth"How to

which

Sentry

A special committee of the governing boards of the college, acting under the chairmanship of
Hon. John A. Peters '89 of Port-

—

'36 and H.
the leading

»

Names Harbor
The

er of his early works was
Appreciate the Drama".

blue.

cause of the recent injuries by Wash- Johnson.
ington into the munitions manufacThe committee for the dance conturers. "Spread Eagle" concerns the sists of John S. Baker '35, chairman,
his at- Stanley Sargent "35, Douglas Walkactivities of a financier in
er '35, and Josiah Drummond '36.
tempts to cause war with Mexico.
Dekes Sign Ted Black
The play is an indictment of war, and
Festivities begin with banquets this
to this extent is propaganda, but as evening
at
the
eleven fraternity
houses.
These will be followed, at
"one
said
of
it,
the New York Times
about eleven o'clock, by dancing to the
audience after another is carried
strains of the popular bands which
away by patriotism and sentiment.'' have been engaged.
Reviewing the play, J. Brooks AtkinMusic at the Deke House will be
son said, "Equipped with extraordi- furnished by Ted Black and his Conarily ingenious plot and flippant, lumbia Broadcasting system orchesfacile conversation, "Spread Eagle" tra.
The dance will be chaperoned
provides an evening of absorbing by Mrs. M. David Bryant and Mrs.
melodramatic entertainment with sen* Charles A. Flagg. Robert W. Breed,
implications".
sational
chairman, Josiah H. Drummond, and
John L. Crosby III form the enterLaidley Stages Play
tainment committee.
With three different sets, a Wall
D.U. Secures Vin Gary
street office, a shack in Mexico and a
Ronald Marshall, chairman. Maxprivate railroad car, which must be
well Small, and Douglas Sands have
changed rapidly, the play is an am- secured Vin Gary and
his Casa Mabitious on,e from the point of view of
drid orchestra for the D.U. House.
staging. The second act calls' for an
Mrs. J. J. I'ocock, and Prof, and Mrs.
exciting bit before the curtain, whicn
Brown will act as chaperones.
takes "Spread Eagle" somewhat outBilly Murphy and his orchestra will
side the usual realm of the drama.
provide rhythm at the Chi Psi dance.
Paul Laidley '36, production man- Mrs. Donald Mason will be the chapager, is in charge of the staging of eron and the committee is composed
the play, assisted by William Klaber of Gordon Stewart and Virgil Bond.
'37. Winthrop B. Walker '36, is propWallace Plays for T.D.'s
erty manager, and Charles S. GoodAt the Psi U. House, Mrs. William
win '38 is stage manager. Assistants Snow will act as chaperon, and music
are Frank H. Swan '36. Henry Trask is by Duke Oliver and his band from
'37, Donald Berman "37, James Dennis Providence.
Preparations have been
'38, Curtis Symonds *38, William Fisn handled by Jack McLeod, chairman,
*38, George Wilson '38, John Redman John McGill and Sprague Mitchell.
'38. and James I'ocock '38.
The T.D.'s have not yet secured
chaperones for the holiday function,
The cast follows:
Grace
Elizabeth Riley but the dance committee composed of
Peter
Francis S. Benjamin '3« Winthrop
Walker,
chairman,
H.
Joe Cobb
Edwin G. Walker '3«
Bill Davis
Hubert S. Shaw 'M Howie Milliken and William Fletcher
Loin Hendtraon
Margaret Trexanowan have already engaged Art Wallace of
General de Ca.-itro
Raymond Pach '36 Framingham to furnish the melodies.
Martin HeuUt-r*on
Raymond West '3a
Hughie Connor at Beta's

Professor Clark, and his two assistants composed the party. On June 10,
1934, the Bowdoin and its personnel
of fifteen men set out from Portland,
bent on the further collection or
plants in the Kan-Majet mountains
in Labrador and study of birds on ISie

While at Bowdoin Judge Marble
of the Orient board,
the Quill board, and Delta Kappa Epsilon
fraternity.
He was assistant
manager of the Bugle and won two
speaking prizes, speaking at commencement as welL Even during his
college days and as a young lawyer in
Berlin, he was given to writing poems
and plays among them "A Royal

in

The play has increased

to

ened his explanation of his last year's
and previous trips northward. Seven
Bowdoin undergraduates, Prof. Gross,
the ornithologist of the party, and s>
Clark University biologist. Associate

as-

"35

and

The patronesses' booth will be In
the center of the left-hand side rather than on the end as in other year*.
Lighting will be furnished directly by
spots of various colors turned on the
floor from opposite corners, and indirectly by torcheres between the
booths.
Band is Versatile
Underneath a large replica of the
Bowdoin Seal will be seated one of the
most popular colored bands in tne
country today, Jimmy Lunceford ano?
his orchestra, the exponents of that
tantalizing
rhythm, "White Heat*.
This organization has won favor
everywhere by their ability to make
it either "sweet or hot".
The following chaperones will officiate: Mrs. K. C. M. Sills. Mrs. Roscoe

Will

morial Hall. Satirizing the munitions
racket, the play has been the object
opposition wherever preof* much
sented, and its successful opening
Broadway run was cut short because
of the influence of business and po- J.

Lecture

and college

'35

"Spread Eagle", Masque and
Gown Houseparty play, will be produced Friday afternoon at 4.30 in Me-

a large audience of

One hundred and

was a member

Runaway" and "The

With Edwin G. Walksr

dents.

sociate justice of the New Hampshire
supreme court since 1917, has recently published "Product of the Mills",
a romance of the great mills of Berlin,
N. H., centering about a college
Chinese, Quincy Q. Shan Sheh
Chi-Hai Fong both receiving the boy who joins his grandfather to help

interesting fact and
Fraternity leads in coverted award.

to

Brunswick people

Holmes

roles,

Illustrating his lecture with colored

explorations

'36,

Wyman Holmes

lantern slides, Commander Donald li.
MacMillan described his recent arctic

Bete Students In Fraternities
A survey recently
FERA reveals the

Arctic

Draws Large Crowd
Mem. Hall

furnished in gold. The booths along
the sides of the hall will be alternate-

Play in Leading Boles of
"Spread Eagle"

DESCRIBES TRIP
Illustrated

The ceiling will form a background
of blue while the orchestra pit will be
ly gold, silver,

Walker

COM. MacMULAN

MARBLE
NEW BOOK

Littlefield

Dance chairman John Salmon Baker has spared no pains in an effort to
make this annual function bigger and
better than ever. The decorations are
by the Carlson Decorating Company of
Boston and are the most novel and attractive that could be obtained.
Decorations Colorful

MASQUE TO PUT
ON XMAS DRAMA

Deke House
Ted Black
Jim Gary
D.U. House
Chi Psi House .. Billy Murphy
Psi U. House
Duke Oliver
T.D. House
Art Wallace
Zeta House
Hughie Conner
Sigma Nu Bouse, Dick Sullivan
Jimmy Cash man
A.D. House

year's party will make the trip: William A. O. Grose "87, F. Burton Whitman '35 and Frederic A. Fisher, Jr.,
'35. Three more yen will be selected
by the Biology department to complete the personnel.
The expedition will make it's headquarters on Kent's Island which has
been offered to the College by John
S. Rockefeller aa a Biological Station.
Formal acceptance of the station
awaits action by the Boards in June.
An excellent laboratory has been built
by Mr. Rockefeller to provide suitable
facilities for r e sea rch workers.
Erect Lately Outpost
The construction of a sub-station
on a small rock* reef to study the
rare Raior-billed Auk, cousin of the
extinct Great Auk, has been planned.
The reef is only about fifty feet long
and a few feat sfijei high water, TOsring calm weather, building equipment
and supplies will be landed on the
rock. From this crude shack Gros*
hopes to film and study the foreigr
birds who nest all over the island.
With the aid of three dorys powered by outboard motors sunk in wells
near the stern, a fauna and flora,
reconnaissance of the entire region
will be made for a publication by the
American Geographical Society. Although the Bay of Fundy is one of
the richest life zones along the Atlan
tic seaboard, it has been seldom visited by Naturalists,. As in the past
Ecological studies of Ornithological
subjects will be the main work of th»

THOMAS

ford.

LUNCEFORD'S ORCHESTRA
which will provide musk for gym dancers Friday night. Exponents
of "White Heat" and "Jazznocracy", this fifteen piece Negro band
has won nationwide fame, playing at the Cotton Club in Harlem and
broadcasting over the NBC network.

Bowdoin

tht-

debate, and welcomed the visitors to
the college. The judges were Clarence
Peabody, Esq., of Portland, and the
Reverend Charles M. Tubbs, -of Bath.

Christmas Houseparty.

arrival Thursday evening of 200
guests will mark the beginning ot
this eagerly-awaited respite in the*
scholastic activities of the year, ending in the feature attraction of the
event, the dance in the Gym Friday
night with music by Jimmie Lunee-

The

move.
Also a downward trend in the
abundance of game would have made
the proposed Grand Falls trip impossible.
This 600 mile canoe jaunt
through the wildest part of Labrador
was to be a main feature of the next

McConnell, summarizing the affirmative for Williams, drew an analogy
between present circumstances in the
all.
The first attempts at banding to* "munitions racket" and workmen
gether in the cause of peace were smoking around a bam full of hay.
peace demonstrations held at the City He stated that government control, summer.
To Retrieve Anchor
College of New York, Harvard and which he defined as co-operation
Commander MacMillan instructed
Brown. At about the same time, the between the State Department and
Oxford pledge, not to fight at any the munitions manufacturers, would the -/roup how and where to locate
cost at all, was enacted in England. not necessarily bring about prohibi- the "Bowdoin's" anchor. It was lost
last summer when the vessel stopped
Start Using Polls
tion of exportations of arms, but
The first peace polls ever to be held merely make possible its control, ac- at the island last fall. In the full face
among students in this country were cording to the "obvious intent" of the of a strong ebb tide, students and
equipment was transferred to the
brought forth by Brown and Illinois exporters.
schooner without mishap.
Universities. The Oxford pledge ana
Export Prohibition Discriminates
But shortly before sailing a parthis type at poll have both been used
In presenting his case, McCann ticularly strong tidal
wave struck s*
extensively throughout the nation brought out a vital point in the disviolently
that the chain parted, and
since.
cussion when he demonstrated that
Barnes discussed at length the complete prohibition of exportation* the port anchor was left behind, li
forthcoming poll among college stu- would bring about disastrous dis- the big hook can be located at low
dents that is being fostered by the crimination against some nations. tide, it will be hoisted up between
Association of College Editors and Germany, he pointed out, produces al- two dories and carried ashore to be
the Literary Digest. He outlined the most all her own munitions within picked up the following year.
The party will leave immediately
plans of the association in connection her own borders. Spain, on the other
with this poll and other pacifistic hand, makes only a quarter of her after final examinations, and will return during the second week of Sepmeasures.
Future polls are being own war supplies.
tember.
planned by this group, although their
President
presided over

tions regarding house parties were
discussed in regard to their enforcement during the coming festivities.
The Administration evidently is
going to be more stringent than usual
In order that there will not be any
unfortunate publicity surrounding the
affairs, as was circulated in the press
last year at the time of the Ivy party.
exact context is as yet unknown.
It will be interesting .to see whether
Barnes also mentioned a little
the President's regulations will meet
about the association itself, telling 01
with as much success as the Dean's
(Continued on page 2)
House Code.

Financial reports of student
aid applicants must be in the Bursar's office before January 5.
Overdue reports may cause ap-

LUNCEFORD BAND TO
PLAY AT GYM PROM

Following

principal point in this argument tonight, namely, that the entire question

Move

January 5 Is Deadline
For Financial Reports

STUDENTS MAY GO
TO BAY OF FUNDY

expedition.

ern Intercollegiate league. Represented by Edwin G. Walker '36, whose
brilliant rebuttal was the outstanding
feature of the evening, and Richarc
V. McCann "37, the team successfully
defended the negative of the question,
"Resolved: That the Manufacture and
Sale of Munitions Should be Placed
Under Government Control." The Williams team consisted of Frank P.
Harvey and Raymond McConnell.
Harvey spoke first, giving an orthodox review of the case, and was later
cross-questioned by Walker. McCann
presented the case for Bowdoin,
pointing out the practical objections
to government control. He was in turn
pertinently questioned by McConnell.
Walker Rebutto
In his rebuttal, Walker stated, "our
opponents seem to have missed the

Of

Bowdoin's Affirmative Debating team defeated Smith College
by a two-to-one vote, it was
learned late last night. This
score, together with the results of
the home debate, give the team
f ve out of six points, and will
probably insure for them second
place in the Eastern Intercollegiate League.

Thursday, Friday

lecture

Late initiation would be much more

Late Report Indicates
Debaters Defeat Smith

of Guests to Bowdoin

Impossible by
Lack of Game

ing Council defeated Williams last
islands.
Friday in the home contest of its sec
ond triangular debate under the East-

fraternities
to
the
advantageous
Barnes *35 Reveals Progress
themselves, for by Spring they would!
tare « fairly clear idea tf «»e*!y|
Student Pacifist
now many of their respective delegain U. S.
tions would be returning to College
After all it is
the following year.
rather disconcerting to initiate ten
of
Discussing
"The Progress
men and have only five return. Late Pacifism Among Students" before the
initiations would also serve to stress Liberal Political Forum Wednesday
the importance of decent scholastic evening, December 12, Donald F.
standing upon the pledges.
Barnes '35 declared that the banding together of students might in the
matter which would cer- future enable them to obtain peace.
Barnes pointed out in his talk that
tainly merit discussion by an interfraternity council is the question of decentralization of American students
had been prevalent up until a few
"Hell Week". The fraternities should
unquestionably adopt a single policy years ago. There had been little if
regarding this issue. While it is gen- any concerted action on any matter at

Monday, the President's regula-

Yuletide Parties Bring Host

Made

Commander MacMillan was operated
upon for appendicitis. He is reported
Again awarded the decision by & doing well and will be able to make
unanimous vote, the Bowdoin debat- his
to*r of the Hawaiian

ORIENT EDITOR

last

Decision

by Judges

FORUM HEARS

.;.

McCann Awarded

Unanimous

'
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Feature 600 Mile Canoe Trip

Sills

BOWDOIN WINS
HONE DEBATE

rIS

...

NO. 17

1934.

was decided

A

a meeting of the fraternity
ATpresidents
with the acting-Dean

CHAPEL FRIDAY

200 Guests Start Christmas
Parties At Houses This Eve

is

comment.

New

at Bowdoin.

IN

Sills to

BROADCASTS EACH

erally admitted that its days are numbered, it should not be allowed to continue on indefinitely in its dotage.
* Since its abolition last week by the
Theta Delta Chi Fraternity, there has
been considerable comment by numbers of the undergraduate body, the
faculty and alumni. Almost unanimously these opinions have reflected a
desire for its complete discontinuance

CHRISTMAS SERVICE
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College

is

a big adventure for
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home
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train at

Up

j «u
~ well,
ii » u
but* somePretty
he said,
times I wonder about his attitude on
things. You see— and here he blurted
sits in the
out the whole story
room when I m studying and borrows
I
my matches. That would be all
right, but he takes them one by one'
and burns the hairs on his bvrs."
We were suddenly glad our rights
of seniority enabled us to keep our
interest reserved
;<r,
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Athletics on the Carpet
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MAN OF THE MORROW

By Robert French
J

politics: "Since the beginning of this economic crisis, I have said repeatI felt certain It was of such a fundamental nature that it was bound
to produce a political realignment in this country just as the fundamental
crisis of human slavery produced a political realignment prior to the Civil
•a-

edly that

I

w

'

\

War "

Trio older men are worried at these words of "Young- Bob" for they fear a
breakdown of the old party lines into Conservatives and Liberals. On return»ig to Washington after casting his mid-term election vote at Hyde Park,
President Roosevelt's first move was to assure New Deal support to Robert
LaF n ette, J r _ re-elected to the Senate from Wisconsin.
i„ o,,
it Q,e Lapollettes of Wisconsin have hardly been the pleasantest
("experience for Presidents. The late Robert M. LaFollette, Sr., was as noted
for nig j ngU rgency as for his political courage. Although a Republican, the
e \fo r LaFollette could always be depended upon to bolt one or more of his
party's planks. He was a New Dealer years before Franklin D. Roosevelt
was carried into office by a Democratic landslide. But the times change; what
waa radical in the days of "Fighting Bob" is now past or incorporated Into!
the New Deal. Yet another "Bob" has arisen to challenge the liberalism of
the Party in power.
!

|

M

,

^

I

|
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Since the Athletic Council met in executive session on Saturday,
8, the College has, both officially and unofficially, main- Ace Hudkins and Sammy Baker in
tained a strict silence on the football coaching problem. It seems Los Angeles. Even the umpire was
drenched a ruby red."
to The Orient that this is probably the most unwise thing the
O. O. Mclntyre in the Portland
Press-Herald
administration could do in such a case.
The referee was pretty well mussed
During the eleven days since the Council met, literally hundreds up in the last World Series, Oscai.
m • c
of rumors have been circulated concerning what occurred in the
We sometimes wonder at the
meeting and What the College's attitude is toward the present
cryptic little marks the profescoaching regime. These rumors have in some instances been so
sors place in red ink along the
margins of quizzes. Our own, we
scandalous that had they been founded on any fact whatsoever,
note sadly, are usually more red
they must eventually have embroiled Bowdoin in a controversy
than black when they are returned to us. However, we noticed two
which would extend far beyond the athletic problem. They will
on one German paper the other
continue to increase in scope and dimension until the College puts
day that puzzled us and made us
wonder at the sanity of the Geran end to its vacillating policy of silence and comes to some defiman department. The student was

—

obviously unprepared, but made a
few trifling statements. In the
margin was written in ink that
seemed to exude injured dignity:
"No such a thing!"
And down at the bottom of the
paper was a note (also in red):
"What does this mean (in
German): Close your trap!?"
We haven't figured that one
ont yet, and neither has the student.
ra - c

——

o
o
Senator since

c

December

nite conclusions.

M. LaFOLLETTE,

THE TIME seems ripe to Bob LaFollette for another spokesman in national

They have a way of doing
things at Harvard all their own.
Some things are done well, like
the new houses. Others are done
poorly, like the football team.
But in one instance they seem to
have done both at once. We refer
to a note we saw in one of the
buildings as we strayed around
the campus recently. There is a
big door there marked "FIRE
APPARATUS", and pinned on
the door is a tiny note to make
things somewhat clearer. The
note says, "Door locked, but can
easily be broken down."
in - c
"Bloodiest ring battle I ever saw:

BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY

Willis Hay, Jr., 36

m

'

ROBERT

FORUM HEARS
T EDITOR

present football situation that I feci
it is high time to state a few facta in
support of our present coach.
It is apparent in tho controversies
to date that little or no attention has
been paid to any history of football at
Bowdoin fd r the TOOt twenty years.
During that period, Bowdoin has held
one state Championship along with a
few fa,rl y raccessfol seasons; otherterms of wins, espe
*?•«» uccess
"ally in the State Series, has beer,
Practically nil.
Also over that same
period we }«ve hired jiad fired some
six or eight coaches. Now may I ask,
"Has thls continued lack of success
under so many coaches been the fault
of the coaches themselves?"
The last of this unfortunate succession of coaches came here with a marvelous record behind him, and one;
again we patted ourselves on the back
saying, "We hare had a much needed
house-cleaning and here is the man
to put football at Bowdoin on a winning basis." With this enthusiasm
and faith to aid him Mr. Bowser, with
his assistant Mr. Roberts, coached a
team whose record satisfied almost

Syndicated Feature of
The Association of College Editors

tl

is torn away from h"
the fall and steps off. the
Brunswick faced with a trek
Publtritad awy Wadncsdar durint tha Colfesa Yaar by Um Student* of Bondoin Collej*.
up the hill to cold reality and unAll contribaUona aad eommaniratkms ihoaM ba civaa to tha Managing- Editor by Sunday known roommates at Bowdoin. And
nlirht preceding the data of publication. Tba Editor-in-Chief la responsible for the editorial
so we always take an interest in how
column; the Managing: Editor for new* and make-up. All communications regarding subscrip- the incoming, class is getting along.
tions should ba addressed to tha Business Manager of tba Bowdoin Publishing Company.
The other day we had a conversaSabeeripUoat, It. 50 par yaar (Including Alumnus) in advance.
,
tion with a diminutive freshman of
slight acquaintance.
Entered aa second claaa matter at tha poatofflce at Brunswick. Maine.
"Well, Joe", we smiled, "how do
oo
you get along with your roommate ?
No. 17
Vol. LXIV.
Wednesday. December 19, 1934
Joe smiled a bit wanly, and looked

freshman who

vtfhunuTtication
Dear Editor:
So much has been said about the

YOUNGEST
AS "THEthen
only thirty

Henry Clay," the present Bob LaFolyears old, was elected to the Senate in 1925 to
unexpired term of his famous father. This past November 6th he
ended his third successful senatorial campaign; but he brought an ominous
"Young Bob" is the leader of Wisconsin's
note into orthodox jiarty ranks
newly-formed Progressive Party
In the Hoover debacle of 1932 Senator LaFollette bolted the Republicans
and went over to Roosevelt. Wisconsin has been the battleground of conservative and progressive Republicans for thirty years, and the Republican LaFollettes have championed liberalism. In the recent election Senator LaFollette believed that New Deal policies would not swing far enough left to suit
Wisconsin progressives. Democrats, with Roosevelt backing, had enjoyed
their greatest powers in years with Democratic Governor A. G. Schmedenian
in office and needed no aid from LaFollette and his insurgent Republicans.
Expecting little help from Democrats and less from Republicans, Bob LaFollette campaigned as a member of the Progressive Party from Wisconsin
with his brother, Phil, running for governor. The new party won on its first
test, and the LaFollette s were elected.

it

i

ft

(Continued from pas* I)

the .informal debates which are being held among the members of the
ACE themselves. The present, poll,
Barnes states, will be held here on
similar poll among the
January 6.
different European universities may
also be held.

A

Mentions Organizations Cooperating
Other associations which are addpacifism
ing their efforts to gain
throughout the world, according to

,

Barnes, include the League of IndusDemocracy, Fellowship of Reand the Socialist party.
These groups are aiding the ACE In
their present poll.
which students have
difficulty
The
the problem of
in understanding
peace Was stressed by Barnes. The
modern student finds himself perplexed by big-gbunding names ana
empty words. The fact that no simpli-

trial

conciliation,

fication of facts piled upon facts has
been made has meant that there has
been no clear attempt at a logical con-

clusion.

"Students banding together is one
of the roost significant moves to date.
Although it is doubtful that it can be
accomplished in this generation, if the
highly praised team of 11)80 which had
will
won all but two games, including the students band together, they
eventually wield power and be able to
first defeat of Maine since 1921 and a
obtain peace."
tie with Williams (which has previously held Columbia to a 3-0 score)
Such brand statements as the
Mr. Bowser had just four men around Orient and the press have made conwhom to form a team. Two ends, two cerning the sentiment of the student
tackles, a guard and one back were body, the team and the alumni are ablost by graduation while three backs solutely false, or at least biased. How
were lost through ineligibility. The do they knqw that " 'WE' want a newsuccess of that season need not bv coach?" Who in the first place are
told.
And that, or a very similar sit- 'We'? Some may want a new coach
uation has been his predicament ever
there are always people in any
since Mr. Bowser has been here. In group who want a change either for
o
view of this fact the question re- personal or other reasons but who
o
LaFOLLETTE, only thirty-nine years old,' is no fledgling in the Senate, mains, is Mr. Bowser himself respon- can truthfully say that 'WE' want a
new coach? It is certain that a winHe received a thorough schooling in the mysteries of Washington as his sible ?
Why should a real coach, a gentle- ning team is desired; that is natural.
Elected to the
father's secretary, confidant and counselor for six years.
Senate, he showed himself to be sane, industrious and sincere. He is the man of the highest character respect- How are we going to get it? We
victim
ed
all,
be
the
of
unfair
by
such
Senate's first parliamentarian.
could lower our scholastic standards
He lives in the old family residence at Maple Bluff Farm on the outskirts and unfounded misrepresentation as to those of most of the colleges with
of Madison; his brother, Phil, has a new home on the other side of town. the press and the Orient hav e pub- which we compete or else we could reDaily "Young Bob" climbs the wooden stairs leading to the old-fashioned law lished ? They have shrewdly painted a place those colleges on our schedule
office where his father worked for twenty-five years. He is shrewder, more picture of the situation to influence with ones which have scholastic standpatient and steadier than his brother, has his father's fire on the platform students and alumni in a problem ards on a level with Bowdoin's; nameand his trick of raising or lowering his voice suddenly. Amiable, good look- about which they know close to noth- ly, Haverford, Hamilton and Swarthing and winning, he likes humor with an iranic twist to it, is a "rotten golfer" ing. Now I ask only that before we more, but why continue the custom o?
and a baseball fan. The long training he went through left little time for have our "housecleaning" as we have firing and hiring Coaches to alleviate a
the lighter side of a young fellow's life, but he can step an excellent fox-trot, had with each coaching regime of the condition with which they are powerpast twenty years, we examine both less to contend?
on any dance floor.
To him and his brother is left the task of maintaining the dynasty of sides of the situation before jumping
MEMBER OF THE FOOTBALL
*
liberalism which their father created. They have taken over the "LaFollette at conclusions.
•*
TEAM.
Magazine", established in 1909, merged it with the new party's, "Progressive", and will attempt to set the political pace, as their father did formerly,
for the rest of the states.
lette,

everjjone.
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If the authorities hope, by maintaining silence, to wait the
matter out and let it blow over without disturbance, they are very
BOWDtMN "FAVORED
wrong. Student opinion, slow to rise, is equally slow to subside
and in this respect, over this problem, the student body and the
alumni seem to be united.
The situation, as it stands now, demands action. The longer
The College has been named as a
residuary legatee to a portion of the
that that action is delayed, the more ill-feeling is bred and the
estate of Lottie S. Haines, late of
more complicated the problem becomes.
Maiden, Mass., it was announced yesIt is obvious that the Athletic Council cannot settle the case
Slightly used Kahn New Era strum- terday. A portion; of the legacy will
itself.
It signed its own death warrant on December 8 when it pet, cost new $125. Can be had at less be used to establish a scholarship in
battled for twelve vain hours without Teaching a single conclusion than half price. Call University
7133-W for full particulars. Harvard
worthy of the name. So if the problem is to be taken up by the Crimson.
It took the depression a long time
other authorities, ft should be done clearly, and those authorities
to hit Harvard.
should treat the case with the due seriousness it deserves, without
m -c
letting it be batted about from faction to faction.
Mr. Harold T. Pulsifer tens

by
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The longest football trip on record was duplicated this fall when the
University of Hawaii sent a squad of
twenty-five men to contest against
the Denver U., 10,000 miles away.

<36
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The Orient
last

football coach.

as

it

believes that

week when

was

it

it

this
one on himself, another
story about the eternal wit, the
New York cop. Coming out of a
Manhattan theater, he hailed a
taxi that was standing by the
curb, the driver in earnest conversation with a policeman. Aa
Mr. Pulsifer approached, the cop
swept open the door and bowed In
a courtly manner.
"To the Harvard club," said
Mr. Pulsifer, leaning back hi his
seat and lighting a cigar.
The policeman shut the door
and poked his head in the win-

interpreted student opinion clearly
wanted a new

stated that the undergraduates

That student opinion

is

just as pronounced today

then.

But the thing that is demanded now is a definite stand on the
problem. The sooner the College realizes that every day it delays
the situation becomes more acute, the better it will be for everyone concerned.

*

On

the

Road

to

Peace

address in Chapel last Sunday on the strides
in 1934 was of double interest to the
undergraduate. In the first place, it was one of the most crystalclear discussions of the problem of international amity that the
students of Bowdoin are ever likely to hear. Furthermore, it had
an added significance in view of the A.C.E. -Literary Digest peace
poll, in which the College will participate during the first week
in January.
In the course of his speech, the President made it clear that
complete peace will never be reached without the cooperation of the
students of the world. Exactly how the students stand on the
situation will be determined by the results of the poll, which will
include some 300,000 undergraduates from over the entire country.
In America there is no Oxford Union movement, an organization which undoubtedly avoided war with Russia a few years ago
by their astounding refusal to fight for king and country in event
of a conflict. There are no politico- economic-religious enthusiasts
who boo professors from the rostrum, as recently in Hitlerite
Germany. Nor do undergraduates storm political bulwarks when
graft or mismanagement is suspected
as they did in Cuba,
Spain, and South America. Proof is quite lacking of any definitely conscious youth movement. An uncrystallized hope that the
pure ideals of young men and women will some day prevail, obtains in the year 1934, rather than any evidence that everywhere
come faint stirrings of unsatisfied undergraduates. No one will
deny that America must look to its colleges for future leadership.
But, looking in that direction, is the vista so pleasant? Living in
an age of enlightened mass activity precludes any great possibility
of producing many self-made men from the magical world hat.
In this poll, the undergraduate will receive his first great opportunity to speak
to shout aloud. The questions are simple, and
significant in their simplicty. They were adroitly chosen so that
the attitude of the undergraduate may be sensed on every large
aspect of the peace problem.
If the student believes that the nation can assure itself of peace
with a mighty navy and air-force, he will be able to express that
opinion. If he believes that contact with and entrance into the
League of Nations will be the first step, he will be able to say so.
It is sincerely hoped that every Bowdoin man will signify his
thoughts by answering Yes or No to each of the five questions
President

dow.

Sills'

"And after ya get him there,"
he yelled above the noise of the
starter, "Come back here and
drive me up to tha Yale club."

made toward world peace

—

—

asked.
Sir Philip Gibbs has said, "There is still time to make peace.
is still time for a younger.generation to turn its back upon
jungle law and a deaf ear to the incantations of the old witch

There

doctors."

was

so

-

e

nervous

I

wanted to
me won-

My

husband remarked last
derfully.
night of the difference he sees in me.
I

am

not the grouchy, disagreeable

old spit-cat I saw three
am a cheerful, joking

I

weeks
young

"ago.
girl

again." Mrs. Clarence R. Davidson,
1311 Milbum Blvd., Mishawaska, Indiana. advertisement in the Chicago
Tribune.
If it's all right with Clarence, it's
all right with us.

—

New

Cover Design Witt
Feature Next Growler

Pipe tobaCCO made
by the Wellman Process
and rough cut as Granger

Boasting an entirely hew cover
design,
the annual Christmas
Houseparty
number
the
of
Growler promises to Outshine the
fall editions in both length and
the quality. A new carton is t,
Stuart G. Small *38, has been discovered and innovations in that
department of the magazine are
underway.

is,

mmmmmtMmm

does not clog the pipe

but stays

lit,

smokes

longer, slower and cooler.

Among the numerous articles
appearing in this issue are: An
impossible
interview
between
President Sills
and President
Rocsevelt,
entitled
a
feature
"Emily Post-htg the house party
guests", and the reappearance of
a new variation of last year's
popular "Brain Market" as well
as several other new features.

wt

believe this process

milder.

We know

it

adds something

aroma of the
good, ripe White Burlcy Tobacco that cannot be obtained in
any other way.
to die flavor and

Philgas for Fraternity

House Cooking
Brunswick Hardware Co.

We

Prompt Service - Fair Prtess
Tel. 136—87 Maine St.—TeL 1S7

couldget every man who smokes

wish, in some way,

a pipe

MORTON'S NEWSSTAND
BOWDOIN SEAL an*
FRATERNITY PAPER

tlaesrit

KAYWOODDS

MM

is

the reason for Granger being

*

Will the younger generation do to?

mam

m

"I

scream. Your tablets helped

«aa«

cfeg

to just try

a pipe

we

Granger.

v

^^m

—

.
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
GALA HOUSEPARTY

Christmas House Party Guests

Mm
Jaawafc

ALPHA DELTA FBI
JUt*, New Haven. Cans.
Aahky. Bran. wick.

Chantkc.

Man.

Salt**.

hna,

..1
MUtun, Maaa.
A***.,. Bea'ar*, Maaa.
Vlraiaia Mwraicc. FurtlaaA,
Brian Mars*. Bradford. Haaa,
MarssaMl Pi Wad. Burfc villa 1 Voter. N. Y.
Mary PlWad. Rock vlll* Center, N. V.
Praaaaa Pacleaaa, Part land.
PriacUla Rajf. Aahknd. Maaa.
Ba ana Stone. Belmont. Maaa.
Barbara Synonda, MarMehead, Maaa.
.

»

New

Gail Sharp*,

Thimpun,

Laalia

Peggy Titeaa, New Haven, Conn.
WaMa*. Milt**, Maaa.
Skipay WaH. Kiagatan. Pa.

Jeanette

CHI PSI

.

Jimmy Caahman and

Newark. N. 1.
.
Darefceatcr, Maaa.
aaa rta a Bran
Brae*. La*— endow. Maaa.
Janet Brawn. New to a Hifklanda, Maaa.

drew

Jeaiusrtte Dtette. Newport.
Dorothy Gate. New Ywrk, NvY.
Rath Gilpatrtck. Needaam. Maaa.
LilUan Hall, WsAam. Maaa.

Jaanetu Downinc. Wakefield. Maaa.
CkarUtlc Falhr, HallowcU.

Catherine Martin, Branawick.
Virgtate Mtatesi. Lyna. Maaa,
...
Dorothy MacKemie, Naodham, Maaa.
France* ttalaey, Portia ad.

<

Betty Rich. Portland.
Dorothy Sim*. Portland.
,. v.
Elinor Soatherland. WilUaaaatown.
Anna Thayer. Neodham. Maaa.
Barbara Todd. Portland.
Paala Valbry. Saafard.

Barbara Vaaghan.

Naw

Yarfc.

Virginia Wescott. Portlaad.

DELTA KAPPA BPSILCN

Ankara.

Sarah Binford. Roxbary.
Brownback. Swam,
Mary Carey, StaaJe-H. Lamm,
France* Cove, Wlr cheater,
Andrey Garnet, 4»riagt*M, Haaa.

KAPPA SIGMA

Sally

Sleanar Henry. Portland.
faya.Haaa-ekina, Rockland.
Marjorie Jonea. Waban, Maaa.
Outetiae kaifht. Portland.
Haiti Madian*. Hartford. Cann.
Haiatfca Maruire. RocklanJ.
EUaa Moody. Portland.
Manaa Moore. Brookline. Maaa.
Barbara Rankin, Portland.
Annette Smith. Lebacon. N. H.
Harriet Stern. Bennington, Vt.

Judith

Hammond.

Brnnawirfc.

M

Phyllis Brawn. Lewistoru
Helen Clements. Pasadena, CaL
Jane Gage. Portland.
Mary Garraham, Providence. R.
.

Mary Knight, Wr.tbrook.
E. Oaborne. Peabody, Maaa.
Batty Roger., Readin*. Maaa.
E. Smith, Portland.
D. Traak. Bar Mills.

SIGMA NU
Dorothy Brown, Arlington. Maaa.
Elisabeth Dunn, Rockland.
Dorothy Gaecoignr. Reading, Maaa.
Dorothy Hadley. Philadelphia. Pa.
Neney Balteck. New York. N. Y.
Lacille Hathaway, Andover. Mass.

I.

Kappa

ML

Betty Patten.
Vernon. N. T.
Sarah Piatt Martin. Denver. CaL
Catherine Chappell. Palm Beach. Fta.
Doris Carey, Newtonville, Maaa.
Rath E. ( arleto*. Arlington. Haaa.
Margaret Trcganwwaa. Sartagasld,
Jenny Snow. Arlington,
Cynthia Webb. Arlington,
Elaine Falk. Boise. Idaho.
Helen Racine. Brunswick.
Betty Mara*. Wareaater, Haas,
Kay Robertson, Newburyaact, Haaa.
France* Garvin, N stick. Maaa.
.

Sally Meaeer. Anbarndale. Maaa.

Jane Waadman. West brook.

ALPHA TAU OMEGA
Aateinette Bates. Newcastle.

Winifred Bate*. Newrastle.

Barbara Bennett, Poitland.
Lais Chadbourne. Sanford.

J.

Jeanne Badger. Rangley.
Jaaa Buckely. Summit. N. J.
Ethel Chamberlain. Lexington. Maaa,
Franca* Daren, Stoneham, Mass.
Rath Erikson, Quincy, Maaa.
Batty Gilbert. Winchester, Mass.
Batty Gray. Quebec City.
Margaret Haaalmeyer, Boston, Maaa.

Sigma

fraternity

enter-

tained eleven Brunswick boys from
poor families at a Christmas party at
their house Friday evening. The boytfrom seven to ten years old, were giv
en a turkey dinner and presents,
clothing and some toys. The party is
held annually by the fraternity.

Princeton newspaper^.. The
Daily Princetonian, runs a column devoted to editorials and interesting articles published in other college pa-

The

.

Rath Ann Putnam. Northampton, Has*.
Barbara Fraaee, Portland.Eileen Murphy. Belmant. 5?**-,.
Barbara Clarksa*. Worcester, Haaa.
M<mi Maaalag, Wareaater. Maaa,
Margaret O'Caanor. Amiarar. Maaa.
Doris Graham. New Yarfc, N, Y.
Rath Barnenaid, Pawteeket, ft. L
Shirley Piaker. Gtenc ester. Maaa.
Rath Beecher. Balden. Maaa.
Winifred LePraad. BaverklD.

Clarice Cartis, Freeport.

Barbara Hamilton, Worcester. Mass.
Arline Hoyt. Belmont. Maaa.
Marten Maynard, Dei Moines. Iowa.
Priacilla Remmel. Waltham, Maaa.
Mary Scribner, Branawick.

Masque

KAPPA SIGS FETE
BRUNSWICK NEEDY

DELTA IPSILON

Bealah Pretoet. Haverhill. Maaa.
Janet Salter, Arlington. Mass.
Rath Salter, Arlington. Maaa.
Frances Smith, Auburn.

Defends League

™£ V*l^o\rock

In the afternoon at 4.30 the

F.lweH, Anbarndale, Haas,
Grenier, l.rnn. Ma...
Lots Schneider, Westbary, L, X.

Jane Prosty, Waban, Mass.

will result.

and Gown presents it? annual houseparty play, "Spread Eagle", in Memorial Hall. Blocks of not more than
14 seats may he reserved by notifying Asa Kimball at the D.U. House.

Mary
Edna

Viola Haaty. Readin*. Maaa.

C

Lionel p.

pers.

!

Faculty Numbers Five
Last year the faculty numbered
the men being from Princeton,
Amherst, and BowdoftL

five,

California,

Among

the institutions represented in
the student body were Totonto, CorYale, Brown, Harvard, Wftliam*,
Columbia. Hunter. Chicago, Welles-

nell,

ley,

gusta, manager of the varsity ana
Tapping S. Reeve of Detroit. Mich.,
manager of the freshmen and junioivarsity teams, were awarded letters.

drilled in the classics.

The courses offered last year were
Architecture, Topography, Sculpture,
Greek
and
Literature,
Byzantine
Professor Means gave this
course, the subject being "The
Oedipus Legend in Classical Litera-

Drama.
last

ture".

Students Travel Extensively
first year work is more or less

The

prescribed, as until Thanksgiving the
students tour Greece by boat, auto,
foot,
and
donkey„back,
railroad,
studying the parts of the country visthan power".
The "third institution, with which ited from the point of view of geogMeans was closely connected, is the raphy, topography, history, literature,
American School of Classical Studies, and archaeology.
From late November to March 1,
which is situated on the outskirts of
Athens proper on the southern slopes the course work is done in Athena,
of Mt. Lykabettus.
The blocks on owing to the inclement weather. Afwhich the buildings were erected were ter March 1 students can do as they
once part of the olive orchard of an wish, most of them being occupied
ancient monaster}'. There is a British, with their "School papers," which
and an American part of the college, correspond to major essays. They can
but there is no "line of demarcation" read, travel, and write independently.

here known of the great importance
of Mexican art and painting and of
the work of prominent Mexican mural
painters ? Is it not true to assert that
more appreciation is a real step toward friendliness and peace?"
In this country people are divided
into four groups on the problem of
peace: The first is the pacifist. They
argue that if all men refuse to fight,
there can be no war. The second con
sists of proponents of an alliance between English speaking nations with
the purpose of "protecting" peace. as both student groups use the comEnylish and American fleets would mon tennis court.

failure to arbitrate successfully in
the dispute over the Chaco repion in
South America, and to prevent the at
tack on Manchuria by Japan, the
League lost much of its prestige. Last
year this prestige was in part regain- patrol the seas. But this, Presidenr
ed. The arrangement for the policing Sills says, is narrow and not acceptof the Saar basin by international able to many peoples.
forces and the wise meditation beExhorts College Students
tween Hungary and Jugoslavia show
"And there are still others who bethe potentialities of the League of lieve in cooperation in the League of
Nations.
Nations, in the World Court, and in
Four Peace Groups
a policy that aims to join all the naPresident Sills spoke of the new tions of the world in cooperative efattitude which the United States has fort. If at times the clouds of distaken toward Central and South trust and suspicion seem to hang
American countries We. no longer over us, we must not forget that
presume to "protect" them. Unfortu- there are forces working constantly
nately there is little notice of the ad- and intelligently for peace."
vances of Mexico in art even in the
The greatest of these forces, Pres.
colleges of the country.
Sills asserts, is public opinion, am:
M I wish here in the college thert public opinion is controlled by the
neighmore
interest
in
Latin
was
oUr
outstanding men in the country. As
bors to the South, I suspect that the college students we should have, inknowledge of all of us on Central and fluence in forming that opinion.
South America matters is very small, "That, at the moment, is the challenge
For. example, havfi many to you."
indeed.
_.
_ _.

Mt. Holyoke, Radcliffe, and V«a-

sar.
•

casion of its Founder's Day.
Describes Athens College
Athens College is a "college" in the
English sense, that is. a preparatory
Its first president
school for boys.
was Professor Honry B. Dewing, formerly th<! senior member of the Greek
Department here. President Sills is
a permanent member of the American Board of Directors of this school,
while last year lYofessor Means was
a temporary member of the Greek
Board of directory a position which
he descrilied as oiie more of "courtesy

.

attend.

Glenye Wing. North Anson, Haaa.

Hermeona Hopkins. Reading. Maaa.

of

[

?,"«»'>..
OW.I steamers
0n
y
at great risk to themselves
be a special Xmas chapel service
rushed to its aid. Why can not our
with carol singing by the glee club.
blind human eyes. see that peace furThis takes the place of the regular
nishes all opportunities this world
morning exercises which wiu Ije
needs for heroism."
omitted. All those having classes at
The year before last, because of its
this hour will be ekcused in order to

Kitty Goer. Portland.
Louise Getchell. Bar Harbor.,
Barbara Gilbert. Providoace. R. I.
Doria Hunt. Stoneham. Maaa.
Lydia Jones. Bangor.
Dorothy Murphy. Portland.
Virginia Murphy, Portland.
Virginia Nickels, Boston. Mass.
Franeea Rossi. Boston, Maaa.
Connie Sanderson, Boston, Maaa.
Betty Sherman. Fall River, Maaa.
Mary I'pham, Sac*.

T. Everett. Portland.
I. Hammond. Portland.

elforts

j

will

THETA DELTA CHI

M. Everett. Portland.

the*

of the executive committee.

Board of government.
All of the men students were AmerOne of the three academic institu- ican citizens except two, one benTfe m
tions is the American School for Canadian
and another a Chinese.
Girls at Helleniko. Last year Means Some of the students had even at*
delivered an address there, discuss- tended two or more educational ining the Olympic games, upon the oc- stitutions here. All were thoroughly

lish

>

Yet, while in each country the people prepBVe themselves for war, the
cured the services of Jimmy Watfundamental friendship of man for
son and his orchestra from New York,
man is illustrated in a sea rescue
Chaperones at the Thursday night
Japanese freighter was in trouble
dance will he Mrs. Paul K. Niven ana "A
in a terrible storm in mid-Atlantic, and

Phyllis Norton. Springfield, Vt.
Dorothy O'Day. Brookline, Haas.
Lida Sloane. New York, N. Y.
Anne Stabie. WaterviUe.
Mildred Whitmore. Dexter.
Emily Weston, Skowhegan.

PI
Marjorie Brawn. Winchester, Mai*.
H. fate. Andover. Maaa.
H. Chamberlain. Walpole, Maaa.
Helen Colby. Winchester. Maaa.

Barbara

Mrs.

Horsman, chairman, Vale Marvlii
end Mahlon Dane, the Zetes have se-

.«

Helen Hoiloway. Swampacatt, Maaa.
Kay Mayer. K*w York, N. Y.
Elizabeth Maady. Parte.

BETA THETA

PSI UPSILOK
Eleanor Ackerman. Summit, N.

Through

**

Madia Breaking.- Roxbary. Maaa.
ally Haaelton. White Plaina, N. T.

and

Department. JHe spent hia Sabteaching at the American
School for Classical Studies near
Athens, Greece.
Consenting to describe the institution at which he was Visiting Professor for a year. Professor Means first
wished to make it clear to readers
that there are three separate educaes^blishments in or near
tional
Athens, wMch have American or Engsical

batical

j

,

Chaperones at the A.T.O. House
are Dr. and Mrs. Grose, Mr. and M*s.
Kric Achorn, Mrs. Wilmot B.JIitcheli
Rnd Ms. Laidley. D. A. Barrell, chairman, P. C. Hamlin, and W. Kearin
have ensraged Link Porter of Boston
to furnish music for the evening.
John McCann, chairman, Thomas
Mack, l^rarence Hill and Charles
Tuttle announce that Stan Blancharu
of Portland will offer melodies for
the Kappa Sig dancers and that Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Moore and Mr. and
Mrs. Crowe will be the chaperones.
Watson at Zete House

Baa Lamb, Needham, Mt «Jean MacMilUn. Brookltae-. Maas.

was the occupation last year of Pro- Classical Department has been on one
fessor Thomas Means of the Clas- of the boards, and now is a member

World

Georgia

Sears as chaperons.

Jan*

Instructing students all of whom governing boards, divided into an uphad traveled thousands of miles across per and lower house as here. Means,
land and ocean to attend their classes as senior member of the Bowdom

these eight were seniors, eight junior^
and four sophomores.
C. F. Brewster of Dexter and W. W.
K. Fletcher of Portland, were choseh
Affairs
assitant managers of football for next
year.
Letters were awarded as follows:
the
college
students
Asserting
Seniors, Captain Albert W. Kent,
should he an important cog in the Stoneham, Mass.; Edward Baravak*;,
wheel of the peace movement, Presi-j Rockville Center, N. Y.; Stanley ft.
dent Sills in Sunday Chapel described Low. Reading, Mass.; Melville L.
progress towards international peace
Hughes, Jr., Jamaica Plain, Mass.;
during the past year.
Gilbert D. Harrison, Jr., Lewiston;
In beginning, he outlined the vari-l
Roscoe G. Palmer, Dexter; Robert E.
oua causes for gloom, "Nations are re- Hurley, Wakefield, Mass.; Stanley A.
fusing to pay war debts and at the Sargent, Portsmouth, N. H.
same time increasing their armaJuniors, Josiah H. Drummond, Portments. Dr. Lowell of Harvard in ar. land; Albert P. Putnam, Houlton;
address gave it as his opinion that William H. Soule, Augusta; Andrew
'All the world is now arming or reW.
Lane, Glenridge, N. J.; Rodney
fraihing from disarmament, and, so
C. Larcom, Jr., Dedham, Mass.; Wilfar as the prevention of war is conbur B. Manter, WaterviUe; Hubert S.
cerned,, we appear to hare returned Shaw, Presque Isle; Richard B. Nato much the same position as before son, Newton Center, Mass.
the great conflict.' "
Sophomores, Ralph G. Johnson, Jr.,
The United States government Brockton, Mass.; John F. Reed, Rockplans to build our navy up to treaty port, Mass.; Wendall
Sawyer,
strength, and, if Japan disavows the Saco; Charles H. Smith, Fort FairPresent naval treaty in January, at- field.
she threatens, a naval building raceManager Lionel P. Horsman, Au-

Chapel
Address
tJrges Students to Follow

Edward Campbell ami
who have secured Mrs.

Horace Secrist

Ham er*, Wareaater, Haas
Katherin* Hatdkiaaan, Portland.

Mwriel Greenlaw. South Parte.
Mary Helaaea, Maneheater. Vt.
Mary Jordan. Stoajhton. Maaa.
M. KincaJey. Darekcater. Maaa.
8*aaa> Leareyd, Wakefield.
Gesatviev* Maraton, Fairhavcn,
Praam MrCary. Grafton. Maaa.
Batty NaU. Waterbary. <
Edith, Norton. Wintkrop.
Margaret Perkins. Augusta.
Bath Pierce, Portland.
Marawry Rand. Beaton. Maaa.
Eleanor Bihty. Uoaton. Maaa.
Marjary Ripley. Portland.
Jerry 8Wtt. Bath.
Virginia Trnndy. Searaport.
Harriet Ward. Branawick.
Seattle* Weber. Schenectady. N. T.

Jtotph,

Crowell Hall,

Football letters were awarded to 20
.men for service the past season. Of

-V.

Sunday

Bluejadrets wijl provide the A.D.'s
with music- The. committee is com
posed of Homer Cilley, chairman, An-

Andrey Band. Portlaad.
Marion Booth. Braaawjck.
Jeannette Bowlby, Merjdaa. H. H.

.

M*r> CaOia. Maraia*.

Hie

FOOTBALL UTTERS

LEAGUE, PEACE

1)

inu

Rath Andrew, Portland.
ABc* Baker. Kilter*.

ZBTA PSI

Wflliaaaa,

(Continued from page

Eaton and Don, TJiHenieck haVe announced that Mrs. John Trott "and
Mjag Rose Adams .will chaperone the
Nu dance. Dick Sullivan arm
his "Royal Arnerlcans win finer "their
famous imitations^ of Guy Lombardo.
A.D.'b Get Caahman

N. Y.

*»4?«*fll* Tlku<*

n

Margaret

Yarfc.

Mary Sh a w . Maw" Tack. M^IY.
Helen Stetaoa, PUrWaam, Hsu*.

Professor Means Had Unique
Classes at Athenian College

TWENTY AWAR0EB

SILLS PRAISES

STARtSjftJRSDW

Jaaet HaasV IMtar*, Maaa.
auaw* pP»*a^p
PaBy PacU aaa.
ajama^aj

THEOT

|

i

i

Work

Students

Independently

This is the program for the next
two years, as they visit Egypt, PalesHas Massachusetts Charter
One city block belongs entirely to tine, Sicily. Constantinople, or where
at
will. "The sky is the limit as far
American
school,
which
has
the
they
the
top of a sloping road the most beau- as a subject for study is concerned",
tiful and expensive modern building said Means, "as long as it is anything
in Greece
the Genr.adeion Library. pertaining to the classics from _the
"There is nothing like it" said Means, Neolithic age down to the Greek. Wax
in enthusiastic description of this im- of Independence". No two people are
posing edifice, which contains many ever doinv? the same thing, as one
rare first editions. There is also a may be engaged in excavations, while

—

large building, which holds both men's
and women's dormitories, and quarters for both the annual and visiting
are very
duties
professors, whose
similar. One part of the dormitory is

another studies Greek sandals.
The students can live on or olf campus, generally staying in the dormitories their first year and if they are
to continue their study of the classics,

living in the Greek section of the city,
This institution was founded under in order to learn the language sooner.
the laws of Massachusetts, its charter
big social event of the year is the
dating back fifty-three years. Bow- Thanksgiving dinner and dance ofdoin contributes an annual fund for fered by the school authorities to taifc
the maintenance of the school, and
Besides, there are night-dubs in
therefore has representation in its Athena. _^_«^-—^-—
ors.

A

—««—-»-«»

Caroline Jack, Portland.
Marjorie Osgood. Beat**.
Rosamond Prance, Beverly. Mass.
Helen Hines. Hoboken. N. J.

Helen Friendly. New York, N. Y.
Grace Perry, Portland.

president sills
B0WD01N ALUMNI
g^a^
TO VISIT ALUMNI
flgrff

N

,

In accordance with annual practice
President Sills will visit a group oi
the larger Alumni Associations in the
latter part of January. The meeting
of the Boston association will be «n
the evening of January 23; that of the
Western Massachusetts Association
on the following evening; and the

New York

meeting on January

2;>.

It is expected that the President will
meet with Alumni in Philadelphia on
Saturday the 26th.

The annual meeting of the Bowdoin
Club of Boston was held on the evening of Thursday December 6 at the
University Club. There was an attend-

district is

TOBACCO COMPANY

ALBERT SMOKING TOBACCO

Athletic Director Malcolm E. Morrell spoke on the work of his department and there was an extended discussion of the athletic situation. The
new president will be Horac* A. Hildreth VS, and Abbott Spear *29 will

serve as acting secretary.

the Seattle University
said to cost students nearly

Gambling:

S

OF CAMEL.CIOAtET TES

ance of 100.

A pound

three dollars a week.

of Prince

Albert in flu* humidor, gaily packaged.

.

in

Vassar students are free to

irfnk

discreetly in designated Potrghkeepsie
saloons, smoke almost anywhere they

and get
undergraduates.

please, stay out late at night,

Lyman

B. Chipman, Inc.

PURE FOOD SHOP
Wholesale

-

married while

still

PRINTING
STUART

Retail

A

Specialty of

CLEBffiNT

ft

Town

% Cigarettes for Christmas!

Building

Fraternity

which

own good taste.

Trade
Varney's Jewelry Store
Stationery

Portland, Me.

•

Fountain Pens

Cards

for all occasion*

Watch and Jewelry Repairing

TONDREAU BROS. CO.
carry the largest assortment of

Imported Goods, Fruit, Fresh Vegetables, Olives, Pickles, Domestic and Imported

Cheeses

and Biscuits of

expertly done
118 Maine Street

•f Brunswick, Maine
Capital, $50,000.
Samoa and Profits, $100,000

•nmnrr

fatbonags

They

are

made from

finer,

more expensive tobaccos
distin-

The 1 -pound da of mild,
mellow "P.A." specially
wrapped for Christina*.

Done Well and at

Camel "flat 6ftie»"-ju*t
the inexpensive gift
you have been wanting.

Favorable Prices at

The

RECORD OFftCE
Phone 3

75 Maine St.

Brunswick

Print the Orient and

%

Is

there a pipe

DAVID

N. ftlLL

Alpha Delta

!— —

-

Tel 58S-R

PU Home

smoker on your

Christmas

Then your problem is. solved. He's made
it easy. Give him long evenings of calm contentment. Give him the sheer joy of ripe, mel-

list ?

low tobacco

Student Representative
4 Cleareland St.

Spa

your

men and women in every field of the social and business
worlds. And their finer tobaccos bring that welcome "lift" in
energy — that warm good cheer — which is, after all —Christmas!

Printing

We

College

reflects

guished

The special Chritrmaj
Indus* with 4 box** of

Paul K. Niven, 1918, Manager

—at any time, at any price

you give

.your sense of discrimination. That's why we sug-

Have Their

soucrran

—A QUICK LUNCH
—A COMPLETE DINNER

ever has too many. But.

j

ali

BANK

No smoker

that the brand

niiimiTminm
Bowdoin Men

kinds east of Portland.

FIRST NATIONAL

gest Camels.

.

Remember

than any other popular brand. They are the^ choice of

for Gifts

574 Congress Street

We

cigarette?

him Prince

What
he

a

— cool and

mild and

biteless.

Give

Joy Smoke."
money for is what
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May Wins Dunk;
V. Icemen
Cary Is Second
To See Varsity Experience

L ast Year's
From an abundance

inexperi-

of

material. Coach Linn Wells has
trying to develop capable team-

for Captain Pete Mills, sole
vanity letterman.
Coach Wells has tried several combinations and at present the first
team lineup is as follows: Mills at
center, flanked on the right by Harkins and on the left by Charlie Noyes,
with Charlie Smith and Jack Law.
venee as defense men, and Dick Steer
at goal. These men were members

games

won

4 out of b

played.

Freshmen Show Promise
As a second line-up, Coach Wells
has chosen Rutherford st center,
Thomas at right wing, and Benson at
left wing.

ors in the

SEEK_NEW STATUS
With participation in two leagues,
civilian and the other intercollegiate the newly formed Bowdoin

one

facing an ambitious win-

Rifle Club is
ter of stiff competition. Practice shooting is being held regularly in the

submitted to the Athletic
Council for approval.
Coach Wagg expressed satisfaction
in the progress of the team and
speaking with reference to the winter
schedule, he said, "In view of the facf
that this is the first yesr for the rifle
club, outstanding success can hardly
be expected against veteran college
and civilian riflemen." The competition to which Wagg refers is the intercollegiate postal matches against
will be

,

legiate League. Similar leagues wilt
all over the country. Firing in
prone, knelling and standing posi-

meet

and the team with the highest
score will receive the National Colle-,
Postal!
Championship. Also
giate
matches will be shot once a week, ten
men to a team with the five high
scores constituting the score for the;

tions,

!

week.
The summary:
Beginning January 6 Bowdoin will
M yard freestyle— Won by Kibbe second.
enter a ten man team in the state
RundfeUc
third.
fourth.
Ntlaon
matches with the winter indoor, •ft*. Carna* Tim*. Brown
28 seconds.
league. There will be one team in the
100 yard freestyle— Won by Fitts: second.
senior and one in the junior division. O. Seat-rave: third. Whitmore: fourth. J.
Hook* Sfth. Buxton. Time. 1.03 J-S.
2M yard freestyle - Won by Rundlette: secMassachusetts These matches cover a period of 10
5,
Varsity—Oct
the winners in each divi- ond. Brown: third. Cary; fourth. Fish. Time.
8tate at Amherst; Oct. 12, Wesleyan weeks and
sion will be decided by the aggregate 1*1.
at Brunswick; Oct. 19, Williams at
440 yard freestyle Won by Beale: second.
score.
Walker;
at
third. Arnold; fourth. Yountc; fifth.
Colby
Williamstown; Oct. 26,
Welch. Time. • :27 2-B.
Practise Bi-Weekly
Brunswick; Nov. 2, Bates at Bruns60 yard backstroke— Won by Cary: second,
wick; Nov. 9. Maine at Orono; Nov.
The teams of this league come Wright; third. Arnold; fourth. Cotton; fifth.
18, Tufts at Medford.
from all over the state and are com- Walker. Time. St 3-5 seconds.
100 yard backstroke— Won by Welch; secJunior Varsity— Sept. 27, Kent's posed of veteran men who should of- ond.
Durham. Time. 1 :21 1-6.
Hill; Oct. 11, Bangor School of Com- fer the Bowdoin riflemen even stHfer
1M yard backstroke Won by May: second.
merce; Oct. 26, Bridgton Academy; competition than those of the college Whitmore: third. O. Scacravc: fourth, Boyd;
fifth. Bradford.
Time. 2:0J 1-1.
Nov. 16, Higgins Classical Institute. league.
M
yard breaststroke Won by May: second.
Bi-weekly practises are held at the Beale third. Pach fourth. N. Seagrave. Time.
seconds.
range in the basement of Adams Hall,
100 yard breaststroke— Won by Fish second.
and Coach Wagg is giving instruction Sampson
third, Bradford
fourth. Boyd.
No
in the standing position in prepara- time recorded.
tOO yard breaatstroka—Won by Cotton section for the coming matches. During
Kibbe; third. Carnes; fourth, Gould.
first
four
weeks interclass ond.
the
Time. 3K>«.
matches were held as a means of com15 yard medley swim— Won by May second.
Wednesday • December 19
:

;

:

|

—

—

MM

:

;

:

CUMBERLAND

:

;

:

:

The scores indicate the su- Rundlette: third. Fish; fourth. Walker; filth.
periority of the seniors. The making Whitmore. Time, 49 seconds.
160 yard medley swim Won by Cary
secof the ranges at Adams Hall was ond. Kibbe: third. O. Seagrave; fourth, J.

petition.

Gentlemen Are Born
with
Jean Muir • Franchot Tone
Margaret Lindsay - Ana Dvorak
-also •
•

•

Comedy

News
Thursday

The

December 20

•

World War

First

Secret Films from Nations
Edited by Laurence Stallings
also

Cartoon

Sound Act
Friday

December 21

•

Great Expectations
with

-

Henry Hull

•

Jane Wyatt

•

Phillips

Holmes

done by Hartley Lord, Jr., organizer
and president of the club.

YEARLING GRIDDERS
PICK FRYE CAPTAIN
At a meeting
ball

News
•

:

Hooka.

Time. 1.04 1.5.
Diving— Won by Wright

second,

:

Sampson

Boyd fourth. Buxton fifth. Cotton.
Plans* Won by Arnold seco nd, tied between Fitts and Yoajng; fourth. N.

third.

—

:

:

:

Distance, 41 feat.

A University of Washington survey snows that the average college

student carries more money in his
of the freshmen foot- pocket than the average professor
in Webber's Picture does, and that the professor's secretary carries more than the two of

Studio, Johnnie Frye, stellar quarterback of the Yearling eleven was elected captain for the past season. Hav-

them combined.

Essayists Find 90
of dispelling

Ways
Bowdoin

—

o o
o—o
o—o
o—o
Among the heretofore unheralded exponents of Mageeism whose performances stood out especially in the Christmas Gambol were Dan Healy '37, Dave
Deane '87, and Bob Smith '38. Smith, being a freshman, crashed through in
his first appearance in Bowdoin track competition to win the 40 yard dash
in the amazing early season time of 4.3 seconds. Healy, blossoming out with
places in the shot put, high jump and high hurdles, shows great improvement
over last year. Deane, by winning the high hurdles and placing in the dash,
also shows signs of outshining his work of last year.

o—o

o—o

o—o

o—o

Rundlette '38, emerging from Coach Miller's "dunk" with 14
points to tie for third place, looks most promising in the ranks
of the yesrling tankmen. The other talented Freshman mermen,
Arnold, Fish and Fitts, are doing much to brighten up Bob
Miller's swimming horizon and are looked to for creditable performances throughout the year.

Bowdoin Subway Has No Cars;
Distributes Heat to Buildings
Probably very few of the students tern was put into operation.
of Bowdoin are aware that a comThe two steam lines have separate
uses. The high pressure line is used
for the cooking in the Union and for
heating water in the fall. The water
is heated in five hundred gallon tanks
which are located in each building.
the quadrangle, with only the space The low pressure pipes are for heatbetween the Art Building and the ing purposes only.
Science Building left unconnected.
The tunnel system is comprised of
These Bowdoin catacombs comprise two main branches. Coming out from
the heating and lighting systems ofl the heating plant, it splits just outthe college. Since 1927 this system; side of Maine Hall. One branch heads
has been in use, with new tunnels put north along the east face of Winthrough during several successive throp, turning left just past the end
summers. Before this time, heat had of this dormitory. From here, it travbeen transmitted from a central els over to Massachusetts Hall and on
plant to the different buildings by to Memorial. Only a spur of the pipemeans of a pipe system. These pipes line goes into Memorial, however, the
had been protected by bricking and a main division angling over to the
quarter-circle concrete roof, but Had' science building and entering it just
proved to be uneconomical as they below the Northeast corner.
Uses Cellar
lost a great deal of heat.
Have Wires Overhead
The second and longer branch enThe present system of tunnels is ters the cellar of Maine Hall, using
constructed only a few feet below the this as part of the tunnel. It crosses
surface of the earth. They are made into the cellar of the chapel and from
with a rectangular cross-section of there it travels to Appleton Hall. Afseven feet by f oUr. and are a veritable ter travelling the length of this dortube of concrete. In spite of the large mitory, the tunnel is carried over to
cross-section, there is little space In Hyde. Between the last two buildings,
which to walk comfortably. On the another spur breaks off and goes into
floor are two steam lines, one high the Union. From Hyde Hall, the, line
pressure and one low. Below these are heads west until it reaches a juncthe return pipes which carry the re- tion point in front of the Library
condensed water back to the boilers steps. One section heads into the Library, while the other takes a diagto be heated again.
Overhead are strung the wires onal course over to the Art Building
plete tunnel system connects most of
the buildings on campus with each
other. Roughly half a mile of such
passageways are in existence, however, forming a rough square around

oae wsy and only one
spell Bowdoin: B-o-wBat students in a neighboring school (not Bates) found
variations when they were
aaked to spell "Bowdoin" in an
essay. For the benefit of houseparty » guests who nisy want to
write thank-yon notes to their

There

way

is

Close behind Niblock were Shute 141,

to

14, Deane and Owen IS, Hall,
C. 12. The first three won turkeys
and the others chickens. Coach Magee
expressed a belief that the purpose
of the meet had been fulfilled. This
purpose is to uncover hidden abilities.
Competitors drew a list of o
events and were obliged to enter four
of them.
Smith Wins Dash
In the first event, the 40 yard dash,
R. Smith '38, won first place, showing much power and promise. In Ihe
weight events Dan Healey *87 demonstrated surprising ability. The 880
was a thriller with Shute nosing out

Good

d-o-i-n.

C.

M

hosts,
list

s more or
of

complete

lens

follows:

misspelling

Bowdein,
Bowdain,
Bowden,
Bowdoein,
Bowdan, Bowdene, Bowdon, BowBowdwen,
Bowdwoin,
doyn,
Bowdwin,
Bowduin,
Bowdeun,
Bowodoin,
Bonrdin,
Bowedin
Boden, Bodain. Bod ion, Bodone,
Boddonin, Boduien, Bodown, BodBodonin, Boduien, Bodown, Bodwin, Bodwyn, Boaden, Boedan,
dien, Bowdoen, Bowdoien, Bowden, Bowdon*!, Bowdowin, Bowdium, Bowdine, Bowdwen, Bowdwine, Bowedoin, Bowiden.
Bodan, Bodin, Bodden, Bodine,
Bodoin, Bowdouin, Boduin, Bodowen, Bodwoin, Bodwen, Bodyen, Bodwoin, Boadwin, Boeden,
Boedon, Boedwin, Boidin, Boidoin,
Boidown, Bouden, Boidion, Boudon, Boudean. Boudwin. Boyden,
Boydon, Borden, Bordoin, Biordun Boughdon, Bouwdin, Bwodoin, Boudin. Boudoin, Boudone,
Boudeun, Boudan Boydin Boudoin, Bordden, Borwadin, Bourden, Bouidon, Boodin, Beauden.

Bowdin,
Bowdine,

Hatchfield in the last stride.
Dave Deane '37 revealed remarkable finish in the high hurdles and
there is a possibility that he will 'give
Good competition later in the season.

Marvin Wins 44*
In the 440 Good took an early lead
but Marvin swept past him to win.
Two freshmen Elliott Burritt and
Bob Fox who finished third and
Harrison
fourth looked very good.
drew the 35 pound weight from the
hat and took the event easily. The
three other weight men who placed

were Aronson, Lane and Lareom.
The one mile was another exciting
race between Shute and Hatchfield
not ordinarily a miler. The latter
nosed out his rival to take the event

The summary:

—

C.

CATLLN ATTACKS

j

which carry all electrical power to
the college buildings. Formerly, this
power had been supplied by a steam
generator in the heating plant, the
used steam being used for heating
purposes after it had lost its pressure. When the equipment began to
show wear, however, it was deemed
more profitable to get the current
from the Central Maine Power Company. When the old system has been
in use, an auxiliary line to the outside company had been installed for
emergency use. This was incorporated
as the main line when the later sys-

40 yard dash Won by R. Smith: Sloan fc
C. Hall: third. Phil Good: fourth. D.

Deane

Soak

D.

fifth.

;

;

TOWNS0JD PLAN

Broad jump—Won by C. C. Hall; second.
Favour : third. Good fourth, tie bet w een Shut*
and Hideout sixth, Snow. Distance I It ft. Tl
:

;

in.

put—Won by Snow:

Shot

second, Roberts:

Ice

Cream

and Dangerous

—

880 yard run Won by Shut* second. Hatchfifth.
third. Porter; fourth. Tarbell
Rideout sixth. Young. Time t mln. 7 sec.
second.
440 yard run Won by Marvin
Good: third. Burritt; fourth. Pox; fifth,
field

;

:

;

—

:

Hutchinson

High

:

sixth.

:

:

Mann.

— Won

hurdles

Time

•

with

Swansea

THE OLD FASHIONED KIND

•

John Boles

-

Sport

Red

third. Niblock: fourth. Healey: fifth.
sixth, Symonds.
Time : ( sac
weight
by Harrison : sa eo n s'.
third. A. Lane ; fourth, Lareom
fifth. D. Soule; sixth. Curtis. Distance: 41 ft.

Stan wood
35

— Won

:

lb

Aronson
11* in.

;

jump— Won by Niblock: second.
third Crowell : fourth, tie between InPollina. Dickson, Favour. Height: I ft.

High
Healey
galls,

:

X in.

—

Won by Owen second, Salter
Henry: fourth. D. Soul*: fifth, tie between Davidson and Lewis. Height: t ft. 7 in.
Discus— Won by Niblock: second. Sltilllngs
third. Fox fourth. F. Clark fifth, tie between
Distance: 123 ft. « In.
Tarbell and Roberts.
second.
by Hatch Held
Mil* run— Won
Shute: third. Bond; fourth. Mann: fifth.
Cowan: sixth. Owen. Time: 4 mln. 41.4 see.
Two mil* run—Won by Porter; second.
Hutchinson: third. Young; fourth. Denae:
Tim*: IS mln.
filth. Bodwell; sixth, GodfreyPole vault

:

third.

:

:

:

46-4 sec.

this figure is one-half the total
tional income for the year 1982.
The spending of this money

I

•

Mary Astor
•

sad

Thief

with •
Kicardo Cortex

many

as

also

-

News

long

short

•

thick

•

Gents' Furnishings

LECLAIR

& GERVAIS

heavy dark
•

•

light

86 Maine St.

Comedy

CUSTOM MADE CLOTHING

all

Whitman's Chocolates and Nuts for House Party

.

kinds

and styles

but

takes mild ripe

.

.

it

— Turkish and
home-grown — to make a

Packages Mailed

tobacco

ALLEN'S DRUG STORE

milder better-tasting ciga-

BRUNSWICK COAL & LUMBER

rette.

CO.

and that's the kind
you get in every Chester.

Hard and

Fuel Oils

Soft Coals

Dry Fireplace Wood

.

.

field package.

Down
Lumber and Building Materials
A. E.

MORRELL

'22,

of All Kinds

country,

know

Mgr.

South in the tobacco

where they grow and

tobacco

Chesterfield

SERVICE FOR STUDENTS
Gulf
Socony Gasoline and Motor Oils
— Complete Lubrication —

Colonial

-

-

24

HOUR SERVICE

A bale 0/ aromatic Chesttrfitld

Turkish tobacco.

T0PSHAM FILLING STATION
Just Over

New

Bridge

Tepaham, Me.
ofo-cre**e->ra-orw.y^^

ftr

C 1M4. IJOSKi * Urau Tomcco Co.

MMi

—

is

tng cigarette.

&X0&0&3Ba^^

by

money, which would necessarily include that now used for educational
purposes, would be sacrificed to support this scheme.

Clothing

December 24

.

Am A

na-

people who had never had such
sizable incomes would inevitabley b»;
done in unwise channels. It "would
result in prices being driven up and
complete demoralization of the existAll available
ing economic system.

many

Comedy

Monday

second.

Owen:

Declaring that if this country is to
be made an acceptable place for the
young to dwell instead of only a
pleasant place for the old to die. Professor Warren B. Catlin in Saturday
chapel denounced the Townsend Plan
of old age pensions.
This plan proposes to insure each
person over 60 years of age with an
income of $200 every month. They
are to cease work and thus the instigator* of the idea except to solve
at once the double problem of unemployment and old-age dependency.
By releasing the jobs held by these
steps.
people, opportunities for work are to
Not all of the old lines have Ijeen be supplied to the unemployed. The
replaced, however. One of these ex- plan sounds delightful to this point,
tends from the heating plant directly and Professor Catlin does not deny
over to the gymnasium. From here the need for some scheme of relief.
is passes on to the pool, and then runs
Plan Impracticable
to the Infirmary. Another old line
However, the Townsend Plan is riwhich has not been replaced, leaves
the tunnels at the bend of Winthrop diculously impracticable when one
street
Harpswell
considers
the potential source of the
Hall. It goes under
end heats Adams Hall. The only other money. There are about 8,000,000 old
line that is in use runs from the heat- people who meet the qualifications.
ing plant over to the home of Presi- Over 20,000,000,000 dollars annually
dent Sills, travelling across the east- would be needed. The enormity of the
sum will be seen when we realize thai
ern end of the Delta.

kinds as there are kinds of folks

Tel. 350

• also -

54.04 set

Deane:

by

Music In The Air
Gloria

Lord:

fifth.
third Healey: fourth. lag-alls
Distance: 39 ft. 9J In.
sixth. Good.
.

Considers Old Age Pensions
Wholly Impracticable

CO. • there are just

WISEMAN FARMS

December 22

Time

Favour.

sixth.

4.S see.

j

|

With an advantage of 31 points
over his nearest rival, Howard Niblock *35, copped the first award in
the annual Christmas track gambo..

ing played almost every minute oi
every game last fall, Johnnie proved
himself a capable triple threat man
by virtue of his punting, passing and
running ability. The election was held
as usual just before the picture of the
football numeral winners was taken.

Comedy

Saturday

team held

o—o
o—o
o—o
o—o
However much may he said in favor of the "psychology of
change" which seems to have gripped the Bowdoin student body
in relation to the coaching situation in the Athletic Department,
the present "Fabian policy" adopted by President Sills in regard
to the whole matter is characteristic of the College's time honored tradition that hasty moves often do more harm than good,

-

also

•

—

Niblock Cops Xmas Gambol;
Meet Uncovers New Talent

present

.

FOOTBALL SCHEDULE

There are no changes in the Bowdoin football schedule, for 1935, according to the slate of seven games
announced by Malcolm E. Morrell, director of athletics.
Bowdoin plays three games at
home, including the state series contests with Bates and Colby. As usual
Massachusetts State will open the
schedule and the Tufts game will
dose it. The Junior Varsity will play
a four-game schedule, all at Brunswick. The schedule:

In reviewing the present dearth of Polar Bear Hockey material with Pete
Mills, the lone veteran, surrounded by five of last year's Junior Varsity sextet,
we begin to realise how important a Jayvee squad is to a sport. Had last
year's J. V. stalwarts, Lawrence, Smith, Noyes, Steer and Harkins, not been
available this winter Hockey prospects would be even more dismal than at

'

Among those of the freshmen who
show considerable promise are Bob
Hawley, Bob Dealing, Wally Johnson,
Jergus Upham, Ed Bowen, Pete
Smith and Stan Ellis. Other members
of the team who deserve mention ar» M.I.T., New Hampshire, Conn. State,
Jim Woodger, Bob Sherman, and Jack Vermont, Army, Cornell and Norwich
McGill. Sherman, Woodger and Ben- and also Maine civilian rifle teams of
son are seniors who are unfortunately the winter indoor league of whicn
handicapped in not having come out Coach Wagg is president.
for hockey last year.
To Enter State Contest
On April 9th the Bowdoin team will
go to Boston to shoot a shoulder to
shoulder match against the aforementioned colleges of the Intercol-

REMAINSJNCHANGED

Scoring a grand slam of eighteen
May took first place honSwimming team's annual
Christmas dunk last week. Wins in
the fifty yard breastsroke, 160 yard
backstroke, and the seventy-five yard
medley, set the versatile sophomore
well ahead of the field as George
Carey "36 followed with 15 points for
the second place medal, and Brewster
Rundlette *88 and Frank Kibbe '87
with fourteen points apiece tied for
third place honors.
Had Henry Franklin "So still recuperating from tonsillitis been able to
compete he would have easily won as
he drew the 75 medley, 100 yard backstroke, and 200 yard breaststroke
events which would have netted him
three firsts.
Rundlette Shines
Each entry drew three events, a
long distance, a short distance, and
an odd event— medley, plunge, or
dive. The trials were run off Monday,
Tuesday and Wednesday,. and the finsis Thursday and Friday under the direction of Captain Beals.
In the . 76 medley, Rundlette, a
promising freshman, startled spectators by using the over-arm breaststroke introduced to Bowdoin by Higgins of Olneyville. Captain Beale
showed his versatility by winning the
440 yard free-style.
The final standing is ss follows:
Dick Msy
18
16
G. Cary
B. Rundlette
14
Kibbe
14
T.
D. Arnold
12
W. H. Fish
11
J. Beals
10
O. Seagrave
10
D. Fitts
91
R, Cotton
9
R. Whitmore
8
E. Brown
7
W. Walker
7
J. Boyd
7
points, Dick

RIFLE TEAM WILL

basement of Adams Hall, and President Hartley Lord is working with
Athletic Director Mai M^elt on the
qualifications to be used aT a basis for
year's junior varsity team, awarding minor sport letters. These

of last
which, incidentally,

SPORT SIDELIGHTS

J.

in most placet

the largest-sell-
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The Sun
Rises
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BRUNSWICK,

(64th Year)

•

ME.,

tend

Sills

Into the national spirit, and,

following the example of PresMest
Beosevelt, has appointed three committee*, the FCOA, ACOA aad SCOA,
(Faculty Committee on Athletics,

Ammni Committee on Athletics and
Student Committee on Athletics).
In ms last Wednesday's Chapel ad-

800,000 of
their attitude
War, will be sent to Bowdoin undergraduates. The poll, conducted in the
same fashion as the Literary Digest's
famous presidential straw ballots, will
ask for merely a yes or no answer to
five questions.
I
The Ave questions to be asked
will be as follows:
1.
Do you believe that the
United States can stay out of another Great War?
borders of the
(a)
If the
States
United
were invaded,
would you bear arms in defense
of your country?
(b) Would you bear arms is
the invasion of the borders of another country?
2.
Do you believe that a national policy of an American navy
* and air force second to none wilt
insure us against the possibility
of another great war?
S.
Do you favor government
control of armament aad munitions industries?
Do you approve of the con4.
scription of capital in time of
war, just as has been our historic
procedure in drafting man-power
in time of war?
5.
Do yon tlink that, in the
pursuit of stabilization of peace,
it would he s »ise policy for^he

Von Beckerath Says Upkeep
of

Capitalistic

Depends on

System
It

TELLS NECESSITIES

dress, the President pointed oat that
these three committees were to investigate the whole athletic situation
with no particular attention upon recent developments in football. This is
almost too much to expect, but it is Politics, Taxes, International
hoped that the committees' various

OF PRESENT PLAN

recommendations will cover a broad
field and be as unbiased as possible.
One can think of several situations
winch might be investigated. For inrecommendations
valuable
stance
might be made concerning basketbal l,
swimming, or the minor sports. The
Eastern
proposed
possibility of the
latereolleigate League, now almost a
dead issue, might be discussed. The
advantages and disadvantages of the
present coaching system might be
compared with those of a training
system. In all their findings, the committees should consider the athletic
situation in its relation to the best
interests of the College ss a whole.
For that reason the report of the faculty group should be the most intereating.

e

EV)R

*

second

the

*

;•

consecutive

year

and Gown is to offer
prises for student composed and acted
Masque

one-act plays, judged on a competitive
basis. The method of competition and
the means of Judgment seem entirety
fair, and, if carried out to their original intention, should produce results
satisfactory to both competitors and
audience.
According to this plan judgment is
to depend upon the literary merits
and theatrical possibilities; not the
dramatic ability of the actors.
•
«
•

Credit All Affect

Free trade was cited by Professor
Herbert Von Beckerath in his recent
address at the Moulton Union as being necessary for the maintenance of
a stable capitalistic system. He scored
lack of the "aristocratic quality" of
those concerned chiefly with the development of the system as being chiefly
responsible for its decay.
"Given the entity of social life, the
modern economy needs the aristocratic quality of consciousness for occidental civilization and a bierarchial
structure, not only in its own field but
just as well in politics, culture, and
science', he continued.
Names Conditions for Capitalism
He described in detail the various
conditions necessary for our economic
system; first,
political
conditions

•

WHILE

•

•

in the spirit of

committees

let it be suggested that the President appoint another student committee whose duty
the College.
investigate
it will be to
In an extended report which could embrace everything from athletics to required attendance in Chapel, the administration would be able to get at
the heart of some student opinion at

and associations,

least.

Through such means student reactowards Bowdoin's manner of
giving student aid might be of considerable aid to the faculty committee

tion

Recommendations
scholarships.
on
concerning the conference and lecture
system could be made, while possible
modifications of the major system
would be in order in the report. In
conjunction with recent collegiate
events such a committee could well
make a comprehensive study of fraternity life at Bowdoin, including
such sore points as "Hell Week" and
the time of initiation.
•
•
•

WHILE

on the subject of fraternities, it would be strange if no
mention of "rushing" were made. For
some odd reason the year is almost
half through and as yet no committee
or "representative group" has had a
formal meeting to consider this annual problem. About time something
was done about this obvious slip-up.
Perhaps the interfraternity council,
which we suggested last week, would
be the ideal body to discuss "rushing",
but in the meanwhile, before such a
council has been conceived, couldn't
the Student Council, simply as a matter of incidental business, find time
to look into the matter?

business enterprise; second, protection of business from overtaxation
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February, three more such lectures will be given by Dr. Von
Beckerath. The subjects to be
treated are Italy and Fascism,
Russia aad the Five Year Plan,
and the United States and the
Deal.

"Adjourns" were "adjourns" back

The 'author describes them as
the occasional holidays given when a
professor unexpectedly absents himfrom

recitation.

Other

words

used

males who

officiate as chambermaids
the different entries. They are so
called from the entries being placed
at the ends- of the buildings."
A delightful description of the ancient custom called "Hold Ins" follows: "At Bowdoin College near the
commencement of each year the Sophs
are wont, on some particular evening,

in

|

(Continued on pace I)

Material Gain, Says
Bible Instructor

WorHs Program to be
Expanded to Combat
Unemployment

Public

Committees Will Advise on
General Questions in

Athletic Dept.
That progress is not merely maand physical gain, but rather
it has to do with such qualities as
Members of two of the three comcompassion and insight, was the be- mittees, inaugurated by President
by Reverend John Sills to investigate the athletics situalief propounded
Charles Schroeder, D.D., in his Chapel tion, have been chosen, it was anaddress last Sunday afternoon.
nounced recently. The chairman only
After remarking on the appropri- has been named for the Alumni comOn the student committee,
ateness of discussing progress at the mittee.
beginning of a new year, Dr. Schroe- selected by Howard Niblock '35, in
der said, "Our present day world wor- conjunction with President Sills, are:
Hutchinson
ships progress in all fields, and it is Elmer
'SS,
chairman,
surprising that some people doubt its Donald F. Barnes '35, John M. Beale
reality.
He expressed concern that "35, Lawrence Dana "35, Gilbert D.
some* individuals doubt the existence Harrison, Jr., *35, Paul E. Sullivan
of God yet believe in progress. To him •35, Robert P. Ashley "36, and Rodney
C. Larcom '36.
the two are synonymous.
The faculty committee of five mem"Progress was marked in the middle of the last century by the advance- bers, headed by Professor Herbert R.
Brown, includes Professor Thomas
ment of the theory of evolution
It was Herbert Spencer who said,! Means, Professor Orren C. Hormell,
Professor Nathaniel C.
'Progress is not an accident, but a ne- Associate
cessity.'
In the light of these and Kendrick, and Assistant Professor
similar events, it is evident that we Philip S. Wilder. Waldo R. Flynn "2g
has
been
named
as chairman of the
progress."
to
are doomed
Alumni committee. The other memTskes Thoreau as Example
bers of the group are to be selected
"We too often confuse technologi- by
Arthur H. Ham, acting president
with real progress", Dr.
cal skill
of the Alumni council, and will be anSchroeder continued. "We may be
nounced later.
well informed but still lacking in wisGroups Will Advise Changes
have
that
we
dom. We often feel
These committees will make recomachieved great progress when we are
mendations for any charge in the athable to talk intelligently with people.
letic system which they may deem adBut there is a great deal of difference
visable.
From a consideration of
in talking and understanding, just as
terial

that

were more vitally affected by this
opening message than they had been
by similar messages in years. "Men",

.

said Seagrave, "may fear it; they may
ridicule it; or they may uphold it;

but they cannot overlook it."
Predictions Fairly Accurate

.

.

ON PUBLIC SERVICE

Hutchinson, Nowlis, Selected
As State Rhodes Contestants

public service of later life," Sills
Marking the first time in the hisstated. "We must first do the things
are here to do, as well as we can, tory of the college that Bowdoin has
and then turn attention to the other had two contestants in the New England Rhodes Scholarship competition,
things."

A

in 1850.

were
recitations
concerning
"screw", the name for an imperfect
recitation by a student, and its opposite, a perfect recitation which was
known as a "sail". There was a verb
of the same word which meant to recite perfectly. "To rake an X" was another expression used for a perfect
recitation by a member of the class,
ten being the number of marks given
for the best recitation.
In another item a correspondent
from Bowdoin College wrote as follows: Bonfires occur regularly twice a
year at Bowdoin; one on the night
preceding the annual State Past, and
the other is built by the freshmen on
the night following the yearly exami-

WILL NOT DISCUSS
HINTS FERA TO BE
COACHING QUESTION
DISCONTINUED SO<Jn True Progress is Hot Merely

SHIS TALKS

nation.
feet long

tion of an inquisitive Orient reporter
when he delved into an ancient tome
entitled "A
Collection of College
Words and Customs", by B. H. Hall,

REV. SCffltOEDER

i

Throws
Light on Old Bowdoin Customs
pole some sixty or seventy
is
raised, around which
brush and tar are heaped to a great
height. The construction of the pile
occupies from four to five hours.
An interesting feature of the Bowdoin of yore were the Class Trees.
"At Bowdoin College, immediately after the annual examination of each
class, says a correspondent, the members that compose it are accustomed
to form a ring round a tree and then,
not dance, but run around it. So
quickly do they revolve that every individual runner has a tendency "to go
off in a tangent", which it is difficult
to resist for any length of time. The
three lower classes have a tree by
themselves in front of Massachusetts
Hall. The Seniors have one of their
own in front of King Chapel.
"Dignity" was one of the strangest
terms evolved at Bowdoin. This word
was the name applied to the regular
holidays, varying from one half-day
per week, during the freshman year,
up to four in the senior year.
Instead of the present day janitors,
according to this record, there were
end-women at Bowdoin in the fifties.
"End women are the venerable fe-

Faculty Chairman

Indefinite

.'

in '56

Interesting college
customs and
mannerisms which were in vogue at
Bowdoin over seventy-five years ago
were recently brought to the atten-

Hutchinson to Head Student
Board; Prof. Brown is

STUDENTS HEAR

WUl

Judges to Read Plays

to discuss the various philosophies that are being employed as
solutions. During the month of

»

TO HOLD BRADBURY
TRYOUTS TUESDAY

!

"These plays will be produced before the public in Memorial Hall. Another faculty committee will read the
plays to be produced, and will witness the stage production before
awarding the prizes. The prize-winning plays will be chosen on the basis
of theatrical and literary merit rather
than upon the quality of the acting.
"The plays to be produced in the
finals will be cast and directed by the
authors, or by some undergraduate
they may choose. The staging of the
plays will be done by the Masque and
Gown production staff, unless the* authors wish to take charge of this and
pick their own stage staff. The equipment and facilities of the Masque and
Gown will be at the disposal of the
authors in the productions."

—

Talk

i

Many authorities attempted to
prophesy what the speech would conAlthough a great many were
tain.
very
nearly right in their views,
After Thomas Draws
many were exceedingly disappointed
in the fact that neither the NRA nor
First Blood
the Veterans' Bonus were mentioned
by the president. Many had expected
Clashing in the opening game of the president to advocate a radical
the season, the New Hampshire hock- change if not the complete abolishthere is much difference in traveling
ey team eked out a 2 to 1 decision ment of many of the industrial codes.
and really seeing things." As an exover a green Bowdoin varsity last This omission, states Seagrave, mayample of this Dr. Schroeder mentionSaturday at Durham, N. H.
be regarded as a weakness in the ed the great American naturalist,
Coach Linn Wells was forced to
(Continued on pas* t)
Thoreau, who lived practically all his
put an entirely green team onto the
life at Concord, Mass.
ice to face five lettermen from New
"We were inclined to believe for a
Hampshire.
Temporary ineligibility
long time that our world progressed
of Captain Pete Mills has left no varonly when it was free from difficulty,
sity veteran on the squad.
but now we know that it is always in
Play Poorly
Preliminary tryouts for the Brad- trouble. One fifth of our people live
In spite of perfect ice conditions, bury Debate, which will serve also as in physical destitution, while a larger
the, play on both
trials for the debating council, will be percentage live in spiritual destituMmu *>/• progress only ss we «st
their attack for any length oT'fXMl is the next one before the Eastern In- and deal with these difficulties. It is
The first tally came early in the tercollegiate Debating League: Re- not what life puts into our laps that
first period when Thomas, Polar fear solved: that all collective bargaining counts, but what
we do with that
center,
slipped through the New be negotiated through non-company which life does put there. Those who
Hampshire defense to score.
try to escape find life boresome as
unions, safe-guarded by law.
In the second period, Harold AnThe debates, to take place during did the Lotus eaters of old."
gwin, Wildcat right defense, took the the week of February 11, will be conThe beautiful story of Helen Kelpuck in neutral territory and flipped a ducted on the Oregon plan now in use ler's life represented to Rev. Schroglancing shot into the Bowdoin cage. by the KIDL (Eastern Collegiate De- eder the true spirit of progress; not
New Hampshire continued to force bating League.) Under this plan each selfish progress which concerns the inthe play with the result that Angwin, team consists of a witness, who first dividual alone, but progress which has
skating fast, took the puck into Polar states the arguments, or case, for his to do with compassion and insight for
Bear territory to score close in.
side, and a lawyer, who cross-exam- the interest of others.
ines the opposing witness and then
Steer Brilliant In Net
The goal tending of Dick Steer, sums up his contentions. If enough Polar Bears
Hold
acting captain for the Bowdoin team, men try out for the debates, eight
was outstanding. To him goes the will be selected to comprise four
Saturday Union Dances
credit for New Hampshire's low score. teams, two affirmatives and two negatives. Each pair of teams will then
The summary:
Starting this Saturday. JanX. H.
BOWDOIN have separative debates; if one neganary 12, the Bowdoin Polar Bears
tive and one affirmative team wins,
Staffy, Manchester, Boger*. rw
will inaugurate a new series of
rw. Rolfe. Hmrkim they will debate against each other
Schipper. Facey. Kerr, e. Rutherford. Thomas for first and second prize; if, however,
dances to be held in the lounge
Brocott. Merrill. Iw
Iw. Sherman. Noyea
of the Moulton Union. Present
two negative or two affirmative teams
MeDermott. Mitchner. Id
Id. Smith
plans have scheduled three more
Anirwin, rd
rd. Lawrence are victors, the decision between them
dances to be held during the
Norrix. it
a. Steer will rest with
the judges. (In the
Official*:
Nute. Hnaa.
Tlmera: Hanley.
month of February.
Harris.
Time: Three 18 minute period*. Bradbury Debates the decision of the
Leader Tom Mack '36 has anGoal*: Thomas. Bowdoin; Anirwin. N. H. (2). judges is always final, the audience
nounced that these dances will be
having no vote).
run along the same plan as the
In past years the prizes have usualdances held last year. The price
ly been $60 for the winning team and
PRES.
of admission will be forty cents
$40 for the team getting second place,
for couples and for stags.
but this February these amounts will
"During the last month, the
probably be smaller by about a third.
Polar Bears have been working
All the classes are eligible for the
"First things should be placed first,
on new numbers so that we shall
in business and college alike", Pres. debates, and each man can choose
be prepared to give a new and
K. C. M. Sills declared in his chapel whether he will take the affirmative
original entertainment this Sataddress on the subject, "The College or negative side and whether he will
urday," leader Mack stated.
Man in Public Service," this morning. be lawyer or witness.
"In any community the person who
does not do his own job well before he
gives time to public service is not the
highest type of citizen, and so it is in
college, where athletics and extracurricula activities correspond to the

the plays are technically producible.
They will then go on to a committee
af faculty members, who will read the
manuscripts, and select the outstanding plays which will go on the stage
in the finals.

Continuing his series of lectures on current economic problems.
Professor
Herbert Von
Beckerath. Tallman lecturer from
the University of Bonn, will make
his second introductory speech in
the lounge of the Moulton Union
at eight o'clock tonight. His subject will be s continuation of last
week's theme: "Society and Economy Remodelling, Not Abandoning the Occidental World."
This series of lectures is intended to portray the current
problems of Western society,' and

self

Too

Calls

a

Green Bowdoin Team Loses

W«m

w

town Basketball

work at Msquoit, the Bowdoin
Christian Association has laid active
plans for the coming season.
Under the guidance ot Howard
Niblock, President of the BCA, competition in basketball for the church
fellowships has been arranged. This
week it was decided to hold a series
of contests in the gymnasium on Monday nights from seven to nine o'clock.
The schedule as it is planned, will run
for nineteen weeks.
Isaac Dyer *86 and Tom Sampson
*36 have bean the lending influences
In getting members of the BCA to
journey to the Msquoit colony whenever possible.
Here, in the schoolhouse the members of the Association
hold religious classes for the children
of the district. Recreational programs
for both the children and the adults
are carried out.

COMMITTEES NAMED
BY SIILS TO REPORT
ON ATHLETIC SYSTEM

Roosevelt's
President
Discussing
message to congress, Norman P. Seagrave "87 led a meeting of the Liberal
Political Forum held in the Moulton
Union last Monday night. Considerable stress was laid upon the fact that
the messsge itself was indefinite,
merely indicating the course which
Edward Price Bell, for many years the administration plans to follow
a distinguished foreign correspondent, without making any actual recommen"interview" several European
will
dations. These recommendations will
universities, reporting on the will for
be made in later speeches.
peace in such institutions as Oxford,
Seagrave, in opening his talk, told
Cambridge, Heidelberg, St. Andrews, of the manner in which the country
Sorbonne, Pavia, Padua and awaited the address. He pointed out
the
Bologna. His series of articles will the fact that all people from the big
later appear in The Orient.
business man down to the laborer

society.

Book Published

Message;

Canadian and European universities
being canvassed, and the Association
of College Editors hopes later to send
ballots to Congressmen and Senators,
newspaper publishers, college presidents and the Church, to obtain a more
accurate cross-section on the general
American attitude toward war.
Bell to "Interview" Europe

prizes totalling $40 will be

William A. Frost '35, president of the
"Its smooth and vigorous operation Masquerers in announcing its annual
largely depends upon social and po- amateur dramatic event sponsored by
litical at large being compatible with the organization.
the economic constitution of the comSpeaking concerning the contest,
itself and much less does it build up
scheduled for the first of March, Frost
terest and initiative.
recently issued the following statePraises National Entities
ment:
"Plays to be submitted in the secHe concluded that the reason the
capitalistic system could meet with so ond annual Masque and Gown One-act
many favorable social conditions all Play Contest should be handed in on
Monday, J a naaay II
ewer the orld was beeas sc it ta it- -or
self an expression of the spirit of manuscript must have with it a deunity and vigor in occidental civiliza- scription of the stage setting and eftion. This unit has created a natural fects. A carbon copy must be included.
consistency
between the
different Plays should not run for more than 85
spheres of life. Only this could Euro- minutes.
pean society play the predominant
"The contest will be conducted in
role in the world as well as in the cul- the same manner as last year. Two
tured and economic fields.
prizes will be offered, a first prize of
$25, and a second prize of $15. The
plays will first be submitted to the
Von Beckerath Resumes
Masque and Gown production staff,
Lecture Series Tonight which will merely determine whether

New

Norman Seagrave Analyses

tabulated in the ofltoes of the Digest.
154 Colleges Participate
One hundred ami fifty colleges will
participate in the pell, which will include representative institutions from
the entire country. Bowdoin is the
only college in Maine which will participate in the balloting, however.
After the results have been' tabulated, the poll wf) continue, with

annual
second
for
the
into the spirit- awarded
and legal sys- Masque and Gown play contest", said

MANAGE

ligious

NO. 18

1935.

sent to
the Liter-

individual

ary Digest, and will be returned to the
magazine, at the expense of the DiThe complete results, both logest.
cal and national, will be printed in
The Orient as soon at they have been

Stage Productions of
Undergraduates

it and monetary" standards.
In recapitulation he stated, ".The
economic system does not rely upon
petitive system relying on private inthe frame of society and culture at

embedded

questionnaires will

& Gown Will Again

Masque

and a fluctuating monetary system;
third, operation of international cred-

and published in Cambridge, Massachusetts in 1856.
Many items read
like the more entertaining notes of
yesterday to be found in the Orient
files of fifty years ago and occasionally republished.
Many expressions
and college customs had either their
Inaugurating a series of basketball origin, or existed in some peculiar
Bowdoin
form,
in
the
of the first half
school
High
Brunswick
games for
youths, and continuing social and re- of the nineteenth century.

RCA.

9,

of

MASQUERS GIVE
NEW HAMPSHIRE
STUDENT PLAYS
IdMEN WIN 2-1

maintaining a relatively stable demarcation between public activity and

large. It is

"College youths like to travel," says
he, "and all beys and girls should see
Washington, the capitol of their
country!" Afflicted with this sadden
tssjpirsmssSi we oeee hwowtou «stna;
and invitee the college editors to
Washington with all expenses falling
upon his hard earned savings.
This however is not the most regrettable fact of the whole business.
The majority of the Association, being only human, heaped praises upon
the dear man and accepted his invitation, with pleasure.

Modern

Economic System

Ttf R. William Randolph Hearst, that ual, moral,
*"•*"bogeyman" of American journalism, can be painfully naive at times.
After having suffered considerably
from the hitter lashings of the Association of College Editors, because of
his attitude towards peace, he decides
to work his way back into their

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY

States to eater the

of this

has evidently at-

ORIEN

Digest Peace Poll Sent To All
FORUM REVIEWS
LECTURER CITES
Bowdoin Undergrade This Week
RECENT SPEECH
FREE TRADE AS ^.During the course
United
League
week the
Nations?
A-C.E.-Literary Digest peace
be
unAmerica's
The
BY ROOSEVELT
BEING BIG NEED questioning
student by
toward each
dergraduates on
poll,

PESIDENT

VON BECKERATH
LECTURE TONIGHT

we

Sills
*

;

|

emphasized, however, the need

for interest in public affairs. "The
college is really a quasi-public corporation", he said. "It renders a public
service not only through educating
students but in helping the community
or the state in every way in its power.
It is perhaps not the primary
purpose of the college to train for
citizenship, but that is one of its most
important functions.
College Men Needed in Politics
"Pres. Elliott of Harvard once said
that the state of civilization of any
community is indicated by the number of men and women it produces
who render service to it without return or profit who are willing to
work for the benefit of others without
too much thought of themselves.
When we think of the college in public
service we think also of the need of
college men taking part in politics—
not so much running for office as being interested in political affairs and
making their influence felt within po-

—

litical parties.

"Bowdoin has had a good tradition
along these lines since its very beginning. Not only has it had graduates
in the highest offices in the country
President, chief justice of the supreme court, speaker of the house,
senators, congressmen aad governors
but a large number of graduates
have given themselves unselfishly to
public service of all kinds."

—

these reports the president will form
his recommendations as they are to
be presented to the board in Jane.
In speaking further of the threeway survey, the president made it
clear that the reports of the various
committees would not deal with personalities nor would they be concerned with any specific question, but that
they would deal now with changes in
the present system of control under
the dominance of the Athletic Council which
is universally recognised
now as "not entirely satisfactory".
UsssuO eosuetttte to Ac*
Whatever action is to be taken on
the current
difficulties
within the
Bowdoin Athletic deoartment is to
have nothing to do with the work of
the three new committees the president states. The question now rests
in the hands of the Executive Committee of the college which is to hold
a regular meeting sometime before
the opening of the second semester.
In the meeting the question of football coaching will be presented and
acted upon along with the regular
problems of college maintenance annually brought before the meeting.
Besioes considering a revision of
the constitution of the Athletic Council, the newly appointed committees
are to consider several other subjects

n

.

concerning Bowdoin athletics. Notable
among the topics to be considered are:
Whether too much emphasis has been
placed on certain sports to the detri-

ment of

others, whether it is advisable to continue hockey in its present
status as a major sport to the exclusion of basketball, whether basketball

should be developed into a minor or
major sport entering intercollegiate
competition, and whether there is any
basis to the claims of any discrimination against athletics as fsr as entrance requirements are concerned.

New

Committees Report Soon
The reports and recommendations
compiled by these committees are to
be made within six weeks, that is before April first of this year. This is
expected to grant sufficient time for
their contents to be sufficiently considered before the boards meet early
in June.
This survey will be quite
similar to the one conducted in 1926
on the "Needs of the College" as presented by three similar committees.

both have been prominent in campus
activities. Hutchinson is the recently
nominated chairman of the student
advisory committee on athletics, and
Vincent Nowlis '35 and Elmer Long- was captain of the cross-country team
ley Hutchinson '35, were chosen last during the past season, having placed
Hailed by Robert Nathan as being
week by the state Committee to rep- first in the Harvard Open Intercolle- an excellent dramatization, a play,
resent Maine in the finals for the four giate Run last fall. He is an active "One More Spring", based upon Nascholarships from the New England member of the Student Council. Dur- than's novel was presented by Mr.
district Although both were unsuc- ing his freshman year he was Class Geor/e H. Ouinby, instructor of Engcessful in the final selections at Har- Secretary-Treasurer. His major is in lish and
director of
Masque and
vard Monday morning, their choice aa chemistry.
Gown at the Avery Memorial in Hartthe two candidates from the State of
Nowlis is also a member of the ford on January 4. The dramatizaMaine is an unusual distinction.
tion,
which
was
written
by Quinby in
cross-country team. He was elected to
The selection of Nowlis and Hutch- Ibis, senior honorary society, last fall, collaboration with Miss Dorothea
inson was announced late last week and is a member of the staff of the Petgen, was produced by the Apprenby the Maine State Rhodes Scholarship Quill, to which he has frequently con- tice Theatre.
Committee, headed by Professor S. tributed. In his sophomore year he
"This dramatization is not the same
R. Ashby of Maine University. Allan was president of the Bowdoin Chris- which will appear in the movies withForbes Hubbell '35, and students from tian Association. He is a biology in the next two months, but is conBates, Colby and Maine, were also major.
sidered by Mr. Nathan to be much
competitors for selection as state canNowtia is a member of Zeta Psi closer to the mood and thought of his
didates.
novel than is the moving picture,"
The system for the selections of Fraternity. Hutchinson is a member
stated Mr. Quinby.
Chi Psi, and proctor in South
of
Rhodes Scholars allows any number
Because of the appearance of the
Maine Hall. He is an alumnus of
of candidates to apply at each educamovie, it is extremely improbable; that
Deering High school. Nowlis prepared
tional center. An indefinite number is
the play will reach Broadway in the
at Wyoming Seminary.
chosen from these candidates by the
near future. Unless such a production
Professor Thomas Means is the is imminent, the play will be released
local committee, and those selected go
before the state board for the nomi- chairman of the Bowdoin committee to amateurs next season if arrangenation of two to represent the state in charge of selection of candidates. ments can be made for permanent
Other
members are Professors Rob- dramatic rights.
against two candidates from the other states in the district. Four Rhodes ert P. T. Coffin, Roscoe J. Ham,
Mr. Quinby spent a large part of
Scholars are selected from these. The Charles H. Livingstone, and Daniel C. the Christmas vacation attending rewinners last Monday were Walter M. Stanwood. Nowlis, Hutchinson, and hearsals of the play. He stated that
Stockmayer, M.I.T. senior, Richard Hubbell were chosen by them from while he was not entirely satisfied
Brown Baker, Yale University senior, a list of twelve candidates.
with the interpretation of some of
The Rhodes Scholarship was found- the characters and in the cuts made in
Carl Pfaffmann, graduate student at
Brown University, and William L. ed by Cecil Rhodes, famous British the script by the director, he found
Empire-builder, and allows for two that the play stood up much better
Sachse, graduate student at Yale.
Both Hutchinson and Nowlis are years study at Oxford University, than he had expected under actual
members of Phi Beta Kappa, and with a stipend of about $2,000.
production.

OUINBY PRODUCES

SUCOSSFUL PLAY
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Action t

When appointing the student and faculty committees to study
the athletic situation, President Sills took pains to make it clear
that "no personalities will be involved"; and, in effect, told the

If the fellows in Columbia College want
have nothing to say. The poll (the committee's questionnaire) is to
determine whether they do or not."
And the Spectator pinned rts policy to its masthead: "The Spectator will
continue to speak forth with the same frankness and vigor which it has
sought to achieve in the past months. It will not go backward; it will not return to the days when college editors discussed teas and the decline of collegiate dancing; it will not cater to the gentlemen who appear to see a bombthrower under every bed and an inspired plot in every statement,"
The
It takes a world of editorial guts and patience to educate apathy.
brand displayed by the Spectator is the sort that irks Americandide, makes
the circulation figures drop off. That's what licked the old New York World.
They kept on trying to demonstrate to Americandide that everything is perhaps Bot for the best in a world that is perhaps not the best of all possible
this, I

e

worlds.

it

Here 98

m
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to the

ROLLIN KIRBY

c

A

friend of ours who was traveling
northern Maine recently, for some
committees that they would not be expected to make a report on
reason found the need of a New York
the football coaching situation. This, in conjunction with the an- paper as he was driving through the
nouncement of the regularly scheduled meeting of the Executive little villa.re of Unity. He looked for
a newsstand, but there was none in
Committee of the College "sometime before the opening of the sight, so he set a straight course for
second semester", indicates the possibility of quick action on the the general store. He found that it
was indeed a general store, with
subject. The Orient believes that the football problems must be every kind of merchandise a citiaen of
solved at this meeting of the Executive Committee
certainly Unity could possibly need piled high
on shelves. Over in the corner was
no later.
a newspaper rack, and although there
Thirty-two days have elapsed since the Athletic Council met, were a few three-day-old Boston papers on display, he saw no New York
and still no word has been forthcoming from the College concern- journals. He called the storekeeper
to him and asked him where the
ing that meeting or the events that followed it.
ORIENT is over
New York papers were kept.
not oblivious to the fact that the College cannot afford to make
"Never have 'em," said the storehasty decisions; it realizes that the Administration must weigh keeper.

—

THE

"What? No New York papers?
seems Why, Unity's the first town I've ever

Young Men

of the World"

train!"

in

W. CHANDLER & SON

of every meeting at Union Square.

strong, silent men, with a passion
for waving at signal towers as
they go by. Consequently we were
much amazed to see the brakeman on the Flying Yankee sidle
up to the conductor and engage
him in conversation as we were
progressing in leisurely fashion
toward Boston recently. As the
talk became more heated, we bent
closer, so we might be near the
font of News.
The brakeman's
words were so startling that we
copied them down immediately,
and offer them to yea without
embellishment:
"You're wrong. You always
was wrong. You never was right.
There is a dining ear c« this
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ere

collage the reputation of b<ring radical, anti-administration, uncivil to foreign
an ambassadorial capacity and as being the unqualified supporters

Trainmen en the Boston and
Maine railroad are Somewhat of a
law unto tkemnelve*. They *t* all
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We

visitors in

We

where we want to go.

Baatnees Manager

5th Edition

150 Maine Street

of the Big City,

BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY

BOOK STORE

is in its

World's Almanac Coming on the 15th

to ask us if we
athletics, or if

man.

Sab- Editors

"Lost Paradise"

G«* Your Desk Calendar Pads Before
Sold Out

know anything about
we've done oar Gerlong for the simplicities
where our only perWilliam A. 0. Grow *37 turbation is whether we shall take a
William Klaber *87 Broadway -137th Street local or a
Richard E. Mathewson '37 242nd Street- Van Cortlandt Park express, both of which take as exactly
Williams, Jr, "87
Barrougha Mitchell

'9t

The COLLEGE

Syndicated Feature of
The A eeutta tion af College Bitters

breathe heavy, anoonaolable
sigh as wa return to the complexities
of Brunswick for another long seige.
Things were so simple during the
Christmas vacation: we arose, carefully brushed our teeth, ate three
times, entertained ourselves and went
to bed again. Now look at us. The
moment we get op, we are confronted
with such vexing situations aa whether we shall have marmalade on our
English muffins or three spoonsful! of
sugar in our coffee. Then people start

Bonert P. Ashley *3«

John P. Chapman

"HORIZON"

(Duttard and Crete

in

the

New York World

Telegram.

AMERICANDIDE
FpHE CRY FOR LEADERSHIP,

which has been so pitifully reechoed from
A educ ator to educator during the past few years, seems to have had little
one is to judge by a survey of typical college student governments.
Set up nut only to represent the undergraduate viewpoint before the Administration, but also to lead undergraduate thought and action, most student
effect, if

governments have signally

failed.

In the East, most members are elected on the basis of popularity or athletic
prowess. They are the "swell gents", the boys who speak nicely to everybody.
They handle well their routine duties, such as running proms, handling elections, representing the students in disciplinary cases. Brains are not a requisite for these' functions.
But most of them are frank to admit that they are unacquainted with the
larger problems of University life. They remark, with surprising complacency, that "the college is not run for the dregs". They refuse to take any
stand on the R.O.T.C. (either pro or con ) ; they would consider it a personal
disgrace to attend an anti- war meeting; they never participate in a debate
that is
or round-table discussion. They do possess one admirable quality
their dignity, an aura of blissful magnificence which must be preserved at

—

all coats.

of the trouble, it must be admitted, lies in the undergraduate attithe facts carefully before it arrives at conclusions. But it
tude. In most eases, they seem perfectly content to elect the same people
that the necessary decisions should have been made by this time. found where I couldn't get at least year after year; their attitude of complete indifference to all council activities
one New York newspaper," replied is truly amazing.
If the authorities cannot
see that the situation is intolerable, our friend.
Whatever the objections to campus "politics" and fraternity "blocs", these
"Well, that's nothing," said the lo- are unquestionably more healthy than the present apathy. Though the Westit is doubtful that they ever will.
All the cards are on the table.
cal Macy,
"What do yon expect?
colleges are faced with a different problem, because of their larger stuOrient is still convinced that the football team needs a new When I went to New York I couldn't ern
dent bodies, it seems safe to say that the method whereby candidates offer
coach, and it believes that the students think so, as well. It is get no Unity paper."
their platform before election is productive of better and more intelligent
- «
action.
almost impossible to see how the present regime can be continued
One of the Economics majors
The time seems particularly appropriate for a change. Through the colwho firmly decided be was going
after it has undergone such withering fire as during the past few
umns of the newspapers, students should be made to realize that all "swell
to do a little reading hi his major
gents" are not overburdened with brains, that "dignity" should not be the
weeks. It is
knowledge that a majority of the Athletic
field daring the Christmas vacaonly attribute of appverning group, and that the members of student governCouncil was in favor of a change, and the only reason it did not
tion stopped in at the Portsmouth
ment should feel free and able to express themselves, not only on local issues,
library to take oat a few hooks
but also on the vastly more important national and international problems.
declare itself so was because the matter could not be brought to
sad be all primed to answer any
They should be the leaders, but they are not.
a vote.
questions when he returned. One
•f the men on his list waa Clans
MOOERS MARSHALL, writing in the New York American,
The argument has been propounded that Bowdoin would lose
Spreckels, the Pacific Coast sagar
the paper that owner-Hearst has named as "The paper for people who
king, and he asked the librarian
academic caste if it dismissed a footbail coach because he did not
think", asked: "Isn't it about time some of our young people stopped being
if there were any Orographies of
win games. One has but to refer to Harvard, scholastically the
such cry-babies ? feoys and girls, posing as spokesmen of 'Youth', have kindhim around the place.
ly explained to the world of late just what is wrong with IT, and what it
most highly regarded institution of learning in the world, to laugh
The attendant looked somewhat
ought to do for THEM. As the young men of Wall Street solemnly summedpuzzled for a moment, and then
this argument out of countenance. Only this year Harvard has
up: There is an undercurrent of resentment in youth today'.
disappeared into the stacks with
"The Idea can be put even more tersely: Youth's present mood is frequently
accepted the resignation of its coach
because he did not win
an "I'll aee what I can do." The
expressed in three syllables
'Boo hoo-hoo'.
student
waited
nervously
for
turned its back on the graduate-coaching System, and hired one of
"From that same older generation which its sons and daughters deride and
about ten minutes, but finally the
denounce
with their half-baked economics and naive sociology, fretting and
the most gifted exponents of footbail legerdemain in the business.
librarian returned bearing one
faint-hearted youth could learn the practice of two virtues of which it now
thin volume. "Is this what you
The handwriting is on the wall, in plain sight to all those
teems sublimely ignorant: One of the two is Patience; the other is Selfwanted?" she asked, handing the
Reliance."
have the courage to look. The situation is beyond the vacillating
student the book.
Sir Gerald Campbell, speaking in New York City, spoke of "We elders who
The
name
of
it
was
Haphase. Bowdoin must have a
football coach ; there are no two
what a pity that
boast that we are making the world safe for our children
bitat of the Speckled Grouse."
birth control could not be made retroactive."
ways about it.
continuation of the status quo, with the College
- «
In some cases, we are moved to remark, "Precisely, Sir Gerald."
divided against itself a dozen ways, can result in nothing but
"Maybelle moistened the tip of her
finger with her tongue, and then
athletic disaster for Bowdoin.
CITY JOURNAL-POST, W. Laurence Dickey, Editor, carries
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begins to look as though that grand old institution, Hell
Week, were on its last legs. The camel's back is beginning to feel
the burden, and even the undergraduates, who would be the last
ones to realize that the present order needed remodeling, are beginning to see the useressness and utter ludicrousness of putting
the freshmen through a severe test of mental and physical torture
before their initiation into a fraternity. Can it possibly be that
they are beginning to wake up, to realize that the fraternity situation needs refurbishing sadly?
It

The

Eta Charge of Theta Delta Chi to abolish
the most forward step taken by a Bowdoin fraternity in twenty years. If others have courage to follow
in the steps of Theta Delta Chi, it may mean that Bowdoin Greek
societies will emerge from the morass in which they have
Hell

.

struggled throughout the present college generation. It is generally conceded that Hell Week is the most outmoded of ancient
institutions, yet never has a fraternity had the courage to abolish
it completely.
They have chipped at its edges, and removed a
large amount of the brutality, but never have they sought to destroy its central purpose : torturing the fraternity pledge.

Tradition would scarcely tumble if Hell Week were done away
with. Perhaps the gymnasium would no longer be measured with

nor the athletic Acid four-leaf-clovers counted, but the
stability of the College would not be upset so seriously that there
would be weeping and wailing
fraternity row. It would be
eminently possible to substitute for physical and mental punishment the learning of fraternity facts and songs, which every
freshman must know sooner or later.

numbuy

biggest

W

A tele-

phone can.**
Americans throughout the country evidently agree
with this judgment of value received from the telephone. For each day they hold more than 57,000,000
conversations over Bell System wires.

.

its editorial policy in its masthead, courageously unfurled before its
readers: "1. Adjust international debts; 2. Lower trade barriers; 3. Stabilize
currencies; 4. Reduce armaments." And Missouri is supposed to be "provincial!"
That is a fine and courageous daily display of one's convictions in the face
of the hobgoblin of circulation figures. How much better is it than Comrade Hearst's: "Character, Quality, Enterprise, Accuracy", all branded on
the wfngs of an American eagle, who squats, a bit bored upon a scroll. And
and a boxer.
upon the scroll, is the motto of the Hearst papers: "An American Paper for
the American People."
That sort of thi^g means circulation. James Wechsler, editor of the Colum"date" bureau has been established at Syracuse University. Men, bia Spectator, would do well to ape Comrade Hearst's methods of wooing
desirous of going out with girls, pick Americandide.
"The Senior Committee of Seventeen" at Columbia decided that the Specthere choice from a descriptive list of
Stated William Lozier,
the local females supplied by the bu- tator did not represent Columbia undergraduates.
member of the Committee: "The Spectator can go a hmg way in giving the
reau.
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Phflgas for Fraternity

House Cooking
Brunswick Hardware Co.

decision of the

Week was probably

rE KANSAS

daily asked a

"What is the

for a nickel?" Two-thirds promptly replied,

m

smoothed her eyebrows with it."
—Collier's Weekly.
The simplification of the problem is evident: no one will deny
As the stands roared their approvthat dissention will remain as long as the present football coach
al.
does. Proponents of both sides of the question will not, having
Coach Mason of the University of
•progressed this far, lay down their hatchets. A new deal will rePennsylvania has devised a new soon
move the cause of the controversy.
which is a contest between a wrestle*

The Beginning

.

A reporter for a metropolitan
ber of persons on the street,

Prompt Service Fair
136—87 Maine St.—TuL 137

Tel.

MORTON'S NEWSSTAND
BOWDOIN SEAL sad
FRATERNITY PAPER
KAYWOODIB PIPES

Lyman

B. Chipman, Inc

PURE FOOD SHOP

jiy-legs,

m

Wholesale

A

-

Retail

Specialty of Fraternity

Fraternities must realize that if they do not do away with some
of their imbecilic customs, they will themselves be done away with.
Hell Week has no lure for anyone except the sadists who conduct

That
it.
student

The

it

exists at all is

an

insult to the intelligence of the

position of the fraternity in the collegiate social order is

none too strong

at the present.
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Former Customs
Revealed In Book

GOLFERS TO HAVE
Forum Reviews Recent
EXPERIENCED TEAM
Message By Roosevelt

-*-"-

RECORD AUDIENCE
SEES XMAS PLAY
Before

a

(Continued from page 1)
P*** to attempt to "hold in' the Freshmen
(Cairttnued from pas* l)
ness." Although the president has inthree-act
when the latter' are coming out of
ptay watch csnatitBrtsd the organisait may be attributed timated that he was in favor of some
prayers, generally producing quite a speech, although
tion's meat cearroUoarted ventsr* of
to the president's reticence on his sc- type of insurance, he is not expected
skirmish."
the past two years, to a large hosseto bach the extreme proposals such as
May Training, a farcical custom ob- tual plans for the future.
psrty audience the afternoon of DeMuch discussion has arisen as to the Townsend Plan or nou-contribcember 21. This satire on the muni- served at the College, is described by
message was conserva- utory-governmentally supplied unemtions racket, much discussed and once a correspondent in reference to
i) whether the
or radical. Seagrave ployment insurance
tive,
liberal,
banned on Broadway as "sedition", origin as follows: "In 1836, a
through the effortss' of big*" business,' passed the -Legtolasure requiring stu- pointed out that because of 'the indefiMay Include Shim Clearance
was well received by the hoaseparty dentt to perform mflitary datf, andj nite mture
"The 'security of decent homes'
„«,,,*», it was
they were summoned, to appear at
cTuesta and student audience.
1,
P°*« iWe to give the speech ahnost any probably signifies slum clearance, ar«i
Edwin
Walker and' Raymond I""*"* equipped as the law directs, to
establishment of more subsistant
West;, both "of *$6, had the leading *>* in *P**<* and drilled with the com- desired interpretation. In the case of the
homesteads as well as a continuation
roles as o wners and executives of »"'**• **dfotia. Great excitement pre- (social legislation, Seagrave remarked
f * he better-housing program. In this
in coinmquence,
but they
t finally
sociau 2 , .
targe »M»d«onV
that ine
talked oi
of social
the presiaeni
president wisea
mumuons mamng nrm, wmen
»
/»
.
,
/ mat
Vincent Nowlls '35 and Elmer Longley Hutchinson '35, pictured above, arc Urge
nroiects. the
fi
conservat OT1 projects,
field
as in conservation
inted
through the power of the dollar and
the first two Bowdoin students to have represented Maine in on* fear Hi the clever
made h* 1T aP" justice throu* 'tested liberal tradi- President expects to expand public
scheming engineered a war.be- time and Place \
}
tions".
Such statements lend them- works as an alternative to the dole,
Rhodes Scholarship competition from the Now England district. Although tween the United States and Mexico. *•»**«« armed cap-a-pie for grot- selves to the imagination of the lis- He declared that the federal governWalker, Joe Cobb, a sarcastic Yankee if*** *?-?*{. aome on /«**, some on tener who can read in them anything
ment must and shall quit this business
nchmer was named as the winner of a scholarship in the final Lumpilllmu at business
with banners and music approman, turned in a fine per- boT
he wants.
of relief."
formance to add to his long String of P"fte, and" altogether presenting as
Harvard Mat Monday, thefts is an unusual achievement.
Reform Needed
In expressing himself this way, the
successes. Also very able in their im- to******* a spectacle aa could be easily
Hutchinson is a member of Chi Psi fraternity. Xowfis hi a member of portsait roles were Mrs. Emily Holmes, conceived of. They Paraded pretty
"President Roosevelt insisted that president was sounding the deaththe recovery and reform must come to- knell to the FERA and all other forms
of Brunswick, as Rosalie, Miss Mar- .""J** f n1 .t -?*ir ST" 5° °\Ll ttr*?
Zeta Pai.
garet Treganowan as Lois Henderson's l"^™** 1Md }**» *"?'d€,? by their evo- gether," said Seagrave. "In the new of federal relief, according to Sea
This apparent change- in
daughter; and Wyr
Holmes *35 rations, and were finally ordered off economic order which is arising from grave.
who portrayed the unsuspecting and **• JfPound by the commanding officer. the disintegration and ruin of the old, philosophy has been caused by the
naive ex-President's son whose mur- Tne y were never called upon again, w« must eradicate the fundamental fear that the initiative and ambition
der waa engineered by the munitions DUt the' day is' still commemorated." weaknesses which led to the collapse, of the unemployed worker will be
"Yager fights" are described in the or our recovery can never be real nor lowered by the continuance of the
company. An able and large supporting cast contributed to the success- book as the "annual conflicts which lasting. In the past we have under- dole. Opposition is very likely to arise
ful execution of the production, which occur between the townsmen and the taken to remove what the president (in this question because of the treEntering competition for the first
1934-19St
It is well to mendous expenditure that might be
Examination In nami MM tfct«« Wat* an was directed by George H. Quinby, students. The Yagers (from the Ger-lcalls 'specific abuses.'
time, the newly-formed Rifle Club will
to be ntwi
by the mlin Oi i. Except ae the faculty coach and chief director man Jatfer, a hunter, a chaser) were keep in mind our ultimate objectives involved in the extension of » public
Indoor etnerabje
— * *
partsciaate in the Annual
.a
—
*
_i__
,t
I
1— _ dU—- —
J IKAflra n»ncr*n*M T'Vk n T>i./io.,ln«f liaa •*>_
neted, aM txaaalaatient trill at held a
accustomed, when the lumbermen in order to insure a consistent and woriss program. The president has infor the dramatic organization.
Maine State Rifle tournament, begin- i* the gyanaaiam.
dicated that the government would,
well-ordered
program.*'
came
down
river
in
the
the
spring,
to
Monday January tl
"Spread Eagle", an ambitious unning next week. This contest will be
S.M
"He named as goals for which wet ,eave >o local relief the 1, 500,000 J>eodertaking for ttrn Masque and Gown assemble in force, march up to the
run off by mail for a period of ten Comparative Literature 1
Ena-tiah 13
College yard with fife and drum, get must work: the elimination of over pie who had been taken care of beGerman 11
Government 7 with its limited means oi staging, was
fore
The remaining S,the FERA.
Hiatory 7
Latin 1 notable for .its between-the-acts ef- famously drubbed, and retreat in con- privilege and under-privilege and the
Two teams will be entered in this Mathematics
would be aided— by the extendS
Mnstc
aLHicYctuciik ui
of wtunvj
security *tjt
for the
Lire inw
...
m- 6OfJ,00B
fects which ranged from bugle calls fusion to their dens. The custom has achievement
,
the senior and one in Macliematics 5
match, one
Soehtlogy
P ubhc works P*-°P>*am.
and tramping feet to an interesting become extinct within the past four dividual. Security, he divided into
Taesday Jairaary XI
the junior event. As yet, no choices
Expands on Works Plan
Education 3 newsreel actually shown in the hall. years, in consequence of the non-ap- three principal factors: 1. the security
have been made for positions on the Chemistry 9
French 13
Ehgftsh 19 Sound as well
of livelihood through the better use
"President Roosevelt." said Seaas scenic effects were pearance of the Yagers."
squads. Practice will be heW tonight German 11
Spanish 3
The Pandowdy Band sounds like of the natural resources of the land grave, "described at some length the
Paul
and Friday before any final decisions Government 3
Zoology 1 all arranged by Mr. Quinby.
the security practical principles on which the plan
2.
Greek 1
Laidley, Jr., '88, Charles Goodwin *88, some name which Lewis Carroll might in which we live.
are reached.
Latin A
have given to a Bowdoin custom, yet against the major hazards and vicis- should be based: The work performed
and William Klaber Tl.
To Mall Targets In
Philosophy 1
it seems to be the forerunner of the situdes of life. 3. the security of de- must be of permanent value. Wages
WeSne aaat l a are If
In running off the contest, the Art 8 (Walker Art Building)
cent homes."
paid should be high enough to proinfrequent
French 15
present
day
serenades
of
Witi
"
the -thought that the AmerMaine State Rifle Association has ar- Economies 3
Mathematics
vide security, but not so high as to
professors by delegations of freshProgram Embraces AW Needs
Mathematics 2 K ican classroom and film theater have
ranged that each team will shoot a Economics 9
Knaii'h 7
m-jch in common, and that many pic- men daring Hell Week. A correspondSeagrave showed that the program encourage men to choose federal work
series of targets weekly on its home Muaic 3
cures coming out of Hollywood can ent wrote from Bowdoin College that W hj ch President Roosevelt indicated rather than employment in private
range. These targets wiH be mailed
Tharaday— J aweary 24
We use the word pandowdy, and we that he would advocate included all industries. Since the primary' objecCnenMetre 7 illustrate in a few hours what it takes
in to the headquarters of the associa- AatreaMany 1 *
French 1 the text-book months to accomplish.* have a custom of pandowdying. The o{ these needs.
Biokury 9
The development of tive is to provide employment, the
tion at Honlton where the scores of Economies 1 (Memorial Hall)
History 19
that
projects
Paramount Pictures are offering re- Pandowdy Band, as it is called, has no natural resources would extend far- president suggests
the teams will be compiled. The con- Economics IB
regular place nor time of meeting. ther than the mere pi ant ing of trees should be undertaken in which a large
wards
totalling
for
$1,500
original estest is scheduled to run for ten weeks, EnrBsh IB
be used. He
nber
of
performers
varies
History It
says on a variety of subjects.
and the building of dams. It would al percentage of labor
with the highest aggregate score win- Psychology 3
from a half a dozen and less to fifty so include the extension of intelligent sti, a som« <* the objections against
if
ning the tournament.
Sociology 3
or more. The instruments used are use of land and water to isolated com such a program bv declaring that preFriday—Janaery IS
Courses offered by the University commonly
President Hartley Lord "30 states
horns, drums, tin-kettles, munities hitherto unable to gain such ference would be given to projects
German 1 of Wisconsin
French
will be given a thorosgn
that the riffe range in the cellar of French $7
which would be self-liquidating. In
German 3
tongs,
shovels, triangles,
pumpkinAdams Hall has been recently com- French II
Cerman K "going over" by a faculty committee vine, etc. The object of the band is education.
.
The president did not make any rec- anticipation of increased business acGerman 7 recently appointed to weed out those
pleted so that it comes up to match
serenadmg Professors who have ren- ommendations on the second part, tivity, the program would be made
Satnraay— Jsnaary 2C
specifications.
All the shooting will Chemiatry 3
Chemistry 1 (Mem. Hall) parts of the curriculum that are un- dered themselves obnoxious to stuind u stry absorbed the
pro mising that they would appear in t0 ^P*51" off
gaarMah 27 worthy of being offered to the stube held on this range.
Economies 11
dents;
sometimes
and
others-frea fatare message. He did, however, workers,
Hiatary 1 dents.
Government 9
Juniors Win vnass Contest
quently tutors— ,are entertained by define the hazards to which he alludZoology 2
Based en Sound Money
Italian 1
' heavenly
Psychology
5
musfc"
held
last
under
their
winIn the interclass contests
_^_ .
ed> saying, "The major hazards and
"The president declared emphaticIn England there is a esl
dowiisrt the dead of night. This is vicissitudes of life cowiprise old age, ally that the amount of money reWednesday, Friday, and Sunday, the Bngtiah I
Art 7 (Walter MaV.)
regarded on sH hands as an uaeauiv- unemployment, childbirth, and cer- quired for the public works would be
juniors won the championship. Each Erarlish 11 (Adams 204)
Economics IS a staff of forty professors,
the student enrollment never exceeds oeal expression of the feelings of the
GoVM'faliitiflt 1
practice session has been made a contvpe8
uin
of
dependency
and
illwithin
the sound credit of the governI
eighteen.
students.
test between all four classes in order
Payehaiofry 1
to give the members actual experiTaesday—Jarmary 39
French 5
ence in contest shooting. At some time Hygiene
WeSneaday faasnary' as
during the year each one of the
classes has held the title.
Physiea & (Lab.)
Government 1
Future plans of the team will in- Greek 1
9
Hiatory
clude the postal match of the Nation- Mathematics 7
al Intercollegiate Rifle Association to PMkMoa>hy (

Masosm and Gown
"M wiad Eagle",
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be held in_February, and a shoulder
to shoulder" mateh with tfuPNew England division of the intercollegiate
group to he held somewhere around
Boston on April 6. In the last of May
the team will enter the Maine State
Smallbore Long-range Outdoor Championships.

As yet, no individual matches have
been scheduled. President Lord hopes
to be able to arrange a shoulder to
shoulder match with the University of
Maine sometime this spring.

COLLEGE RECEIVES
SCHOLARSHIP FUND

Bibileal Literature 1

Tharenay— Jlamry

SI

Hiatory 15a

Chemistry 6

Lft»«7

T.n«lish5
History 17

MaAemaMea

11

Philosophy

7

In the genetic laboratories of the
California,
University of Southern
Prof. Catherine Beers is studying the
heriditarv traits of thousands of file?'
in an effort to add to the world's
knowledge of heridity.

At an eastern university a survey
disclosed that at least sixty percent
of the students sleep through three
classes a week.

Nudism became an issue a* St.
Through the bequest of Mrs^ Lottie Mary's college recently when the student body officials condemned the ha»

S. Haines late of Maiden, Massachusetts, Bowdoin College is to receive
soon a gift of one thousand dollars to

be used for founding a scholarship.
There are two articles n Mrs. Haines'
will that concern the college. These
are: article 14. "To Bowdoin College
the sum of one thousand (1,000) dollars to found a scholarship for deserving New England-born boys, in

bit of students appearing unclad in
and near the campus swimming poof.

EATON HARDWARE

of Edward E. Smiley, deceased brother of Mrs. Lottie S.
Haines."
The other article in the will is article 2i which says: "If at the termination of the trttst, there at* no
grandchildren, or their issue, of William H. Smiley living, and there is
any remainder after payment of all
bequests, then one-third of such remainder shall be paid to Bowdoin

of
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Smith College juniors who
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Building

recently-

pass their junior year in
and Spain, under the
foreign study, totals*
only thirty-two, as compared with
fifty-four juniors who went abroad
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HILL
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TeL 588-R

Alpha Delta Phi

IBnlMIlMIMMIW

H

DUB
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of

Sprague

Mitchell

'37,

C

fetCharles £. Noyea *«I7, Roger
logg *37, Edwin P. Benjamin "87, Herbert M. Goldstein "37, Jack McLeod
'85, and Boh Breed '86, and rssnf orced
by several new prospects including
Johnny Boyd '35, Harold M. Boeckls-

man

"36,

Leonardo E. Back '88, said
*38. Coach Bob Mfft-

Edward H. Owen

er is decidedly optimistic about the
prospects of his 1935 golf team. MTfier hopes to present an outfit which
will have an excellent chance of tatting the Maine championship and wiH
make a creditable showing in the New-

England tournament.
Practice will begin after Easter v»*
cation in preparation for the dual
meets which will decide the Maine
state team championship. Colby already has two legs on the Averill
trophy, which is the award offered to

the winner, and every effort wjJl be
made to prevent them from gaining
permanent possession of it. Colby la
considered to be the strongest team
that the Bowdoin golfers will have to
face, and the present prospects for
a win seem very favorable.
Play State Match Here
Later in the season, Bowdoin win
play host to the contestants for the

Maine individual state championship
which will be played over the Bath

;

I

XM

—

Buildtng from a Veterait sqtkad con-

sisting

ansa

course.

Johnny Boyd

is

considered to

be one of the leading contenders for
this honor.
In the round-robin of dual meets
which will decide the Maine team
championship, each club will enter six
men; in the New England Intercollegiate tournament, to be held May 11
or 18 at Watertown, Mass., each team
may enter as many men as they wish
in the 18-hole competition to be held
on the first day. Tne four best scores
from each club wil" decide the team
championship, and the 36 lowest tallies will be selected to compete on the
second day in a thirty-six hole competition to pick the New England
Intercollegiate individual champion.
In this match also, Johnny Boyd is
expected to have a good chance of
finishing among the winners.

ment", Seagrave continued. "The conservatives have interpreted this stateto mean that there will be no

ment
more

This does
inflation whatsoever.
necessarily follow. Our sound
credit would not be impaired and
not

might very possibly be enhanced by a
well-directed and controlled metallic
inflation. To be sure, the president
does here give assurance as he has so
often before that we will not repeat
Germany's experiment of 1918, but
the statement is too vague to get excited about."

o

TOUR

BYFARMNGTON

Presenting a team hampered by in-

Hoopmen Lose;

Unofficial

Fools Count Heavily
Against White

Coach Miller's swimmers
have the odds somewhat against
them as they open the vanity season,
eligibilities,

will

tonight

competing

Man*.

against

State at Amherst and tomorrow
against Trinity at Hartford. "Inten-

on acForced to play part of the gams sive training has been held up
Milwith only three men the Bowdoin count of midyear examinations,"
next
Polar
Bean, unofficial basketball ler said recently. "Beginning
brought
team of the college were downed by semester the team will be
Farmington Normal school last Sat- into top form for the later meets."
"We know little about either Mass.
urday night, 82 to 27, at FarmingState or Trinity", MiUer added. "Boyd
ton.
The first two periods were fast and should make a good showing in the
evenly played, the score at the end of fifty yard free-style at both places,
the half being 12 to 12. The smaller and Cary should do well in the hunBowdoin team outfought the Normal dred." The absence of both Franklin
school quintet, and kept possession of and May will weaken Bowdoin's representation in the distances -and the
the ball most of the time.
back-stroke. Wright and McKeen will
Foals Cripple Team
probably swim the latter, but both lack
In the third period, Bowdoin was
experience.
severely crippled by fouls. A small
The relays are also expected to be
number of players were there, due to weak,
free-style.
the
particularly
illnesses of Kominski, Palmer, and
However, the showing in the breastCarter.
After five minutes of the
stroke should be strong, in spite of
third period, with the score 20-17,
the absence of Pach who has develFrasier left the game because of four
oped greatly since the first of the
personal fouls. Dick Elgosin replaced
Both captain Beale and Whityear.
him, only to come out himself for the more should place. The only experisame reason 80 seconds later. There enced contestant in the diving events
was some controversy about the con- will be Sampson.
tinuance of the game, for the BowAfter midyears the transposing of
doin team had only four players. Be- several men now ineligible from the
cause at the ruling of the Eastern Jayvee team to the varsity is expected
Massachusetts referee, the game had
to strengthen the team considerably.
to be continued, four against five.
The team played defensively, with
only four men, but Fisher was caught
fouling for the fourth time, and was
also forced to leave the game. The
remaining three of the Bowdoin team
put up an excellent fight, largely beRepresented by Malcolm E. Morcause
Ashkenaxy's

MORRELL ATTENDS

MEETING* N.C.AA

of
clever dribbling,
for the rest of the period.

rell, Bowdoin took part in an important meeting of the National CollegiBystanders Eater Game
ate Athletic Association, held in New
point, Paul Sullivan, the York City the end of last month. The
manager, and "Mickey" Haguire put N.CA.A. is an advisory body, with no

this

on suits and

filled in the two empty actual authority, composed of reprepositions.
This move however came sentatives from most of the* colleges
too late in the game for the opposing in the country.
After the routine
outfit had acquired too great a lead, matters had been attended to the rethe score at the final whistle being ports of four special committees were
22-27.
given.
Of these two, those on the
Fisher, Kent and Frasier were the Federal Admissions Tax and Recruithigh scorers on the Bowdoin team ing and Subsidizing of Athletes, are
with seven, six, and five points respec- of especial interest.
tively. Pillsbury was outstanding for
The Admission Tax Committee reFarmington with a total of fourteen ported that with the country in its
points.
present financial condition there is
The summary:
little hope of an early repeal of this
FASMINGTON <S4)
G
FG Pti tax. In regard to this matter Mr.
£"•"*• J*
4
1
10 Morrell believes, "There should be a
arratta. If
a
t
• distinction between large universities
•
o
s
PT—r U
colleges. We lose on footmujjswr. e
t
•
14 and small
*r*.aw*» 'a ••.•>...*••.•...
ball as in all other sports, and we
1
4
»•••••«•»
•
•
could use the $800 that we pay to the
Common, lg
government to good advantage. We
~4
**••
II
84 are taxed originally on all the equipBOWDOIN <IT>
G
PG Pte ment we buy and then again on the
FnuUr, rf
I
1
( Kate receipts. Some system of exempSaW van. rf
a
•
i
similar to the personal Income
*•*• "
S
2
< tions
T^a n aUe. e
tax system should be worked out."
Jjoala, r*
l
i
3
Morrell Discusses Recruiting

SPORT SIDELIGHTS

,

Aah kaaaay. Is
Haealra. la

goes to the
house winning the play-off, and if a
fraternity carries off the honors three
succ ess i ve years, it is entitled to permanent possession. The name of the
victorious house also goes on the big
Ives cap in the Sargent Gymnasium.

The non-fraternity

team

was

t

A. T. O.

Kappa Sic

is

last

o—o

as follows:
!*•«•»

Data

Non-Fratemlty

Zcta
D. U.

•*•

CM **

Na

Stmnm

pd

I. D.

_

V.

Jaaaary S

Kappa Sic

va.

A. T. O.

Dcke

A. D.

va.

BaU

J

aa,

Non-Frat.

Nu

Sign*

va.

tion's investigation of football evils)
about Cornell's attitude on alumni recruiting. Dean Deitrieks said that the

cense.

player,

CUM1ERLAWD
Wednesday

January 9

-

LOTTERY LOVER
•

Lew Ayrea
News

with.

Pat Patterson
•also Sound Act

Thursday

January If

-

Carole Lombard

Chester Morris

-

in-

•

THE GAY BRIDE
also.

-

Comedy

Cartoon
»

Friday
,

January 11

•

SHIRLEY TEMPLE

Jsaserv IT

Kappa Sit

A. T. O.

va.
vs.

Beta

ZeU

va.

A. D.

Daks

vs.

D. U.

late

Lyle Talbot

•

n. Chi

Fekraary 14
a. D.

p.)

va. Sieraa

'

Faaraary
T. D. ra. Non-Frat.
Fearaary
**• va. A. T. O.
Faaraary
_.
i
T. D. v». A. T. O.
Paatmijr
_
«..
CM *-.
Pal va. Kappa Sic

Kappa Si*

CU

Ma uli
va. T.

va.

Mara*

pj

D. V.

Sigma

Na

vs.

Daka

Slrma

Na

va. Zate

va.

D. U.

Vi. p»|

U.

Pteaa PlayaaT

When the president of the sophoclass at Howard U. was severely
he "disappeared". His abdication was well received amongst his classmates.

more

criticised for his policies,

When Homer Johnson
ill.,

of Peotone,
arrived at St. Viator's College,

this week, he brought with him a
trailer loaded with pigs to pay his
tuition. The pigs were accepted, John-

son received a receipt for the entire

amount of

his tuition

o—o

I

Daka

Sat aaa

A. D.

va.

pal U. va. A. D.

March 11
Noa-Frat.
Daka
Mareh 14— PlayaCa
IS

u. va. Zcta

It

M

Speaking of luck, Linn Wells is not blessed with a super-abundance of
From a 1934 team which was the best in the state, he has not a
single letterman eligible for service the first semester.
At. present the
varsity line-up is composed of last year's jayvee outfit which lost only one
game, but which outside of a fairly strong defense in Dick Steer, Jack Lawrence, and Charlie Smith, had little to offer in the way of material. However,
the team's showing against the veteran New Hampshire outfit was encouraging.

Nu horseshoes.

SI

D.

Pal va. Bate

Kappa Sig

If

bill.

o—o

All is not dark on the winter athletic program.
Jack Magee's
track aggregation bids fair to retain most of the laurels it earned
Minus Charlie Allen, Johnnie Adams, and Thurm Larson,
it has nevertheless a wealth of stars: Captain Howie Nibiock, IC4A
indoor shotput record holder, Phil Good, IC4A high hurdle champion,
Bill Soule, New England Intercollegiate indoor dash champion, Vale
Marvin, Gardner Msxcy, Dave Rideout, Jim Crowell, Elmer Hutchinson, Bob Porter, Ditto Bond, John Shute, Bill Owen, Dave Deane,
Gil Harrison, Mel Hughes, and Bob Dunton. If he can develop a high
jumper, Coach Magee will have a well-balanced outfit to work with.
o—o o
o—o o
After hanging on by the skin of its teeth for several years, the gym team
has finally ceased to exist. Professor Mean's refusal to serve as coach terminated its lingering death, since the hiring of a professional coach is out
ot the question. The passing of gym will be regretted by its few adherents,
but it never had a very great appeal, and the time and space allotted to it
can be used to greater advantage by some more popular sport,
o—o o—o
o o
o—o
On the other hand, winter sports under the guiding genius of
John Holden seem to be rapidly increasing in favor. Over a dozen
boys daily take advantage of the opportunity to enjoy the superior
benefits of outdoor exercise.
Bowdoin representatives at Lake
Placid did fairly well by themselves, Bob Laffin taking third in the
ski jump and Holden placing sixth in the downhill race.
last season.

—

—

—

.

In a straw vote held at Duke University, President Roosevelt and his
New Deal were still supported by the
students, though not so strongly as

contest

November

Ice

the meet to establish Mains

This Monday night the college will be allowed to witness the hitherto unknown spectacle of an intercollegiate basketball game played in the Sargent
Gymnasium when the unofficial team, the Bowdoin Polar Bears, tangles with

Northeastern Business College. This will be the initial appearance of the
Polar Bears on the home court this season. It is expected that the Bowdoin
squad will be able to keep five men on the court.

it.

:

:

Skillings,
javelin.

weight;

Selah

Strong,

Mary Johnson

third, Corey.
Time: 11.4.
Men' a Fifty— Firet. Chaffee tanas. Boyd:
third. HU1.
Time: M.
Medley Swim— First. Franklia ascomd. May :
third. White.
Time: 1 :M 44.
Women". Fifty Backstroka— Flrat. Noon:
second, Korthfrave* ; third. Johnaon.
ll ama t
:

;

Burritt is the holder of a Connecticut state schoolboy championship, and
fifty-two seconds in the

has done

quarter mile.

;

40.*.

Divine— Low Board— Flrat, D'AaraaJo: aacPapatheof raatav third. Piarea.
Average college professors are ond.
XM Breaatetroke (Mea'»)—Flrat, BeeJe aee"muddle-headed" according to Dr. R. oad. Hook: third. Bnaby. Tina: I.M 14.
Bruce Raup of Teachers' College, Columbia University. He based his reThe only use for grades at the Uniport on replies received from 2000 versity of Chicago is for purposes of
questionnaires sent to prominent edu- transferring to [other institutions.
cators throughout the country.
Howard University freshmen, supAll the freshmen at the University posedly barred from college dances,
of Maryland are requested to work on raised such a fuss before the big Fall
the student newspaper one day out of Dance that the Student Council voteo
each week.
to let them attend.
;

;

t
i

Landoa&es/

roses

I

do believe

Cream

TeL 858

Also Short Subjects

Men. and Toes.

•

Clothing

Jan. 14 and 15

KATHERINE HEPBURN
.

The

Gents' Furnishings

Little Minister
-

News

and

inalso

-

Pictorial

LECLAIR

& GERVAIS

86 Maine St.

CUSTOM MADE CLOTHING

Whitman's Chocolates and Nuts for House Party
Packages Mailed

ALLEN'S DRUG STORE

BRUNSWICK COAL & LUMBER

CO.

FuelOUs

Hard and Soft Coals

mey a//keep saying

. .

Dry

Fireplace

Wood

they're milder

— ana*/Aear them say.

.

W

they taste BETTER

Lumber and Building Materials of AH Kinds
A. K.

MORRELL *22.

Mgr.

e

19J5.

Uogstt

a

its

Pool last Saturday evening. Both
men's and women's events were ran

football

15th,

of

AA.U.

held in' Curtis

FROSH OPEN TRACK
WITH
PORTLAND

V.

A. T. O.

swimming meet was

THE OLD FASHIONED KIND

-

Ann Dvorak

-

of closeness, spent the week of the meet in the infirmary.
Dave
Fitts had injured his spine skiing;. Brown and May, winner of the
dunk meet, are on probation. Moreover Bowdoin's remoteness from
swimming centers prevents the securing of a satisfactory schedule.
Meets are so bunched that no sooner does the team get going than
it has to wsit several weeks for another contest.

CU Pal va. T. D
Pal U. va. Sigma Nu
Faaraary H
M
Noa-Frat.
va. Seta.
Zate va. D.

first

type in the state, the Maine

Week Competition and which swimming championships in some of
was sponsored by the Lake Placid the standard tank events.
Club the following events were held:
The outstanding performance of
the cross-country race (14 kilometers), the snlpm, the down -hill race, the evening was the individual 800
the four man ski relay and the jump. yard medley event in which Henry
Men representing Bowdoin were John Franklin '36, Bowdoin's outstanding
S. Holden '35, Gauthier Thibodeau swimmer, surpassed the New Eng"87, Percy Knauth '37, Richard H.
Beck '37, and Robert W. Laffin *S8. land Intercollegiate record with a 8
minute, 54 and four-fifths seconds
Colleges represented were Dartmouth,
performance.
which look first place, St. Patricks,
Boys Swim Well
Cornell, Ottawa University, Harvard,
The Portland Boys' Crab, coached
Yale, Williams, Toronto, New Hampshire and Cleeves University. Thibo- by Harold Paulson, showed remarkdeau suffered a slight mishap, but in able strength in all events with wins
spite of newspaper reports his injury in two men's events and both women's events. The Bowdoin swimmers
is not serious.
also showed up well by winning two
Maine championships.
Mary Dudley of Portland showed
spectators an unusual sprinting performance as she swam the fifty yard
SO.
free style in 81 4-5 seconds in both
Opening the indoor track season the trial and the final heat.
The diving event was dominated
this Saturday
the freshman track
team, led by the newly elected cap- by D'Ascanio of the Portland Boys*
tain, Robert B.
Fox, will meet a Club who showed tremendous imstrong South Portland High school provement over last year. Pierce of
squad. Coach Magee expects to pre- Bowdoin, a freshman, showed himself
sent a well-rounded team, and hopes to be a diver with possibilities.
Franklin, May Star
for a victory by a safe margin.
Bowdoin swimmers who starred
The South Portland team, in its
contest here last year, tied the first were Franklin in a record equalling
year men in a hard-fought and inter- 300 yard medley, Dick Mar who
esting contest, 52-52. The home team swam an excellent race to finish sectrailed up until the pole vault event, ond in the same event, Captain Beale
when they made a clean sweep to "35, who took first place honors in the
220 yard breast stroke, John Boyd "85
even up the score.
Those expected to compete Satur- who swam an excellent race through
day are as follows: Fox, middle dis- the trials of the open fifty to be nosed
tances; Elliott D. Burritt and Robert out of first place in the finals by
U. Smith, dashes; Charles L. Young, Chaffee of Portland.
The summary:
distance; Robert C. Raleigh, pole
Medley Relay— Fir*. Portland Bora* Oaft
vault; David B. Soule, broad jump;
(Fieher, Burby. Hutchineon)
nana
Bowdoin
Geoffrey R. Stanwood, hurdles; Vin- B (May. Hook. Brown). Timet
S.i».
cent K. Hull, high jump; Francis B.
Woman'i Fifty— first, Mary Dodley aaeoad.

WISEMAN FARMS

January 12

with

o—o

benefit.

as

Murder In The Clouds
-

o—o

were blooming on the University of
Vermont's campus.

Sound Act
*

potential

o—o

ances and the college felt that the
alumnus' charitable intentions were
the result of a hope of giving his
school a good football player, the boy
would not be allowed to compete. Mr.
Morrell appeared somewhat skeptical
of a college actually doing this.
Later a joint session was held with
the Physical Education Association,
the Student Health Association, and
the Football Coaches Association. In
this meeting Dean Hawks of Columbia pointed out the aims of a college
should be the mental, moral, and physical development of the students. He
also asserted that the Athletic Department offers great opportunity
along all three of these lines. This is
because the student on the athletic
field is almost always more alert and
impressionable than in the classroom,
and so the proper type of instruction
and leadership at this time is of great

As

BRIGHT EYES

Saturday

any

of

o—o

.

Marking the

whose way was being paid by
an alumnus, would be investigated
very carefully. If it was discovered
that they were but recent acquaint-

and lasting

.in-

News

question

o—o

D. U. va. Pal U.

__

Non-Prat.

—o

o

It seems inevitable that no sooner does a swimmer begin to show
promise than he becomes ineligible or injured. Henry Franklin, who
might have made the Olneyville meet interesting from a standpoint

ZaU

Jaaaary It
va. T. D.

—

Franklin Excels as Records
are Created by First
A. A U. Contest

College

season meet.

Jaaaary 1*
Chi Pal

o

HOLD AMATEUR
AQUATIC MEET

called the off in

At the meet, which was

But when the 1984 season rolled around Wallberg, Parmelee, Selig, and
Osborn had all left college. In addition Brown, McGary, and Melville were,
for one reason or another, ineligible. Added to these were a promising crop
of freshmen excluded from varsity competition, unlike other winter sports,
and the net result was a jayvee team which beat the varsity in a post-

n

A. D.

'

run.

things were going to take a turn for the Letter.

Wallberg was
aa excellent freestyler, Parmelee promised to become one of the
best collegiate distance men in the East, Selig, Carson, and Osborn,
National Junior Diving Champion, were aa invincible trio of divers,
Foster could be counted on to win a majority of firsts in the backstroke, while Beale and Whitmore took capable care of the breastif

stroke.

The schedule
L
,a
a ?"5

17

of State College, Pennsylvania, the
State Game Commissioner has ruled
that students may kill the animals
without the necessity of a hunting li-

aa

year's victor.

31

10

Referee. MeCall.

New York Meet

—

Committee
at- in 1982.
The Recruiting
tempted to make a distinction between justifiable and unjustifiable reTwenty graduates of Amherst ColMorrell
questioned lege are listed
cruiting.
Mr.
as holding official posiDean Dei tricks of Cornell (which with tions under the New Deal.
Because of the increasing nuisance Bowdoin was given a clean bill of
caused by the skunks in the vicinity health in the recent Carnegie Founda*

1
*

I«*Sli

Skiers Place In

The appointment by the President of three committees, representing
With the non-fraternity group fa- alumni, faculty, and students, to investigate the present athletic set-up is a
vored for first place honors, followed far step forward in clearing up the air of mystery and secrecy now surroundCompeting with twelve colleges of
closely by the D.U. quintet, interfra- ing
Bowdoin athletics. There is a vague feeling on the part of students that the East at Lake Placid in New York,
ternity basketball gets under way this
week. The games will be under the something is rotten in Denmark, but no one seems to know just what. It is during the Christmas' recess, Bowmanagement of William B. Hanson the object of these committees to find out what the trouble is, and after a doin skimen placed in three events
study of the athletic departments of other colleges, make suggestions for and lost a first place in another
IK
Any undergraduates who have had remedies. It is not the purpose of these groups to investigate the football through an error of the timekeepers.
previous refereeing experience, and coaching situation,
but it is difficult to see how they can avoid touching John S. Holden *35 placed sixth in
who wish to officiate at future games, upon it.
the down hill race, and Robert W.
should see either Mai Morrell or Hano—o o—
o—o o
Laffin '38, took third with a jump
son at the Sigma Nu house. Games
of 31 meters in that event besides
We honestly believe that Bob Miller is the unluckiest swimming
are every Tuesday and Thursday.
winning a place in the cross-country
coach in the United States. After a lean season in 1933 it seemed
The small Ives Trophy

•

K

o

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

FRAIfRNflY TEAMS
QUINTET DOWNED Swimmers Meet
STARTJASRTTBALL
First Opponents
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Austin H. MacCormick Will

The Sun
Rises

decade of the
THElowly
reaching

BRUNSWICK,

(64th Year)

* *

thirties,
»*•

Come

to College

As Delta

While it be granted that capitalism
of the twenties has degenerated to a
state beyond repair, it is equally true
that its successor, the so-called New
Order of things, will be neither pure
socialism or pure communism. Undoubtedly a sort of compromise is being ejected by the present administration which conceivably may be suc-

Fame in New
York Penal Work

National

ADDRESS WILL BE

ON PRISON REFORM
Received Honorary Doctor's

be made

NO. 19

POLITICAL INSTITUTE

CONFERS
WITH ATHLETIC

FEATURES WALLACE,
MILLS, MISS PERKINS

INVESTIGATORS

TTNLESS

habits of study are adopted before the end of one's freshyear in college, the student is
bound to come to grief sometime during his college career. Syracuse University realizing that a disciplinea
study system is necessary for a successful student has initiated an informal course in "habits of study",
which is offered to freshmen who have
*-'

in adjusting themselves

to

life.

mot*

often' a freshman** Incapacity to adapt himself to the awkward transition from high school to
college, than a lack of intellectual
ability, which causes him to fall by
the wayside during the first year in
his new environment.
Bowdoin has often faced this prob-

AUSTIN

H.

MACCORMICK

Onetime Alumni Secretary, holder of
a doctor's degree from the college.
now Commissioner of Correction for
New York City, who has been secured as the

DU

Lecturer.
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More Phi Betes To Be
Elected From Seniors
An

election to Phi Beta Kappa
of additional members from the
Senior class will be held in the

week of the second semester,

and the names of the new members will be announced in Chapel
on Friday. February 8th.
Oa Monday. February 11th. at
€.30 P.M., the new members will
be received into the society at a
meeting to be held in the Alumni
Room of Hubbard Hall. The exercises will he followed by a dinner
in the Moulton Union tendered by
the Chapter to all the undergrad-

uate members. The speaker will
be Dr. William Allison Shinier, of
New York. Secretary of the
United
Chapters of Phi Beta
Kappa and Editor of The American Scholar, whose subject is announced as "American Culture
and Phi Beta Kappa."

Haggett '37 Tramps 52 Miles
To Portland, Back, In 14 Hours

Schroeder at Union
There will be a minister at each
house and at the Moulton Union. Dr.

Over 300,000 ballots have been
mailed to 140 American colleges
and universities to launch the nationwide peace poll conducted by
the Literary Digest and the Association

accept no

the first three
hours he kept up a fast pace. Portland, or rather the traffic lights the
northern end of Baxter Boulevard,
was reached after a journey of six
and a quarter hours. This point had
weather Haggett set out and covered been agreed upon as the southern
the distance in a little over fourteen limit of the walk.
hours, collecting a considerable but
Haggett stepped into a drug store
secret sum for his exertion. It was for refreshments, consuming several
not the first time the feat had been cups of hot chocolate. He was, round
done, but the only occasion in recent by several of those who had wagered
years and in mid-winter.
various amounts against him, all most
Haggett claimed in an after-lunch uneasy and anxious to call off the bets
repeat or then and there.
bull-session that he could
better the performance of John WorOn the lonely and cold walk Hagcester "36, a Beta, who two years ago gett was hailed and checked up on
walked the distance in fourteen hours, at intervals by various bands of Bowcollecting fifty dollars from a Port- doin students, two of which, Burton
land
newspaper correspondent. At "37 and Scholefield '36, were so fired
first students who pooh-poohed Hag- by admiration that they decided then
gett's wager wanted the time to be and there upon an all-ni.jht drive to
limited to ten hours, on a five to one New York for the wek end in emulabasis, but it was conceded that such a' tion of Hagirett's deed.
record would be impossible and a
Last Few Miles Hardest
fifteen hour limit was decided upon.
He reached the Theta Delta Chi
Leaves Brunswick at Once
House at about four-thirty Saturday
No sooner said, than done, for morning, after a twenty minute stop
Haggett left immediately to don at Miss Brunswick.
large reception
heavy sweater, mittens and socks, committee, headed by his roommate
choosing golf shoes as footwear for Harold E. Wyer ^7 official timer and
his grueling ordeal.
He carried in most heavily indebted of the betters,
his pocket four extra pairs of stock- met the Marathon walker, greeting
ings, and armed with sun-glasses and him with cheers resembling those
a winter woolen cap, left campus at which had announced his departure.
two o'clock sharp in the afternoon. Doleful faces confronted the student
The fact that mild weather was rapid- who had made good. He collected the
ly chilling to the zero mark did not next day.
phase the ambitious student, and
The. following day was the one of
equally discounted was the fact that reckoning, for swollen ankles testihe was by no means in training for jfied to the difficulty of the walk.
such a feat as keeping up a rate of Sloan's liniment and hot water bags
four miles an hour steadily for at are a common sight in Haggetfs
least thirteen hours.
room nt present, and he admits "sore
The Theta Delta Chi House was dogs", but smiles contentedly upon
the beginning and ending of the jour- contemplating his well replenished
ney, and the anxious brothers checked bank book.
told

lifts.
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One Canadian college. Queen's in
Ontario, was inc luded in the poll.
Those sent to Bowdoin have already begun to arrive. Ballots
should be filled out and returned
immediately.

SIGNS FOR

DORMS

URGEDBV

COUNCIL

Two recommendations were

proposed to the College administration by
the Student Council as a result of the
meeting of Jan. 14. The first suggesed identification signs for the dormi-

The Council also recommended that wet-weather boardwalks be
placed on the campus for the paths
leading to the Science building and
Memorial Hall. On the problem of fraternity
rushing the decision was
"rushing generally O.K.".
tories.

Sigma Nu's And Dekes
Start Bowling League

moment Benjamin S. up on Haggett's progress every few
member of Theta Delta hours. He had taken solemn oath to

several of his fraternity
brothers that he would walk from
Brunswick to Portland and return in
fifteen hours or less, and was willing
to stake money on that ability. Bets
were concluded, and despite the cold
Chi,

'36, Norman P. Sengrave '37 is acting
chairman in charge of plans for the
Forum. When Woodward returns at
the beginning of the second semester
he will take over his chairmanship.

pete.

:

Haggett

of that organization expects to have
Dr. Sidney Lovett, chaplain at Yale,
as opening speaker in Chapel.
In the absence of Donald Woodward

Sponsored by the Portland Men's
Sinying Club, the annual New England Glee Club contest will be hela
for the first time in Maine at Portland on March 1st. Nathan I. Greene,
general chairman for the event, hatannounced that eight colleges have
signified their intention of entering:
Bowdoin, the only Maine entry, Amherst, Williams, Wesleyan, Massachuof Technology, the share in modern religious discussion.'
setts Institute
University of New Hampshire, the
University of Vermont, and Clark
University of Worcester. Yale, Mid- Literary Digest Sends
dlebury, Boston University and Rhode
.ton who V'mxx ± rutin. »a
Island State are also expected to com-

The contest originated with AlbeK
making Picknell of the IJniversity Glee Club
New York City for the purpose of
American correction institutions.
raising a higher standard among male
He was awarded an honorary doc- college glee clubs throughout the
The New England College
tor's degree in 1934 by the college. country-

'37,

Becoming Official
Being Discussed

is

Secretary of Labor, Frances Perkins, Secretary of Agriculture,

bert Hoover's Secretary of the Treasury, will speak at the Political In-

PROFESSOR OR REN

A new

of interfraternity com-

field

petition was opened last Saturday
ni^ht when the Sigma Nu bowling
challenged the Dekes in a four
string match at the Brunswick bowlfive

ing alleys. The Deke House responded
by sending a strong, five-man team,
which was defeated 1673-1560.
After the first string the Dekes
were leading by one point. In the succeeding strings
the
Sigma Nus
stepped far ahead to win the meet.
The high scorer for the winners was
Elmer Fortier '3<5 whose 107 was the
high mark in any single string and
his 361 was the best four-string total.
J. Flagg *35 was high man for
the D.K.E. team.
The line-up was as follows:
Deke Flagg, Breed-Dana, Taylor,
Tyler, Rideout.
Sigma Nu Hatch, Cooper, Fortier,

LIBERAL FORUM

DEBATES

System
will be investigated. The system allows ineligibles to compete in major
sport home games. The only restric-

Amherst

Eligibility

New

Deal

Presi-

in its rela-

American economic life were
presented and later discussed at a
meeting of the Bowdoin Political Forum in the Moulton Union Monday evetion to

ning, with

Thurman Philoon

'36 dePelletier '36 at-

fending and Lawrence
tacking the administration's

activi-

ties.

The most

striking of the claims
brought out in the evening's discussion were those of Pelletier that the
NIRA was a program at first devel
oped at the instigation of Gen. Hugh
S. Johnson, whom Pohetier termed
ardent sound-money man", to avoid
inflation and that Pres. Roosevelt's
action at the time of the bank holiday automatically committed him to
a policy of inflation.
,
At First Sound
"Johnson didn't want inflation, and
a conference with the President
gained for him the opportunity to
play around", Pelletier said. "His

Secretary Perkins will discuss The
Deal and Human Welfare, April

New

10; Secretary Wallace, the Philosophy
of the New Deal, April 13; Ex-Secretary Mills on The New Deal in Relation to Individual Liberties. Since the

two speakers are Roosevelt New
Deal Democrats and the third is a
Hoover Old Deal Republican, unusual
interest will be centered around a
first

comparison of their remarks. To discuss such subjects as Liberalism, the
Program of the Progressives, Labor's
Problems, the Experiments with Communism in Russia, and the Experiments with Fascism in Italy and Germany, Professor Hormell promises to
secure prominent leaders in national
and international affairs.
Mills Damns New Deal
Famed all over the nation as a social reformer and exponent of unemployment insurance Madame Secretary of Labor Perkins in upholding of
the New Deal and human welfare will
offer views strongly in contrast to Mr.
Mills' views. The latter will undoubtedly damn the New Deal in accordance with a speech he gave in September, 1934. Claiming that America
_

had reverted

to the philosophies or
the seventeenth and eighteenth ceniurier.
he. decMreo thst Jte-coatHry
was ready to negate the principles of
the Constitution and to substitute the
sovereignty of the State for that oi
the citizen.
Mr. Mills was a member of he 67th,
68th, and 69th Congress from 1921 to
1927, under-Secretary of Treasury in
1927, and Secretary in 1932 and 1933
during Hoover's regime. Wallace has
been a cabinet member since March
was a sound plan to begin with 4, 1933, and has devoted most of his
he was careful to include in it only life to agricultural problems on which
such organizations as he felt could he has written and is writing articles

"m

NRA

.

PRESIDENT WRITES
LETTERJTO ALUMNI

—

College

Has

and

bulletins.

Institutes

The

Began

last Institute

in 1919
meeting was heiu

spring of 1933 when Modern
Literature was discussed by prominent authors' of short stories, novels,
essays, biographies.
Institute meetings have been held every two years
since 1919. Previous topics included
Fine Arts, Sciences, Modern History,
in the

and Social Sciences.
To quote from Prof. Hormell's article in the recent Bowdoin Alumnus:
It is the object of the committee to

have presented by the most able leaders the several points of view relating
to present day political problems, and
it is the purpose of the committee to
see that each of the several groups Is
well represented.''

Glorious Heritage

Composed OfDiluvian

,

i

view

on

governmental

policies.

Among

,

provements.

until spring.

the new income available we hope to
balance the budget this coming June.
Everyone connected in any way with

under a ten per cent

Hubbard, and Coombs estates. With

(Continued on pas* 3)

Mi

dent Roosevelt's

NRA

The dance held on Saturday
evening January twelfth was the
first of the winter series under
the auspices of the Student Council.

It

stitute in April, it was announced this
week by Professor Orren C. Hormell,
chairman of the Institute Committee.
Other speakers, among them probably
Robert M. LaFollette, Senator from
Wisconsin, will be announced later.

—

Financially we are still operating
contribution to
the Alumni Fund of all salaries of officers and members of the faculty and a
ten per cent cut for all other employees. Despite these economies last
year we had a deficit of $17,000. During the past few months the College
has received additions of $800,000 to
its funds from the Pillsbury. Kling,

1

Attacks

probably be

—

The Polar Bears, under the
leadership of Tom Mack, will run
a series of dances in the Moulton
Union starting February ninth.
These dancea will probably be
held every week end thereafter

Deal

Arguments for and against

A

will

New

Pelletier

held for the next six weeks.
At the end of that time, final reports will be made to President Sills.
This report together with those of
the faculty and the Alumni will be
only advisory- The president, after
reading the reports, will recommend
changes to the governing board in really profit by it, and he preceded
along fairly effective lines.
the spring.
"When it became evident, however,
that we would have to adopt inflation,
Johnson set about to get everybody
under the NRA, with the effect that
unsound industries were retained to
clog the economic system, instead of
being eliminated as they might well
As part of his policy of keeping have been."
Bowdoin Alumni in close touch with
Now Subsidises Inefficiency
current campus activities, President
Pelletier pointed out that in normal
Sills, recently
issued the following free competitive capitalism the indus"Word of Greeting" which was sent try which cannot produce at a cost in
to all the living alumni.
keeping with its competition is autoIt is a satisfaction to be able to matically
eliminated, with real savstate unqualifiedly that we are having ing to the general
public, but that the
a very excellent year indeed. The Col- polity of the Roosevelt administration
lege has not yet had a single with- has thus far been one
of subsidizing
drawal for any reason from the 580
(Continued on page 2)
students enrolled in September
unique record. The work in the classroom and laboratory has gone well.
We have some interesting new personalities on the faculty. Several of
the professors have lately published
books and articles of scholarly and
literary importance. The plans for the
There was once a day when every
Institute of Politics, to be held April
9 to 18, to which you are all cordially Bowdoin College student owned and
used a pair of rubber boots. But those
invited, are going forward apace:
among the speakers will be several days are gone, perhaps forever. An
men well-known in American public era of snow plows and mild winters
pronounced their doom.
life, representing differing points ot

—

Moulton Union Dances

While

the Athletic Council, will be discussed.
The schools 'with whom Bowdoin
should compete will also be taken up.
Each member of the committee will
be assigned" one topic. It will be hts
duty to gather together all possible
facts and discover what other colleges
are doing. He will arrive at a decision, and at each meeting two or
three of the topics will be aired.

meeting each week

N. R. A.

Philoon Defends

Report Only Advisory
The present system of control by

the undergraduates the literary interests are being supported better than usual. The Masque and Gown
is doing splendid work. There is .unusual interest in debasing. Except for
an utterly disappointing football season athletics are in a healthy condition. And the College is perfectly
willing to be judged by the general
tone, temper, and morale of the student body.
All this does not by any means imply that there are no serious problems
to be solved. The faculty has been for
some time engaged in studying the
H. Shaw, Bechtel.
administration of entrance requireThis week the Sigma Nus have ments and the improvement of the
matches with the Betas and the Psi freshman-sophomore
curricula.
I
U's. The latter's team, led by Doug have asked for the cooperation of
Walker '35, is rumored to be strong three committees representing faculty,
while the strength of the Betas is un- undergraduates, and alumni to make
known.
independent reports on the general
athletic problems of the College, and
(easier said than done) to suggest im-

Polar Bears Continue

HORMELL

C.

suggested conPresident
sideration of whether the general ath- Chairman of the Political Institute
letic program here should be enlarged
or decreased. The committee is to ex- Committee who recently announced a
press views on the desirability adopt- preliminary list of speakers.
ing a basketball as a minor or major
Required athletics for Juniors
sport.
and discrimination against athletes
the award of scholarships and discrimination between sports will be
taken up.
Eligibility To Be Discussed
Sills first

The

Henry

Wallace, and Ogden L. Mills, Her-

A.

tion is that a man low in studies cannot cut classes; aside from that he is
allowed to play in any sport. Elmer
Hutchinson, chairman of the committee, felt that to adopt a similar policy
one-hour conferences after dinner.
at Bowdoin College would be inadvisDenomination conferences will also be able.
held during the day for those men
The Committee will seek the reacwho want to confer with the leaders tion of the freshmen to the athletic
program. The question of "Amplificaof their own sect.
tion versus Contraction" of the sports
The purpose of the Forum is "to program will be discussed from their
get leaders of religion in this part of standpoint. Whether the freshmen
the country up here so that all mem- think that they are well coached or
bers of the college will be able to not, is to be ascertained.

penal investigations in a number of of

rash

Advisability of Basketball's
'

Schroeder, instructor of Biblical Lit-

,

In a

Program

N. E. College Glee Clubs to erature, will probably lead the Union
discussion, but the names of the other
Hold Contest for First
leaders are not ready for publication.
At the houses the visitors will conduct
Time in Maine

,,

tory of modern athletics. This may
be due, he states, to the increasing
amount of leisure which the N.R.A.
places at the disposal of the average
man. At any rate it is no longer the
"big time" "exhibitionist" type of athletics which occupy one's spare time,
but rather the participating sports
which are popular. According to Mr.
Tunis the ten most popular sports in
the country today are Softball, babmington, soccer, squash games, archery, polo and horses, ping pong, trap
shooting, horseshoes and tennis.
One rather significant feature of
this new trend which he mentions, is
the falling off of interest in golf. This,
he believes, is due to the changing
conception of the successful business*
executive, who no longer believes that
an ability at the expensive game of
golf is a necessary pre-requisite for
the successful business magnate.

Republican and Democratic
Viewpoints Expected
to Clash

Charge

in

first meeting of the new StuWith "The Placa of the Church" as
dent Athletic Inquiry Committee last
its theme, the Forum for Religious
Thursday afternoon, President Sills
Thought will open an Sunday, Feb. 10, suggested an outline of investigation.
and continue through the Wednesday He made it clear that the Committee
of that week. The Forum, conducted was not limited to his suggestions, but
under the auspices of the B. C. A., it could consider anything that had
to do with athletics at Bowddin Coland managed directly by a committee
lege.

lem and has by no means completely He combines his activities as Com- Glee Club Association is a division ot
solved it. Several years ago the ad- missioner of Correction with a lec- the National College Glee Club Association which later in the year will
ministration realizing the difficulty turing professorship at Columbia.
hold its contest for divisional winners
with which a freshman is faced among
in Pittsburgh, Pa.
so many new and diverting influences,
Bowdoin Club Strong
decided to drop none of the entering Bowdoin Debaters Tied
The present contest arrangements
class for scholastic reasons before the
•
With Bates, Wesleyan provide that each club will offer two
end of their second semester.
songs of its own choice, with oim ot
This almost seems an evading of
its college songs, and at the concluthe issue. It recognizes the seriousBowdoin, Bates, and Wesleyan
sion of the program, all the clubs will
ness of the problem but does nothing
postpones
the
present
join
with the Portland Men's Singing
are
tied
for
first
place
at
it.
It
merely
remedy
to
Club in an ensemble number. This is
inevitable result.
in the Eastern Intercollegiate Dea departure from the customary probating League.
cedure and will add variety and interJOHN R. TUNIS, writing in the DeThe next triangular meet for
est to the program.
cember Harpers upon the new
Bowdoin will be with Bates and
Three clubs will be chosen from
trend in sports, has given an illumiLafayette, next Tuesday. If the
this competition to represent the Asnating account upon what he believes
Bowdoin debaters can win from
sociation at the National contest in
to be the growth of real sport in
Bates, and the chances are good,
Pittsburgh.
The Bowdoin organizaAmerica. Since 1929 there has been a
Bowdoin will take first place.
tion under the direction of Prof. E.
distinct falling off of interest in "atThis debate is decisive, for neithH. Wass is making favorable progress
tendance sports" he writes and a
er Bowdoin nor Bates meets Wesand is expected to make a strong bid
steady drift towards a more intellileyan again.
•
for this honor.
gent appreciation of the value of what
constitute real sport.
He points out that there are more
people participating in sports today
than at anv other time durinz the his-

Norman P. Seagrave, Acting

At the

aston penitentiary as a "check forghe studied conditions at first
hand. A scathing report was the result of this unique investigation.
Former Alnmni Secretary
While at Bowdoin Dr. MacCormick
made Phi Beta Kappa, played quarterback on the varsity football team,
ran the Y.M.C.A., was president of
the Student Council, edited the Orient
and the class year book, and managed
the tennis team.
Commissioner MacCormick served
as Alumni Secretary tvf the college for*}
a number of years. At the time he was
offered the New York position by

was

Scheduled to Talk on
New Deal

.

First Discussion

OGDEN MILLS WILL
ATTACK NEW DEAL

of

his favorite subject secured for him
a position with the State of Maine as
an investigator. Entering the Thom-

Mayor LaGuardia, he

All Three Leading Speakers

AMHERST SYSTEM
SECTARIAN GROUPS
TO BE DISCUSSED
MEET SEPARATELY

Last Spring

er",

man

first

LECTURE TONIGHT

16, 1935.

SILLS

F0RUM_SESSI0N

Chairman,

is

must be reformed, they say, before
the individual emerges not as a personality but as a part of another machine equally devastating.

It'll-

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY

REV.LOVETTTO
OPEN RELIGIOUS

Degree from Bowdoin

rwas

difficulty

VON HECK ERATH

ORIENT
Day Program

Austin
H. MacCormick, famed
Commissioner of Correction of New
York and a member of the Class of
selected to deliver the
1915,
has
been
radicalundertones
of
that all these
ism in American collegiate life are Delta Upsilon lecture in March. Prismerely fads of this or that "ism" on reform will be the subject of Dr.
which, if nothing more, reflect a re- MacCormick's address.
He suddenly broke into the headaction to the financial collapse of
1929, and a general dissatisfaction lines last year after a sensational raid
on Welfare Island where he discovwith the statis quo.
ered abominable conditions. The pristherefore a distinct relief to on had become a gangsters' paradise
lived in
hear Dr. von Beckerath champion while the poorer prisoners
misery and filth. Funds from the outthe cause of aristocracies as he gave
bribed ofthe first of his series of lectures on side world had apparently
the in"Liberalism in Economics." We won- ficials to show partiality to
who had influence.
der what this German economist mate*
Becomes Voluntary Prisoner
thinks of America's aggressive materialism which in past years has reMacCormick took immediate steps.
duced even the individual to a mere The Deputy warden was arrested, the
cog in a machine.
inmates were searched, and a thorCertainly none of the proposed so- ough clean-up was effected.
cialistic reforms, such as communism
The Welfare Island activity made
and socialism, believe in the necessity MacCormick the most outstanding
of restoring the individual as the pri- prison reformer in the country, but
mary objective. To the contrary it is he has been connected with this work
always the cause of society or the since his undergraduate days at Bowmass which is espoused, and whicn doin. A stirring graduation essay on

college

''

Sunday, February 10th, Set Undergraduate Committee
of Athletic Inquiry Has
as Beginning of Four

Bowdoin Alumnus Has Won

ceasful.

to

a

half-way

in ushering in, among
other things, a drift towards ail
forms on anti-capitalistic theory. The
prevailing style in American colleges,
according to their presidents has been
a "distinct trend towards social consciousness". Only last week the students at Weslevan echoed this "consciousness" in a poll which could be
described as modernistically radical.

mark succeeded

The important uoint

ME.,

Upsilon Lecturer In March

now
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Mourned by a few old school
rugged individualists, the passing of
boots went almost unnoticed. But the
recent heavy snowfall followed by a
thaw and rainstorm threatening to
turn the Bowdoin campus into a lake
of dangerous proportions has aroused
forebodings of wet feet and worse in
the breast of many an undergraduate.
Of what avail are snowplows now?
Boots are the answer. Alas, since the
Great Age ceased, Brunswick stores
no longer carry large supplies of
them.
Bowdoin Held Crew Record
It was then that one of the above
mentioned group, who had probably

Vessels

from the Passamoquoddy Indians for
use in surveying the state of Maine.
Here wap a good beginning. In event
of further thaw Sally Ann might be
seen plying between class rooms and
dormitories, loaded to the gunwales
with students.

The next step was the trophy gallery' in the gymnasium. Craning
his
neck back, the scout could see a shell
lying athwart the beams high above.
It was a courage-inspiring sightthat of this ancient narrow craft with
a hole in the middle. Any student
would dare venture on the campus
lake in such an honored tradition.
Bowdoin Had Boat house
If worse came to worse and the
thaw cut the college completely off
from the rest of the world, an ideal
port of call would have been the old
Bowdoin boathouse. But unfortunate-

ly, in 1898 it was sold to the Lewisbeen reading Hatch's "History of ton, Brunswick and Bath electric railBowdoin", recalled that the college road, moved across the ice of the Anhas as glorious a heritage of boats droscoggin River to Merrymeeting
as of boots.
Rowing was the first Park, to be turned into a bowling albig-time sport to come to Bowdoin. ley, whence it is reported to have been
It gained for the college more credit wnshed away by the Great Flood.
and wider renown than any other Thus, some little used building such
sport, and at one time Bowdoin held as the Massachusetts Hall may have
the national intercollegiate crew rec- to be commandeered.
ord.
Perhaps the blood of the old
Pursuing a suggestion offered by
rowers still runs in student veins.
the Alumni
Secretary, the scout
Accordingly, a scout was sent to climbed a winding staircase to the
scour the campus for boats. He first ornithological
department
in
the
went to Phil Wilder, the Alumni Sec- Science Building.
There, by some
retary, who knows everything.
Phil strange piece of logic, reposed s»»»id
showed him Sally Ann. Sally Ann was countless stuffed birds, an Eskimo
trim, graceful, slender, light, and kuyah, brought back from the Labrapretty.
She dangled on ropes hung dor by Professor Leslie Lee, head of a
from the ceiling near the Alumni Sec- student exploring expedition. Comretary's office. Sally Ann was a birch pletely watertight and easily manbark canoe.
axed, it would be admirably suited to
Gym Visited
the icy waters of the lake.
She once upon n time belonged to
On the last lap of his investigation,
James W. Sewall '77 who bought her
(Continued oa pas* 3)
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Straws in the Wind
Blue-hosed, blue-lawed Boston has again declared itself against

The same public-spirited men and women who have kept the
pure and sweet and clean from the seditious influences of such
well-known eroticists as Eugene O'Neill and Sinclair Lewis have
started a movement to ban Sean O'Casey's Irish drama, Within the
Gates. The ostensible reason for this movement is that in the cast
there is a bishop who (and we speak in a whisper) makes the
Church look just a wee bit silly. There is also a young lady, who,
according to the program, is known as the Young Whore. These
two examples of literary nudism are sufficient to convince the
right-minded people of Boston that the play is blasphemous and
immoral.
Art.
city

matters little to the bigots who are protesting, that Within
the Gates is one of the most deeply significant plays of the
twentieth century, and that it will probably go down in dramatic
history as one of the milestones of the craft. It is of no imporIt

tance to them that Mr. Moffat Johnson, who portrays the role of
the Bishop, gives one of the outstanding performances of the year,
or that Miss Lillian Gish, one of America's leading actresses, has
the starring part.

When will the people of Boston learn that those who are looking
for blasphemy and immorality will not pay $3.30 for a seat to
Within the Gates when they can sidle around the corner and see
"A Bevy of Boston's Brilliant Beauties, The Way You Like 'Em"
for 35c at the Old Howard or Minsky's?
It does not seem possible that a group of relatively enlightened
people can turn their backs on one of the keenest plays ever to
reach America and attempt to ban it merely because it represents
one man's attitude toward a section of'the Church, or because, in
the cast of characters, there is a naughty word. Never has a public progressed very far from barbarism when it found itself pow-

—
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Although the "system", if it can be dignified by such
a name, is undoubtedly a sore spot in the academic year, never
have any attempts been made to revise or change it. The chief

fraternities.

argument which, the Council said, justified the dispair of any
change, was that if the freshmen, upon their arrival at the College, were not immediately pounced upon by the fraternities, they
would have no place to eat. The facilities of the Union and the
town, they argued, would not be sufficient to accommodate a class
of approximately 170 men, and the financial loss to the fraternities
would be too great to consider. Never has the Student Council
attempted to seek any way out of this maze.
The Orient believes there is a way.
The plan it is considering is not a hectic, world-moving panacea
that would upset the fraternity system at the College, but a simple,
workable idea that requires but a few alterations to fit Bowdoin.
It would remove the frantic jam of rushing week and substitute
a far more orderly procedure that would sort the freshmen
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The Student Council has always adopted a surprisingly inert,
laissez-faire attitude toward the rushing system of the Bowdoin
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Club Is To

Give Play At Ivy Party

The Council Falls Asleep

Don't Fail

SUBSTITUTE PRESIDENT

Twenty-five years ago Robert Hale
Numerous and humorous short
of the class of 1910, was chosen plays featured the Orient 50 years
invaluable in the puzzling task of coordinating industry, labor and farming
Rhodes Scholar from the state of ago "The Romance of a School TeachFurther, he speaks a varied language: to the employer he is sympathetic; as
Maine. Hale was a member of Phi er" and "Adapted Tales (For Youthchief counsel for the railroad brotherhoods, he understands the difficulties of
Beta Kappa, President of the Ibis, ful Minds)" were evidently read with
labor: as aid to his father in the political dilemmas of Chicago, he listens
Government club and a keen interest.
cannily to the politician who enters his Washington office. His mind is prac- and the Good
member of the Student Council. He
tical and logical, and his idealism is based on years of legal training and
Chapel goers were compelled to atwas, also, a member of the Psi Upsibattling.
tend two chapel services, meeting in
lon Fraternity.
the morning and it* evening plus an
announced
in ChapPresident
Hyde
"TLTY EXPERIENCE," he said, "leads me to conclude that there is no probafternoon bible class.
*" lem in the world that cannot be settled by reasonable discussion. It is el that Commander and Mrs. Peary
It was in this year that the faculty
at commencement.
when reason breaks down and emotion holds sway, that conflict ensues. Karl would be guests
In New York, an Alumni dinner of Harvard voted 24 to 5 to prohibit
Marx's theory was absolutely unsound because, instead of accepting interdewas held, under the auspices of the the college eleven from engaging In
pendence of classes, it held that class warfare was inevitable . .
New York Alumni Association ol intercollegiate football contests.
"I do not believe in the principle of Marxian socialism that social justice
continued article entitled "BowBowdoin College, Jan. 14th. Amoiu-,
can be accomplished by direct political action. Rather have I felt that social
where we are now.
those to be present wore Pres. Hyde, doin in Journalism" traced the work
justice can be arrived at only by economic readjustment, which may, of
- c
Robert
E. Peary "77 and Donald B. of graduates of the College in this
course, be indirectly brought about by political action. That has been my
Dean Mitchell, your underling, has
'89.
field after leaving college.
MacMillan
only interest in politics."
been doing fairly well since you left,
Rich berg's grandfather, Louis Richtberg (the "t" was later dropped) was a
but if I were you, Dean, I'd write him
German pork packer in Chicago and a member of the liberal political faction
about the correct procedure on chapel
of his way, the Republican Party. His son, John, a Union sailor in the Civil
cuts. Why, you don't have to overWar, became disgusted with the post-War attempts at reconstruction of the
cut more than fifteen times to get
Republicans, turned to the Democratic Party, later became head of the Chislipped on pro, and in your day at
cago school board and married a Vermont school principal, a Randall, descenleast 25 overcuts were necessary to
dant of Governor Carver of Massachusetts. When fifty years old, Mrs. Richperform the Awful Deed. Other than berg entered medical school in Chicago. At these hands Young Richberg rethat he's been quite fair, though
ceived a liberal education.
and incidentally we've been told that
he hasn't heard all the old alibis
IN KNOXVILLE, Tennessee, in 1891, Richberg went to the Univeryou've been bored with since the days
sity of Chicago, grathiated from Harvard Law School and entered bankof '17.
ing, corporation and insurance law. Disliking the work, he ran for State's
in - e
Attorney in Illinois when thrty-one. The Progressive movement of 1913-14
Kenneth Sills has put away all
won him over, and he wrote the 1916 Progressive keynote speech. His law
childish things this year and is
practice took on greater significance when in 1926 he single-handed waged
doing his mightiest for country
legal war against 15 corporation lawyers in the country's greatest railroad
and for Bowdoin. It's even rumvaluation case. Hard-hitting, with a store of facts and an easy humor, he
ored that it was Kenneth who
beat Insull in many utility rate battles. A member of the law firm of Richwas responsible for changing the
berg, Ickes and Richberg, he was co-author of the Railroad Labor Act of 1926.
name of the Passamaouoddy com',
Novelist, historian, economist, musician, composer golfer, an excellent cook
mission to the Qooddy commisand an able lawyeT, Richberg is heavy-set, partly bald, shy and naturally
sion,
but that's only hearsay.
modest. Critics have denounced him as conservative. Yet he can point to
si***--'
Yon know Kenneth has always
his accomplishments as chief counsel for the railroad brotherhoods as an exbeen with big words.
ample of what he has done for Tabor. But labor eyes with suspicion his ef- C
into a unit to strengthen the counforts at coordinating the factions of
The College is going to turn po- try's industrial attack on a shattered business life. Richberg has never been
"Every single right and protection
litical in a big way in April, it seems, a radical in the sense of violent change
with Miss Francis Perkins (of the the individual has in our society has been created legally. And it can by the
There is nothing
Washington Perkinses) leading the same process be modified to meet our changing needs
national delegation to Brunswick. We static in our life." And here in his own words, is Richberg's politcal phil.
think its a shame, though, that there osophy.
won't be any nice, vague people who
talk through their well, vague people like Theodore Dreiser or T. S.
To the Editor of the Orient:
Eliot, the fellow who wore slippers.
It is a pleasure to offer you my
- c
hearty congratulations for your edWell, Dean, the athletes have
itorial
of January 9 on "The Beginbeen spending much time at the
ning of the End for Hell Week" and
gym, but the laboring mountain
(Continued from p»K» 1)
is still producing a mouse.
The
to express my deep satisfaction that
the inefficient industries with serious
last Varsity victory was the New
Theta Delta Chi has set such a splenEngland track meet, and the way
complications likely to result.
did example for the Fraternity groups
things look now it may be the
"In banking", Pelletier said, "we of Bowdoin. It is a manly, dignified
next one. But you can never tell
have the best constructive attempt of and far-sighted thing to do. I hope
how things'll shape up. The unthe New Deal, but it wasn't what it that every other chapter in the colofficial basketeers have won two
lege will follow that example promptmight have been. Instead of taking
games, (the last one before a
is a
over the entire banking system, as 1 ly and with no reservations. It
raring crowd of 50 in the Sargent
pity the .step was not taken years ago.
think he might perhaps have well
gym) which is the best record any
More than forty years ago, in my
done, and instead of taking the opporteam has. We may be able to reyoung
and
as
a
undergraduate years
tunity to thoroughly clean up unport progress, though, when the
to keep
sound banks, Pres. Roosevelt did lit- alumnus when I was able
hockeymen get up again.
Long Distance telephone, a sales executive
closer to campus affairs than these
tle more than restore public confi- e
later years in Massachusetts have alrecently "covered" more than 153,000 miles in
dence, having in many cases approved
As long as Kenneth continues to
lowed me, I was known in my own
the reopening of banks which were
give hour exams two days before finFreshman's
Fraternity
"the
spent a total of eight
as
three business days.
not in liquid condition.
als (or rather as long as we take five
friend" sometimes in commendation,
"Pres. Roosevelt committed himself and sometimes, I am sure, in friendly
hours in talking with his agents in 194 cities
cuts in his course) our letters aren't
in
this
policy
of
inflaone
step
to
a
going to be long. So we'd better close.
derision. Time has only strengthened
using Sequence Calling Service.
But tell us, Dean, how do you get the tion, because how else could he make my feelings of those years as to the
knack of spelling those California the un-liquid banks liquid?"
utter unfairness and absurdity and
This service enables subscribers to place with
Phi loon Defends
towns correctly?
the jjownright cruelty, mental and
Philoon's defense of the administrathe Long Distance operator any number of calls
THE BOYS.
that the first year
of

between blasphemy and beauty.
If Mayor Mansfield accedes to the demands of a group of narrow-minded creatures whose aesthetic sense has been dulled by too
much poking about musty tomes, Jie will set Boston farther back
in the drama than a dozen burlesque shows, working night and
day, could ever possibly hope to do. He will deprive his city of
the privilege of witnessing a truly great achievement in the
theatre, and he will make Boston even more of a literary laughing- Classical
stock than it is now.
erless to distinguish

—

BOOK STORE

The COLLEGE

By Robert R. French
nr*HE "BRAIN TRUST", theorists struggling with practical problems, pro•*•
feasors running the government all these phrases are becoming a little
tiresome. But about one man there is a sense of authority, knowledge and
direction in the hullaballoo of Washington. At present Donald Richberg has
as nearly n key position as any man who has entered, and left, the Washington scene. Director of the National Emergency Council, executive director
of the Industrial Emergency Committee, executive secretary of the Executive
Council and general counsel of the NRA, now dubbed "assistant President",
he seems capable of bearing up under the sheer weight of titles.
Mr. Richberg is practical and he has Ideas. But he also has legal knowledge, and the combination of these thtee qualities in the one man makes him

ARE
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Sub-Editors
Charles F. Brewster '37

DONALD K1CHBEKG

c
And ycu may well lean back in
your chair a little farther and be
glad yon
in California now,
Dean, because things have reached a pretty pass in Brunswick.
Last week a couple of the boys
paddled a canoe from the Walker
Art Building to the chapel, only
once coming up against a reef;
and then the next day the hockey
team skated across the same expanse. Even Casey (yon know,
President Sills)
came out to
watch the barge of Alpha Delta
Phi wend its solemn way across
the Wasteland, a mute plea -for
just one more board walk on campus. Since then, however, it has
snowed, so we don't know just

Contributing Editors

Chapman

•HORIZON"
Syndicated Feature of
The Association of College Editors

In spite cf the fact that we always
have a disgustingly difficult time pronouncing and spelling the names of
those Western towns, we have every
reason to hope that our circulation
department has a better geographical
vocabulary than we have, and this will
finally reach you in Ojibway or Ojai,
or where ever it is you are basking in
the sunny California clime.
»

Managing Editor
Robert P. Ashley
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Dear Dean Nixon:

Associate Editor
Paul E. Sullivan '36
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For the

first

time in several

years the Bowdoin Classical club
will
present
play at
Ivy
a
Houseparty. The play to be given will he chosen at the next
meeting on January 15 from a
list of six dramas by Plautua and
Terence. Thosd by Plautus are
"Aulularia", -Mostellaria", "Miles
Gloriosus", while those of Terence include "The Self-Tormentor", "Phormio", "Eunuchus."

efforts

laid

stress

upon their man

evident success to date, and ridiculed
the attitude that the New Deal is unconstitutional, is undesirable regimentation, and is a repression of individualism.

"Just what good is liberty if you
have no opportunity to earn a living?" Philoon questioned his audience. "I believe there are none except
the most bigoted of the bigoted Republicans who believe that the New
Deal will ever be thrown out on unconstitutional grounds."

"I nee no good," Philoon asserted
again, "in the tendency of the opposition to say. 'Here, here is someone
who has not been benefited by the

much

is forced to endure at the hands
of the Sophomore class as a whole
and, with even less of excuse of justification, at the hands of his Fraternity in Hell week. Most of it is silly
and none of it is sporting. Little ot
it helps in appreciation or understanding of what college and Fraternity
Indeed, it often works
really mean.
the other way. Discipline? There are
far better ways, and upperclassmen
should always be in charge. It will
vastly help both the dignitity of thr
Fraternities
and their fellowship,
which is the basic cause of their bein-jr,
if the good example of Theta
Delta Chi in abolishing Hell week is
generally followed.

'

on which they wish

Con-

to talk consecutively.

nections are completed
rapidly with a minimum

wait between

Why

calls.

ic'\".

Sequence Calling is
just one of the many
services developed to

not

your

visi*

tonight

telephone

?

.

t

.

For a

lef

bargain

of pleaiure at

•

gear the telephone more

.

and more closely to

tc-

itotion service a't

iiic

p.

m

business needs.

NRA; and see, here is somebody else
JOHN CLAIR MINOT, '96.
who has not benefited by the NRA/ Boston, Jan. 11, 1935.
A Master of Nursing degree has There are bound to be scattered excepbeen created at Yale University for tions, bet I maintain that on the
The department of bacteriolotey of
graduates of that institution's school whole the system has worked for the Akron University paid students $1,of nursing.
greatest good of the greatest number C00 for blood transfusions last year.
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quickly.

The

Orient, however, sees no use in flaunting the plan before

the Student Council, and, in effect, yelling: "You couldn't do it
but we could !" It has as yet been only roughly outlined to a few
members of the Council, and appears to have met with complete

MORTON'S NEWSSTAND
BOWDOIN SEAL and
FRATERNITY PAPER

approval.
It seems that a joint committee of THE ORIENT and the Student
Council, operating together on the project, could fill in the gaps,
form tho plan fully, and present it for a student referendum shortly after tho beginning of the second semester. If it is found impractical or unworkable, it can of course be dropped, but its suc-

KAYWOODIE PIPES

Lyman

cess at othtir colleges seems to guarantee its success at Bowdoin.
At any rate, a continuance of the present outlandish hodgepodge which Rushing Week has become is worse than useless. In

more than one case
if it

it

can be remedied

has caused inter-fraternity
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
A. D.'s Tarn Nautical
In Campus Canoe Trip

COLBY SEXTET

CONQUERS

7-1

Win Thomas Saves Bowdoin
from Washout by Lone
Third Period Goal
Completely outclassing Coach Linn
Wells' sextet, the Colby hockey team
easily won their second state series
victory, 7-1, at Waterville yesterday.

Proving that they were the best collegiate team in Maine, the White
Males scored in every period and held
the puck in Bowdoin territory for the
majority of the game.
A sole goal by Win Thomas on an
assist from Rutherford In the early
part of the third period proved to be
the only score which Bowdoin could
make against Colby yesterday. Showing superior work in every department of the game, Colby, headed by
Hocker Ross easily outskated and
outplayed the White.
Show Fine Pass Work'
Magnificent pass work featured the
play of Colby throughout the entire
game, completely bewildering the
Polar Bears. This, plus the tine stick work and skating of Ross, Lemieux,
and Paganucci, the forward wall of
the Mules, allowed Colby to gain a
first period lead .which was never lost.
In spite of tine work on the part ot
Jack Lawrence, Charley Smith, anc
goalie Dick Steer, the Waterville
team was able to monopolise most of
the play throughout the game. In the
first period Paganucci broke through
the entire defense to score, making
the count 1-0.
Score Five Times
During the second period of the
game, the White Mules displayed
some of the best hockey ever seen in
the state. Five times the combination
of Paganucci, Ross, and Lemieux
drove the puck past Dick Steer into
the net during this period.
The third period saw the play assume more even proportions, with
each team scoring once. Thomas took
the puck close in to the net and managed to shoot for a score. In the closing minutes of play, Colby retaliated
by sinking their seventh count of the

game.
Although not conspicuous due to
the nature of the game, the Colby defense of Junie Sheehan, Monk Russell,
and Tut Thompson acquitted themselves well durinz the contest. As far
as most of the. game was concerned,
Bill Miller's first line

proved to be

all

PERSONALITY

week when students

of

Sunday Service

some places, enabling William
Sawyer *M and "Bum" Ball tl
a Bright red canoe
brought from the river by autoto launch

mobile.

wags paddled
Lake Biiwdean,

nautical

about

upon sundry sandbars.
Laughing students turned into an

sticking

unsympathetic
when
audience
they begun to bombard the vessel
with snow hallo,
the
si
drenching the occupants.
No permanent injuries resulted, and a half hoar of paddling
and posing for kodak-fiends the
seafarers retired with their craft.
They reported having dragged
the bottom with a butterfly net
for the bodies of unfortunate students, without success.

Bowdoia's modern Noahs, Bill Saw
two views paddling their ark about
tree is unidentified.

JAYVEE MERMEN

HEBRON OVERCOMES
WHITE
SEXTET

LOSEJO AUBURN

Illustrates Belief
Illustrating his belief that history
personality,
the Bishop referred to
r
the American' civil war as "the coinsion of the ideals of the North and the
South". Those of the South, he said,

JJ

Quotes

MAINE JWETTTION

I

i

In anticipation of the coming state
matches, the College Rifle Club held
a competitive practice last Monday
at the range to determine approximate ratings of each man. Following
the meet which was attended by Athletic Director Morrell and Mr. Lester
E. Clark of Auburn, Coach Wagg reviewed the course of instruction to the
team and gave directions in preparation for the coming meet.
In recent practice good progress
has been made especially in standing
position. High scorer at present is

Gilman

Ellis '35, Chi Psi.

Two Teams
The club

Enters

entering two teams, one

is

in the junior, one in the senior division. In determining A man's standing

two targets of average accuracy are
considered, one shot standing, the
other shot prone. The scores are added.
If the man shoots better than
183 on these targets, he is in the expert division; if he shoots between
170 and 183, he is in the senior division; if he shoots less than 170, be
is in the junior division.
man that,

A

the defense that was needed for the shoots 175 for one week's average, afMules. Thompson, at goal, however, ter having been in the junior division,
did get several chances to show that advances to the senior division.
he is of fine calibre.
The two teams have seven member?
apiece. In a "match" each member of
the t*o teams shoots one prone, and
one standing target. The five highest
targets of the seven on each team
are mailed in to Mr. Carl Merrill of
Auburn, who i* the official scorer for
the State Rifle Association. The re(Continued from pas* 1)
Bowdoin shares in gratitude for these sults are published in a bulletin which
bequests and for the helpful coopera- is sent to all competing teams.
Malcolm E. Morrell and Hartley
tion of executives and trustees. Like
all other institutions depending large- Lord have worked up a lift of qualily upon invested funds, we have con- fications for rifle club minor letters to
stant problems and anxieties. But so be submitted to the Athletic Associa•far we have certainly come through tion. If they are accepted minor letters will be awarded to members ox
reasonably well.
There has recently come to my at- varsity squad.

PRESIDENT WRITES
LETTER TO ALUMNI

|

-

|
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ning the 200 yard free style in the
fast time of 2 minutes 16 3-5 seconds.

—

Won by H. Whita, AuMeood, Beauparlant, Auburn third, Savajre, Bowdoin. Tim*
25 2-6 meonda.
200 yard freestyle— Won by RandtrtU. Bowdoin
ans. Page. Auburn; third. Tsiiskl.
Auburn. Time: 2.16 3-5.
ISO yard backstroke— Won by Hay Bowdoin : ii i i nd, J. White. Auburn third. Brown.
Bow aula. Time: 1.10.
100 yard breaatrtroke— Won by Snow, Auburn
second. Holt. Bowdoin
third, M> Fadden. Auburn.
Tim*: 1.26 2-6.
100 yard fraestyU Won by B. White, Auburn : second. Kibbe. Bowdoin ; third, W.
White. A uburn Time: 66 4-6 seconds.
Diving- Won by Tripp.
second.
Auburn
Frye. Bowdoin third. Murphy. Auburn.
16* yard medley relay— Won by Bowdoin
(Stay, FWi, Kibbe). Tins*: 1.M 4-6 seconds.
TOO yard relay Won by Bowdoin (Savage.
Dillenbeck.
Rundlett*.
Franklin).
Time:
50 yard freestyle

burn

:

;

:

m

:

:

;

;

—

—

.

;

:

—

1.50 1-5 seconds.

1

;

Cites Anecdotes

In conclusion to his speech Bishop
Burns related two pertinent anecdotes.
The first was a story of an
old narrow-minded industralists who,
seeing the* buildings of Cambridge
University, was moved to ask "What
sort of a factory is this?" He was
Juniors interested in competing in answered by one of the professors,
the Plummer Prize Speaking Con- who stated that it was a powerhouse,
test should consult Professor Dag- and as proof of his
statement mengett in die near future, it was an- tioned some of the great personalities
nounced last week. Competition will whom the university had nourished.
be during the last week before spring "A college", said the Reverend C. W.
vacation.
prise consisting of the Burns ,"is a powerhouse."
annual income of a fund of $1,055,
His second anecdote was the tale
established by Stanley Plummer of of a minister's six year old daughter
the Class of 1867, is awarded "for ex- who was given a piecemeal map of
cellence in original and spoken com- the world to put together. She amazed
position in the English language on her father, who knew she had no
the part of the members of the Junior knowledge ot geography, by comClass".
pleting the task in short order. When

JUNIORS TO COMPETE
FOR PLUMMER PRIZE

A

S

J

V

Psi

outfit,

75-6,

Thursday night. Kominaky was high
scorer at left guard with 18 points,
while every non-fraternity man who
took the floor made some score.
Thyng Scores High
A.T.O. downed Kappa Sigma, 44-7,

Tuesday night, with Wilbur Thyng "M
and Weldon Hair* '38 romping all
over the floor to net 20 and 16 points,
respectively.
Kappa Sigma has one
man back from a team which finished
well up in the standings last year.
In the other game Tuesday night,
the Dekes downed Alpha Delta Phi
35-19, taking the lead at the start and
holding it throughout, though outscored in a last period A.D. rally. Ly-

Hume

To bring out the fact that a few
great leaders are always the real rulhe quoted David
ers
of nations
Hume's observation "Nothing appears more surprising to those who
consider human affairs with a philosophical eye, than the easiness with
which the many are governed by the
few; and the » implicit submission,
with which men resign their own sentiments and passions to those of their

in the romantic and
Walter
Sir
ideas
aristocratic
of
Scott's novels, while the North, on the rulers."
"The application of the principles of
other hand, took its inspiration from
the democratic poet, Robert Bums, scientific historical criticism to Amerwho said "a man's a man for a' that ican History throws grave doubts upand a' that".
on the validity of. the generally acTurning to literature, the speaket cepted theory of majority rule. It
pointed to the figures of Shakespeare, brings to light the fact that not more
Browning, and Tennyson, as proof of than one-third of the inhabitants of
his contention that personality is the American colonies at any one time
power; and the old saw "education is actively favored Independence or gave
a log with a student on one end and material support to the war for InMark Hopkins on the other" illus- dependence. The belief that it was a
trated his views from an educational small but aggressive minority which
standpoint. The peril to the scholar actively favored the movement for
today, is that he may lose sight of the abolition of slavery is supported
personality against tie background by irrefutable evidence.*"
of things.
Pleads For Leaders

YOU FEEL
yjm^U'f

IF

inexperienced Chi

—

were engendered

j

I

No and Deke teams at the head of
Group B.
Non-fraternity showed remarkably
smooth team-play in smothering an

leaders capPleading
able of placing the interests of the
nation above those of special classes,
Professor Orren C. Hormell spoke in
Saturday chapel.
"There seems to be a continual war
between the 'great man' theory and
the theory of environment," said Professor Hormell. "Man may be a product of his age, but, on the other hand,
the age may go down in disaster if
a few leaders fail to guide the masses
wisely."

is

Led by the excellent performance
Maintaining the lead gained when
ot the White brothers, Auburn's Y. M.
goals in the first peC. A. tank team upset the Bowdoin they scored two
Green hockey six swept
J.V.'s 34 to 31 in the Curtis Pool last riod, Hebron's
Saturday. With Franklin, May, Run- to a 4-2 victory over an outclassed
Bowdoin
Jayvee
team in their first
dlette and a wealth of reserve free
stylers to draw from, the Jay Vees game, at the Delta last night. The rewere heavy favorites, but Franklin's cent lack of ice for practice showed
disqualification on a faulty turn in its effect as the Bowdoin men were
the h undr ed swung the tide in favor out-sticked and out-skated. The visof the visitors. Bud White was the itors showed better pass work and coonly double winner of the afternoon, ordination.
Hawley, Smith, Peacock and Dane
taking the fifty yard dash in the fast
time of 25 2-5 seconds and defeating shone in the White forward line,
Frank Kibbe in the hundred, Frank- while Walsh, who scored thrice for
lin having
been disqualified. John the visitors, was outstanding on the
White, his brother, placed in the back Hebron team. McGill in the Bowdoin
stroke and swam in the final relay, goal made many skillful saves in
while a third White placed in the hun- melees near the cage Deering was a
rock on defense, aided by Johnson.
dred yard dash.
Dick May showed a definite im- Hebron's final tally came as the White
provement by winning the hundred sent five men down the ice in a last
yard backstroke in 1:10. Brewster minute effort.
Rundlett, the freshman star distance
man, came up to expectations by win-

Men

for political

'

TEAM ENTERS

RIFLE

Bowdoin interfrateraity basketball
results for the first week of play put

Social Classes

"Personality is power", keynoted
the Reverend Charles Wesley Burns,
Methodist Episcopal Bishop of Massachusetts, and a trustee of Boston University in his Sunday chapel address.
Beginning his speech with a quotation from the second chapter of Paul's
second epistle to Timothy, "I have
come to remind you to stir up the divine gift within", Bishop Burns went
on to explain how, in his opinion, alt
great undertakings in this world are
inevitably the product of human peryer and Bun Hall, are seen above in sonality. Personality linked to books
the Campu*. Lake. The flgure in the is literary power, to God is spiritual
Photo by E. K. Brown power, to natural resources is economic power. "Behind all great movements has stood personality."

in

bravely

PR0O0RMELL

Methodist Episcopal Bishop Professor Expresses Need the non-fraternity and Alpha Tan
Omega teams at the head of Grenp A,
Bums Gives Talk in
Who Respect All both by one-sided victories, and Sigma

were astounded by the spectacle of
two undergraduates canoeing an
campus one afternoon. Recent
mild weather and a heavy rainfall
flooded the terrain between the
Chapel and the Walker Art Building to a depth of almost two feet

The two

FRAT BASKETBALL
LEAiaJEJNDER WAY

STUDENTS HEAR

CHAPEL THEME

Absurd
prognostications
of
former Occidents were actually
realized last

IS

ons '36 was high for D.K.E. with 13
points while Hagy '36 and Twaddle
*37 had eight each for the AD's.
Zete Contest Close
The closest of the week's games

was the Sigma Nu-Zeta Psi contest
Thursday night, won by the Sigma Nu
The Zetes led in the first
period but thereafter largely through
the good work of Fortier. whose total
for the game was 19 points, the Sigma Nub maintained a safe margin.
Scoring honors thus far belong to
Wilbur Thyng, A.T.O., for his SO
points in the A.T.O.-Kappa Sigma
contest, while Fortier's 19 in a much
closer game puts him second.
The athletic council is considering
purchase of a new trophy for interternity basketball, according to W.
B. Hanson '36 who is managing the
outfit, 33-20.

games. The

last

Sigma Nus

the

trophy was taken by
in 1931.

STANDINGS
He declared that although there is Groap A
Won Lost Pet.
1
•
no one panacea for all political ills to- A. T.
1
a
day there are a few fundamental Non-Fraternity
Kappa Sigma
t
l
principles which he believes will help Chi Fd
.000
6
i
Group B
Won tost Pet.
toward a solution.
1.0M
D. K. E.
1
First: That despite the apparent ir- Sigma Nu
l.SM
1
•
.000
reconcilable conflict between classes A. D
1
1
are nevertheless in a true sense in- Zeta Psi
distinguishably blended with those of
which,
welfare
class,
a
one
fare
of
any
all the others.
Second: A new and more adequate if earnestly sought after, will eraditheory of representation is needed to- cate the conflicting interests which toimpossible
day, to counteract the tendency to- day seem to be erecting
barriers between classes. The few who
ward class warfare.
not be
"I believe," he said, "that there is are to be our rulers shall
nor 'servspecial
classes,
for
agents
a public welfare superior to the welants of the people;* nor bosses, but
he asked her how she did it, she re- genuine leaders, big enough, wise
plied that there was u picture of a enough, and brave enough to recogman on the reverse of the map. "I just nize every legitimate interest and put
put the man together." she said, "and the welfare of all above the selfish interests of any group."
the world came out all rwht."
,

I

written about Bow-

tention a letter
doin College under date of May 18,
1822 shortly after the disastrous fire
in
Maine Hall—"The College at
Brunswick is rising from its ashes.
The roof is completed, $8,500 has been
Harold White sensational Edward
raised from contributions; another
college edifice is soon to be erected. Little freestyle, copped two firsts, but
Bowdoin College is rapidly advancing his team lost to Bowdoin's freshman
in the public estimation. Some of the swimming team, 38-27 here last night.
gentlemen attached to it are of great White won the 50 freestyle in the exdistinction in the scientific world ami ceptionally fast time of 25 seconds
add lustre not only to that seminary flat, and took the 100 yard freestyle
in 69 1-5 seconds. Brown contributed
but to our country at large."
At times we can gain refreshment a first in the backstroke and Stone
from reading how the College in early won the freestvle, but Bowdoin condays overcame difficulties, and that centrated on the medley and freestyle
from the very beginning Bowdoin has relays and took firsts in the diving
been primarily known as an institu- and 200 freestyle.
tion of learning.
'The summary:
50-yard freestyle— Won by Edward Lhtto High

—

FRESHMAN MERMEN
DOWN LITTLE TEAM

School. H. White
Bowdoin. Arnold, second
third. Murhy. Bowdoin. Time: 2S seconds.
200-yard freeecyte— Won by Eundlctte. Bowdoin
second. Young. Bowdoin ; third, Quinn.

Baker says: "Whenever

:

COLLEGE CONTAINS
MANY OLD VESSELS

Time: 2:20.

Little.

—

Won by Brawn. Edward Little second. W'.leh. Bowdoin third.
Murphy. Bowdoin. Time: 1:18 2-6.
ISO-yard

backstroke
;

(Continued from page I)

the scout pluncred from the heights of
the Science Building to the dark
depths of the Chapel cellar. Groping
his way along the earthen floor ana
stooping beneath a -low ceiling, he at

;

One was a four-man

quite
similar to that in the gymnasiur.:.
The other defies description. It was
rectangular,
ungainly,
rugged,
a
cross between an Indian dugout and
a miniature mudscow, painted in pink,
cream, and black.
What it is ano

I

aynj

;

s4$>

$3?
(Welch,

m

iDillen-

shell

came from nobody knows;

but it would be obviously useful in
transporting food supplies to the iso-

ALL TOBACCO
for Gifts

Not very favorably impressed with
the facilities of the college to weather
flood, the scout wended his home-

a

ward way. Suddenly

his eye fell on a
section of the board-walk aimlessly
drifting about. "What an excellent

-
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effects of

fatigue. I find,

smoking as many
Camels as I like doesn't

affect

my

nerves."
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"I learned that by smoking a Camel I could insure myself against die
too, that

Print the Orient and

Alumnus

ago," says Louis Bayard,

GLEN GRAY'S CASA LOMA ORCHESTRA
WALTER O'KEEFE • ANNETTE HANSHAW

fmturtmg

Paul K. Niven, 1916, Manager

College

SAUS MANAGE!. "Long

NEW CAMEL CARAVAN

RECORD OFFICE

75 Maine St.

—Camels never get on my nerves!"

~

Bnuni

Printing
The

often get tired dear

—

Bnul

En^HnT

I

I

No wonder you'll find me smoking

a Camel most of the time, for I've learned
that a Camel restores my energy
cheers
me up—makes the miles ahead seem easier.
And why not enjoy a Camel whenever I

—

UUJ

Have Their

any price

woods. ..I'll admit

than any
other popular brand."

Domestic

t.ri.imtuwmi

—A QUICK LUNCH
—A COMPLETE DINNER

tripod across rough country... taking the hills

as they come... fighting through brush and

More fxpensive

Tobaccos - Turkish and

expertly
1-3 Maine Street

he thought.

time, at

ftner,

occasions
and Jewelry Repairing;

for

"An engineering field trip is enough to tire
out anybody. When I'm lugging a transit and

am made from

Camels
Stationery

EDWIN BOYD,

MEN KNOW:

Vamey's Jewelry Store

lated college students.

—at any

in,"

my

beek. Guater. Gove. Fish). Time: 1:512-6.

the ceiling.

raft,"

W

:\*

;

—

found an electric light switch. At ward Little.
Medley relay— Won by Bowdoin
he end of one of the three long tun- Fish,
Rundlette). Time: 1:42 4-5.
nels, two boats were hanging from
200-yard relay—Won by Bowdoin

it

restore

:

:

I

I can quickly
energy with a
Camel. Camels bring back
my pep. For over ten years
I've preferred Camels.
They have a rich, distinctive flavor that suits me."

feel 'all
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100-yard breaatstroke Wan by Snowe. EdLittle,
second. Fish. Bowdbin : third, McFadden. Edward Little. Time: 1:26 1-5
100-yard freestyle— Won by WhiU. Edward
Little
second. Savage. Bowdoin
third. Outer. Bowdoin. Time: 59 1-5 seconds.
Diving- Won by Pierce, Bowdoin
second,
Gouldrup. Edward Little; third. Murphy, Ed-

ward

last

where

sP&

:

Edward

%.

'MX.

NEWSPAPER MAN. Ray

$0-^

N.C.

CAMEL'S COSTLIER TOBACCOS
HaH
NEVER GET ON YOUR NERVES!
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

FOUR

SPORT SIDELIGHTS

STATEMENAND

White Quintet Overcomes

TRINITY BEAT

Portland Y, Northeastern

WHITE MERMEN

After trailing at the end of every

The visitors got off to a flying start,
Fight in
with Leavitt, towering center, ringing up the first basket. The Portland
Season Openers
team dominated the floor throughout
the first period, except for two quick
A green Bowdoin varsity swimming
long shots by Kominsky and Kent.
The quarter ended with the Portlana team got its baptism of competition
last week, losing its opening encounquintet in the lead, 9-6.
Trinity by
At the start of the second period ters at Mass- State and
46-32 respecNortheastern presented an entirely scores of 521 24J and
new team, and the Polar Bears took tively. Although only two first places
in individual events fell to Bowdoin
possession of the ball for a few minmermen, numerous seconds and thirds
utes. However, a barrage of eight
gave the home teams plenty to think
shots by the White team resulted in
no score, the first team reentered the about through the final events. With
game soon after, and sank two suck- more work in the freestyle and backdepartments and the addition
er shots to increase their lead.
A stroke
after midyears of Franklin and possilong side shot and two fouls by Kent
bly others, Coach Miller may develop
made the count 18-10 at the half.
a very seaworthy outfit.
Bowdoin Rallies
Mass State's unexpected wealth of
With a quick shot under the basket freestylers were the deciding factor
a few moments after the half had be- in the Wednesday evening meet. After
gun, and two long shots several min- the White medley trio of McKeen,
utes later, the
invaders increased Beale and Cary had won the first

visitors.

their lead,

Soon after the beginning

of the
third period the Portland quintet
scored two fast baskets to tie the
core, but a series of tallies by the
Polar Bears sent them into the last
period with a substantial lead. Then
George Carter, entering the game at
center, sank three hastily thrown
shots in succession, and a few minutes later
Kominsky sank another
from directly under the basket for the
last score of the evening.
The game was the team's third encounter of the season, and marked its

The

first victory.

line-ups:

BOWDOIN

G

F.O.

Fisher, rf
LaBelle. rf

3

8

•

o

Kent, If
Palmer. If
Prater, e
Carter, e
Aahkenaay. rg
Johnson, rgKornlnsky, tg

4

1

Bo Jack.

•
4

and a series of tries by the
White quintet rimmed the basket, but
failed to stay in.
At the end of the
third quarter the home team trailed
by six points, 21-15.

With a new burst of action, the
White attack began to click. Fisher,
Frazier and Kent tallied quickly, tying up the score at 26-26. After a
time-out called by Portland, the team
again swung into action, and Ashkenazy put the Bears into the lead.
Then the Portland attack broke
through momentarily as Murphy,
forward, pushed the ball in after a
shot by a teammate had bounced off
the rim. Frazier quickly scored again
however, and foul shots by Johnson
and Fisher with a sucker shot by
Kent sewed the game up.
The Polar Bears sank eight foui
shots out of twelve, against one out
of one by the visitors. Leavitt, at center, starred for. the latter with a total
of ten points.

8
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S
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8
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1
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X
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Time. 4
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was able to earn close seconds in
the 60 and 100 yard dashes.

ever,

Sampson, Whitmore Shine
opened his career
string diver with a second
indicating; that with a little
confidence he should score important

Tommy Sampson

as a

first

place,

points in later meets. Terrell, doubl-

ing in the backstroke and freestyle,
and Clark swept the 150 yard backstroke for the Maroon. The breaststroke was a different story, for Bob
Whitmore finished well ahead of the
field, while Johnny Hooke put up a
desperate struggle for second to lose
by a couple of feet. Fisher, Lothrop,
Cutter and Terrell, State freestyle relay, piled up a considerable advantage over Hill, Seagrave, Cary and
Cotton.

Spice was added to the evening's
entertainment by Mr. Selah Mohawk,
60-year old exhibition swimmer. Advertised as being able to stay under
water six minutes, and to swim a mile
under water with one breath at each
turn, the chesty Mr. Mohawk went
through his repertoire with the assistance of Coach Joe Rogers of Mass
State.
Spectator*
were properly

amazed at the underwater

antics pre-

sented, including; various 'porpoises',
back and front, and the difficult and
graceful figure eight Student at-

tendance at the meet was estimated at
about 600, a rather remarkable number.

power in its opening meet by swamping a weak South Portland outfit,
87-18, in the Hyde Cage last Saturday.
The well balanced yearling

1-0

By

the small margin of a single
Coach Linn Wells' hockeymen
The varsity swimmers returned from their first trip of the season on the went down to defeat before Bates
1-0.
short end of two meets. But for the failure of a piece of White strategy, the last Monday night on the Delta,
third period goal by little Lou
score of the Mass State meet might have been closer. Pre-meet dope figured
the Maroon swimmers weak in the breaststroke and only fairly strong in the Meagher broke up a game which
periods,,
extra
into
threatened
to
go
440. Capt. Beale was shifted to the 440 with the hope he and Bob Cotton
would place second and third while Whitmore and Hooke were sweeping the and proved to be the margin of vicbreaststroke.
Unfortunately Hooke finished third* and Beale didn't place tory for the Garnet.
Although still showing inexperiat an.
o
ence, the Bowdoin squad showed reO—O
markable improvement in all departThat White strength lies in the breaststroke was proved beyond a
doubt, since their only firsts were in that event. The showing of the
ments of the game over their previous
hitherto untried members of the team, such as Bob Cotton, Tom
exhibition against New Hampshire.
Sampson, John Hooke, and Larry Hill was very encouraging. The
Led by Acting-Captain Jack Lawacquisition ef Henry Franklin and possibly Dick May after mid-years
rence, the White put on an impressive
will make the Bears exceptionally strong in the backstroke and also
spectacle of fast playing and hardbolster up the freestyle forces.
skating, holding Bates on the defeno
o o
sive for well over half of the game.
Branch, Higgins and Crostowski have finally done it. In a meet with the
Handle Puck Poorly
Portland Boys' Club, the Olneyville trio smashed the existing 300-yard world
To poor stick-work and faulty passmedley relay record. On the way to this phenomenal time, Branch was clocked
attributed the defeat of
at 1.03 in the backstroke, Higgins at 1.04 in the breaststroke, and Crostowski ing may be
Bears. At no time were the
the
Polar
at .68 1-5 in the freestyle. An appreciation of these times can be gained from
the fact that Bowdoin's best freestyle trio would have their troubles covering players able to show an accurate passwhich to pierce the
with
ing attack
300 yards in that time.
defense of Joe Murphy's team. Lack
o—o
o o
of coordination in the front line sevAuburn's edging out the jayvees Saturday was notable mainly for
eral times lost opportunities for as
Franklin's defeat by White in the 100-yard freestyle. The latter bids
almost certain score.
fair to challenge successfully the title of Maine's best schoolboy
By far the greatest improvement
swimmer conceded last year to Hutchinson of the Portland Boys'
shown by the team was in the defenClub. Second only to White's exploits was Rundlette's time of 2.16
sive and offensive work of Jack Lawin the 220. If he continues his present rate of development, he should
rence and Charlie Smith. Both of
become one of the best distance swimmers Bowdoin has ever had.
these players proved invaluable in
O—O O—O
o
The Frosh victory over South Portland Saturday was about as complete a aiding Dick Steer to keep the goal
massacre as any team could administer. The yearlings swept the dash, the clear throughout the game, carrying
puck up the ice time after time.
hurdles,
the
took
first
and
second
in
both
vault,
and
pole
jump,
high jump, broad
the 300, and the shot put, and placed second and third in the 600 and the 1000.
Bates' Wings Star
Individual stars were Burritt and Stanwood, both double winners. The forBates presented a fast set of wings
mer's time of 4 3-5 in the 40 equaled the meet record and is exceptional for in Lou Meagher and Howie Norman,
this early in the season.
who* were the spearheads of the GarO—O o— -o
o o
Ably supported by
net
attack.
At last Bowdoin's unofficial basketball team has won a game. This
George Mendall at center and Captain
first victory was registered over the Portland Y.M.C.A. last Saturday.
Heldman in the net, these two Bates
levelled
against
the
Polar
Bears
not
be
should
criticism
muck
Too
skaters monopolized much of the play,
for their poor showing to date. The handicap of not having a coach
combining fast • skating with clever
and not practicing regularly cannot be measured.
stick-work.
On the defense, Chick
Toomey was stellar, in breaking up
the
in
second
taking
Trinity, supposedly stronger than ous performance,
Mass State, has more difficulty in dive despite an ankle injury sustained the Bowdoin attack.
Me«»her Scores
taking the White natators Thursday while warming up. The freestyle reafternoon, as the scores indicate. Had lay team of Hill, Seagrave, Boyd ana
Within thirty seconds. of the beginthe Bowdoin medley team been able to Cary came through after the lead had ning of the third period, Lou Meagher
nose out Dickerson, Sinclair and changed hands several times, winning settled the issue once and for all by
Burke in the first race, the outcome of by a hair through Cary's fine anchor driving down through the defense to
the meet might have been reversed. leg.
send the puck sailing by Dick Steer
The feature race of the program was
from short left position. The remainthe final relay, in which George Cary,
der of the game saw Bates on the deswimming anchor, carried off the vicfensive, guarding their lead.
tory by a touch.
The game was halted midway in the
White Breasts trokers Star
third period by an argument over the
Bob Cotton and May of Trinity
legality of a second Bates goal. B>
were nip and tuck in the 440, the Bowprevious agreement Bates and Bowdoin sophomore finally gaining the deCaptain John Holden and Robert doin had decided to shift goals at half
cision for second, Motten of Trinity Coffin of the Outing Club will be time in this period. As the half-time
Trinity rec- judges in a ski-jumping contest at whistle blew, the puck was shot into
taking a decisive first.
ord fell in the 50 yard dash as Hall Fort Fairfield on February second.
the Bowdoin net. After considerable
edged but Boyd in 25 seconds flat.
The Outing Club also plans to Bend discussion. Referee Pat French ruled
Bowdoin breaststroke entries, Cap- a team to Dartmouth for Carnival that George Mendall 's shot had reachtain Beale and Whitmore had little Week starting February ninth.
ed the net after the whistle had
trouble in finishing 1-2 in the 200 yard
John Holden has offered to teach blown, and could not be counted as a
event. Sampson duplicated his previ- skiing to anyone in college.
£22L
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BOWDOIN SKI MEN

SELECTED JUDGES

A

tracksters swept the 40 yard dash,
the high jump, pole vault, and broad

jump, and conceded only two

"Jeff" Stanwood, a cousin of Bowfamous track star, fully measured up to the expectations of his
name by winning firsts in both hurdles, tying for first in the high jump,
and winning a third in the broad jump
to clinch high point honors of the
meet. Raleigh in finishing a close second in both hurdles showed that Bowdoin's traditional strength in that department is secure for another four
years.
It was left to Elliot Burritt to do
the only record equaling of the meet,
in the 40 yard dash. He nosed oat
Smith and Davidson in practically a
blanket finish to win in the exceptionally fast time of 4 3-5 seconds. In annexing the 300 yard run he also became the only other double winner.
Butler Caper Star
Probably the most exciting event of
the afternoon was the one mile race,

with Charlie Young of Bowdoin and
Ray Petrie of South Portland stag-

ing a thrilling duel which carried
them far ahead of the field. With
three laps to go Young took the lead
after letting Petrie keep it during the
earlier part of the race. At the bark
of the gun for the last lap, the South
Portland lad made a desperate attempt to regain the lead but was
forced to sprint the whole lap at the
very heels of Young who came in the

winner by barely two strides.
Butler of South Portland was easthe outstanding performer for Che
visitors. In the 600 yard run he de-

ily

feated Fox of Bowdoin <r. 1:19 1-5,
taking the lead in the second lap and
remaining out ahead. The high school
aggregation, usually the freshman's
strongest opponent, missed sorely
their trio of stars, Gowell, Romano,
and Johnson, who last year enabled
them to become the first outfit to so
much as even tie a Bowdoin yearling
track team.
In sweeping three of the four field
events the high jump, the pole vault
and the broad jump and taking a first
and a second in the shot-put, the
freshmen showed they had plenty of
strength in that deDartment. The pole
vault and high jump both resulted in
triple ties for first place and the bar
in both was left at comparatively low
heights, no time being taken for trie

jump

offs.

•

In the broad jump Dave Soule gave
he would be giving brotha challenge for varsity honors
in the spring. His longest recorded
notice that

er, Bill,

jump was twenty

feet in this initial

meet of the season. It is also worthy
of note that all three of Bowdoin's
place winners

in

jumps over 19

feet 0.

event

this

S
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Thirty-four (45 per cent) of the 75
of the Wesleyan faculty are

with

Duke

university

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
DURHAM,

N. C.

Fear terau ef eleven weeks are siren

-

each year. These may be taken easy.
eeratively (sradnatten In three years)

Sound Act

ar three terms star he taken each year
(STadnation in four years). The entrance requirements are inteattgeaca,
character and at baat twa years ef
collece werk. iadaalac the subjects
specified far Grade A Medical Schools.
Catalogues and application forms assy
ha ahtalned from the Dean.

-

BETTE DAVIS

-

also

News

JJid you ever notice in a roomful of people
. .

. .

the

•

WISEMAN FARMS

Jan. 19th

Ice

JAMES CAGNEY

LOUIS KID
also

Comedy

between one cigarette and another. and
wonder why Chesterfields have such a pleasing aroma
difference

.

Many things have to do with the aroma
of a

cigarette

-

Sound Act

Saturday

Who's

Cream

THE OLD FASHIONED KIND

they are

. . .

made

kind of tobaccos

the

of.

.

baccos are blended'.

.

the

.

.

way

the to-

the quality

of

the cigarette paper.

Tel. 350

-

Sound Act

Mon. and Tues.

IS
-

Crosby
-

-

with - Kitty Carlisle
also

News

takes good things
ITmake
good things.

Clothing

Jan. 21 and 22

and

MY HEART

Gents' Furnishings

LECLAIR

•

& GERVAIS

86 Maine St.

Sound Act

CUSTOM MADE CLOTHING

Someone

to

said that to get

the right aroma in a cigarette,

you must have the

right

quantity of Turkish tobacco

— and that's right.

SERVICE FOR STUDENTS
Colonial

•

Gulf

•

But

Socony Gas and Motor Oils

Complete Lubrication

-

24

Hour

Service

TOPSHAM FILLING STATION
JUST OVER THE

NEW BRIDGE

— TOPSHAM, MAINE

it is

you
aroma from the

also true that

get a pleasing

home-grown tobaccos

.

.

.

tobaccos filled with Southern

Sunshine, sweet and ripe.

When

these tobaccos are

all blended and cross-blended

BRUNSWICK COAL & LUMBER
Hard and Soft Coals

CO.

Fuel Oils

Dry Fireplace Wood

Lumber and Building Materials
A. E.

MORRELL '22,

first

places to the visitors.
doin's

•

members

Jan. 18th

•

PAUL MUNI

Bug

S

M

and

TO BATES,

IPs.

BORDER TOWN

HERE

1

f

If

Jack Benny

Cartoon

-

t

Welker

A

Umpire, Connor; referee. Fortter; time, 4

-

-

also

•

ST.

X

1

West, lg

Gene Raymond

THE

4
4

Who

Trans-Atlantic

-

S

Cutter,

Company had things pretty much
their own way. Johnny Boyd, how-

Paced by Stanwood and Burritt, the
1935 edition of Johnny Magee's freshman track team showed tremendous

PUCKMENLOSE

o—

Jan. 17th

-

MERRY GO ROUND

-

S
•

listed in the current edition of
in America.

Comedy

Thursday

Nancy

X

Pis.
10

event, State's

Frosh Trackmen Crush
South Portland Outfit

with-

Barbara Stanwyck- Warren William

•

X

11

Leavitt. e
Higstae. e
St. John, re
Hideout. r«
Sheahby. I*

Jan. 16th

-

F.G.
X

X

1
1

If

Phlnaey.

4

SO*

.

Rallying in the last period, the
NORTHEASTERN
Polar Bears marked up fourteen Murphy, rf
Sldllinga, rf
points in quick succession in Mon- Hayes. If
day's encounter, to sew up the game.

CRIPPLED BY LOSS
OF FRANKLIN, MAX

Up Good

Pta.

•

Second in Diving

Green Varsity Team Puts

Take Lead

X

1

X.).

Visitors

•

4

Boyd and Cary Shine in
Dash Events; Sampson 36

it.

P.<S.

.

(C.

who

s
4

.

Fits

total of ten points.
also was late in getting started, and failed to find himself until the last quarter, was second
high man, with six points to his cred-

Joe Fisher,

G
•

by Ai

and two fouls for a

4

IS
Referee,
perloda.

S8

quintet, led

Kent, sank shots from every side, to
overcome the smooth attack of the
Kent provided the best pervisitors.
formance of the evening, when after
a late start, he Anally found his stride
and scored four goals from the floor

17

•
.

....

If

6

2

e. nt ..
GUlaa. rf
Feeney rf . .
.

4

SOS

Spear,

If

•
t

X
8

PORTLAND
Liuiefteld. nr
1*

MeKaoush.

.

Pta.
9

White

quarter, the

looks as if the 1985 weather man is bent on emulating his 1933 predecesIn that year more often than not the hockey rink on the Delta could be
mistaken for the Curtis pool and the team was able to complete but a fraction of its schedule. This winter we are rather inclined to applaud the efforts of the weather. If spring can only hold off till after mid-years, Pete
Mills and several promising freshmen such as Bob Dealing, Carrick Kennedy, Peter Smith may become available. Their addition would do a great
deal to strengthen the forward lines.
o—o o—
o o
glance at the record of the Bates hockey team would seesa to
indicate that they will give the White sextet quite a battle for last
place in the State series. The New Hampshire Wildcat nosed out the
Bobcat by a 3-2 score, while Colby went on a scoring spree against
Bates 11-2. Prospects of the Bears winning a game look brighter.
It

sor.

Defeating the Portland Y.M.C.A.
on Saturday by a score of 88-28 and
the Portland branch of Northeastern
University on Monday, by 29-25, the
Bowdoin Polar Bears, Bowdoin's unbasketball quintet, brought
official
their season's average up to .500. The
latter contest was the team's debut
on its home grounds, and was attended by a crowd of about one hundred.
Leading at the end of every quarter, the Polar Bears, Bowdoin's unbasketball quintet, defeated
official
the Portland Y. M. C. A. at Portland
The Portland
last Saturday, 88-28.
team threatened in the third period,
tying the count at 26-26, but a burst
of scoring by the invaders put the
game back on ice.
Al Kent and Joe Fisher were the
stellar performers of the evening,
each marking up a total of nine
points. Howie Kominsky turned in a
notable performance at guard, and
George Carter scored three last-quarter baskets to decide the contest for
the Polar Bears. The playing of Spear
at center and guard was outstanding
for the Portland club.
First Half Close
Spear opened the scoring, putting
Portland in the lead for the only time
throughout the game. Claude Frazier
*S8. playing center, tied up the score
soon after. The action from then up
to the half was fast, with the Polar
Bears keeping possession of the ball
most of the time, and nearly every
man scoring. The count at the end
of the half was 26-22 in favor of the

Peteraon.
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the Chesterfield'way ^balanced

one against the other, you get

aflavor andfragrance that's
differentfrom other cigarettes.

of All Kinds
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VON BECK ERATH
LECTURE TONIGHT
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MAYOR OF NEW

The Sun
Rises

»

AFTER

v *

isolation,

and haa Anally consented to a refreshing dose of intellectual stimulation.
From September to January
the most exciting bit of "extra auricular" activity consisted in pronouncing obituaries over the ill-fated football season, and discussing the prospects of a new coach. Evidently the
mid-year examinations absorbed the
lost dregs of Bowdoin's traditional
apathy. (Although this is undoubtably
a thoroughly optimistic generality, it
is nevertheless as refreshing as it Is
unconvincing.)
Whatever the case may be this general uplift has penetrated into the many
diversified corners of collegiate activity until it has ultimately found its
expression in the athletic Almost
useful as a tempting morsel of augury
are the recent victories of the hockey,
swimming and basketball teams.
•

fFHE
-*

•

•

forerunner of this

cial

LaGuardia, Lafollette Added
to List of Political Insti-

tute Speakers

PROGRAM INCLUDES
DISCUSSION GROUPS

and economic research.
.•

HARDLY

•

Campus

•

»

bed Miss

when

M uther
a

young ministers arrived
\9&o Foium
Thought.

left

the

trainload ol
to lead tha
Reflglwus

Muuerii

""of*"

tions with LaFollette are in the process of being completed; and although there is a possibility that he
may have to be replaced, he has been
invited to speak on "The Program of

April

entrance into the League. Analysis
of the vote on the League of Nations
indicates that Eastern Universities,
where educational policies are more
Editors.
liberal, voted similarly.
In the instance of an invasion of
The returns from 90,000 students
colleges American soil, little doubt was left
distributed
among
115
showed that a strong pacific feeling about the tendency ot students toward
Even the women's colexisted among American undergrad- patriotism.
uates. The poll which originated with leges showed their willingness to
B. U. 47
Millermen
the Association of College Editors has stick by the guns. Vassar and Welboth
evinced
lesley
willingness to aid
received unprecedented attention. The
Purple Tankto 30;
Senate's recent stand against the if the United States were invaded.
Jingoism Scored
bv 44-42
League of Nations aroused great inAny jingoism that might have surterest in tht voting on that particular
vived the war took a strong blow
question.
Revitalized by the long-awaited deBy the slimmest of margins, Bow- when the students reversed their mil- buts of Henry Franklin and Dick
doin alone gave a majority vote on itaristic stand, which they took on the May, the swimming team triumphed
the point that in the event of another question concerning the defense of over both Boston University and Wilinternational
conflict,
United the country, by refusing to take the liams in dual meets last week end. Six
the
States could not stay out of war. Bryn offensive on foreign soil. Neither Ro- first places against the Terriers
( Continues on pas* 2)
Mawr and Clark University were the
pushed Bowdoin to the large end of a
1
47-30 score at the Huntington Y on
Friday with unexpected ease. Williams, conceded to be the better team,
was the victim of a surprise attack
Saturday and finished 42 to Bowdoin's
44 after a very spirited encounter.
The B.U. outfit, definitely lacking
in breaststrokers, trailed from the
first event, the medley relay. The 220
Selected as Yet; Casey, Aided by Miss Betty
her, brought on Franklin, who swept
ahead of Steele, B.U. captain, to a
Walsh, Manley, Brice,
International Relanew Bowdoin record of 2:24.2. Hedquist in the 50-yard dash and Storer
Banks Mentioned
tions Board
in the dive brought B.U. its only individual wins. Jake Iwanowicz, with
of
Following
resignation
the
Well over fifty members of the facunder his belt,
Charles W. Bowser from the post of ulty and student body gathered in the only a week's practice
within two points of taking- seccame
football coach on January 28, Mal- lounge of the Moulton Union last Frievent.
colm E. Morrell, director of athletics, day night to hear Miss Betty Muther, ond place in the latter
A slow 440 went one-two to Jieale
has received some hundred applicants representing the National Council for
In the next event, the
for the vacant job, but, according to the Prevention of War, and to discuss and Walker.
backstroke, Franklin again
Morrell, "absolutely no selection has plans for organizing a movement on 150-yard
been made as yet." It is expected that the campus for the promotion of appeared to vanquish Steele in a fast
race. Dick May proceeded to demolish
the task of selecting a successor to peace.
200-yard breaststroke recCollege
the
Bowser will consume at least a week
Under the chairmanship of Norman
swimming his own race to a
more.
Seagrave '37, those present at the ord,
Bowdoin record Cary
In an interview with a representa- meeting finally decided to form an 2:44.2, a new
(Continued on pave 4)
tive of The Orient, Morrell stated: International
Committee
Relations
"We have received a large number of which should be included in the Bowfine applicants for the position of doin Political Forum. The following,
football coach, but we have come to six students were nominated and
no decisions yet. It seems very possi- elected to this Executive Committee:
ble that we will be able to select a Allan F. Hubbell'85, Co-Chairman.
completely satisfactory coach from Donald F. Barnes, *8e, Co-Chairman,
the list of applicants, but naturally Charles F. Brewster '37, John P
we wish to review all the possibilities Chapman '36, Sidney McCleary "36

None

on that country the next evening.
Completing the list of nine speakers will be Professor Sidney B. Fay
of Harvard on "The Changing European Government", opening the Institute on Tuesday April 9th directly
after Easter vacation, and Professor
O. M. Sprague, who has been asked
to talk on "Managed Currency" the
evening of the 10th.
New Deal to be Argued
LaFollette and Sprague are the only

I

i

j

I

No

Deal will gain a great

official

Definite Projects

Applicants

Maine newspapers

have

for interested
be held the mornings

HELD
BY THREE HOUSES

INITIATIONS

Sidney
McCleary
is
Chairman of the Study Committee
and has tw assistants, Charles G.
Hatch, Jr., '35, and Ernest R. Dalton
'37.
He will prepare and gather material for a series of informal round
table debates presented by six members of the Club each prepared to give
a five minute talk on a particular
phase of a subject, with the remaining half hour of the meeting opened
up to general discussion.

Committee.

—

(

,

AS

his peculiar genius will
relief by preparing the audience for the more weighty
preponderance of political economy.

nature of

come as a dramatic
#

«

PROFESSOR
mittee

for their selection of speakers for the
aporoaching Institute of Political
Wallace
and
Science.
Secretsry
Madame Secretary Perkins, two of
the most progressive of the New
Dealers, will undoubtably come into
sharp conflict with Hoover's sidekick
Ogden Mills, a monetary expert of the
conservatives within the fold of. the
Grand Old Party.
Senator La Follette, reoresenting
the point of view of the Mid- Western
progressives, will speak on still another tangent, while Maurice Hindus,
Communist, will undoubtably
the
come into conflict with all the other
speakers.
•
•
•

T'HE

first real test

spring as

he will lecture here in
March under the auspices of Delta
Upsilon fraternity.

hss been brought to the at-

tention of

The Orient that certain

men, posing as Bowdoin undergraduates competing for s prize,
have been attempting to solicit
subscriptions to

i

Formal initiations of thirteen freshheld Saturday by the Chi
Psi Lodge, which also held a banquet.
President Tapping S. Reeve
'35 introduced the toastmaster,
Roy
Spear of the class of '20.
The Alpha Tau Omega fraternity
initiated
Saturday evening before
their banquet. Ellswoth P. Head '35
was toastmaster, while the speakers
included Mr. Leo G. Shesong, Mr. Cecil Goddard, and Professors Alfred O.
Gross and Edward S. Hammond, faculty advisers.
The complete lists of initiated members follows:

False Subscriptions To
Orient Sold In Boston
It

i

men were

»

Hormell and his combe complimented

should

The Orient from

prominent slumni in the vicinity
of Boston. Any ssch soliciting is
made under entirely false pretenses. No men, undergraduates
or otherwise, are employed for
purposes, since this work is done
entirely by mail by the Bowdoin

Kappa

Sigma.

Deane

Thomas, Jr., *35, William
Henry "37, Sargent Jealous
liam Klaber, Jr., "37, and of

A. D., Is Elected
President Of Freshmen

Stanley

David W. Fitts, Robert B. Fox
and John H. Frye were chosen by
the freshman class as their president,
vice-president and
secretary-treasurer, respectively, in an
election held under the auspices

Thomas
'37,

Wil-

'38,

Dan-

Warren Boxwell, Stuart Dexter
Brewer, Harry Thomas Foote. Malcolm Fairbaim Shannon and George
iel

Publishing Company. The Orient

of the Bowdoin Student Council
Memorial Hall Thursday afternoon.
All three of the freshman oncers
are athletic stars. Fitts
starred at end and Frye was captain and quarterback on the '38
freshman football team. Fox was
named captain of the yearling
track team, running the middle

Chandler Wilson.

can accept no responsibility for
subscriptions made in this way.

in

(Continued on pace 2)

of the informal

Week among Bowdoin

frater-

nities, was realized this week
three houses conducted their
without
initatory
ceremonies
usual practices.

when

Winifred Christie To Present

prethe

The Alpha Tau Omeea, Srgma Nu,
Kappa Sigma end Chi Psi fraternities
either completely abolished or greatly
modified the customary activities associated with Hell Week, and one
need only wait for next fall to see the
final death, blow struck this old and
tottering institution.

Double-Keyboard Piano Recital
Something new

in the field of mube presented next Tuesday in
Memorial Hall when Winifred Christie gives a recital on a Moor double

distances.

above the other as they are in an organ or a harpsichord. The lower is
the normal piano keyboard, while the
upper plays one octave higher. A
keyboard piano.
Miss Christie has pedal couples the two boards enabling
been one of the first people to bring the performer to play in octaves with
this new invention onto the concert the use of one finger only, either
stage in the United States, and has staccato or legato.
received the plaudits of admiring muAt the back of the lower keyboard,
sic-lovers of the country.
the white notes are raised to the level
The double key-board piano is the of the black, giving a new and fasinvention of Emanuel Moor, an emi- cinating effect, the chromatic glisnent Hungarian composer and musi- sando. Another possibility is the creaStriving to gain new musical tion of new chord combinations of
cian.
|

Alpha Delta Phi freshman king, is from Winchester,
Fitts,

sic will

|

|

:

I

I

j
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Alexander

Woollcott's

lecture

date at Bowdoin has been definitely set for March 27. when he
will speak on "Experiment With

Time"

in

Memorial

Hall.

Mr.

Woollcott, a well-known columnist, is being brought here by the
Aanie Talbot Cole Lecture Fund.

effect

from the piano,

this

man

con-

double keyboard piano
which almost doubles the possible
scope of the pianist's playing.
Pitched Octave Higher
On the Moor double keyboard piano, the two boards are placed one

i

trived the

I

i

I

I

rich tonal texture.

Miss Christie is being sponsored at
Bowdoin through the generosTly of
Walter D. Wentworth. '86. Mr. Wensworth, a member of the Board of
Overseers of the College, has many
times aided the college, with gifts.

Mass.; Fox, Delta Upsilon freshman king, is from Highland Park,
and Frye, Chi Psi, is from
Westield, N. J.
Fitts was elected on the second ballet after a large field of
candidates had been narrowed to
Robert
himself
and
Hawley,
D.K.E. Fox won the vice presiposition from Robert L.
dent
Hooke, Psi U„ on the second ballot also. The secretary-treasurer
contest went to three ballots,
with Frye, James A. Bishop,
Zeta Psi, and Brewster Rundlette,
T.D. Chi. survivinr the first ballot, Frye and Rundlette surviving
the second and Frye elected on
the third.

(111.;

i

March 27 Scheduled As
Woollcott Lecture Date

Chapman Engineers Projects
John P. Chapman '36, Chairman of
the General Projects Committee, with
William S. Burton "37 and Curtis W.
Symonds '88, will engineer possible
projects which the Club may decide
upon. Charles F. Brewster '37 is
Chairman of the Political Action
Committee of which Norman P. Seagrave *37 and William Klaber, Jr., "87
are also members. Their work will
consist mainly in forming contacts between the Maine members in Congress and their constituents.
Herman L. Creiger, Jr., '37, is
Chairman of the Speaking Committee
and has as assistants Alfred B. Gordon '36 and Joseph L. Fisher "85. They
will make up a list of volunteer speakers from the student body, and supply
(Continued on pas* I)
Fitts,

campaign, aimed at the abolition
of Hell

Psi Upsilon

,

I

For the road show, "The
is

Circle",

UttfAM^bMmM*m4k
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Church

Literature at Bowdoin this year, is in

charge of the work at the Union. Rev.
Harold C. Metzner of the Methodist
Church in Waterville is at the Psi U
House. At the Sigma Nu House, Rev.

Ct s phsm Wyl sl n ot -the St. Peter's
rhese five new members of the A
Church in Weston, Mass., is leading
pha Chapter make a total of ten the discussion. He has come to the
this high-

seniors elected so far to
est scholastic honor which the college
can offer. The five men receiving their

Forum for the last four years. Rev.
Vincent Bennett of Christ Church,
Fitchburg, Mass., is at the Zete House;
keys last June were Allan Forbes and Rev. Albert C. Thomas, of the
Hubbell, Elmer Hutchinson, Vincent First Baptist Church Fall River,
Nowlis, John Otis Parker, and Isadora Mass., is at the T. D. House.
Weiss. There is also a possibility that
At chapel on Sunday afternoon, the
two more men may be added this forum was opened by Rev. Sidney
June.
Lovett, chaplain of Yale University.
Hold Prominent Positions
Rev. Lovett approached the question
The five undergraduates elected which is the theme of the forum. Rev.
last week are all prominently engaged Lovett was unable to stay for the
in campus activities as well as being activities of the following three days.
was
Davis
scholars.
Meet in B. C. A. Room
outstanding
freshman football manager, and now
On Monday afternoon the clergyholds position of Glee Club accom- men met in the B. C. A. room of the
panist. He is a member of the A.T.O. Union, and after a short introductory
speech by Donald Woodward '36, the
fraternity.
Dickson, a non-fraternity man, has meeting was turned over to Rev.
been a member of the varsity track Steven Webster who acted as chair(Continued on pave 1)
team for the past two years and of

by

A

the instrumental club for the past
As a freshman he
three years.
helDed to gain the Abraxas Cup for
Portland High and as a sophomore he

March 8

Selected For
Date Of D. U. Lecture

Brown Memorial

Scholarship.
Edwards, also non-fraternity, belongs
to L'Ours Blanc L'Allianee Francaise,
and the Classical Club. He took part

won

the

in the
year.

j

'

I

plays will be given before the public
on Monday evening, March 4, in Memorial Hall, when the first and second prize plays will be selected.

|

j

1

than

twice aa many plays submitted this
year than there were in the last year's
contest, three of the four contestants
have had their plays selected for the
finals in both contests. Schaffner is
the one newcomer. Spencer's play "As
You Were" won second prize in the
IM4 contest, in which plays by Stratton and Welsh were also presented
Professor Brown Speaks

;

i

j

j

i

French

play

his

Austin

H.

MacCormick,

who

has been secured by the Delta
Upsilon Fraternity as the speaker for its annual lecture this
year, will appear on March 8th,

sophomore

Thomas, who belongs to Kappa
Sigma, is an assistant in the Chemdepartment and is also a mem
Math Club. Watson, also
Kappa Sigma, won a State of Maine
Scholarship his freshman year, and
Sewall Greek Prize his
the
received
sophomore year. He is a member of
the Classical Club and an assistant in
the Psychology department,
The Alpha of Maine chapter of
Phi Beta Kappa also announces a
public lecture to be given in the Moulton Union on March 19 by the Very
Reverend Cyril A. Alington. At the
present time Dean of Durham and formerly Headmaster of Eton, Rev.
Alington has aptly chosen as his sub
ject "English Public Schools."

it

was announced

recently.

Mr.

MacCormick, who as Commissioner of Correction in New York
City won national recognition by
Welfare
his exposure of
the
Island scandal, will speak on
Crime and Criminals.
graduation
from
Since
his
Bowdoin in 1915: Mr. MaeQw-

istry

ber of the

;

j

mick hss made criminology his
life's work and is' an acknowledged authority in this field. As
an undergraduate he was a member of Phi Beta Kappa, quarterback on the varsity football team,
and editor of the Orient. He is
a member of Delta Upsilon fraternity.

Professor Coffin Reads Own
Poetry To Aid School Benefit

Professor Frederic W. Brown was
the principal speaker at the smoker
and spoke on his experience with a
stock company in Portland. William
Fish '38 gave an entertainment with
marionettes.
If there are any undergraduates
who were prevented from attending
the smoker because of the Religious
Forum, and who are interested in trying out for the road show as actors
or managers, they should get in touch
with William
Frost at the D.U.

i

'

,

i

most well known of all the poems seAiding a benefit for the Bath Street lected. "After the Shower", "Where I
Primary School, Professor Rolbert P. took Hold of Life". "To the Barn with
a Lantern", "The Secret Heart", and
"The Secret
"Strange Holiness".
Heart", founded on a tender incident

Tristram Coffin gave a reading of his
P°etry at the Moulton Union last
Wednesday e™™"*' Pre "'?en ' ?'I'*'
>n his jntroducjon tojf
*?!>*!
»P? ke °' the Bath P°**
being the only one he knew of that

L**f»
*

of the poet's boyhood, received the
most applause of any poem read during the evening.
Sometimes, Professor Coffin said,
poetry may be nothing more than reporting on life sensitively or symbol° ot
**"" "' ically.
To illustrate the statement he
?.
next read "The Secret", a poem on
The first group of poems read were blueberrying which the audience re;
_.
~
~ ..
i
_T j V ;ii.._»«.»I tk*;. author's
hors
Competing for the Bradbury Prize, selected to illustrate their aut
enthusiastically, "Being", "The
man
a
When
« Woodland Orchard", "Counfour teams of two men each win enter definition of poe try
the finals to be held on *•
Fn£ay. Feb- writes^
".The «Y cnuren^ ana
ruary 15, in Hubbard Hall. The ques- thing he possibly can.about life
i these, "This is my
The Sp.<^
>^
f
tion to be debated is: Resolved: that group was comprised of
published in the latest
7»Jco£(which rww !
all collective bargaining be negotiated er". "The Golden
Harpers Magazine. The poem. The
Sills
President
it
is
because
included
through non-company unions, safeine Fog", as Coffin pointed out, presented
favorite of Coffins poems),
guarded by law.
a strong contrast with Sandburg's
The teams to compete are: John Hummingbird", and \ The Skunk
"Fog", since it described an Atlantic,
Incidents Inspire Poema
Parker and Donald Bryant against
not a Lake Michigan fog.
Certain momenta of life which had
Norman Seagrave and Andrew Cox;
The final group consisted entirely
Joseph L. Fisher and Philip Nead been made monuments. JweisOT of ballads: "Square-toed Princes",
poems
the
inspired
«
explained,
Coffin
against Edwin Walker and Harold
ing of Robert Owen",
These
read.
he
series
second
the
Tipping. The first teams in each in
Tall Daniel", and "Lullaby for Perewere "Crystal Moment , perhaps the
bracket hold the negative.
j

,

House

.numbered

EIGHT MEN ENTER
BRADBURY FINALS

>

——

|

three

Rhodes

Scholars
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Woodward

House is Rev. Robert
Putsch of the Hancock Congregational
in Lexington Mass.
Schroeder Leads Union Work
Rev. John C. Schroeder, D.D., of the
State Street Congregational Church of
Portland and instructor of Biblical

Roger Edwards, Deane Stanley Thomand Nathan Wilbur Watson.
The initiation ceremonies and annual dinner of the Alpha of Maine
Chapter of Phi Beta Kappa took place
on Monday in the Moulton Union,
with William A. Shimer, Ph.D., Secretary of the United Chapters and
Editor of The American Scholar, delivering the main address to the alumni and initiates on "American Cultuaeand Phi Beta Kappa".
as, Jr.,

produced in the finals of the play contest.
The selections were made by a
committee made up of Prof. Stanley
P. Chase, Mr. George H. Quinby, and
Prof. N. P. Stallkneeht. These four

more

directly through Donald R.
'36, this year's chairman.

Group

freshman Week-end.
Present Four plays
Four one-act plays, by John V.
Schaffner '35, Arthur M. Stratton '35,
Thomas S. Spencer '37 and Paul
Welsh '37 have been selected to be

were

12.0
11.97
ll.«4
19.41
10.2
19.1
9.94
9.78
9.67
9.02
8.93
7.72

EdThomas, Watson

definite selection will not be made until March 4, and until then the Masque
and Gown is open to suggestions for
the road play. This play will go out
on the road"^for the first two days of
spring vacation, and will also be taken out over several week ends in
April, playing such places as Portland, Westbrook, Augusta, Gardiner
and Rockland. The same play will be
presented in Brunswick during Sub-

Although there

;

Heads Committee

E1ECTSENI0RS

being con-

Masque and Gown.

BC A Don Woodward *36

PHI BETA KAPPA

prizes.

sidered by the

Program Under Auspices of

Those who comprise the group of
leaders are: Rev. Quitman Beckley,
chaplain to the Catholic Club at
Princeton, at the A. D. House; Rev.
Thomas Akley, Christ Church, Gardiner, Maine who has done extensive
missionary work in the Middle West,
at the Beta House; Rev. Willmer J.
Kitchen, secretary of the New England Student Commission at Boston,
Induct Davis, Dickson,
at the Deke House.
ReV. Gardiner M. Day of the St
wards,
John's Church, Williamstown, Mass.,
is staying at the Chi Psi House.
He is
Into
instructor in philosophy at Dartmouth,
and has made a study of social condiFive new elections to Phi Beta Kap- tions in the coal mining districts of
pa from the class of 1935 were an- the United States and Russia. At the
nounced in Chapel last Friday by D. U. House, Rev. Newton C. Fetter,
Prof. Stanley P. Chase. The newly ap- Baptist student pastor of Cambridge,
pointed men are Stuart Kennedy is leading the discussion, and at the
Davis, Leon Ashby Dickson, George Kappa Sigma

Production

W. Somerset Maugham

t

Kappa Sigma

ing some definite steps in the interests of peace. The object of the Committee is not only to educate the stuJud/es for the finals of the One- Act
dent body on questions of internation- Play Contest, and more definite plans
al relations but also to do as much for the Spring Road Show were anwork as possible in Brunswick and nounced at the Masque and Gown
neighboring communities.
Smoker, held last Monday night. ProThe Executive Committee appoint- fessors Chase, Coffin and Stallkneeht
ed a series of sub-committees each will judge the plays at their producheaded by a member of the Executive tion on March 4, and will award the

from many modern
conceptions which would assign to the number, will have first chances, arid
Following policies of partially or
Church many functions falling natur- in general preferences for the limited
totally abolished Hell Weeks, three
ally under the headings of sociology number of places will be given to stufraternities, Kappa Sigma, Alpha Tau
and economics. In an age bound by dents of the social sciences govern- Omega
and Chi Psi initiated a total of
the shackles of industrial domination, ment, history, economics, and sociol31 new members into their ranks last
with all its emphasis upon the ma- ogy. These conferences will be held
week end. The year's list of initiations
terial as opposed to the spiritual, it in the Debating Room of Hubbard
will be concluded this week when the
was refreshing to hear Yale's chap- Hall.
Sigma Nu fraternity will induct seven
lain expound the obviously primary
In some cases the discussion groups pledges on Saturday.
function of the house of worship.
will be held immediately after the
The Kappa Sigma fraternity held
•
•
•
lectures, since the speakers will be their initiations in a group last Fria brief respite, between the Re- foreed to leave the same night. This day evening. One senior, three sophligious Forum and the Institute will be true of LaGuardia, whose du- omores, and five freshmen were inof Political Science, the Colleare will ties as mayor will oblige him to fly ducted. A welcome to the new memhave the pleasure of listening to to Brunswick, and return to his work bers was given by the former presiAlexander Woollcott, nationally ac- in New York the next morning. He dent, Oram Robert Lawry, Jr., '35,
knowledged as the dean of modern will be accompanied to Brunswick by and, representing the alumni, Leon
American wits. He will provide the Austin H. MacCormick who will in- Jones '13, Gorham Scott '29, and Wilthird act of Bowdoin's program of troduce the speaker. This will be the liam Cole *30 spoke.
"intellectual stimulation" and by the letter's second visit to the college this
Chi Psi Inducts Thirteen

With "The Place of the Church in
Society" as their theme twelve church
leaders representing numerous different sects and coming from widely
scattered towns and cities of this part
of the country, have been living in the
fraternity houses and leading the
fourth annual Forum for Modern Religious Thought for the past three
days. This forum is sponsored by the
Bowdoin Christian Association acting

Delta Upsilon
Chi Psi
Alpha Delta Phi
Beta Theta Pi

;

of the leading coaches of the
country in connection with the position.
Among these have been Adam
Walsh, assistant coach at Harvard;
(Continued on pax* S)

The averages:
Non-Frsternity

Sigma Nu

Masquers Plan Tour; "The
CiraWE

mentioned that evening, plans were laid for tak-

many

groups

PI— si

announcement has

made concertnmr the aypU cs ti im

lectures, stated Profes-

Jr., "37.

CONFER AT~EVERY
FRATERNITY HOUSE

Zeta Psi
Theta Delta Chi
Delta Kappa Epsiloa

JUDGES NAMED

and Herman L. Creiger,

Student Council Scholarship cap
for the highest fraternity standing for the last semester. Closely following the winning NonFraternity group, the A.T.O.'s
established a aew high record of
11.97 points. This mark was indicative of the general rise in
which
fraternity
scholarship
showed an increase of six-tenths
to two points in every position.

Alpha Tau Omega

PLAY CONTEST

Many Rumored

Liberty."
deal -of soppert from the speakers "Hi
general.
Miss Perkins and Wallace
are expected to stand by it as members of the Cabinet, while Mills is expected to damn the new regime,
claiming that it negates the principles*
of the Constitution.
Discussion Groups Planned

Junior and Senior Majors in Government, some eighteen in

sentially different

Win

Mut

speakers who are not yet definitely to
appear. Formerly announced by Professor Hormell were Miss Frances
Perkins, Secretary of Labor, on "Human Welfare and the New Deal";
Henry A. Wallace, Secretary of Agriculture, on "Philosophy of the New
Deal"; and Ogden L. Mills, Secretary
of the Treasury under the Hoover regime, who will discuss "Constitutional first"

New

Tau

Form

viet Russia, will address the students

The

RELIGIOUS SESSIOISS

B0ST0NU.AWAY

Discuss "Place of Church in
Revived Team, Good Strat- Alpha Tau Omega Win
Student Council Award Society" During Three
egy, Bring Pair of Wins
Days' Stay Here
in Dual Meets
Alpha
Omega received the

MANY COACHES
STUDENTS PLAN
APPLYTOR JOB
PMEJXJUNCIL

"The
12th. LaGuardia will
American City". On Monday, April
15th, Matthew Woll will speak on
was
made
"Labor's Problems", it
also
known, while Maurice Hindus, authority and writer of several books on So-

The subject of this years Forum Is
Place of the Church in Society."
Rev. Mr. Lovett, chaplain of Yale
University, opened the discussion of
the week, in last Sunday's Chapel
service, by asserting that the primary
service of the Church to the communDiscussion
ity should be as a place of worship. students will
While hardly being a new approach following the
to this problem, it is nevertheless es- sor Hormell.

The

Having shown their dependence on
history in the war immunity vote,
Bowdoin -gave a substantially favored

men

ment" was an attractive young of the Institute Committee. Negotia-

Friday,
discuss

CLERGYMEN CONVENE
FOR FOURTH ANNUAL

MERMEN

Edge

Fiorello H. LaGuardia, Mayor of
the city of New York, and Senator
Robert LaFollette of Wisconsin, will
be among those to speak during the
Bowdoin Political Institute in early

Progressives" on

only other institutions that even approached this sentiment
Favor League of Nations

HERB SATURDAY

L
NO. 20

Swamp

Also Named to Speak
Before Students

SPRINGFIELD SWIMS

13, 1935.

FRANKLIN STARS
IN VARSITY DEBUT

Woll, Hindus, Fay, Sprague

the

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY

BEAT WILLIAMS,

With 410 students voting, Bowdoin
appeared definitely to favor the abandonment of any nationalistic policy
for the United States in the current
National Collegiate Peace Poll. By
a margin of 90 votes, the students advocated joining the League of Nations in this poll, which is being held
by the Literary Digest in collaboration with the Association of College

TO SPEAK HERE

April, it was recently announced by
new "move- Professor Orren C. Hormell, chairman

Wellesley graduate whose vitality and
whose conviction in the belief of the
possibility of world peace succeeded
in inspiring even some of the most
skeptical of undergraduates.
By her unceasing energy and her
practical knowledge of the subject of
international relations she was able to
hold fraternity audiences for the space
of three and four hours. Her brief
visit at Bowdoin was culminated on
Friday evening when she spoke to an
audience in Moulton Union on practical plans for an organization whose
purpose would be the dispensing of
peace propaganda throughout the
community in order to combat the
many insidious forces which directly
or indirectly, consciously or unconsciously are working towards another
war.
Before she had left the Campus an
organization had already shaped itself into being which, if given proper
support from the undergraduate body,
will undoubtedly prove to be a real
force in the community and in the
College. Its primary function will be
the discussion of international relations through the medium of a well
organised executive committee which
will base its studies upon political, so-

ME.,

T

ORIENT

Digest Peace Poll Shows College
WHITE
Students To Be Strongly PaciOstic

YORK, SENATOR

months of comparative
Bowdoin has awakened

six

BRUNSWICK,

(64th Year)
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RESULT OF POLL

SHOWS PACIFISM
1871

We

EdiUr -in-Chief
ieaeBemar
PamJ B. Snlhvsa 3|

Managing Editor
Robert PTlabJejr

C— liaValiag
John P. Chapman 1$

discover that the 1916 mid-years left
us curiously cold. For us there waa no
more the flurry of excitement, the
rumpled hair and the haggard face;
or the romance at lata hours, black
coffee and feverish cramming of ctishearteningly fat volumes. At this
point in our career the curriculum
has become a midly interesting byproduct of our college life, something to be regarded tolerantly and
dispatched with a minimum expenditure of emotion. We have managed to
become astonishingly indifferent to it

—

"8«

Bditere

Burroughs Mitchell

Weston Uwii

were somewhat surprised to

"36

•&«

Snb-Editen

all.

William A. O. Gross "87
This, we are assured, is quite a corWilliam Klaber '37
rect state of affaire.
It had become
Richard £. Mathewson '37 second nature for us to sit up until
Stanley Williams, Jr., *87
two o'clock the night before exams,
a ceremony which simply had to be
BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY
gone through whether we, were prepared or not. The four blue apes who
Maaafer
always squatted contentedly on our
S. Baker •Sf
forehead for an hour before we went
Managers
into finals never made their dreaded
WSnthrop B. Walker "36
Willis Hay, Jr., $4
Owen H. Mlelaugh t
1t
appearance this year. We were quite
by tha tialmU of Bowdoia Collate, happy about it ah* Of course, some of
tb» CaUaaa
the glamour waa shorn from exam
All eontriaotfena
ttaaa abouM ba ghraa te tba Maaaglas Baiter by Sunday
night prmin Um
Tba EdHov-lB-Chlcf ia taauonatbto «or tha aditorial week, busk it faded without a struggle.
column Um
and malw-u*. All coraanwtostioBa regarding aubatrip- We are somewhat sorry to have had
lion, ahoold ba
the last of our mid-years.
te tka Bwriaaaa Mr 1st of tha Hwj»*s FvbUabiag Company.
Charles F. Brewster *87
William
Barton 17
Maxwell A. Eaten "87
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The Student Thinks
The eventual results in the A,C.^,-l>iterary Digest Peace Poll
may, as some believe, reveal little of the undergraduate's real attitude on peace and war. It may be that he, like the student of
other days, would be swept from his feet by a wave of patriotism,
But, beif conflict involving the United States were imminent.
yond all shadow of a doubt, the poll proves one thing: that the
student of today can, and will with sufficient prodding, think.
There are many surprising things about the Poll. Anti-World
Court sentiment, scattered by such consummate ballyhoo artists as
William Randolph Hearst, Huey Long, Father Coughlin and Will
Rogers seems to have had its effect, for barely fifty per-cent of the
voters agree that adherence to the League of Nations covenant is
the correct path for the United States to pursue in search of peace.
An astounding number 16 per-cent of the total declare that
they would not fight if the United States were Invaded. The
"Peace-At-Any-Price" men are distinctly in the minority, but

Our letter to the Dean called
forth a reply, not from the Dean
himself, but from our Northern
California
correspondent,
who
has been somewhat shy of late.
He describes a meeting with our
friend Nick, and we quote to you
portions of it:
"As I walked into the living
room here, Paul (nee Dean)
Nixon walked in at the opposite
door.
My first impulse was to
assume that 'cold sober and
bound for the library' look. Then
had the law on
a six-shooter, I
stepped forward and greeted him
with the familiar Bowdoin "Hi"
(shortened
usual
from
the
realising that
my side and

Aa

'Hello').

—

I

waa saying, came
one hand in trousers
I

the Dean
pocket, the other holding his hat.
neck twisted slightly out of line
for balance. In his eye gleamed
the old rosyish twinkle that
Caesar had a word for, though I
thought I detected the alight dullness of defeat. I mean we were
both on the carpet—but this time
it was my carpet and not the one
in Mass. Hall.
m c
"The Dean assured me he was havtheir increasing power is felt.
ing the time of his life and appeared
Only 31 per-cent of the halloters believe that the United States in the best of spirits, what with his
daily workout with Plautus and eatcannot stay out of war, a curious turnabout for the international- ing oranges right off the trees. I dont
ists who urge joining the League of Nations. Perhaps the phras- know for sure, but I think he had a
letter in his pocket from blank of the
ing of this question was poor. It is rather indefinite whether the little town of blank in southern In*
ballots mean that the country can avoid conflict while still pre- diana.
e
serving the status quo, or by taking immediate steps for peace,
The attempts of some of our
Such fogginess prevents the results of that question from being
more serious professors to be
drily
humorous
is sometimes
scrutinized with any degree of accuracy, It is significant, howquite pathetic One of them, who
ever, that Bowdodn was the only college of the 160 which believed
is noted far his unflagging lack
of humor got off-topic the other
that the country could not avoid another war.
day and began to make some ranIn the past, paciflstie policy has always been merely an attempt
dom observations about womankind.
Ha looked like quite a
to shout long enough and loud enough to drown out the cries of
Lothario for a few moments until
"War!" Today it appears that something more than shouting is
he finally ended up with a crashing denunciation.
being done. The organised, concerted protest has begun. If it
"Women." he said, "are like
continues, perhaps it will have some effect on the men who make
horn
trolley-cars there's
one
wars.
every minute."
c
Feeling the need of a little social
Upswing In Athletics
uplift, we put on our Hans Brinker
stocking cap and a warm pair of mitDuring the past month meet of the tongues which cried out tens last Saturday night, and trudged
combina- to the Union, where the week-end
against Bowdoin athletics seem to have become still.
Bacchanalias take place. Approachtion of events probably caused this : the resignation of the football ing, we heard the sweet music of the
coach, the action of the College in appointing four committees to Polar Bears pouring out on the evening air, and vlaioned beautiful wodiscuss the situation, and the sudden renascence of Bowdoin men and liberal escorts ready to give
teams, have helped to lay at rest many of the rumors which ap* us a break. We slipped in the door,
congratulating ourselves that we had
peared to be tolling the death knell of sports at the College.
passed the ticket-taker like a wraith.
1
The resignation of Charles W. Bowser, coach of football, was Inside, Messrs. Mack, Baker et al
were still pouring forth gay tunes,
doubtless a healthy move. Regardless of the coach's ability as a hut for what? With the orchestra in
maker of football players, the dissension within the ranks and the full swing, there was not a single
in the house. The dance floor was
comments of outsiders made a change imperative. Time alone, soul
devoid of customers, in all- its waxed
however, will tell how correct The ORIENT was in urging his resig- receptiveness. The orchestra echoed
hollowly
through the empty room.
nation. If the new coach, whoever he may be, fails to improve on

—

—

—

(OMUBWad from pas* 1)
man imperialism or British empire
spirit seems to flow in the veins of
American youth. Politicians should
think twice before they meet the huge
demands of the Navy committee, if
they hope to retain their seats in
Congress permanently. The Big Army
and Navy policy found little support.
The munitions investigation has apparently, meant the end of war time
profiteering, for ninety per cent of the
Semi-final results of the
Literary Digest's Pesos J oll of
American Colleges included votes
from more than 4*0 Bowdoin un-

of

—

62,68a

29,78a

204
Should U.S.
League of Nations?

enter

The Orient

will

owe

its

deepest

We

went to bed.

At

the University of California at

Los Angeles candidates for student
The opportunity for the four committees-^-undergraduate, fac- offices have to be heavily guarded by
ulty, alumni, and governing—-to give aid to the athletic set-up at police to prevent them from being
by opposing forces.
Bowdoin cannot be overestimated. The Orient hopes that all kidnapped
four committees, in searching for the underlying cause of depart-

mental stalemates, will net forget the plight of that much maligned
institution, the Athletic Council. That it has outlived its usefulness is evident. What is needed now is a capable substitute for it
that will not collapse, as did the Council, when stress is placed
upon it. The committees must realise that Bowdoin's athletic future rests with them—their recoromendations will make or break

Philgas for Fraternity

, .

45,73$

Brunswick Hardware Co.

160

Navy aad Air

Force?

No

Tea

National Vat* ... 38,870 58,(125
112
SOI
Question: Fight if U.S. Atti

No

Tea
Question: Fight
National Vote .

.

if

16,102

BOOK STORE

Rome Barra"

$2.75

-

by Alexander WooMeott
lecturing this Spring

F.

W. CHANDLER & SON

examinations.

The three freshmen whose
tic

scholasproficiency is responsible for the
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editorial

wilt

IBWIATIONS HELD
BY THREE HOUSES
1

1-

ii

i

tamtams* tram yea*

describe the
philosophical

1)

Alpha Tan Omegu. Roland Stone
Winslow Condon,
play by Paul Welsh and a story by Bullerwell, Stuart
George LeRoy Crossley, Benjamin
Lawrence 8. Hall may appear also.
Hilton Cushing, Jr.. William Stevens
GIVE
All those interested in any type of Hawkins, William Warren Nickerson,
writing and especially freshmen and
Humphrey Purington, Jr.,
Proposing a French one-act play sophomores are encouraged to sub- Prank
Harwood Eldridge Ryan and Allyn
contest similar to the competition to
mit their compositions to the editor of Knight Wadleigh.
be staged by the Masque and Gown
of the Quill, Arthur Stratton.
CM Pel. Walter David Bishop,
the Ours Blanc assembled last SunJames Thomas Blodget, Freeman
day evening as guests of Mr. Harold
"The solution of our present edu- Davis Clark, Robert Rudolph Dealing,
T. Pulsifer at his home on Federal
eliminate
Ellicott Fischer. John Howard
cational
is
to
Arthur
problems
street.
The members voted to instithose elements of aristocratic organi- Frye, Jr., Harry TUck Leach, Robert
tute such a contest if L' Alliance Franwhich are pres- Eugene Morrow, Scott Chamberlain
caise, a town organization, and the zation and procedure
Gary Lewis, RobBrunswick High school are willing to ent in fraternity life," University of Marshall, Frederick
Nebraska's Dean, F. E. Henzlic, stat- ert Charles Raleigh, and Thomas

FRENCH CLUB WILL
ONE-ACT PLAY

compete.

Under this plan the groups would
present sometime in mid-March an
evening of French theatre, consisting
26,131
of three short one-act plays. The
.
14,924
friendly rivalry of three organisa370
37
Question:
of
tions, who would lend characters to
Conscription
each other in cases of necessity such
wealth?
as feminine parts in the Ours Blanc
No
Ten
production, would provide better fare.
National Vote .. 74,088 16.4T8
The officers of the Club, headed by
129
277
Raymond Pach '36 and Charles Denny
Question: Control of Munitions?
'37 were appointed a committee to inNo
Yes
vestigate into the matter, while Mr.
8,512
National Vote .. 83,863
79
Pelmont, Fellow in French, will be
331
advisor and part director. Those presvote on this question favored Govern- ent at the meeting were Edwin B..
ment control of munitions. This ques- Benjamin "37, Charles A. Denny '37,
tion received the most decisive returns Frederick L. Gwynn '87, Harold A.
of the entire ballot. Universal con- Romberger '35, Stanley Williams, Jr.,
scription in the event of war was fa- '37, Donald Woodward '36 and Mr.
vored as strongly as was the willing- Pelmont. After the business part of
ness to bear arms in defense of the the meeting had been done, Mr- Pelcountry.
mont read Alfred de Musset's play
"L'Habit Vert" which is favored as
the Ours Blanc choice for production.
National Vote

74,179

policy of the Quill.

A

Franklin Phelps.

ed recently.

ssasnmmmi

331
72
U.S. Invaded?

'

NEXT QUILL WILL
APPEAR IN MARCH

Scheduled to appear by the middle
of March, the next issue of the Bowdoin Quill is to contain more, but
shorter literary compositions than the
previous one.

PR O

^

/

Included in the issue will be a short
story by Robert Hagy called "A Citizen of the United States." This differs from his usual type of dialogue
a theme of a
stories and follows
literary
stream of consciousness.

A

essay entitled

and

"A Note on Robinson

N

C

(A section deroted to correspondence on matters academic and otherwise. The editors are not responsible for opinions expressed in these
columns.)

Gentlemen

ship will be awarded to the winner of
d\jsmi
a debating contest, and await the next
on Hell Wi*, but having for- issue to learn the name of the happy
gotten most of nip Latin wishes to winner?
I believe that the Orient,
inquire about the nominative case in because it reaches so many of us,
"sapiens". Do you translate: "It is a should provide a common stamping
Wise Crack."?
ground for all the fraternities and
W. S. Bass. non-fraternity, too. There are a great
number of outside activities in which
Dear Sir:
the fraternities participate that the
Although I agree with many of the average student never hears of. I
sentiments expressed in the editorial would like to suggest that a man from
on Hell Week appearing in the issue each house be requested to submit
of January 9, I feel it necessary to weekly a list of items, the best of
register a protest; against the pur- which the editorial staff could select
ported quotation with which it ends. and print. I would appreciate a re"Verbum sapiens" is neither fish, ply.
flesh, fowl nor Latin.
Yours truly,
torial

—

Very truly yours,

Ellsworth E. Clark

'27.

The

Latin of the editorial
heard, long a painful subject with
the Classics Department, has evidently
not ripened with the
years. May we beg off, shamefacedly, with the accepted "V^rb.

sap."?— Ed.
Dear

Sir:

\

am

writing to offer you a suggesI believe should prove helpit not be feasible to have
a column of fraternity news in the
Orient each week ? I believe that such
a column, if a nice balance were kept
between the amounts of space allotted
to each fraternity, would be of more
interest to the student body than are
some of the items now printed. For
instance, how many of us await Wednesday night with eager interest in
order to read that on Thursday next
the Stanley H. Janes Prize ScholarI

tion that
ful.

Would

Norman MacPhee

'87.

The Orient has never attempted to include a column of fraternity news because it
believes
that, to the college aa a whole,
there is less interest in intra-fraternity affairs than there is in
prize scholarships. It is seldom
that The Orient allows any fraternity achievement which has
news-value to escape unnoticed,
and it will continue to pursue this
policy. If a fraternity column
were instituted, the inactive fraternities would suffer at the expense of the more active ones,
and the horrible example of the
fraternity chapter- letter might
be repeated weekly. The fraternity, as such, has no news-value,

but if it accomplishes anything
of significance, it is the task of
The Orient to see that it does not
go unnoticed. Ed.

The Telephone *can take

it!

atmosphere of swamp lands.
And it is. For Western Electric— manufacturing
unit of the Bell

System— sees

to it that telephones,

switchboards and cable are prepared for

where.
testing,

,

life

any-

Through long experience and rigorous

telephone engineers have learned

make apparatus which

how

to

is

not adversely affected by
the whims of climate.

Through pioneering and
producing such improved
apparatus, Western Electric
contributes to the year
'round reliability of your
Bell Telephone service.

BELL TELEPHONE

SYSTEM

—

NOW IN THE TYPE5 Of CtTFTOG
THERE ARE GROUP
IDOI
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PTER1D0PHYTES
jfllCflARE KER NS ETC ETC
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Prompt Servian - Fair
138—87 Maine St.—Tel. 117

Tel.

sports in years to come.

The swimming and hockey teams are

to be

complimented for

their contributions in resuscitating sports that were gasping their
Bowdoin did not achieve a single athletic victory from May
last.
15, 1934, until

a rush.

February

8,

1936,

Since then, they have come with

The Orient sincerely hopes that the rush will

MORTON'S NEWSSTAND
BOWDOIN SEAL aad
FRATERNITY PAPER

continue.

and undergraduates would do well to cease
worry about "Bowdoin lethargy". The amount of
lethargy will grow smaller as the victories grow more numerous.
That has been proven by past spells of "defeatism". The present

The alumni,

KATWOODDB PIPES

faculty

their continual

is

Lyman
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The COLLEGE

Speaking in Chapel last Saturday,
Assistant Professor Athern Daggett
announced that Bangor High school
has been awarded the Abraxas Scholarship Cup for the year. The cup is
given each year by the college to the
preparatory school whose three or
more students in the freshman class
gain highest honors in the mid-year

winning of the cup are Andrew H. Jeffers" by Borrottghs MKdmll will
a pp ear. Proses* plans anil for
Cox. Edward L. Curran and Frederick
8. Newman. The cup was won last two sonnet* by John aVhaffner and
other poems by Arthur Straiten
year by Deering High school, which
dropped to fourth place this year. and Richard Jordan.

The

dergraduates:
Question: :Can the

BANGOR HIGH TRIO
WIN ABRAXAS CUP

hiNGE Albert

THE NATIOI
JOY SMOKE

haanamoM
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STUDENTS CREATE
CHAPLAIN OF YALE
PACIFIST COUNCIL
SPEAKSJN CHAPEL
opening

CMBcislIy

Forum

the

(Cbntinocd from paa* 1)
clubs in the state

of

Modern Religious Thought, the Rev- the churches and
erend Sidney Lovett, Chaplain of Yale
University, delivered the keynote address in Chapel Sunday afternoon on
the subject which the Forum has
chosen for its theme, "The Place of
the Church in Society".
As a preface to his more direct remarks. Rev. Lovett rebuked in stinging terms those who predict the
downfall of the Christian church, and
pointed in answer to the church's

with

a speaker on

ject they desire.

WHITE SKIERS ARE
Clergymen Visit
Track Team In
Belay Team
SIH8_AT_ HANOVER
Bowdoin Campus
Meet At Garden
Is Second In
Negotiations are now
progress
in

(Continued from page 1)

for an informal winter sports meet
with the University of Maine and
Bates to be held this week end. This
meet will be a result of last week's inter-collegiate contest at the Dart-

the particular subman.

The group voted to send a teleof good wishes to Gordon GilFett *34, founder of the institute.
nev. Webster discussed the handling of the subject of the conference.
It was generally agreed that each man
should adopt his approach to the subject to his particular group.

gram

Mies Betty Muther spent most sf
week heft on the campus, visiting the various fratornity houses and
interviewing quite a number of the
faculty, hsMrag personal interviews
there with those students particularly
She graduinterested in hex work.
Hold Fraternity Discussions
ated from Wellesley last year and
was immediately made field secretary
At all the fraternity houses, group
National
Council for the Prethe
of
eetin gs gathered and talked from
amazing "will -to-live-its capacity as vention of War, a clearing house for
seven
to eight after which the converan organization to adapt itself tQ new ail peace organisations which she now
sations became informal. The results
occasions and to changing conditions represents.
of the different discussions were
to which it owes in large measure its
talked over the next day by the
Miss Mother Attacks Apathy
existence today."
Her talk at the Union last Friday speakers.
"Religion in general," said Rev. night followed the same lines as the
On Tuesday morning, President
Lovett, "may be construed to mean
held
at
the
discussion
groups
frashe
Sills introduced in chapel Rev. John
belief in a divine being. Worship is
ternity houses. She said that people Brush who continued the discussion of
the language by which man affirms
don't take an active enough interest the theme of the forum. He showed
his sense of the reality of God and his
in peace; they stand outside and ana- how the church has throughout its exconsciousness of fellowship with him.
lyse but don't participate. "When w* istence "given warmth, provided proThe conduct of public worship is te- ase talking about peace but not work- tection, and given cheer to the coldday as yesterday the concern and pe- ing for it," she said, "we are really ness of the world". At four
the
In the
culiar office of the Church.
working against it by allowing harm- afternoon the guests were welcomed
selected and sheltered life of a college
ful measures to be put through Con- at a tea at the President's home. This
community, men easily become indif- gress without opposition.*'
morning, Rev. Gardiner Day was the
ferent to the meaning of worship.
She attacked those who thought she chapel speaker.
From the vantage ground of his own wasn't practical in her ideas. "The
Has Double Purpose
life, a college man can take the measordinary idea of a practical person,"
area
ure of that pleasant but limited
The forum is designed to serve both
she declared, "is one who upholds the
of human experience. But in the constatus quo may the clergy and the students. The stuquo,
the
status
and
fused and exposed world of affairs
be defined as the 'hell of a mess' dents are brought into contact wits
man needs something besides his own we're
in now. We've got to be realis- some of the leading clergymen of New
insights, in order to see life steadily
England. At the same time, the mintic about the question of peace."
and see it whole. Worship is that
isters gain a close-up of college and
General Discussion Ensues
which enables a man to discriminate
wayc
in fraternity life, as well as modern
various
out
After
pointing
are
which
circumstances
between
youth.
could particisuperficial or essential, between- val- which the student body
.During their stay at the college, the
ues in life which are transient or pate in the movement for peace, she clergymen have
had the facilities of
numerous questions put to
abiding. Worship is important to a answered
the gym, swimming pool, and all
man's adjustment of himself to life in her about the workings of the League other athletics for their use.
reasons for the
the natural universe with all its un- of Nations, and the
recent defeat of the World Court
certainties and frustrations."
Treaty in the Senate which she was
Church Vital to Society
particularly qualified to give as she
Rev. Lovett said that in the days
had just spent two weeks in Washof Saint Augustine which were rep- ington lobbying for this measure.
resentative of greater depression than
The International Relations Comwe know now, those who had little of mittee expects to get into active duty
Winning by a margin of almost sixmaterial wealth found help for their
Plans are nearing comthis week.
ty points, Coach Jack Magee's froshsorrows at the altar. "It is still befor the first panel discussion
pletion
trackmen handed a severe defeat to
fore the altar," he continued, "that
Political Forum
the
next
date
and
of
Thornton Academy in the Hyde Cage
the preciousness of individuality is
meeting will be announced probably last Thursday,
813-221. The freshmen
recognised and given its place in soat the end of this week. It is hoped
took firsts in every event except the
If the altars and what they
ciety.
that there will be strong student supshot put, which was won by Regina of
signify were to disappear from our
port of the Political Forum as ft encivilization
call
Thornton,
we
who put the 12 pound shot
civilization, what
ters this new field of activity and
43 foot. 9 inches, defeating Bishop
would itself disappear in the degradtakes on a strenuous program with
and Aahkenazy.
ation of the individual. I believe the
practical, definite objects in view.
Church as the custodian and minisJeff Stanwood was high man for
trant of public worship has a vital
the day winning firsts in both hurdle
A. P. Clark '34
and enduring place in society."
events, and in the high jump, and takWith a feeling of optimism, Rev.
ing third in the broad jump for a toLongfellow
Lovett viewed the great masses of
tal of 16 points. The freshmen's Stelpeople who are seeking to direct the
lar sprinters, Dave Burritt and Bobbie
doctrine of the church as a spiritual
Replacing Samuel David Abram- Smith, accounted for first and seconds
control over scientific and mechanical ovitz, '34; Alexander Prescott Clark, in both the 40 yard dash and the 300
forces which threaten the universe. '34, has been awarded the Henry W. yard run. Young, of Bowdoin turned
He likened the modern church to an Longfellow Scholarship for graduate ITa beautiful mile, and Dave
experiment station in Christian liv- work. Clark, who is pursuing gradu- Won the broad jump. Fox took first in
ing, and maintained that it could nev- ate studies at Columbia University,
er achieve its ends as long as it was will receive financial aid from this
controlled by stagnant individuals.
fund for the remainder of the school
"During the last century," conclud- yean.
M
ed Rev.Lovett,' the issue of the Church
The scholarship has been donated in
was a philosophical conception of memory of Henry Wadsworth LongJesus; now it is a challenge not to the fellow by his three daughters. The
every-day
but
to
theology
of
experts
conditions of the prize stipulate that
folks like ourselves who must declare the money is to enable a student, afourselves unequivocally on the great ter graduation, to pursue graduate
issues of the moment. That minority work in some other college, here or
group in Jerusalem in the first cen- abroad. The subjects to be pursued
tury who refused to bear arms at the are English, or general literature.
instance of a selfish nationalism, who
The requirements also state that
held all men as their brothers, made the student selected must be someone
the church a center of attraction for not merely proficient in some specialconheroic souls and as such she
ty, or with high marks, but must have
quered the world of that day. On those real ability in the subject and be capsame terms ot risk and adventure, able of profiting by the advanced
the church today may maintain its work.
place in the social order, and increase
its power in the world."
A professor at Syracuse University,
while recovering from an appendicitis
If a person wished to take every operation, gave lectures in bed to his
of
course offered by the University
chemistry class with the aid of a
Wisconsin, it would take him ninety- microphone, telephone exchange, and
nine years to complete his education. loud speaker.
.

-last

mouth Winter

carnival, where Bowdoin placed sixth out of twelve colleges.

John Holden, Robert class B to class A, runs the risk of
Knauth lowering their scores by entering the
and Richard Beck. "Bowdoin would claas with Yale, Harvard, Dartmouth
have stood a better chance if Knauth and others.
and Beck hadnt turned their ankles
Phil Good, now fully recovered from
the Wednesday and Thursday respec- his illness of last week is expected to
tively before the meet,'' said Holden, stage a comeback against his oppothe organizer.
nents of last week's B.A.A. games,
Holden Places Sixth
Green and Hayes of Harvard and
Holden took sixth in the jump, 6th Hallahan of Holy Cross. Other of
Howie
stars,
individual
in the downhill, 6th in the combined Bowdoin' s
event (cross country and jump) and Niblock, Bill Soule, Gil Harrison and
7th in the slalom. Laffin's jumps of 30 Dave Deane are sure to be in the runand 33 meters would have given him ning in their favorite events.
second but for a hand touch which is
Niblock Faces Kishe*
considered a fall. "All the boys did
Though excluded from the B.A.A.
well and the eagerness of competition meet two weight events, the shot put
and our own new -grounds near Bow- and the 35 pound weight, are to be
doin Center should make for a good included this week thus affording
meet this week," was Holden's com- Howie Niblock, last year's record holdment.
er in the I.C.4A. shot put, his first

These were:

Laffin, Streeter Bass, Percival

m

New

Hampshire University took intercollegiate competition against
McGill second, Dartmouth Anton Kishon, the marvel weight man
Williams fourth, Maine fifth, from Bates. The broad jump will also
Bowdoin sixth, Harvard seventh, and be included this week in which Bill
Norwich, Middlebury, Amherst, Yale, Soule and possibly Bob Faxon are
expected to be among the place winand Princeton following in order.

first place,

third,

ners.

the 600.

The summary:
dash— Won

40 yard

ond
ton.

Probably the closest competition in
and the meet will be found in the struggle
for supremacy in the mile relay. With
the splendid teams from Harvard,
Bowdoin sec- Amherst, Bates and many other crack

Burritt,
Fox
relay.

Smith,

Stanwood also won the

PROSH CINDERNEN
DEFEAT THORNTON

by Smith,

;

Burritt. Bowdoin: third, Mitchell,
Timet 4 3-5 seconds.

Thorn-

yard high hurdles— Won by Stanwood.

45

Bowdoin

Raleigh. Bowdoin
third.
Mitchell. Thornton. Time : • 2-4 seconds.
45 yard low hurdle* Won by Stanwood.
Bowdoin : second. Mitchell. Thornton ; third,
Raleigh, Bowdoin. Time: 6 4-5 seconds.
second.

:

:

—

W»

run— Won by

yard

Smith, Bowdoin ; secthird, Cotey, Thornton.

ond. Burritt. Bowdoin I
:
35 2-5 seconds. '
•00 yard run Won (by Fox. Bowdoin; second. Fischer. Bowdoin]: third. Burgess. Bowdoin. Time: 1 minute. SO 1-5 seconds.
1000 yard run— Won hy Lord. Bowdoin second. Dickson, Bowdoin ; third. Lane, Thornton.
Time : 2 minutes. 32 4-f seconds.
Mile run Won by Ypung. Bowdoin second.

Time

—

:

—

;

Relay— Won by Bowdoin
Time:

Tax. Stanwood).
onds.

—Won

Shot put

(Smith. Burritt,
2 minutes, 12 3-5 sec-

by Regina, Thornton

Bow-

:

—Won
Mitchell.

High jump

j

second".

§££Jn
Bro^d
ond.

by Stanwood, Bowdoin
Thornton
third, tied by
10 '** S* h" r
;

hS™^ JS'TiJiST
lum^-Won b» Sou*, bowdoin

D»vid*>n.

sec-

:

ond. Bishop. Bowdoin third. Ashkaaaxy.
doin. Distance: 43 feet, 9 inches.
'

Bowdoin
m:

;

'

:

«**-

Stanwood.

third.

^ ^ i*^;!* £* £.
a*to\JftJ2ttJZ3^9S£&Z*
j

|

Bo * < oin D gt
d

h

j

iDiiler,

Bowdoin. Height: 10 few. « Inane*.

have also been shifted to class ACo-eds at Washington College, having been granted permission to smoke
in classes, ambled into psychology
class sporting corn-cob pipes. The

professors ordered that

dows be closed and
the class

in

all the wina short time

Taking seconds in both the varsity
and freshman mile relays, the Bowdoin track team made a satisfactory
showing in the B.A.A. games at the
Boston Garden last Saturday, according to Coach Jack Magee.
M We were certainly travelling in
fast company throughout the meet,
but the showing of the Bowdoin men,
when taken in comparison with the
performances of the other Maine colleges was quite commendable," stated
Magee after the meet.
Running against crack outfits from
Middlebury and Amherst, the varsity
mile relay team of Hall, Owen,

Fountain Peas - Cards
for all irriMias
Watch and Jewelry Repairing
expertly done

versity.

—A COMPLETE DINNER

announcement
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lege.

Thirty years ago the Colby College
boys amused themselves by playittg
hare and hounds seriously.
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-I LIKE CAMEL'S mild
and pleasing flavor. It is one

any price

Spa

PRINTING
STUART * CLEBIENT
Building
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I

Camels never upset my nerves. Smoking s
Camel gives me a feeling of renewed energy, too." (Signed)

find that

Bowdoin Men

BOBBY WALTHOUR,

JR.,
Cornier amateur bicycle cfensnpion of United Stasss and win-

Printing
Done Well and

ner of 6 six-day bicycle races

*?»«£

at

Favorable Prices at

The

RECORD OFFICE

75 Maine St.

"I'M STUDYING TO BE

Phone 3

Wc

.

CAMEL PAYS

Print the Orient and

Alumnus

PUBLISHING GO.

Domestic —

that,

says

—

ft

can actually feel my energy being restored. Soon I am
back at work feeling fresh and clear. Camels are so
mild that I smoke them all the time, and they don't
ever bother my nerves." (Signed VINCENT KUNeVM

Camel* arc mode from
MORE EXPENSIVE
TOBACCOS —Turkish and

SBBJI

—

finer,

BRUNSWICK

.

for hours at a time, often late into the night. Sore, it tires
me. But when I feel fatigued and can't concentrate, I pull
out a Camel And as I enjoy Camel's fine, rich flavor, I

MILLIONS MORE.
The

AN ARCHITECT,"

Kiing, '38. "My course includes structural engineering
. . . d esign i ng . drafting
regular classroom work. And
when I'm working on my term project, for example, try
ing to figure complete plans and specifications, I'm at it

Brunswick

Town

official

A

of the University of Michigan received a plan
If a student is caught drinking at from the
National Educational Asof
University
Colorado,
the
he is sembly whereby the schools of the naforced to attend Sunday School for a tion may be brought under a code
period of three years.
similar to the
agreement.
»

an

honorary home economics society, hi
to go on sale soon at Marshall Col-

Dean James Edmonson

CO.

Pan! K. Niven, 1916, Manager

College

However,

Good Eliminated

Although Bowdoin's scoring was from the college concerning the
coach's resignation announced that it
confined to these two second places,
had been made to the satisfaction of
in the relay events, the performances
all parties.
of the other Bowdoin entries, Phil
Bowser's Record Post
Good, Dave Deane, Bill Soule, Dave
Rideout, and the two mile relay team
During the five years Bowse*
were also worthy of note. In the first coached football at Bowdoin his teams
event of the evening, the Briggs 50 won but one state series encounter oat
yard dash, Bill Soule took a second of fifteen, although his out-of-state
place in his trial heat, but failed to average was considerably more impressive. In 1931 and 1934 Bowdoin*
qualify in the semi-finals.
Two Bowdoin men, Good and Deane, elevens failed to win a game, but in
placed in trials of the 45 yard high the other three years their winning
hurdles, but were eventually elimi- percentage was better than .500. Dis.
nated before the final heat. Good was satisfaction with the coaching system
eliminated by former captain Ray was evinced in the fall of <J3, when
McLaughlin now running for the the squad voted 12-6 to advocate his
B.A.A., who later lost the finals by removal. They later retracted this
inches to Milton* Green of Harvard. vote, and on the strength of their recGood, though declared fit by a doctor ommendation. Bowser was awarded e
secured by Coach Magee, was in three year contract along with the
weakened physical condition due to a other members of the athletic departtouch of ptomaine poisoning received ment.
before leaving Bowdoin.
The eminently unsuccessful season
In the last event of the meet, Bow- last fall, in spite of a team which at
mile quartet of Bond, times displayed capabilities, rewarded
doin's two
Hatchfield, Hutchinson and Shute was the coach with much criticism, and
outclassed by the powerful teams rep- eventually forced his resignation. The
resenting the University of Maine, Executive Committee of the Governu cosOsf
Boston College, and New York Uni- ing Boards of the College
spectacular the resignation at their annual midversity.
Hutchinson's
sprinting on the straight stretches year meeting.
in order to keep Bowdoin out of the
pamphlet on college etiquette,
cellar position featured the team's
performance.
sponsored by Kappa Omicron Phi,

that I never tire of I

QUICK LUNCH

time, at

The fact that many of these men
are tied to contracts at other colleges
has not lessened the number of reports concerning their willingness te
coach at Bowdoin. Both Manley and
Brice have contracts with a year of
more to run, while some of the others
are likewise tied down.
Bowser's resignation came somewhat as a surprise to those close te
the situation, since he had an ironclad contract with two years to not,

Maxcy and Marvin showed remark-

Have Their

—at any

Mnnley, coach of undefeated Tufts;
Century. Milstead, all-American at
Yate in 1926; Charlie Comerford, another Yale all-American; Fred Brie*,
present coach of the state champions,
the University of Maine; Fred Prow,
assistant coach at Tulane University)
Hiker Joy, former mentor of Boston
College, Holy Cross and Fordham;
and Eddie Casey, bead coach at Harvard, until supplanted by Dick Harlow.
Of these rumors, the College has denied only the one concerning Casey,
which had gathered much impetus in
metropolitan dailies.

able strength to come up from behind
on the third leg of the race to gain
second position. The freshman quartet of Smith, Stanwood, Fox and Burritt also came through to gain a second in their race against Rhode
Island State and Northeastern Uni-

fled.

Brunswick

•

103 Maine Street

—A

Ted Banks, assistant coach of the
Rase Bowl victors, Alabama; Lew

The Sport Store of

for Gifts
Stationery

EATON HARDWARE

the capable frosh mile quartet that
placed second in their B.A.A. race
last week will not make the trip.
The meet will afford the college an
opportunity to compare Bowdoin with
Bates and Maine. Both of these teams

—

AFTER A BOUT
WITH THE BOOKS..

Varney'g Jewelry Store

team picked from Marvin, Maxcy,
Owen, Grey and Hall. Meet regulations exclude freshman competition so

Thornton.

third. Mitchell.
4 minutes, 51 4-s seconds.

Time:

outfits represented, the results are unBowdoin, however, will
predictable.
be right in the running with a fine

:

Thornton

Saucy.

Chosen

Award

their credit, Coach Magee's powerful
outfit will be seeking a fourth victory
this Saturday at the Boston Garden.
Originally the system was to have
two track meets in one, that is one

'Continued from pas* 1)

Boston Meet

.

meet for the large Universities and
Bowdoin was represented at Dart- a separate competition for the smallmouth in every event except the relay er colleges. Bowdoin, by being the
by four men of the five who went. first small college to be shifted from

m

For

Entering the Fourth Annual University* Club track meet with throe
consecutive meet championships to

GROUP OF COACHES
FILE APPUCATIONS

)

any

other popular brand
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TUNI IN!
ENJOY THI CAMEL CARAVAN

The University of Buffalo
{School of Dentistry

I

aspects, is supervised by the dental division aad is connected with the
clinks of several hospitals. These combined institutions offer an unusually helpful experience in clinical observ alien, diagnosis, and treatment of dental coalitions. The Beat reader session will «§*

My

1st, 1935.

For farther information address

School of Dentistry. 25 Goodrich Street,Buffalo, N.Y.
iTsk.Cs.
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Walter O'Keefe, Annette Hanshaw, Glen Gray's Casa Loma
Orchestra... over coast-to-coast WABC- Columbia Network

three year course of instruction, quarter plan. The dental and
medical divisions are closely affiliated. Dental students have two
years of basic medical study under the direction and supervision of
the medical faculty. Clinical practice of dentistry, in all its varied
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Hockeymen Hold Fast Colby
Team to Overtime, But

VARSITY TANKMEN
'

Favored In

(OontUraad from pas* 1)

TAKE BOBCATS BY
SCORES OF 3-1,

and Seagrave swept the century dash,
following which the White freestylers

1-0

and Rutherford

Steer, Mills,

Springfield

TAKETWO MEETS

Lose 5-3

Star in Pair of Varsity
Ice Victories
Pulling themselves oat of cellar poin the State series matches,
Coach Linn Wells' hockeymen twice
defeated Bates last Saturday and
Monday, 3-1 and 1-0 at Lewiston, but
again fell victims to the hard skating
outfit from Colby, 6-3, yesterday afternoon on the Delta. The victories
sition

H00PMEN TROUNCE
PORTLAND YJW.CA

Swim Meet

eased off, losing the final relay to
Highly favored to win over BowHedquist, Morocini, Sipple and Steele.
doin, a strong Springfield swimming
Lineup Fools Williams
will invade the Curtis Pool this
An almost entirely different lineup team
Saturday night. Under the leadership
swung into action against Williams. of Frank "Dutch" Holland, superCoach Miller's strategic placing of his dash-man of Springfield, the visitors
men apparently won the meet, for the are expected to terminate the twomeet winning streak of the Polar
superiority of the Williams freestyle
Bears, and perpetuate their unbeaten
department was set at naught. Four- record with Bowdoin.
breasthundred-yard backstroke and
Three new events will be featured
stroke relays, each counting eight in this meet. For the first time in
points for the winner, were an inno- New England Intercollegiate swimvation in the usual program.
ming, the spectators will witness the
The first surprise to both sides 400 yard back-stroke relay, the
came in the backstroke relay, when breast-stroke relay, and the 800 yard
both teams outdid themselves and medley swim.
Both Coaches Miller
Franklin and Captain Robinson of and Purington have long favored the
Williams swam anchor legs to a dead addition of these events to the routine

Opening the third period with a
briUUnt long-shot attack, the Polar
Bears, Bowdoin's unofficial basketball
team, defeated the Portland Y.M.CA.
for the second time this year, by a
score of 48-39 at the Sargent gym
last Saturday night. The home five
was ahead the whole game, and was

never seriously threatened by the visitors. This victory kept the Bowdoin
team's record on the home ground*
spotless.

The scoring was opened by Claude
Frazier *88 followed by baskets by
Joe Fisher

"86

Dick

Thomas Opens Scoring

last

second period, Thomas
the
sounded the call to arms when he
scored unassisted from up close. Hawley took up the battle soon afterwards, and scored on an assist from
Rutherford. In the third period, Hawley again put up a counter when he
received an assist from Lawrence. In
the overtime period, Colby settled the
issue once and for all when "Hocker"
Ross sent the puck into the net within
a minute after the opening whistle.
Less than a minute later, Rum Lemicux followed suit making the final
score 5-3.
Dick Steer, Bowdoin goalie, was the
outstanding performer for the White,
making 48 stops during the game.
Mills, Rutherford, and Hawley provided spirit in the offense. Colby was
well represented by their stellar forward wall of Rum Lemieux, Al Paganucci, and "Hocker" Ross.
In

Win on Rough

Ice

On Monday, the White skated over
rough ice to a 1-0 victory over the
Garnet at the Arena in Lewiston. A
lone score by Rutherford on the rebound early in the third period proved
to be sufficient to overcome Bates.
The game started slowly due to the
adverse conditions, neither team being
able to show any concerted action in
the final period. As the game progressed, the skating became faster.
Throughout the first two periods, the
action was comparatively slow, with
Bates having a slight edge The valiant efforts of Dick Steer proved suf-

May

two lengths

to

slide

in

well

strokers; although he
gible for competition.

and Harold Ashkenazy

The scoring itself was fairly
even, but the Polar Bears had a decided edge. The "Y" sunk 5 out of 5
foul shots by the end of the first half,
making the score 21-17 at this point

Littlefield

ahead of Robinson. Beale and Whitmore resumed their efforts in the
breaststroke, finishing first and second respectively. The 100-yard freestyle, which proved to be the key
event, was won decisively by Franklin, with Boyle second. Cary swept in
to a fighting finish with Roberts, and
after some discussion was awarded
the third place point which set Bowdoin ahead for good. The White freestyle quartet kept the Purple's loaded
relay team busy to the closing yards
of the event, when a belated splurge
of power sent Robinson home to win.

during the year. The return at Dick
May and Henry Franklin to the lineup insures that there will be close
competition in many of the events.
Coach Miller is as yet undecided how
to enter his team in the meet. It is
unknown whether there will be any
further strategic shifts in the Bowdoin line-up of the sort which featured the Williams meet last Saturday.

COLBY, N. H. BEAT

At the opening of the third period
Hawley of Bowdoin went off the ice

Bowdoin will present more strength
meet than at any other time

at this

Bear defense to score from close

in.

Capt. Mills Ties Scare

*

WHITE HOCKEYMEN

for

tripping.

After

several

New

Hampshire attacks had been repulsed,
Hawley returned to the ice to pass to

Harkins, in front of the invaders' goal
who converted. Bowdoin then returned to tie the score on a shot fired
doin hockey squad dropped two games from center ice by Capt. Pete Mills
here to the Colby and New Hamp- in a scramble before the New Hampshire teams last week, on Tuesday shire cage.
Neither team scored during the
and Friday, by the scores of 6 to 3
first overtime period which featured
and 3 to 2, respectively.
In the first game. Lemieux, Colby the excellent goal tending of Dick
sophomore, practically defeated the Steer, stellar Bowdoin goalie. In the
Bowdoin team single handed, scoring second of the overtime periods Facey
four out of the six goals for the in- of New Hampshire tallied on a rebound after Steer had repulsed two
vaders unassisted.

Fighting both to avenge a defeat
suffered in the opening game of the
season and a later drubbing, the Bow-

Steer Brilliant In Nets
The absence of Charlsy Smith,
Bowdoin defense man, was severely
felt as the Colby forwards Lemieux
and Paganucci evaded the inexperienced Wally Johnson who substituted
for Smith at right defense. The score

shots from close up.

A LIMITED QUANTITY OF
PLAIN BACK

"88.

Bear Attack Opens Up
The third period was all Bowdoin's.
Due to a close-set, five man defense,
Bowdoin breaststrokers had swimming contests.
heat.
the short passing attack was slowed
down, so the Polar Bears, Fisher and
things pretty much their own way in
Have Strong Trio
Ashkenazy in particular, opened up
their relay. Roberts of Williams had
Featuring the meet will be the able
and sunk baskets from all over the
unexpected troubles in the 220, finally
swimming of "Dutch" Holland, who
shaking off George Cary to take first.
floor.
This barrage of long shots
recently swept three first places in a
gave the home team a lead almost imFranklin had a clear win in the 50dual meet in Dartmouth. Holland is
possible to overcome, the score at the
yard dash; the real race in this event
conceded to be the fastest sprinter in
was between Johnny Boyd and Hayes New England. Supporting Holland end of the third period being 43-24.
Shortly after the- opening of the
for third place, the Eph-man evenwill be
two strong back-strokers,
tually getting the touch.
fourth period, the Portland team
Squires and Sugden, who can be
tightened up, and, taking advantage
May Wins Backstroke
ever, the White Mules were stalecounted upon to garner points. There
the home team's letdown, scored
of
mated by the Polar Bears, who, under
Williams easily won the 440. The is also a possibility that Parmalee,
heavily, bringing their total up to 89.
the leadership of Pete Mills, kept their backstroke, however, was a disap- a former Bowdoin swimmer, will be
Fisher and Ashkenazy were outown goal spotless, while scoring three pointment to the Purple bench, as among Coach Purington's breastpoints themselves.
turned on the heat in the
may be ineli- standing for the Bears. Spear and
over Bates have put Bowdoin in second position with the Lewiston institution at the bottom.
Fighting a valiant up-hill battle,
the White sextet succeeded in dragging a superior Colby team into an
overtime period in yesterday's game.
Colby started their attack vigorously
in the first period, with "Hocker" Ross
scoring twice and AI Paganucci sinking' the puck a third time before the
period ended. From tMs time on, how-

special!
,

starred

for the

visitors.

ALUMNI ATHLETIC
COMWITTEE FILLED
Complying with the plans formerly
announced by President Sills, Waldo
R. Flinn of New York City, chairman
of the Bowdoin Alumni Council committee on athletics, has announced the
appointment of eight members of the
General Alumni Association. These
men will work with his committee in
looking into the general athletic situation at Bowdoin, for report to President Sills, as a part of the studentfaculty-alumni investigation.
The original committee, appointed
by Arthur H. Ham '08, of New York
City, President of the Athletic Coun-

HARRIS TWEED SUITS
a»

$1950
FORMER SELLING PRICE

s

$28.50

-

Now is the time to get that suit you've been thinking
Harris Tweedy-very smart in these days of

about.

rough fabrics—in good shades of Brown and Gray-

Green mixtures. The reduction of price alone would

make

this

an attractive offering

—even though the

clothing wasn't quite as desirable as

actually

it

is.

While the quantity of these garments isn't extremely
large

—the variety

anyone desiring

is

ample enough to please almost

to take

advantage of the saving.

comprises Mr. Flinn, a member of
the class of 1922, Thomas C. White
'03 of Lewiston, and Frank A. Smith,
M.D., 12 of Westbrook.
The eight additional members appointed by Mr. Flinn include Wallace
M. Powers '04 of Boston, John H.
Halford '07 of Philadelphia, Harold
H. Burton "09 of Cleveland, Ohio,

cil,

Sumner T. Pike '13 and Earle S.
Thompson '14 of New York City,
Sherman. N. Shumway '17 of Bangor,
Alden H. Sawyer "27 of Portland, and
CharTes C. Bilodeau '32 of New York.

BRUNSWICK, ME.

hold off the Garnet.
Shortly after the third period began, Rutherford caught Goalie Held- would
have
undoubtedly
been
man off balance in a dog fight before much higher had it not been for the
the Bates goal, and sank the puck. clever goal-tending of Dick Steer.
The rest of the game was purely deIn the game played with New
fensive on Bowdoin 's part with Dick Hampshire, the invaders opened the
Steer doing miraculous work to keep scoring late in the first period when
Bates scoreless.
Merrill took a pass from Facey in
Came From Behind
front of the Bowdoin goal. The lead
In the game played at Lewiston on was strengthened in the second peSaturday, the duet of Mills and Ruth- riod when Schipper evaded the Polar
erford swept into action after little
Lou Meagher had given Bates a 1-0
lead in the opening minutes of the
game. Scoring a goal in each period,
the White definitely proved their superiority over the Garnet to win 3-1.
In both of the Bates games, Pete
Wedacedsy
Feb. 13th
Mills, Rutherford, and Dick Steer
were easily the outstanding stars of
SPECIAL ATTRACTION
the fray. Mills has proved to be the
needed spark-plug for the defense,
Club Cascades Revue
not only because of his own ability,
20 Night Club Stars in Person
but also through his affect on the rest
ON THE SCREEN
of the team who are skating faster
and surer than before.

ficient to

CUMBERLAND

White Cockatoo
with

-

Jean Muir

-

Ricardo Cortez

-

Thursday

Feb. 14th

-

Duke

DURHAM,

also

-

Comedy

Cartoon
Friday

Feb. 15th

•

J ust what

meant
and
by cross-blending tobaccos
how does it make a cigarette milder
and taste better ...

W

-

with
Louise Fazenda

-

Leo Carrillo

WISEMAN FARMS

-

also

•

Sound Act

•

Saturday

Ice

Feb. 16th

Under Pressure
with

-

Victor MacLaglen

-

-also
Cartoon

Cream

THE OLD FASHIONED KIND
Tel. 350

Comedy

-

.

Clothing
Feb. 18 and 19

•

and

EDDIE CANTOR
-

in

Gents' Furnishings

-

Kid Millions
also

•

News

•

LECLAIR

-

& GERVAIS

CUSTOM MADE CLOTHING

BRUNSWICK COAL & LUMBER
Hard and Soft Coals

CO.

Fuel Oils

Fireplace

Wood

lWber and Building Materials of All Kinds
A. E.

MORRELL

"22,

Mgr.

making Chesterfields we take
INBright
tobacco from Virginia, the

aromatic Turkish.

and Florida. We
take Burley tobacco from Kentucky
and Tennessee, and tobacco from

tobaccos

cross-blend

Southern Maryland.

full

Then in addition to these homegrown tobaccos we take tobacco
grown in Turkey and Greece.
We balance these mild, ripe home-

that so

Carolinas, Georgia

86 Maine St.

Sound Act

Dry

.

and mix them together— a rather simple process.
But cross-blending goes a step further . •

-

/

Mon. and Tues.

.

Well, in blending you take two or more tobaccos

•

Edmund Lowe

is

.

A

The Winning Ticket

News

N. C.

u week* are girt.
taken erayear. TImm may
atrativeJy (rraduation In three yean)
er three terau mmy be taken each year
(rradaatton In fear year*). The entrance reqaireatcnta are tntellirenre.
character and at least tire yean ef
collect work, Inehvttas the aahjacts
perinea* for Grade
Medical Schools.
Catileraai and application tonal may
be obtained front the Dean.

tuK

CHESTER MORRIS
•

x

Faar tenai of th

•

with

•

university

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

Society Doctor

MONDAY

WEDNESDAY

LUCHEZIA

LIIT

SATURDAY

RICHARD
BOW
PONS
BON1U.I
KOSTELANKR OICHESTtA AND CHORUS
9 P. M.

(g. s. x.)

-COLUMBU NETWORK

grown tobaccos with the right
amounts and the right kinds of

Then,

mixing the
blend and

instead of just

together,

them

ferent flavors
flavor

we

so that

all

go together

— the

the dif-

into

many smokers

like.

Cross-blending tobaccos as
is

it

done in Chesterfields gives

the cigarette

a pleasing

and aroma

they're

—

one

Chesterfield taste

yet They Satisfy.

taste

mild and
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Bowdoin Places Second
Performance in Class

A

Good
High

first

time,

Bow-

NOTED ETCHER
WILL LECTURE

—

PRIZES GIVEN FOR

BRADBURY DEBATE

,

VON BECK ERATH

is

NO. 21

Swimming Carnival To

ARE AWARDED

FORM

IN FINAL

TALK TONIGHT

Bring

SCHOLARSBIPSt
Received Scholarships; a

50.53% Con

College Record

Headliners

To Brunswick Saturday

on League One-Third of Student Body,

Question; 49.47% Pro,

Many

Olneyville

Medley

NEUTRALITY
ttOWLIS AWARDED
FAVORED BY POLL
BIGGEST DONATION

U. S.

to

Relay

Team

Comnete

OLYMPIC FUND TO
RECEIVE PROCEEDS

Great Majority Would Bear Symonds and Deane ScholarArms if United States
ships Divided for Schaffner
Were Invaded
and Stratton

Matched A.A.U.
Races are to Feature
Freestvle Events

Specially

slightly more than $100,
scholarships totaling about $22,000
were awarded to 194 students last

In the final report on the College
Peace Poll, Bowdoin's majority vote
swung by the slimmest of margins to
the affirmative on the question of
whether the United States could stay
out of war in event of another international conflict. Of the 118 American colleges balloting, Dana College in
New Jersey remained the only one in
which a majority believed that the
United States could not stay out of
another great war. The nation's vote
was more than 2 to 1 in the affirma-

World Champion

Averaging

ROBERT MILLER

Thursday by the Committee on StuInviting a galaxy of nationally
Bowdoin swimming coach, who is ia
dent Aid. The number of recipients, charge of the arrangements for the known contenders for the American
representing one-third of the student Olympic Swimming Carnival this Sat- Olympic swimming team of 1936,
Coach Bob Miller has planned an
body, is four greater than last year urday.
Olympic Swimming Carnival to be
and 34 greater than 1933.
held Saturday evening in the Curtis
The size and number of scholarpool.
Of the nation's 90 colleges acships is in accordance with the new
tively competing in inter-collegiate
policy of the Committee, to aid as
swimming, Bowdoin is holding the
many men as possible to combat the
first of a series of carnivals to raise
depression and remain in college. The
money for the Olympic Swimmers'
tive.
relative increase in the number of
Fund.
The past week's returns have more scholarships is being offset by a deOutstanding among the highlights
firmly entrenched the strong pacifist crease in their size.
feeling existing among American unof the meet will be the proposed medIncludes State Scholarships
ley relay between the Olneyville Boys"
dergraduates which was so distinctly
are Presbyterian, Jew, Catholic
awards
above
the
Included
in
Club, present world record holders and
evinced in the semi-final results. 112,Maine Scholarships
a crack outfit from Yale which has
000 ballots more than a third of the four State of
Representatives Seek
given to
come within two seconds of the presnumber mailed, have been tabulated amounting to $500 each,
Maine boys last spring following comReligious Union
ent record even though swimming in
in the National Collegiate Peace Poll
throughout the
a very small pool. Other headliners
conducted by the Literary Digest and petitive examinations
awarded from
participating in the meet are Miss
the Association Of College Editors. State. These were
the terms of the
Presenting a religious parley of a Alice Bridges, holder of several
This is the highest percentage of re- funds provided by
award to Maine boys only."
turns ever obtained in a Digest Poll gifts "for
distinctly unusual sort. Rev. Everett world's records, Harold White of Authe
The largest award this year is
burn, Henry Franklin of Bowdoin,
and indicates the interest which has
Ross Clinchy, Presbyterian minister,
Bob Richie of Huntington, Miss Barbeen aroused in* the colleges by the Emery Scholarship which has been
given to Vincent Nowlis "36 of Wilkes Rev. Michael J. Ahern, Roman Cath- bara May of Boston Swimming AssoPeace Ballot.
Barre, Pa. Mr. Nowlis was recently olic priest, and Beryl D. Cohon, Jew- ciation and Patrick of Olneyville.
League Rejected
released from class requirements by ish rabbi, will visit campus next MonGirls' Clubs to Compete
By far the most closely contested
,
on account of hig excellent day and speak in Memorial Hall Monf
Though still subject to revision, the
quesuon, the United States entry injmd is devoting
program has been arranged so that
trio",
to the League of Nations was fa"tolerance
night.
Called
the
day
of
the
field
each of the individual stars compethimself to work in
vored by 49.47% of the students while Psychology.
This fund was estab- they are sponsored by the National ing may enter two or three events in
voted against it. The League
50.53
lished in 1934 by the bequest of Mrs.
of Jews and Christians, order to demonstrate his ability in all
was received by a favorable majority Anne Crosby Emery Allinson, an hon- Conference
"to kindle tolerance and good will the various departments of the sport.
in fifty-five colleges; an unfavorable
Special invitation 50 and 100 yard
orary graduate of Bowdoin in 1911 among their respective faiths."
vote in sixty-three. Bowdoin continmatched races have been scheduled
"for an individual boy to be selected
Rabbi Cohon will address Chapel for both men and women. High board
ued to have a margin of about 70
by the Dean in each year."
Monday morning and the three will exhibition diving will be but one of
votes in its favor.
Barbour Wins Chemistry Award
have luncheon and dinner at various the spring board features, as Patrick,
In analysis of these results, it has
Another large award is the, Stan- fraternity houses. Religious discusbeen noted that in general those colAlexander Scholarship, which sions for those interested will be held N. E. Champion, Richie of Huntington,
leges which have well established rep- wood
has .been assigned to Oscar Samuel in the afternoon. In the evening the N. E. prep school title-holder, plus
utations for liberal educational pel
3S o£ BJc*n*griU»Be of Stan- three w*R -take the stage simultan- D'Ascanio, N. E. high school winner,
Alexander, for whom the schol- eously and, using what is designated are to be brought together.
jority of undergraduates voted in faBrunswick tank talent will be well
named. The William Law in "Time" magazine, as "Minstrel
vor of entry into the League of Na- arship was
by teams from both the
Symonds and the Deane Scholarships, Technique", will seek to convey thei>- represented
tions. All women's colleges voted in
Grammar School and High School.
favor while all the Catholic colleges both for excellence in English litera- message by means of questions an- Brunswick and Portland Girls' Clubs
ture, have been divided between John swers,
on the list opposed entry.
and -general dialogue.
will send teams. Two types of tickets,
Valentine Schaffner '35 of Dover,
South Opposes Entry
Touring the country during the past both securing reserved seats, are beMass., and Arthur Mills Stratton '35
ing offered for sale.
The sentiment of the Southern col- of Coatesville, Pa.
Schaffner and two years, the "tolerance trio" has
Records May Fall
leges was with few exceptions op- Stratton have edited the Quill during been well received everywhere.
AlThose who wish to avail themselves
posed to the League. This is interest- the past two years.
though various members of the trio
of the opportunity to contribute to the
ing to note in the "Cotton South"
supplanted
at
times,
it
has
have
been
the
Other assignments of note are
where economic internationalism is Edward F. Moody Scholarship for always contained one member each national Olympic fund may do so by
buying one of the special dollar resynonymous with economic security.
proficiency in Chemistry, received by from the Jewish, Protestant and Cath- served seats and have
their names inThe students' militaristic views Marshall Stanley Barbour '35 of Port- olic faiths.
cluded in the program. Other tickets
were well reflected by the fact that land; the John P. Hale Scholarship, to
All Three Famous
may be had at the regular 40 cent
83% would bear arms in defense of be given to a student "who ranks in
Rev. Clinchy, the Protestant repre- rate.
their country with 17% to the con- scholarship among the first two-thirds
The Olneyville medley relay team is
sentative, was formerly minister of
trary; whereas in event of the United of .his class
during his whole
the College church at Wesleyan, and conceded a good chance to lower their
(Continued on pas* S)
course," which has been awarded to
while
there arranged two intercollegi- own record since Branch, their backHerman Louis Creiger "37 of Readate parleys on education, a parley on stroker, has recently improved the
ing, Mass.; and the 1903 Scholarship
time of his leg of the race by a full
LaFollette Unable
which goes to David Bradford Soule war, and an intercollegiate symposium second since the record was estabon religion. After leaving Wesleyan
"38 of Augusta, son of Alfred M. G.
he became director of the national hshed '" the Portland Boys Club pool
Lecture
Institute
(Continued on page 8)
In *<"»t>° n *? th » s
conference of Jews and Christians,! *. m ? ntft a <?°and has since instigated several semi- Higgins, swimming breaststroke, has
been officially clocked at 1 m., 4 4-5
tolerance
nars on tolerance.
Senator Robert M. LaFollette,
a. for the 100-yard breaststroke, a full
^
4.
Football
originally scheduled to speak durRey. Ahern, representing the Cath- secon d un d er the existing world's reeing the Political Institute on "The
ouc faith, was the organizer of the ord for that event christowski, their
To
Program of the Progressives",
Catholic truth period, a weekly broad
freestyler, holds the Bowdoin pool
will be prevented from attending
cast over the Yankee network of New- record for the century at 53 1-5 secby important work at WashingAction appears imminent in the
England. He is consulting scientific onds. Even though Coach Bob Kiphuth
ton, it was announced by the Insearch for a new varsity football
editor of the revised edition of the of Yale had previously agreed to
stitute Committee early this week.
coach with the call for a meeting
Catholic encyclopedia, and has been bring his relay team to Brunswick, the
However, Professor Oliver M. W.
of the Athletic Council to be held
active in many of the seminars con- final sanction of the University AthSprague of Harvard University,
Saturday. Although unwilling to
ducted by the national conference of letic Director had not been received
an outstanding representative of
make any definite statement, MalJews and Christians.
at press time.
the group of conservative experts
colm E. Morrell, Director of AthRabbi Cohon was ordained at HeIn spite of all the well known swimin the field of puoiic finance, has
letics, who issued the call, exbrew Union College, and has been for mers who have been invited, several
definitely accepted the invitation.
pressed the hope that the succesthe past five years associate rabbi of Polar Bear tankmen are expected to
LaFollette's place will be filled in
sor of Coach Bowser would be
the Temple 'Israel in Boston. He is place well up in the ranks Saturday
the near future
appointed "soon".
Among the leading White
the present lecturer in Judaism and evening.
Professor
Sprague,
Edmund
"We have been endeavoring to
Old Testament at Boston University entries are Franklin, May, Tjary and
Cogswell Converse Professor of
consider each applicant for the
and is the author of "Introduction to Gates who will each be entered in sevBanking and Finance at Harvard,
position fully and with impartialeral events.
Judaism",
"Ethics
Rabbis".
the
and
of
Legislation Review is of interest. In
is renowned as a competent exity," Morrell declareul "Although
three brief pages the subjects of ecopert on public finance abroad as
there is nothing definite aa yet,
nomic security and unemployment inwell as at home, and from 1930 to
we hone to reach a satisfactory
surance are touched upon. "The Way
1933 he was called to England to
conclusion in the near future."
of Security" in the December 1934 isserve as economic advisor to the
backers
of
Eddie
Bowdoin
sue of the Survey Graphic is another
9
Bank of England. In June, 1933,
Casey for the vacant position reof her most important recent articles
he returned to the United States
ceived a jolt last Sunday when it
which present her views clearly.
to become financial and executive
was announced that he had acIn "On Our Way" Miss Perkins, as
assistant to the Secretary of the
cepted the job of coaching the
In its issues of the next few
"Nation" and the "New Republic".
a member of the Committee on EcoTreasury, serving the government
Boston Redskins.
The former
weeks the Orient will present a
"The Living Age" and the "American
nomic Security, states that "We do
this
capacity for
in
several
Harvard coach had been widely
series of nine features covering
Historical Review" have also contained
not believe that insurance will prove
months. He will speak on the,
mentioned as a possibility for the
the various speakers in the comnumerous articles of his.
an immediate panacea for all our
evening of April 11th, taking as
berth at Bowdoin.
ing Political Institute.
In his "Current History" article on
present ills, but it is necessary and
his subject "Managed Currency",
Universities
of
modern Germany and her economic
A year each in the
British
unemployment
useful. The
a topic of considerable current inParis and Berlin is a privilege en- difficulties. Professor Fay shows that
system is far less expensive to the
terest and debate.
joyed by a very few students. Profes- Germany has recently evidenced finantreasury than our system of public
The Committee selecting speaksor Sidney B. Fay of Harvard, who cial improvement, as in last October
relief and has a stabilizing and beneers for the Institute, headed by
will open the Political Institute on for the first time since March 1934 she
ficial effect upon business".
Professor Horraell, stated that
f
Tuesday April 9th with a discussion enjoyed a favorable balance of trade.
Graduates From Mt. Holyoke
they were holding open the date
of "The Changing European Govern- "This was a direct result of the 'new
Later she says, "Unemployment inon the program scheduled for
portrait
by Paul ment", was thus privileged, and the plan' inaugurated by Dr. Schacht,
excellent
An
LaFollette, with the hone that the
surance should be considered a legi"modern" French c se acquaintance which he gained Minister of Economics, for rigid conCezanne, noted
timate part of the cost of production,
date may he filled in by a promipainter, will be on exhibition in the w jth the people of France and Ger- trol of imports and stimulation of exnent representative from some
and should be borne in a large measBowdoin Room of the Walker Art many at that time has helped him to ports."
European nation
preferably
ure by the employer.
For prompt
Building next week, according to become an authority on European
Germany Needs Trade
Great Britain or Italy who may
and adequate protection for the greatThe History of past and present days.
Professor Henry E. Andrews.
"Upon the course of foreign trade
he in America in early April, at
est number of workers we must adopt
painting is called "A Portrait of His
depends Germany's ability to pay inContributes to Periodicals
the time of the Institute.
a compulsory rather than a voluntary
Wife", but is accepted as mere probp
ay u Professor of History at both terest on the Dawes and Young Plan
system."
ably a portrait of the painter's sister. Harvard and .Radcliffe. and author of bonds and other external obligations.
Miss Perkins (Mrs. Paul Wilson)
The picture is expected to arrive in the "Origins of the World War". This as well as to buy the raw materials
spent her childhood in Boston, and
Brunswick the 23rd, as it will be volume discusses the causes of the necessary for restoration of German
after schooling there proceeded to
shipped from Dartmouth on the 22nd conflict both before and after Sera- industrial life", writes Fay signifMount Holyoke College from which
or shortly before. It will be on ex-; j e vo. The subject is one in which the icantly.
she graduated with an A.B. degree in
hibition for the remainder of that author has specialized in the last two
He also points out that Germany
1902.
She later studied at the Unihas arranged for barter with some
week.
decades.
versity of Pennsylvania and received
Stanley Plummer Speaking ConCezanne, a Frenchman, lived from
As a contributor to magazines Fay counfcies when she is unable to make
her M.A. from Columbia University test will be held probably during the 1889 to 1906. He is one of the great has been very active, his most up-to- cash payments abroad. Exchange conin 1910. Her career in public affairs week of March 25 in Hubbard Hall. names in European painting, known
date articles appearing monthly in tracts for cast-iron pipes and electric
began in 1910, and a long list of posi- The men competing, all juniors, are: as a minor Impressionist.
"Current History" and discussing power and light plants for coffee were
tions with various public or work- Lawrence S. Hall. Everett L. Swift,
Cezanne pictures are in private col- Germany and Austria. In the Jan- concluded with Costa Rica and San
men's welfare works culminated in Richard A. Charles. Raymond Pach, lections in all parts of the world. Ex- uary 1935 issue of that magazine he Salvador.
her being elected Secretary of Labor. John P. Chapman, Edwin S. Walker, amples of his work are also at the has two articles; one on the "Fate of
Professor Fay was born in WashPresident
Recently
Roosevelt ap- Warren H. Hagar. The award consists Louvre: the Luxembourg; The Na- the Saar," and the other on the "Ger- ington. D. C. but went north for his
pointed her chairman of the Commit- of about $40, to be divided between a; tional Gallery of Modem Art, Mill- man Recovery Program". In the past education to Harvard, where he took
tee on Economic Security.
first and a second prize.
Moscow.
Berlin
and
bank, London;
(Continued on im*» s>
he has written extensively for the

Morgan

—
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194 STUDENTS

TOTALS ISSUED

Closest Ballot
the

aggregation by the
Featuring Bowdoin
in the 46 yard high
Until last week a Yale diploma hurdles, described by one of the judges at the finish as won by "a good city
of
number
aggregate
represented an
block."
course credits compiled daring the
Other noteworthy performances were turned in by Howie Niblock, Bob
span of one's four years at the col- Porter, Bill Soule, Gil Harrison, Harry Snow, Jim Crowell, Dave Rideout, and
Henceforth ail Yalemen will the mile relay team. Niblock was unexpectedly forced into second place in
lege.
be required to undergo a major exam- the shot put by Zaits of Boston College, while Harry Snow outdid himself to
ination in the department in which gain a fourth in the same event Howie, however, came back in the high
they have spent their greatest ener- ramp to tie for third at 5 feet 11 inches.
gies. Undoubtedly this new system of
examination—hailed by the Yale
In
mile run Bob Porter's victory
News as "one of the greatest educa- over the
Ernie Black was one of the mational advances Yale has ever made" jor
upsets of the meet as he and Scheu
is not unlike Bowdoin's present maof Harvard led the field home to place
jor system.
first and second respectively. Porter's
••
•
time of 4.28 flat is a new college reccreated International ord for sophomores in that distance.
IF the recentlyCommittee
has accom- Bill Soule showed up well in both the
Relations
Dennis, Illustrator,
yard dash and the broad jump by
60
least
has
at
else,
it
plished nothing
provider for a number of useful, and placing third in each event against
to Give Slide Talk
exceptionally stiff competition. Severtherefore sensible, FERA jobs.
Under the heading of "general al judges picked Bill second in the
on Etching
projec ts '', several students are to be dash but it was finally decided to
engaged in social research throughout award the place to Gilligan of HarMorgan Dennis, prominent illustrathe community and the State. Such vard.
Gil Harrison, with a fourth in the tor of dogs, is to lecture in Memorial
jobs, besides their financial value,
Hall next Tuesday evening, February
have definite educational advantages 36 lb weight, and a tie between Dave 26th. His subject will be "The Arc
not only for those who directly par- Rideout, Jim Crowell and three others of Etching", which he will take up
for
fifth in the pole vault, completed
ticipate, but also for those in the comexhaustively
and illustrate with
munity who will benefit from the re- the list of Bowdoin's individual point slides.
winners.
sults of their findings.
Over one hundred million people
Relayers Set College Record
Among some of the projects which
Setting a new official college record are said to know the famous "Texaco
have been proposed are several whose
Scotties," which may be seen on
of
min.
sec., the White mile reaim it will be to determine the eco- lay8 team 31.4
of Owen, Grey, Haxcy and countless billboards and in many
nomic interdependence of the com- Marvin
beat Brown and Middlebury. magazines all over the country. Mormunity with die rest of the world.
gan Dennis is the creator of this well
heats
relay
all
the
mile
Since
Another group of projects intend to were
run against time, the Polar Bear known pair, "Jock and Jill". He has
survey the range of racial prejudices
quartet was forced down to fifth place done covers for magazines of all
in the community with an aim at de- in the
final check up.
In 1933 the sorts, written articles about dogs, and
termining their roots.
Bowdoin mile relay team set the unof- done pictures for propaganda pur*
•
•
ficial college record trailing Amherst poses for the humane society.
to the finish by inches when Amherst
Famed World Over
aid
on
student
committee
the
SINCE
Dennis illustrated Mazo de *la
has announced to each recipient was docked at 3.30 4-6, but since
Bowdoin did not win the race the time Roche's "Portrait of a Dog"; contribof a scholarship the amount he ha*
uted to "The Literary Digest"; "John
been awarded, we have heard a few was not recognized.
Vale Marvin, running anchor for Martin's Magazine", etc., not to menexpressions of genuine thankfulness,
demonstra- tion the New York Herald-Tribune,
but, unfortunately, more of general Bowdoin gave a practical
tion of the term "running a man into Boston Herald and other newspapers.
dissatisfaction.
the boards" by gradually picking up He is official artist for the humane soWe hardly need to repeat the well- the
five yards held by Pearce of Brown ciety,
and has made a life study of
worn phrase which says something
and actually forcing Pearce to drop
about students being parasites upon from sheer exhaustion on the final dogs and their characteristics.
His etchings and drawings are fasociety, but it might at least be usefinsprinted
ahead
the
to
turn as he
mous the world over. In his lecture
ful for the more disgruntled members
ish. It is interesting to note that all he will explain how etching is done
of the student body to keep the fact in
four Bowdoin men averaged a frac- using slides showing the process from
saind.
tion under £2 seconds apiece in this jbegfaning to end. Technicalities
Slaws the advent of the depression. Tace snowing* an wup^sn^ffmwu% or sn^*je*"
oe avoided", as Mr. Dennis* l ec tu re s
and probably before students have seconds over their performance at the
have been characterized as "couched
been inclined to take all forms of stu- B.A.A. games a week earlier.
in everyday language".
dent aid as' a debt which the College
Dennis is justly proud of some of
owes to them. Upon receiving a scholhis fine etchings of old Ireland, a
arship a student is more apt to comside-line to his versatility in portrayamount
the
of
plain of the smaUnesi
ing
dogs. He is scheduled to bring to
rather than to be thankful that
Brunswick a yroup of his etchings,
he received any at all. In the fuwhich are expected to be put on exture a letter of thanks rather than an
hibition in the Walker Art Gallery'
angry complaint might be better apSpeaking affirmatively on the ques- upon the day of the lecture.
preciated by the College. It would tion, "Resolved that all collective barseem to us that the increasing de- gaining should be negotiated through
mands of the needy students and the non-company unions safe-guarded by Prizes Increased For
decreasing value of securities would law", Harold C. Tipping *35 and Edwin
Masque
Plays
give the committee on student aid G. Walker '36 won the Bradbury Deenough trouble without adding to that bate prise by unanimous vote last
Tw c additional prizes are to be
the "take-it-for-granted" attitude of Friday evening in Hubbard Hall. Opawarded for the first time this
the needy students who are becoming posing them' were Joseph L. Fisher
year in the Masque and Gown
more and more dependant upon finan- *36 and Phillips T. Nead *38.
One-act Play Contest, .Monday
cial aid from the College.
Friday afternoon Norman P. Sea•
•
evening March 4. A prize of $10
•
grave *37 and Andrew H. Cox *38 upwill be given to the best actor
SOURCE of a more legitimate dis- holding the affirmative .won second
taking part in any of the oneR. Bryant
satisfaction found its expression prize by defeating Donald
act plays, and another prize of
'35. The first.
•37
Parker
and
John
O.
last week at the meeting of the Stu$10 is to be given to the best
secand
the
will
probably
prise
be
$50
dent Council. At this time it was reactress in these plays. The prizes
revolved
debates
$30.
Both
prise
vealed that several professors had ond
which will be awarded to the
withheld marks of B or higher from about the definition of the term "colwinning plays have been inThe affirmative
students in order to prevent them lective bargaining".
creased by $5 each. The author
from making the Dean's List. These with its right .to define the ambiguous
of the best play in the opinion of
way
faculty members contended that, al- question interpreted it in such a
the judges will be awarded $30
though the particular students in as to be more favorable to themselves.
instead of $25 as previously anpresided
Daggett
Professor
Assistant
question were deserving of a high
nounced, while the author of the
both
judges
for
and
the
chairman,
as
grade, they did not believe them
second prize play is to receive $20
Quinby,
Assistant
worthy of being included in the ranks debates were Mr.
instead
of $15 as was planned at
Professor Helmreich and Mr. Philip
of the honor students.
first.
The whole question seems to de- M. Brown, economics instructor.
pend upon whether or not the Dean's
List is an arbitrary tool in the hands
of the individual faculty member, or
whether or not it is controlled by certain clearly defined requirements.
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WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY

Brings Victory Over
World's

Bowdoin may be beBates and Maine;
Equals
hind in a few things, academicalRecord in
ly and otherwise, it is nevertheless
Hurdles
somewhat of a comfort to know that
on
jump
at least the College has the
Competing in the University Club Class A division for
Yale University in the respect of de- doin's tracksters placed second to the powerful Harvard
partmental examinations—commonly score of 36-26 9-10 last Saturday at the Boston Garden.
refe ired to as "majors".
performances was Phil Good's world record equaling feat
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PEACE BALLOT

In University Club Meet
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TOLERANCE TO
BE DISCUSSED
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And Gown
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belief held by many
President Roosevelt once characterof the undergraduate body is that
ized Secretary of Labor Frances Perpractice among the
a
kins as a brilliant woman, who
faculty to "label" students as A, B,
"seemed hopelessly out of place" in
C. etc., men, and to depend upon these
comparison with "the rough-neck kind
'labels" in their grading.
of male" who had always held the
Thus if a student has received a post.
It was thought that such a man
to
majority of B grades, according
would be a "pal" of the labor leaders,
this belief, he can be well assured of
good fellow whom they would supa B in any new course he might take. a
port in times of political and indusIt is hardly conceivable that such a
trial trouble.
practice has acquired serious proporBut Secretary Perkins was not out
tions, but the infrequent examples of
of place. Describing this energetic
it should be -generally deplored.
is

and amazing

woman

an article entitled "Fearless Frances" in a last
year's Colliers, Robert Tucker wrote
"In the face of sneers and prejudice,
our first woman Secretary has earned
CHIEF a reputation of being the best man ir.
the Cabinet. Those who thought that
Madame Secretary would be easy to
Thursday evening in Memorial Hall coerce have found themselves put,
the class of *87 elected Wendell C.
Beta, slightly dazed, in their places."
Owen,
William
Sawyer,
Prominent Institute Speaker
and Robert Porter, TJ)., to the offiOne of the outstanding speakers
ces of president, vice president, and
to be presented in the Bowdoin Insecretary-treasurer respectively.
Political Science, speaking
stitute
Each has shown outstanding ath- on the of
second night, April 10th, on
letic prowess in college. Sawyer was
the subject of "Human Welfare and
quarterback on the varsity football
Deal", Miss Perkins has been
the
New
team last fall and played on the described as a tactful, active woman,
freshman team last year. Previous to
always thinking of the workers. With
that he starred for Thornton academy
philosophic calm she has cleaned up
at Saco, Maine.
her Department of Labor, no longer
Owen Runs in Relay
a rich source of political patronage.
Hill Owen, former Cony High trackIn the past she has contributed freman, was captain of the freshman quently to several magazines on ecotrack team last year. He now runs on nomic affairs. As an industrial cruthe varsity relay and was instrument- sader who has done a man-sized job
al (n the relay quartet's win at the in labor's behalf, she was awarded in
University Club Meet Sunday.
1983 a medal "for eminent achievePorter is Bowdoin's best miler and ment" by the American Women's Asa track letterman. A short time ago sociation.
he cut the college record for the three
Her article, On Our Way, in the
quarter mile by a fifth of a second. September 1934 issue of the American

SAWYER ELECTED
SOPHOMORE
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New
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Mentor
Be Announced Soon

;

Miss Perkins, Labor Secretary,
Has Career Of Public Welfare
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Professor

Fay Of Harvard Is

Authority On Europe
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CEZANNE PORTRAIT
TO BE ON DISPLAY
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SEVEN JUNIORS TO
SPEAK FOR PRIZE
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

CDustard and Cress

Debating Team In Tie
GIFT ESTABLISHES
For Honors Of League

Established

1871

We

heartened to reply.

Donald F. Barnea

*36

Paul E. Sullivan

day
The
had
had
what he

oar aiailbag the other
came a breath of old Bowdoin.
Dean, whosn most of you know,
contacted as in Southern Cal., and
Into

feel

had to say would be of. more interest
to you than anything we might say,

*S5

so here tis:

Managing Editor
Robert P. Aahley

'36

Dear Mastard and Cress:

Contributing Editors
P.

Chapman 16

Burroughs Mitchell 16

Weston Lewis

*3(5

BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY
Buslr

John

S.

Baker

"35

Assistant Managers
Willis

Hay,

Owen H. Melaugh

36

Jr.,

PuMldkcd every

—

All LealilaseVmi

au

nlchi preceding- the

of ps*lleatk>n.

; tha Managing
ahould be add]

nn

W.M

Sobaeriptiona,

aaataflr

Wlnthrop B. Walker 16

'3C

during tha Collate Year by tha Stneawta of
m ahiatl aaa ahould ha given to tha Managing

Tha Edltor-in-Chlef

far saws and make-up

All

tha editorial

is

m

aubeertp-

to tha Bnainees Manager of tha
r (Inehamng Akansoa) In advance.

par

College.

by Sunday

Company.

I waa highly pleased to get your
latter.
Year circulation departswat readied me with this Orient
of Jan. 16th, but missed fire with
that of the week before. Judging
frean your geographical admissions, they addresse d it to Pasadena, er Hodena or Ganradena,
instead of Altadena, assuming
that any old Dean'U do.
(Don't
let Herhie Brown see that: it's
unworthy of his eye, to say nothing of his none and throat). But
really. If the spelling and pronunciation of these western names
baffle year staff too much, just

Hayes. She knows
I mean she has a
World Almanac.
Speaking of Ojai (pronounced

ask Mrs.
everything

elaaa natter at the poetofflce at Branaariek,

News

Editor for This Issue
Robert P. Aahley '36

"Ah

Vol.

Wednesday, February

Lxrv.

Combines

No. 20

13, 1938.

— Cause and Cure

In another column is printed a letter

from an undergraduate

attacking the so-called

"combines"

(exchange of brock votes

elections, to obtain sure majorities

for certain candidates) which invariably

sway

we

on the
Barnes family at the Thatcher
<<V as in "Highlowjsck") school
Sunday. Tom (editor's note:
not acquainted with Mr.
Dale Barnes and the
Brotherhood is to be
I

among fraternities during class

—

there"),

ae almost at once, despite
only thirty-two calls to the office
Last year.

m

c

-

direction the most powerful fraternities wish them to be swayed.
Wkkh brings me to the matter of
onto. Yes, you are quite justiThe solution suggested is somewhat like the present system used chapel
fied in your protests.
I shall write to
in the elections for the Student Council and other offices in the Dean Mitchell immediately authorizing all desired changes. But his alA. S. B. C.
leged lack of acquaintance with alibis
The suggestion seems to be the first intelligent one that has pussies roe, inasmuch as I left for him
at the College office a list of the 753
come out of the protracted discussion about the class fiascos in a used on me. Possibly
I omitted a few
long time. The Student Council admits that its own elections are hundred. Or possibly the list got to
the desk opposite his, was copied by
held with a minimum of combinations and ballot jamming.
It
the occupant, and the copy, rattier than
would seem feasible then, that the class elections could be run off the original, given to Dean Mitchell.
on the same basis. Certainly there would be no more than twelve They would explain everything, anything.
Courtesy leads me to say no
men in a class seriously in the running for any of the three impor- more of this hypothesis, even though
may be leaving H a bit obscure.
tant posts, and the Council could be trusted to select these twelve I
It is a great relief tp hear that KC
impartially.
—that President Sills is doing a reasonably good Job without me a great
Another advantage of the proposed system would be the quick- relief. Of course I had no fears for
ness with which the appointments could be held. All the classes him, none at all ... I mean no serious
fears
.that is, no fears that kept
could be represented on one ballot, each undergraduate voting for me awake nights
well, not more
his own class alone. Thus elections which now take four weeks than two or three nights a week .

—

.

.

.

.

Bradbury Debates which

.

will in-

volve the same subject.
The debaters will travel to
Medford to engage Tufts in another league encounter on March

From here, they will journey
13.
Easton, Pennsylvsnia. where
they will meet Lafayette. Negotiations are now under way to include s non-league debate with
the University of Pennsylvania
as a feature of the same trip.
The next home debate to be
staged will occur when Union
College travels here on March
to

23.

called

and congratulated) recog-

elections in the

far the lead in the Eastern Intercollegiate Debating League, the
Bowdoin debaters are in the
midst of a breathing spell which
will hast
until
the middle of
March. The next debate for the
White is not scheduled until
March 11 when the team wiU
meet Bate* In a decisive match.
Against' Bates, the Bowdoin
team will take the negative on
the question, "Resolved: that collective bargaining be negotiated
through
ncn-company
unions,
safe-guarded by law." Preparations for this debate are being
made through the agency of the

atmosphere

— or

periphrastic?

is

it

Oh,

Anyhow,

Hayes.

Yours

m

geodotic

ask

well,

mean

I

— or
Mrs.

climate i.

cordially,

PAUL NIXON,
-

c

Professor Roseoe J. Ham, who
put together the famous syllabus

—God

rest

it

— includes

among

other anecdotes in the grammatical section the query: "Welches
ist
zwischen
der Unterschied

Studentem
und einem
We pondered for a rang
time on the difference between
students and camels, until we read
the answer in the next sentence
(which we, happily enough, could
translate): "A camel* can work
fourteen days without drinking
and a . . " well, yon know the
Roseoe also said that no
rest.
mouse, under any circumstances,
can be hailed as a fish.
Which, we suppose, is the way
you get after you've been teaching German for these maay years.
einem

Kamel?"

.

m

We

were

c
privileged to -eavesdrop on
-

a conversation which, we thought, Just
About Summed Things Up the other
Two of the boys were just trekking into the Union when one stopped
day.

and

said:

"You know, the Union would

tainly
a great relief. hous.
.

make one

swell

cer-

fraternity

not aU night. Yes, it's
could be condensed into one day. It would, of course, be necessary
So thanks again for your letter. I
"Yeah," said the other, "But too
for the Junior and Senior classes to hold meetings for the selec- miss everything about Bowdoin ex- many guys would be dropping in for
cept the atmosphere (the serological a bite to eat?'
tion of minor officers such as marshals, orators, dance committees,
etc., but these elections have always been characterized by a com-

BOOK STORE

The COLLEGE

SCHOLARSHIP
FUND
_____

Tied with Bates and Wesleyan
Brunswick, Maine

John

mm

;
,

j

On Thursday,

Feb. 14, President!
Sills announced the receipt of a gift
of $26,000 from Mrs. Charles H. Payson of Portland. This fund, the income to be devoted to scholarships,
will be known as the Charles Henry

-While

Rome Bunts"

$2.75

-

by Alexander Woollcott
lecturing this Spring

Payson fund, established in memory
of the late Mr. Payson, a prominent
citizen of Portland, who had maintained an active interest in Bowdoin.

F.

W. CHANDLER & SON
ISO Maine Street

the fact that Mr.;
Payson had never attended a college,
he was awarded the honorary degree
of Master of Arts by President Hyde
109th commencement.
at Bowdoin's
The Orient of that year speaks of Mr.
Payson as "an able financier, and a
generous supporter of education, charIn 1914, despite

|

]

ity

and

The Bowdoin Orient of Feb. 18,
1910, had as its lead story a report
of the "Bowdoin-Tufts relay race"
(no distance .riven) which Bowdoin
won, at the B.A.A. games a few days
previous. "Although Tufts drew the
pole," the story said, "Capt. Colbath
took the lead at the first corner, and
ran rings around his man, gaining
nearly a lap. Cole, Edwards and Tuttle had easy going thereafter," and
Bowdoin won by three-quarters of a
lap.

An editorial and other comments in
the paper urged students to come out
for track, pointing out that "you
don't know what you can do in track

Styling his remarks as a closing
note for the week of religious discussion which the college has just enjoyed, President Sills, in his Sunday
afternoon chapel address, spoke on
the subject of The Place of Religion
in the College.
He first mentioned the fine attitude
of the college toward the visiting

clergymen and especially called attention to the growing spirit of toleration which was apparent. The col-

he pointed out, owes a great
debt to relivrion and religious men. Its
first leaders and sponsors were all
lege,

of religious character, and much
of their spirit has been preserved in
rules and principles of the college
which we can see today.

men

work until you try."
Awards of the Henry W. Longfel-

College Promotes Toleration
The modem college man seems

low scholarship to Stanley P. Chase
'05, now professor of English literature
at Bowdoin, then teaching at Northwestern University, and of the Charles
Carroll Everett scholarship to H. Q.
Hawes '10 were announced.
The conference system has just been
begun to augment lectures, in the department of history and political
science, and an editorial pointed out
its advantages.
Peary's then-recent discovery of the
pole was often mentioned.

be primarily interested in the personal rather than the social aspects of
religion. This shows a step toward
the proper understanding of religion,
which is, after all, primarily intellectual. Although it is a misconception to
believe that the college ever has
placed or intends to place undue emphasis on any of the various phases
of religion, it has been a governing

to

Lyman

B.

Chipman,

House Cooking

Wholesale

A

Prompt Service • Fair Prices
136—87 Maine St.—Tel. 1S7

Specialty

of Fraternity

Trade

MORTON'S NEWSSTAND
BOWDOIN SEAL a»4
FRATERNITY PAPER

S74 Congress Street
Portland, Me.

KAYWOODIE PIPES

certainly consider this plan.

FaMe
Once upon a Time there was a Sophomore who Plunged himself
in Literature. He used to read all the Great Things that had been
written and it was his Proud Boast that he had read More of
Ulysses than the Last Fifty Pages. When he had begun to think
he had Drunk it alt in, he Heard that there was to be an Institute
of Literature at the College.
He was very Happy, because he
Always had wanted to know if Dreiser really looked like That, and
if Eliot wore Slippers when he lectured.
So when the time for the
Institute came around, he was All set and Ready to Go.
The evening of the first Lecture he studied until eight O'clock
and then went to Memorial Hall. He managed to Squeeze through
the Door by battering people with a Ski. He finally got to the
Balcony, and looked upon the Multitude below. Afar off he could
In the first three Rows sat President
Sixteen Orient reporters and a man from the Alumnus. In
the next fifteen Rows were Elderly ladies from Downtown who

see the lecture platform.
Sills,

had brought their knitting and were going to Wait it Out whether
they Understood it or not. In the last two rows were three Members of the faculty and several Old Gentlemen from Portland. By
the door stood a Lone Student
the only one who had been able
i
to get in.

—

The Sophomore never Did find out what Dreiser looked like,
although someone told him that Eliot wore slippers. He went
home, very Disgustedly. After all, he figured, lessons have to be
prepared Sometime
and I can't bring my Knitting and sit for
two hours in the Choice Seats. So instead of going to the next
Lecture, he stayed home and got Drunk on Keats; he felt that with
Keats, at least, he had a Box Seat
Moral: what are the other Eleven Blanket tax stubs good for?
or, How's to reserve a Bloc for the Boys?

—

COSTLIER TOBACCOS

ABE USED

PRO

and

Cornels ore

CON

(A

section devoted to correspondence on matters academic and
erwise. The editors are not responsible for opinions expressed in these

columns.)

finer MORF EXPENSIVE
TOBACCOS -Turkish and
Domestic — than any
ether popular brand."
5

K

Dear

Sir:

'

to the election of their three officers.
The question rises in each fraternity

as to

how

to get their

How

la

it

own men

finally

then proceed with

ballot,

J

"LIFE IN COLLEGE is a busy one," says John Cowdery, '38. "Take my case, for example: I have a leaning
toward dramatics, and spend every minute possible
studying the drama and playwriting, in addition to the
work required by my general course. On top of that, I
have a job that takes up three nights a week. So you
can see my time is pretty full. I get tired... feel 'blue'
sometimes when my energy is at a low ebb. Then a
Camel sure does taste good! It's really swell how Camels
bring me back. Although I smoke them all the time.
Camels have never made me feel nervous."
(Slaved)

in

accom-

for its own officers.
The three who
receive the largest number of votes
could take office in the order in which
the votes were cast. The man with
the greatest number would become
president, etc. In ease of a tis 1st the
decision of the Council
be naal.
Wouldn't it be more of an hon or to
any fellow to be an officer of Ma class
with such a ballot? At pi-is sat, this
plan is just the opinion of a few, but
I do think that it could function successfully
with correct applanation.
Why not do away with the combine
once and for all? There must fee a

plished? Alwaya with a combine? la
there no way to do away with the
present method of ballot? The Council in conducting an election warns
that combines are supposed to be prohibited.
But we know that they are
always present. The fact may be that
it is a difficult job to detsct them, but
they are present nevertheless. I do helieve some system could be adapted
to rectify any such underhand work.
way]
It has been suggested that the StuI would appreciate a reply aa to
dent Council, chosen men among us,
who do know the outstanding men of your opinion on this questi on.
Yours truly,
methnew
work
some
oat
each class,
C. H. SMITH '37.
od. I would like to suggest that this
"Combines
Sec editorial
group select the twelve most promiCause sad Cum
nent men of each class, place these
1
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—
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tired
feel

somehow make* you
more alert.
a grand taste

fresher

. .

.

And what

Camels have... so mild
appealing!"

JOHN COWDERY. *S

<v
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ON YOUR RADIO!
YOU'LL LIKE THE CAMEL CARAVAN
starring Walter O'Keefe, Annette Hanshaw,
Glen Gray's Casa Loma Orchestra over coast • to - coast
WABC- Columbia Network
<

TUESDAY
ANNETTE HANSHAW

10:00 p.m. B.S.T.
9:00 p.m. C.S.T.

8:00 p.m. M.S.T.
7:00 p.m. P.S.T.

arid

(Signed)

MARGUERITE OSMUN

THURSDAY
9:00p.m. E.S.T.
8:00p.m. C.S.T.

9: JO p.m. M.S.T.
8:30p.m. P.S.T.

CAMEL'S COSTLIER TOBACCOS
NEVER GET ON YOUR NERVES!

1
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COLLEGE. I switched to
Camels. I found that amokins a Camel when you're

rttVNOLDS IOBALLO COMPANY
•ociSjItm. North Carolina
N

an election similar to the one now
nsed to- place the men on our Council. Of course, each class would vote

start of the second semester the various classes turn interest

With the

positions.

names on a

made from

Retail

Tel.

THE Orient is heartily in favor of the new proposal, and hopes
that the Student Council will consider it in the near future. They
"are admittedly powerless to combat the present system, wherein
anyone may be railroaded through by a little political manipulaThey should

-

Brunswick Hardware Co.

plete lack of combines, since the jobs call for certain requirements.

tion.

Inc.

Philgas for Fraternity

dis-

cussed in the Orient of Feb. 10, 1884.
Arrangements had just been completed for the Intercollegiate Rowing Association race at Lake Quinsigamond,
near Boston, the following July 4th.
"There is no doubt that the crew will
be the strongest Bowdoin has sent to
a regatta for a number of years. The
one thin,; lacking now is a boat; and
that, it is confidently hoped, the alumni will provide."
Complaint was- made against low
temperatures in classrooms.

alive.

We must look beyond out own generation and provide for the education
of those who are to follow us. There
is danger at present that religious
teaching may be denied to the generation now in school. The whole character of future religious thought in this
country is at stake, and only by the
influence of enlightened opinion can
it be shaped in the proper manner.

PURE FOOD SHOP

BOWDOIN 50 YEARS AGO
Rowing plans were thoroughly

cerning this vital subject.
However, this policy has been administered alwaya with a strict regard for toleration, and at no time
has any decision ever been influenced
by a theological point of view. Nowhere, the president said, is there
brourrht together a greater diversity
of religious thought; yet all work
side by side with the' greatest tolerance and consideration.
Religion la Danger
He closed with the request that
everyone at least give a good deal of
intelligent thought to the question of
religion, with special regard to its
relation to the individual. A definite
attitude is necessary. If we really believe in the worth of religion, an honest effort must be made to keep it

RECENT FORUM

art."

BOWDOIN 25 YEARS AGO

policy from the beginning to foster
discussion and provide education con-

SILLS PRAISES
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THREE

COLLEGE RENEWS
Professor Fay Of Harvard Is
FORUM DIRECTS
PEACE BALLOT
STUDENT FERA
Authority On Europe's History
PEACE PROGRAM
TOTALS ISSUED
Throughout
(Continued Iran paa* >)

To Organize Towns Around
Brunswick Into Unit to
Advance Peace
At a recent meeting of the International Relations Committee of the
Bowdoin Political Forum, it was de-

(ContinMd (ran pas*

an A.B.

1)

States' invasion of the borders of another country only 18% would bear
arms with 82% on the negative aide.
With a vote of 6 to 1 undergraduates favored universal conscription
of capital and labor to control profits
in time of war. An overwhelming vote
of more than 9 to 1 showed advocacy
ot Government control of armament

cided to organize towns within a
twenty-five mile radius of Brunswick and munition industries.
Canada Favors League
into a coordinated unit for "the proBowdoin showed far greater opposimotion of men and measures making
tion than the national ballot in opfor peace".
This executive committee consisting position to the policy that a "navy and
of six members of the student body air force seco n d to none is a sound
with Allan F. Hubbell '35 and Donald method of insuring us against being
P. Barnes *86 as Co-Chairmen will drawn into another great war." Of the
present a program of action to be 18 colleges balloting to the affirmative
fiaaeed upon by a meeting of the Po- of this question, all but one voted
itical Forum itself within the next against entry into the League ot Natwo weeks. -As stated at the time it tions.
Canadian sentiment on the League
was organized some two weeks ago,
NaUo:;s
was overwhelmingly
the object of the Committee is not of
only to educate the student body on brought oat by the vote of Queen's
in
Kingston,
Ontario,
questions of international relations University
but also to do as much work as pos- which was selected to serve sS a test
sible in Brunswick and neighboring vote of that country's feeling. A majority, 97.14% of the voters, advocommunities.
cated that Canada should remain in
MeCleary Lay" Plans
the League. It is interesting to note
In the matter of campus education that the results of a Canadian
UniChairman Sidney McC'eary *86 of the versity varied appreciably only on the
Study Committee is hard at work on League question from the ratio rea aeries of informal round table de- turned by American colleges. The
bates to be presented at tht weekly final tabulation follows:
meetings of the Political Foniin. He
Question:
Can the U. S. Stay
will select six members of the club
Out of War?
to prepare a five minute talk on £
Yes
No.
particular phase of a subject such as
National Vote
.
7M41 34,913
armaments or munitions, after which
Bowdoin
22*
217
the Chairman of the meeting, probQuestion: Should U.- S. Enter
ably some faculty member, will lead a
League of Nations?
general discussion. The date of the
first meeting of the Forum will be announced at the end of this week by
the Executive Committee.
Chairman John P. Chapman '36 of
the General Projects Committee, is
engineering the work of coordinating
the various churches and fraternal
clubs in and around Brunswick into
one workable unit for the promotion
©f peace. He is making up a list of
the addresses and secretaries of all
these organizations within a twentyfive mile radius of Brunswick, and
with this data to go by the Committee
hopes to contact each of them per-

sonally as well as furnish volunteer
student speakers to explain the motives and aims of the Bowdoin Forum
in its drive for peace. The Committee
decided to concentrate on this rather
limited amount of territory in which
to carry on its work purely as an experiment, and if results warrant it
has hopes of branching out later and
along, with similar committees at the
other Maine Colleges cover the whole

.
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Tea

National Vote

.

Question: Largest

No,

54,510

55,689

266

171

Bowdoin

Navy and Air

Force?

Tea
National Vote

.

. .

41,497

Bowdoin
Question:
.

No.
69,715

322

117

Fight

If

U.

S.

In-

vaded?

Yes
National Vote

No.

...92,125 17,951
393
41
Question: Fight If U. S. Invader?
No.
Yes
National Vote
19,425 89,585
Bowdoin
355
75

Bowdoin

.

.

.

in 1896

He attended the University of Paris
and the University of Berlin
during 1900. For two years after receiving a Ph.D. Fay was a Teaching
Fellow at Harvard, then became professor of history at Dartmouth. He
Declaring that decrease of popular
was a lecturer at Harvard from 1917- susceptibility to war propaganda
21, however, and occupied the same would be an immense step toward
sort of position at Amherst in 1924. world peace,
Professor
Cecil
T.
Holmes addressed the Saturday chapReturns to Harvard
in 1899

el goers.
From 1914 to 1929 Fay was proOne of the interesting events of
fessor of European History at Smith recent weeks was the poll of the colCollege.
Since 1929 he has been leges on questions having to do with
teaching at his Alma Mater as a full- war. I read somewhere the other day
fledged professor of history.
that "the volume of returns would
Professor Fay was Round Table seem to indicate that American unDiscussion leadAr at the Williams- dergraduates are thinking seriously
town Institute of Politics in 1924. This and universally about current events."
experience should be of service to him This is no doubt true, and it is perduring the Bowdoin Institute.
haps presumptuous to suggest that
Many honors have come to Fay this serious and universal thought has
during his career, and because of his not explored every corner of the field
interest in and his knowledge of Euof inquiry. Yet I venture to suggest
ropean history he has been made a one point raised by an inspection of
member of countless national and the questionnaire.
foreign
historical
associations.
In
Next War Defensive?
1914 he was president of the New
'
"Would you bear arras for the
England History Teachers AssociaUnited States in the invasion of the
tion.
borders of another country?" Of the
Writes Several Text-Books
109,000 students who answered this
Professor Fay has written text- question, 82'/r said "No*.
"In alinement with our historic probooks, edited magazines of an hiscontributed cedure in drafting man-power in time
torical
nature,
and
of war, would you advocate the prinprolifically to current magazines.
ciple
of universal conscription of all
Fay also is a member of the board
of Editors of the American Historical resources of capital and labor in order to control all profits in time of
Review.
In pre-war days Fay was a student war?" Of the 110,000 who answered
specializing in German history of the this question, 82% said "Yes".
All Wars Defensive
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries
These figures indicate that moat of
while now he is intensely interested
and well informed upon current Euro- those who would not take part in the
invasion of another country are in fa*
pean affairs.
vor of conscription in the next war
conscription not only of labor and
Question: Universal
Conscripcapital to control profits, but contion?
scription of man-power for the army
No.
Yes
as well, as the text of the question
National Vote .
shows. Those of you who voted so
91,988 19,581
Bowdoin
138
296
must therefore believe that our next
war, if and when it comes, will be a
Question: Control of Munitions?
No.
defensive war, fought with an enemy
Yes
who has invaded our own borders.
National Vote
101,702 19,939
86
350
How else, being opposed to an offenBowdoin
sive war, can you vote for universal
The statisticians of a life insurance conscription ?
But there are certain definite facts
company have discovered that the college men live longer than the others. already discernible about the next
,

i
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The

the second semester,
the college will continue the PERA
projects, started at the beginning of
the first semester. As there have
been a few changes on the roll of
workers, the great part (9& rfi) have
been retained.
In the next four
months the college will give out $1085
a month to be apportioned between
69 men. Each man is expected to earn
between $10 and $20 a month. At this
time, there has been no announced
change in seasonal projects except for
the fact that the Harpswell Fire Survey Commission has been transferred

.

.
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RECITAL GIVEN BY
WINIFRED CfflflSTlE

FOR GOVT AWARDS
committee

on

Government

Demonstrating new possibilities in
the field of piano playing, Winifred
Christie presented a recital to a large
audience in Memorial Hall last night.

awards, consisting of Professors O.
C. Hormell, Chairman: D. C. Stanwood; E. C. Helrareidr; and Athern
P. Daggett, have announced competi-

,

HOLMES TALKS
ON NEXT WAR

and a PhD. in 1900.

.

COMPETITION OPEN

Playing on a Moor double
two prizes. One is the Philo piano, Miss Chirstie gave
Sherman Bennett Prize Fund, which program intended to show
was established by Hon. William J. qualities of this piano which

tion for

Bryan, from trust funds of the estate
of the late Philo Sherman Bennett
of New Haven, Conn., the proceeds to
be for a prize for the best essay discussing the principles of free Government. Competition is open for Juniors

and Seniors.
The Horace Lord Piper Prize, consisting of the annual income of $1,373, was established by Hon. Sumner

ham.

war which

will embarrass you, if you
take this attitude. First, it is highly
probable that the war will not be
fought on our territory; yet it will

Kimball, Sc.D., of the class of 1855,
memory of Maj. Horace Lord Piper, of the class of '63. It is awarded to
that member of the Sophomore class
who presents an original paper on the
subject best calculated to promote the
attainment and maintenance of peace
throughout the world, or on some other subject devoted to the welfare of
humanity. Prize essays must be handed in not later than 12.30 p.m., May
I.

in

certainly be a defensive war, forced

upon our reluctant government hy a
selfish, ruthless foe, whose growing
power has long been an increasing
menace not only to our own security
as a nation, but to the whole fabric

of western civilization as well.
In the face of such a threat to
everything of value which the race II, 1935.
has built up through ages of pain and
labor, there will be little patience with
cause it will be to their advantage,
those who hesitate because the theabut because their brutal natures will
ter of action is outside our own bor-,
compel them.
ders. How can we be so sure that it
War Kills Truth
will be a defensive war? Why, modwars,
w»«, . What is the nation which I have
always defensive
«rc mwn/9
ern wars are
,
on the part of all the nations en- been describing? I do not know; that
gaged. This is now axiomatic, and no detail has not yet been arranged. But
government would dream of embark- the description will fit; it always has.
For this is a standard description,
ng upon any other sort of war.
used in all countries in modern wars
Pictures War Propaganda
to portray the enemy.
Secondly, you cannot possibly realIt will be the basis of the great efize now the peculiar nature of the
fort which will be made at the bepeople to whom we shall be opposed in
ginning of the war, to induce you to
the next war. By a curious combinachange your mind about the desirtion of low cunning with a facility in
ability of participating, and it will
imitating virtues which they do not
probably succeed, in the great ma"possess, they have created the illujority of cases. Remember that "when
sion that they are a civilized and culwar
is declared, truth is the first castured people.* Actually, they are still!"",'"?,
savages, doubly dangerous because of
Encourages Mendacity
the weapons which the science and
Strangely enough, the most eninvention of their neighbors have put
couraging thing that we can say about
into their hands.
They have no religious or moral war is that it is accompanied by such
sense, nor any of those subtle spirit- an incalculable quantity of lying. It is
ual excellences which are the flower encouraging precisely because the volof civilization, and which separate us ume of lies in wartime is increasing,
so far from the rest of the brute crea- This indicates that it may require more
tion.
As soon as the war begins, and more lying as time goes on, to get
they will be guilty of the- most hideous wars started, and to keep them going,
Not that there is any danger of
acts of barbarism and cruelty, not bej

j

'

i

j

1

I

j

for single players. These were demonstrated to great advantage by Miss
Christie.

made
possible
program,
The
through the generosity of Walter D.
Wentworth, '88, follows:
exhausting the supply of prevarication.
I have the greatest confidence
that in time of need the human mind
can rise to heights of mendacity as
yet undreamed of. But perhaps something may be done to undermine the
credulity upon which the falsehood
flourishes.

A wider realization of the extent to
which we were deceived last time may
make the deception more difficult next
time. And if popular credulity and
susceptibility to propaganda could be
substantially diminished, then the existence of an increasing number of
persons in all countries who serve notice in advance that they will not take
part in wars of aggression should
have a powerful effect in inducing
governments to seek more diligently

!

for pacific

1

putes.

means

SCHOLARSHIPS
(Continued from pace 1)

last

Owen

is

direct line

in

Owen, who

left

from

Phillip

ToDsham February

t

1776 as a fifer in Captain Lithgow's Company and served throughout the war; and Sargent traces his
ancestry to Ichabod Sargent who was
born in Amesburv, Mass., ten years
prior to the Revolution.
18,

Frank Harold Todd '35 of Topsham
received for the fourth time the Annie E. Purington Scholarship for
"award to a Brunswick or Topsham
boy". Elmer Hutchinson "35 of Portland has been given the Luxton Scholarship for the fourth time, while the
Charles F. Libby Scholarship "for a
deserving resident of Portland" is received by John Finzer Presnell, Jr.,
•35 of that city.

The largest audience ever to attend
was the Southern
California-Notre Dame audience at
Chicago, in 1929;
Soldiers
Field,
112,912 people were there.
a football game

When you need an excuse
to stay a little longer. ...

Varney,8 Jewelry Store
for Gifts
Stationery

Fountain Peas

-

for

all

-

Cards

i

occasions

Watch and Jewelry Repairing
expertly doae
1*3 Maine Street

-A

QUICK LUNCH

—A COMPLETE DINNER

—at any time, at any price
College

Spa

I give

you the mildest smoke, the

tasting

smoke.

me
MILDEST

SMOKE

I

best-

You wonder what makes

different. I'll tell you. It's center leaves.

spurn the

little,

sticky, top leaves

...

so

bitter to

the

taste. I

leaves, so harsh
ful of

scorn the coarse bottom
I am caream made only of

and unappetizing.

your friendship, for

I

the mild, fragrant, expensive center leaves.

PRINTING
STUART & CLEMENT
Tawa

M
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new

ment.
This piano, the invention of a Hungarian comooser, is so constructed as
to allow the player to increase the
range of his performance. A controlling pedal makes it possible to play in
two tonal registers, spaced an octave
apart by pressure upon a single key.
Three Composers Presented
Miss Christie presented the works
of three famous "composers in her program. The first section was selected
from Bach, showing the ability of this
piano to handle musical runs. Chopin
was played in the second group, his
Sonata in B flat minor being lent new
charm with the improved facilities of
the piano.' As the last section, Miss
Christie presented selections from the
modern French composer, Debussy.
The radical construction of the
piano, with the white keys raised to
the level of the black at the back of
the lower keyboard makes possible
the use of some entirely new chords

AWARDED

Soule of the class of 1903.
The Kling Scholarships, established
year by the bequest of Charles
Potter Kling of Augusta, for students "of Colonial or Revolutionary
ancestry" have been assigned to Donald Frederic Barnes '35 of Larchmont,
N. Y., Dan Edwin Christie *37 of Milo,
Joseph McKeen, Jr., '36 of Brunswick,
William Robert Owen "37 of Augusta,
and Stanley Allston Sargent *35 of
Portsmouth, N. H. Barnes is a descendant of Col. Nathaniel Martin of
Barrington, Bristol County, R. I.;
Christie is a descendant of Israel
Avery, a soldier in the Continental
Army. McKeen traces his ancestry to
the early Plymouth colonists, and is
also a direct descendant of Joseph McKeen, first president of Bowdoin.

the

the scope of the regular style instru-

State.
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has twice
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FOUR

SPORT SIDELIGHTS

Swimmers

Springfield

Defeat Bowdoin, 54-33
Bowdoin swimmers met their first
League defeat last Saturday in their
home poo) at the hands of a ragged
A
Springfield College team 54-88.
doable win by Henry Franklin in the
oo-yard dash and 160-yard backstroke
was offset by a similar performance
in the 220 and 100-yard free style
events from Dutch Holland, star of
the visitors, and Springfield had an
edge in most of the remaining events.

optimism was

quelled as the later Portland editions revealed that the White's
early ascendancy in the weight events, hurdles, and dash had been wiped out
snd that Harvard had forged ahead to win by several points. For a college
of 500 students to throw such n scare into a university of 8,000 students is no
mean achievement. It seems hardly just that small institutions like Bowdoin
and Bates should be expected to compete against Harvard, but evidently none
competition interesting.
of the larger schools can make Class
o
However, the Bears may be said to have accomplished their chief
aim
by beating Bates and Maine they west dear title to the mythical Maine indoor championship snd earned the right to ssy that they
would have wan the Class B crown for the fourth success ive year
had they been in it. Surprises and upsets were legion. In his first
taste of competition this year, Howie Nibloek loot the shot put to
Dim my Zaits of Boston College and then proceeded to heave his
mammoth bulk over the high jump bar to tie for third. Bob Porter
sprang a distinct surprise in beating out Black of Maine to take second in the mile. One of the most eagerly expected duels, that between Good and Green in the hurdles, failed to materislize when the
latter pulled a tendon Friday and waa unable to compete.

RIFLEMEN HAVE
HARD SCHEDULE

A

stroke relays. The new relays proved
unexciting, there being too much difference in the prowess of the teams.
Springfield had a length of the pool on
the White backstrokers at the close of
the first relay, while the Bowdoin
breaststrokers developed as much of
an advantage in their combine.

Cary Palls Surprise
Fireworks were set off in the fiftyyard dash when George Cary pulled a
surprise victory over Brown, visiting
sprinter, to take a close second to
Franklin. Both distance events were
swept by Springfield, Bowdoin showing a decided weakness in this departFranklin and Squires swam
ment.
one of the best duels of the evening
in the 150-yard backstroke, the former

Hartley

matches
postal
Intercollegiate
fired in three positions;
standing, kneeling, and prone; extend
over a period of one week. Each contesting team shoots in its own range
and then sends the individual scores
to the National Association in Washington which publishes the results.

—

—

—
—

throughout

—

Walker. Bowdoin. Time—5.40.
ISO-yard backstroke— Won by Franklin. Bowdoin second. Squires. Springfield third. Sud;

:

gen. Springfield. Time— 1.47 2-6. (New Bowdoin pool record.)
W0 yard breaststroke Won by May, Bowdots; second. Beale. Bowdoin; third, Wolff,

—

Time—2.49

Springfield.

to

Yale where they will compete in

the finals of the New England division, against about twelve other New
England college rifle teams.

—

100-yard freestyle Won by Holland. Springthird.
Said: second. Raymond. Sprinirfield
;

Powers, Bowdoin. Time SO seconds.
400 yard fr e est yle relay Won by SpringAcid (Pawling. Hallock. Raymond. Holland)
second. Bowdoin (Seagrave. May, Cary, Frank*
(New pool record.)
tin). T1me--3.58 4-6.

2-6.

Bowdoin Men

ef Brunswick, Mains
Capital,

Printing

SOLICITED

Done Well and

WISEMAN FARMS

The

spirit

and team

—

.

SWORDSMEN END

Non-Frats Take

MEET-LESS YEAR

Lead In League

any men to the InNew York, because
—_.*.. ,,
__
,
Basketball of non-membership, the Bowdoin f encInterf raternity
The
League reached its halfway mark last mg team has tried to arrange informal
week when D.U. and the non-frats dual meets with Maine colleges and
Unable to send
tercollegiates in

I

lead in their respective
leagues, boosting their wins to three
straight.
On Wednesday night the Betas defaulted to non-frats, while the D.U.
scalped the Zetes 57-28. At the half
the tallies were nearly equal, but with
Frazier at center starring for D.U.
and scoring 27 points the outcome was

took the

Tufts.

Mr. Quinby states that although
three of the colleges have some fencing they do not believe themselves
far enough advanced to hold a meet
this year. It Is hoped that something
of a foils dud robin may be held next
year.

doin's flashy J.V. left defense, carried
the puck the entire length of Hebron
Academy's rink to sink the goal which
clinched the game 3-2 for the Polar
Bears last Monday night. This victory
which avenged an earlier defeat by
Hebron brought their brilliant season
to a spectacular close.
The first period ended without score
for either team, but the JayVees completely outskated and outclassed their

opponents. Bowdoin emerged in the
second chapter when Pete Smith put
two fast ones past the Hebron goalie.
In the third period Hebron retaliated
and evened the score, forcing the
game into an overtime. The stellar
work of Dearing, Smith and Allen and
the unusual stick-handling of Walsh,
Hebron's center, stood out.
The Junior Varsity schedule, which
following the
began immediately
Christmas holiday, called for two
games each with Hebron, Fryeburg
and Wilton. Dropping the first game
to Hebron, the team came through
with five straight victories; two over
Fryeburg, two over Wilton, and Monday's finale over Hebron. The advancement of Hawley, at the second
semester, to the Varsity team was a
serious handicap.
.

,

in the Sargent gymnasium last
Saturday.
throughout the
easily
Leading
29,

Weakened by the loss of Bob Cot- whole encounter, the White unofficial
ton and Johnny Boyd, the Bowdoin quintet was never seriously threatswimming team lost a close meet to ened. The five man defense of the
the Portland Boys' Club 43-34 in the
Curtis Pool Wednesday night.
The first event was an upset in
which Mai Hutchinson of Portland
beat Franklin in the 220 to set a new
Maine A.A.U. and a new pool record.
Hutchinson's time was 2 min. 24 3-5
seconds.

visitors, fairly effective during the
first half, broke up during the latter

part, allowing the home team to ring
in the last quarter. Most
of the Portland team's scoring came
a third period rally which was not

up 22 points
in

extended enough to overcome
Polar Bears' substantial lead.

WELLS FORMS NEW
ROUND ROBIN GROUP

decisive.

The following night Chi Psi forfeited to T.D. and the non-frats went
on to win their second game in as
many days to establish a commanding lead- in their league by swamping
A.T.O. 58-7. After the first period
A.T.O. could squeeze out only two
points on penalty shots, while nonwith Vogel and Abelon scoring
6 baskets apiece, piled up forty points.

frats,

Standings

A

League

Won
Non-Frat
Theta Delt

3
2

Kappa Sigma
Alpha Tau Omega

1
1

.

.

.

Lost

1
1

'

2
3

Chi Psi

Beta Theta Pi

Pet
1.000
1.000
.500

500
.000
.000

League B

Won

Pet

Lost

Delta Upsilon

3

Sigma Nu
Delta Kappa E psi Ion

2
1

1

Zeta Psi
Psi Upsilon
Alpha Delta Phi

1

2
2
2

1.000
1.800
.500
.500
.000
.000

carry the largest assortment of
Imported Goods, Fruit, Fresh VegetaDomestic and Imported Cheeses and Biscuits of all
kinds east of Portland.

Phone 3

Brunswick

THE OLD FASHIONED KIND

Paul K. Niven, 1916, Manager

We

Tel. 350

Print the Orient and

CUMBERLAND

Alumnus

Wednesday

Clothing

with

-

Gents' Furnishings

LECLAIR & GERVAIS
86 Maine St.

BRUNSWICK

Mady

-

Jean Parker

•

also

-

Thursday

-

Bachelor Girl

with Robert Montgomery

-

Ann Hsrding

Feb. 21st

A

Biography Of

SERVICE FOR STUDENTS

.

Sport Review

News

EBZ

t»l»ll

Christians

Charles Bickford

PUBLISHING CO.

CUSTOM MADE CLOTHING

Feb. 20th

-

A Wicked Woman

The

•

-also.

Comedy

Pictorial

Gulf

-

Socony Gas and Motor Oils

Complete Lubrication

-

24

Hour

Service

TOPSHAM FILLING STATION
JUST OVER THE

NEW

BRIDGE

— TOPSHAM,

*

Friday

February 22nd

-

Grand Old

-

also

one movin

.

News

MAINE

Girl

• with May Robson - Mary Carlisle
Fred McMurray • Alan Hale

F

Sound Act

Saturday

-

February 23rd

Home On The Range

BRUNSWICK COAL & LUMBER
Hard and Soft Coals
Dry

Fireplace

CO.

Fuel Oils

Wood

Smokers of Chesterfield are funny that

- with •
•
Randolph Scott
Evelyn Brent

Jackie Coogan

way, you can hardly move 'em. They

Comedy

Cartoon

Mon. and Tees.

The Lives Of
•

-

evermore

Feb. 25 and 26

like 'em,

A Beigal Lancer
with

stick to 'em.

-

and they evermore

— they

Chesterfields are milder

Gary Cooper

Lumber and Building Materials
A. K.

MORRELL '22,

Mgr.

of All Kinds

Franchot Tone
Richard Cromwell
Sir Gay Standing

*
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taste better*
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Chaffee beat Seagrave in the 50,
Bowdoin Scores
and Iwanowicz continued his steady
For the first few minutes of the
improvement in the diving to beat
Bowdoin team was unable to
Papatheophrastu and D'Ascanio of game the
fathom the Portland defense. Then
Portland. In the 440 Hutchinson and
Ashkenazy opened the scoring for the
Stratton outdistanced Walker of the
shot from the cenWhite team. Dick May in the 150 home team with a
ter of the floor, and Kent got inside
backstroke beat his nearest rival and
soon after to sink the second from
McKeen lcfcst third by inches.
Henceforth the
basket.
under the
Relay Settles Meet
Polar Bears kept possession of the
John Hooke's lead over Busby in
ball most of the time, holding their
the 200 breaststroke was maintained
opponents scoreless in the first quarthroughout the race. Pach, in the
sank two in succession,
same race, was unable to supply any ter. Fisher
and the period ended with the score
better than a third. Franklin, Chaf12-0.
fee, and Feeney took first, second, and
In the second frame the visitors
third respectively in the 100. This left
the score Boys' Club 35, Bowdoin 34. finally broke through with a long
In the last event of the evening, the shot, and sank two more later on from
But the visitors' five
relay, on which the meet depended, the backboard.
Gary and Franklin could not close up man system began to lose its effithe early lead gained by Portland. ciency, and the forwards, Fisher and
Portland's time in the relay was 4 Elgosin, scored easily. At the end of
min. 1 1-5 sec. In a special event, the the half the White quintet was lead400 breaststroke relay, Bowdoin set a ing by twenty points.
Portland Tessa Rallies
new New England record of 5 min.
9 1-5 sec. This race is rarely run in
As the second half started the Porta meet.
land team's offense began to click.
Led by Forestall, they rang up 17
points in the third period. But they
were unable to stop the accurate
sharpshooting of the home team. Al
Kent, re-entering the game, sank six
baskets from the floor and two foul
•shots to put the game more completeSo that every man out for hockey ly on ice. The Last half was a barrage
can get some competition, Coach of shots by the entire Polar Bear
Wells yesterday inaugurated a Round quintet, and the game ended with the
Robin League. The Varsity and Jun- count 61-29.
ior Varsity squads were broken up,
Outstanding for the White wens
and interspersed with those remainFisher. Forestall and Neling members of the squad who Kent and
son starred for the invaders.
haven't had any competition. Seven
men teams will play two games a day,
getting everybody on the ice while
Discontinuance of the degree of
the cold weather lasts. By doing this, bachelor of philosophy at Brown UniCoach Wells hopes to get more men versity, which was the first academic
institution in the. United States to
out for the sport.
award it (1850), has been announced.
FERA workers in Texas will soon A 75-year-old lad at the University
begin a survey of historical materials of Utah was the only freshman to
to be found in the state and will work escape being hazed by the soph vigilance committee last year.
Texas faculty members.

bles, Olives, Pickles.
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75 Maine St.

Cream

-

up.

We
at

Favorable Prices at

Colonial

make

But the fighting

play so characteristic of the White
team throughout the season was in
evidence during the last two periods
when they scored three times, twice
in the second and once in the third.
Hawley engineered the first goal,
while Capt. Pete Mills countered the
next two. Not up to his usual form,
Dick Steer was removed in favor of
Jack McGill who performed creditably
durin-jf the final two periods.
The mediocre hockey played by the
Bears was due in part to the fact
that they had played four games in
eight days preceding the trip. It was
not until ten o'clock that the two
teams took the ice, following two
schoolboy games in the Bay State
League, champion of which is Needham High, coached by Asa Small, onetime Bowdoin baseball star. The ice,

Chalking np their fourth successive
Polar
Bears
Bowdoin
win
the
swamped the Portland extension ot
Boston University by a score of 81-

TONDREAU BROS. CO.

•

I1M.0M

PATBONAGI

able to

PORTLAND CLUB
SINKS TANKMEN

B. U. Of
61-29 Score

Have Their

ISMW.

Surplus and Profits,

Ice

We

line stands have gone for naught simply because they have
not been able to score touchdowns. We want a coach who. can give us an
attack as well as a defense. Of the many rumored applications, only two
have been denied those by Casey and Brice. Rumor most persistently mentions Adam Walsh as Bowser's successor.

:

amiHinmiyii

—

—

whose great goal

—

BANK

FIRST NATIONAL
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As yet no official release has been made concerning the selection of a new
football coach, but it is expected that he will have been chosen by the latter
part of this week. From the host of applicants, we hope one will be picked
who is capable of teaching the team the kind of football it ought to be taught
—that based on speed, variety, and deception. Failure to do this and a reliance instead on power has been in large measure responsible for the dearth
have seen enough of teams
of football victories for the past few years.

—

440-yard freeetyle Won by Pawling. Springsecond.
Said;
Hallock.
Springfield;
third.

lost to Northeastern 9-3 Friday
night in the Boston Arena. The
Huskies got off to a flying start,
scoring five goals in the first period,
which deficit the Bears were never

DOWN HEBRON

;

seconds.
Diving—Won by Martin. Springfield : second.
Bruises. Springfield; third. Iwanowica, Bowdoin.

astrous seasons in history, the hockey

Hoopmen Swamp
Portland By

team

JAYVEE PUCKSTERS

:

Springfield.

dis-

—

—

—
Time— 25

AT NORTHEASTERN
Winding up one of the most

o—o o—
o—o o—
The hockey season is finished, and the Bears won but two games, which is
two more than we, at the beginning of the season, thought they could win.
Too much praise cannot be bestowed upon Linn Wells for the results which
he obtained from the material he had. For the first half of the season he had
the services of not one letterman, and for the second half only Pete Mills was
Possessed always of a fight and spirit all-too-lacking in many
available.
Schedule
The
Bowdoin teams, the White sextet improved immensely as the season wore
Feb. 16 Bowdoin vs. Harvard
on, carried New Hampshire into two overtime periods, beat Bates twice, and
Feb. 23— Bowdoin vs. M.I.T.
climaxed their spurt by overcoming a three goal deficit to force Colby into
March 2 Bowdoin vs. Vermont
an overtime period. With such outstanding players as Steer, Mills, Hawley, which was bad enough early in the
March 9— Bowdoin vs. Yale
Lawrence, Smith, Thomas, and Rutherford scheduled to return next year and evening, was in very poor condition
March 16 Bowdoin vs. U. S. Coast only Bob Sherman graduating, the puckmen may make it a different story when the Bowdoin and Northeastern
Guards
in 1936.
game began.
March 23— Bowdoin vs. Connecticut
O—O 0—
O—O O—
March 30 Bowdoin vs. Norwich MilSwimming fans found thrills galore at the Bowdoin -Springfield
itary College
meet last Saturday, for it was one of the best ever staged in the
March 30 Bowdoin vs. Rhode Island
Curtis pool. The lead changed hands rapidly as the two teams took
3-2
During the week directly preceding
turns sweeping events and winning relays, and it was not until late
Mid-year examinations, the team was
in the evening thst the Gymnasts piled up a eomvtanding lead. Had
busy shooting three state matches in
In the last forty-five^ seconds of an
not Johnny Boyd been ill, the meet might have been even more exorder that there would be no shooting
citing.
overtime period, Stan Allen, Bowwhich are

the examination period.
At the conclusion of the first week
the team stood fourth in the state
league; at the end of the second week,
eighth, exactly seventy points behind
the first team. It is the ambition of
ten points a week
equalling Foster's College record of the club to make up
seven.
1:47 2-5 to win. From the sixth turn for the remaining
Team Improves
of the 200-yard breaststroke the race
In the third week of the contest,
was between May and Beale, Wulff
made up twenty
falling off in the closing laps. The the Bowdoin team
point deficiency,
sophomore maintained his lead for a points of the seventy
third in the weekly division
placed
1-5
victory.
2:49
and fourth in the aggregate score.
Springfield Takes Relay
The state meets unlike the IntercolIn the diving Martyn turned in the legiate are shot in only two positions
most graceful performance seen on lostanding and prone. Following are
cal boards in some time, building up Use individual scorings.
Total
'rone
Standing
a big margin in the point scoring
182
96
86
over both Squires and Iwanowicz. Hol- Wyer
175
98
land had no trouble in winning the H. Lord
77
180
96
84
100>yard dash, and returned in the Favour
97
165
next event to anchor his speedy relay Esson
68
167
98
69
team. By the fourth leg, however, Ellis
869
the Springfield lead was so big that
»
Team Total
the expected Holland-Franklin battle
With consistent practice the team is
was virtually all over before it began. gaining steadily and scores are going
In conjunction with the Springfield - up each week. The club's scouts have
Bowdoin meet, the Bowdoin jayvees recently uncovered
new material
defeated the Hebron Academy swim- which they feel will prove invaluable;
mers, whom they had tied before mid- but there are still five vacancies for
years. Despite the disqualification of any men who wish to apply. Members
both their medley and freestyle re- of the Faculty aa well as students
lays because of stolen starts, the are cordially invited to be present at
Jayvees conquered, 88-30.
Brewster practice or to witness matches at any
Rundlette extended his list of vic- time.
tories by winning the 200 and 100College Helps
yard freestyle races in good time.
Two new heavy-target rifles which
the college has recently purchased,
The summary:
of the team,
4St-yard backstroke relay— Won by Hprin*- brings within reach
ftsid (Sadgva, Cast, Scott. 8qoiraa)
second. equipment second to none in the counBowdoin (Seas-rave, McKeen, Wright, May). try. The range here has the best lightTime—Ml.
«00-y»rd breaststroke relay— Won by Bow- ing arrangements of any range in the
ranks
itself
doin (Path. Hooke. Whit more. Beale) lecond. state, and the
range
Springfield
(Lambert.
Rimany,
Longley, among the first few in Maine.
Wulff). Time—6.14 4-5.
The varsity team quite possibly
KO-yard freeetyle— Won by Holland. Spriagfield:
second.
Pawling. Springfield; third. may go to M. I. T. this week to fire
Walker. Bowdoin. Time 2.2S 3-6.
On
in a shoulder-to-shoulder meet.
*0-yard freestyle Won by Franklin. BowApril 6, 1935, they will make a trip
doin
second. Cary, Bowdoin; third. Brown.
:

—

—

Lord, President of the
Bowdoin College Rifle Club, received
recently from the National Rifle Association with Headquarters in Washington, D. C, the New England Intercollegiate Match Schedule which
The existing freestyle relay record includes matches with several leading
England college rifle teams inthe
New
covered
Gymnasts
when
the
fell
cluding Harvard, Yale, and M.I.T.
400 yards in 3.58 4-5.

While details of the order of events
were being disputed at some length,
Mr. Fred Lanooe, Springfield diving
coach and former New England I.S.A.
champion, entertained with plain and
fancy diving feats from the high and
low boards. For the first time in a
Curtis Pool meet the program included 400-yard backstroke and breast-

ICEMEN DEFEATED

Early morning editions of the Boston papers carried die information that
Bowdoin was leading Harvard in the University Club track meet. But campus
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Rises

9 *

Urge number

of fifty dollar acholarwere ea
Several
ahipa awarded.
small aa thirty dollars, while the

average waa slightly more then one
hundred dollars.
•

WE

understand that when one applies for student aid of some
form or other he naturally implies
that unless he receives some fi nancial
help from the College he will be unable to remain. But would a student
in such circumstances find fifty dollars of much use to himself ? It seems
quite evident that if he were able to
supply the remaining $100 necessary
for tuition, he would have had no
greet difficulty in obtaining the other
150.

Would it not therefore be better to
reduce the number of scholarships
awarded to the extent that the average amount of each would closely ap-

ly for his work in the latter department. Mills proved to be a spark-plug
in the White attack, but aa a defense man he almost was a stonewall. This prompted his selection aa
right defense of the All-Stars.

Steer

proximate the $146
This of course applies only
tion?
to the general scholarship fund and
not to the special awards.
It is our belief that this is in accordance with the opinion of e large
portion of the student body who believe that there is a limit to which
good can be divided and subdivided

Dominates Goalies

GLEE CLUB TO
SING IN

MEET

Meeting for the first time after two
its possible
years, the New England Intercolshould like to suggest that the legiate Glee Club Association, of
Student Council appoint a committee which Bowdoin is a member, will hold
to sound out student opinion on this a competition next Friday
evening, in
rec-

and make any possible
ommendations to the Committee on Portland* in which ten New England
Out of this
Student Aid which might originate colleges will compete.
from such an investigation.
number of colleges competing, the
•
•
*
winning club will be chosen and will
to
Pittsburgh
go
to
compete
in a narpHE first of a series of panel disA cussions sponsored by the re- tional Glee Club contest.
The colleges competing are: Amcently created International Relations
Committee waa held last night at the herst, Bowdoin, Clark, Colby, MassaSigma Nu house. Those who attended chusetts Institute of Technology,
this meeting agreed that this new Rhode Island State, University of
method of presentation is a more New Hampshire, University of Verrapid and exhaustive way of cover- mont, Wesleyan and Williams. In the
last meet, which was held in Springing the field.
Under this "panel" plan the dis- field, Mass., two years ago, Bowdoin
subject,

cussion is divided among several stu- was runner-up. This year, as in the
last contest, her biggest rivals will be
dents each of whom studies a psrtic
ular phase of the subject for which Williams and Wesleyan.
yea? ago the meeting died on*
We hope that
is held responsible.
ha
"
ate meetings will continue to be because of the lack of a sponsor. This
conducted at the various fraternity year the Portland Men's Singing Club
houses in order to preserve the in- will sponsor the competition.
formal atmosphere, which waa lackPolar Bears to Play
ing at the Forum meetings held In
the Union assembly room.
In order to help defray the traveling expenses of the clubs coming to
e
e
a
"tolerance trio" fitted in very compete in the meet, there will be
appropriately at the conclusion • dance held afterwards in the Falof the Forum of Modern Religious mouth Hotel in Portland. There will
Under the leadership of be dancing in the evening from eleven
Thought.
The music will be furRev. Everett Ross Clinchy this group until two.
or alternative trios have canvassed a nished by the Bowdoin Polar Bears.
There will be thirty men chosen to
great number of colleges throughout
die country. It is their aim to break represent Bowdoin; twenty-nine singdown unfounded prejudices which oc- ers and the leader. The men out of
cupy the thoughts of many Chris- whom the thirty will be chosen are:
tians and Jews, and to establish a W. S. Batty W, E. P. Head -35, H. C.
W.
feeling of tolerance and good will Buxton "37, G. P. Clarkson *37,
Stanwood *38,
W.
Laffin "38, G.
among the various faiths.
Up until this year the Religious Brown '85, W. D. Bishop W, J. J.
"36, H. B.
Forum has confined itself to obtain- Pocoek '38, E. L. Campbell
f
Saw'36,
Mann
W.
C.
36,
of
Lang
F.
S.
who
are
ing only those clergymen
some Protestant faith. This year, yer ¥7, J. P. Hepburn '3S, J. McKeen
however, one of ^he most popular "36, R. Hawley ^8, M. W. Cass *37, F.
churchmen to attend the Forum was S. Verity *36, C. C. Hall "37, R. V. Mcthe Catholic chaplain of Princeton Cann '37, D. W. Fitts *38, W. R. Mur-

A

rE

R
C

R

Ivory "37, J. L. Crosby
We hope that when the plans are •87, J. B. Marshall '37, J. W. French
being made for next year's Forum, •37,
W. Breed '35, J. L. Belden '36,
make
will
the committee in charge
J. N. Shute "36, F. W. Kibbe ¥1, T.
their choices along even more liberal
Bradford *37, J. H. Card '38, W. S.
lines including perhaps Protestants, M.
Bass '38.
Catholics, Quakers and Jews.

phy

'38, P. S.

R

*

•

of the undergraduate playwrights whose one-act dramas

If this

fact has any meaning,

it

seems

to indicate that interest is not
"You can't sing the Star Spangled
The prises are Banner upon an empty stomach! Pociently widespread.
substantial and should attract the ef- litical freedom and religious liberty
forts of potential dramatists from don't mean much if you haven't got
the incoming class.
economic security", said the present
Mayor of the City of New York, Fi-

Although the
not be

issued

edition of the

final publication will

until

Ivy,

the

Bowdoin Bugle

is

1935
prac-

ready for the press. Editor-inDyer has assembled all
articles and cuts and is waiting only
for the results of class elections and
the winter athletic season to com-

tically

chief Isaac

plete the book.
The Bugle will be fundamentally
the aame as in previous issues, but
with several striking changes which
will not be announced before it hi
ready for distribution. The cover will
he leather as usual, and will feature
the class numerals. Throughout- the
illustration of the book, silver and
black will he the predominant tones.

Proofs Returned This Week
Proofs of the group pictures taken
recently ere expected to be here for
inspection some time this week. A
further announcement will be made
concerning this so that all those who
desire copies of the various groups
can make their selection at that time.
No appointment will be made to fill
the vacancy left by Ned Brown, former photography manager. This department has been taken over by the
editor-in-chief. All nominations for
positions on next year's board will be
announced at the time of publication.

these three.

in

NO. 22

27, 1935.

MAKES

NEW

MORGAN DENNIS
GIVESLEITURE
Noted Dog
Talk Showing Slides of
His Etchings

—

t|

Bicknell.

The

subjects

troduced

the

speaker.

ranged from

Competing for prizes of $30 and
Following slides of several fine
$20 offered by Masque and Gown,
four one-act plays, written by under- winter scenes by Bicknell, an obscure
graduates, will be produced in Me- but excellent "artists' artist", Dennis
morial Hall, next Monday evening, at showed examples of his own work
vil8.00 o'clock. The plays which will be done on Cape Cod in fishermen's
produced before the public in the finals lages, and in the little hamlets of
of the contest, have been written by Southern Ireland, with their thatchJohn V. Schaffner *35, Arthur M. roofed cottages. His dog sketches
Stratton '35, Thomas S. Spencer '37, were amusingly titled with colloquial
and Paul Welsh "37. The judges who phrases such as "Scram" and "Who
will select the two best plays are Threw That", the latter showing a
Professors Chase, Coffin, arid Stall- harassed dog in a sitting position,
peering backwards. Dennis said that
knecht.
Schaffner is directing his own play, his famous "Texaco Scotties" had
the cast containing Edwin G. Walker been reproduced in advertisements
more than 300,000,000 time*.
'36, Richard V. McCann '37, Thomas E.
In reading an "Autobidography"
Baasett '37, and Miss Nella Barber of
Brunswick who will take the only written by himself which appeared in
feminine role. In Stratton's cast are a number of the Cosmopolitan last
William H. Rice '38, Thomas Bassett year, Dennis brought out some of the
*37, Miss Nella Barber and Miss Fabimistakes people make in keeping
ola Caron of Brunswick.
dogs, citing the cases of pets kept in
Writer Plays Part
apartments in cities. He stressed the
la Welsh's play, which he is direct- point that dogs aa well as humans
ing bisMwtf, the actors are' Frederick could have inh tofctJtas and ceaapssxes,
L. Gwynn ¥7, Franklin F. Goutd *37, and that some freedom was necessary
Ashby Tibbetts '35, Charles A. Denny for their happiness and well-being.
'37, and Welsh who will play a small He scored those women who parade
Sirt himself. Spencer's play is being fashionable dogs in order to attract
rected by Edwin G. Walker, who also attention to themselves.
has a part in the play. The others in
Dennis explained the processes by
the cast are Maxwell M. Small '36, W. which both etchings and "dry-points"
Ronald Marshall '35, William H. Fish were made, bringing out the essen
'38 and Claude R. Frazier *38. The two tial differences well. A group of his
feminine roles in the play are being etchings were on view in the Union,
by Mrs. Carleton Young of copies of them being sold to people
Brunswick, and by Miss Margaret desirous of having autographed souTreganowan, also at Brunswick.
venirs of the lecture.
A wide range is represented by the
four plays. Stratton's play is an "inMeet
timate comedy", entitled "Seek Her as Debating
Silver, or Few Things Flourish", the
Hampshire
scene being a drawing room. The action of Welsh's play, "Asylum", takes
place in a ward of an insane asylum.
Competing in a non-leagne
Spencer's play, "Three Plumbers in
match, the Bowdoin College deOne Act", is also a comedy, set in the
baters will argue against prohiliving room of a typical American
bition of international trade in
home. "Three Hungry People", SchafFmunitions in a contest with Uniner's play, is in the vein of tragedy,
versity of New Hampshire deand the scene shifts from an attic to
baters in the debating room of
a city street.
Hubbard Hall here at 8.00 toAn innovation this year in the
morrow evening. Donald Bryant
One-act Play Contest will be the of'37, Norman Seagrave '37. and
fering of two prizes of $10 each to
Stuart G. P. Small '38 will make
the best actor and the best actress
up the Bowdoin team.
taking part in any of these four plays.
The debate, the first held with
Admission to the plays next Monday
another college here for several,
night will be priced at 'SO cents, and
weeks, will be a non-decision
there will be a few reserved seats.
contest, with an open forum on
the subject following.
Bowdoin will next take the
field in a league debate when
they tangle with Bates on March
11. This debate will probably be
decisive
determining
in
the
championship of the league for
public life as consul at Fiume thirty
the year.
years ago."
Bowdoin teams have
been
Has Bent For Politics
*

New

Team To
Tomorrow

I

meeting- New Hampshire for several years, although in recent

"Only a protective sense of humor,
utter recklessness of personal consequences, a natural bent for politics,

the matches
place at Durham.

years

taken

MUNITIONS RACKET
At

the regular meeting of the PoForum the International ReCommittee held a round-table
panel discussion in the Sigma Nu
House last night. Charles Hatch '35
led the discussion, which centered
about the munitions industries and
their wartime profits. "What Is the
Existing Situation in respect to traffic of arms and Munitions?" was the
title of the discussion.
Each one of the five speakers, including John O. Parker '35, Joseph E.
Fisher "36, Ernest R. Dalton '37 and
Alfred Gordon '36, gave short talks,
which occupied the first half of the
hour's program. Hatch as chairman
also gave a five minute talk, and the
remaining pe/iod was spent in informal discussion by the group.
Each one of the five speakers outlined the definitions, the principle
litical

lations

the Italian front, then rushed back

immediate

have

FORUM DISCUSSES

—

demand an

Here

spiritual

and material demobilization of the
fighting machine overseas and at
with Socialist home. "In the flag-waving days of
Follette Independent
1917 he introduced a bill providing
indorsement, and a Fusionist. Savdeath for war profiteers, and he opage in speech, sensational in action,
censorship and espionage
earnest in his passion for posed all

consuming and producing countries,
manufacture, the
marketing, and the governmental
control of the marketing of munitions. "Merchants of Death", a recent
book upon the industry, which is
noted for its revelations, was prominent amon;[ a* texts used in corn-

the

fanatically

conditions

of

reform and social justice, and often proposals."
LaGuardia Is Energetic Man
too critical of the current national
,
mood for his own good, he has been
In personal life 1* is "a man .of
a taunting five foot-four gadfly to charm, strange contrasts, simplicity pUinj? materjai and referred to often
both major parties since he entered
( Continued
on page l)
in the proceedings.
!

j

from Time

in 400-yard Backstroke

as

at Curtis Pool

-Tolerance Trio"

WOOD TAKES DASH
FROM CHROSTOWSKI

RELIGIOUS PARLEY

Defeats Champion in 100-yd.
All Three See United Effort
in All Faiths as

Way

Governor

Freestyle;

to

Gives Welcome

Social Relief
As the outstanding feature in the
eventful Bowdoin Olympic Swimming
Carnival, Miss Alice Bridges set a
new world's 400 yard backstroke record in the Curtis Pool last Saturday.
time,
Miss
against
Swimming
Bridges, now recognized as the outstanding woman swimmer in the
United States, covered the distance in
5 minutes, thirty-six and four-fifths
seconds, to clip just ten seconds off
the former record, set by Eleanor
Holmes in 1930.

Before a near capacity audience in
Hall last Monday night,
the "tolerance trio", composed of
Rev. Everett Ross Clinchy, PresbyRev. Michael J.
minister,
terian

Memorial

Entertaining an audience which
the Lounge »of the Moulton
Ahem, Roman Catholic priest, and
Union last evening* Morgan Dennis, Beryl O. Cohon, Jewish rabbi, preprominent etcher and dog illustrator, sented an entertaining, enlightening,
gave a talk on "The Art of Etching" and significant round table discuswhich made clear to a lay audience sion
of common religious differences.
the steps in making "abrasions on President Sills presided over the
the surface of copper plates".
meeting and introduced the three
The talk was accompanied by a set speakers.
of slides which presented etched
This "tolerance trio", who are
works of the artist himself and of his sponsored by the National Conferteacher and friend, Mr. W. H. W.
ence of Jews and Christians "to kin-

MASQUERS GIVE
ONE ACT PLAYS

to

Heads Meet

filled

H. LaGuardia, fiery and dy- and what he calls 'guts' saved him
namic man who was described by R. from discouragement and dropping
Tucker in a last year's Colliers as out of sight long ago."
."heralding a new order in municipal
Hia social views run parallel to the
government". "Cinderella in the City
President's.
Ten months ago, thinkHall" is .the name of this article on
ing his exciting political days over,
LaGuardia, and the story told his
he
left Washington a defeated and a
mayor's position, the
rise to the
dejected
man.
He did not go back
climax of a career which is "the fairy
to the life of a lawyer, for "deteststory of American politics."
ing the formality of the court-room
Called Dangerous Radical
and despising the dank atmosphere of
"They used to call Fiorello La- the law office, he made ^politics and
Guardia a dangerous radical; time government his play and profession."
has caught up with him. Now he's LaGuardia wants his name to mean
mayor of New York as colorful aa something worth while and lasting
ever but hardly able to believe his in the realm of municipal governeyes. The new mayor of New York
ment.
reached his present eminence by
Only a few would call him "wild'*
breaking all the political rules as or "irresponsible" now. He has seen
casually and deliberately as godmany of his "radical" dreams come
viowands
mothers armed with fairy
true. These were formulated during
late the laws of nature." This is the
a busy and eventful life, which led
man who will talk to an institute au- him early abroad to various consuldience on "the American City" on
ates in central European countries.
Saturday April IS.
conformed to any code He served a while as an aviator on
rarely
or pattern except his own" writes
Tucker, "and he rarely ran or ranted
with die mob. He has run for office
as a Republican, a Progressive, a La

Clips 10 Seconds

Jew\ Protestant and Catholic

Illustrator Gives

orello

"He

RECORD

SILLS PRESIDES IN

Tooeaey Plays Defense
Filling the other defense position

on the mythical team is "Turns"
Toomey, stellar Bates left defense
man who was a bulwark for the Garnet throughout the season.
To "his
work may be attributed the major

LaGuardia, To Give Talk Here,
Is A Political Rule-Breaker

suffi-

YEAR BOOK TOGO
TO PRESSES SOON

,

Shows Etchings of Dogs

We

will be presented Monday night were
also entered in the contest last year.

center,

Travels to Portland Friday Four Original Presentations Cape Cod to Southern Ireland, and
from portraits to amusing scenes in
Entered in Contest to
to Compete with Ten
which dogs figured. Professor Henry
Andrews of the Art Department inbe Held Monday
Other Colleges

effectiveness.

rpHREE

at

and "Hocker" Ross at right wing
proved to be one of the fastest skating, and cleverest-passing in the eastSo
ern intercollegiate competition.
effective were these three men, that
it has been remarked that Colby's defense and offense were both embodied

:

while retaining some of

University.

front line of Colby;

left

Bowdoin's second representative on part of the credit for the small scores
Coach Wells' mythical team, Dick made by Bowdoin against the LewisSteer, was hailed without exception ton team.
as being the best goalie in the state.
Coach Wells' selections follow:
In every game, Steer showed his rePaganucci, Colby: Left Wing
markable ability for stopping shots,
Lemieux, Colby: Center
being the main reason for many of
Ross, Colby Right Wing
the low-score games.
In no game
Toomey, Bates: Left Defense
Mills, Bowdoin, Right Defense
of the season was he ever accredited
with less than 40 stops.
Steer, Bowdoin: Goalie

required for tui-

*

FEBRUARY

the question
as
of basketball's
iflBcial varsity sport will be sponthe Orient the latter
sored
in
effort to
part of this
undergraduate
actual
discover
opinion on tha matter. Voting
will be conducted on or before
Friday, March 1, in the fraternities by Orient representatives.
Results of the poll will appear in
next week's isaee of the Orient.

wall of the
of the invincible
at

Mills

of the

vu

*

WEDNlgSDAY,

student pall

goalie

•

ORIENT

Poll To Be Conducted
and Mills
ALICE BRIDGES
On Varsity Basketball TOLERANCE IS
For All-Maine Hockey Sextet
WORLD'S
A
«a
AIM OF THREE
adoption
an
All-Maine
and
Picking Captain Pete
The forward
Dick Steer
Polar Bear team was made up
by
Al Paganucci
IN OLYMPIC CARNIVAL
Coach Linn Wells announced
SECT LEADERS
week
an
All-Maine
wing, Rum Lemieux

acholarahipa outfit.
IN awarding thi» year'a
hockhis selections for the
the Committee on Student Aid
year. Colby led In
guided by the commendable prin- ey teem for the
positions on the team, placing three
ciple of helping as many men aa posrepresentamen, while Betes had one
sible to combat the depression and
tive.
remain in college. Consequently there
Although Mills displayed great verwee en increase in the number of
satility on the ice this season, playobviously
a
and
given
scholarships
ing in both wing and defense posidecrease in the average site of each.
tions.
Coach Wells valued him mostFor the first time there were a

•

ME.,

VOTE ON
BASKETBALL

Wells Picks Steer

The Sun
• »

BRUNSWICK,

(64th Year)

•PW

"

MP

!

The meet also saw a new interscholastic
champion crowned, as
Wood, of Huntington school, defeated

Mat Chrostowski of Olneyville in the
hundred yard freestyle event in the
time of fifty-three and three-fifths
seconds, one-fifth short of Chrostow-

dle tolerance and good will among
their respective faiths", employed an
unusual method for the presentation
of their message. All three took the
stage at once, and in what Rev. Mr.
Clinchy termed a "laboratory experiment", they dissected the leading issues in religion today by asxing each

ski's

other questions and conducting a
general dialogue which was interspersed with anecdotes and humorous retorts to show the friendly way
in which they regarded each other.
Theme of Discussion
The theme of the discussion was
sounded by the Rev. Mr. Clinchy
when he declared; "Every man has a
right to his convictions and a duty
to live according to them. Every other man has a duty to give tolerance
and respect to the liberty of action
of this man according to his convictions. This is the platform which
the Conference of Jews and Christians stands on."
Father Ahern emphasized another
important object of their mission:
"We have come to show not only the
fundamental differences but also the
common ideals of the Protestant,
Jewish, snd Catholic <atths. We have
worked together for common causes
and we must continue our work
together for such common ideals
and social juspeace,
as world
tice. The American nation is founded

on mutual

love.

We

must put

record.

Wood

trailed his

rival

to the last length, when he showed
a burst of speed to finish first by a
narrow margin.
Relay Record Unbeaten
The attempt by the world-recordholding Olneyville Boys' Club medley
relay team to equal or better their
own time in the event failed by two
seconds.
The team, consisting of
Russ Branch, Johnny Higgins, and
Mat Chrostowski, had competed in
Connecticut the night before, arrived
in Providence at one o'clock in 0»e
morning, and had traveled most of
the day to arrive in time for the
meet.
Commenting upon their performance, Coach Bob Miller, who
acted as referee and announcer, declared that "their time in the events
Mias Alice Bridges who broke the under the conditions was little^sbort
miraculous."
standing world's record for the 400 of
Another outstanding event ot rap
yard backstroke at the Curtis Pool evening was the dead heat swum
last Saturday.
by Henry Franklin '35 and Friel of
Huntington school in the invitation
one hundred yard backstroke. Franklin had been leading- by a slight mar
gin, but Friel came Up in the last
few yards to make a finish that the
officials found impossible to call. The
time for the event waa one minute
seven and one-fifth seconds, a new

up

\

CLUB TO SHOW
FRENCH TALKIES

affec-

tion into our lives and turn prejudices into a dross of gold. American
patriotism in its last analysis is 'love

pool and Bowdoin record.
Maine Marks Fall

French Dept Sponsoring
Movie; Napoleonic Drama
to be Seen Thurs.

thy neighbor as thyself.'
Rabbi Cohon stressed the fact that
they were not trying to win converts or undermine the religious convictions of any of the audience. "We
are only trying to reach mutual understanding and toleration of each
other's principles," he declared. "We
have a hard enough time keeping in
line those already in our synagogues
without trying to get any new con-

Three Maine Amateur Atnletic
Union records also fell during the
carnival.
The fifty yard freestyle
record time was lowered two fifths of
a second to a new time of twentyfive and one-fifth by Henry Franklin in the finals of the event. Franklin exhibited excellent form the whole

("NaAigles"
"L'Agonie
des
poleon's Last Legion"), a French
talking picture with English explanatory titles, will be presented under
the auspices of the Ours Blanc and
the French Department at the Cumberland Theatre next Friday afternoon at 4.30 o'clock. This film is a
verts."
new one, first presented recently to
Church and Politics
the President of France in a gala
in
Father Ahern spent some time
refuting the familiar attack that pol- ceremony at the Opera House in
everywhere
itics enters into the policies of the Paris, and since hailed
New
Catholic church. He said in his thir- aa an excellent French film.
the York critics are unanimous in its
connection
wi*h
ty years of
church, he had never known of a praise.
Tickets for the showing may be
single direction in any of the 300
Catholic newspapers and magazines bought from any member of the Ours
as to how a person should vote ex- Blanc and from professors of the
cept in a few extreme cases where French department, and a number
Catholic rights have been attacked. will be sold at French classes this
He said the only admonition to Cath- week. Absolutely no tickets will be
The price will be
olic laymen was to vote according sold at the door.
Besides he held thirty-five cents.
to their conscience.
•Was Popular at Harvard
it to be impossible that the six or
seven votes of the twenty million • "L'Agonie des Aigles" has been
America could ever shown in Paris, London and New
Catholics in
swing- a national election.
York. It was recently given at HarTo a question form the floor ask- vard, and was very well received
ing whether there was any "faction there.
It is coming to Bowdoin diin the Catholic church seeking tem- rectly from the University of New
poral power", Fs*her Ahern again Hampshire and* Weliesley. The wifo
denied there was any church author- of Professor Rand of Harvard is
ity to such a faction. He showed how partly responsible for the appearance
the Pope's temporal power never of French movies at Bowdoin in the
amounted to more than that over the last few years. Two years ago two
Papal States in Italy much as the were given, and last year "Le MilPresident of the United States' jurisContinued on page 3)
diction over the District of Columbia and he further cited the fact
that Mussolini had given back to the
Pope only a small strip of land
around the Vatican, when he might
have had back the whole of the Papal
States if he had been seeking temA mind skilled in economics is a
poral power.
mind skilled in bridge if the abilities
Jewish Unity
Rabbi Cohon attacked the common of Professor O. M. W. Sprague of "Har(Continued on pas* S)
vard are illustrative of a generality,
for he has been characterized not only as a synonym for scholarship in
economics but as able to "play the
best hand of bridge on the faculty".

distance, gaining substantially
his opponents at every turn.

over

Mary

Dudley of the Portland Boys' Club
set a new mark of thirty-one and
two-fifths seconds in the trials of the
woman's fifty yard freestyle, and repeated in the finals. Miss Dudley led
the field easily. In the girls' special
hundred yard freestyle event Elisabeth Morgan of the Whitinsville

Swimming

Association

covered

the

in one minute, eleven and
one-fifth seconds, also a M. A. A. U.
record.
Some excellent diving performances were provided in the high
board diving competition and in the

distance

.

exhibition low board diving by Miss
Peggy Wilder of the Brookline W. S.
A. The former was closely contested,
as John Patrick of the Olneyville B.
C. collected 116 points against 114
by Robert Richey of Huntington
school.

Carnival Initiates Series
The carnival, consisting in all of
seventeen events, was the first of a
number to be given throughout the
country to help defray travelling expenses of the United States Olympic
swimming team to the Olympics in

Germany

in 1936.

The, Honorable Louis J. Brann,
Governor of Maine, attended the
(Continued on pas* 4)

(

Economics Prof. 0. M. Sprague
Once Taught At U. of Tokyo
the "brain-trust". His early years of
teaching in college took him to the
University of Tokyo in Japan, where
he was as respected a professor as at

Harvard.

"For forty years at Harvard the
name of Sprague has been a synonym
for scholarship. He is the personifica-

Coach To Be Chosen By

Athletic Council Sat. An

No

appointment has yet been

made

to fill the berth of varsity
football coach due to the post-

ponement of the meeting of the
Athletic Council until this Saturday. The meeting, called to refill the vacant position, was originally scheduled for last Saturday, hut was put off because of
inconvenience to some of the
members of the council.
No definite information is as
yet available concerning candidates for the position. Malcolm
E. Morrell, director of athletics,
stated Saturday that the search
for the proper ma* to fill the va-

by former Coach
left
Bowser has continued, with aev-.

cancy

eral applicants being interviewed.

|

article entitled "Washington's Fi- tion of intellectual integrity. His colnancial Adviser" by L. H. Robbins leagues rail him a rock, so staunch
in the November 1933 issue of the is he in his principles." Robbins de"Review of Reviews" presents this scribes him in his article as a "moralfact and many others about the man ist and a conservative, a. man selfwho is to address a Bowdoin audi- contained, saying little but saying it
ence on "Managed Currency" the third vigorously, he is a leader on the camInstitute, pus even when championing a minorPolitical
the
night
of
Thursday, April 11th.
ity opinion.
Figures Little In News
Was Professor In Japan
"Not much news is printed about
Early in his career he taught in
Robbins. "For one
Sprague,"
j

\

says

reason he

is

modesty

1

itself.

Tokyo Imperial University and
Then, the
Japanese finance has looked to him
for advise ever since. Returning to
Cambridge he had a large part in
organizing the Harvard
Business
School and shaping the program.
There for years he has been one of
the best beloved professors."
"A grey-haired man of kindly face

again, Doctor Sprague's duties, which
are purely those of a consultant, sel-i
dom bring him into the limelight. He
is a critic behind the scenes rather
the stage."
on
actor
an
than
Sprague's writings are scanty.
Vet this man was the first American to become adviser to the Bank of
England, and later held a post with

j

1

(Continued on pan* S)
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(dastard and Cress
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CON

and

Some of the laddies who just like to
sit around and listen on a Sunday afternoon were tuned in on Father
Coughlin a week ago at the Lancaster Dear Sir:
Hovel, being; deeply interested in the
Having read the editorial of the
founding of economic theories and Orient in regard to the 'combines'
Donald F. Barnes *35
A among fraternities during elass elecideas for financial rehabilitation.
torVe wolf, who was hovering about tions, I would like to voice an opinion
tfce lounge looking for a comic section, which I believe has many supporters
Paul E. SullivAh *88
happened over to the radio, and on the campus. I agree with the
Maiatftf Baiter
stopped for a moment to listen to the Orient that something should be done
Robert P. Ashley '36
speaker. He Seemed unable to make to eliminate the evils
of the present
neither head nor tail out of the method of electing
Contributing Editors
class officers.
goings-on, so finally he asked:
John P. Chapman 'it
Burroughs Mitchell "86
However
I do not believe that the
"Who is that?"
Weston Lewis "36
interference of the present type of
One of the rapt listeners turned to
imSub-Editers
him with a look of scorn. "Don't you Stddent Council can in any way
prove conditions. Under the 'combine'
Charles P. Brewster *87
William A. O. Gross *37 know?" he asked.
William
Barton "87
William Rlaber *37
The Tone wolf bent closer and system of elections the most powerful fraternities sway the election and
Maxwell A. Eaten U7
Richard E. Mathewson *37 listened harder.
"Gosh," he said, "It's Dean Nixon!" in almost all cases athletes are
Stanley Williams, Jr, *87
elected.
Now it is also a general
at -e
rule that the Student Council repreBOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY
Russian operas have always
sents the most powerful fraternities
Bosoms* Manager
Seated to as to be rather enfor
and
the
most part its members
John S. Baker '86
with
ralling
what
things,
are athletes. When this body makes
srrkkersnees flashing about the
Assistant Managers
its nominations 4t is onlv natural to
stage, and ladies and gentlemen
Willis Hay, Jr., 86
Winthrop B. Walker *88
Owen H. Melaugh "86
assume that the most powerful fradying for practically no cause
ternities and the athletes are still goFaMishcd avary Wasmaaday during ffct College Year by tha 9twtaaU erf Bowdoifc flnHajs
whatever. Oar favorite of all,
injr to hold the balance of power.
All x»lii batto»» and eommairieaUons xhould b« given to th« Managing Editor by Twada)
Swever, is the brand new one
If we are proing to begin a camBight preceding the data of pvMleation. The Editor-in-Chtef I*
far the editorial
at has been amazing the citipaign
of reform, why not commence
eolamri the Managing- Mrtor far aewa and make-up. AD eomrnnatcationt regarding » «Wuh>
renry of Cleveland, Detroit and
with
the method of electing the StuUou ihould ba aditrsewd to the Business Manager of the Bow*** Pttbltsfclag Cornea**.
points west. It is entitled "Lady
dent Council? Instead of having the
Sabacrtptloas. SS.M tar rear (Including Atamans) In advance.
au-

tions*

ramAk

man

I

elected

represent the opinions of all the various organizations on the campus.
Now the majority of the fraternities and other types of men as well
as athletes would be represented on
the Student Council. With this type
of Student Council I think the plan
proposed by C. H. Smith would operate fairly successfully. But with our
council composed almost entirely of
athletes and representing only a few
fraternities, his plan woyld do verylittle to remove the evils resulting
from the present method of electing
class officers.

A. M.

'35.

;

Macbeth of Mtsensk ", and the

matter at the poetolflet at Brunswick. Mara*.

News Editor for This Issue
-Maxwell A. Eaton.'SJ
vol.

utnr.
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The Phantom of Basketball
yean the official College has been attemptihg

fortune.

to ray

the ghost of basketball, which arises every winter to frighten the
athletic department,

hockey enthusiasts and thbse arhtthg the

who

look with disfavor on amplification Of th*

undergraduates

thor, Shoatakovitch, describes his
gentle heroine, somewhat of a
easing dove no doubt, in the program hates ss fellows:
"•impelled by greed, ambition
aad a morbid passion for a young
clerk, she poisons her father-inkills her husband, and murders her nephew in order to become chief heir to her husband's

own

Her

aofcMe."
Russians,
ple to let
their way.

end

is

1

>

program.

Sir:

a Student Council were to be
ed with his back to the others, and planned on a representative basis, it
Glenn Cunningham circled the track seems to me that the most obvious
twice at a dog-trot after breaking a political unit is the fraternity. I suggest that a council be formed conworld record.
The least the Bowdoin men could do, sisting of one man from each social
we figure, would be to wear their fraternity, one from the non-fraternity
group and three at large.
shirts backward, or stand on their
Since this plan would insure equal
heads when the results were anrepresentation, it would not have
nounced.
If

effect of over-stressing fraternities as units. Such, a council would
not stand in danger of political bias,
and could keep in close touch with almost all the members of the college.

the

by

One of the profs who is a great
cat fancier recently came into the
possession, for a time, of a fine
Siamese pussy that was his pride
snd delight. He only hsd it for
awhile, so he had some photographs mode of it, and when the
cat was returned to its owner, he

seems, are not peolittle things stand in
it

o% - e
Let it never be said that we are not
the ones to support Bowdoin teams. We

This year, however, it has become evident that
travelled down to New York last week
be exorcised. An unofficial basketball team, the end and saw Phil Good and Fathei
Niblock perform their best for the
Polar Bears, has met with surprising success in competing agaihst sixteen thousand-odd people who were
athletic clubs and the leading amateur teams Of Maine.
They crammed into the Madison Square
Garden for the A.A.U. meet. We were
have attracted reasonably targe crowds, ami in their games fit slightly disappointed, too. Not, we
hasten bo add, in the performances of
Brunswick at least, have provided a rousing display.
the local boys they, of course, made
With three committees attacking the athletic situation from good.. But we noticed that they were
every angle, it seems certain that sooner or rater they Will be practically the only athletes in the
Garden who didn't have some nice
forced to discuss intercollegiate basketball at Bowdoih. and they little idiosyncrasies that caused them
will of necessity make a recommendation on it, one way or the to stand out. A couple of highfor instance, demanded nice
other. But none of these committees is aware of the pYesefct sUftti^erchiefs on the bar before
mped. A sprinter insisted on
ment at the College concerning the possibility Of i team
it is
off his sweat-pants, putting
doubtful that anyone- does. The adherents Of the game Ihilst them back on again and then taking
there is a widespread demand for it, but others are not quite lb them Off once more while the others
were Waiting for him to start a race.
sure that the clamor really exists.
One 'of the middle-distance men start _..,
p>.
Although THE Orient is in no way attempting to make a burning IT
issue of the question, it would seem altogether pertinent that ah
OHKftKPg
undergraduate poll should be taken on the prevailing sentiment tor
or against basketball. It will undoubtedly aid ail three committees
in their work, and it may help to clarify a situation that has long
clamored for a solution. Therefore it will take ah informal hkU
lot of the student body at the fraternity houses and the Mbulton
Union tomorrow evening. The results Will not be interpreted as a
criterion for a definite decision one way or another.
But they
should certainly help all three committees in their consideration
of tile possibility of basketball. With the student body given a
chance to be articulate, the first step, at any rate, Will have been

athletic

Dear

showed

this ghost will not

photographs

the

very

proudly.

Meeting a member of the student body he knew, he unveiled
the picture for admiration. The
student was duly impressed.
"Yeah, it's swell," he said. "But
didn't vou say it was Siamese?
Where's the other one?"
- c

—

R. E. Mathewson

"37.

THREE ARGUE FOR
CHURCHTOLERANCE

as
he

L'OURS BLANC Will
GIVE "HURT VERF

into three distinct branches here in

At a meeting

United
th© extreme
States,
othodox on the right, the great middle class of conservatives in the middle, and the extreme reformists on
the

of L'Ours Blanc hejd

Sunday night at the Deta Theta
was definitely decided to

last

Pi house it
present the

one act play "L'Habit
Vert" probably late in March. This

left.
"Reiienously, biologically, play, an anonymous early French
and economically the Jews comedy, will be acted in Memorial
are divided here in America," he as- Hall on the same evening with the
Alliance Francaise's one set play.
serted.

the

politically

The cast

The Rev. Mr. Clinch y defended the
Protestant church from FatherAhern's
attack that nothing was being done
to subdue the vast amount of harmful printed matter which was being
circulated about the Catholic church.
He attributed the circulation of
these attacks among Protestants to
the great
freedom and resulting
anarchy
Protestantism which
in
caused a great amount of irresponsibility among individuals. Kp further declared that conditions were
bettering themselves all the time and
that movements such as KIu Klux
Klan were pope forever. He closed
with the appeal to all religions to
join in workrog for better conditions
sach as community chest drives and
the recent cleaning up of the movies
which he termed "pan-sectarian"

is to

be:

W. Symonds

Curtis

Julius

Fabiola Carori

Marguerite

Robert E. Faxon
Raymond Pach
Henri
The business manager will be Norman Dupee.
The speaker of last Sunday's meet-

Munrus

President Raymond Pach,
delivered an address in French
on the life and talents of Jean Le
Roy, a young and brilliant impressionistic poet of the war period. After reading a brief preface to L«
Roy's poetry by Jean Cocteau, Pach
favorite
his
of
presented several
poems in the volume "Le Cavalier de
Frise". Present at the meeting were
Mr. H. T. Pulsifer, Brunswick poet,
Edward B. Benjamin, Stanley Williams, Jr„ Raymond Pach, Frederick
movements, and he urped all citizens L. Gwynn, Bion R. Cram and Norof whatever faith to help in getting man E^Dupee.
^__i^__
us out of this economic crisis with a
better social order and the achieve-

ment of ideals held in
religions.

common by

ing was

who

i

Lyman

all

6. Chipman, Inc.

PURE FOOD SHOP
Philgas for Fraternity

House Cooking

Wholesale

-

Retail

Brunswick Hardware Co.
Service
Tel.

-

Fair Prices

13«—8T Maine St.—Tel.

A

Specialty

of Fraternity

1ST

Trade
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150 Maine Street
Roosevelt from Rosenfelt. Then
far as religious convictions go,
declared the Jews were divided

name

OVERCOM E
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Revision

W. CHANDLER & SON
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Elections
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The root of all evil, according to the undergraduates, seems to
be the Student Council. At least two students, addreteihf "THE
Orient this week, believe that before changes can be instituted in
the class elections, the personnel of the Council should be revised.
Of course, this has been brought up before
almost all possible

—

ideas for revision or change in the Council have at ohe time Or
another been expounded. There have been, however, many objections to all such ideas, and they have been pigeonholed until some
enterprising student once more resurrected them. Doubtless both
the plans explained in letters appearing in this issue have their
strong points. Where their weaknesses are is a problem for the
Couhcil itself to decide. It seems that both plana have advantages
which the present organization has not, perhaps disadvantages
where none exist now. At ahy rate, The Orient believes that the
Council should study these plans and act upon them.

mfm
mmmWi

"WW EM fJLUr spells come
on or I'm tired and jittery
from a busy day. I turn to
Camels. In no time after
smoking a Camel, fatigue
slips away. I have the energy

nBHbbv

to face the next task. And
what a delightful flavor

mi

Camels have!

I

to tire of them."

fmm3-

never seem
(Signed)

ELIZABETH CAGNEY, '«

bJHu

THE Orient will be very glad to publish any comment the Counmay be prepared bo make on these or any other plans in con-

cil

trast with its present standing.

"STUDIES ARK HARDER

<rv
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MILLIONS MORE

sign was erected
Some time last
on the Delta at the corner of Bath and Harpswell Streets. Its

black letters told their readers that here was ancient and traditional Bowdoin College and that visitors were welcome. To every
undergraduate the sign was a complete surprise and to the more
it did not
sensitive a shock. For it had all the earmarks but one
of those inhint that contributions would be gladly accepted

—

—

viting billboards which urge tourists to visit the historic

John Alden and

home

MBPS

IkM

MORF EXPENSIVE
TOBACCOS - Turkish and
Domestic — than any
other popular brand.'

of

S

R

i

—

had Camels bother

*rrer,

Street,

prospect of combing over old case histories at night
is pretty
reading up on dry precedent* and decisions
heavy going especially as I'm tired to begin with!
But Camels help me through. If I feel coo tired to concentrate, I sit back and light a Camel. Soon I feel refreshed. I can renew my studies with fresh energy. Aa
Camels taste so grand, I smoke a lot. But I have never

—

FOR FINER TOBACCOS
Camels ere mode from

Priscilla.

nearby Whittier Field, was erected a second
sign, smaller and less obvious than the first, which revealed that
the towering pines in the foreground were the Pines of Bowdoin.
It seemed to ask the passer-by, "Isn't this a lovely Splat for a college? Why not send your son here?*

On Bath

my

is

Bowdoin a museum

to

newspaper and

tS

m

mw^mimL

mm

m

HtYNOlDS TOBACCO COMFANV

HIT

TUNE IN

SHOW OF THE AIR!
ON THE CAMEL CARAVAN

THERE ARK RUNTY of
times

when

I

get tired.

Then

smoke a Camel. For I have
always noticed that Camels

I

ANNETTE HANSHAW
GLEN GRAY'S CASA LOMA ORCHESTRA
TUESDAY
THURSDAY

Featuring

ms&*

WALTER

10:00p.m. E.S.T.
9.00p.m. C.S.T.

ANNETTB HANSHAW

periodical.

tectural beauty.

CoprHct*. IS*
R.

J.

RsytwM* Too. Co.

R.P.A.

MasjaMDjiiiM

BISSCTT.

BH

*m

be exam-

•There has been some talk about putting identification signs oh
the dormitories. Bowdoin dormitories are not specimens of archiBut they do possess to those who know them well
a certain charm which does not sort well with placards plastered
here and there like markers on Egyptian mummies. Convenience
to visitors is not sufficient justification for such signs.

/

P.

Winston Salem. North Carolina

ined by curious tourists. The College need not descend to the level
of business, law, and medical schools which publicise their wares
in every

WILLIAM

t nrt*

sign on the Delta was long ago removed, but the other still
remains, not for lonjr we hope. Bowdoin needs no such advertising, nor is it consistent with the College's best tradition to clutter

with billboards, nor

nerves."

(Sfgn*«J)

The

its vicinity

than they used to be,"

•ays Bitsett, '35. "Competition in ail outside activities
is keener. I'm studying law myself— insurance law. The

Pays to Advertise
summer a large white wooden
It

fliiltttftft***

O'KEEFE

8 :O0 p.m. M.S.T.
7 .-00p.m. P.S.T.

•

KM p.m. E.S.T.
8:00p.m. C.S.T.

9
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Robert Coffin's Portrait of An American - Stephens* Crock of Gold
Edward Arlington Robinson's Tristram
Gladys Hasty CarraU's As the Earth Tarns

(Continued from pt.ae 1)
belief that all Jews have the same
racial characteristics. He proved that
biologically speaking, Jews are not
the same because they have intermarried and taken the characteristics

of all the people they had come in
contact through the centuries. Then
Although we were much interested he declared the Jews were not a unit
in the etching lecture last night, our politically. They are part Republicans
evening was spoiled by a random and part Democrats. He denounced as
thought that occurred to us as the absurd the charges that the Jews
were running New York because Gov.
gentleman spoke.
Although we suppose there must be Lehmen was a Jew, or that the Jews
people interested in srlch things, the controlled the United States mint bepossibility occurred to us that some cause Secretary Morgantheau was a
young fanatic might ask a lady up to Jew, and in a more humorous vein
his apartment to show her his etch- he said some -people had ev»n tried to
ings, and then show her his etchings! substantiate the derivation of the

—

to See the

to the coun-

by the college at large
from nominations of the Council. In
this way, the Student Council would
be

&

(

each elect one

Then three or four men could

cil.

.

New

90 cent Books Which
Macmillan Has Just Published
A Few °f the Leaders are

Ask

Council nominate its successors as
it
does now, I have a plan that
would give that body a more representative basis. I would have the
Orient, Masque and Gown, the Debating Council, each athletic team
and possibly other campus institu-

H

BOOK STORE

The COLLEGE

(A section devoted to correspondence on matters academic aad othrwise. The editors are not responsible for opinions expressed fa these
eblaibtas.)

1871

9 :» p.m. M.S.T.
8:30p.m. PJ.T.

easing the strain
renewing my 'pep.' I

help a

and

lot in

•moke Camels a lot. They
taste so good, and never
affect my nerves." (Sigawd)
E. H. PARKER. Chkrf Pilot
Eastern Air Linas

OVER COAST-TO -COAST WABC COLUMBIA NETWORK
-

CAMEL'S COSTLIER TOBACCOS
NEVER GET ON YOUR NERVES!
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LaGuardia, To Give Talk Here,
SIBLEY PRAISES
Known As Political Rule-Breaker
RADICALS HERE
(Continued from paute 1)

Hungary, and Trieste, Austria. He
was also consular agent at Fiumo,
Hungary from 1904-1906, later coming back to America to be interpreter

and extreme tolerance for the other
man's views". A. Johnston describing: him in en early issue of the Saturday Evening Post last year, said
"he is pore energy and action", with
a stupendous task and a momentous
opportunity awaiting him. With his
election the Latin temperament is
turned upon American public affairs

Regrets so Few Students are
Radicals in Saturday
Chapel Address

New

York, till 1910.
This may be one reason for his long
championship of the cause of the foreign-born and their sons and grandat Ellis Island,

Expressing regrets "that Bowdoin
has so few students who call them-

sons.

In 1910 LaGuardia began practice
a lawyer in New York. Between
He is
man who chased as
1915 and 1917 he was deputy attorthe Tammany tiger, and a mayney
general of New York, and until
or who refuses to take a licking, as
1921 he was a member of the 65th
well as a rough-neck of Congress.
and 66th Congresses, and later from
Sore say his political future is doubt192S-S8 a member of the 68th to 72nd
ful, declaring he has no training as
Congresses from a different district.
an administrator. "It is doubtful if he
His term as mayor of New York lasts
has the equipment to solve the city's
from 1934 through 1987.

for the

—

1924 he sued a newspaper
In 1919 Mayor LaGuardia was
for calling him a hobo plutocrat.
elected president of the Board of
"Yon have me wrong, brother, I'm Aldermen of New York City.
In 1929
suing because they called me a pluto- he was
the rejected Republican cancrat," he said, in answer to a query.
didate for mayor. In 1917 he was
commissioned in the United States
Educated in Arizona
Air Service, and has held the ranks
LaGuardia was bom in New York of first lieutenant, captain and major.
City but was educated in high school He was decorated with the War Cross
in Prescott, Arizona, later receiving later for service with the American
an LL.D. from N. Y. U. in 1910. Be- Flying Force on the Italian front and
tween 1901 and 1904 he was with the is a Knight-Commander of the crown
American Consulate in Budapest, of Italy.
in

CONTENTS OF NEXT

KNOWN

QtlLL MADE

CHAMPION
WILL BE AT UNION

I lARI)
Rll
ttiAK

'
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Arthur Stratton, editor of the Quill,
announces the following as the table
of contents of the next 'Quill which
will appear on or before March 15th:
"A Citizen of United States'* a story
by Robert Hagy "<6, "Comment on
Robinson Jeffers" an essay by Burroughs Mitchell *S6, two Sonnets by
John Schaffner '35, one sonnet by
Richard Jordan, "The Oil is Low in
the Lamp" a story bv Barbara Rankin, "The White Rabbit" a one-act
play by Arthur Stratton "35, "Three
Sisters", a story by Burton Reid,
"Champagne and Roosters", a familiar essay by a freshman, "Love in

j

On Tuesday, March
j
j

|

Charles C.
national fancy
5,

Peterson, the noted
shot champion will give an
exhibition at the Moulton Union, under the auspices of the National BilHard Association of America. At the
exhibition, which is free of charge,

j

billiard

Mr.

Peterson

who

j

j

i

i

i

struction.

j

j

OURS BLANC PLAN

emotional attitudes, it remains, therefore, for" the radical, the person who
'feels a desire' to remake the world,
to show us the other side of our con-

'
challenges
ir servative selves."
"show me the billiard shot I can't;
Professor Sibley remarked that
make", will give a demonstration of from the point of view of Dean Gilderfancy shots and added billiard in sleeve of Barnard College, who be-

Bowdoin will be one of the latter!
visits of Mr. Peterson who started his
itinerary in Wisconsin February 4
Quotation Conversation for Christ- and has been travelling across the
mas", a story in dialogue by Robert country since visiting several colleges
Hagy, "The Cycle" a group of four among them Minnesota, Kansas, Okpoems by Arthur Stratton and an lahoma, Perdue, Ohio State, Penneditorial describing the policy of the sylvania,
Rochester,
Cornell
and
QuilL
Michigan.
The billiard champion, under a

—

teaching,

unless

distressed

govern-

ments and distracted central banks of

may be called his
pupils. Such baffling things as trade
collapse, credit freezes, and bank
failures are as understandable to him
as crossword puzzles to ordinary
folk.
He has been characterized as
the clearest monetary thinker
the western world

Professor Sibley
selves
radicals,"
spoke last Saturday in chapel on America."
the subject "Radicalism in College."
Natioaal Recovery FtrsA,
The speaker explained that he
Dr. Sprague belongs distinctly to
did not imply that he would like to
see the whole
student body en- the equilibrium school, while he berolled in the Communist Party, but lieves that national programs of redocs believe "that the scarcity of covery must in the present state of
avowed radicals
whether they call the world take precedence ever interthemselves Communists or some other national programs.
"Means must be found for promotname among Bowaoin students is a
handicap to the educational process ing re-employment of capital and larather than a cause for gratification." bor in desirable directions", he is
To support the latter, Professor Sib- quoted as saying, "Not alone the
ley said, "Ideally, no doubt, a college banks but the mills also must be set
Financial resources are not
should have as its intellectual function going.
to foster the wholly dispassionate and lacking. The difficulties are on the
unbiased study of social facts. But side of demand. With demand quicksince it is uncommon for men to be ened through employment, prices will
unbiased, we need some emotional rad- rise!"
ical spirits to see and point out what
His post of financial and execthe emotional conservatives will not utive assistant to the Secretary of
see of their own accord." The speaker the Treasury was specially created
asked the question as to how wild- from him. Here his experience and
eyed radical doctrines aided the under- knowledge were at the command of
graduate in his worldly views. In an- the government in the immense fiscal
swering this query, he said, "I think problems of the recovery program.
that we tend to see what we are look- "At the moment he appears to be
ing for, and that the radicals are head coach of those who constitute
looking for the very things which the the' administration's financial linemajority of people habitually and un- up" Robbins wrote in 193S.
consciously avoid looking at. Now
Began As Economics Instructor
what we are looking for depends not
Professor Sprague took an A.B.
wholly upon logic but also upon our

—

'

financial problems."

Back

(Continued from pt&t 1)

and Urbane air, Professor Sprague
has had little time in recent years for

m

time.

first

WEDEL SPEAKS ON
Bowling League
PROF. 0. SPRAGUE
LONELINESS SUNDAY
TAUGffMN JAPAN
Incites Interest

heavy schedule, will arrive here from
Brown, that being his only other New
England visit.
At the time Mr. Peterson's visit
was announced Mr. D. D. Lancaster
also requested that men interested in
the annual college billiard, pool and
ping-pong competition should watch
the bulletin boards for notices about
these contests.

Polar Bears To Continue
Series Of Union Dance*

"To use lonelinnss rightly is on*
Conti.eiag their late winter
of the secrets of {finding God," said
Bowdoin rStftr
schedule,
the
Reverend T. 0. WodeU visiting EpisBears plan to .Held a series of
copal minister in chapel, last Sunday.
three dances ia the Union dar"Loneliness is always with as and
month
of
March,
ing the
has been even with great men."
dances will be held oa three
Loneliness exists in various forms.
evening*
Saturday
cessive
illness,
sorrow,
love,
hate,
Guilt,
March 9, 16, and 23. An atresia*
prayer, and death make us seek
steadily increased.
will be forty cents foe stag «r
the haunts of loneliness. Washington
•
Ifa the winter season interfratercouples.
nity athletics, with the exception of and Lincoln thought that loneliness
Speaking of the dances, Leadcharacter, Reverbasketball, are at a low ebb and was necessary for
er Tom Mack stated, "The orArMatthew
from
quoted
Wedel
end
opportunity
to
great
offers
bowling
a
chestra has been busy with eft
For a number of nold's poems. Emerson, and the Bible.
fill this vacancy.
campus engagements fee tile
Boswell
years both the University of Maine Samuel Johnson once said to
past few weeks so that we were
he
and Colby have successfully support- that it almost made him weep as
forced to postpone Union dances.
he
crowd because
ed bowling leagues among their fra- looked across a
We hope to bring new variety
of them could be alone.
ternities and it is after these exam- thought none
into the program as a resnR of
Religion accentuates loneliness beples that the Bowdoin men are atrecent practice and new
he
when
and
prays
man
every
cause
schedule
their
fashion
tempting to
he
sins,
secret
his
confessing
dies,
are
The originators of the league
In an effort to raise moneyfbr
his soul,
Elmer Fortier "86, Richard Bechtel hears the still small voice of comrade- the Brunswick and Topshain needy
'36,
David RMeout '37 and Roger alone with himself. Despite
Ball
ships, all men are lonely for "only a for the coming year., a Charity
Kellogg "37.
hall toman who can stand by himself is is being held in the town 48.
It is desirable that as many teams
morrow evening, February
worthy of being trusted."
competition
into
the
enter
possible
as
since reduced rates are extended to
Understand
a league with a regular program of

Shortly after the Christmas vacation college bowling enthusiasts conceived the idea of an interfraternity
bowling league. Since then informal
matches have been bowled and intereat in the newly introduced sport has

-

JAZZ! and MOW!
SIX SHORT TALKS

matches.
This week the Sigma Nu's will bowl
the Psi U's and the Psi U's will bowl
the Beta's.

to play

instructor in economics at Harvard from 1900 to 1904, and an assistant professor in that subject the
next year. It was from 1905-1908 that
he was Professor of Economics at the
Imperial University, of Tokyo, Japan.
Returning to Harvard he became assistant professor of "banking and finance in 1908 and since 1913 has been
the Edmund Cogswell Converse profrom Harvard in 1894, his A.M. one fessor in those subjects.
year later, and his Ph.D. in 1897. He
On leave of absence from 1930 to
1988 he was economic adviser to the
lieves that college students ought to Bank of England, said to know more
be impractical idealists (with which than any other American about ecoSibley is inclined to agree), "that the nomic affairs there. It was from June
spontaneous radicalism of college stu- t£ November 1983 that he held his
dents can (I do not say it always position with the Treasury Departdoes), perform a very important edu- ment, resigning and returning to
cational function."
The Professor Harvard.
went on to say that the student's four
He is the author of The History
undergraduate years are the only
years when he has an opportunity of Crises Under the National Bankfreely to appraise the social world in ing System, 1910; Banking Reform in
which he lives. Concerning the Stu- the United States, 1911; and the
dent Body he said: "Possibly there are Theory and History of Banking, 1929.
more impractical idealists here than His most recent magazine article is
one hears about. If that is so, it is a in the Review of Reviews of January
reproach to them that they do not 1934, in which he discussed the Influence of Money, on Prices.
make themselves heard."

was
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story on Aftered
Chords, Blues, Swipes and Barber-

The

of Jazz*
tunes.

"A

NO.

"What Makes Wham?*

The four kinds of chords which
harmonize all Jazz and Popular

NO.

after

CHAT

CHAT NO. 1—
"The Four Horsemen

CHAT

it

whole

shops.

CHAT NO. 5—
"Choose Your Weapons"

2—

Scaley Subject"

New and amusing

analysis

Key
of

Half an hour and you have
them all. Learn between laughs.
scales.

NO. 3—
"The Nigger

in the

Pile"

to applying this harmony to
Accordion, Uk*,
Guitar,

Mandolin and Banjo.

CHAT

CHAT

Wood

Piano,

NO. «—
"Whereto Jazz"

Hints for variations and embellishments. Laws of Modulation in
Modem Jazz Music. How to follow
unfamiliar tunes.

Exposure of the Art of Playing
by Ear. All the answers!
If you're interested, drop around to MOULTON UNION about 7.09
to-morrow evening (Thurs.), and hear the preview of the
talks.
It won't cost yon a cent.

*

If you've got

two hands, you can play

_
—

TALHEJfOR THURS.
(Continued from page 1)

and "Sous Les Toits de Paris"
were presented.
While in Paris when Professor Rand
was an exchange professor at the
Sorbonne, Mrs. Rand and a committee of five selected many good films
produced in France to be sent to
American colleges. "Les Miserables"
in its French version may be shown
here about the middle of April.
Story of Napoleonic Days
A stirring drama of retired Nalion"

poleonic soldiers who plotted to re
store L'Aiglon, Napoleon's son to the
throne of France, this picture was
unusually honored when it was presented in Paris to the President of
the French Republic, Albert Lebrun,
who sponsored the premiere which
was held under the auspices of the
French Legion of Honor. The Paris
House was equipped for the first time
with sound reproduction so that this
picture could be presented. Its running time is 95 minutes, an unusual
length for a feature picture while
the cast of principals is small. The
dialogue, adaptation and direction is
by Marcel Pagnol, author of Topaze.
For those who understand French
and those interested in the art aspects of. motion pictures this is a
really remarkable film in the last sequence the old soldiers go in full uniform to their death n a gripping
scene.
Some of the characterizations
are striking and the scenes are developed
with consideYable power.
These angles of the picture are so
well done that it is possible for a
person with practically no knowledge of French to follow the story.
:

THE

*

NEW

DENTISTRY
A Phase
College

of Preventive Medici**
find in it unusual

Men

opportunities for

career

HARVARD UNIVERSITY

DENTAL SCHOOL
A

competent count of preparation for
the dental profeaaie*. A
Cla»» A"
School. Writ* lor calm! a tut.
LEROV M. S. M N ER. O.M.O.. M.D.. Oaaa
Oaat. a. its La .11 peae Art., Bertea. Max.
'

Varney's Jewelry Store
for Gifts
Stationery

•

for

Fountain Fens
all

•

Cards

occasions

Watch and Jewelry Repairing
expertly done

Others

19S Maine Street

may

disappoint. I never do.

fine to taste— because

—A

QUICK LUNCH

leaves, only.

time, at

Turn your back on top leaves. I do. They're raw,
Turn your back on bottom leaves because these

coarse, sandy,

Before

any price

grimy bottom leaves don't belong in your smoke.

I consider it

worthy, every

mild, fine-tasting, fragrant. That's

College

leaf

why

must be a center

Tm your best

leaf,

friend.

Spa
LEAVES. ..CENTER LEAVES GIVE

/'

.'PRINTING
—

*%

STUART & CLEMENT
Town

I'm always mild, always

of fragrant, expensive center

bitter, stinging.

—A COMPLETE DINNER
—at any

I'm made

Baildiag
ConrrUlU

UK, Xha AskKk** ToUcto

YOU THE MILDEST SMOKE

*
is

_
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Strengthened Natators To
Encounter M.I.T. Saturday
form for
the distance events Coach Bob Miller
expects bis black and white natators

With Bob Cotton back

in

to stage another close and exciting
contest with the M. I. T. mermen in
the Curtis pool Saturday night. This
will be the last dual meet of the season for the Bowdoin Swimming team,
and it will also be the fourth League
meet of which the Polar Bears have
lost one thus far.
boasts two outstanding
swimmers in Cleon Dodge and VonNew Jersey schoolboy
Dodge,
neirut.
champ, stars in the 220, the back
stroke, and the sprints, and if Franklin stacks up against him in either
the free style or back stroke events,
the finisheH will be close. Vonnegut,
who is a breaststroke artist of the
first rank, will be competing in Bowdoin's strongest event. Just who will
get the call against him, whether
Pach, Hooke, Whitmore, Beale or
Franklin, is not yet determined.
Cary Replaces Boyd
Johnny Boyd is through for the
year, but his place will be capably
rapfilled by Cary who has improved
idly in the past few weeks and pulled
off a surprisingly close second to
Franklin in last week's meet with
Springfield. Bowdoin*s chances have
also been given a boost this week by
the return of Benson to the diving

won two and
If.

I.

team

last year's

but has been out for hockey this year.
He and Iwanowics should give P.

Haywood, M. I. T.'s star in this event,
a close race for honors.
Coach Miller also states that Alice
Bridges and her coach, Spencer, were
so pleased with the Curtis pool last
Saturday night at the Olympic Swimming Carnival in which Miss Bridges
broke the world's record for the Woman's 400 meter backstroke event
that they wished very much to come
back again soon and make another
attempt to break this record. Few
students or alumni realise how fast
the Curtis pool is, but the breaking
of several world's records already
this year is strong evidence of this
unheralded fact. Coach Miller is making arrangements for another swimming meet before Easter vacation at
which Miss Bridges, Patrick, N. E.
highboard diving champ, and other
A-A..U. stars may get another chance
faat the record books under the
vorable conditions which the Bowdotn
pool offers.
_

CUMBERLAND
Wednesday

February 27th

-

CLAUDETTE COLBERT
-

in

-

THE GILDED LILY
. alae -

News

Comedy

•

TaradaT

*

February 28th

.

ENTER MADAME
with

-

Elissa Landi

•

Cary Grant

«

-

also

-

Coo Coo News
Friday

Comedy

•

March

•

1st

Mr. and Mrs. Martin Johnson's

BABOON
An

MANY SCHOOLS

ASKEDTOM^T
Schoolboy Meet

March

for

T.

He was on

event
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Aerial Epic Over Africa
^
- also -

News

Sound Act

-

is

Scheduled

16;

Expect

100 Overnight
In preparation for the Interscholastic

Track Meet which has been

SPORT SIDELIGHTS
the coaching situation drags, but necessarily so; for it is a question
worth slow and thoughtful action. To the pleas of nearby alumni
for what they call "an all-round coach" we add ours. Our experience with a
great football name belonging to one whom Pop Warner placed among the
greatest natural football players and who afterwards earned an enviable reputation as a line coach at Pittsburgh was not encouraging. As the aforementioned alumni point out Bowdoin does not want a great name, a famous football system, or a successful assistant coach.

C—O

O—

o—o

-

in recent years.

to

Coach

BOWDOIN PUCES
HIGH AT A. A. U/S
With Phil Good and Howie Niblock placing second in the 65 meter
high hurdles and the shot put, respectively, Bowdoin finished high in
the final scoring at the A.A.U. meet
held in the Madison Square Garden,
New York, last Saturday night.
On the strength of his fine showing against Percy Beard, world record holder in the 65 meter high hurdles who is running for the New
York Athletic Club, Phil Good is recognized as a potential champion in
the I.C.4A. meet this next week end.
In the trial heats Good and Beard
were the only contestants to be'
In the
clocked at 9 seconds flat.
finals, however, Good pushed Beard to
a world's record equalling performseconds.
ance in 8.6
Howie Niblock, in taking second
place in the 16 pound shot event, saw
"Baby Jack" Torrance of Louisiana
win with a heave of 49 feet and 7
inches which is under the best performance turned

in

by Niblock

-

-

-

also

News

-

Comedy

—

:

:

;

:

gins. Olneyville: second. Hutchinson. Portland
Boys' Club: third, Rundlette. Bowdoin. Time,
2.27 1-S.

Richard C. Bechtel,' last year's college champion, represented Bowdoin
at the New England Table Tennis
Tournament. Bechtel waa finally defeated 20-10, 21-18 in the third elimination by Jack Hartigan, a ranking
player of New York State.
The meet was held February 15th
and 16th at the Y.M.C.A. in Worces-

was an open tournament,
included representatives from

Mass.

February 19, to maintain their undefeated lead in League A. In League
B, the Sigma Nu's continued to hold
second place by taking their second
straight game of the season, swamping the AD's by the score of 28 to
14 to put them in last place.
,

Delta

"Won
L

Kappa Sigma
Alpha Tau Omen

1 he

in-

LEAGUE A

Non-Frat
Th*t* Deh

:

Time. 63 3-6 seconds.

2.51 4-5.

—

Invitation
100
yard backstroke Tied by
Franklin. Bowdoin, and Frial. Huntington
School
third. May. Bowdoin. Time. 1.07 1-6
(new pool record).

4
2

Lost
1

1

1

1

2

Pet.
1.000
.«67
.500
.S3S

Beta Theta PI

3

LEAGUE B
Won
3

Si«ma Nu
Delta Kappa Epsilon

3

Z«ta Pal
P«i Upailon
Alpha Delta Phi

S

selection,

.000

Pet

Lost

.000
1.000
.600
.500
.000
.000
1

1

1
.

2

3
3

quintets,

a

past encounters, at Portland in

in

the near future.
Three other games

HOOPMEN TO HAVE

are pending.
Community Club
Westbrook
team, from Westbrook, Maine, one
of the best amateur outfits in the
The
state, has asked for a game.
Portland Athletic Club and the Baft
Shipbuilders are other possible oppo-

The

nents.

of the season. According to
present plans, the team will be off
the floor after Easter vacation.
Two future games are definite in
all respects except the date. Bowdoin
will meet the Northeastern Business
College and the Boston University
section

NOTICE
On Thursday

evening

.

is

.

CO.

have buyers in

all

the to-

Greece, including Xanthi, Cavalla,

Smyrna and Samsoun.
And at Smyrna Chesterfield
has built the most modern
bacco plant in the

Here the

Have Their
Done Well and
The

own

at

TUB OLD FASHIONED KIND

to

RECORD OFFICE

75 Maine St.

Cream

climate for

two

years or

in its

more

make it milder and better-tasting.
and cross-blend

Paul K. Niven, 1916, Manager

tobacco with mild ripe home-grown

Print the Orient and

tobaccos as

you have

Clothing

The

86 Maine St.

tobacco men.

put away to age

When you blend

Phone S

Alumnus

CUSTOM MADE CLOTHING

own

it is

the right kinds of aromatic Turkish

We

& GERVAIS

spicy, aromatic Turkish

Brunswick

Tel. 356

Gents' Furnishings

to-

East,

sorted and graded under the

Then

Favorable Prices at

WISEMAN FARMS

is

eyes of our

Printing

i

Near

oat

leaf

.

we do

in Chesterfield

. •

the cigarette that's milder

BRUNSWICK
PUBLISHING CO

„

the cigarette that tastes better

J
Handling Turkish tobacco in
the Liggett

BRUNSWICK COAL & LUMBER
Hard and Soft Coals

CO.

& Myers

modem

factory at Smyrna, Turkey.

Fuel Oils

(0,4
MONDAT

Dry

Fireplace

Wood

Lumber and Building Materials of
A. E.

MORRELL

*22,

cUh.
8ATUEDAT

WEDNESDAY

LILY
LUCBEZIA
BOBI
roiis
4g
KOSTELANETZ OECHESTBA

9 P.M. (LS.

All Kinds

T.)

-COLUMBIA HlUHSlE

Mgr.
t> IMJ. Lmsstt

MM

at

8

there will be a meeting
of all members and those interested in the Outing Club in the
BCA room of the Union.
o'clock

buying and preparation of

business in itself .

of

both

which have fallen before the White

It

Delta Upsilon

School

Extension

;

for making Chesterfield Cigarettes

Bowdoin Men

Capital, $56,6*6.

LECLAIR

—

breaxtstroke 200 yards Won by
Beale: second. Hook*; third. Whitmore. Tim*.

Bowdoin

the right kinds of Turkish tobaccos

last
last

carry the largest assortment of
Imported Goods, Fruit, Fresh Vegetables, Olives, Pickles. Domestic and Imported Cheeses and Biscuits of all

BANK

and

eligibility would again be
put into effect, but now since the
Polar Bears will be pointing for the
New England Meet instead of the
State Meet, varsity competition of
freshmen holds no advantages.

freshman

;

Little.

SEVERE SCHEDULE

Kappa Epsilon remaining

active.

We

Surplus and Profits, $166,666

Ice

—

Intcrncholastic 100 yard special Won by
Wood. Huntington second. Chrostowski, Providence Central High
third, Whit*. Edward

bacco markets of Turkey and

ef Brunswick, Maine

patkohagb

;

WE

HHIllIIIIKim]

tmnrarr

by Patrick. OlneyHuntington
third,

:

Coach Jack Magee waa

freshmen.

forced to follow suit in order to protect himself. In the event that the
State meet is again revived, the

Won

Highboard diving—

In encounters' with the top-notch ville
second.
Richey,
ping-pong players of New England, D'Ascanio, Portland.

kinds east of Portland.

FIRST NATIONAL

;

.

TONDREAU BROS. CO.

THE LITTLE COLONEL

:

In the other games the Zete's and
downed the Psi U's 35 to 27 and the Harvard, Yale, and other eastern colATO's bowed to the Chi Psi team leges. The total entry list, which inThe victory over the ATO's cluded many champions, included 231
Kappa Sig's undisputed pos- players. The winner of the tournaChalking up their fourth successive session of third place in League A. ment
With & tentative schedule of five
was Sam Siberman from New
victory of the season the non-frater- while that of the Zete's put them into
games, the Bowdoin Polar Bears, unYork.
nity basketball team defeated thej a tie with the Deke's for third place,
official basketball team of the college,
TD's by a score of 26 to 19, Tuesday, in League B, both Kappa Sigma and CM Pal
1
.833 are formulating plans for the final
2

Brunswick

-

;

:

FOURTH WIN SCORED
BY NON-FRATERNITY

March 4th and 5th

in

:

—

The Sport Store of

Comedy

SHIRLEY TEMPLE
LIONEL BARRYMORE

—

:

ter,

- also -

Mon. and Tuea.

A

—

;

BECHTEL PLAYS IN
PING-PONG TOURNEY

Miller's efforts.

year. Niblock's best distance
Saturday was 47 feet 8 inches. The
large unwiejdy leather-covered shot
used in the A.A.U. meet lowered the
distances of all the contestants in

When A Man's A Man
Cartoon

The targets for this first menting the contestants in their perAmong the cream of the nation's
collegiate postal match on the Bowformances.
He was introduced by timber toppers Phil Good will he comdoin schedule, have been sent to the Acting Dean Wilmot
B. Mitchell. The peting; against
Saturday are
this
National Rifle Association for scoring. summary
of events follows:
Marvin
of Cornell, last year's chamThe unofficial scores of the meet
50 yard Main* A.
U. fraastjrl* championfrom targets fired in 3 positions, •hip (men) First h*at Won by Franklin. pion, Personi of Manhattan, Fatseas
prone, kneeling and standing, are: H. Bowdoin second, Cary. Bowdoin. Time, 26 »-* of N. Y. U. and Green of Harvard.
seconds.
Bear entries' "Bill
Lord, 266; Wyer, 263; S. Beale, 261;
Second heat— Won by Gates, Bowdoin sec- As the other Eplar
Favour, 249: Ellis, 248; giving Bow- ond. Chaffee, Portland Boys' Club. Time, Soule will compete in both the broadjump and the dash, while Porter is
doin a total score of 1287 against 26 2-5 seconds.
Final heat— Won by Franklin. Bowdoin secentered in the mile.
Harvard's 1272.
ond. Gates, Bowdoin; third. Chaff**, P. B. C.
Freshmen Net to Ron
At the end of the fourth week of the Time, 26 1-6 seconds. (New .Main* record.)
300 yard medley relay Won by Olneyvllla
State matches, the team is now 7
In view of the fact that the Maine
points behind third place, and 16 (Branch. Hissing, Chrostowski) second. Hunt- State track meet has now been defiInirten (Friel. Richey. Wood): third. Bowdoin
points behind second. ' For the past (Stay. Baal*. Rundlctte). Time. 3 minutes, nitely discarded, Coach Magee in a
two weeks the gunners have held sec- 2 2-5 senonds. (Equals pool record.)
recent statement made it dear that
Brunswick grammar 50 yard championship
ond place for each week's scores. Last
now on he is "not going to run
Won by Purinston second. Smith third. Tib- from
week's total score was 866, featuring betts. Time. 30 seconds.
any freshmen in varsity competition
Favour's tally of 181 points, the high200 yard invitation gaekstrok* relay Won and thus allow any individually promest League score for the week. Other by Hebron (Lelancey, Stone. Dyer. Gardt)
inent men to compete in the IC4A
second. Brunswick High School (Smith, Johnscores of last week's competition son. Charron.
three different years."
Warren).
were: H. Lord, 180; F. Lord, 176; El50 yard Maine A. *.. U. frwstyle championAs the situation stands now Nibship (women)— Won by Dudley, Portland Boys' lock and Good are only allowed two
lis. 168; Burton, 161.
Club
second,
Martin.
Brunswick
third.
Targets for the Bowdoin-M. I. T. Comee, Brunswick.
competition in the
Time,
81 2-5
aaeondV years of actual
match have been completed, but the (Equalled record).
IC4A meets since they already have
scores have not yet been received.
Brunswick High 50 yard dash—Woo by Wil- had three years of varsity competiThis week the team meets Vermont, son second. Cowley third. Johnson. Tim*. tion through their varsity experience
30 4-5 attends.
and expects to gain second position in
in their freshman year.
Girls" Swimming Clubs special 100 yard freethe league.
style— Won by Dudley. Portland Boys' Club:
The plan of having freshmen enter
second. Morgan. Whitinsville S. A.
third.
hinged solely
Kauppinen. Brookline W. S. A. Tim*. 1.11 1-6 into varsity competition
upon the State meets in which the
(new Maine record).
Invitation 200 yard freestyle— Won by Big- other Maine
Colleges were using
cial score.

20 to 15.
gave the

EATON HARDWARE

.in.

Olympic Carnival

:

—

o—

Phil Good, Bill Boole, and Bob
Porter will compete for Bowdoin
in
meet
New
in
the
IC4A
York Saturday, Coach Magee anComing into competition for the
nounced this week. Howie Niblock,
first time with the big guns in interlast year's IC4A champion in the 16
collegiate rifle competition the Bowpound shot event, is ineligible for
doin College Rifle Club, organized this
'Continued from pave 1)
winter, beat the Harvaid Rifle Team meet as honorary referee, and wel- competition this year, having had
by 15 points according to the unoffi- comed visitors to the pool, compli- three years of varsity experience already.

Fall In

,

In spite of the ever-present bugaboo of eligibility which haunted swimming
even more than other sports, White swimmirig teams have consistently improved from year to year. Tangible evidences of the success of his campaign
to popularize the sport in Maine are seen in the increasing number of school
and club teams, the development of such swimmers as Hutchinson, White, and
D'Ascanio, and the agitation at Maine, Bates, and Colby for the adoption of
the sport. The fine attendance at the Saturday carnival was a fitting tribute

March 2nd

GEORGE O'BRIEN

•

—

this event.

Saturday

o—

Bowdoin does not want a man who will produce defensive teams
which can't score touchdowns, nor offensive teams which can't stop
touchdowns. Bowdoin does want a man who has proved his ability to
produce an attack and a defense. In other words Bowdoin wants one
who has earned his reputation as a head coach, not as a specialise
O—O O—
O—O
Boasting four wins and two losses, the unofficial quintet can point to its
record with greater pride than can any other 1934-35 Bowdoin team. This
record is a powerful weapon in the hands of those who urge basketball's
adoption as a varsity sport and a strong refutation of those who claim that
the college is too small to support more athletics. Of course, the latter will
point out that the opposition received by the basketball team is not of the
But a team without a coach, without regular
calibre met in other sports.
practice sessions, playing a different line-up most every game can hardly be
expected to compete against the same opponents as the organized teams,
o—o O-r-0
o—o o—
Chief among the arguments offered against the recognition of
basketball are (1) that it would restrict the use of the basketball
courts to a number much smaller than that which now ases them, and
(2) that it would weaken other sports by taking good men away from
them. In opposition to the first contention it may be said that if
basketball were adopted approximately 30 players on the squad
would have the courts from four o'clock on, while the remaining
number would have the courts till then, which by no means necessitates that the total number be reduced.
o—o o—
o—o o—
In regard to the second point, the outstanding players with only exception of which we know, either are not skilled in other winter sports or prefer
Consequently
to play basketball regardless of their skill in other sports.
basketball as a varsity sport would cause no appreciable drain on track,

o—

Last year's champions in the two
divisions, Brookline High school and
St. John's Prep are reported to be
grooming exceptionally strong teams
in a bid to repeat their sweeping
victories of last spring. In addition
to these schools, invitations have been
sent to most of New England's finest
high and prep schools in anticipation
of one of the closest contested meets

Harvard In
Postal Meet Records

is

held regularly in the Hyde Cage for
the past 23 years, entry blanks have
been sent to schools throughout New
England inviting more than 260 prep
and high schools to Brunswick on
March 16. Athletic Director Malcolm
E. Morrell expects to reduce even
more the responsibility placed upon
the fraternities of accommodating
large numbers of the schoolboy athletes. This year only such teams as
would not be able to reach Bowdoin
in time for the meet if they left home
Saturday morning will stay at the
college over Friday night.
In this manner it is hoped to limit
the overnight guests to roughly 100
and still allow as many of the out- hockey, and swimming.
of-state teams as possible to compete
o—
o—o
o o
As a continuation of
in the meet.
With the Olympic Carnival last Saturday night, a long series of
this limiting policy, no school in eithearnest endeavors by Rob Miller to place swimming on the map of
er the high or preparatory school dihigh
point
never before reached but
zenith,
a
Maine reached their
visions will be allowed to enter more
which may very well be surpassed in the future. Coming: here to
than two men in any one event, excoach a sport absolutely new to Bowdoin, when no other Maine colwhere
three
dash
cept in the 40-yard
lege supported the sport and very few schools and clubs had swimentries will be permitted. Thus It is
ming teams, Mr. Miller was faced with the most difficult task conexpected to keep the number of confronting a Bowdoin coach then or since. It can be said without extestants down to approximately 200
aggeration that he lifted swimming op by its bootstraps.
whereas last year there were nearer
0—0
o
o
O O
400.

Good, Soule, and Porter
Will Go To I. C. 4 A. Meet

Riflers Beat

Still

which

* Mvau Tosacco Co.
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As New Football Coach
HAD FINE RECORD ON
WELSH GARNER
COAST AND AT YALE
MASQUE

Athletic Council Selects Walsh
The Sun WHITE MERMEN BEA T SCHAFFNER AND
* *

Rfs«s

ACCORDING

to

M.L T. TO COMPLETE
VICTORIOUS SEASON

* 9

the press of the

country Americs's college boy
has undergone an astounding transformation during the last few years.
Throughout the decade of the merry
twenties he wss consistently portrayed as a breath of Satan wrapped
in the skin of a bear. The very word
"collegiate" on the tongues and ears
of the outside world was simply a

wildest
sort, usually meaning "wine, women
and song" with plenty of gin.
But now, we are told, the depression has slain this phenomenon of
madness and in his stead stands a
sober youth dressed in black, biding
behind a pair of heavy horned rim
glasses. For a year or so the metropolitan newspapers have been tolling
the knell of "collegians" with such
headlines ss "Modern Student So-

synonym for mischief of the

—

Swimmers Take
Four Firsts, Both Relays,

Win

WHITE ARGUERS
TO MEET BATES

52-25

DODGE WINS BOTH
DASHES FOR M. I. T.

Minded", "Rah Rah Days Are

To
son,

finish

Coach

defeated

WILL BE DECISIVE
FOR LEAGUE TITLE

a highly successful seaMiller's varsity

M.I.T.

swimmers

in

Bates and Bowdoin Leading
League with Three Victories Apiece
.
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Authority On Soviet Russia
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as "pur- dr^meTorrev^uTon^^nlV^r
noseless; idiotic; a hangover from the plans.
days when college was "collitch." It
In s Biographical Sketch of Maurice
has gone to such extreme measures Hindus, Wilson Bui gives an excellent
as to advise freshman to end the in- summary of this modern authority's
sidious custom by making a fiat dec- life.
laration to the initiation chairman
"Maurice Hindus was born in a
in the form of the threat
"you treat Russian village in 1891. At the age
ps like companions and abolish super- of 14 he found himself in America,
fluous activities of Hell Week or here after his family had entered as immiare your pledge pins." And, may we grants. After attending the Stuyveadd, thst would be that
sant High School of New York for two
Incidentally the first active move years, he went to work on s farm,
for abolition came from the local planning to become a farmer. He apchapter of Delta Kappa Epsilon plied for admission to the State Agriwhich voted to remove Hell Week cultural College at Cornell University
from its active traditions.
but was turned down for lack of suffi-

—

Every Bowdoin Alumnus
To Receive Orient Issue
la an effort to keep Bowdoin's
alumni in closer touch with carrent

campus

affairs,

the Bowdoin

Company has arranged to send a copy of this
week's Orient to every living
Alumnus.
For the convenience of say

Publishing

alumnus deairiag

to subscribe to

either of the regslar college pub-

an order blank
been included on page three.

lication*,

new

!

hand what
*»«*-*«
^^
the
Russia think of
inhabitants

of

what

is going on around them.
Mr. Hindus' plans also include writing another tiook, in fact, he has two
in mind
one a novel, the other a sequel to "Humanity Uprooted".
Discusses Five- Year Plan

—

—

Two of the several articles compiled
for American magazines by this authority on Russia discuss the famous
Five- Year Plan in detail.
"Has the
Five- Year Plan Worked " which appeared in Harper's Magazine for
March, 1933, stated that much progress has been made in strengthening

cient credits.

an improving Russia along cultural
lines.
She is now able to withstand

Enters Colgate
then sought and gained admission into Colgate University from
which he graduated with high honors
in 1915.
On leaving Colgate he entered the graduate school at Harvard.
There he wrote his first book, "The
Russian Peasant and the Revolution"
was followed by
This
(1920).
"Broken Earth" (1926), another book
dealing with the Russian peasant.
Since then Mr. Hindus has been
travelling very extensively in European and Asiatic Russia, also in China
and Japan. "Humanity Uprooted''
(1929) is the result of an intimate
study of Russia under the first regiaeand is based on investigations made
during six trips to Russia.
From January till March of 1930

outside attacks with greater confidence, but in raising the standard of
living, as compared with the size of
armies and number of factories, etc,
very little has been done.
In "A Pilgrimage to the Old Home",
which appeared in the magazine Asia
four years ago, Mr. Hindus described
his home town today.
For over 200
years his ancestors had lived in the
mud-lands of central Russia. The
countryside was still In as primitive a
state upon his return to his birthplace
a few years ago. The Five- Year Plan
brought a schoolhouse, a nursery, and
a fire house to his native village. But
there were evils caused by forcing
prosperous individual farmers into
collective farms and imposing the new
system on the old.

He

msmsm

mmHmii

but will be
on campus from time to time
during the spring. He will serve
as a full time, all year member of
the Department of Athletics.
The selection was made at a special
meeting of the Athletic Council last
Mr. Walsh Was chosen
Saturday.
from a list of over sixty applicants,
including many well-known, highly
successful college coaches and a number of outstanding preparatory school
coaches. He accepted the appointment
Monday according to an announcement by Malcolm E. Morrefl, Director

individual acting by an actor
and an actress participating in these
undergraduate plays went to Paul

Welsh,

who

own

acted in his

play,

Miss Nells Barber of Brunsin two splendid performances during the evening, one a
light comedy role, and the other a
difficult tragic pan. Richard V. McCann, a leading character of the

and

to

wick,

who turned

of Athletics.
Successful at Santa Clara
Walsh's record both as a player
and a coach speak highly for the aptness of the choice. He was captain
and center of the famous Notre Dame
team of 1924, the team on which the
original four horsemen gained their
renown. After graduating the next
year he went directly as head coach to
Santa Clara, a college on the west
coast with an enrolment of about 210

prise-winning plat, won honorable
mention far his fine portrayal of a
desperate young frriter.
Stratton, Spencer Compete
Praise is also dpe to the two other
contenders, Arthur M. Stratton TO
with his "intimate comedy", "Bull in
a China Shop, or, Pew Things Flour-

men.

ish", and Thomas M. Spencer "87.
winner of the second prixe last year,
who wrote and directed "Three
Plumbers in One Act", a clever and
lively comedy.
The judges, Professors Robert P.
T. Coffin, chairman, Professor SUn,ev P«J*nsjus«dJ BM#s«s»r' Newton
P. StalTknecKtV were>fSr from unani-

Walsh coached there for five years,
during part of which time he was the
only coach of which the college boasted. In the five years he won twentyfive games, lost twelve, and tied three,
in a schedule which included such

they "were all very
much impressed by the excellence of
the dramatic acting and presenta-

added

that

CLUBSCONVENE
Bowdoin Chorus Competes
at Portland Against Ten

for individual honors. Paul Laid
ley '36 managed the staging, achievBlack
ing excellent lighting effects.
drape backdrops were used for scenery, putting more emphasis upon the
action and costuming. William Kla-

Losing to Wesleyan, Amherst, and
Williams, the Bowdoin Glee Club

(

Continued on pas* S)

MacCormick To Speak

Hampshire, and Vermont.

On Crime Friday Night

In

tary.

A

former

alumni

Mr. MacCormick

is

secreserv-

better qualified

to

auditorium the

evening
Song".

the

i

ing as Commissioner of Correction for New York City under
the LaGuerdia regime.
Last winter he gained nationwide renown in the cleaning np
of the Welfare Island Prison
scandal. No one in the country
is

the

groups of

thirty picked' men from each college
glee club represented faced the audience in a semi-circle. After the combined clubs had sung the national
anthem each college chorus sang in
turn.
The outstanding selection of

Taking "Crime and Criminals''

8.15.

fin-

ished fourth out of ten colleges in the
eighth annual Intercollegiate Glee
Club Contest held at the Portland
Municipal Auditorium last Friday evening. This contest was sponsored by
the Portland Men's Smging Club, acting through a committee headed by
Nathan Green, a Bowdoin graduate.
Other colleges competing were Clark,
Colby, M. I. T., Rhode Island, New

1

was Wesleyan's "Echo

When asked as to the possibility of
new coach's specializing in one department as a result of his playing
experience, Mr. Morrell stated, "In selecting a suitable coach it is the man
the

(ContinueO on pajr* 3)

Judges Introduced
Wesleyan's other number "Ave
Maria" and William's "Steal Away"
were also outstanding. "The Lamp in
the West" was Bowdoin's noteworthy
contribution to the program. Another
number which appealed strongly to

speak on

Warner, and won by a scsie or 31-6.
That year the same Stanford team
Army 33-0. Before Waloh's arrival there Santa Clara had only a
mediocre team, and a poor schedule.
From Santa Clara, Mr. Walsh went
to Yale as head line coach, where ha
served as a successful and .popular
mentor for five years. Last year he
was head line coach at Harvard, and
was wanted by many to fill the position of head coach there this year,
upon the retirement of Eddie Casey.
In applying for the position as head
coach at Bowdoin, he had excellent
recommendations from the deans of
both Harvard and Yale Universities.
Succeeds Bowser
As an undergraduate at Notre
Dame, Adam Walsh was a well
rounded athlete. Besides leading the
football team he was a member of the
varsity basketball quintet, ran on the
relay team, and was a very good
hurdler. He competed in finals of the
hurdles at the I.C.4A. meet in which
Monty Wells broke the world's record.
beat

not necessitate the discontinuance
of hockey was revealed by the
Orient Poll held last week. An
almost as great majority opposed
such action if it means the discontinuance of hockey. Vote on
the first question was 302 to 94
and on the second 115 to 266.
It is interesting to note that
while every group was in favor of
basketball together with hockey,
only Delta I psilon and "Non-fraternity favored replacing hockey
with basketball. Strongest opposition to basketball came from
Kappa Sigma where a bare majority of three wanted basketball.
Not a single Beta wished to see
hockey dropped.
Chief basketball stronghold outside the D. U.'s and Non.frat's
was A. T. O. where a unanimous
vote was recorded on the first
question.
To the same question
there was only one dissenting
vote at the I). U- house. The vote

Opponents

lists

Star Athlete in College
In his last year there his team
played Stanford, then coached ty Pop

That an overwhelming undergraduate majority favor the adoption of basketball as an official
varsity sport if such action does

tion".

Walker Stars
Credit must also go to Edwin G.
Walker who starred in two sterling
parts, one an exceedingly fine characterization of an old and crotchety
deaf man in Schaffner's play. Walker
voluntarily withdrew his name in the

teams as Southern California, Stanford, and Saint Mary's-

Basketball Poll Shows
Strong Hockey Support

COLLEGE GLEE

in their decision. Professor Coffin said in announcing the prizes. He

mous

as his tcpic Austin H. MacCormick '15 will lecture under the
auspices of Delta Upsilon in Memorial Hall Friday evening at

Maurice Hindus Recognized As

/

Hell

Bowdoin's

to

sition until July first,

best

%

(Continued on pure 3)

OUR

dammed

The author of a deeply moving
and
poverty-stricken
of
tragedy
starving people, John V. Schaffner
'35 won the $60 first prise of the
Gown
Second Annual Masque and
one-act play contest with his "Three
Hungry People" hist Monday evening
in Memorial Hall. "Asylum", a stimulating and different metaphysical
play won for its author, Paul Welsh
'37, the second prixe of $20.
The two prises of $10 each for the

rig up a fifteen yard lead* which
JS£
two* JS&.
tunned
each of the other White swimmers
with the college in any way, and the
increased.

to the other, giving
talk8
in a » the Principal
as
citie8 ' Mr. Hindus is one of the most
ControTof
Maunce Hindus, poplar
lecturers of our day, and it is
8afe to 8a * that throu « h >»* books and
America today ' lU
ve
talk u on his lectures he
has done as much
C
as
ZS?J£t
ff differentt P
something considerably
but anyone to interest tft American pub.
eat U
!n' ,ntereB
R UW,,a Hl ?i lic in ^e problems
that »«««»
contemporary, the Wesleyan lecture,
Russia
l°i^ to iT
J
;
be given on Monday,
April
f
ac j n g
"Argus", has championed the
8 itS 8eC ° nd
Mr Hindus sPent m«st of 1930 in
cause for the abolition of Hell Week week, will be based upon the numerous
R u8S ia, travelling up and down the
with a much more vigorous pen than
investigating the collective
has been our pleasure. Its editors
?'IS

have

is

Bowdoin with the
highest recommendations and an
enviable coaching record at Harvard, Santa Clara, and Yale, he
will not officially assume his po-

Breaststroke; Forensic Relations Renewed Coffin, Chase, Stallknecht
Franklin is Outstanding
With Bates After
Judge; Walker Acts
for Millermen
Eleven Years
Creditably

SO

In order to prevent the demoralizing effect which accompanies a fraternity forced into ultimate bankruptcy, Dr. Fox would recommend
(1) the elimination of competition
for costly and luxurious chapter
houses, (2) that chapter houses and
the national fraternity organizations
should be endowed, just as the college
is endowed and (3) that houses who
are unable or unwilling to pay their
bills should be closed. Unfortunately
Dr. Fox makes no provisions of how
or from whom this endowment is to
come, and fortunately for us Bowdoin
fraternities for the most part have
been able to keep out of the red.
•
•
•

Coming

Wins

for the White, winning the 160-yard
In a match which will probably debackstroke, and placing an easy sec- cide the championship of the
Eastern
ond in the 220-yard freestyle event. Intercollegiate Debating League, Bowdoin's
negative team of John Otis
built
In the medley relay Dick May
"35
Parker
and
Joseph
Lyman Fisher
up an early lead in the backstroke
which Hooke increased in the breast' '35, will meet Bates next Monday evestroke, making it possible for Cot- ning in Memorial Hall. Debating on
eager has the press been to erect ton to coast in easily. Walker and the subject: "Resolved, that all collecthis new monument of scholarly Franklin led by a wide margin for tive bargaining should be through
saintliness, that it has tried to dis- the whole distance in the 220-yard non-company unions, safeguarded by
law", these men will renew a rivalry
miss with a headline or two the be- freestyle.
with Bates which has lapsed for
ginning of the end of the fraternity
Beale Wins 44*
eleven years.
system, which is ordinarily characDodge,
throughout
season
the
the
terized as the abode of spoiled younggreatest point-gainer for the Enginsters.
It is quite true that Psi Upsilon
and Alpha Delta Phi were eers, took the 60-yard freestyle race,
with Cary a strong second. Seagrave
forced to shut down at Yale, bat not
was only a few feet behind Dodge on
because of any fundamental social
first length, but missed his turn,
breakdown. In order to dissipate this the
yielding third place to Granberg of
last
News
common belief the Yale
week announced that what had hap- HsXtXa
The 440-yard freestyle event propened should be regarded, net as a
social, but as an economic catastro- vided the best race of the evening,
phe. It also expressed the hope that as Beale and Cotton both bettered
with a careful manipulation of finan- their own time by two or tare* secces the remaining fraternity struc- onds to take first and second. Agnew,
outstanding distance man
of the
ture could be preserved.
M.I.T. squad, led at first, yielded his
•
•
•
_. JsasV So- .Ortt pa sit
in tmm
|
the most recent an
taken by Beale to lose by Inches.
thorough appraisal of fraternity
May Beats Vonnegut
life has come from President Dixon
Benson, returning to the swimming
R. Fox of Union College, whose ad- team
after the hockey season, was!
dress before the National Interfraable to take only a second in the dive,
ternity Conference in New York on
JOHN OTIS PARKER
with Heywood taking the event by a
November 30th has been published fifteen point
margin! Iwanowicz was President of the Debating Council and
in the Union "Alumni Monthly". Aca close third. FTankhn. a decided fa- member of the team which will
meet
cording to Dr. Fox the greatest posivonte in the baceatroke, took the Bates here Monday in a debate
which
tive quality of the fraternity is its
event
with little
trouble.
May will put the winner in first place in
provision for "a training school in
provided a minor upset as he beat' the Intercollegiate Debate League.
manners, in urbanity, the dramatiVonnegut, next to Dodge the outzation of good will", while its most
standing man on the Red and Gray
"The meet will climax eleven years
dangerous negative quality is the team,
in the breaststroke. May start- of effort to renew our relations with
possibility of it becoming a school
ed out with a slight lead, and by the Bates, and will without doubt decide
for the creation of snobbery.
aid of well performed turns was able whether Bowdoin will win the title of
While on this subject Dr. Fox has to keep
ahead of Vonnegut for the the league in their first year of corndefined snobs "as those who wish for
whole distance. In the 100-yard free- petition in the league," states Harold
themselves privileges denied to oth- style
Dodge again came through foi |C. Tipping '35, manager of the team
ers of equal intrinsic merit, calculate
the visitors, to give him two firsts for
According to the rules of the league,
the value of friendships on the basis
the debate is run on the Oregon systhe night
of their aid in gaining such privitem, with the last half of the contest
The final event of the evening, the conducted
leges and seek to magnify their own
along the lines of a court.
tvle°reUv
importance by public disdain of those
y
Each team puts °p a Witness who »
rSt
7h?„
they think they are helping to exb
tF
clude."

Saturday
Adam Walsh
football coach.

May

Dartmouth

PERHAPS

At Meeting

STRATTON, SPENCER

College (of all
places) reported that never before
had there been such an interest in debating, while Bowdoin was hailed as
religious
modern
of
sponsor
a
thought.
•
*
•

Times,

Decision Reached

Acting

FRIDAY EVENING ALSO RECEIVE PRAISE

the Curtis Pool
last Saturday by a score of 52-25.
Over" etc.
Although the average student may The Bowdoin tankmen swept four
not realise that such is the case, it firsts and both relays, with Dodge
would not take long to find plenty of and Haywood taking the only firsts
evidence to prove the point. For instarred
stance in last Sunday's New York for the invaders. Franklin
cial

Welsh and Bliss Barber Win
Awards for the Best

Varsity

to

PRIZES

Morrell Comments

the

group competition, the combined clubs
sang three pieces after which the

On Walsh's

Appointment To Coach Position

audience was "Erekiel Saw de
Wheel", sung by the Colby Glee Club.

crime and criminals.

MacCormick is one of a series
of noted lecturers brought annually to the college by the
DU lecture fond. Last year it
was Norman Thomas and the
year before Admiral Pratt.

(Continued on pan* 3)

found with the standard. We believe
that almost every one would agree
that we should have a man of about
the type outlined, if we could find one.
Since football games are played in
judges, Alfred Brinkler of Portland,
the fall we thought next November
Channing Lefebvre of New Yofa
would be a better time than this
the Orient.
City, and Thomas Stone of Boston
many
friends of the Col- spring to have all groups of the Colgreat
A
were introduced and the winners of
in know- lege satisfied, and so no attention was
Wesleyan lege are of course interested
the cup were announced.
ing something about the new football paid to the matter of publicity or big
then sang their Alma Mater song.
In beginning our mvestigacoach. They want to know something na me.
,C club men
After the concert the glee
the man, how he was selected, tion we heloT- opinion that possibly
attended a H-n^"a J"^p Hn^r F.T a***
was
selected. This article we should have a better chance of findwhy
he
and
mouth to the music of the Polar Bears
«ng the kind of man we were looking
is written in an effort to answer those
F»Mwiii«ru by
The
me uau«
dance was
»•» very
»«:.* well
«j
for ,n some small college, or even in a
ry» patronized
natural quM
Questions
''°" s
Student opinion on the advisability the young people of Portland, and the
.chool, and so several outstanding
*
Some six weeks ago we started out
of giving fewer and larger scholar- undergraduate orchestra furthered its
men
inve8ti
and in
We wanted terviewed.
to find a football coach.
ships will be sought by the Student growing popularity.
first of all a man of character and
Council next week in a poll conducted
Walsh Fills Requirements
personality who v;ould understand
at the fraternity houses, it was anSome candidates that seem like
h *8 and be admired an2 liked by fine prospects
nounced at the weekly meeting of the MneniiPrs
PrMMlt
were seriously considmasquers Will rresem
them We wanted to find a man who ered, but as our work went on we beCouncil last night The organisation
Tir+loP
Qm-iner Trinlhad the proper point of view toward came more and more impressed with
will use the poll as a basis of recomcircie fin soring
on
e
who
beprogTam
an
a
an Athlefic
mendation to the faculty committee
the qualifications of Mr. Adam Walsh.
lieved that the game and the coach
on Scholarship Aid.
His recommendations were
>
- of the very
was for the boys and not the reveise. !begt and they
"The
Maugham's
Among other business the council]
Somerset
f )m men fo
All-Round Man Sought
considered the list of applicants for
Circle" has been selected by the
whom we were bound to have respect
this
proctorships, selecting seventeen junas
and
Gown
Masque
In almost every one of some twenty
We, of course, wanted to find a man
iors for a tentative list which will be
spring's roadshow tc- toar variwho was an expert in technical foot- letters two things were mentioned;
submitted to the Dean. The plan fori
ous cities in Msine. Try-outs will
ball knowledge and_at the same time that he is a man of fi/e character and
changing class elections was disbe held in the Masque and* Gown
had an understanding of the small personality and thai he was greatly
cussed and it was decided to contact!
Room in the Moulton Union
college problem of developing football admired bv the boys.
His technical
various other small colleges to learn
Thursday evening. March 7th, at
teams without ready-made athletes. A knowledge has been carefully investitheir method.
7.60 o'clock. Copies of the play
man who had imagination and was up gated through well known experts. He
In view «f the fact that lectures
football
and
could
modern
on
is
known
are abundant since the book of
date
and
liked
to
by every member
are to be given every night during
anticipate possible developments in of the Athletic Department here.
modern plays used in English 2
the Institute of Government and Polcontains it.
the game would certainly be welcome.
There were many fine coaches and
itics during the first week in April,
The more outstanding the man could fine men who made applications, so
The cast is small and includes
it was
voted to recommend that
be along these lines the better we that it is perfectly natural that several
several feminie roles. Set in a
"class assignments be eased up durshould like it.
other candidates should be warmly
country home in Dorset, Enging that period." The Council also
In other words we set a standard, supported by various groups fnterestland, the Circle is a social comvojted to change the method of seand then went out to find a coach 'to ed in the welfare of the College. Now
edy in the satiric vein. Two manlecting its secretary-treasurer, havthe
Naturally
we
could
not
satisfy
make
fit
it.
that a definite selection has been atade
agers and the cast will
ing the body itself elect him at the
every one with any final selection, but undoubtedly everyone will be behind
trip over week ends beginning
* we believe there can be little fault
beginning of the year.
the man who is to be the new coach.
Easter vacation.

At

Commenting on -the

Adam Walsh

the conclusion of the individual

COUNCIL TO HOLD
SCHOLARSHIP POLL

to

fill

selection of
the position of

head coach of football at Bowdoin, Director of Athletics Malcolm E. Morrell, yesterday issued
the following special statement to
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Established

Editor-in-Chief
Donald F. Burnet *36

Associate Editor

Paul K. Sullivan

'35

Managing Editor
Robert P. Ashley

*36

Contribating Editors

John P. Chapman '36

Burroughs Mitchell

'36

WH

1
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Frosh Trackmen
BLANC PUTS
ON FRENCH TALKIE
Down Bridgeton

LOWS

CDustard and Cress
1871

I

Every year about this time, when
auto shows are still in the air and
the smartest pages of our suavest
magazines are filled with Chrysler:
ads, we get our annual attack of
turtle-fever. Our nights we spend in^
Edgar Allen Poe dreams of being'
shut up in the bowels of the latest
stream-lined monster. During the day
we try to fathom the air-flow theory
that a car goes faster when it is
shaped like a drop of water. We'll
be driving around in snow-flakes
next.

'36

Sub-Editors

talkie. "L'Agonn. dea
presented by both L'Our*
Blanc and the French department at
the Cumberland theatre last Thursday afternoon was attended by more
than 69 students and a limited number of residents of Brunswick. The
picture was the best French movie
yet presented at Bowdoin under the
auspices of the French Club, the actual film being better edited and in
better condition than those of previous years.

The French

Aigles,"

to almost

;

1

%

—

much

ii

i

ii

i

ssi

as - c
mass of alumni scattered
late.
He has always been down on
"Harry Snow, another University the college black-list as one of the
throughout the country, who meet infrequently and then only in
meet point winner, will compete in most prolific punsters on campus, but
small groups to discuss affairs of the College and to aid in its the shot and discuss, with Gil Harri- he has, in the last few weeks, outdone

is

to give too

centralization to the

—

—

government.

The very

fact that

it is

joined circuit of associations, gives

not a "body", but a loosely
purpose in send-

The Orient a

ing this sample copy to every graduate of Bowdoin.

Even alumni living relatively close to Bowdoin know pitifully
about what transpires there during the course of a year.
They know the scores of most of the football games and that is
about all. They are not aware, for instance, that the Bowdoin
forensic team is at present leading the Eastern Intercollegiate Debating League, and they do not know that the swimmers are in
second place in the standings of the New England Association.
They know that Bowdoin has a new football coach, but unless they
see this issue of THE Orient they will not know what the Director
little

—

of Athletics has to say about the choice. In other words, they are
cognizant of only the bare superficialities of what the College does.
The Orient has always attempted to cover Bowdoin completely

—but not impartially.
|

f

[

himself.
Last Friday he was priming the Psych I students for an^ hour
Sunday Telegram. exam, when one of the more bewild-

son, conquerer of Bates' Larry Johnson, entering the 35-pound weight."

—Portland

Better make up your minds, boys.
The meet's this afternoon, you know.
-

c

We've heard that some people
jn New York, profiting from the
season success of "Merrily
Roll Along", are going to
write several more plays that
will start at the end and end at
the beginning, as did that memorable piece
of showmanship.
So we're warning the Masque
and Gown now that they wept to
be set to catch our new dramatic
last

ered gentlemen asked him:
"Can you tell me just how far we
have to go for the exam?"
Vernie
moment,
a
pondered
wheezed softly to himself, and then
replied:

We

offering

when

roils

it

typewriter. We're getting
mentum for a play thai

either
ours

is

"Oh, just over to Memorial Hall."

m

• e
Random notes on the fatuity:
Phil Wilder, contrary to the general ideas, was in his undergraduate days a stellar athlete
he won his class numerals in
tug-o'-war at M.I.T.
Robert P. Tristram Coffin, newly ap(or
pelated
Pierce
Professor
hadn't yea heard?) is at heart,
.

.

pur

off

ju mo-

wm

go

It is

.

.

.

we

backward nor

believe, and incendiary '.
he tried to set fire to Adams

forward;
going sideways.

m - e
Although its news columns have always
Vernon Lemon t Miller, that heady
dealt with every angle of important situations, its editorials have toff of the psych department, has
presented positive views of at least a section of the undergraduate been going berserk in a mild way of
body.

BARGAINS

FINE BOOKS

in

The Stories of Great Operas and Their Composers: Ernest

A few dollars were cleared above
But we could reconcile ourselves expenses, to
be devoted toward the
any outside on a car if the
Charles F. Brewster '87
William A. 0. Gross *37 engineers, with all the diverting in- financing of the one-act play soon to
ProWilliam S. Barton '37
William Klaber *87 genuity of the Spanish Inquisition, be presented by L'Ours Blanc
fessor Brown, head of the French de*
Maxwell A. Eaton '37
Richard E. Mathewson '37 didn't close down the hood on all partment,
made all arrangements to
sides until we feel like an undiscovStanley Williams, Jr., '17
have the film brought to Brunswick,
ered pearl. There seems to be a fun- and
hopes to show here this spring,
BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY
damental fallacy about the whole "Lea Miserables".
Pff**irrTi Manager
thrrr,?.
Why make cars go fast while
The continuity of plot and action
John S. Baker '35
there are still signs by the side of was
made clear to students of only
the road "Speed Limit Thirty Miles" ? elementary
Assistant Managers
knowledge
French
Willis Hay, Jr., 36
Winthrop B. Walker "36 Plato's government was more logical. through well edited sub-titles in EngOwen H. Melaugh "36
PobUahad every Wednaaiay sarins the Collar* Year by the Student, of Bowdoin College. It abolished speed limits and pro- lish, while the excellence of the sound
cars
manufacture
of
All contributions and oommunlcatloni abould be given to th* Managing Editor by Sunday f hibited the
apparatus made this film much easier
which could go faster than thirty to understand
nticht pracadins the date of publication. The Editor-in-Chief ii reaponaiblc for the editorial
than former ones.
column tba Managing Editor for news and make-up. All communications regarding subscrip- miles an hour.
The photography of the film was
m - c
tions should be addr sasae ta> the Business Manager of the Bowdoin Publishing Company.
exceptionally good, costumes of NaSubscriptions. $2.00 per year In advance. With Alumnus, $1 10.
And while we are on the subpoleaniCj days contributing much to
ject, we might as well declare
Entered as second elaaa matter at the paatoffiee at Brunswick. Maine.
atmosphere. The story was baaed on
ourselves as conscientious objectthe unsuccessful attempt of the DemiNews Editor for This Issue
ors to the new Flying Yankee,
Soldes, Kapoleon's former army offiRobert P. Ashley '36
as well. We feel that it may be
cers lead by Montander, to cause a refine and good for the osViato of
volt in France and put L'Aiglon, NaVol. LXIV.
No. 23
Wednesday, March », 19SS
the Maine Central to make their
poleon's young aon, on the throne.
new train radical in design, but
The gallant band met their deaths
when they start streamlining the
bravely .before a firing squad in a
For Alumni
whistle toots, we protest vigorfinal dramatic scene.
i,.
»sa———i
To speak of the graduates of the College as the "alumni body" ously.
Weston Lewis

BOOK STORE

The COLLEGE

.

.

Hall the ether day while lighting a cigarette .
but the only
thing he succeeded in igniting
.

.

Korsserly

result of the meet in
after the final event the
tracksters edged out a 49.7

With the
doubt

till

Freshman

day. The absence of Stanwood and
Davidson weakened the Frosh con-

F.

Coyne accounted for nearly half of

Relay Settles Meet

At the

start of the relay, Bridg-

was leading by a few points.
Smith of Bowdoin ran up a lead over
Paladino of Bridgton which was kept
all through the race, although threatened seriously by Whitten of Bridgton running against Clark of Bowdoin. Burritt, anchor man for the

Students To Have Seats
Reserved For Lectures

BILLIARD CHAMPION

PRESENTS LECTURE

given
»
will
he
Stadeuts
chance to reserve seats fee the

Appearing in the Moulton Union
yesterday
afternoon and evening,

lectures in the Institute of PetMica, according to a tentative
plan announced early this week.

Charles C. Peterson, national fancy
shot billiard champion, gave an instructive talk

undergraduate,

Each

ence.

Peterson is making a tour of fifty
higher institutions of learning for the
purpose of instructing college men in
the fundamentals of billiards. Among
the schools to be visited are: MinneOhio
Freshmen finished about seven yards sota, Iowa, Kansas, Perdue,
Pennsylvania,
U.,
Catholic
State,
ahead of Aaskov.
Brown, Harvard, Rochester,
Yale,
Michigan, Michigan State,
Cornell,
Notre pame, Wisconsin, Case, Bowdoin, U. S. Military and Naval Academies. This tour is under the sponsorship of the National Association
of College Unions.
To discuss the relation of depreCharles C. Peterson inaugurated
Since he started playing football in
ciated currency and war debt* to the practice of billiards as a college high school. Red Grange, Illinois'
plans for international harmony, the sport. The first intercollegiate bil- famous "Galloping Ghost", has scored
Political Forum will meet Tuesday, liard contest took place in 1981, and more than 1400 points on the gridMarch 12, in the reading room of the was won by Michigan State. This iron.
Union.
This will be the first of a year's tournament is scheduled to get
series of meetings taking up the gen- under way in March, in which memeral topic of World Peace. Four men bers of eighteen institutions will take
will present the material on the sub- part.
B.
ject and give their '^dividual views.
The Roosevelt monetary policy and its
bearing on the London Economic Conference of 1988 will receive much comPhilgas for Fraternity
ment. It is probable that the men will
have opposed opinions on Roosevelt's
House Cooking
failure to back up the London ConferWholesale - Retail
ence in an attempt to reestablish an
Brunswick
Co.
international monetary standard for
stable foreign exchange.
Prompt Service - Fair Prises
Can and should "Europe pay the war

FORUM WILL TREAT

WORLDJPEACE TOPIC

.

Lyman

Chipman,

Hardware

debts? This problem, also, will come
up for hearty argument. The European as well as the American attitude
will have rabid supporters.
Will the
American demand that the debts be
paid, at least in part, bring enough
money to make up for the hate it

arouses?

Is the present discrimina-

tion in tariff acts against the countries

Tel.

A

136—87 Maine St.—Tel 137

Specialty

of Fraternity

Trade

MORTON'S NEWSSTAND
BOWDOIN SEAL aitf
FRATERNITY PAPER

574 Congress Street
Portland* Me.

which have passed payments on

KAYWOODIE PIPES

>•—

First Step
The appointment of Mr. Adam Walsh as

football coach at Bowa distinct satisfaction to undergraduates. After so many
questioning
indecision,
it would have been
weeks of rumoring,
and
a satisfaction to have any man appointed to the post, but the selection of such a manifestly capable coach as Walsh, is looked upon
with far greater favor. It is doubtful that the Director of Athr
at least on the standards
letics could have selected a finer coach
no master how long the
of past capability and personality
is

—
—

search was continued.
To Mr. Morrell, the Director of Athletics, goes an unhesitating
vote of confidence from the undergraduate body- Laboring under
many handicaps, he has conducted the situation from start to finish as well as he was able, and in announcing the coach yesterday,
he completed a fine task. It is impossible to say too much in hi»
praise.

Nevertheless, the appointment of football coach

is but the first
Bowdoin athletics. That the system
fundamentally sound is an accepted fact, but there are still many
bumps which must be smoothed out before it will work with cohesion.
The three committees of undergraduates, faculty and
alumni, in the midst of exhaustive research work, have that end
in view, and when their reports have been handed in, it is expected
that Bowdoin athletics will have been diagnosed as well as possible.
As it is, there is every reason for optimism now. With the chief
difficulties ironed out, with the others being taken care of, the
final resuscitation is but a matter of time.

step in the rehabilitation of
is

It is

however (all manner of blaring posters to the conMonday Bowdoin debating will reach a new emiThe team will meet Bates. A meeting with Bates in any

true,

trary) that next
nence.

other sport is a fine, rousing contest, but a meeting with Bates in
debating is a classic. Bates, the uninitiated should understand,
occupies the same eminence in the debating world that Minnesota
occupies in the world of football. It is omnipotent. Recent records
do not indicate that any Bates man has been out-argued in the
twentieth century.
Bowdoin debating has risen to such heights in a very simple
fashion. The team was admitted to the Eastern Intercollegiate

Debating League. And, in its first year in the league, with one
meet to go, the team is tied for first place with Bates. Next
Monday night the crucial debate will be held.
The Orient does not anticipate any Walker Art Building rallies

—

rather weary

and

'fed up' st times.

To head

off fatigue,

I always turn to Camels. Smoking a Camel does wake
up' my energy. It's a delightful experience! And what a
great taste Camels have— mild, yet full and rich. I never
get tired ot Camels. I guess that's why I smoke so many.
But steady smoking doesn't bother me Camels never
get oa my nerves!" (Slcned) jambs j. cascy. jr. '37
'

MILLIONS MORE
"Cornels are
finer,

of course, unsubstantiated.

Sfys James Casey, '37, "that an undergraduate can hardly
find tin)* to work everything in. I'm studying a business
course; am mixed up in several outside activities; and,
!• my spar* time, I'm doing tutoring. So naturally I feel
j

j

made from

MORE EXPENSIVE

"CHAM PIONSHIP GOLF
puts s tremendous tax upon

your energy- But
mind.
store

I

I

lightful

'lift'

(S%sw<l)

get a de-

with a Camel."

HELEN HICKS

Fwmt Womn'i
Golf

<

Domestic —than any
other popular brc;

i

5'.

R J

..HI if..
Wiuatun Salem. North
'

.

TURN YOUI DIAL TO

WABC- Columbia

the

\m

for these

WALTER OKEEFE
~*"
'.

Coast -to -Coast Network

famous Camel Caravan
•

start

ANNETTE HANSHAW
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just before the big meet.

In fact, it does not believe that the
Debating Room of Hubbard Hall will be overcrowded when the
whistle blows unless, of course, someone has been deluded by the

—

CAMEL

posters.

But

does think that the debating team should be congratulated
for such an inspired first year showing. The chapel bell, it promises, will be duly rung if Bowdoin wins Monday night.
it

CosrrigM.lM
Rj.aayaohfcTafc.Ga.

S

never

know I can always re-

my energy quickly with

a Camel. For you

—

TOBACCOS -Turki:h and

he

PURE FOOD SHOP
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OUR TOBACCOS COST

before

College for the Easter
vacation, will notify the Alumni
Office as to the lectures which he
wishes to attend. Seats for the
number of men thus applying
will be held until eight o'clock
at each of the lectures, it being
understood that these reservations are for these men only and
that failure to appear by eight
o'clock will forfeit the privilege
for the remainder of the series.
It is expected that s similar arrangement will be made for the
lecture by Mr. Alexander Woollcott on the evening of March 2T.
Definite announcement as to this
will appear on the bulletin hoard
and in the Orient for March 13.

leaving

upon the fundamentals

of the game and demonstrated his
technique to an appreciative audi-

debts a good or bad policy ?

Debating Comes Back

IIA4

.11.39

159 Maine Street

the only pulse of Bowdoin that beats visibly.

For several years debating at Bowdoin has been at an absolute
low.
Student interest, it seemed, could not be aroused by a
no-decision debate with Boston University at Chelsea High School,
en Resolved: that the Pen is mightier than the Sword. Yet debating, in the space of a single year, has risen to such an eminence
that it is rumored that during this past season a student actually
went to a debate in preference to a hockey game. This report is,

**.7»

f J-69
.

W. CHANDLER & SON

This issue is merely a sample of the entire year. It is an important issue, but a typical one. THE Orient would appreciate
having the alumni comment on what they think of the college's
official organ, looking, for the first time in many years probably,
on the College as a whole. Do they approve ?

doin

«-47

AND MANY OTHER BARGAINS

siderably.

ton

Newman.

—

Boccaccio. Formerly $2bM ssew
Droll Stories: Balzac. Formerly $17.50— now
The Story of Biology: Loey. Pertaerly $4.SS—new
Major Mysteries of Science i GarhedLan. Formerly $3.75—now

to 45-3 win over Bridgton last Thurs-

Bridgton's points with firsts in the
hurdles, the dash, the high jump, and
a third in the broad jump. In the 600
yard run, Fox of Bowdoin and Aaskov of Bridgton staged a heated duel
in which both were disqualified for
fouling by Referee Linn Wells.
Young Wine Mile
Young, of Bowdoin, took the mile
in 4.44 2-5, breaking the meet record by one second. Bowdoin lost a
sure second place in the 300 yard run
when Burritt fell on the turn, leaving
Smith to battle against Karoskos and
Paladine of Bridgton.

MaUO— now

The DeCameron:

COSTLIER TOBACCOS
NEVER GET ON YOUR NERVES!
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TOP BPWDOOr
IWI w-PTOET

Matthew WqIL 'Labor Leader,

DEBATERS

N. H.

h

MEETJJOWDOIN

A man who has come In for a good
comment of directly opposite
nature in various magazine articles is
Decision Debate
an
Matthew Woll, who is to address
Institute eediencc oa "Labor's Proband Munitions as
lems" Tuesday night, April 16th.
Question
Various authors and critics cannot
seem to agree en his status, as some
him as so active leader of the
Norman P. 8ea.gn.ve carried off In- pictureforces,
while others question the
dividual honors as Bowdoin and New labor
that he may be a friend of labor.
fact
Hampshire debated in Hubbard Hall
h. Stanley in an 1999 issue of the
last Tuesday evening, on the subject:
Resolved, 'That the Nations should Outlook seems to think jiot, and says
agree to prevent international ship- in regard to him, "Eventually the eapof arms and munitions". No of- italists of America may create a soft
It has
ftrial decision was announced, but the berth for a faithful friendgeneral opinion of the audience was in happened before."
favor of the Bowdoin team, consisting
y/oll,
like several other of the
of Seagrave "87, Bryant '87, and Small speakers on the Bowdoin Political Institute's program, came to this coun-

Mr.

many

i

.

|

"He

To stop munition manufacturing is overbearing. His egotism shews itSeagrave "said it was first imperative self in his wiglike hair nestling thick
to eliminate the fundamental cause of upon his neck, and his black bow tie
war i. e., the desire for economic su- encircling his wing collar. He is known
As an example he referred as a champion publicity seeker in Uic
prereacy
He is someto the oil fields as the 'cause of the trade union movement.
Chaco war. In concluding, Tie pointed thing of an intellectual, too. Though
out that since the affirmative's plan a photo-engraver in his youth, he is.
was thus fundamentally unsound, after all, a lawyer."
little of true consequence could be
Recognized Labor Authority
!

—

i

.

|

expected from

it.

An

Bryant ate* Prohibition
New Hampshire's next speaker, Van
Buren Hoppes, stated that the object
of the debate was not to find a way to
get rid at the basic causes of war, but
rather that of putting munition manufacturing under Government control
this leading to greater international
cooperation. Disarmament conferences
have failed, he said, for lack of interAs another of his
national amity.
points, he maintained that if there
ware no market there would be no
cause to make munitions. The way
to eliminate such markets, Hoppes advocated, is to put munitions under
Government control.
As the next speaker for the negative, Bryant compared Hoppe's idea to
saying that munition
prohibition,
makers were sure Jp resort to the

bootlegging of arms, such as is now;
being practiced under Mussolini.
Wefts Outlines Plan
Willard Wells next took the stand.

WALSH NAMED AS
FOOTBALL MENTOR
(Gontiaocd from pas* 1)

that counts, and not the position he

played in college. Adam Welsh's record shows him to be an excellent allround coach." The newly appointed
coach has proven very popular in aH
positions he has filled.
Mr. Walsh was appointed to fill the
vacancy caused by the resignation of
Charles W. Bowair as head «•** 9*
football here on January 28. Although
Bowser's resignation followed » par-

mA

Creatures

official titles," states this arti-

Win

Newton

C.

pictured

Fetter,

a*

Baptist

Ma*

was on their recommendation state.' God is a superstition fostered
was awarded a three-year by capitalists, to the Marxists.
contract.
"Finally we have the answer to our
The inability of the team to do more question based on the experience of
The psalmist
than tie one game during the last sea- th* Hebrew people.
it

although there were sonar redeeming features, brought criticism
from both undergraduates and alumni,
had a contract which would not have and finally brought about his resignaexpired until 1937. However, the offl- tion. The latter was accepted by the
cial announcem en t made by the col- executive committee of the governing
son,

'What

man

that thou art
himself replies, Thou hast made man but little
lower than the angels .
Thou
.
hast put all things under his feet.' The
story of the JSsfcsjfcv people in Egypt
asks,

mindful

of

is

him?'

and

.

boards of the college at their annual and their delivery uj*d«r Moses
trate well these egwictioas."
midyear meeting.
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illus-

Ceh

21
18
24

9
15
13

...

.

lU

44
1«
28
81
14
89
29
39
19

Sigm* Nu
Deke
Noa-Fr*t
Chi Psi
A. T.
Beta
A. D.
Psi U

chapel service Sunday afternoon.
"What is man?" Rev. Fetter said.
''Creature ? Yes, to the extent that he
is subject
to the inevitable crisis

most tragic circumstances."

Pro

Zete

S.

student

which God, through life, imposes; but
creator he may be to turn to good account and to new account even the

House
D.

pastor at Cambridge, Mas*., at the

and

triumphant,

Fisher
defeating

have
been
Smith and

Beth to Meet Lafayette
The third corner in the triangle debate in which Bowdoin and Bates are
now competing is Lafayette College.
This team, which stands tied with
Wesleyan as runner-up, will meet
Bates at Lewiston on March 15, and
will play host to the Bowdoin affirma-

1

8
It
8
9

9
8
«

tive of Edwin G. Walker '85 and
old C. Tipping '35, on March 22.

8

—

Har-

Pro
8

House
Zete

Kappa Sig

.

.

.

.

T. D.

9

22
24

7

39

27

18
8

U

Non-Frat

22
S

Sigma Nu

.

.

.

.

.

A. D.

7

U

Con

3
12
2

21

Deke

13
9

26
32

Frank Swan

TJS

were as-

The winning play was marked by a
simple hut moving plot, Which Involved the gradual discouragement ot
in poverty, who are eventu-

« couple

swayed by unemployment, hunand » discouraging old man, to
commit a double suicide. Th* excel-

ally
ger,

acting of all four members ot
the cast, and the effective staging of
both attic room and street stents
accounted in part for th* enthusiastic applause which followed th*
lent

Anal curtain.

in the institution.

A

general discus-

Both Parker and Fisher have been suits, the visitor leaving in a downParker has cast mood.
prominent on campus.

served as president of the debating
Plumber Comedy Bi*t f*
council this year. Last year he won
Three Plumbers in One Act"
the Stanley Plummer Prize and was
elected Class Orator. Fisher, number again demonstrated th* originality of
one tennis player in college and a its author Thomas Spencer, who remember of the Polar Bear quintet, is galed the audience with a well concompleting his first year as a varsity structed and very amusing comedy
involving a capricious girl sad three
debater.
plumber*, two of whom are but m**~
Won Bradbury Debates
Walker and Tipping, acting as a queraders. Miss Trcganowa* and
Young of Brunsteam, won the Bradbury Debates this Mrs. Carleton C.
has been connected with wick headed a capable cast.

19
29
22
15

A. J. O.
Chi Psi
Beta

»

(Continued from pas* 1)

ber '37 and

sistant stage maaagers.

The possible defeat of either team
Welsh's play was notable for M*
by this college would probably give acting, * resonant voice making estrrr
Walker and word said by the former radio jeathe title to the other.
Tipping lost to Wesleyan at Middle- nouncer plain to (he tudienr*
The
town in a close decision earlier in the plot consisted mainly of a dlalagw
season, winning the vote of the audi- with touches of satiric humor as •
ence, but failing to gain the judges' young man come* to visit • friend
ballot.

hockey?

Psi

Parker

Brow*.

94
392
Question (2) De you favor the
adoption of basketball as a* official varsity port if such action
decs mean the discontinuance of

D.

(Custinaed from
l)
vote, equal
in strength with either of the judges'
decisions.
In all previous debates this season,

audienc e which cast a third

Kappa Big

Welsh

Play Prize*

mm

BMW D

(Cootlaae* (ram

Question <i)—-Do yea favor the
adeptioa of basketball as aa official varsity sport if such action
decs net noce—tt s t c the discontinuance of hockey?

• constant
Life
series of crises in which humanity
must work to better itself end to be
creator rather than creature, by Rev.

was

that he

ticularly unsuccessful season, it came
as somewhat of a surprise, since he

that now he would outleg* at th* time declared that the
Hie two col- move had been made to the satisfacline hie team's plan.
leagues, he said, had built in a background for the plan, which he now was
going to put forth.
The plsnwgs;
cjjwlete gcjfcr,
nomic boycott of munition*. (2)
high tariff on munitions, and (3) Any
method of control which suits the muWells benition maker's discretion.
lieved that the adoption of any one of
the three would be beneficial to the
nation's finances, and would pave the
way for constructive commerce.
Rebuttal Exciting
Small, as Bowdoin's next speaker,
pointed out that as long as war is
possible, nations will need arms, and
that another World War is far from
being an impossibility. He said that
at the present time there are only ten
countries that produce sufficient arms
for an export trade. "The inevitable
result of the plan was failure", he
stated, "because it required the creation of a world that c"ould get along
without war, which, in turn necessitated the remaking of our whole civili-

He announced

Sunday Chapel Speaker
Asks for Craaiars, Hot

Fights Circumstance
The Pennsylvania coal miner whose
fight is with poverty but who yet
finds place for creative activity in his
1931, outlined bis proposal.
life, the prisoner in 'The Count of
"The age of extreme and selfish in- Monte Cristo" who could see hope
dividualism is over,'' he declares, "and
his seemingly hopeless situanow we need a permanent industrial even in
tion, the university student left outlegislative body, within and for inthe social clique who could still
dustry which will erect 'a democratic side
win a way to prominence and univerindustrial structure comparable to our
sal recognition were cited by Rev
democratic political structure*. We
examples of man's fight
cannot continue to have recurring de- Fetter as
against circumstance.
pressions, to see vast wealth on jthe
"To the question, 'Are we the crea
one hand and abject want on the othbeyond our control
forces
tures of
er, to pay an average industrial wage
of but $1,308 per year atad possess an or can we initiate new experiences
more worthful meanindustrial machine whose parts are of richer and
ing?' I find at least four points of
quite uncorrelated."
Hence his proposal of an industrial view which are not mutually excongress ip adjust the parts to each clusive," Rev. Fetter said.
Explains Differing Beliefs
other and to the whole, to stabilize
employment, to look ahead and so far
"The first is th* behaviorist, who
as possible determine where and how often says, 'Man is not free to create;
we shall and should develop econom- he is a pare m achine Hie life i* deically during the nest ten years, es- termined for him by that which he
tablishing a balance between produc- has inherited and by the forces which
tion, distribution, and consumption.
surround him.'
"Second is the group lad by Karl
Barth, German, which says, 'No, we
tion of both parties.
The Polar Bear football team, dur- are not creel art, we are creatures
incumdoomed
to suffering and sin and toBowser's
years
of
ing the five
bency as coach, won only one State tally dependent upon Gad for salvaseries game. Outside the state, Bow- tion from the dark days.'
Key Found By Hebrews
ser's team fared better, although in
1981 and 1934 they failed to gain a
"The third answer comes from the
single victory. Following a disappoint- Marxists, who say, 'Yes, we are creaing season in 1933, fhe football squad tures domed to suffer under our sovoiced its dissatisfaction by voting ciety until its inevitable break-up
12-6 in favor of Bowser's removal. comes when we will have opportunity
But later they retracted their vote, to create in the building of a new

and

Schaffner,

Strong:

follows:

.

New

Republic in
1929, discussing "The Federation and
article in the

Shows
FORENSIC COUNCIL
Hockey Support
WILL MEET

Basketball Poll

STATES FETTER

Woll

cle, "Mr. Woll is in reality far from
being representative of the American
trade-union mevement a* a whole."
la the absence of able and aggressive leadership which might mobilize
the A. F. of L. as a great social and
economic force in the nation's life,
small, tight-minded but active persons
like Mr. Woll thus can have^ their way
in matters which do not .directly concern the industrial interests of the
more powerful unions." The article
.questioned entrusting to him in the
future so much influence in forming
decisions for the federation.
Opposes Individualism
A ten-year plan for American industry, launched and supervised by a
Congress of business men was proposed four years ago by Woll. An
article in the Outlook of January,

Flanaburg opened for New try from a European home, at an
Hampshire by outlining a practical early age. He was born in Luxempartial solution of the 'problem which bourg, a small country situated bedepended upon international coopera- tween German, France, and Belgium.
tion tor successful operation. He adBam la Barope
vocated government control to prevent
Photo-engraving was the trade
shipment of munitions, saying it which the young man took up in this
would eliminate individual profit tak- country, after several years in school
ing, and also the many "rackets" in in Chicago, and in the College of Law
nwtion making.
at Lake Forest University. He rapidly made his way to the top, becom ing
Seagrave Speaks
Seagrave pointed out that munitions president of the later-national Photo•f
A™«rica
caught the public eye from the nrst Engraver*; JDnloa ^°j^_
from 1906 to
because it is a tangible study, and which position he held
held the poet
easy to understand. Because of this 1929. Since then he has
with that same
vice-president
of
over-emphasised
headlines
fact the
become an important
their importance. He maintained that union, and has
arms are not a cause ot war but a figure in the American labor circles.
article asserts that

grants that "Mr.

considers himself the spiritual heir ot
Samuel Gompers (a former president
of the A. F. of L.)" "In spite of his

Anns

The Stanley

Woll",

knows much about the history and
technique of the Labor movement. He

Has

result of it

LIFE IS CRISES

Vice-President of A. P. ofL.

deal of

No

'

year.

Walker

Stratton's play, the title of which
had been changed from "Seek Her a*
Silver" to "Bull in a Chin* Shop",
was *n audacious comedy depicting
an attempted drawing room seducyears.
'36
The series of triangle debates, the tion, sparkling with witty Una* of
As th* callow 18
last to be held by the league this varying shades.
year old attempting to be * 'real
sevfeatured
school
year,
will
be
by
Burroughs Mitchell was elected
Wesleyan will man', William Rice '37 provided much
president of the junior class at its eral *ther matches.
amusement,
while
Miss Febiola C$]tAmherst,
while
Mt.
meeting Thursday night in Memorial meet Williams and
Holyoke debates with Brown and on and Miss Barber handled th* femHall. Amos S. Mills, Rodney C. Larinine roles.
com, Thompson S. Sampson were Smith.
"
»
Have Gained Three Decisions
chosen popular men, vice-president,
Williams now stand tied at the botand secretary-treasurer respectively.
To top the ratings of the league, tom with two points.
Mitchell, a member of Psi Upsilon, both Bates and Bowdoin have won
debate
The
Monday
this
will
be
the
and the Orient, Quill, and Growler three victories for a total of nine last home
appearance of the team this
boards, is one of the most prominent votes each. Lafayette and Wesleyari
Bowdoin literary men. Mills, also of are tied for third place with eight year. President Sills will preside.
Psi Upsilon, was captain of the hock- votes each. Mt. Holyoke now stands
A co-ed at Boston University
fifth with seven, while Amherst and
ey team.
Committees Chosen
Smith come next with four and a half started s new hobby: collecting lack*
The juniors selected John P. Chap- points each. The tearsfl of Brown and of hair from her friends.
man, T.D., class poet, Lawrence S.

115

debating since his freshman year. He
has also been active in Masque and
Gown. Tipping has been manager of
the debating team for the last two

286

MITCHELL CHOSEN
PRESIDENT OF

'

Hall, Chi Psi, class odist, Edwin G.
Walker, D.U., class orator, and Willis
Hay, Jr.. T.D., marshal. The Ivy Day
committee will consist of Robert
Hagy, A.D., chairman, Frederic S.

Mann, Chi

Psi,

»nd Owen H. Me-

Bowdoin Publishing

'

Brunswick, Maine.

Co.,

Enclosed please find $2.00 for one year's subscription to the
(and) (or) $1.60 for a year's subscription to the

Orient

Bowdoin Alumnus.

laugh, T.D.,

The

dance committee

of Josiah H.

is

composed

Drummond, Deke,

chair-

man, MaxweU M. Small, D.U., William P. Sawyer, A.D., Winthrop B. H.
Walker, T.D., and William B. Flynn,
Jr., Chi Psi.
Incidental music was
furnished by Edward Campbell, pian-

i

Name
Street

City

ist.

"t-

'

me"

i

A

When
I

,

meet

strangers

break the ic*

m
uawi
\

zation."

To maintain and strengthen the
bond which exists between Drexel Institute and its' alumni, special courses
in alumni education have been estab-

a

lished.

new

•the
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Men
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Yqu like me best

because

I

so mellow, rich, flavorful.

chooses

me

am
She

in preference to

other cigtrettes for another

Vantey's Jewelry Store
for Gifts

reason; because I

BUtksmry

Fountain Pea*

for all

offiou*

so mild

why I'm milder.
taste better.

to destroy

am

and good

me

because

I

made exclusively from fragrant,

That's

why I

No top leaves, unripe

and stinging; no bottom leaves,
coarse and sandy, are permitted

and easy on her throat. But you
both prefer

•

am

expensive center leaves. That's

friend. I

my uniform mildness
taste.

I'm your

best

am your Lucky Strike.

Watch and Jewelry
expertly don*

105 Maine Street

—A QUICK LUNCH
—A COMPLETE DINNER
IUCKIES
—at any

time, at

CENTER IEAV

College

CENTER LEAVES

any price
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SPORT SIDELIGHTS

Bowdoin Natators Are
To Enter New Englands
"
suc-

meets in
White swimming history, a strong
dual

of

season

swimming team in Bowdoin history should
climax the most successful swimming season in Bowdoin history by a smashing victory over M. I. T. in the home pool. This 1936 team is remarkable in
many ways. When, on the evening of Friday February 8, it whitewashed
B. U., it signalized the first victory won by a Bowdoin varsity team since the
track team took the New Englands last spring. Its .600 average of three
wins and three losses is far superior to the .record of any other official Bowdoin team thus far this year.
It

-

Having completed the most

MILLER PLANS
OLYMPIC MEET

Bowdoin swimming team will enter
New England Championships
this Friday and Saturday in the newly renovated Wesleyan pool. "We
should place higher and defeat more
teams than ever before," said Coach
the

mvmmmmmmmm

o—

with Josephine Hutchinson
George Brent
-

alse

•

-

News

Comedy

Thursday

March 7th

-

with.

Karen Morley

Tom Keene

-

also

-

Cartoon

•

Sound Act

Friday

March 8th

-

Cartoon

Saturday

-

—

o

.with.
-

Chss. "Chic" Sale

-

also

>

Short Subjects

Mon. and lues.

-

March

11th- 12th

Devil Dogrs of the Air
•

with

James Gagney

Pat O'Brien
Margaret Lindsay
•

•

also

Cliff

Veysey and

A

—

—

—

•

.

Rif lers Drop To
Fifth In League

behind 3rd place.
Coach R. A. Wagg, Pres., of Me.
State Rifle and Pistol Assn., came
for the first shoulder-to-shoulder match, which} Was fired at the
team re- college range in Adams Hall base-

The Bowdoin College rifle
a setback this week when

ceived

it

the Senior Division of the State matches.
Although the team shot 6 points better than last week the other competing teams fired sufficiently better to
retain their lead over the College.
The team placed fourth for the week'

dropped to

fifth position in

\

!

j

j

j

Manhattan;
Bowdoin; Karakashian, and Wilbur Manter
and three other outstanding stars. have returned to the line-up. Neither
Both Good and Green had equalled Al Kent, short-stop, nor "Bunny"
the world's indoor record of 5 4-5 Johnson, outfielder, have yet put in
seconds for the 60 meter hurdles their appearance on the squad. Comearlier in the winter and it looked as* menting on this
Coach
situation,
thought a new record might be set Wells stated, "I am very much disup.
appointed that there should be c
Hurdle Decision Close
among
enthusiasm
seeming lack of
The undeniable skill represented by the old men."
these six stellar performers was
Starting last Monday, all men who
clearly evidenced by their spectacular are trying out for the squad have
blanket finish which
required
a been practising regularly. This is a
judges' conference of over five min- week ahead of the training plan origutes to determine the winner.
In inally laid out by Coach Wells, the
the interim it was announced over change being necessary because of
the radio that Phil Good had won the interference of the interfraternity
the event and when the judges' deci- and interscholastic track meets to be
sion of Pessoni 1st, Good 2nd, Green held March 15 and 16. It is doubtful
3rd, was announced, the assembled that the team will be able to work
fans rose in a body, heartily protest- out on Pickard Field until after
1

ing the decision.

rumx In the UniverClub Meet Porter turned in a

of the distance
sity

beautiful 4.28 mile, but even at that
time was three seconds
faster for the distance that same evening. If, however, Veysey has to run

down

Veysey's

ment Monday nrght. The match was another event before he meets Porter
won by the Bowdoin Rifle Team and in the mile a very interesting race
the scores were as follows:
should develop. This dual meet will
Bowdoin Wyer, 259, Lord, 256, climax Bowdoin's Intercollegiate comFavour, 250, total, 756; National petition for the winter program leavGuards, Lieut. Williams, 231, Corp. ing the interfraternity meet schedPeterson, 223, Corp. Alexander, 204, uled for March 16 as the only other
indoor meet on the schedule.
total 658.

—

spring vacation.

SERVICE FOR STUDENTS
Colonial

-

Gulf

Socony Gas and Motor Oils

-

Complete Lubrication

-

24 Hour Service

TOPSHAM FILLING STATION
JUST OVER THE

NEW

BRIDGE

— TOPSHAM, MAINE

'37,

lake a

and Streeter Bass were

like

Chesterfield

is very backward in trails and
shelters, and wants to help the state
to improve travelling facilities over
the beautiful mountains. The section

that is being worked on now is a pass
over Balpate in Crafton Notch. Work
was begun last fall but hopes are
that the trail will be completed this
June.

TONDREAU BROS. CO.
We

.

•

News

Soule Injured
Wilbur Manter will alternate on the
In the mile run Bob Porter, newly mound as they did last year. The latdistance man, ter, however, is at present nursing an
race. However, injured knee, sustained in basketball
team centered around his several in- with Gene Venske leading the pack, which may handicap him for the endividual headliners, strengthened by a the Dace proved too stiff and Bob was tire season. At first base Bill Shaw
forced hack into eighth position, be- is almost a fixture.
wealth of capable second and third
ing clocked at 4 min. 30 seconds for
number of freshmen answered
place men who did not see service in
the distance. Bill Soule who competed the first call for candidates, but very
the bigger district meets.
in both the 60 meter dash and the few have had much previous experiInjuries Costly
broad jump was working under diffi- ence.
From a preliminary workout
Foot injuries are proving a consid- culties as during the competition he held last Saturday afternoon, Coach/
erable source of worry to the White developed a serious foot injury and Wells sees promise in Stanley Allen,
team at present as both Bill Soule and medical attention was necessary be- George Davidson, William Rice and
Gardiner Maxcy are at present on fore he could continue in tue meet.
James Card.
the injury list, and should they be
Phil Good seemed to be in top
Veterans Fail To Report
allowed to compete this evening their form as he handily won both his
Among the veterans to return from
performances are likely to be consid- opening and semi-final heats.
As- last year, there has been a decided
Bowdoin's
below
par.
Thus
erably
sembled in the finals were America's
As yet only Bill
chances in the dash and broad jump six finiest hurdlers, Green, Harvard; lack of interest.
Shaw, Bus Shaw, Doug Walker, Ara
are seriously weakened.
Pessoni,
Good,

edge over Captain

Company this evening. As usual Jack developed sophomore
Magee has built up a well balanced ran a very creditable

—

o—

Doug Walker, Ara

the Polar Bears are conceded a slight

tonight at Waterville. Outside of Cliff Veysey, the best distance
runner in the State, the Mules have little to offer in the way of
competition for the Bears. The duel between Veysey and the rapidly
improving Bob Porter should be the feature event of the evening,
though the former's time is a few seconds better than the latter's.
With Good, Deane, Mann and Owen
c—-o
o
in the hurdles, however, 'the hurdle
This first dual meet in recent years will not, we hope, be the last. In pro- question seems to favor the Bowdoin
viding competition for many instead of few, dual meets possess a great advan- team heavily. Other reliable pertage over national and sectional meets. Sending a few stars to a New York formers in the running events will be
meet has but one advantage it is good advertising for the college if the Vale Marvin, Buzz Hall, and Bob Porstars make a creditable showing.
ter.
The Mules are especially strong
o—o
e—o
o o
o
in the middle and longer distance runs
The perennial Braley Gray has arrived on the track scene once
dominated by Cliff Veysey who took
more to train for the interfraternity meet. Last winter Braley
three firsts in the Bates meet two
emerged from track retirement several weeks before the meet and
weeks ago in the 1000 yard, mile and
whipped himself into such shape that the Dekes won the meet. His
two mile.
reappearance this year raises Deke hopes of retaining the interfraPorter Improves
ternity crown and throws a scare into Zete hopes of recapturing it.
o—o
o—o
o—o
In the field events Howie Niblock
o—o
One might think that the immortal gods after their persecution of Linn has been entered in the high jump,
Wells during the hockey season would treat him more kindly during the discus, and possibly the 36 lb weight,
baseball season. But at present he is blessed with a lack of material almost in addition to the shot put, his favorite
as complete as during the past winter. Only the pitching and first base event. Other Bowdoin men who placed
departments, taken care of by Walker, Karakashian, and Bill Shaw, are at in the University Club meet, Harry
present certain. The failure of several veterans to report has added mate- Snow, Gil Harrison, Dave Rideout and
rially to Coach Wells' worries.
Jim Croweli, are looked to as potential point winners for the White.
and now stands in aggregate score 1
The race of the evening promises to
point behind 4th place and 11 points be between Porter and Veysey in one

o—

Polar Bear entries, Bill Soule and infield material.
Bob Porter, turned in creditable perHas Three Pitchers
in the dash and mile reIn the pitching department lies the
spectively and were kept out of the
team's strength. The trio of Captain
scoring by the barest of margins.
Karakashian, and

formances

Maine

March 9th

Rocky Mountain Mystery
Randolph Scott

o—

regulars left from last year.
By far the most serious problem
facing Coach Wells is to develop a
catcher. The loss of George Hildreth
has left the team with no capable
field general for the coming season.
At present, there is also a dearth of

treasurer-respectfully.
The organization intends to continue work on the A.M.C. trail, that
is to run from Katahdin to Olgethorpe, Ga., The club realize that

also

News

In the closely contested final heat
of the IC4A 60 meter hurdles, Phil
Good, Bowdoin's ace timber topper
was forced into second place by Pessoni af Manhattan at Madison Sqcare
Garden last Saturday. The other

team faces the coming sea-

son with the worst prospects in many
years. Only in the departments of
pitcher and first base are there any

chosen vice-president, secretary and

in.

Sweet Adeline
•

o—

For the first time in several years the White track team will engage in an indoor dual meet when it meets Colby this afternoon and

Richard May "37 was chosen president of the Outing Club at a meeting
Monday night in BCA room of the
Union. Richard Beck '37, Percival

Knauth

IRENE DUNNE
•

o

baseball

SECOND IN IC4A

Magee

DICK MAY ELECTED
OUTING CLUB HEAD

Our Daily Bread
•

o—

o—

been pointing ail season. Altogether
it swamped M.I.T. last Saturday as
far as points go, the times in the
various events were far from the best
turned in this year, and Coach Miller
is now attempting to bring the team
out of this slump and get the swimmers back in top form by the end
of the week.
The team leaves Thursday for
Wesleyan, returning Saturday evening. Several innovations have been
planned for the New Englands this
year. For the first time it will be
officiated by the attending coaches.
There will also for the first time be a
supper following the meet when medals will be awarded and the entrants
from the various colleges will get a
chance to meet each other.

The Right To Live

—

o—

o—-o

More glory came to Bowdoin when a pupil of an old pupil of Jack Magee's
heaved the 35 pound weight 67 feet, 9 inches for a new world's record. The
pupil was Dreyer of Rhode Island State and the old pupil was none other than
Fred Tootell. He never had a track shoe on till Magee got hold of him and
made him a national champion and world record-holder.

and Amherst who have won all of
their meets stand above them. The
team unfortunately reached its peak
in the Williams meet for which it had

March 6th

0—

Rather unimpressive were Bowdoin achievements as a whole at
IC4A meet last Saturday. Only Phil Good was able to break
column by placing second in the hurdles to Pessoni
of Manhattan, whom he had defeated in the semi-final heat and
forced to run in a heat of second -place men to qualify. At first
Phil was announced as the winner, but the jadges then changed their
decision.
By virtue of these four points the White finished in
quadruple tie for twelfth place.

I

-

o—

into the scoring

j

Wednesday

might have been five victories against
and Dick May might very easily have
Trinity. Very favorably the
those of ether New England colleges.

Bute and

T^vittg veteran material in all
but two positions, Coach Linn Wells'

GOOD CAPTURES

Tossing precedent aside, Coach Jack
is taking his entire varsity
squad to Colby today to participate in
the first indoor dual meet the Polar
Bear tracksters have entered in many
years. All of the field events including
the javelin have been included in the
too meet and were run off this afternoon
the in the Colby cage.

the

•

CUMBERLAND

O—

0—0

__^______—

the meet.
Bowdoin will present a
strong group of breaststrokers in

o—

Track Team
Coach Wells Sees Poor
Journeys To
Prospects For Baseball
Colby Today

The possibility of another Swimming Carnival in April seems to be not
remote. Unanimous in their praise of the Curtis Pool were almost all
competitors in the recent Carnival, including Miss Alice Bridges and the
On the strength of their fine preswimmers from Olneyville and Huntington. The latter expressed a desire for
a crack here at the 300 meter backstroke record. The large attendance at the vious performances in the B.A.A.
games and the University Club Meet,
last meet argues strongly in favor of another one.

of the Curtis pool thse she expressed
her desire to come back to Bowdoin
again for another record try, this time
for the more important mark, the 300
metre backstroke.
Yale Ma.v Come
The Olneyville Boys' Club swimmers
of Providence are also anxious to
State.
Wesleyan, and Tirell of Mass
visit to the Curtis pool.
another
make
Franklin has already defeated the
Branch, Higgins, and Chrostowski of
mentioned in dual meets
first tun
the Olneyville team, who hold the
and is favored to win the event.
for the «00-yard medrecord
world's
In the 300 yard medley swim,
ley relay, feel confident that under
Franklin will compete against the the favorable conditions offered here
fastest field ever assembled in the
Bowdoin, they could lower their
New England's. Lee of Brown, hold- at
own mark.
er of the New England IntercollegiBesides Miss Bridges and the Olneyate record, Degnen of Wesleyan, last ville team, Coach Miller hopes to
year's champion, Holland of Spring- bring the Huntington School team and
field, Dodge of M.I.T., and Kelly of
the Yale medley relay team down for
Amherst are all potential winners. competition, and also Miss Esther
Franklin will be working under an Morrison, New England diving chamhe has pion.
handicap,
since
especial
started in different events in practically every dual meet of the year, May, Beale, Hooke, and Whitmore,
proving himself a very fine team man and one out of the quartet together
to the detriment of favorite events.
with Seagrave or Cary and May will
form the medley relay team.
Breastst rakers Strang
In the League this year the Polar
Dick May, a newcomer to the New
have made the best
Englands go, is rapidly improving Bear natators
winning three out
and should offer some stiff competi- record in history,
dual meets. Only Springfield
the two races he will swim. of four

1

o—

meet in
semester, the Bears' average
one defeat. Henry Franklin
turned the tide against Mass
White record compares with

Franklin Bowdoin's leading contender is entered in two events. In
the 160 yard backstroke event, he is
the outstanding entrant of a field
which includes such stars as Squires
and Sujfden of Springfield, Steele of
B.U., Cook of Brown, Pullman of

j

o—

White swimming team to ever, win more than one
a season. And if all its meets had been during the second

.

I

fitting that the greatest

o—

Miller.

tion in
Coach Miller has entered him in
three, the 300 yard medley relay, the
200 yard breast stroke, and the 300
yard medley swim, but is planning to
scratch him in one of them before

was

It is she first

Encouraged by the success of the
Olympic Swimming Carnival held last
month, Coach Bob Miller Js making
Boston University, Mass State, and plans for another Olympic meet to be
Nothing
Connecticut State are for the first held some time in April.
time included in the list of eleven en- definite has been announced as yet,
trants the largest number in the en- but he hopes to make it an invitation
tire history of the meet, and this will affair with matched races between
undoubtedly result in the widest split- some of the outstanding stars in New
ting of points on record. Brown and England.
_ . •.;
Springfield are favored to win the
The Olympic Swimming Cemival
team plaque, but the individual cham- was undoubtedly the greatest meet of
Miss
divided
State.
pionships will very likely be
its kind ever held in this
among a much greater number of Bridges, after lowering the world s
400-yard backstroke record by ten secj
the competing colleges.
onds, was so impressed by the speed
Franklin Bowdoin's Hope

Bob

.
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Comedy

carry the largest assortment of
Imported Goods, Fruit, Fresh VegetaDomestic and Imported Cheeses and Biscuits of all

bles, Olives, Pickles.

kinds east of Portland.

™»
FIRST NATIONAL

BANK

Bowdoin Men

ef Brunswick, Maine
Capital.

Have Their

I5MM.

Printing

Surplus and Profits, fltt.Mfi

student

fatbonagi

solkxted

WISEMAN FARMS
Ice

Done Well and at
Favorable Prices at
The

RECORD OFFICE

75 Maine St.

Cream

Phone 3

Brunswick

THE OLD FASHIONED KIND

Paul K. Niven, 1916, Manager
i

We

TeL 350

Print the Orient and

Alumnus

You know I

Clothing

The
Gents' Furnishings

LECLAIR & GERVAIS
86 Maine St.

CUSTOM MADE CLOTHING

BRUNSWICK

I like

Chesterfield
.

.

.

like

Hard and Soft Coals

CO.

Fuel Oils

way it tastes.

. .

.

there's

plenty of taste there.

PUBLISHING CO.
¥"'"*""»"»""»""*

BRUNSWICK COAL & LUMBER

the

like that cigarette .

and

is

mild, not strong

another thing

that's

I

in a cigarette.

What's more, They Satisfy
.
and that's what I like a cigarette
.

.

to do.

Dry Fireplace Wood

MONDAY
LUCBEZIA
BOHI

get a lot of pleasure out of
Chesterfield
you know I like
I

.

Lumber and Building Materials of
A. K.

MORRELL '22,

All Kinds

.

WEDNESDAY

SAT Ul DAT

LILY

RICHARD
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BONBIXI

K.OSTELANETZ ORCHESTRA AND CHOEl S
9 P. M.(k.s.t.) -Columbia network

.
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PREDICT HARD FIGHT
IN INTERHOUSE MEET

The Sun
Rises

• v

w 9

Zetes and Dekes Given Even
Chance to Take Track

rpHE

ANCIENT CRETE

NIBLOCK probably
HIGH POINT WINNER

Classical Club Offers Lecture

BOWDOIN

Bringing to her audience the splendor of the civilization of ancien:
Crete in the light of recent excavations, Miss Florence Stone, arche-

Conflict of

Moulton Union. Miss Stone's
coming to Bowdoin was made possible
through the Winthrop Bequest, the
Classical Club, and Prof. Thomas
Means, who met Miss Stone during
his work in Athens last year.
Beginning with the legend of King
Mines and his monster in the labyrinth, Miss Stone showed that there
the

1

tracksters.
of interest to lecture enthusiasts of

Ni block Favored

is prominent, have unearthed palaces at Knessas as well
as in other parts of the island.
Miss Stone then turned to the
chronological sequence of the three
main periods into which the ancient
history of the "Min oian" Civilization
thus called after King Minos is
divided. Following this introduction
to this groat civilization which preceded that of Greece, the speaker
showed a series of slides by means
of which she conducted her audience
on an imaginery tour from Greece to
Crete then over the island and
through the numerous ruins.
In the successive pictures, which
showed the great beauty of the
Cretan landscape in addition to showing clearly the excavated ruins, the
audience was taken first to Candia
where a museum harbors great treasures of Cretan art. Next Miss Stone
took her audience to Knossas where
King Minos' palace stood 1500 years
before Christ. Ensuing slides showed
the exca va tions -made by Sir Aril fur
Evans.
Among the subjects of particular
interest was the intricate floor plan
of the palace, the remarkable drain-

Arthur Evans

"The JBeias and the D.U.'s will
come high in the scoring," Magee
added. "The Betas especially should
make a strong showing. Howie Niblock will probably take enough points
ing completed for William's first in the weight events and the high
"American Institute of Human Re- jump to give him high individual
honors. The freshman entries, Smith
lations". Under the co-chairmanship
and Burritt, look promising in the
of Newton D. Baker, Carlton J. H.
Hayes and Roger Strauss, this in- dashes."
Since most of the contestants have
stitute will be inaugurated with the
entered
their names in as many
community
underaim of improving
standing among Protestants, Jews events as possible, intending to
scratch
some of them just before the
and Catholics, and will include among
it is difficult to predict probmeet,
its speakers Pearl S. Buck, James
Truslow Adams and George E. able winners in the separate events.
Good is expected to run both hurdles,
Shuster.
which will give him two firsts to*
»
•
ward high individual score. In these
RISING Week will be more of a two events, Deane is favored for secnuisance this year than would ond in the highs, and Owen, if his
be so under ordinary circumstances. injured leg is in shape by Friday, in
The present Juniors and Seniors will the lows, with Braley Gray definitely
undoubtedably remember the difficul- in the running in case he enters. Marties they encountered in 1933 when vin, Maxcy, and Dick Grey will make
the Institute of Literature and Ris- strong bide for firsts in the middle
ing Week occurred simultaneously. distances. While In the mile and two
It was bad enough to sacrifice one's mile. Porter, who broke the college
old clothes on the altar of such u record by ten seconds in the intervenerable tradition, but to have one's class meet last Saturday, is a faonly suit hauled off upon emerging vorite for first place, although Hutchfrom .the lecture hall was carrying inson is expected to press him close-

Council To Hold Class
Election Investigation

all

In response te student demand
that the procedure of class elections be changed, the Student
Council has undertaken an investigation of the systems in use at
other colleges. Letters have been
written to Rutgers,
Amherst,
Williams and Wesleyan requesting an explanation of the method
of elections which are followed
at these institutions. Unless a
vastly superior plan is found, it
seems unlikely that any radical
changes will be made. President
Howard Niblock pointed out in
an interview that most of the
features
objectionable
of the
present procedure are inherent in
the fraternity system, and that
on the whole, the results are generally successful.

with one sweeping proclamation, but
if the Student Council could postpone
Rising Week until a more expedient
date, the week would be made less
hectic for the whole College in general.

GROWLER TO
BE OUT ON FRIDAY

FIFTH

Featuring a cover by Carl de Suie,
the fifth issue of the Growler
will be distributed this Friday. The
'SB,

issue will

be much

the

same as the

issues in style, featuring
cartoons, editorial comment, and current campus happenings.
"Although we are publishing on the
same day as the interfraternity track
meet, there is no connection between
the two", states Burroughs Mitchell,
co-editor of the magazine. "Contrary
to current reports, there will be no
program of the meet in the Growler."
The forthcoming issue will contain,
besides the cover by de Suze, cartoons by Ted Newhall '38, Stuart G.
P. Small TO, and Robert Faxon *37.
Editorial material has been written

previous

Described by Frank R. Kent, whose

.

Honored again

this

year

as

last, by the electors of the Members of the Board of Visitors te
the Naval Academy at Annapolis, President K. C. M. Sills will
be one of seven "inspectors" to
visit
the midshipmen's institution in Maryland this spring.

President Sills is the only New
England College president to be
a member of the board, which
follows
President. M. L. Brittain, President Georgia Tech, Georgia
H. E. Clifford. Dean, Harvard

Engineering School
C. Elliott, President Purdue
University. Indiana
F. B. Gaines, President Washington and Lee
University,
Virginia
W. C. NeviU. President Georgetown University, Washington
R. B. VonKleinsmid, President
University of Southern California
versify" of South California
Kenneth C. M. Sill*. President
Bowdoin College, Maine
E.

aiiama

•

-

.

,

<

I

;

!
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"Constitutional Liberty."'
Mr. Mills' most recent article appeered in the January Congressional
Digest, and is entitled "A Warning
Against Inflation," treating a subject which is causing much discussion
at the present time and which partly
hinged upon the gold clause decision.
"It is time the country woke up to
the fact that the road we are traveling leads directly to progressive and
I do not say
uncontrolled inflation.
that the Administration* can not turn
back; but it has loosed forces that
will drive us irresistibly forward
along the road we are now traveling and at the end there is a precipice."

"Under the old order we were
warned in time. Under the new, with
whole automatic safety-device
mechanism gone, we may be lead
over the precipice blind-folded. The
rushing weight of the disaster will
be borne by the entire nation, but
those least able will bear the heaviest
The first impact will be
burden.
borne by the endowments of great
public welfare institutions, the savings deposits of the poor, and the life
insurance policies of the farsighted
the

the

85-year-old

Maine

!

Change Governing Bales
In an effort to conciliate with forces
opposed to the rulings of the old association, it has been planned to conduct
all future meets according to the
IC4A rules. The only exception to
this will be the right of Colby to use
freshmen in competition in order to
help the WateiwjUe institution to
build up a strongpr team with more
ppssibilities of o ^petition,
Medals will be
carded in the meet
this year, but wi
be discontinued after

that

present

time,

trophy will a
until it is won
the colleges,

wh

b

it

Maine

to be awarded
lently by one of
will also be dis-

carded because of expense.
Will Continue Schedule
The schedule of meets will continue
as it was outlined, by the former association.
Meets wftl be held at Lewiston in 1935, Orone in 1936, Waterville
in 1937,

and Brunswick

in 1938.

The possibility that Bowdoin will
not be ante to MjPJBetc. in the meet
year due to a previous engagement has caused it to be ruled that the
meet will not be official if Bowdoin is
not present.
.

this

MASQUERS PICK
ROAD SHOW CAST
Walker, Holmes Take Leads

"The

Circle";

Show

to

urday that Donald Frederic Barnes,
Robert Gilley Dunton, Frederic Alvan
Fisher, Jr., Joseph Lyman Fisher,
Allan Forbes Hubbell and John Otis
Parker had been selected as participants in the annual Class of 1868
Prize Speaking Contest. This contest

Edwin G. Walker "36, as Lord
Porteous, and H. Wyman Holmes '35
as Clive Champion-Cheyney, head the
cast picked last Thursday by Director George H. Quinby for the proposed road show, Somerset Maugham's "The Circle". Mrs. James F.
White, as Elizabeth, and Mrs. Morgan Cushing as Lady Katherine
Champion-Cheyney will take the important feminine roles.
J. Raymond West "SO will play

class."
j

As

yet,

no date has been set Arnold

for the final speeches.

and thrifty."
,
"It is perhaps too much to' hope
but no effort should be spared
to persuade the Administration and

Congress to adopt a fiscal and monetary program. That will store some
of the checks which experience and
public prudence call for and will furnish a mighty impetus to recovery
by removing the fear and uncertainty that now paralyze business and
enterprise. This can be accomplished
by the following actions: 1). Repeal of the Thomas Amendment, which authorizes the President
to issue green backs, and to adopt
bimetallism. 2) Abandonment of the
silver purchase plan. 3) a prompt
return to an outright gold bullion
standard. 4) Cooperation with other
nations in the international stabilization of currencies. 5) Freeing the
Federal Reserve System from political

domination

Champion-Cheyney

and

E. Bassett '37 will have ti>
juvenile lead aa Edward Luton. Rehearsals are already under way, with
but the short period of three weeks
before the tentative first showing.
No exact date hss yet been set foi
the opening, but the production will
play neighboring towns and cities and

Thomas

for,

be shown in Memorial Hall on
Saturday, May 2nd, of Sub-Freshman

will

Week

end.

Will Tour State
The Masque and Gown hopes to
take the play to Portland and possibly Biddeford-Saco the week end of
March 29-30, and on two early April
week ends directly following vacations to such places as
Augusta,
Skowhegan, Rockland, Camden and
Bath. Negotiations are being made to
arrange such over-night trips. The
cast of nine and two

managers

will

(Continued on pas* 4)

MRS.
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BROWN TO

READ "PEARL" THURS.

and

a, restoration
functions. 6) Ter-
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Now in First Place

of Fourth
League Victory

Result

as

FORMER RIVALRY

Three College Records Fall;
IS REESTABLISHED
Franklin Breaks N. E. 300
- Fisher,
Parker
Negatives,
Yd. Medley Mark
Smash Bates' Record
and
records
Breaking three college
for Season
one New England record, the Polar

total of ten
Winning by a unanimous vote, the
points to gain fifth place in the New
England Intercollegiate Swimming Bowdoin debating team swept into the
Association championships held at lead of the Eastern Intercollegiate DeWesleyan last Friday and Saturday. bating League by defeating Bates in
"This is the highest we have ever Memorial Hall last Monday evening.
the question: "Resolved,
last Friday night on the subject of finished", said Coach Bob Miller. "We Debating
"Crime and Criminals".
defeated five colleges and I am highly That all collective bargaining be negotiated through non-company unions,
To open his talk he said that al- gratified.''
though the United States is more
Henry Franklin was easily Bow- safeguarded by law", the Bowdoin
"crime conscious" than ever before, doin's outstanding contestant and was negative team of Joseph L> Fisher
it sees only the violent crimes which
responsible himself for the. breaking '35 and John O. Parker '35 placed
are really in the minority. People fail of one New England and two college Bowdoin at the top of the league with
to recognize crime as a constant and records.
In the trials on Friday he an almost sure margin of victory.
>
This meet signalizes the first vicever growing institution.
raced through the individual Medley
Swim in the remarkably fast time of tory scored over Bates by Bowdoin hi
The last debate with
3.58 2-10 to establish a New Eng- many years.
land and college record, and then on the Lewiston college occurred' eleven
Saturday went on in the finals of years ago when Bates was triumphant.
Monday's debate will almost
this event to win Bowdoin's only first
certainly prove to be the deciding
place of the meet.
.
factor for the league championship,
Franklin Sets Record
signalizing a Bowdoin title in their
In the trials of the ISO-yard back first year of competition in the constroke, Franklin swam the course in ference.
The final (est will come
college
rec1.47 1-10 to set another
when the Bowdoin affirmative of
ord and better Bob Foster's old mark Walker and Tipping meet Lafayette
in this event by one-tenth of a sec- on February 23.
In the backstroke finals, howond.
Advocate Company Unions
ever,
which were held Saturday,
Arguing that the company union is
Squires of Springfield, outdid himself a necessary part of collective bargainto win the event in one of the meets ing, Parker and Fisher favored a commost surprising upsets and Franklin bination of both company and nonhad to be content with fourth place. company organizations in our present
Franklin had previously defeated economic condition. In this they were
Squires in a dual meet, but the opposed by Bond Perry and Gordon
Springfield artist's time at Wesleyan Jones of Bates who advocated the
was much better than Franklin's use of collective bargaining by the
personal record for the distance.
national bodies alone, on the ground
Dick May in his first year of com- that the local bodies did not have sufpetition in the New Englands swam a ficient power to carry through their
surprisingly fast race in trials of the demands.
200 yard breaststroke to establish a
Opening the debate for Bates, Perry
new college record of 2.42 1-10. In outlined the growth of the system of
the finals of this event oh Saturday unions. He stressed that the emAUSTIN H. MacCORMICK IS
he made a very good showing and ployees were forced to band together
third, almost beat- on a large scale to carry weight with
came out a close
"
New Yerk ing owa Mh
Ceeasaieeieaer of Crisae
a at WjisVs
for aac- .the employers. This was stated to ha
CUy who spoke here last Friday. ond position.a
the reason for section 7A of the
codes, upon which the .debate was cenMedley Relay Places
Cites Statistics
The 800-yard medley relay team, tered. Perry argued that the comThough wide varieties of men are composed of May, Beale and Cary pany union was not designed to get
engaged in crime, two types are most completed Bowdoin's scoring bids by at the basic needs of labor, wages,

Urging the adoption of scientific
European methods and the employment of education as crime checks,
Austin H. MacCormick '15 addressed
a capacity Memorial Hall audience

-

m

jf

—

is

have good

police

highly satisfied with the showing the
team made, and especially the work
of Franklin and May. Four of the
five men he took down with him qualified for the finals, and all four figured in the final scoring.
Franklin was working under a severe handicap in the New Englands
as almost every dual meet during
the varsity season had seen him entering different events, to make him
an outstanding team man but to the
detriment of his own prowess in f •
if
stated
Miller
dividual
events.
Franklin had had a chance to concentrate in .the backstroke during dual
meets, he probably would have been
a double winner in the New Eng-

departments whose

records are available to the central
bureau, still there is much petty
theft and swindling in business which
Robbery and auto
is never reported.
stewing have decreased almost 40' r
since the depression began while larceny and burglary have increased.
In the murder rate Maine is rated
very highly as compared with many
of the Southern states where the

negro element

is in

prominence. This

is also true in New York where Harlem has the highest crime record of lands.

any

section of the city.
Cost of Crime

In continuing the Commissioner of
Correction spoke of the difficulty of

ETCHINGS BROUGHT
HERE FOR DISPLAY

"There is little doubt that in Henry Wallace, the Middle West contributes to national affairs,- an authentic
figure not out of place in the line of
George U. Norris and the elder La
Follette," wrote F. Nuhn in a 1933
issue of the New Republic, commenting upon the present Secretary of
College Society of Print Collectors Agriculture, who Is" to speak here
of which Professor Andrews is a Wednesday April 17th on "The Philmember. "The Sea is Making" by osophy of the New Deal". This In-

During the week of March 11,
eight pen etchings by well-known artists are being exhibited in the Walker Art Museum. The sketches come
to the college through the American

Woodbury,

"Jack

and

Jimmy" by

keys standing in a small corral. Samuel Chamberlain made his sketch of
the Moulins Tower while gathering
material for a book on French Brick

Work.

First Parish Church To
Be Used For Institute
Institute

of

Politics lechas definitely de-

ture committee
cided to use the First Parish
Church for the series of nine lectures. Seats in both transepts
will be held in reserve for college students till 8 o'clock sharp
on lecture evenings. Entrance to
the transepts will be effected
through the small side door opening on to the balcony stairway.
Reservations for transept seats
need net be made in advance.

national

arbitration beHe stated

tween capital and labor.

that this was impossible for company
unions because of domination by employers and localized interest of the
union. He stated that 85 per cent of
modern industrial strikes were held in
plants with company unions.
Fisher Cites Accomplishments
As speaker and witness for Bowdoin, Fisher replied that the company
union had definitely had success in
collective bargaining, sometimes id
cases where national unions had
failed. Using the steel industry as an
example, Fisher pointed out that such
unions had been extremely successful.

He emphasized the danger of having
national regulations of matters which
(Continued, on pace 4)

j

of corn. Since 1929 he has been editor of the Iowa Homestead and Wallace's

Farmer, merged into one mag-

azine.

,

Nuhn
have

states that his editorials now
warmth and directness

more

than before, and he has been doing
more and more public speaking
"Nevertheless the New Secretary of
Agriculture is primarily an asretic

fc

and

'it

is

characteristic of

him that

almost an ascetic, he is a vegetarian even in a state
of
described as a man who will not ride which leads in the production
in the richly upholstered limousine hogs!"
Wrote In Recent Colliers
provided for his use as a cabinet
member, and possessed of a true reWallace's most recent magazine
ligious feeling.
article is in the Colliers of last FebFirmly Supports Farmers
ruary second, under the title "Amer"Wallace stands firmly behind the ica, Recluse or Trader?" "The United
farmers, and they return his sup- States badly needs another way of
port with a loyalty which few other voting and a new way of making
farm leaders can inspire," goes on the key decisions of an understandthe writer. "One of his favorite re- ing people effective in a coordinated,
marks is that 'nowhere in nature is continuing policy for the long pull".
"In what part, for the long pull,
there anything comparable to the
enormous variability of the income should we plan to farm and live for
what part
of human beings'. Henry Wallace's ourselves alone, and in
two chief characteristics are a for the whole world?" "A real decarry over
scientific habit of mind, and a strong cision as to tariffs would
stitute

speaker

is

sense of social justice."
"He isn't a 'good fellow', but is
reserved and quiet, tells no funny
stories, and is not eloquent, loading
his speeches with ideas and cold

apd showing disinterestedness
authority.
He has thick wiry
gray -blue eyes, a slight figure,
and looks younger than his fortyfour. His ancestors are of ScotchIrish stock and religions, his grandfather having been a minister."
facts,

.and

hair,

The

demanded

Secretary Of Agriculture Has
9
Farmers Enthusiastic Support

(Continued on pace 4)

Hall, "The Bell Tower" by, Chamberlain are some of the outstanding
pieces of work. Information about the
artists and their displayed etchings
will be found on the desk.
Charles H. Woodbury, born in
Lynn, Mass., 1864, a graduate of
M.I.T. and the Julian Academy in
Paris, was the' first man to paint at
sea with the modern point of view.
Douglas Hall, always a lover of animals and pictures, possesses the
"ability to portray animal life... in a

NRA

taking an unlooked for third place in and working conditions.
While admitting that the company
a race which saw Wesleyan's relay
requirements.
team setting up a new N. E. Inter- unions fulfilled legal
Perry went on to say that industry
collegiate record of 3.18 8.
national scale and
Coach Miller was on the whole was organized on a

in our jails the "mug" who
the scum of society and the "perwho is more pleasant
looking but no less dangerous. Of the
latter type Al Capone is a conspicuMacCormick
This,
ous example.
showed by describing the most famous of our racketeers as he has
interviews.
seen him in personal
While nearly all the larger cities

common

fect prisoner"

most engaging manner". His "Jack
and Jimmv" depicts simply two don-

Professor Chase's modernized vermination of the present orgy of un- sion of "The Pearl" is to be read by
controlled spending and adoption of Mrs. Arthur Brown of Portland at
Codman House tomorrow evethe
a program looking to a balanced
budget in the fiscal year beginning ning. Mrs. Brown is well known in
July 1, 1936. 7) The return to a Brunswick, as she was dramatic
government of law as contrasted with coach at Bowdoin College a few years
one of executive discretion. 8) Pu- ago.
"The Pearl" is a medievial 14th
our financial house in order, and
make no mistake about it "it's get- century poem whose author is unknown. The story* tells of a fantastic
ting late.
In "Men for Emergencies," an ar- dream of a man. It is of theological
ticle by A. W. Atwood in the Satur- interest as well as being of important
day Evening Post for July 2, 1932, literary value. In 1933 eight underthe writer states that Mills has nev- graduate members of the Chaucer
er known the personal meaning e* course in Bowdoin College, under the
adversity. "Mills was born to too guidance of Professor Chase, edited
large a fortune to make further mon- this poem in a much more useful
(Continoad on pas* 2)
edition than any then extant.

from the original

HIGHJNN.E.'S

Bowdoin

Bear natators scored a

Dissolving

Intercollegiate Track and Field Association, athletic officials of the four
Maine colleges
Tted plans for the
renewal of int
legiate championship meets in the State in a meeting
held Monday in
tagnata.
Under the
projected plans,
state meet may be

Play Maine Cities

is held annually at the College for a
prize of $45 contributed by the class
of 1868 at its graduation for "the
best written and spoken oration presented by a number of the senior

Education

Date with Magee Urges Adoptioii of Scientific
European Methods of
May Make
Investigation
Meet Unofficial

in

1

MERMEN PLACE

Schedule

Through an Official statement issued by Acting-Dean Wilmot B.
Mitchell it was announced last Sat-

Republican Storm Trooper To
Complete Political Institute

praise is echoed by many editors, as
"one of the ablest men in public life,
ex-Secretary of the Treasury Odgen
Livingston Mills will close the Bowdoin Political Institute on the night
by Donald Barnes, Robert Hagy, and of Thursday, April 18th. The old reBurroughs Mitchell.
gime will have the rebuttal against
staunch New Dealers and radicals as
ithis "Republican storm trooper" adSills Is Appointed To
dresses an Institute audience on

Naval Academy Board

MEN CHOSEN
FOR '68 SPEAKING

SIX

'15

ILLUSTRATES TALK
RANTED
WITH EXPERIENCES
A1V9 MEET

light

sport.

Phi Chi can hardly be expected to
declare

LAST

the question of the religion of the
ancient people.
The religion as
shown by the remains of the palace

—

NO. 24

Under Champions Attack on Roots
of Crime Through

Commenting on this situation, Malon colm E. Morrell, director of athletics,
stated, "Bowdoin will send a team to
Lewiston on May 11 if possible, but
will not dodge or hold back on prethrone room and adjourning rooms viously made arrangements in order
seems to be one of a goddess with to be present.
some of the characteristics of Minerva. The bull was regarded as it is
in India
an object of reverence and
also as it is in Spain as a animal for

age system ' which throws

1

off

—

—

things a bit too far.
ly.
The present Sophomore and FreshNiblock and Dean, who tied at five
man classes, according to existing feet eight and one-half inches in the
arrangements, will be faced with high jump of the interclass meet last
similar difficulties. Unfortunately for Saturday, should take first ard secthern the lecturers for the Institute ond in that event. Bust Ha
and
of Political j Science will speak dur- Faxon are favored in the broad jump.
ing the week of inter-class warfare,
(Continued on pace S)
thus throwing another bombshell in-

Freshman regulations

be

held in Lewiston
spring under the
control of the
Intercollegiate
Athletic Associat
which now has
competition within
brought to light through excava- complete control
Because of the occupation of the state.
tion.
At the meetingfit was officially deCrete by the Turks until 1900, the
historical importance of the island's cided to award th« 1934 track and field
in championship to Bowdoin by virtue at
remained
civilization
ancient
default.
Bowdoin 'will Be awarded the
darkness because of the difficulty to
Since trophies of the championship until the
get permission to excavate.
then archeologists among whom Sir next state meet.

Institute of Political Science sometime during the summer recess very
similar to Bowdoin's 1935 Institute.
This year, however, plans are be-

still.

to

tome foundation for the myth at,
shown by the facts which have been

an

to a week during which academic
activity will be veritably at a stand-

:

is

WHILE

=

1935

M.I.A.A.; Ebwdoin Place
for 1 9ft8 Meet

ological scholar, visited the college to
lecture last night in the lounge of

^

Bowdoin and Brunswick. For several
years Williams has been conducting

Competition

COMING FRIDAY

DEBATERS TRIUMPH
WITH DECISIVE WIN
TREATS REFORM
OVER GARNET TEAM
OF IMPRISONS

MEET
BY

on Ancient Civilization
by Miss Stone

May

13,

MacCORMICK

TALK GIVEN ON

student body outdid itself in
•*•
the mad rush for seats to hear
Austin H. MacCormick lecture on
Contest Friday
"Crime and Criminals" last Friday
But as usual the citizens
evening.
of Brunswick and neighboring communities were about "fifteen minutes" more cautious, and although
ma y of the students arrived a half
hour ahead of time, they were not Loss of Soule
Prove to
quite early enough.
be Severe Handicap to
We were therefore pleased to hear
that the committee in charge of the
Zete Hopes
Political Institute had decided to reserve a section for the student body
"First place in the Interfraternity
during its lectures, and that like proWoollfor
made
the
been
visions had
Track Meet should be a toss-up becott lecture.
tween the Dekes and the Zetes,"
*
•
•
Coach Jack Mage* stated recently.
/COMMISSIONER MacCormick in "The Zetes will be weakened by the
competihis Friday evening lecture cer- loss of Bill Soule from the
tainly lived up to his reputation as an tion, which will give the Dekes a
He spoke as good chance of winning. The Chi Psi's
entertaining speaker.
will
also be weakened by the loss of
one who had had much experience
as an after-dinner speaker, and con- Bond. The meet will be closely consequently we were not surprised to tested with several college records In
learn that he is often forced to de- danger of being broken.
Forecasts of the results of this
cline as many as five speaking enyear's meet, to be held this Fridaygagements a day.
Mr. MacCormick has that quality, evening, favor the Houses to place in
nearly
the same order as in the 1934
in
most
which is so sadly lacking
lecturers, of mixing fact, theory and competition. The return of Braley
Gray to the ranks of the Dekes gives
anecdote in pleasing proportions.
•
•
them new strength, and Maxcy's re•
on the subject of institutes covery from a recent injury puts
them in a position to threaten the adand the like, a recent announcemitted supremacy of the Zeta Psi
ment from Williams College might be

?>
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INTER-FRATERNITY MEET

Made Farmers' Slogan
"Wallace's Farmers' slogan is 'Good
Fanning. Clear Thinking, Right Living,' and reflects something of the
atmosphere in which he grew up.
He has had practical farming experience, and as a young man had success in breeding an improved type

into decisions affecting the entire future pattern of our national life."

Wallace claims that we are still
"mixed up in the infantile, immediate
greeds of our pioneer past, and by
hot-headed escapist ways of thinking."

"You cannot

in

a

capitalistic

way

of thinking smash your way into a
society of abundance by demanding
that the farmer, and the farmer only,
ignore the relationship between a
relative scarcity and profit, and alone
step out beyond the profit motive,
and take the rap." The essence of
his discussion, which includes a discussion of possibly greater processin-,?
taxes, which are an "interior
tariff" is that "we must decide whether, as a nation, we want to limit our
(Continued on
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the ballyhoo sad fanfare
of a camp meetin' or s Rose Bowl
sombst, the Bates debate has come
snd gdhe. About the only stunt that
Editor-in-Chief
wasn't tried in 'the wsy of publicity
Donald F. Barnes '35
was to have Athern Daggett walk* up
and down campus with bill board 8 fore
cists Edits*
ejmejss'we^sssmeeTw
*^^»««^^»
and aft, like s sandwich man. But,
*35
Paul g. Sullivan.
bald or not, the ballyhoo packed 'em
Nat|ii| Editor
in, and, for the first time at least,
Robert P. AsWey '8«
Bowdoin has no more forensic worlds
Contributor Editors
to conquer. As one town matron re'86
Burroughs Mitchell "86
marked as she left Memorial Hall
Weston Lewis '86
Monday night:
BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY
"Well, they beat Bates worse in deBusiness Manager
bating than they were beaten in foot-

With

Baker '35
Assistant Managers
Owen H. Melaugh "86

John

S.

all

To those who

si

;

m

alaaa matter at the poetorTiee at Brunswick, Maine.

LWV.

Wednesday, March

13,

fundamental

by far the most hopefwl
That
the Maine Intercollegiate Track and Field Association, which had
dominated that activity since the turn of the century, was abandoned, is ample evidence that that selfish body had outlived any
usefulness it may have had at one time or another. The inclusion
of track into the |ist of sports governed by the more temperate
group, the Maine Intercollegiate Athletic Association, was the
pnly possible solution to the stalemate which had lasted since
May, 1984.
This is but another proof of the ineffectiveness of a coachgoverned body, to which is entrusted the general tasks of policymaking. It is obvious that a sincere coach .has too much the interests of his own teams at heart to be able to debate philosophically
the larger aspects of the track and field game as it should be conducted for all time. The lack of this more comprehensive view
caused the explosion within the M. I. T. .& F. A. last April which
ruined it forever. The coaches were unable to consider problems outside the particulars which faced them at that tune; will
Meagher vault? will Hall run?
The assumption of the duties of the track and field association
by a group of relatively disinterested men, the athletic directors,
will no doubt go a long way toward stabilising the sport as a
whole. If these men are able to outline general policies and then
adhere to them when particular cases arise, they will succeed in
the chief place where the coaches failed.
Disregarding the other considerations which may be involved,
the state track meet should be preserved if only because of the
fact that it is Maine's outstanding athletic event.
This annual
four-ring circus brings together Maine's undergraduates as does
no other competition, for it is the only sport in which representatives of all four colleges meet on a common field. It is hoped that
Powdoin can arrange to compete in this year's contest without seriously impairing the schedule as it now stands, but if this is
found to be impossible, other meets should be shifted to make way
step taken in state athletics for

for

meet

many

is

college generations.

it.

The Orient does not believe, however, that Bowdoin's other
1935 meets (a dual engagement with Amherst, and a triangular
with Springfield and Colby) should be sacrificed op the altar of
good-fellowship. If it cannot be arranged so that all three meets
may be held, the state meet should be foregone until another year,
but certainly the Athletic Director should do everything in his
power to include all three on the schedule.

seems to show a
weakness in the

order as

social

No. 24

1935

Resuming: Relations
The move yesterday by the administrations of the four Maine
colleges to revive the state track

however, save the biggest hand to
just
another inactive debater,
Dick McCann, who was applauded
for three minutes for playing
"The Carioca'' on the accordion

whirls along

it

now. Four men can grow gray
snd gibbering debating the possibilities of Clause 7-A, and be rewarded with a sssall smattering
applaus* when they finish. But
another gentleman, with facile
*» «*f for «*•«. Rive
T* r#
•*•#»•»*« » iMfWw of bars of
•» »e * c
immediately

jm

.

mm>m

lit**

afterward, f*W «»*»"> «*>"*» the
house in gsles of approval.
We used to do a mean iob with
the c s st sB rts in our younger days,
Dr. Daggett. Would it do us any
good to come out for debating?
a*

c

-

"Buttermilk has long been famous
as an antidote for alcohol," said Mr.
G. G. Diffenbach to the convention of
the International Association of Milk
Dealers a while ago. "Saloons always
carried their supply of this dairy
product to clear the heads and steady
the feet of their patrons." The very
thought
of
buttermilk
hurtling
through the pylorus on the heels of an

Old Fashioned or s Bacardi is a shock
to the digestive system of -even a
sober person. It is almost as bad as
the pick-me-up that P. G. Wodehouse's
remarkable Jeeves used to mix for the
erring Bertie Wooster: a jigger of
Worcestershire sauce, two raw eggs,
and a dash of red pepper.
4 is our personal opinion that science WilJ never devise a concoction to
takg 9* place of tea or twelve hours'
sleep In g well-lighted room.
•*

-

c

•The sudden onrush of patronising gentlemen who seem all too
willing to food the seniors with
jogs has caused a momentary confu#io« in the class of '35.
One
senior, looking for the representative of W. T. Grant Co.. came
upon a young, businesslike person
id the B. C. A. room on Monday
iqorning, talking to a group of
four men. Politely, the senior sat
down to swsit his turn. The lecturer,

who seemed unaccountably

interested

ia

spiritual

subjects,

continued to talk, until the senior
began to get restless.

"Psrdon me," he

said,

"Are you

the 5-and-10 cent store man?"
"No," answered the lecturer.
"My name's Scfaroeder. This i> a
Biblical Literature class.
Can I
.-.Li,

..

,

BOOK STORE

liked

by Lloyd Douglas

"The Magnificent Obsession" by

same Author,

F.

W. CHANDLER

& SON
/// //

MILLS

G.O.P.

IS

•WORMjOMtoPHT

There was something very ironical
Mri MacCormick's response to

(Continued Iropn pas* 1)

"Friends ey-making a sensible pursuit. He has
about Trim the air of self-confidence
going with great wealth, but possesses in the highest degree the qualities
oi energy and ambition so often lacking in those who either inherit or
acquire great means."
"As a scion of wealth his paternal
grandfather worked hard to found
the family fortune in pioneer western
possible for his fraternity days, "He has the freedom and ease
greeting.

Sill's

and undergraduates of Bowdoin College," he addresad the audience.
These "friends" were about all of
the audience that he could see clearly.
The undergraduates were at the rear,
on the sides, and ip the balcony.
The speaker was brought here by
a fund given to Delta Upsilon fraternity by an alumnus who wished to

make

it

^A

A

IS* Maiue Straet

the .Editor of the Orient:

President

/O

lu

wire=. in

this inspiring story

Not Haves Your Typewriter Cleaned During Vacation?

Communication
To

this

telephone

Jy

18.50

,

Why

'

in

their decision.
All of which

News Editor for TMs Issue
WiHiam S. Burton '97
Vol.

e

•

The vagaries of the multitude,

vsafmrnmrnsmm

we recommend

ball."

W^throp B. W*H<«r *66
Willis Hay, Jr., 36
PnUiahaa ewy Wedaaesay Sates tke CoUeaa Year by the Student., of Bowdol» College.
AU contribution* and aHnauwfcaUona ehonbj be siren » the SUn.jdns S#tor by Sunday
Blsht precedia* the date of publication. The Sdltor-ta-Chief U refPonaUae for the editorial
column the M-nreUrr BeHtor far newa and make-up. All communications retarding lubacriptkna afceadd be aJdrejeej to the B taaaa Manacer of the Bcwdolii Pabllehlns Company.
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John P. Chapman

1

The COLLEGE

(Dustard and Cress
1171

•

1
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something to the college. But of mind in his own affairs which
first undergraduate arrived makes for single-handed devotion to
Mills is "two-fisted,
at Memorial Hall, he found every public affairs."
outspoken
courageous,
seat within twenty rows of the front aggressive,
occupied by, or reserved for, the and fighting." It was soon after leavfriends of the college. And there are ing college that he entered the rough
politics
first
in his lotumble
of
in Brunswick, exclusive of the faculty, and
perhaps fifty people that are really cal ward in New York City, and then
friends of the college. And there are in the State, giving Tammany blow
a few more who know that a lecture for Wow.
to give

when the

is ,a

"His mind

lecture.

The remainder of our "friends" do
not know what a lecture is. They
have a hazy idea that it is a glorified
side show at which g nationally
known figure is exhibited. It is a sort
of a sewing circle to which one brings
one's
husband and one's knitting.
These "friends" have only two objections to the lectures. The speaker
may be a great man, but he seems
like an awful bore. And the lectures
would be. much more pleasant if it
were not for the presence of the
crude, ignorant students in the rear.
This attitude must be as obvious to
the speaker as it is to us.
The seating arrangement was an

do anything for you?"

"

•

f

seems about time to start a
campaign against College
clocks in general, and the one in the
reading room of the library in particular.
There doesnt seem to be much
excuse for any of these in the library,
but this is by far the worst offender.
From the rear of the reading room it
is just a blurred spot on the wall.
When you move halfway forward, you
are convinced that it is something the
It

sturdy

is brilliant,

BOO

ephone wires

perhaps not

935

academic sense but in that he
cuts quickly to the heart of a problem, swiftly shedding quibbles and

in the

Though not an expert jn
banking, he commands the respect of
those technically trained in that fielff.
In his position he must enter many
diverse fields, and in them all be
holds his own with the specialists."
trivialities.

Abort: From an old photo of lotcar JSrcxuficoy at Joint
about IS90. Bight: Actual tits of lit fair cobl*.

work out
overhead wires. The
first telephone cables were crude affairs
a few wires
drawn through a pipe. Continuous research brought,
a

way

to clear city streets of

—

forth improye'd designs, better manufacturing
methods, cables of smaller size yet far greater capacity. The cable with the greatest number of wires

69th Congresses (1921-27) from the
17th New York District.
He was undersecretary of the
Treasury from 1927 to 1932, when in
February of that year he succeedea
Mellon as head of that department
until 1933. Mills is the author of
"What of Tomorrow", and has con-

much

today-3636— is 2%'

•

More than 94% of the
Bel| Systenr*s wire mile-

to periodicals.

age is

—

ia

diameter.

affront to the speaker, to the undergraduates, and to the man who made
the lecture possible.
Sincerely,
S. D. B. W.

carpenters forgot to take away when
they finished the building fn 1850.
From twenty-five feet away you discover that Damn, if it isn't a clock.
While it is quite usual for a stuYou move ten feet, further and you dent to sleep in class it is somewhat
can make out two things that are unique for a professor to request his
probably hands. But to find out class to go to sleep. The situation ocwhether the hands sax five o'clock or curred recently when a Psychology
a quarter past twejre, you have to professor had his class indulge themclimb up on the Kfpnian's shoulder selves in slumber in order that he
snd glare through a treading glass un- might discover the most effective
til you get inflammation of the retina.
pitch for an alarm clock.
Something certainly should be done,
President Dennett of Williams Colm -e
Mrs. Orcutt woie a chic silvery
lege waxed wroth at the Hell Week
methods of the fraternities. He said,
white blouse on which was pinned
a mauve orchid and a Mack skirt
"If the fraternities can't do differentand hat. Boston Post.
ly, we'll cut out the whole damn busiAll by way of being a corsage?
ness!"

New York

Bell System engineers long ago began to

Mills was born in Newport, Rhode
Island, in 1884.
He received his
A.B. in 1904, from Harvard, and
his LL.B. there in 1907. Training as
a lawyer brought him admission to
the New York bar in 1908, where he
practiced. He was elected a member
of the State Senate in 1914 and 1916.
He was a member of the 67th to

tributed
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BELL TELEPHONE
Two hundred scholarships will be
offered to Rutgers students living on
year.

campus next

SYSTEM

If a student is named on an AltAmerican team from Ohio State University a tree is planted on campus in

his honor.

The United States has a higher proportion of college graduates than any
other nation in the world: one for
every 44 persons.

1

—

Samuel Jones, student at Eau
Claire (Wis.) State Teachers College,
is

only

14.

333=

rp
lhey won't help you

"The Curse of Academic Freedom"
The present aim of American lower-house political thought is,
it seems, to save America from its, youth.
The Nunan Bill introduced in the New York state legislature and similar bills at present pending in the California am) New Jersey assemblies require

catch rivets
theu won't cause anu Ufa

that "every student entering an institution of higher learning sup-

ported in whole or in part by public funds, be required to take

orcunanyade**

allegiance to the state and federal constitutions." They are fine
examples of the thwacking politico-economic enthusiasts are at-

tempting to give the "subversive forces" that Mr. Hearst and
Huey Long love to prate about and fight against with their whole
. . .

souls.

Despite a gallant and much publicized mass protest of the
Vassar student body, the Nunan bill has already passed the New
York senate and seems well on its way to actual ratification by
the Assembly. To hear the legislators wail, one might suppose that
the specter of revolution was stalking full-armed about the land.
Yellow journalism has shown them well what may happen, in the
gospel according to Hearst, in this land of freedom. With a slight
change of perspective, he is able to make the parlor-pink
atmosphere of the colleges a blood red.
What is more, the legislators,* evidently "People Who Think",
have been neatly bamboozled by his startling disclosures, and are
singing the burden of his refrain. The senate debate last Monday
in Albany showed this trend only too clearly. A Brooklyn senator,
Edward J. Coughlin (his name, if nothing else, fitted him for the
part) accused all who spoke against the bill of lack of loyalty. And
another senator showed the high intellectual tone of that body by
exclaiming, in debate:
"It's too bad we can't get at the professors
they're the root of

when anything

be right

. . .

no

*f

ifs"

satisfies it's

Chesterfields satisfy because,

they're

got to

or "buts" about it.
first

of

made of the right kinds of mild

tobaccos.

all,

ripe

These tobaccos are thoroughly

aged and then blended and cross-blended.
It takes rime and it takes money, but
whatever it costs in time or money we do
it

ia order to give

you a

cigarette that's

milder, a cigarette that tastes better.

—

all evil."

Our
to save

fine "patriotic"

America from

statesmen are nobly carrying on the fight
free discussion

and

criticism.

According to

them, the greatest curse of modern days is thought, and they are
going to put a stop to it. Any political doctrine other than the
age-old, two-party, you-hit-me-and-I'll-hit-you battle that has been
their stock-in-trade for these many legislative generations is to
be viewed with alarm. Freedom of speech amounts only to freer
dom of their speech ; let the liberal colleges take the hindmost.
It is doubtful thai there is such a small number of right-thinking people in the various legislatures that these bills will actually
be passed. The revolution against them ia strong to the colleges,
but it is unfortunate that the mass of the public can see no ill
in them..

They are. certainly, a greater "challenge to liberty" than anything the Washington administration has done thus far. If the
American colleges ever hope to hold up their heads again, these
bills should be sidetracked.
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"SHOOT mi MOOT
Juniors Take Over Seniors
SAVS COACH WALSH
In Interclass Track Meet
year we

interclass meet last Saturday in the
Hyde Cage, a world record being
equalled, a college record smashed,
and a cage record also equalled. Bowdoin's annual interclass meet provided keen competition and spectacular
events as a warm-up exhibition for

next week's interfraternity meet. The
Seniors came through in second place
wiih 88 points, Sophomores 861, and
the Freshmen 301.
Phil Good in winning the 45 yard
high hurdles equalled the world's
record of 5 4-5 seconds for the third
time this winter; and then came back
in the lew huniles to equal the cage
record of 5 2-5 seconds. The sensational event of the afternoon was the
two mile run in which Porter, Sophomore, and Hutchinson, Senior, fought
k out the entire distance with Porter

Hutchinson

heading

finally

to

clip

10 seconds off the college two mile
Shute, Junior, trailing by
about a lap took third while Dickerman two laps behind took fourth.
Porter Out races Hutchinson
It is interesting to note that Porter
had previously won the mile while
Hutchinson was fresh. From the very
first both sought the lead. Hutchinson
set a fast pace only to be overtaken
soon by Porter. Again during the
first mtye Hutchinson took the lead
but Porter uncorked another beautiful sprint and this time held the advantage to the finish stepping up his
record.

pace each time bis
pass,

theft

attempted to

rival

own pace as

setting his

ourselves

Interschool

had

Meet Draws
300 Entries

we're in

With Everett HJgh and Brookline
presenting teams thai have been
highly successful so far this year,
South Portland's hold on the championship of the High school division
seriously threatened. Seventeen
is
high schools and eight preparatory
schools will enter almost 800 contestants in the Bowdoin 23rd annual

about stopping us. Well have forwards on the ends of laterals, a
laterals ou tfce ends of forwards.
Welt' try all the tricks in the bag
and some that have never been tried
For almost half an hour he
yet."
spoke to the largest gathering of
Bowdoin football men ever assemInterscholastic Track Meet tnis Sat- bled, telling them of his plans for
urday. Saint John's champions of (the the year and for future years.
preparatory school division, are faNo Formal Spring Practice
vored to repeat their last year's vic"There will be no formal spring
tory.
rctice,'* he said, "and I don't want
insee those men out for track or
The list of high schools entered
cludes Bangor, Brookline, Brunswick, baseball using the tfme that should
Deering, Everett, Fitch, Gardiner, be spent on »« other sports working
Hyde Park, Kennebunk, Lynn Clas- at football. If those men will come
sical,
Seton Hall, South Portland, to me at some time during the spring.
Stephens, Winslow, Thornton Acad- I cap give them a few things to work
emy, and Lincoln Academy. The prep on over the summer, but during baseschools taking part are Bridgton ball time I want to aee them playing
Academy, Governor Dummer Acad- baseball, not football. They should
emy, Maine Central I nsti tu te, Browne devote themselves completely to the
and Nichols, New Hampton School, sport in hand, and take football during its proper time.''
Tilton Academy, and Waseookeeg.
Walaty seemed to leave a lasting
Although several o ut st a nd ing conimpression en the men who heard
testants of last year's meet will not
be present, new stars developed dur- him. 'His easy manner and his defiing this season by the high school nite ideas on how' football should be
and preparatory school coaches are playedT impressed the squad, and
expected to provide competition fully there were some twenty men to meet
afternoon in the Hyde cage,
as sharp as usual. However, it is dif- him that
called no formal
ficult to say what records may be although he had

U

l

tZ^ma

G«<J 7eeoSr^
brought before the oBci*|s 355
days later *m*ft eWed the
race to have beef a aead beat.

MIUEIt HONORED

BY
out

New

FOR CONTEST

I

;

Good Equals Record

A^OOARJ)

Two more

of Bowdoin's eleven first

were accounted for by

places

Good who swept both hurdle

Jo recognition of hi* fine work i"
the interest* of swimming through-

Phil
races.

Being pressed at first by tyadeau of
England, Coach Bob Miner Colby in the high*, Phil streaked

elected to the Swimming Com- over the timbers to equal the presen.
mittee of the Governing Board* of worjbd's record of 5 4-5 seconds for
the National A.A.U. last week. This the distance. Other Polar Bears who
mark* the first time any one from placed high ip the scoring column
Maine has received this signal honor. Were Maxcy with wins in the 40 and
Such national recognition of Mil- 300 yard dashes and Marvin with a
and a second in the
ler'* work here at Bowdoin is well first in the 600
deserved. Starting from scratch six 800.
Captain Cliff Veyaey of Colby was
year* ago at the opening of the Curtis pooT Bob has been notably suc- easily the outstanding performer for
cessful in putting Bowdoin on the the home team by virtue of his vicmap in competition with other New tories in the mile and two mile run*
ip addition to a dose second to Shute
England CoRegee.
of Bowdoin in the thousand. One of
Best Showing This Year
the best races of the evening was
Hi* 1985 varsity team has just
turned
in by Veyaey and his teamseason
completed the most successful
mate Deveber ip the two mile run
of any Bowdoin team by placing well
up in the annual New England cham- when both men sprinted in away
ahead
of the field to establish a new
pionships held last week eniL
field house record of 9 minutes 55
Coach Miller wa» one of the pionseconds for the distance.
eers in the formation of a Maine
Another of hi* noteworthy
A.A.Uachievements was the introduction of
the Bowdoin Injterachoiaetic Swimming meets which have been held
IN
annually in the Curtis pool' for the
Among his now
past five year*.
numerous titles Bob's share in the
The college is planning, in the near
developing of these two organization* future, to conduct a ping-pong, pool,
fa- and billiard tournament at the Moulhas earned him the title of
ther of Swimming in Maine-"
ton Union. All undergraduates who
are interested should sign the entry
during the Bowser regime.
book in Mr. Lancaster's office before
"I haven't had *ny chance to look March 22nd. The finals of the tourover the squad yet," he said, "so t nament will he held late in April.
don't know what to expect. Naturalry, Since the exhibition and instruction
I can't tell how maijv. of diem are by
Mr. Charles Peterson, National

was
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usual Coach Magee
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Phtftfft Prevtntive Medicine
College
find in it unutual
opportuniticf for • career

Um

HARVARD UNIVIRSITV

DENTAL SCHOOL

A

coaitMft amine •( preparation for
ika deZaTVofeeaioa. A "C3a» A"
School. WrSi frr ctaltfi.
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teams in the State match is a* follows: Kennebeck Rifle Club 1st, Dexter Rifle Club 2nd, Penobscot Rifle
Club 3rd, Bowdoin 4th. In the la*t
meet H. Lord shot a score of 78,
Esson 175, Wyer 171, F. Lord
Favour 167, making a total of
last week's standings
In the Collegiate matches the JJ. I
Ten Go To M.I.T.
Coast Guard stands first, with Yale.
Friday a team of ten men leaves to Vermont, and Bowdoin following in
shoot a shoulder to shoulder match order.
against a strong M.I.T. team Saturday. Although the Tech team is one
of the best in New England, the Bowdoin men'expect" to get" good/training
prepsira ti on for a trip to Yaie
April 6,' their final meet for the year,
The Alliance Francaise of Brunsconteat with Tec h is not o
shot accord . wick has again been fortunate enough
lea
e meet b t wiU
"
to regular col i epiate match reg . to secure as its major speaker for tfye
Nation* and will include the prone, year the distinguished French scholar
standing,
and kneeling positions, and lecturer, Mile. Marguerite ClemThose men scheduled for the trip ent. Mile. Clement, agregee of the
»re Gil PHi* '35. Hal Wyer '37, Stet- University of Pari*, who combines a
go,, Real '37, Paul Favour '36, Hart- profund knowledge of Frencb literley Lord '86, Bill Esson '86, Charlie ature with an intense interest in the
Tuttle '37, Bill Burton '37, Bob Ton- world today, has chosen a* the subdreau 'ZB, Tom Gibb *36 with the five ject of her address, "Dix annees de
meilleures
francais,
(le*
Theatre
best scores to count.
The order of the positions of the pieces des dix demieres annees)."
j

|

CLEMENT TO
LECTURE IN UNW>N

MISS

^

K^

j-

%™.

1

tfcP »*WJ
Tmt r* *• 1»,1*M
night a* the final* in the JMg-pong,
pool and billiard contest*. Further inaj formation can be obtained from Mr.
Lancaster at the Union.
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Mount In Hood
U.'s Hold Top

Closing up the race in both leagues,
the contest for first place grew closer
as the Theta Delt's downed the Kappa Sig's on Tuesday, the 26th, by a
score of 38 to 9, and in League A the
D.U.'s continued their supremacy in
League B by crushing the Sigma
Nu's 43 to 28 on the following Thursday.

two games of the week

fag

all

•

This year more than a third of die
will be permitted to skip some regular work under a system whereby unusually
bright students advance more rapidly
than their duller classmate*.

•JaW^aW^*^ ^^JmW ^"^^

freshman class at Yale

House Cooking

Card*

Brunswick Hardwire Co.
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sharp, bitter sting of unripe top to-

am made
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sive center Leaves, only,
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But

there's a wealth of friend-

never
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mildness in the rich,
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Fair Prices
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QUICK LUNCH

TeL 1*6—87 Maine St,—TeL 1*7

Lyman

—A COMPLETE DINNER
—at any

time, at

I

itm** your

tferpat

I'll
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best
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your Lucky Strike.

any price
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B. Chipman, lac.

PRINTING
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|

time

PURE FOOD SHOP
Wholeaale

College

(4

not
let

expertly
188 Maine Street
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There's nothing friendly about the

about the grimy, flavorless bottom

occasion*

Watch and Jewelry Repairing

you down

gave the D.K.E.'s undisputed place
in League B, while the A.T.O.'s and
Zete's remained inactive.

Philgas for Fraternity

Fountain Pans

let

muoruA

Kappa Sig's and Dekes both won
by default from the Chi Psi's and
A.D.'s. These two victories took the
Chi Psi's from a tie with the A.T.0.'s
for fourth place into fifth place and

the

for Gifts
-

never

I'll

Variw'f Jewelry Store
Stationery

Congren

Street

Portland, Me.
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Referee*: Taylor and KoreU.

Race; D.

In the other

DENTISTRY
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MORTON'S NEWSSTAND
BOWDOIN SEAL and
FRATERNITY PAPER
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Froat. he

Brown,
>res oi
of
According, to the latest scor
the Rifle Club, Bowdoin now stihds
fourth in both the Collegiate and
State matches. Last week's collegiate match was lost to Vermont, 1388
to 1288; in the eleventh week of competition in the State matches, Bowdoin rose from fifth place to within
five points of third position which
showed an increase of six points over
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will run a weight
heat in the 40 yd. dash

special feature, with Niblock or Har- u at «. Freshmen
nson likely contenders for top hon- Pi eaton. rf
r
ors. All trial heats for the meet were {J,"^ [ f
run off this afternoon in the Cage. Ercleton. If

!

Mp

a
'

.

football men until I ape. them work- fancy btfliard champion,
ing out in uniform. But you can be dent* have been following more dosesure that we'll do the beat we can ly the fundamentals of proper play
with the material at hand. And I can with markerf improvement.
promise one thing: we'll win some
Fraternities should have their twogames."
man team* studying the new contract
bridge rules in order to be ready fon
The prominence of the desire of
inf^TV-t*rnriT bridge
h-H^L toumathe interfraterntiy
demonstrated th7

for careers was
recently in balloting at Northeastern
University. Only one girl out of four
hundred confessed that Jier goal was

14

1

1

The

women

?

:

t

•

LANCASTER PLANS
UNION
TOURNEYS

"Next year at Bowdoin the blocker
he said. "Your
glorified,"

^

,

conjecture, since it will depend more Abcion, if ....
on a well balanced team than on in- J^Ue. • . M.
dividual stars.
&£??,'?.:
It is expected that this year as Kr«dm«n. rs

,

grandfathjer could carry the ball to

Firsts

V

d

Adding another victory, to theft
long list of local triumphs,' the NonFraternity Basketball team swamped
the Bates Freshmen, Garnet interclass champions at the Lewiston Armory by the score of 31 to 15. The
game was played before a crowd of
paire
nearly two thousand as a preliminary
1)
'Conlinued from
probably
will
contest
to
the
Rumford-Win*low,
Rideout and Crowell
fight it out between them in the pole Maine Interscholastic ChampTonahtp
vault, the former having a slight game.
This meeting marked the first
edge.
In the weight events Niblock is in recent years that basketball
outstanding contestant. representing Bates and Bowdoin
easily
the
Harrison is a potential winner of the been brought together in Tp%
Lead by the accu
85-pound weiglft event, and with competition.
Snow and O'Donnell as second and shooting of Al Kent, who was
third possibilities. Snow, Boyd, Lane point man for the evening, and
and Ingalls should all gather points. tricky floor work of Ashkenasy, the
The regular relay, which may eas- Black and White hoopster* clearly
their superiority over the
ily be the deciding factor of the showed
meet, will be staged, as is customary', Bobcat quintet.
on Saturday night, as part of the pro- Noa- Fraternity
f
"8
....
c»rter.
ri
i
gram of the Interscholastic meet. The
1
D "°^ r
*
outcome of the event is difficult to
*.;;;
7

HOUS^READY

lock,

M

*T

will be

a touchdown "if be had a few good
men to clear the way for him. No
matter what the player* do now,
they're going to nave to learn how to
block before they do anything else.''
He promised the Polar Bear squad
of next year a versatile offense and
as steady a defense as the material
would allow. "As many men are going to play in the game* as I can
pnt on the field," he said. "If we
can use 33, or 44 or 55 players, we're
going to do so. Some of you men
have been, setting on the bench so
long they're beginning to call you
Judge."
Walsh will arrive in Brunswick
permanently, soon after the spring
recess.
As yet he has not attempted
to shape any material, although he
bag given tlllf centers some instruction in the spiral pass, differing from
the end-over-end pass technique used

Paced by the spectacular performances of Phil Good and Howie NibBowdoin's powerful indoor track
team rode' rough shod over the Colby
trscksters last Wednesday evening to
score a decisive 82 2-8 to 48 1-8 victory over the Mules in their own
Besides setting a new state
cage.
indoor shot put record pi 47 feet 3
3-4 inches, NiMock carried off high
point honors for the encounter by
taking Ant in the discus, shot put,
and high jump plus a second in the
thirty-five pound weight.

fia meter high hurdles of the
Champions
1.C.4A.
and
to
credit Phil Qoed a tJe^£ national hgrdje iffie with Chertes
Peeeeui of
f*tfft frr
In the
original scoring thg Judges had

the

going to carry the ball ourselves seventy-five percent of the time and let
the other fellow do the worrying

the record. He came within one-fifth
of a second of the mark last year.
The Junior's strength was fairly
Pender, ..outstanding runner on the
well balanced with the exception of
winner of
the weights. Good, Gray, and Marvin, Saint John's squad, and
forty yard dash and 300 yard run
leading
scorers
juniors, the
for
the
though handicapped by loss of Bill last year, is still eligible for compeSoule and Gardiner Maxcy, took six tition, and stands a good chance of
repeating in both events.
Lett of
firsts.
The relay race also went to the Thornton and Butler of South Porthigh-'grade perJuniors who had a fast quartet com- land will provide
posed of Good, Mervin. Mann, and formances in the six hundred, alGray; the freshmen sprinted through though the outcome of the event fa
for second. The Sophomores led by far from certain.
The field events are expected to
Porter, Degne, Rideout and Owen
placed very dose to the Seniors in privide some of the closest battles
of the meet, with many of last year'a
the team totals.
With Smith and Burritt taking contestants returning. Sullivan, of
Fitch Hrgh school, present record
first and second in the 40 yard dash,
the Freshmen made theif only bid holder in the high jump, will return,
for a first place. Fox and Lord cap- and will endeavor to break his own
tured third in the 440 and 880 re- mark of six feet and one-half inch.
spectively while
Young, the fast Hayden of Lynn Classical, who won
freshman miler, followed Porter and second place last year in -the broad
Shute for a third place in that event. jump, is a potential winner in that
Soule in the broad jump and Raleigh event.
in the pole vault each bagged a secThe pole vault in the high school
ond to complete the yearling's scor- division should be hotly contested
with Arseneault of Winslow slightly
ing.
favored,
although
Pawloski
and
The only American college presi- Mitchell of Portland and Thornton
dent who was not graduated from respectively both threaten to take the
college is Dr. Walter Williams of the honors.
Regina of Thornton and
University oi Missouri.
Kerins of Brookline are probable
point-gainers in the shot put.
Dancing will be permitted this year
Texas
at
Christian University for the
first time in seventy years.
T. D.'s

Take Six

Juniors

mud

now." Thus Adam Walsh, Bowdoin's
newly appointed football mentor,
promised over a hundred candidates
for the team to whom he was o»»cially introduced in a short meeting at
the Moulton Union last Thursday.
"Well have no defensive team at
Bowdoin next year," he said. '•We are

Hutchinson grew tired. Both raced
than ever before as neither
approached the old record of
10.05 which, was lowered by Porter to
broken as many of last year's point9.55 8-5. Hutchinson followed at his
seasoned with
heels across the line to finish the run winners are returning
another year of experience.
in 9.55 4-6.
Roth well, who ran a record breakWhile the Juniors placed heavily in
division
school
ing
high
1000
in
the
the running events, the Seniors piled
up their score with the weights, tak- laatt year, representing Lawrence
ing the first three places in the dis- High, will run for Saint John's Prep
cus and three more in both the shot- this year, and should easily lower the
put and 35 lb. weight. Howard Nib- mark in that event. The record time
lock the high scorer with 17 points for the distance in the prep compeproved to be the backbone of the sen- tition is 2.24, which Rothwell has
Mackenzie,
ior aggregation winning nearly half bettered several timesHar- diminutive Brunswick high distance
of their points single-handed.
rison, Boyd, and Snow also helped the runner, is counted on to take a first
in the mile, and may possibly break
Seniors in the weight events.
faster

out of the

Non-Fraternity Hoopmen
Swamp Bates Frosh 31-15
STAR AT COLBY

GOOD, NIBLOCK

Seventy-two Jmms after the
events were nan, the Jib-by ele«r

will shoot for the

"1$ext

moon. We may not reach it, but we'll
do one thing certainly. We'll drag

*

• toUl of 49 point* the
Juniors maintained a steadily increasing lead to capture the annual

Camera Gives Good Tie
Per First In IC4A Meet
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

FOUR

WALLACE LOYALLY
Psi U Favored
Dean Of Durham
LECTURE GIVEN
SHIS ATTACKS
SUPPORTS FARMS
In Swim Meet
To Give Lecture
BY NOTED GRAD
HASTYJUDGING
Following the success of last year's
meet,
swimming
interfraternity
Coach Bob Miller has announced

(Continued from pas* 1)

Says Character Prejudice
the cost of crime beMonday and Tuesday, March 25 and determining
Based on Idle Rumor is
cause of the diversified functions of
26 as the dates for the trials and finthe agents combating crime.
many
of
which
in
Most Unfair
als of this year's contest
then turned to the personal charthe Psi U. aggregation is favored to
dethrone the title defending Deke
contingent Trials for the meet will
be held March 25 from 4 p.m., on, as
an expected large number of contestants from the ranks of the Greek letter societies are weeded out.
Psi Upsilon Strong
The Dekes, who won the competition last year by nosing out the crack
Psi U relay team will be hurt by the
loss of McGarry and possibly Johnny
Boyd, whereas the Psi U's, strengthened by the return of "Buss" Gates,
a dash man, will be counting on Don

"Hasty judgment*, or judgments
which do not take into consideration
an individual's entire character, very
often do him a grave injustice which
personal

in

results

often

injury,"

were the words that formed the
theme of Pre*. Sills Sunday chapel

common

huPeople are naturally inhasty conclusions
clined to
before
about a person's character
they have any real knowledge about
Judgment founded
that individual.
upon haste and prejudice is seldom
talk as he attacked this

man

failing.

make

Smith and Johnny Hooke for winning
points. Zeta Psi will present Johnny

correct.
We must remember that
while we criticize, we in our turn, are
being taken into account. So President Sills asked the students to use
discretion when sizing up a person
or when making personal remarks.
The President continued with the
statement that humans are more
ready to believe evil than good about
people in general. With this in mind,
he asked that all gossip and rumors
be taken with a grain of salt. When
we hear false stories or rumors it is
our duty to trace them to their source
and to try and correct them.
Should Judge Fairly
Passing judgment on the whole
and not on part of a person's character is necessary to do him justice.
Bad opinions of public officials and
institutions are very often expressed
by those who consider only defects
not the entire
in character and
policies. They do not often take into
consideration the Rood work that these
officials

captain of the 'varsity, and,
in breaststroke and freestyle events.
The T.D.'s are relying on Brewster
Rundlette, a freshman outstanding in
the middle distance events, backed by
Beale,

Bob Cotton

acteristics

of criminals, saying that

come
while most of our lawbreakers
from the lower social classes, still
has
there is no proof that a criminal
any physical characteristics.
MacCormick did, however, express
the opinion that our criminals are
bred on the "economic fringe' of
society and mentioned the- frequenters of pool rooms and the youth of
the slums.
Representatives of this latter type
average twenty years of age and under for their first offences which are
usually the most serious ones.
Scores Detective Methods
Turning to the subject of crime
detection, MacCormick spoke in favor

of the scientific methods used in Europe rather than third degree and
underworld "contacts". The loopholes
the law and the unwieldiness of
"Wink" Walker and the Seagrave in
the judical system such as the time
Richard May of Kappa
brothers.
token in selecting a jury are factors
Sigma, and Henry Franklin of the
work against the execution ol
which
Non-Fraternity group will vie for inthe law.
dividual honors, with the latter exIn speaking of the prisons, Compected to turn in the best performMacCormick denied all
missioner
ances of the evening.
Five rules will govern the meet, as rumors about the "country club"
prisons which the newspapers have
follows:
other sports
1.
All entries are due Monday publicized. Baseball and
are necessary to work off the surplus
noon, March 25.
might
2.
Every entrant must practice at energies of confined men who
destructive purposes.
least one week previous to the meet. use them for
In conclusion MacCormick stated
S.
Each fraternity is to select a
in psychological
improvement
that
captain.
and psychiatric work is necessary.
4.
Men must swim as entered.
The two classes of prisoners previ5.
All entries must be "blind".
ously mentioned should be separated.

may have

and institutions

He

MASQUERS CHOOSE
R0Au\_SH0W CAST

accomplished. So President Sills concluded this thought by advising us
to judge a person on the whole, rather than only one part of their character.

On Scholarships To
Be Conducted By Council

Edwin

Portrom
solved in an acid; the acid neutralized Lord
Arnold
by a base; the precipitated material Edward Luton
filtered, and then spread on a slice of Elliabeth

Tom

Mrs. SnenatoM

Wednesday

Footman
Stare Manager

March 13th
Carole Lombard

-

la -

-

RUMBA
News

i

March 14th

.

BARBARA STANWYCK

Woman
also

-

During the week before the IdahoOregon game, freshmen who answered
the fraternity house telephones were
instructed

In

Red

.

Cartoon

Sound Act

Friday

March 15th

Duke

also

News

able."

Cross-Question Speakers
In accordance with the Oregon system of debating, the first two speakers
were cross-examined by. the second

speakers of the opposing teams. As
lawyer for Bowdoin, Parker stressed
the fact that a national union is not
expert nor interested in local problems. He adroitly maneuvered Perry
into stating that it would be possible
to have several national unions in one

ANCIENT HISTORY

"End

Oregon's

Sills presided.

FOUNDER OF THE
TWENTY- FIFTH
IDWNASTV AND MIS

-EGYPT

DECLINED VERY.VERV
MUCH^JN THE TWENTY-THIRD
DYNASTY, WHICH WAS
JANITE. OH .YES YES /j

WAS

TARkUS,
WHQ......

V

ETC...

CoprrigBt. 1M4. B.

J.

Kcrnold* Tbbaces

March 16th

TRY a pipeful of mild, mellow, companionable Prince Albert.
You will enjoy this choice mixture of top-quality tobaccos

A secret blend treated
every hint of "bite."

where

call this fine

by a special process which eliminates

see why smokers everytobacco "The National Joy Smoke."

You will soon

With the present arrangement of a
number of scholarships, the

are not as beneficial as they will be
if the new plan is adopted. The poll
was suggested as the easiest method
of finding the student opinion.

Fringe
Albert
-THE NATIONAL JOY SMOKEJ
Ol**

WE ASKED LEADERS IN WINTER

a t. Bigaalm Tea. On,

SPORTS'

"Camels are made from finer, more expensive tobaccos -

N. C.

Turkish and Domestic - than any other popular brand."

A

1

SEQUOIA
-

with

EATON HARDWARE

•

JEAN PARKER
-

also

.

Mon. and Tues.

-

CO.

The Sport Store of

Comedy

Cartoon

Brunswick

March 17 and 18

David Copperfield
-

W.

C

Fields

with
.

Edna May Oliver

-

TONDREAU BROS. CO.

•

Madge Evans
Frank Lawton

Elizabeth Allan - Lionel Barrymore
Maureen 0'Sullivan . Lewis Stone

We

carry the largest assortment of
Imported Goods, Fruit, Fresh VegetaDomestic and Imported Cheeses and Biscuits of all

bles, Olives, Pickles.

Freddie Bartholomen
Roland Young
Also Paramount News

kinds east of Portland.

inimiiiiifmnHini
FIRST NATIONAL

BANK

Bowdoin Men

Maine

•f Brunswick.

Have Their

Capital, *5«,Q00.

STUDENT

Printing

|lH,Mt

Surplus and Profits,

PATKON AGI

SOUCTTKD

Done Well and at
Favorable Prices at

WISEMAN FARMS
Ice

The

Cream

RECORD OFFICE

75 Maine St.

Phone 3

Brunswick

THE OLD FASHIONED KIND

Paul K. Nivea, 1916, Manager

We

Tel. 350

Print the Orient and

Alumnus
/

Clothing

The

and

Gents' Furnishings

LECLAIR

BRUNSWICK

& GERVAIS

86 Maine

St

CUSTOM MADE CLOTHING

PUBLISHING CO.
r""" ,t

HLUL.

^^-^^"n"'"T,rr-^ir

r

BRUNSWICK COAL

ft

LUMBER

Dry

Fireplace

plain

A. E.

mttWM

MORRELL

more

Wood

Lumber and Building Materials of
'22,

just

an interested winter (ports

a choicer quality are used

CO.

Fuel Oils

Soft Coals

"I'm

fan," says Edward Kent. "But I'm with Jack Shea and
Ray Stevens when it comes to smoking Camels! I 'get
a lift with a Camel' when I'm low and need cheering
up, or when I'm tired. And the fact that tobaccos of

All Kinds

Mar.

mmmmm^

in Camels goes far to exare so mild and pleasing, and never
It means a lot to me that millions
are spent for the tobaccos used in Camels."

why Camels

jangle

Hard and

i

AFTER EVERY CLASS
IT RINGS THE BELL!

trance raamiraaaeata are Intelligence,
character and at leait two rears of
college work, inclading the anbjecta
oeJ S aa far Grade
Medical Schools.
Catalogs** and application farms mar
ba a bta lnsd from the Dean.

n
-

and strikes might result from the refusal of employers to accede to exhorbitant demands. He closed his argument by saying, "Law without the
backing of employers and only partial
backing of labor would not be enforce-

seeatlvely (graduation in three ream
•r three terms mar ba taken each rear
((Tadaation in four rears).
The en-

.

Comedy

Saturday

{

Fsar tanas of SBSUB weeks are given
•ach year. Thaaa may he taken can-

-

in

for reconstruction. It

also give the non-company
unions power which their past records
have not justified. Serious sabotage

great

awards often run so low that they

university

DURHAM,

GRACE MOORE
-

all efforts

would

made Perry confess

awarded.

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

One Night Of Love
•

say,

to

Trail."

in -

-

The

Jr., *S«
Jr., 'S6

retard

minor ones.

Comedy

Thursday

Frank H. Swan.
Frank H. Swan,

Dr. Beno Gutenberg, professor of
geophysics at the California Institute
of Technology, asserts that there are
about one million earthquakes a year,
including 200 strong jolts and 10,000

•

George Raft

E. Baaaett 'S7

Mr*. C. C. Young
Stanley William* Jr., '17

Butler

CUMBERLAND

Walker

After a consultation with the Faculty Committe on Scholarship Aid
the Student Council intends to have a
student poll «oon concerning the advisability
of awarding fewer and
larger scholarships.

The Student Council plans for a
minimum scholarship of a hundred
In this manner the scholardollars.
'S«
'M ships will be of more worth when

Kra. J. F. White
lira. H. Cushing

Lady Kitty

bread which he ate.

G.

Raymond Weat

in sections of the country.
Alienation of employers would be
another serious consequence of noncompany unions. This would seriously

Poll

(Continued from pas* 1)

The President closed his address by make the journey, while as a one set
asking the students to analyze them- play the Circle will offer few staging
selves with the idea in mind of self- difficulties.
improvement.
Choose Capable Cast
His final plea was
that we judge ourselves severely, and
"The Circle", by Somerset Maugham
our neighbors less critically.
is a satirical English comedy of manners ,made unforgettable by the actTh<:n there's a chem professor at ing of John Drew and Mrs. Leslie
Harvard who ate his shirt when he Carter. The cast is as follows:
H. Wyman Holme*. Jr.. *U
was proved wrong. The shirt was dis- Clive

vary

I

tending to discriminate
certain employees, and he
that a company
union could exist even in a supposedly
all non-company union system.
In his rebuttal, Parker stated that
it
was not true that the company
union is under the domination or the
employer in all cases. Repeated cases
have shown that such unions can gain
many concessions from their employers. He stated that the affirmative had not shown how they would
safeguard non-company unions.
Jones Sums Up Affirmative
As a result of his cross-questioning
of Fisher, Jones based the case of the
affirmative on four salient points. He
said that labor needed national power
to control legislation; that representatives needed to be more expert than
most local unions could provide, that
basic wages were needed which only
national unions could supply, and that
the unions must be free from the domination of the employer.
The judges of the debate were Mr.
E. M. Rowe, coach of the Harvard debating team, and Dean Muilenburg of
the University of Maine.
President
against

3-0

(Continued from pace 1)

(Continued from pas* 1)
sales territory to our own borders."
Wallace, an editor as well as a

Next Tuesday evening the Very
Reverend Cyril A. Alington, Dean of
cabinet member, was born in Iowa in Durham Cathedral, Chaplain to the
1888, and received a B.S. from the king,
and former headmaster of
State College in 1910, and a honor- Eton, will speak in the Union Tuesary M.L. in agriculture in 1920. From day evening, March 19 on "English
1910-24 he was associate editor of Public Schools". He will explain the
Public
Wallace's Farmer, and was editor of operation
English
of the
die same from 1994-29. Since 1929 School and compare it with other syshe has been editor of the merged terns.
Wallace's Farmer. Wallace took up
Dr. Alington, one of the worid's
his duties with the Roosevelt Ad- foremost educators today, has had
ministration as Secretary of Agricul- long and varied experience in his
ture in March 1988.
field.
He was Assistant Master at
He is the author of Agricultural Marlborough and Eton from 1908 to
Prices, 1920; Corn and Corn Grow- 1916.
He was headmaster of the
ing, 3rd edition 1928; Correlation and Shrewsbury School until 1916, when
Machine Calculation, 1924; and New he was appointed Headmaster of
Frontiers, 1984.
Eton College, which position he reAmong his recent pamphlets are: tained until his retirement in 1933.
America Must Ch'»ose, giving the ad- From 1924 to 1925 he was chairman
vantages and disadvantages of nation- of the Headmaster's Conference.
alism, of world trade, and of a
Harvard University owns enough
planned middle course, and The Dairy
football equipment to outfit 6,000 men.
Dilemma.

company,
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Woollcott, Noted Columnist,

The Sun
»»

Rises »•

117E SHOULD LIKE

to congratu-

"» late Professor Hormell and his
committee for the splendid work they
have done in selecting the speakers
for the Institute of Political Science.
We understand that where the committee had hoped to secure only sixty
per cent of its first choices, it was
able to secure ninety per cent.

A SIDE FROM

the benefit which the
** College will derive immediately
from the Institute of Political Science, it should also prove to be excellent publicity throughout the country.
Bowdoin should make the most of
such an opportunity and if possible
arrange with some radio broadcasting
system to provide hook-up facilities.
Undoubtedly there will be a great
many of the Maine Alumni who, unable to come to Brunswick, would
nevertheless be interested in listening
to the Institute speakers.
And certainly if the Maine Alumni can listen
to the speakers over their radios, the

New York

and Massachusetts
should not be deprived of a
opportunity.
And then of
there is Dean Nixon way
California .
.

alumni
similar

course
out in

.

THOSE who
ALLStrachey
speak at

heard

Bowdoin

John
last

year were probably surprised to read
of the recent difficulties he has had
with the Federal Bureau of Immigration.
That this mild mannered Englishman should be classed as a "dangerous radical" is not only surprising
but

silly.

The Immigration Bureau

will seek

to prove that Mr. Strachey entered
the country under false pretences. The
whole question seems to depend upon
whether or not he was telling a lie
when he stated that he would not advocate the overthrow of the present
government by violence. If the prosecuting attorney can prove that Mr.
Strachey was lying he will be deported.

obvious to his audiences everywhere that he is no leader of a revoHis
lution, Communist or otherwise.
lectures are in the nature of prophecies rather than incitements, and while
they undoubtably point out weaknesses in our present social system
they hardly result in converting their
listeners to the cause of Communism.
It is

r

SEEMS

unfortunate

that

the

Masque and Gown has had

to give
up its plans for a spring tour of various Maine towns with the sub-freshCrrete"*.'
man week end pray;
Such a tour would certainly provide
publicity of a legitimate sort for the
College, besides providing practical
experience for the actors.

The

To Talk Here Wednesday

HAS LEAD DIVERSE
LITERARY CAREER
Known for Radio Work

Well

as Well as

Numerous

Books, Plays
Reservations far the Alexander
Woollcott lecture nay be made by
students on application at the
alumni office ap to noon, March
23. The seats wUl be held at the
lecture until 8 e'clock sharp, and
are for undergraduates only. Men
having made reservations are to
enter the hall by the door at the
head of the stain in the north-

A VOUCHER

for the quality and
wide-spread audience of the oneact plays produced by undergraduates
for the recent Masque and Gown contest comes in the form of a letter
from Richard H. Lee *24, asking for
the script of the drama "Three
Plumbers in One Act", for possible
presentation by an amateur group at
Newton, Mass.
This play, written by Thomas M. S.
Spencer *37, although not one of the
prise-winners, was very well received.
Nothing definite has been decided
about Mr. Lee's request, we are informed.

Alexander Woollcott, noted author,
raconteur and in the

ALEXANDER WOOLLCOTT

—

playwright,

'35,

secretory;

FOR INSTITUTE

This occaperiment with Time".
is made possible through the
Annie Talbot Cole lecture fund donated to the college.

Dates
Conflict
Rearranged
of

'36.

Woollcott's

CBS

launched

October,

in

radio
1984,

Melaugh

series,
is

1

de-

Business Head
Klaber, Mathewson, Williams Managing Eds

scribed by The Stage Magazine as
one of "unique radio pall. The class

Robert P. Ashley, Jr., '36 and Owen
H. Melaugh '36 were named editor-inchief and business manager of The
Published A.E.F. Magazine
Orient and the Publishing Company,
Woollcott attended Hamilton Col- respectively, in a meeting of the board
lege in Clinton, New York, and spent of governors of the Bowdoin Publishthe usual amount of time there ac- ing Company yesterday. At the same
quiring a Ph.D. degree in 1909. His time John P. Chapman '36 was apomnivorous reading, which has put pointed associate editor, and William
him on tap with many an anecdote Klaber '37, Richard E. Mathewson
and story told today to his radio lis "37, and Stanley Williams, Jr., '37
toners, began literally in the nursery, were selected as managing editors for
for before going: to Central High Volume LXV.
school in Phalanx, New Jersey, he
Other appoints to The Orient and
had exhausted his home's library, toe Publishing Company were as folreading everything from Nietosche toijows: Sports sditors.. William &. Bw*.
,'ton '37, Charles F. Brewster '37, and
Lewfs CarroIL
After some years of general free- Maxwell_ A^ Eaton '37; sub-editors,
lance writing, studying, and teaching, Walter D. Bishop, No;man E. Dupee,
Woollcott became a dramatic critic Jr.. William Frost, Harry T. Foote,
for the New York Times, and served William SL Hawkins, H. Leighton
in that capacity with the famous Nash, Jr., William J. Norton, Jr., Waldaily from 1914 to 1922. During the tor B. Parker, Jr., and Ralph H. Winn,
War he deserted his aisle sest and all of '38. Assistant managers of the
enlisted for smkea overseas, per' Publishing Company: Euan G. Davis
haps partly motivated by a quest for •87, Ernest R. Dalton '37, and Robert
(Continued on paire 3)
adventure and experience upon which
to base more writing and story-telling. He published, in conjunction with
Sills
Provisional
level of his listeners is the highest."

;

work contains countless anecincluding macabre stories and

win

I

j

I

essays.

He

has also written the plays, "The
Channel Road," and "The Dark Tower" and made his debut as amateur

hi ml

j

I

!

•

in "Brief Moment", at the Belasco,
Howard Niblock was elected presi- Theatre in 1931.
dent of the senior class at the senior
election held last Thursday evening
in Memorial Hall. Elmer Hutchinson
was chosen vice-president, Paul Ed-
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Lynn Classical, in the high school
division, scared 27 points; Watertown
High '..> points; Brookline 13 2-3
points; Everett 12 5-6 points; Deering 11 points; Thornton Academy 10
points; Hyde Park, Portland, and
Seton Hall, 6 points; Fitch 3 2-3
points; Lincoln Academy 3 1-3 points;
Somerville and Stephens 2 1-2 points.
The

champions,
defending
South
Portland did not score a single point.
Pender Scores Highest
Pender of St. John's was high
point man in the prep school division
with firsts in the broad jump and SOu
and a second in the dash. Hayden
of Lynn Classical the leading scorer
of the high school contestants, also
d iu mp and 30° and took
th * b
.
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high school
of Eve
*»»
nat for a new mark
Francis Maguire of Cony set a record
in the schoolboy mile of 4.40, and
Hartman of Brookline equalled the
meet, record of six seconds in the 45yd. high hurdles.
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Maine relay team Wis
won by Bridgton Academy; the best
time of the meet was turned in by
Everett who completed the eight laps
for the fastest

<

n 2.11

1-5.

Meet

It is

hoped that "The Circle"

may

be toured next fall on such week ends
as will not conflict with football
games here. This spring, "The Circle"
will be presented by the Portland
Players on April 25, 26, and 27, in
Portland. It has been suggested by
the Masque and Gown that its production be given for membership of
the Players at a matinee on one of
these dates, or on the Sunday evening following, as a private showing.
Rehearsals for "The Circle" have
begun, and will be continued throughout this month, with a view toward
reaching a reasonable degree of proficiency before the Institute lectures.

time

Laski, Great Politics Expert,
Is Professor At U. of London

<

seventh with 4i; and M.C.I.

COUNCIL TO STUDY
ELECTION SYSTEMS

'

The Student Council will meet tomorrow night to compare the various
systems of class elections used by
Amherst, Rutgers, Wesleyan, and
Williams with the present Bowdoin
system, according to President Niblock. This question arises every year,
resulting 'in much talk but little action.
The Council, bearing this point
in mind, are making a thorough investigation ,of the matter, with, the intention of ^possibly combining some of
the better methods employed by the
aforementioned colleges.
The Council in a recent meeting
considered a plan for election of class
officers such as was suggested in a
recent Oi ient communication. This
plan would have the Council nominate
twelve men and hold an election similar to the present Student Council
election with the twelve names on a
printed ballot and each voter making
three choices, the three highest men
to be President, Vice-President, and
to
according
Secretary - Treasurer
their numerical standing. After careful consideration, the Council declarcd itself not in favor of such a

with a full career behind him, he
Harold J. Laski, who will lecture
before an Institute audience on "The has not yet reached his prime, acNew State in Theory «nd Practice' cording to Dandien's article. "He
on Friday April 12th, is the only real owes his influence to his ardor and
foreigner among the nine speakers, fighting spirit even more than to his
As "an exponent of
being an Englishman who is well knowledge."
known at the London School of Eco- youthful European liberalism in the
nomics, on the Continent and In face D f the authoritative conformity
America as an economic and political „f a world that pretends to be new",
He was a bril- Laski has gained many friends and
teacher and expert.
liant graduate of Oxford, and has admirers in the United States. All of
since his undergraduate days gained his work revolves around the problem
an intimate knowledge with America, f authority, and he is for the doctrine of pluralism, and opposed to
especially its university life, as a lee
absolute state sovereignity.
turer at several colleges.
Explains Marxian Faith
"Harold Laski yields place to nom"Laski is an individualist first. and
in erudition and enthusiasm" writes
A. Dandien in an article entitled foremost. If he is follower of Marx
"Political Philosopher" in a 1930 is- it is only in so far as Marxian faith
sue of the Living Age magazine. An and tactics can be considered capintense individualist, he believes "The able of freeing the individual from
origin of progress as well as the the economic vofe. Laski 's ideal repmeasure of progress resides in the resents the ingenious logical developindividual. Liberty is 'the courage td ment of the Anglo-Saxon principle of
giving every man his chance.
resist* ".
"Several of hi» works have tweome
Refused Sure Parliament Seat
Laski is described as "an influential classics in England", according to
Dandien, "and most important of
although
member of the Labor Party,
he has always remained aloof from them is his little volume on Communan active political life, having re- ism, the only clear and impartial exfused, for instance, to stand for the planation of the Marxian system anu
surest labor seat in England, the one how it is applied. "Liberty and the
that was later conferred upon Ram- Modern State," a book of his puosay MacDonald. He is now believed lished in 1930, "contains the docto be very close to the British Prime trine that presents most clearly his
Minister. As a teacher of politics, he personality and his teachings," which
has made a vast personal survey of are based upon great knowledge In
(CuiitlnueC on pair* S)
the chief statesmen of Europe.
I

*

plan.

last

before spring vacation, the Bowdoin polar Bears will sponsor a
dance in the Moulton Union this
Saturday evening, March 23. The
admission will be forty cents for
couples or stags.
In speaking of last week's
dance. Leader Tom Mack stated,
"The band was very much pleased
with the turnout last week. We
played before the largest crowd
We
of the year in the union.
hope to equal that mark this Saturday."

,

»•

.

if

Dummer

though "The Circle", which was to
have been the road show, will be given in Brunswick during Sub-freshend. The week ends of April
13, and 19 and 20, for which

At

Fall

n

>

of conflicting dates, the
Masque and Gown will be unable to
conduct a road tour this spring, al-

Union Dance Satnrday

The

with 5i; Ricker sixth with 5; Governor

*** »»

:

to his reputation.

Saturday, April 20— Harold J.
Political
Laski,
Professor
of
Science, University of London:
New State in
subject:
Theory and Practice".

the winners in their respective divisions. In annexing their seventh consecutive victory the powerful St. John's gathered a total of 63 i points, the
largest score recorded in recent years. Bridgton was second with 194 points;
I5rowne and Nichols third with 16 Tilton fourth with
Xew Hampton fifth
\

SPRING_R0AD SHOW
Because

support the negative

Bowdoin College Interscholastic track meet held in the
cage Saturday, March 16, Lynn Classical High and St. John's Academy were

1

(Continued on pax* J)

MASQUERS ABANDON

tion.

—

Two Marks

*

will
and Norman Seagrave
Freshman week end, when "The Cirof the quescle" will be produced here. From
that time on the Masque and Gown
Last Wednesday, March 13, John
will be busy with the Commencement
Parker and Norman Seagrave mainPlay. Director George H. Quinby will
tained the negative against Tufts in
be engaged shortly in supervising the
a non-decision debate on the collecClassical Club's Ivy presentation the
tive bargaining issue.
"Mostellaire" while Major examinations
and houseparties will also
cause conflict.
Polar Bears To Play
Rehearsals Begun

—

culture; subject: "The Philosophy of the New Deal".
Thursday, April 18 Odgen L.
Mills, former Secretary of Treas"Constitutional
subject:
ury;
Liberty".

Title

School Events;

"It is a crime to let Bowdoin College get thus entangled. It looks like
you wish to hear the great- another of those successful attempts
estt ouiourst
OI l
Communist-Socialist crowd io
outburst oi
the
t«
of (Jommunism
"c ^ommunisi-jsociansi
Communism and radiradi-'of
calism since Maine became a member' capitalize on the good name and repuof the Union, be sure to attend the In- tation of some high standing institustitute when Ogden Mills and the rest t' on Dv masquerading under some in
Baker is Dance Chairman
of his famous Socialist order start to nocent and respectable sounding title
Paul Edward Sullivan is Associate blast the government and the out- that puts the public off their guard."
Editor of the Orient board and has moded social order.
What asses we've been not to realalso been a member of the Debating
Comes the rrrrevolution
ize this all along!
But look at the
Council for the oast four years. John
This is, at least, the opinion of a asp which Mr. Greenwood finds we've
has
Phi,
Delta
Alpha
Parker.
Otis
sturdy citizen of Maine, one L. C. been harboring in our bosom:
and
debating
been prominent in
Greenwood of Farmington, who last
"Professor Hormell ought to be inMasque and Gown activities during week exposed Bowdoin for what it is, vestigated as to his Communist-SoArthur Stratton. a seething hotbed of Communists, in a cialist activities and associations. He
his college career.
Chi Psi, is the editor of the Qnill and letter to the Lewiston Daily Sun. Says is the manager of this show and his
has been active in college literary Mr. Greenwood, in disclosing the true list of speakers and subjects upon
work. Gilbert D. Harrison. Jr., Alpha state of affairs at Brunswick, in part: which they will talk is enough to conGreenwood Hits Institute
demn him as a dangerous radical oi
Delta Phi, has been a member of the
varsity football and track squads for
"To anyone who is at all posted on subversive doctrines."
What? Can this be our fine Mr.
Communist - Socialist methods and
the past three years.
The Chairman of the Commence- propaganda, or has any knowledge of Hearst talking through the mouth of
ment Dunce Committee is John S. the speakers at this so-called "Insti- a Farmingtonite who has never even
But!
Baker. Theta Delta Chi. The other tute of Politics", it ought to be easily SEEN The Boston American?
members of this committee are John determined that this whole business is now we get down to learcases:
"Perkins is Dangerous"
Worcester. Beta Theti Pi: Douglas either a Communist meeting of a New
Prof.
Fay was not a
"Years ago
Walker. Psi Upsilon; Lionel P. Horse- Deal propaganda agency which after
Communist sympathizer. It is howman. Zeta Ps>: aw* Homer Cilley, all is about the same thing.
"In either case it seems hardly ap- ever very possible that long associaAloha Delta Phi. The Cane Committee includes Willi»m K. Bis'e- propriate that our old. much revered, tion with those numerous professors
John and highly respected Bowdoin College in the Harvard Law and Economics
I'nsilon*
low. chairman. Psi
It
I do not schools may have influenced him.
Stillman ,F.oyd, Doha Kapna Eps'lon; should he mixed up in it.
and Robert A. Cleaves, Theta Delta believe that the President snd Trus- is very easy to see how his talk cin
tees or one out of twenty alumni
(CoaUniMd on pas* t)
Chi.
living

—

Interscholastic

Shattered

debating room at Hubbard Hall
doin meets Union college in a nonthe tour was planned, conflict with
league debate on the subject: "Rethe Institute lecture.
solved that the several states should
The succeeding week ends are takadopt legislation providing for soen
up by the High School One-act
cialization of medicine." Andrew Cox
Play Contest at Bowdoin, and Sub*37
'38

In the 23rd annual

i

Professor of Government at Bowdoin,

—

Records

man week
Bow12 and

Goes to Latter with Total of 631;
Former Scores 27 for Safe Margin in High

beard «1 would for one minute
stand for such

a n "Institute of Politics" if they knew
, ^u
si * nificance and p-po- be won'tli^il Silt
mna ""_.
Orren C. Hor.,„
m is „
Hormell
Communist

American

Classical, St. John's

Two

In addition to the new college and
meet records hung up in both the
shot
put and
quarter mile,
one
world's record and two other college
records were equalled as the contestants outdid themselves before a capacity audience of enthusiastic admirers.
Bettering Gardner Maxcy's record
breaking performance in the quarter
mile of the meet last year by one fifth
of a second; Vale Marvin, Zeta Psi,
streaked down the home stretch to
be clocked at 51 1-5 after holding
the lead from the first lap. Niblock,
also a Zete, accounted for the other
new meet record in the 16 pound shot,
by extending his own college record
an inch and three eights to 49 feet 4
and 3-8 inches.
For the fourth time this

to offset this. Wesleyan, meeting less strenuous opposition in another triangle, may take
enough points to come into the lead.
Bowdoin vs. Union
Next Saturday March 23, in the

Federation of Labor; subject:
"Labor's Problems".
16 Maurice
Tuesday,
April
Hindus, Lecturer and Author;
subject: "Russia".
Wednesday, April. 17 Henry
A. Wallace. Secretary of Agri-

I

Psi.

from Lafayette

15 Matthew
April
Vice-President, American

Monday,

Cage.
Valiantly striving to cut down the
Zete lead established early in the
afternoon field events, the Dekes
showed great strength in the running contests and threatened continually to take over the lead until Dave
Soule and Phil Good came through in
the evening's last event, the broadjump to sew up the meet for Zeta

YAvtin Walker '35 triumph over Lafayette in the final triangular debate
of the year at Lafayette college this
Friday. Tipping and Walker will represent the council upholding the affirmative on the subject: "Resolved,
that all Collective Bargaining should
be through non-company unions, protected by law."
Bowdoin gained a
unanimous decision from Bates recently, maintaining the negative of
the same question.
As a result of Bates' three-to-nothing victory over Lafayette on Monday, taat^ college is now tied with
Bowdoin' in total 'dumber" of points,
but Bowdoin needs only, one point

j

—

Woll.

Debating team which opposes
Lafayette at Lafayette Friday.
Paired with Edwin G. Walker '36,
he will have a chance to clinch a
championship for Bowdoin in her
first year of competition in the
Eastern Intercollegiate Debating
League.

Performing for the

Bowdoin Goes In The Red; This
Hormell Shows Hearst Is Right
w.rH

(

.

Govern-

The

Bowdoin

Championship of the Eastern In
for
debating
league
tercollegiate
Bowdoin will be the result if the var
gity team of Harold Tipping "35 and

i

ing and Currency, Harvard University; subject: "Managed Currency".
Saturday, April 13 Fiorello
LaGuardia, Mayor, New York
subject:

the

League Championship Rests
On Win Over Lafayette
by Walker, Tipping

Wednesday, April 10— Frances
Perkins, Secretory of Labor; sub"Human Welfare and the
New Deal".
Thursday, April 11—Oliver M.

City:
City".

of

DEBATERS FACE
FINAL CONTEST

j

itinT**m***mBs»wsW**smSm

custom.
Mrs. Sills gave a dinner party for
Dr. Alington before the lecture, and
afterwards invited all the undergraduate Phi Betes over to the President's
house for an informal talk with the
Dean.

President
Sills
particularly
stressed the fact that an equal
privilege of addressing so large
and distinguished an audience
probably would not come to the
chosen speakers for many years
to come. The twelve men selected
are: Donald F. Barnes, Robert G.
Dunton, Frederic A. Fisher, Jr.,
Joseph L. Fisher, Allan F. Hubbell, Elmer Hutchinson, Vincent
Nowlis, John (). Parker, John V.
Schaffner, 3rd, Arthur Stratton,
Philip F. Thome, and Isadore
Weiss.

|

member

,

ject:

for a quarter of a century, began his
lecture with some general facts about
the English system of education, and
then launched into a detailed description of Eton.
In speaking of the singular traditions of the school, Dr. Alington
mentioned the custome that all boys
at Eton wear top hats, and either
Eton collars and jackets or tail coats.
Some think that this is because they
are still in mourning for George the
third, but the speaker said he did not
personally believe it. He mentioned
the fact that all Etonians wear the
bottoms of their trousers turned up
and never button the lower "bottom of
their waistcoats, according to school

|

j

ments".

Cites Eton Traditions

,

|

The

European

Changing

Dash

track contingent reversed the results
of last year, by downing the powerful defending champions, Delta Kappa Epsilon, 61-49 in the eighteenth
annual Interfraternity Track Meet
held last Friday evening in the Hyde

HAROLD C TIPPING
senior

—

The Dean, who was a headmaster

chosen to deliver addresses during
the
graduation exercises this
June in competition for the Good-

he wrote in similar capacity for the

A

Shot Put, and

Relying heavily on their individual
stars, Howie Niblock and Phil Good,
an inspired record breaking Zeta Psi

A

'

Twelve provisional Commencement speakers, all members of the
senior class, were named by President Sills in chapel last Monday.
Four of the men named wiH be

for the readers of The New
York Herald, and three years later

Earlier in the season, efforts had
been made to secure Professor Lask:
for the opening speech of the forum,
connection of dates had prevented
any suitable arrangements from *c
recent
ing made at that time.
check-up by Mr. Laski and the proam committee of the tostitute
showed that a later date would be
suitable to both parties.
The program of the institute in its
completed form follows:
Tuesday, April 9 Sidney B.
Fay, Professor of History, Harvard University; subject:

in

440- Yard

economics and politics.
Had Previously Refused

"Corporeal punishment in English
schools is practically limited to Eton,
Harrow, and such schools; it is a
sort of privilege of the upper classes,"
said the Very Reverend Cyril A. Alingtqn, before a gathering of several
hundred in the lounge of the Moulton Union last night. Dr. Alington
'.spoke as the annual Phi Beta Kappa
lecturer on "English Public Schools".
an d was introduced briefly by Presi•
dent Silli.
The Dean mentioned the fact that
American audiences always seemed
shocked at fagging and corporal punishment in England, and touched on
both in his talk. HO defended the fagRing system st Eton and said of cor
poreal punishment that it afforded a
simple and immediate penalty for serious offences, which had, in his experience bean generally productive of

Speakers For Graduation

critic

of

English
Public Schools

Names

Harold Ross, and several others, The
Stars and Stripes", the official newspaper of the A.E.F., a 'different' literary critic.
Was Actor In Own Play
In 1»22 Woollcott became dramatic

recent

Dean of Durham Discusses
Operation

Marks

is

Taking as his subject "The New
State in Theory and Practice", Professor Harold J. Laski, noted economist, has been engaged as the final
speaker for the Political Institute by
Professor Orren C. Hormell, chairman of the Institute Committee. Professor Laski, who will speak in the
college church on April 20, will replace Senator Robert LaFollette of
Wisconsin whose plans could not be
made to coincide with the schedule of
the institute.
Professor Laski, who is head of the
department of Political Science at the
University of London, is well-known
as a lecturer in colleges of this counHe was professor of economics
try.
at Harvard for several years, and has
conducted courses at Yale and Amherst.
He is known as one of the
foremost authorities in the field of

UNIONjJECTURE

ASHLEY NAMED
ORIENT EDITOR

Woollcott's Town Crier program,
broadcast over the Columbia network
every Sunday night at seven o'clock,
is as deservedly popular as his bestselling book, the incomparable "While
Rome Burns". This volume, alreadyhaving sold 75,000 copies is breaking
all its previously act records and is
selling about 6600 copies a week.

Niblock, Marvin Break Old

.After

Invitation

Accepts

ALINGTON GIVES

i

HIGH POINT TROPHY
GAINED BY NIBLOCK

CHOICE COMPLETES
PROGRAM OF TALKS

'35.
Lawrence
"35.
Gilbert D. Harrison
Paul E. Sullivan '35. Robert
Ashley '36, sad Rodney C.

La r com

noted author, commentator, and
one of radio's most popular entertainers in his role as "Town
Crier", who will speak in Memorial
Hall
next
Wednesday
evening as this year's Annie
Talbot Cole lecturer.

Marks Fall as Niblock, Good
Lead Their Team to
Regain Crown

Noted Economist to Talk on
"New State in Theory
and Practice"

sion

little

secretary-treasurer;
Sullivan,
Otis Parker, orator; Arthur
Stratton, odist; and Gilbert Duncan
Harrison, Jr.. marshal.
Howard Niblock, Zeta Psi, is a
prominent member of the varsity
track team. He has been a member
of the Athletic Council for the past
three years and was elected chairman this year. Elmer Hutchinson,
Chi Psi, is also a valuable track man
and was captain of the cross-country
team last fall. He is a member of
the Student Council and is chairman
of the Undergraduate Athletic Inquiry Committee.

Donald F. Barnes
John W. BeSte
'35,

role of the "Town Crier"—conductor
of one of the most popular radio programs, will speak in Memorial Hall
next Wednesday March 27th at 8.15
p.m., taking' as his subject "An ex-

dotes,

John

chairman;

P.

Bradford of the Bradford Press of ning Post, Collier's and newspaper
syndicates.
He began publishing
Portland, and used on the last two
popular books also, among them beissues, has brought much favorable
comment. A recent indication of its ing "The Command is Forward", "Mr.
worth is the fact that the "Nassau Dickens Goes to the Play", "Enchanted Aisles," "The Story of Irving
Lit", Princeton undergraduate literary
magazine, has adopted it for its own Berlin" and "Going Places". His most
issues.

'35,

61-49, TO WIN
HOUSE TRACK TITLE

DEKES,

FINAL SPEAKER

Dana

east corner.

rPHE NEW FORMAT of the Bow- New York World. Meanwhile he
A doin Quill, designed by Joseph began to write for the Saturday Eve-

NIBLOCK ELECTED
SENIOR PRESIDENT

Elmer Hutchinson

ZETA PSI OUTPOINTS

LASKI WILL BE

While awaiting reports from
the Faculty and Aluatni Athletic
Investigation Committees, President Sills has refused to make
any comment upon the ladings
of the Student Committee which
have been recently submitted to
him. Comment* and excerpts from
these reports will be published
by the Orient at a later date after the president has had time to
consider the matter carefully.
The report submitted contains
several
recommendations
for
changes io the present system
employed by the Athletic Department. These plans include
several
minority
opinions
on
questions of importance. President Sills intends to couple these
suggestions with those of the
other committees in order to obtain a system suitable to all people concerned.
The student committee which
submitted the report consists of:

Cole Speaker to Lecture on
"Experiment with Time"
in Memorial Hall

j

ward

President 7b Consider
New Athletic Proposals

j

j
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Estahlkhed 1871

Bmmi

'38

The question of how to produce such young men and women is
still a moot one.
Shall the curriculum be extended to include a

Basineas

John

S.

M wafer

Baker

*85

Willis Hay, Jr., 88
Winthrop B. Walker *3o
Owen H. Melaugh 3«
PuMiaha* mir WiasiiSaj aortas Um Collega Yaar by U»' Student* of Bowdoin Collet*.
All coutrfinUiaa sad esannmaieations aheakd be given to the Managing Editor by Sunday
of nMfaUfcl. Tha Editor-in-CMef la laaaaaalbli far the editorial
for newa end make-up. All eeraaraaieaUont regarding aobaeripto A* Boalam Manager of the Bovraota Publishing Company.
Subecriptfoms. fl.M par year la advance. With Alumnae. W.M.
tutared as second elate matter at tha poetofflee at Brunswick. Mala*.

News

Editor for This Issue
Charles P. Brewster '37

!f

Vol.

publicity was released from entirely unofficial sources that harmed
No. 23 the College's prestige immeasurably.
What was perhaps the

Wednesday, March n, im»

lxiy.

Last

smattering of almost everything, of can the correlation be
reached by specialization ? The choice, in the final analysis, is the
student's. Only by scrutinizing his oWn intellectual needs can he
take advantage of the College's offer.
One of Bowdoin's most pressing needs is still a publicity bureau.
During the past year this fact was brought to light more than ever
before. In the course of the athletic dilemma, much unfortunate

greatest chance

Word

not without miafivings that THE OWBNT, Volume LXIV,
attempts its farewell editorial to those who have borne arms with
us and against us in the past year. A certain historical interest,
not untinged with regret, seizes us as We peruse our opening
editorial in the spring of 1934
Each succeeding; board finds that, in the last analysis, it
has exactly the same problems with which to deal as did the
It is

Bowdoin has had for years

to gain favorable
debate decision over Bates, was
the College prefers to limp along with a
minimum of publicity. The Orient urges strongly that such a
bureau be seriously considered.
publicity in Maine, the 3 to

bungled badly.

Still

Athletics: during the past few months Bowdoin athletics have
been passing through a critical stage. We have attempted to do
two things to interpret the undergraduate point of view, and to
suggest general remedies. In these arguments we have been frankone before it Its editorial life consists in facing these probly partisan, but partisan to those forces which we believed were
lems from new angles and creeping toward that improbable
millenium: solution of them. A clear-eyed, foresighted
for the best interests of the College. We have had athletics brought
policy will lead down the road toward progress.
before our view more than we wished, but we have attempted to
have we followed the
"A clear-eyed, foresighted policy"
refrain from dodging issues. After we had uttered one word, it
ideals expressed in those words ? If, in the opinion of the Campus,
was impossible to cease until the entire problem was in some
we have, we shall retire the happier for it, aware that we have not measure solved, for "He who rides the tiger
cannot* dismount."
been unworthy of the legacy of former boards if we have not, we
At the present time, however, there is more just cause for
shall offer no apology, for we are conscious that we have, at least,
general optimism in Bowdoin athletics than at any time during
done our beat.
this college generation. The final wedding of the policy of winApologies do not become the undergraduate editor. No matter
ning teams and the policy of athletics-for-all appears to be at
with what Spurt of brilliant freshness he begins' his reign, it is
hand. Such a consummation can only result from complete
inevitable that he retire from his brief incumbency a disillusioned
cooperation between the undergraduates and the athletic departcynic as far as his editorial work is concerned. Shortly he is overment, and in the department itself. For this, we can express onlycome with the futility of trying to guide his paper in such a way
sincere hope.
that it will fulfill the expectations of some twelve hundred readers
Either he writes to please only himself and
of varied tastes.
So The Orient, Volume LXIV, comes to a close, leaving to its
those few whose ideas and tastes he shares, or he soon descends to
successor a full portfolio of ideas and the assurance that Today
a long series of platitudes and pious murmurings which offend no
is a very good day to be editor of a college newspaper.
Disilluone, but cause absolutely no reaction.
We are conscious that The Orient under our guidance has trod sionment will come soon, but it is a healthy disillusionment, a
cynicism
bom
not
of
rather
futility
blasted
ideals
sense
of
a
of
but
on many toe* that we have not always exhibited the traditional
in attempting to shout anything into the heads of the hoi polloi
respect for men and institutions to which BoWdoin has become
and a sense of victory in influencing the few who will listen.
accustomed. But in doing so we have at least attempted to make
It is not altogether a thankless task.
readers think. And if that is not the primary function of an edi.

.

:

.

;

*****

;

column, what, we ask, is? Surely not to putter aimlessly
through a myriad of inspirational tomes on school spirit and the
present shameful state of the campus grass.
A year ago THE ORIENT mentioned four problems: which ordinarily demand the attention of the student organ. They embraced
(1) undergraduate politics and activities; (2) collegiate-national
views; (3) the curriculum and government of the College; and
Let us summarize briefly a year of journalistic
(4) athletics.
attack on those questions.
Undergraduate politics and activities: In an editorial, we stated
last year

tries to

asks the telephone operator to put
through a person-to-person call to
Miss Mary Jane Smith at Northampton
a set of matched irons is dug
out from the corner of a closet and
brought to a high polish with the only
towel in the room ... a pair of white
shoes have been doing a yeoman's service all winter are discarded for a
worn pair of moccasins ... a sport
jacket of a violent red and gray mixture saunters out of Hyde and takes
its place among other violent sport
jackets in the Reserve Room of the
Library ... a raccoon coat is roughly
thrown into a' box and shoved under
three or four logs that are being
saved for a cold day ... all of which
implies simply that Spring is comin'
in again at Brunswick, and Mustard
and Cress is going out.
.

.

their taxes.

-

BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY

Plan ta Have Your Typewriter Cleaned and Overhauled
During the Vacation

assume an expression of cool nonchalance as he

deeper than newspaper headlines, and who take arespateibility for the welfare of their community that go** farther
than crabbing about the baseball team and complaining of

'

freshman

We Have

1

•

e

For exactly two and a half
years this spot has been under
one management, and it grieves
as slightly to retire and let the

new management

We

Several Bargains in Second Hand Typewriters
We Sell All Makes of Portables

Ribbons for Every Machine

t

.

at

W. CHANDLER

F.

pen in a place

For

Bowdoin.

like

m

-

in

is

the wrong

sot what you wanted, hut what
We wanted. If what we had to
say made us laugh, that was all
We cared. We didn't (and, to
keep the records straight, still
give a
solitary
damn
don't)
whether you laughed or not.

lated

We

funnybone is seldom titilby the Ballyhoo-Esquire
If you feel the same way
we do about it all, you've probably liked what we've had to say

oar

leers.

here
If

bear

have always hoped, however,

What amused us amused you, too.
full well that every once, in
a while neither of us would laugh
that's why we subscribed to the New

that

"»ah *a succeed aa a letter, you'll need
conilder each person's auricular;
all right far B would quite scan-

If yes)

What U

dalise

(Far

C

We

la

C
aa rcry particular).

m

•

c

infinite pity for the
gentleman, whoever he may be,
who follows us in this column. If
what he writes,
like
you don't
CM'll say: "Why does he think

have

fanny?"

•a

If

you do

like

m

-

-

neglected

thumb very

firmly affixed to nose,

definitely

we

to

state

and

Brewer

exit.

I

:

c

Really humorous things often hap-

mu

]

is

entitled

MLLE. M. CLEMENT

SPEAKSON DRAMA

Giving a summary of each play as
she discussed and criticized it, Mile.
Clement said that she had based her
choices upon the popular success of
the play rather than its limited appeal to a small feW. In other words,
a play must be successful box-office
to be good.

Undergraduate elections, even though they are chiefly
still suffer outrageously from the Tammany tinge.
There have been very iew elections during the present
college generation that have hot been "Axed", days ahead
of time, by the fraternities ... A complete reorganisation of
the election system seems to be the only cure for such an ill.
Throughout the year, both in its own suggestions and in letters
from undergraduates, The Orient has offered at least two work-

«sjr

Wmi

able plans to the Student Council as part of that "complete reor-

k\J

ganization", whicjh the Council

Greely Laundry
Has Discontinued
Bowdoin Agency.

MIGHTY COMFORTING to light up a

">T'S

TsM

The fatigue that

al-

ways

follows keen excitement quickly fades away,
and I feel refreshed and
restored

in short order."

(Signed)

RAY STEVENS

North American
Boo-Sled Champion

a,

II

will control the College elections.

The demand for the resuscitation of the White Key society is as
acute at this time as it was last year. If the Key did nothing else,
would perhaps be able to prevent the schoolboy athletes on Inter-

AMI

Jpa
wmml

it

scholastic week-end

from attempting

to transport the College

bodily to the nether regions of Massachusetts.

The need for an

host at this time has been and is still acute.
Throughout the year we have urged that that outmoded, out-

official

worn

institution, Hell

Week, be abolished.

We stated

Ml!

Fraternities must realise that if they do not do away
with some of their imbecilic customs, they will themselves
be done sway with. Hell Week has no lure for anyone except tha sadists who conduct it That it exists at all is an
insult to the intelligence of the student.

Since that time, definite steps have been taken at Bowdoin toward
abolishing such ceremonies. At least six fraternities have limited
their activities in making freshmen miserable to a minimum, and
two other houses have eliminated the custom entirely. This is a
surprisingly wise step for a college so steeped in tradition as

Bowdoin.
Collegiate-National Views; Volume LXIV has been much criticized for devoting "too much attention to the world at large, and

not enough to the College." This charge must seem absurd to one
who realizes how little the average student knows about what
transpires in the political and economic world about him, and how

made to know something about it. That
has become a member of the Association of
Horizon was not printed to fill space, but rather
to make present trends so apparent to the undergraduate that he
could not help but notice them.
It is evident that some enthusiasm has been drummed up by this
important

is

it is

that he be

TOWARD

"I'M AIMING
the statistical end of the in.
surance business," says Whiting, '35. "And is it a job!

plan.

ing to

H

)

"CAMELS ARE MOST

POPULAR
They
good
'lift'

taste

In our act.

so

mild and

— and they give you a
when you need

EMIUE BAGLEY, '33

RCYNOtDS TOHATCn roMp»i»>
Wm»<- Sale" North t.-r<-l
-

•

•
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TUNE IN!
HEAR THESE FAMOUS STARS

The Bowdoin Forum is again living and breathing, attemptmake the College aware of the futility of nationalism, the

Walter O'Keefe, Annette Hanshaw, and the Casa Loma
Orchestra... over coast-to-coast

TUESDAY
LIT.
».a*Mt CJ.T.

10:00p.se.

completed.
The curriculum and government of the College: although this
staff did not attempt to debate the age-old question of lecture
courses vs. conference sessions, we did question the current output
institutions of higher learning in general.
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WABC-Columbia Network

THURSDAY

s-tapasMXT.
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9:00 p.m. E.S.T.
• 100p.m. C.S.T.
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WAITHk OXB1FB

CAMELS COSTLIER TOBACCOS
NEVER GET ON YOUR NERVES!

sMsl
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it.

I'm a steady smoker, but
Camels never jangle my
nerves, and I never tire of
Camel's taste."
(Signed)

'

other popular brand.

need for definite steps toward peace, and the political demagoguery
of such zealots as Long, Hearst, Coughlin, and Rogers.
If the
undergraduate can only be made to realize in some small amount
how important is the day he Uvea in, and how significant his own
moves will be in the near future, the board will count its mission

of American
lem was put

—

"Camels oie made from
finer, MORI EXPENSIVE
TOBACCOS -Turkish and
Domestic — than anv

why THE ORIENT

College Editors

Higher mathematics and their practical application,
slide rules, logarithms... all jumble up when I'm tired.
Another thins;: I have a job at night— sometimes don't
gat a chance to study until I'm through. But s Camel
helps to keep me going and I can concentrate again
and feel wide awske. Camels are never harsh to my
throat. They are mild and gentle, yet have a marvelous flavor — s flavor that never tires my taste. I am I
steady smoker, but Camels never disturb my nerves."
(Sigaoa) r. DELAND WHITING. 'SB

MORE EXPENSIVE
TOBACCOS IN CAMELS

own

lated on its admirable lectureship.

dJisH

is at present considering, and will
probably put into effect next year. The need for a new plan is
undiminished: until it is adopted, a few adroit political bosses

his

—Ed.

Camel.
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honorary,

to

I

CrV**

•aatfam.
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Speaking in the Lounge of the
As an FERA project under the diMoulton Union last Sunday evening
to a group of students and members rection of Assistant Professor E. C.
"36 has
of the Alliance Francaise interested Helmreich, A. B. Abramoviti
French drama, Mile. Mar- been preparing a select bibliography
in the
guerite Clement gave a very inter- of magazine articles on post-war
esting lecture upon "Dix" annees de European governments and general
meilleures governmental questions, which will be
(les
Francais
Theatre
desk in the lipieces des dix dernieres annees)". kept at the delivery
Speaking with perfect pronunciation brary, where it should prove of value
college, espeand clarity, every word and phrase *to all members of the
was made comprehensible to the audi- cially to those students who are doing
papers on current
ence by the distinguished woman major and term
European questions.
^^
scholar, an agregee of the Univer-

J

CONCE

it

opinion on the case of lecture* ha
general. The Orient, as it ststes
"does not necessarily share this
opinion." But it does believe that
Delta Ipsilon should be congratu-

D. F. B.

torial

:

that

through the courtesy of the undergraduates of Delta Upsilen
Mr.
that the speech took place.

c

sity of Paris.

it,

probably be so rotten hell ask
the same question of himself.
But that is neither of your concern nor ours.
till

m

In speaking of the lecture give*
by Mr. MacCormick. the Orient

years.
to

had

without grinning.

it

With

three

past

don't, you've Just

—

Yorker as a purgative. We have
never been very expert with the bellylaugh and the loud guffaw; from the
start we were convinced that that
wasn't in our line. If occasionally it
has turned out to be nothing but a
sneer, we have only ourselves to
blame.
We have always sought to
avoid the dilemma in which poor Jack
Point found himself:
Ta

the

for

you

c

We know

Cormick lecture in particular. Since
the speaker has many acquaintances
among the townspeople, the example
The point that
I used was a poor one.
1 wished to make was that I believe
that the members of the college should
regard
to seats
receive preference in
at lectures given by the college. I am
glad to know that such arrangements
are being made for the Woollcott and
the Institute lectures.
Very truly yours,
STUART D. BREWER.

We

fail to get any kick
direction.
H Pow! Biff!"
at all out of the
school of comic-strip humor. And

22, 1985.

the Editor of the Orient:
appears that a number of the asI made in my letter of
last week had little factual foundation.
The letter was intended to
apply to lectures in general given by
the college rather than to the MacIt

sertions that

e

Perhaps our theory of humor

somewhat warped

We

•

March

To

gaily.

will grieve you.
Crt
re run contrary to newspaper
ideas and ethics in these two and
a half years, in that we printed

m

Communication

in-

stance the other day Dean Mitchell
in his second-story office, lecturing several of the proctors on the
evils of throwing snowbaUs at the
dormitory windows.
He had barely
gotten his harangue under way when
there was a thud against the window.
He stopped momentarily, then continued his speech when suddenly another
snowball crashed against the sill. He
arose quickly, went to the window and
peered out, glowering.
Theix stood Herbie Brown, waving

was up

enter.

it

& SON

150 Maine Street

do not, needless to say, ex-

that

BOOK STORE

The COLLEGE

CDustard and Cress
A

prigs or highbrows; merely for people who read food bdoks
and enjoy them, who have opinions, of their ow*» thats go

Editor-in-Chief
Donald F.
"Be
Associate Editor
Paul E. Sullivan '88
Managiag Eaitsr

Robert P. Ashley

Are We sending out into life, educated at public upciRti.
young men and women who use their brains and apply their
talents in matters of public concern ? If not, why not ? The
gravest reflection on American education is the pitiably
small percentage of our graduate*; who conthmg to lead
anything like an intellectual life. One does nwf ask

Its
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Take Track

Zetes

Zete

Good. ace

Phil

put

1)

Zeta Pel

hurdle champion, equalled the world's
record of 5 4-5 seconds in the 46
yard hi»h hurdles. Later in the evening Good came back to equal the
meet record of S 2-5 seconds in the
low hurdles.

Niblock Scores Highest

By virtue of his victories in the
discus and the shot put, plus second
place in both the high jump and the
86 pound weight, Niblock, varsity
track captain, walked off with high
point honors with a total of 20
points
16
Good's
Phil
counters.
marked the next most outstanding inperformance with Braley
dividual
Gray, Bill Owen and Bob Porter also
piling up impressive totals.
Probably the most discussed event
of the evening was the 40 yard dash
Which ended in a remarkably close
blanket finish with Burritt, Zete
freshman flash beating out the field
for first place. All six finalists hati
qualified at 4 4-5 seconds which was
also the time of the final race.
In the opinion of many unofficial
who was running

judges Maxcy,

In
placed in

the outside line, should have
the scoring.
"Electric Eye" Needed

Representing "Bowdoin, Charles D.
Hatch ^5 will attend the general conference of New Errgland colleges to
be held at Worcester, Mass., on
March 25, 26, and 27. This conference, the first for its' purpose in the
district, will aim at "consolidating
work for peace in New England".
The work of the conference is to
be based upon the statement made by
Secretary Wallace in "America Must
Choose" where he wrote, "No sane
and conscientious man will court
lightly the risk of another great wa«,

TEAM TOTALS

timber topper

and national indoor and outdoor nigh

In the mile run, Bob Porter, T.D.,
tied Tom Uniacke's old mark of 4
minutes 27 3-5 seconds in a surprisingly dose battle with Elmer Hutchinson of the Chi Psi aggregation.

Points
61

Beta
Non-Frat

a.d

21|
16
15

;;

Chi Pai
Delta Upsilon

14 T

18
12

T.D

Nu

Sign..

5
4
t

Kappa Sigma
Psi
the
the

Upsilon

nor fail to do all in his power by
every means possible to lessen that

same time awarding fifth place to
man who actually placed sixth.

traffic risk."

Almost all the New England colBetas Improve
leges will send at least one official
Showing great improvement over representative, and any student may

their performance of last year, the
Beta trackmen came through with 211
points to jump from eighth to third
place in team standings. The Nonfraternity group taking fourth and
the A.D. 'a fifth also came as a surprise since the D.U.'s and Chi Psi's
finishing fifth and sixth respectively, were expected to push the Betas
for third place honors.
Jumping into the lead in the very
first event,
the Zetes were never
headed. When the Dekes burst forth
with Rideout, Gray and Diller taking
the first three places in the pole vault,
for a total of 13 points, it looked as
though the Zetes were in danger. The
broadjump however turned the tide
definitely in favor of Niblock and his

attend on his owrt volition.

It will

be

possible for any interested Bowdotn
students to make arrangements as to
classes with the dean to attend the
conference at his own expense.
61 2-8 aee.

(New

college record.)

Mile

Won

Ban

by Porter. Theta Delta Chi; second.
Hutchinson. Chi Psi third. Young. Beta Theta
;

PI fourth. Shute. Delta Kappa Epsilon
Hight. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Time, 4
27 3-5 sec. (Equals college record.)
;

fifth.

:

;

;

'

;

ord.)

40-Yard Dash
by Burritt. Zeta Psi; second. Owen.
Beta Theta Pi third. Smith. Beta Theta Pi
fourth. Gray. Delta Kapi>a Epsilon
fifth.
teammates. The summaries:
Soule. Zeta Psi. Time, 4 4-5 sac.
Disras Throw
43-Yard Low Hardies
Wot by Niblock. Zeta l>»i second. Snow.
Won by Good. Zeta Psi second. Owen. Beta
Non-Fraternity third. Boyd. Delta Kappa Epxi- Theta Pi third.
Estabrook, Zeta Psi
fourth.
krn; fourth. Fortier, Sigma Nu
fifth, Healy. Deane.
Delta Upsilon: fifth. Gray.
Delta
Zeta Pal. Distance. U8 ft. Ill in.
Kappa Epsilon. Time. 5 2-3 sec. (Equals col:

;

Their being no "camera eye" to
consult afterwards as was the case in
Ji-lk Weight
Won by Haj-rlaon. Alpha Delta Phi; second.
the recent IC4A's in which the elecZeta P.i
third.
Lane. Chi Psi;
camera automatically reversed Niblock.
tric
fourth. Boyd. Delta Kappa Epsilon
the original decision, the decision of com. Chi Pat. Distance, 48 ft. 6 in. fifth, Larmeet officials was accepted without
Two-Mil* Ran

;

:

lege record.)
880- Yard

Ran

Won by Shute, Delta Kappa Epsilon aeeond. Hatrhfteld. Kappa Sigma ; third, Grey.
Delta Upsilon
fourth. Maxcy. Delta Kappa
Epsilon ; fifth. Cowan. Time. 2 min. 2 see.

:

:

;

;

Won

by Porter. Theta Delta Chi; second.
Pole Vault
Hutchinson. Chi Psi third. Young. Beta Tneta
Won .by Rideout. Delta Kappa Epsilon secPI
fourth. Dickerman. Non-Fraternity 'fifth.
•ond. tie between Gray, Delta Kappa Ejwilon.
Teakea. Beta Theta PI. Time. 10 mln. 6 S-5 see.
and Diller. Delta Kappa Epsilon fourth, tie
Skat Pat
between Crowell. Chi Pai. and Owen. B«*a
Won by Niblock. Zeta Prf; second. Snow. Theta
Pi.
Height. 11 ft. « in.
Non-Fratemity third. O'Donncll. Sigma Nu
Broad Jump
fourth. Healy. Zeta Psi
fifth. Curtis. Alpha
Won by D. Soule. ZeU Pai second. Phil
Delta Phi. Distance. 49 ft. 4 S-8 -in.
(New Good. ZeU Psi third. Hall. Alpha DelU Phi
college
;

:

;

:

:

:

:

;

record.)

fourth.

Rideout.

DelU Kappa

Running high jump— Won by Adams. Non- Graham. Delta Upsilon.

Fraternity
tie

second. Niblock. Zeta Psi
third.
between Stanwood. Alpha Delta Phi Deane,
;

Epsilon
Distance. 20

;

fifth,

ft.

10

in.

;

:

Delta Upsilon. and Bassetr. Psi Upsilon.
Height. ( ft. S-8 in.
44* Yard Ran
Won by Marvin. Zeta Psi : second. Maxcy.
Delta Kappa Epsilon third. Hall. Alpha Delta
Phi fourth. Gray. Delta Kappa Epniloh. Time.
:

:

-

'Continued from page

1)

;

:

;
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Won

:

;

LASKI

'

:

;

2uestion. It is interesting to note the
Imilarity of the IC4A decision with
that of the interfraternity dash as
Good, like Maxcy, was running in the
outside and was obviously misjudged
by the meet officials.
Another questionable decision came
In Bob Porter's record equalling mile
run.
In the original announcement,
Johnny Shute wbo placed an easy
fourth was not counted in the scoring. Later, however, the judges reversed their decision, giving Shute
due credit for fourth position, but at

(OmtisttMsfl

(Continued from page 1)
with high Communists and is
be and will be made to serve the Com- himself a Communist. Aa for Secremunistic cause. Mayor LaGuardia is tary of Agriculture Wallace, after
listed in reports of several investiga- writing "America Must Choose" he
tors as a dangerous radical who cannot possibly get away from the
should be watched and his Com-. fact that he. has Communist-Socialist
leaning
is
munistic
well
known. leanings. His department of the GovFrances Perkins is another radical of ernment is the most thoroughly Comthe same type as indicated by her munized of any. I cannot see Ogden
and
her
words
reputation
own
for as- Mills as a Radical (Thank God for
sociating with radicals and subversive that, say we!) bat he may be. 1 would
individuals and organizations. As for prefer to think that* he is on the proMatthew Woll as long as 1 can re- gram to take the curse on* a little or
member hearing of him he has been that he is being played for an innoradical and inclined to Communisrr cent tool.
and Socialism which are about the
"All Maine people and especially
same thing."
the Bowdoin Alumni ought to look
Don't let Michael Gold and Norman into this mis-named Institute of Poliyou
phrase
say that last
Thomas hear
tics, show it up for what it is, and
They'd tear put a stop to it entirely if possible.
again, Mr. Greenwood.
you limb from limb. But let's go on:
L. C. GREENWOOD."
"Mills May be Radical"
We are left almost speechless; but
"And Marcus (tiie man's name is
that if you see us march'Maurice' if we may inject a phrase) we can say
you'll know we left
Hindus talking on Russia caps the ing on May Day,
our homework undone during the Inclimax. He is one of the greatest Communist propagandists in the world. stitute.
On to Union Square! Down with the
He has written a lot that Communist
leaders in Moscow consider most de- Capitalists! Can we borrow your red
He stands well flag for a minute, Orren?
sirable propaganda.

mln.

45-Yard Hirh Hardies
Won by Good. ZeU Pai second. Deane. Delta
Upsilon
third. Gray. Delta Kappa Epsilon
fourth. Oven. Beta Theta Pi 'fifth. Mann.
Chi Psi. Time. 6 4-5 sec. (Equals world's rec-

!

Directors at Oxford University once
voted not to install baths because the
students who attend college were only
there eight months a year.

THKB8

'

Hormell Called Dangerous
Ashley Selected
FRENCH CLUBS
As Orient Editor
Radical; Institute Denounced
PRODUCE PLAYS
probably

Prof.
HATCH TO ATTEND
PEACE CONFERENCE

Title

From Dekes By 12
(Continued from
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economics, history and psychology.
Laski's latest book published March,
1935 by the Viking Press, is entitled,
"The State in Theory and Practice".
In, "Universities in These Times"
in the January 1935 issue of the New/
Republic, Laski states that "the universities

need

an

international

or-

ganization for the protection of academic freedom. It should be' a federal
body, built upon national associations for this purpose. It should be
built upon the guaranty of security
of tenure to teachers in all matters ot
He wishes such a group
opinion."
to protect the interests, of the student body.
Had High Opinion of Wilson
In an interview with Laski, published in the Century magazine', November t928, he explains the Englishman'r, great interest in politics
thus: "Politics with us in England
is a vital thing that concerns every
.

M. Porter

"L'Habit Vert" by Alfred de Musset and "Les Deux Sourds" by Jules
Maineaux will be the two French oneact plays to be presented respectively by the L Ours Blanc and L'Allaince
Francaise, a town organization, at
Mrs. Burnett's Playhouse on the corner of" Maine and Page streets Friday
evening, March 22, at eight o'clock.
Tickets for the evening of French
theatre comprising the two performances will be twenty-five cents apiece.
The presentation of the two plays
will mark the result of a month's
work by both organizations and will
signalize the third successive year
L'Ours Blanc has played short productions for the college. This will be
the Alliance's first venture Into the

dramatic

"Les Deux

field.

Sourds"

will come first on the program. Two
prizes' of $10 each, for the two best
pieces of acting will be presented by

Masque and Gown.
Townspeople Figure in Play
With the character roles taken by
Mr. Zenon Ouellette of Brunswick, as
Damoiseau, a deaf elderly man, and
his brother Mr. Ludger Ouellette as
the

Boniface, the former's insolent servindividual—not something low and
ant, the "Two Deaf Men" will proapart to be parceled out to a set of
vide clever entertainment whose huclever ruffians who don't mind getmor hinges upon the effects of masting into the muck." Laski also tells
querading of Placide, a young man
of his work with President Wilson in
played by Stanley Williams, Jr., '37,
Washington during the War, and
as a deaf man in order to win the
gives his high opinion of Wilson's
consent of Damoiseau for the hand
personal qualities and ability as a
of his daughter, Eglantine, to be porstatesman.
trayed by Miss Helen Racine of
Mr. Laski, who had been profes- Brunswick. Bion Cram "37 will play
sor of Political Science in the Uni- the country policerAan.
versity of London since 1926 was
L'Ours Blanc offering involved a
bom in Manchester, England, in 1893. prank played by a*» struggling young
He attended New College, Oxford, artist, Henri, played by Raymond
where he won the best essay prize, Pach '36, Marguerite, an attractive
and was Honorary Exhibitioner. He seamsfress portrayed by Miss Falectured in history at McGill Univer- biola Caron of Brunswick, and Raoul,
sity from 1914-16, 'was at Harvard a student of law whose role will be
till
1920, and was Harvard lecturer tak»n by Curtis W. Symonds '98 upon
In 1917 he was
at Yale in 1919-20.
a shrewd and slightly unscrupulous
Henry Ward Beecher lecturer at Am- old clothes man, Munius, played by
herst College, and Storrs lecturer in Robert E. Faxon '37, who is in love
Yale in 1933, following 1931 when with Marguerite. The play is staged
he was visiting professor, there.
in a student's garret in the Paris
Latin Quarter, and the action hinges
Professor Paul A. Witty of North- largely about the tattered green coat.
western University has conducted exNorman E. Dupee "38 is stage
periments which have proven that manager for the L'Ours Blanc play,
genius is possessed by girls as often and Mrs. Eveline Lambert, a memas by boys.
ber of the Alliance, has directed the

from

pafft 1)

"37.

Ashley Prominent

in Class
Ashley, editor-elect, is a prominent
of the class of '36. He is No.
man on the tennis team, last year
runner-up in the state doubles tournament; he was a member of the Undergraduate Committee on Athletics,
ana is active in the Bowdoin Liberal
Forum. His fraternity is Zeta Psi.
Owen Melaugh is a member of the
Junior Ivy Day committee, and a
member of Theta Delta Chi. Chapman, the associate editor, is class poet
and a member of the Liberal Forum,
and has, during the past year, conducted the column "The Sun Rises"
for The Orient. His fraternity is also
Theta Delta Chi.
The elections this year represent
the culmination of a policy of expansion in the editorial board of The
Orient.
For the first time in recent
years, three managing editors were
appointed instead of the usual two.
and three sports editors, who will
have complete charge of the sports
page. This is done to lighten the burden of actual mechanical work on the
part of the managing editors.
In addition to his Orient duties,
Melaugh also manages the Bowdoin
Alumnus while Chapman will act as
undergraduate editor of that maga-

member
1

zine.

The new staff will take office immediately after the spring recess, this
beinsr the last official issue of Volume

LXIV.
Alliance play. If the demand for tipjrjets should exceed the seating capacity of seventy-five there is a

strong likelihood that the plays will
be presented again early next week.

TUFTS COLLEGE

DENTAL SCHOOL
Orrxas a four-year course leading

to the
degree of Doctor of Dental Medicine to
candidates who present credentials showing
two years of college work, including six
semester hours in each of the following
subjects
English. Biology and Physics,
and twelve semester hoars in Chemistry
Inorganic and Organic. The School is
co-educational.

—

—

fir

lurtk-r

Howard M. Marjerison, D.M.D.. />««
Tmfti Colltf Otnfl Sch—t
194 Huatingten Avrne, Boston, Mas*.

n

Phil*as for Fraternity

House Cooking
Brunswick Hardware Co.
Prompt Service . Fair Pricea
136—87 Maine St.— Tel. 137

Tel.

Lyman

B. Chipman, he.

PURE FOOD SHOP
Wholesale

A

Specialty

-

of

Retail

Fraternity

Trade
574 Congress Street
Portland. Me.

You find me the welcome third. lam always
the same, always mild, mellow, fine*

MORTON'S NEWSSTAND
BOWDOIN SEAL and
FRATERNITY PAPER
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

Frosh Brighten
Magee Picks Upper Class
Baseball Hopes
To Take Frosh-Soph Meet

Adams, High- Jumper, To
Return To Track Squad

\

Facing the acknowledged precedence of Sophomore leadership in past
Sophomore-Freshman cage meets, Freshman strength looms up now as
impetus for a closely contested meet Saturday. Coach Magee states that the
Freshmen are apparently strong, but cites past victories of the Sophs, whose
superiority has always come to the fore.
This meet, which marks the first encounter of the Sophs as a body, will
demonstrate the calibre of the upperclassmen in dual meet. Although the
Freshmen have produced a remarkable showing thus far, they were overtopped two weeks ago in the interclass meet by the Sophomores, 36J-301.

—

•

With Stanwood back for the Frosb,
their ranks are somewhat strengthened
the hurdles and high-jump.

—

AND NON-FRAT
WIN HOOP LEAGUES

D. U.

m

With several freshmen making a
strong bid for varsity positions, Bowdoin's baseball nine is rapidly taking
form, Coach Wells stated recently.
Fratier, Davidson, Rice, Punngton,
Slocum, Murphy, and Ellis prominent
frosh candidates, have all shown
gromise. The return of Rutherfent,
larkins. Gentry, Thibodeau and Lawrence from last year's junior varsity
team brings some strength from this
source. Merrill, who played with the
varsity before last year may solve
the problem of providing a catcher.
According to Wells, Colby, with
its all-veteran team is probably the
most formidable of the state teams
this season, having played together
the
all last summer as well as during
preceding spring when it held first
place in state competition.
Due to the lack of space, the Bowdoin outfield will have little or no
chance to practice until after spring
vacation when they can go out of
doors. This fact, together with the
lack of experience among the candidates, provide handicaps to the Bow
doin team's chances of success. Nevertheless, with pitchers Walker, Karakashian, and Manter and a few other
veterans including Kent, Soule, Johnson, and Shaw as a nucleus for the
team this year's prospects are not
wholly black.
In addition to the regularly scheduled games the team will play anexhibition game with Colby here on
April twenty-seventh and on April

Smith and Burritt seem sure to win
the dash for the yearlings, but with
With only two games remaining to
Hall and Owen right at their heels. be played in the Interfraternity basNon-Fraternity
The Freshmen look rather weak in ketball series, the quintets have alUpsilon
the hardies, although Stanwood, Ra- and Delta
ready clinched first place honors in
leigh, and Bilodeau will undoubtedly
Leagues A and B respectively. The
give Owen and Deane a good sprint.
two winning
The 440 appears as another sure bet playoff between thechampionship of
teams to decide the
for the second-year tracksters, with
series is scheduled for tomorrow
the
Hall the probable winner over Fox
Non-Fraternity team
the
with
night,
and Burritt. _In the 880. however, the
title
Sophomores have produced no one to favorites to take the
Contests between the Psi U.'s and
battle Lord and Burgess.
Dekes in League A, and Non-FraterPorter Conceded Mile
nity and Kappa Sigs in League B,
Bob Porter, the fast varsity miler, will take place some time this week
is certain to win in the longer dis- to
complete the regular schedule.
tances with the second place likely Standings of the two winners will not
to go to Young of the Frosh. In the be affected by the result of either
high-jump, Deane and Bassett will game.
appear for the Sophs against StanAccording to the customary plan,
wood. All three tied for third in the the loser of the play-off tomorrow
Interfraternity
meet,
and
should will play the second team in the other thirtieth will start on its annual
prove to be close competitors. If up league for second place in the se- southern trip to meet Amherst, Westo form, Soule, Interfraternity winner, ries. Since the Theta Delt and Sigma leyan, Trinity, and Tufts.
will lead the broad-jump for the Nu squads are runners-up in their
have
infields
tentative
Several
frosh, with Hall and Rideout placing own leagues, one of them will have
been announced. One places Shaw at
for the upper-class.
the chance to contest for second place first, Slocum at second, Kent at shortDave Rideout of the Sophs is con- honors.
stop, Gentry at third, and Merrill in
ceded a victory in the pole vault, with
The present standings follow:
the catching position. Another would
the support of Bill Owen.
Raleigh
Leagv* A
place Frasier at first, Ellis at second,
Won
Loat
Pet.
and Diller of the Frosh will furnish
shortstop, Rice at third,
.

competition.
In the weight events,
the Sophs have Aronson and Curtis,
while O'Donnell, Bishop and Too tell
will throw for the Freshmen.
Both
classes are weak in the weights,
which may provide even chances for
either to come t« the fore.

Non-Frat

4

T. D
A. T.

2

4

Kappa Siirma
Chi Pal
Beta
Learnt
D.

U

Sigma
Dcke

Wednesday

March 20th

-

CUVE OF

INDIA

with

•

Ronald Col man

.

Loretta

-

also

-

News
Thursday

Young

•

Comedy

•

March

-

21st

Great Hotel Murder
with

•

Edmund Lowe

Lost
1

s
5

.800
.500
.400
.250
.000

LANCASTER PLANS
HWTCHEUT UNION

second.

being scheduled for the same night
so that spectators can walk from one

game

to another.

Last year's billiard and ping-pong
Dick
champs, Elias
Long
and
Bechtel are both defending their
standings, but John Griffin, pool
champion, graduated and leaves the
title undefended.

definitely disclosed by Coach
J. Magee in an interview
this week. Adams who won the
high jump last Friday evening in

John

the Interfraternity Track Meet,
at a height of six feet fiveeighths inches will return to the
team of his own volition, in
agreement with Coach Magee.
"Friday's
said
competition",

Coach Magee, "found Adams
hack In his pet event, the high
jump, competing for the non-fraternity group. I am pleased with
the return of the record holder
of this event and feel that he
will be a fine asset to the team
during its spring campaign."

Riflers Lose

To

M.I.T. Saturday
Journeying to Boston last Satcrday, the Bowdoin Rifle team was defeated 1346-1286 in a shoulder to
shoulder match with M.I.T..
ten
man team consisting of S. Beal, Burton, Ellis, Esson, Gibb, Favour, H.
Lord, Tondreau, Tuttle and Wyer
made the trip; and of these the five
high scorers, who scores comprised
that of the team, shot only five points
lower than the team's best score this
year in the weekly postal matches.
In spite of the nervous strain of the
time limit in firing, and the fact that
this was the team's first shoulder
to shoulder match, the Bowdoin men
are to be congratulated on their fine
showing against one of the best var-

A

sity rifle

teams in

New

England.

It is

interesting to note that while the
Polar Bear marksmen were only five
points under their best score for the
season, M.I.T. under the strain of
competition dropped 30 points below
their best score of the winter.
Beal's score of 86 in the standing
position is remarkable particularly in
a shoulder to shoulder match. He also
shot his first perfect target in the
prone position In the latter position
Bowdoin easily defeated Tech by 8
points which is a wide margin for a
five man team. At Saturday's meet
Coach MacDonald of M.I.T. discussed
a trip to Bowdoin next December for
another match between the two

teams.
Stand Third In State
Student football players at Beckley
Business College have filed a suit for
In both the Senior and Junior
All entries in the Moulton Union back wages at Cumberland County Leagues of the current, state matches
Billiard, Pool and Ping-Pong tournies (Md.) Court.
They announced that Bowdoin has jumped to third place.
are to sign up before this Friday, the salary for football was $275 a The Senior team turned in a score
March 22, Don Lancaster announced year.
of 880 which was the highest it has
recently. The drawings for opponents
will be made on the twenty-third. If
is
possible, the first round of
it
matches will be played off before the

Will Return to Attempt

New Spring Schedules

Record in 300 Meter
Backstroke

Alice Bridges will again come to
Bowdoin on April 19 in an attempt to May
break the 300 meter backstroke record May
during a carnival similar to that held May
in February, Coach Bob Miller an- June
nounced yesterday. The record that
Miss Bridges will attempt to break
was made by Eleanor Holmes at Rye
Beach in 1932.
Apr.
Miss Bridges will also attempt to Apr.
set a new record in the 400 meter Apr.
swim whose present record was set by May
Phyllis Harding of Great Britain in May
1931. This ia the first time the inter- May
national metric length has been offi- May
cially attempted at Bowdoin.
May
May
A. A. U. Titles at Stake
The program of the Carnival will May
be filled by open events, chiefly for May
girls,

among them some

invitation

races in the breaststroke and backstroke.

Arrangements

will be

May
May

made

for Franklin to attempt the 200-yard
breaststroke record of 2 min. 38 2-5
sec. if he doesn't break it in New
York.
The Maine A. A. Championships in
the 100-yard freestyle, 400 yard relay,
and high board diving was allotted to
Bowdoin for the proposed carnival at
an A.A.U. meeting in Lewiston, Monday night. Appropriations to finance
Maine swimmers in the A. A. U. meet
at the New York Athletic Club, April
4, 5, 6, were also made at the meeting.
Team Goes to Nationals
Coach Miller also announces that
Bowdoin will send an eleven man team
to be present at the National Collegiate meet at Harvard on March 29
and 30. Beal, Franklin, May. Seagrave, Cary, Pach, Whitmore, Walker, Wright, Nelson, and Iwanowicz
will make the trip, but only Franklin
will actually swim as the rest of the
team is merely going to watch the
meet.
Franklin will swim the 150yard backstroke and 200-yard breaststroke.

Franklin leaves today to work out
with the Yale team on Thursday and
Friday and then to enter the 200- yard
breaststroke at the I. S. A. meet in
New York Saturday, for which he has
recently been training.
As he is in
good condition, Miller expects him to
figure in the finals of the 100 and
score in the 300-yard medley swim.

"The Psi U's have potentially the'
strongest team entered in the meet,"
Coach Bob Miller declared recently

in regard to the Interfraternity swimVARSITY TRACK SCHEDULE
Apr. 27— Penn Relays at Philadelphia. ming meet, scheduled for next TuesMay 4—Triangle Meet, Springfield, day. "However, their freestylers,

Gates, Cross, Beck, and Smith, have
not been training extensively. If they
are in condition, the Psi U's should
take enough points to win. Benson
also needs training, but should take
1
the dive."
VARSITY BASEBALL
The Dekes, defending champions,
SCHEDULE
will be weakened by the loss of Me19 Bates at Lewiston (exhib.) Garry, but Johnny Boyd will prob24—Colby at Brunswick (exhib.) ably swim, giving last year's victors
27 Colby at Waterville.
a possible chance to repeat. Since the
entries are secret, it is difficult to
1
Amherst at Amherst.
2 Wesleyan at Middletown.
predict closely the winners in the
3 Trinity at Hartford.
separate events, and many of the
strong teams may lose some points
4—Tufts at Medford.
7
Maine at Brunswick.
counted on."
10 Maine at Orono.
"The Non-Fraternity group is sure
IS—Colby at Waterville.
of 19 or 20 points," Miller stated.
15— Bates at Brunswick.
"The winning team will have to bet18
Maine at Brunswick.
ter that score," He added that the
21 Colby at Brunswick.
TJD.'s, although they had the largest
group, would probably place only
third or fourth.
The points will be
spread out more widely than usual,
he predicted, with the Kappa Sign,
Zeles, and A.D.'s all taking several
Colby, at Brunswick.

11— Amherst

Amherst.

at

—Open.
25—New Englands at Portland.
—I.C.A.A.A.A-. at Cambridge.
18

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

SCHOOL SWIMMERS
COMPETE SATURDAY
With hiph schools from

all

sec-

of the state competing, the
annual meet of the Maine Interscholastic swimming league will
take place in the Curtis Pool next
Saturday. Portland high, winner for
the last two years, is favored to take
high honors, with Hebron, Deering,
Brunswick, and Edward Little protions

third-

viding the strongest opposition.
Portland will bring a strong and
Outstanding
well-balanced
squad.
among their entries are D'Ascanlo.
last year's State-of-Maine champion
and high scorer at last year's interscholastic swim; Chafnee, a strong
contender in the distances and the
dive;
Hutchinson,
middle-distance
'

star;
nell,

Busby, breaststroker, and Penbackstroker.

Edward Little Strong
Edward Little, even with

their

points.

Although there will be no individual trophy, the high scorer of the
is expected to be Franklin, who
is practically assured of two firsts.
Dick May should be a close second in
the number of points rung up, but
much will depend on what events he

meet

enters.

Johnny Hooke

swimming

will be

a main-

U

squad, but will be
fast company, with

stay of the Psi
in

Beale, Whitmore, and Pach all probBeale and Bob Cotton
most of the points for
the Zete team. The T.D.'s hopes will
lie
mainly in Brewster Rundlette,
frosh dashman, "Wink" Walker, and
the Seagrave brothers.
Trials for the meet will take place
Monday to narrow down the large
number of entries expected from the
various houses. The rules governing
the meet follow:
1.
All entries are due Monday
noon, March 25.
2.
Every entrant must practice at
least one week previous to the meet.
8.
Each fraternity is to select a

able entries.
will provide

and record-holder in
the 50 and 100 yard dashes, is not
expected to have enough strength to
overtake Portland. Deering will present a well-balanced team, but has
little individual strength. Hebron will
take points in the dashes and the captain.
stellar sprinter

dive.

4.

.

Men must swim

^

as entered.

Brunswick will enter a strong re5.
All entries must be "blind".
lay team,, a good diver, St. Pierre,
The freshman class at Williams Colfired in matches so far. The score was and will also have a good representasufficiently high to change them from tion in the dashes. Trials in prepara- lege is the healthiest in the history of
two points below the third place team tion for the meet will be held Satur- the institution, according to Dr. A. G.
Hoehron, college health officer.
to eleven safe points in the second. day afternoon.

;?**

vacation.

In the same manner as last year,
these tournaments will be played
simultaneously with three finals all

FIRST NATIONAL

March 22nd

•

with

•

-

Senrius and Profits, $100,0ot

-

Cartoon

Saturday

.

March 23rd

Myrna Loy
-

Sportlight

.

Cary Grant

-

also

Mon. and Tues.

-

-

Sound Act

-

with
Warner Baxter -

•

We

carry the largest assortment of
Imported Goods, Fruit, Fresh Ve gets
Domestic and Imported Cheeses and Biscuits of all

bles, Olives, Pickles.

also

k

kinds east of Portland.

March 25 and 26

BROADWAY

MUOTID

TONDREAU BROS. CO.

WINGS IN THE DARK
with
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-

News

-

u

Capital, $50,000.

.

also

BANK

of Brunswick, Maine

CHESTER MORRIS
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Bowdoin Men

BILL

.

Have Their

Myrna Loy
-

Printing

Vagabond Series

-

S

1

Pet.
1.000

.

2

D

BEEN AROUND

News

I
2

Purington at
and Rutherford catcher. Murphy may
be placed at third with Gentry at

was

Dumbbell Letters

•

Friday

I'VE

McLaglen

•
Victor
also .

•

Sound Act

.

B

•
4

U

A.

s

a
4

Won
No

Zete
P»I

CUMBERLAND

1.000
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Miller Favors Psi U's To
TO SWIM HERE
Win Interfraternity Swim

ALICE BRIDGES

That John Adams, holder of
the high Jump record for Bowdoin College, will return to the
track team for the spring season

mmmmmmmmm
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Done Well and

at
Favorable Prices at

WISEMAN FARMS
Ice

The

Cream

for that better

andfragrant aroma

Phone 3

75 Maine St.

Brunswick

THE OLD FASHIONED KIND

Paul K. Niven, 1916, Manager

Tel. 350

We

Turkish tobacco leaf is so tiny

Print the Orient and

Alumnus

that each of these bales contains

Clothing

from 70 to 80 thousand

The

and

Gents' Furnishings
86 Maine St.

leaves.

But there's another and greater

BRUNSWICK

LECLAIR & GERVAIS
CUSTOM MADE CLOTHING

taste

RECORD OFFICE

difference

—Turkish

is

the most

spicy and aromatic tobacco in the

PUBLISHING CO.

world.
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We have Chesterfield buyers in
all the tobacco markets of Turkey
and Greece, including Xanthi,
Cavalla, Smyrna and Samsoun.
And when you blend and cross-

SERVICE FOR STUDENTS
Gulf - Socony Gas and Motor Oils
Complete Lubrication - 24 Hour Service

Colonial

blend aromatic Turkish tobacco

with mild ripe home-grown

TOPSHAM FILLING STATION
JUST OVER THE

NEW BRIDGE

— TOPSHAM,

CO.

Wood

Lumber and Building Materials
*22,

of All Kinds

Mgr.
$g3
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in Chesterfield

Fuel Oils

Fireplace

MORRELL

we do

—you have a milder cigarette,
a better-tasting cigarette.

Hard and Soft Coals

A. K.

baccos as
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BRUNSWICK COAL & LUMBER
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Morhell,
Rises

•»

ME.,

Instigates

*

eral Street Pass in November, have
taken steps in that direction. It has
always been the policy of this column
to advocate a return to the days when
college was "collitch" and women
were glad of it. And, we may add,

1

r
t

0000000000
has recently announced

some new projects to be carried
•n around campus in order to get rid

"The Molar Bares

Rest Room signs in the college dormitories, or the amount of pencil
sharpener shavings deposited in the

Androscoggin each month.
0000000000

PROFESSOR

HellBridge Sybil is at
present conducting what is stated to be a Sociological Survey, with
FEAR funds and several students
whom he keeps supplied with pin
mosey. This subject has been promised as a feature for the Occident foj
some weeks, but it appears that Professor Sybil has already compiled his

bit

of

humor

plagiarized

country's

greatest

t TOtti

!

Famed Dog
Swipes, Wedge
LOWdOWn Chapel liOOl'

covers my case cause it covers everything else as far as I can see and why
shouldn't it cover this as in the case
which just came before the legislature

tee, "it will not be hard to turn out
1200 bombs a day. If other colleges
and munitions firms are going to

could

work."

Difficulties

Augusta where Mr. Brann showed
could stuff the Jiallot boxes
with ease as they do in the little
countries of the Caribbean which are
always either having revolutions or
capitalistic elections where poor men
manage to gain control of the government and hold it by use of the armies
which should be abolished because
they don't prevent war."
Definitely a Radical
Summing up the case for the prosecution. Judge Schmidt argued that
Morhell had definitely proved himself
to be a radical on the following
grounds: he had read "Anthony Adverse" from cover to cover: he had
appeared on campus in his shirtBLARNEY Q. SCHMIDT
sleeves; he had supported the Hoover
and Uprighteous Circuit
Fearless
Fame administration, even deigntlfff to
Rising to National
Judge,
Recently "b7 Ms Levei-Headed Action
f
ccntly conv,ct<
in the Morhell Case.
Square: he liked
in

profiteer why can't we?"
difficulty in preProfessor Karl Fritts August Sepave from becomtember October June in January Cur."The darned thing
was so powerfuL/and went so fast, ln, of the German Department protested
that such a step would not be
it used to leave ftt tracks and start
with
1
ldea
tn C
the ideals
of the
flying through th -air. But I brought in keeping i?..,°\
£
u
J?

how you

ventiifg his loc
ing an airplane,

m

T? £
^L»^?E
7*jlt
i

_<U lam

back to
fixed so it will
most of the txau
Much to K K'
motive is too heai
erful to run on
it

it

stay
1

Says

BAM,

Clown
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DEBATING HERE

-

Attacks

'

I

i*i
'

*
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achieve

Fie Beata Kipper, he may captain
our football team, he may be a wizard on ice, but he has not achieved
success until he has made the G metier board.

oooooooooo

rpHE ADVOCATING

-

;

f_

Announcement was made this
morning by Acting Dean Bonmot
3. Twitchell that Premier Benito

Adumbness, Classical
in Saturday Chapel

added

Comes To Lowdown

Gasp and Moan road show,
Miscreant of Venassar", Sur
Frenchie Beacon's infamous mellow-

role in the

to

the

list

of

"The

Institute

SPOOKE PLANS TO
BLOW UP OlAPEL

j

|

i

According to the announcement,
the speeches will be heard simultaneously, beginning at 8.14$ p.m.,
in the cloak room in the basement of Moulton Union on next
Monday evening. This room was
chosen because it can seat a much
larger gathering than is expected
for the other lectures of the In-

1

is

being

,

stitute.

The

first

two rows

be reserved for students.

1

>

;

j

>

1

I

bribing

Sherlock,

the attendance taker.

Wash Talks
Sherlock's price

is

outrageous, but

last evening. Wash will por- the hand of Portion, but in the meantray the character of Portion, one of time Tony's ship hadn't come in
loveliest,
cleverest,
Beacon's
and (having gone aground on a reef in

Pinby

citing the case of Daniel Bal!. 10

I

Wallace 557. Meyer v. Nebraska. 202
U.S. 390, and Twitchell v. Paul Vixen.
1935, Bowdoin, SOL, Morhell stated

j

that the arrest was illegal from the
point of view that it was interstate
commerce because commerce means
intercourse which includes hot air especially from mass meetings.
objection was over-ruled as Schmidt
stated that the liquor consumed
fore the meeting, undoubtedly the
motivating cause, had been Irish
whiskey. Since thjs would take the
case before Irish courts, t.he state de-

|

Lake Lowdown) and he's in an awful pole-vaulters.
"Why. it is a known fact that the
fix. Just as the Duck of
Venassar
Department has spent more
(played by Blarney Schmidt', famed Classical
books this year thus far than
by has chosen J. Bellows Blight. Base judge) i s about to sentence Tony to
on track sh oes for my teams"
have
probatl0n Portion arrives
Anio, 'the handsome suitor to th*
the speaker in an outraged
ted
pro
te
8
and settles everything.
hand of the fair Portion is S P P iZrzSi
voice "and I am really bound, bovs.
Paste.
Bsse Anio's older friend,
When asked to say a few words bound!"
He went on to say that "the.
Aunt Tony, is portrayed by Monday about his role, Prof. Wash replied, Lowdown Occident had not been givOrgan.
I am anticipating
a delightful week
his teams favorable publicity.
"The Miscreant of Venassar" is a end at Venassar with the girls. I'm ing
thrilling tale of the attempts of Base going there to get the proper atmosAnio, a freshman at Lowdown Col- phere
for
my characterization.
lege (a decided handicap to any phil- Though this is the most difficult role
anderer) to woo Portion, a fresh- of my career, I am confident that I
woman at Venassar College. But Base am eminently suited to bring out the
Anio has used up all his chapel cuts, lovely blond beauty of Portion in my
and can't" make the long trip to portrayal."
(By Wolter Bjornsen)
WASH AS PORTION
The Occident has asked Mr.
BLIGHT AS SHERLOCK
Wolter S. Bjornsen. M.P- P.D.Q-.
to review the March issue of the
Mr. Bjornsen is an unSwill.
I

.

1

.'

I

j

will

!

.

!

Stratum Born With Blotter
In Hand Says His Biographer
—

(although I wasn't there)
counted only two hundred and fifty,
Doesn't that show over-emphasis of
debating?" (cries of "Yes, Jack!")
Cites Classical Dept. Expenses
Maggie mentioned that the Glee
and Instrumental Club trips were
taking away all his men at the time
of important meets. "How can my
men travel rapidly over the hiun
hurdles when thev can't even hit the
flats the night before?" he asked,
petulantly. He also stressed the fact
that the ^ debaters' daily gargle sessions were wreaking havoc with his
sonally

virtuousest heroines.
To take the part of Sherlock, hardhearted chapel attendance taker, Pin-

j

j

In

drammer of love, lust, locksmiths, Aunt Tony puts up the necessary
and larceny, announced Coach Fat collateral. Of course Base Anio wins

Speakers.

i

I

u

over-emphasized at Lowdown" asserted Jayjay
Maggie, track coach, in last SaturHe went on to
day's Chapel talk.
censure Atom P. Gadget, coach of
Dee-Lighted, Says Deadwoods
the forensic foragers, terming him "a
man of unprincipled principles" and
Chief William B. Deadwoods, who
scoring not only modem religion, buc made the arrest signified that he was
general.
in
activities
forensic
also
more than pleased at the arrest. "I've
"The recent deBates encounter in had my eye on him for quite awhile,"
Memorial Hall is an instance in Deadwoods stated. "Ever since the
point" said Jack, "and in fact is a Hotel Wiggle opened that bar, I knew
good point. (Cries of "Plagiarism!") that he would go wrong. I have reason
The Lowdown Adumbness audited by to believe that he is also responsible
Filip F. Defilder said that over four f or two axe-murders and the lack of
hundred people attended while I per- ra j n ."

"Debating

Professor Will Assume Role of
Portion in The Miscreant of Venassar";
Coach Fat Pinby Selects Blight for Character of Sherlock
Prof. Home James. Wash has been
Venassar without
selected to play the leading feminine

ussolini. Chancellor Hitler, Huey
Long, and James Farley will be

Schnops got his early training in
fetching things, it is said, when he
spent his days roaming the streets
in search of White Owl cigar butts,
which he always carried home with
him in a specially constructed pouch
hung around his neck. There is little to corroborate this statement, exIndefatigable Orient spies, aided by cept the common observation that the
Arthur Chewand Spillagain, famous dog never "worries" an object he is
unearthed clues in the
detective,
(Continued on pare S)
Orients of March 20, 1910 and March
20, 1935, clues that led to the inSchwarIvandVitch
carceration of
zinsky, agitator incarnadine, who has
been corrupting the moral and po
litical fibre of this good college's pupils under the alias, Gnarles Vynot,
Spooke.
Ed. Note: From the sandy
Professor Spooke was to speak on
desert wastes of North Dakota,
"Art of Surprising People" in Saturex Lowdown student Sadgod Comday Chapel, but, sirs,—you can thank
rade, has consented to write a
a kind Providence and the Orient
biography of Upper Stratum, edialert
ever
Providence's tool— the
tor of the Lowdown Swill.
Spillagain intercepted this fanatical
When I met Mr. Stratum, posi
Communist as he crossed the Low-! tively the greatest and most selfdown Lake on the way to Chapel.
effacing of the literati, eruditi, and!
Spooke Offers Alibi
cogniscenti on campus. I was speechConfused and ill-st-ease the p
less!
This amazing admission makes
feasor gave a wiggle and out popped Stratum's lack of any ttait of pertwo jolly six inch bombs wrapped In sonal character more admirable.
pink propaganda sheets and silver
Born with Blotter
Apologetically the Professor
tinsel.
Perhaps some little known phases of
remarked that his pipe must have Mr. Stratum's life may interest the
He
pockets.
his
through
burned holes
college. He was born at an early age
said he planned to discharge the with a gray goose quill in his mouth,
bombs in the middle of Chapel to il- a blotter in one hand, and Bartlett's
lustrate his theory on "Surprises". Familiar Quotations in the other. If
Incidentally he hoped to kill a doxen he had been born with the riding
opponents to Communism and a batch breeches he customarily wears, he
would certainly have had in the
of Republicans.
After a friendlv conversation with pockets a complete edition of Keats.
the redoubtable Spillagain, who had His godfather was Edgar Guest, one
a freshman light his pipe for him oif America's best loved writers of
every thirteen seconds (Arthur never deep, and intellectual poetry.
He was weaned on a fountain pen,
smokes a pipe to the bottom, knowing that a communist's bomb i« sure since which time he "inks", rather
to ho hidden under the touacco), the than "thinks". As thinking is slightly
Professor waddled ^ff to class in a worse than fatal in the type of verse
he puts out, to this circumstance he
pleasant humor.
;

Wash Named As Lead
And Moan Drama

w

j

"—

Long Snagged As
I "Oes Haywire

Hitler,

;

*-

Gasp

Jff*!!'^"

a red demonstration from the traffic
blinker at Pleasant and Maine streets,
Morhell soon found himself more securely in the meshes of the law. Robbery charges were placed against him
by numerous competitors who didn't
finish first in track meets, as well
from the town of Farmington and the
state legislature at Augusta. Debates
College lodged charges that he had
stolen the official Dole-cat last yeap,
and President Behemoth C. Stills
claimed that Morh«il had not yet paid
him 17 cents due from a poker game.

Lowdown

Dept,

,

that the Club will feature a roofgarden with an extra dance-floor. He
,8 now b «" y at work negotiating to
£et Mt Holyoke College moved to;
Topsham so that the boys will be
able to get dates when they want.

*

ides all this, he was unable to establish an alibi for himself on the
night of June the first.
Originally apprehended for staging

.

Spittle

i

^T™i

onstration in Union
Irish whiskey; he predicted Bowdoin
would win a football game: and he
Sid -his -the
s 4ait-«w March 15.

1

The attention of the nations will
be centered on the Bowdoin campus
next week when the famous Bonel
prize will be presented with due ceremony to Schnops, rusty-colored
shepherd dog of the Venerable Brede,
of the Reke house, for his remarkable
achievement a short time ago in
escaping undetached with the wooden
wedge which holds the right-hand
chapel door in place each morning, a
thing which had never happened before in the history of the colleger
Schnops, whom some students unappreciative of genius have called insane, was selected for the Bonel
prize after a careful consideration of
his record, and comparison with records of many other dogs. The judge3
were particularly impressed by the
faithfulness with which Schnops has
pursued his trade as a fetcher of objects, during his life-time, and finally
decided to attribute his delivery of
Lowdown doorstop to his long
t j, e
training as a fetcher. They are ap-.
parently interested in the encouragement of canine usefulness.

humorous maga-

of student polls
for one thing or another has been
our long suit in the past. Our latest
infant is an undergraduate poll to determine whether the majority of heads
in an inebriated condition spin to the
right or left. Significant data on this
subject would be valuable in the preparing of an antidote to counteract
the whirling of the "Merry-Go-Round",
thereby prolonging the time and
capacity.

the full collabora-

Heating Plant," said Gov,

I

from the

Lowdown may

we can have

^ ones *->• Darby of the Surly Buildnouncement by the
Nooky
demanded an injunction from in * ** *° head the P* nel committee,
Chief Justice Blarney Schmidt to re- whil e under him will be Arthur Long*
ort
Sharley Hats, and Done Potted,
strain
the
Sherbert Loss Clown. "For years the
railroad from using Kasonly people with any rights in the ey's engine. Claimed Nooky, "I am Manager Kidney announced prices,
Onion have been the faculty. Now beinr; robbed of my deserts. That lo- ^or tne benefit of the sophomore and
you want to go and spoil it by allow- comotive is mine; Kasey stoie it from freshman classes, as at $9.50 per
tear-gas bomb ($11.75 same with
ing the students to have fun there. me.
m
le 8
nd)
$0 ? P*L y&T? °{
I suggest that the club be located in
Schmidt Comments
Y*special
°J^ wire. A
o*™^
brand of
the infirmary instead.
Turn »..-. —~ t drew
j
up
plans
for
!
barbed
wire with
pants-catching
"I must say that I agree with one
T*U£?.2£l
exactly similar, but I didn't have prongs
unusual
of
sharpness will be
President Stills", Dean Bonmot Q. money
to buy a patent. I was foolish offered
to the public at $.80 per yard
Twitchell stated. "In the course of enough
to show them to this wretch.
the year I have done everything in Now
Chemicals will be provided by the
profits of my
my power to keep the students on work."he's reaping the
Chimerical Department, according to
.
campus, and stiU they go off and get
Professor Pill Reserve (Interviewed
Commented Judge Schmidt, "I by an Occident repertoire
excused. In my mind, I see this as
during a
an anchor to keep the boys back think line 102 act III Scene I of Chem 2 lecture), and will be conAristophanes* comedy "Lysistrata" veyed
where they belong."
from Bath by streamline
clearl
prove 8 that Nook y » h«ving a freight-cars
Although no final plans have been
Y
of the Androscoggin A
pipe
dream.'
drawn up, Lack Luster Ifas indicated
Kennebec Railway.
Lousy",

"I must say that I think it's a lousy
idea," were the words of Professor

I

student at

"If

tion of the

Bruisedler, chairman of the commit-

A M

'

zines.

A

my

Kasey
Kasey had

Circuit Judge Blarney Q.Schmidt
yesterday.
Found guilty on
charges of having communistic
tendencies, spreading communistic propaganda, and failing to
appear at chapel, Professor Morhell was sentenced in the record
time of 1 :51 :2 from the time the
jury left the room.
"It's all a big frame-up," stated
Morhell. "The case of McCulloch v.
Maryland, 4 Wheaton 316, clearly

realized.

But Kasey rein favor of the

of the B
rn boys

"Down wit cepitalism!" The
cry echoed through Immemorial
Hell as Professor Moron C.
Morhell was sentenced to be
deported from Brunswick by

A poison gas and barbed wire factory will be installed in the Surly
Silence Building, if plans of the International Relations Committee are

'

'

Lowdown
own
our
of
pages
Crueller.
It is time that the Collich
recognised such tributes from the

ins.

Rebellion

and h.^ §ot
the Relations Committee is related
on the ground "We
are no longer going to allow
"
not let them have what they want."
Miss Betty to Muther us!" cried Mcregret, the locoKidney and Newman P. Graveknees
To Have Entertainment
K speedy, and powin
unison,
who later outlined the reEntire plans for the new club have
he tracks between
been put in the hands of Donover- Portland and Br Bswick. "It would bellious lines of action.
Darby Engineers Project
again D. Lack Luster. Said he, "We tear the tracks at rto pieces," he said
hope to give the students all the com- sorrowfully.
The present plans include full use
forts of the big city clubs.
of the Machine Shop by the students,
Kasey e Retire
"I have long felt that the students
When asked whjrt he would do with a special committee of three to deterwere suffering from lack of liquor, the money earn
by his invention, mine whether Prof. Nooky Spittle is
but have been unable to figure out a Kasey replied,
a German spy, and a 40 hour week
s it to retire on
suitable solution. I think that this and ride
for all members of the relations comback a
orth between Bosplan will improve student scholarship ton and Port!
mittee. "To hell with peace". Graveon the Flying
immensely, for they won't have to go Yankee when m,
knees '37 stated in an exclusive inengine is drawing
to Boston every week end any more. it. Anything
terview to the Occident repertoire,"
bat
a college presi- all the nations have a
finger in the
dent any more."
j-—«.

BONEL TROPHY

out.

anyone to look
challenge
through College Humor, Judge,
Life, the New Yorker, or Esquire
without finding in them some choice

"If the Hotel Wiggle can do it,
queried S- P. P.
Paste, explaining the collich's decision to convert the Moulting Union
into » night club. "The college Is
supposed to be for the students; why

why cant we?"

offer

"Idea

Hell in nightmares.

WE

Garden; Clown Denounces

vocalists.

Your writer, however, has got hold of
some of the facts such as 1) 7,984

0000000000

will

the Rocky Moun
sisted their ad
less lucrative
so that "my
reap the benefi

Lacklustre Plans
Bif Floor Shows, Roof

disTINctive melodies lsst, this
and next week", Azey is misquoted as saying, "and we are to play
at the Firemen's Brawl in Eaat
Hartford, Coniu, next Saturday so
the Lowdown students won't nave
any dance to stay away from."
The Molar Bares outfit is as follows: Ashkan Azey '38, 1st strumpet; R. F. F. Fizzer '35, parlophone; Albion C. Can't '35, megaphone; Jawge Carteer '35. deZuzo-phone; and Claude P. Frayseer '38 symbols. Palmotiver '35
and Ooh, LaLaBel '35 were the

FEAR

it

HOT NIGHT CLUB

(2) couples attended the function,
including Prof. Blarney Schmidt
and Prof. Nntton P. Stoopnagle,
and bud.

such as the number of Ladies

graduates of Bowdoin have become
street-cleaners, 2) 76'/r of Bowdoin
men who have given the college endowments and athletic fields made
their money by munitions profits, and
8) 400 graduates see Immemorial

ONION WILL BE

Led by Leader Ashkan Azey' 38,
the Lowdown Molar Bares, a
smart musical outfit conceived of
by How-art-you Come-in-and-ski
'35, gave a snappy dance in the
Dunceford motif at the Moulting
Onion laat Saturday night. Two

milling

information, but dares not let

?

Open

CURLN CLAIMS PLOT
NOT CONSISTENT

Surly Science
Building Will Become
Gas, Barbed-Wire Factory

.

in front of the
edifice. It will be his duties to keep
workthe students in line. One
er will be detailed to compile statistics,

IS

!

Molar Bares Play Well
At Recent Onion Brawl

Another man will make good money at his atation in front of the
Squalker Art Building controlling the
huge crowds of visitors which are
constantly

The swift Diesel locomotive invented and patetfad by K. K. Kasey
has been selected by the Boston and
Maine Railroad -ibo haul its new
streamlined Flying Yankee on the
Boston to Portland run, it was announced this momting by the president of the B
The annou
came as no surprise, for the
ine is hailed as
America's grea'
contribution
to
the world of
and is considered the last
in the field of railroad engineering.
fabulous sum the
New York Cent
offered to secure
the locomotive
pull its famous
Twentieth Centu
Limited and several Western
wished to purchase it to r
freight trains over

AM

f

that would be that.

"FRAMED"
Sobs Professor
Hearing Decision

International
Relations Committee

Collich Presidency

a

Trl»1PHI nj

H.

Of the excess funds which are encumbering this organization. Filip G.
Defilder, Adumbness Secretary, has
originated most of the schemes. The
plans call for one man to be stationed
at (he They Dealt Hi House to attempt to set the place on fire every
three hours, thereby providing professors good reason for giving their
claases adjourns or leaves of absence. The students and faculty will
be driven to the fires by liveried men
ia Mack and white, driving 1918
Fords provided by the Braunschweig
Fire Dept.

By Blarney Schmidt

OF MUNITIONS

Kasey To
Resign From

^

NO. 26

1935.

CONVICTS COMMUNIST
BOREM PLANSl
INCITING RALLY
FOR
MANUFACTURE

Streamlined Engine For Flying Ya

»

are very glad to see that no
have followed the
i
fraternities
example of They Dealt Hi in abolishing Hell Week on the present camUnfortunately one or two
Ma.
{looses such as the Keppa Stigma and
the Tip Si organizations have decided to eliminate such activities, and
there is a rumor that the Alpha Tow
Omigosh brethren, not heard from
since heavy snows closed up the Fed-

*

27,

Agitator, Bounced
Kasey Goes Loco As B&M Ace ts His

WE

fpHE FEAR

WEDNESDAY, MARCH

Red

The Sin
» »

BRUNSWICK,

(64th Year)

NO CLASHES
DURING VACATION

says, he owes all. His religious conviction is that of an "Ich-Theolo-

meaning self, Theology,
meaning Theology) and to this faith

gist",

(Ich,

he has devoted his whoie life.
Loves Food
His verse shows his intense love of
horses, Stein (the poetess, not the
eight-ounce variety) and Home, Mother and Country. The patriotic sentiments expressed in "Serpent's Teeth",

show

his anti-Irish tendencies.

He

"

Wolter BJornson Reviews Swill,

Calls U.

member

official

Stratum Most Humorist

of the Philosophy

department cf the College and
has always shown a marked in-

see as how Upper Stratum is
I
He is one
editer of the Swill now.
of the most humorist men in college,
ns proved by the humorist contest I

in the gym last fall. Upon my
right sits Upper, most humorist man
at the Chi Psi house, and on my left
O'Chapman, most humorist man at

staged

Says Chap: "Who was
T.D. house.
terest in the college publications.
that leddy I seed you with last
After ruminating and pondering night?" Says Stratum: "That were
upon the recent issue of the Swill, no leddy. that were Miss White Rarethe reviewer is at once saddened. The bit" which is the name of a piece of
whole poemtry what he wrote in the maggathe
on
are
contributions
Even those which imitate zine. Stratum's poemtry is unique in
marred.
contemporary nonsense are incom- that it is easily understood.
petent, and nearly all reveal the
Wh«m I read "Comment on Robinthoughtlessness and lack of skilly of son Jeffers" I goes to see Burrugs
their outhors, thanks to class of '97. Smitchell and as I approach the door
Jerdon's poem, "A Violet", remind.* of this student's castle to criticise

is

also somewhat of a gourmet, (connesewer of food ) as is well demonstrated
by his expert knowledge of rate
dishes, in "The White Rabbit", and his

descriptions of the feasts of gravein so many of his lighter, more
fanciful triolets.
Perhaps the most striking feature
of his poetry'- is his lack of any meaning to most of the lines, and, where
meaning is present, its utter incongruity. "When verse comes to veise,"

worms,

me

of one of his earlier works.
I

says Upper, "the Joyce of the poet
are phew!"
I want to repeat my oleasure in being asked to review this issue of the
Swill, and to state the hope that there
will be many more issues before the
student body ' catches on. and the
whole thing folds up.

mmmmmiii

cided to step in and settle it once and
for all.
L
Morhell has announced that he intends to" clear a stretch of land in the
Farmington wilderness and start
really communistic society, even outlawing razors and all colors but red.
He stated that his accounts have
gotten to be the legal color for the
project already.

A

gif to
violet

In token det
I'm glad we

i

awful article one evening a voice
who comes. It sounds like that

citizen of the U.S., Haggy, and I
told them, a voice said the orders of

met

hope we may
Already yet
Once more a^ain
Togeder get
I

thi*

said

you

ereat king are that you should be
beheaded. J thought I would surely

my sky-piece that night for fair
(or foul) but thanks to members of

lose

(CoatinusO on

pm*

J)
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THE LOWDOWN OCCIDENT
Established

Cress is tht
Orient which

only part of the
ever read.
We
is the only part of
the Occident which will be read.
It is the only part we want you to
read, it is the only part worth
reading, it is the only part you
can read without a grain of salt,
in fact it's the only part which is
based on fact. ITS TRUE.

assume that

Auditor-in-Grief

Rowbare Nasty

'36

Associate Auditor

Shean O'Chapman
Managing Auditors
Kill man
"

Jabberer

Writehard MacMathew

*37

Sports Auditors
Will E- Burstum '37
Sub-Auditors

Gov. Uiuisedher '37

J^ems

Swilliams *37

'37

Mightaswcll Eathim

'37

AH

vllrm Freah
Hurry o Foot
i

We

m

-

To

Professor Coffin's

New Book

You Want a

of

A Few Days

Poems

First Edition

—

,

"Strange Holiness"

Engage Owe Now

probably
take
attendance.
They
bring their bridge, their parcheesi,
in Prof. Twitchelfg response to Presi- and their jelly beans and sit if out.
dent Stills greeting: "Friends and un- And the lectures would be much more
dergraduates of Lowdown Cowlege," pleasant if it were not for the pres-'
150 Maine Street
ence 0I tn e crude, ignorant townshe addressed the audience.
were Pe°Pl e hv the rear,
Those
"undergraduates"
about all of the audience that he r ^ T"e1 ._feat,n 8 arrangement at the lege, -you take steps to do away with
affront to the Student Council I see to be deand funct organization, defunct when conrest of sidered from the point of view of
u be de- similar institutions in such institu*
,
vised
of reserving seats for the tions as Dolby Debates and Mane in
at
a /J or the Dol i y p.
MacGuife lecture, which featured townspeople and preventing students! the state of Maine which is in the
bei "K
State cf Maine.
m
CaUti ° US?
With the student council composed
School
Speaker" he
and College
'
Sincerely,
»
_•
?/;
r_
entirely of athletes of athletes they
f°u
n ***** row »
8eat w,
Mr. Eustache Claireleveau.
"?
^!
representing only a few of the fra" f the front occupied by, or reserved
There are only nineteen rows
ternities, the best plan would do very
or ' <** undergraduates of the colin Memorial Hall.— Ed.
f
little to remove the evils resulting
leRe
And there are ,n Brunswick,
from the present method of electing
exclusive of the faculty, perhaps 580
class officers and the worst could do
people who are really undergraduates To the Editor of the
Bowdoin Occident
no better because it would be no bet
of the college. And there are a few
I have read in the New York Times
ter than the first, and there would
more who know that a lecture is a
that you are having trouble with class have to be two plans for the first to
lecture.
The remainder of our undergradu- elections at Bowdoin college and of exist, a fact which is a fact is a fact
ates do not know what a lecture is. course if you are having trouble you is a fact.
They have a clear idea that it is a realize that you are having trouble yours, sincerely, sincerely, sincerely,
G. B. S. STYNE.
glorified sideshow at which a na- and take steps to eradicate the trouble
Anally known figure is exhibited
V ° U " Ml1 "
!

ironical

W, CHANDLER & SON

F.

1

"

c

students having

If

and at which the English professors

the Editor of the

Bowdoin Occident:
There was something very

BOOK STORE

Are Expecting Within

made reserva

BOWDOIN 25 YEARS AGO

|

Betel

Win

tudentsas will alse the main floor of
the south transept. These seats will
be reserved until 8.00 o'clock*.
Stu-

'38
!

dentTwiM^
the

I

Owen Mylad
Insistent

exams

————~—

The COLLEGE

columns.)

'38

Busyless Manager

"','

Pubh'.hed thf

CORN

is

"38

LOWDOWN PUBLISHING COMPANY
Ever Raving

and

——

'

#

it

Biscuit '37

Numan Doespee

...

(A section devoted to correspondence on matters academic and otherwise. The editors are not responsible for opinions expressed in these

We've heard that Mustard and

1871

L

BREW

(Dustard and Cress
Brunswick, Maine
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last

int-

Managers
Robber Potter

Honest Dealthim '37
Wednesday in March »f too many

„

main entrance.
entrance

Members

,;,;
of the auditors don't have hour

that uxrl(.

^

.

of the facultv

Mo

—

*™V

'

who have

"*

.

T

.

reservations should enter b v the door
to the parish house on the side next<
to the railroad tracks.
These seats"
also will be held only until 8.00 o'clock
m - c
The Collece Bulletin, giving the
program of the Political Institute
will he mailed to any member of
the Alumni writing to the Alumni
Secretary.
m • c
As records w t" broken in every
(VOJ
["backsUoke
stroke
and dive, Portland won the Maine Interscholastic Swimn mjr Meet held in men showed their heels to the upperthe
Pool last Saturday.
The classmen by taking first place In all
p«rf
tftt.
'

-awd's salfe don't ever hand in contributions, or communications to the Auditormeans he'll have to wor\ instead of the Managing Auditors. The
;t
irresponsible, the
Auditor in-Grief ts not responsible for anything, being as he
(that means neus and
tiging Auditor is responsible for the cosmetics dipt
Ail communications regarding subscriptions should be addressed to the
Manage*, but don't ever subscribe because he .gets all the money while the
do all the woj\.
Entered as second class matter at the Hew frost office in Brunsu'ic^, Maine, but it's
I

i.v

i

rea/lv

first

—

class matter.
*

-i
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To The Student Council
All vcar we've tried to convince the Student Council to follow

Cum
(**»

I

j

g*

JOISTS*? SSS "^a^mui

pfKftrjtt

™

BOWDOIN 50 YEARS AGO

i^ffvinJ'triSbte

The only suggestion
make is that you take, my

I

have

to

suggestion,

our susp-sUoi*. This is our last suggestion and your\Jast
S2" bUSS."u\ "iigSf Z<££
,u " vil
-,
m register
«.
t before
f
weeks
college freestyle,
freshmen will
three
took the shot put, first and second meet, Bowdoin, Colby, and Snrin K field
santo DAscanio of Portland, New places in the hurdles, in tb e high competing.
opens. Then each one will be placed into the pocket of a self- Kntrland Intr-rscholastic
Low-board jump, and in a field events with the
...
•.,
1
,
,,
, f
j*.
m - c
and
the Diving Champion, gave a fine exhibi- exception of the broad jump
dealing bridge table, with eleven hands instead of four,
John V. Shute '36 was elected
ion u w "j,\ Nr a wide margin.
The
captain of the Cross Country
\
m . e
freshmen will be shuffled out in squads. This system, you sec, is final
standing of schools gave PortLawrence S. Hall '36, reading
team at a meeting of the letterfoolproof.
No rushing chairman, no sweat sessions, no shining land* first place. Hebron second, Ed"An Experiment with Writers and
men Monday. Shute, a Deke, is
nl
A " bu n ?, th d and
Readers
won first prize in the
manager of the Glee Club, a letl' ^.'! c
the fraternity house floors, no nothing.
J[
Bnpnswkk Hijrh School
Fourth.
Stanley Plummer Prize Speaking
,-,,..«
terman in Cross Country, and
Well, what do you think of it?
m - c
Contest Monday night. Edwin G.
Track, and member of the Dean's
Bowdoin's
'36
hones of a New EngWalker
took second with "A
List.
We'll bot you turn it down.
You always do. Anyhow, the
land Debating championship were
Kulogy of a Maine Man". The
Winthrop B. Walker '36 will
columns of this newspaper will be open to any comment the Conngiven a rude jolt last Friday when
judges were Professor N. P. Stalllead the Swimming team next
the affirmative team of Harold C.
knecht, Doctor G. H- Quinby, and
season, according to a vote of the
cil cares to make, which will not be printed.
Tipping and Edwin G. Walker
Doctor J. E. Johnson.
lettermen Monday. Walker is a
We suggest immediate action on this.
lost to Lafayette, 3-0, on the subOther speakers and their subT. D. and a member of the Bowject of collective bargaining by
jects were Everett L. Swift on
doin Publishing Company.
company unions. Bowdoin still has
"The I'ni-Cameral Legislature",
Ah Rats
m - c
a theoretical chance to tie for
Raymond Pack on "Towards an
At the December meeting of the
A, drain is that extremely necessary invention, termed by the
first
place, but it is a remote
Ideal", and Warren A. Hagar on
New England Conference of Athletic
possibility.
untutored as gutter or swill, through which water can be made
"Personality".
Directors, it was decided to form an
Saturday night, the team of
organization to conduct a New Engc
un out of the lowest places and without which water will reNorman P. Sea grave and Andrew
I'lans for the Sub-freshman Week- land Intercollegiate Golf Championmain in huge puddles and provide excellent breeding places for
F. Cox. speaking negatively on
end, which comes this year on May 3 ship. Arrangements have already been
the problem of the Socialization
and 1, are already being made under made and the matches are scheduled
gnats, flies, and mosquitos.
of medicine, defeated I'nion Colthe direction of Professor Herbert R. to be played at the Oakley Country
Of course, gentle reader, you must understand that there are
lege by a vote of 2-1.
Brown.
On Friday evening the Club, in Watertown, Mass., <vi Friday
Masque and Gown will stage Somer- and Saturday, May 17th and 18th
m c
drains and drains
that is, some arc bad and others are worse.
With superior power in the field set Maugham's "The Circle", which Robert B. Miller of the Bowdoin factx st are none too good, but the worst, as testified by the pros- events the Sophomore trackmen over-jwill be followed by smokers at the ulty was appointed Secretary-Treasent condition of the central green of our beloved Alma Mater— !?" lh e f*^SS wit tu a i cT e offhou ses; On Saturday afternoon there urer and drew up a constitution for
Bi -43 last Saturday.
The first-year will be a triangular varsity track the organization.
should 1 say campus
are terrible.
;rr
I'ut yourself in the position of one of the many rats in our eollege drains. You would be living on the subterranean shores of a
.black and sluggish stream which toiled toward the Androscoggin
In wet
with such reluctance fhat it became almost stagnant.
weather you would surely be forced to put to the test your aquatic
abilities since the water would fill the tunnel in no time at all
with such lassitude does the waste flow through.
Now, my friends, are we to allow our college rats to drown so
oo~>
unceremoniously without so much as lifting a finger? In years to
come do we want to return to find a gloomy marsh in place of the
scenes of our former joys or perhaps discover a group of FEAR
boys digging clams in the shadow of the college library?
on,, of
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Mathematics is a subject yon
wish you were taking something
else instead of, until yon try
•
something else.
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The Grueller is an allegedly
humorous magazine issued at
Bowdoin College on the fewest
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Athletics

The

wm

Brink would be the root of

possible occasions.

—

evil if

wasn't for women.

it

im.
em
&

At The Cross -Roads

athletic Situation at the college is pretty

bad right now.

IH

seems, to be ione. But this newspaper has an
idea, gleaned from student opinion with a dash of bitters (bitters

There

is

nothing,

it

by the editor).

The students want everything changed.
They don't care how things are now; as a matter of fact, most
of tht ni don't know. But they are sure of one thing: they want
a change. We aren't very sure ourselves about the present set-up,
but if you ask us, it's not working out very well. Things happen
that never could happen anywhere else, and still Bowdoin loses

"I'M

They don't care how many times things have been changed
around recently they just feel that if they don't work, just change
them again.
Most students are very dull people. They don't care how things
are run. But after going around and finding things out everywhere, we an- prepared to say: things are not just right.
We suggest immediate action on this.

value of smoking a Camel when
'below par.' I smoke all the
Camels I want, too, without gettingjumpy nerves. And Camels
are mild and gentle to the
throat."
(Signed)

:

armaments.

The Bowdoin students are a bunch of bumbling idiots if they
don't understand what we mean about peace. It's perfectly simple.
Just do away with everything connected with war and what have
you got? Plenty more than magnolia, we can tell you that!
The thing to do right now, we would say, is to strike. If you
don't believe in war just walk out of classes, and everyoiie'll know
what you mean. You know what we mean, anyhow.

^^
We

_^

TUDOR

in the library for four

—

(Signed)

*«•«.
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LAURENCE ALFRED BREWER. '37

__

MILLIONS

MORE

'JtJUf.

y^C
„-*;<

FOR YOUR ENJOYMENT

'*»»~.

WOMAN

"EVERY
prefers a
milder cigarette. For years I've
been smoking Camels because
they are mild— and at the same
time have a delightful rich flavor. I know these things don't

"Camels are made from finer,
MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS - Turkish and

just happen inacigarette. There

Domestic — than any other popular brand. "
<Signc?d> R.J REYNOLDS IOBACCO COMPANY
W.

.

N. C.

must be a reason, and I think
it lies in the fact that Camels
use finer tobaccos. " (Signed)

HUM BRADSHAW

I

*tss

CAMEL'S COSTLIfR TOBACCOS NEVER GET

ON YOUR

suggest immediate action on this.

iiiiiiiiii

A.

Laurence Brewer. "In addition, I have a job
hours a day, and I also work up
data and material for the debating team. I'll tell you— it
keeps tag going hard. I've got more work than time. When
I'm hard pressed, smoking Camels is not only a pleasure
—it's a help, too. For when I feel 'fed up'— and it seems
as though my energy were all used up I smoke a Camel
and get a lift in energy. Camels have a swell, rich flavor;
due, I presume, to the use of choicer tobaccos. I smoke
aj many as I want to— for Camels don't ruffle my nerves."
history," says

can't

to be paid of

RALPH

"I'M SPECIALIZING IN HISTORY-French and English

Our Own LUtle Platform
This newspaper advocates a lot of things, most of which we
remember at any given time. But we're always quite sure
oi one thing:
Let us have peace!
It burns us up something fearful to see all these nations going
about trying to pick fights with one another. Of course, we don't
know much about it all, but we emphatically feel that this is
wrong. It hurts us very much to say thi#, because we've had a
lot of fun with our water pistol (such a mess, though!) and we
hate to see it all end. But if we had our way, we'd see to it that all
nations disarmed immediately, except the United States, because
Bowdoin has such a (io<»i rifle team.
William Randolph Hearst, you are a rascal! You are such a
rascal that every time we have any space to fill, we denounce you.
Which means quite a bit of denouncing over the space of a year.
And you, Ihuy Ixmg, and Father Coughlin, and Will Rogers, and
Casey Sills! VVe don't like any of you. You might its well know it,
right here and now. because we're not going to mince words
any longer.
This armament business is pretty much overdone, if you ask us.
After all, cellophane is much more useful, and if you can make
cellophane, why should Votl make guns? That's about all there is

AN ENGINEER- work

ing on the San Francisco-Oakland Bridge. Before that, six
years in the array taught ;ne the

J

games.
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THE LOWDOWN OCCIDENT

=
BOREM STAGES
ANOTHER MEET
—

THBOT
..

The following

it

*

letter

'

ACTION SHOTS OF MORHELL DEPORTATION

Coronwittication

Old Money Bag Come*
Through With $380,000
Through
DeraiUl)

model, garruntteed to make handsome- streamline holes in the neighbors, to the Gallic armies; and Mr.
Schneider can sell still better bullets
This makes a
to the Deutschers.
good long fight possible. But every
one wants peace; the bullets are really hist for mantel-piece ornaments.
Following Knott s speech, Father
Robert P. T. Coughlin pleaded for
funds to rearm the Lowdown War
Department to meet the Old Town
Indians, who recently carried off forty tons of dollar bills worth one cent
a piece in a daring raid on the dormitories. It seems that Schroctor
Doder had set up a counterfeit press
in Bannister Hall and had spread the
fake dollar bills from there.

rum_
I
have a flexible brairWhat will
adapt itself to your business, and in
consequence bring good efforts to
your honorable selves. My education
was impressed upon me in the Nanking University in which place I gradtion in your honorable

theory accepted.

TUFTS COLLEGE

—

—

co-educational.

F—

At any

information

tdirru:

(Continued from page

Avenue,

S»« HaMisuJtoo

Bo. ton.

rate,

sto.'iee,

Schnops now spends

and most everytning
amusement of

else available, for the

Lowdown

His appearance
students.
at chapel service is very regular, and
until his escapade with the door-

l)

stop, which has been completely for1903, I am above age, 60.
given by the college since the Bonel
Stratum writes in sophomoric vein, award was announced, he had never
aiming directly at shocking a ma- misbehaved at all.
jority of readers. Schraft* titer's powhether or not Schnops will seek
etry was worse, 1 thought, though not mor8 intellectual surroundings after
as humorist. I sees in the Swill that next weeK rg award
is
a question
here
writers
good
they ain't got no
waich must remain unanswered for
so they get some girl to write an ar- the pretent. Harvard has been mentide about some oil find— very good, $j OBed as the most probable destitoo.
nation if a change is made, but there
The Swill comes upon one like a is some talk of starting a petition
Japanese wrestler, a portly volume in against it since it is feared that the
mountainous
greater number of White Owl butts
white and scarlet a
bulk, every pound to its purpose. As there might lead the dog back into
it comes, a curious scuttling sound wayward habits unworthy of a Bonel
muskrat hastily prise winner.
is heard, as of a
climbing a tree. Mr. Stratum's style
is at one inimitable and illimitable.
nCHII
lAUMCAftJ AIIFTC
IJrina-JUnllkMJIl ML'
It grows on one. Cliche after cliche
heap up in awe-inspiring array and
metaphors pop up and down like
semaphore. "No dirt or profanity'
is the author's maxim.
"1 quit. My job's too easy" were the
Writes Poem
words of Dtickedher Jonsun, janitor
I'm glad to see Berton Reed writes and watchman at the Dudley Coe Mein Swill maggazine, as he works in morial Morgue. In a statement to the
Athletic office and is certainly a most governing board of the college the
Top— Moron C. Morhell addresses the brotherhood of Brunswick fire-chasers, saying, "There didn't ought to be any humorist man. The Swill, if good for good medicine man bashfully exwe all should be rich, and the rich poor and starving like us." This speech led to his arrest by Chief nothing else, provides pages which pressed a desire to run the heating
poor
William B. Dead woods.
can be used for wrapping shoes when plant, "I've always had a hankering
Below Communists rioting before jail where Morhell is detained. For more than two hours these reds demanded packing, thanks to class of '17. A for shoveling coal andsoforth", he
Pink lemonade was served.
their leader's freedom.
129 shoes can thus be said.
total of
j

j

Yours

faithfully,

WANG.

:

;

HEAVEN WEEK TO
BE LOT OFHtOSH

—

;

j

\

.

right at the roots of that most pernicious of customs, formerly known
by an obscene snd repulsive title.
Death and fraternity initiation happen to the same man only once and
we don't see why they should happen at the same time." This last
statement was
immediately
challenged by Jawn Bekker '35, of the
senior delegation, who seemed to resent the implication, but was allowed
to stand on the basis of the fact that
Skinnings had so narrowly missed

planned, to be of special service to
the entering group.

AS MORGUE HEAD

—

<

1

I

- frat houses - Ivy - good bands also."
Mr. Morals revealed that Lowdown salaries high - work easy - location
These signs are to he
coaches will this summer take swim- desirable.
ming and track outfits to Japan and placed at strategic points along U S
Manchuria to get material for the Route 1 and in railroad stations, ho"By special arrangements with a college teams. President Kasey has tels, dance halls, and other dens of
defunct electric refrigerator company, received
Mitseo iniquity.
from
letter
a
we'll put little polar bears in every' Kasarumo, Jap swimming star, ansecondary school east of the Missis- nouncing that he will enter Lowdown
Loss in the falL
Sherbert
sippi
declared
Clowx, chairman of the faculty comSwills Distributed
mittee on Prep Schools in a special
Pin Walls has sent copies of the
to the Occident.
"We'll sell this here collich to the Swill to the National Truck Drivers'
As a result of special legislation
people of the country," seconded Act- Union, the National Longshoremen'.Union, and the American Railway Ex- introduced by Pres. K. K. Kasey in a
ing (hyphen) Dean Twitchell.
press Co. Scholastic requirements will special session of the faculty, BowKasarumo To Peter
doin students will be protected, from
as weUj be reduced to a bare minimum
"We'll make Lowdown
the turbulent waters of Lake Lowknown on athletic fields as it is on knowledge of the three r's.
Hearty Candrews has prepared a down by an intricate system of unof!
ice
stated
Director
fields?"
Aesthetics Talcum Morals, announc- draft of a huge electric sign in the derground tunnels.
Work has been rushed on at full
ing a policy of frank subsidization of shape of a polar bear which conveys
Prices speed during the winter months unfollowing information:
athletes, "if other colleges are going; the
- instruction good - dorms
r Done Potder the supervision of
into the market for material, we reasonable

SUBSTITUTE DEAN
TO SELL COLLEGE

must

PLAN TUNNELS TO
FORD CAMPUS LAP

1

Philgas for Fraternity

US

I

i

TmHt CelUf Dental Sckeot

sticks,

STA1WS "SWIUT

pleasure.

My last job has left itself from me,
for the good reason that the large
man has dead. It was on account of
no fault of mine.
So. honorable sirs, what about it?
If I can be of big uses to you, I will
arrive on some date that you should
guess.

j

twrthtr

Howaid M. MaajaaiaoN. D.M.D., Deem

sheltered cultural atmosphere of the
college, together with the dearth of
White Owl cigar butts, probably
brought about the change.
Schnops Schaitches Doorstop
the greater part of the day chasing

Meals are to be served the freshmen at their dormitory rooms by
upper classmen, unusual and troublesome classwork is to be handled by a
special
committee of seniors, the;
usual freshman duties will be taken
over for the week by the sophomores,
and the freshmen are to be given!
passes to the Slumberland Theatre,
The three upper delegations will be
on
the
continual
lookout,
it
is

to the
degree of Doctor of Dental Medicine to
ca ndida tes who present credentials showing
two years of college work, including six
semester hours in each of the following
subject*
English. Biology and Physics,
Sod twelve semester hours in Chemistry
Inorganic and Organic. The School is

ha was able to break away
from his taste for cigar butts is not
fr
fully understood, but it is known that
he came to Lowdown at the suggestion of his master, Brede, and the

BJORNSON REVIEWS

pensation.

OrrtMs a four-year course leading

How

inwestmeat.

My references are of the good and
should you hope to see me they will
be read by you with the greatest ot

being a Heaven Week initiate himself and should receive some com-

DENTAL SCHOOL

(Continued from pas* 1)

tching.

—

uated number one. I can drive the
typewriter with good noise and my
English is great.

now henceforward forwith these guns it would be easy to
ever as "Heaven Week", and that the
shoot surplus barrels of potatoes ove<
accompanying activities will well bear
the Hoot-Sraawley tariff wall into
out the title.
Deutschland. Powder for each dis"We have become convinced that
charge only costs $200, and this
would raise the price of potatoes the best defense is a good offense,"
from fifteen to twenty-six cents and said Skinnings, "and are striking
Whereupon Nat Cantdrink who had
been trying to balance himself on
the back legs of his chair and watch
the preambulations of a fly on the
ceiling at the same time, fell over
with a crash. Taking this as a sign
<)t approval for his sixteen inch gun
theory, Prof. Reserve declared the

new

a

go

They Dealt Hi fraternity, through
the head of its freshman delegation,
Big Guns Advocated
"Fran" Skinnings, has just anWhereupon Professor P.' Western nounced
that the period of freshman
Reserve advocated sixteen inch guns
initiation at that house is to be
for Maine farmers.
He said that known
from

help Roosevelt's inflation policy.

Mulligan

B.

BONEL TROPHY

of

generosity

the

scholarship has beea established
for needy stodents. The bequest
of laaflJMK) pays full tuition for
all twsn of Mexican descent coming to Bowdoin from Vladivostok,
Siberia. The College is deeply
grateful to Mr. Berg. Two years
he dedicated and unveiled the
ach in the middle of the campus beside the chapel walk also
a gift. Speaking af the scholarship Berg said, "I link it's a vise

Last Thursday, I mean last Tues- Dear Sirs:
at twenty-seven minute* and
I am Want;. It is for my personal
eighteen seconds past seven, post benefit that I write to ask for a
posi-

day

mortem, Leary McKidney "36 opened
the meeting of the Political Borem
With gusto and the words: "Boys—
we've gotta have peace". That's what
he said, he din.
As ambassador from Deutschland,
Peter Babbitt Knott said the folks in
his country don't have any money to
pay their debts because they have
to buy bullets to^ kill their neighbors.
It does a great deal of good
for Mr. Kruppe and Mr. Schneider
to have such jolly bullet buying.
Indians Menace Lowdown
Mr. Kruppe can sell bullets, 1935

SCHNOPSGETS

re-

received by the Bowdoin
Publishing
Company
from
Shanghai. China.

cently

u

j

.

.

~—

M

-

wrapped while covers make excellent,
When asked to discuss his work so
kindling I know. There is one good far this year Doc read from his log
advt. in it for the Hole-in-the-Wall. book. On Jan. 21st a freshman came

—

Who filled the stove in and got weighed, on February o,
Question:
pipes in Winthrop and Appleton halls two men came in (and out again)
one evening between 2 and 4 when with the hiccoughs. Since then no one
stoves were used ?
has come to the infirmary except the
What become of the first copies of paper boy.
the Swill?
Kasey Reprimands Doc
Who put the electric car in front of
When asked by President K. K.
the chapel?
Kasey if he could advise anything to
Mr. Bjcrnson will continue his
increase the number of patients, Docreview of bygone and woebegone
tor Jonsum said, "Nope". The overevents such as a Swill appearseers are considering a plan to offer
ance in the next issue. Ed.
a scholarship to induce sickly and
students to come to
undernourished
ted that it might be ready in time for
Bowdoin.
spring floods. The act has been deKasey then told Do>: that he ought
clared the inauguration of a new era
refusing
in the history of college Irasporta- to be ashamed of himself
to run sucn a nice big morgue espetioa.
cially when they had constructed a
door.
the
new circular drive up to
The Political Institute is an
Doc said "Nope."
aylum for wayward Democrats.
mmnmwnmmmwmmnmnm<_

—

————
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House Cooking
Brunswick Hardware Co.

.

Prompt Service Fair Pricaa
TeL 136—»7 Maine St.— T«L 117

Lyman

Chipman,

B.

...

I'll

go where you go

Inc.

PURE FOOD SHOP
Wholesale

A

Retail

-

r*£jucky, Sthike.

of Fraternity

Specialty

Trade
574 Congress Street

I give

Portland. Me.

tasting

you the mildest smoke, the
smoke.

I

do not

irritate

your

You wonder what makes me

MORTON'S NEWSSTAND
BOWDOIN SEAL and
FRATERNITY PAPER

For one thing,

KAYWOODIE PIPES

little,

the

taste. I

different.

center leaves. I spurn

sticky, top leaves ... so bitter to

scorn the coarse bottom leaves,
I am careful
am made of only

so harsh and unappetizing.
of your friendship, for

new

•the

the

it's

best-

throat.

I

the mild, fragrant, expensive center leaves.
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find in it unusual

Men
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A coma— eat

course of preparation lor
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School. Write for cmtelagne.
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WHITE GRIDMEN SCORE! "FIRE BALSH," CRIES MORALS; TRIFLING MADE MAJOR SPORT
CANT CATCHES PASS IN DOLBY Hi Yous Win
WHITE GUNMEN WONT WIN A
SPORT SPLITSIDES
GAME, UPSETS AN OLD TRADITION

Pool Halo In

Lowdown

scored
touchdown
a
against Dolby Junior College last Saturday. Action by the Aesthetics Department was swift and annihilating.
Coach Madam Balsh was fired.
"It's preposterous, it's incredible!"
exploded Deflector of Psychical Edification Talcum Morals. "Never in my
long years of association with Lowdown Collich have I seen or heard of
a Lowdown football team scoring a
touchdown. They must have gone out
of their minds.

Balsh Accepts

-

"Balsh must go. We cannot employ a man who is so lunatic, so perwarped as to teach
tactics.
He's a more
dangerous radical than Moron C.
Morehell. Balsh must go."
Informed of the news Coach Balsh
raised his eyes heavenward and meekverted, so mentally

a team winning

murmured, "What have

done to
deserve this ? God forgive them, for
they know not what they do."
ly

I

Lacklustre Protests
Not inclined to take the affair so
calmly was Done-over-again D. Lacklustre, insistent coach of football. Exclaimed he, "It's a piece of rank indefy anyone, including
justice.
I
Atom P. Gadget or Ernst Christian

any
find
to
The-hell-you're-right,
clause in the constellation of the
Etats Unis which sanctions such arbitrary and tyrannical action.
"I know Coach Balsh well. V know
that he has thrown the full weight of
his great abilitiea against the possibility of his team's ever scoring and
that lie has day and night inculcated
in his men the idea that they must be
polite and let the other team win.

PING-PONG PAIR

Swim

Frolic

yesterday afternoon. The Rekes, winners of last year's meet, never threatened to overtake the Hi You conting1

Sunday morning at 3 a.m.
in the Moulting courts. The -game,
was ended in a blinding rain which
forced Dolby men, unused to large
quantities of water to retire.
The action was held on the sodden
courts of the C.P.P. Club under a
blaze of super-arc lighting and the
team

last

muffled thuds of dancers above. Fourteen attempts were made to prevent
the raucous strains of the Liowdown
Molar Bares tooting above in the.
Lounge from seeping through the
floor, for the noise considerably affected the Dolbyites, who were unnerved by noises familiar to Lowdown men. No accidents occurred
other than the Lowdown victory.

Makentyre Umps
The play kept at an even tempo,
according to the music played above.
During waltzes, which were not
played, the players shook hands after
each stroke to prevent themselves
from freezing. Once it was claimed
by the referee, Treasurer Gland G.
Makentyre, that the bleached object
was seen passing four times over the
net (in succession!). This was blackballed by the proper officials, Atom

ent.

In

fact,

later

investigation

lias

shown that the Rekes were not entered in the contest. Dismayed by the
allusion made recently by Governor
Wheaties to the effect that all swimming meets are we( affairs, the Rekes
had resolved to have nothing to do
with the thing.
However, a good time was had by
all,
although
an unhappy event
spoiled the chances of They Dealt Hi
to take second place. Just before the
meet it was discovered that some
wretch Hi You had stolen Brewster Omelette's water-wings, rendering the freshman triple threat of the
They Dealts Hors de Come-back.
Punjab Saves Day
However, a good time was had by
all, although Manager Lagster discovered only in the nick of time that
the water had been drained out of
the pool. It was obvious to everyone
present that the meet would not be a
success without water in the pool.
Gloom and a sense of foreboding
settled on the spectators, but Punjab saved the day by pooling the resources of Lake

Lowdown.

However, a good time was had by
although Coach Pilla jumped in
the pool in the middle of the medley
relay. "If Maggie can run in his cage,
all,

Gadgett and Hobart Hauptmann.
McScnootle rushed the net splen- why
Blames Miss Mavis
can't I swim in my pool ?" Pilla
didly, 'but failed
miserably when shouted.
"Saturday's touchdown was uninTo which the managers reasked the score. Hart, Schaffner, and
mixed
plied, "Applejack."
tentional. It was all due to
Marx,
playing
for
Dolby,
played
a
However, a good time was had by
signals. A punt was called for, but I.
superlative game, but when caught
Yawser misunderstood and threw a napping their excuses were consid- all. For an account of the meet see
our contemporary, the Portland Press
pass. It happened to get caught, deered redundant and an audience vote
Herald.
spite the fact that no Lowdown end
favored Lowdown, the arena having
has ever been taught how to catch a
been "packed" in order to ensure such
Sawyer
how
imagine
cant
pass.
I
vote.
a
This
gave
the
Muddy
White
never
we
managed to throw it, for
TIE
"pongers" the victory.
showed him how.
The
"It's all the fault of the Aesthetics

Dept.

We

supposed

were

to

play

Dolby College of Waterville, but Miss
Mavis made a mistake and scheduled
Dolby Junior College of New London,
New Hampshire. They wouldn't even

box score: Broken balU. Dolby

down
9J

Low-

2.

ahatUred rackets. Dolby «. Lowdown
7
bystander* struck, Dolby 3, Lowdown 141.

;

:

somehow

score so we decided to get
rid of the ball before we could.
We
agreed to punt.

when we asked them to."
"As I went down to cover the kick, I
Al Can't Explains
looked over my shoulder and saw the
Explained Al Cant, Lowdown end, ball floating towards me. I thought
who made the touchdown: "The ref- that if I let the Dolby quarterback
eree gave us the ball on the Dolby 20 catch it he might fumble it and we'd
yard line. We were afraid we might have the ball again. So I caught it,
then slipped and fell over the goal
score

line.

CUMBERLAND
Wednesday

MARGARET SULLAVAN
HERBERT MARSHALL
in

.

for Gifts

•

also

• Cards
aH occasions
Watch and Jewelry Repairing
expertly done

for

r

Cartoon

News

March 28th

•

with

-

also

FIRST NATIONAL

Sound Act

-

Total Resources $2,700,000

also

CAR
•

Guy
-

TONDREAU BROS. CO.

-

- Ann Sheridan
Standing. .
.

also

-

Short Subjects ...

Mon. and Tues.

April

•

,1

•

with
-

We carry the largest assortment of
imported Goods, Fruit, Fresh •Vegetables, Olives, Pickles. Domestic and Imported Cheeses and Biscuits of all
kinds east

and 2

GEORGE WHITE'S
1935 SCANDALS
Alice Faye

trifling

that."

from

|

for football, since the

trifle

team competes with other colleges
through the mail while the football
team has to take expensive trips.
"May we remind you that economy
is a thing of the past and is out of
harmony with the New Deal doctrine
of spending lots of money whether
you have it or not ? If funds are running low, we think we can get something out of Franklin or Morgenthau.
Another evil of trifling is that trifle
athletes can't cut classes to go on
trips."

Wakefield.]

Moreover, we were slightly handi- radical (or communistic) changes
capped by having to shoot with blank from the rules of the either," the
coach went on to say.
cartridges."
Balker to be Key Man
The work of Spiel, who was high
According to the plan now laid
man for the evening, was exceptional. down
by the coach, the team will be
Shooting right "after the Venassar
built
around
Captain Balker, formerly
counstar had scored a possible, Spiel
of the nineteen. "Balker is just the
tered quickly with two impossibles
man
and one rumble seat, putting uie has for the job," says Walls. "He
just the proper amount of gentle
meet on ice for the Venassar team.
handling that is needed for the new
Commenting on this, Spiel said, "It
was nothing." Commenting on Spiel's game."
Pshaw and Can't are also sure of
comment, Bored retorted, "Oh, yes it positions on ethe new team,' while
alright."
To
was
something,
was. It
Kracked Ashcan is conceded another
which Spiel replied, "Well, then, what certain post.
was it." This has not as yet been
"The beauty of this sport is the fact
answered as the issue goes to press.
A dramatic point in the encounter that no other college in the world
came at the end of the meet. With plays it," Walls remarked. "Therefore,
will be impossible for
only two seconds left to shoot, Bored by analysis, it
win a game. This is ensuddenly jumped over the counter, Lowdown to
with the present
dashed up to the target, placed his tirely in accordance
aesthetic council."
plans
of
the
muzzle against the bull's eye, and
fired. A shot rang out, and the bull
Later Wreckedall went to the meet as caddy
toppled to the ground, dead.
reports indicated he had died from but was lost in a stampede of colover-exposure. Diehard Bunny Rabbit lege girls.
I

Bares Succumb
To Ironworkers

men having sunk a

basket

in

hn^dimg

else Sir

of.

Pekker Stars
In the third period Bowdoin was
severely crippled by fouls and by
the collapse of several men who had

Forced to play part of the game partaken of strawberry icecream garwith only one man, Captain Jawn nished with chocolate sauce during
Pekker '35, the Lowdown Molar the period. "They can't take it" said
Bares, unofficial basketball team of Pekker, as he left for the floor. There
the college, were both downed and remained in the locker room and esperedowned by the Bath Ironworks cially elsewhere, A.S.K. Dawis, Dick
team last Friday night, the strong Bekker, Howdi Millionkans.
feminine quintet barely edging out
Because of the ruling of the East
the Muddy White 89 to 7. The Bath Harpswell Basketball League referee
Ironworks team is the only female the game was continued, Pekker
basketball team in the State, and alone, playing a defensive
game.
play seven a side.
Both Waterboys entered the game,
The game was noted for its fouls, exhibiting some fine dribbling.
especially hitting in the clinches. The
Pekker, Millionkans, and Smack
Lowdown team kept possession of the were high scorers for the evening,
ball most of the period, which was amassing between them a total of
spent in pumping it up on the side- seven points. For Bath Referee Mclines. (Manager and co-acting-captain Minsky and Mrs. Schulz played a
Tom Smack.) The score at the end whale of a game, Pekker '35 receivto -2, the Lowdown ing most of the whaling.
of the half was

?
Nothing

else

— they Satisfy
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Ice

We will not be able to find any- follows, "We understand that economy
one to play us if our teams act like is a factor in the substituting of

Promised Hardly Bored, President
augurating a new policy this of the Trifle Club, "We'll never win a
match.
It's against our principles;
Making the long trek to Venassar year, Coach Pin Walls has announced we haven't the heart to do it."
Lowdown's Trifio that Lowdown will include among the
last
Saturday,
Kasey Approves
Team shot it out with the red and spring varsity sports haceball, a comThe trifle team has been gaining in
grey in their first cheekbone-to- bination of baseball and handball. "It
popularity ever since its introduction
cheekbone match of the year, but really should be ducky fun," stated to Lowdown last fall. Reasons for its
were edged out by a score of 1296 to Walls as he explained the new game growing favor were explained by Mis2. Hardly Bored, captain of the White to the squad.
"To begin with, the game will be ter Bored, "It developes the muscles,
gunmen, said, in commenting on the
steels the nerves, sharpens the eye,
meet, "I think they had ringers. One; run along the logical lines that one and quickens the mind as no other
of the contestants looked to me like would expect in such a combination. sport does. We triflers have the
Efforts will be made to eliminate any
Susie

Captain Bored and
won't win a meet!"

lich.

In

Two-Gun

"We

-

Ned Sparks
-

LOWDOWN TO START
Girls Take Over
Bowdoin Gunmen PLAYING HACEBALL

Spring workout.
tradition.

CO.

Brunswick

99

with

Fred MacMurray
Sir

—

The Sport Store of

March 30th

-

—

•

Dumbbell Letters

Saturday

tables.

Wedlock in Washington, who penned
a joint letter to Mr. Morals. Excerpts

•

in

THE MIGHTY BARNUM EATON HARDWARE
News

for neither team will
meet Wellesleyan again and Laffatthat is unbeatable on its home

decisive

A

BANK

STUDENT PATRONAGE SOLICITED

WALLACE BEERY
-

chances are good, Lowdown will
take first place. This match is

fight, well be ready for him."
Balsh Protests
note of dismay was sounded by
Coach Madam Balsh who wailed, "I'm
out of a job. I don't know how to
shoot. I can't even shoot myself which
I'd like very much to do."
Protest against the aclion came
from Albert Abrahandsome ancT Wirt

wants a

Capital, $175,000

March 29th

.

and Laffatthat, next Tuesday at
the College Office. If the Bowdoin
Parcheesists, Jolly Roger Etwarts
'35 and Thoiman C. Filoom '36,
can win from Debates, and the

Approval of the Aesthetics Dept's

of Brunswick, Maine

-

Pictorial

Friday

Lowdown, Debates, and Wellesleyan are tied for first place at
present in the Eastern Intercollegiate Parcheesi League.
"We can outthrow dese guys,"
said Filoom, commenting upon the
coming struggle, when he was
interviewed at the training table,
"an' de dice will be wid us."
"Good point" was all Coach Atom
P, Gadget has to say on the
matter.
The next triangular meet for
Lowdown will be with Debates

—

—

rific."

move was almost universal about the
campus. Commented Kasey, "If Hitler

-

- Warren, William
George Brent

Francis

-

PARCHEESIERS
THREE UNIVERSITIES

—

strongest index fingers in college. The
nervous strain of competition is ter-

103 Maine Street

LIVING ON VELVET
Kay

Fountain Pens

Stationery

THE GOOD FAIRY
Thursday

Yawser had

I.

Varney's Jewelry Store

March 27th

•

know

didn't

I

passed instead of punted."

i

I

all

Playing in fine form the Lowdown
ping-pong doubles outfit of Diehard
Wreckedall and 0. Woodza swept
to an amazing victory over the Dolby

That trifling is to be made a major
mentor. When questioned specifically as to his plan of offense, the coach sport at Lowdown Collich* and that
giggled some more and discussed plans for spending his salary. The boys, football is to be completely and irreinspired by his spirit, are simply keen to get out on the field once again,
vocably discontinued was revealed too—
o—
o—
o
day by Talcum Morals, Deflector of
Plans for a varsity swimming- meet with the Portland Home for
Psychical Edification, in an intimate
Superannuated Women are being withheld by Coach Bob Pilla.
interview with an Orient repertoire
swim
without
their water-wings", sobbed the
"My men will not
yesterday.
mentor, "and if the Portland club doesn't like it they can take the
"Matters were brought to a head by
old meet and—" He was interrupted by Pres. K. K. Kaaey who is
the football team's scoring a touchoverseer of the home. ."Well have that meet if I have to swim mydown against Dolby Junior College
Several of the faculty who have been brown-nosing
self," he said.
last Saturday," declared Mr. Morals.
around for a raise, joined the president and volunteered to swim in
"We just won't tolerate a team which
the meet if worse comes to worse. Prominent among the faculty
scores.
It is not only overemphasis
volunteers are Thomas (on the whole) Van Sneese and Nataniel (by
of aesthetics but it is unsportsmanand large) Cantdrink.
It defies the
like and ungentlemanly.
o—o
o—
o—
o—
best and oldest traditions of the col"Baseball, our national sport, will be here before we know it," revealed
Coach Pin Walls today. "We've got nothing to win and nothing to loose."
Looking at the thing as an uninterested spectator we think the team is
pretty punk. They do, however, look peachy in their suits,
o
o
o—o
o
A new field of interfraternity competition was opened this week
when the Sigmanure House challenged the Hi You Frat Club to a
game of Hop-scotch. Intense rivalry has resulted. The two houses
have ordered special uniforms. High hoppers for the Hi Youse
are Charles Noise '37 and Warren Putter '37. The Sif manures boast
J. S. McDuf '39 and Bustle Pshaw '35.
o
o—o
o—o
o—o
Athletic Director Talcum Morals estimated last week that 212 men are out
for attendance signing. Morals spoke optimistically about the prospects of
putting these men on training table. Popularity of this activity, is on the increase and Jayjay Maggie has taken over a large part of the squad. He
says, "I'll make an attendance signer out of you whomever you are." The
college is now interested in promoting the sport and is considering mailing
Lowdown's Triflers get into their first
self-addressed attendance cards to eliminate the necessity of men coming to
his men hope to keep up Lowdown's
the gym to sign.
they shout.
'

However, a good time was had by
as the Hi You swimming team
swam to victory in the Interf rat meet

DEFEATS DOLBY

CONTEST, GUARANTEES BORED

In anticipation of a dandy football season Coach Madam Balsh urged his
prospective stars to keep out of drafts and eat Wheaties. "A healthy mind
and a healthy body you know," said the happy man smiling. Balsh thinks
we have a splendid little college here. "I like the fellows a lot," giggled the

Kinds

Mgr.

—

